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FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCE~lENT 

MONDAY, JUNE 9, 1975 

U.S. SENA'!'E, 
PF .. RJ.\IANEN'l' SunCOlDUT'l'EE ON INVES'.rIGATIONS, 

C01\Il\U'l''l'EE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Wa8hingto11"D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, Dirksen Senate 
OfIice Building, pursuant to Senate Hesolution 111, as amended, Hon. 
Henry M. Jackson [chairman of the subcommittee] presiding. 

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Henry M. J ac1\:son, 
Democrat, "'iYn~~hington i Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat, 
Connecticut i Senator Sam N Ullll, Dt'mocrat, Georgia; Senator Charles 
II. Percy, RelJublican, Illinois i and SellittOI' Bill Brock, Republican, 
TelUlessee. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief counsel: Philip R. :Manuel, investigator i I"l'edel'ick Asselin, in
vestigator; Stuart Statler, chief cOlUlsel to tho minority; Robert 
Sloan, special counsel to the minority; and Ruth Y. "'itatt, chief clerk. 

Chairman JACKSON. The committee will come to order. 
[Members of the snbconullittee present at time of cOllvt'ning: Sen

ators Jackson, Ribicoff, Percy, anel Brock.] 
Chairman ,JACKSON. The St'uate Permanent Subcommittee on Ilwes

tigations begins today a series of hearings on Federal drug enforce
ment. The subcommittee 'will ust' the hearings as a platform upon 
which national drug abuse control policies and mebhodologies will be 
examined, c1e>bated, defined, and emllla.tt'd. 

The subcommittee will receive testimony from a variety of expt'rt 
sources so that the Senators will have the opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the enforcement effort according to 'both traditional 
and new llwthods of eval nation. 

~ :Much of the subcommittee's preliminary staff investigation has 
focllsed 011 the Nation's major narcotic enforcement agency, the Dl'Ug 
BnfOl'cemt'nt Administration, cOll1monly referred to as DEA, lo
cated within the Department of .J ustice. 

• DEA was created on July 1, 1973, uncleI' the terms of Reorganiza-
tion Plan No, 2 of that same yC'ar. Accordingly, the subcommittee will 
exercise its oversight flUlction in assessing' the mumler in which execu
tive branch proponents of the l'eorganization promoted the plan to 
the. Congress. 

The Silbcoll1l11ittee will receive testimony rt'garding the staff's 1)1'e
liminary inquiry into the n;ccomplishl11(\lits or Reorganizati~n PIlm 
No.2 of 1973 and the agency It set up, DEA. 

One or the main results of: Reorganization Plan No. 2 was to re
move from the U.S. Customs Ser\'ice virtually all narcotics enforce-

(1) 
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ment functions, particularly with regard to intelligence-gathering 
responsibilities 'relating to the smuggling of contraband narcotics 
into the United States anc1 the investigative responsibility to pursue 
these cases. 

Since all narcotics-opium, morphine base, lleroin, cocaine-are 
foreign products and must be smugglec1 into the United States, the 
subcommittee will wish to receive information as to the impact on 
enforcement that occurred when the Customs Service was confinec1 to 
bOl'c1er inspection only in narcotics enforcement. 

The subconwlittee' will e~amine the staff's preliminary findings 
which inc1icate that more narcotics are being smuggled into the United 
States since Reorganization Plan No.2 went into effect in July of". 
1973. 

The subcommittee will inquire of executive branch spokesmen and 
other witnesses as to whether the illegal importation of narcotics is 
on the upswing. If narcotics sl1luggling~ is increasing, the subcommittee 
will inquire of execut.ive branch spokesmen as to why this upswing 
has occurred when one of the key benefits of Reorganizat.ion Plan 
No.2, llecorc1ing to executive braneh spokesmen, was to haye been 
an improved border mechanism to disrupt the flow of narcotics into 
this country. 

The subcommittee will examine preliminary staff findings indicat
ing that there is disagreement amollg Federal narcotics enforcement 
personnel as to where the primary focus of the Federal effort should 
be-at the street level or at levels higher up in the drug underworld 
where the possibility exists for disrupting the flow of narcotics across 
tllt' l\..merican borders and in interstate traffic. 

The staff's preliminary inquiry has shown that Federal clrug agents, 
particularly those involved in the internal mechanism of N1Iorce
ment, are subject to considerable pressures which ha,-e in some in
stances resulted in personnel compromise or corruption. 

For that reason, the subcommittee will examine the system of 
internal security employed at DEA. The subcommittee wili examine 
ull(>gatiol1s that DEA's top management has in certain instances 
l'ef1ec;ted an indifference to intt'grity and management problems re
garc1mg the conduct of its own personnel. 

The subcommittee wi]] eyaluate preliminary staff finrlings that 
indicate a pattern of inc1iffert'nce to intt'grity investigations going 
hack to DEA's prec1ecessOl' agencies, the B11l'ean of Narcotics and • 
Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) and the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 
(FBN) before that. 

To a considerable extent, the integrity problems associn.ted with 
drug agents may bc, related to the use 0'£ Federal agents in "in(li8- !or 

criminate under"cover work" jn which these agents, posing as drug 
d('alers th(,.ITlselves, are som('.times :I:orced to adopt the lifestyle of the 
criminal!' they are trying to expose. 

The subcommittee's inquiry' will place special focus on the enforce
l11(>nt methoc101og:y-, commOli]y termed "buy-bust," in which under
cover agents buy lllieit drugs, hoping that these purchases will lead 
inv(>s6A'ators to identify and ultimately apprehend violators high up 
ill the drug hiemrchy. 

The subcommittee staff, working with the General Accounting Office, 
is gu,thering figures which will reveal how much money the. DEA, 
throngh its "buy-bust" system, infuses into the illicit drug network; 
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and whether this system is effective ill immobilizing major drug syn
dicates. 

The subcommittee will evaluate the coordination and cooperation 
that exists between the enforcement and treatment arms of the Fed
eral drug control effort. 

The early period of the ongoing investigation will focus 0n allega
tions that a patteI'll of indifference to integrity matters exists at DEA. 

Because the subcommittee wishes to hear from all aspects of the 
Federal drug abuse control effort testimony, exhibits and submitted 
statements will be received from organizations such as the Special 
Action Office on Drug Abuse Prevention, the Drug Abuse Council, a~ld 
Federal agencies such as the Bureau of Prisons, the Veterans' Admlll
istration, the Department of Defense and its individual services, the 
Customs Sen"ice, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Justice 
Department, the Treasury Department, and from police departments 
of major cities, and from physicians and others involved in the treat
ment aspect of drug control. 

I consider the drug problem one of the most important issues facing 
the cOIUltry today. We haye had enough slogans; now we need facts 
upon which to make evaluations. I believe this intensive examina
tion of the narcotics problem will provide the facts necessary to propose 
constructive recommendations relating to Federal narcotics law en
forcement. 

May I just add, too, that Senator Ribicoff, the chairman of the sub
committee which handled the reorganization plan, pointed out quite 
pel'ceptiYely what was apt to happen. 

I may say to Senator Ribicoif and to Senator Percy who served as 
c~lUirman of that subcommittee and ranking minority leader, respec
tIvely, that what has C0111e to pass here, that the net re~"lt has not 
been what the proponents, when they presented the plan, had suggested 
it would do. 

n wonld appear that most of the effort has been made at the end 
of the road; that is, out in the street where the. pushers are, rather 
than at the source overseas and in the intelligence-gathering part of it 
which should be the Federal role. 

All 50 States have drug enforcement laws. 
,Ve haye the police at the city level. ,Ve IULve all the State investi

gatiYe authorities, but purely from that standpoint there is indeed 
a reall'eason to believe that tlie administration of this program has not 
been what it was purported it would be when the plan was submitted. 

Above all else, as we go throlHxh thei"e hearings there is a lack of 
that de,!lTC'e of pl'ofessiona,lism that I think is cl'itical to an agency 
as sensitive as one involved in c11'll,!!; enforcement because the temntu
tion for payoffs und corruption, is tremendous in this kind of an 
operation. 

Professionalism is tll0 kev thing that is lacking here. One may criti
cize certain activities of tlie FBI, but I remember as a young ))l'Ose
eutor, in one of the unsolved kidnapping cases, beillg exposed to the 
professionalism of the FBI. It is something that has always impressed 
me, and the fact that they haye through the years been able to run 
their organization in such a way in which they have avoided any 
snspicion of corruption is the greatest tribute that can be paid to 
that hwestigativc organization. 
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I must confess on the other hand, I see a threat of a lack of profes
sionalism l'lullling through this operation. ,Ve arc not prejudging it. 
The testimony will come ont, UJncl it will speak for itself. But I did 
want to make those general obse1'nttjons after having' reae1 through. 
the l'ecords and listened to some of the witnesses . 

Fh'st, Senator Percy, do you have a comment ~ 
Senator PERCY. Yes. Thank ;you yery' much, Mr. Chairman. 
I am delighted to join \vith you and with Senator Ribicoff viith whom 

I did work very closely in the development of Reorganization Plan 
No.2. 1; is true that we did issue warning's at that time. vVe were 
deeply concerned at that time about s0111.e· of the possible abuses in 
Federal drug law enforcement. ,Ve tried to point them out at that 
time. 

Now, it is our unhappy duty in this oycrsight hearing to see whether 
or not anv of those abuses have developed. 

I am delighted to join Senator Brock this morning, also. 
The hearings that weare commencing today al'e hearin,gs of great 

concern to all.J:\mericans. ,Ye must consic1er that in 'Vashillgton~ D.C., 
alone, about 65 perccnt of all crime, break-ins. robberies. burglaries, 
and assaults ocem: in daylight hours before () p.lT) .. Orclinarily, one 
would associate crime with nighttime. 

vVe can l'ecog11ize that much of this crime is cll'u~: related. and 
the desperation of the people to get money for drup:::'l. for c1rng abuse, 
drives them to the kind of crime that has made our society, pal'ticula:dy 
urban areas, hi.ghly undesirable pla,ces to live in. 

The total cost of drug-related crimes to the United Stutes today 
and to the American people is around $10 billion to $15 billion. So that 
what we are clealing with in these hearinas is a matter of vital concern 
to the so,fety and wen-being of all Americans. 

This subcommittee has been vory cleeply involved in oversight of 
Federal drug enforcement programs since the inception of the Drug 
Enforcement Allministl'ation of July 1, 1973. 

Drug abuse, the broken lives ane1 human 1nise1'Y it causes. and the 
violent crime it generates has been well elocumentecl ancl often ana
lyzecl From time to tin:e, Federal, State, ancllocal drug enforcement 
efforts have been ol'gamzed, modified, ancll'earrangcd and completely 
alterecl in an effort to improve ancl adjust the direction of the narcotic 
problems. 

The subcommittee will focus on the promises ,u,nclresult.s of one such 
Federal proposal, Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973, which amalga
mated most of the Federal drug effort in the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration within the Department of .Justice. 

As un active pn,rticipant in the congressional review of this reorga
nization plan, I felt a particular Deed to consider the effectiveness of 
the present organization and strncture of Federal drug law enforce
ment programs, the overall management capabilities of DEA. and the 
enforcement approaches now used by all Federal t'\,gencies involved. 

Such a review is especially desirable 'at this time in view of reliable 
reports that illicit narcotics are now being imported and used in ever
increasing qnantities. Not only have we not t1.1rnecl the corner in the 
so-callcd war on drugs, but mounting evidence from public and pri
vate sources indicates that we aTe behlg waylaid by a series of minor 
sldrmisl1es. ' 
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Indeed, almost 2 years after a major reorganization of manpower 
nndresomces, we must ask whether the Federal antidrug effort is any 
more effective. than before, or e.Ve11 worse, whether we are in a state 
of retreat. 

In the course of this inquiry, the subcommittee staff has recein-c1 
and developed information concerning allegations of malfeasance and, 
in some cases, corruption by Federal narcotics officials, some of whom 
now occupy positions of considerable responsibility. 

The special emphasis placeel on integrity matters during these heal'
~ngs may raise some unpleasant questions which have long remained 
In the b<l.ckgl'onnd, never squarely facrel, never fully conslC1('red. To 
gloss oyer thesc issues once again would be t.o ignore the crucial rela
tionship between official organized corruption and the successful smug
gling and sale of narcotics. 

As Ralph :M. Susman, an authorit.y in this area, has recently writ
ten, Congress must: "take cognizance of the fact that heroin traffick
ing is a highly organized, relatively low-risk, lucrative commercial 
ventnrr. As with other organized criminal activities, it simply couM 
not. continue to exist on any significant scale without the complicity 
and cooperation of law enforcement authorities and criminal justice 
personnel at allleyels of goycrnment, not only in foreig11 countries but 
in the "Cnitecl States as well." 
Inte~rity matters within thr Frderal drug enforcement bureauc~ 

racy will he cliscus'lecl in detail by the. past three chief inspectors of the 
Bnrran of Xal'cotics and Dangerous Drngs~ and the Drug Enforce~ 
Il1rnt Administration. 

In tIli.::; 1'el2:a1'cl, what concerns me most is not iRolatecl indiscretions 
bnt rather aJlegations that organized patterm. of corruption have 
enwr[!ed at the Fed(lrallevel and that thrre cloes not now exist n. we11-
staff0d, adequately Hnancect fully supported Office of Inspections in 
DE..:\. with a clear mandate to comhat improprieties and corruption at 
all Ieyels. 

Onr first witn(lss today the chairman has called is our chief inves
tigator for organizt'd Cri111(', Philip l\fallnel. All of us who have worked 
with him on the snbcommiUre knmy him to be one of the most thor
ough invrstigators and most knowledgeable mrn in the United States 
on the mattrl' of organized crimr. 

I ivas particularlY plt'ased to see that he emphasizecl at the conclu
sion of his report'to this Rubcommittee the high quality or many 
people who do work in drug law enforcement. Mr. Chairman, I think 
that it is rssential wheneyer we hold hearings of this type which point 
out some of our proble111s that we not lose sight of the fact that most 
men anclwomen rngaged in this actiyity are devoted, dedicuted public 
sel'Yants. 

There is always a 111'ohlrm of morale within the Federal agencies 
t hat we are investigating, and so it is important to try to get a balanced 
piC'tul'e. 

I shou1d like to (lmphasiz('. at this time my opinion that the vast 
majority of all Federal drng agents, snpel'yisors, and adminisr.rators 
al'e individuals of ontstanding ability, dedicated to eliminating the 
plag:ue of drng abl1s(l und tIl('. in('n~c1iblp human mis{'l'Y that it entails. 
I kIlOW this fro111 personallmow]eclr.:e. but my own Iniowleclge in this 
area is minnscule compared to that. of Mr. ~rUlillel. 
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I am delighted we both quite independently came to the same con
clusion. I would hope that these hearings, while critical of some proceJ 

<.lures and pro~~~ms now in use, in no way lessen our understanding 
of the extreme cLinlculty of the narcotics ag[.nts' tasks. 

Cases involving specific Federal drug officials will be discussed fTom 
time to time durillg these hearings. Criticism will be made and rec
ommendations will be offered in some instances. 

But it is my firm belief that, while insisting on personnel of only 
the highest caliber in DEA leadership positions, and throughout the 
agency, these hearings should avoid focusing exclusively on personali
ties to the detriment of our broader purpose. 

Rather, it is my hope, and I know that the chairman shares this 
desire, that our hearings will constitute a thorough and impartial re
view of the entire Federal drug effort. 

IVhat we are concel'lled with is not just the gathering of statistics 
and the ability of an agency to deliver an imbressive ~report to the 
Congress. 

IVhat "e are looking for is real results, ll'JL at the low level on the 
stl'cet, because that should be dealt with by local and State authorities. 

\,~ e are looking for the arrest and conviction of offenders in the 
cah'gol'ies classifiecl as class 1 an<1 2, at the top of the pyramid. lYe 
are not so interested in getting a little fish down below. That should 
he someone else's job. That is not the Federal Government's job. 

Our job is to do what local and State authorities cannot do, do not 
have the po,Yel', the authority, or the responsibility really to go after. 
The Federal effort must be designed to get the class 1 and class 2 
offcnders at the top of the heap, where the real payoff is. That is the 
only chance we have to really make a dent in the illicit flow of chugs 
in this country which is so undermining the quality of life in America 
and the quality of life of every single American family. 

I thank you, :Mr. Chairman, very much, indeed. 
:Mr. Chairman, I would like to state that the Multinational Snbcom

mittee which is n. relatively small committee of foreign relations, is 
holding; lH'l1rings on the N orthl'op question this morning ancI tomorrow 
morning. So I will haye to go back and forth. IVe will always see that 
minority is reprcsented at the hearings. I will spend most of my time 
in these hearings but ha \Te to excuse myself. 

Cl:airman .JACKSON. lYe fully unclerstand, Senator Percy, and ap
preCIate your fine statement. 

Senator Ribicofr chaired the Reorganization Subcommittee that had 
the responsibility of acting on the reorganization plan submitted by 
President Nixon back inlDi3. 

I woulcl observe that we arc not only conducting un investigation 
bnt we are monitoring in effect the imp!tct of that reorganizatioii plan 
on law enforcement. 

Senator Ribicoff is more knowledgeable on this subject than anyone 
in the Senate because hewent into it in depth. I would ]ike for Senator 
Rihiroil:' to make some observations ancI COl1llllents at this point as we 
start these hearings. 

Senator RIBIOO]!,]!,. Senator .Tackson, I commend you for undertaking 
th('se hearings. The rapid spread of drug abuse is an epidemic and 
the way it is bancUecl by the GoYel'mnent is really a scandal. 

., 
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In 19'71, we set up at the request of the administration the Special 
Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention. It was placed in the lVhite 
House with the assurance that it was so important that the 'White 
HOtlSe would have an office to monitor the whole treatment problem of 
drug abuse. 

In 1973, President Nixon sent up a reorganiqq,tion plan which set 
up DEA. This agency was supposed to draw together all Federal 
law enforcement efforts to deal with drugs. 

Yet, the prob lemsand shortcomings we encountered then are still 
in existence because there is still no comprehensive long-term Federal 
strategy to coordinate drug treatment and enforcflment programs. 

There is still no role for the FBI in combating organized crime's 
major influence in heroin smuggling and other forms of illicit drug 
traffic. 

There is stiUno accurate data. There is st.illno major enforcement 
program, and there is still no letup in interagency feuding and the 
internal corruption that have plagued drug la,w enforcement for these 
past many years. 

The basic question, nfr. Ohairman, is whether the reorganization 
plans rea,lly work. lV'itll this in mind, in 1973, I introduced a bill to 
turn over Federal drug enforcement responsibility to the FBI. Iron
ically, the FBI-the enforcement agency with the least corruption 
problem and the most experience in dealing with organized crime-is 
also all agency that has never been brought into the ,va.r on' drugs. 
The reason for this is very simple. The FBI never wanted it and still 
cloesn't wa,nt the job. 

I am very critical of the FBI for not wanting a piece of this action. 
[At this point Senators Brock and Percy withdrew from the hear

ing room.]' 
Senator RmrcoFF. It is a, tough job. The results to be achieved are 

tough. Maybe there aren't any kudos and the FBI backed away from 
trying to move in against organizecl crime in the field of drugs. 

At thn.t time President Nixon rejectecl the FBI option and offered 
instead his reorganization plan setting up the DEA. At my insistence, 
the plan included a provision ca1ling for maximum cooperation be
tween the DEA and the FBI and the President's message promised 
a more effectivc anti-drug role for the FBI, especially in dealing with 
the relationship between drug trafficking and organized crime. 

It became very obvious that DEA was picking up the small fish. 
It bccame very obvious that the big boys, organized crime, were not 
being gotten at and were not being prosecuted. 

Your subcommittee investigation, Mr. Ohairman, has indicated 
that these commitments by the Nixon administration have not been 
fnlfilled and the FBI still'has no drug enforcement role. . 

I recommend, therefore, that as we proceed with these hearings, we 
explore whether the time has not finally come to place drug Cllforce
mC'nt rrsnonsibilities in our lead enforcement agency, the FBI. 

The FBI's reluctance to take on this problem is understandable. But 
the need for clean, expcl'iencecl hands at the drug enforcement helm 
are overwhelming. So that this proposal can receive the attention 
that it deserves, Mr. Chairman, I ask unanim01.1S consent that my 
original bill, establishing the Division of Narcotics and Dangerous 
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Dr~lg~ in .the F~I, and D;ly :floor statcl1;umt ,of February 21, 1973, ex
plammg It, be mcluded ill the appendIx of these hearinO's. 

Chairman JAOKSON. ·Without objection, it is so order~l. 
[The material referred to begins on page ~35.] 

Senator RIBICOFF. "What becomes yery obvious is that Congress and 
the Executive can pass any legislation coming f01'th with programs 
that are supposed to solve the problems facing our society. But some
how they don't work. 

·What we fail to understancl is that organization is really policy and 
if we have a program that is badly organized, nothing effective will 
come from it. 

So it becomes very illll?ortant that \ve not only zero in on the abuses 
but I am sure, Mr. Clunrman, :ron and the other members after we 
finish with these hearings, whether we 1m "e the cooperation with the 
t'xcclltive branch or not, that this committee corne up ·with its own 
(lrgallizatioll plan to have constructive l(lgislation, indicating whem 
we ::;houlc1 be going in the entire problem of drug enforcement and 
drug abuse. 

r condemn the executive branch for closing its eyes to tbis problem 
anel for failing to undertake the actions ancl the r(lcollnnendations 
to make drug abuse programs l'E'ally ·work. 

Again, my commendation to you, SPllator .r ac1\:son, for under
taking this problem that affects the 1)('op1e of the entire Nation. 

Chairman .TACKSOX. I want to say that Se-nator Ribicoff, speaking 
as chairman of the full committp(l, is in a ]1osi60n to say that the sub
committe0 is not iust. involved in this investigation to bring ont certain 
information which wi1l not he wr~- plt'asant as \\'c pl'o('e(l(l through 
tll(lsC h(laringR. It will be very di~tH1'hillg to the ~'\.n1(ll'ican people in 
an al'(la that is so ff'llSitiw and involns pal'ticuln.rly the lives 0'£ mil
lions of yOUIlg p(lople amI their futurC'. 

Beini chairman of the full cOlllmittC'f', Sma101' Rihiroff, of COUTse, 
lum the l'f'sponsihility of taking th(' l('~Tislat1Y(l ac1'iol1. ,Y0 arc sitting 
today in the inv('stigath-c role which wi111('ad to the legislative action 
,yhi('1l we trv to do. 

IllY('stigat:ive. committ(l(ls of CongrNls n.re sOl11('til11<'s critici:wd. It is 
saiLl theyrnsh in ancl iUY(lstigate and rush out anclll0thing happens. 
),fa:v I Jllst point ont two sig11if1cant pi('cl's of legislation that; hays 
bCPll pn'R~.C(l, )'fJ'. Chairman, just ill the last few months, one this 
last. w{,pk. 

One, t11('1'o was the \\'01'1<1wi(1(l cutoff of 811pplies and the worldwide 
strategin al(lI1:. Tnt,(,l'llation!tl American oil compnni('s eut off the snp
pIv o\'el'seas of lwtrolenm to the f1e(l/; un(l to t11e nil' forces. 

That ,vas [\, math']' thi8 ('ommiU('e investigntNl. ,Ve passed on Fl'i
clll\(:Un am(ll1(lmcnt to thc Der(lnf'c P)'OClll'Cment .Act which mnk(ls it 
n Te]ony, 2 yenrs hnprisonment. fmd $100,000 fine. for a,ny individual 
to knm\'illp:1.v hn illYOlYNl in sHch an (l[ort.. 

The s(,(\011<1 th.ing, ;\Il'. Chairman, I wanted to l11(lntion is we lln.ye. 
conducteel exh~nsiV(l, iIn-estigatiOllf> in connection wit-h stolen s('cnriti(ls. 

,Yo ofr(ll'eel an amen(ll1wnt on the f\ena,te floor to the Senator v'\Til
lilllm; bill ·whieh the President just 8ignecl the other day which now 
j'ccl11ires all the h1'ok<'l'age hOllS'P8 and banks to l'cg1stei' their bonds 
~() tha,(; we. ha,ve a way in which we can run c1own- stolon securities. 
OUT' t('stlmony shows 'a total of $50 billion stolen securities that arc 
floating around as v[tlid. 

,.' 
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So I think this, nfr. Chairman, is in th~ tradition of what the com
mittee is trying' to do. Out of thes~ heo,rings therr. will bG legislation 
becansG it is cleo,r that the DEA has not worked. 

First, to lay the foundatioll. since October 1973 we haye been quietly, 
thoroughly inYestigaHng tIi(~ Drug Enforcement ~\..dministration, 
starting with the Frank Peroff case. 

,Ve are all familiar with th~ misconduct of the Federal drug agents 
in the operations in connection with the debugging of Rohert Vesco's 
home and his office. These things go,ve us ccrtain leads that conce-rued 
us regarding the integrity of the organization. 

'~V1i.ell we' sa~' that, we 'recogniz~ that undoubteclly only 0, few are 
involved here, that there are litero,lly thousands of faithful, com
petent, capable, Hnd dedico,ted men and ·women in the agency who 
[LI'~ trving to do a job. Bnt there appears to be at 0, minimum mis
conduct '1-11ich ,,,ill be brought ont. 

Such iu(liyichmls ,,'ere promoted in the organization. 80n1(' of them 
ma.y still be in the orgo,nization of DE..:\.. ,Ye iy[mt to find ont 0,11 of 
thoSG things. 

~\t. this tinw for 0, detai1(>r1 background of the problem, the case, 
we will call on Philip R. l\1anu(>l, the inyestigator for the committee 
ill this area, aml ",ho has dOlle such an outstanding job, for his 
statement. 

1V"ill you stand and be sworn, both gentlemen ~ 
Do you and each of ~Yuu solemnly swear that the testimony you arc 

ahout to give. before this snhl'ommittee shall be th~ truth, the ·whole 
trnth, and nothing hut the truth, so help yon God? 

}\[r.1\L\xrn. I clo. 
}\fl'. ~\.SSELIS. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF PHILIP R. MANUEL, INVESTIGATOR, SENATE PER· 
:l!iIANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, AND FREDERICK 
J. ASSELIN, INVESTIGATOR, SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMIT· 
TEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

Chairman JAOKSON. You may be seated. 
1f1'. :\fanuC'l, I believ~ you have a prepared statement. You may 

proceed in your own wo,y. All of it will go into the record, but some of it 
doC's not nerd to be handled verbal1y. 

The exhibits will be admitted as soon as the press have ('opies. I 
think "'(l can expedite the testimony in tlHtt wav. All right, sIr. 

~fr. :\L\NUJ~L. Thank you, 1\11'. Clulil'man. • 
1111'. Chairman, at your direction this subcommittee is conducting 

an inYC'stigation into the manner in which th~ U.S. Govel'llment ell· 
fOl'C'CS laws concerning the illegal importation, smuggling, sale, pos
session, amI use of I1o,l'Cotics and dangerous drugs, with particular 
attention to the possible existence of mismanagement, malfeasance, 
and corruption within thos~ agencies with responsibility in the chug 
abnHC Held, especially the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

It has been your stateel intention, nIl'. Chairman, that thesG hearings 
should serve as a platform wherein the notional drug eniorcemellt 
effort could be described, c1eb!tted, o,nd evaluated for the first time 
since DEA was cl'(>atec1 on .July 1, 1D73, according to the pl'ovisions\ 
of Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1073. -
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This plan gave to DEA, within the Department of Justiee, vir
tuallyall powers of narcotics enforcement both domestically anet 
overseas, including the authority to conduct all internal enforcement 
opE'l'ations from the time narcotics are smuggled into the country 
and the authority to collect ancl evaluate all fOl'eig"n intelligence rc,~ 
garding sources of supply and distribution syndicates. The plan, 
however, left the authority to interdict narcotics at the border with 
the U.S. Customs Service. To that eA1:ent, these two agencies-DEl" 
and Customs-have separate jurisdictions in the narcotics field. 
Th~ st.ated objective of Reorganization Plan No.2, in combining the 

functIOns, assets, and talents of the Bureau of Narcotics and Danger
ous Drugs [BNDDJ, a segment of the U.S. Customs Service, the 
Office of Drug Abuse Law EnforcemE'nt [ODALE], and t.he Office of 
National Narcotics Intelligence [ONNI], was to improve thp aggre
gate effort of these individual agencies. DEA, therefore, has the ines
capable responsibility of achieving that objective. 

A certain forbearance is callE'cl for, however, in view of the fact 
that law enforcement actions alone are not the complete answer to 
the complexities of international narcotics traffic or the national prob
lem of drug abuse. 

There are other factors which must be taken into consideration. 
They are the diplomatic, political, and economic methods which can 
be used to eradicate the production of narcotics at their foreign source 
and the treatment 0:[ the narcotics user to determine why thel'e is such 
demand in this country for narcotics and ch·ugs. • 

That being said, thf:'n, it is onr purpose to measure how well DEA 
has performed since RE'organization Plan No.2 and to determine if 
the stated object~yes of the reorganization plan, together with the 
many representahons of the proponents of DEA to the Congress, have 
bef:'n achievC'd. 

The timeliness of these hea.rings is further accentuated bv current 
reports from both Government and private sources that drug abuse is 
on the increase in this country. 

Tllere is evidence which this subcommittee will have the opportunity 
to evaluate which indicates that drug abuse problems are worse today 
than they 'were on .Tulv 1, 1D73; that all types of na.rcotics, including' 
heroin, cocaine, hashish, and marihuana, are being smuggled across 
U.S. borders in greater quantities than they were on July 1, 
1D73; and that the availability of narcotics and'danaerolls drugs on 
the streets of America is greater today than when DEA was created. 

Conversely, it is ironic that the reco~d shows that the period immc
(liately l)receding the reorganization-that is, from 1971 through early 
1973-Federal narcotics law enforceIy.ent had its period of greatest 
Sllccess. During that period, massive criminal conspu'ucy cases\mpris
oned or other,vise immobilized maj or narcotics traffickers both within 
the, United States and abroad. These conspiracy ca..ses were effected us 
a resuJ1i of the work of both BNDD and Customs. Usually these cases 
were developed by investigative work following an interdiction or 
arrest at the border or port of entry. 

This enforcement success was a principa.l reason why there was a 
heroin shortage during the period of time shortly before the imple
n'J.entation of Reorganization Plan No.2. 
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It would appear, therefore, that not only has there not been an 
improvement in narcotics enforcement since Reorganization Plan 
No.2, but there has been a failure to hold the gains which were in 
hand at the time DE.!. was created. 

The central issue to be examined in these hearings. ther(>fore, is 
whether DE.!. has failed to adequately perform as envisioned by the 
proponents of the reorganization, and if so, why? 

Stated another way, the issue is, have the .American taxpayers re
ceived their money's worth in terms of a drug enforcement effort able 
to disrupt drug traffic at a high level, immobilize the criminal syn
dicates that trrdfic in narcotics, ancI prevent, to the extent possible, 
drugs from reaching the streets? This issue will be addressed in some 
manner by each witness in these hearings. 

In order to best evaluate this central issue, testimony will be re
ceived during various segments of these hearings which will describe 
many pertinent topics which are components of the drug problem as 
a whole. 

These pertinent topics will include-
The historical development of Federal narcotics enforcement 

agencies with a description of their past enforcement methodol
ogy, utilization of resources, and accomplishments; 

Particular problems inherent in narcotics enforcement, espe
ciaUy the dangers of corruption; 

An analysis and compariRon of enforcement methodology with
in the United States, at the borders, lmcl in foreign countries; 
and 

An analysis of the so-called buy-bust technique and the nse ?f 
undercover agents to purchase naI'cotics and its effectIveness III 
disrupting narcotics traffic and immobilizing major drug traffick
ers and syndicates. 

The suucornmittee must also determine the effectiveness of mange
ment of DEA by an analysis of the allocation of money, manpower, 
and equipment,' and whether this allocation is consistent with the 
proper role of the Federal Government in combating drug abuse. 

Mr. Chairman. the subcommittee has l'equested of tIle General Ac
counting Office (GAO), that a study be conducted into DEA's alloca
tion of lllOneyS, manpower, and equipment. 

Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, I ask that two letters from you to GAO 
requesting this study, be made a part of this hearing record. These 
letters. dated March 0, 1975, and :May 1, 1975, set forth the areas of 
study GAO was requested to undertake. 

GAO spokesmen will testify before this subcommittee as to the re
sults of this study. 

Chairman JACKSON. 'Without objection, the letters will be received. 
Thew will be printed in the record at that point. 

[The letters follow:] 
U.S. SENA1'E, 

COMMI1"rEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERA'rWNS, 
SENATE PERMANEN1' SUnOOl\nfI1'1'EE ON INVES1'IGA1'IONS, 

Wa8h-inoton, D.O., .tllaroh 6,1975. 
HOIl. IDLMER B. STAAl'S, 
The Oomptrollel' Gene1'aZ of the Unite(Z State8. 

My DgAR MR. S1'ANJ~S: The Permanent Subcommittce on Investigations llas 
been engaged in all ongOing inquiry into the Drng Enforcement AclmJnistratioll. 
The scope of this inquiry includes allegations conccming the effectiveness and 

ti4-0ti(l-'7u-2 
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the integrity of the DEA as well as its entire approach to Federal narcotics law 
'enforcement. Our goal, us we go forward with our investigation, is a thorough 
analysis of the ability of the agency to effectively deal with the ever-increasing 
narcotics problem. 

It is my belief that the General Accounting Office can be of invaluable assist
ance to our effort. Accordingly, I am requesting that the General Accounting 
Office examine the following area~ which are of lllajor concern to the Subcom
mittee: 

1. An analYRis of purchase of eviclence/llUrchase of information (PE/PI) 
funds used by DEA as an approach to drug law enforcement focusing on the the 
numher of c()nvi('tion~ and Rignificanee of yiolators convicted, including (a) a 
study of the amounts of ]'ec1eral dollars allocatf'd to PE/PI over the last fiye 
Yf'ars an(l to whom these dollars flow, and (h) an accounting of all such money 
so used since the creation of DEA. 

2 • .A.n analysis of the results of the TINDD/DEA, U.S. Customs Service, and 
the former Office for Drug AllU:';(~ Law };JnforccuH'nt efforts in drug enforcement, 
from fiscal year 1970 to present, focusing on the number of convictions, nature of 
the casp. significance of violator:.; couvirtl'tl, and the nature, quantity, quality 
and/or street valuc of illirit drugs sC'ized lUi well all all allalysis of the lnw en
forcement methodology utilized by pach agency. 

3. An analysis of DEA enforcement and intelligence manpower allocations to 
varionll aetivitiPR and flll1rtiouH in tIl(> agel1t'y. 

4 . .A.n analySis of the exchange of informatiou between CustomH and DE.\', 
including the frequency and nature of requeHtH for information or assistance by 
one agency or the other and the dil;pmd tion of .'lllch rCrtUeRt. 

ii. An auaI~'sis of the control;; pXPl'ei,;ecl h~' DEA over narcotic!' spized, inclmling 
Itlly information llYailahle on tIl<' nature, quantity, quality and/or strpct "alue of 
any narcotics unacrol1ntrc1 for after original ':!'izure,;. 

(i. An nnnly:.;itl aJl(l aecouuting of auy "(!onli<ll'lltinl fund" maintainC'<l by DEA, 
including tlle pnrIJOSPH for whicl1 tIle funds W(>l'e t'XIll'Il<lcd. 

7 .• \n aJUlly:.;i:.; of thc }lrogrnm of ('1'0:';'; <lPRignatioll of DEA agpnts to allow 
them tlu' RaJnp RPm'cll and seizurc' 1111thoril)' as n.R. CustOJllS agpnl'1.:. to in!'llHl(> 
the numher of DEA agpnts [;0 designated and the Humber und quality of arl't'~;tll 
11Il\(1e lUHI convictio1ls obtaincd by the11l in this Cftlla<!ity, 

R. .\n analysis of the rtnantit~' and quality of intclligence information pxc!hangp(l 
hl'twepn I>I~A untlllHl U.K Cnstoms Hpr\'ice l'incp July 1, 1!l73 which would P11-
ahle hoth agencies to function in the manuel' intended by reorganizatic)U plan 
# '2. 

'Wp 111:"0 undC'l'l'tnnd that your ~taff hal' done consi<lcrable work on the DEA 
rOUl[llinllee pl'ograms and we would lilm tlwir views on til(> results of tll('8(, 
vrog'rllllls. 

Ril1Pl' time is of the eRRPllPe with regarc] to certain of ale ahoY(' itelllfl. it' woulrl 
he arlJll'p('iatrcl if your l'epl'e~C'ntaliye contar\'pcl Howal'c11!'el<1U1an, Chicf CounRC'1 
to the HubcOlllIllitl:ee, to discUHS our prioritieH alHl the time rpquired for ;\'our 
studies. 

Your COopPl'Ution ii'l grcatly appreciated, 
Sincerely, 

HEXllY l\I. .TAC'KRON, 
Ohairman. 

P.S. ~r~;.\TA'fE, 
CO?fMI'rTEE ON GOVEIUC\fE;.\T'r Ol'lmA'l'IoNS, 

SENATE PEUMA;.\TEXT SunCO~f1I[rr'rI':F: ON I~VI,STIGATIO~S, 

HllU, EL~lEll TI. S'rAA~:S, 
lVa8hlngton, D.G'., May 1, 1975. 

The C011lptl'Ollc1' General of the UnUccl Statc8. 
l.Iy DEAll Mll. CO:\!l''rnoLI,Ell GrmmlAL: PurRuant to our continuing iUYefltigation 

of the Drng Enforcement Administration, I l'equeflt thnt the Gpnpral Acrounl'lng 
Ofiire conduct an inquiry of the following ppl'('inent subJects in adc1ition to thORO 
identitiecl ill my letter to you of March 0, llJ7ii : 

1. A study and analysis of the type [lntl rtttality of cooperation thut ('Xiflt,; lle
tween the I"ecleral TImc'an of Im(lsl'igation amI the Drug Enforcemcnt Adminis
tration since Reorganizatioll Plun No.2 was implementer I Oil Jnly 1, 1f)73. Afl you 
nre Ilware, j'CKtimouy by A<1minisl'l'ation officIals hefore tl1P COngreSfi when Rpo)'
ganizrttiOI1 Plall No, 2 was being considered. indicate(l tllat the creation of DEA 
woul<l enable the FBI, for the iil'st time, to h(lcoll1e aetively involve(l in drug 
enforcement. 
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Administration witnesses testifietl that the ]'BI would participate with the 
DEA in narcotics cases by provilling both information anu informants, espeeinUy 
in those cases dealing with organized. crime figures ailll interstate and interna
tional conllpiraC'ies. 

It ill apprOlJl'iate, therefore, all a part of our current investigation, that :vour 
agency determine llOW and under what circumstances the FBI hall cuollerated 
with DEA in the development of major narcoticll cases :lJld whether that coop
eration has resulted in significant disrulltion of narcotics trame. 

:!. A study and analysis of how federal money from LE..:!..1\. is allocated, by DE.\., 
to the various narcotics Task ]'orces currently in olleration in the countr;r. 

We arc especially interested in lwowillg what criteria is used b:v DEA for 
cletl'rmining how much money is allo<'ated to each task forrc: how that money 
is wwd; amI what results have been achieved in relntion to the stated missioll 
ur {JujectiYl's of these tnsk force~. 

3 . .A study :lnd al1:llysi~ of the FniIled Int('l1igPl1ce l\mter, n federully fum led 
narl'otics relntell olleratioll in the Xew Yor1, City aI'P:l. 

'With regard to this center, WP ar!' illt<'re~tt'(1 in determining the nature and 
I'colle of its (rperation, the amollnt of fedpl'al 1Il1l1li{'s in\"()In'll. tlIP identity or 
Ilf\l'til'ipant~ in the systPlll, tlw trv<' of informution ntilizl.d by the IlnrtieiV(luts null 
an)" past in~tall<.es of misuse of. thi:4 inflll'luatioll. 

':I'lle re:<nlt:< of your incjuri:v 011 tIH' nmttt'l'H I llllYP I'Pflupstf'd will he mul1f' part 
of the l'l'('(Jr(1 of. i'lnlicollimittpe ht,tU'ings on tlle olwl'ntiolU; of the Drug I~nforce
llH'lIt .'l.dmiuistrnl'ion. 

:\In~' I tak!' tlJifl o}lvortullit,r to (>xl)rC~~ lilY apl'ret·iatiou fol' ~'Ollr c()o!Jl'ratio!l 
in tltis iuV<'sti!\'atioll. 

HiIICl'rt,Iy, 
IIExny ~I. J..I.CKSOX, 

OTwirman. 

)Ir. ).L\xn:r, .• \.mon.!!: thr ]'pqnrsts tll(' sulwol11mittrr ha::; made of 
(}~\.O al'e an Hnalysi:-; or how DE.\. usrH 1ll00WY appl'opriatrc1 hI' Con
ATl'SS to plll'('haf;(' l'vidt'w'c amI pll)'('hHsr iJlf(;1'tlHltion~ [lnd an 'nss('ss
llH'llt of' "'Iwtlicl' the ;';Pl'llliill,!! of this 1ll01lry disrupts narcotics tral1k 
at a hhdll!'nl. 

III that l'P,!!arcl. it is siA11ificant to note that the G.\.O stn<ly has 
r('ypul('(l tlmt in 10m) nIP total Fp(1Pral mOlH'~'S appropriated for PllI'
c'hm;iu,!! c\'iclpJl('p amI llrf'ormatioll HllHJlllltec1 to about 87fJO,OOO. For 
fh.;C' 11 1 YC'ar 1 !l7(i. 1lll' alllO!!llt hac1 risen to nearly $10 millioll. 

The Law Ellfor('t'lllCut Assistancc Administration (LEAA) CHr
l'<'utly is pl'oYidillA' £nllllill,!! in the amoullt oj: $D.1 million to DI<~A
('ontroIl('cl task £0)'('('13 whir-It oprl'ate in major metropolitan al't'uS of 
the rnitc(l Statl's. '1'11r snlwornmittce has l'ecjlH'sh'cl that GAO ([e1('r
mine the l'xtl'ut to wliic'h portions of that mOll<'\' arc used to purchase 
IHll'e:oties 01' infol'mation. . 

It is rC'wguized by SHch stnclirs as the Knnpp COlllmission on Police 
('Ol'l'llptiOll llwl Ow l'(lport by tIl<' X rIY York Stat(· Commi1;sion oJ 1n
Yl'Rtigatioll ('utitled "Xarcotics Law EllrOl'Cemt'nt ill New York Cit~r," 
of April 1 \'72. that drug en-rorcmnrnt. ('specially lwcanse it is conccmecl 
with so-culled yictiml<'!'lS crimc and is nttacked by enforcemcnt by un
del'ccn'cr IWllctratioll to ('f[(lct a buy, prcscnts unusual risks and trl11p
tatiolls which cnn lead to problems of corruption 'within an agency, 

)11'. Chairman, I han copi(ls of both the Knapp Commissiolll'rport 
and tIl(> Rtatp commission report. I rcquest that these documents he 
l'C'c'C'i Yl'el as ('xhibits, 

Although both of these exhibits relate primarily to patterns of cor
ruption at tlU' local cnrol'ct'l11pnt lew'1. the principles clcriyC'Cl from th(ls(>. 
stuc1i<,s arl.' cqnallv appIieabln to li'ccl(>l'al cnforcement si.n('(' thC'l'r 
arc distinct similliriti(ls in hoth opera{jonnl techniques and area of 
opC'l'fltion. 
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In addition, the staff's preliminary inquiry has established that the 
same kinds of corrnpt practices have been discovered in Federalnn,r
cotics enforcement agencies in investigations conducted lUlder the 
leadership of Andrew C. Tartn,glino, who will testify in depth about 
them as these hearings progress. 

At the time of Mr. Tartaglino's testimony and at other times there
after, testimony, documents, and other evidence will be presented to 
the subcommittee to demonstrate yn,rious types of corrnpt, question
able, 01' irregular practices which have existed in Federal narcotics 
enforcement. 

,Vith further regard to the issue of corrnption, these hearings ,yill 
seek to determine whether there have been effective policies and pro
grams regarding internal security within DEA and its predecessor 
agencies commensurate with these inherent risks. The subcommittee 
should recognize that because of the way narcotics enforcement is 
conducted, with its basic dependence on undercover buys, the integrity 
of the officer is constantly chal1el1ged because }1e is forced to operate 
in the most potentially corruptive environment in the field of law 
enforcement. 

Further, in order to penetrate this environmcnt, he must often 
assume the appearance of a criminal in order to pedol'm his duty. 

It is the staff's intention to have the subcommiHee examine the 
seriousness of past known or alleged corrnption problems and the 
possibility that former FEN and ENDD officials Wi~Jl past integrity 
Ot' mismltnagement problems have risen to supervisory positions in 
DEA. 

Chairman .TACKSON. May I interrupt? Are you saying that people 
,:el'e involved in various iJ1Vestigations going back, I believe, to the 
s:xties, anclno action was taken ~ V'iT ere serious allegations of corrup
hon made and the people moved on up the ladder anyway and arc 
now in supervisory 01' higher positions within the agency? 

Mr. MANUEfJ. Yes; Mr. Chail'man. -VVe have received both testimony 
and documentation which shows that pattern and those facts will be 
explored us this hearing progresses. 

0ha11'ma11 .TACltSON. Has that gone covered up and not dealt with in 
a diligent prosecutorial manner ~ 

Mr. MANUJ~rJ. It is a fact with respect to many individuals, there 
have been unresolved allegations which have carried over a great 
period of time. They evidently have not been dealt with in a forceful 
or decisive mallner,vMr. Chaii:mau, and that is what we are going to 
explore. 

Before disenssing the historical development of Federal narcotics 
cnforeement and the differing methodologies which have evolved, it 
is appropriate at this point to introduce certain facts regarding 
Reorganiz!Ltion Plan No.2 of 1973. 

I will describe what the proponents of the plan told the Congress 
it wou1c1 achieve and I will comment on c~rtain developments that 
resulted from it, developments which this subcommittee shoulcl con
sider as you seek to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan and the 
subsequent ability of the Federal Government to enforce drug en
forcement,ln,ws. 

The Subcommittee on Reorganization, Research and International 
Organizations of the Senate Govcrnment Operations Committee issuec1 
a report datec1 October 16) 1073) on Reorganization Plan No.2. 



Mr. Chairman, I would like to, at this point, not read what is left 
of page 6 and page 6-A and also skip page 7 and page 8, and contume 
reading. 

Chairman JACKSON. I think it would be good to read that part, if 
you don't mind. I think that lays the foundation here. 

Mr. MANUEL. Mr. Chairman, the subcommittee report filed by Sen
ator Abraham Ribicoff, with indiviclual views of Senator Charles II. 
Percy, is a most informative and educationalllocmnent. I requbst that 
it be made an exhibit. 

Chairman JACKSON. 'Without objection, that will be marked f01.' 
identifica tion exhibit No. 1. 

[The c1o~ument referred to was marked "exhibit No.1" for refer
ence and may be found in the jUes of the subcommittee.] 

:Mr. ~L\},"'UEL. I also request that the seven volumes of the hearing 
conducted by the Ribicoff subcommittee concerning the Reorganiza
tion Plan X o. 2 of 1973 be made exhibits_ 

Chairman .heKsoN. That will be marked lor identification 
as exhibit No.2. 

[The documents referrecl to were marked "Exhibit No.2" for refer
ence and may be fOlUld in the files of the subcommittee.] 

Mr. :MANTIEL. I would also add that the reorganization plan itself, 
as originally submitted to Congress, is reprinted in the report. The 
repod, 'while not required by the reorganization statute, was sub
mitted so that the Senate could be ulformed on the Government 
Operations Committee~s consideration of the plan, including the drug 
enforcement problem which Senators Rihicoff and Percy and others 
fp It had to be resolved successfully to insure the propel' implementation 
of the plan. 

From the report itself, it is clear that Senators Ribicoff and Percy 
and other Senators on the Ribicoff subcommittee foresaw the potential 
pitfalls inherent in Reorganization Plan No.2. The Ribicoff subcom
mittee report envisioned the problems involved in Reorganization 
Plan :Yo. 2 anclll1ade specific recommendations to avoid them. 

For that reason, as these hearings go forward, the subcommittee 
staff will frequently refer to the observations made in the October 16, 
1973, report, for this document put the executive branch on notice, 
particularly the; Department of. .Tustice, that if not carefully im
plemented and properly managed, Reorganizat~on Plan No.2 of 1973, 
and the superagency it created, DEA, could lunder rather than help 
the Nation~s drug enforcement effort. 

For example, the subcommittee report stressed that Fec1el'al drug 
enforcement should be l1pliftcd to attack and disrupt the narcotics 
traffic at the hig'hest levels of distribution. In turn, the report rccom
mcnr1ed that DEA focus its reSources on disrupting interstate and 
inte.111ational narcotics conspiracies. 

As for pursuing lower level street narcotics distributors, the Senate 
l'e])Ort saicI: 

The use of DEA agents to supervise ODAT.JE-type operations against street
level pushers should be avoided unless specifically requested by a State or 
locality. 

The report went on to say: 
The prilllary mission of DEA should be to interdict the IJigheRt levels of the 

illicit dl'Ug traffic and to support State amI local efforts aimed at the lower 
levels. 



Senator RlBICOFF. 1\:[1'. Manuel, you may recall that in that period, 
we were deeply concerned that our narcotics agents were going after 
the little fish--

Mr. 1\:[A.l.""UEL. That is correct. 
Senator RmrcoFF (continuing). The users more than the big sharks 

engaged in organized crllne and syndicate drug activities .. A.nd we 
wal'l1ed that their efforts should go right to the top and not just on the 
street level where it was easy to knock somebody off. 

In your investigation, did you find whether the DEA went a,fter 
the sharks, the syndicates, and the men on top of organized crime 
who were handling druo's ~ 

MI'. MANUEL. ~fr. dlulirman, it has always been the stated ob
jective of DEA to attempt to disrupt traflic at a very high level. 
However, our investigation h;:(s shown that that stated objective 
has not really beell adhered to and we believe it is because of the 
nature of the traflic itseH and the pressures of the traflic which, as 
you point out, makes iii easy to penetrate at lower levels and stay 
there; the enforcement effort, that is. 

So what we can say is that I am sure DEA has made some cfliort 
and can establish som.e sort of a record with respect to going after 
high level traflickers. But what we are l't'ally saying here is the 
subcommittee should evaluate whether that effort is suflicicnt and 
whether they can actually perform and acromplish their statea ob
jective in t,lle light of the natnre of the traflic it:-;elf and the way they 
approach It. 

Senator RIBICOFF. The statistics of success that they 'would giw, 
us indicated that they were really bringing in the users who were being 
found guilty, but their record of successes cOll.cerning the peopk up on 
top were meager, indeed. Isn't that correct? 

Mr. MANUI~L. That is tl'lle, MI'. Chairman. ,Yith regard to statistics, 
we will have much more to say about the validity of statistics: that 
is, arrests and seizure statistics with respect to establishing the. ef
fectiveness of a laY\1 enforcoment agency. Too often, these statistics 
are the. only gui(lelines that Congress and the American people haye to 
determine whether a law enforcement organization has been dft"c
tive and lye would like and we would hope that the subcommittee 
would gather other facts bt'sic1es statistics and deeply question the 
yalic1ity of the statist.ics thcmselYes as a m0asure of effect"iyeness. 

For example, ,1'0 are going to point out in my testimony and in 
this statement that statistics given to Congrcss by DEA with regard 
to seizures of narcotics oTteIl do not reflect the purity of the nar
cotics that are seized. ,Vhen DEA says they st"izec1, .for example, 1)00 
pounds of heroin during a given period of time, th0Y do not say tho.t 
the purity of that heroin is quite. a hit diminished and is yt"l'y low. 
As a matter of fact, it would probably aY('ragp out to maybe 10 per
cent. flo what we are saying wit.h respect to the 500 pounds is that 
that 500 pounds only contains 50 pounds 0'£ heroin, lor example; but 
the sta:tis1:ics are presented in that manner. 

Chairman JAOKSON. In the figures that yon have ,Q'iven, just -fol
lowing up on Senator Ribicoff's point, they arc spt"nding more tJum 
10 times as much now on buys. This would indicate incrcased activity 
at t.he end o:f:the road. 

[At this point, Senator Percy enterC'd the hearing 1'00111.1 
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Ohairman JACKSON. Is $10 million the amount that they had in their 
budget or spent for purchases ~ 

Mr. MANDEL. That is for fiscal yeaI' 1976. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Yes; but at the time before they took over, it 

was less than $1 million. It was $750,000 on buys. It looks as if they 
just followed the oPl?osite policy of. the committee. 

Mr.l\uNDEL. That IS trne, Mr. OhfLlrman. 
Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 was submitted to the Congress 

by President Nixon, March 28, 1973. As previously indicated, the 
purpose of the plan was to place primary responsibility Ior Federal 
drug law enforcement in a single new agency, the Drug Enforcement 
Administration, in the Department of J nstice. 

Prior to the creation of DEA on July 1. 1973. 10 Federal agencies 
in five Oabinet departments performecl drug eIlforcement funCtions. 

The main reason for the creation of DEA was to eliminate reported 
jurisdictional overlapping among these agencies which, proponents 
of DEA claimed, was lmdermining the Federal drug control effort. 
In that regard, great emphasis was placed on the jurisdictional dis
putes and l'intlries bet\reen BNDD and the Custoins Sel'yicc. 

However, the executive branch proponents of ReorganizaJion Plan 
No.2 spotlighted the negative aspects of this O\~erlapping, bnt little 
or no attempt was made to define for the Congress the difrerences be
tween inte1'llal and border law enforcement in terms of organizational 
approaches and methodologiC's. 

In these hearings, as we seek to enable the IIwestigations Subcom
mittee to evaluate- the impact and the effectiveness of Reorganization 
Plan ~ o. ~, the staff will tr:, to define the differing methodologies and 
Ol'galllzatlOnnl approacheH used by the internal enforcement mecha
nism as opposed to the border enforcement mechanism. 

It is important to note that diIYering methodologies and approaches 
do exist and can be justified, :wd that DEA, in its short history, has 
appeared to have adopted one methodology at the expense of the other. 

As specified in the reorganization pfan, or as c1eseribed in the 
President's message accompanying the plan, the new DEA assumed 
responsibility for the following activities: 

1. The Bllrean of Narcotics ancl Dangerolls Drugs (BNDD) was 
abolished as a separate entity in the Justice Department. As a paren
thetical comment, 1\11'. Ohairman, I would like to point out now
and elaborate on it in more detail later in my statement-that BNDD, 
while it was abolished, was, in fact. the builcling block upon which thC'> 
new DEA was created. BNDD procedures-even including' the BNDD 
Agent's Manual-were incorporated into the new DEA rb:ht from the 
start, insuring that the BNDD methodology and organizational a11-
proach to drug enforcement would set the pattern for how DEA would 
function. In addition, former BNDD and ODAIJE personnel became 
tho key administrators and policymakers in DEA. This consi<lerafion 
is of major importance in any evaluation of the effectiveness of DEA's 
activities. As I commented, I will have much more to testify abont in. 
t.his regl1rdlater in my testimony. 

2. All fl.mctions of the Oustoms Service related to drug investiga-
1.ions and intelligence gathering and evaluation wel'e transferred fr'o111 
the Secretary o:E the Treasury to tho Attorney General. Customs l'P

tainccl its authority to interdict at the border. However, Customs 
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lost to DEA its authority to conduct intelligence-gathering operations 
overseas. 

This foreign intelligence capability hacl previously enabled Customs 
to alert its personnel at the border as to the modus operandi of nar
cotics smugglers, profiles of distribution syndicates, and other critical 
information essential to the success:(-ulaccomplishment of the Customs 
mission. 

Under Reorganization Plan No.2, DEA wa given the responsibility 
for providing this information to Customs. In addition, on those 
occasions when Customs personnel would interclict smuggled narcotics 
or ~nake 'arrests at the border, the new plan required them to imme
diately take both the contl'abancl and the smuggler to DEA for further 
i.nvestigation. 

3. The Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement (OD.ALE) was abol
ished in the Justice Department by Executive order. The functions 
previously carried out by ODALE-that is, those Federal operations 
designed to attack narcotics traffic at the street level in cooperation 
with local authorities-were transferred to DEA. 

These functions are now carried out by DEA task forces funded 
in part by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). 
LEAA funding for these pursuits this year will total more than $9 
million. 

Senator PERCY. I wonltllike to ask yon your judgment 'again on the 
role that the Federal Government should actually be playing. In my 
ovm Stat~ of Illinois, we had an instance that is now Imown as the 
Collinsville break-in. As I pointed out in a report that Senator Ribi
coff and I made in 1973, Federal 'agents, apparently from ODALE, 
on the evening of April 23, broke in on the residence of Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert Giglotto and the l'esidence of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Askew. 
A group of these agents, ,vIto were shabbily dressed ancl heavily 
bearded, barged into the houses without Federaillo-kllock authority, 
let alone order search warrants required by the fourth amendment, 
undcr circumstances that suggest an unannounced entry. 

They didn't announce they were Federal narcotics agents or explain 
the nature of their authority for acting as they clid. 'When they dis
covered that they had actually broken into the wrong homes, they were 
even. at the wrong addrcsses, they just barged in; they left, after dis
rnptmg the property, tearing the l)lace apart, no apologies, no ex
planatlOll, no offers to fully compensate for the damages done. 

In your judgment, is this a propel' function for Federal narcoticS' 
agents to be engaged in? "What relationship does this have, then, to 
local law enlorcen1<.'nt and to the jurisdiction that local people have in 
this regard? Is this ,,,hat we are trying to point Oi.lt~ that Federal 
agents really shoulcl not be putting their effort, their time, into this 
kind or activitv? 

,\Then we heid hearings on this in<,ident, we were flooded with <'om
plaints from across the countrv that this same type of thing had oc
ct1rrcd not just in Collins'dUe, 'IlL, but occurred in many, many other 
places where oycrzea.lons ngents were appnrently trying to rack up 
Borne sort o·.E a 1'e<'o1'(l. 

Is this the point that yon have been trying to make, that Federal 
agents l'(>ally are wasting their time ancl the prestige oT the Federal 
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Government in the wrong enel of the business, especially when they 
lUldcrtake to make arrests in an illegal or unconstitutional fashion ~ 

Mr. ~IANUEL. That is exactly right, Senator. That is exactly what 
we are trying to point out and further, we are trying to point out 
that the focus of Fedemllaw enforcement should 'be uplifted to con
sider those interstate aspects of these conspiracies as opposed to the 
street action where Federal officers are actually in competition with 
local law enforcement. 

Ohairman .JAOKSON. But really running through all this is a lack 
of professionalism. Is that correct ~ . 

Mr.lVfANUEL. It ""ould appear so, Senator. 
Ohairman JACKSON. I am talking about the higher levels. I am not 

talking about the lower level offic3rs who have to carry out orders, but 
Senator Percy mentioned that they have a high degree of professional
ism in the instances that he referred to. 

You wouldn't have that sort of thing going on. The FBI wouldn't 
he involved in a thing like that. It is a matter of professionalism at 
the highest leyels, it seems to me, and an esprit de corps that l'lUlS 
through the whole organization. It sounds to me more like a cops
and-robbers operation, some of these things that they haye pulled 
c10wllat the street level "dlell they ought. to be at the sum.mit where all 
of this stuff originates, comes in from overseas. 

It may not maIm the volume statistics look good. But in terms of 
eradicating and getting at the heart of the problem, progress was be
ing made between 1971 and 1973. The amount of heroin and so on that 
was being interdicted was a substantial accomplishment, was it not 1 

]'f1'. MANUEL. Yes, it was. 
Senator RIBICOFF. Along that line, over the past few veal'S, hasn't 

t.here been a shift in the organized crime syndicates t.hat 1'ian(l1e drugs 
as against the syndicates that supervise other crime in America? 

}\fl'. MANUEL. I don't know that I get t.he thrust of your question, 
Senator. 

Senator RIBICOFF. Gambling and prostitution, theft of secllrities gen
('rally were in the hands of certain syndicates throughout this country. 
Hasn't there been a shift in the control of the syndicates that handle 
drugs? 

Mr. ~IANUEr.J' I would say, Senator, there are many more organized 
criminal groups that now handle and distribute narcotics, bot1~ witJlin 
the United States and abroad, as opposed to what was preVIously a 
rather monolit.hic type of organized crime that is now dispersed in 
terms of numbers. 

Senat.or RIBICOFF. In oUler words, there are many more organized 
crime units today because of drug traffic than there had been in this 
cOlmtry prior to 'the spread of drugs ~ 

Mr. :MANUEL. I would say that IS correct, Senator. 
Senator RIBICOFF. Has the DEA addressed itself, or the FBI or any 

other govermnental agency to the proliferation of: crime syndicates dne 
to (lrugs~ . 

1\1:1:. MANUEL. I don't ]mow exactly the answer to that question. I 
think probably the officials of those agencies when they come to testif-y 
will be the appropriate officials to a11SWer tJlat. I don't know to what 
extent tlley had adjusteel to cope with the realities of the criminal 
syndicates t.hat operate both internationally and domestically. 
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Senator RmrcoFF. The profit from drug crime and drug syndica
tion, how would that compare with the profit from other crimes in 
America? 

:fill'. IVuNlJEL. In narcotics traffic, you have a vast, and complicated 
network of distribution and many, many levels of wholesalel's and 
distributors, all of whom make profit as the drug approaches the street 
level to the user. 

V\7e will in these hearings, in my testimony, Senator Ribicoff, intro
duce a chart, which gives some comparative figures of the amolUlt of 
variance at the top level and also at the bottom. The difference is very 
great. The wholesalers pay relatively little for the narcotics and they 
sell them once they get to the street level or once the narcotics have 
reached through the level of distribution, the narcotics at a very low 
purity cost quite a bit. 

Senator RmrcoFF. In other words, the distribution of drugs is prob
ably more highly organized than any other crime in this country? 

:MI'. lIL\NUEL, It is very highly organized; but that is not to say, 
Senator, and I think it is prob'ably a mistake to assume thn,t everybody 
in a given distribution network from the top to the bottom know each 
other and can identify each other and the status of the other's role in 
the same distribution syndicate. 

It is more likely that the people in the lower levels of the narcotics 
distribution system do not know who the kingl)ins are. That is one of 
the reasons why it is very difficult to start at the bottom of the traffic 
and attempt to work up the ladder until you get, the heavy dealer. 

Senator Rm~coFF. That is why the local ,and State police have con
stantly complamed that the Federal agents lllvolved should allow them 
to handle the street level operations which is easy for local police to 
get at. T1:te Federal agents should concentrate on going to the top where 
the syndIcate bosses have the inflow and the large profits. Isn't that 
correct ~ 

Mr. lIL .... NUEL. In my judgment, Senator, that is correct. That is the 
correct approach; yes. 

Senator R~BICOFF. This has caused a great friction between local 
and Siate pollee and the FC'clC'ral drug enfoI'cC'ment agencies? 

i'lfI', :ThL\NLEL. That is correct, But. r would hope that the committee 
would not suggest that the Fec1eral Government doesn't have a proper 
role, even at the street level, in terms of support and in terms of intel
ligence distribution to the local po]ice departments and State c1epal't-
1110nts who haye to combat this problem on t.he street in their jUl'is
dictions. 

So the Federal GOyernm0nt does have a proper role, I t.hink, in my 
judgment, in cleaUng with local and State authorities. The question is, 
and for you gentlemen to evaluate, what is that role ~ 

Chairman .JACKSON. It is the emphasis, isn't it ~ There is a role, but 
as Senator Ribicoff, I think, is pointing ant an.c1 yon l)Qint out in 
~'our statement that what has happened here since DEA was formed, 
thev shifted their resources to giving primary attentioll or nIl in
orc1inatc or disproportionate attention to the street leyel. 

So it gives you all the statistics; but the number of accomplish
ments oyerseas and the sources, going right to the top ] eve] , getting at 
the llCal't of the beginning of the distribution of the drugs, that area 
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has fallen off as far as a real effort to stop it is concernecl in compari
son with what happelled previously. Isn't that correct ~ 

Mr. MANUEL. It is a fact, as you pointed out, and in my testimony 
I ",yill also point out, and the GAO will also testify, that the majority 
of the resources of DEA are conunitted more to lower level activities 
than to upper level activities in terms of money, manpower, and 
resources. 

I will continue reading the statement, starting on page 10. 
Fourth, the Office of National Narcotics Intelligence (ONNI) was 

abolished in the Justice Department by Executive order. ONNI's con
ceived mission had been to collect and evaluate international, inter
state, and domestic narcotics intelligence and integrate that data for 
the ultimate beneficial use of various interested a~encies which then 
used this information to make narcotics control pOlicy. ONNI's i'lmc
tions were transferred to what is now the intelligence section of DEA. 

Implementation of the reorganization plan was to provide DEA 
with the 3,000 employees from the three Justice Department agencies
BNDD, ODALE, and ONNI-and about 500 special agents from the 
Customs Service of Treasury. The decision to assign which customs 
agents to DE.A:' was based on an ~valuation of the amount of time each 
agent was spending on narcotics related cases. For the most l)art, 
customs agents working 52 percent or more of their time on narcotics 
cases 'Were designated to have special expertise in narcotics enforce
ment and were transferred to DEA. 

It was the stated purpose of Reorganization Plan No. 2 to transfer 
these customs l)ersonnel into DEA so that a border enforcement ca
pability, based on antismuggling expertise; would be integratecl into 
the new agency. Plans called for former customs officials to have posi
tions of iniluence in the making of policies and executing of operations, 
both in IVashington and in regional offices. 

Early in DEA's history, cllstoms officials did assume relatively re
sponsible positions in the new ngcncy)s structure. Customs ,officials 
,Tohn Lund, ,Yallace Shanley, and George 13. Brosan became Deputy 
Director for Enforcement, Chief of Special Projects, and Deputy 
Chief InSl)ector, respectively. In addition, customs officials were mnde 
regional directors in 7 of the 20 DEA regions, 5 6f which were in 
the United States and two in foreign countries. 

As of today, howryer, there are no former customs officials at DEA 
headquarters with line responsibilities, with the possible exception of 
l\Iartill Pera, who serves as head of a three-man conspiracy unit within 
the} Enforcement Division. Former Cllstoms officials, [IS of the present 
time, retain regional c1irertorships of DEA offices hl New York City, 
Miami, Dal1as~' Los Angeles, Seattle, Caracas, and :Mexico City. 

In the tl'amrfel' of tllPse above-mentioned supervisors and the ap
pro~imately 1500 special agents, customs l)ersonnel had little or no 
rh01ce. For the most part, they were simply tolel to make the move. 
This factor was to have an imnortant impact on the l1erformance 
of many of the customs personnel who made the move to DEA. Many 
rustoms agrnts have, since ,Tnlv 1, lOn, returned to cllstoms anel in
formation tlJat 1'he sul)('ommiUee staff has developed imlicntes that 
se,'eral hnndl'ec1 more former cllstoms personnel still at DE~\' have 
requestcel to retnrn. 
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J:\..t a later point in my testimony, I will acldress myself to the dif
ference in methodologies which existed in drug enforcement between 
the customs agents and those of BNDD and OD.ALE. For the time 
being, I will point out briefly only that the difference ill methodology 
of BNDD, ODALE, and Customs were deep and often hard felt dif
ferences. In turn, as I have pointed out earlier, the new DEA was pat
terned for the most part of BNDD policies and procedures and man
aged by B:bi'DD and ODALE persomlel. 

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that these differences in meth
odology of enforcement were made manifest when customs agents 
fOlmd themselves working on narcotics cases with former BNDD and 
ODALE personnel. 

DEA was to be headed by an administrator, with a deputy adminis
trator, both to be appointed by the President with the consent of the 
Senate. The first admhlistrator was ,Jolm R. Barte]s~ ,Jr., who came to 

. DEA after serving as Deputy Director of OD.ALE. He named a Fed
eral narcotics career employee, Andrew O. Tartaglino~ to serve as Act
ing Deputy .Administrator until a Presidential appointee could be 
named to that seco11(l ranking position in the agency . .nfr. Tartaglino 
had served as both Chief Inspector and Assistant Director for Opera
tions for BNDD. 

Reflective of the focns the Department of.Jnstice was to place on 
dmg enforcement was the stated intention to create a separatC' Nar
cotics Division within ,rnstice to be headed bv an Assistant Attol'llev 
General who was to be legal adviser to DENs Administrat01> an(l 
was to have specific. authority over Fedeml narcotics prosecution in 
the same manner that the Tax: Division oversees prosecution of tax 
violation laws. 

Announcement of the intention to crC'atc such a N areotics Division 
and the Assistant Attornev General slot was made by the then Attorney 
GC'neml Richard G. Kleindienst on April 4. 1973, 3 months b('fore DEA 
was created. This, of course, was during the time when the Congress 
was considering the merits of Reorganization Plan No.2. 

According to Reorganization Plan No.2, the Attorney General 
would be required to coordinate his drug Jaw enforcement functions 
so as to "assure maximum cooperation" between and among the DEA, 
the Federul Burean of Inyestigation (FBI), and other agencies in 
,rnstic~. The role of the FBI in Federal drug enforcement effort was 
eharacterizC'd bv the propon('uts of the plan as 'a major step forward. 

Previously, the FBI had had no significant narcotics enforcement 
f~Ulction. Encouraging the Congress to go along with his l'('organiza
hon pJun, President Nixon cited the new role or the FBI in drug 
('nfol'cement as one justification for implementing his proposal. Presi~ 
dent Nixon said in his March 28, 1973, message to Congress : 

:\1y proposal would make possible a more effective antidrug role for the FBI, 
especially in dealing with thr relationship between drug trafficldng aml orga
nized crime. I intend to see that the reflOurces of the FBI are fully committed 
to assist in supporting the new Drug Enforcement Administration. 

As originally submitterl to Congress, Reorganization Plan No. 2 
also proviclNl for the transfer from the Attorney General to the Secre
tlLry of the Treasury those functions pertaining to the inspections of 
P(,1'8011S and docnments at ports of entry. 

This provision was to have involved the transfer of nOD inspectors 
from the Immigrationancl Naturalization Service (INS) within ,Jus-
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tice to the Customs Service. President Nixon said this transfer was 
necessary to improve detection of illicit drugs at ports of entry and 
to "enhance the effectiveness" of DElL 

However, the Congress, and the executive branch, responding to 
criticism of the plan from a labor union representing INS employees, 
came to an understanding whereby the transfer of INS personnel was 
deleted from Reorganization Plan No.2. It should be noted that this 
deletion of an important provision of Reorganization Plan No.2 oc
curred 2 months after the plan was submitted to the Congress and 
after executive branch proponents had testified in favor of the plan as 
a whole. Therefore, only one of the two major jurisdictional changes 
in Reorganization Plan No.2 became a reality. 

Ohairman JACKSON. vVl1at happened to that ~ 
Mr. nL\NUEL. It appears, Mr. Chairman, according to information 

we have been able to establish, that the FBI does not playa significant 
role in drug enforcement, at least to the extent as the proponents of 
the plan told Congress it would or what Congress expected it would. 

Chairman JACKSON. Isn't it a fact that they have been virtually left 
out~ 

Mr. 1IL\NUEI,. "\\le feel that they do 1l0t have an active role ill drun' 
('nlorc('ment. They may 011 occasion, and I think they have providea 
some intelligence information to DEA, but the effectiveness of that 
activity is something' that we wish to explore. 

Chairman ,L\CKSOX. Isn't it a fact that ·with the FBI dealing with 
the investigation of criminal Jaw violations on a very broad scale, that 
it is imwitable that they run into drug operations? 

Isn't that in the very nature of things? The FBI has responsibility 
in dealing with organized crime, and it is in this area that the FBI 
is deeply hwolved fIs that not correct? 

1IIr. 1IIAx"GET,. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman JACKSON. For the FBI to have a major drug enforcement 

role was the repn~sentation made to Senator Ribicoff and Senator 
Percy. I think that misrepresentation goes to the heart of part of the 
trouble here in this organization. 

[At this point, Senator Ribicoff withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Mr. MANUEr,. It could yery well be, lVIr. Chairman. 
As far as the creation of DEA was concerned, executive branch 

proponents of Reorganization Plan No.2 put forwarc1 six prime bene
fits which, they said, would result from the proposal. 

The Ribicoff subcommittee report of October 16, 1973, called atten
tion to these promisecl benefits but cautionec1 that, unless Reorganiza
tion Plan No.2 was implemented as its proponents saic1 it would be, 
the, plan itself coulclnot achieve success . 
. The six major benefits, as promotec1 by representatives of the execu

tnre branch, were as follows: 
1. The plan woulc1 put an end to the interagency rivalries that hac1 

underminec1 Federal drug enforcement, especially the rivalry between 
BNDD ancI the Customs Service. 

2. The plan woulc1 give the FBI its first significant role in drug 
enforcemcnt by requiring that the DEA c1raw on the FBI's expertise 
in combating organizec1 crime's involvement in the trafficking of 
illici t drugs. 
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3. No.3 benefit was that the DEA would provide a single focal point 
for coordinating Federal drug enforcement efforts with those of State 
and local anthorities as well as with foreigIl police forces. 

4. The consolidation of drug enforcement operations in DEA and 
the establishment of the Narcotics Division in the Justice Depart
ment would maximize coordination between Federal inve~tigation and 
prosecution efforts and eliminate rivalries within each sphere. 

Chairman JACKSON. 'What happened on No. 4 ~ The recommendation 
was made that there would be an Assistant Attorney General in charge 
ofDEA~ 

Mr. MA1<.TUEL. That is correct. 
Chairman tTACKSON. That never happened. 
Mr. :~,{ANUEL. It never happened. There was never a separate N ar

cotics Division formed. 
Chairman JACKSON. That was a strong representation made to Sen

ator Ribicoff and Senator Percy. 
Mr. MANUEL. That is correct, according to the hearing record. 
Chairman JACKSON. And herein lies part of the corruption prob

lem that we are going to run into as we go into these hearings in 
which very lmrortunate things have happened. Despite all of the~ pl'O
test,ations to the contrary, Mr. Bartels was forced to leave. There was 
no supervision over him in the direct line authority, as I understand 
it, at the level of Assistant Attorney General in charge of Drug En
forcement. 

Senator PERCY. MI'. Chairman, as I understand it, the U.S. attor
neys objected to that, and I wonldlike to ask Mr. Manuel who it is in 
the Dp,partment of Justice that has responsibility to oyersee DEA and 
foll· ., narcotic prosecutions ~ 'Where does that responsibility lie now ~ 

Mr. MANUEL. To the best of my knowledge, Senator Perc~r, the rer 
sponsibility lies primarily with the various U.S. attorneys who prose
cute individual complaints 01' cases as brought to them 'by DEi\.. 

There is within the Criminal Division, however, a unit, not a sep
arate unit, but a unit to oycrsee narcotics at the IVashlngton headquar
ters le,vel. That is only a section 'within the Oriminal Division, I believe 

That has a1ways been tbere. It hasn't changed since reorganization. 
Chairman .JACKSON. I think, Senator Percy, that points'up one of 

the bo,sie defects in the organizatjonal strnctm1e. Hex'e you set up an 
agency that is supposecl to pull together all the other agencies so that 
you luwe it under one roof, and there is no direct line authority to the 
top side of the Department of .r ustice. 

That is certainly one of the basic weaknesses. Action on a number 
of these matters could have been obtainecl if there was a tough Jllan 
hI charge as Assistant Attorney Gen('ral oYel'seeing t.he activities and 
complaints that. were coming up within DEA which were not acted 
upon. Is that not correct ~ 

Mr. MANUl~L. V,T e will never know the answer to that quest.ion, :Mr. 
Chairman, because o:f the fact the office was never established, and no 
Assistant Attorney General was ever named. 

Senatol' PERCY. It is true that Mr. Bartels was snpposed to operate 
Itt the'level o'c Assistant Attorney GeneraH To whom diel he report~ 
Do vou recall ~ 

:wh. MANUEr,. I don't know, Senator Percy. I can't say that he was 
supposed to operate at the level of Assistaitt Attorney General. My • 
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lmderstanding is he was the Administrator of DEA, more a line posi
tion than the position within the prosecutol'ial portion OT the Justjce 
Department. 

My understanding is that }\fl'. Bartels reported to the Deputy At
torney Genc1.'a1. 

Senator PEROY. 'l'hat wonld then put him at the level of an Assistant 
Attorney General, wouldn't it, if he reported directly to the Deputy 
Attorney General ~ So it is not a question that it was not maybe in 
effect they complied with the request that was made. 

}\fl'. Chairman, you have raised a very interesting point with re
spect to the FBI. As long as we are pausing for a moment here, could 

.. we go back to that, and could you tell us, l\fr. }\fanuel, whethe~' o:,"er 
the past 2 years the FBI has to your knowledge shared narcotIcs lll
telligence with DEA officials and what role does the FBI have in 
narcotics enforcement ~ 

l\fr. MANUEL. At this particular time, Senator Percy, I don't have 
the total answer to that question. I would like to state that we have 
asked the GAO to make for us a complete study of the role OT the 
FBI and its interrelation with DEA. 

It is my lmderstancling that they have on occasion shared intelli
gence information. As I have said previously, I don't know at tIllS 
particular time what the, results of that activity are in terms OT in
creased effectiveness of DEA. 

The No.5 promisedhenefit was tbat the establishment OT the DEA 
as a superagency "\vould provide the momentum neecle~l to coordin~te 
an Federal efforts related to drug enforcement outsIde the JustIce 
Department, especially the gathering of intelligence on international 
narcotics smuggling. 

6. By plaC!ing a single administrator in charge of Federal drug law 
enforcement, the plan would make the new DEA more accountable 
tlum its component part" had ever been, thereby safeguarding agrdnst 
corruption and such enforcement abuses as unauthorized and mistaken 
drug mic1s. 

The emphasis of the Hihicoff subcommittee l'e.POl't was that unless 
the six bene.fitl'; of Heol'ganization Plan No.2 "were achieved, the plan 
itseli wonldnot be sUCC(,SSTu1. 

I maIm the above observation, Mr. Chairman, because after exami
nation of the six points, it is the finding of this subcommittee staff 
that at least two of the six promised benefits have not been accom
plished. 

It is the finding OT this subcommittee staff that the FBI still has no 
signi.ficant drug enforcement role. lYe have asked the GAO to make 
a separate inquiry into the role of the FBI in drug enforcement. GAO 
spokesmen will testify 011 this point later in this hearing. 

It is the finding of the staff that there is no Assistant Attorney Gen
eral in charge of a Narcotics Division at Justice, and, indeed', there 
is no Narcotics Division at .Justice. 

As for the rcmaininK four promised benefits that were to result Trom 
Reorganization Plan r-lo. 2 of 1973, there are serious quc,.<,1 ions about 
each of them having been accomplished by DEi\. to the satisfaction 
of the Congress. 

To begin wit,h, the operational disputes in drug enforcement that 
were to be ended by reorganization still exist. \Vhile previously the 
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disputes were between BNDD and Customs, now the operational dis
putes are between DEA and Customs. 

The subcommittee staff has found that one specific subject currently 
in dispute is a contention by Customs that Customs ofticials are not 
receivll1g in a timely fashion from DEA the kinds of intelligence in
formation which would enable them to anticipate smuggling activities, 
couriers, and methods of operations of persons wishing to bring nar
cotics into the United States. 

Consequently,according to Customs authorities whom the subcom
mittee staff has interviewed, most of the narcotics currently being 
seized at the border are either the result of the vigilance of individual 
Customs inspectors or of chance. 

In fact, heroin seizures are markeelly down, and almost no high level 
conspiracy cases have been initiated by DEA since .Tuly 1, 1973. 

At this' point, :Mr. Chairman, I would like to depart from the pre
pareel text to explain that the type of conspiracy cases I am referring 
to here are those which are initiated at the border following the arrest 
of a courier or seiznre of kilo qnantities of narcotics at the border. 

In other areas, of comse, DEA has a record of initiated conspiracy 
cases which the subcommittee will evaluate as these hearin,<.;s progress. 

Next-back to my prepared text-the much-heralded intention of 
DEA. to improve coordination with State and local authorities is an 
intl'ntion subject to question. 

The question is, "How much of a Federal presence should there be on 
the street level alongside what may be an adequate State and local 
capability to enforce localla"ws relating to the 1)ossession, sale, manu
facture, and use of narcotics and drugs~" 

MI'. Chairman, to put that question in perspective, we must go back 
in time some 45 years to u pedod when local and State police were not 
equipped to control the drug fraftic within their jurisdictions. Often
times, in fact, local laws were ina.dequate or even nonexistent. 

For many years thereafter, the Federal effort was of necessity the 
dominant effort. Today, however, the situation has changed signifi
cantly. There are enforceable narcotics laws in every State, anc1like
wise, in many regions of the country there has developed vast State 
ancllocal capability and expertise in drug enforcement. 

Indeed, preliminary inquiry by the subcommittee staff has led to 
the conclusion that the combination of enforceable laws and specialized 
police training has resulted in adequate enforcement capability at the 
local and State levels. 

This achievement has come about, to some considerable extent, be
cause of Federal support in terms of training programs and the 
infusion of assistance funds for the acquisit.ion of equipment and 
technology. 

A key question to be examined as these hearings progress can be 
churncterized this way: Is the presence of Fedl'l'al ngents on the 
streets ancl in the neighborhoods of American cities necessary any 
more-except in instances where such presence is needed in the direct 
development of cases involving the interstate aspects of narcotics 
trnffic? 

Noone doubts the validity of the concept :jf Federal support for 
State and local narcotics enforcement units. However, it is the staff's 
intention that the subcommittee consider the possibility tbat the wide-

• 
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spread use of Federal agents on the streets constitutes a form of 1Ul

necessary duplicative investigative effort. 
The Ribicoff snbconunittee report of October 16, 1973, addressed 

itself to this yery point when it said: 
It is essential that aU levels of tIle illicit traffic in narcotics and dangerous 

drugs be penetrated by effective law enforcement efforts. The bighest levels must 
be interdicted to cut sharply into the aggregate supply and to bring to justice 
the most ruthlesS and desperate criminals Imown to SOCiety. 

The middle and lower levels must likewise be assaulted to stop the spread of 
the drug contagion and to force addicts and abusers into treatment programs. 

The roles of Federal, state ancl local drug enforcement agenices in the drug 
war should be based on their respective expertise and resources. Accordingly, 
Federal drug law enforcement efforts should be concentrated at the highest 
possible levels of the illicit international anci interstate drug traffic . 

State and local agencies shouW utilize their more limited resources by con
centrating on lower level traffickers who operate primarily within their juris
cliction. 

It is essential that there be cooperation at all levels-especially in intelligence 
gathering. The new D1<1A. hoWs the promise of a unifieci command to consoli
date FE'Cleral enforcement efforts against the major traffickers and to help coordi
nate State and local efforts against the 10,Yer levels of the traffic. But the 
llromifle Clln be fulfillpcl onl~T with the propel' structuring of the new agency. 

Therefore, the subcommittee recommends that the following guidelines be 
followed in fltructuring DEA. to assure maximum cooperation and minimum 
competition with State and local enforcement effortfl : 

(A) Primary emphasis should be placed 011 coordinating with State and local 
drug enforcement efforts by means of LEA.A.-funded Regional ~'asl;: I!'OI r:~s and 
l\Ietropolitan Enforcement Groups, as organizeel by BNDD. 

(B) The use of DEA agents to supervise ODA.LE-type operations against 
fltreet-leyel pUllhers should be ayoid·eel unlel>s specifically requested by a State 01' 
locality. 

(C) 'l.'he primary mission of DE.'.. should be to interdict the highest levels of 
the illicit drug traffic and to sUP110rtState and local efforts aimed at the lower 
levels. 

1\11'. Chairman, we should recognize, hOI\,eve1', that it is at the lower 
lew1s of the traffic that numbers of arrests and seizures can be made 
with relative ease. 

These arrests and seizures at the lower levels do not significantly 
disrupt the flow of llarcotics Oll an interstate basis. But the arrests and 
seizmes statistics generated by lower level enforcemel1t can give the 
appearance of effectiveness of enforcement. 

It should be further recognized that those dealers arrested at the 
lower levels are either easily replaced or quickly back in action. 

Moreover, the drugs seized at the lower levels of the traffic are of very 
low purit~r and very small quantity. 

Prelimmary inquiry by the subcommittee staff has found evidence 
to indicate that DEA focuses considerable eifol't in pursuit of lower 
level dealers and in the seizure of very small qmmtities of narcotics of 
a very low level of purity. 

Very shortly in my testimony I will introduce documents obtained 
by the staff showing the results of studies made by one of DEA's largest 
and most active regions, region 14, which comprises California, Nevada 
and Hawaii. 

The studies support the staff's preliminary fmding that the Fod
eral drug enforcement effort tends to focus at the lower levels of the 
narcotics traffic at the expense of its stated objective of disrupting the 
high level traffic. 

54-0;)0-75--3 
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Returning now to the six promised benefits of reorganization plan 
No.2, I will call your attention to the fifth alleged advantage attested 
to by executive branch spokesmen. .. 

That possible advantage to the reorgamzatlOn was that the estab
ljshment of DEA would provide the momentum needed to coordiu!tte 
all Federal efforts relatecl to drug enforcement outside the Justice De
partment, especially the gathering of intelligence on international nar
cotics smuggling. 

The smuggling issue is a most important consideration because it 
must be emphasized that in order for narcotics grown or produced 
abroad to be used on the streets of America, they must first be smuggled 
past our Nation's borders. 

Therefore, it is logical to state that a priority for law enforcement is 
to prevent narcotics from getting into the country and, to the extent 
possible, Federal enforcement should be geared to support that con
cept. This principle applies both domestically where the narcotics are 
consumed and abroad where the narcotics are grown, processed and 
exported. 

To graphically il1ustrate the fact that all narcotics tramc originates 
outside the Vnited States and how it finds its way to the Fnited States, 
the subcommIttee staff has ]1l'epared a chart. 

The chart, is entitled "Examples of Narcotic Routes From Asia, 
Latin America, and Europe into the United States." 

Mr. Chairman, I request that this chart be made an exhibit. 
Chairman JACKSON. That will be marked for identification as ex

hibit-No.3. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No.3" for refer

ence and faces this page.l 
Ur. MANTIETJ. As can be seen from the chart, the United States C!tIl 

be assaulted by nftrcotics smugglers operating from Europe, Lfttin 
America, and Southeast. Asia. 

The narcotics will include morphine base, heroin, coc'ftine, marihnana 
and hashish. 

These may be transported directly into the United States or trans
~hippe~l via'third conntries by a variety of means limited only by the 
ll1gemuty of the smuggler. 

Foreign operations with respect to na;rcotics control must be geared 
to two basic considerations. 

First, to ftttack the problem at its foreign sonrce by both diplomfttic 
meallS and support of the enforcement capabilities' of sovereign na
tions in Wftys that do not involve direct participation or unilateral ac
tion by American agents. 

Seconcl, the gathering of intelligence information which will enable 
domest,ic enforcement to interdict the contraband. 

As I have stated above-and I cannot emphasize too stl'ongly
narcotics in the various stftges of the crime of smuggling-that is, from 
the time it leaves a foreign source to the time it crosses the border 
to the time it is delivered to its prima,ry SOUTce of distribution within 
the United States-is in its purest form and its greatest quantitv. 

Once the narcotic is :ilstributec1 through a vast complicftted netw01:k 
of wholesalers and clistributors, fmally reaching the street, it is in its 
least pure form, having been cut many tiules. At the street level, the 
narcotics are also in their smallest quantity. 

• 
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Senator PERCY. :Mr. "Manuel and Mr. Chairman, what I envisioned 
when we set up DEA was for the Federal Government to concentrate 
on the area where the State and local communities have no chance, 
no resources, and no intelligence to operate. They operate simply down 
at the user end. They are down at the D level down on the street. 

But it was my assumption that the Federal Government was working 
primarily outside the country, working at points A and B, and then at 
point C. I also assumed that very little Federal effort, possibly just on 
a spot basis, would be focused at the D level on the street. 

Could you put in perspective for us how much time is spt'nt at 
these varIOUS lewIs. A, B, C, and D by the Federal Goycrnment 1 

Is it possible tln':oughyour analyses to gh'e us some approxima
tions as to where the emphasis goes or do wp have to get that from 
the Federal officials themselves as they appear here? 

~1r. ~L\XUEL. Both ways, Semttor, reall~r. As these hearings progress 
that is the quC'stion that ,,,ill come up again and again. GAO has been 
requested by us to do a study in that regard. I am sme the Federal 
agencies themselves ,,,ill have a lot to say about "']1('1'e and "why they 
put. certaiu reSOllrC'es in certain plact's. 

Howeyer, it is the :position of the staff based on our preliminarv 
inycstigation that the majority of the l'esoUl'CPS of DEA has allll 
does go at the lower leyels of the traffic as we will point out as the 
explanation of the chart proceeds and as we study region 14 Sllloyey 
which I ha ,'e just alluded to. 

Senator PERCY. E\ren in l'egion14 in Los ~\.ngeles, as I understand it. 
when PU1'e' hase funds wcre used extensi ve] y out there, is it true that 
those pUl'C'hase funds generally did not lead to the ic1entifit:~ation und 
apprehension of higher level traffickers, that the effort jm:t stopped 
at the D level ~ 

~rl'. MAXUEL. That is correct. 
Se>nator PERCY. They might have made purchases, they might have 

made arrests and C'OllYictiollS, but so what? ~Iaybe it makes a good 
re.corcl on 80meone's ]1e1'l"on11(>l HIe, but ([oes it really go to the> SOllree 
0:[ the problem and do what the Federal Gow1'llment is supposed to 
do? 

1\11'. ~VI.XrEL. In my judgl1le>ut. 110. Senator. 
Senator PERCY. The pUl'chase of evidence and information fund 

has grown from three-quarters of a million to about $10 million. In 
your judgment, ~rr.l\1anue1. is that kind of momy, $10 million, l1e>ecled 
at the Federal level to in effect determine what is going on ancl get 
a feel of the street, I suppose? That looks to me like a fairly major 
effort. 

Mr. l\L\Xtn<:L. S(>nato1', I clon't think it is appropriate for me to 
justify their appropriation l'equ(>st in that regard. However, th(> C011-
rel'll 0:[ the staff is that part. or that money aC'tllully subsidizes the 
drug traffic at that level. if in fact there are no discernible, sig11ificant 
l'eturns that ('ome from the sppncling of that money. 

Senator Pmwy. In other words, it is creating demand and pushing 
priet's up, possibly. . 

Did you find as you looke>d in detail at region 14- that the auditing 
procedures for the use of these funds Q.re sounel. Is all the cash ac
counted for, is every voucher authenticated, and does DEA know 
exactly where each voucher went and why~ 
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Mr. nfA~'"UEL. Specifically in region 14 ~ 
Senator PEllOY. In any region. I think you lmow more about region 

14 probably. 
Mr. nUNUEL. That is true. We did Dnd some things which raised 

serious questions in our mind, Senator, as we examined and investi
gated certain operations of exactly the points you have raised, how 
the money was accoUlltecl for, and so forth. 

I think as the hearings progress we will have a lot more to say. 
Senator PEItey. ,Vnat were the largest amolmts that you might have 

come across where you simply couldn't assert where that money had 
o'one~ . 
o Mr. l\fA:I-.'"UEL. We studied an operation that took place ill Las Vegas 
and ultimately came to its conclusion in California. We studied how 
certain flash l:olls and purchase money was used. I believe the largest 
amount in that operation was some $135,000. We had considerable 
difficulty, andl\Ir. Sloan was along during the investigation. 

We had considerable difficulty in trying to determine exactly what 
the flow of that money was, how it was used, and so forth. 

So those questions have arisen in our investigation and we woulel 
hope that the subcommittee will find out more about it as we go along. 

8enatol.· PEllOY. Mr. Chairman, I have no further quest-jolls of Mr. 
Manuel. I thil1k his testimony has been extraordinarily good. If at any 
point you or he.should want to put the rest of it in the record, it woule1 
be perfectly satIsfactory. 

Chairman .JAOKSOX. Following up Senator Percy's point, it occurs 
to me that there may well be a situation here where the Government 
of the United States has subsidized the drug traffic; that is, they have 
put more money in than they got out. May that not be the case? 

MI'. l\L'\.~'"UEL. :MI'. Chairman, it is very possible that the teclmique of 
buy, so-called-that is, buying evidence from drug tmffickers them~ 
seives-mav be a form of pi'eemptive buying that is counterproductive 
since there 'is no limit on the supply. You can keep buying out. 

Ohairman ,JACKSON. That is what I mean. But they were helping to 
reduce the inventory, but there is still an inventory left and the result 
of those buys did not overcome the inventory. So that there was mOl'e 
to push out on the streets. 

Mr.l\IANUEL. That is true. 
Chairman .TAC'KRO);". It fUl'thE'r appears that DEA c1idnot place the 

emphasis at the o('gillning, as the Rihicoif-Percy proposal envisioned. 
Looking at the ('hart, it is A and B, particularly the high priority, 

the foreign conntries at tIle horder and then the next step, C, where 
the emphasis should be. But they turned it the other way arolmd and 
went into the local areas. 

But, knowing that there are adequate resources, generally speaking, 
at the end of the trail, the Federal enforcement ought to be concen· 
trating its resources at the beginning of the trail, at points A, B, and C. 

To put so much money into low level buys sounds to me like a farm 
subsidy program. 

Senator PElley. It is also true, Mr. Chairman, that when you take a 
dea1er or distributor out at the bottom level,!J:isn't it very easy for the 
top guys to replace 11im ~ Is there any evidence that arrests at the D 
level have dried up the supply in region 14, for example, or woulel you 
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say that the major traffickers were just able to put another distributor 
on the street ~ 

Mr .. MANUEL. At the street level, Senator, it woulel appear that the 
dealers and so forth who are 1110re often than not users themselves-

Senator PERCY. They, themselves. 
Mr. ~iANUEL. In a great majority of the cases that is true. 
Chairman J.ACKSON. It isn't hard to get new pushers and new par-

ticipants at the street level. 
MI'. ~iANUEL. But it would appear that that is the case, that they 

are very easily replaced and even if they go away to jail for some 
period of time, they are right back at it. 

Chairman JACKSON. What are the profits~ You have made the sig
nificant point that when heroin is seized it is reported in pounds as if 
it were pure-heroin. But the trouble is that when you get it at the lowel' 
:<:lvel, it has been diluted. Instead of having 10 pOlmds of heroin, you 
really have 1 pOlmd. It is diluted in the process of distribution. Is 
that not correct ~ 

Ur. ~iAl\TUEL. That is correct. 
Senator PERCY. In dollar figures, $50,000 at C, as I understrmd it, 

would end up to be about an inventory value or, when diluted, $500,000 
at D. 

Mr. 1v1A.NUEL. If you take the figures on the chart which are approxi
mations, if, for example, at point C a major distributor was able to 
purchase a kilo of heroin which is 2.2 pounds, for let's say '$10,000. By 
the time that that heroin reached the street it will have been cu.t to a 
level of purity of between 61h 'and 1 percent. That happens by takin&, 
the 95 percent pure heroin at point C, assuming ~t is that pure, and 
mixing it with 12 kilograms of innocuous material snch 'as milk, sugar 
01' what-not, so that you have, actually, 13 kilos at the street. 

The 13 kilos at that rate of purity will translate. into about 100,000 
decks of heroin of 2 grains each. Two grains of heroin 'and all the rest 
is innocuous material, milk, sugar. 

Chairman J AcrrSON. Is a deck a loot of sale ~ 
Mr. MANUEL. That is correct, at the street level. So that kilogram at 

point C, if it can be caught ·at point C, will completely eliminate the 
100,000 decks at point D. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that the 
national information developed by our own invest.igative staff is bome 
out by a local intensive investigation carried 011 by the Chicago Sun 
Times. Allen Parachini, crime reporter for the Sun Times, pointed 
out that in the last 6 months of 1974, the survey of arrests by the U.S. 
Drug Enforcement Administration raise,d the question as to whether 
the stated national policy of pursuing big-time, multikilo, narcotics 
traifickers is actually followed ill Chicago. So what the Slm Times did 
was examine court documents fora period of 2 weeks involving 138 
DEA cases. They were believed to include nearly all the agency's 
arrests for the 6 months. 

The conclusJ:tm made is that it looks as though it is just a street-Iovel 
operation. . 

I woulcl ask lmmlimol1s consent that the article from the March 2 
Sun Times entitled "U.S. Drug Sleuths Running a Street-Level Opera
tion?" be jnsel'ted ill the record at this point as evidence that intensive 
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investigation ill Chicago would reveal exactly the pattern that our own 
staff has detected nationally. 

Chairman JACKSON. That will be included in the record at, this 
point. 

[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No.4" for refer
ence und follows:] 

EXHIBIT No.4 

[From the Chicago Sun-Times, Mar. 2, 1975] 

V.S. DRUG SLEUTHS RUNNING A. STREET-LEVEL OPERATION? 

(By Allan Parachini) 

A survey of arrests here ·by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration during 
the last six months of 1974 raised .the question of whether the stated national 
policy of pursuing "big-time, mUlti-kilo narcotics trafficl;:ers" is followed in 
Ohieago. . 

During the last two weeks The Sun ':l'imes examined court documents filed for 
each of 138 DEA case'!. They were belicveCl to include nearly all the agency'S 
arrests for the sbc months. Several attorneys here had questioned the manner in 
Which the agency follows the official Washington line in the Chicago area. 

'rIle local DEA office has declined to discuss particulars of the cases involved. 
Nationally, the agency's performance ancl internal harmony have come under 

increasing 'Scrutiny during the last few months. A Senate committee is investigat
ing charges of corruption amI other irregularities in the DEA. 

'l'he Senate probe is being nuelertaken ·by the l)ermanent subcommittee on 
investigations, of which Sen. Charles EI. Percy (R-Ill.) is a member. A sub com
mutE'e spokesman said 11ublic hearings into DEA conduct probably will be held 
within a month. 

. "In the face of statistics that show an increase in heroin and -cocaine nse, it 
appears to us that some of the real11roblems associated with narcotics trafficking 
are not ;being addressed by DEA," the s})okesman said. 

Under a unified federal alltic1rug strategy adopted last summer, DEA is 
chargeel with pursuing "major drug trafiicl,ers," big-time sllluggiers and individ
uals involved at high levels in financing the drug trade. 

Howeyer, the 138 local cases surveyed appear to reflect a much different pattern. 
Of the total, for instance, 62 cases involvecl arrests based on direct sales of drug 
{Junutities of three ounces or less-lllostly heroin and cocaine. 

Most sources, howeyer, agree that sucll transactions represent oue of the 10weRt 
"street" levels of dl'ug trade, an area the federal strategy admonishes DEA to 
leaye to local ancl Rtate law enforcement agencies. 

FOllr of the 62 cases inyolyecl sales of less than 1 gram (ahout .04, of an ounce). 
Another five arrests were mucle for sales of between 1 a11(110 grams. 

Auother 17 caSes involved salE'R of three to seven ounces-quantities still small 
enough to be associated with low-level street clealers. 

In acldition, eight casE'S involved sales of between half a pound ancl a 110u11(1 of 
drugs; 14 cases involved sales of pills wllofle cOmhineel weight was not immedi
ately apparent from court data. and pulJlic files spelled out no drug weight in 10 
cafles. One arrest involved 110 drugs. 

'.rhe agency made 19 arrests in the saUle six months for sules of more thun a 
pound of heroin or cocaine anel RE'ven for Similar quantities of marijuana-cuses 
that npparently do fall within the HIllA l11andnte. 

Ml'en years ago tIle olel BNDD (Burrau of NarcotiCS uncI Dangerous Drugs, 
DENs predecessor) had 10, maybe 15 guys here and they made 5 or 10 gooel cases 
eyer.\' year," saicl one locul uttorney. "'.roday, they've g-ot more than 100 and the~' 

still only maIm 5 or 10 really good cases ench year. What are those 'Other guys 
dOing 'I" 

'1'111' ugency, accorUing to its Wasllington office, has 1.11 agents ussigneel to tIle 
Chicugo region, some 70 of whOm worle from the Chicago office. They are aug
lllented by police officers from several cities on temporary assignment to DEA. 
The agency has field offices in Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Hammond and :i'tIount 
Vernon, Ill. DEA employs 2,200 agents stationed arouncl tIle worlel. 

According to affidavits, indictments and other court documents, "those other 
guys" in the last half of 1974: 
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Arrested a small-time heroin addict after the junkie had thrown a package 
containing 15 grams of lleroin out of his car window wllile agents in another 
auto tried to pull him over for questioning, 

Arrested one suspect for "possession with intent to distribute" ,09 grams (less 
than three thousandths of an ounce) of cocaine and arrested another man on the 
same charge for ,04 gmms of amphetamines, 

Arrested one suspect for possession of three ounces of marijuana after the drug 
was found in an overcoat left in the Federal Building. 

Underwent embarrassment when an agent gave an informant $1,225 to mal(e 
a drug purchase and the informant absconded. He later was found and charged 
with the theft of the money. 

Several big-time cases were made and pressure was exerted on a few individ
uals who apparently are major traffickers. DEA agents made a nlllnber of pur
chases of more than one or two pounds of heroin from at least four sellers. Ac
cor'cling to DEA figures, the local office recoverecl about 90 pounds of heroin in 
1974, 

In another case, DEA agents, alerted to a large marijuana shipment passing 
through Chicago en route to :llIicltigan from Texas, followed a tractor trailer 
carrying the drug to Michigan. One person was arrested amI 5,000 pounds of 
marijuana were confiscated under the leadership of agent Stanley Grobe. 

But in most of the 138 cases surveyed, DEA agents apparently concentrated 
their investigative activities on buying relatively small quantities of drugs in 
apparently unrelated situations. There were numerous cases of small-time street 
seIlE'rs turning one- or two-ounce batches of heroin and cocaine over to agents 
in parl;:ed cars on the Near North and Northwest sides. 

:Milwaukee attorney James Shellow, who his wide experience handling drug 
cases in both Wisconsin and Illinois, said, "The DEA is primarily concerned 
with figures and with its cleared-by-arrest ratio. 

"It is easier to accumulate favorable statistics by arresting street sellers and 
purchasers than it is by the time-consuming tasl, of accumulating evidence 
against major importers and suppliers. My experience and those, I believe, of 
other lawyers about the country who defend drug cases is that the policy (of 
11m'sing big-time traffickers) is not being implemented," he said. 

DEA's regional director, George Halpin, declined to discuss any of his agency's 
activities with The Sun-Times. Hanl;: Price, Halpin's public relation man, refused 
even to say how many agents are based in Cllicago, 

But in Wasllington, Jerry Jenson, DEA's recently apPOinted deputy director 
and former chief of the Chicago region, did agree to speak for the agency . 

. Jenson acknowledged that few drug "financiers" are arrested in the area, but 
he said that the lack of such arrests is because of the nature of Chicago drug 
traffic, not DEA deficiencies. He saW most heroin supplied to Chicago is smuggled 
from l\1exico by organizations usually involving several members of families of 
Mexican immigrants or native-born U.S. Latinos. 

Jenson said he takes issue with the automatic assertion that three-ounce trans
actions always are indicntive of street-level selliJig. "The drng traffickers them
selves are aware of the way we operate," Johnson said. "~'hey frequently will 
break down the quantity (of drugs) to fall in that level of so-calleel street traffic 
and try to a,'Jid being a target for us," he said. 

He said continuing arrests of smaU-time sellers can be defended as having 
"intelligence-gathering value" and he cited a continuing increase in the amount 
of heroin amI other ch'l1gs bE'ing recovered by the Chicago office. The first seven 
months of 1974, Jenson sahl, yielded more confiscrutecl heroin than the three 
previous years combined. 

Chairman .TAOKSON. Senator Percy has made a good point there, The 
balance of tlle statement IS exceI1ent,"Mr. Mannel. Suppose we complete 
thf' rest of it jf you will go over to t.he! chart and explain the. pro
cedures. 

Start with A, the point of origin. YonI' associate will. Run through 
this so that we can get that picture. That compJetes for 110W, at least, 
thC'· opening presentation. 

Mr. MANDEr,. Very ·wel1. To ]Jort.ray the flow of narcotics into the 
Uniteel. States and to portray certain principles of iutel'Wl1 distribu
tion. t.he subcommittee staff has prepared a chart. 
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The chart is entitled "Basic Pattern of Narcotic Distribution in 
the United States." 

Mr. Chairman, I request that this chart be lnade an exhibit with 
the understanding that the figures are approximations, and the con
figurations apply mostly to heroin smuggling. 

Chairman JACKSON. It will be <:'0 understood. Then Mr. Asselin can 
point out the various points on the chart as you relate to those points 
in your comments. 

[The document :r:eferred to was marked "Exhibit No.5" for ref
erence and faces this page.] 

Mr. :MANUEL. Before I do that, I woulcllike to depart from my pre
pared te}.1; to make an explanation anc1 correct probably what could be 
misunderstood by the chart;. 

I would like to make clear that the staff in presenting this chart does 
not in any way mean to imply that there is a monolithic structure 
headed by one group which smuggles ancl distributes narcotics in the 
country. 

On the contrary, the staff recognizes, emphasizes the fact fhat there 
are many smuggling and distribution systems ancl networks in the 
country which exist independent of each other . 
. The config11rations on the chart are meant to show the distribution 

principles of just one typical network. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. This is merely illustrative of a pattern that can 

be followed. ·What you are saying is there can be lmncheds of other 
patterns. 

Mr. lvIANUEL. Right. From the chart it could be interpretecl the other 
way, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to straighten that out for the record. 

Ohairman JACKSON. The record is made clear on that point. 
Mr. ~fANUEL. This chart is helpful in demonstrating graphically 

the two differing methodologies which have evolved in dr11g 
enforcement. 

As I have stated earlier in my testimony, th~se two methodologies 
have evolved because of the need and justificatlOn :for both a border 
enforcement mechanism and an internal enforcement n1.echanism. 

On this chart, point A represents the place outside the United 
Sta.tes from which narcotics are shipped into the United Sta.tes. 

Point A also personifies the individual 01' syndicate with sufficient 
resources to assemble a quantity of narcotics brge enough to justify 
the cost and risk involved in initiating a profitable smuggling effort. 

Generally speaking, the narcot.ics to be 'smuggled will already have 
been sold or consigned to a person or group in the United States who 
will be the primary distributors. 

Point B is any point on the United States border across which nar
cotics can be sn111ggled. Point B can also be any site in the interior 
United States which can be the destination for aircraft, either private 
or commercial, which can beusecl to smuggle narcotics. 

It should be repeated that it is at point B-at the border-where 
narcotics entering this country are in their purest form and largest 
quantity. 

Point B personifies the individual who actually smuggles the nar
cotics into the United States. This person's criminal stature ranges 
fro111 the high level sophisticatecl sn1l1ggler with organized crime C011-
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nections to the low level "mule" commissioned speci.fically to serve as a 
courier. 

VVllether point B is a hi~h level smuggler or a low level mule, he or 
she will stilllmow somethmg or will have done something which can 
be developed investigatively about both point A and point 0, thereby 
establishing an investigative trai.l between points A and C. 

Historically, some of the biggest conspiracy cases in narcotics 
enforcement have been initiated by the capture or detection of the 
courier who, either lIDwittingly or in a cooperative manner, leads Fed
eral investigators to top violators. 

Point C is the first point of internal distribution of the narcotics 
in tIllS country. 

Point C also personi.fies the. principal buyer or syndicate and the 
primary distributor of the smuggled narcotics. 

These narcotics are then channeled through an intricate network of 
distribution until they finally reach point D. 

DEA-and BNDD before it-categorizes this intricate network of 
internal distribution by four gradations of dealers, classes I through 
IV. 

This categorization is spelled out in a DEA document entitled "Geo
Drug Enforcement Program, First Year Assessment, Fiscal Year 
1974." 

lih. Chail'mfm, I request this document be made an exhibit. 
I will comment later in my statement on the type and quality of 

statistics relating to arrests and seizures. 
Chairman ,L\CKSON. It will be admitted as exhibit No.6. 
[The document .referred to was marked "Exhibit No. (i" for reference 

and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.] 
t.fr. J.fANUEL. Point D is the lowest level in the narcotics distribution 

network and rE'presents the pusher who sells to the addict. 
Often, point D personi.fies a distributor who is himself an addict. 
To repeat, at point D-at the street level-the narcotics are in their 

smallest quantity and their least pure quality. 
For the record, I "will read the figures from the chart 'which show 

that narcotics Howing through the A-B-O line usually are of a purity 
of from approximately 75 to 95 percent. For purposes of this illustra
tion, w(' must. assume that the narcotic invol,red is heroin. The same 
basic principles apply to other narcotics. 

From 0 to D, according to tho .figures on the chart, the purity of the 
heroin declines steadily from purity levels of 50 percent' to 6% 
percent. 

Tlwse figurE'S must be approximations, of course, designed to illus
trate the principles involved . 

To fnrther demonstrate the cliffE'rcnC'cs in the levels of drug traffic, 
I wish to call attention to the figures 011 the nppcr left-hand cornel' of 
the chaIt. 
As~mme that a single kilogram-2.2 pounds-of hel'oin reaches point 

C, a pnrit.y level of 9511crcel1t. 
Then aFlSllll1C that thE'. 1 kilogram of heroin is insertcd into various 

leYE'ls of t.he, distribution system and it is cut-that is, diluted-by 
mixing it wit.h innocuous materials such as milk sugar, 

By the t.ime that 1 kilogram of hcroin reaches point D, the street, 
it will have bE'cn mixed with about 12 kilograms of milk sugar. 
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Thus, we have traced a process whereby a kilogram of 95-pcl'ccnt
pnre heroin is converted into a substance of 13 ld.logntms of Glh 
percent-pure heroin, which is 12 parts milk sugar and 1 part heroin. 

Now, again, for purposes of illustration, let us take that same kilo
gram of heroin at point 0 and trace its movement through the di.s
tribution system not in terms of cuts or dilution but in terms of the 
individual packages or decks iIi which it is sold at point D, on the 
streets, to use1's. 

At point D, that same kilogram would be contained in 100,000 decks 
of 2 grains of ]le1'oin each. 
~ach deck would sell for $5. This figUl'e is based on December 1972 

prIces. 
SimEar]y, for each dollar of b1Vestment at point 0 to purchase nar

cotics, the selling price at point D is $50. 
In other words, if the major distributor at point 0 paid *10,000 for 

1 kilogram of hemb1, by the tbne it reached the street ]e1'e1, point D, 
the same heroin, cut many times in purity, "would be worth $500,000. 

Let us assume, again, for purposes of illustration, that point 0 is 
one person. That pel'SOll is the head of all internal distribution net
work. 

By the time the kilogram of heroin reaches the street-that is, point 
D-as many as 1,000 persons could have been involved in the distr'ibn
tion netwOl:k, 

In turn, it must be emphasized that the narcotics traffic, from points 
A to D, is a conspiratorial, snbterranean and silent traffic . 

.And almost always top level conspirators and financiers are insulated 
from contact with the narcotic itse If. 

Generally spealciJ.lg, then, the narcotics traffic surfaces-and there 
fore becomes vulnerable to detection and seir,ure in the United States
at two points, Band D; that is, B at the border, and D at the street 
or points very close to the street. 

The ability of Fedeml enforcement agencies to disrupt the nar
cotics traffic clel)ends in large measure on the level at which al'rests 
and seiznres are made. 

It is obvious thl1t arresting 1,000 distributors at point D may not be 
as successful a disruption of the narcotics traffic as a handful of arrests 
at point O. 

By the same token, removing 100,000 decks of heroin from street 
pushers may not be as sig11i.ficant, in terms of disl'upting the traffic, 
as seizing one kilogram of f)5-percent pure heroin at point O. 

There is a neoel for enfol'cement at all points on this chart, A, B, 0, 
and D. vV1U1t the staff wishes to do, however, is to provide the sllb
eommittee with sufficient information to make an evaluation of where 
the major thrust of Federal enforcement should be and why it should 
be. there. 

0ne of the goals o:f Reorganization Plan No.2 o:f 1973 was to inte
grate and coordinate all enforcement at all points, from A to D. 

The reorganization plan gave to DEA authority to enfol'CO Jaws 
at points A, 0 and D. 

Oustoms, which is vested with the constitutional authority to sa:fe
gUal'd the Nation's borders and is thus vested with extraordinary 
powers of search and seizure, ,vas left. with the l'espons1bility for inter
dicting narcotics at the border, point B. 
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ReorganizatiQlJ.-;Plan No, g of 1073, howe,'el', took from Customs: 
its prior authority to develop pertinent foreign intelligence informa
tion-point A-and its prior authority to pursue criminal cuses from 
point B to point C. 

Thus, Reorganization Plan No.2 forced a break in the jurisdictional 
authority in the A-B-C line. 

Theoretically, what was envisioned by the executive branch pro
ponents of Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1073 was that DEA foreign 
intelligence data would be transmitted to Customs. Accordingly, Cus
toms would be better able to interdict at the border. 

'When Customs would either make arrests or seizures at the borclH. 
Customs ,vas then obliged to tUl'll over to DEA either the seized 
narcotic-s or the arrested person, or both. 

Theoretically, DEA would then conduct further investigation and 
substantially disrupt the narcotics traffic at the highest levels; that 
is to say, at point.salongtheA-B-C line. 

rt is the staff's finding that this theory designe,d to improve the 
anti-narcotics smuggling effort along the A-B-O line, has failed to 
show sig11ificant results. 

In addition, tIns method of operation has prolonged old inter
" '!."PllCY rivalries, created new ones and has thus far actually weukelwc1 
this Nation's capability to interdict the flow of narcotics into the 
United States. 

Senator P,EROY. I woulc1like to ,usk you about the question of rivalry. 
One of the problems prior to the reorganization plan was that there 
were a great many rivalries. 

[At this point Senator Jackson withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senator PERCY. Do yon continue to see rivalries between, say, Cus

toms and DEA? Does that rivalry mean there is an unwillingness to 
share information and provide information, arguments over who has 
what information and who should share that information with whom ~ 
Is that now impeding the role of the Federal Government in this: 
whole area? 

Mr. MANUEL. It is probable, Senator, that it is. 
Sena.tor PERCY. As I understand it, the DEA has a separate intel

ligence computer system that they are building ill El Paso, Tex. ? 
Mr. :M:ANUEL. That is correct. 
Senator PERCY. Customs now has a computer system in San Diego. 

,Yould two such computer systems be needed if there were adeqlUtte 
cooperation and a willingness to share information between these 
two agencies. " 

Mr. MANl;TETJ. That is one or the qupstions that we hope the sub
corrunittee will answer d1ll'ing the course of these. hearings, Senator 
Percv. It is a fact that th(lre ~U'(1 two syst(1ll1s. It is a fact that as far 
as we can determine, the information is somewhat duplicative. I should 
hope that the subcommittee would answer those questions. 

Senatol' PlmOY. As I recall my own military experience, the, ])1'01>
](lm of rivalry between the services caused a 'tremendous amount of 
duplication, a tremendous amount of cost. r At this point Senator ,T ackson entered the h~ring room.] 

Sena.tor PBRCY. Through the, years, by creating tL single Department 
of Defense, certainly by coorc1ulating our intelligence activities •. we 
have triccl to avoid that. In other words, you do see a pattel'll wInch 
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persists to this date of interservice rivalry which creates extraordinary 
costs and does 110t permit each agency to be as effective as possible. 

Mr. ~furuEL. That is correct, Senfl,tor. 
Senator PERCY. Thank you. 
Mr. 1fANUEL. Customs and BNDD had separate jurisdictions be

fore. Customs and DEll. still have separate jurisdictions today. The 
effect of Reorganization Plan No.2 was to leave Customs right at the 
border and give everything else to DEA. As I pointed out, that hasn't 
really cut dmV1l the rivalry. 

When DEll. was created, an attempt was made to insure that a 
. border capability be built into the new organization. This was to be 
accomplished in l)art by the so-called eross desig11ation of agents 
transferred to DEA from Customs. 

Cross designation refers to the authority of the Customs Service 
to desip:nate enforcement personnel from other agencies as customs 
officers for specific purposes. 

This authority vests in the personne1 of the affectecl agency the 
power to conduct searches and seizures at the border without mO'i'in~ 
to obtain a search warrant or having probable cause, as requirecL 
by other law enforcement agencies bouncl by the restrictions of the 
fourth u,memlmellt to the Constitution. 

Upon implementation of Reorganization Plan No.2 in July 1973, 
the Justice Department rC'questecl that the Treasury Department cross 
designatC' a number of DEll. pers01mel to have the authority of Cus
toms at the border and at various ports of entry. 

An agreement between DEA and Customs in this regard was for
malizecl on J annary 11, 10'1'4, ending several months of negotiation. 

Preliminary investigation by the subcommittee staff revealed that 
the Treasury Department rrtiseel an argument about the legalit-y of 
cross clesignation in cOIDlection ,yith DEA personnel haying search 
and seizure authority 011 a wiele scale. 

It is the staff's recommendation that the subcommittee explore the 
cross c1esip;11ation question. An appropriate time for gathering facts 
on this issue can be when witnesses appeal' from the General Account
ing Office, the Treasury Department" and the Department or .rusticC'. 
At the request of the subcommittee, the GAO has researched the cross 
c1esip:natioll issue. 

Notwithstanding the need for an effective and strong antinarcotics 
smugg'ling capability, the staff eloes not mean to diminish the necessity 
for a properly focused internal enforcement mechanism. 

For it is a fllCt that, despite the best efforts of border enforcement, 
a substantial amount of narcotics is successfully smuggled into the 
United States ancl ther(>tdter moyes interstate to its final points of 
destinat.ion. 

Testimony be.fore the Rihicoff subcommitt('e hearings on ReOl'gaui
zation PJUll ~o. 2 reveals that an accurate figure for the amount of 
narcoti{'s entedng thE', United States is lUlobtainahle. 

In 1073, the best estimates of heroin which illegally enter this coun
tr~r range, 101' example, from 10 to 12 tons per ye.'tr. 

The fact that this muC'lt heroin is smugglecl into the United States in 
a single. year necessitates the existence of a Federal internall1arcotics 
mechamsl11. 
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That mechanism is also necessary to enforce hnvs reln,ting to the 
illegal manufacture ancldistribution of dangerous drugs such as am
phetamines, barbiturates, and hallucinogens. 

It is at tltis point that the staff can describe the basic differences be
tween a border enforcement mechaltism structurally competent to pre
vent smuggling and an internal enforcement mechanism capable of 
enforcing Federal laws rela,ting to the traffic in narcotics and danger
ous drugs. 

As the chart demonstrates, the crime of smuggling is a continuum 
from points A through O. Federal law confronts this crime at point B 
and this is a "decreed confrontation." 

This "decreed confrontation," is supported by constitutional power 
of search and seizure, designed to protect the threshold of the United 
States. In other words, it is at point B-the border-where the au
thority of the Government preempts the right of the potential smug
gler to be free of constitutional protections against l.Ulreasonable 
search and seizure. 

With regard to the internal mechanism, huwever, once the nal'cotics 
get into the mainstream of the distribution network-that is, anyplace 
between points 0 and D-a certain advantage passes to the criminal. 

This advantage is that the criminal has constitutional protection 
under the fourth, fifth. and sixth amendments, and the authority or 
law enforcement is limited accordingly. 

For example, while the border enrorcement personnel may search 
and seize without probable cause, the internal enforcement agents must 
execute valid warrants upon justified and demonstrable C\.Jdence that 
a narcotics-related crime is taking or has taken place. 

As I have previously said, narcotics traffic among dealers is con
spiratorial, subterranean, and silent. In order to attempt to disrupt 
this flow of traffic, the intel'llal enforcement officer must somehow in
sinuate himself between points 0 and D. 

In order to do this, he must penetrate tllP- yjolators. He has only bvo 
means or penetration, once he has selected his target. First, he may 
assume the role of an undercover agent posing as n, narcotics dealer 
or user. The second choice he has is to use informants for the same 
purpose. 

The objective for the agent then becomes to begin his operation at 
a relatively low level which is easily penetrated and hope to move 
up the ladder of the narcotics underworld hierarchy. 

The agent's basic tool, either performing an undercover assign
ment or using informants, is money with whieh to buy evidence, the 
narcotics themselves, or information about narcotics traffic and traf
fickers. 

The undercover buy-and, indeed, the entire act of penetrating 
points 0 and D-is, therefore, a contrived confrontation, which theo
ret.ically should be carefully planned and executed on a selective basis. 

The staff wishes to point out that in the lower levels of the narcotics 
distribution system are dealers who are describecl by DEA as classes 
III and IV violators. It is relatively easy to penetrate tltis level of 
the traffic and make arrests and seizures. 
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Arrests and seizures at the lower levels can, in the aggregate, be 
turned into impressive statistical data which can then be used as a 
measure of effectiveness for the internal enforcement mechanism. 

More often than not, these statistics do not accurately reflect to the 
public or to Congress what impact such activity has on narcotics 
traffic. 

Seizure of narcotics statistics do not usually reflect the puritv of the 
drug seized. As we have seen from the chart, at the lower levels nar~ 
cotics are of an extremely low purity. 

If, for exampIe, it is reported that during a certain time period, 
1,000 pounds of heroin has been seizecl~ and if the seizures reflect lower 
level activity, it can be assumed that the substance seized was 10 per~ 
cent or less actual heroin and DO percent 01' more milk sugar. 

Similarly, arrests at lower levels can generate equally impressive 
statistics in term.s of numbers of violators apprehended. 

But if most of these arrests take place at the classes III and IV 
levels, it is obvious that these persons can be easily replaced in the 
distribution network. Therefore, there is 110 significant impact on the 
ability of high level violators to continue their distribution activities. 

To the Federal narcotics enforcement manager who is anxious to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of his agents, vidators at the lower 
levC'ls of the narcotics network can easily become "targets of oppor~ 
tunity." 

The target of opportunity is often l'e1atively easily identified, often 
.an addict or user himself and inclined to cooperate with the agent 
after the agent has made a "buy." 

~Tust as the narcotics enforcement supervisor ('omes to rely 011 sta
tistics to demonstrate his agents' effectin'ness, the agent on the street 
likmvise begins to perceive of a kind of "quota svstem" under which 
he perceiye.s that a certain number of arrests arc required of him every 
month or quarter. . 

After pl',elimi.l.lal'Y inqniry, it is the staffs finc1ing that arrests ancl 
seizures a16n(', n,reJlot. the' most reliable indicators or an agency's 
effectiveness. 

To say tIw,li x amount of narcoti('s 'Were "taken from th(l, market" can 
he misleacijngl Hillee. it is unstated anc1, therefore, unclear how such 
seizures impa.cton the availability of the drugs at high levels of 
distribution. -

As I h.al·c Hoted, a substantial amounL'iof narcotics is obt.ained by the 
internal enforcement mechanism throup;h the use of the "buy." 

The "buy" is a form of preemptive purchasing of drugs. It can be 
effective in l'e.c1ucing ayailabilit.y only when there is a limit on supply. 
Buying in this fashion can, in fact, create a market and even stimulate 
production. . 

'With respect to 1Ul,rcotics, which all originate outside the United 
States, it does not appear that there is now, or in the foreseeable future, 
any practical limitation on the ability of the foreign syndicates to 
proc1uce whatever is necessary to meet an inereasing c1emanc1. 

Under those conditions, the "buy" can be dt'scl'ibec1 as an inf-usion 
of money into the nal'cot~es lletwOl:k. ancl it hi likrl.y tlmt the Federal 
tax: clollars to buy llfLl'COtJ.CS generate a profit at pomts above the level 
of trafficking where the l"buy" was made. 

'fhe prinCIple I have just discussec1-that is, that narcotics seizures 
statistics may be misleacling-a'lso applies to arrest c1ata. The al'1'ests 
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of large numbers of class III and IV ,.iolators in an indiscriminate 
manner may make no significant impact on the high level distribution 
network. 

A key issue for the sllbco1ll1l1ittee to address as these hen.rings pro
gress is whether the benefit of Federal "buy" money on the Nation's 
narcotics problem is outweighed by the stimulation of the market that 
those dollars provide; and whether arrests inflicted on the lower levels 
of trafiickers produce sig11ificant disl'1lption of the narcotics avail
ability. 

Another vital question to be explored as these hearings go forward 
is, "Where should the emphasis of the Federal internal enforcement 
be placed? And how should it co-oxist with local and State police 
departments t' 

Having raised these questions about where the focus of internal 
enforcenlent should be, the staff would like now to call the subcom
mittee's attention to the DEA region 1-1 surveys ,yhich have already 
been referred to. I request they be made exhibits. 

At the direction of the current llegional Director of DEA region 
14, J"olm Dan Diver, a special committee was established to study the 
expenditm'e of mOlley 'which had been used for purchase of eviclence 
and purchase of information (PE/PI). These funds are commonly 
referred to as "buy money." 

The period of time involved in the expenditure of these :flmds was 
from July 1, 1073, the clate DEA was created, through March 1974. 

The stl'idy involved the compilatioll of statistical data from a sample 
of past case histories for the purpose of determining how PE/PI 
money was spent, on which class of violators and, to the extent possible, 
to determine the results of these expenditures. 

The region H study committee was uncleI' the chairmanship of 
,T ohn 'Windham, a DEA official then assigned to the San Diego office. 
The committee issued an interim report on :May 21, 1974, which incli
cated that hl the cases studied the expenditures were divided as fol-
1011'S among the foul' classes of violators on a percentage basis: class 
1-8 percent.; cJ aSS II -16 percent; class III -67 percent; class IV-7 
perc(mt.; and miscellaneous-2 percent. . 

In the same l'epOl't, the committee issued these interim findings based 
on its r(>yiew of the largest category of expenditure; namely, the 67 
percent which was applicable to class III violators. 

(1) In all cases an informant introduces an agent to a class III viola
tor who reportedly can do large quantities of drugs. 

(2). The agent usually makes two to four purchases from the class 
III vlOlator. 

(3) In no case was t.he source of supply arrested. 
( 4) In none of the cases reviewed did the file indicate a class I or 

class II violator became a target. 
( [)) In none of the cases was a class I or cJ ass II violator arrested. 
(6) In the majority of the case files there was no indication that an 

attempt to identify the source of supply was made. 
(7) In many cases substantial seizures were made of 1 pound or 

more. This represents a total of purchases plus whatever was seized at 
the time of arrest. 

Following the submission of the l\fay 21, 1974, interim report, the 
region 14 committee continued its analysis. 
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In October 1974, the region 14: committee issued its final report, a 
summary of which has been made an exhibit. 

This summary, which was part of the final report, contained the find
ings, conclusions, and recommendations of the committee and was 
divided into five sections. 

With respect to each section, the region 14: committee reportecl as 
follows: 

PART ONE 

Part 1 was accomplished by reviewmg all DEA forms 103 issued 
for PE/PI expenditures during the penod from July 19'74: through 
March 19'74:. In those cases where 110 G-DEP identifier appeared, 
class of investigation was determined by case number and file review. 
The following was notecl : 

1. Seventy-four percent of PE/PI funds were drawn :for class III 
and class IV investigations. 

2. Twenty-four percent of PE/PI flUlc1s were drawn for class I 
and class II investigations. 

3. The remainmg 2 percent of PE/PI funds were drawn for GFT 
investigations. 

The review of all forms 103 indicate that nearly $3 of every $4 
dra,vn from PE/PI funds is drawn in investigations of the lowest 
two violator classes. 

Part 2 consistecl of the review of all class III i11Vestigations in which 
PE/PI funds were expended to determine if funds expended at that 
level led to the arrest of violators of a higher class. The .following 
is pertinent: 

1. PE/PI moiley drawn in class III investigations, when expended, 
result in the arrest of class III violators, and little else. 

2. ·When money was e}.-penc1ecl in a class III investigation, it was 
rare that a violator of higher class was arrested, or even identified. 

The case review indicated that cases be.gtlll at the class III leyel 
ended at the class III level. The theory that purchasing narcotics or 
information at the lower levels of the traffic will lead to the arrest 
or identification of higher traffickers appears to lack validity in most 
instances in region 14. < 

PART TIIREE 

Plll't 3 consisted of interviewing special agents in charge, first line 
snpenrisors and special agents in field offices throughout the region to 
determine what they perceived the regional PE/PI policy to be, and # 

what, if any, problems they encountered with present regional prac-
tices. 

1. Interviews established that the office heads, supervisors, and spe
cial agents all tUlderstand that the goal of the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration is the elimination of' narcotic traffickers at the highest 
levels of the traffic. However, some first line snpel'visors and special 
agents indicated that there was a variance between stated policy and 
that which was practiced. The reason given was that they viewed 
routes of advancement within DEA to be open to them predicated 
on the numbers of arl:ests they made and the amounts of narcotics 
they seizecl. 
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rART FOUR 

Part 4: is a summation of the conclusions reached in parts 1 through 
3. 

1. Region 14: has not devoted a sufficient percentage of available 
PE/PI nmds to the elimination of violators in the top two violator 
classes. 

2. The widely held and accepted tactic of purchasing narcotics Trom 
class III and IV violators in the hopes of working up has not led to 
accomplishment of DE.A. goals in region 14:. 

3. Although familiar with DEA violator level goals, most personnel 
recognized that the goals are not being met in region 14:. 

4:. The committee concludes that regional management, in conjunc
tion with headquarters management, must find ways to direct enforce
ment activities against the upper levels of the narcotics traffic. 

Part No.5 of the report consisted of seven recommendations which 
were designed to bring the expenditures of PE/PI money in region 14: 
in balance with DEA's stated objective of pursuing top \~iolators. 

On October 22, 1974:, a final report was issued by John Van Diver 
and attached to that report was a summary of his committee's finc1ing8. 

This report was submitted to the Enforcement Division of DEA 
headquarters in Washington and to other offices within DEA. 

~Ir. Chairman, in that all these documents have been made exhibits 
and are quite lengthy, I will quote pertinent excerpts from them now . 

. A . .mong Regional Director Van Diver's conclusions were the follow
ing statements: 

'Region 14 recently conducted ·an arrest study for the period of July 1, 1973 
through :March 1974. The conclusion urawn ~)y the study group was that 75 per
cent of our PE/PI was being spent on Class III and Class IV violators .... 

Headquarters did a similar study on arrests by GDEP which revealed that 
approximately 70 percent of the arrests in this Region were Class III and Class 
IY. Further reports have revealed that most ·of our man-hours are being spent on 
other than Class I ilnd II violators. 

Mr. Van Diver then went on to say that focusing resources on low
level violators is contrary to DEA policy. 

He articulated this point as follows: 
I have stateel DEA.'s National 'ana Region 14's Policy on this matter many 

times. It is now being put in writing be,cause apparently 'the verbal message is 
not being carried out. It is the policy of this Region to emphasize the investiga
tions anel arrests of Class I and II violators. This does not mean that Class III 
amI II' violators will not be investigated. It does mean that when Class III's anel 
IV'S are investigated, the resources of this office will be pointed towarel Class I's 
anel II's. Class III's and IV's are not an end to themselves. 

'·DEJA. is not in the numbers game anel the day has passed when agents anel 
officers are judged on quantities seized and numbers of arrest. DEJA is seeking to 
be a disruptive influence in the larger narcotic organization and this can only 
be accomplish eel by utilizing all of our resources and energies towal'el that enel 
result. 

DEA has many investigative tools at its elisposal. Among the main investigative 
tools is unelercover penetrations anel conspiracy investigations. EJvery agent in 
the Region is e:xpectell to be able to utilize both tools . 

. JOhl1 R. Bartels, Jr., Administrator of DEA, has stated DEA's goals and 
l1riol'ities many times. He has also stated that he is willing to accept the respon
sibility for the eleCt'ease ill arrests anel seizures. He llemanlls the quality of the 
class of violators be increased to 'Class I's and II's which would offset any decreasE' 
in seizures, That goes without saying, that this has been anel is the policy of 
Region 14. 

04-000-75--4 
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Law enforcement, as a rule, understands a substantive case when there is a 
seizure and arrest. The majority of law enforcement understanc1s the conspiracy 
technique, however, this technique has not been emphasized to the degree which 
I think it shoula. You should adjust the direction of your investigations to people 
mOre than seizures. It is not necessary to have a seizure in order to have a 
successful prosecution. Adjust your thinking, your policy, and yom' emphasis 
accordingly. 

It is requested that the trE'ncl for spending 70 percent of our PEIPI allowance 
for Class III's and I\I's be reversed. Not only could there be a possible savings 
of money but you will have at your dispofml adequate funds in which to institute 
imaginative types of prohes against Class I's and II's. 

It if', therefore, the policy of this Region that PE expencUtures in Class Ill's 
and IY's are restrietecI to sample purchases, with a view to the apprehension 
of the violator ancI large seizures of evidence, unless it can clearly be shown 
to theSAIC or GIS that this investigation will lead to thE' arrest of a Class I 
or II, or a substantial seizure can be made, which would justify a larger 
expenditure of PE. 

I have tall;:e<l with the U.S .. A.ttorneys throughout this Region. It is no longer 
ll<'CeSsary to make numerous purchases from a suspect to successfully prosecute 
him. AgreecI, that it would be "nice to havE'," but not "a neE'd to have." I am 
encouraging c1elivery of narcotics without necesFlUrily the IHll'chase of a sample 
or quality. 'l'his will force us to gather more evic1ence and it will also make 
hetter inVE'stigatol's of us. It might be necessary to try many of the cases in 
8tate Court. It will be incumbent upon you to foster relationships with all prose
cuting attorneys, FecIeral ancl State, in order to snccessfully complete this .... 

As I mentioned preyiously in my testimony, the subcommittee 
requestt'c1 that GAO audit PE/PI money spent by DEA since its incep
tion in all its regions. 

,YitnesseR from GAO will tpstify in detail as to the results of their 
incmirips. That, testimony will be given later today. 

How('Ycr, for the record, I woul'dlike to·point out that GAO found 
that nationwide, for the first 6 months of fiscal year 1975, 82 percent of 
the money DEA expended for the purchase of evidence and 44 per
cent of the money expended for the purchase of information were on 
class III and class IV cases. 

Mr. Chairman, I will now return to reorganizaiton plan No.2 of 
1973 and comment upon the sixth and final advantage which execu
tive branch spokesmen promised wouldl'esnlt from the plan. 

That promisec1 advantage, according to the proponents of reorga
nization plan No.2, ,vas that by placing a single administrator in 
charge of Federal drug law enforcement, the plan would make the 
new DEA more accolUltable than its component parts had ever been, 
thereby sa feg1U1rding against COl'l'llption and enforcement abuses such 
as unauthorized and mistaken drug raids. 

With respect to the problem of corruption within Federal narcotics 
enforcement, the subcommittee spent considel'l1ble time analyzing what 
has occurred in the past and what current problems exist in DEA. 

The staff sought to determine what correlation exists between cor
ruption problenis and the manner in which the illternal enforcement 
mechanism functions. 

In addition, the staff sought to determine what correlation exists 
between corruption problems and the manner in which DEA is man
aged, and whether top management in DEA and its predecessor agen
cies have actively supported the inspection function by adequate 
staffing, equipment and decisive action. 

The staff fOlUld that corruption problems have burdened Fedeml 
c1mg enforcement for many years. 
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In J [lnuary 1975, the subcommittee he[Lrc1 in executive session the 
testimony of two men who are knowledgeable about the system of per
sonnel integrity inspection that existed in the Federal Bureau of N ar
eotirs, the Bureau of N arcotirs and Dangerous Drugs and DEA. 

The men are Andrew C. Tartaglino and George B. Brosan. 
Mr. Tal'taglino, the former Acting Deputy Administrator of DEA, 

was the Chief Inspector at BNDD and before that IN1 a major investi
gation which exposed organized corruption in the N ew York Regional 
Headquarters of the FBN. 

Mr. Br08an served as Acting Chief Inspector of DEA from Sep-
o. tember 19'73 to December 1074. Prior to that, he was an official of the 

customs service where he conducted several personnel integrity 
ilwestigations. 

Based primarily on Mr. Tal'taglino's and Mr. Brosan's testimony in 
executive session, the subcommittee requested and received from the 
Department of Justice c10cumentatioil which indicated patterns of 
corrnption within Federal drug enforcement. 

It is the staff's view that thC'se patterns continue to the present day. 
During the course of these hearings, starting with the public testi

mony of ~fr. 'l'artaglino and :Yfl'. Brosan, the subcommittee will have 
the opport.unity to review certain cases having to do with the alleged 
misconduct of Federal drug enforcement personnel. 

In the preliminary investigation the staff has received and evaluated 
considerable infonnation relating to these instances of alleged mis
('onduct by drug enforcement personnel; and we 11l1ve also evaluated 
the iny(>st.igations that were made concerning tl1ese allegations by the 
internal Recnrity mechanism within DEA anel its predecessor ag(,lldes, 

In addition, the staff has conducted numenous interviews with drug 
enforcement offieinJs, both past and present. \if (\ have intervieiwed per
sons who have worked in or were close to the internal security mecha
nism within Federal enforcement. And we have interviewed persons 
"-Iirectly involved in the cases which the subcommittee will review. 
Pers~Ils in each, of the~c ~ategories. will testify a~ th~ hearings proceed. 

It IS the staff'S prell1mnary findmg that, ('.onsldermg tIle clangers of 
corruption inherent in the manner in which domestic narcotics enforce
ment must operate with its heavy relhmceon undercover operations 
and its pl'oxi~nity to the crilI~inal element, ~here has never been an ade
(luate effort 111 the field of mternal securIty commensurate with the 
risks involved. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Manuel, that seems almost incredible. Can you 
(\'xl)lain why there never has been ~ 

Mr. MANuuJ. I could attempt an explanation, Senator Percy. It 
would be un in1'olve(l one and possibly one that you may want to 'hear 
Trom Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan themselves, who have had clire9t 
knowledge and who have stated to us time and time again what the 
deficiencies were, ,yhat the chronology of this problem 'has been, 'and 
so forth. 

flcmator PERCY. If you will be in the room when they testify-
Mr. MANUEJJ. Absolutely. 
Senator PEROY. I hope you would advise us if your investigations 

show any other reasons. 
Mr. MANUEL. Absolutely. 
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Chairman JACKSO::-r. Is there an area of law e.nforcement where the 
amOlmts of money constitute so great a temptation to buy off the 
officers~ 

~rr. MANUEL. As we have seen narcotics generate huge amounts of 
money. As we have also seen the narcotics agent who has to penetrate 
this system must himself sometimes assume the role of a criminal in 
order to penetrate the organization. and to make his buys and make his 
arrests. 

Therefore, it is likely that the nature 'of the business itself creates 
dan.gers that do not e:S:lst in other forms of criminal law enforcement. 

I would say the dangers of corruption are more real in narcotics 
enforcement that in any other type of enforcement. 

Chairman JACKSON. Would you say greater than any other area of 
hw;" enforcement ~ 

Mr. 1\UNUEL. Right. All the es,,'lcmtial ingredients of a corrupt at
mosphere are preseJlt. There is the corrupt ci'iminal element, the hnge 
amount of money, and the undercover opemtion itself which places 
the agent, exposes him to tllC'sC dangers. 

,Vhat e{forts have been exercised in internal security and what suc
cesses have been obtained in exposing and eJ'llc1icaLing cOl'l'nption, 
especially in the pedod of 1067 to 1071 in the X ew York office, call 
he characterized more as reactions to crises rather than systematic 
measures to prevent corrupt practices from occnrring. 

For that reason, it is the staff's preliminary finclillg that no one has 
ever known the true extent of corruption In Federal narcotics eu
forcement. 

Many charges and alJegations ag'ainst narcotics agents lw,ve 1'C
mained unresolved for extended periods of time, indicating that, with 
few notable exceptions, top management has he(,ll rmwilJing to dNtl 
with integrity problemfl in a forcernl and deciflive manner. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it is the staff's hope that as this 
snhcommittee seeks to cyaluate tl10 corruption quefltion in F<.'clerul 
narcotics enforcement, all of us keep our perspective on this iSFlue and 
undcrstand that the overwhelming majority of agents are hOl1<.'st, 
dedicated, and incorruptible . 

• Just one last thing, Mr. Chairman. In the preparecl text, there was 
a request to make the documents referred to, exhibits to the hearings. 
If it is all right with YOll, I would like to reqllest that the region 1<1, 
Fltudips, whieh I rr:fcl'red to in the statement hut did not read px
haust:ivelv, hc introc1uc('c1 as exhihits for the record. 

Chairnian JACKSON. All right. They 1vill be exhibit No.7. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No.7" for ref

erence ancl follows:] 
EXIImIT No. '7 

[Memorandum] 

To: Mr. John E. Van Diver, Regional Director, Lo!'; Angeles, Calif. 
From: .Tohn II. Windham, Chairman, Regional PID/PI Survey. 
Subject: Results of PE/PI Survey. 

M.A.Y' 21, 1974. 

The Committee studying the expenditure of PE/PI Funds in Region 14 is 
uow in its fourth week of work. Although the Committee has not finished it') 
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work, the following fact.'3 have emerged from the study and are included in this 
memorandum in order that your office can be advised of the Committee's 
progress. 

The statistical data listed below was obtained from the forms DEA-10S which 
show how much PE/PI was expended and on what class of violator. For the 
iirst three quarters of Fiscal Year 1974 Region 14 spent $442,328 in the following 
ureas: 

OLASS I 

PE, 7,580 or 2 percent equals 8 percent. 
PI, 28,290 or 6 percent equals 8 percent. 

OLASS II 

PE, 26,946 or 6 percent eqll!lls 16 percent. 
PI, 42,538 or 10 percent equals 16 percent. 

OLASS ill 

PE, 197,015 or '14 percent equals 67 percent . 
PI, 103,641 or 23 percent equals 67 percent. 

OLASS IV 

PE, 17,747 or 4 percent equals 7 percent. 
PI, 11,215 or 3 percent equals 7 percent. 

GENERAL FILES 
Total 3 percent. 
'1'he percentages refIl'ct expenditurl'S for the entire Region and do not dis

tinguish between individual offices. We have selected the months of August 
1073 and February 1974 for review of each individual's office's expenditures to 
determine how closely they adhere to the Regional averages. We are also break
ing out Task FOl'ce expenditures for the above test months to see how they 
affect our totals. 

The Committee has selected 10% of the Class III cases for review in oreler 
to determine if lligher caliber violators were uncovered as a result of starting 
at a Class III level. The review of those cases worked in Los Angeles has been 
<!oJUpll'ted and the following facts can be reported: 

1. In all cases an informant introeluces an agent to a Class III violator who 
reportedly can do large quantities of c1rugs. 

2. The ngent usually makes 2 to 4 purchasers from the Class III viol/ltor. 
a. In no case was the source of supply arrested. 
·1. In none of the cases reviewed clid the file illc1icllte a Class I 01' Class II 

violator became a target. 
G. In none of the cases was a Class I 01' Class II violator arresteel. 
0. In the ma:iority of the case flIes there waS no inelication that an attemllt 

to identify the source of supply was made. 
7. III many cases substantial seizures were made of one ponnd or more. This 

reprl'sellts a total of purchases plus whatever was seizecl at the time of an·est. 
'1:11e Committee is continuing to review the Class III cases fOr the Distirct 

Offices. In adelition, the Committee is studying the feasibility of a questionllail'e 
to be sent to Senior Agents in Region 14 in O1'(1er to gain input from the working 
agents. 

JOIIN H. WINIlIIAM, 

[1Iemorandl11n] 
OOTOBER 22, lOU. 

'1.'0: See distribution. 
Frolll: John E. \Tan Diyer, Regional Director, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Subject: PE/PI funels. 

Region 14 recently conductecl an arrest study for the pel'loel of .Tuly 1. 1073, 
tlll'ough March 1974. The conclusion drawn by the study group was that 75% of 
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our PE/PI was being spent on Class III and Class IV violators. Attached is a 
copy of that study for your review. 

Headquarters clid a similar study on arrests by GDEP which revealed that 
approximately 700/0 of the arrests in this Region were Class III and Class IV. 
Further reports have revealed that most of our manhours are being spend on 
other than Class I and II violators. 

I have stated DEA's National 11lld Region 14's Policy on this matter lllany 
times. It is now being put in writing because apparently the yerbal message is 
not being carried out. It is the policy of this Region to emphasize the inYestiga
tions and arrests of Class I and II violators. This does not mean that Class III 
ancl IV violators will not be investigated. It does mean that when Class III's 
and IV's are investigated, the resources of this office will be l)oilltecl toward 
Class 1's and II's. Class Ill's and IV's are not an end to themselves. 

DEA is not in the numuers game :lllci the day has passed whpn agpntl'! and 
officers are judged on quantities seized und numbers of arrest. DEl'.. is seeking 
to be a disruptive influence in the larger narcotic organization 1111d this call only 
be accomplished by utilizing all of our resources amI energies toward that end 
result. 

DEA has many iIlvestigative tools at its disposal. Among the main investiga
tive tools is undercover penetrations and conspiracy investigations. Eyery agent 
in the Rpgion is expected to ue able to utilize both tools. 

John R. Bartels, .Tr., Administrator of DEl'.., has stated DENs goals anrl 
priorities many times. He has also stated, that lIe is \villing to accept the respon
sihility for the decrease in arrests anc1 seizurefl. He demands the quality of the 
class of violators he increased to Class 1's and II's which would offset any 
decrease in seizures. That goes without saying, that this has been and is the pol
icy of Region 14. 

,Law enforcement, as a rule, unc1erstands a substantive case when there is a 
seizure ancI arrest. The majority of law enforcement understands the conspiracy 
technique, however, this technique has no(; been emphasized to the degree which 
I tllinl( it shoulc1. You should adjust the direction of your investigations to peo
ple more than seizures. It is not neCeSflal'Y to have a seizure ill order to have a 
successful prosecution. Adjust your thinking, your policy, and your emphasis 
accordingly. 

It is requested that the trenc1 for spending 700/0 of your PE/PI allowance for 
Class III's ancI IV's be reversed. Not only could there 11e a possible savings of 
money put you will ham at your clisposal adequate funds in which to institute 
imaginalive types of prohes against Class 1's and II's. 

It is, therefore, the policy of this Region that PE expenditures in Class III's 
and IV's are restricted to sample ptll'chases, with a view to the apprehension 
of the violator and large seizures of evidence, unless it can clearly be shown to 
the SAIC Or G/S that this investigation will lead to the arrest of a Class I 01' II, 
01.' a substantial seizure can he made, which would justify !l larger ex!)encUttll'e 
of PE. 

I have tall,ell to the U.S Attorneys throughout this Region. It is 110 longer nec
essary to make numerous purehases from a suspect to successfully prosecute 
him. Agreed, that it wouW be "nice to have," but not Ita need to have." I am 
encouraging deli very of narcotics without llecPsflaril~r the purchase of a sample 
Or quantity. This will force us to gather more l'vidence and it will also make 
IJPtter investigators of us. It might be necesflary to try many of the cases in 
State Court. It will be incumlJent upon you to foster relaHonships with all prose
cuting attorneys, Federal and State, in or(1pr to successfully complete this. 

This is a major priority which will be implemented immediately upon recpipt 
of this memorandum and successfully c:11'riO(l out. '.rhe Deputy Regional Director 
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aueVor myself will be visiting your offices in the near future, at which time, I 
expect the opportunity to discuss this policy-its why's and wherefore's with 
you, your staff, your group leaders and your entire office, if necessary. 

Attached is a copy of DEA's goals an(1 objectives on a national scale. It coin
cides with Region 14's problems and priorities ancl is completely adapta1lle to 
Region 14. 

JOlIN E. VAN DIVER. 
Attachment. 

CO:MJUIT'l'EE SUl.U[ARY 

A STUDY OF REGION FOURTEEN EXPJ;:NDITURE OF FU~ms FOR PURCHASES OF EVIDENCE 
AND INFORMATION FROM JULY 1073 ~rllROUGlI l.[ARCll 101'4, PRESENTED TO JOllN E. 
VAN DIVJ;,'R, REGIONAL DlRECTOR, LOS ANGELES 

SUJlUfARY 

This summary contains the findings, conclusions and recommendations of the 
committee. The complete report is lengthy, containing methodology and will be 
presented independently. The summary, lllm the complete report, is divided into 
five sections. 

1. Part One, fiscal data. 
2. Part Two, review of illvestigative files. 
3. Part Three, interviews. 
4. Part Fo-ur, conclusions. 
5. Part Five, recommendations. 

PART ONE 

Part One was accomplished by reviewing all DEA Forms 103 issued for PE/PI 
Expenditures during the perio(1 from .July 19i3 through 1\1arch ID74-. In thoRe 
cases where no G-DEP identifier appeared, class of investigation was determined 
by case number amI file review. ~'he following was noted: 

1. Seventy four l)ercent of PE/PI funds were lll'llwn fnr Class three anll Class 
four investigations. 

2. Twenty four percent of PE/PI funds were drawn for Class one and Class two 
in yestiga tions. 

3. The remaining two percent of PE/PI funds ,,'ere drawn for GFT inYestiga
tiOllS. 

(See attached graphic illustrations.) 
The review of all Forms 103 indicate that nearly three of every four dollars 

drawn from PE/PI funds is drawn in investigations of the lowest two violator 
classer, 

PART TWO 

Part Two consisted of the review of all Class three investigations ill which 
PE/PI funds were expended to determine if funds eA-pended at that level leel 
to the arrest of violators of a higher class. The following is pertinent: 

1. PE/PI money drawn in Class three investigations, when expended, result 
in the arrest of Class three violators, and little else. 

2, When money was expended in a Class three investigation, it was 1'I1re that 
a violator of higher class was arrested, or even identified. 

The case review indicated that cases began fit the Class three level em led at 
the Class three level. The theory that purchasing narcotics or information at 
the lower levels of the traffic will l!:'ad to tIle arrest 01' identifi('ution of higher 
traffickers appears to lacl, validity in most instances in Region Fourteen. 
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PART Tl1nEE 

Part Three consisted of interviewing Special ~\.gents in Charge, first line super
-visors und Special Agent'; in field offices throughout the Region to determine 
what they perceived the Regio)]al PE/PI policy to be, and what! if any, prob
lems they encountered with pr('sent Regional practices. 

1. Interviews esiabllshe(l that the office heads, Supervisors, and Special Agents 
all understnnd that the goal of tlJe Drug Enforcement Administration is the 
elimination of narcotic traffickers at the highest levels of the traffic. However, 
some first line supervisors and Special Agent.'> indicated that there was [I, -vari
ance· between state<l policy and that whi")h was vructiced. The reason given was 
that they viewed routes of advancement within DEA to be open to them vredi
cated on the numbers of arrests they made and the amounts of narcotics they 
seized. 

2. :liost managers felt that there were few firm guiclelines on PE/PI policy, 
with two notable exceptions: 

a. The suggested schedule of PI payments as set forth in the Regional Direc
tors l\Iemorandum of October 11, 1973; 

b. '.rhe limit.,; placed on their authority to approve expenditures of PE funds. 
Although they felt comfortable with the suggested PI payment schedule, they 

felt hampered by the limits placed on their 'Uuthority to authorize (and thereby 
plan) PE exp~nditures. All office heads indicated that they could do a better job 
of planning expenditures if they had their own budgets. While they .admitted 
that Regional approval was fairly given, they felt that they could do a better job 
of rE'achiug RE'gional and National objectives if they knew how much money 
thE'Y had to worI!:: with. 

While the Committee recognizes the .!Jignificance of the individual budget 
theory, we note that initial budgets granted the Region in the past have never 
heen adequate and have had to be supplemented frequently. Until such time as 
the region receives a realiRtic PE/PI budget at the beginning of 3. Fiscal Year, we 
f~pl it would .bp impractiral to furthpr budget funds to incliyidual officcll. 

3. Office heads also indicated thttt they saw no advantage in breaking the 
PI~/PI allotment into two s~parate funds. By doing so, they felt that we would 
lJe Ip~s fiexibJ\' than WIe' now are. 

4. The que!<tion was m~k~d of office heads if othel' investigative techniques 
wpre being utilized in conjunction with PE/PI expenditures to achieve optimum 
inypstigative results. For instance, Title III investigations could be more produc
th'e if we w('re ahle to ('ffect undercover purcllUses from selected subj('cts during 
the life of the intprrl'ptlon. Pre-buy and pORt-huy snrveillance shoulcl be a must. 
Adflitionally, surveillance on days during which no buys are Rcheclulecl often lead 
to identification of associat('s and sourcrs of supply . .oftE'n, managers admittet1, 
th£'se techniqups which could ellhanre 0111' r~turml from PE/PI expenditures are 
not £'mploYN1. '.rhe reasons wily thE'Y were not would appear to be lack of mun
power, or, poor work habits. While we cannot always l"emedy the first reason, we 
ran, and should, attend to the second. 

PART FOUR 

Part Four is a summation of the conclusions reached in Parts 011e tlll'ough 
1'111'('('. 

1. RE'gion Fourteen has not devote<l a snfficient percentage of available PE/PI 
funds to the elimination of violators in the top two violator classes. 

2. The widely he1c1 and accepted tactic of purchaRing narcotics from class three 
and four violators in tIle hopes of "working up" has not led to accomplishment 
Of DEA goals in Region Fourteen. 

3. Althongh familiar with DF.lA violator level goals, most personnel recognized 
that tlle goals are not being met in Region Fourteen. 

4. The Commit;tee concludes that Regional l\fanagemcnt, in conjunction with 
II£'ad(jtlarterfl Management, must find ways to direct enforcement activities 
against the upper lcyels of the narcotics traffic. 

pAR'l' FIVE 

Part FiYe confliflts of the recommendationfl of the Committee. Some reCOIll
mendntlonfl will be within the powel' of Regional Management to fnitiat£', while 
others can b(J accomll1ished only by combined Regional and Headquarters initia
tions. 
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1. Office heads and Supervisors must be convinced that the National policy 
of the Administration is, in fact, the policy which will be followed in Region 
]'oul'teen. 

2. Oflice beads and Supervisors must be made aware .that they will be helcl 
accountable by tile Regional Director for failure to implement the Regional 
policy. 

3. Regional :Managemcnt should initiate contacts with Headquarters Training 
Officers requesting that Special Agent training shoulcl include strong emphaSis on 
Drug Enforcement Administration goals, and the strengthening of courses which 
will lead to the accomplishment of those goals. These courses would include 
conspiracy investigations, intelligence, investigative techniques, cooperation with 
state and local agencies and similar subjects. 

4. Regional 'Management shoulcl confer with Headquarters personnel to effect 
a change in the Special Agent rating forms. These forms should reflect to the 
officE-l' being rated that he is expected to perform i.ndepth investigations, and 
will be measurec1 against that standard. . 

5. Supen'isors and office heads must look clollely at PE/PI expenditures before 
they give their approval. When expenditures are made, they should be awal:e that 
they mUllt be able to show that the investigation is leading to the accomplishment 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration's mission. 

G. l'IIanagement should insure that existing reward systems at their disposal 
are u~ed. to reinforce the Drug Enforcement Administration's goals. ~'hese sys
temll include. but are not Iilnited to, promotions, letters of commenc1ation, cash 
awards, special act or service awards, etc. 

7. Regional ~Ianagement shoulcl malre a copy of this Committee summary to 
all pe1'sonnl'l in Region Fourteen and those ·othe1' officers within the Drug En
forcement Adminilltration whom they deem appropriate. 

DEA OnJECTIVES-RED1::CE N.\RCOTIO AND DAXGEIlOUS Dm:G AnusE IN 'rIfE r.8. 
BY CONTROLLiSG TllE Av AILAllILITY OF ILI.ICI'.C Duuos 

GOALS 

1. Initiate and develop criminal investigations: u. toward the apprehenliioll 
amI prosf'cution of MAJOR DRUG TRAFFIOKING aROaN:! in the U.N. and 
JleJ'ic() with PRIMARY ENFORCfEMEN'l.' EMPIlASIS on the targeting, dis
ruption, und immobilization of knovm foreign sources. 

II. Collect and di<;seminate intelligence: 
a. identify major trafficking groups on both sidell of the border 
b. identify HOUl'ces of supply 
c. locate clundelltine growing areas 
d. provide intelligence to other agenCies for the interdiction of drugs antI 

otlwr contraband at the border area 
III. Utilize the followIng enforcement techniques: 
n. underco\-er penetration through purChai;(lH of drng ('vid('nce 
b. unc1e1'oover probell in :Mexico in coopPl'ation with :i\U'.JP 
c. pursue conspiracy, investIgation to secure indictment of foreign Iwach; 

Of trufficking organization for extradition to U.S. 01' prollecution by the 
Mexican authorities. 

d. establish liaison programs with other Federal, State, ancI local ag<'l1{'i('s 
e. ulle all available enforcement techniques, i.e., Title III'Il, beeper cIevieeli, COll

voys, I.etters Rogatory, etc. 

Ch:.lirmall .JACKSON. Thank you. Mt'. :.\faIlUcl. Thank you, :Jfl'. 
Asselm, for a very fine presentation. 

The Chair would like to say that because the matter has been 
brought up, :JIr. Tartadino will be heard tomorrow and Mt'. Brosan 
on "'\YC:'clnesc1av. 

"'\Ye 'will hea"r one of the Department's witnesses, Dr. Robert DuPont, 
now. Then we will continue this afternoon. I don't think we will be 
able to get" the other three, obviously, in before that time. 

Mr. l\fAXUEL. If I may. Mr. Asselin remindecl me we have two 
other exhibits we wanted' in the record. They are a report by the 
New York State Commission of Investigations with respect to nar
cotics law enforcement. 
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Chairman JACKSON. That will be received as exhibit 8 . 
. lVIr. :&UNUEL. And the Commission report of the Knapp Commis

sion in .Ne"'l! York, ,!hich studied police corruption and specifically 
corruptIOn 1ll narcotlCs enforcement. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Exhibit 9 will be admitted. 
[The documents referred to were marked ~'Exhibits Nos. 8 and 9" for 

reference and may be found in the files of the subcOImnittee.] 
Senator PEROY. Mr. Asselin, I commented on Mr. Manuel's work 

I should also like to commend you for your outstanding work in 
this regard. I know it has been a fine teamwork effort by the staff 
of the subcommittee. But your extraordinary efforts in 'helping to 
put together, with great care and thoroughness, this excellent pres
entation, especially with the severe time limitations tmder which you 
operated, are certainly to be commended. 

Mr. ASSELIN. Thank you, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. I think it is a good example of bipartisan pro

fessionalism, too, on both sides. The minority stair has been most 
helpful. 

1\11'. FELDlIIAN. That was my comment, Mr. Chairman. Senator, J'I1r. 
Sloan on your right, has been invaluable in this investigation. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. Thank you, gentlemen. 
Dr. Robert DuPont, Director, Special Action Office on Drug Abuse 

Prevention. 
·Will you raise YOUI' right hand and be sworn ~ 
Do yon solemrily swear that t11e testimony yon are a:bout to give be

fore this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and noth
iug-but the truth, so llelp yOll Goel ~ 

Dr. DuPoN'l'. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT L. DuPOliIT, M.D., DIRECTOR, SPECIAL 
ACTION OFFICE ON DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION 

Chairman JACKSON. You may be seateel and state your name and 
idc'l1tifiration for the record. 

Dr. DUPON"T. i\fr. Chairman, I am Dr. Robert DuPont, Director of 
the Specinl Action Office for Drng Abuse Prevention. in the Executive 
Office of the President; also the Director of the National Institute on 
Drug Abuse in the Department of Health, Education and·Welfare. 

As a Federal bureaucrat at a time like this, I point out that I am 
not part; of the .Justice Department and DBA. 

~hail'man ,JAcKSON. Yon are part 0:[ tl1e :Medical profession 1 
Dr. Dr;PoNT. Yes, 511'. 
Renator PERCY. Is this a disclaimed 
Dr. DuPox'l'. It is hard enough to deal with the problem;:; on my 

side of the eqnation without dealing with all of them on this other 
slell'. 

Chairman ,JAC'KSOX. ,)That is your medical background 1 What is 
vour discipline1 
~ Dr. DuPoN"T. I am a medical doctor, a physican and psychiatrist 
in te~'ms oimy specialty training. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Also now engaged hl administrative wOl'k1 
Dr. DUPOXT. Yes, sh·. I was Director of the District of Columbia 
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Narcotics Treatment Program for 4 years before coming to the Fed
eral Govermnent 2 years ago. 

In the interest of time, I will submit my written statement for the 
record and notattempb to even summarize that in any detail. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. DuPoN'l', :M.D., DmE(lTOR, SPECIAL ACTION OFFICE FOR 
DRUG AnUSE PREVENTION BEFORE ~'HE SENATE PERMANENT SunCOIlUIITTEE ON 
INVESTIGATIONS, COMIIIITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, .rUNE 9, 1975 

Thank you, Mr. 'Chairman, for 'the opportunity to testIfy on the extent of 
contemporary drug abuse patterns and the relationShip between treatment and 
other demand reduction activities and supply reduction efforts. 

There is currently a complex pattern of drug abuse in America; a pattern that 
reflects many real accomplishments on the part of those inVOlved in drug abuse 
prevention as well as some continuing problems. With the establishment of the 
Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, four years ago, the Federal 
Government began a balanced, comprehensive effort both to reduce drug supply 
and to rcduce demand for drugs on the part 'of American citizens . 

My purpose today is to provide this Subcommittee with the current assess
ment of the nnture and extent of drug abuse in the United States and review the 
activities of the Special Action Office (luring the past four years with special 
emphasis on its relationships to the criminal justice system. 

DRUG ABUSE IN THE UNITED STATES 
Heroin 

In 1965, an epidemic of heroin use began in the United States. The rate at 
which new heroin users were created increased by a factor of 10 in less than 7 
years. Both hepatitis data, ancl incidence data frQm clients in treatment demon
strate this phenomenon. (See 'rable 1 and Table 2) . 

This macro-epiclemic was composerl of several smaller epidemics linked toone 
another by a diffusion process which was surprisingly fast. 'l'he epidemic seems 
to have begun among minority populations living in major metropolitan areas on 
both coasts. (e.g., New York City, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, San Francisco). 
It seems to have spread rather quickly to white populations living in those same 
metropolitan areas, and to other large metropolitan areas (e.g., DetrOit, Boston, 
Miami, Phoenix). By about 11:)70, it had begun to appear in smaller cities ·of the 
United States. Table 3 shows the incidence of Black and White use from the 
hepatitis data. Table 4 shows the spread of herOin use to new metropolitan areas 
fronl DAWN emergency room visits. Table 5 shOws incidence curves derived from 
analyses of small cities. 

In 1972, the nationwide growth in prevalence anc1 its disastrous individual and 
social consequences was interrupted. There are at least two contributing factors 
to this significant decline in the magnitude of the heroin problem. A nationwide 
system for the delivery of drug abuse treatment and prevention was established. 
Large numbers of heroin users were provided with an alternative to street life 
and 'an opportunity to return to a more productive role in society. Simultaneously, 
a combination 'of the Turldsh Opium Ban, aggressive enforcement by the Jj"rench 
police, and international conspiracy cases made by Federnl Enforcement Agencies 
produced a shortage of heroin use on the East Coast. (See Table 6). 

'The effect8 of the shortage me very clear. In the cities on the East Coast wllere 
a substantial fraction of the users lived, the heroin problem improvec1 signifi
cantly. While we have sometimes found it treacherous to use single cities [IS 
indica'tOl's of general trends in drug use, the experience of Washington, D.C. 
during this period of shortage is close to the experience of other East Coast 
cities. In Washington, D.C. 'both tHe incidence. and prevalence of heroin use 
declined significantly. The decline ill incidence is indicated by data derived from 
treatment including dramatically reduced numbers of users with recent onset of 
heroin use and progressive increases in average age of user population. (See 
Table 7). The decline in prevalence is indicated by declining heroin overdose 
deaths and diminishing rates of detection of heroin in the arrested population. 
'l'he District 'of Columbia is used to illustrate these trends because the data 
available fOl' this city is far more extensive and reliable than is the case for any 
other city in the United States. It also appears that the downward trend in 1972 
and 1973 was more severe in the District of COlumbia than in other cities. 
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In the environment of an East Coast heroin shortage, Mexico emerged as a 
major source country. The importance of Mexico as a source country was docu
mented through intelligence aneI oIlerations conducteel in :Mexico which eXIlosed 
the existence of laboratories, fields, 'and organized smuggling activities. On the 
strength of these findings, diIllomatic efforts were launched which resulted in a 
significant commitment from the Government of Mexico. 

That brings us to the present. While our data for 1974 are not as clear as the 
historical data, it is Ilossible to discuss several important featUres of the cur
rent situation. 

First, incidence and prevalence of heroin use remain high on the West Coast 
uncI Southwest Border. These areas were not affected by the East Coast heroin 
shortage. While price seems to have increased in the West and Southwest Bor
der, the number of data points is too small to make confident statements about 
the impact of our policies there. 

Second, the Em,t Coast heroin shortage appears to have levelecl off. After in
creasing threefold over the period from June 1972 to :March 1974, the Ilrice of 
heroin on the East Coast has remained steady (exceIlt for one significant decline 
in the Brd quarter of 197<1). The rise in purity throughout 1974 may indicate 
increasing availability despite steady prices. 

Third, there are a munber of cities which had shown a decline in heroin use in .. 
1972-1973 which are now reporting an increase in prevalence based on rising 
numbers of heroin related emergency room visits and heroin related overdose 
deaths. These cities are Rlso experiencing rising heroin purity (see table 8). 

Fourth, supply threats abound. The resumption of poppy cultivation in Tur
key-if not controlled-threatens a significant increase in the amount of heroin 
reaching the United States. Mexico continues to be a major problem. New con
nections and destinations for Southeast Asian heroin have been noted. 

Fifth, the demand for treatment continues to grow. :Moreover, the den: and is 
geographically clispersed. How much of this growth in treatment demand is the 
result of increaSing prevalence and how much results from more wielel ~read 
recognition of the value of treatment is unclear. 

These signs, taken together, are ominous. They say: 1) that the WI.rIc of 
1972-1974 is uncompleted; 2) that some of the significant gains that were 
achieved during this peliod may be lost again; and 3) that n::;v Iv~::;;;s ,~~il begin 
to nccumulate. While these ominous signs should not be i' ~en as causes for de
spair neither shoulcl they ue the cause for complacency. We have the enforce
ment, treatment, training ancIreseal'ch infrastructure Jt J respond aggressiyely to 
this situation. We Imow that supply reeIuctions can be ::;ecured through strategies 
that combine diplomatic i,:~ctattVt.'" with enforcemen' .. operations to attack illicit 
crops, diversion from J',gitimate croV'::, smugglers r.oving through the ports. and 
criminal organizatior,d that coordinate ~~~ Yfl"luus steps. ,Ve lmow that when 
the supply is redufdd, fewer people will experiment and many old users wi.n 
abandon their habi'. We know that we can assist users in overcoming their habits 
by producing treat aent of various types. The recently published F'eaeral Stmtegy 
10"/5 develops thest' themes extensively and well . 

. 5ARBITURATES AND AlIIPllETAl[INE AnusE 

"Yhile herOin, mal ihuana and cocaine" are only available tHrough illicit chan
nels, psycho-active nedications with abnse potential such as barbitnra'tes find 
amphetamines are commonly prescribed by phYSicians, and thus widely useel in 
the population at large. These medications are often used without medical super
vision or are diverted from legitimate channels altogether to hecome part of the 
illicit drug market. FUrthermore, data from the National Marihuana Commis- .... 
sion Survey reveal that 56% of adults ancI 20% of all youth have had experience 
with one or more of the Droprietary (over-tile-counter) 01' prescription sedatives, 
tranquilizers or stimulants, and that about 70% of the "eyer uflers" have used 
such drugs within the past year. Further, their data suggest that 10% of the 
aelult and 6% of the youth have used these prescription psyco-active drugs for 
non-medical purposes. 

An important study by the University of Michigan into the U!le patterns of 
amphetamine and barbiturates use noted a steadily increaSing use of these drugs 
over a five year period: 

*Cocllinc Is mediclllly IlYlllIllble but diversion from legltlmllte sources nrc thought to 
be nil. 
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TABLE 9 

[I n percent] 

Am phetamines 

Year Ever used 

1969 ••• _______ .___ __ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ ____ ___ _ _ _________ 9 
1970_____ _ ___ _________ __ __ _ ____ _______ _ ______ __ _ _ __ 15 
1974. __________________________________ • ______ _ __ __ 32 

Use during 
last year 

9 
13 
21 

Barhiturates 

Ever used 

6 
9 

19 

Use during 
last year 

6 
8 

11 

In this population of American males currently in their early twenties, use in 
both drug categories is clearly increasing. 

The data from a continning California county study of high school students 
now in its fifth administration reveals a different trend .. Amphetamine use was 
reported by 16% of the high school students st'u(lied in lOGS, with this proportion 
rising to a peak of 24% in 1972, since which time it has declined somewhat to 
19%. Data from this group regarding barbiturate llSl'rs ,\"a~ not collected until 
1970, at which time 16% of the students reported having ever uRed. The rate 
in 1D74 was 14%. Thus, at Ipast in that particular population, mtes of use of 
stimulants and depressants do not appear to be l'1sing, 

A look at the data frOln the jOintly Sllonsorl'd Dl<JA-XIDA Project DAWN 
corroborates the fact tlmt problems related to these substtlllC'eS are COIllmon. The 
sedative/hypnotics along with minor tranquilizers aecount for upproximately 
28% of the drugs l'eported to the DAWN system, with Htimulants accounting for 
9% of drugs mentioned. Among individuals experi(>lleillg lll'o/Jlems with the 
sedative/hypnotics, womeI.\ cOlllllrise the majoritr. H{)up;hl~' t'fIlIal numbers of 
runles and fl'males have problems with the Rtimnlant g'l'OUP, t'lplf deRtruction 
becomes a Significant factor in tIle reported motivlltion of tho~(' ilwol\'('{l with 
depressants, wIlereas psychic effects and dependence IlJ'P more freqnclltly cited 
by thoRe having prohlems with the Rtimulant~. D:ltu frOa1 lill' llH':lic:l1 e:o:amilll'r 
component of DAWN reveal 5,243 drugs ml'ntioul'<l in conjunction with deathf:. 
The barbiturate sedative/hypnotics account for 20% of tlll'He el"11gH and are the 
second most common class of drugs reportetl in conjuuction with dparlls (tIle 
first being the narcotic analgesics with 25%). Non barbiturate sedative/hyp
notics aceollnt for 40/0. In all these drtlgs categoricH, Imn'ly ;;o~{. or till' dpaths 
were cliagnosetl as suicides, amI from 18-250/0 as accidental ovprdol'cf:, 1.'l1is is 
sharp contrast to the hl'roin/morphine deaths in which at leaRt 1':i'7c wt'rl' l:rob
alJle acC'ideutal oV('l'dof:ps, In addition, other drugs were idelltifipd in th(' tif:SU(,H 
of the decedents. Tlms, 68% of in<liYiduals from whom barhiturates werl' isolute<l 
had one or more ad<litioll:ll drugs rpporte<l. Multiple drug use, then, is a very 
common patteI'll not only among tlH1HH seen in treatment settiugs, but ulso among 
those who clie. 

Individuals involved with sec1tltive/hypllotic und stimulant d-rngs hu.vl' bpt'll 
treated for drug abuse within the current fO),'mal trell.tmPllt s~'stem. Of the 12G,000 
individuals by CODAP, the National InHtitute Oll Drug Abuse 'Clil'nt Orientec1 
Data Acquisition Process, from April 1D73 to August 197'l, the primary (1rug of 
abuse was barbitlll'ates for 7,546 (G%) 1111(1 amphetumiul's for 5,6HG (5%), 

Of great interest is the fact that these Sll.llle subHtances cOllstituted secondary 
drug pl'oblems for an adclitioual 8% and 5% respectively. For both classes of 
drugs, daily use was the most COIllmon puttern. 1.'lle majorHy of patients with 
barbiturates 01' amphetumine problt'ms were under age 18 at the tillle~hey began 
using their problem clrug. In gl'ueral, these patienb:l were white males, 

Further information on Inc1ivWuals requiring treatment for problems reIn ted 
to the use of the sedative/hypnotics aniL stimulD.utfl has 1)l'en obtained from the 
Polydrug demonstration proJects supported ,by NIDA. These projects are in
J''l.tient facilities designed to treat abusers of barbUm·atl.'s and nl11phetamines 
'Which systematicnUy exclude incUviclun1s with llrilllnl'Y opiate 01' alcohol alJuse 
Ill'oblems, The projects tlre loctltecl in 12 major cities aronnd the country, Among 
the patients treated during these programs fil'Ht year of operation, tile sedative/ 
hypnotic drUgs were by far the most common as primary drugs of abuse (48% 
of all patients tl'eatecl). Stimulants were the secon<1 most COlllmon (18%) and 
the tranquilizers were third (10%). When cOlllpareel with the gen('l'al pOllulation 
ot the cities in which the programs were 10cntec1, it became apparent that in
dividuals between ages 18 anll PO wererel)l'esentecl out of proportion to their 

54-05(1-75--5 
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share of the general population. Female patients tended to be somewhat oIeler 
thau male patients. These patients represent a group of drug users with an un
usual amount of social pathology. The majority have not fini.lhed high school and 
are unemployed. The males have been arl'ested all average of 2 time:; and the 
females 1. Abount half bad at least one acute drug overdose episode. A majority 
have received treatment on multiple occasions in the past: 12% have received 
previous treatment for alcohol related problems (35% of these on more than one 
occasion), 53% have received previous psychiatric treatment (38% of these on 
more than one occasion) and 560/0 have received previous treatment for drug 
abuse (50% of these on more than one occasion). In addition, 22% of all patients 
treated by the polydrug demonstration programs 11a ye had a concurrent prob
lem with alcohol at the time of their admission. Clearly, these individual') rep
resent an extreme degree of pathology in m;sociation 'i\ith their drug use. \\'hat 
is not yet clear is the degree to which use of these drugs has played a causal role 
in the personal and social pathology of the drug abusers. 
Trend8 in cocaine abu8e 

'l'here has been much speculation ahout an incrpase in the use of COcaine in the 
United States. The suggr>stion regarding a sharp increa~e in the extent of cocaine 
use has received a great dl'al of attention in the popular press. Cocaine is now 
being referred to as the new Hin" drug and the variOUS implements and rituals 
aSSOCiated with the use of cocaine haye become subject to extensive commercial 
exp loitation. 

The most recent national sun'ey (conducted in the Fall of 1972) revealed that 
3.20/0 of the adults (age 18 and old(~r) and 1.5% of the youngst£>rs (age 12-17) 
reportpd that tllpy had eyer tried cocaine (4). Between 1-1.:>% of all those inter
"iewed reported that their most recent pxperience with cocaine had heen during 
the six months prior to inten·iew. Data summarized by the Natioual Commission 
on ::Uarihuana and Drug Abu!'£' indicated that 1% of jimior high school students, 
3)'(' of senior high :,;chool stUdents ancI 10.4'/0 of college stmlpnts had had SOllIe 
expr>rience with cocaine. As with man;y of the drugs under discussion here 
(except heroin), use !'ePlll to ill' llig-h('l' among IlllllpR. urhan dwr>llers. iVestpru 
r.s. residents and iudiyiduals with higher lpl'els (If incullll~ and edueatiun. Even 
among populations with relath'ely high rntes of "eyer tlRe", (e.g., college stu
dents) rates of regular cocaine w;p are quite low, with 0.1% of rpspondents 
indicating URe at least every 1-2 weel;:s during the Yl~ar prior to interYiew. 

During DA iVX's first nine months of olleration, cocaine comprised 1% of all 
drugs reportpd to the syst('m (2,O!)2 of HiS,OOO mentions). The YaRt majority of 
tlw:;e n'IJorts wete re('eiwd by the cril"is centpl' component of DA iVN'. Cocaine 
problems coming to the utt(!lltion of hosIJitll1 emergency rooms and inpatient units 
occurre(l prj Illlll'ily in the setting of cocllinp use in conjunction with other drngs, 
while the vast majority of cocaine menfioJls a t Crisis ('enters invol,'ed cocaine 
alone. It is of significance. however, thnt overall cocaine mentions ha ye not in
creased as a percentage of all drug mentIons within the past two years of monitor
ing at all facilities within the VA'VX sYfltem. 

(JtlUrtel'ly admissiom; for IJrimury coc'nine abuse to l!'edel'ally funded treatment 
programs, as reported to CODAI', haye b(~en constant at about 1% of all admis
sions froUl mid-1!Yi3 to the prefient. During CODAl":,; first yc'al' of operation, 
1.32;:; of the 12::;,600 individuals admittNl for treatmput l'Pported ('ocaine as their 
primary drug prohlem. An ad(litiolllll 10'/0 of patients reported to CODAp claimed 
that cocaine waR a secondary drug problem (their major reason for admission 
h('ing problems l'elat('d to some other drug). ~he most frequpnt drug with which 
cocaine was mentioned as a secondary problem W!lS l1(>roin (12% of all primary 
11('roin abusers report cocaine as the secondary drug problem). In general, the • 
primary cocaine w,ers reported to CODAI' elid not diff(!r significantly in their 
ag(', race and sex cb::ll'actr>ristiCR from all otller CODAI' patients. The drug most 
frcquC'ntly citC'd as a sl'concllH'y drug llroh~eh1 among primary CO('llillP users wus 
nl!t.t'ihunna (28%) and over 23% of prlmnry cocaine abusers reported having 
additional problems with more than thrpe drugS at the time of entry into trc;at-
ment. If many more individuals are using cocaine, this abuse does not lead them 
into either the medical or drug abuse treatment system. 
Trl'nds in marihuana a7w8e 

l'he most current information regarding trencls in the rntes aucl patterns of 
marihuana use in the United States can he found in the 1973 011(11074 ;\1arihuana 
and Health Reports prepared for Congress by the National Institute on Drug 
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Abuse. The demographic and geographic patterns of use of this drug have been 
fairly well characterized. 

At least 15% of the general population age 11 and above has used marihuana 
on at least one occasion. 

Among those who have eVe]' 1tsea approximately half are current users (i.e., 
have used within the past month). 

Among currE'nt users, at least half nse marihuana at least once a weel;:. 
Rates of use may be considerably higher or conRic1erably lower, depending on 

the segment of the l)Opnlation under study. The highest rates of use have been 
reported among so·called "hippies" and highschool dropouts. 1.'here appears to be 
a slight preponderance of males among marihuana users, although Wis distribu
tion varies considerably from study to study. Other findings that have been 
reported with a high rlegree of consistency include: 

Urban reSidents use at higher rates than rural residents. 
Use is greater among those with higher levels of education and income. 
Use is.more frequent in the Northeast and Western United States than in other 

regions. 
There are two longitudinal studies of drug use that are of particular intereilt 

in this regard. In the first, a nationwide sample of high school males selected in 
1966 has been followed periodically ~ince that time. 'Vhen these individuals were 
high school seniors, aIJproximately 20% had tried marihuana. At the most recent 
follow-up, in 1974 (five years later) over 62% had tried marihuana. In addition, 
the proportion of those USing at least once a week rose from (J% to 21 %. 

The second longitudinal study that provides valuable clata in monitoring 
marihuana use trends is the San Mateo, California series which looks at students 
from grades 7 through 12 (32). Rates of use by lloth class and sex have continued 
to increase during the seven years in which this study has been underway, with 
higllest rates among seniors studies in 1974 (62% males and 58% females used 
once chll'ing previous rears). However, the rate of growth of this trend appem's 
to be slowing FomewJJnt. It is interesting to note that I'tuc1ent usp of marihuana 
in this survey falls in the slllue general range as student nse of tobacco. 

From a treatmrnt lloint of view, data availflble through (,ODAP RhoWR that 
approximately 13% of patients enrolled in Federally-funded drug treatment pro
grams. (and reporting to CODA.P) report that marihUlllla is their 11rimary drug 
of alluse. There is considerable controversy regarrling the interpretation of these 
data, for a number of 1'('a:;;on>1. The frequency of use reportecl lly these "primary 
marihullna abusers" if; less than once a week for nearly 45% of the patients. 
1.'his raises a serious question regarding whe('her entry into treatment is directly 
related to u~e of 1"1le drug from many of thc 11atientl'. S01l1e of these ill(lividuals 
are referred to treatment programs as a result of eneountering the criminal 
justice system or other systems such as the schools, with marihuana in their 
possession .. It iR prohable that many of. these persons are haying no problems 
directly related to their drug use but are referred because of concerns others 
have al)out their drug use, This is an area that is currently under further stud~-, 
in an attempt to better underRtand these ohservations. 

DAWN provides some interesting clata on various drug cri~es attributed to 
marihuana. During the nine months between July 1973 ancl March 1074, there 
were nearly 160,000 drugR mentioned in reports to DAWN. nfarihu!lna comprised 
1% (n=l,273l of all emergency room drug mentions, 3% (n=23(J) of. all in
patient unit drug mentions and 51% (n=7,483) of all crisis center drug men
tions. '.rllis diRtribution of mentions by facility type reflects the kinds of acute 
prolJlelllR likely to o('cur in association with the use of marihuana. with panic 
reactiOJU'l or "bad tripR" predominating oyer the more life·threatening typeR of 
oyer-close seen with <lepreSRants, for example. Tile race and sex distribution 
nmong individuals rej1ol'ting problems with marilmana revcals that young wllite 
malefl are most frequf'nt:ly involved. 

Data currently nvailallle suggeRt thai: rateR of marihuana use within tlle gen
cral population and within vlll'ious population Rub-groups 11ave been rising 
stcacliIr oyer rec('nt yeal·R. This upward trend may be bep;inning to plateau in 
certain groupr; (high sehool students in California, for example) I but it is too 
soon to be certain. l\Iarihuana is becoming one of the most wiclely used psycho
active substances in this country, a tl'eJ1(l that is of real concern in view of 
recently published experim('utal work on the 11ealth consequences of marihuana 
nse. Urban youngstc>rs in the Northeast and Wer;tern Uni ted States constitute 
the highest risk group wHhin Ole gcnel'Ul 11O]mlntion but the data suggest that 
use of this drug is encountered in nearly all popnlation groups in the entire 
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country. This upward, general trend highlights the need for a better under
standing of the personal, social and medical consequences of marihuana use, 
This is even more important to understand because marihnana hus now joined 
alchol01 and tobacco as one of the primary drugs used daily in the United States,. 
For the vast majority of A.mericans, the u,;e of all other drugs, as Table 10 
shows, is clearl~' on au episodic and iutermittent basis, 

If I were to summarize the trends of the past five yeal's, I would have to say 
that drug abuse in the United States is not getting uetter, That is not significantly 
worse, however, I think we can attribute to the adive role the ]'ederal Govern
ment-in combination with State and local effortK-has tal,en in this area. in the 
past several yem:.R, I like to think if the Federal efforts not in the analogy of a. 
·'Wllr ou drugs which requires "Yictory" or by definition there is defpat," hut 
"rather to make an analogy to the concepts of "weecling the garden", which re
'!Juires continuing effort, vigilance, slull and good fortune, 
Linlcing C/'iminaZ justice system to treatment ana rehabilitation 

In his u1t'ssage to CongreHs of Juue 17, 1971 the President stated that the drug 
alm;.e llro!)lem had rl.'al'hetl the dimension of a "national emprgency" au(l that 
-drug ln.w enforcement mnst be uolnllced by 0. "rational approach" to the reclama
:I:ion of tLe drug a]IUSl.'l- himself, 'rhe importance of this clecision to balQnce our 
long-standing law enforcement program with a npw medicn1llrogram and the suh
sequent dose worldng relations wh1ch have been estahlishecl lJetween th(> health 
and tllp lllw enforcement C'ommunity cannot ue nndet'estimutNl, By attemf/ting to 
deal with drug alluHe exC'lusivply as a law enforCpment prohlem, we ma(l(~ drug 
using individuals further outca~ts from society, aaded to an ulrpudy dehumaniz
ing llrocess and ignored the real health effects of Huch use, Reciprocally, a !lolicy 
of exC'lnsive rpliance on tll'ug UbllHe treatnwnt can only cncoUl'uge wirlp-Rprpud 
drug use througll increased availahility, OUr preHent Federal drug abusp strategy 
iH tbus a balant'e or strong sUllllly reduction efforts with concern for the welfare 
of the drug abusing individual. 

'I'lIis policy of ulliancetl efforts that comIllement one another baH hepu imple
ment(;'tl in a nllmill.'r of waYH, An pxamination of thf' ]llulgpt hiRtory (Tn]!lr 11) 
indicates that total funds for law enforc('ment programs han' bet'n mol'1ug into 
hllltmce with prevention Ill'ograms after the higher initial stnrt UIl eOt-:ts of the 
prevention programs were authorized, 

From this Office's incelltion, nearly all int('ragency coordinative activit ips have 
illYolvrcl criminal jnsti{'r agl.'ueips, Elevpn of thp fonrteen major ('()ordinntive a{'
tivith's we 1111ve l)ern actiy!' in have inyolYell DEA, I.E-A.A, Tile 1~nrea\l of l'risons 
and the U,S, CURtoms Service, 'I')1Pse activiti(;'s include reviewing and iSHuing 
methatlone regulations, coortlinating Ilrimary prevention programs and l1l!lteriaIH, 
tile development of inl'l.'grated ]'edpl'lll tlrug alluse im1ica1or systpm, l'I.'1'I.':11'c11 {'o
ordination, dlweloping- an intl.'r-agpncy training taHl, forel.', tlw l'reatlon of a 
Fcderallrvel managPI1lent by objectiYes plan for <lrng a!Ju;;e 11l'evPlltio\1 n<!tivHil's, 
and the de\'elolHllPIlt of rpgulntions guarding the conlidf'ntiality 01' patient records, 

'.('lte Special Action Office amI the Drug Enforcement Administration hnYe clost'
ly coordinatecl their efforts through staff ]'<,prPHen1:ation and l'l'gnlar IIll.'etings of 
till' hl'uds of the l'eHvective agencips, 'rhese COOllel'atiyp <,fforts 11avl.' Ipd to Ill.'rlllu'a
tiou Ilnd delivery of joint teflf'imouy and the creMion of thp Criminal Jllstiee 
Branch at the Nntional Institute on Drug Abusp to work \Yith ]j'pdt'ral, State antI 
local criminal jU!-ltice syst(;'l11s. 

Outside of DEA., one of the eal'lie;;t efforts to link trratmrnt artivitieR with 
criminal justice Ill'Ograms was 'l'ASC-tl'elltment altl'l'nativC's to street crimes, 
Many arrestees are found to be drug (leVPlu1rnt, 

'rARO identifies, refers to trratnwnt, :md monif'orH tIlp progrl.'Hs of dl'ng ele
pendent al'l'eHtees at the State and loeal level in au attpmpt to hreak thl.' eycle 
of ('rime-drug ahllHP-el'ilUe, 'l'ASO WIlS dl'V!'lollPd by tlH' fll)('pinl Aption Ofii(>e 
and implementecl. through a close amI continuing l'eln1"iol1s11iVllptwPPll trw Spl.'eial 
Action OIDcr, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, und the National 
Institutl' on Drug Ahuse, 

'rhe Sllecial Actioll, Offiep has Hought to aRflist thr Depfll'tllwnt of JuHf"ice ill de
!ploping a program, Illotlelpd after ']'ASC, for Fedpral al'l'rst(,l'f1, 'I'llI' pilot pl'og'rQm 
:was to have hppn il1lpl1.'111pnte(1 this 1110n('h hut hns hren delayed due to 11.'Jlgthy 
dNll'ancp pt'ocrclnres folIowl.'rl hy thr Deplll'tment of: Jm;ti!'e, 

Ou('e jl1l1C'd. th'ug 11(>1)('11(1e11l: J~c(leral pl'iSOIWrfl f:w<' n one in t-lH'pe ehance of 
l'pc't?lving tt'patil1l.'llt ])(>causr of Btlrpau of Pl'il'lonfl limitl.'!l treatIIlrnt C'llnnri1'y in 
the face of inCl'eaHillg percentages of drug develldpnt llrisoners, 'I'he Slwcial Ac-

.. 
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tion Office has worked with the Bureau of Prisons to expand its treatment capac
ity at a faster rate. 

The Parole Bureau of the Department of Justice is another agency with which 
we seek to develop more effertive linlmge so as to better treat drug abusei.·s who 
come into contact with the criminal justice system. Through coordinated efforts 
of identification, treatment and counselling, we hope to lower the social and in
dividual costs of drug abuse in our nation. 

Mr. Chairman, the range of activities involved in combatting drug abuse is 
necessarily a broad one. By grouping certain sets of activities under the heading 
of "demand reduction" and certain other activities under the heading of "supply 
reduction" as we have, we run the risk of occasionally forgetting that we are 
engagecl in a common effort. Your invitation to testify 011 the relationshi!) be
tween demand reduction activities and supply recluction efforts encourages us to 
consider anew the interrelated nature of our tasks, to lool~ for ways to improve 
cool'dimltive metUHlres, and to keep foremost in mind the need for a balanced 
l!'ede1'll1 response to the problem of drug abuse as President ]'ord has proposed in 
thp FY 1976 budget. . 

Thanl( you, ::\11'. Chairman, for the opportunity to present my views and I 
welcome any questions you may have. 

TABLE 1 

National Trends in Hepatitis: 19G6 - 1971 
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TABLE 2 

Estimated Incidences of Heroin Use: 1960 - 1971 
(Derived from Treatment Data) 
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T.AllLE 3 

Hepatitis Trends for Different Demographic Groups~ 1969 - 1973 

~~------4--------+------~~------+-------~------~ 

SMSA 

Los Angeles 

SOURCE: Viral Hepatitis Surveillance Program Repom 

TAnLE 4 

The "Age" of the Heroin Problem in Major 
Metropolitan Areas 

(Derived from DAWN Data) 

SMSA HeroIn Mentions First Heroin Use 
Census Division Under 23 Years' During 1970·1974 

Pacific 22 27 
New York City Mid Atlantic 25 33 
Detroit East N. Central 33 53 
Boston New England 41 59 
Miami South Atlantic 42 75 
Minneapolis W~st N. Central 45 60 
Phoenix Mountain 54 75 



TABLE 5.-YEAR OF PEAK INCIDENCE IN SMALL CITIES 

Peak Peak Nearest 
Study city year year major city Current status 

Outlying city 
problem (1) 

Austin_________________ 1970 
Boulder. _ _____________ 19b5 

1967 
1967 
1969 
1969 

Dallas _________________ 1mlr.ro-epidemic 1 _______ San Marcos. 
Derver __ -------------- Epl~emic ~ver ~ -2------- Brighton. Des Moin~s_ ___________ 1970 

Eugene________________ 1972 
Chlcago ________________ 1 mlcroepldemlc ______ _ 
San Francisco ___________ Growing problem 3 ______ Junction City, Bend, 

Greensboro_ ___________ 1969 
Jackson _______________ Current 

1969 
1970 
1970 
1969 
1970 
1969 

Harrisburg. 
Washington, D.C ________ Epidemic over __________ High point. 
New Orleans ___________ Epidemic current. 

Macon_________________ 1971 
Omaha________________ 1971 

Atl.anta ________________ Epi~emic ~ver ~ _, ______ _ 
Chlcago ________________ 1 mlcroepldemlc ______ _ 

Pensacola______________ 1971 
Racine ___________ :_____ 1969 

Atlanta, New Orleans ____ Epidemic over __________ Fort Walton Beach. Chicago _____________________ do__ _ ____ __ _ _ _ _ ____ Kenosha. 

I Possible rising incidence in Mexican-American population. 
2 Possible rising incidence in white males and black females. 
3 Possible rising incidence in young transient population • 
• Possible rising incidence In the white community. 
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HEROIN PRICE ANO PURITV: 1972.1974-
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TABLE 8 

EAST COAST ( BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, WASHINGTON, 
MIAMI 1 SMSAS HEROIN RELATED EMERG.ENCY ROOM 
VISITS TO DAWN FACILITIES: 

JULY 1973·SEPT 1974 

.t:r- -I::.. 0-

o Raw Facility Data 
C. Projected Facility Data 

JULY·SEP 

73 
OCT·DEC JAN·MAR 

73 74 
APR·JUN JUL·SEP 

74 74 

TABLE 10.-DRUG USE FROM A NATIONWIOF. SAMPLE OF MALES, 1974 

(I n percent] 

Drug of abuse Ever used 

Alcohol •••••• ____________________ •• _. __ • ___ • ___ • ______ • _____ • _ •• _. _ •• _____ _ 
Tobacco. __________ • _______ • __________ ••• _ ••••••••••• _ ••••• _ ••••••••••••••• _ 

~~~~~r~~iriei_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~:~i~i~~~~f:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
H erol n._ •• _ ._. _ ••••••••••••• _ ••••• __ •• __ •••••••••• ___ ., _._ ••• _ •• __ • _______ _ 

97 
79 
62 
32 
22 
19 
6 

Daill use 
during ali or 

part of the 
previous year 

14. () 
47.0 
10. a 

.1 

.1 

.2 

.1 

Source: Drugs and American Youth II (preliminary stUdy), Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, May 
1975. 
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TABLE 11 

TOTAL FUNDS FOR FEDERAL DRUG ABuse PREVENTION AND LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRA'tS 
FY 19G9-1976 

IDDLLARS IN MILLIONS) 
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OBLIGATIDI>S ESTIMATED 

Dr. DUPONT. I would also like to submit to the record perhap~ 
to be included as an appendix the "Fedel'al Strategy for Drug Abuse" 
Prevelition" which was released to the President Just on "June 1 ot: 
this yeal,'. . 

Cilairman .TACKSON. That will be received as exhibit No. 10. 
" [The document referred to ",vas marked "Exhibit No. 10" for refer-
ence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.]·" . 

Dr. DUPONT. Very brief summary, Mr. Chairman, I have enjoyed 
t~le morning andleal'lled a great. deal from the presentation. I would 
hke to focus my comments on one aspect of the endlessly complex 
subject of drug abuse and that is heroin addiction and to focus 
specifically on the subject that has been consider~bly discussed iil 
trends in heroin addiction in the United States ov~r the last few years. 

I don't say this in any way to minimize the other aspects of the 
drug abuse problem, but just in the interest of econOlY).y. In my 
written statement, I did describe trends :vith respec~ to other drugs 
as well. 

Basically, Mr. Chairman, we had a period of very rapid escalation 
of ~eroin t~ends .in the United S~ates between, roughl~, 1965 an?1971 
durl~lg wlnch ~lll1e ther,e was, roughly, a tenfold l1}crease 1ll the 
herom problem m the Umted States. . 

Concomitant with this, there was a very substantial rise ill crime 
in tllis' country as well. Bet,veen 1971 'and 1973 we dicl appear to be 
gaining ground ~:m the heroinproblem. and there wer,e, a num1;>er of 
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indicators that s110wed a turnaround· at that time, particularly in the 
eastern part of the United States, and most notably in the District 
of Oolumbia. 

I would like to submit for the record also a paper that details in 
one city-that is, the District of Columbia-the dramatic decrease 
in heroin during the period 1971 to 1973. 

Ohairman JAC:KSON. That will be received as exhibit No. 11. 
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 11" for refer

ence and will be fmIDel in the appendix, beginning on p. 242.] 
Dr. DUPONT. To cite just one example of this, Mr. Chairman, there 

was a drop in the l1lunber of heroin overdose deaths from 60 in the 
Distl'ict of Cohunbia in 1971 to only 4 in 1973. 

I point this out not because it is typical of the rest of the country, 
in fact it is atypical; it was more extreme, the downward trend than 
anywhere else in the country. 

Even the downtrend that did exist was a phenomenon in the eastern 
coast of the United States, and the Southwest and 'Vest did not 
participate in tlus downturn. Begilming roughly in the end of 1973 
and continuing to the present, we have had a pattern of either no 
further decreases or increases throughout the country in heroin trends. 

Quickly, to address the question, three questions: "Why did the 
heroin addiction rise in the 1960's? 'Vhy did it fall in the period 
1971-73? Why is it rising again now? 

I! I could ill brief outline, say, that I think in the 1965 to 1971 
,Perl-od there were a m.tID.ber of changes that happened that hacl a 
'profolmd impact on this. Most noticeably was the very In.rge increase 
:in the youth popUlation in the country that had a profound impact on 
;all of onr institutions that dealt with youth. 

In addition, we had rapid travel and communications which we 
'have never had before and heroin addiction which spreads as a 
.contagions phenomenon, ancl had been isolated in larger coastal cities 
in the United States become truly a national phenomenon during 
·those years. 

The fall of the heroin trend, particularly in the east coast in 1971 
to 1973 appears to be the result of several 'factors also, although this 
is even more complex to try to explain. First was a very dramatic in

. crease in the extent of treatment services provided to (lrug abusers 
in the country. 

This happened in a very short period of time and is one of the most 
remarkable changes in bureaucratic history : To see the emergence of a 

, large-scale. treatment system all across the country providing drug 
abnse serVICes. 

That was originally coordinated by the Special Action Office and by 
t11eNational Institute on Drug Abl1se. On the smmly reduction side, 
there were drl1matic changes in the enforcement pattern, some of whi.ch 

-have been descl'ibec1:hel'e, boj-h domestically flJld internationally, which 
gave a sense of optimism and a sense of activity energizing the entire 
sunnly l'edu:ctibn activity. 

Finally, most subtl:v and nerhans most importantly was the leadel'
. Ahin that was exerted bv the President and Congress in calling national 
'attention to this problem and generating a sense of commitment to 
resolving the problem. 

The most cliffieult of a1l, Why does the new rise OCC111' ~ First, we 
"have had some discussion, but perhaps not enough, of the emergence 

.. 
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of Mexico as a major source of supply, a fact that was not adequately 
considered earlier, at least by me, and I think by others as well. . 

Similarly, as Mr. Manuel pointed out, we have had the emergence 
of smaller traffickers much more dispersed which has createcl a far 
more complex supply reduction problem. On the treatment side, 'we 
have had the dispersal of the heroin problem to truly a national phe
nomenon, whereas 5 years ago, even more, 10 years ago, heroin ad
diction was an inner city phenomenon of htrge coastal cities. It is 
now unfortlmately nationally a true national phenomenon and it is 
fair to su,y there are no cities in the United States that don't have a 
11erom problem today. Suburban communities also have been affected. 

This is a new phenomenon in these areas, whereas, in the larger 
coastal cities heroin addiction is a long-term problem. 

In addition, there has been the problem of relative lack of leadership 
and thrust in terms of dealing WIth this problem as we have gotten to 
know more about it, as other issues have claimed rightly to a very sub
stantial extent the national spotlight. 

There has been a sense of lessening of commitment to deal with this 
problem. I am of the h011e, ~Il'. ChaIrman, that these hearings of this 
committee will help turn that around and will bring back considerable 
attention to this problem that will have a very substantial effect. 

I note that although I have testifiedmally times on the subject of 
drug abuse trends, I have not seen as many press in any other hearing 
in the last:2 years. 

In addition, the PresiclC'ut is now conducting a Inu,jor review of the, 
national drug abuse polieies under the direction of the Domestic Coun
cil. I have gr;eat hopes that this u,1so ,,,ill produce in the next couple of 
months a new sense of strong and effective drug abuse policy in the 
Federal Government. This will in fact affect local communities as well. 

Finally, let me say this: 1Ye have changed and grm'''n andlearnecl in 
the last few years. I hope that as we reCol!1mit ourselves to dealing with 
the drug abuse l)l'oblem we can do so WIth a greater sense of balance 
and realism than ch!1l'Ucterizecl our efforts in 1971 when it was difficult 
to communicate hoth a sense of the importance and a sense of under
standing of ,,,hat the problems really were. 

I have in the last j'ew months taken to emphasize more, that I will 
conclude on, that I think is terribly important; that is, it would not 
serve our interests well, I think, to rekindle the feeling that we. are 
going to fight a war on drugs and eliminate drug' abuse from our com
munities; that the imagery of a war is not compatible with the com
plexities of this problcl11 and 'williead, I think, to feelings of frustra
tion and disillusionment. 

On the other hanel, I have emphasized the analogy of weeding a 
garden in which in fact attention must be paid continuously, vigilance, 
constant effort must be devoted, and that with this kind of e:£fort good 
results can come; but that it requires a persistence ancl a not one-time 
kind of commitment. 

It is tlHit commitment to which I speak and to which I think these 
he~Lrings are dirrctecl. 

Wi th that, I "dII end my statement. 
Chairman .JACKSON. Tlmt was u, ve.ry good statement, Doctor, and 

we tLppl'eciate the fine work you have been doing. 
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I am ·at a loss to understand the big increase from 1973 to 1975. 

1Ve had the Vietnam era in which American forces '\yen~ involvecl 
overseas. That was wound down. American troops got out in 1973. 

But I don't lUlderstand this b;g rise. It was c)incidental with the. 
reorganization of the Federal drug enforcement effort. DEA,' the 
superagency, w[ts set up to really go after illicit clrugs. 

You ment.ioned increased activity on the :Mexic[tn border. That 
leads me to believe that with the Customs Service not having the au
thority that they had before, especially in the intelligence area anel 
with the dismemberme11t of their border capability, that a lot of heroin 
was not being stopped at the border. 

What is your comment on that ~ I am at a loss to lmderstand this 
large input from 1973 to 1075. ,Ve had a lot of data, especially out of 
Southeast Asia, indicating drug addiction taking place. But after we 
reorganized and got a superagency that was realy going to move in 
,on this, narcotics coming into the country increased. 

What, in your judgment, reany went wl'ong b~t\Yeen 1973 andID75 ~ 
])1'. DUPONT. I think 1973 was a very bad year to introduce a plan 

and promise a big improvement in the drug area because that was the 
low point, as you pointecl out, of drug abuse supply or the high point 
of our snccess. 

Chairman J ACKRON. Bnt it was going very well. 
Dr. D"C'PONT. That is right. In the summer of 1978 it was going fine. 
Chairman JACKSON. It was going well and they were stopping it at 

the border. The Customs Spl'vice played a key role in that. Under the 
llew setup the Customs Service lost its narcotics gathering intelligence 
arm. 

"\V1:lat I gather is that they were not. getting the narcotics inrelJigence 
data sufficiently in advance: Cust.oms did not haye that advance intelli
gence from foreign sources which in the past has been a critical factor 
in getting the drugs at the source. 

Am I not correct ~ 
Dr. DUPOXT. Yes, sir, yon arp. I am unable to zero in fully 011 the 

issues of organization and its impact on supply reduction. I conM 
say, though, that there is no doubt t.hat the thl'pu.t from M('xico has 
be€m a major one and by many people was umlpl'estimated and much 
more could be (lone and should be clone to stop that. flow. 

Whether changes in the organizational st.ructUl't? contributed to 
the decline or on the other hand could hn,yp contributed to an im
provement, I don't feel I would be in a position to comment. on that. 

Senator PElley. Yon clid say, thouil:h, in your testimony, that yon 
clearly state that the fact that the dmg abuse problem is not. even 
'Worse, is more severe, is "clearly dne to the actiye presence or the 
Ft?deral Government in this fie] d." 

Dr. DUPONT. Yes, sir. 
Senator PElley. Yon assp,l'G that the Federnl GovPl'nmcnt.'s roll' has 

been an important one. Conld you say which particular agenc.y, 
DEA, State Department, Customs Service, should be given the cl'pc1it 
for t11is? . 

Dr. DUPONT. Senator, as you know, in the history of this field, there 
. hus been a tremendolls conflict. between the eloctOl'S and the law en
fOl'rpment people going back many ypal's. 

One of the major points of pl'ugl:ess in the last 'few years has been 
the close cooperative relationships that have c1eyelope'c1 between the 
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law enforcement community and the medical community. It is one 
of the a,reas that I have paid most particular attention to. 

In my own personal involvement and that of m.y agencies, we have 
related particulady to DEA. Let me say that-this may be somewhat of 
a sururise in relationship ,to the other testimony here-1 have fOlmd 
,them -" to be very cooperative and of a very high level in terms of 
working ,vith us. 

That doesn't mean that there aren't problems, but I worked very 
well with Mr. Bartels. I considered Mr. Ingersoll a friend and some
body that I respected a good bit who preceded Mr. Bartels. :Mr. Henry 
Dogin I don't know so well. But I met him on Friday. I think he is a 
very fine professional individual as well. 

Chairman .hCKSON. How can yon make judgments like that? You 
met hhn on Friday. He seems like R nice 1';11y. 

Dr. DUPONT. But I work closrly with DEA. For example, we have a 
joi.nt project caned the Drug Abuse .Tohlt Commit,tee which "e oper
ate jointly with them. It worked ont well. 

I don't mean this in any way from what, you are investigating, 
but I want to say 'those areas in which I am clirpetly relat('cl to the 
Drug Enforcement Administration, we on the tl'patment side have 
foond thrm very cooperative and eager to \York with us in a very 
1)ro£ess10nal way. 

Chairman .JAcKSON. But in fairnrss to you. you wrmldn't want to 
testify: here that you are intimately acC)u':lintrd "'ith--

Dr. DUPONT. No. I trstifiNl to the contrary on };PYC'ral o('eRsions. I 
will take this opportunity to do it again. . 

Chairman .TACKSON. I want to Pl'ot('ct yon on that 1W('n11Se it 
woulc1n't be fair. ·What yon are saying is that yOH!' i1lJn1Prli~,t(> con
tacts, not in depth, but in the contacts you have made in a professional 
·capacity you have no complaints. 

Dr. DUPONT. Yes. 
Chairman .heKsoN. Do yon know how the enforcement operation is 

going of your own personal knowledge? 
Dr. DTTPONT. No. r wonld f'ay also that I would like to have more 

successes than we have had. r have been patient for improvements as 
well. I have made thftt point very clear to them also. I think we can do 
more than we have clone. 

Chairman JAOKSON. The pal)erS are fnll of it a,gain. Here is the 
:l!}vpning Star which has two cliffemnt articles on the same dav, "25 
held in ~In,ryland school drug raids." This is May 29. Then there'is one 
from Los Angeles, "Student drug bust," all in tile same> day, 

You Pio on and on. It seems to be coming out more and more at a time 
when the effort that we thought was being made was a maximum pffort . 

I noHced one article aga,in, puWng tho c1l'up,' abuse CORt at $10 billion 
to $"" I bjllion in the United States aimually; linked to 15,000 deaths a 
year . .is that fair? 

Dr. DuPONrJ~. Yes, sir. That is a report we made to the President. 
Chairman .JAOKSON. That is the Cabinet level report to the President. 
Mr. Fm~nuAN. Is that in the record, Doctor? 
:Mr. DUPONT. Not the social cost item, but the summary of the social 

cost study is in the record. 
Chairman JACKSON. We will have this included as an exh~bit. I think 

it is very important. That will be exhibit 12. 
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[The document referred to was marked "exhibit 12" for reference 
anel will be fmmel in the appendix on p. 255.] 

Senator PEROY. Mr. Ohairman, I wonder if I couldn't ask Dr. Du
Pont to explain further some inconsistency in his own testimony today 
with statements he made to a reporter for Time magazine just a couple 
of months ago ~ 

On page 15 in your testimony, you state that: 
Dl11g abuse in the United States is not getting better. That it is not significantly 

worse, however, I think we can attribute to the active role the Federal Govern
ment-in combination WitIl State and local efforts-has taken in this area in 
the past several years. 

So we are led to believe things are not going downhill. They are 
moving up. That would be reassuring to the committee that engaged 
in setting up this reorganization; and has put as much effort as we all 
have into trying to back up the administration and support what it is 
doing in this field. 

Yet in Time magazine, dated .r anuary 13, you are quoted as 
saying-I will just read it. "Recently, Dr. Robert DuPont, Director 
of the President's Drug Abuse and 'Preventive Office, said, 'We are 
sure heroin use has gone up .• Tust how much we don't know. But it is 
getting worse. The prospect for 1075,' he said, 'is ominous.' " 

The article goes on to say that. for the first half of 107.:./: alone the 
death toll was '601. Applicants at treatment centers are also increasing. 

From July to SepteIDber of last year, hospitals reported a 66 percent 
rise in overdose cases compared to the same period of the prcvious 
year. 

The final sentence of this article says, "If DuPont is correct when 
he says, 'You can no longer talk about turning the corner on heroin 
anywhere,' crime is likely to increase." 

So we don't want to have too rosy a picture painted if this repre
sent.s your own deep concern. 

Dr. DUPON'l'. Yes, it does, Senator. I do find myself in an -awkward 
position; that is, this, that I do think the heroin problem is getting 
-yvorse :in the cmmtry. That is the thrust of what I intended to say 
ill my extemporaneous remarks. 

It is clear, I think, from an overall reacling of what I s~id in my 
prepared remarks. On the other hand, I don't want to demgrate the 
efforts that have been made. That was the thrust of my sentence that 
you quoted, was the fact that it is not even worse than it is, is the result 
of the Fcderl71 efforts. That was what that sentence was trying to say, 
not to say thlllgS are better, but to try to keep, as I say, some balance 
in this. 

Senator. PEIWY. I think our job is to face up realistically to what 
it really is. I can appreciate the awkward position you Ilre in. But I 
do feel that when we say things could be worse, that is really relative. 

Dr. DUPONT. Yes. 
Senator PEROY. The condition that you are reporting is that things 

are worse. 
Dr. DUPONT. Yes, sir. 
Senator PEROY. They are worse now than they were 3 years ago when 

we started this effort.' So our job is to determine what has happened. 
Maybe we have been inadequate. Maybe we haven't fully funded the 
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program. Maybe it is our fault. Maybe we haven't backed it up as we
should have backed it up. 

We would likp- to lrnow if that is the case. Possibly the organiza
tional setup is iaulty. Or maybe it is the nature of society ill .ltmerica" 
that no matter what we do, things arc going to get worse. Maybe that 
should get us, Mr. Chairman, to a fairly Dmdam.ental question I think 
that Dr. DuPont is probably one of the possible experienced men in 
the cOlUltl'Y now to appraise for us, why is the problem of drug abuse 
so bad in the United States~ ,Ye smoke. I saw a chart yesterday in
dicating that we smoke per capita twice as many cigarettes as any 
other cOlUltry. 

Sweden is trying very hard to stamp it out. Maybe the reason is 
affluence in our society means we can afford it. Bnt I do not think 
it is just a question of a1lluencc herc. ,Vhat is thc nature of ont' socicty 
that causes this increasing problem with drug abusc -? Despite all of our 
efforts to educate, to train, to correct, to use hw enforcement and every
thing else, it is getting worse in America rather than better. 

Dr. DUPONT. I think one point is we need to have a slightly hroader 
perspective in terms of what is happening internationally. Therc is 
a general cancel'll throughout the world about increasing abuse pat
terns of all kinds. 

So the trend toward increase is not just a U.S. pattern. I think one 
of the things that we ha \'e learned about the drug abuse problem is 
the importance of the availability in drug consumption pat({,1'11S. 

It is clear that these substances that we are talking abont have 
the propt:l'ty of reinforcing the beha"ior; that is, that the individual 
who takes them like the feelings they produce and continne to use 
them in a fail' percentage and so simply exposing a population to 
those drugs is the most fundamental aspeet of why it spreads and why 
the use is so great. 

That goes to the issue of the committee, which is the importance 
of supply reduction, in terms of reducing th~ spread and reducing 
the levels of consumption. I fully support t.lmt. I think a great deal 
more can be done to reduce the suppIy which will reduce the con
sumption. 

On the other hand, there are u,]so very many complicated factors. 
Yon pointed out that our cigarette consumption is increasing. A few 
yNU'S ago therew!1$ talk if voung people would smoke marihuana 
more, they would drink alcohol less or smoke cigarettes less. There 
was talk that somehow l1lflrilmana was a safer drug and we could 
substitute one for the otller. 

In fact, our experience has been exactly the opposite; that iR, that 
as consumption of marihuana has increased in the youth population, 
the consumption of alcohol and tobacco has gone up in those same 
populations right aloup: with it. 

So there is an overall increase in drug consumption, and the one 
increase comes at the expense of the other. Those young people who 
smoke the most marihuana also consume the most cigarettes and 
-alcohol. 

It is a very complex problem. I think our whole society is going 
to have to come to terms with problems that are very, very painfll1. 
It is the kind of problem we have hacl with alcohol for many years, 

t.i4-!l56-75-6 
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that led to prohibition. Our constant ambivalence about what the 
role of alcohol is and the problem of alcoholism and what the Gov
erlUnent's role is in dealing with the problems of alcohol, it is the 
same problem with cig-al'ettes. 

\iVhat is our national policy with respect to cigarette smoking? 
Are we determined to recluce the leve~ or the consumption of ciga
l'ettes in this country or to increase it ~ 

Those are the kind of fundamental questions that r think are going 
to have to be addressed this time 'when we deal with the drug abus'e 
issues that were not dealt 'with last time. 

r would point out that the Shaefi'er Oommission report was an at
tempt to try to put the drug abuse issue in this l::H'ger perspective. r 
think it was "ery helpful. 

On the other hand, r don't think we were ready for what the 
Shaefi'('l' Commission was talking about 3 years ago. r hope we are 
this ti111(,. 

Chairman JACKSON. ·Would it be fair to say that the heroin prob
lem, hard drugs, all of it is more tha.n just a city problem, it has be
come a suburban problem, a rural pl'obI('m ~ 

Dr. IkPONT. A.bsoll1tely. 
Chairman ,hcleHoN. 1Yhat hns hapl1enec1 here in the last few yea.rs, 

especially is the movement out fro111 the inner city, the poor areas and 
so on, into the snJmrhs. eyen in the rural arl'lts, small towns remote 
from all of the problems of the big cities, are 110W being subjected to 
the traffic. 

Dr. Dl)PONT. That is abs01utely true. It is one of the major dis
appointments and tragedies in this field. 

Chairman .T"\CKSON. I have jnst two other questions. 
r understand yonr office in the ·White House is being eliminated 

as of .July 1. ,\Yhnt is the reason for that at a time when we are facin.e: 
a very critical problem as r see it here, first in the growth of hard 
drugs, and indeed, the question of whether or not we have come up 
with the adequate means of getting at the problem ~ 

I think you put your finger on something "ery important, the more 
the stnff is available, the more it is going to be used. Isn't that a 
genel'u1--

Dr. DUPONT. Yes. r think that is absolutely true. 
Chairman JACKSON. It is going to spread. You start cutting it ont, 

and then you can confine the eifort, not confine all of it, but a large 
part of it'to your profession, treatment llleclically~ 

Dr. DUPON'l'. Yes, sir. 
0hail'lllun.TAcKSON. ·Why are they eliminating the office in the midst 

of this? Who is going to take the overall l'esp~nsibi1ities ai.ter ,July 1 ~ 
Dr. DUPON'l'. Senator, could r defer answermg the questIOn for just 

1 second to make a point about something else ~ That is, one of the niore 
hopeful signs r think in this field is the international cooperation in 
terms of supply reduction. 

r hope this committee focuses particularly on tl1at because one 0:1: 
the problems we have had in the last few' years is many countries 
hav~, -viewed this as nn American problem and 110t faced up to their 
Qwn vulnerability in their own popnlatjon~ to the drug abuse prohlem. 

That needs to' be made a very high principle, it seems to me, of 
Amel'irun foreign policy. 

I think there are some successes being macle in thltt tegard. ' 

., 
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Second, 'with respect to the question of the Offir.!e itself, th~ Office 
was set up from the begilming as a temporary office und is very 
atypiC'nl of Goyernment organization to have an Office like this in the 
Executiye OllieI.' of the President. It was set up to expire on .Tune 30 
.of this yeaI'. That was the original legislative life of the 'Office. 

TIl('. Pr('sident deC'ided not "to ask for extension and in fact to 
oppose the extension because he diel not want to haye categorical 
offices like this in the Exev.mtive Ofiiee. of the President, but pl'eferrecl 
to ~lan~ the rt'SpoIlsihility yesteel in the departments and agencies 
wIncIl carryon these programs. 

So his decision had nothing to do with his judgment about the 
nature and trends of drug abuse, but merely to do with his sense of 
what ought t.o go 011, what is appropriate to go in the Executive Office 
of the Pr('sHlent. 

On the other hallel, I would say this to you in all cUIHlor, that it 
S(>(.'lllS to me we do lulYP a ways to go in figuring out what the co
ordinated me"hnnisms 'will be in the Executive Ofl-iee to replae'e the 
Spedal Artion Offi('{' , and there, it semllS to me. that artivity before 
this committee and el:;('where, ineluding the exccutiye brandi review 
that is gOillp: on in the DOllH'sti(' ('olUlC'il, will proelu('(' oyer the course 
of tlw SUlll!llC'I' II ne,," plan for coordinating Fed('ral drug abuse 
al'tiviti(·s. I wplc'oll1(' thaI". 

r thillk it is tilliC' fnt' a llPIV plan. . 
S('natOl' PERC'Y. :\11'. Chairman. ('ouM I responcl to your question 

abo in this way? Ina RI'11:O;(" we are l'('sponsible for' the phaseout 
\)('('IHlS(, WI' ,"l'{,:ltf,d t ;l(l :-;p('!'ial Olii('p for a })('riocl of g veal's. This is a 
tl.'Clll:i(lHP ~hat "'P IlflYC usrd in. say. the fight against ranrer, to bring 
tlw hp:lJt 1'1tIht un to the top level, have someone report direct to the 
Plesident for a short T)Pl'iocl of time, !lIltl then Olwe it has hacl that 
illlpn,('t. to put it· into flu' ag:pucies and d('partm(,llis where it uelongs. 
This is It l1wtllO(l to gin~ a program a real shot ill the arm. ~ 

\V~' ran't tab· ('\'('I'Y probll'Il1 und haw it reportpel dil'P('tly to the 
Pl'l': .. adl'llt, as yon know. But our problpm l1(JW is what happens next? 
,V{' ha\'"('u't sc}l\'C'c1 this prohlrm. Three yC'ars ha\'"en't 1)('('n enough. 

fio I 11a\"(' ('allNl the Vi(,(, Pr('sident. as Chairman of the Domestic 
COlll1<'il, and put this IH·OJ;.losition to him with Dr. DuPont j nst a few 
w(,pks Hgo ,\'"11('11 w(, WI'1'e lhf'{'llSsillg it. As I lmderstal1d it, the Domestic 
'Council has sC'hcdulecl a disc'nssion for sometime within the next 
w('(,k us to what will be done. "lVe must be assured that drng abuse is 
not dr~PI.)('d to It ]o\VPI' priority. 

But It IS a Dmtt('l' that Dr. DuPont has been <'onre1'11('(l about, I haye 
b(l(,ll C'OlH'('rnpclabout, and I felt it necessary to bring it to the attention 
of tlIp Vi~(l PrC'sicl(,llt. -

Chairman .T.M'KSOX. I am glad to hear that becanse my question is, 
who will be th{' action officpd It is obvious that DEA is in trouble. 
Attorney O(lllHru.l Levi is a very able and outstanding man in my 
book. He has l)('P11 mor;t coopE'ratiYe. But he can't be the action officer, 
obvionsly, or Illtn' someone I think really in his shop to do it. It is 
broadel' than that. It involves many disciplincs outside of just In.w 
(mforcement. 

It s('('ms to m(' that at n. time when we are running into serious 
troublE' on the Jaw enf()l'('pm(~llt sidE' of it, I would hope and I would 
·concttr in what Senator "p,~l'cy had to sn.y, bI·jUg back to the executive 
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branch the urgent need here for some kind of summit coordination .. 
It doesn't have to be directly reporting to the President. 

But I think it is more than the Department of Justice should be 
involved in. 

It involves all of these disciplines that we have referred to here. 
You are a professional man and well qualified. Do you sense that there 
is that degree of professionalism within DBA that you would expect 
from an agency having the responsibility that it has ~ I am not trying 
to put you on the spot. 

Dr. DUPONT. I can report what I have observed. I am not sure what 
I have observed is relevant to your attention. Mr. Tartaglino is some
body I have gotten to know very well. I think very highly of him. I 
tmderstand that. 

Chairman JACKSON. His testimony will be rather devastating. 
Dr. DUPONT. I Ullderstand. I have friends on all sides of this sub

j ect who I consider very fine people. 
Chairman JAOKSON. You mean some of my friends are for it ancl 

some are against it and I am for my friends! I understand. But in all 
seriousness, I take it you have not had the opportunity to be in a posi
tion to make an objective judgment. 

Dr. DUPONT. Particularly between, in terms of the conflict between 
them. In my dealings with each of them on the subjects that I care
about, things have worked out well, but that does not a<ldl'ess the prob
lem that you address. 

[At thIS point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Chairman ,JACKSON. rrhal1k you, Dr. DuPont. 
vVe appreciate having your testimony and your very fOl'thright 

answers. 
The committee will resume at 2 :30 to hear the balance of the wit

nesses and we will hear from Mr. Tartaglino tomorrow at 10 a.m. 
[Whereupon, fit 12 :45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 

at 2 :30 p.m" the same clay. ] 
[Members present fit the time of recess: Senator Jackson.] 

AFTER RECESS 

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 :30 p.m., Senator Som Nunn 
presiding. ] 

Senator N UNN. The subcommittee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of recollvening: 

Senator NUllll.] 
[The letter of authority fonows:] 

U.S, SENATE, 
COllnnTTEEl ON GOVERNMEN'l' OPERATIONR, 

SENATE PEHlI[A!I'mi'T SUBCOlIU[rJ'TEE ON INVES'J'IGA'l'IONS, 
lVasMnoton, D,O. 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Pl'oeeclml' of the Senllte Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations of the Committ(~e on GOYPl'llIllent Operations, per
mission is h<,reby gl'untec1 for tIle Chairman, or any nwmber of the Subcommit
tee uS deFlignutecl l)l' the Chairmun, to conduct hearings in public HeSsion, with
out 11 quorum of two members forntlminlstrutloll of ouths 1111<1 taJdng of testi
mony ill connection with Drug Enforcement Administration on Monday, June 0, 
J.075, 

BENRY M. JAOJesoN, 
Ohairman. 

OUARLT;S B, PEROY, 
Run7c-ino Minority Jfcmuer, 

.. 
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Senator NUNN. 1Ve are pleased to have with us this afternoon Dr. 
Thomas Bryant, Director of the Drug Abuse CmUlcil. 

Dr. Bryant, I am informed by cOlUlsel that at this morning's hear
ings they started swearing in all witnesses and there won't be any 
exceptions to that. If you don't mind standing and holding up your 
right hand, do you swear the testimony you are about to give will be 
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ~ 

Dr. BRYANT. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS E. BRYANT, M.D., PRESIDENT, DRUG 
ABUSE COUNCIL 

Senator NUNN. 1Vhy don't you proceed with your statement~ I am 
;sure we will have some questions. . 

Dr. BRYANT. Thank you very much, Senator. I am pleased to be 
here. I do have a long-not that long-but somewhat lengthy state
ment I would like to submit for the record and I will try to highlight 
it by reading sections of it. I think it would be most useful to you. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: 
I appreciate the opportunity your invitation affords me to com

ment on various aspects of Federal drug law enforcement and treat
ment efforts and to share with you some of the Drug Abuse Council's 
findings in the area of drug use and misuse. 

The Drug Abuse Council was established in 1972 by a consortium of 
private foundations to serve as an iudependent resource for public in
formation and policy research and evaluation in the drug field. 

During the past 3 years, we have undertaken several hlUldred proj
,eets designed to develop sensible, informed public discussion of com
plex, often highly emotional issues, with the hope that sound, just, 
and enforceable drug policies will result. 

I would like to preface my remarks with a deeply felt concern, one 
-that I am sure you share. 

I certainly CIo iyelcome the invitation to appear before you today 
.as you begin these potentially very important hearings. However, I 
confess I come with somc sense of ca~ution. 

To state my concerns plahlly, I hope we do not engage in the kind of 
-discussions which will lead to yet another clarion call to the public 
for a llew "war on drugs." Such a call will surely be followed by exten
sive mema coverage of public statements reitcrating tired old myths 
.and promising simple solutions to problems we all know by now are 
.(>xtremely complex, and which arc not at all amenable to simple solu
tions. I say this in no sense to be critical of the committee or the hear
ings or the topic we are discllssing, but to remind us that the subject 
of drug use and misuse is one which historically generates more heated 

.emotion and fervor than commonsense. 
I b(.llie.ve it, is t.ime for some cal m, dispassionate assessments, even 

~some basic rethinking about our public policies in this field. 
Psyohoactive substances have been available to man for thousands 

·of years. They ,,,ill continue to be, despite wishes to the contrary. :Men 
will use and inisuse t.h<.'se substances for all of the varied reasons we 
Imow, and undoubtedly for r(.lasons we have not conceived. 

rrhere is !'l.mple documented cyidence to support the stntement that 
modern-chty Amer.icans are llsing more and more of all such sub-
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stances to escape reality, to avoid pain, to relax, to stifle fears, for 
simple pleasure and for a variety of more pernicious reasons. . 

This increasing use has occurred against a backdrop of a Judeo
Christian heritage that disapproves the nse of nearly all such sub
stances and which derives from a strong moral imperative that mortal 
man must ever be possessed of all his faculties and sensibilities . 
. In the past 10 to 15 years we have witnessed the development of a 

national schism on this issue, symbolized vividly on the one hand by 
Dr. Leary's now infamous call to tlUle in, turn on and drop out ancl 
on the other by a never-ceasing parade of news items reporting the 
seizure of millions of dollars worth of illicit drugs and the breakup or 
yet another drug distribution net"'ork by agents of this or that In \Y 

enforcement agency empowered by our public la'irs to enIorce the 
national moml edict prohibiting the use of these substances. 

As with all such pronounced conflicts of societal values, forces, ftn(l 
dynamics of an awesome nature have been evident on the contern pOl'Ul'Y 
American scene. 

l\1any in our midst call for new laws and policies which would in
evitably leael to increasccl availability or psychoacth'c drugs and 
just as loudly, others in our society call for moi'e stringent, repressiYe 
policies-each with the vain hope that the problcnl will thereby be 
solved, 01' better, will go away. 

Along with these more polemically stated positions, there is genu
ine concern on the part of the public. In the last. decade the openness 
with which young people have UReel drugs anel the high visibility 
afforded such ch'ug USE' by thE' nwdin, together with thE' fear this l1S(, 

generated, led to something akin to hysterical concern on the pal't of 
many parents, citizens, and Ia wmakel:s. . 

PeopJe demanded action in the :form of new policies, ll{,W programs,. 
and new approaches. A crisis was perceived and a massive war 011 
drugs was demandecl-and declared! One of our major areas of con
c('rll has been the wisdom and efficacy of this most reeent highly publi
cized war on cl!·ugs. 

In 1960, Government officials ('stimated that there was considerably 
less than 100,000 heroin dependents in the eountry. 

By 1970, these estimates hadl'isen to between 2flO,OOO and 400,000. 
There wel'e also marked increases in urban crime and many tvpes: 

of antisocial behavior, and the public, b('lieving there was a direct 
correlation between such behavior and drug taking, reacted with feal~ 
thnt the drug epidemic was ont of control. 

The same period saw marked increases in t.he nse of psychoactive· 
drugs other than heroin as (>videnced by that call to tune in, turn on, 
and chop out with LSD, find by survey data showing that by the enet 
of the sixties, some 215 million An1E'l'icfU1S. mostly young Americans, 
had trieel marihlUUla, and some 8 to 10 million were using it re,gulal'ly. 

There were similar inC'1'eas('s in the 110nm('(licalnse of stimulants, 
tranqui1izers, and sedatives-and tl11'on.f2:h jt all, couM he C'on<ristentlv
ohserved the continuer1 use anel misnse of the American psychoactiye 
d1'11 0 ' of <,hoke-alcohol. 

By 1971, public alarm ove.1' risin,,! nonmediC'fI.J drug 11se, partirnlarly 
by voung people, readwd snch 11rOT)ortions that ma';or new Gov('rn
ment programs were autllOri7Pc1, comnJetp. with J1E'W ftP:eneies and nf"'"' 
personnel, to administer hundreds of millions of newly appropriutecl 
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donal's. The total Federal budget for ch'ugs rose from less than $100 
million in 1969 to about $800 million in 1974. 

Yet, this enormous expenditure of resources seems to have had little 
impact on drug taking behavior. 

Despite all the money undrhetoric, drug use has continued to climb. 
Supplies of illicit drugs have not been interdicted. The Drug Enforce
ment Administration concedes that heroin seems to be more readily 
available and of higher quality in New York City, 'Washington, and 
other large citie~. . ., 

Our own studIes, confil'mecl by Government agenCIes, have lllchcated 
that heroin use is spreading from major urban centers to smaller cities 
and towns across America. 

Our efforts to curtail opium production abroad as a means of re
ducing the illicit heroin supply have proved largely ineffective. Despite 
considerable expenditures, it 'has provea impossible to develop a syn
thetic substitute for codeine for the treatment of moderate pain, and it 
appears unlikely to happen in the foreseeable future. This means that 
there will be a continuing need for legitimate opium cultivation. 

We successfully pel;suaded the Turks to stop growing opium and 
with a drying ul? of the French connection there was a transient 
decline in the avaIlability of heroin in certain sections of the country. 

However, with a continuing unfilled market in the United States, the 
traffickers switched their operations elsewhere, chiefly to South Amer
ica, and the amount of heroin reportedly coming in from that somce, 
particularly Mexico, has jumped from 20 percent of the total in 1972' 
to 70 perC'ent or more at the present time. 

In addit~on, whereas before when heroin was chiefly being smuggled 
from Europe it was shipped in large quantities, and periodic seizureS' 
kept some kind of lid on the totafflow, now with millions of people 
crossing the Mexican border every year and mainly independent oper
ators bringing in small amounts it has become almost impossible to· 
substantially reduce the flow acroes the hordeI'. 

Crop substitution programs, especially in Southeast Asia, probably 
have substantial merit in their own right in helping impoverished 
tribal groups to broaden their economic base and beeome a more inte
grated part of their nation's rapid social and technological develop
ment. However, it has become clear that any expectation that these pro
grams will have any appreciable impMt on the avn,ilability of heroin in 
the United States is clearly ull1'eaHstic. 

As Dr. Peter Bourne, :formerly the Associate Director of the Special 
Action Office, has said: 

The fundamental fallaC'y has been in the assumption that opium could only be' 
grown in those places where it has tracUtionally been cultivated, and that by con
trolling it in those areas, we could control the worlel heroin supply. 

It is now clear that opiulll has only been grown in a tiny fraction of tIle places 
in the world whero it could grow, and that as long as there if; a marl,ei" in the 
world and immense prOfits to be made, trnfficl\prs will alwa:\'fl be aule to fimT 
sites for cultivation despite our most vigorous efforts to suppress it. 

Another fundn,mental fallacy of our drug policies has been the
belief that law enforcement efforts 'alone could have a lasting impad 
on heroin availability. 

The magnitude of the flow of heroin into the United States, the
relatively small volume of the drug required by addicts, and the im
mense profi·ts to be made have insllred that despite an avalanche of 
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new narcotics agents at both the Federal and local level, heroin is 
.again as available as it ever was. 

Earlier we believed too easily that the increasing number of seizures 
.and arrests indicated the problem was being brought under control 
rather than merely being a reflection of the steadily increasing amount 
of heroin that was getting through tmdetected. Now it is clear, particu
lady in view of the development of Mexico as a major source of supply, 
that even an army of narcotics agents is unlikely to prevent the addict 
from getting his fix. The demand js great, and the unscrupulous among 
us in the world will meet the demand. 

Another tough problem we have been reluctant to face squarely is 
corruption among law enforcement personnel. The Knapp conunissioll 
.exposed the extent of narcotics pa,yoffs in the New York City Police 
Department, and there have been frequent indications that the problem 
is widespread. 

As you are well aware, there have regrettably been recent! allegations 
.of corruption in the Federal Drug Enforr..ement AdministratIOn. As 
long as there continue to be such exorbitant profits available in heroin 
.traffic~, the potential for corruption will continue to exist. 

In reality, however, I believe that the continuing increase in the 
av.ailability and use of heroin, cocaine and marihuana-the "illicit" 
.drugs-signals a failure not so much of our law enforcement efforts 
but of the underlying absolute prohibition policy. In fact, the law 
.enforcement agencies have in large measure, admittedly with some 
lamentable misjudgments and mistakes, tried to do what we as a people 
have asked them to do. 

Aside from the exception we have made for alcohol, our response to 
nonmedical drug use have been consistent. We have labeled this use 
undesirable, we have enacted laws which reflect that value judgment 
.and we have turned to our law enforcement agencies to enforce these 
stringent laws. 

Our laws have contained provisions for criminal sanctions both to 
punish offenders and to det.er drug use. These sanctions have served 
to brand users as well as illicit drug traffickers as criminals in the eyes 
. of the public. 

As the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse pointed 
out in 1973, our objective has been to eliminate allllonmedical drug use, 
,yith scarce inquiry as to whether this goal is desirable or attainable. 

In order to allow the use of our favored drugs, alcohol and tobacco, 
we have used sta:tutory vocabulary and social folklore to establish the 
fiction that they are not drugs at all. 

By adherence to a policy of total prohibition of the nonmedical use 
of psychoMtive drugs, we have ignored pharmacological variatIons 
among drugs and the importance of frequency of use, method of ad
ministration, dose, and nondrug factors as determinants of risk. 
1Ve ha \'e, ill fact, ignored the differences in degrees of risk. 

The druhrs have been cleclu.l'ed dangerous tmd their use has been 
forbidden, except in those instances where certain chugs are pre
scribed by physicians. 

Society's attitude toward a drug is not determined by pharma
cological facts alone. Most often how a clrug is perceived is sub
stantially dependent 011, who uses it, when, and where and WIder what 

·circumstu.nces. 
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Davidl\1usto, the Yale psychiatrist-historian, in his very competent
ly researched book "The American Disease: Origins of Narcotic Con': 
trol" (1973) states that: 

American concern with llarcotics is more thall ,a medical or legal problem--:
it is in the fullest sense a pOlitical proulem. The energy that hns given impetus 
to drug control and prohibitions came from profound tensions among socio
economic groups, ethnic minorities and generations-as well as the psychological 
attr·action of certain drugs and their effects. 

In the latter half of the 1Dth century, the use of morphine for it wide 
variety of ailments became widespread-and addiction to morphine 
was not at all uncommon. 

The majority of addicts were white, middle and upper class women 
who used opiate preparations for almost every conceivable ill. This 
addiction-never really condoned-was however tolerated, and was 
hl,rgely invisible except to the medical profession. 

On the other hand, prohibition and intolerant attitudes seemed pri
marily to appear against drugs that were used by racial minority 
groups-groups that were initially feared and repressed for other 
reasons. 

LlLrge numbers of Chinese were brought to the United States as 
a SOllrce, of cheap labor for railroad construction during the latter 
part of the 19th century. With the Chinese came their habit of smoking 
opium. 

Eventually, when their presence provided a surplus of cheap labor, 
intense antagonism toward this gronp developed. Opium smoking was 
stigmatized as a means by which the Chinese were undermining trllcli
tiolUlI American values, aud OpilUll for smoking was excluded from the 
United States by law. . 

Similarly, exaggerateclreports of the use of cocaine by blacks in. the 
South proved a cause for grave concern on the part of southern whItes, 
with the development of numerOllS terrifying myths and frightening 
stories, unsuppol'teLl by basic facts, as to the effects of cocaine. 

Such fantasies chtll'acterizecl the :rears of ·whites, not the l'ealityof 
cocaine's effects and provided additional "reasons" for the repression 
of blacks . 

.Much the same appears to have taken place with marihuana in the 
1930's when we saw the development of racial prejudice against 
~£exican-Americans, who used marihuana extensively, and a subse
quent bllming of the drug for all types of antisocial behavior falsely' 
ascribed to this group. 

In large measure, our drug- policies in this country have been iden
tified with underprivileged minorities, criminals and social outsiders; 
in general-al wn,ys with the common fear that drug use would spread 
to our children. 

And, at long last, the sixties seemed to bring realization to those 
fears. Suddenly, the use of marihuana increased rapidly on university 
campuses, spreading quickly to other youthful groups. 

Strange words became liouseholc1 terms: "jomt," "grass," "getting' 
high," and "smoke-in's." Drug use was now associated with new, un
familiar life styles, campus unrest, and youthful defiance of the estab
lished order. 

To millions who either could not or would not understand this new· 
youthful behavior it became easy to blame chug uSe .£01' these c1isturb-
mg signs of sochtl disorder. 

I 
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But to millions more-parents who knew their children? teachers 
who knew them-affixing blame was not so easy and branding our 
children as criminals has proved a bitter pill to swallow. 

Characteristic of such distorted perspectives is a tendency at the 
policymaJring level to focus on the properties of the drugs themselves, 
ascribing to them magical capacities for overpowering the human 
mind. While there is, in truth, nothing supernatural about the effects 
of drugs, we have sought to describe them so-with a hope that innate 
fears of the mystical would serve to frighten people away from these 
.substances. 

We have filled our vocabulary and our laws with frightenill ('f' words, 
loosely used, from "narcotic" to "dangerous ch·ugs." ,Ve have aifferen
tiated between "hard" drugs and "Eoft." 

Drug dependents have been labeled "dope fiends," anel we have 
insisted that these chugs drive people "mad" and lead inexorably to 
violent antisocial behavior. 

In our fear, we have ignored much fact and reality, and we have 
pltid-ancl continue to pay-tremendous social costs. 

As we seck to determine why psychoactive drugs are being taken so 
widely and FO indiscriminately, we must attempt to understand the 
influence of such complex concepts as rejection of traditional values, 
disillusionment, feelings of alienation and peer pressures in a society 
that seems in that oft-repeated phrase, to have become a society of 
'''pill poppers." 

What has been the role of parental example? ,Vhat has been the 
role of the media? vv11at influence does drug advertising really have ~ 
And wha.t messages have we conveyed with our oitl'n indiscriminate 
lIse of alcohol and tobacco while condemning other, demonstrably less 
l1armful use ~ 

1Vhile we ponder such difficult questions, we know that the demand, 
regardless of its roots, is easily met by a complex supply system, in
volving diversion of legally manufactured drugs to illicit' channels, 
l)y hasement laboratories manned by "junior pharmacologists" whose 
products are distributed by a network of friends, aIJies, and acquain
tances, sometimes with profits, but ofttimes with none-and who seem. 
·capable of producing and distributing an endless supply of new drugs 
to satisfy every new whim or fad-and these in addition to the highly 
proficient organized international drug traffickers, 

With t11(\ notable exception of the National Commission on Mari
]mana and Drug Abuse, there has been no comprehensive examination 
·of the law enforcement and treatment mechanisms in countering the 
.drng use phenoml'non. 

Without a c1l'ar policy decision as to whether drug users are crimi
nals or citizens in need of assistance, or whether they C'onstitnte a sel'i
'ons threat to society or chiefly only to themselves, it is impossible to 
:formulate a nationn,l policy for dl'aling with the drug abuser individ
ually or for deciding how public funds ·will be alloclttecl to address the 
m01'C' hnrmfnl societal aspects of this nse, 

Without this kind of basic policy direction and the requisite ensuing 
public dialog led by responsible public officials and priv-ate citizens, 
then it will prove 'to be continually frustrating as we try to aSsess 
where we have been or where we ought to go. 
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Absent these sort of basic decisions, our law enforcement &gencies 
-will no doubt continue to do the best they can-subject to all the 
hmnan failings and bureaucratic shortcomings mentioned-as they 
:pursue, at the behest of 'a misinformed and fearful public -an lllattain
.able goal; the complete prohibition of the use of "unapproved" psy
choactive substances. We ,,,ill continue to heal' of the need for more 
agents, more dollars, and at times more constitutionally questionable 
"tactics. 

lYe will continue to read often of significant "drug busts of hard 
:narcotics" and of dramatic arrests of major traffickers, which will all 
too often, on closer scrutiny, turn out to be unsubstantial confiscations 
-of nonnarcotics roundups of drug users and petty dealers-all easily 
replaced-and few-and very few-real big-time traffickers. 

I say this not to demean or belittle the numerous courageous con
tributions of the majority of these law enforcement agents. I do say 
this to point out the regrettable kinds of behavior which inevitably 
accompany policies of total prohibition, based too often on lllsupport-

:able assllllptions and not a few myths. 
~Iuch drug use and most drug abuse is clearly harmful and re

grettable. Imlividuallives are ruined and uselessly sacrificed daily in 
this country. Aside from the persona.! tragedy of this, we all suffer 
the consequences ina. multitude of ways. 

I honestly believe, however, that a major rethinking of our policies 
and laws is long overdue. As a soci~ty we are paying much-more 
than hundreds of million of dollars in pursuit of nonworking and 
11onworkable policies. 

Weare actually inviting disrespect for our laws and law enforce
ment agencies &8 we insist that those agencies accomplish impossible 
tasks. 

As we confront the impossibility of totally eliminating the supply 
·of psychoactive drugs and the extremely high costs such efforts have 
incurred, we might consider a number of alternative. approaches. 

The Alaska State Legisla:ture has recently followed Oregon's ex
:ample in adopting a civil fine for possession of marihuana. The Alaska 
Supreme Court has also rnled t hat the pr~wious criminal penalties 
for illicit possession violated the constitutional right to privacy. 

A Drug Abuse Council survey a year after Oregon decriminalized 
marihuana showed no significant increa~e in marihuana use-despite 
the fears of many law enforcement officialsa.nd oth('l'S. 

In Hght of the Oregon experience, we should at least study the 
('oncept of removing criminal penalties for the sale and cultivation 
of marihuana, with OJ' without a civil fine. ,,:re might also study the economic and social impact of legalizing 
marihuana. and explore what kinds of regulation and distribution con
trols would be efficient. and enforceable. 

Surely we ran clevise effecti,Te means of expressing societv's dis~ 
approval of the use of marihuana and of l'ealistically limiting its 
a YailnbiJi t.y, particularly to the Yery young, without neee~sita.ting 
the full use of our law enrorcenwl1t agencies who. in truth. have much 
more· pressing demanrls. Perhaps the citizens and legislators of Oregon 
lmd Alnslm. are showing us a realistic, hopeful way to go. 

T think w\ can apply this kind of reasoning to many otl1er types 
of drugs, deVIse new approaches, and he far better off than we are now. 
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Recently, at a high level scientific confer~nce held under the auspices 
of the National Academs of Sciences, a leading American biophal'll1a
cologist who is actively involwd in opiate research and in the treat
lUent of drug dependents posed the question that perhaps it was time 
we considered using, in very limited, carefully controlled ways, heroin 
itself in the treatment of mtractltule heroin dependents ,dlO appar
ently will not volunteer for the kinds of treatment now available. 

He did not propose that we institute the so-called British system 
of heroin maintenance, but rather that in a carefully controlled mannel'~ 
we use heroin to get intrachlble addicts into a treatmC'llt settin~:. hoping 
to add sufficient stl1bility to their Ii ,'es so that they could move on to· 
other t.ypes of treatment, and with the hope that they might even
tually be freed of their dependence on heroin. 

Under our current laws and regulations, such an expeJ'iment Ol~ 
suchan attempt is impossible. Aside from the serious logisti('al and 
technical obstacles to be encolmtere<1 with such an attempt at treat-
ment, it is worth considering and stUdying. . 

I Imow Iull well, however, that unless such an attC'mpt IS fully and 
persuasively explained, it will be misunderstood and, once misunder
stood, neyer attempted. 
If we can begin to focus our attention more on particular prob

lems aRsociat('d with drug taking and l('ss on tb(' drugs, if we can 
set realistic goalR, rather than create ex])('ctatiolls of utopian sueeess, 
then "'Ve will begin to make progress in this field. 

I would be reiniss in my appearance b(,Io1'e you if I did not emphasize 
some of the mo1'P hopeful and positin' trpuds in th(' field. 

At the Council we have recently writtpIl the Presid('nt to commend 
him and his aclministration, pal:ticularly the Strategy Coullril fOl~ 
Drug Ahuse PreYention, for the recent publiration OI tlw 1975 "Feel
('ral Strategy for Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking' Pr('vcntion,':' 
which waR sllumitted for the reror<1 this nl0rnin.o: by Dr. DuPont. 

At long last. we have a rea1istic, human, hopeful clocumput cominA"' 
from an official Federal boelv. It is not pedect, with notably the. law 
enforcement. sections succumbing to many of the temptations to over
state the value and promise of questionable. policies, but in general, it 
is far superior to preyious such reports, chiefly because its tone and per
spectivE' are so human, realistic, and understandable. It is an example 
of the injection of that much needed commonsense to which I earlier' 
referred. 

There is also much goocl that must be saicl about the. treatment of' 
certain drug users now available throughout the country as a direct re
sult. of the dollars and programs of thE' last few yE'ars. Such treat
ment, particularly for heroin. depend('nts, has undoubtedly proved a 
critical variable in lowering the demand for heroin, but more signifi
cantly, thousands of individuals now have hope. 

Tliis treatment, too, has not be('n an unqualiIied success-and fOl~ 
every heroin dependent who has sought treatment, at least two havr.: 
not-and many I predirt will never se('k it .. 

Pedlaps the most positive and hopeful development of all has been 
the demonstrable wariness of the. public to believe simplistic, oyer
blown slogans and statements about our wliming the war on drugs. 

When it was so loudly announced that "the corner had been turned 
.on heroin" and when that corner turned out at best to be only a seg-
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ment of a circle, the public seems correctly to have lift eel its collective 
eyebrow somewhat cynically. 

Drugs can elestroy individual lives, their indiscriminate use can 
disrupt society. But the only hope for dealing with that problem is to 
call upon what is best in lIS, not what is worst. ,Ve must guarel most 
fervently against OUl' fears, OUl' prejudices, our own lack of under
standing. ,Ve must constantly reexamine our assumptions. "Ye must 
separate real risks from imagined ones, and act to minimize potential 
harm from those that are rea'!. ,Ve must strive to make our society one 
so filleel with opportunities and hope, so exciting and so imbueel with 
promise, that the need, and desire, the urge-or whatever it is that 

.. drives millions of people to use them anel misuse them-for minel
altering drugsbecomes of no lasting importance. 

To harbor the thought that we can by our laws control human 
behavior in an area, so innately expressive of human complexity anel 
frailty is to pipe dreams for ollrseln's that inexorably lC'ad to disilln
sionmt'nt and to disastrous eifects on our fellow citizens ancl to onr 
sorial faI)l·ie. 

Thank yon, ]\J1'. Chairman. 
Senatoi" N"UNN. Thank you yt'J'Y mue11 , Dr. Bryant, for a very 

thought-pro,yoking statemt'nt. I haye several questions. 
On pages l3 and4 of your statement you make reIereneB to the man-

11P1' in whir11 authorities annOllllrt' the seizure of illicit narcotics. 
Do I interprt't yonr rt'lllarks correctly to mean that you are skep

tic'al about 80ml' of the claims whirh law enforcemt'nt aQ.'encies make 
ahont the impact of tl)('se seizUl'(,s on the- nal'cotic<; tl'afIid 

Dr. BnT.\XT. Thel'e was a grpat deal of discnssion ahout that this 
morning. ThaJ is the ronrt'l'l1 I am C'xprt'ssing. These statements are 
'tlhYaYs prt'st'utt'd in sort of an oVC'l'hlown fashIOn. 

So that I think the examp1t' nsed this morning, w1lt'n we say we have 
rontise'atpel f)OO kilograms oJ ht'1'Oin or f) kilograms of heroin, you 
('an downgl'f1<le t~lat by a faetor of about 10 in terms of the content 
of the artnal h(\),OIll ronfisratNl. 

Similarly, tl\t'I'(, is always tIl(' 11se, of tIl('. stret't Yalue, saying so many 
millions oJ (lollars' worth of the drug were confiscated. 

Thf's(>' art', whil(' tl)('v mal' he arr1l1'ate in a sense, are misleaeling, 
Tht'v mislrad ne;, the imhIic, I think, into believing that we realjy 
art' havinp: a had impart. If vou add up all the newspaper stories, we 
st't'med to have ronnsratNl 'more heroin that was grown or maele 
las!' veal'. I l'(,[l,lly think a lot of this is oyel'blown. 

Sr'natol' NDNN. Does yonI' Council make any eifort to dt'termine, 
makt' anv kind of t'valuation abont the eifectiYeness of various law 

. .:; r11 fOl're111ent ag:t'ncies. 
Dr. BnT:\NT. ,Vt' don't. monitor them, 1)('1' se. ,Vhat we do is monitor 

tht'm in tHInS of tlwir rolE' and tl)('. lal'Q.'t'l' srent', in te1'm<; o:f the bal
anred approach, bet.ween treatment, l'ehahHitation, and law enforce
ment. 

As T indiratNl W11t'11 I Q.'ot tIle bwita('ion from tIl<' rommittee we 
hlwe not. artnanv monitored tl)(' DEA or any o:r the dHrert'nt law en
:rO]'(·Nllt'·nt af'·t'n~it's, j)t'l' SC', in terms o:r how'tllt'v go. 

Tn t01'111S of tl1t' j)ro;C'rtion that we haw' l1nd(,l'wav aronnd t11e ronn
trv we inevitahlv rome into ront-art with hoth loral uQ.'ents and the 
efforts -at the local hwel. So, I think in fairness to us it can be saic1 
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we are fairly well informed about both the policies and the procedures' 
and t,hl'l implp.mentation of regulations on the part of these law en
forcement agencies. 

Senator NUNN. On page '7 of your statement you note that heroin 
use is spreading from urban centel'S to suburbs and smaller towns. 
I know that happens to be the case in my own State. 

'Why do you think this has occurred ~ 
Dr. BRYANT. \~Te are studying that now. We have done this in COll-

cert with the Special Action Olflce for Drug Abuse Prevention. "tVhat 
we seem to haye working is something analogous to the infusion theory 
whereby some new product will come on the market in an urban centei· 
where it is widely advertised and 'widely used and it diffuses out to, 
the rest of America. 

I would hasten to add to keep things in perspective, I think the 
primary heroin problem in this country is still in the cities. That is 
where the numbers are. That is where the real problem is. 

However, we have evidence that, I think, will withstand almost 
any kind of scrutiny that shows that in smaller cities and indeed in 
the larger towns of America, heroin is now available and can be found 
by people who want it. This is a trend that has been going on for the 
past 2 or 3 years over the country. 

Senator NUNN. Do you agree with the theory that when supply de
creases and purity levels decline and prices go up, heroin use de
clines also? 

Dr. BRYANT. I wonld say that it certainly does, Renat.or, under c(lr
tain circnmstnncps. There is no denying that with the jnterruption
of the Turkish, the flow of Turkish opium through the French eon
n(lction that heroin was for a period of time scarce on ,the streets 
of New York, that was fonowed by or at least accompanied by an 
incr(lase in fr0qnent enrollment in treatment programs in New York. 
It was a transient thing. 

It only last0d a Y(lar or less at most. So that when heroin became 
availahle from another source, th('n this transient improvement, if 
you can it-it was an improvement-was transient. It proved to be 
just that. 

So that it is commonsense that if you can interdict the supply for 
any citv or any given area of the city, heroin actually will not be able 
to get there. 

Th('. point I keep trying to make is we don't seem to be able to 
make that happen with any lasting sort of way. 

Renator NTTNN. Ar(\ anv other nations in the worlel experiencinp: as 
sel'ere a prohlem as the.> United States ~ Do you have any analysis of 
how onr problem here compare.>s with ot11ers ~ ..... 

Dr. BRYAN'!'. Yes. They are differe.>nt. P(lople from differe.>nt cultUl'(lS 
and from c1iffere.>nt countries have different-have different ways of 
handlin.<r drucrs. Thevhave almost a different philosophy for handling 
drugs. It is all over the map. 

There n.re conntries thnt have se.>l'iom; disrnpting problems with 
certain kinds of drugs. Particularly one that comes to mind is the' 
country of Rweden which has really had a devastating epidemic, if yon 
can use that wOl'd-I like to use it in qnotes becaufl(' I clon1t think it 
is entirely applicable with heroin-but a very bad scene with am-· 
phetamines in Sweden. 
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The same was true in Japan at some point in the past. There are 
rlUnors now-I I=lon't have any way of substantiating them-that drug 
use is indeed, including heroin, is on the rise in anumbel' of IV-estern 
European countries, which was not the case a few years ago. 

Senator NUNN. How about England in their experiment with heroin. 
I suppose it could be legalization to a certain degree, lUlder medical 
control~ 
D~. BR~ANT. It is referred to as the British system, the British 

herom mamtenance system. About the only thing really accurate about 
that is the tenn "British." It is really not a syst0m. It is sort of an 
approach. ·While they did begin to provide heroin initially in 1D68-
let me give you a nutshell description of what happened . 

Heroin has traditionally been treated diifel'entlv in England than 
it has been in this country, particularly in this cOllntry since the pas
sage of the Harrison Narcotic Act. So the physician iIiEnglau(l could 
prescribe heroin to addicts as treatment for their addiction. This got 
out of hand in the sixties. 

It got out of hand in a way that a few unscrupulous physicians 
seemed to be profiting from their ability to write prescriptions for 
heroin. In fact, they ,verc writing double 'prcs('riptiollS and more than 
that. Heroin beg~n to appeal' in the streets in London in particular, 
as a black-market Item. 

Prior to that time there had been no black-market system in England 
for the distribution of heroin. This went on for a fev>, veal's. 

The British Government reacted with, I think, a(lmil'able common 
sense and moyed to create what has bl?en termed the British lleroin 
maintenance system whereby they set up a s('ri0s of feclemlly operated 
clinics manned by health personnel to provide heroin as it began. 

The dependence of the drug c1ependl'nts has shi:ftec1 OV0r the years 
to that now sinre 1968 most of those people who are maintained on 
c1rugs at the British expense and get their chugs in treatment thl'oW:;h 
the British health system, more of thpm are now on methadone, the 
drug we usc here, than arc on heroin. But at }(l[tst it began with heroin. 

There are several things that should be said to put it in perspective. 
The British have never had the black market problem we· have had. 
Thev never had the crime associated with the heroin addiction that 
we Ii ave had. Perhaps most significantly, they never had th~ ~umbers 
problems that we had. I forget the exact number now. But It IS some
thing like 3,000 addicts or less, 3,000 heroin dependents or less in all of 
England. 

This is a number that you can deal with in a sense. You can have 
a series of 15 or 20 clinics and you get people who will go to them. 

It has, in 0111' opinion, the Drug Abuse Council, we have studied it 
fairly, I think, closely, in terms of the goals that the British had, it has 
worlred. There is stHl no crime associated with heroin addiction, there 
is still no appreciable black market. Every now and then there are 
stories about that. 

That is a c1iffcn'cnt question, it seems to me, from saying whether it 
will work in this country. I think there are a lot of other varifLbl('s 
here. After all, England is a tight, little island. Their methods of con
trol there in terms of influx for the black market we don't seem to 
have. 
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But I think it has worked in te:rms of what the British wanted to 
accomplish. There are lots or problems with it, also. 

Senator NUNN. Our staff has some evidence that Mexican heroin 
is becoming at least acceptable, if not preferahle to other sources, for 
many heroin users in this country. Is this consistent with your findings ~ 

Dr. BnYAN~'. I might use different tl'l'111inology. I don't know it is 
necessarily preferable to the indiyiduals dependent. It is available to 
the incliyidual d(\pendent. That is what he uses. ,Ve don~t have any 
information about qualitative differences as such other than the fact 
that if it is mOl'e plll'l', the. higher the purity, the better the product, the 
grl'att'l" the demand there will be for it. 

This has really bern a real switch. Up until 2 or 3 years ago the 
amount of hr]'oi11 that Ims coming into this country fro111 ~Iexico anel 
from .south .\..merica through .Mexico was rl'nJly not that big a chunk. 

The point is, and people say ,ve should build a wall of agl'uts be-
tween us ancl ~r[rxico. I have a feeling thl'n we will next year gather ., 
togptll('r and say the heroin is now coming from somewhl're clsl'. 

It seems to be prl'fl'rable to the addicts. The answer will be the 
S[l.IlH' again. It "'il11Je because it is ayailable. 

SplUttor XFNX. On pnp;C' 10 antI 11 of yonI' state111rnt, Dr Bryant, 
yon lllention the ayailability of heroin is sHch that, "an nrmy of n[l,1'
cotics agrnts is unlikely to 1Irc\"('nt the addirt from getting his fix." 

,Ye tnlkrd about the bonIer pro1>1r111, too. Can we draw any coneln
sions from this about thc allocation of law enrorCC'I11r.llt agents to SC'lTC 
areas? If we took th(,111 off tll(' st1'e('t to some ext('nt and' concentratr.d 
mol': on tIl(' hOl'dl'r or thr oi11l'l' W:1:'-' al'oulHl, can yon maIm any gl'n
eralIzations lUlc1 obsC'l'Yations about the nse of law enforc(>ment agents, 
wlwt.hrl' we are wasting th(' efYertin'ness ~ 

Dr. BR¥AxT. ,Yhat I wonld sav, Renator, is I think it is a sticky 
wicl;:rt alW way YOU cut jt. ,Yea 11 talk sort of like. we nr.ed to concCI1-
tratl' on till' Il1g11rl' ups. The chart this morning was very graphic in 
that. S(,11sr. I hnwn~t found anybody that kno'W's how to concentrate. 
on thr. higher ups. 

1\1o:->t of these peo])le nre, really isolaterl riml protecteel, and well p1'o
trrtrd. It is wry difficult to get to them. On thr. other hand, we pointed 
out so ('asily this mornin.g, tIll' easiest place to show a. good record is to 
p;~,t on th(', streets nnd ]1i('k 111) fI, lot of n~C'l'S and p11shers that are users 
and ~mprorting their habit. Thr. nnmbers look terrific. You could say I 
a.l"l"('st{'(1100 p~on]r, this morning ancl eVl'ryboc1y gets a star. '" 

I rlon't. t.hink that. is 1Hwing ni.lwh impact nt all on the heroin distri-
bution system in this connti'Y. ThC'se are by far the easiest replaced 
links in the whole distribution system. 

I am dubious that, as I saic1 in the. testimony, of putting an army of 
narcotic agents, whatever they are, fr0111 th(': Customs Burean or'the 
DEA or FBI. or wIloC'nr, at the bord('r, is really going to have-we are 
going to he sa6sfied that that works. ' 

I jm;t think, I really tIl ink, the. point I trjl'd to make in my tC'stimony, 
it is t.ime, :Eor us to bC'gin to set some rl'a1i~tic limits as to what we expect 
a,ny of these agenries to be ah1r to do for us. 

I clon't think they can solv(' our problem for 11S. I don't think they 
can do it inlVfexico at the border, on the streets of Chi.cago. 

Renator NUNN. LC't's assume there w<'re a 1('galization 0:[ mal'i11l1ana. 
Does that change the equation any ~ Does th~at mean we wiIl have a 
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massive munbel' of law enforcement offici2Js at the State, local
i 

and 
Federal level available-I don't want to use the word "hard" (rugs 
because we have already talked about that-but ill the other areas of 
drugs other than marihuana ~ . 

Dr. BRYANT. Some work is lmder-way now in the Str.tes like Oregon. 
",Ye are staying in Oregon and will in Alaska and il~ Califol'nia. 
Exactly when you move to treat the marihuana differently, depenalize 
it, legalize it, or whatever, does that indeed free up law enforcement 
resources~ 

Oregon, after a year, it certainly seems to free up court time and 
certainly seems to free up a lot of local policemen's time. 

That is what again has come through from our studies. So I think 
you could mnke a caSe if you did something like decriminalize mari
huana that you could begin to free up law enforcement resources to 
t;;oncentrat~ on other things. 

;. Unfortunately, as you lmow, the demands on particularly local juris-
dictions for law enforcement are numerous in addition to drugs. So 
that to free up a chunk of time is almost instantly eaten up by some
thing else. 

So you will never get a one on one kind of thing, free you up for 
marihuana, therefore, you go concentrate on heroin. 

But it sebIDS to me It would be realistic to expect some benefit flow, 
and that is another point I am trying to make, is 1 think we need to 
concentrate where the real problems are. 

To concentrate on the problem associated with, say, the hard drugs, 
like narcotics, like heroin, for instance, I think will in the long run be 
more beneficial to society than continuing to try to do everything, con
tinuing to try to keep all drugs out lmder all circumstances. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bryant, for that excel
lent testimony. ""Ve appreciate your coop~ration and look f01'ward to 
continuing to working with you. 

Our next witness is Dr. Vernon D. Patch, director, Oity of Boston 
Drug Treatment Program, associate professor of psychiatry, Harvard 
Medical Schoo 1. 

",Ve are delighted to have you today. I suppose we can swear you 
in, too. 

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to ~ive shall 
be the truth, the whole truth, anclnothing but the truth, so 11elp you 
God~ 

Dr. PATCH. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF VERNON D. PATOH, M.D., DIREOTOR, CITY OF BOS· 
0'" TON DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM, AND ASSOOIATE PROFESSOR 

OF PSYOHIATRY, HARVARD MEDICAL SOHOOL 

Senator NUNN. Go ahead and proceed with your statement. We wilJ 
have questions later. 

Dr. PATCH. Thank vou. 
Mr. Chairman, in Yankee New England parlance, someone i1+ the 

field of drug abuse has not been minding the barn. Mr. Chairman, men, 
persons involved in drug treatment across the United Statp.3 refer to 
anI' nation(l.l strategy for drug abuse as our national tragedy: some
thing is seriously wrong. 

54-956-75-7 
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Our national strategy for 1975 was made public in the summer of 
1975. Something is wrong again. 

:Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I represent drug 
t.reatment program directors from. six major cities in the United States; 
Atlanta, Bn,ltimore, Boston, Chicago, N ew York and Philadelphia. 

Our cities spend 30 percent of all Federal drug treatment dollars in 
the United States ancl our cities contain an estimated 55 percent of 
all heroin addicts in the country. I bring you today some facts and 
some questions. I do not expect to find answers to my questions today, 
but I do expect that this subcommittee will provide answers to my 
questions today, but I do expect that this subcommittee will provide 
answers to illy questions before your work is done. 

:My present testimony supplements my statement before the Senate 
Subcommittee on AJcoholism and Narcotics on :March 25, 1975. As at 
that time, I remind you that my appearance here is not without some 
hazard. 

Federal flmding agencies and Federal regulatory agencies need not 
be favorably disposed toward those who are publicly critical of their 
efforts. As a recipient OT Federal funds for drug treatment and as a 
drug program direct.or subject to inspection by the Drug Enforcement 
Adrrtinistration, I now take the risk to which I have referred. 

My next point concerns the quality of heroin. 'I'o avoid misundpr
standing in this presentation, I want you to know that 1leroin is a pure 
chemical, diacetvlmorphine, and that 10 mg. of heroin is the same, 
whether it originares in :Mexico, Turkey, or the Golden Triangle. 
:Mexican heroin is no more and no less dangerous than Turkish heroin. 

-When we refer to the quality of heroin, we refer to the extent of 
refinement of heroin and to the extent to which heroin is diluted for 
street sale with other substances such as quinine or milk sugar. A spoon 
or a bag of high-qualit~T :Mexican heroin is as addicting and as poten
tiaBy lethal as high-quality heroin from any other source. 

Next., I want. you to know t1lat one of the few undisputed facts in th£' 
field of drug abuse today is the reality that drug abuse is highly corre
lated with the availahility of supply. If there is no opiate available, we 
cannot have opiate arlcliction. 

Realists in this field recognize that it is unlikely that the supply of 
megal drugs will ever be completely intercepted. ",Ve do, however, 
recognize that e.ffective Jaw enforcement efforts can decrease the 
quality and availability of illegal chugs as hal)pened in 1972 with 
heroin. 

Drug treatment is rut p.xception(111~r demanding, difficnlt and at times, 
dangerous occupa~ion. EffectivE', diminution of the quality and supply 
of drugs of abuse ]s a goal which I and my coJlcagnes vigorously sup- ,. 
port. Our work will then be easier, we will have fewer patients, ancl 
some OT us will gladly retu1'l1 to the original clirt'etion of our careers in 
llwc1icine. 

Across the Fnitecl Statt's tht're. t'xists a drng surveillance network 
largely ignol'ec1, I think, numhering 200,000 pm'80ns. This network is 
comprised of old and new patients in local, State and federally funded 
drng treatment l)l'ograms. 

The communications from this surveillance network to treatment 
personnel, highlv confidential and protected by Federal regulations, 
provide day-to-clay street information on what is happening on the 
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local drug scene. This source permitted me to identify VaUum's abuse 
potential as a street drug more than 2 years ago and to report its dan
gel's in the New England Journal of Medicine. This source told me 
of the existence of brown heroin in Boston and of its rapid spread 
throughout Boston as early as August of 1073, a full year before 
DEA or NIDA or SAODAP referred publicly to the problem. 
During that intervening year, brown MeA-ican heroin became the 
major heroin supply for the entire United States. The same source 
has me now on the alert for other reports of a potential new llazard in 
Boston, for I haye been told three times within the wpek of the exit,t
ence of powdered, illegally synthesized methadone now available 1n 
0UI' city . 

Gentlemen, we ignore the surveillance network to which I have 
referred at our own peril. Treatment program personnel work on 
the front lines with addicts every clay of the year in this COlll1try and 
can immediately foreshadow new trends in drug abuse and shifting 
patterns of supply. The counsel of treatment program personnel 'was 
ignored in 1973 and we h!1ve oUl'selYes in greater difficulty today as 
a consequence. 

Let me tell you more of what these treatment people would have you 
hear today about the current drug problems in our cities: 

The f!1cts: From New York Oity. Dr. Bernard Bihari, assist!1nt 
commissioner for !1ddiction programs and Steven Karten, his deputy 
assistant commissioner tell us that "New York Oity alone now has a 
large pool of untreated narcotics addicts numbering 70,000 persons~' 
and they speak to us of "the need to deal with the growing prevalence 
of multiple substance abw"c." 

"Treatment facilities for multiple substance abusers are either nOll
existent or 'woefully lacking in the area of New York Oity." 

Again from New York City, Dr. Panl Cushman, assistant. profes
sor of medicine at Columbia University and director of St. Lukes Hos
pital drug program tells llS "that the quantity of heroin available in 
N ew York Oity is ablmdant," adding "that the concentration of heroin 
per unit has risen sharply." He tells us that "one-third to one-half of 
all active, unjailed, narcotic addicts are not being reached at present 
by rurl'ent treatment j!acilities in the city." 

He adds that potential patients in the city are deterred from seek
ing treatment because there are no local trC'atment facilities available 
where the potential patients are" and that the 'West Side of Manhat
hm "has a very sparse number of clinies and a heavy unmct elemand 
for care." 

From Baltimore, Mel., Dr. Burt D'Lugoff, director of the, Baltimore 
City Hospital drug program, tells us thnJ: "Drug overdose deaths 
al'e now increasing, that brown heroin is available in the, city but does 
not yet predominate over white heroin, and that the volume, of new 
addicts with short addiction 11istories of only 1 year's duration is 
high." 

From Philadelphia, Dr .• Tacob Schut, assistant proj!essoI' of clinical 
psychiatry at the University of Pennsylvania and director or drug 
abuse programs for ""Vest Philac1e,lphia. tells us that: "The figUl'es 
a1'ailable during the last G months clearly indicate that heroin is easily 
obtaincd in the streets of the city and that brown heroin is plentiful 
and allegedly of a higher concentration." 
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Additionally, he tells us that he "estimated number or youth and 
adults using barbiturates and amphetamines is increasing because 
of easy availability." 

From Atlanta, Dr. William 'Yieland. until last week cljrector of 
Drng Abuse Services for the State of Georgia, tens us that: "Local 
litW enforcement officals report that the quality of local heroin has im
proyed," and he adds that: "There has been an ]ncrease in admissions 
to local drn~' treatment programs." 

From Chicago, Dr. Edward Senay. director of the Illinois drug 
abuse program and professor of psychiatry at the Univel;'sity of Oh.i
cago, teIls us that: "Heroin deaths are now at an alltIme high III 

Chicago." . !' 

He adds that: "Treatment for polydrng users is practically non
existent,': and that: ~'There is a growing experimentation with 'n variety 
of dangerons drugs 111 the age range of 8 to 15." 

A,gain from New York, Dr. Mitchell Rosenthal, president of Phoenix 
House Foundation, Msgr. ,Villiam O'Brien, president of Day top \Til
lage. Inc .. and Dr. Judianne Densen-Gerber, president or Odyssey 
Institute, three national leaders in the seH-help therapeutic com
munity mOYement, have this to say: "Drug 'abuse is more prevalent 
today'than it ever has been. The 'greatest increase in drug use has 
occurred among youngsters 8 to 14. and the fastest growing group 
of young drug abusers are not dependent upon some single substance 
like heroin. They are polydrllg abusers, who nse a wide variety of 
pSYf'hoactiYe substances. often with permanent detrhnental effect." 

Next, from Boston, a recently completed survey of drug use in public 
schools in grades 9 through 12 has shown a 15-percent increase in use 
of dnw:s other than alcohol in contrast with a similar J 9'72 snrvey. 

IVe haye demonstrated an increasing incidence of heroin addiction 
in 1974, and we have demonstrated that three out of every four crim
inal heroin addicts in our city prison are strangers to the city's drug 
treatment program. 

,Ve have, seell long treatment waiting lists return to the city after 
it y('ar's absence. 1Ve hav(' s('en bro'wn :Mexican heroin in our city 
foi· 21 months, and we haye 11('ard our new patients teU us that their 
]1PrOhl use has been "some white, ROme brown, mostly all brO'Yll." 
Finally, we have seen the quality of loeal heroin rise tenfold from 
3 percent in 1972 to 30 percent of tIle DEA quality hnst in 1975. 

Tn 1972. the U.R. Dppartmput of ,Tustice, Drng Enforcement Ad
ministration, developed an expenSiY8 dnw abusp, warning' network 
for the United States known as DA ,YR. Dr. DuPont referred to it 
this morning. 

Dt:ilizing nn elaborate reporting system, this early wfl.rning network ..,.. 
rrathprpcl information from throll.Q'110ut the fJinited States on drng 
abuse eliisoc1es app('aring in general hO"lpital emergmcy wards, crisis 
e('ntprs. and in the mC'dical examiners' office or morgue. 

An J 3 DEA regions of the United Statps were rC'nresentec1 in this 
n('twork which inelnded 320 l'pDol'ting units located in 38 standard 
metronolitan statistical aT'('as. D111'inp' an 8-month period from Sep
tember HI'72 through April of J 97R. 02,000 (1rug abnse episodes were 
l'enol'terl in this svstpm, mnIW of whieh involv('cl multiple drug Uffi. 

Tn Nfl'. Bartels' fOl'Pward to the ,Tllstirp Denarrmpnt's report or 
this first 8-month warning network study, Mr. ,Tohn Bartels. Ac1minis-
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tratOl' of DEA,said that the system was to be used "as a barometer 
to ~ssist. ~ll or the officials cO:t;-cel'llcd with the problem of drug abuse 
to IdentIfy the parameters of the drug abuse phenomenonY , 
. Dur~ng the ~-month l?eri?d of 62,000 .drug ~bllse el~isodesi. episodes 
III \TOlvIllg herom were SIX tUlles greater than for cocl1me; drug abuse 
deaths associated with heroin ,yere 2~( tinH.'s greater than for cocaine. 

In comparing the last 3 months of the period with the fil'st 3 months, 
heroin drug abuse episodes decl'easecl by 7.5 percent, signaling the 
downturn in the heroin problem as announced by President Nixon 
6 months earlier. To be quite honest, cocaine overdose episodes in
creased. by 20 percent over that same period of ti.Jne, the same 
comparIson. 

In' an expansion of the drug abuse wal'lling network for 1078 and 
1074, 1,304 reporting lUlits were involved, representing a fourfold 
increase in the reporting system. Coyering a 0-111on(;h period from 
.Tuly 1073 through March of 1074, tIllS system reported 116~000 drug 
abuse episodes, many of which again involyed multiple drug nse. 

Senator NUNN. So many times I have read about crime statistic~ 
and in general nondrug statistics, that the reporting of crim0s goes 
up in the direct proportion to the intelligence sYfltem of reporting. 

Do you think we are getting some of that syndrome here, or are 
we getting a better system of reporting? Therefore, are we getting more 
re]10rts, 01' have you got this factored out? 

Dr. PATCH. It is factored out at least. by DEi\... as a repol't. They 
teflted the system, and the early months of r'eporting werenot inrlndecl 
in this elata. 1Ye are not involved in that, to the best of my knowledge. 

Covering this second study period, 9 months, Jnly 1973 throngh 
l\Iarch of'1974, 116,000 drng:almse episodes, many of them involving 
drnQ,' use. Drug abuse episodes during this period involving heroin was 
still six times gTeater (5.7) than for cocaine, and DEA's r0port for this 
period did not even count cocaine-associated drug deaths, while count
ing nearly 700 heroin-morphine deaths. 

In comparing the last 3 months of this ]Jeriod: .Tanuary, Febrnary, 
and March of 1974, with the first 3 months of the period (.Tul~\ AUgllflt, 
and September of 1(73), heroin drug abuse episodes illereased by 16.5 
percent for all reporting facilit,ies across the N" ation. 

The downward trend of heroin drug abuse episodes noted for early 
1073 was completel:v and suhstantially reverflPCl by early 197"L This 
data belongeel to DEA, SAODAP, and to the country. DEA kept the 
data, and the heroin problem grew worse in the United States. 

Of some interest, for the saine period, the same comparison for hos
pital emergency room drug abuse admissions showed an IS-percent 
increase in heroin clrug abuse episodes by early 1074, in contrast to a 
14-percent decrease in cocaine drug abuse episodes. 

During J annary, February, and March of 197~t., heroin was involved 
in drug abuse admissions to hospital emergency wards more than 10 
times as often as cocaine. . 

The message is clear. Heroin was contributing to morbidity flub
stantially in excess of cocaine throughout an of the. warning networks 
history. Heroin was an increasing problpm by early 1974 and cocaine 
was a decreasing problem. 

Treatment program persOlU1el knew in early 1974: that the hr1'oin 
problem was increasing. In Boston we had developed waiting lists for 



heroin addicts seeking treatment as early as February of 1974; we 
knew that Justice Department's DEA was making an open secret of 
its new emphasis on cocaine smuggling. 

lVe were alarmed in March of 1974 when the Director of SAOD.AP 
-and NIDA told the First National Drug Abuse Conference in Chicago 
of the Nation's coming austerity in drug abuse treatment funds. 

My own cynicism came to the surface by April of 1974 when I spoke 
these words at the .American Psychiatric Association meetings in May 
of that year: 

Somehow, in the microcosm of the heroin addiction problem, the shell game of 
politics with people seemed revealed. Throw money at a problem, but don't 
study it. • 

Say that the victory is won when it isn"t. SOOtll the dissidents with patronage. 
Give the problem back to the States with revenue sharing. ~Iake cocaine the new 
public enemy, Shift the priority toa new area und pray the voters won't catch up 
with you. 

Four months later in Boston in August of 1974 when om treatment 
program had 50 percent as many heroin addicts waiting for treatment 
as we had in treatment; when brown heroin on the streets of the city 
was 10 times higher in quality than street heroin in 1972; when the 
National Institute of Drug Abuse was cutting drug treatment budgets 
in the Boston area by a million dollars; ,yhen regional DEA officials 
were saying publicly that there was no upsurge in the heroin prob
lem.; then, gentlemen, I read in Boston and ViTashingtoll, D.C. news
papers articles liberally sprinkled with references and quotations from 
DEA offici'als, articles headlined "Cocaine 1\0. 1 Drug Problem in 
United States." 

One month later the consortium of large city drug treatment pro
gmm directors, for which I now speak, formed and resolved its deter
mination to do our best to reverse the Nation's mistaken idea that drug 
abuse and heroin addiction had disappeared arolUld 'any corner. 

That same month, September of 1974, I saw the first mention by any 
media of the new heroin problem (by then 12 months old for us in 
Boston). In a Boston Globe article by Congressman Oharles Rangel 
he stated: 

A recent internal memorandum prepared for Drug Enforcement Administra
tion (DEA) use, found that "while a white heroin shortage may still exist, the 
increase in brown heroin seems to have at least partially filled the void in most 
areas of the country." 

One month later, in October of 1974, the DirectJl' of SAODAP 'and 
NIDA suggestecl in congressional testimony that the herohl epiclemic 
seC'mecl to be spreading to small towns ancl he inclicatecl that the heroin 
problC'In was perhaps resurging. 

Five months later, in :March 1975, he coulcl tell the U.S. Senate Sub
committee on Alcoholism and N arcotlcs of a "marked incrC'ase in 
:'I:[exican brown heroin in the Unitecl StatC's" and he included in his 
statement a DEA estimate that "at least GO percC'nt of: their curl'ent 
heroin seizures were of 'Mexican heroin." The questions: 

Gentlemen, I h011e that this history which I have just given to yon 
is as disconcerting'to you as it has been to me and mycone!l,~:nps: I 
ask yon to observe whitt. anrwars to have been hlinrlness, studIed m
c1ifl'e.rence, benign nen:lect, inC'omnetencC' or, Wdrse ypt" gross nep'lect. 

I ask 1'011, ,,,110 makes the decision to focus In,w enforcmnent pffrn'i"s 
on one drng ratller than anothed I ask you, does the Attorney Gen-
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eral focus on cocaine and permit, by oversight, the influx of Mexican 
heroin to the United States in preponderance of supply? 

Does the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare ever talk 
to the Justice Department about drug enforcement priorities? I ask 
you, does the Attorney General ever talk to the Secretary of State 
about our relationship with Mexico and the impact of Mexican heroin 
in the United States? , 

And finally, I ask you, who decides what the budget will be for the 
National Institute of Drug Abuse and who decided that the budget for 
fiscal year 1976 should 'be $100 million less than the Director requested? 
OMB? HE1V? Justice? 

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, .A.merica's effort early 
in this decade to combat drub abuse '.vas unparalleled. A massive ef
fort to treat and rehabilitate drug abusers and addicts created a na
tional system for drug treatment, The job was started. The task, 
not completed. Austerity and oversight now threaten drug treatment 
as programs are defunded or dismantled while patients wait for treat
ment and the drug problem expands. The supply of drugs such as 
heroin increases, and America's activism and deep concern over the 
problem of widespread drug abuse and addiction in youth seems to 
have been effectively converted into gentle sleeping boredom. 

Gentlemen, I 'have tried to give you a barn door. If there is a 
smaller or better target, I urge that you find it as this investigation 
continues. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. That was excellent testi
mony and I think it raises some very good questions for this commit
tee's consideration, really for the whole Government's consideration. 

I believe you were here when the previous witness, Dr. Bryant, 
testified? 

Dr. PATe-IT. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN'. From your testimony I would not gather the de

gree of pessimism regarding the possibility of curbing supply that 
perhaps we got from Dr. Bryant. Is that a false impression? 

Dr. PATcn. In 1972, in early 1973, it was working. The quality of 
heroin was drastically down. Our treatment programs were operating 
at 80 percent of capacity. Then as the new supplies started and I re
member vividly it was the last week in August of 1973, a patient came 
in with great animation talking about the new brown stuff. 

He said, "Doc, it is so good," he said, "it dissolves in the cooker 
without any heat, in cold water." vVithin 2 days that substance was 
in another part of the eity. In a matter of 3 or 4: weeks it was all over 
th~ city. Our patients regularly were reporting the new brown stuff. 
It IS pretty much all they talk about, now. 

Senator NUNX. Are you saying an effectiye national program with 
competent direction from the Federal level and working with State 
and local levels conld indeed curb supply on a continuing basis ~ 

Dr. PATcn. I believe that. I assn me that it was not just luck that ~mp
plies were decreased in late 1972 and early 1973. I assume there was a 
measnre of competence and effective action taken at that time. 

Senator NUNN. So what you are sa.ying is tllat there has been a 
severe erosion in the efforts at the Federal level ~ 

Dr. PNrolI. I believe myself, and I hl1ve taJked with a number of 
DEA agents over the past year, I believe that DEA was resting on its 



laurels. I believe that they shifted tp cocaine after the President an
nounced that a victory of sorts 'had been won aJld I think they paid 
less attention. Dr. DuPont, I have seen the graphs in his office, show
ing the infl.u~ of brown Mexican heroin in the United States starting 
in 1972, sort of a J:ed colored surge into the United States from the 
Uexican border. 

A year later is was reaching up toward Chicago, through 1974 it 
covered almost the entire United States. 

This, I saw, 2 weeks before he had his congressional testimony last 
October. That has been around Ior some time. 

Senator NUNN. Are you suggesting more border activity and less 
street activity or more street activity? Do you have any feeling about • 
whether enforcement should be concentrated? 

Dr. PATCH. I am not an expert in law enforcement. I know when the 
supply is limited, fewer people will have trouble with dl:Ug abuse. 
Fe\ver of our patients are going to die. I would be quite happy if the 
substance, the supply of the substance was in fact decreased. I would be 
much happier if that happened. 

Senator NUNN. ,iVhat is your view on decriminalization of mari
huana and how it fits into this picture? 

Dr. PNI.'CII. I don't know that the closeness of my relationship with 
some of my colleagues would be improved by this statement, but it 
seems to me quite honestly that we talk about legalizing beer and we 
haven't discovered alcohol. 

A lot of people have had experience with marihuana. I don't think 
nearly as many people have had experience with THO with the high 
concentration cannabis. A lot of high school students drink beer and 
not too many of them ell'ink lOO-proof alcohol. 

I suspect as we move to\vard legalizing the substance like marihuana 
it will be a short stepbei'ore the other THC containing substances are 
more widely available and I think it would be a tragedy if we leamed 
at that point in time what the real casualties might be of widespread 
use of high concentration THO. 

Senator NUNN. THO? 
Dr. PATcn. That is the active ingredient in marihuana. 
Senator NUNN. So you are saying, if I understand you correctly, 

that you do not advocate decriminalization of marihuana ~ 
Dr. PA1.'CH. Not at the present time. There are so many things we 

don't know in drug abuse and drug treatment that affect some sub
stances. liVe haven't taken the human subjects into laboratories and 
loaded them up with maximum doses of THC. "Ye don'·t know what 
the effect on the brain will be. If the substance is widely available, 
patients will do that and we will learn the effects that way. ,. 

Senator N UNN. In other words, you feel that there has been It let
down at the Federal level in intensity of effort and that this has caused 
01' helped 01' at least not prevented an increase. in the problem of heroin 
and other so-called hard drugs in the last 1112 to 2 years? 

Dr. PATCH. I think there is no question. I think that runs right 
across the board in terms of enforcement, paying attention to Mexican 
hCll'oin, in terms of the Federal Govel'llmenes voice being muted. 

People weren't talking abollt this until long after the fact that the 
substance had covered the entIre United States. 

Senator NUN1'f. Obviously the Federal Government is not coordinat
ing very well with you and yOUI' group then. You had the information 
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well in advance of the Federal Government. Have you talked to people 
in DEA and other places? 

Dr. PATOH. Yes, indeed. 
Senator NUNN. Have you talked to people in high levels, or are 

they just closing their minds? vVn.at is the problem here; is it a com
munication problem or a political problem, or what? 

Dr. PATOR. I hesitate to say for sme. I can speculate I am sme 
politics played some part. \iVhen the President announces a fait ac
compli, it must be very difficult for a subordinate administration to 
introduce evidence publicly that would be a disclaimer. It must be 
very difficult. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Dr. Patch. This has been 
excellent testimony. vv11at I am impressecl with so much is you really 
have provided us with the nonstatistical data-we get plenty of statis
tics-but yours comes right from the gl'assroots level. vVe appreciate 
your being here. 

Dr. PATOH. Thank you. 
Senator NUNN. Our next witness is Victor L. Lowe, Director, Gen

eral Government Division, General Accounting Office. 
Mr. Lowe, are the other witnesses going to testify.? 
Mr. LOWE. I have two men with me here: Mr. Stanton and Mr. 

Arnold Jones. . 
Senator NUNN. ,Yhy don't all of you hold up your hands. 
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give will be the 

truth, 'the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ~ 
MI'. IJOWE. I do. 
}\fl'. S'rANToN. I do. 
Mr. JONES. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF VICTOR L, LOWE, DIRECTOR, GENERAL GOVERN
MENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED 
BY ARNOLD JONES AND DANIEL STANTON 

Senator NUNN. ,Vhy don't we proceecl with your statement, Ml.'. 
LO"'e? 

1\11'. LOWE. Mr. Chairman, if I could introduce my colleagnes here, 
Mr. Stanton on my left is in chm'ge of all of our work in the Depart
ment of Justice and several other places; Mr. Arnold Jones is in 
charge of OUI' small staff that we have assigned to the Drug Enforce-
ment Agency. . 

Mr. Chairman, we are here today at your request to discuss certain 
issues related to Federal drug law enforcement. Our comments are 
basNl on the work clone in recent years to develop several reports that 
we issl1('c1 to the Oongress and on work that we now have in process. 

As you know, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) of 
the Department of .Tustice is the investigative, intelligence gathering, 
Jaw C'n:forcemC'ut, and regulatory agency i'esponsible for suppression of 
micit traffic hl narcotics anel dangerous drug-s. In fiscal year 1975, 
DE~\' 11u,<1 a $135 million budget and over 2,000 specin.1 agents. 

Other Fec1C'ral agencies with major roles in elrug control include 
the De.partmellt of State, the U.S. Oustoms Servtce of the Depart
l11C'nt o'r the Tl'easnry, and the Immigration tmel N atmalization Serv
ice of the Department of .Justice. 
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HEOHGANIZATIOX PLAN XO. 2 >OF 1!l 73 

DEA ,vas established by Reorganizat.ion Plan No. 2. of 197:3. The 
plan was developed bec.atlse of recognition that the fragmentation of 
Federal drug law enforcement among various agC'ucies had resulted in 
"serious operational and organizational shortcomings. ~~ In announcing 
the plan, the President called for "creation of a single, comprehensive', 
Federal 'agency within the Department of Justice to len,d the war 
against illicit drug tmffic." 

In a 1972 l'eport,l we discussed interagency conflicts between Cus
toms and the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD), tt 
predecessor agency of DEA. These conflicts arose oyer the question of 
jurisdiction over the control of narcotics smuggling. In that report, we 
discussec1 the problems that arose on drug cases between Customs and 
BNDD and pointed out an illustrative case which was llllsuccessful be
cause of lack of cooperation. 'The digest to that report and certain other 
reports mentioned in our statement are attached. (Attachments 1 
through G.) 

Implementation of the plan has not ende'd intcl'age,ncy conflicts. 13('
cause of overlapping jurisdictions, there have hep11 problems hetlycen 
the TI'easury Customs Patrol and the ,T ustiee Border Patrol, par
ticular lyalong the Southwest border of the United Stat(>s. Efforts ha vc 
l)(>en taken to resolve the problems. For cxampl(>, in April 1975 the 
Commissioners ()f Customs and Immigrationanc1 Naturalization signed 
a memorandum of understanding to emphasize and clarify the need 
for cooperation bet:ween the two services. lYe are continuing to examine 
into aspects of the reorganiztttion plan ll,.'l r(>questec1 by the'Subcol1l
mittec', and v,'ill provide you a report on the rpsults of this work. 

n::-rnn's ,ArPROACJI 

Considerable intel'('st. has been expressed as to the Federal approach 
to ii,ght drug tralfirkin,g. BNDD, believing that most heroin was smug
gled into the United St'ates by organized rings of traffickers through 
extensive national and internatiollal distribution syst(>ms, committed 
its reSOlll'ces to breaking up the mr.jor organized rings. In 1060 it ini
tiat(>(l the "systems approach" to 'alrest and 111'Os('('ute those. major 
traffickers whose immobiliza:tion, BKDD felt. would most help reduce 
tIle> a vailahility of illieit chugs. It. identified 10 major and 75 secondary 
dmp; distribution systems. ' 

By ,ranu~ry 1072, BNDD recogniz(ld that the systems approach w~s 
not Pl'OdUClllg: the d(>.sir(l(l l'(>snlts. All 10 major svstems were stIll 
operating, although two had been severely disrnptec1~ ENDD modifi(>(l 
its efl'orts into tll(> gcogmphic ch'ng enfoi'cement program (G-DEP). 
This program has been con1:.hmec1 by DEA. 

The. G-DEP objecth'e" like that of the systems alll1l'oach, is to direct 
priorit.y (>Il'forcemen:t action against major illicit drug distribution 
ol'ga.niiations. The prineipal cliffpl'(>ncc iR that, nnc1(>,1., the. systems 
anpl'oach 'traffickers 'vc.re identified as 'll)(>mh01'S of specific illieit drug 
c1iRt.l'ibutiol1 systems whcr(>as, under G-DEP, th0yare identified !lJC

('ol'ding to t.heh' importance land are classHied by the type of drug they 

1 "JIeroin Being Smuggled Into New York City SllCecsaCuUy." B-l04031 (2), December 7, 
1!l72, 
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traffic in and the o-eneral 'area where they traffic. Class I and II traf
fickers represent tile most important violators in the chug traffic and 
their designation must be approved at the Headquarters level. Class 
III and IV traffickers are less important, much more m1merous thnt rs 
and II's, and their designation does not require Headquarters a p
pl'oYal. A general definition is shown asattaclunent 7. 

The DEA policy under G-DEP provides for ·allocatjng 70 }Jercent 
of enforcement resources to arresting and prosecutjng class I, II, and 
III traffickers. 

Our December 1973 report 2 to the Oongress discussed B~T])D and 
DEA's difficulties in immobilizing major traffickers. Our current work 
indicates that although improvements have been made, there are still 
difficulties in this area. 

DOl\IESTIC ACTIVl'.r.IES 

Other domestic Federal drug law enforcement activities include (1) 
efforts at the U.S. border to Interdict ch'ugs, (2) regulatory and en
forcement programs to prevent illicit production of dangerous drugs 
and diversion of legally procluced drugs with potential for abuse, and 
(3) efforts to arrest street-level traffickers (pushers). Antismuggling 
interdiction activities are primarily the responsibility of the U.S. 
Customs Service. In our December 1972 report,3 we discussecl the pro
grams for, and difficulties in, preventing smuggling of drugs at the 
Port of New York and J olm F. Kennedy International Airport. 

In April 1972 we reported ·1 to the Congress on effol'ts to curb the 
flow of dangerous drugs from legitimate InanuIactul'ers to the illicit 
market. These drugs are manufactured for medical use but have poten
tial for abuse. 1Ve said that BNDD needecl to improve its informa.tion 
system regarding' such drug diversions, increase its activity iri monitor
ing the drug irldustry's compliance with Federal reguln.tions, promote 
and encourage increased self-regulation on the part of the drug indus
try, and incl'ease monitorirlg of retailers' acGivities. 

In a followup report G in June 197+, we said that the gra.vity of 
dangerous drug abuse indicated the need for a highe'r enforcement 
priority by DEA. During a 7-1l10nth period ending December 1072, 
only 8.6 percent of the total man-hours spent by domestic agents on 
criminal investigations were on dangerous drug cases. Further, during 
the first half of fiscal year 1973, only the equivalent or about 300 agents 
were assigned to dangerous drug investigations, nJbout the same as in 
19G8, although the total number of agents had more thun doubled since 
then to about 1,600. In the repOlt, we discussed severn.l other weak
nesses in DENs program for identifying and investjgating illicit 
sources of dangerous drugs. 

DEi\... also has a progl:am in effeot-the State and local task rorce 
program-which concentrates on heroin pushers in order to reduce the 
availability of heroin on the streets. '1.'his pl'ogmm is the successor 
to the function of the Office Tor Drug Abm;e La;'v Enforcpment which 
was established in 1972 and abolished in 1073. '1'he Law Enforcement 

2 "Dlfilcultles In Immobllllling Major Narcotics Traffickers," B-lt71l421l, December 21, 
1073. 

3 "IIeroin Being Smugglcd Into New York City Successfully," B-104.031 (2), December 7, 
1072. 

, "Etrorts To Prevcnt Dangerous Drugs From Illicitly n~nching the Public," B-17U42u, 
April 17, 1072. 

n "IdentifyJng and Eliminating Sources of Dangcrous Drugs: Efforts Being Made, but 
Not Enough," B-171l42ti, June 7, 1974. 
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Assistance Ad.ll1inistrati?D: provides most of the funding in support 
of the non-Federal partICIpants. For fiscal year 1975 dus amotUlted 
to abol}-t $9 million in support of 43 local task forces; only 35 are now 
operatmg. DBA also has programs l)roviding specialized drug law 
enforcement t:r,'aining to assist State and local autliorities in combatinO' 
drug abuse. I:> 

OVERSEAS AOTIVITY 

Because of national concern, GAO has conducted reviews of various 
international aspects of dr,ug law enforcement. and control. Copies of 
the reports have been provIded to the SUbCOlllJmtt<:e. 

In our 1972° report on U.S. antidrug efforts in Europe, we said 
that even with increased drug seizures and arrests on the part of host 
governments with the U.S. help, local enforcement was hampered by 
the following factors: 

National police forces lack reliable means of exchanging intelligence 
and make little effort to recruit and use informers. 

N ationallaws prevent police forces from doing tmdercover work. 
National laws, in some countries, do not permit law enforcement 

authorities to grant immunity or to bargain for reduced sentences. 
Also, we found that: 
BNDD agents assigned overseas did not have enough languago 

training. 
BNDD did not have a policy encouraging agents with special in'

terests and skills to accept long-term overseas assignments. 
Since then, considerable progress v,ras made by BNDD, and now 

DEA is providing language training and incentives for agents assigned 
overseas. 

In our recent report 7 on U.S. antidrug efforts in Mexico, we said 
that DEA and the Mexican Government have intensified enforcement 
efforts in recent years, but the amount of drugs originating from or 
transshipped through Mexico to the United States ('ontinnes to rise. 
DEA officials estimated that, as of September 1974,70 percent of all 
heroin reaching the United States comeS from poppies grown in 
Mexico. Although the U.S. Government can take certain steps to im
prove the planning and management of its operations and help to train 
[mel equip Mexican enforcement personnel, the Mexican Government 
mnst act if there is to be any real success. "r e reported that factors 
which have hindered greater effectiveness in reducing the flow of drngs 
from Mexico to the United States inclnde : 

Lack of full cooperation between the two governments regarding 
drng information and extradition; and 

Limited Mexican manpOlycr and terhnicall'esonrces. 
I wonld like to m(lntion, since the previous witnes'l(ls have men

tioJl(lc1 tIle Mexican heroin prohl(lm thai' we just did issue a report 
conc(lrnin")' the DENs work in Mexico in December 1074. 

Last mO~lth we reporteel to the Congress on the results of our review 
of U.R. efforts in Ronth America.S Oer('ain material included in that 
l'(lpol'l; has been classified and, therefore, we will be unable to discuss it 

o "1C1'for~~ '1'0 Prevent rreroln From Illicitly Renchlng the nnlted stntes," B-1 0'1031 (2), 
Ort. QO. 1072, 

7 "T<Jfl'Ol't!! To Stop Nnrcotlcs nnd Dnnl!'()rous Drugs Coming From Dnd Through Mcxico 
nnel r"'ltl'ILI AmPl'!rlL," GGD-7G-44, Dec, 81, 1074. 

a "Prohl~ms In SlowlnA' the Flow of Cocnine ILn(l Ileroln Fl'om nnd Through South Amer
ICIl," GGD-7ri-SO, MIlY 30, 197ri (conO(lentllll). 
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at these hearings except for providing the following genei;a,l informa
tion 011 the nature of our findings. I might indicate than the general 
nature of these findings relates very closely to some of the 'previous 
reports issned in other parts of the world. . 

Senator NUNN. 1Vho make~ a classification decision Olia matter of 
tIns nature ~ 

1\:[1'. LOWE. Not us. In this case, I think it was th~St~te Depart-
ment. 

Senator N UNN. The State Department ~ 
1\:[1'. LOWE. Yes, sir. 
Enforcement objectives in South America are to stop cocaine and 

heroin b01.md for the United States either by intercepting the drugs 
01' eliminating local illicit production. The ambassadors are responsi
ble for seeing that U.S. objectives are achieved in each country. 

In 19711 the embassies formed drug control committees in each 
country. S111ce then: . 

Drug seizures and arrests have in('.reased; . 
Cooperation on the part of some South American countries has 

lmproved; 
Local government officials are more aware of drug abuse problems; 
Foreign narcotic enforcelnent groups have been :more effective; 

ancl 
Better information has become available on drug trafficking. 
However, for reasons generally beyond the control or u.s. enforce

ment agencies, cocaine and heroin continue to enter' ;from South 
America. 

A Iso, enforcement efforts have been hamperecl because of: 
The need for increllsecl intelligence gathering, sharing and coopera

tion among U.S. agencies involved in drug enforcement; 
'1'he lleed for more aggressive actions by the Stn,te Department to 

support drug agents and programs; , 
Inadequate extradition treaties or workable alternatives; 
Inefficient use of the judicial system as a detel'1'0nt to trafficking; 
Inadequate lltilizatioll of intelligence to make chug seizure at U.S. 

ports of entJ:y ; .: . 
Limited anel ineffective efforts by local enforcement groups to 

eombat the intel'llational drug problem; 
The need for increased use of resources to identify anel systematically 

immohilize major traffickers; and '. '. . 
Problems in allocating funds and manpower to accomplish enforce~ 

ment oh;ectives. . . 
I realize that is sort of a general summary. If I get into any more 

spceific details, it is classified. I didn't even bring a copy with me. 
In another report currently in process 011 U.S. antidrng efforts in 18 

('ount. des in Europe, the Neal' Ea.st and South Asia, and. the Far Eas~ 
we discuss, among other things, prohlems associated with continuecl 
expansion of DEA overseas activities. 

During the 6~year periocl ending in March 1975, the number of 
BNDD or DEA special agents overseas increased from 26 to 163. The 
number o:f special agents overseas is projected to increase. to 233 in 
fiscal year 1.976. . 

DEA believes that its drug suppression n.ctivjties overseas provide 
the best return in terms of· drugs removed it'om worldwide traffic 
and, therefore, intends to continue expanding these activities. 
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However, continued expansion of DEA overseas activities should 
be carefully considered in terms of potential problems with forei~n 
governm(}nt sovereignty, possible displacement of indigenous police 
functions, and appropriate development of foreign government en
forcement capabilities. 

OTHER :i\IATTERS 

. lVIr. Chairman, your letters of March 6 and May 1, 1975, requested 
that GAO provide you a report 011 several areas related to Federal 
drug law enforcement. 

; lYe are currently performing the work necessary to respond to, the 
'questions posed in your letters. ,Vork done on several of the questIons 
. allow us to now respond in some detail, whereas some of the other 
questions require additional work, particularly in the DEA field 
offices. Our response to these questions, together with any subsequent 

'information we acquire on the others will be pro\'ided you in a report 
later this year. 

Pl'It0II.\Sy.; Ol~ EYIDEXCE AXD rXFOP')IA'rION 

You asked us to ohtain information on the usc of Federal moneys 
hy DEA agents to purchase (evidence from suspected traffickers and 
iuformation from informants. 

In addition to being used to purchase evidence and information, 
these funds are also used by DEA to pay rewards and as flash rolls i 
that is, large sUlns of money are shown to ch'ug traJIi.ckers as proof that 
DEA unclercove.r agents can purchase large quantities of illicit drugs, 

The budget for pl11'chase of evidence anel payments to informants 
has increased from $775,000 in fiscal 1969 for BNDD to an estimated. 
$9 million in fiscal 1976 for DEA. 

A relatively small amount of the money used to purchase evidence 
is recognized by DEA. For example, in fiscal year 1974, only about 
$160,000 in purchase of evidence money was recovered by DEA com
pared to about $'1 million used for purchase of evidence in that year. 
Approximately 95 percent of the funds on purchasing evidence in fiscal 
year 1974 was lost in the illicit market for the purpose of buying in 
to apPl'chencl upper level traffickers. 

Senator NUNN. You say 95 percent of the money is not recirculated 
back to the Tl'easll1'Y. Is it annual appropriation ~ 

l\fl'. LOWE. That is right, sir. It disappeared. 
Senator N UNN. ,'That is the reason for it again ~ 
Mr. LowN. It is llsecl to purchase evidence, that is, drugs. . 
Senatol' NUNN. You are not saying evidence in terms of testimony~ 

You are talking about physical evidence ~ 
Mr. I~owg. Yes. Right. DEA considers the nse of purchase funds one 

of the most effective tools for penetrating illicit drug trafficking or
ganizations. The "buying: in" technique is a major factor in DEA's 
intensified etrol'ts to elimmate the ma.jor suppliers of illicit drugs. 

Crities of this technique, however, question the rationale for a prac
tice 'which stimulates the market for illicit clrugs by adding to the 
monetary rewards. 

DEA told us no overall studY evalua.ting the e1l'ectiveness of PUl'
chase funds has been conc1nctecl. However, one DEli.. regional office 
made snch a study. This study concluded that in the DEA Los Angeles 
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region, purchase flUlds were generally not leading to the identifica
tion and apprehension of higher level traffickers. 

"When purchase money was expende<.l on a class III investigu.tion, it 
was rare thu.t a violator of higher class was arrested, or even identified. 

On an agencywicle basis, DEA since July 1, 1974, has had specific 
reporting requirements for purchase fund expenditures showing where 
the money is being spent, that is, on what level of trafficker. 

An analysis of these reports for the first G months of fiscal 1975 
showe<.l that in the DEA domestic regions, 82 percent of the money ex
pended for the purchase of evidence and 44 percent of the money ex
pended for the plll'ehase of information was on class III and class IV 
eases. 

Senator Nuxx. This l11a~r han' come up at some other time, but 
would yon chu'ify dassC'H III and IV and the varying classes~ 

).[1'. I.-OWE. Yt's. sir. One of the attachments to this statement is a 
SllltllnarV of what DE..:\. uses to classify traffickers. 

Class'r obviously is at the highest, leNel. Class III, those violators 
who !1l'C actually distributors of i1lC'gal drugs in quantity at the sub
,,,holesale level. Class IY -that is composed of those persons who don't 
me('t class I, II or III cldillitions. 

8{'nator Xt.:NN. Bo the lowest lev('ls arc III and IV? 
).[1'. LOWE. Yes. sir. 
S!?nator XrNN. 'Do you haw any (luantitatiYe mC'asurem('nt them? 
::\[1'. LOIYE. "'\Ve do Imve some Humberi'> 011 that, :Mr. Chairman. I think 

we will get to (hose in just [l. minute. lYe do get to those on manpower 
utilization. '\Te hayc an attachlllC'llt that. Bets tlwm out.. 

DEA pointed out. to 11S that ueeaus!? there aI'('. so many more. daBS 
III and IV traffikers than 1's and II's, some purchase moneys will 
understandably not payoff in identifying upper level traffickers. 

~ena:tor N rNX, Lt't's assnme th<.'re is a class III or IV purchase for 
$1.000, That. pnrcha:-c is made, und let's assume it doesn't lead to a 
('lass I or II lllTe:.;t, <lops that mean they don't go back UJHl make the 
unest on <'lass III lmd I\r? Is that be{'anse the eddence is llO longer 
enl'rent or what haPP(,lls? 

1)0(,8 the class III ancl TY'" oJfellclt']" just disappear? IVhat happens 
to him ~ 

:.\I1'. LOWE. I suppos(' it wou1<1 (lepPIlCl on the particular case, lUI'. 
Chairmnn. ' 

~(>natol' Nr:!'x. Xinety-H\-e p<.'l'ecnt of the funds {1isappeal', I am 
j list speaking hypotlwtically. 

:.\[1'. LOIn:. Even if thC'y arrest a g11Y, they g'C't the mall, but they 
Iltlv<.' the (wic1('l1(',e that the pnl'ehuse was madt', of heroin hut they 
don't hayC' t,l](>; mom'.\', That is gone ill most cases. 

It. would dep!?llcl on whetllPl' or not they thought by allowing this 
tl'tdH('keJ: to continue, in bnsineRs he might'lead them fo a bigger fish, 
wlJ("t.ht'l, OJ' not tllPY would arrest him immediatdy or later. 

Senator NCNN. :f would [Lgl'ee ,vlth tha.t. It looks like onet> you maim 
tl1(' finest there at'(' eertnin eh-ill'ernecli('s H,vailabk I am asidng does 
the GoVel'lllIlC'll(; eV(,ll attempt. to get the money back~ , 

:.\[1'. Lmn!. Thev wouM i:f it were amilable. In ot11e1' words. if they 
[ll'L't'st<'.(l fi t.mfriekt'I' ,vith fi large sum of money. ' , 

SC'lla.tOI· NrNN. I 1l0tie(' the criminal 11roc('ss is usually morc effec
tin' in eoll<.'eting funds than til(' eh-it Pl'OC(,ss. If they make the arrest, 
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spending $9 million a year, and 95 percent is not being recirculated 
back into the Treasury, it seems to me that leads to a very serious 
question. 

Mr. LOWE. lam not an expert in this thing, certainly not in law 
enforcement. I don't think the object of the game is to n-iake one pur
chase from a trafficker and arrest him on the spot.. It is to build up a 
continuing relationship and try to get back into what is going on at 
a higher different level, intelligence, that sort of thing. 

Senator NUNN. I can lmdel'stand that. I can see where there wonld 
be some lead time involved. If it just becomes an annual affair: for 
15 to 20 years, you "would have to really question it. I don't know how 
long a leadtime they are asking for. 

Are they saying there is going to be a class I and II arrest at some 
point down the line and it takes 2 or 3 years to bnild up to this? 

Mr. LOWE. They are hopeful of that. I think part of the problem 
here, as I say again, I am not]ll the law enforcement, but part of the 
problem here is this is a so-called victimless crime. Nobodv is going 
to complain that this bag of llC:',roin, it was only 5 percent 'instead of 
6 percent, or whatnot. 

So you don't have anybody to go to the police ~llld make a com
plaint. This is one of the few ways they feel they can get some informa
ti~n on this particular crime, by buying the information or buying 
eVIdence. 

MI'. STANTOX. Six months would probably be a reasonable time 
they would work with a man to see if they could get. something out 
of him. Over that period they may make a number of buys from h1m. 

Senator NUNN. The budget has gone up from. $775,000 to almost 
$10 milJion from 1969 to 1976, so there has been a period of almost 
7 years ,here. 

'Is your figure 95 percent applicable to all of that money OV0r that 
period of time, that 95 percent is not returned ~ 

Mr. S'l'ANTON. '~e only have the figure for one period, sir, the most 
recent 6-month penod. 

Senator NUNN. You don't have the figure for the whole·period ~ 
Mr. STANTON. No. 
Senator NUNN. Could you get that for us and tmce the funds from 

1969 to 1976 ~ Is that in there ~ 
1\11'. LOWE. ,Ve have that information, from 1971 through fiscal 

1975. 
Mr .• JONES. The first six months of fiscal 1975 in terms of recovered 

moneys. 
Senator NUNN. Can you give us a summary of that? Is that part of 

your testimony. 
Mr. JONES. No. That 1S not part of the testimony. "Ve can submit 

j;hat for the record or I can read some of the data. 
Senator NUNN. Please give 11S a summary of that. 
Mr. JONES. Recovered moneys, in fiscal 1971, it amounted to 

$174,869. 
Senator NUNN. $174,000, approximately, in fiscal year 1971, out of 

how much money? 
Mr. JONES. We have got the data. 'We can go back later. ,Ye have 

it here. 
Senator NUNN. If you have got it, let's try Lo match it together. I am 

trying to get that. "r e will wait a minute and let you find it. 
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Mr. JONES. Let me give you now the l'espective budgets. Then I will 
give you the respective moneys recovered. 

In fiscal 1971, BNDD had $2,775,000 in purchase of evidence moneys. 
Senator N"O"NN. $2 million? 
Mr. JONES. $2,775,000. This amount is the 1971 budget for purchase 

of evidence and for purchase of information. 
Senator N UNN. You recovered how much ~ 
Mr. JO:to.TES. The amount expended was $2,605,000 in purchase, of 

information anc1 evidence. 
Senator NUNN. Totaling about ~ 
Mr. JONES. Totaling roughly $5 million. 
Senator NUNN. How much did you have l'eturnec1? 
Mr. JONES. In fiscal 1971, BNDD recovered $174,869. 
Senator NUNN. That sounds like something like 95, 96, 97 percent 

that is not returned. 
Mr. JONES. That is right. It is not returned. I might just skip to 

fiscal 1974, because it illustrates the trend. In fiscal 1974, DEA had 
$6,400,000 in purchase of evidence and information moneys; $6,800,000, 
and they recovered $160,200. That is the figure that we used in our 
testimony. 

Senator NUNN. It sounds like the Federal Government is hooked. 
There must be an explanation here. Is the General Accounting Office 
satisfied with the explanation DEA has given-I am not asking you 
to be an expert in law enforcement-but what are your conclusions 
on this~ 

Mr. LOWE. I think that is investment money. That is not money that 
you really expect to recover. I don't think DEA does recover, I don't 
have any numbers on it, but I think they do once in a while in some, 
kind of a raid come up with a fair amount of money. That is held in 
evidence, too, in the court, session. I don't think there is a real expecta
tion that most of this money will come back. 

Mr. Sl'ANTON. In the continuing work we will be doing for the com
mittee we will be examining specific cases and we will try to get mOl'e 
information on this point as to the controls over such money, how 
much they do recover, what happens with it. 

Senator NUNN. ,Yhat kind of controls do they have on the money? 
Are you reasonably certain 01' have you gone far enough into it to 
believe that the money is in fact being used for the purposes as 
recorded? 

Mr. STANTON. Yes, sir. Theil' paper controls are certainly adequate. 
The procedures, as far as looking at what actually is happening, how 
they received the money, we haven't gone that far yet. . 

We have three regional offices now working in this area. 
Senator N UNN. Do you 11:a ve any ana] ysis of how many pl'fJple axe the 

recipients of the money ~ In other words, I would assnme 0lass III and 
class IV violators are recipients of this money. How many of them are 
subsequently arrested and how many of them are still out on the 
street~ 

Mr. JONES. I think we have to make a point. I think there is a slight 
confusion between purchase of information in which you pay infol'm
ar,tts for information as versus the purchase of evidence that you might 
use to buy in for the purpose of reaching class I and II violat'ors. So we 
want to make that distinction. 

54-956-75-8 
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Senator N UNN. I think that is a good point. How does that break 
down in those fiscal H)71 and 197·1 figul'es ~ About half and half, as I 
recall. 

:Jfr. JONES. Ronghly we can say hyo to one Ior those years, and 50 
percent Ior fiscal 197G. 

Senator NUNN. About 50 percent. ,Ye heard the figure $5 million. 
About 50 percent of the $5 million would be -ror inIormation from 
which you would.n't expect to get any money back ~ 

Mr. J mms. Senator, the $5 million is an error due to my totaling 
planned and actual purchase moneys. The 1976 budget was about $9 
million Ior purchase of evidence and inIormation, divided roughly 
50 :50. You wouldn't expect to get any of that back. Your payoff for that 
would not be monetary. Your payoff ultimately is the immobilization 
of the major traffickers, the immobilization of I and II class violators. 
That is what it is all about. 

Senator NUNN. The other 50 percent is what you might expect to 
o-et? 
I:> Mr. ,To1'.~s. There would be those in the DEA who 'Would contend 
that it is not exactly fail' to look at th(' number of class III investi
gations that do not lead to higher class yiolatol's, that you would expect 
to lose some 10w('1' class in order to work at upper dass. That is one 
intprpretation. 

The other interpretation is to look at the expenditure of moneys and 
look at what you get in return for it. 

Senator NUNN.\Ye haye ~ good many questions 11er('. M~nority coun
spl wants to ask some questIOns. Could. yon try to summarIze the hir-h
lights of the rest of it, briefly, for us'? Then we will go -directly' to 
qllPStiOl1S. 

I am informl'd hy ronnsel that the committee is not supposed to be 
m(,pting after 4 :1;') today. 

Mr. I.JOwFl. I gu('SS, Mr. Chairman, you asked us in the two letters 
sent to us in }\ful'rh and }\fay, to get some figures on the manpo,ver 
utilization in DEi\.; on what class. 

SPllatOl' NUNN. Let's go ahead with your testimony. You are down 
to page 1G. Is that right? That is the conclusion? 

1\11'. LOWl~. Y ('s. Page 12. There are i3 or 4 more pages. 
Senator N FNN. L('fs go ahead with it. 
}\fl'. I .. mvE. I think we are d<.'aJing with -what the commit.tee askpcl 

us to look into. " 
Sc'nator NeNN. Let's go ahead ,yUh it. 

Mr. LOWFl. DEi\. had on boal'C} in March of 1D75 about 2,100 special 
ag('nts (criminal ilwestigators) and 200 compliance invest.igators. Al
though we have not yet macle onr analyses, we haye collectecl some 
manpower utilization statistics from DEA headquarters which show 
what special agents are working OIl. 

~hO!lt ;1.,700 spl'('ial agents are ~ssiglle~l to domestic regions. DEA's 
statIstical data rot' th('se dom('stw specIal agents for calendar year 
1D74" showed that they were spending G1.6 percent of their time on 
criminal investigations-including tactiral intelligence ror makino' 
cases-3.3 p<.'l'c'l'nt on strategic lJl'on.d intelHgence, and 35.1 p('rcent of 
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their time on othel' matters such as training, administration, and 
compliance. 

In foreign countries, about 160 special agents are assigned to U.S. 
embassies. DEAmanpower data for its six foreign regions for calendar 
year 1974 show that speeial agents spent 45.2 percent of their time on 
eriminal investigations, including tactical intelligence; 6.2 percent on 
strategic intelligence, and 48.6 percent on other matters such as train
ing, liaison, and administration. 

A detailed breakdown of the time spent investigating class I through 
IV suspected traffickers is shown in attachmentS. 

DEA is currently building up its intelligence capability both domes-
"" tic ally and in foreign countries. All DEA regions have regional intel

ligence units which special agents aro assigned to, often on it rotating 
basis. 

DEA ARRESTS AND CONVICTIONS 

You also asked for an analysis of the results of various Federal 
agoncies' drug law enforcement efforts. :Most of our work so far has 
been at DEA. For the benefit of these hearings, we will discuss some 
preliminary statistics on DEA arrests and convictions. 

DEA maintains arrest:md'com'iction statistics by class of violator 
!l,nd includes eases refened by other Federal agencies and State and 
local cooperative ca,..<;('s. 

~e111im1Jlually, DEA 'projeets th(' 1111111ber of arrests it plans to make 
(,,\"Cry 6 months, ancl 'has goals, striring' for 10 to 13 percent of total 
arrests to be class I and II violatol's. DEA arrest goaIs, arrests, and 
convir.tions for 11)74, by class of yiolatol', are shown ill attaclm1.ent 9. 

Statistics on arrests 'Und convictions are not nGcessal'ily indicators 
of effectiveness. Increase in arrests and convictions can occur 'lyithout 
any signii1cant d('cl'ease in the availability of drugs if the arrests and 
convictions are for low('r level trallickers. DEA's G-DEP enforce
ment. program tak('s this into 'consideration, howc\rer, and provides 
obj('ctivecriteria for identifying upper leveltraffickers. 

:"ha.t is what we just referred to a few minutes ago,the de'linitiol1 
~('~ " 

Senator NUNX. As I understand this attachment 9, ,it shows that 
Dli~A has its own goal in class I and dass II arrests or 10 to 15 percent 
of the total. And the actnal l)erfol'mance in calendar year 1974 in 
class I ancl class II wOLlld be about 8.6 percent, if you add the 3.6 to 
the i5. So they 'are ~.6 and their goal is 10 to 15 percen't. Is that right? 

Mr. LOWE. Yes, Sll'. 

COX'l'ROLS OYEH S]~IZED NARCOTICS 

Another area of concern to the subcommittee ancl others, which you 
askecl us to redew, is the accountability and cont.rol over seized 
narcotics. 

In )[arch 1072, the Department of ,Tustice's OffIce of Internal Audit 
eomplcted a review of the accountahiJity and control over narcotics 
ltnd clangerous drug'S acquired b1' BNDD. It IOlmel there was a need for 
BNDD to develop hetter !l:c.c.Olll1tabiIity and clisposu,lprocedures for 
(ll'ng eyiclencc whicli would effectively document the chain of cnstody 
1111[1 would nSioilll'e C'olllpkt(\ and timely d('strnctioll once the evidence is 
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no longer needed. In theil;' report, the internal audit groll'p made 
several recommendations for improvement, which 'Were implemented 
byBNDD. 

Based upon our preliminary review of DEA's written procedures for 
controlling seized drugs, it appears that iihe controls are adequate, if 
properly carried out. In the DEA Los Angeles region, however, we 
fOlllld several instances where the controls had not been adhered to. 
Similar situations could exist in ather DEA offices. ,7\T e believe DEA 
inspectors should be cognizant of this sensitive area when conducting 
regional reviews and make 'Sure that regional offici'als are fully imple
men'bing DEA custody controls over seized drugs. ,Ve plan to look at 
the controls over seized drugs at other DEA regions as part of our 
work for the subcommittee. 

DBSIGNA'l'ION OF CUSTO~fS AUTHORITY TO DEA AGBNTS 

In your request to us, the subcommittee inquired as to the lllunbel' 
of DEA special agents designated as "customs officers (excepted)" 
and how many times these agents had acted as customs officers. 

The U.S. Customs Service has the authority at U.S. border areas 
to conduct searches and seizures without having to acquire a search 
wa,rrant or having "probable cause" as required by other law enforce
ment agencies. Over the years, customs has designated employees of 
other agencies as customs officers with the authority to perform this 
function for the customs service in border areas. 

DEA and customs entered into an agreement on J annary 11, 1974, 
whereby customs agreed to initially designate approximately 350 DEA 
special agents as customs officers (excepted). These DEA agents were 
former customs agents transferred to DEA under Reorganization Plan 
No. 2 of 1973. 

The agencies agreed that customs' border search authority by these 
designated DEA speciul agents would be used when customs officers 
were not immediately 'available, or when a customs officer requested 
a DEA special agent to use his designation. 

Further, the customs designation would be used by the DEA agents 
only in those circmllstances where clear justification existed-where 
a search, seizure, or arrest cannot be otherwise justified on probaple 
cause, 01' where necessary to protect the identity of a confidential 
informant. 

Most of the designated DEA agents are located along the j\:[exican 
border and in major seaport cities. According to customs, DEA has 
reported only three instances in which the customs designated author-
ity has been used. I unde,l'stancl some of the DEA records indicate -.,.: 
there may be as many as 17, nevertheless, it is minimal. 

This concludes our statement Mr. Chairman. As I previously men
tioned, we plan to continue our work on the effectiveness of drllg law 
enforcement pursuant to your requests and report to you our findings, 
conclusions, and any recommendations that we may have. 

,Ve have tl'ied to abbreviate our statement, Mr. Chairman. I do 
think all of the information that we have is in the attachments. ,Ve 
·would be glad to answer any questions that we can, realizing of COUl'se 
that we still llave a long way to go to finish up a pretty substantial 
workload for you. 

[The attachments to F,lr. Lowe's statement follows:] 
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[Attachment No.1] 

COhlPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT-HEROIN BEING S~IUGGLED INTO NEW YonK CITY 
SUCCESSFULLY 

DIGEST 
Why the review was1nade 

Concerned over the flood of beroin which he said was destroying the Harlem 
community in New York, N.Y., Congressman Charles B. Rangel asked the Gen
eral Accounting Office (GAO) to analyze the efforts of the Bureau of Customs, 
Dellartment of the Treasury, to intercept heroin being smuggled into the United 
S~ates at the Port of New York and John F. Kennedy International (Jl!'K) 
AUPOl't. 

In a subsequent request, the Congressman aslred GAO to lool, into the relation
ship between Customs and the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
{BNDD~J Departm€'nt of ,Justice. The conclusions in this report are based upon 
o,!>serYatlOns made in tbe New York City area, principally at the Port of New 
Iork and JFK .A.irport. 
Jt'inllillgs anit concl/l8"ions 

!t is ulll'eaIi~tic to e).."llect Customs inspections to prevent most heroin from 
IJelllg smuggled into the United States, although its operations do provide some 
deterrent. 

l\Iagnitnde and nature of the problem 

The magnitude and lJature of 11eroin smuggling combine to pose a complex 
and, as yet, unsolved problem. 

l\Iost heroin traffic is controlled by organized gronps with tentacles extending 
to ~e~'~ral continents. Their trade is characterized by cautious carefully planned 
aC~l:ltIes. Their efficient and sophisticated operation is demonstrated .by their 
al)lhty to successfully meet the u(l(lict population's demand for 10 to 12 tons of 
heroin annually. 

Traffic in heroin brings lucrative profits. The demuml from an estimated 550,000 
addicts nationwide (about half are located in the New York City area) can be 
translated into as much as $17 million in daily sales. 

AlthOUgh it is uncertain how much heroin enters the country directly through 
Xew York City, it appears that most of it enters, or passes through, the city along 
various routes from other nations and from within the Unitecl States. Excellent 
cO\'er for smuggling is afforded by hundreds of miles of waterfront and annual 
illtOming traffic of six million passengers j cargo listed on about 1.4 million 
iuvoices' nearly one~half billion pieces of mail j and thousands of ships, aircraft, 
alld tru~l{s. The ease of concealing heroin compounds the problem. (See pp. 11 
to 13.) 

Customs activities 

Customs inspection of cargo, passengers, and baggage .is the natioll'~ p~imary 
horder defense against smuggling. Customs efforts to mtercept herom 111 ihe 
New York City area (Region II) are weakened in that: . . 

Fewer than one-third of the Customs worl{ force are trame(11l1spectors. 
Customs dual mission of collecting and protecting revenues and enforcing 

tUHtoms and related laws requires inspection pe~'soll11el to perform myriacl tasln!. 
~'he need to process a tremendous workload of cargo, passengers, baggage', amI 

yehicles on a timely basis renders impractical any in depth heroin inspection 
lH·ogram. (See pp. 19 to 22.) 

'1'0 RUPl1lemellt its routine inspection activities. Region II has implemented 
s(fycral tactical programs to detect heroin and other narcotics. TIH! I1rograIJlS 
('()nsist mainly of intensified inspections of selected activities suspected of heing 
major methods and routes of narcotics smuggling. (See pp. 23 to 28.) 

Results of activities 

Natioll\Yide, CnstoDls seized. 1,300 pounds of heroin in 1071, 01' 0% percent 
of the Ilnnllal demand. Region II reported five major s(>izures illyolving a total 
of 537 ponnds of 1I('roin. ~'l1ese seizures resulted from 11. number of factors, i11-
clmling intensified inspection, aclvance illformntion, inspector's judgment, anel 
clUUl('e. One of Region II's tflcl"ieal programs- the searching o.e aU priYately 
0"'11('(1 automo.biles being shipped-resulted in two af the seizures, 
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Although 'the tactical programs carrie(l out in Region II have had 'Some effect 
in intercepting large quantities of herOin, the ratio of heroin seized 'to the avail
able supply is negligible. Overall, Customs efforts to detect heroin depend .hea "ily 
on judgment ·and are carried 'out, for the most part, without knowledge of how 
and where heroin is imported. (See pp. 29 to 32.) 

Analysis of Inspection Procedures 

Om'go 

:Most cargo enters Region II via tl1e seaports. GAO found that certain factors 
inh~rent in the Customs mission mIll operation reduced the effectiveness of cargo 
examination as a means of detecting smuggled heroin. (See pp. 33 ,to 46.) 

GAO ·believes-and Customs representath'es agree-that (1) present cargo in
spections are limited in relation 'to the large volume of cargo entering the country 
ancl thus afford ltttle probability of detecting smuggled lleroin and (2) mobile 
blitz forces would provide better cargo inspections. 

Baggage ana Passengel's 

illost passengers enter Region II through .Tl!'K Airport where the el."tent and 
intensity of baggage inspection is -almost entirely dependent on ,tlie judgment of 
the Customs inspectors. It is estimated that 751)ercent of arriving passengers are 
cleared for entry without inspection of their checked baggage and that 25 per
cent have a minimum of one piece of baggage examined. (See pp. 48 to 52.) 

The level of inspection at JFK Airport depends, at least partly, on the volume 
of traffic. Customs has no established standard, or Ulinimum, regarding the l1lUll
bel' of passengers ,to be selected for inspection. The volume of traffiC, level of iu
spection, and rute of seizure all fluctuate from month to month. 

Customs has made no studies to determine (1) the effect of the volume 'of traffic 
on the selection of passengers und baggnge for inspection and (2) the effecUye
ness of varying levels of inspeotion. (Sel~ pp. 53 and 54.) 

Recognizing the importance of the indi\'idual im'pectol'. Customs is imnle
menting a study at Honolulu Intprnational Airport in Hawaii to develop n RYS
tem to memmre inspector product"ivity. (See p. 54.) 

Becanse the inspector is the key deterrent against smuggling in baggage, GAO 
believes that a management information system is l1Pl'dpd to 11l'Oyide continuing 
data on the relaUye effectiYen(>ss of im;pectol's. 

11laiZ 

In Region II's processing of mail n sv<:>cial enfol'c(>lllPnt group searches pyery 
pnrcf'l Imspected of concealing nnrcoticf;. Thpf;e parcels are selected on the basis 
of certain criterin, such as suspect chnl'netl'l'i:liics inlillmes, addresses, and COUll
tries of origin. Region II is also planning to use newly den'loped equipment to 
X-ray parcels and thus improve it'l enfOrCell1('nt capability. (See pp. 57 to 01.) 

GAO believes that the nature of mail oprn'tions and certain customs techniqups 
for empliasizing enforcement maIrp 'tile mail examination function better suiter'! 
to tile detection of smugglC(l heroin than the inspection of cargo, passengers, 
antI baggage. 

Im'estigations 

Although 'Customs may illi'tillte HR own inYestigations, most are made 'as are· 
snit of violations disclose(l 01' detected during the courl{e of normal operationR, 
such as inspections. 

illost intelligence r~eived byCm;toms prior to a seiz\lre is general and is c1c
rivecl from internal sources. CuStOI11R mninrains n nlltionwide automated intelli
gence system which provides data on suspected smugglers and vehicles. Howeyer, 
tho systemllas not yet been fully !1eyelopetl. (See pp. 62 to 07.) 

Relationship between Customs and BNDD 

Oonflict between Customs and BXDD arises over the question of juris' 
diction over the control of narcotics smuggling. Guidelines approved by the 
President in June 1970 deSignated BNDD as the primary Federal narcotics 
enforcement agency ns assigned a supporting role to Customs. These guidelines, 
together with implementing instructions drawn up by both agencies, delineated , 
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the responsibilities of each agency and proYided for working arrangements in 
narcotics enforcement. (See pp. 68 and 69.) 

At the operating level in New Yorl;:, the cooperation and coordination called 
for by the guidelines had not been fully realized. Although Customs and BXDD 
contend that the relationship is usually good, they admit that conflicts, such as 
withholding intelligence and other information, lmve occurred in a number of 
cases. Most of the conflicts are symptomatic of the basic jurisdictional prou
lem-Customs insists on controlling smuggling cases amI B~DD asserts its 
role as ·the primary narcotic enforcement agency. (See PP. GO and 70.) 

In the past, Customs has not had full access to intelligence on smuggling 
routes and methods and has had to rely on BNDD for this information. Recent 
decisions of the Cabinet Committee on International Narcotics Control, the co
orclinating organization for Federal narcotics enforcement, may lll'oviae an at
mosphere of greater cooperation and coorclination between Customs and BNDD. 

~ 2.'he Committee llUs designated the first priority in narcotics enforcement to ue 
interdiction at borders. A Pl'esic1ential directive recommencled that (1) 25 Cus
toms agents be stationed auroad to gather intelligence Illlcl (2) the guidelines 
be made more flexible in order to recognize the eJo..1Jancled rule of Customs over
seas. Additionally, ill recent months the Commissioner of Customs and the Di
rector of BNDD have held a series of meetings aimed at developing a more 
cooperative working arrangement. (See pp. 71 to 73.) 

Evaluation of the effects of the Cabinet Committee's decisionR, the Presidential 
directive recommendations, and the meetings between the top officials on the 
Customs-BNDD relationship would be premature at this point. Howeyer, in Sep
tember 1072 GAO was informed by uoth agencies that efforts to establish work
ing arrangements had been successful and that the lack of cooperation and 
coordination between the two agencies was no longer a major problem, although 
the juriSdictional question had not been resolvNl. 

As long as the basic problem of jurisdiction remains, there is always the 
possibility of conflict between the two agencies. ThE'refol'e any joint agreement 
should stress the means of achieving day-to-clay coordination at the operating 
level. (See p. 73.) 

Recommendations 
'l'he Secretary of the Treasury should talw the nece~f;ary actions to: 
Establish, on a test basis, a mobile blitz force to makE' intensivE' RE'arclwR of 

cargo which, on the basiR of snpplied intelligence, is a suspected means of 
smnggling. (See p. 47.) 

Develop a management information system to proYicle continuing datu 011 the 
E'ffE'ctiveness of inspectors. (See p. 57.) 

Obtain intellig-ence from the Nntionnl N"al'rotics IntE'Uip-purE' Oflire p~tab1i~lJ(>tl 
by the Presiclent in the Department of JURtire and from the international nal'
coOrs data hnnl;: heing establiRlwd by BXDD. (See p. 66.) 

The Attorney General should take tllE' nE'reRSal'Y actioll!' to fnrniRh CURtolllS 
with intelligence on smnggling methods and routE's anel, wlwn available, on the 
Rhips anrl cal'goes which should be searched. (See p. '17.) 

Agr1!fJ'/J act-ions 
GAO discusse(1 its finding with offici aIR of the Depal'tlllE'ntR of Trensury and 

JnRti('e. Theil' comments have bE'en comdclerecl in preparing the report and nre 
included in thE' applicahlE' spctions. Generally, they agrt'Nl with the findings and 
conclusions containecl in the report. 

r AttachlJ1E'nt Xo. 2] 

COMP'fROLT,En GgNERAL'S REl'OItT-DrFFICHLTIES IN !:\Dlonrr.IZING l\fAJOn 
NAnCO'l'ICS 2.'nAu'ICKEltS 

)lIGEST 
Tnt1l the 1'evicw 1{;(t.~ macle 

Drug ahUR('-still a mnjor socinl problem in the UnitE'el RtntE's, nlthongh tht' 
number of ncldictfl is IJelieved to be deCl'E'af;ing-is th(' direct ('aulit' of death 
for about 2,000 ppopJe ench year ancl is still n major enURE' of C'l'illJP and IJl'OpE'rt~' 
loss. Enfol'ct'll1cnt costs l't'latE'tl to aelc1ict-initiatecl ('rimeR rontinue to he 
snbstantinl. 
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Because the correlation between drug availability and its abuse is high-over 
GOO,OOO heroin addicts in the United States require about 10 to 12 tons of 
heroin a year to satisfy their habits-GAO wantecl to know what the lJ'ederal 
Government was doing to immobilize major narcotics trnffickers and stop the 
flow of narcotics into the United States. 

The programs and activities iliscussed in this report were the responsibility 
of the former Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) in the 
Department of Justice. Effective July 1, 1973, BNDD was merged with other 
Federal agencies into the new Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 
within Justice. 
Findings ancl conclusions 

BNDD established the "systems approach" to arrest and prosecute those 
major traffickers whose immobilization would most help reduce the availability 
of illicit drugs in the United States. (See p. 9.) .. 

rsillg this approaclt BNDD identified 10 major and 75 secondary drug distribu
tion systems. About 1,100 individuals were identified a!'j major traffickers in 
the 10 systems and were selected for investigation and immobilization. (See 
p. 10.) 

Under the systems apllroach, BNDD's personnel had to make sure that: 
Indiyiduals suspected of being major trafficl(ers were identified as such with 

reasonable validity. 
Regional offices' resources were clirected toward immobilizing specific systems 

of trafiiclrers. 
ProgreRs in achieving the objectives of the systems approach was evaluated. 

(See p. 10.) 
Shortcomings in accomplishing these functions led J:lNDD to modify the 

approach into what is now the Geographic Drug Enforcement Program. At that 
time, July 1072, BNDD records showed that all 10 major trafficking systems 
,,"pre still operating, .although two had bpen severely disrupted. (See p. 13.) 

D.'llis program has been continued by DIDA,and, if properly implemented, it 
will improve the effectiveness of J!'edel'al drug'law enforcement. (See p. 1<1.) 

Some of BNDD's accomlllishments and problems in immobiliZing traffickers 
uncleI' thelie approaches follow. 

kl'l'csting 1nnjol' tl'aDlclccrs 

Prom July 1, 1971, to .Tanuary 1, 1073. BNDD arrested 7,402 individuals for 
narcotirs, marihuana, and dangerous drugs violations and cooperated with 
Htatp, local and foreign agencies in malting 4,o7G arrests. BNDD generally made 
its arrpsts through the m~e of undprcoyer agpnts. 

Many individuals urrested were major trafficl;:el'S. For example, an inter
national llCroin-tl'affickillg ring oper.ating in Eur.ope, South America and the 
United States was brol.:en up in October 1972. BNDD estimated that this ring 
was reHponsible for smuggling one-fourth of the heroin reaching the eastern 
part of t;he United Statps. Also, in April 1973, Gll tr.afIickers, many' of W110111 
WP1'P I1lIlJor tr.affickers, were .arrested in New Yorll:. (See p. 17.) 

Although BNDD arrest-eel llJany traflickers, temporarily disrupted the illiCit 
ncth:ities of several of the 10 major systems, and decreased the amount of 
111'1'0111 [wailable, many major tr.affickers still were considered by BNDD to be 
ollPrating IlS of July 1!l72. (See p. 23.) 

GAO'H l'eview of BNDD's caHe files for {)O major tr.afIicl;:ers showed the 
traffickpl's to be sldHful, well orgallized, and well insulated from normal enforce
ment techniques. Many live or operate outside the United States, malting arrest 
more clifiicult. l\Iore lllajor traffickers could be arrested if: 

TIle State Deparhnent could (1) persuade the GoYernment of Mexico to 
mOdify its laws which inhibit a provpn method of gathering intelligence, 
l1ncll'1'covpr work. and (2) l1erSUlHle the Governml'nts of Mexico aJ1(1 some Central 
all(l South Amerirall countriel; to hOllor U.S. rcquests for pxt:raclition of tbpir 
(·itizens for violations o.f U.S. drug laws or to prosecute their citizens on the 
bnsiH of ('vidence sU\)l1lied by tlle Unitpd Sf-ntl's. (S(>e p. 2ll.) 

IlIdiYicluals suspected of being major traffickers were properly classified and 
selectl'd for enforcement action 011 the basis of current intelligence. (See p. 32.) 

Increased efforts were madp to iuvpstigate all pl'rsons classified as major tl'uf
llelwl.'s ('xcept wIlen circulllstances dictate that it is nnreasonable to do so. (See 
p.27.) 
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Formal plans were prepared and periodically moelified for investigating and 
immobilizing each major trafficker selected for enforcement action. (See p. 34.) 

Arrested traffickers often not immobilized 

:Many major trafficl,ers arrested (1) were released on bail for long periods allli 
thus were free to continue their operations, (2) received short or no prill on sen
tences which tended to negate the deterrent effect of prosecution, (3) were freed 
after trial, were acquitted, or had their cases dismissed, because of inadequate 
development or presentation of case, or (4) were permitted to plead to a reduced 
charge and thus were immobilized for a much shorter period than might have 
been the case if prosecuted further. 

GAO examined the court proceedings for 128 traffickers arresteel during 1071. 
Of the 128 persons arrested, 88 were releaseel on bail. 
Of the 88 released on bail, 12 had been free on bail for an average 506 days anci 

had not been brought to trial as of August 1, 1072, aneI 76 had been free on bail 
for un average 165 days before their trials or before their cases were dismiss ea. 

:Most of the 78 defendants convicted and sentenced to prison recf!ived sentences 
of 5 years or less. 

Twelve convicted violators appealed their cases and were released on appeal 
bonds for an average of about 7 months. (See p. 38.) 

Arrested major narcotics trafficlmrs were not, overall, being effectively im
mobilized because: 

Current bail laws el0 not consider the likelihooeI of a person's continuing to deal 
in drugs when released on bail. (See p. 40.) . 

BNDD did not generally keep a close watch on the activities of narcotics traf
fickers released on bail. (See p. 40.) 

The law prescribes maximum penalties for certain narcotics violations but 
does not prescribe minimum penalties, except for persons who are engaged in a 
continuing criminal enterprise and for special dangerous offenders. (Controlled 
Substances Act of 1070 (84: Stat. 1242) ). (See p. 41.) 

Bi'i'DD did not evaluate casps after court proceedings to determine if its inyesti
gationhad been weak and ineffective. (See p. 42.) 
Recommendations 

If major narcotics traffickers are to be arrested, the Attorney General should 
require DEA to : 

Work closely with the Department o.f State to (1) persuade the Government 
of :lIIexico to change its laws which inhibit undercovcr worl;:: and (2) persuade 
the Governments of Mexico and other Central and South African countries to 
honor U.S. requests for extradition of their citizens for Yiolating U.S. drug laws 
or to prosecute their citizens on the basis of evidence supplied by the Uniteel 
States. (See p. 36.) 

l\Ialm sure that the classifications of indiyiduals as major traffickers are cor
rect and based on current ill telligence. (See p. 36.) 

Increase efforts to investigate all persons classified as major traffickers except 
when circumstances dictate that it is unreasonallie to do so. (See p. 36.) 

Prepare and perioelically mollify plans for invel'ltigating and immobilizing each 
major trafficlmr selected for enforcement action. (See p. 36.) 

If arresteeI major narcotics trafficl,ers are to be effectively immobilized, the 
Attorney General should require D])A to : 

Monitor arrested narcotics traflickers who are mOflt likely to continue traf
ficking while free on bail. 

Establish a system for evaluating cases after court proceedings in ordl'r (:0 
assess and improve enforcement techniques and to train agents. 

Maintain a close association with U,S. attorneys' oflices to obtain l<,gal ad I'ice 
when necessary in developing a case. (See p, 45.) 
Ar/encv acUon8 and 1t1w('solvccl iS81teS 

The Department of .Tustlce agreed in general with GAO and salcl that indlvic1-
uul recommendations that had not already bepn implel11pnt<'C1 were being stmlip(1 
to determin£' their feuflibillty. (See app. I.) The Department of Rtate ancI tIl(' 
Bureau of Customs, Department of the Treasury, reviewed. pertinent sections 
of the report and their cOmml'ntR and suggestions were considered. 

DIDA officials informecI GAO on Noypmber 7, 1073, that they were still considc'l'
ing Yluious methods for implplllPnting some of the GAO l'PcomlllcnllatiollS anc1 
that, when clecisions w<,re made, GAO won1c1 be informed of the corrective actiOnfl 
taI\Cll. 
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Matters for consicleraUon bV the Oongress 
Legislation has been introduced to: 
-Amend Federal law to provide pretrial detention measures for heroin 

traffickers. 
-Provide for mandatory minimum penalties for narcotics trafficking. 
1.'he information in this report should be of assistance to the Congress in its 

consideration of the legislation. 

[Attachment No.3] 

COZ,IPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPOR'l'-EFFORTS To PREVENT DANGEROUS DRUGS FROM 
ILLICITLY REACHING THE PUBLIC 

DIGEST 
'Why the 1'eview was made 

IncreaSing lJUmbprs of young people anci adults abuse drugs widely used in 
medical practice. This abuse has reacheci epic1emic proportions. The General 
Accounting Office (GAO) wanted to lmow what the Bureau of Narcotics und 
Dangerous Drugs was doing to stop diversion of these drugs from legitimate 
SOurces into the hands of illicit dealers where they become available to anyone 
wanting to buy them. 
Finclings ancl conclusions 

The Bureau estimates that DO 11prcent of the dangerous drugs in the illicit 
market are diverted, int('ntionally or unintentionally, from licensed sources
manufactul'prR, distributors, doctOrs, and pharmaCists. 

Opportuniti('s for this diversion appear to be endless. 1.'llere are 450,000 regis. 
tpred drug handlers in the United States, and through them flow 8 billion doses 
of stimulant:;; and depressants annually. 

~'he Bureau is making some progress in curbing c1iversion, but much more needs 
to \)e done. (See p, 13.) 

Inforlllat ion ncede(l 
~'he Bureau should he b('ttpr informed. For example: 
Drugs spilled by State and locnl ('nforcement groups w('re not always examined 

to determine the mannfactur('r; this information is helpful and sometimes vital 
to learn how the diversion occurred. (See p. 14.) 

Drug salllpl('s used to identify seizcd drugs were not obtained from all domestic 
and l\Iexicnn firms. (See p. 10,) 

The Burc>all reecivpcl tips from drug manufacturers about unusually large or 
suspiciouR ord('rs or purelJaHes of dangerous drugs Imt did not maintain enough 
records to follow up leads sYRt('matically. (Sl?e p. 10.) 

l'roc('c1Ul'PH wl're not (,Rtablisherl requiring the military s(,l'vices to provide 
information to the Bl1l'pau 011 drug thefts and shortages. (See p. 18.) 

Stat(.' and local groups did not maintain uniform anci reliable statistics 011 
dallgprons drug thefts, seiz\lJ'(,fl, and arrests. These statistics would indicate the 
C'xtent of the drug problem. (See IJ. lV.) 

Drug industry compliance 

'1'l1e Bnrpau has rpsponsiiJiIlty for investigating about 0,000 drug manufacturers 
amI wholesalprs to s('(' whether tlwir safeguards over drugs are a<lN{Uate and 
('olllply with Fc>!1c>ral 1'f'p;ulntlons. During fiHcal year 1071 the Bureau's survl?il
luure r('sllitNl in 1;;1 sf'izul'es of drugs. l'111s l'('p1'('s('ntec! confiscation of over 100 
million dosl'I; of stimUlants anc! devrpssunts, 04 arr(ll;ts, and 27 convictions and 
br(mght ahout impl'ovl?<l saf(~guarcJs hy some firms. (See p. 23,) 

'rilE' BurQau bas dpvfllopecl plans to inCl'flase its monitoring of tilt' drug-manu
faetm:ing indm;tl'Y. If ('fI'ecti,e, this development should provide added compH
IllH'{' by industry. (:'ipe p. 24.) 

Self-regulation by the drug industry 

Srlf-rpgulation ne(;'d~ imvroYQmen{:, '1'11e drug industry hus a public duty alld
HndpI' Federal lllW-ll l('gal responsibility to l'Iaf{'gu(tl'd itA products from illicit 
lIS(', Industry has tuken ftCtiOllS, und so hus the Bureau, to l'educp the potential 
for diversion of <1ruA''' to the illicit marl;:et. However, tile continued diversion 
inc1i('ates It Jl(>ed for incrpased pfCorts, (See p, 28,) 
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Retail drug handlers 

As 'Of June 30, 1D71, agreements had been signecl between the Bureau and 4G 
States to share the responsibility for monitoring licensed drug retailers. Nego
tiations were under way with the other fiye States. (See p. 30.) 

GAO's reyiew of the activities of State enforcement agencies in California, 
XeIV Jersey, and New Yorl( showed that they lacked both sufficient staff and 
authority to effectiYely monitor retailers and force cOrrectiYe action. ]'01' example, 
tIl(' New Jersey Bureau of Drug Control had four investigators to oversee the 
activities of about 1.DOO plJarmacies and mal(e investigations of private doctors. 
:\Iany retailers were not coyered adequately; therefore many diversions might 
not have been detected. (See p. 30.) 

In Au,!,'Ust 1971 the I~ureau began to evaluate systematically the capabilitie8 
of the States to carry out effectiYe monitoring programs. 
Rrcommendations 

Tbe Bureau should: 
Ohtain information on drugs seized by State and local enforcement agencips. 
~Inli:e sure that sam piC's of drugs arC' obtained from drug manufacturers. 
Establish a uniform information system that will sholV all drug firms ill each 

of the Bureau's rpgions ancl ",.ill provic1p control over aU reports received of 
unusual or suspicions purchases or ordprs of dangerous drugs. 

Obtain information 011 drug tll('fts and shortagps within the military and meet 
with the militnry 011 a rpgular basis to find out how to better control diversiou. 

J)pfille better tile type of information it desires from State and local enforce
mPllt groups. 

IHreet its regional officps to obtain availahle information from Stnte and local 
enforcement groups 011 clangerous drug thefts, seizures, ancl arrests. 

",York with industry to establish a program for better self-regulation. (See 
p. !W.) 

A//c'lIcy action8 and 1ml·c8ol1'cd,i.~.~ltr8 
'rile J)epartlllPnt of .Justice agrepcl HHit GAO's recommendations wpre ,'alicl 

aIHI said that they \\'(Julcl he made effC'etiyc, to the grpatest pxtent possihle, 011 
a Jll'iol'ity basis. 

With l'PSIJect to tIll' need to hC'ttrr 1'1)('11 out tlw types of statistics needed, the 
J)pl1al'tment said that thr deyelopnwnt of a uniform collection program wouW 
rpqllire extC'nsin' tim(', effort, and reSOn1'CC'R anel would hamper preHent opera
tiolls. The BUI'PI1Il. tllP Fe<lC'ral Burel1u of Im'estigation, and the IJaw Enforce
llwnt .\ssistance .\.clministratiIJl), 110\\,('\'1'1'. are establishing a tasl;: force to 
C'ollsid('r the entirl.' matter, (See app. I, p. 37.) 

jJ[(/ttcr,~ tor eOIl.~idc/'alion by till? COllure.s8 
This rrport shows that 1ll1H'lt more uepds to he rIone by tl1r Bureau of XarcotirH 

ancl Dangerous Drugs. tllr Stat('s, JO('al agt'nC'ieH, and the industry to reduce the 
eli \'('r14iol1 of Il'gltiml\1'rly manufactured drugs into illicit channel8 where thC'y 
hC'l'ome ea~i1y available to young peoplC' nnd adults. 

'1'11(\ report is hping R!'nt to the COl1gt'Pf;S to keep it acIYiRPc1 of tlll' situation 
nlu1 h(,(,Il11Se of in('rpasing Imlllie ('011(,('1'11 witH the problems enused by cIrug 
alnu.;t'. 

[AttU.ellmpnt XO. 4] 

CmO.'TROu,r-:R GJo:NERAI:S RF:PORT-Im:NTIFYINCfAXn ELIMIXATING SOURCES OP 
DANOElIOI'S Dm:os : E~'J!'OnTfl HEINO ~L\u~;, BUT NOT EXOUOIr 

DIOERT 
W7ty t7te review 1ca~ maclo 

A!lout 7G percent of dangerous drng!! fOllllel 011 the illegal U.S. mnrJwt today 
al'(l heing pl'odnc('d ill illicit lfiboratorirs 01' fire being smugglrc1 In. (Sec 1)11. 6 
fincl 7.) 

Brcanse of the incrcaspcl fivailability of dan/!,Pl'Ous drugs iIliC'itly nl'odu('PcI
snch as amphetamines and barbiturates find lmllncinogens, such M LSD-GAO 
wanted to know what hfiS bern done to identify find eliminate illicit sources of 
thC'l'le drugs. 

GAO reportNl on Federal activities to control diversion of dangerous drugs 
from legitimate f:lOUl'ces into the illicit U.S. market in Allril 1\)i2 (B-175<125). 
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T!1OUgh availability from these sources continues, the main problem today is 
from illegitimate U.S. sources undfrom smuggling. 
Finding8 and c01icl118ion8 

Dangerous drugs 
Are widely abused by children and adults, 
Inflict physical harm, 
Have phYSiological effects similar to tbose of heroin, 
Oause more deaths than heroin, and 
Are associated with mote crimes of aggravated assault than heroin. (See p. 9.) 
Use of dangerous drugs usually begins before an individual experiments with 

heroin., Along with marihuana, these drugs have become the prime drugs of 
youth, extending even to those of elementary school age. (See p. 10.) 

Because of similar physiological effects, abusers often turn to dangerous dl'Ugs 
when heroin supplies are stopped. This hampers both heroin enforcement and re
habilitation. (See p. 12.) 

The Drug Enforcement Administration established some programs for identi
fying and investigating illicit sources of dangerous drugs. These progl't1ll1R have 
brought about arrests of national amI international drug trufficl,ers and have 
closed illicit dangerous drug laboratories. 

However, weaknesses in several areas of administration have limited the 
programs' effectiveness. (See p. 13.) 

ENFORCEMENT 

In the early 1960's the Oongress created the Bureau of Drug Abuse Oontrol to 
enforce dangerous drug laws. By 1965 this agency's efforts were about equal with 
those of the Bureau of NarcoticR. The two were combined into the Bureau of Nar
cotics and Dangerous Drugs. The hearings leading to the merger indicatecl tlln t 
the Oongress expected dangerous drug enforcement to increase. (See pp. 15 
and 16.) 

However, the number of agents aRsigned to clangerous drug rases did not in
crease. Most of the Bureaus' resources were directed towal'(1 combating heroin 
use. (See p. 13.) 

As of July I, 1973, this Bureaus' functions ancl personnel were transferred to 
the new Drug Enforcement Administration. (See p. 5.) 

By stressing dangerous drugs more in day-to-day work, the Dl~Ug JiJn'force
ment Administration had the opportunity to increase its intelligence on dun
gerous drugs without adding more agents. 

The agency's policy was to interrogate informants thoroughly. However, 
many informant& or arrested heroin tramcl,ers were not questioned about SOl1rc('S 
of dangerous drugs, even though most heroin addicts also use dangerous drugs, 
especially if there is a shortage of heroin. (See pP. 9 ancI23.) 

III April 1973 marihuana enforcement was curtailed amI the agents who be
came ,available were assigned to dangerolls drug investigations. Putting this 
change into practice appearec1 difficult at first, becanse some regional oftieinlR 
believed that dangerous drug enforcement shoulcl be left to State and local a11-
tltol'ities and some agents believed that promotions come faster to those Working 
narcotics cases. (See pp. 14 and 15.) 

One of the best means to immobilize drug trafficl,ers is to eliminate the source 
of the chemicals (precursors) used by illicit laboratories to produce danger OUR 
drugs. Because precursors also usually have various legitimate uses, their sale is 
not restricted. 

A precursor control program was started in 1968 to obtain leads on suspicions 
sales of precursors from chemical firms, However, some source firms, including 
some of the largest chemical firms in the Unit:ed States and in other cOllutrieR, 
were not eontacted regularly. Some times when the firms were contacted, they 
were (Juestionec1 only about one drug rather than several. (See pp. 26 to 30.) 

At times, after tangible leads had been receivefl from drug firms, no further 
action was token because the enforcement agents were assigned to other activi· 
tier.;. (See p. 31.) 

PrOdUction and Smuggling of dangerous drugs from alJ(I through Mexico 

A Drug Enforcement Administration official estimated that about 80 percent 
of the illicit drugs seized in the United StateR originate in Mexico. The agcnCy'R 
clungerOllS drug efforts in Mexico were practically nonexistent, primarily due to 
lac], of ngents. (See p. 33.) 
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Only 16 agents were assigned to Mexico and the Central American countries 
(except Panama). i\iost of thei!' time "'as directed toward heroin, cocaine, and 
marilmana. One agent was assigned to the Mexico City regional office to increase 
dangerous drug efforts but was spending most of his time on other cases and 
duties. (See p. 33.) 

An illvestigation to trace the shipment of bulk drugs and capsules to recipients 
in :lUexico was delayed from November 1972 until June 1973 because of the re
luctance of liexican authorities to cooperate. During this period the agency made 
only limited efforts to follow up. (See p. 34.) 

The agency also has encountered difficulties in obtain pill samples from 
l\i<.'xican drug firms to help identify possible sources of drugs originating there. 
(See p. 34.) 

Diplomatic actions 

In :'\iexico anel in three Central American countries, the U.S. Embassies had 
establishe(1 drug control committees to evaluate tlle countries' actual or potential 
use as sources of drugs shipped tothe United States. 

~'hese committees use diplomatic c11llnnels to encourage cooperation by the 
countries in snppressing drug traffic. In some countries, however, the Drug En
forcement Administration did not keep the committees advised of dangerous drug 
trafficking. (See p. 35.) 

'Well-informed committees can support passage of effective legislation in their 
countries, such as the Convention on Psychotropic Substances, a pending United 
Nations treaty on psychotropic substances which include dangerous drugs. If 
passed, this treaty, similar to U.S. drug laws, could help restrict the easy aYaila
bility of certain drUgs. 

As of April 1, 1974, the United States had not rntified this treaty. (See p. 37.) 
It is under consideration by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 
Recom11lendntiOllS 

GAO made several recommendations to the Attorney General to increase the 
nl'ug Enforcem<.'nt Administration's effectiveness in identifying and eliminating 
sources of dangerous drugs. (See pp. 24, 31, and 3S.) 
Agency actions and 1tnresolved issues 

The Dppartment of Justice stated: 
Dangerous drug enforcement had received a lesser priority until early 1973 

because the entire ]J'ederal community had emphasized heroin as the primary 
drug problem. 

With the establishment of the Drug Enforcement Administration, snbstantial 
steps have bepn and are being taken to further strengthen dangerous drug en
forcement. '£he new agency has begun an active dangerous drug program in its 
Domestic Inyestigations Diyision that increases tIle priroity in this area. 

Dangerous drug enforcement is a new and highly innovative endeavor and the 
Deoartmpnt is continually conducting studies wHich will result in revisions of 
concepts and approach<.'s. Therefore, it cou1<1 not provide definitive comments on 
the acc<.'ptability of GAO's recommendations without further analysiS. (Se app. 
I.) 

lJlattcrs 101' consideration by the Oong/'(!ss 
~'he primary Inn'pose of this report is to keep the Congress informed of ac

tions tnlwn, as well as actions still needed, to identify and eliminate sources of 
dangerous th'ugs used in the United States. 

The Senate can use· the report in considering the Convention on Psychotropic 
Substances. (See pp. 36 and37.) 

[Attachment No.5] 

COJ\!PTROLLEtt GENERAL'S REPORT-EFFORTS To PREVENT HEIIOIN FnoJ\[ ILLIOI'l'I,Y 
REACIrING TIrE UNI'l'ED STATES 

DIGEST 
TVlty the 1'cvlew 1Oa8 macZe 

Heroin acl(Uction is one of the major social problems in the United States. 
o.fficial intelligence incllcates that most heroin renching the United States has 
tl'llYeled through illter'~ntionnl narcotics pipelinps controlled by Turldsh and 
l!~l'ench tl'lltIiclmrs i for illstance, the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
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(BNDD) estimates that about 4,000 ldlograms of heroin are manufacturecl an
nually in the Marseilles area of France from opium produced in Turkey. At the 
request of Congressman Charles Rangel, the General Accounting Office (GAO) 
made this review to determine what progress was being made in Europe and the 
Neal' East to control this illicit narcotics traffic. 
F-inaings ana cOr/cllts'ions 

BNDD's mission in Europe and the Neal' East is to help host governments to 
stop the flow of opium/heroin at its most vulnerable point before it reaches the 
United States. BNDD and U.S. Embassy officials have succeeded in getting for
eign governments to improve their capability to control illicit narcotics traffic. 
The more important actions taken include: 

Controlling opium production (Turkey). 
Increasing police fOrces assigned to narcotics control worle (France, Ger1l1all~', 

Italy, and 'lurker). 
IncreaSing the maximum prison sentence for serious narcotics crimes (FrancE', 

Germany. and Turkey). 
Improving border inspections (France and Germany). 
These actions have resulted in Rignificantly increased seizures of heroin and 

morphine base in Europe since 1070, when 461 kilograms were seized. In 1071, 
1,341 kilograms of heroin 01' morphine base were seized in Europe. In the first 
7 months of 1072, 1,312 kilogl'llms were seized. 

Problems 

Even with increased drug seizures and arrests on the part of host governments 
with United States help, much remains to be done to overcome the following 
obstacles: 

National police forces lacle a reliable means of exchanging intelligence and 
make little effort to recruit and use informers. 

National laws prevent police forces from doing undercover work. 
National laws in some countries do not permit law enforcement authorities to 

grant immunity 01' to bargain for reduced sentences. 
ENDD Rpecial agents assigned overseas do not have enough language training. 
A BNDD policy encouraging agents with special interests and skills to acce11t 

long-term overseas assignments is lacking. 
Recommendc£tions 

The Attorney General should take the necessary actions to : 
Insure that all special agents assigned to foreign posts have proficiency in the 

host country language. 
Establish a policy which would encourage agents with special interests and 

kills to accl.'pt long-term oversl.'as assignments. 
'I'be Secretury of State should encourage U.S. Ambassadors to the appropriate 

countries to continue their efforts in getting the host governments to improye 
the narcotics control capabilities of their law enforcement agencies. Special 
attention should be given to : 

Modifying the laws which prohibit undercover work or plea bargaining-two 
proven methods of gaining intelligence. 

Encouraging police forces to develop and use paid informants. 
Establishing exchange of intelligence between all narcotics law enforcement 

authorities by encouraging them to contribute to and use the international 
narcotics data bank being developed by BNDD. 
A,goney c£ction.~ 

GAO did not submit this report to the Depurtments of Justice and State for 
written cOlllmentSj howevpr, the eon tents of the l'epOl·t were discussed witlt 
officials of the agencies. BNDD ofIicials agreed with the finaings and conclusionfl 
cOlltnine<l in the report amI told GAO that actions has been or would be taken 
to implement its recommendations. State Department oIncials also agrepd wltll 
the findings and conclusions and told GAO tll';tt the re<!omlllendations cOincide(1 
with the Department's ongoing programs. 

,. 
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[Attachment No.6] 

COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT-EFFORTS TO STOP NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS 
DRUGS COMING ]'R011 AND THROUGH MEXICO AND CEN'rRAL AMERICA 

DIGEST 
Why the 1'evie-w was made 

~'he flow of narcotics and dangerous drugs from and through Mexico to the 
United States is increasing. 

In 1971 about 20 percent of the heroin, 90 percent of the marihuana, 80 percent 
of the dangerous drugs, and much of the cocaine consumed in this country came 
from and through Mexico. By late 1973 heroin flowing from and through Mexico 
to the United States had increased to about 1mlf the total consumption. 

In September and October 1974, Drug Enforcement Administration officials 
estimated that 

-70 percent of all heroin rcaching the United States comes from poppies grown 
in Mexico; 

-virtually all the marihuana seized comes from Mexico and the Caribbean; 
-about 3 billion tablets of dangerous drugs, valued at morc than $1.6 billion 

on the illicit market, comes from Mexico in a year; and 
-cocaine, which is 'becoming a preferred drug of abuse, passes through Mexico 

on its way from South and Central America. 
Central America is also a potentially important transshipment point for drugs 

coming to the United States. 
Accordingly, GAO examined U.S. programs designed to reduce the flow of 

drugs coming from and through Mexico and Central America. 
lJ'indinus Ulna conclusion.s 

The United States is trying to stop the flow of drugs from Mexico by : 
Forcibly preventing shipment of drugs to the United States (called interdic-

tion) . 
Eliminating illicit production in Mexico. 
ASsisting the Mexican Goyernment's antidrug efforts. 
The U.S. Ambassador, as the President's representative, is responsible for 

seeing that U.S. objectives are achieved. In the drug area he is supported by
the Drug Enforcement Administration, the prime U.S. enforcement agency, 

maintaining liaison with ;)fexican Government narcotics enforcement agenciefl, 
and 

drug control committees in each country. (See pp. 2 and 3.) 

Progress 

Since 1969 the United States and Mexican GoverlUuent's antidrug <,fforts have: 
Increased drug seizures, opium and marihuana eradication, and arrests. 
!Provided better information on drug trafficking. 
Improved lIexican capability through material aflsistunce grants and truilling". 
Increased cooperation and discussion at high diplomatic levels. (See pp. 15 

and 10.) 
Problems 

Even with this progress, increasing amounts of drugs continue to reach the 
United States. 

Factors wllich have hindered greater effectiveness in reducing the flow of 
drugs to the United States include 

r~ack of full cooperation between the two Governments regarding drug informa
tion ancl extradition and 

Limited technical resources and manpower. (See pp. 20 to 25.) 

Cooperatioll 

Oue way to reduce the flow of drugs to the Uuited States is the exchange of 
accurate data about the activities of known and suspected drug trafficlwl's 
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between the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Mexican Federal police. 
~'he Drug Enforcement Administration, however, has had only limited oppor
tunity to interrogate persons arrested by the lrederal police for drug crimes and 
sometimes was denied access to information the police olltained. (See p. 20.) 

Immobilization of drug traffickers is further hindered because drug traffickers 
who fiee to l\Iexico are not prosecuted .and incarcerated. l\Iexico rea{lily grants 
citizenship to persons having l\Iexican parents 01' lmckground, regardless of the 
solicitant's place of birth. Some of them, before 'becoming Mexican residents, livecl 
in 'the United States until they were convicted 01' suspected of violating U.S. drug 
laws. 

'.rhe Administration estimates that morc than 250 such persons now live in 
l\Ie:ll..ico. Some still h'afficlc in drugs. Because they are Mexican citizens, the Mexi
can Government refUses to extradite them to the United States for prosecution. 

In a few cases, Mexican citizens have 'been convicted in Mexico for drug viola-
tions in the Lnited States. Greater use of this procedure might deter Mexicans .. 
wlw have violated U.S. drug laws from using Mexico as a sanctuary from prosecu-
tion. (::lee p. 28.) 

l\Ia terial assistance 

Mexico is not only a major transshipment area hut also an indigenous source of 
drugs. Its sparsely pOllulated and rugged mountains make location and eradica
tion of clanclestine cultivation areas difficult and time consuming. 

Its extended border with the United States and two long coastlines afford traf
fickers virtually unlimited locations for smuggling. This, in turn, makes it harder 
for its ill-equipped pOlice to locate trafficking routes. (See pp. 6 and 25.) 

Since 1970 the Uniteel States has given l\fexico $6.8 million in equipment, such 
as helicopters for troop transportation. Additional equipment has Ibeen approved 
by the Cabinet Committee 'on International Narcotics Control. (See p. 26.) 

'alore than 250 of the 3rlO-member Mexican Federal police force have been 
trained in drug enforcement procedures by the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion; this 'training is continuing. (See p. 26.) 

'1'he United Stat~s is '1.1so providing equipment and training to the Mexican 
Customs Service. (Seep. 27.) 

Other matters 

DEA has had some success in locating and eliminating l1arcotics laboratories in 
other countries by 'lmblicly offering rewards for information about drug traf
fickers. 

~'hough the Aclministration has had information for a numher of years that 
heroin luborntories arc ol)erating in at least eight areas in :\Iexico, no significant 
lal10rntory had been seized until February 5, 1974. Since then six other labora
tories have been seized. 

GAO ,believes that 'publicly offering rewards would increase the identification of 
illicit laboratories, but the l\Iexicfin Government has not agreed to offer rewards 
for information, despite repeated U.S. requests. 

Although the Drug Enforcement Administration recognizes that many ocean
gOing vess(~]rs and aircraft are used in moving drugs from Mexico illicitly, it hael 
not monitored the use of oceangoing vessels and ,aircraft by drug traffickers. (See 
PJ). 18 and 22.) 

~'he Mexican Government recognized that {'Orruption exists at many of Us 
lev('ls, including the Mexican Federal police, 'and developed 'Plans to overcome this 
problem, ::;u('11 as reorganizing the police. This reorganization was to beg-in in 
January 1073, but no aetionl1ad been talmn ns of September 1974. (See p. 18.) 

Central America 

,('entral America iR not currently considered a prime source in trans!'hlpping 
drugs to the UnIteel States; however, it does offer trafficl,ers many of the same 
benefits as cloes Mexico. 

As enforcement improves in l\Iexiro, the Drug Enforcement Administration 
l'xpects -tramcl,ers to make grc>uter use of the Centrfil American countries. Plans 
are heing deVeloped, and the Administration plans to ,aSSign agents to theRe 
countries. (See p. 34.) 

]?neommcl1claUOn8 
'l~lw Attorney G('Uerul. in cooperation with the Secretary of State, should 

iJll[Jrove iJrfor11latlon gatllPl'ing allel cooperation in Mexico by encouraging the 
Mexican Government to-
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share information obtained. during interrogation and suspected drug ,traffickers 
and 

prosecute traffickers fleeing to lVIexico within the Me:Ai.can judicial system if 
Mexico corrtinues to refuse extradition. 
A(lency acUons ana ttnresolveu iS8ues 

Department of Justice 

.The unclassified version of the Department of Justice's comments are included 
in appendix 1. A copy of the Department's classified response will be made avail
able to authorized persons upon request. 

The Justice Department-
agrees with GAO's analysis of extraditiOIl problelll~ and the pOSsibility of 

prosecuting people in Mexico for violations of U.S. statutes and 
recognizes the merit of some observations concerning emorcement operations. 
However, the Department believes GAO's findings, conclusions, and recom

mendations have serious weaknesses. The Department believes the report is a 
random collection of observations and incluudes items of secondmry importance 
and that it ignores some significant issues, such as (1) investigative procedures 
used by the ~Iexican Judicial Police, (2) lack of opera·ting agreements between 
the Drug Enforcement Administration and local Mexican police officers 011 cus
tody and prosecution of arrested carriers, and (3) problems created for U.S. 
border investigations by the policy of the Government of 7IIexico which requires 
that known narcotics and dangerous drugs being smuggled out of Mexico be 
seized in Mexico. ('l'his policy prevents the identification of U.S. traffickers by 
keeping the .clrug under snrveillance until they are delivered.) 

GAO recognizes that many proDlems affect the efforts to stop 'the flow of nar
cotics and dangerous drugs into the United States and that these problems and 
their :;eriousnl'ss change from time to timl'. 

At the completion of GAO's fieldwork in late 1973, GAO's findings were elis
cussed with appropriate U.S. agency oflicials in the field and in Washington. 
At that time GAO had not identified, nor had agency officials recognized, the 
three alioye areas mentioned by the Department as causing major problems. 

If the Department has suflicient evidence to identify these areas as causipg 
real problems to their efforts to stop the flow of narcotics and. dangerous drugs 
into the United States, no additional work by GAO to develop these problems 
should be necessary. GAO :;;uggests that the Department continue to work with 
the Government of :Mexico to overcome these problems. 

The Department also commented extensively on how it believed (1) the Gov
ernment of l\Ie}..ico could improve its drug enforcement activities and (2) U.S. 
{)perations on the border could lie improved. It said that actions had been or were 
being tlll;:en to improve activities in lioth areas but that mOre efforts were needed. 

The Dl'Ug Enforcement .Administration's comments on specific actions planned 
<>1' being taken on GAO's recommendations are included in the report. 

[Attachment No.7] 

DEli. G-DEP VIOLA.'1·OR CLASSIFICA.'l'IONS 

Generally, the four classifications of 'G-DEP violators can be defined as 
follows: 

Gla.8s I.-Those violators who are major illicit laboratory operators, heads of 
criminal organizations, smuggling heads, and those who consistently deal in 
volume quantity of high-purii'Y drugs. 

Gla88 II.-Those violators who through the volume of their illicit activities 
are identified as significant wholesalers of illegal drugs supplying' various other 
traffickers. 

Gla88 III.-Those violators who are active distributors of illegal drugs in 
.quantity attlle sub-wholesale levels. 

,Cluss Hr.-Those yiolators who do not meet the criteria established at the I, 
II, and III levels. 

54-0ti6-75--9 
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[Attachment No. 8]' 

PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN OFSPECIAL'AGENTS TIMESPENT INVESTIGATING CLASS I THROUGH IV TRAFFICKERS 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1974 

Domestic Foreign 
regions regions 

Class I cases ________________ " ________ • ________ • __ •••• _____ ._.----.-•• ---.--- 28 r~ 
Class II cases _________________________________________________ -------------- 19 20 
Class III cases __________________________________ " ________ .__________________ 45 
Class IV cases ___________________________________________________________________ 8 _____ 5 

TotaL ______________________________________________________________ _ 

[Attachment No. 9] 

DEA .ARREST GOALS 

100 100 

Percentage of 
By class of violator: totaZ arrests Class I and II arrests ______________________________________ . ______ 10-15 

Class I, II, and III arrests_______________________________________ 60-70 Class IV arrests ___________________________________________________ 30-40 

By type of drug: 
EIeroin/cocainearrests____________________________________________ 70 
Dangerous drug arrests___________________________________________ 20 
Marihuana/hashish arrestE!________________________________________ 10 

DEA 1 arrests for calendar DEA 1 convictions for fiscal 
year 1974 year 1974 

Arrests Percent Convicted Percent 

Class 1 _____________________________________________ 604 3.6 63 1.1 Class 11 ____________________________________________ 842 5.0 287 5.0 Class 111 ___________________________________________ 7,409 44.1 1,984 34.6 Class IV ___________________________________________ 7,941 47.3 3,405 59.3 
Total ________________________________________ 

16,796 100.0 5,739 100.0 

1 Includes cases referred by other Federal agencies and State and local cooperative cases. 

Senator NUNN. You have nine attachments here. Could you give us 
a 1'eview £01' summary purposes, as to each attachment, and give us a 
title for it? 

:Mr. LOWE. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Tell us briefly what it contains. 
Mr. LOWE. Attachment 1 is a SlUl1lnary of the report dated December 

7, 1972, entitled "Heroin Being Smuggled Into New York City Suc
cessfully. " 

Attachment No.2 sUlllmarizes a report to the Congress dealing with 
the difficulties in immobilizing major narcotics traffickers. 

Attachment No.3 is a summary of a report to the Congress entitled 
"Effol'ts To Prevent Dangerous Drugs From Illicitly Heaching the 
Public." 

Attaclmlent No.4 is a summary of a report to the Congress entitled 
"Identil-ylng and Eliminating Sources of Dangerous Drugs, Efforts 
Being Made, but not Enough .. " , 

Senator NUNN. V1!hat date IS that ~ 
Mr. LOWE. That one is June 1974. 
Senator NUNN. I see you identii-y Oll. page 2 the problem in Mexico. 

How does this coincide with DEA's statement ~ Was the conclusion on 

1!1 

-
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tIllS data different from DEA's conclusion about the growing Mexican 
problem ~ You say here that it is estimated that 60 percent of the illicit 
drugs seized in the United States originates in :LVrexico. 

:Mr. LmVE. You are looking at attachment 4 ~ 
Senator NUNx. Page 2, attachment 4, bottom paragraph, right col

umn. I will direct that to any of the witnesses. rVe just heard testimony 
that DEA was not--

Mr. LOWE. Yes. These are primarily from DEA figures, estimates 
furnished to us by DEA in that case. liVe wouldn't have any know ledge 
otherwise on that particular thing. 

Mr. JONES. I might add we are talking about dangerous drugs as 
versus possibly what you heard from other witnesses concerning spe
cifically heroin and/or cocaine. liVe are talking about, I think, what 
would generally be referred to as stimulants, depressants and hallu
cinogens. This is the sense in which we use dangerous drugs here. 

• Senator N UNX. In the broader sense? 
~1:r. JONES. In the broader sense. The other witnesses I suspect are 

referring to heroin and/or cocaine. 
Senator NUNX. Go ahead. 
~1:r. LOWE. Attachment 5 summarizes a report on "Efforts To Pre

vent Heroin From Reaching the United States." This was Ol1e of our 
earlier reports in thf\ drug area in October 1972. 

Attachment 6 is a summary of a report on "Efforts To Stop K ar
cotics and DangeroHs Drugs Coming From and Through Mexico and 
Central .A .. merica." '-

Senator NFNN. IVhat is thE' date on that particular one? 
:a.rl'. LOWE. December 31, 1974-. 
In that partiCUlar one, since you mentioned this a minute ago~ the 

second paragraph in its smnmary says in 1071 about 20 percent of the 
heroin, 90 percent of the marihuana, 80 percent of the dangerous drugs 
and much of the cocaine consumed in this COlUltry came from and 
through Mexico. By late 1973, heroin flowing from and tlu'ough 
Mexico to the U.S. had increased to about half the total consumption 
and some other figures. 

Attachment 7 is our summary of DEA's descriptions of what a 
class I, II, III, or IV violator is. 

Attachment 8 is a percentage breakdown of special agents time 
spent investigating the various classes of traffickers for fiscal year 

.... 1974. This is based on the agency's own time reporting system. Ob
viously, we have not verified that. 

Attachment 9 is a summary of DEA arrest goals, DEA actual 
arrests for 1974 and convictions during 1974 by class of violator. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you. At this point Minority COlllsel has some 
questions he would like to ask. 

Mr. SLOAN. Thank yon, ?I:[r. Chairman. 
MI'. Lowe, on page 3 of attaGhment 2, which is entitled "Difficulties 

in Immobilizing :Major Narcotics Traffickers," one of the 1'eC0111-
mendv.tions listed is to make sure that the classifications of individuals 
as major traffickers are correct and based on current information. 

Could you tell the subcommittee if there have been any -abuses by 
DEA with respect to assigning individuals to these various classes, 
what information is used to classify individuals, and where does that 
information come from ~ 
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Mr. STANTON. At the time of this report we did work at the regional 
offices and at headquarters. We got a list of what headquarters con
sidered to be the major traffickers. Then we went to the regional office, 
say New York, and looked at the ones that were supposed to be in 
the New York region. 

The regional office had a different list. There were discrepancies 
between the list of major traffickers in the regional office as in head
quarters. This is essentially what we are referring to there. We don't 
lmow of any cases where someone was put on the list who was not a 
trafficker. However, he might have been misclassified based on their 
own criteria. 

Mr. SLOAN. Based on their own criteria and their own intelligence ~ 
Mr. STANTON. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. But you know of no specific instances where people have 

been misclassified ~ 
Mr. STANTON. We don't blOW of any; no. 
Mr. SLOAN. On the question of controlling the flow of heroin espe

cially from Mexico, I lloted on page 2 of attachment 6, which I believe 
is your most recent study, that factors which have hindered greater 
effectiveness in reducing the flow of drugs to the United States include, 
one, lack of full cooperation between the two governments regarding 
drng informatioll and extradition, and two, limited technical resources 
lUnd manpower. 

Are there any other factors ~ Specifically has there been any problem 
between the two governments with regard to the United States not 
cooperating fully with the Mexicans in controlling the flow of guns 
into Mexico ~ Has this led to their not cooperating with us with regard 
to onr sprious narcotics problems? 

Mr. STANTON. I don't have any information on that. We have no 
indication that there is anything like that, a get-eyen thing. 

Mr. SLOAN. Do you have any information at all that there is any 
connection between the flow of narcotics into this country and the 
flow of guns into Mexico. 

Mr. LOWE. Not to my knowledge, no. As a matter of fact, thaG is 
the first time I ever heard of it. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Lowe, on page 2 of your statement you inclicate that 
implementation of Reorganization Plan No.2 "has not ended inter
agency conflicts." You specifically me~tion problems between the 
Treasury Oustoms patrol and the JustIce border patrol along the 
sonthwest border of the United States. 

Do ::my other interagency conflicts remain and have any new ones 
emerged'since July 1, 1973 ~ 

:Mr. LOWE. I think Mr. Stanton might be able to address that more 
specificnl1y. Essentially, they are the same problems. Ohanging the 
llallles cloesn't make the problem go away. 

IVII'. ALOAN. Problems between ,yhat agencies ~ 
Mr. STAN'l'ON. Between BNDD and Oustoms, it would now be DEA 

and Customs. 
l\Ir. AWAN. Are there any other serious conflicts between agencies 

OtbE'T than DEA and Oustoms ~ 
Mr. LOWE: You have the Immigration Service to serve as border 

patrol, although I don't think they have a problem as far as drug 
arrest ancl that sort of thing, but the clrug business is very much 
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involved at the botdet. Bl1t you have several agencies. I guess each 
one of them has its own Air Force and Navy, if you want to exag
gerate a little bit. 

Mr. SLOAN. Haye you learned anything as to the specific nature of 
the conflict? Does it involve an argument over informa.tion? 

MI'. STANTON. It is caused essentially by overlapping jurisdictions. 
It is failure to exchange information. There have been incidents where 
one a.gency maybe was trailin~ someone and another agency picked 
the first agent up and stopped hIm. 

Mr. SLOAN. Reorganization Plan No. 2 was designed to eliminate 
any overlapping jurisdiction in the chug law enforcement area at 
the Federal level. I understand that once an indivjdual is arrested by 
Customs he is to be immediately turned over to DEA. 

So, theoretically, the problem of overlapping jurisdiction was elOO
inatecl by Reorganization Plan No.2. Do your studies indicate that 
there are still problems regarding the exchange of information? 

Mr. STANTON. Yes. This would be intelligence, one agency picks 
up information, someone is going through a checkpoint, they may 
not give it to the other agent, just wait and make a case themsehres. 
Then there is appropriate turnover that would then be made, seizure 
or arrest is made. 

Mr. SLOAN. On page 8 of your prepared testimony, :M:r. Lowe: you 
stated that international enforcement efforts have been hampered be
cause of the need for increased intelligence gathering, sharing, ancI 
cooperation among U.S. agencies involved in drug enforcement. \iV-hat 
specific. pl'Ob]cmls have you uncovered eluring your investigation?' 

Mr. LOWE. This is in reference to a report that we have in prepara
tion right now, Mr. Sloan. I have to honestly say I have not seen t.he' 
report itself. The work has just been finished. It was done mostly 
by out division, which has offices overseas, if I am not mistaken. 
I am sorry. I am lookillg at the wrong one. May I look at it just for 
a second?' 

Mr. SWAN. Certainly. 
Mr. S~I'ANTON. This problem is due to essentially different missions 

for the agencies involved. ~¥e l1ave the Central Intelligence Arrency 
operating overseas and they ate the basic infol'mation-gatl{Cl'hlg 
agency for the Government. 

They do not want to get publicity, not make court cases as snch, 
whereas DEA would like to get information, build a case, go to court. 
So thr,re is con:flict because of the basic difference in the missions, 
their types of operation. 

Mr. SLOAN. Is that a separate rep om that you are referrino' to? 
Mr. S'l'ANTON. YeR; this is the classified report which the comn~ittee 

has been provided. I think you got a copy last week. 
Mr. SLOAN. Thank you . 

. YO~l ha've mentioned that there has been inadequatr utilization of 
~ntelhg'ell('e t.o make drll~ seizltres at ports of entry. That is of great 
l1ltel'est to the subcommIttee. ~¥hy has that bC'PTl a problem ~ This 
was one of the key problems considered in 1973. ~¥hy is it still a prob
lem now and who is responsible ~ 

Mr. ~TAN'l·ON .. "Ve ha,:,en't, really go:r:e into this in depth. 
The mformatlOn prOVIded to us, whIch hasn't been verified. when 

customs had its 500 agents ,transferred to DEA. it then lost much of 
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its intelligence-gathering capability. The flow of information that 
it got from DEA did not make up for this void. It is really a matter 
.0£ implementing the Reorganization Plan No. 2 and there is need 
for adequate cooperation. 

Mr. SLOAN. Based on your investigation are there inherent in
-adequacies in Reorganization Plan No.2. Or rather has the plan not 
been properly implemented and intelligence not fully shared ~ 

Mr. STANTON. If it were properly implemented, I don't see any 
problems with it. 

Mr. LOWE. There is one thing, and this really has nothing to do with 
whether it is Reorganization Plan No.2 or No. 15. J nst as a contrasting 
example, ,ye have done an awful lot of work on the illegal alien prob- ~ 
lem. It is common knowledge in the press and everywhere else that the 
principal border involved in illegal aliens crossing is the Mexican 
border. 

I think this year they expect to send back about 900,000 illegal aliens. 
They don't know how many they don't send back or catch. So with the 
DE.:\... with the customs, with the border patrol, with every other Gov
erlllnent agency you can think of. the border is a real sieve. 

If you can't spot a 150- or 200-pouncl illegal alien, it is almost impos
sible to spot a pound of heroin, or a sack of marijuana. I think this is 
the problem we are really dealing with here. 

All of the agencies I think have in mind that they want to do a good 
job. They just want to do it as opposed to the otller agency doing it. 
This is. I think, the overlapping jurisdiction is wha:t the basic prob
lem is. No matter what you call the agency, as long as you have three 
or four of them on the border, we are going to continue to have those 
kinds of jealousies and problems. 

l\Ir. SWAN. Basically the Federal antismuggling agency is the U.S. 
Customs Service. It is in competition with no other agency in pre
venting the importation of illicit drugs,ol' other items. 

Mr. LOWE. Or aliens OJ: whatnot. I think that is the reason I was 
using that example. You can have hundreds of thousands of illegal 
aliens enter and each one of them individually is much bigger than a 
stash of heroin, we have hada real problem. 

:Mr . • T ONES. The reorganization plan never did specifically clarify the 
jnrisc1iction problem. It reaffirmed the authority of the Secretary of 
the Treastu'y for the interdiction of narcotics, dangerous drugs and 
marihuana at ports of entry and along the land and water borders of 
the LTnited States; and at the same time reasserted the authority of the 
Attol'lley General ,to continue to do the same thing. 

So inherent in section 1 of the reorganization plan is joint juris
clirtioll for the interdiction of controlled substances. 

Mr. SWAN. At ports of entry ~ 
l\[r. ,TONES. At ports of entry and along the land and water borders 

of the United States. That section 1 of the reorganization plan is there. 
It reserved for the Serretm'y of the Treasury the right to interdict 
other contJ'aband, but it sing:lec1 out controlled substances. and reserved 
it both to the secretary of the Treasury and both to the Attorney Gen
crfl,l at ports of entry, regular inspection stationsalld between and 
n]ong the land and water borders. 
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Mr. SLOAN. Are you saying that today there is in fact a COllfIict 
between DEA ·and customs ~ 

Mr. JONES. I didn't say DEA. I am saying it reasserted the author
ity of the Secretary of the Tr.easury and at the same time it reaffirmed 
it for the Attorney General. 

Mr. SLOAN. And the Attorney General's arm would be DEA ~ 
Ur. JONES. He has the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 

too. Yes, the border patrol, with 1,700 agents, I think, officers. 
Ur. SLOAN. What specific changes would you recommend to iden

tify and systematically immobilize major traffickers? That is 1an
g'uage from the fourth point on page 9 of your statement. 

Ur. LOWE. As I say, I did not bring even a copy of that classified 
report with me. So I cannot refer back to it. 

Mr. SLOAN. I have not seen that as of yet, but the answer to those 
questions--

Mr. LOWE. It would be in the report; yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. Let me just clear up one [mal matter. 
Ur. Lowe, on page 10 of your testimony you state that DEA's 

budget for purchase of evidenee and information flmds for fiscal 
year 1976 is E'stimated at $9 million? 

Mr. LOWE. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. We have obtained the figure of $9,955,575 as the amount 

DEA asked for from the Congress. vVl1ich is the correct figure? 
Mr. LOWE. I have to look it. up. 
Mr. JONES. We llave the statement of .rohn R. Bartels, Jr., before 

the Snbroll1mittE'(I on Appropriations for the Depal't.mE:'ont of Justice 
in the House of Representatives, fiscal year 1976 budget justification 
before the House. We have an amount of $8,978,000 which is an in
crt'ase of $2,157,000 over the fiscal 1975 base. 

lIfr. LOWE. That is from his statement before the Appropriations 
Committee. vVecan look that up. 

Mr. SWAN. I would apprt'ciate it. if you would, and let the sub.: 
committee know be·cause we ha.ve a differt'llce of roughly $800,000 or 
$900,000. 

Thank you, Mr. Cha.irman. 
[ThE' requested information follows:] 

FISOAL YEAR 1976 BUDGET REQUEST FOR PUROHASE OF EVIDENOE AND 
PAYMEN'rs ~·o INJfORlIfANTS 

We have confirmed with DEA that it is requesting $9.028,000 for purchase of 
evidence and payments to informants for fiscal year .1976. Based on our dis
cussions with DEA officials and 0111' review of the agency's records, we cannot 
substantiate the $9.9 million figure which has been referred to. ~he $9,028,000 
request was established as follows: Fiscal year 1915 base ___________________________________________ $6,821,000 

Incl'ea~e for fiscal year 197(1 to Rupporr current authorized agent vvorlr force ___________________________________________________ 1-2,157,000 

8,978,000 
Increase for fiscal year 1076 to support 6 proposed agent pOl'litlons 

scheduled for Mexico_________________________________________ 1-50, 000 

~otnl PE/PI request ;for fiscal :venr 1976____________________ 9, 028,000 
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Senator NUNN. Thank you all for appearing. We appreciate your 
presence here today and your testimony and the work you are doing 
for the committee. 

The subcommittee will now adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morn
ing, at which time we will have the testimony of Mr. Andrew C. Tar
taglino, who was the Chief Inspector for the Drug Enforcement 
Agency. 

L Whereupon, at 4 :30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, June 10, 197'5.] 

[Members present at time of recess: Senator NUllll.] 



FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCE~rENT 

TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 1975 

U.S. SENATE, 
PEfulrANENT SunC01\:OUTTElE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

OF THE COlVIMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Washifngton, D.O. 

The slibcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, pursuant to Senate Resolution 111, as amended, Hon. 
Henry M. Jackson, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding. 

Members of tl~e subcommittee present: Senator Henry M. ,"fackson, 
Democrat, Washington; Senator Sam Nunn, Democrat, Georgia; Sen
ator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; Senator Jacob K. Javits, 
Republican, New York; and Senator Bill Brock, Republican, 
Tennessee. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief cOlllsel; Philip R. Manuel, investigator; Frederick Asselin, in
vestigator; Robel't Sloan, special counsel to the minority; and Ruth 
Y. Watt, chief clerk. , 

Chairman J AC;KSON. The committee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening; Senator 

Jackson.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U.S. SENATE, 
COU:/>IlTTEE ON GOVERNJlfENX OPERAXIONS, 

SENATE PERJlfANEN'.v SunCOMMITl'EEl ON INVESTIGAT.WNS, 
Wa8hinutM~, D.O. 

Pursuant to !Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub. 
committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, per
mission is hereby granted for the chairman, or any member of the subcommittee 
as designated 'by the chairman, to conduct hearings in public session, without 'I\. 
quorum of two members for administration of oaths and taking of the testimony 
in connection with DJ:ug Enforcement Administration on Tuesday, June 10, 1975, 

BElNRY M. J AC;KSON; 
Oha-trman. 

CHARLES H. PERCY, 
., Ran7ctnu minority memocw. 

Chairman JAO;KSON. We resmne our hearings in connection with the 
operation of the Drug Enforcement Agency. Yesterday there was 
considerable discussion about the increase in hard drugs and especially 
since DEA was reorganized. I just had received this morning in the 
mail from the 'Chicago Daily News an independent investigation of 
theil's and it shows this headline "U.S. Losing' Smuggler War, Chicago 
Heroin Flood." This headline dramatizes the problem thrut we face 
around the Nation. 

(131) 
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This particular reference is to an investigation conducted by Daily 
News investigative reporters on the subject, completely independent 
of any investigation on the part of tIns committee. 

It does point up the urgency and seriousness of tIns problem as it 
pertains to the people of thls country and above all else, the whole issue 
of integrity in the post-Watergate period of our law enforcement 
agencies. 

I would like to, without objection, put it in the record. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 13" for refer

ence and follows:] 
EXHmIT No. 13 

[From the Chicago Daily News, June 7-8, 1975] 

U~ITED STATES LOSING S~mGGLER 'V AR-OHICAGO HEROIN FLOOD! 

SlmURDS EASILY OBTAIN COCAINE 

(By William F. Mooney and William Olements) 

Heroin is ilowing across the border from Mexico at record rate and authorities 
say they are losing the war to stop the smuggling of the drug that turns addicts 
into the "walking dead." 

And Ohicago has now become the principal market for brown heroin
'Mexican l\Iud"-being shipped into the country. The Federal Drug Enforce
ment Administration admits it is probably intercepting as little as 15 per cent 
of this relatively pure heroin entering the United States. 

In recent months, the street sale price of heroin has fallen 25 per cent-from 
$1,200 to $900 an ounce, indicating a ready supply. 

When the heroin reaches Ohicago or other markets, the dealers "cut" it to 
as low as 3 per cent purity for distribution to pushers and addicts. 

Federal, state and local authorities all agree that effective drug enforcement 
is all but impossible by the time the drug is ready for street sale. 

"We end up by playing defense-never offense," said Sgt. Kenneth Brandt 
of the narcotics section of the Ohicago Police Department. 

"They let the stuff sift through our borders, and by the time it gets to Ohicago 
we've reeling backward trying to make busts on the streets. But its too late 
by then." 

Most authorities agree that the failure to intercept the big shipments of 
drugs belongs to DEA, the federal agency given a mandate by former President 
Richard M. Nixon in 1973 to wipe out all illegal drug traffic in the United States. 

Furthermore, authorIties say, the heroIn supply will be increased sharply this 
summer because the government of Turkey has lifted its ban against the grow
ing of poppies, the source of heroin. 

The Turkish poppy produces "white heroin," prized by both drug wholesalers 
and drug addicts. 

Turkey's three-year ban against growth of the poppy-now lifted-is the reasdn 
Why white heroin has been in such short supply in this country. • 

"I shudder to think what's going to happens when the white stuff starts flow
ing," said Vernon D. Meyer, who took over last month as DEA regional director 
here. 

In the face of thiR growing availability of heroin, DEA appears to be ('on
centrating on small "buy and bust" street operations that trap the minor pushers, 
but stops far short of tracking down the big, main-line suppliers. 

The Daily !.'fews spent weeks examining federal magistrate and U.S. District 
Oourt records to determine the effectiveness of DEA's performance. 

Of the 387 DEA drug investigations contained in these records only ri. few 
resulted in seizures of a pound or more of herOin, the minimum that drug 
officials say a wholesale drug dealE'r wouhl handle. 

Most of the "buys" involved only one, two or three ounces of heroin, and even 
these relatively small amounts lmd been cut with milk sugar, caffeine or other 
additives. 

In its investigation, the Daily News also found: 
• Oocaine is thE' cnrrent A'ln mnr cll'ng amonA' manv "ill" people and status seel'ers. 
It is really available both 011 Rust St. and in the suburbs. 
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• Marijuana 1s now entering this country literally by the tons, and is so plentiful 
that its price is way down. 
• There is no shortage of heroin, despite DEA announcement that it has smashed 
several drug rings. 

The 25 per cent drop in the price of heroin-to $900 an ounce-was described 
this way by Lt. Richard Joyce of the Ohicago Police Department's narcotics 
section: "The only one paying $1,200 an Olmce is 'the man' (police). So our 
undercover agents are haggling-we're making lower offers for buys." 
• Drug-related deaths in Oook Oounty in 1974 were at a record-high-460 per
sons. This year the death rat's even higher. 
• The status symbols on SliD urban high school campuses once were pill-popping 
and pot. Now, many are ready markets for pushers offering heroin, LSD and 
amphetamines, and such exotic new drugs as PCP, an animal tranquilizer. 
• No drug seizures were made lapt year at either Navy Pier or Calumet Harbor 
by DEA OJ' any other fedpl'Ul agenCies, although both are ports of entry for 
foreign ships and considering natural for drug smuggling. 

DEA is responsible for alerting the U.S. Customs Office at O'Hare Airport on 
drugs being smuggled into Ohicago by 'airplane. Last year, DEli.. gave Customs 
only two cases, but both were considered so solid that they were place(l in the top 
category known as "absolute referrals." 

No arrests were made in their instance. 
DlDA for three months spent the major portion of its investigative time looldng 

for jun1des instead of dealers in blaclr communities across the country. This oc
curred, according to a Washington source, after a black congressman complained 
that the federal agency was not concerned enough with the heroin problem in 
black neighborhoods. 

For comparative purposes, The Daily News examined DEA's performance in 
the 21-month period from July 1, 1973, when it began operations, to l\Iarch 31, 
1975. The operations of DEA's predecessor, the Bureau of Nar('otics and Dall?,"er~· 
ous Drugs (B);,DD), were examinefl for a similar 21.-month period. 

The comparison shows DEA's investigations resulted in 155 criminal indict
ments, with 87 persons going to prison. The bureau's investigations resulted in 
240 indictments and prison tprms for 176 prrHons, double DEA's performance. 

Meyer strongly defend DEA's record here during the last two years, pointing: 
out: that several "very important people" in the narcotic trade Illlve gone to, 
prison. 

He also saW that DlDA begins every case with the objective of going "highel~ 
up the ladder until we get somebody important or realize we're beating our heads. 
against the wal1." 

When that hallpens. he said, DlDA will move in and make an nrrest. 
Meyer said DlDA cloes not intentionally pursue a "buy and bust" approaclr, 

but defends it as an effective enforcement tool at times. 
The court files provide a unique insight into the o"er"'a11 performance of DEA 

and the federal war on clrugs. 
~I'he agents operate undercover where they can, but because of the mistrust 

of most dealers, they have to use known pushers or addicts to make some buys. 
Some of the pushers are themselves acldicts who sell heroin to get 1ll0m'Y to 

feed their own habit. . 
The federal recorcls also show that lout of 10 of the drug dealers arrested by 

DlDA skip bond and fiee to Mexico, leaving behind the small-fry pushers to stand 
trial alone. 

At least 36 of these dealers forfeited bonc1s ranging up to $200,000 and are 
listed in U.S. District Court records as fugitives. 

In Mexico, DEJA authorities concede, the fugitives "lay low" while training 
others in the intrlt'aciefl of drug smuggling. 

These recruits are sent to Chicago or other cities to replace tIle fugitives in 
the drug trade. 

In contrast to the dealer who posts bond anel flees the country the small-time 
pusher has been known to speml months in Cook ('ounty .Tail unable to llost 
bond as flmall as $8,000. 

Ilis l)(':,;t chunc(-' to avoid a lengl'ily prison ter111 is to cooperate with Dl'}A by 
becoming a govern~ent info1"111er, hoping that his court-appointeel attorney can 
plen-bargain for lenmecy with the federal prosecutor. 

Too often, according to authoritles, the pusher Imows only his OWn supplier 
and cannot take tl1e government tlle one step beyoml that will lend. on the "hig 
pinch" of a majol' dealer. 
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Federal judges here are becoming incr!=!asingly aware of the low quauty of 
many of the arrests being made by DEA, according to llobert S. Bailey, a one
time federal prosecutor and now a defense attorney who has represented scores 
of persons charged with narcotic violations. 

Of 38 recent sentences handed down in federal court here, the longest prison 
term was two years, with 20 of the sentences being a year or less. 

In addition, 62 persuns were granted probation. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Our witness this morning is Mr. Andrew C. 
Tartaglino, Chief Inspector of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Mr. Tartaglino, if you will come forward. Mr. Tartaglino, if you 
will raise your right hand and be sworn. 

Do :you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give 
before this subcOlmnittee RhaH be the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing' but the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF ANDREW O. TARTAGLINO, OHIEF INSPEOTOR, DRUG 
ENFOROEMENT ADMINISTRATION, AOOOMPANIED BY STEPHEN 
1I. SAOHS, OOUNSEL 

Chairman .JAOKSON. You may be Reated. I believe you are repre
sented here this morning by counsel If you ·would· identify your 
counsel. . 

l\fr. T"\R'I'AGLINO. Yes. Mr. Chairman. 
Ohairman .JAOKSON. Not that you need one. 
l\fr. T.\RT.AGUNO. l\fy counsei and very good friend is Mr. Stephen 

H. 'sachs. 
Chnirman JACKSON. From Baltimore ~ 
1\£1'. TARTAGJJINO. From Baltimore. 
Chairman .JACKSON. We are delighted. Mr. Sachs is a former U.S. 

attorney for Maryland. 
Mr. SACHS. May I say I shared t.he chairman's obseryation that MI'. 

Tartaglino needs no cCHmsel. But I am an old friend, and we talk 
about these matters from time to time as he was coming to the deci
sion he made. I consider it an honor to be asked by Mr. Tartag1ino 
here today. 

Chairman .JACKSON. I understand fully. That is why I made the 
1:!omment, too. I understand your 1'01(' here. You are here as a friend, 
not just as a lawyer in the usual sense. 

Mr. SACHS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman JAOKSON. First, Mr. Tartaglino, may I say y<?u have a 

prepared statement. I want to ('xpl'ess to you my appreciatIOn and I 
know the appreeiationof the staff and members of the committee for 
the fort.hright way in which you have co oJ? eratec1. You hav('n't bee;n 
up here trying t~ leak a story. You have lIved up to the finest tradl
tions of the serVlCe, a man of honor fund decency, and you have re
sponded trutlrfnlly, ItS far as we have been able'to ascertain, to the 
questions we have asked. 

You have cooperated with this committee and I believe likewise 
with the investigation that the Attorney General has undertaken. I 
just wanted to make that statement at the outset. 

I hltve rrac1 your statement. It is a very fine one. The members or 
the pr!?ss all have copies now or the witness' statement. 

,. 
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'Why don't you proceed? In view of the fact that it is available 
where you can speed it up, just allllounce you will skip the followino., 
it goes in as if reac1. You understand? b 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. Yes, Mr. Chairman . 
. Chai~an JAOKS?N. Areas where you can avoid. a lot of detail just 
m the mterest of tnue, but you are the boss and Judge on that. You 
decide where and when you want to do that. Just indicate it, however, 
as you go along. 

Mr. TARTAGLINo. I think there are certain enclosures that I will just 
summarize as I pass through, :Mr. Chairman. . 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is An
drew C. Tartaglino, and I am the Chief Inspector of the Drug En
forcement Administration, and I am presently on detail to tIle De
partment of Justice, the Office of Management and Finance. 

I am a native of Newport, R.I., and I attended local schools in 
Newp?rt,ancl I am a graduate of Georgetown University here in 
Washmgton. 

For the last 23 years. I have served as a career drug law enforcement 
officer, first in the Federal Bureau of Narcotics in the Treasury De
partment, then, following an executive reorganization in 1968, in the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs in the Justice Department, 
and finally in the Drug Enforcement Administration, also 'within the 
Justice Department. 

During this time, I have served in a variety of positions both in 
the United States and Europe. 

Following creation of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs (BNDD), on April 8, 19G8, I was named its Chief Insi)eetor 
with responsibilities to continue an investigation of corruption in the 
New York office ,.A; the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, an inquiry pre
viously beglill by the Treasury Department~ and to create an effective 
BNDD inspection service that would hiwe the capability of safeguard
ing the agency's integrity and investigating any charges of miscon
duct or wrongcloing that might arise. 

In May 1DGU, I assumed the position of Assistant Director for 
EllforccIl'ient and had the sole responsibility for drug enfol'ceuwnt 
activities under tll(' general guidance of its Director, .r olm E. 
Ingersoll. 

:My duties were to develop aflirmative police programs aimed at dis
ruptmg the organizations that control the illicit drug traffic on a 
national and international basis. In 1971, I became Deputy Director for 
Operations and assumecl responsibility for all enforcement, regulator.Y, 
intelligence, and training programs for the Burea.u of N al'cotics and 
Da.ngerous Drugs. 

Upon the creation of the Drug Enforcement Administration 
(DEA) on .Tulv 1, 107:3, .Tohn R. Jhl'tels, .Tr., the Acting Administra
tor, requested that I Ren'e tempomrily as his Acting Deputy Admin
istrator until the position could be filled by an appointee. 

The Deputy Administrator post in the newly formed DEA is the 
secondl'anking position and is subject to Senate confirmation. 

I acceded to this request 'with the mutual understanding that the 
position would eventuaJly be fined by a noncal'eer appointment other 
than myself, ancl that I ,vonld become the Chie:r Inspector of the Drug 
Enforcement AdmInistration which is in the career service. 
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I served as Acting Deputy Administrator of the Drug Enforcement 
Administration for 1;) months lUltil the occurrence of events beginning 
in September 1974 which were intolerable and lUlacceptable to me 
from an ethical point of view. 

Today, I am appearing before yon with an appreciation of the grav
ity and importance of your inquiry, and I will be as candid and help-
ful as I can in mnking it a constructive one. . 

I wish I could say it is a pleasure to testif-y here today, but if you will 
permit me a brief personal comment, I must tell you that my emotions 
are mixed. vVbat I haye to say will be frankly and seyionsly critical of 
some practices of the law enforcement effort of wInch I have been a 
part for all of my profcssionallife. I shall also be critical, in this pub
lic fonID1, of the recently resigl1edAdministrator of DEA who was my 
immediate superior for 18 months and whom I tried to serve faithfully 
and well. 

I sought in N ovembel' of Jast year to l)ring to the attention of Acting 
Attorne.y General Silberman sOlne of the episodes I relate herein. I did 
so onJy aHer considerable soul searching, and self-examination led me 
to the'conclusion that a matter of flUldamental principle was involved 
and that a failure to act was morally wrong. 

I could scarcely foresee, however~ that 8 months later I would be 
called upon to relate these matters publicly. Even had I mown, how~ 
eyel\ I hope it would not have had any bearing on my decision, 
for it was clear to me that both from an ethical and management point 
of view, as well as the requirements of the Code of Federal Regula~ 
tions, it was essential for me to raise these issues with higher authori~ 
ties. 

But that imperative scarcely lessens my regret at the necessity to do 
so and particularly the necessity to testify publicly. I come from a 
tradition which attempts to resolve its problems internally for fear 
that, public discussion can impair the effectiveness of the law enforce~ 
ment mission. And I am concerned that my remarks here will be seized 
upon and distorted by those who are lUlfairly hostile to the Federal 
drug enforcement effort in order to discredit the thousands of dedi~ ~ 
cated men and women who work very hard, at frequent personal risk 
to themselves, to curb the drug traffic in this country. It is extremely 
painful for me to appear in any way to lend support to unfair attacks 
on DEA. 

[At this point, Senator Brock entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I am also concerned that my actions of last N ovem~ 

bel', and this testimony today, will be perceived by some to be self
serving, an effort to gain personal advancement for myself. Such 
attacks on my own motives have already been made. 

I suppose ~ could har~ly be e:\.'})ected to say anything else, but let 
me assure tIllS subcommIttee, and anyone else who cares, that I took 
!-he step.s of last November in the fn11 knowledge that they seriously 
Jeoparchzed, rather than advanced, any career goals of mine. Subse
qnent events have borne this out. I ask no sy~npathy and I seek no 
praise; but neither do I want my motives depreciated. . 

In attempting to resolve the issues which compelled lYLe to go for
ward I never once deviated from the formal system of command. I 
have never sought to have these issues aired in the press and have 

,. 
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responded to press inquiries only in consultation with, and permis
mon by, the Public Information Office of the Department of Justice. 

I knew that in coming forward I would run the risk that others 
would not be so restrained and they have not been. 

In any case I am here because you have asked me to appear and, 
despite my concerns, I am pleased to aid your inquiry. I see this testi
mony as the inevitable consequence of my actions of last fall and I 
am sure I was right in what I did then. One cannot spend 23 years 
of his career in upholding the law and the integrity of the public' 
trust and watch it compromised in silence. 

Let me mention one further preliminary point. On March 31, 1975, 
shortly after he took office, Attorney General Edward H. Levi issued 
Order No. 600-75 for the purpose of empaneling a special group to 
make a full inquiry into the conduct of DEA. 

I have cooperated fully in their inquiry, as well as with this sub
·committee and its staff and I welcome th'e thoroughness and profes
sionalism of the investigation conducted by both the Attorney Gen
al'al's group and by this subcommittee. 

After the creation of the Drug Enforcement Administration, I was 
in many ways concerned with the progress of the new agency in copino' 
with its various problems. I disapproved of some of its policies ana 
personnel decisions which, in my view, were contrary to the civil 
sE'rvice system. 

As a result, there was a general lethargy and poor morale among a 
laro'e number of DEA's employees. Nevertheless, I felt the situation 
.colB'c1 be improrec1 and that the Drug Enforcement Administration 
could carry out its mission adequately. 

Even though the manner in which some situations were handled by 
the Administrator strongly suggested indifference when measured by 
customary professional standards, I did not feel compelled to bring 
them to the attention of higher authority. Indeed, I made every effort 
to resolve differences of opinion in favor of IvIr. Bartels. 

Because of my future interest in the operation of the agency's inter
nal inspection office, I naturally gave extra attention to this area for 
the purpose of supporting Mr. George B. Brosan, its acting chief, 
in organizing its staff and functions. 

In addition, my prior service as Chief Inspector for the Bureau of 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs had convinced me of the importance 
of an active and vigilant internal security program. 

Corruption within Federal, State, and local police agencies is a 
traditional and recurrent problem within the United States and rep
resents merely one of the more common forms of the broader problem 

n' of corruption within the Government. 
It is most apt to occur in an organized fashion wit.hin the lower levels 

·of functional responsibility, but from time to time may infect the high
est levels of authority. 

Although criminal activity or abuse of power is generally con
demned by the population, corruption within Government is particu
larly abhorrent to the citizens because of the special trust and wide 
discretion which has been vested by them in such officials. 

[At this point Senator Brock withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Mr. TARTAGLmo. This is all the more true of corruption within a 

law enforcement agency, because of all Government functionaries, 
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these are the officers charged with the special assignment of appre
hending those who breach the criminal laws generally. 

Therefore, it is viewed as a signal of the dominance of crime and 
criminals over society, that is, the very antithesis of civil government. 

Realization of this public attitude and of its significance has resulted 
in the creation of the concept of "integrity" by those seeking to pro
tect society from this special vice and the demoralizing effects which 
it produces. 

The concept of integrity is meant to imply more than an absence 
'of wrongdoing, but seeks rather to emphasize unshakeable ancl SCrtl

pulous dedication to honesty in which the citizens can trust as a pro
tection ·against all circumstances which might arise, whether clear or 
ambiguous. 

In other words, integrity is not the absence of corruption, but its 
opposite. It is not designed simply to ·ferret out corruption when it 
occurs, but to prevent it from !trising. 

Its maintenance, therefore, depends not only on abstention from 
cleatly illegal acts but avoidance of circumstances which may reason
ably be viewed as antecedent to illegal acts, that is, conduct or as
socIations which may lead to compromise and complicity under proba
ble or reasonably imaginable circumstances. 

This positive concept has been created as the only assurance of con
tinued honesty within Government or law enforcement, thereby en
abling both to conduct their controversial business with the continued 
support and trust of the citizens. 

It is, therefore, an armor against insidious decay of the body poli
tic but, like aU armor, must be constantly maintained and polished. 

Some incidence of delinquent behavior within any given gronps of 
individuals appears as an unavoidable consequence, but the particular 
conditions to which the individuals are subjected may radically af
fect the degree to 'which such behavior occurs. 

To the extent that conditions tend to encourage this delinquency, the 
need for discipline and regulations increase in order to serve' as a 
counterbalance influence. 

The conditions under which enforcement officials, and particularly 
drug enforcement agents must perform their duties are such as to pro
vide unusual opportunities, temptations, and pressures for delinquent 
or corrupt practices. . 

Even at a low level, officials are vested 'with wide discretion over 
matters involving' large SU111S of money 01' vital human interests. 

This is particularly the case in drug enforcement where opportuni
ties abound fol' association with and profit from crin1inals if one exer
cises one's authority and discretion in desired ways. 

Agents daily encounter situations in which they may solicit 01' bE' ,. 
offered substantial sums of money, privileges, or illicit services if 
they ,vill make certain decisions in ,Iavor of the criminals whom they 
are charged with apprehending. . 

This temptation is increased by the fact that snch decisions can be 
easily hidden under the broacl mantle of discretion with which they 
aro invested. 

The temptations and opportunities to engage in corrupt practices 
which exist within drug enforcement cannot be reduced. Underworld 
figures who fear incarceration or interference with their illegal enter-
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prises will continue to offer big money for special favors to avoid such 
a possibility. 

Being unscrupulous persons, they will naturally take advantage 
of any leverage they can acquire to bring pressure on the officers with 
whom they come in contact. 

The only way in which these pressures can be offset is by strict regu
lation and enforcement of procedures, and a high development of 
dedication to the concept of integrity. ,Vithout such dedication and 
constant vigilance, corruption is not only certain to appear but to 
grow and thrust its tentacles into the highest levels. 

The experience of the Treasury Department's Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics provides graphic illustration of the truth of these principles. 

What I am saying here are not principles I have abstracted from 
a textbook, but rather the results of what many of us observed in the 
New York City office of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics in 196'7-
69, a situation that went unattended for almost a dozen years. 

I think it would be helpful for the subcommittee to have some de
tailed background of the corruption investigation in New York in 
the late 1960's in which, as I have said, I was a principal investiga
tor on behalf of BNDD. 

My experience in that investigation explains a gTeat deal of my 
suhseqnent concerns and conduct as Acting Deputy Administrator of 
DEA and sheds a great deal of light on problems which in my judg
ment continue to confront the agency. 

I am afraid that the fallout of the New York experience has by no 
means disappeared. 

In 196'7, .Tames P. Hendrick, the Assistant Secretary of the Treas
ury for Enforcement directed an intensive investigation into al1ega
tions of widespread eorruption ,vithin the New York office of the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics, and detailed me to lead a task force 
inquiry that spamled the greater part of 2 years. 

The most concise summaries of the results of that inquiry are con
tained in memorandums I submitted in 1968 and 1969. 

At this point, I would like to have introduced as exhibits at these 
hearings four memorandums which I, as Chief Inspector and as 
Assistant Director for Enforcement, prepared for J olm E. Ingersoll, 
the Director of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, con
cerning the charges of criminal misconduct at the New York office of 
the Bureau of Narcotics. 

Chairman JACKSON. Without objection, the memorandums can be 
all one exhibit ~ Exhibit No. 11, and then it will be A, B, C, and D. 

[The d.ocuments referred to were marked "Exhibit Nos. 141\.. 14B, 
11C, and 14D" for reference and will be retained in the confidential 
files of the subcommittee.] 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. Mr. Chairman, these documents and others to 
which I will refer in. my testimony, are from the files of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration and the Department of Justice. 

[At this point, Senator NlIDn entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. They were written by me and obtained by the 

subcommittee staff throll~h established procedures from the Drug 
Enforcement AdministratIOn and the Department of Justice. 

My use of the documents today is enabled by the subcommittee's 
having made them available to me. 

540li6-75-10 
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Mr. Chairman, I request that I be allowed to excerpt information 
from these docmnents but that they be held on a confidential basis by 
the subcommittee, because of their sensitive nature. 

The documents are among those which were obtained from the DruO' 
Enforcement .Administration by the subcommittee staff. The dOClt: 
ments are: 
. 1. November 21, 1968, memorandum entitled "Integrity Investiga

tIOn-New York Office, History, Recommendations, Conclusions." 
2. May 30, 1969, memorandum entitled "Integrity Investigation

Individuals Resolved Since Inception." 
3. June 1, 1969, memorandum entitled "Integrity Investigation

Status of Investigations-June 1, 1969." 
4. Jlme 23,1969, memorandum entitled "Integrity Investigations

Resolved and Unresolved-June 1, 1969." 
Chairman J..iCKSON . .As I understand it, they mentioned individun,ls, 

and it would be lmfair to make them public at this time. IV-e will receive 
them and place them in a sealed envelope. They will be identified. They 
will be received on the basis that they will be treated confidential until 
such time as it would be appropriate to make them public. 

Mr. T.AR1'AGLINO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Reports of corruption began to surface as a major problem in the 

New York office of the Federal Bureau of Narcoties in 1959-60. 
Infrequent acts of impropriet~ and criminal misconduct may have 

occurred as early as 1956:-57, but It does not appear they were detected 
and brought to the attentIOn of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics Head
quarters in Washington, D.C., or the Treasury Department at that 
time. 

The situation found in New York in 1967-69 was this: Corruption 
and questionable procedures were commonplace . .Agents were engaged 
in i1licit activities that included accepting bribes from all levels of: 
traffickers, selling c.onfiscated drugs and firearms, looting of sea,rched 
apartments, providlllg tipoffs to suspects and defendants, and threat
ening the liveR of feJlow agE'nts who da,red to expose them. 

There was a complete breakdown of discipline and administrative 
management in that office. 'WE' found, for instance, that the file cabinet 
conta,ining the names a,nd pa,vments to all the informants in the New 
York region was normally lmlockecl andlocatecl in an area that made 
it readily accessible to anyone who cared to inspect the file. Not sur
prisingly, the office was experiencing an unusually large munber of 
informant homicides. 

Some management and supervisory officials were utilizing bars 
and l'estamants to meE't ancl discuss officia,] matters. Some of these 
estahlishments were ownec1 anc1 operated by individuals with criminal .,., 
connections and backgrounds. ' 

Some of the Federal Bureau of Narcotic agents rarely paid a bill 
in these establishments. Unfortunately, some of them diclnot perceive 
any wrongdoing. 

Our investigation revealed that between February 7,1959, and early 
1901, three separate incidents of Federal narcotic agents receiving 
overdoses of heroin went uninvestigated. One of the agents died in 
hjs home shortly after.receiving an overdose . 
. The. matter was investigatecl superficially some 2 years later, only 

after his wife brought pressure to bear by communicating with her 
Congressman in an effort to have the matter looked into. 
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Reliable information was developed that all three agents received 
orally administered overdoses because they attempted to extort moneys 
from traffickers who had "an arrangement" with corrupt agents in 
that office. 

We also learned that earlier efforts to clean house by honest agents 
and supervisors were ::)nPPl'essed. 

In April 1960, Ed,Yard T. Coyne, a narcotic agent in the New York 
office of the Federal Bmeau of Narcotics, attempted to organize a 
sm[Lll group of agents to bring to light a continuing series of thefts 
an~ criminal misconduct on the part of the agents in the New York 
re O'lOn. 

In good faith, :Mr. Coyne related a number of instances to his col
leagues which he f('lt were dishonest acts and was looldng for "strength 
in numbers" to bring the matter to the attention of Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics headquarters. 

l'nlmown to Mr. Coyne, one of the agents he approached was in 
fact a corrupt agent who altered the targets of the investigation, 
some of whom were in senior management positions in the New York 
office. :Mr. Coyne then became the subject of a vicious and brutal 
psychological attack. 

He and his wife recei veel anonymous telephone calls. He was com
pletelv isolated in the office and snbjected to intimidation and ridicule. 
He recognized the futility of it all andl'esigned. :Mr. Coyne is now a 
much-respected supervising customs ag(lnt in New York City. 

Of particular significance is the fact that some of the individuals 
1l1f'ntioll(l(1 bv ~Jr. Coyne in 1060 were to become the targets in the 
1968 investigation. So'me eventually resigned while under investiga
tion, and others were convicted. 

The tragedy is the fact that 9 years elapsed before anything was 
accomplished' hand drug enforcement lost a courageous ancl dedicated 
agent while t edrug traffic, addiction, and abuse flourishecl to epi
clemic propoltions. 

One of the agents who actually supported :011'. Coyne ,vas "inter
viewed" at lenp:th by senior management personnel at the N ew York 
office and was mtimic1ated to the extent that he withdrew hjs support 
of :Mr. Coyne. 

Seven years later, in 1969, I interviewed this other agent in connec
tion with some seriolls allegations and made an effort to gain his 
cooperation. He requested a week to think it over after tacitly aclrnowl
edging his complicity in corrupt activities with ot11(~r suspect agents . 

..:\... week late.r he told me that he once tried to do the right thing 
but was pressured to withdraw his support of Mr. Coyne. He had 
little confidence that senior management of the Federal Bureau of 
X arcotics actua11y wanted to rid itself of cormpt elements. 

He told me, for example, that a written copy of his 1960 "inteJ:'view" 
l)y the very subjects of the investjgation was purposely stored in the 
>rew York office's gene.ral file room accessible to the eiltire office. He 
chose to resign. • 

Another abortecl investigation which first came to our attention in 
the late 1960's was the determinecl effort in .Tune of 1961 of then 
Assistant Commissioner of Narcotics Wayland L. Speer to probe into 
allegations of criminal misconduct ill tlie New York office. 
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vf e learned that he uncovered evidence of serious crimillalmiscon
duct on the part of the same agent suspects mentioned by Mr. Coyne, 
including eVIdence of the submission of vouche,rs falsely alleging pay
ments to informants. 

T~le agents lUlder invest~gation then devised a s~rategy to thwart 
the mqmry by fnJsely chargmg that nil'. Speer made Improper remnrks 
about their religion and ethnic background. They were successful. 

Mr. Speer was (lemoted and sent to the Southwest to establish an 
audit-type office in Texas as a roving inspector. He rarely, if ever, 
came to ",iV ashington and was continually on the road. He was the 
ta!'O'et of an obvious effort to get him to resign. 

seven years later, one of the agents who participated in discrediting 
Mr. Speer pled guilty to charges of selling heroin and explained the 
entire backgronnd of events to me. 

According to this agent, MI'. Speer was on the right track in 1961, 
and those he was questioning "ere getting apprehensive because nIl'. 
Speer was coming dangerously close to uncovering some of their cor
rupt activities. 

Mr. Speer was the third ranking individual in the Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics but found he was pov,:erless to do anything about corrup
tion in his own agency. 

Several weeks after Mr. Speer ,ms relieved of his duties in ",Vash
ington, the. inclividuals , ... ·ho were subjects of his inquiry were adjudged 
to have ,committed mere "administrative violations" and received only 
reprimands. Two months later they ,,'ere promoted jn grade. The mes
sage was clear. 

I was a junior gronp snpervisor in Ne,Y York in those days and re
call the office ceremony in which the disciplined agents were promoted. 

I also 1'('ca11 that within seyeral months, about half dozen agents 
sought employment elsewhere because of their disp:ust. 

Let me mention an extremely relevant statistic. Mr. Speer had un
covered evidence in 1061 that 14 agents were involved in various types 
of criminal misconduct. 

At the .completion 0-[ our hwestigation in HJG8-G9, 5 or the 14 had 
been cOllvicted, 1) resigll(,c1 whil(' under inve~'>tigation, 1 was dismissed 
through civil BClTic(' action, 1 eliI'd, 1 transrerred to local ('nforcement 
while under investigation, and 1 is still on the rolls of the Drug En
rorcement Administration. 

My lengthy memornndum elated N o ,'ember 21, 1068, describes the 
elements of these and other investigations in detail. 

An important turning point in our investigation of the New York 
office was the arrest and subseqnent conviction of a former Feclernl 
Bureau 0-[ N al'cotics supervisor in New York for selling heroin to one 
of his informants. 

The man, who was Deputy Dil'edor or the Dureau of Drug Abuse 
Control (BDAC) in Baltimore at the time of his al'rest, was sent to 
prison. 

Equally important, he fmnishec1 information n.bout his and others' 
criminal misconc1uct during the late fifties und early sixties in the 
New York ofiice of the Bureau of Nal'cotics. 

Five other agents became cooperative after information was dev('l
oped regarding their criminal n.ctivity, and thus the pieces of the puz
zle began to fuJI together. 
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Before the overall inquiry was completed, criminal indictments hacl 
been obtained against 12 ex-agents or agents, and 45 others resig11ecl 
during an investIgation into their a,rtivities. 

Before the investigation concluded, it resulted in action against 
agents not only in New York but also in Los Angeles, Baltimore, New 
Orleans, and St. Louis. 

There were, of course, varied causes for the corruption we found. 
In addition to lack of discipline, inadequate controls, and deficient 
management, the pressure to pl'oduce results-arrest statistics-may 
itself have been a cause. 

During the years in question, for example, increasing emphasis was 
placed on the necessity to make arrests .• ,\.mong agents, this came to be 
kno\yn as the numbers ~ame. Agents, both FOlleral and local, came to 
perceive Ithe existence ot 'a monthly quota whereby it was found essen
tial to make a desireclmilliber of aiTests. 

Of pa,ramount importance became the "body count" 01' the number 
of arrests and not tl1e caliber of the trafficker. :Many of the. violators 
apprehended were of such low stature that district aJttorneys and U.S. 
attorneys frequently refused to prosecute. 

Sometimes, with ·a Federal/local effort, double "body cOlmts" often 
resulted; that is to say, both agencies repOlit.ed their seizures and arrest 
statistics to their respective commands. Often, inflat.ed s[.atistics re
sulted that were a total misl'epl'esentaJt.ion of the impact enforcement 
was having on the traffic. 

!'.'"heu seizures were l'datively low, a street-level dollar figure was 
utllIzed, to ereate appearances of heayy i.mpact. 

This problem, "the numbers game," has plagued narcotics law 
enforcement for many years. It is a problem that persists because some
times management rails to cIeady articulate the objectives and goals 
of their programs, and field personnel misunderstmld what is desil'ed. 

For instance, sometimes agents would be taken off long-range con
spiracy investigations with great potential and assigned to low-level 
eases that would produce immediate statistics. 

Seizures land arrests would follow, with attendant publicity to coin
cide with budget appearances before the Congress 01' De.partment, or 
to coincide with pressures from the press in cClitain areas. 

I believe that the hypocrisy of these actions had an adverse effect 
upon the YOlUlg street agent who did not need a ~reat deal of experi
ence to see through the plan 'ancl observe the enforcement system re
sponding Ito outside pressures. 

But, the pal'amollllt lesson or the New York experience must be 
the absolute necessity of investigating allegations of criminal miscon
cluct against agents in the same manner and with the same degree or 
intensity and fairness that we 'treat allegations of criminal activity or 
other citizens. 

The rendering or a thorough and impartial investigation, and 
applying the same standard or investigative procedure to our own 
rmployees is not. only essential to resolve the investigation from a 
proressional standpoint but is absolutely necessary to maintain integ
rity and high morale, 

Too often "momle" or the risk of embarrassing the Agency is used 
to rationalize devia.ting from the norm. 
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The extent of the corruption found in this investigation left little 
doubt in our minds of the absolute necessity of maintaining strong 
and effective internal inspection machinery in any drug enforcement 
effort, particularly when agents are utilized in undercover situations 
or find themselves in other situations that may result in suspects 
making legitimate or baseless allegations. 

Accordingly, when I was assigned to the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration on July 1, 1973, I was naturally much concerned to see 
that the new agency began with a strong internal inspection program 
'and not repeat the mistakes of the past. 

It soon became painfully apparent to both myself and Mr. Brosan, 
however, that the inspection resources and manpower were woefully 
inadequate for this purpose. 

As early as July 1973, immediately following the establishment of 
the Drug Enforcement Administration, we documented the need for 
more resources and manpower in memorandums to the Administrator. 
Repeatedly thereafter the issue was raised but to no avail. The Admin
istrator did llot appear to give either attention or priority to this issue. 

My services as Acting Deputy Administrator of the Drug Enforce
ment Administration precluded me from assuming the l'esponsibilitiE's 
of Chief Inspector, but I was pleased with the selection of Mr. George 
B. Brosan as Actin,& Ohief Inspector. He had excellent credentials from 
the U.S. Oustoms ;::;ervice and indicated his intention to remain on as 
my deputy when I assumed the Ohief Inspector post. 

Both Mr. Brosan and I became troubled when the Administrator. 
Mr. Bartels, failed to authorize, or discournged, iJwestigations iIi 
connection with unresolved allegations against high Tanking officers 
in spite of our repeated requests. 

Oertain of the$e officials had first allegedly been involved in ques
tionable or corrupt conduct going back to their service in the New York 
office of the Federal Bureau'of Narcotics and later the Federal Bureau 
of N al'cotics and Dangerous Drugs. 

'While some allegations concerning DEA executives had never 
been satisfactorily investigated, these people were nevertheless in 
semor positions at DEA. It was a prob1em Mr. Brosan inherited and 
he was concerned because the allegations were not completely investi
gated. 

A year went by and Mr. Brosan and I continued to ur~e Mr. Bartels 
to increase the manpower of Inspection to enable it to cleal with past, .. 
present, and future nlleged breaches of integrity in a professi.onul 
manner. 

Mr. Brosan was simply interested in completing investigations that 
were not terminat.ed in a pro:fessionaJ manner. 

Mr. Ba.rtels' relucbal1cE' to P1'ovide thesE' resources eyidel1ced a less('l' 
commitment to the importance of maintaining the Agency's integrity 
thon the situations clen,rly demanded. ' .,. 

On August. 26, 1974, I sent to Mr. Bartnls a memoranc1um rE'questlng 
more 'Pel'sonnel and reR011rC(-,Q for thp O/flflP of Tnspertion. . 

Mr. Ohairman, I believe the subeommittE'e staff has obtained ft ('op~' 
of that memoI'ftndum. 

Ohai.rman .TAOl\:SON. ,Vithollt objection, tIle l11E'll10l'andl1m will bE' 
mal'keel (lxhibit 115 for 1'O'£(,1'E'n('(', . 
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[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 15" for ref
erence and will be retained in the confidential files of the subcom
mittee.] 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I might interject here that for 14 months I had 
on-and-off conversations with Mr. Bartels, informally, before writing 
the memorandum. 

Chairman JACKSON. In other words, at this point you were con
cemed about the inadequacy of resources that were available to you' 
to do a thorough, professional-like, ongoing investigation internally 
to see that it was a clean operation. You had gone through your 
experiences in New York, which you testified to earlier, and you 
didn't want to see that kind of situation continued and what you 
needed were the people to do the job. Is that right ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. I was concerned 
that they were falling behind in their current ,yorkload as well as 
not addressing themselves to their other functional responsibilities. 
I wanted to register a signal that someone should address themselves 
to it. 

Chairman JACKSON. The question is to go after the big fish in the 
smuggling business who bring the hard drugs into the country, on 
the one hand. 

Mr. TAR'I'AGLINO. The evaluation program also concerned us a great 
deal. We just didn't have the manpower to address ourselves to it. 

In faimess to Mr. Bartels, I wish to point out )fr. Bartels re
sponded in a memorandum dated September 9, 19'74, and said he was 
doing his best to increase the resources of the office, but that there 
were other DEA priorities that had to be taken into account. Ac
cordingly, on September 9, he turned down the request for additional 
staffin~ of the Office of Inspection. 

I WIll just smnmarize this letter from Mr. Bartels, which states 
in effect that he has other priorities to address himself to. He could 
not meet the needs of everyone, with their resources and also that he 
authorized the addition of seven or nine additional inspectors, but then 
does not authorize hiring them, but he does authorize the two support 
positions which were secretarial. 

Chairman JACKSON. The Bartels memorandum will be marked for 
identification as exhibit No.16. 

[The docmnent referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 16" for ref
erence and will be retained in the confidential files of the subcom
mittee.] 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I wish to point out that up to and including Sep
tember 9, 19'74, the date of Mr. Bartels' response to my request for 
more personnel in the Office of Inspection, I viewed my situation at 
DEA as one in which two officials, Mr. Bartels, the Administrator, and 
myself, his deputy, had different opinions over nn integrity policy 
issue. But I did not consider it a situation in which I felt my principles 
or ethics were being compromised. . 
. Mr. Bartels possessed an attitude toward the workings of inspection 

which differed sharply irom my own. Disagreements over poliC'v and 
procedure always e).':ist in government and industry. Resoluti'on of 
these differences requires patience and persistence. That being said, 
I was fully prepared to work to promote improvements in th" Office 
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of Inspection and continue as the Acting Deputy Administrator as 
long as Mr. Bartels desired. None of these discouragements caused me 
to lose hope that time would permit Mr. Bartels to recognize ancl 
absorb the lessons of the past. 

[At this point Senator Javits entered tbehearing room.J 
:Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. However, on September 10, 1974, events began to 

unfold which required a compromise of ethics which I found per
sonally and professionally unacceptable. On August 19, 1974, the 
Organized Crime ancl Rackets Section of the Washington Metropoli
tan Police Department wrote a letter to the U.S. Attorney's office, Dis
trict of Columbia. 

The letter advised the U.S. Attorney's Office that a high ranking of
ficial of the Drug Enfor('ement Admhlistration had been observed 
in a series of police sur,eillances with ImoWll convicted gamblers and 
suspected drug violators. The police further assertd that this official 
was identified as Vincl;'nt Pl'onmto, then DEA Director of Public 
Affairs. 

:JIr. Chairman, I undN'stancl the subcommittee has a copy of the 
August 19, 1974, memorandum. You may wish to make it an exhibit. 

Chairman JACKSON. That will be marked and received as exhibit 
No. 17. 

[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 17" for refer
ence, and will be retained in the confidential files of the subcommittee. J 

:JIr. TARTAGLTNO. On September 1.0, 1974, while Mr. Bartels was 
traveling out of the country with Mr. Promuto, Mr. Brosan received 
th(' information developed by th(' Washington Hetropolitan PoHce. 
l\1r. Brosan hac1 a policy of keeping me informed and brought the 
matter to mv attention. I agreed with his proposed action which was to 
begin an active investigation to learn as mnch as possible of the truth 
of tlwse claims and the extent of the alleged association of MI'. Pro
muto with suspected violators. It should be noted that MI'. Bartels ancI 
:Mr. Promnto are good friends. As Mr. Brosan and I saw it, this friencI
ship became a significant factor as the investigation went forward. 

I was, of course, concerned with a range of possibilities. The possi
bility existecl that Mr. Promuto was entirely innocent of these allega
tions; or that he actually might hI;' engaged'in some criminal activity; 
or alternatively, that his associations might lead or have led to his 
compromise. . 

r was mindful of the fact that Mr. Pl'omuto was a member of the 
ex('['uti ve staff privy to the highest information and dl;'cisions of DEA. 
HI;' ,yas a principal officer and close associate of the Administrator's, 
with the ability to obtain any files, records, and secret information. In 
such a case, the temptations of high-level criminals to attempt to in-flu
enrE' or obtain advantages of frimids11ip eould be great and the damage 
r('slllting from their success in('alcnlab leo Because of his prE'snmed hmo
('(>n('(', it waR all thE' morC' important- that we at nEA move on tlw Wash
ingtoll Police D('pal'tment inIormation lUl quickly as possible. 

From its inception, neither Mr. Brosan nol' I had any klea what, if 
flnything, the investigation would aetnally reveal. We, nevertheless, 
fE'lt it to he of utmost importance to proceed in the same careful pro
fE'RSional manner as would characterize any ot.her investigation. 

Mr. Bartels WaS informed of the investigation upon his ret.urn from 
Europe, some 7 clays after our initial contact with the Washington 
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1vfe~i.'oJ?olita~ Poli?e. In the days that followed, Mr. ~artels began to 
show mcreasmg displeasure wIth Mr. Brosan's handlmg of the case, 
and to place unaccustomed restraints on the investigating staff. Mr. 
Promuto was furnished information about the elements and progress 
of the inv~stigation which would normally have not been furnished to 
other subjects of investigation. 

For example, Ml'. Bartels directed that written interrogation be 
given to Mr. Promuto and that Mr. Pl'omuto be permitted to respond 
to them at his convenience. Those conducting the investigation learned 
accidentally that Mr. Bartels and Thomas Durkin, an attorney and 
friend of Mr. Bartels, both had discussed the ·allegations with Mr. 
Promuto and that Mr. Durkin prepared a report for Mr. Bartels. Mr. 
Bartels refused to make the report available or brief the inspectors as 
to the substance of his interview with Mr. Promuto. 

In an effort to resolve this matter, a meeting of the executive staff was 
held on October 1, 1974. Present at the meetmg were Mr. Bartels, Mr. 
Daniel P. Casey, Dr. Mark Moore, Mr. Jolm Lund, Mr. Robert Rich
ardson, Mr. Brosan, ancI myself . .At the meeting, Mr. Brosan gave 
the results of the investigation to that date. In discussing procedure, I 
took a strong exception to the extraordinary consideration shown to 
Mr. Promuto. Mr. Bartels was not pleased with my comments and re
quested that I submit a memorandum for the record explaining them. 
On October 2, 1974, I submitted the memorandum to his office. 

Mr. Ohairman, I believe the subcomn1ittee staff has obtained a copy 
of that memorandmn from DE.A. If I may, I would like to read the 
memorandum: 

To John R. Burtels, Jr., on October 2, pursuant to hiS request; from me, and 
the subject is Investigation of Vincent Promuto. 

This is in response to your request for u memorandum regarding my comments 
concerning the above investigation during the course of our meeting on October 
1, 1074. 

The conduct of any investigation necessarily requires flexibility and wide ex
ercise of discretion. For this reason I do not subscribe to the view thut a single 
methodology or set of procedures must be udhered to in every circumstance. How
ever, in integrity investigations and particularly in those which involve high
ranking officers having direct access to the agency head, it is of utmost importance 
that the investigation be pursued with at least the same degree of diligence ('har
acteristic of other similar inquiries. Failure to do so may frustrate the ultimate 
uim of the investigatioll which is to arrive at the truth, and any apparent depar
ture from the norm in following procedures may lend the appearance of giving 

,; special advantages to those in positions of influence. 
In the instant case, the circumstances wete such as to snggest that surveil

lance of several weeks would have provided valuable information serving to con
firm or refute certain suspicions. Moreover, advising Mr. Promuto of the fact 
that such an investigation was in progress Ihightalso be regarded by Some as u 
departute from the norm Which customarily governs snch investigations. 

Finally, it is difficult for the investigating offi(!ets to cOllduct any fruitful in
terrogation by means of the submission of written questions to which the subject 
of the investigation may respond at leisure after the advantage of reflection. 
Again, this is a method which would appear to depart frf,)m established investiga
tional norms. 

I recognize the validity of your desire to quickly get to the bottom of this 
matter for the protection of the agency's interest and reputation. The circum
stances involved are such that we must maintain a delicate balance between 
the necessity of undertaking a thorough investigation and the equal necessity 
of retaining our objectivity and sense of filiI' play in matters affecting a fellow 
employee in whom we have seen fit in the past to place our trust. 

However, we mUAt be ever mindful of the appearance as weU us the substance 
of what we do; and 1 would be> derelict in my duty if r failed to call this con-
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cern to your attention. This was the purpose of my remarks at our meeting of 
October 1, and I hope that this memorandum will further explain the context 
in which they were meant. 

Presumably, Mr. Bartels read the memorandum-
Mr. FELDl\r.AN. Mr. Chairman, may I have that memorandum placed 

in the record as an exhibit ~ 
Chairman JACKSON. It will be received as exhibit No. 18. 
[The document referred to v;ras market "exhibit No. 18" for 

referelice and will be retained in the files of the subcommittee.] 
Chairman JACKSON. ~1r. Bartels read that earlier memorandmu. Did 

he read all the memorandrims that we are referring to here ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I don't know. 
Chairman JACKSON. v'las it brought to his attention ~ 
l\Ir. TARTAGLINO. I delivered it to his executive officer. 
Chairman JACKSON. The.A.ugust 19 memorandum~ 
)tIl'. TARTAGLINO. T11eAugust 19? Yes, because wehad a discussion on 

that. 
Chairman JACKSON. 1Vhich clearly revealed associations on the part 

of Mr. Promuto ~ 
Mr. TAR~'AGLINO. I beg your pardon. I thought yon were re:£erring 

to tIle memo on resourceS. . 
Chairman .JACKSON. No, I am referring to the memorandum from 

the :Jfetropolitan Police Department which relates to certain associa
tions on the part 0:£ Mr. Promuto with individuals who had been 
involved in criminal activity. 

:\[r. TARTAGLINO. He showed lmowledge 0:£ it in his cOllversations. 
Clutil'man JACKSON. To you ~ 
nfl'. TARTAGLINO. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. He knew 01' should have known about it; is 

thatright~ 
l\fl'. TJmTAGLINo. Yes, I believe he did. I think I was told by Mr. 

Brosan and he will be a witness before this committee. 
Chairman JACKSON. Do you have personal knowledge~ 
l\Ir. T'ARTAGLINO. I don't have personal knowledge that he read that 

memorandum. I have personal Imowledge that he had knowledge 
of it. at that time. 

Chairman .TACKSON. He talked about it, so he had to Imow. 
Mr. TAn.'l'AGLINO. Yes. 
Chairman.TAcKsoN. Go right ahead. 
l\fr. TAR'l'AGLTNO. Presumably, Mr. Bartels read the memorandum; 

howevC'r, I receivpdno written 01' verbal response from him. He con
tinued to involve 11imsel:£ in Mr. P:l'omuto's investigation in an opera
tional way and he continued to complain about Mr. Brosan's handling 
of it. By November 1,1914, I reached the inescapable conclusion that 
1\1r. Bartels' actions were impeding the investigation 0:£ Mr. Promuto. 

On Novembel'l:,}, 197<1:, Mr. Bartpls, in l'e:£errlng to :£uture inyestiga
tions 0:£ employC'c misconduct, instructed ~rl'. Brosan to confront all 
senior officials with the allegations prior to commencing any investiga
tion, a procedure that, in my judgment, would compromise the e:ff~c
tiwnpss of an investigation mid would serve only to alert the individ
ual under investigation of the allegations against him. 

As the ProlUuto inquiry progressed, Mr. Bartels' attitude toward 
Mr. B1.'osan changed. Mr. Bartels would no longer see Mr. Brosan 
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and let it he known generally to those he did see that Mr. Brosan would 
no longer have access to him and was unacceptable in his present posi
tion. :Mr. Bartels said he was unhappy with Mr. Brosan and intended 
to transfer him to a field position within DEA. 

The Promuto matter was the only instance of which I ever heard 
)11'. Bartels voice any dissatisfaction with Mr. Brosan's work. It was 
also the only occasion during my 15 months as Acting Deputy Admin
istrator that I observed Mr. Bartels become operationally involved 
in integrity matters. 

Under the circumstances, I looked at his actions as improper execu
tive influence and felt compelled to take some action of my own. A 
l'evi(',y of the "('ode of Ethics for Government Service" confirmed 
that I had. i;uch a duty. Departmental regulations, expressed in section 
+3.7:35-2, of title 28, Code of Federal Regulations which adopts the 
Code of Ethics for Government Service, placed an affirmative duty 
upon me to expose possible corruption whenever discovered, article 9, 
and to put loyalty to moral principle and to country above loyalty to 
persons, party, or governmental department. 

::'Ifr. Chairman, I have a copy of this code. It was agreed to by the 
Honse of Hepresentatives and the Senate as House Concurrent Reso
lutiol1 175 in the second session of the 85th Congress. The code applies 
to all Government employees and officeholders. You may wish to make 
it an exhibit. 

Chairman JACKSON. Without objection, we will get a copy of it and 
mark it for identification as exhibit No. 19. 

[The document referl'ed to was marked "exhibit No. 19" for refer
ence and was made public July 15, 1975, and may be fOlmd in the files 
of the subcommittee.l 

::'If 1'. TARTAGLINO. If I may, I would like to read aloud a couple of 
the excerpts fl'om that code: 

Any person in government service should: 
Pnt loyalty to the highest moral principles and to Country above loyalty to 

persons, party or Government department. . 
Unhold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations of the United States and 

aU Goyernments therein and never be a party to their evasion .... 
Expose corruption whe~'ever discovered. 
Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public office is a public trust. 

Thus, the code clearly set out that, under circumstances in which a 
wrongdoing seems to be taking place, the employee is obliged to re
port it to higher authority. 

On November 14,1974, I prepared for delivery to Deputy Attorney 
General Laurence H. Silberman a four-page, single-spaced memoran
dum in which I detailed the irregularities of the Promuto invest.iga
tion und certain other matters that I felt were and should be of con
eel'll to the Department. It was delivered to the Department on the 
same clay. 

'rhese' other matters were unrelated to the Pl'omuto case, but to my 
way of thinking, demonstrated a pattern of indifference on the part of 
::'III'. Bartels'in affairs dealing with the integrity of our agency. I pro
posed an immediate investigation into the Pl'omuto matter and re
quested an appropriate reassignmment outside DEA, but within the 
Justice Department. 

Ur. Ohairman, I believe the subcommittee staff has obtained from 
the Department of Justice a cop.y of my November 14,1974, memOl'Un-
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dum. Iil the interests of fairness to certain individuals against whom 
allegations have been made, but which are unresolved or incomplete, 
certain names and information have been excised so the releyant por
tions can be made public. 

You will note the tnemoranchnn was addressed to Assistant Attorney 
General Pommerening who, on November 13, 1974, advised me to 
document the allegations at Deputy .A.ttorney General Silbel'man's 
r~uest. 

Ohairman JACKSON. -\Vithout objection, that will be received, sub
ject to the proper safeguards, and marked "Exhibit No. 20." 

[The document referred -:'0 was marked "Exhibit No. 20" for refer
ence and was made pnblic July 15, 1975, and may be found in the 
files of the subcommittee. ] 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. It is addl'essed to Mr. Pommel'enhlg, as I men
tioned. It just passed through his office. It is from me. The subject 
is request for an investigation. It is as follows: 

The Honorable Glen E. Pommerening, Assistant Attorne~' General, Office of 
Management "and Finance, From: Andrew C. Tartaglino, Acting Deputy Adminis
trator, Subject: Request for an Investigation. 

In accordance with our conversation of November 13, 1974, in which I sought 
your guidance, with regarcl to a series of problems which have arisen within 
DEA, I am providing the following brief summary as requested. 

During the Course of my service within DEA, I have sought to diScharge the 
duties assigned me in a professional manner with loyalty to the· agency and its 
Administrator, Mr. JohU R. Bartels, Jr. I have also striven to accept the orga
nizational and personnel changes which he wished to institute, even when these 
required personal sacrifice and diminishment of status and level of responsibility 
of myself lmd other government careerists with whom I have worked. 

Since July 1, 1973, I have acted as the Acting Deputy Administrator of DBA 
in all situations which Mr. Bartels desired, not out of my own choosing, but be
cause he requested that I do so. Even though my service in this capacity was 
merely temporary and, therefore, all the more difficult, I sought to be of help to 
him and to ease the burdens of administrative responsibility in every action 
which I have undertaken. 

Since early September of this year, the situation within DEA hus grown in
creasingly intolerable for me because of differences which have arisen between 
nlyself and Mr. Bartels in certain areas of policy and procedure with regard to 
preserving the agency's integl'ity. For example, I have repeatedly urged the need 
for increased manpower within the Office of Inspection to enable it to deal with 
past, present and future alleged breaches of integrity in a professional manner. 

Mr. Bartels reluctance to provide these additiolllll resources, though perhaps 
entirely proper when balanced against other agency needs, nevertheless, evidence 
a lesser commitment to the importance of maintaining the agency's integrity than 
I had supposed. 

One of the more serious matters which has troubled me is his failure to consult 
with the Office of Im,pection in advance of sensitive, high-level apPOintments. 
Although I feel the Inspection service should have' no voice in perSonnel selection 
generally, it should be given the opportunity to surface seriOus integrity problems 
which may exist priOr. to finnl selection for sensitive positions. There are several 
inst,ances since the establisllment of DEJA in which information possessed by the 
Office of Inspection should have been considered prior to the appointment of such 
persons. 

One of the most unfortunate of these cases was the recent nomination of a 
candidate for the position of (position deleted) which neither I nor the Actin,!! 
Chief Inspector of DEA have evel' !leen offlcial1, informed, though. it- has l1promr 
common lmowledge. This individual is also the subject I)f serious allegations 
documented within our files whicli have never been resolved. 

Moreover, Mr. Bartels was informed of their existence many months prior to 
the nomination of this individual and never gave approval for measures deSigned 
to resolve them. Equally unintelligible is the fact that he failed to inform either 
the .Justice Department 01' the FBI, particularly, of the existence of these allega
tiolls in our files. It will be both on emllfll'raRRmellt to the agency and a personal 
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trageqyfor the individ~al concerned if this infopnation previollSly ignored 
should now result in withdrawal of his nomination. 

The llailure 'of Mr. Bartels to conSult the Office of Inspection in these matters 
is further evidence <to me of 1Jhe lack of importance with which he 'views the need 
for integrity within 'a [aw enfOrcement agency. '1'his and other examples suggest 
that he simply fails to grasp the concept as it is understooel within a sensitive 
government service. 

For example, when Mr. (name deleted) was disqualifieel 'because the FBI in
vestigation disclosed misuse of government tmvel vouchers bordering on criminal 
fl~aud, he then ,wished ,to appoint this individual as a consultant to the 'agency in 
spite of theollvious impropriety which this would suppose, 

Chairman JACKSON. Was that nomination withdrawn~ 
~lr. TAR'l'AGLINO. It was never submitted. 
Chairman JACKSON. It was never submitted because of the informa

tion? You don't know why? 
l\Ir. T.ARTAGLINO. I don't know why, buttthat nomination never went 

forward out of the Department. 
Finally, my experience in dealing with the investigation of Mr. Promuto, the 

Director 'Of Public Affairs, and a close confidant and companion of the .Admin
istrator, has created the most painful of ethical problems for myself 'and Mr. 
Brosan, the Acting Chief Inspector. The investigation was undertaken only after 
our own inspection services was approached by the Organized Crime 'Section of 
the Washington Metropolitan Police which had collectecl a quantity of evidence 
concerning Mr. Promuto's 'association with active sllspects. 

Even within a short time, we were 'able to 'adduce ample evidence of his recent 
association with ImOWll felons, prostitutes, and suspected drug pecldlers, and 
there is yet a more serious allegation recently c1eriveel from an FBI informant 
whioh is under review. This dearly evidenced the need for a thorough and im
partial investigation in oreler to derive the trutll and assess its impact on the 
agt'IlCY and :Mr. Promuto's 'Service within it. 

This to me is not simply a question of seeldng to establish guilt, which may 
or may not be the case, but one of maintaining our reputation for integrity 
within the law enforcement co=unity and proving that we have ,both capacity 
and objectivity for investigating 'our own 'officers when need ,arises. Needless to 
Ray. this is a matter with serious potential for adversely affecting DEAls reputa
tion within the several enforcement 'agencies in which it is known. 

In spite .of this need, the actions of Mr. Bartels have been such 'as to impede 
the investigation at each step 'and, ,therefore, to infer that Mr. Promuto was to 
receive considerations not usually aff.orc1edothers in such cases. The inveRti
gation was undertaken immediately upon receipt of the information from the 
WnRhington Metropolitan Police, ,though Mr. Bartels was at that time out of the 
cOtllltry,and did not return for four clays. 

After he learned of it, he ac1monished Mr. Brosan, the Acting 'Chief Inspector, 
to under no circumstances commence an investigation against a major agency 
offic-ial in his absence. Thereafter, he prematurely, and in my opinion, unneces
sarily informed Mr. Pl'omuto of the fact of the inveRtigation and its nature. He 
ancl a consultant associate c1iscussed the matter with Mr. Promuto in the absence 
of either Mr. Brosan or the iuvestigators involved, and never advised either of 
the substance of their discussion. 

He next insiRted both improperly and prematurely that writt('n interrogatories 
be tmbmitted to which he would respond in writing prio~' to any oral questioning 
or interview. He then established arbitrary deadlines in which Mr. Promuto must 
be questioned and for the submission of a written report prior to the conclusion 
Of tbe investigation. 

Until the last several days, both Mr. Brosan and I fOlUld it virtually impossible 
to meet or communicate with Mr. Bartels concerning the investigatlon. We have 
learned of his extreme displeasure with it and with Mr. Brosan through com
muuicatiolls with thtrd perRous. At the same time, he lIas continued his close 
!l.<;Rociation with the subject of the investigation who also continues to have access 
to the highest levels of policy and information. 

Senator NUNN. ]fay I ask n. question at tIns point, Mr. ahairman~ 
:Maybe it is in the previous testimony. What is Mr. Promuto doing 
now~ 
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Mr. TARTAGLINO. My understanding is he is assigned to New York, 
in the Office of Public Information; that is, the New York office of 
the Drug Enforcement .Aclministmtion, as a public information officer. 

Senator NUNN. He is still with the agency~ 
NIl'. TARTAGLINO. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Does he still have access to this information and 

material~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I would say he has access in the New York area. 

He has access of the material to function as the public information 
officer. 

Senator NUNN. Has his degree of access changed in moving from 
Washington to New Y ork ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I think you would have to say he has less access 
to information around the country by being in N ew York, whereas in 
headquarters he had much broader access. 

Mr. Bartels' attitude, in addition to the actions described above, have nat
urally tended to retard the investigation, intimidate the Ohief Inspector, unll 
llestroy the morale within the Office of Inspection and on the part of other agency 
officials who gained knowlellge of the proceedings by virtue of their position. 

On November 13, 1974, in a private meeting with Mr. Brosan, Mr. Bartels 
informed him that he could not remain within the Office of Inspection and 
issued new instructions to the effect that no ranking agency officer would be 
investigated until he had first been confronted with allegations which had been 
received. Obviously, no inveBtigation could ever succeed under such guidelines 
and the instructions are entirely unacceptable to Mr. Brosan, myself, or any 
other professional investigator who might be charged with this responsibility. 

Under these circumstanceR, I no longer feel that I ean forthrightly serve the 
agency or its Administrator, as its Ohief Inspector; and it was for this reason 
that I sought your guidance on October 23, 1974, for the purpose of seeking 
reassignment to another area within the Department. 

But apart from my personal problems in accepting the situation with which 
I am confronted, I think it clear from a consideration of the totality of the 
circumstances, that an immediate independent investigation of this matter should 
be undertaken by the Department of Justice as soon as possible. This is made 
aU the more urgent because it now appears that at least some of the details of 
the circumstances have become known to a reporter from the Washington Post, 
though neither lVIr. Brosan or myself have any certain knowledge of how this 
may have occurred. 

l'lease be assurell that I shull be of such further assistance in resolution of 
this matter as may be desired of me. 

On the aftemoon of November 14, 1974, I had a conversation with 
Mr. Bartels, in the presence of Mr. Casey, about our policy differences 
regarding integrity procedures. It focused on the confrontation issue 
and particularly the value of confronting senior executives with 
allegations of criminal misconduct before commencing investigation 
of them. 

Confronting a person who is subject to allegations of criminal 
misconduct is an acceptable tecluuque when traditional procedures 
have been exhausted. To commence an investigation in this malmer 
serves to alert the subject to the allegations 'and has little chance of 
success. It also differs greatly from the manner <in which we pursue 
allegations of criminal activity involving private citizens. 

I tried, through Executive Officer Daniel P. Oasey, to arrange a 
meeting with Mr. Bartels to discuss these matters with lum further 
and a tentative meeting was set; however, the proposed discussion 
was canceled at 5 :30 p.m., on November 15, 1974, by:Mr. Oasey, after 
'Mr. Bm!tels returned from :Mr. Silberman's office. 
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I was in a travel status between November 18 to 21, 1974, and learned 
on return to my office that Associate Deputy Attorney General Michael 
Spector had called on November 21, 1974. Mr. Spector reported 
directly to l\£r. Silberman. 

On November 22, 1974, Mr. Spector wanted to Imow if I opposed 
their making Mr. Bartels aware of the material in my letter of N 0-

vember 14, 1974. I said I had no objection if that be their judgment. 
Mr. Spector told me the Criminal Division of the Department or the 
FBI would be assigned the investigation and would interview 
witnesses. 

Phillip White, senior staff attorney of the Criminal Division, 
called for the Promuto file on November 22,1974. He said he had the 
job of reviewing files and that probably Assistant Attorney General 
Henry Peterson' would want to talk to me in due course. Mr. Brosan 
duplicated and delivered the Promutofile. 

On November 22, 19'74, after talking with Mr. Brosan, I called Mr. 
Spector and asked that they investigate as much as possible before 
alerting Mr. Bartels as to the actual substance of the allegations 
a,gainst him. I mentioned that Inspection would prefer the investiga
tion conducted in the traditional manner and that a minimum of in
formation regarding my allegations be provided Mr. Bartels lUltil the 
investigation was near completion. 

On November 22, 1974, Robert Albright, the Comptroller of DEA, 
delivered to mea staff paper recommending an increase of seven in
spectors. There was no explanation as to why this apparent change in 
decision at this time. 

On November 25, 1974, Mr. Spector told me the investigation was 
under the direction and supervision of Deputy Attorney General Sil
berman. I understood this to mean that Mr. Silberman had taken ol'"er 
direct investigation. On November 26, 1974, Mr. Phillip White of the 
Criminal Division called me to confirm with me that I was raising' a 
procedural point with regard to the Promuto investigation and not 
discussing the guilt, or innocence of Mr. Promuto. The procedures were 
primarily the barriers to a successful resolution of the Prollluto case. 

On November 27, 1974, DEA Associate Chief Counsel Robert Rich
ardson confirmed to me that Mr. Bartels had asked Mr. Richardson in 
early September 1974, to call Geoffrey Shephard at the White House 
and suggest Mr. Promuto as a candidate for Deputy Administrator. 
Bruce Jensen who was executive officer to Mr. Bartels, corroborated 
the fact that Mr. Bartels was considering naming )Hr. Promuto as 
Deputy Administrator. 

On December 2, 1974, Mr. Casey told me that Mr. Bartels wanted 
me to be interviewed regarding my reasons for going to the Depart
ment and wanted to ]mow why I did not go and see him. I explained 
to Mr. Casey that all the issues had been discl~8s~d thoroughly with 
Mr. Bartels and the Proll1uto matter was the prlllClpal issue. I also ex
plained again to Mr. Casey the difficulty in not having access to the 
Administrator and the problem in dealing through third parties. The 
conversation was ended with my request to Mr. Casey that we meet and 
discuss them forthwith with Mr. Bartels. 

On December 3, 19'74, I was queried by Mr. Casey regarding the de
partmental investigation. Mr. Casey said the FBI was getting in
volved ancI would investigate the allegations. Mr. Casey said Mr. 
Bartels wanted to lmow the precise aJlegations and I told Mr. Casey 
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to arrange a meeting with NIr. Bartels and I 'would explain them to 
him. I again mentioned the difficulty of going through tlurd parties. 

On December 4, 1974, Inspector BiJl D. vVillimns of the FBI tele
phoned me and said he wantl'd to interview me on behalf of Mr. 
Silberman with regard to my memoranchml dated November 14, 1974, 
in my office. I confirmed the FBI authority and status with Associate 
Depllty Attorney General :Michael Spector on December 4, 19'74. 

On December ,:I:, 1974, I attempted to see Mr. Bartels with no success. 
I also infonned Mr. Oasey that I confirmed the right of FBI represent
atives to go into any and all areas of DEA. I so advised Inspection. 

On December 5, 19'74, FBI Inspectors BiJl D. 1Villiams and Edward 
Hegarty interviewed me in my office from 8 :30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. 
The Inspectors made it clear they were on assignment to Deputy At
torney General Silberman and they would function as representatives 
of his office, as opposed to being officials of the FBI. During this 
ml'eting, we covl'1'ec1 a broad range of ite111s in the integrity area. 

Inspector Williams took extensive notes. The intervieyv concerned 
the background of our integrity problems, as I viewed them, our 
relationship with some State and local police departments, violations 
of the Civil SelTice merit system in DEA, staffing of the Office of 
Inspection, utilization of consultants without clearances and other 
matt('l's. Mr. Hl'garty asked whether I would lilm to comment on MI'. 
Bartl'ls' mallllgl'ml'ut compl'tenc'l' 01' ability find r (lec1inl'd becausl' I 
(lid not want to obscure the reasons that motivated me to write to the 
D€'partment. 

,Ve discussed at length thl' Promuto matter, "i'11ieh to my mind was 
the principal issue and I did not want to dilnte their inquiry by 
getting too fill' removed from what I viewed as improper procedure in 
thl' Promuto case. ,Ve also talked of other witnesses who would cor
roborate me with regard to Promuto. Specifically, I recommended they 
interview George Brosan, Inspectors Bruce .Jensen, Thomas Cash, 
A11(,11 Yad)orongh, Mnrle. ,Vhittington, Assoeiate Chi('f Oounsel Rob
(lrt Richardson, and Deputy Assistant Administra'tor .rohn Lund. 
1\ [(,S81'S. ,Villiams and Hegartv departed and told me they would 
communieate with me the following day.. . . 

On Decembl'r 6, 1974, Inspect'ors ,Vllhams and Hegarty came to 
my office at 9 a.m., and specifically requested me to dOClUnent certain 
areas that had been covered in the interview the previous day. They 
requested I explain in writing my personal situation at the time of the 
merger, reductions of other individuals' status, and gTade, in DEA 
at the time of the merger, some specific allegations against officials 
stm on board, the Promuto matter and other integrity matters. 

On December 11, 1974, I telephoned and informed Inspector Wil
liams that the report he reque.sted was ready. On the same date, he 
came to my offiee with Inspector Hegarty aild picked up the report 
which is dated Dl'eembel' 11, 1974. Inspector ,Villiams expressed his 
appreciation for the report and said he doubted it would be necessary 
to see me again. 

This memo1'andum includes the Pronmto incident which to my mind 
was the principal iSS11l' and. states in part: Ml'. Brosttll has set forth, in 
d('tail, th(' efforts of Mr. Bartl'ls to Tl'llstrate, impede and obstruct. the 
Pl'omuto invl'stiga(;ion. In essence it consisted of: 

(1) The unt,imely and premature confrontation of Mr. Promuto by 
Mr. Bart21s and Attol'l1ey Thomas Durkin, thus severely limiting 
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normal investigative procedures that may have enabled us to arrive at 
the truth. 

(2) Refusing or failing to provide the inspectors with notes, sum
maries, or information concerning the nature of the interview of Mr. 
Promuto. 

(3) On September 28 and 29, 1974:/l\1r. Bartels insisted that Mr. 
Promuto be given written questions in cQmplete form covering all 
allegations and permit him to complete and return them the next day. 

(4) Mr. Bartels insisted on a written summary before an investiga
tion 'was completed. He insisted the reports be without allegations, 
inference or innuendo, and so forth. This was before the inspection 
staff had un opportlmity to investigate the allegations completely. 

(5) The summary was then used to obtain a premature opinion from 
the Civil Service Commission. 

(6) The chief inspector was subjected to continual criticism, har
assment, and intimidation without one item of written direction, guid
ance or criticism that would serve to explain Mr. Bartels' actions and 
attitude. This has left the inspection service completely confused and 
demoralized and I am not certain any of them lrnow today the exact 
status of the Promuto in vesti.gation. 

[At this point Senator .Tavits withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Mr. TARTAGLI:N"O. Mr. Chairman, I believe the subcommittee has 

obtained from the Department of Justice a copy of my memorandum 
dated December 11, 197'1. addressed to Inspectors Bill D. ",Villiams and 
Edward D. Hegarty. You may wish to make it a confidential exhibit. 
Much of the data within is sensitive or confidential, and its public 
release would be lUlfair to some of the individuals concerned. 

Chairman JACKSON. It will be received as exhibit No. 21. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 21" for refer

ence and was made public July 15, 1975 and may be found in the 
files of the subcommittee.] 

Chairman .JACKSON. Your request is that it be received as a confiden
tial exhibit at this time. Is that the one of December 11 ~ 

:Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. Yes, 1\11'. Chairman. 
Chairman JAOKSON. That would be confidential. I think that is your 

request in your statement. 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
On December 17, 1974, I noticed that routine mail to my office 

had reduced considerably and that a senior DEA policy groilp had 
been created and I was not included. 

On December 18, 19'74-, Mr. Bartels held a staff meeting in which 
he discussed the Promuto investigation and other matters including 
the departmental investigation. I was not there but learned of it latter . 

Also on December 18, 1974, I called Mr. Pommerening and requested 
he arrange a meeting for me to confer with Deputy Attorney Gen
eral Silberman. 

On December 20, 1974, Mr. Brosan ancI I were furnished with a 
('opy of a teletype which was sent by Administrator Bartels to all 
DEA field installations both in the United States and overseas and 
for dissemination to all personnel. 

It relieved Mr. Brosan and me of all duties and inferred we were 
being relieved because of Ibac1 management practices. It is as follows: 

54-0u6-75-11 
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The following personnel assignments are effective immediately. I 
don't know whether it is necessary to read it in entirety. In effect, it 
relieves Mr. Brosan and me of our l'esponsibility and details as to 
a special assignment. 

Ohairman JACKSON. It was your reward for doing yOUl' duty. 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. It will be hi the record. 
Mr. FELDMAN. May we.make as an exhibit the copy of the actual 

teletype, Mr. Ohairman ~ 
Chairman JACKSON. Yes; that will be received as exhibit No. 22. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 22" for l'efer

ence and follows:] 
~XRIBIT No. 22 

'l7:c~r.~rmfl54 
RTTII~YIJ'" RIIEIIRNDO:?47 ·.35417.30-\JUIJU--RIJ~SMO RIIMJ(.lB RIIF'NPS RUESRS 
RIJf,\~r,IJ .RII"I\1C RUEHOT. 
Z'.R !"'I}I'II 
R ?01717Z DEC 74 
PI T1E/\ H(.IS ',",ASHDr. 
Tn RIIESMO/II"1Ehl8I\SSY ·t1EXIGO 
PII'1JQ8/AhlF:"1BIlSSY RANGKOI( 
RUFNPS/AMEMBIISSY PAPIS 
R\IF,SRS/AMP1ASSY CARACIIS 
P I Il1'1r::IIIM'Jl'.:"18ASSY ANKPl'/A 
R'NVC/A"1Ehl8psSY MANILA 
R'~~OT/A"1E~BASSY OTTA~A 

7.EN/~LL DEo 90"1ESTIC REGIONAL DIRECTORS 
7.f.N/ALL DEli LA80RATORY DIRECTORS 
ZEN/NYJTF 
AT 
'-'~Ia..AS DE" 10.,47100110642 

THE fOLLO"ING PERSONNEL IISSIG~Y1ENTS ARE F.FF'ECTIVE 
p,"" FD I A TEL Y : 

I\~II)[WJ C. TARTAGLINO, ACTING DEPUTY AD"1INISTRATOH
Rt::LI EV ED OF IILL OTHER P.F.SPO NSIFJl LITI ES AND DET AT LED TO 
~E FOl'/ A SPECillL ASSIGtv."'lF.NT. 

I';1';ORGE R. gl'/OSAN, ACTHIG CHIEF', INSPl::CTION & INTERNAL 
SEC''RITY - RELIEIIEf) OF' ALL OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES' AND 
DETATLEI) TO hlE FOP A SPEGI4L IISSIGNhlENT. 

PHILLIP R. S"1ITH, CHIEF, DOMESTIr. INTFLLIGENCE DTVISION
nFTIITl.F.n TO OF"n r.E OF I NSPEGTTON ,t I NTF.RNflL SF.r.IIRTTY AS 
t1Y PF:RSON~L REPIlF,Sf,NTflrrVE ANI) WITH FilL\, Al1THOlHTY TO 
REOPGlINIZE MD RESHAPE THE TOTAL I NSPErTION PROGRAM r.ONSISTfNT 
~'ITH THE "IAJOR FINDINGS OF OIiR REGENT MANAGEt1ENT STIIDY. 
MR. ~11ITH lOLL ASSURE THAT INSPECTION PRACTICES IN THE 
F'IITlmF' ARF CARRIED OIIT ~ITHIN SPECIFIED PROCEDURES AND 
(ll101) t'lPNAGF.MENT PRAr.TICES. INSPECTION IS ,AND REMAINS ONE OF THE 
crnTIr.IIL LIMI{S IN THE ORGANIZATION AND HAS MY FULL SUPPORT. 
REGIONAL INPUT AND ASSISTMJCE ~IILL BE REQUIRED BY MR. SMITH. 

/leOVE PERSONNEL ARE I NFOR'1ED OF' THIS ASSIGNMENT BY COpy Hf.REOF'. 
REGIONS WILL PASS TO APPROPRIATE F'IELD OFFICES OR INSPECTION 
" INTERNAL Sf.GIIRTTY. 
BIIPTF.I.S, II 
flT 
fM/l7 
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Ohairman JACKSON. That is the teletype that 'Went out to all the 
regional offices throughout the cOlmtry. 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. That is correct, MI'. Ohairman. 
I might mention that in the chain of events, someone from the field 

received it and called in and told us about it. I think that will be 
developed in Mr. Brosan's testimony. 

Senator NUNN. Would you explain for just a moment, what is the 
purpose of sending a teletype to all the offices around the cOlmtry ~ 
Is it standard procedure, when anybody of high rank is relieved, that 
everybody is supposed to be notified ~ Is that standard operating 
procedure? 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I think it is normal procedure to teletype pe.1'son
nel transfers. I would say, tIllS is probably the first teletype that I 
have seen go to the field 'with the implications that follow in para
graph 2 and paragraph 3 or paragraph 4: suggesting mismanagement. 

Later that afternoon, Mr. Oasey informed me verbally of a new tem
porary assignment. He apologized for not having told me in advance 
of the nature and 'content of the teletype. He told me it was drafted 
at the insistence of Assistant Administrator Nelson B. Ooon, who was 
acting as a close adviser to Mr. Bartels in the Promuto matter. 

Mr. Oasey mentioned that my new assignment would relate to I.Jaw 
Enforcement Assistance Administration funding of OUl' task forces 
and Mr. Ooon was in process of preparing the memorandum which 
wonlddetail the assignment. 

On December 30, 1974, Mr. Casey informed me that Mr. Bn.rtels 
was furious over comments I had given to the FBI inspectors regard
ing an FBI background inyestigation of a senior official who was 
being considered for high 110sition in DEA. 

r mentioned that the infol'mation was a matter of record in the 
inspection file micl the furor was caused by Mr. Bartels' failure, to in
-For111 or his attempt to withhold the information fro111 the FBI dur
ing the FBI's routi11e Imckg'l'ound inVl'stigation of the nominee. 

rAt this point Sl'llator .Tavits entered the lwaring room.] 
i\fl'. TAllTAGJ,TNO. I had usln'd the FBI inspe(>tol's ,v1wthe1' Mr. Bal'

t(>ls wouldl'eview the data giv(>n by me in conn.dence, but I never re
ceived a response. ~1:y particular conCl'1'n 'Nas that inaccurate interpre
tations might be put on comments of mine. 

While. I had no problem with Mr. Bartels reyiewillg any memo
rn11(la of inteI'Yiew with n1(', I thought I Rhonld be given an oppor
tunity to review and ins111'('. the accuracy of any statement attribrtted 
to 111('. Mr. Casey stated that Administ.rator Bal'tpls was equally upset 
with former Director Ing<'1'soll's comments regarding the hackg'l'onncl 
bwestiaation the FBI was conducting on a scnior official being con· 
side.red for a senior position. ' . 

On Decembl'r ~O, 1074, Mr. Oasey delivered to me a document dated 
Decemlwr 20, 1971, Siglll'd by Administmtor Bart'(>ls directing me to 
a special project regarding' the fnnding by LEAA o:f DEA task 
TOl'CI'S. 

Mr. OaRev said 11(' would inform me· further the Tollowina week. Mr. 
Oasev said 'the "FBI report" l'egarcling my letter of complaint was, on 
2'.[1'. BU1'tl'ls' desk and tl1at he, Mr. Bartels, had not completed readmg 
it. Ml'.Oasey sILiel he wonld l'pad it aftm' T,he Administrator reviewed 
~ . . 
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On Janufl.ry 8,1975, I received n, telephone call from Assistant At
torney General Glen E. Pommel'ening advising' me that Deputy At
torney General Silberman would see me on- January 9, 1975, at 
10:30 a.m. 

On J annary 9, 1975, I met with Mr. Silberman ill his office. Present 
at the meeting were Assistant Attorney General Glen E. Pommeren
ing and Associate Deputy .A.ttorney General.Tames D. Hutchinson, Mr. 
Silberman, and myself. The meeting lasted almost 2 hours. Mr. Hutch
inson took notes. After a short time, it was evident to me that Mr. 
Silberman had not been made familial' with the real issues and was not 
provided with sufficient details ,to discuss my memorandum dated 
November 14, 1974. In some cases he appcal:ed to have the wrong 
connotation. For instance: 

1. He focused on the guilt or innocence of 1\fr. Promuto as opposed 
to procedure in the Promuto investigation. 

2. Mr. Silberman was of the opinion I had called the FBI with 
regard to an investigation regarding a DEA nominee with the intent 
of preventing his nomination when actually I called the FBI because 
information of -a derogatory nature had been withheld by Mr. Bartels 
and I did not want the Department or DEA embarrassed. 

3. 1\fr. Silberman mentioned he had never sent Mr. Promuto's name 
to the ,Vhite Honse as a possible Deputy Administrator nomineE'. I 
said Mr. Richardson and Mr. Bruce .T ensen both told me that Mr. 
Bartels had asked Mr. Richardson to call the ,Vhite House and recom
mend Mr. Promuto. I did not sav 1\fr. Silberman had submitted Mr. 
Promuto's name in nomination. U 

4. Mr. Silberman brought up the name of another person who was 
being inveRtigated by the FBI for consideration as Deputy Adminis
trator until possible voucher fraud was brought to the FBI's attention. 

Mr. Silberman said he had not sent his name forw"ard as a nominee 
and he never worked for DEA. I never alleged he was employed by 
DEA. Actually, the issue here was that Mr. Bartels wanted him hired 
as a consultant in DEA after the possible voucher fraud was detected 
while he was under investigation by the FBI. 

5. Mr. Silberman indicated poor judgment 'Was exercised by me in 
investigating Mr. Promuto while he was in Europe with Mr. Bartels. 
He used the analogy that he would never commence an investigaJtion 
of an aide or close friend of the Attorney General's without first clear
ing the matter with the Attorney General, if they were both away to
gether on a trip. 

I disagreed but acceptecl this judgment. I might point out that Mr. 
Promuto was 'actually lUlder my direct supervision and not Mr. 
Bartels'. 

6. Mr. Silberman said that resource allocation in either the f011n of 
manpower or funds was the decision of Ml,'. Bartels. I -agreed fully and 
my only intent was to re.nder 'a clear signal that workload of a critical 
nature was falling behind. 

7. Additional1y, Mr. Silberman stated that Mr. Bar-tels was not re
quired to consult me or the Office of Inspection wrth regard to per
sormel selections. Again, I -agreed and only mentioned that I raised 
it as a sensible thing to do. 

S. Mr. Silberman 'asked me what I wonldlike to do and I suggested 
a temporary reassignment to Justice for myself and Mr. Brosan be-
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cause tensions were becoming intense at DEA. At my request it was 
agl~eed that Mr. Brosan ahd I would report for duty on :Monday, 
January 13,1975, for 'temporary duty. 

9. ~fr. Silherman said he was prepared to fire :Mr. Bartels if the 
charges were substantiated. 

I am lmaware of the results of Mr. Silberman's inquiry into these 
matters. 

On January 10, 1975, :Mr. Hutchinson telephoned me and expressed 
his appreciation for putting the nominee manter in the proper perspec
tive. Mr. Hutchinson thanked me for taking the action I did and 
pointed out that it prevented possible embarrassment to the Adminis
tl'ation, the Department, and DEA. 

I reported this to Mr. Oasey for transmittal to Mr. Bartels. 
On January 16, 1975, possibly as a restllt of many inquiries from 

the media, the Department of Justice issued the following press re
lease: 

In November of 1974, llIr. Andrew C. ~'artaglino, then Acting Deputy Admin
il'tmtor of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), raised questions con
cerning the policies and procedures of DEA, including actions by the Director of 
DEA, 1\11'. John R. Bal"tels, Jr. After examining these qUE'stions, I directed that 
a special review he conau('tecl um1er my direct supervision by the Inspection 
Diyision of the Federal Bureau of InvesLigaction. The Bureau agents were asked 
to investigate the matters raised by 1\11'. Tartaglino, along with Mr. Bartels' 
concern about 'Practices of DEA's Office of Inspection. 

Foilowing a thorough review, I concluded that 1\11'. TartagUno's concerns, 
although raised in goot! faith, were without substantial foundation. After the 
investigation, which took several months, Mr. Bartels and Mr. Tartaglino agreed 
that it would be in the best interests of the DEA that Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. 
George Brosan, Chief of the Office of Inspection, be reassigned to other duties 
within the Department of Justice. 

This press release was the first notification I received that the Bureau 
agents or anyone had conducted a review of inspection practices. No 
one has communicated with me in this regard. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Ohairman, could I interrupt and place this in 
the record as exhibit No. 23 ~ 

Ohair111an JACKSON. This is the press release of Mr. Silberman. It 
will be exhibit No. 23. 

[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 23" for refer
ence and will be found in the files of the subcommittee.] 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I might add that my last responsibility in the 
Office of Inspection was toward the end of l\1a.y 1969. 

The Promuto case was merely a symptom of a pattern I observed 
developing that set out considerations in the investigative process 
much different than those normally employed by the professional 
investigator hl the COurse of his regular duties. And while the Promllto 
investigation appeared to be subverted, the Office of Planning and 
Jij,raluation of DEA prepm:ed un analysis of inspection that set out 
some policies that in some respects seele to justify the changed proce
dures which were imposed on the Pl'omuto investigation. 

As I mentioned earliel', it is my understanding that the FBI inspec
tors were functioning as representatives of Mr. Silbermtlll'S office. I 
cannot detail the extent of their chal'tm', the results oitheir investiga
tion, 01' any constra,ints 01' limitations impoRed on tl1eil.' investigation. 
They said 'that the investigation wus being handled U11CIer the super
vision of Mr. Silberman, tIle then Deputy .A.ttol'lley General. 
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In summary, I can only conclude that the manner in which the 
Promuto investigation was hobbled by DEA and the manner in which 
the DEA policies deviated from professional investigative procedures 
effectively establishes a system of privileged treatment for agency 
officials ,;'hich would l1E'ver be extended to investigations of private 
citizens. 

Such a system can only encourage corruption and lead to the 
demoralir.ation of derlicated a.gents. I have seen it hanpen before ancI 
for that. reason coulc1not stand in silence and watch ifhappen again. 

I will hI' pleased to answer any <1nestions you may have. 
Ohairman ,TACKSON. Thank you, :Mr. Tal'tag·lino. 
In vour testimony von have ]'rfel'rE'c1 to the fact that in the New 

York 'area, dating back to U)I)B, 1957, 10G1, there was substantial C01'

rnntion in that area office: right? 
1\f1'. TARTAGTJINO. Yes. sir. 
Ohairman ,TA0KSON. Would von sav that that sitnation may have 

prevailed elsewhere in the comitTY? ,Yas it ;ust. the New York' office? 
:M1'. TARTAGLIN(l. I don't think it was to the extent tha.t was fonnd 

in New York in otlw]' parts of the conntry. but there WE're inciclE'nts 
of C'orruption in other pa11s of thE' country. 

Ohairman .TA0KSOX. \Yhieh WE're not 'heine: propel'ly investip-atecH 
1\11'. TARTAGL[XO. I ean think of one in Sf. Lonis. :Mo., that had hN'n 

ImriE'd in tIle files out there for a long pE'riocl of time aild was not un
coverec111ntil we went out to St. 1Jouis: 

I would say that there may have been two incidents in thE' Cali-
IOl'11ia arE'a t.llat fall in the SamE' category. 

Ohairman .TACKSO'X. How long ago? • 
1\fr. TARTAGLINO. I am talking about in 19G7 and 19G8. 
Chairman .TA(1KSOX. It is very disturbing to fincl Mr. Silberman con

ducting an inYl.'stigation and finels that t.herE' is no problem as far as 
l\fl·. Bartels is cOl1c<:'l'nE'cl. and thE'n snbsequE'nt]y :Mr. Bartels is fired. 

You 11lC'utioned that thE' FBI inspectors were act.ing as representa
tivC's of Mr. Si1bm'man's office. "VerE' thE'Y given a free hand t.o go ill 
n 11 eliredions ~ How long were they involved in that inspectiOll; elo 
von know? 
• 1\'[1'. TARTAGLINO. I jnst. can't detail thE' chartE'l' they hael. 

Chairman ,h0RSON. They were not operating under the direction of 
thl' FBI at that time? . . 

l\fl', TATI'l'AGTJINO, Thvt is an assumption that I made at the time 
t hnt thE'Y were working for Mr. Silberman. 

Ohairman ,TA(1KSOX.- I think Mr. Silberman refers to it in his .Tann
al'), 16, 1(171), press l'elE'ase. He is fluoted as saying, "I directoel thvt a 
spl.'cial review be conc1uetrd llnc1H my dirE'ct snporvision by the In
spection Division of tlw Fecll.'ral Bm'ean of Invl.'st.igation."· 

I nn(lerstancl that tlle agE'llts were only on it a few clays. Do yon 
knmv n hout that ~ • .. . 

l\'.f1'. T.\TI'l'AOT,TXO. No, sil·. 
Chairman ,TM'KRO-X. They 'YI.'1'e acting cHl'C'ctly uncleI' Mr. 8i]be1'

nHll~'~ rl.'qnC's~. ,Ye will: or eom:sl.', ask that the agC'nts come np and 
tC'shry ~n ~lllS heeausE' It IS ObylOUS that the .hmlal'y 16. 1975, press 
l'r~l.'ase ll1chcntcs 01' )E'av<:'s the mfm'l.'nee that the FBI had gone into 
th1R ; thl.'l'e was notlnng thl.'l'E'; and sUhSE'rJllrntly Mr. Bal'tr]s of comse 
IS fil'rc1. 
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I am concerned about this: You state that by November 1, 1974, you 
had reached the inescapable conclusion that Mr. Bartels' actions were 
impeding the investigation of Mr. Promuto. 

That is a very serious allegation. It may raise a question of obstruct
ing justice if he deliberately was attempting to prevent a proper inves
tigation here. 

Could you elaborate on this ~ 
Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. Not any more than the points I have set out in my 

memorandums, the five or six points. 
Chairman JACKSON. 'Why was he so protective ~ That is the only way 

I can read your statement here. Can you tell us why he was so protec
tive of Mr. Promuto ~ 

Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. I think you will have to address that to Mr. Bar
tels. I just don't know, Mr. Ohairman. I am sorry; I can't respond to 
that. 

Chairman JACKSON. I ask it because Mr. Bartels lmew, or should 
have Imown, about these allegations relating to Mr. Promuto. Is that 
correct? 

Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. :Mr. Bartels was made aware as soon as he returned 
from Europe and was kept advised. It went back and forth. There 
was a period of tinle that it changed jurisdiction from the Office of 
Inspection to the Office of Chief Counsel, but he was directly involved 
in the investigation from the day he returned from Europe. 

Chairman ,hCKSON. Did he ever indicate to you-
lVIr. TAR'l'AGLINO. He Imew everything that we·lmew. 
Chairman ,hCKSON. Did Mr. Bartels ever indicate to you that there 

was no basis for these. allegations concerning Mr. Promuto? 
Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. He expressed disappointment in another way. Let 

me reRpond: In my conversations with him, he expressed disappoint
ment in some of the procedures that Mr. Brosan was taking. 

Chairman .hCKSON. Mr. Bartels' position was procedurallv that 
the individual had to be notified in advance. Your position is that 
that would fruRtr!lJte your ability to conduct a thorough indepth in-
vestigation. Isn't that the basic dispute ~ ~ 

Mr. TAR'l'AGTJINO. Mr. Chairman, in the October 1 meeting that we 
had, I think there were five or six present at the meeting; that. is, the 
meeting that Mr. Bartels asked me to explain some conversation that 
I made at that meeting. 

Onp of the things that I said at the meeting was that a couple of 
stc.>ps had been taken here that are very, very similar to Watergate, 
anrl T used that word, and he was upset about it. 

I don't see how I can, to answer yoUI' question-I couldn't be clearer 
th!tn that. After that, I continued to maintain a fairly good rapport 
with him. and made an effort through the month of October to see 
j·f Wp could get. this thing back on tmck. 

Chnil'mftll .TACR:SON. IVIr. P]'omuto. as the Chief Pnblic Affairs Offi
co]" had acc('ss to (lvel'ythillg in the Depa.l'tmcnt: (lid he not~ He had 
to have that right in Ol'd(,l"tO fn11111 th(' duties of his position: rio·ht ~ 

1\fl'. TAR'I'AGLTNO. Yef4, 1\[1'. Ohairman: that is COl'l'C'ct. .,.., 

Chairman ,TM~KSON. 1\[1'. RftrteJs was acbrised of seriolls a.ll('gations 
('01w('l'Plng 1\[1'. Promnto. in·formation that yon callecl to his ntt(,l1tion. 

nid ?Ill'. TInl'tels ('1'('1' ('onw back and say, w('ll, now yon justify 'this, 
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explain this ~ Did he ever come back and say there is no basis Ior this; 
you 1m ve bad information ~ 

nIl'. TARTAGLINO. I don't believe he did. 
Chairman JACKSON. To you ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. To me, he dicIn't. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. To you, I am talking about. Mr. Brosan was 

Chief Inspector and you were then Acting Deputy. 
:Mr. TARTAGLINO. That is correct. 
Chairman JACKSON. You were No.2 man in the operation. 
~Ir. TARTAGLL."W. Correct. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did he come back to you or Mi.'. Brosan and say 

there is 110 basis for this ~ 
Mr.TART"~GLmo. He did not come back to me after that and say 

there is no basis. I could' tell. I predicated a lot of my thoughts on 
actions that he was taking. 

Chairman JACKSON. TIllS is what you said, and I quote: 
By November 1st, I reached the inescapable conclusion that 1\11'. Bartels' 

actions were impeding the investigation of Mr. Pl'omuto. 

That is a serious allegation obviously. vVllat you don't know I 
gather, is whether it was deliberate or not; is that a fa,ir st.atement ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I cannot address myself to the intent of his .actions. 
Chairman .JACKS0N. But the effect or it as to impede the effort and 

to frustrate it ~ 
IVIr. TARTAGIJINO. That is my judgment. 
Chairman JACKSON. Then 'on page 57 of your statement is reference 

to the memorandum which you had sent, which referred to the Pro
muto matter which, to my mind, was the principal issue. It state's 
in part that Mr. Brosan had set forth in detail the efforts or Mr. 
Bartels to frustrate, impede, and obstruct the Promuto investigation. 
Then you set out the bill or particulars. 

It seems to me that the;l'e is at the heart of this a situation that is 
very serious as it relates to Mr. Bartels, ancl I am at a cOll1;plete loss 
to imow how the Deputy Attorney General, Mr. Silberman, could 
have suddenly found there is no problem here in light of all.of these 
allegations without coming back and sayillg we find that this allega
tion is not substantiated or this charge is i10t true, al1d so on. 

This su~bcomll1ittee was, of course, making inquiry into certain DEA 
operatiolls as early as 1973 to seek to evaluate what was going on 
clown there. Mr. Bartels w'as indicating thalt the. subcommittee didn't 
lmow whfllt it was doing and making personal allegations against me. 
But that is neither here nor there. 

The point I want to make is that I don"t understand why t.his infor
maltion was not fully ventilated, reviewed,and explored in fairness to 
the individual. I want to see a person get no fair hearing. 

Now the Department of ,Justice, unclel,the very able leadership of 
Attorney General Leyi, has set up a 'task force that is going into all 
of this. Is that your understanding ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. That is my lUlderstanding. 
Ohairman ,JAORSON, Thfllthas been a public announcement. 
Mr. TAH'J'AGLINO. Yes. They have 'a three-man group that was estab

lished on March 28. 
Ohairman .JACKSON. The task force was set up after the subcommit

tee had demanded the pertinent information. Meanwhile, Mr. Bartels 
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was denying vehemently that Ithere was anything to this. vVe were 
zeroing in on this issue, and then they got busy. They got rid of Mr. 
Bartels, and they set up la 13pecial task force. 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. Let me explain 'Some actions that I think will be 
responsive to yom initial question rather !than words. In a conversa
tion that I had with Mr. Bartels, I had several conversations in mid
October with :Mr. Bartels in which he expressed great disappointment 
with nIl'. Brosan. 

In these conversations, I very fmulldy told him I didn't !think Mr. 
Brosan was doing 'anything wrong. At one point he wanted me to 
move in and take charge of this particular investigation because he 
was criticlLI of some thing-s,as Mr. Brosan sent a man 'all the way out 
to the Midwest to investIgate or to interview 'a prisoner in connec
tion with this. 

It was a perfectly obvious thing to do in connection with the Pro
muto investigation. 

He said he is interested in l'lllning around with people in the bar, 
Fran O'Brien's, because he is 'a celebrity. Gamblers have been hanging 
out there for years-Promuto, by virtue of being a celebrity, said he 
normally comes in contact with these people. So he sought to justify 
these actions. 

On the l'epOlt to the Civil Service Commission that I mentioned 
in my statement, it was premature Ito send a report to the Civil Service 
Commission. lYe tried to get Mr. Bartels to understand, but he asked 
the report to not include any allegations, any innuendo, or any infer-
ence. . 

This was at a point when the investigation was being stifled. So we 
may as well have submitted two blank sheets of paper as far as I was 
concerned. 

Chairman JACKSON. But have you seen any refutation of the infor
mation that Mr. Brosan and you submitted, regarding the Promuto 
case ~ ,Vas there ever any definitive response in terms of refutation 
of his associations with known criminals, prostitutes, obviously con
duct that was not called for in connection with his duties as the Chief 
Public Affairs Officer ~ 

It would be something else, one could argue, if he were an under
cover agent, but he was hardly undercover. He was at the top. He 
was out there in the open. There are the allegations; I have read 
them ,here. 

Did they give you any refutation to that, or to Mr. Brosan ~ You 
don't know whether he did to Mr. Brosan, but you were the No.2 
man. 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I have never received any refutation. 
Mr. FELmrAN. In fairness to Mr. Promuto in the written questions 

that 'were submitted to him, he did deny all of the allegations. Is 
that correct ~ 

l\:h'. TARTAGLINO. That is correct. 
Mr. FEwMAN. I want to make the record clear on that. 
Mr. TAR'XAGT"INO. I just feel it more appropriate for Mr. BI:osan 

to address himself to that rather than repeat something he may have 
tolc1l11e, Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman .r AOKSON. I only want you to tcstif-y as to what you know. 
,~T 0, want to be fair here, but these allegations are very serious. The 
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facts are, or they are not l that he had these associat.ions. I ha ven ~t 
seen :his responses. 

1\1r. FELDl\IAN. 1\:[1'. Chairman, there were written responses sub
mitted bv Mr. Promuto in this rather unusnal setup that we had talked 
about this morning. The written responses were not under oath. He 
made denials on some, and in later examinations ancl interviews there 
were some changes in some of the answers to those questions which we 
will be getting into as we proceed. 

Ohairman .JACKSON. Senator Javits. 
Senator .TAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. Due to engagements 

out of Washington, I was lUlavoidably absent from yesterday's open
ing session of this subcommittee's comprehensive inquiry into the per
formance and operations of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 
I take this opportunity to endorse the initiative of the chairman and 
ranking minority mmnber, Senator Percy. 

Following the establishment of the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration pursuant to Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973-which was 
reported out of the Executive Reorganization Subcommittee by Sena
tor Ribicoff and myself-our record contained extensive testimony 
concerning interagency conflicts between the Oustoms Bureau and 
the Bureall of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, the agency from which 
DEA's authorities were derived. During the difficult and controversial 
2 years since DEi\. was created, .the agency has been caught in a 
continuing whirlwind of controversy in which all extraordinary num
ber of serious allegations of inh'rnal conflict and dissensions, of mis
management, cOl'ruption, and ill-advised policy decisions relating to 
FedE'ral priorities in this field, haye been made. During this period also, 
the Nation and the agency suffered through a seriE's of ll1cidents 
in which Federal narcotics agents used YE'rbal and physical violence 
and unauthorized forced entry into premises mistakenly believE'd to 
be harboring snspects. The most. widely publicized of the-se inc.idents 
took place in 00J1insville, 111., but thE're were several ot.her sC'riOllS 
incidents including one in Rochester, N.Y. Senator Percy took the 
IE'ad in assuring that this conrse 0:[ condnd was thoroughly investigated 
and tha.t the controversial "no-knock" authority anthoi'ized in'1970 
in drug enforcement cases was repealed. 

The allegations before t.his subcommittC'e are nnmerous and serious. 
In this fiscal year 1975, DEi\. has a $135 million budget and over 
2,000 special agents. Its responsibilities are indeed critically impor
tant.. It is my hope that the matters which arc discussed and dC'veloped 
in these hearings will not adversely reflect U11011 the overwhelming 
majority of Fecleral drug agents ,vho are dedicated public servants 
faced with an C'xtraol'dinarily difficult and c1an.gC'rous public ser-\'ice. 
,Vhile we illRist that a t.hol'Ollgh invest.igation of this agency be made 
in these public hearings, it is my belief that every effort inust like
wise be made to proted the due process rights of those against. ,,,hom 
allegations of misconduct have been made. I am eonficlent that this 
will be the case in these hearings. 

,\That was Prol1luto charged with ~ ,Vas it a charge of association 
wit.h known criminal C'lements or whaH What was he cha.rged with ~ 

Mr. SACHS. Excuse me, SC'nat.or .Tavits. ,. . 
Ohairman .TA0lesoN.Mr. Rachs is attol'11ey for MI'. TartngHno. 
Mr. SACHS. The only reason fOl" hesitancy h(>l"(>, and perhaps it. is 

more appropriate for ]11e to address myself to that., is t,hat Mr. Tarta-
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glino is 111lder some constraints with respect to his present position in 
the Department of ,Tustice, particularly one which instructs him 
perhapsundcrstanclably and naturally ancI properly not to maIm public 
release of information of unfounded allegations against DEA em
ployees. 

I hope the Senator will understand that :Mr. Tartaglino cannot dis
cuss in much further detail than his statement already does. IVe wm 
be glad to bring that back to the Senator's attention, what could be 
called unfounded allegations. 

It is not a self-defining term, I agree, but it is not easy for us to go 
beyond what he has already said. 

Senator N"UNN. There is a memol'allCllun that has been. made a part 
of the record that is confidential that Senator J a vits might want to 
take a look at that goes iuto some of these charges. IVe had this in 
executh"e session, and we were informed specifically by counsel for 
~fr. Tartaglino the sensitivity of these charges, some of which, or 
most ot which, I guess all of which, in this case, have not been estab
lished 01' pl'o,'ed. So we do haye that as a matter of record. 

Senator .J AV1'1'S. Let me understand the situation. 
In your capacity at DEA you were investigating Promuto. Have 

you ever stated to this committee in any public session what was the 
chal:ge you were investigating, 01' have you clone it only in executive 
sessIOn? 

Mr. Ti\RTAGLINO. I1m,'e only done it in executive f:ession. 
Senator .JAvrrs. You hn,Y(' III the interest of the United States con

fined it to executive session. 
:'Ifr. TARTAGLINO. I can gC'lH'ralize the areas that are included in my 

statement. They were allegations dC'aling ·wit.h associat.ions ,yith in
cli-dduals. That was one of the allegations-gamblers, suspected drug 
violators. prostitutes. ~ 

SC'nator .LWl'fS. The C'nd rC'sult 'which the invC'stigatiol1 sought to 
achieve, is ij~ COl'rC'ct that the end I'C'sult wonld have been C'ither removal 
f]'om oflirc 01' resignation, or ,vas the]'C' any other possible result. for 
PI'omuto? 

:Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. Actnally, it couW have gone further than that. 
Bel1atol' JAVI'l'S. Beyond that ~ 
~fr. TAR1'AOUNO. Beyond that. 
Senator JAVI'l'S. But as far as the DEA is concerned, the,y are, not 

the IT ustic(l Dcpartment. 01' t11e courts; it means removal fl;om ofHce 
01' resignation; is that correct? 

~fr. TAR1'AGr,INO. Removal from office or clearance. 
Senator J A VITS. Or being cleared of the charges? 
:i\fr. TAR1'AGLINO. Yes. 
Senator .JAVI'l'S. Bo you were investigating a set of charges which 

you believe in the public interest and in the jnterest of the rights 
of the person chargcd-to wit, Mr. Promuto-should not be made 
pub1ic unless we choose to do it, based on vour executive testimony, 
but you were investigating specific charges~ 

:Mr. TAR'1'AGL1NO. That. is correct, Senator. 
Senator ,TA V1'r8. Mr. Promuto has been transferred. lIe is still in 

DEA; is that correct? 
Mr. TARTAGT .. INO. Yes, Senator. 
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Senator JA';tITS. This continues, notwithstanding the fact that Mr. 
Bartels is now gone and that there is a new Administrator? 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. My understanding is he is still with DEA and he 
is in the New York office. 

Renator J A VITS. And you have another joM 
Mr. TARTAGLIXO. I actually am the Chief Inspector of Drug En

forcement Administration on detail for 120 days to the Department 
of .r ustice. 

Senator J AVITS. ",Vhy did you seel~ this other assignmeJ?-t ~ I !teaI'd 
you said there was tension. ",\Thy, haVIng gotten your teeth ill a lund of 
hulldog detective fashion in this situation, which is your duty as a 
public official, did you then walk away from it and ask for another 
assi,gmnent ~ 

Mr. TARTAGT,INO. Senator, I did a little bit of research overnight or 
two nights. I suppose on an important decision like this, I think your 
hetter public administration texts will tell you you have to make a 
reasonable effort to resolve something in-house. 

You have to show a pattern of in-house activity, jf that is t.he 
intl'Q,'rity activity and you also have another option, if you can't live ' 
it. then to seek l'l'signation or to leave. 

Unfortunately, I am not that economically stable where I can 
resign. So the next thing was. and I thought I did the best thing by 
reporting it to the Department, and which was perfectly proper, I 
songht a rl'assignment because I did not think that-well, it was ethi
cally nnacceptable for me to proceed. 

Senator .TAVI'l'S. ",Vould it be fair to say that yon found yonrself 
in snch a confrontation with the lwad of the agency that you wouJc1 
prl'f('l' to move out of that agency or out of that work rather than to 
continne~ 

Mr. TARTAGLTNO. Part of that decision. nnd I think it took place in 
my ronYersn.t.ion with Mr. Silberman, is that my presence in DEi\. 
ronlcll'(,fmlt in many diflQ,'runtled people who had grievances and they 
wonl(l srl' I waS in ronflict with the Administrator and come to see 
111('. ::'I[y ahsrnce. wonlc1 permit the Administrator to better do his job. 

Sl'nnj-or .TAVI'l'S. So you preferred to leave .him free? 
Mr. TARTAoLINo. I pl'rferrec1 to leaye hm1 free and also to fulfill 

my responsiiblity bv doing what had to be clone. 
Senator .TAVITS. Could we have some general survey from you as to 

the rffertiveness of DEA inspect,ion functions genel'ally~ All we have 
heard nbont essentially is the Promuto case. Do you have any ap
praisal you can give l1S of the general effectiveness of the work of the 
inspection side of the DEA anCl to what extent, it served to keep the 
agency clean 01' whether it was unsuccessful?, IVhat is your conclu
sion? 

Ml". TAn-PAOLINO. Beforr you came in. flenntol", I hacl gone into a 
sitnation in New York and that estimate of the situation is that after 
I'e,prated efforts to frustrate an investigation for a number of years, 
jt, finally resulted in some dozen agents being indicted, convicted of 
41) or 1)0 resignations. I think that sl)e.aks for itself in all areas. 

rAt j-his point SeJ1 ator .Taclnlon withdrew from the hearing room.] 
l\fl'. TART.\GT,T"N"O. I "111 u-fJ'aid that todnv I am llnahle to Il"ive yon 

an accnrute estimate. I ran tell yoU that, I don't, think the situation 
ill Xew York or other offices even approach what it was in 1968. 
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But we have a backlog and if you don't get on something like this 
fast, then that cancer will just spread. Yes; tlll:}re are problems to
day. vVhen I left, and I don't know what has been done since January 
of 19'75, there were many areas which I would have addressed myself 
on a priority area. 

Senator JAVITS. As far as you know, how many inclividuals are on 
the DEA's rolls, either in New York or nationally, who are the sub
ject of unresolved allegations or investigations ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. That would be an awfully difficult thing for me to 
say, but I think I could say that there are in excess of 20 individuals 
of supervisory or above in which there are incomplete or unresolved 
allegations. I think it goes much beyond that when you go-the 
reason I use the words "incomplete" and "unresolved", I think we 
have to examine a file to see if it is professionally closed, just as we 
do in any other drug investigation. 

Senator JAVITS. As I say, we have heard essentially about the 
Promuto case, but our job-that is fme and I thoroughly agree 'with 
the urgency for completely uncovering any wrongdoing or impeding 
of justice or anything like that-we must examine the agency's gen
eral practices also. 

Do you have any recommendations for us as to, how the particular 
function in which you were engaged should be discharged? Obviously, 
it is kind of a spotty record as far as you are concerned. 

You have got the- Promuto case in which you were frustrated and 
the New York cases in which you had a measnre of success, but you, 
yourself, frustrated with these many unresolved cases and people,. have 
gone on to other responsibilities. Under those circumstances, I say 
out of the spotty record, what is your recommendation to us as to how 
this function should be carried on ~ 

In other words, is the form of organization that you. were a part a 
proper one, or does your experience dictate that we ought to proceed 
a10ng some other line? 

Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. As far as the inspectjon service is concerned? 
Senator JAVITS. Right. 
lUI'. TAR'l'AGLINO. I feel it is a question-I happen to feel agencies 

can police themselves if you usc the same rules and regtllations that we 
use in pursuing allegations of criminal misconduct as we do against 
public citizens. That is basically my philosophy. 

,Ve all too often try to seek out reasons not to do it beC!l.11Se of possible 
embarrassment to the agency. If a vigorous effort is shown and you 
play it fair and square that way, an agency can police themselves. 

Senator •. TAvl'l's. That depends on the head man; doesn't it? 
Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. I woulclsay SO; yes. 
Senator JAVl'l'S. In other words, it is he who really animates and 

inspires the policy? 
Mr. TARTAOLINO. As one interrelates with the other, I don't suggest 

that you have to have 150 inspectors for a 4,OOO-man agency, otherwise 
we do ha.ve problems. But pieces have to fit in together. Management 
has to be able to c10 its job. 

So there are a lot of jobs that perhaps inspection was c10ing that 
could bo turnecl over to management that wonkl free them to hara 
corruption, issues. 
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Senator JAvrrs. You feel it is capable of policing itself and that is 
the principle of organization which is here present, is in your judg
ment the l'lght one '? 

All'. TARTAGLINO. I have confidence that agencies can police them
seI ves; yes. 

Senator JAY1'1'S. I don't know whether you have been asked about 
this before. If you have, please tell me whatever you wish on the sub
ject. But I am referred to a rather sensational story of Jack Anderson's, 
indicating that an agent committed. suicide 'i'hen faced with the alter
natives of resignation or making a complete cHsclosure of what he did 
or taking his own life and chose the last course. 

That is cited as an example of excessive zeal in the inspection func
tion. It is apparently a matter with which you are familiar. Do you 
wish to say anything to us about it ~ 

]\11'. TARTAGUNO. Yes, Senator. I will be happy to, I will start with 
that portion of it because there are many items which suggest excessive 
zeal in that particular article. One of the matters-well, first of all, 
the context in which I am quoteJ in the article is accurate, but it is out 
of context-the article suggests toward the end that a man is plead
ing his innocence and was not guilty o:f an offense when, in fact, the 
individual involved had bribed an undercover agent who was under 
our supervision twice, 

He was not entrapped. The public record of his codefendant is the 
best evidence on the guilt or innocence of this individual. 

So when I say it is out of context, I was perhaps a little bit disturbed 
that, the article suggested that the man is not guilty. 

The other fact, there was also a case for violation of civil rights. 
He had a wiretap in on the undercover agent that he had suspected. 
Is it true that I said those. three words ~ I will have to develop that 
and, if you will permit, I will. 

Senator J.1V1'l'S. I will permit you gladly. It is only l'ight that yon 
should. 

]\[1'. TARTAGJ,TNO. Let. me develoTJ it. It will just take a few mhlUtes. 
There. were four of us in a motel room. This man had tacitly, that is, 

this police detective, had tacitly admitted his guilt. He waR negotiating 
for his freedom with a member of the U.S. attorney's office, who was 
also present. lYe had talked about many areas in which he could coop
~rate. Every time that we would get him to a point where he would 
cooperate, he didn't want to do it because he feared for his life or that 
something would happen to him. 

As we went 011, I think that I had a 5- or lO-minute clissertation wjth 
him in which I reminded him of a background that he had had and a 
lot of information that we had and the responsibility that he had to 
bear for putting more heroin on the street than probably more of the 
., :-lpe peddlers that we aJ.'rested in New York City, and the lives that 
lie had on his own hands. 

IThat was the context of it. He didn't really respond very mnch to it 
hecause he had been seUing out cases ancI selling out cases, in which we 
speak of life and we speak of death. 

So he said, ",,\V'hat do you want me to do~" I said, "I will put you 
through a test and if you go through and pass this te~ Ii, then I will be 
assurecl that your cooperation will be forthcoming. If not, you can talk 
with the U.S. attorney. If not, it's your OWIl choosing." 
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So I gave him a set of circlUl1stances. I asked him to pick up a tele
phone, to telephone another detective, another detective who I am not 
going to mention in this public f~ru~ who we had ~ee~l seeking for 
some time as one of the largest dIstrIbutors of herOlll III New York 
City, and a very close associate of his. 

So I asked him to, pick up the phone, call this man in the precinct 
and tell him to go ont and get on the public phone, that he wanted to 
talk to him. He asked, ",Yhat will be the next step~" I said, ",Vhen he 
goes to the public phone, you ask him to call you and I am going to 
give you a sentence to read to him. You read that sentence to him and 
if he gives yon the right answer, he is in the conspiracy." And he 
wouldn't do it. 

So I threw up my hand in absolute frustration. I said, "As far as I 
am concerned, I don't care what you do. You can eithqr go to jail or you 
could do your time or you can shoot yourself." That IS what was much 
publicized. 

Senator ,L<\.VlTS. MI'. Tartaglino, Jet me tell you this. I am a New 
Yorker. It is my home; I lived there all my life. There is no question 
about the grimace of all you are doing. But I am cleeply interested 
and the questions I have asked YOll al'e directed out of sense of con
cern and frustration for New York and the country as a whole. 

,Ve will get to Promuto's guilt or innocence, I am sure. But that is 
really missing the forest for the trees. That is why I asked you this 
question. 

[.\t this point Senator Percy enterecl the hearing room.] 
SC'nator ,]A YITS. It is a very old, but nevertheless terribly important 

quC'stion. How do ,ve cut this traffic in New York at this ievel'? There 
are a lot of other things to do. I would like to ask you this fmal ques
tion, if I may; that is, what do you think of this method which is 
used in the drug enforcement e}..i;ensively the so-called buy-and~bust'~ 
In other words where the agents, themselves, go out and buy the nar
cotic in order to theoretjcally bust the seller or the group the seller is 
working with ~ 

.Mr. TAU'l'AGLlNO. Indiscriminate buy-and-bust, talking about ex
tremely low-level traffickers, and I assume that, Mr. Senator, is that 
what you are talking about? 

Senator .L\ V1'1'8. Yes. 
:Mr. TAR'l'AOLINO. I don't think that really has a place in Federal 

enlorcement. I think the police authorities are much better equipped 
to do it; they are well trained. As far as undercover work which is a 
spinoff, of the same thing, it is a good tecllllique if used selectively on 
a certam level. 

Senator JAV1'1'S. In other words, to get at the people who really arc 
the source of these terrible crimes which jeopardize and actually kill 
so many people and disrupt so many soci.eties . 

. Do you feel that this technique has to be cleaJt with only on a much 
hIgher level than the street level and that the 11111nbe1's game is, to wit, 
the lllul1ber of fl;rre?t.s,tha~ ar~ made, and so :forth, which I gather you 
are very, very fanllhar WIth IS also one of the real drawbacks of that 
very technique and it serves to gloss over a terribly COl'l'Upt and dano'er-
ons situation which really must not be glossed over ~ b 

. Mr· TAR'1'~\(lLINo. rr:1:at is cOl'rect, Senator Javits. Prior to your com
mg Ill, I thlllk I testIfled pretty much along those Jines, that they de
velop the numbers game. 
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Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Tartaglinb, I share Senator Javits' concern 

with the P.rcmuto case, but I think them are more i1llportant things in 
the overall scheme of it that I would like to get into very briefly. 

Starting off, 1 think on page 14 of your testimony you made refer
ence to informant homicides. Is this informant homicide problem one 
of the measuring devices to determine in sort of:1 rule-of-thumb man
ner the degree of possible corruption in drug enforcement agencies ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. It is one of mine, Senator. 
Senator NUNN. Explain to us what an informant homicide means 

to you personally, and how you judge this ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I think that, one, you have to distinguish between 

the informants. If you have had an informant or a cooperating incli
vidual who has testified in court, and he has been exposed and he is 
killed along the way some time by not following the advice or some
one who doesn't do their job, that is one particUlar area. 

But when we have individuals whose names are guarded very closely 
within our own agency and the information is hancUed on an extremely 
select basis and something happens to them, that to me is an indicator 
that something is wrong in that particular office. You have to develop 
an exposure list; an exposure list of how many individuals hadlmowl
edge that that man was an informant, and follow that investigative 
procedure. 

So what I was referring to in my statement was that in 1967 and 
1968 we had put together a list of the number of informants who had 
been killed and who had never been exposed and that concerned all 
of us. 

Senator NUNN. Was that, mainly the New York office~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. It was just the New York office. We were able to, 

in developing an exposure list-we didn't really do a real formal study 
on it. But we were able to tie in some informant deaths into certain 
groups of agents, and so applying the same analytical type view of 
that as we do in investigating regular activities on the street, it caoused 
us concern. 

I will say that they decreased c'"msiderably after that investigation. 
Senator NUNN. Could you bring us up to date ~ I know it has been 

January since you left. ' 
r At this point Senator Jackson entered the hearing room.] 
Senator NUNN. When you left, had the problem of informant homi

cides gone down since 1968, or do you have any'measure of that as it 
existed earlier this year ~ 

Mr. TARTAGT.lINO. I don't really have a handle on that; on how many 
murdered informants today. As far as I am concerned, if you have 
one in any office and you don't know why he was killed, that is worth 
looking into. 

Senator NUNN. Are we having any 1l0W~ You have generallmowl-
edge of it, don't you ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I think there are. There have been a few. 
Senator NUNN. Nothing like the 1968 problelll~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I don't believe so. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know anything about a trend in the last 2 

years ~ Is there any trend at aU ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I just can't acldress myself to that. 
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Senator NUNN. One other major point I think is the question of 
your 1968 investigation. Did you ever have a conversation with NIl'. 
Hemy Petersen regarding the problem of corruption in tlu~. New 
York office ~ 

NIl'. TARTAGLINO. Yes, sir, I did. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhen was that ~ 
NIl'. TART"\.GLINO. That 'was approximately H)66. 
Senator NUNN. That was before your 1968 investigation ~ 
NIl'. TARTAGTJINO. I was assigned to the Treasury Depa~-tment on a 

special assignment for a totally different reason other than corrup
tion. The then Assistant Secretary was at that time, David Acheson, 
was having discussions with Justice Department and other Treasury 
officials about the corruption in our office. 

There came a period of time when I was asked to go and talk to 
NIl'. Petersen, who was then Chief of Organized Crime Racketeering 
of the Department of Justice. In that conversation, NIr. Petersen told 
me that there were very few law enforcement n,gencies-I don't really 
want to mention the particular one-that had any confidence in our 
New York office, and asked when we were going to do something about 
it. 

He served as a catalyst here. I reported that conversation back and 
I think that led into eventually forming various forces to go into that 
office. 

Senator NUNN. In other words, the other law enforcement agencies 
hI the Federal Government were reluctant even to deal on an intelli
gent, confidential basis with the New York office ~ 

NIl'. TARTAGLINO. I have to qualify that. He just mentioned one 
agency at that time. He mentioned the FBI at the time. 

Senator NUNN. He was saying that the FBI.at that time was re
luctant to deal with the New York office, Is that rIght ~ ~T as NIl'. Peter
sen saying the FBI was l:'eluctant to deal with the New York office ~ 

NIl'. TARTAGLINO. That is what he mentioned to me at that time. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vho was in charge of the office in 1968, the New 

York office ~ It is a matter of record. 
NIl'. 'rARTAGLINO. NIl'. George Belle. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhat other people associated with the New York 

office at that time are still with DBA ~ 
NIl'. TARTAGLINO. ,Vith that office that are still with DBA ~ I think 

many. 
Senator NUNN. NIany peol)le who were with the New York office at 

that time are still with DBA ~ 
NIl'. TARTAGLINO. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhere is NIl'. Belknow~ 
NIl'. TARTAGLINO. NIl'. Belle is in headquarters here ill 'Vashington. 
Senator NUNN. W'hat is his position at this time ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. He is the Assistant Administrator for Intelligence. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know of. any other high-ranking officials who 

are in DEA at ·tlus time who were hI New York at that time~ I am 
not trying to say that there is any guilt by association here at all, but 
I do thjnk we need to have this on the record. 

[At this point Senator Javits withdrew from the hearing room.] 
~Il'. l'ARTAGLINO. AI'e there any scnior people that were in, is that it ~ 

0:' anybody at all ~ 
ti·1-0tiO-75-l.2 
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Senator NUNN. Any that come to mind that are high officials in 
DEA now "who were in New York at that time ~ Let's put it this way: 
People who have been in charge of the New York office, or were at the 
top of the New Yorle office at that time: are they now at the top of the 
DEA~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. ,Yhy don't I just, if I may, Senator, respond? I 
willl'efel' to my testimony. In the early 1960's the individual who was 
in charge of tIle office wlien .Mr. Speei· and Mr. Coyne was there, was 
:Mr. George Gaffney. He retired. 

He is no lonp:el' with us. Then in 1062 01' 1063, he was replaced by 
MJ'. Belle, and Mr. BelIr. as I melltione(l, is here in vYashington, D.C. 

In 1969, ~rl'. Be]le, 01' 10G8, was replaced by 1\Ir. Durkin. Mr. Durkin 
is now in ,Vashington as the Assistant Administrator for Enforce
ment. 

In approximately 1971 or 1972, Mr. Dnrkin was replaced by MI'. 
Casey, and Mr. Casey iH now here in headquarters in Washington, D.C. 

At the formation of the Drng Enforcement Administration, the 
individnal who came in is 1\Jr .• Tohn Fallon who, as you know, came at 
the merger of four agencies, and came from the Customs Service. He 
is there now. 

Senator N UNN. ,Vho was in charp:e of the New York office back when 
1\[1'. Coyne had his investigation that was later aborted at some point ~ 

MI'. TARTAGLINO. Mr. George H. Gaffney. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vho was in charge o'f the Rew York office when 

1\11'. Speer was making his iIwestigation? 
Mr. TAR'l'AGTJINo.l\Ir. George H. Gaffney. 
SE'nator NUNN. ,Vl1ere is Mr. Gaffney liow~ 
1\[1'. TAR'rAGLINo. He is retired. 
Senator NUNN. 'YH.hout mentioning' any names, has anyone in com

mand in DEA now been charged with misfeasance or malfeasance? 
I 1'e·fer to the top echelon of DEA now, in addition to Mr. Promuto? 

Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. Has anyone-do I know of any senior official ~ 
I don't, know of anyone that is. I am uncleI' constraints not to mention 
open investigations, but Jet. me just say that I don't Imow of anyone. 
in the past that has b00n charged with misfeasance or malfeasance in 
office who were in commancl of these offices. 

Mr. SACHS. Senator, if I may interject, Mr. Tartaglino, because of 
the l'C'stl'iction about so-called ul1:folmded allegations, I think the 
record ought to show that he has not responded to what might be 
part of yOllr question; namely, ILre there unresolved or do there exist 
anv ulll'esolved allegat.ions 1'(.' lat.inp: to anv persons presently in super
,,is-ory positions in DEA in 'Vashington'~ He has not answered that 
qu(.'stinu. I am afraid, sir~ I must advise him. 

Senator NUNN'. Are tlJcre any 11l11'cRolvcd allegations of corruption 
or mismanagement against any of the top officials who are still in 
DE.\. ? 

Mr. TAU'rAGT,INO. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. These have not, b0en carried to termina;tion ~ In 

ot.hE't, words, are they Un1'e80] yed allegations ~ 
1\11'. 'rAU'l'AGIJIN'O. I woulel say yes, I am not sure what happened 

sinco I ] eft. 
Senator NUNl'T. I am 'woll aware that we have gOlle into considerable 

detail, anc1 I think "foJ' ~ he record, MI'. Chairman, 'that it ought to be 
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made clear that Mr. Tartaglino is the first to say that there are all 
manner of inherent allegations made against anyone who is working 
in, almost everyone workillg in drug enforcement. 

One of the major points here that should not be misinterpreted is 
that allegations do not mean guilt, but it has been stated over and over 
in executive session by Mr, Taliaglino and others that their -point is 
that the allegations should be culminated in one way or the other. 

Chairman.JAcKsoN. ResolvceL 
Senator NUNN. They should be resolved ill one way or the other and 

all of these allegations, certainly a lot of them, are expected. 
It is inherent ill any law enforcement agency. I thillk that point 

ought to be noted. Do you want to elaborate on that paliicular point? 
1\£1'. TARTAGLINO. I would just reiterate what I have mentioned 

before. If possible in the same professional way that we utilize tradi
tional investigat.ive techniques. I don't feel we really resolve allega
tions by callmg someone in the room and asking t.hem did you do it, 
and then close the file. 

Chairman JACKSON. Some of them were interrogatorie.'3. 
Mr. TARTAmJINo. That is proba:bly-the confrontation issue before 

investigation is the exact issue why I asked to be reassigned. 
Chairman JACKSON'. Senator Percy? 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Tartaglino, I would like to say something per

sonally to you on two differellt points. 
On page 4: of your testimony, you indicated your concern that your 

remarks would be seized upon and distOliecl by those who are unfairly 
hostile to the Federal drug enforcement effort ill order to discredit 
thousands of dedicatee 1 men and women who are devoting themselves 
to curbing the drug tra.flic. 

I can assure you that at the outset of my comments that I have ab
solute faith that Federal drug agents are totally dedicated, lUlcor
ruptible, and take tremendous risks in performing their duties. I thiIlk 
it is really a responsibility in this type of investigation for committee 
m('mbel's and the media to make this point clearly. 

"When we conducted hearings in this room on the abuse of the PX 
system, I had soldiers in Germany telling me their master sergeants 
were ashamed to put their uniforms on III the morning. vVe 'didn't 
have any intention of doing that. The malfeasance of seven or eight 
sergcants certainly did not discredit a great service. 

In this case we simply want to put this matter in perspective . 
Second, and perhaps more importantly as it relates to you person

ally, you statecl in your testimony on page 5 that: 
r took the Ateps of lUf:it November in the fun Imowleclge that they seriously 

jropardizecl rather than advanced any career goals of mine. Subsequent events 
have borne this out. r ask no sympnthy; r seek no praise. 

Though you l1ave not sought it, I, as one member of the commit
tee, and I believe this is shared by other members, and the staff, 
want to express deep appreciation to you for stepping out ancl speak
ing up ahout these mattcrs even though you knew that your cal'ee:l' 
would be hurt. 

r ,,,ant to assure you that having known Attorney General Levi for 
some 20 yeal'S and worked intimately with him, I know him to be a 
man o"f great fairness and tremendous justice. He would not want to 
see any inj nstice done to you as a result of what I consider to be a 
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great service to your country and certainly to th€} process of the 
investigation carried on by this su'bcommittee. 

I think other members of the committee feel that same 'vay. I would 
be happy, Mr. Ohairman, at the end of these hearings to join in a 
letter with you to the Attorney General specifically enumerating the 
services of those who have performed, I think, a measure of duty 
beyond the can or duty in appearing here. 

I lrnow this is very painful to you and difficult, but you have per
formecI a fine service. 

I would like to ask yon specifically how you would evaluate the 
arrest statistics system now utilized by DEA, the so-caned G-DEP 
system. Does the system result in some of the deficiencies yon have 
noted beginning on page 20 of your statement ~ Are arrest quotas 
still utilized ~ Is there still widespread double accounting of arrest 
and seizures ~ 

Are street level dollar values used in the case of some seizures to 
give the appearance of heavy input ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLI~O. Senator Percy, thank you for your kind remarks 
regarding my personal situation. 

The second. part of it, I have to say that I don't h."110W because I have 
not been involved or had exposure to that. As Acting Deputy, my 
duties did not bring me into the enforcement area. So I am just afraid 
that I can't be very much help to you. 

Senn.tor PEROY. In a recent Ohicago Daily News series by 'Villi am 
F. Mooney and Wmiam Clements they mention the "Oongress, courts 
draw drug blame." 

They quote Fecleralnarcotics agents us saying that they really put 
the blame on the courts and on Oongress. They said, "These agents 
said that their agency had to engage in a pUblic relations numbers 
game with Congress." 

·What part of Congress do they mean-this committee certainly 
has not !been engaged in a numbers game. ,Ve have an oversight 
responsibility. We couldn't care less about the number of street arrests 
being made. In fact, we have been highly critical of too much effort 
being put into the Federal effort at the street level. 

Where in the Congress do you think that the pressure is being put on 
na:rcotics agents to engage in the munbers game ~ 

:MJ'. TAnTAGLI~O. I think it is awfully difficult to differentiate be
tween the cart and the h01:8e here. Sometlmes agencies, I suppose, wa.nt 
to ill'rpress theOongress, and palticularly 'around appropriations time, 
and may just take it upon themselves to do it. 

Tha.t was some of the cases that I used to see. I don~t 'have any 
specifics of any pressure in my 23 years and some 4: or 5 probably deal
ing with Congress. I clon',t have any specifics of any:at any time the 
CongTess "pressuring" for statistics. ,Vhat I have seen the Depart
ment do, is when I was in Drug Enforcement, is to evalurute our work. 

Senator PERCY. It should 'be eminently clear for the record that this 
subcommittee is not at all interested in that, in fact is suspicious of 
it, and feels that the Federal effort should be aimed at the top violators. 
"Ve look with suspicion on impressive arrest statistics designed simply 
to make 'an agency look good. 

Tha.t is the kind of activity that should be engaged in by local ancI 
State authol'ltiesanc1 certainly when Senator Nunn came out with me 
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1'ery thoughtfully to Chicago and we investigated the break-ins in 
southern Illinois, I went to Atlanta. 

,Ve tried there to put emphasis on the Federal Government doing 
what its role should be. . 

J11'. 'l'artaglino, you have a long 'and varied background in Federal 
drug law enforcement and you are well situated to observe the progress 
of Drug Enforcement Administration after it was created under Re
organization Plan No.2. 

On page 6 of your testimony, you stated that you "disapproved some 
of DEA's policies and persomlel decisions," some of which, you tes
tified, "were contrary to the Civil Service System." 

Could you tell us what policies and what personnel decisions you clid 
oppose and on what grolmds did you oppose them? 'What specific 
violations of civil serVIce merit system actually occurred? 

~Ir. TARTAGLINO. First of all, I will back up to the month preceding 
Rt'-OI'ganization No.2. There was very little time for planning or there 
really was no plamling done. ,Vhoevel' had that responsibility, I sup
pose. didn't allow enough time, whatever the circumstances were, I am 
not familiar. But the day before the merger occurred, a teletype went 
out throughout the fielcl of this new agency, tl'ansferring individuals to 
nonexistent positions, transferring some individuals to positions in 
'''hich \I'ere absolutely contrary to the merit principles of civil service. 

I don't see how anybody could have made those judgments before the 
merger ever took place. ':Jfanv individuals have suffered. They have 
IH:'t'n prrhaps pushed hack because they have been put into wllat has 
comt' to be created positions later on. 

But just generally speaking, those policies reflect on the pel'sOlmel 
policies: they dealt with human beings; they dealt with children; they 
(lealt with uprooting of people. ,Vhen that happens, you deal with 
morale. Wben you deal with morale, it certainly affects the organiza
tion. 

Senator PERCY. Your description of the complete bl'eakdown of dis
cipline in administrative management in the New York City office does 
seem somewhat incredible. "Yould YOll explain what you mean by your 
statement that "The office was experiencing an unusually large number 
of informant homicic1es~" Diel these informant homicides involve in
dividuals who already testified in court or rather individuals whose 
identity was still supposed to be confidential ~ 

1\11'. TAH'l'AGUNo. "Ye were addressing 0111'se1v(>s to the informants 
who had not yet surfaced as cooperating individuals. As far as the 
breakdown of discipline in administrative management I introduced 
for the record as part of the testimony a document dated November 21, 
l!)flR. which I wrote. 

I have had a paper clip on it, anticipating maybe a question in this 
area. I was asked to put this together for my boss, who asked what 
went wrong in FBN in New YOl'k~ Why dId we have all of those 
prohlems~ 

I list 11 areas, The first one on the sheet is we have to get out of the 
numbers game, pressure on them to make cases. This leads to illegal 
seal'ches, et cetera. 

No.2, misuse of informants; No.3, FEN, New York City Police 
Department cooperation. The little game that was going on is' that we 
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had no right being along on some of the seizl1l'es that the police depart
ment made and in my judgment there were double statistics. 

Or the only reason we went a.long vms to claim double statistics. This 
is in 1968. I am not talking about now. Searches, we lacked set proce
dures for authority 01' supervision during searches. There were set pro
cedures in the manual that were just nevel' followed, receipts for evi
dence, the money receipts were kept in personal properties of agents, 
et cetera. 

Official complaints, the' fifth one, complaints were just not reported 
to headquarters. The SL."\."th one, morale, I won't even-morale often 
used. as don't come in and project yourself into the office and institute 
regulations because it will destroy morale when in my judgment you 
have got to have a tight organization, a well-disciplined one, and yon 
improve morale. 

Misuse of Government vehicles, security. I don't think the locks had 
been changed on the door in New York in 11 years, if my recollection 
serves me correct. At the time we discovered this, I don't lmow how 
many agents had been fired and incarcerated. 

It was common practice for agents without any authority-and we 
have regulation against it-would make recommendations to U.S. at
torneys and we f01Uld that we had young agents usurping the authority 
of the assistant U.S. attorneys and this leads to misuse of power, I think 
is the best word. 

The 10th is familiarity and ~t is just a lot of heavy drinking, usIng 
barrooms as an office of operabon. The 11th is personnel, past hirmg 
practices, training supervision, et cetera. 

You have, as I mentioned before, that in the record. 
Senator PERCY. Ml'. Tartaglino, I -will not be asking you any more 

questions about }\fl'. Pl'omuto. I understand that that has been thor
oughly looked into. I think it might be well, however, to make a part 
of this record the last paragraph of the letter of August 19, 19N, that 
has been previously referred to on the subject of Vincent Pl'omuto. 
It; is a Jetter to Donald E. Campbell, and it is signed ,by Carl Shomer, 
officer, Organized Crime R.ackets Branch, :JIetropoJjtan Police Depal't
ment, Intelligence Division. 

Officer Shomel' wrote in this lettm:' that there is evidence of an actual 
criminal Mt having been committed by 1111'. Promuto. However, when 
viev;-ed in their entirety, a number of seemingly small pieces or intelli
gence information and obsel'vation suggest that because of the past 
and present positions, his conduct should be bronght to the -attention 
of the propel' authorities. I feel that this part of the letter should be 
perhaps included in the record at this point. 

I would like to ask yon -about the role or nfr. Thomas Durkin. To 
yonI' knowledge, clicl1lf1'. Durkin have any official status within either 
TINDDorDEA? 

Mr. TAR1'AGrxN'o. I have learned that he is a special. adviser 01' a 
consultant. 

Renntol' PERCY. On the payroll ~ 
:JIr. 'l.'AH'l'AGLtNO. I don't know. 
R('natol' PImCY. 'Would you assume he would be paid for such S('1'V-

ires then1 . 
1\fr. TAR'rAOr,tNO. I would assume if: he performed services that he 

\Vonlc1 be paid. I just don't have any knowledge, Senator Perc-yo 
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Senator'PEROY. Did Mr. Durkin have any type of security clearance ~ 
If so, what 'type of security clearance ~ 

~r[r. TARTAGLINO. He did not have a security clearance, and it is one 
of the issues that I have raised when I wrote to the Department of 
.Justice, not reflecting on the integrity in any manner of Mr. Durkin, 
but as a Chief Inspector, I was in charge of security for the agency, 
and this indiyiclual, I knew, diclnot have a security clearance and was 
given access to very delicate information. . 

Senator PEROY. You have used the term "adVIser." Could you expand 
on that~ vVhat do you mean by an adviser? 'What was Mr. Durkin's 
role in BNDD and DEA? On what types of decisions and cases was he 
consulted ~ 

:Jfr. TARTAGLINO. I am afraid I don't have the answer to that, sir. 
Senator PERCY. ,Vhat did you mean by adviser ~ 
Mr. TARTAGTJINO. I just Imowthat that was a title he had. 
Senator PEROY. ,Vho did he give this advice to ~ 
Mr: TARTAGLINO. Mr. Bartels. 
Senator PEROY. Do you lmow how extensive the contact was, how 

much advice and how frequently he saw him ~ 
Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. I know that his association goes back with a nnm

bel' of our senior offici als w hoare no w in headquarters in the New York 
office. r At this point, Senator ,T avits entered the hearing room.] 

Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. I know that he came clown to see MI'. Bartels on a 
number of occasions. I think during the Vesco hearings, he came c1o'wn 
and acted as an adviser. I Ulll sure, if I think long enough, there were 
other occasions as well in which I participated. 

R<:>nator PERCY. Did Mr. Durkin have access to nIl of BNDD and 
DEA iny~stigative and inspection files regardless of: whether they were 
confidentlal? 

Mr. TARTAGTJTNO. I clon'tknow. 
Renator Plmcy. Yon have no knowledge ofthat ~ 
Mr. TAR'l'AGTJINO. I have no knowledge of that. I hacl yery little con

tact with Mr. Thomas Durkin. 
Renator PERCY. Can yon ten 11S finally what was Mr. Durkin's role 

in DEA's investigation'into the Promnto allegations~ To your 101ow]
eclge, did he coordinate any of his activities with Mr. Brosan, who was 
then Actin,!!; Chief Inspector ~ . 

Mr. TARTAGTJINO. My understanding is that he coordinated-no. I 
think he hild a discussion on oue occasion with Mr. Brosan. Bnt the 
answer on coordinating is no. My understanding is there was no coordi
nation, and he was an adviser on the Promuto matter. 

Renator Pl~IWY. Mr. Tartarrlino, on page 515 of your statement, yOll 
discuss your interyil'.\V with FBI inspectors Bill ,Yilliams and Edward 
Hep:arty, which took place. on December 5, 197t h. 

You state that the interview concerned, among other matters, viola
tions of the civil service merit system in DEA and utilization of con
f;l1ltallts without clearances. Did you discuss these matters with then 
Deputy Attorney Geneml Silberman during yOlll' meeting with him on 
.J n,nnal'Y 9, 1975 ~ 

Mr. TAR'.rAGUNO. No, sir, I did not. 
RenatoI' PERCY. He rendered no opinion at all about those matters 

to you~ 
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lVIr. 'l'ARTAGLINO. I don't know whether-I do lmow that the Depart
ment of Justice is conducting an audit into civil servi.ce violations, per
sonnel procedures type of investigation. But in answer to your ques
tion, ~fr. Silberman diclnot bring that up in the meeting. 

Senator PERCY. You were the CIUef Inspector between April 1969 
and :May of 1969. Could you explain to this subcommittee whether 
there w.ere any open inspection files at the time you left the Office of 
InspectIOn ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I left, and when I departed the Office of Inspection 
in :iYIay of 1969, I left a status of investigations, broke it down into 
three parts with an alphabetical list. There were approximately, in the 
Ilh years I was there, 85 investigations opened. 

Some 62 or 63 were closed; closed meaning cleared, resigned, et 
cetera. I broke the other 22 into 2 categories, and in each category 
I left a recommended course of action to be followecl for each inc livid
ual involved. 

Senator PERCY. I am not sure I Imderstood whether any of these 
open files involved high ranking BNDD officials or officials who now 
occupy supenTisory positions within DEA. 

Mr. 'l'ART.\.GIJINO. Some of the investigations that I left open at that 
period of time were of high ranking inclividuals. 

Senator PERCY. \v11Y have these cases not been resolved, in your 
judgment? 

:Nfl'. TARTAGLINO. I don't know. 
Senator PERCY. Do you have any suspicions or concerns in this 

rt'gard? 
:ilfr. T.\RTAGI,INO. Xo. 
Senator PERCY. Did you at any time bring the problem of unresolved 

inspection cal'es regarding certain high 1e\'e1 DEA personnel to the 
attention of BXDD Director .John Ingersol, ancI then Administrator 
of DE..:\, .r olm Bartels ~ 

l\Ir. TART.\.GI,INO. The first part of the question, I did not have any 
discussions with ~Ir. lngersol. I left that report that I just mentioned 
to you. I left as this is the status of everything as I lea.ve. I felt it 
,yould be an intrusion. 

If the inspector did not report to me on the inspection, he reported 
to the then Director. So I don't believe I had 'any discussions with 
Mr. lngerso1 or had rare discussions. However, since :NIr. Bartels was 
new to these matters, right up until the time I wrote the letter for 
more resources, I had severnl discussions with Mr. Bartels. 

Senator PERIT. \,llat was his reaction to those discussions a.nd the 
reports that you filed ~ 

:Mr. TAnT.\Gr,I~o. His reaction was one of great discoumgement on 
my getting involved ill them or being concerned about them, because 
on the one hand-his words were: "What do you want to get involved 
in all of that old stuff fad" I woulcl try to explain the compromise 
issne to him, that an individual who participated ill a very, very 
serious mattcr 20 years fcLgO, and even though the statute of limitations 
has expired, he may have l1ad coworkers with him who ill effect 
owned him. 

Tl}at i? why it was important that we solve it. But he discouraged 
any mqUll'y. 
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Senator PERCY. As you pointed out, the statute of limitations could 
r\ffi on some of these matters if they weren't resolveel quickly. At that 
point, these individuals would be beyond criminal investigation or 
prosecution, if it aiel involve prosecution. 

],tIl'. TARTAGLINO. Many of the allegations were of criminal mis
conduct outside the statute, but there 'are two roads that you can take 
in something like that. You don't have the statutory limitation in the 
civil service. 

The statute starts running when you become privy to the informa
tion, and what you did about it. 

Senator PERCY. I have just two further questions. Do you lmow 
if any other officials within the Office of Ins}?ection, or elsewhere, 
brought the matter of open inspection files 'agallst high level officials 
to the attention of Director Ingersol or Administrator Bartels? 

Mr. TARTAGLL""l"O. Mr. Fuller, who was the Chief Inspector at the 
time vr the merger, and remained there for about 2 months, told me 
that he had brought the matter to Mr. Bartels' attention. 

Senator PERCY. 'What kind of response clid he get? 
:afro TARTAGLINO. I think one of his words would really parallel 

mine,. He wondered "hether they wanted to get involved in all of that 
old stuff. 

Senator PERCY. So it was the same response, nothing beyond that~ I 
suppose the same attitude existed on the whole ,Vatergate matter, 
"vYhy look back? Let's look ahead." 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. :Mr. Brosan came in 'and I bl·iefed him on some of 
these open file.c; or incomplete files or unresolved allegations. He be
came concerned. I forgot one thing. tVhen Mr. Fuller left, I went in 
'and then had a conversation with Mr. Bartels. 

He told me Mr. Fuller never itold him about it. Mr. Fuller had as
sured me he had. So when Mr. Brosan came in, I said. well, he didn't 
remember Mr. Fuller telling him, but I went in and told him. 

So :Mr. Brosu.n went in 'and he had 'a discussion with Mr. Bartels, 
and Mr. Bartels says it is the first he had learned of it. 

Senator PERCY. 1\11'. Bartels sai(l what? 
Mr. TARTAGLIXO. It is the first he had learned of it. He didn';t recall 

Tartaglino or Fuller ever telling him about it. So l\1r. Brosan sajd he 
went right back to his office and put it in 'a lengthy memorandum so 
there would be no misunderstanding that he knew about it. 

Sena/tor PERCY. lYe will have both Mr. Ful1er amlMr. Brosan as 
witnesses before this committ.ee. ,Ve will certainly question the-mabout 
it. But by your testimony and lmowledge three high level officials ad
vised the Administrator of this. 

,Yhen you pressed forward, did you try to point out that the in
vestjgation of these matters might prevent problems in the fntnre that 
it might establish that a patJtern may exist that it would be impoI·t,ant 
to detect 'anel investigate so that futlu'c action would be lU1llCCeSsary ~ 

Did you make those kinds of points with him as to why it waS 
pel1tinel1.t that you carr~T those investigations on and why it would 
affect the future 'and not Just the past of the Agency ~ 

l\Il'. TARTAQLINO. 'We -had many discussions on these issues that 
focused aronnd statute, the, statutory requirements. what Civil Ser\T
ice might do) the compromise issue and also in addition to what you 
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have, brought up, Senator, that they might be completely innocent; 
how important it would be to clarify it once and for all. 

Bnt what was running through my mind is that a year before, 01'.13 
months before: I wrote the letter and after making many requests tlnd 
afer Brosan talking to him and after Mr. Fuller talking to him, was 
that another function of inspection was evaluation, and we had a job 
to get out and evaluate a lot of these offices. That concerned me as well. 
It was all a manpower 01' resource problem. 

Senator PERCY. Finally, are you aware of any attempts by Office of 
Inspection officials to analyze the unresolved inspection case files re
garding certain high leyel DEA personnel in order to detern~ine 
whether any type of conspiracy had been lUldertaken by these offiCIals 
to engage in illegal arts, obstruct justice, or insure their o,m advance
ment within the FederaJ narcotics agencies ~ 

~tfr. TARTAGI~INO. In 1968, 106!}, I guess it was, just before I left, I 
asked Ol1e of the inspectors to put together in as brief form as he 
could, with a lot of supplemental data out of the files, all of the 
material that we had from cooperating agents. 

",Ve had some five or six cooperating agents, and to take it to the 
,Tustice Department, have them review it, and to see, whether there is 
basis for potential conspiracy or a possible grand jury. 

I think Mr. Fnller was tlie Chief Inspector-I left that with him, 
and it was taken to the .Justice Departl11ent. I think the Justice De
partment looked it over, and their judgment was that there were more 
a Lunch of isolated acts as oPPl)sed to a conspiracy. 

In December of 10'74, which is last December, the U.S. attorney 
for the Southern District of New York, was talking to me on another 
matter, and he brought up the same point as you have just brought 
np. 

He .want('c1 to lO1o\Y whether any attempt had been made to really 
delve. 111tO them, thoRe on board, those not on board, and to see whether 
':(', could subpena them before grand juries and eYen take some ac
bon today. 

At his reqnest, I retrieved a copy of that study and forwarded it to 
him. 

Senator PERCY. ",Vas there a preliminary study, and did yon deter
mine there was a need for further evaluation ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I don't believe I ever saw the study. I think I as
signed it to someone, and then I left, the office. 

Senator PERCY. Again, Mr. 1'artap:1ino, I expr('ss deep appreciation 
to you for I think an ilwalnable service that vou have rendered to this 
sulicommittee, to your own service and department, and to the Con
gress and the American people. 

Mr. TAR'rAGLINo. Thank YOll, Sena.tor })ercy. 
Chairman .JACICSON. I will tUl'll the chair over to Senator Nunn. I 

want to nSRoeiate myself with the remarks of Senator Percy. Even in 
the post-"\Vatel'gate era, H, is diJIielllt, sometimes :for people to come :for
ward amI ]'('sponcl. You ha-re, I think, met the provisions o:f the code 
that yon rend from that was pa~sed, approved in the 85th Congress, 
which means that if an employee of the Federal service does have in
formation, that, unpleasant as it may be, hears on the particnlar service 
that he is involved in, that h(', has nn obligation to come :forward. 

[At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.] 
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Chairman JACKSON. From everything I have read and listened to 
this morning, I want to commend you. At the appropriate time, when 
these hearings are over, the subcommittee will want to make known 
that you have fulfilled in the best tradition of the service the need for 
all public officials to speak out on when this kind of information is 
known. "'\Ve want to conllnend you personally. 

Senator Nunn, if you will ask your questions, and then Senato~ 
Javits. 

Senator NUNN [presiding]. nfr. Tartaglino, I want to get the ques
tion of Thomas Durkin straight for the record. You were tulking a 
minute ago about Mr. Thomas Durkin. vTho is Mr. Thomas Durkin ~ 

Mr. TAR'rAGLINo. Mr. Thomas Durkin is an attorney who resides in 
Xew .Jersey. 

Senator N-cNN. 'What part of New .Jel'sey~ 
Mr. TAR'rAGLINO. I don't know. 
[At this point Senators Jackson and Javits withdrew from the 

lwaring room.] 
~fr. 'TARTAGLINO. I first met him some 2 years ago or 3 years ago 

at a time he was instrnmental in setting up a tax-free fund for one 
of our agents who had been paralyzecl in a shootout. He did the legal 
work on'it. After that, I don't think I have ever seen him again until 
the occurrence of events in the past f~w months or in the past 6 or 8 
months when Mr. Bartels asked him to come to Washington to act as 
an adviser. 

Senator NUNN. "'\Vhen did you find out that he was an advised Is 
he an official adviser or an informal advised 

~rr. TARTAGLINO. I don't know. 
Srnator N"UNN. Is he on the payroll or do you Imow that from your 

lmowledge? 
:Jlr. TAR'PAGLINO. Nothing passed through my office regarding him. 
Senator NrNN. This is not the same Mr. Durkin whom we referred 

to as being head of the R ew York office in 1969, Mr. William Durkin ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. No,sir. 
Senator NUNN. Those arc two different people ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. Tot.any unrelated. 
Senator NtTNN. Mr. 'William Durkin is still an employee here in 

DBA. in Washinp;ton ~ 
1\[1'. TARTAGLIXO. Yes. 
Srllator NtTXN. "'\Yhat is his position ~ 
~rl'. TARTA(lJ,TNO. Assistant administrator for cnforcement. 
Scuntor N'("NN. "'\Vhat is thc relationship of Mr. Thomas Durkin, the 

pl'iyute attorney to thc DEA ~ Do you know whcther he has a personal 
relationship with Mr. Bartels or did he havc a l'chttionship with any 
oth,,!' DBA official. ' 

~Il'. TAR'l'.\GT,TNO. T think he 11as a pel'sonall'elationship with many 
p00plr who hayc workcd in our New York office. . 

8C'nator N,("NN. The relationship comes throngh New York~ 
~rl'. TAR'r.\.GLINo. Through Rew York. I am just not ['hat familiar 

with tl10 history. ' 
Senat-or NrxN. Do YOll know of any othcr l1eoplc hc has a l'elntioll

Rhi n with ~ Il" it· jnst 7If1'. Btu,tcll" or nrC' therc others ~ 
:Jfr. TART.\OT,T,\;,O. No. Uc mWNIC's ~Il'. Barf'clR comilla' on bonl'cl. He 

goes hade to BNDD. lIe had a relationship with :JIl' .• Terry .Tensen up 
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in New YOl'k. He had a relationship with Mr. William Dm'kin. I am 
not infenillganything describing this relationship. 

Senatoi' NUNN. I am not either. 
Mr. T.ARTAGLINO. He had a relationship with Mr. Daniel Casey. 
SetIator NUNN. Any others~ . 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I think he went to college with one of our senior 

executives in New York by the name. of Hunt; James Hlmt. 
Senator NUNN. But as far as you Imow, you don't know whether 

he was on the payroll or not ~ Let's put it that way. 
Mi'. TARTAGLINO. I don~t'know whethel.· he was on the payroll. I 

know last August I drafted a letter that I sent into the Administrator's 
office for him to sign, to institute a security investigation. This was 
just a sensible thing to do. 

Senator N UNN. On Mr. Thomas Durkin ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLL.~O. 011 Mr. Thomas Durkin. I don't know whn.t hllP

pened to the lettel'. 
Senator NUNN. You did that because he was in the office quite a bit? 
Mr. T.ARTAGLINO. I did that because I thought it was a good thing to 

do. He was becoming involved in many sensitive areas. He had knowl
edge of some of our informants that were operating in New York City. 

So I just said we ought to have the same background investigation 
conducted that we all have. 

Senator NUNN. Did he get a security clearance while you were there? 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. Not while I was there. 
Senator NUNN. Do YOll Iuwe any knowledge of whether he has 

one now~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I have no Imow ledge. 
Senator NUNN. You have no knowledge of that, but you did ini

tiate that request ~ 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. Initiated the request, but the letter never came 

back. 
Senator N'O'NN. You don't Imow whether that request was pursued? 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I know it was not pursued. I drafted that letter 

in August of 1974, and as of when I left in January, that had not 
been pursued. 

Senator NUNN. To whom did that letter go? 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I drafted it from Mr. Bartels for Mr. Bartels' 

signature to Mr. Brosan, who was head, Acting Chief of Inspection. 
Senator NUXN. Mr. Brosan would know about that? 
l\fr. TARTAGLINO. He wouldlmow about it. 
Renator NUNN. Did Mr. Bartels sign the 1etted 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. No. 
Renat.or NUNN. H p, didn't Pl,Q,"ll the Irtter; jt was llPver S('llt tlH'll? 
Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. The nrocedure that I have in the office is that when 

I draft letters for his signature. it w0111r1 go to his office and jf he 
signed it, a copy would come back. For about 2 01' :3 weeks after my 
secretary told me this lctter nevel' came back, and I don't know what 
hanpene,d to it. 

Renator NUNN. Mr. Bl'l)san neyer ,yonlc1 have receiyed the lc>tter 
unrlpT those circllIllst.ltnces ~ 

:Ml'. TAR'rAGUNo. I know Mr. nl'O~an )1('Y.('I1' rrc,('ivC'd it. 
Rnl1f1~'0r NUNN. It. waS ]1(>VC'l' 'f01'WflJ'rl('c1 01' not p.ver RP.ni'?' 
Mr. l' ARTAOTJTNO. Thp, lettPl' did J10t ;l1St ,9;0 tn Mr, Dll1'ldn. I iust. 

thought it was the sensible thing to do to just write to Mr. Bl'osan and 
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say get a list of all the consultants, special advisers that we have that 
are worlmg here and let's request -Oivil Service Commission to do a 
background. 

Senator NUNN. "Vas this an unusual relationship or were there 
other private attorneys that had this kind of access ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. ,Vas this tmusual for a consultant, an unusual re
lationship he had with Mr. Bartels? 

Senator NUNN. I don't think we eveI' identified him yet as being a 
consultant. vVe don't know whether he was on the .payroll or not at 
this point from the testimony so far revealed. 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I would prefer not to use the word unusual, but 
I will say he was privy to many sensitive items that were going on in 
that office at that time. 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Thomas Durkin, the private attorney we 
have been talking about, have an interview with Mr. Promuto ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. Yes. 
Senator NUN~. Do you know that for a fact~ You personally lmow 

that? 
TARTAGLIXO. No; I know that from someone else. 
t-wnator XD"XN. You have been told he did have an interview with 

Mr. Promuto ~ 
j\fr. TAUTAGLI~O. Yes. 
Rena tor NUN~. vVho gave you thp.t infolmation? 
Mr. TAUTAGLINO. I think on the October 1 meeting that I went to, 1 

raiRcd this point that someone had told me that Mr. Thomas Durkin 
had talked to Mr. Promnto. 

Rt'nator Nt:Nl-<. vVas this after you had launched an investigation of 
j\Il'. Promnto ? 

j\Il'. TAR'l'AGIJINO. Yes; that was some 3 weeks after we launched the 
investigation. I hac111eal'd MI'. Durkin was acting as sort of a con
sllltant, or adviser in the Promuto matter and at that October 1 meet
ing I raiRPc1 the question in which I asked whether Mr. Promuto, 
wlwfhel' Mr. Durkin, Mr. Thomas Durkin, hac1 talked to Promuto. 

The answer I receiyed was ycs; I also c1etermined that a report was 
wl'ittp·n. I asked if we could have copies of that l'epol't. 

Rt'nator NUNN. vVho was the l'eport written by? 
Mr. TAu'l'AGUNo. Thomas Dm.'kin. 
Renator NUNN. Addressed to whom? 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. I don't know. I have never seen the report. ,Ve havo 

asked Revcrfl 1 times for it. 
Senator NUNN. At that stage, regarding Mr. Durkin's interview 

with Mr. Promuto, had yon intHviewed Mr. Promuto? 
Mr. 'fAWl'AGLINO. At that point, no. 
Renator NUNN. Had you put him on notice officially that he was 

bein~ investigated? 
Mr. (rARTAGLINO. Not on notice officially. 
Renntol' NUNN. Unofficially~ 
1tfl'. 'l'ARTAGLINO. I think he learned-well, he learned I think abont 

the 11th or 18th of September. I am not sure when he first became 
aWal.'c of that investigation. 

R('nator NUNN. "When was the interview with Mr. Durkin? About 
what time frame? 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. I think toward the 25th or ~7th. 
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Senator NUN)T. Ofwhat~ 
:Mr. TARTAGLINO. September. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vas it before you submitted written interroga

tories ~ 
Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. This was before you had any personal interview with 

:Mr. Promuto ~ 
:Mr. TAR'l'AGLINO. Yes, sir; we thought we would need that report 01' 

the substance of that conversation to more intelligently formulate 
questions. 

Senator NUNN. One other line of questioning, .Mr. Tartaglino. In 
your statement you describe the handling of the~TVater8 case. Are yon 
familiar with the IV ate1'8 case ~ 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. Yes; I am. 
Senator Nmm. This case 'was tried a few months ago. As I under

stand it, Mr. ,Vaters, an ex-narcotics agent, ,vas accnsecl by Mr. 
Charles McDonnell, former assistant regional director of Baltimore. 

This was the accusation, to be in league 'with him in narcotics traf
fic. Mr. Waters was tried and acquitted. There have been allegations 
that if Mr. ,Vaters had been convicted he might have turned the tables 
on some of his colleagues from New York days, who presently hold 
high positions with DEA. ' 

There have been further allegations and I emphasize only allega
tions that (a) a key witness for the trial ,,-as not produced; (b) that 
DEA made efforts to discredit the chief government witness, Mr. 
McDonald. 

Could you from your information COlllment on these allegations ~ 
]\fl'. SACHS, ~Iay I have l"t moment to consult with MI'. Tartaglino? 
Senator NUXN. Certainlv. 
)11'. SACHS. Senator, with your permission, Mr. Tartaglino and I 

have consult{!d about your question and again trying to be mindful of 
the depth of .rustice guidelines lUlder which he operates, as the Senator 
knows, Mr. Tartaglino testified at some length on this matter in execu
tive session. 

I think, I know he is prepal.'ed to give an outline of that, the sub
stance of that, but I hope the Senator wiiI understand if he doesn't 
!l1ention any names, especially the names of informants that might be 
mvolved. 

Senator NUXN. ,Ve certainly understand that. ,Ve would ask you to 
proceed in the manner that you deem appropriate considering your 
restraints and considering the confidentiality of' this information. I 
will leave that in your discretion and will not p1ll'sue it beyond wbat 
you think you sholi.lll say. 

nIl'. TAR'l'AGLIAXO. ,Vaters was a Tormer supervisor of the Bureau of 
Narcotics and he was acquitted in trial this past February, 1975. . 

During the last, I think the last 2 years, or the last 18 months, we 
uncovered adc1itiolll"tl evidence which led, went to his indictment in 
the form of a person which r cannot identify or should not identify. 

Senator NUNN. You are saying we. 
Mr. TA!l·rAGLINo. I think it was in BNDD at the time. Another per

son who would corroborate the principal witness against ,Vaters. "Te 
took a long detailed statement from that person or in memorandum 
form and in additioil there is,as"r mentionecl in executive session to 

I • 
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the staff, a video tape and there is a tape recording of this other wit
ness' recollections of his association or participation is that particular 
case. 

I ·would just have to let thatspeak for itself, if it is introduced. If 
I can answer your question, it goes a great deal towards corroborating. 
It goes a great deal toward corroborating the principal government 
witness. 

Senator NUNX. ,Vas that utilized in the trial ~ Do you know~ 
Mr. TAR'l'AGTJIXO. The witness did not appear at the trial, that second 

witness. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know ·why not? 
}\1r. TAR'l'AGLINO. I don't know. No, sir, I don't. 
Senator NUXN. This key witness did not appead 
Mr. TAR'I'AGLINO. That key witness was not at the <trial. 
Senator NUNN. Do you have any comment about the allegation. that 

DEA made efforts to discredit the chief Government witness, Mr. 
McDonald '~ 

Mr. TAR'l'.\GLINo. I would only have <to repeat something that some
body else recently told me who is going to give firsthand evidence on 
that. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. lVIr. Chairman. we will be studying that case. 
Senator NUNN. I thhlk lye will "'ait on that if you don't have first

hand information. 
I think that is far enough on that line. 
~Ir. FELmIAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to put into the record 

three documents. One dated October 21, 1961, a memo from Fred 
Dick, field supervisor, to Mr. Allslinger, on "Ilwestigation of District 
2 Relative to Special Employees." 

,Senator NUNN. "Without objection. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 24" for 

reference and will be retained in the confidential flies of the subcom
mittee.] 

.Mr. FELD::.\IAN. A memo dated Deccmber 26.1961, from ,Villiam Dur
kin, to Mr. Anslinger, supplcmental report, "Investigation of District 
No.2 Relative to Special Employees." 

Senator NUNN. ,Yithout objection. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 25" for 

reference and will be retained in the confidential flies of the subcom
mittee.] 

:Mr. F]~LDl\IAN. A December 1D61 memo from Mr. Durkin to Mr. 
Gaffney, "Investigation of District No.2 Relative to Special Em
ployees." 

Senator NUNN. ,Yithout objection. 
[The document l'eferred to was marked "Exhibit No. 26" for 

reference and will be retained in the confidential flies of the subcom
mit.tee.] 

:Mr. FELDl\IAN. Also tomorrow morning, Mr. Chairman, we are 
going to start out, if it pleases the Chair, with Mr. Brosan as our 
principal witness, who is the Acting Chief Inspector. 

lYe would like to have Mr. Tartaglino available in the hearing 
room at all times during Mr. BX'osan's testimony and as we proceed 
ill the next couple of weeks. 
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In addition, I know that we have some more. detailed questions as 
to some important matters we have not covered, ·ancl we can schedule 
Mr. Tartaglino in a separate session at a time which fits in with the 
subcommittee's schedule, so that we can complete the record. 

But I don~t want to break the sequence of testimony and I want to 
have Mr. Brosan to start out at 10 o'clock. 

Senator NUNN. I will ask counsel to get with Mr. Tartaglino's coun
sel and go over this right after the hearings. 

Mr. Tartaglino, I would like to again add my thanks, as I clicl in 
executive session, for your forthrightness and your appearance here 
and join with Senator Percy and Senator Jackson in what they have 
said. 

At this point, the subcommittee will adjourn tmtil 10 o'clock to
morrow morning. 

[Whereupon, at 1 :10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 
at 10 a.m., on 'Wednesday, Jtme 11,1915.1. 

[Members present at time of recess: Senator Nunn.] 



FEDERAL DRUG ENFQRCEl\iENT 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11, 1975 

U.S. SENATE, 
P:ERl\IANENT SUBCOl\Il\IITTEE ON INVES'l';rJATIONS 

OF THE ·COl\Il\II'l'TEE ON GOVERN1HENT OPERATIONS, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 10 a.111 .. , in room 3302, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, Hon. Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the subcom
mittee) presiding. 

:Members of the subconllilittee present: Senator Henry M. Jack
son, Democrat, Washington; Senator Sam Runn, Democrat, Georgia; 
Senator John Glenn, Democrat, Ohio; and Senator Charles H. Percy, 
lZepublican, Illinois. 

Members of the professional stu,if present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief counsel; Philip R. Manuel, investigator; Frederick l\.sselin, in
vestigator; Stuart Statler, chief counsel to the minority; Robert 
Sloan, special cOlU1sel to the minority; and Ruth Y. ViTatt, chief 
clerk. 

Chairman .JACKSON. The committee will come to order. 
[Mombers of the subcommittee present at time of convening: Sena

tors .Jackson and NUlll1.] 
Chairman JAClffiON. ,Ye continue our hearings with the testimony 

of George B. Brosan, Deputy Chief Inspector, Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 

1\11'. Brosan, if you will come forward, please.·Will you raise your 
l.'ight hand and be SWOl'll ~ 

Do yon solemnly swear that the testimony you aJ:e about to give 
before this sUDconunittee shall he the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing' but the truth, so help you God ~ 

Mr. BnosAN. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE B. BROSAN, DEPUTY OHIEF INSPEOTOR, 
DRUG ENFOROEMENT ADMINISTRATION 

ChaiJ:man.JAcKsON. You may be seated. 
Go l:ight ahead. 
1\11'. DROSAN. I am George B. Brosan, the Deputy Chief Inspector, 

Drug Enforcement Achninistration. 
My educational backgrolU1d consists of a bachelor of science degree 

in husil).css achninistration from Fordllam University and a masters 
degree ill public achnillistration from City University of New York, 
where I majored in police science. 
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After college, I servecl as a commissioned officer in the U.S. Army 
before joining the Ne,y York City Police Department in 1959 as a 
patrolman. 

I became a special agent in the U.S. Customs ServicE', serving at 
the port of New York for 6% years, conducting the full ,gamut of 
customs investigat.ions, including frequent assignments to cOllduct em
ployee misconduct investigations both in New York City and else
where in the United States. 

In 1968, I was promoted anel transferred to what is now the Internal 
Affairs Unit of the Customs Service in ,¥ashington, D.C., where I 
conductecl yarious integrity investigations regarding Customs p<'>l'
sonnel in the United States and iLbroad. 

In 1970, I was assig11ed to the Office of IllvE'stigations of the Cus
toms Service, where I subsequently bE'came special assistant to the 
Assistant Commissioner for Investigations, holding that position until 
September of 1973 when I left Customs to join the Drug Enforcement 
,.i\..dministration. 

During my career at Customs, I was recognized by the Treasury 
Department for outstanding service on three occasions and received 
citations from the Commissloners of Customs on two other Qccasions. 

In March of 1973.6 months before I joined DEA, I was recognizE'd 
for my administrative ability ill the fi.c,ld of law enforct'ment, by re
ceiving the Arthur S. Flemming Award as 1 of the 10 outstancling 
young men ancl women in the Federal service for the veal' U)72. 

I have also taught criminal investigation and police administration 
at the college level. 

I came to the DEA 011 a· voluntary basis. I point that out because on 
July 1, 1973-the date DEA was created-550 Customs agents, super
visors, and other persomlel were transferred into the ne,,~ agency as a 
result of Reorganization Plan No.2. ' 

The reason for this transfer was that most of the Customs personnel 
who had specialized in drug work no 10ngeT had a mission at Customs . 
. .A.ccording to the terms of Reorganization Plan N"o. 2 of 1973, these 
men and 'women were to be absorbed into the new DEA where thpil' 
sIriUs and expert.ise. primarily in the interdicting of smuggled nar
cotics, were to be utilized. 

While at Customs, I gained experience in narcotics enfor~ment 
work. particularly in the period 1965 to 1968 when I conducted a num
ber of succp.ssful narcotics smuggling investigations. This experience. 
together with thp strept level contact I had had with nar('otic's addicts 
as a poli~ officer, ]pd to my asking to be assigned to the Drug Enforce
ment Administration. 

It was my lmderstanclin,g that I would be assig11ed to the No.2 posi
tion in DEA's Office of Inspection anel Internal Security. The Chirf 
Inspector was to be Mr. Andrew C. Tal'taglino. He was serving as A.ct
ing DE'.puty Administrator until that position could bE'. HUed by Prpsi
dential aP1?ointment. 

Thus, wlth Mr. Tal'taglino on temporary duty in thE'. Administra
tor's office, I became the Acting Chief Inspector; and took charge 
of the Office of Inspection on September 27, 1973, 10 days after my 9.1'

rivuJ at DEA. 
These temporary appointments of Ur. Tartaglino and m~rf'elf con

tinued for 15 montl1s until we were removed from those positions by 
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the Administrator, Mr. John R. Bartels, Jr., tmder circumstances, 
which I will relate in detail. 

[At this point, Senator Glenn entered the hearing room.] 
bIr. BROSAN. TIle position of Chief Inspector in DEA was identical 

with thai!; of the same position in the Bureau of Narcotics and Danger
ous Drugs (BNDD). The responsibilities covered three programs: 
The' :investigation of lmsconduct ·allegations; the inspection of the 
.offices and organizational lmits within DEA; ~nd the review of the 
backgTouncl investi~ations of new and potential employees. . 

'Within the or~aIllzational structure, the Chief Inspector of the Dmg 
Enforcement Administration reported only to the Administrator. 

In my new assignment I tried to lea.rn as much as possible about the 
Office of Inspection. I studied the administrative procedures and began. 
ttn indepth review of the files which contained allegations of mis
conduct. 

For the most part, DEA 'Was patterned after the no,y-defunct Bu
reau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, which it had replaced in the 
Justice Department. Most of the files in the DEA Oflice of Inspection 
were from BNDD. 

[At this point, Senator Jackson ,nthdrew frolll the hearing room.] 
Mr. BROSAN. These files could be categorized into two classes. The 

first class was resolved cases; thrut is, where the allegations had been 
thoroughly investigatecl and ·appropriate action taken either exoner~ 
ating .or disciplining those involved. The second class consisted of un
resolvecl allegations; that is, those that had not been thoroughly in
vestigatecl uncl brought to a conclusion one way or the other up till 
this time. 

The most disturbing aspect of the unresolved allegations was thflt 
several of them hacl been lodged against former BNDD and FBN 
persomlel who were now in high ranking positions in DBA. 

My reaction to the existence of these 1Ull'esolved allegations was 
simply that they had to be fully investigated. In fairness t.o the lllen 
involved, it was necessary that the Oflice or Inspection get to the bottom 
of the allegations once and for all-and with as much dispatch a~ pos
sible in order to remove the cloucl over the careers of those officers' 
involved. 

[At this point, Senator Jackson entered the hearing room.] , 
Mr. BROSAN. 'fhe allegations were varied. But, in general, they re

volved around charges that FBN and BNDD personnel, in the course 
of their jnvestigative work, 11ad acceptecl bribes, sold confiscatedn!Lr
cotics, or falsified receipts for payments to informants. . 

These are serious matters and no official at DEA could carry out his 
(luties properly with such unresolved accusations 9ver his head. I in
tended to take them up with :Mr. Tartaglino, who was to be my super
visor, as soon as he took over as Chief Inspector. ' 

But tjme passed by and :Mr. Tal'taglino remn-ined on as Acting 
Deputy Administrator. It became apparent to me that my job as 
Acting Ohief Inspector might be longer than I had expected. . 

In turn, I realized that these unresolved cases were my respon
sibility, and if I remainecl Acting Chief Inspector I would have to 
answer the question of why these ullresolved cases were )lot settled. 

I decidr.d, that if Mr. Tartag1ino had not assumed the oflice of 
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Chief Inspector by Deceinber 31, lB73,' I would direct, renewecl in-
quiry into the unreso]yecl cases., , . 

:My intentioJlwas to p1.m3Ue all possible invGstigativeavenues to 
the point ;t;hat We cOl1.1d conclusively establish the allegations as being 
eithe); substantiated Or unfounded. 
. Concurrent with reviewing the £les amI familiarizing myself win!, 

the office.pr,oceaul'es, I set out .to eletermine the capabilities of my.stuJf. 
Sever,al thin§O's concerned me. ,First" we were. eight inspectorS' belo, w 
GUl'ceiling. .econcl, of the 26 inspectors onboard, ,6 had been desig
nated "illspe.ctor trainees." 

Experience, in my own opinion, is an important qualificat,ion for 
those who are going to conduct integrity investigations. 'l'o make 
inquiry into the conduct of fellow workers is a sensitive endeavor. 
Careers and reputations are at stake. Such investigations should not 
be turnecl over to anyol).e but skilled, veteran investigators, who fUlly 
understand tlle working conditions of drug enforcement officers. 

Adding to the problem in the office ,yaS that several of the inspec
tors-even among those who hac1 sufficient experience in iuvestigu., 
tions-were actually working in this assignment against their will. 

They did not like the work and they let me know quickly that.they 
were, doing it because they had been ordered to. Again, in my opinion, 
in this, more than any other type of law enforcemcnt, you must desire 
the assignment. I diclnot wish to entrust scnsitive integrity assign
ments to lUlhappy agents. 

In adcliticm, among the inspectors in the office were agents who, in 
earlier years, had conductec1 the original-but still incomplete-in
vestigations regarding the Ullresolyed allegations. I was reluctant to 
turn these cases back to the same men who hac1100kec1 into them in the 
first place. 

To repeat, I set December 31. 1913, as the elate when, if I was still 
Acting Chief Inspector, I woulc1 begin to direct investigations into 
the unresolved allegations. 

But be"roredoing this I obviously had to restaff the office. I would 
also have t.o end the agency practice of using integrity inve.f?tigations 
as a field for the training of Y01.mger agents .. Anel I would have to en
joy the flexibility of choice to enable me to assign freshpel'sounel to 
the old cases. 

I wantec1men who Wel'e experiencec1, competent, enthusiastic pro
fessionals. Accorcting to the terms of Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 
and the subsequent personnel stipulations promulgated internally 
within D-E,A, the Office of Inspection was authorized a personnel 
strength of 34 inspector positions. 

"When I came to DEA in September there were approximately 26 
inspectors. I was able to have seyeral of these inspectors reassi,gned 
amI at one, point my personnel available Tor c1utydipped below 20. 

During this time, I was reC'l'uiting anc1 hiring new investigators to 
buile] up the stafl'. It was not until April 26, 1074, that the Office of 
Inspection returned to its original complement of 26 inspectors .avail
able for assignment. 

It :v\'u.c; while conducting the file review that I mentioned earHer that 
I learned that the U.s. attorney, Southe,rn ctistrict of New York, 
plalllle.c1 to bring to trial a former Federal drug agent on charges of 
violating: the narcotics laws. 
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Tlw. £01'111.e1' agent was· :FruIW.is Waters of the now deflUlCt :Federal 
·l3"lwe.a~l Qf Narcotics. ·lvli;. V\Tftfcts""as ~htltgec1 with ille~ral stile of nar-
cotics',)\.. tpial was held in early 1975 and he was arquitred, . " ' 

Tl),E> }Vaters case was beIng prepared in the full bf 19'73 and' 'Was 
j)aHicularlytro\lbliJlg to me beciLus0 ~h~l'e'\Yasindic'ation' that t1l,e 

. form~r ~ent's trialluight reslllt~ in the. public l.'clease'-"of' in:fotn~atibn 
j'eJatilig to alleged miscOl~dnct by .11~en!h~ agent has w011re(llv-ltll at 
FBN,an,d who were nOw Illgh l'allkmg olhClals at DEA. . 

~ry concern was twofold: . '. . 
First" I was concel'lled abQltt the integrity of onr mvn personnel and 

allegations which mjght l.'efiect Im:EavorabIy on ,their :hollesty. It any 
of our people were aUeged to be guilty or misconduct., It was my Job to 
investigate the mutter. . .' ~ 

Sec.ond, allegations ,yhich might result in bad publi(>-ity to DEA 
were of grea,t cOllseqnenee to the Administrator, Mr. Btl.l.'t'els. 

r realized early inm:v tour at DEA that }\Ir. Bartels hacl a strongly 
deyeloped sense of public relations. r lmew the ,Vaters ti'ial would 
be \Yol'risome to him because of the. public relations impact it might 
have. t felt., therefore, that r should Imow as much about. the case as. 
possible at the earliest date. 

1\11'. Rudolph Guiliani was the a.ssistant r.s. attorney i~l the south
ern district of New York who was preparing the case. I, tl1erefore" 
went to New York to couIrI' \vith him. ,Ve met all October :2D) 1973:, 
in his office jn the U.S. courthouse. 

r informer1 Mr. Guiliani of mv fear that allegations against seniol''' 
officials might surface during the ('.onrse of the trial. I tolc11VIr. GuiJi
ani that we wonldlike to a,'oic1 this beeause in the l)Ublie~s mind, it 
might. be associated with our new agency. 

r explained to Mr. Guiliani that it was not DEA~s intention to ill: 
!tny way hinder the prosecution of his case. To the contl'ary, I assUl'ecl 
him. that any new information on misconduct by DEA einplo}'ees which 
lw uncovered 'would be immediately and thoJ:oughly inyestigated. 

Mr. Guiliani replied t11at to the extent that the prosecut.i.on could 
take. plac~ according' to proper prOCedlll'eS he would avoid bringing 
np the names of DEA officials. He said that any new information which 
he turned up releyant to the mission of the Office of Inspection would 
be turned 0,' e1' to us. 

In November of 1973, r told ~{r. Bartels of the aUeg!ttions conc(\rn
ing current DEA officials 'which might arise out of the prosecntion 
of the vVat{'rs case. Present when this conyersa6on took plnce wae Mr. 
Ro.'!cl' Jones, who was t1wn executive assistant b the Administrator. 

I also discussed other unresolved cases during (:.his meeting, but 
only two were committed to pa.per uncI those WE're covered in my 
memorn.llGlul11 of November 6, 1973, to the Administrator. I will dis
cuss other aspectB of the circumstances leading me to write this memo 
latr,!' in my testimony. ~ 

1\.£1'. Chairman, if is my understanding that the snbcolInnittee has 
obtained a copy :of the R onmber G, 1073, memol'l1llchnn. You may 
wish to make it an exhibit. However, owing to the sensitive nature of 
the docnmen~1 I suggest thut you make it un exhibit to be released at 
the subcommlttee's discretion. 

Chairman .fAC'KRON. ·Wit.hout oh;ection, it will he marked for iden
tification as exhibit No. 27, and will be so received. 
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[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 27" for refer
enceand· will be retained in the confidential files of the subcommittee.] 
. Mr. BROSAN. During my conversation with Mr. Bartels, he said that 
JH~ wa.s of the opinion that the allegations of misconduct by current 
DEA officials could not be introduced at the Waters trial. 

In one case, he said that this was the first he ever heard of the accu
sations against the paltjcular DEA officer. This statement surprised 
me beca.use Mr. Tartaglino had told me that I would see files on 
'several ranking officers and that· Mr. Bartels was already aware of 
them. In fact, Jater, Mr. Tartaglino told me that he had specifically 
discussed with Mr. Bartels the case I am now referring to. 

I would like to add that I subsequently learn('d from the Chief In
spector who had preceded me, Patrick 'Y. Fuller, that he also had 
discussed the same case with Mr. Bartels just prior to the merger on 
,Tuly 1, 1973. Fuller himself told me this. 'Thus, both Tartaglino and 
Fuiler told me they talked to Mr. Bartels rubout this case, but Mr. 
BarteJs was now denying knowledge of it. 

During the same discussion wherein Mr. Bartels, Mr. Jones, and I 
talked over these cases I also brought up allegations that had been 
made against another senior DEA official. I had discussed this case 
with Mr. Bartels at least once before. 

,Vhile the allegations were not related to the ,iT aters trial, Ilt.hought 
it appropri'ate to discuse; them again "ith Mr. Rftl'tels. Mr. Bartels 
asked me why I "as "dragging up" an old case, thereby indicating 
to me that he hadlitJtle interest in my PUl'suiI!g investigative leads on 
nnresolved cases. He pointed out that DEA's lmage would suffer even 
though the alleged misconduct had taken pl,ace prior to the creation 
of our new agency. 

I believed that it was important to pro1tect DEA's reputation, but 
not as important as getting to the truth. Further, because these allega
tions were. unknown outside the agency at the moment, c1idnot mea11 
thrv would be unknown IOre\'eI'. 

The best way to insure that rpputation was to ilwestignte each lUl

resolved case t.o the extent possible, nml record the results in writing. 
In ithe ahsencE' of specjfic instructions onr way or the other from Air. 
R111'tels, I derided to go fon,"ard with the invest.igations in 1974,. 

Fp to December 31, 1973, there were many respollsibiJit.ies which 
the Office of Inspection uncler my stewardship was effedively carry
ing out, parti(~lllarlv with refe~'ence to setdng np adminjstrative pl'O

(·p<1nr('.s covering office inspec:tions an(l the re"iew of background in
,"e:-;t.igaJ.ions on new employees. 

,Vhen .Tanuary 197Ll: arrived, I had 31h months of familiarization 
with the job a11(l was stm in charge. in an "acting" capn,eity. 

There werp two newly assigned inspectors in the office with the 
rxperienc(I ancl background j'hat qualifipd tlwm to handle integr1ty 
maNers of high sensitivity. They were. Inspectors Thomas V. Cash 
and Luke P. Benson. 

I selected the two most important cases basrd on (a) the seriousness 
of the allE'gation and (b) the present position of the officer involved. 
ThesE' cases WE're assigned to Inspectors Cash and Benson. ,Vhcn 
C'itJler or the first two cases waS resolved, I intended Ito select the next 
most. important ease and assign that for resolution. 
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It is demonstrative of both the shorthandedness' uncI overall per-
801mel condition of the DEA Office of Inspection that I had oruy two 
inspectors to whom I could entrust these sensitive investigations 'at 
that time. 

Inspector Cash was assigned to investig;rute the allega1tion against 
the senior DEA official of which Mr. Bartels hacl previously denied 
knowledge. 

These allegations were that the former FBN agent, now {\, high 
ranking DEA official, hacl falsified receipts for payments to inform
ants; that he had pal'ticipat0d in the Itheft of $16,000 from 'a merchant 
flPaman j and that he had been corrupted by 'a well-known husband 
and wife narcotics violator team. . 

.All of the allegations were made in the late 1960's and related to 
nets that had occul'red eu,l'lier. ]t a,ppeared tlmt the files containing 
them followed the officee through two reorganizations and were now in 
DEA.. Three was no indicatioll that the man had ever been confronted 
011 any of the accusations, I intended to do just that, but not until I 
hn,cl n, complete r0port of the investigation in hancl 

Mr. Chairman, I wish to note that in January of 1975, I discussed 
those allegations before this subcommittee in considerable detail in 
executive session. 

Inspector Cash begn,l1 "dth the falsified receipt aJlegation. An ea1'
lic!' investigation using handwriting exemplars analyzed by the FBI 
had shown that the person who signed cedain receipts was not the 
informant to whom payment was supposecl to have been made. 

The discrepancy had been established definitely in one or two cases. 
In addition~ there were 'a dozen or more questionable receipts which 
the FBI laboratorv could not resolve. 

I directed Insped-or Cash to obtain additional handwriting exem
plitrs for snbmission to the FBI analysts, It was possible that if they 
had more to work withl a definite conclusion could be. reached. 

IYhe11 this was accomplisl18cll I personaUJ C:1l'l'ied the request and 
new writings to my counterpart, the Chief Inspector of the Federal 
Burean of Inyestigation, nIl'. Odd .Tacobson. Aftel' the examination, 
I personally pieked the resnlts up from the same man. I did this to 
1nsme comp10te confidentiality in this sensitive. matter. 

The additional matN'ial failecl to assist the. FBI laboratory, and 
tlwy could not estn1Jlish the issue, on the questionable receipts one way 
or the other, 

The next allegation was one I felt might surface cluring the 'Waters 
trial. It was that the Senior DEA official while working with othel," 
FBN agents had years befol'e, stolen-and then c1ivic1ed among them
:;('1\r es-$16,000 from a seaman who was founel to have a small amount 
of drugs in his possession. 

A former agent making this allegation was to t.estify in the upcom
ing ,Vaters triaL I knew that the best test or his veracity as a witness 
would come at that time. But I wanted to evaluate the man for myself. 
At this late. (li1.iE:', I ,yantcc1 to check his memory by reviewing his 
stOl'Y firsthand. 

Accordingly~ on ,TalUlHl',Y 16, 1D'74, I met the ~ol'mel,' a~ellt in a l?cal 
l'C'sl:aurant.. He. re])(>atec1 the allegation in sufficlCnt detail to COllVlllCC 

me that we had to tl'yto l'esolve this matter. 
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The. thirel allegation was that the same DEll. official l in his FBX 
clays, liad b~en cOJ:l'ullteel by [j. husband-wife team of drug violators. 
I decided t.,at of the three allegations, t.htsil'H was tlie least posRi111e 
?f proof. No investigation was made concerning this !J.l1egation, pend
mEr the results of the other two efforts. 

Earlier in my testimony, I salcl the. Office of Inspection was insuffi
ciently staffed to handle integrity investigations. In regard to that 
assertion, I would like to go into more detail llOW. I will describe 
several major cases and responsibilities the Office was faced· with. 

The Office of Inspection was charged wit·h responsibility for lllspect
iug the fielcl andl'egionnl offiC'es. There are 13 elomestic regions ind (j 
foreign regions. Altogether, DEll.. offices arc staffed by aP11l'oximately 
2,500 agents anel1,500 support personnel. 
. I haye already testified concerning two serious personnel inyestiga
tiolls. 

Another case was a carryoyer from the Ofilce of Drug Almse JJaw 
Enforcement-ODALE-all organization within the ,Tustice D0part
l11ent whi('h was also merg0<1 into the Hew Deng EnrOl.·c0l11eut 
Administration. 

This cusc hu(l to do with 1-11(' m11l'del' of ofilcpr Emir Benitz, 'wlliJ0 
he v;as on ussigml1put in Florida. It conl'ed selE'l'al months and 
rermiredlnmdrt'ds of mall-holll'S to solv0. 

There Was also thr inquiry rC'gal'eling al1C'gations mac1(' hy Frank 
P('roff v.11ie11 aros(' just :~ or 4- 'Yrek~ :trtr!' I took offire. This sllbC'ODl
mitt0C', has con<1uctp<1 its own inquil'Y "hi('11 illY01w(1 an aJh:gNI 
f'oYC'rnp of Rol)(>l't Yeseds 110s!'lihle narcotics aeth-iti('s. This (:(11':C' ulso 
requil'('(l h11ndreds of man-hours to in-restigate . 

.A. R(>('ond Vpseo caRr had to do with an inC'i<l(>nt. in which BXDD 
ppl'solUH'l rOl1ch1C'tNl RW(,('])S of the hom~~ and offi('p of Y(>sco in Xl'w 
.Tersey to c1<'tect an:,,' 0lecfi>01lies snryei11ance equipment ·whic·h might 
haw he('ll iusf"al1Nl t11('1'(,. 

That inYC'stigatioll was bl'g'Ull in .Tuly o'r 1014.. This subl'Ommitt00 
n lso ilwestigntNl that ('asp, and it likl'wisc l.'(>qnired a consit1('rahle 
111nnnOW(>1' input from mvoffice. 

Th!' invpstig'ution by'thC' Office of InRpectioll rC'nnlC'd that the 
S"-(,(lPS had 1>(>(>11 C'OlHludecl by BXDD agents at a time in 1072 ,ylwn 
Yesco waR llnclrr inY0stip:atioll hv the SC'elll'ities anel Exchange Com
mission-SEC. The thl'C'C'. agt'nts invol,'t'cl we're founa to have sime 
left 1"(><1(,l'a1 801",ic(>. 

A third major inVt'stigation ,ye cntcr('(l was also examined hy 1his 
snbcommitteC'. This caSe illyolwd all allC'uation that a. fil'm oW11('(l by 
Howard Hng~lC!s-nanl('lY, ~llmma Corp:-ma(lr S20~O()O aynilablt, t'o 
BXDD to b~ [l'amhlC'<l in' a Las Y0gas l'n"ino. in un nnclt'l'coYC'l' nal'
('otiC'R C'11'01't. This ('fi'Ol't has ('ome to he knmm as Opt'mtioll Si1yer 
Dollar. 

Thw'1. therr WC'1'(> thl'C'(' ('asC's in whii'll this RubcOlll1llitt0(, had un 
a('th'e inl(,l'('st. Of tlH' threE.', I was satisfit'cl with thp DE.\. finall'Pjlol't 
('onrel'ning the inwstigation of the 8W('01>:; of Y(lS('O'S New .TP1'';PY 310111(' 
[l11c1 offiC'C'. 

I wus not, satisnC'<1 vi'ith tll(' resnlts of tIll' DE,,:\, lIn-esrigatiolls in 
the PPl'ofi' ('asl', Ol' in 'Operation SHYer Dol1a]'~ hoth for the same rea
son. :V[y rlisRatiqffwtion ,va.s with the a.hsruce of clOCUll1l'lltntion in the 
filps; thns. wltilC'. WP ('ou1<1 not. find all~t (>vicl0nce to establish wrong
doing, I could not state "'jth eel·tainty that there had been none. 
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Approximately 200 ('ases ,yere l1ancllec1 by my stuff in tlljs period. 
Seycral of the more serious resulted in inc1icfinents. I might. add one of 
those was that of a fOl'llwr inspector who I had found ill the Office of 
Inspection allCl Internal Security when I al'rinc1 in September of lD7i3 
and had transferred. 

Concurrent \yitll these activities, it was my responsibility to ,conduct 
tIle office inspection program. 'We managed to inspect (\ of the 1:3 do
mestic und.J: of the 6 foreign regions. Such inspections usually require a 
half dozen to a dozen inspectors, and t.ake any\rhcl'e from 1 to a weeks. 

On September 10, 1974, I received a call from ,Villiam Dlll'kin, the 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement for DEA. Mr. Durkin told 
me that the 1Yashington Metropolitan Police Department, Organizecl 
Crime und Rackets Branch, had compiled data on Vincent Pl'omuto, 
the Director of DE1\..'S Public Affairs Office. It was my impression 
that this information had just beenl'eceivec1 by Mr. Durkin. 

Police sUl'veillance reports alleged that MI'. Promuto was keeping 
company with knO,Y11 gamblel's and ex-com'iets. 

At the time I l'eceiYed the call from Mr. Durkin, Mr. Pl'omuto was 
in EUl'ope on Govemment business with the DEA Aclministl'ator, 
Jolm n. Bartels, Jr. 

Based on this information I had received from Mr. Durkin, I as
signell an inspector, Thomas Y. Oash, to make inquiry into the Pro
muto matter. 

In:f.ormation. about the original sUl'veillance data concerning 1\11'. 
P,'omnto was contained in a memorandum which waS prepared Allgust 
19, 1974, by the 'Washington :Metropolitan Police Depal'tment, Orga
llized C't'iule and Rackets Branch, ancl submitted to the U.S. Attorney's 
OflirC'. Distdct of Oolumbia. 

I clirl'eted an immediate ·investigation into the statements contained 
in the memoranclum as I was authorized to do by the inspection man
nal. I cleC'irled against advising Mr. Bartels as he 'was traveling in 
Europ(l ,yith the subject. ~:[l'. Promuto. 

I fclt. it 'would be next to impossible to explain the allegations hv 
trauR-.\.t.lant-ic telephone when, for all I knC'w, Mr. Pl'omuto mig'ht b'e 
standing l'i$.rht next to Mr. Bill'tels. Instead, I felt I shoulcllook into 
1'h0 allegations and he prepared to gi.ve the Administrator as much 
information as possible as soon as he returned. Possibly there was a 
mistake 01' the, allegations were otherwise unfounded. 

I diel not know who had knowledge of tlHl't memoranchlm, or the 
information ('ontainetl thel'f'in, from Ang'ust 19, 1974, until September 
1O~ 107-1, whC'll I received the call from Durkin. The firs!; knowledge 
that I had or the memorandum was on Tuesday night, September 10, 
1074. whell Inspector CasI1 obtainec1 a copy or it from the ·Washington 
Polit'c aIlll l'C'pol'tecl to me by telephono of its cOl~tents. I act-Hally saw 
tlw, Jrwl1lOl'llndnm lor' tlll' first time on the mOl'nmg of September 11, 
1974:. -

~ll(> Ill(1I!lOl'unclnl11 was from Ca1'1 M, Shomel', office)', Ol'ganizC'cl 
Cl'utll' and Hackcts Branch, l\f(ltl'opolital1 Police Department, for the 
uttC'ution of Donald E. Oampbell, :Maiol' Crimcs Division, U.S. Attor-
llC'V'S OHic'C'. Dish'iet of Columbia. ' 

~rl'. Chab-man, it is my understanding that the snbco)11mit,t.ce staff 
hns obtain('(l from DEA a copy of this ll1cUlomuc1mn and that it 'YaS 
made an (\xhjbit in connection 'with the tcstimony 0:r Mr. Tal'taglino. 
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Preliminary investigation by Inspector Cash imlieate.d that therc 
was some substance to the allegations cOllcel'llillg :\11'. Proll1uto. ,Vhcl1 
I say ~'some substance," Imeall that in my jnclg111E'nt the data con
tailled in the surveillance reports and gathered bi the Oflice of Inspec
tion.wa? too specific, too precise, and too potential1y d.ocumentahle to 
bo chsnllssed. 

'Within the next several days, it. became appRl'(lnt to me. that tIl(,' 
Pl'omuto investigation constituted a classic-a textbook-internal 
security case. 

For example, it was alleged that :\11'. Pl'omuto 'YUS assoc.iating with 
persons of criminal reputation and "ith persons on parole for sen
tences given them for felonious acts. It was all(lgecl that Mr. Pl'O
muto had. given ont information that resulted in the. identificat.ion by 
criminals of a drug informant woddng for law enfol'cl'ment agencies. 

It was alleged that :Mr. Promuto had two unlisted telephones which 
had been called by persons under bwestigation in gambling caSes. 

:Moreover, making the case more serious'was information that ~Ir. 
Pl'omuto was not only engaged in associations ,yith persons of dis
repute, but that he lmew perfectly wen who these persons were and 
the nature of certain of the actiyities they were involved. in. In fact, 
our preliminary investigation disclosed that he kn('w a.t least three 
of the convicted felons since 19G7. 

Let me add, however, in the strongest terms, that these. were allega
tions. They had come to us frolll a large and reputable police. depart
ment, and our own initial investigation had Tcvealrcl that there was 
SOllle substance to thrm. Therefol'r~we had no choice but to go forwal'd. 

If, at the end of the investigation it were founel that Mr. Pl'omnto 
was a victim of coincidence or of some ot.her inadV0l'tent combinD.
tion of totally ilUlOccnt circulllstances, then the Office of Inspection 
wonld put the matter to rest, with a written report exonel'n.t"iIig him. 

'Va were proceeding in the Promuto matter cautiously, profession
ally, ancl responsibly in order to protect rhe indi ddua 1's reputation 
and the integrity of DEA. 

Mr. Bartels and :Mr. Promuto l't'tnrnecl from E11l'ope. the following 
week. I ask to see :Mr. Bartels. I asked tht' DE..:\, AHsoclatp ChiPT 
Counsel, Hobert Hichal'c1son, to accomvany me ,yhile I briefed Mr. 
Bnrtels on the Promuto matter. Mr. HlChaI'c1son agreed. 

I told Mr. Bartels of the D.C. Polic!' report HIHI the allegations 
contained therein and of the results of onr ongoing preliminary 
investigatiol1. 

,,yhell we. met with Mr. Bartels on Reptember 17, In7:.I:, he was not 
pleased with my report to him. But at that first brirfing I began to 
note that :NIl'. Bartels seemed almost us displeased with mC' for bring
ing the information to his attention as he was cOlll'rl'nec1 about tho 
e.xisten'!e of the iniol'mation itself. He poked holes in the material 
which we had little time to perfcct and asked qurstiOlls I ()ou1cl not 
anRwer after less than I) working days to investigat!' t.he allegations. 

For the moment, I gaye little thought to :Ml'. Ba.rtel:;;' attitude towal'(l 
me, remindiug myself of the inherent dangers in being the bearer of 
bad news. 

I ,vent· on to propose to Mr. Bartels three options which were a.vail· 
able. to him: 

First, he could confront Mr. Pl'OlllutO with the allegations and offer 
him t.he opportunit.y to rcsign. 
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Second, 'the Office or Inspection could conduct u fuU investigation. 
Third, we could discontinue the investigation. I told Mr. Bartels 

thut the third option was unacceptable to my way of thinking. 
I explu.ined to Mr. Bartels that it was my judgment that we should 

either go all out with un in-depth investigation; or we fihould guarnn
tee agaim:t n.ny possibility of scandal hy persuac1in~ :Nh·. Pl'Ol11uto to 
l'c:iign. 

l~nt we conld not It'av(' ~lr. Promnto in that job without finding out 
what he did in his oif-hoUl's allcl if incllldeLl among his friends was a 
group of ex-convicts. . 
, I also warlled lVIr. Bartels that if he chose, the second option-that is, 
the full illvestigation-'YOl'(l of the allegations would spl'ead and some 
emba1'l'assmE'llt to DEA might result. . 

Mr. Bartels' earlier dh,pleasure with Iny briefing now turned to 
unger. 

I-Ie sitld he wantec1 t1l(~ investigation to continue. 
r ]e·ft the oiliee. Mr. Richardson remained. I do not ]mow what 1\f1'. 

Btn'te1s an(l 1\11'. Richardson cliscl1sse(l. But I do know tha.t RhOl'tlv 
thereafter I was, for all practical purposes, relieved of primary l'espoll
~]lJility for the Promnto case. 

:'tfl': .fohn Luncl~ Deputy Assistant Administrator for Enfol'cement, 
n11c1 Mr. Richardson were inserted into tl1e chain of commancl bet.weeD. 
:'tIl'. Bartelf; and me. 

:Mr. Lund and Mr. Riclml'dsoll directed rue as to how to 111'o('eNl with 
the investig'ittion. This was it most nnmmal and imp)'opel' method of 
OPN·utiOll. MI'. IU('han1so11 and t.:Ir. I.iuncl were us unhappy Imc1 clis
flntiHfied with it as r was. 

Mr. Lund and Mr. Richal'dBon told me what I knew anyway; that is, 
that :ail'. Bttrtehi was not. plellsed with mv conclnct on the Promnto 
iss1\(>. It was as jf I, not Vince Promnto, hud S11OW11 up in \Vnshington 
Police Department sllJ'veiJlance renOl'ts. . , 

1Il'. Lund, 1\h. Rirhardson, ull(l I met at 8 :30 n.m .. on Thnrsday, 
Sppt('mlJor 26, 19'7,1-. Fp to this time we hurl a t('ntutive identification of 
a young lu(ly allC'!!:ccl to be n. :l\-iencl of l\Ir. Promnto. 

It-. WI~S after this merting' thitt I believe 1\[1'. Ri('hnl'(lson retm'n('d and 
told 1M flint the Y01mg Jady wns Diane D(' Vito. H(' had 1'('('n her in. 
Snn Fl'itllCisco with 1\[1'. Pl'omuto ancllVfl'. Bartels earlier in the yeaI'. 

On Ratllrdnv, SeptemhE'l' 28, 10'74:, :Ml'. RicharrlSOll eallNl me am1 
~aic1 that M1'. Bu)·tehi hnr1 callcel him at 11 p.m. ancl1 a.m., the prerecl~ 
inp: night. He said Bartels was upset and 01'(1ere<1 him to attcwl a mcet
ilur ut, R 0'('10c1;: that morning. 

}'Ir. RiduH'{lson told me that at that. mC'etinr't'. }wlc1 nt Ml'. lhrt('lR' 
home, he ,,,ns ]ect1l1'('d in strident te1'ms that the Prol11uto investiga60n 
wac;; heing 1u111<11ecl in('orrcch'ly. ' 

~ncjdentalJy, p],(,Hen(: at this meetinp: WitS 1\£1'. Thomas Dlll'kin. a 
pl'lvat(\ atto1'1lC'Y 'from X (',Yark. N .• T.. and a commltant for DEA. 'who 
f-ho1l1cl not b(' f'.()Jrfn8e<1 wHh :l\i[l'. ,Villimn DUl'kin, the Assh;tant A<1-
min1st.l'ator at DEA for Enforcement. 

Chairman .JArJ\$O~. Are th('y related in any way ~ 
. :Vh·. RU(\RAN. No, Sl1'. 

Mr. Ric]u11'dson toW 1110 tllfd' lVfr-o Bartels was 11I1rti(mln,rly upset 
that wOl'd 0'£ the Promuto imccsHgn,Hon was r.:iv-ing HillA a bad 'reputa
tion. To my mind, he had the cart before the horse: 



Th~ a~e.ncy:~~, l'epntatLoI).:J,"\:f1,sof less C01l,C~l'll to me" at that poil! t 
~han Its lutegnty and.eifec.tJ:Yeness ~s law enforcement agoncy. When 
It comes to the mteg,1.'lty of law enforcement personnel, there can be 
110 nriclclle gro\Ulcl, no gray areas. Bad press may be unpleasant but 
corrupt law. I,'lJ:1forcement is unacceptable in our political system: 

Illformat~on, reached me that NIl'. Bartels was putting out the 
word that I was a "SUl)ermornlist," that I was unrealistic and naive 
about the way narcotics enforcement personnel conduct themselves. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question to connect 
with tlus point on Mr. Thomas Durkin'? 

Do you know, Mr .. Brosan, whether Thomas Dlll'kin is a IJaicl con
sultant for DEA? 

Mr. BRosA ... ~. The understanding that I had is that ~Il'. Durkin 
is a consultant for DEA. Paid or unpaid, I dQn't know. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. Reporting to 'whom? He consults to the Admin
istrator? At that time. Mr. Bartels? 

Mr. BRoscI.N. Yes; :Mr. Bartels, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman ,TAOKSON. He was the aIle he was conferring \vith or con

sulting with? Xt wasn't to the DEA in general, to your best h"llowledge? 
'Mr'. BROSAN. Most frequently he was consulting with Mr. Bartels. 

J b(\lieve on occasion he had conyersations with other officers, Mr. 
·William Dnrkin, Mr. Casey, and other members of t.he executive 
p,taff. but for the most part he was a consultant to Mr. Bart01s. That 
is my nnderstanding from my observations. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. So be had substantial access to what was going 
on. Did he haye security clearance? 

1\'11'. BROHAN. Not to' my lmowledg0. T )1(>1'01' saw him listed among 
those that had s0curity c1earanc('s among the Drug Enforc0ment Ad
ministration c1llringmv tenure. 

Benator NUNN. Dicl yon get a ll'tter from Ml". Bartels or anything 
~from Mr. Bart01s aski11g yon to rheck on ::\fr. Thomas Durkhi. for a 
seC'llritv e1earanc0, ~ 

]\(1'. IhoBAN. I 1l0V<'l' got snr11 a ] ('tter. 
81'nator NUNN. Did yon 0ye1' hay(' any rOlw('rsatioll wij'h lllly0J10 

nt DRA. about the 11('('(1 for getting a secmity c10arance '£01' Mr. Thomas 
TIm'kin ~ 

]\fl'. Rnmt\N. Senator Nllnn, I am awal'(, that ]\fr. Tfll"taglino had 
fOl'warcl('d a memol'fmdmn to J\fr. Barr(']s on this maHer nllc1 t]lat 
t11l'l'('. was a copy which, W1J(,11 th0, mmnoranclum ,,'as signed, infl to 
11e (1e11ve1'('(1 to m('. I 11('1'('1' haye RP('n that l11<'l11ol'nnclnm. 

Senntor NUNN. Tn oth(']' wordR, yon 110\,('1' p'nt j·hn.r memorandnm 
Tram Mr. Bartl',lR~ Your inf01'mation is it strictly ram(' fro111 C011-

Tf>""llti r qlfnvith ']\:fr. 'T'arf'nn'lipn? 
1\fl'. BRO!'<\N. Thnt is right. Illlwe 1101"01' SP011 t,1Jat l11!'lUOranc111l11. 
Sf>11utOl' N~N. No 0110 hns ('1'('1' as1,:0(1 J'011 to check on security fa]' 

}{1'. Thomns Dnl'kin ~ 
~ rr. nnor~, N, N (W"1', 

Spnator NUNN. Do yon hlY(' tl1<' fl11 j'h()ritv tn ;nitintf\ sH('1l a s('('u1'ity 
,('1I'n1'a111'1' ('h0rk wHhont ordpl's from hig]101; al1thoritv~ 

'Mr. JiRnSA1'\'. Thni' ;<; n r1 i ITIrnlt C1l1~Rj·i(lll. S('llni:()1" hp"'ll1~" nqnu llv 
Whpll n n("'''on is pmn10vec1 if' iq ;l]Rj' a l'()l1tin0 m~tf('1l' ,,,it.hi'l D'F{A 11.11(1 
],1 DBA ~ll n(\c:;itionq nr(> nlpRR;fi('cl r1'iHrnl s(>nsitivp noc;iti011S S() nlflt 
wh('n fluyoneis O1np10y('(1 th0il' n,pp1iclltions fllul :f.01'l11S a1'0 sant to 
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the Office of Inspection in Illtel'llal Security for processing III the area 
or security clearance. . '.. . . 

1\11'. Durkin was alrcady in this capacity, whatever it ·:was, when 
I ·arrived. Therefore, it wasn't initiated dming my tmltu'e, I don't 
know how long he had been associated w:ith DEA or BNDD before 
I arrived there. I did not go back at ·what.you are asking'Incand check 
on the security clearances of all those who "ere there· :\\'11en I arrived. 
There ,yere thousands of employees on board. . 

Chairman JACKSON. I would like to at this point, incOiiJ~ection with 
1\11'. Tholnas E. Durkin, oifer as an Exhibit 28, a letter of JniIe 2,1975, 
that I had written to the Attorney General, inquirblg specifically 
about the role of Thomas E. Dmkin, Jr., of Newark; N.,T., and a mnn
bel' of questions which I think are pertinent to this nlatter; 'That will 
be received as Exhibit 28. , , 

[The document referred to was marked ';Exhibit . No. 28" for 
reference and follows:] 

EXllT.DIT No, 2$ 
U,S, SENATE, 

C{):M1HTTEE ON GOYERNMEN'l' OPERATlONS, 
SESATE PERMANENT SunCOi.r:MI1'TEB OF Il'tVESTIGATIOii'S, 

Hon, EllW.\RD H. r~EVI, 
'1'710 Attorney General. 

lVCt8l!illgton, D.O., J'une 12, 1975. 

:'Ify DEAR MIt. ATTOIt~EY GENERAL: In connection with this Snbco111111ittf'e's 
investigation reg-arcling fec1eral drug enforcement operations, I would appreciate 
your providing us wit'h information regarding )11'. ThomaR E, Durltin, ,rr" of 
Xewal'k, New Jersey, ivho has identificd himself ns an ullpaid "Special Adviser" 
to the Drug' Enforcement Administration, 

~'lle Subcommittee woullllike to know the following' specific l1oii1ts of informa
tiOll rrgal'cling' :\11'. 'l'llomaR E. Durkin, Jr., and his association with DEli.: 

1. 'What does tlie title, "Special Adviser" mean in terms of job c1escription, Does 
a job description for :Mr, Durkin exist? If so, please provide a copy to us. Is the 
tprm, "Special Adviser," tbe same as the more familial' tel'll1, "consultant?" Or 
dol'S a "Speeial Adviser" have l'N.;ponsibilitie,l' tUffering from tllose of a con
RuHan/:? In addition, does the job of "Sllecial AdvisCl'" relate specifically to 
111'ovitling advice to Dl'~A aR an institution of goyprnment; or does it 11ftve 1110re 
to do with t11(' giving of advice to a particular se('tion of DEli. or to a particular 
person? 'I'lle Subcoll1m1t:tre sl'aff's preliminary inqlliry, for example, has founel 
that in t11(> instance of 1\11'. Durkin, he has intlnt'U(~etl decisions Dlade by the 
Administrator and the Geuprul Counsel on a llumber of occasion'S and appart'ntly 
rpgllr<ling ycry scnsitive matters, Did other DEA officials have iJenefit Or lI1r. 
Dnl'kill'fl recommpndatiOllR? If flO, whIch officials were they'l 

2, )[1'. Durkin hafl displayed DEA credentials which identify him UR a DEA. 
"i"llc('ial Adviscr." 'Yhen was Mr. Durl\in tleRi!,'1lated "Sp(lcial Alli'iser?" W1Wll 
wns he given the> credpl1tials iclelltifying him atl a "Sllecial Adviser" to either 
Dl'}A. 01' any llretlcceSROl' agency? 

3. Mr. Durkin has inclicntcd to RuiJcommittre illvestigators that lIe recciyed 
no payment for the sClTiC'cs he provic1et1 and nO reimllUrRement for expenses he 
incurred Wt~re made to him by tho goYornment. Howevor, lIlr, Dnrkin w('nt 011 
to say thnt Jle rlhlilflye a DEi\. telephone Cl'('(lit cattl which he uRM wltenll1nl,ing 
long rUstance caIls in conncction with IliR work as DEA "Special Ac1viAer." Mr. 
Durkin alflo RaW he WIlR givru booj,R of blank Govel'llJUent Tl'ilyel Rcqnests 
(GTR's) which ellalJlpa him to travpl to nllcl rrom Washing-tOll at GovernlllPnt 
I':men<:;e while doing work in connection wUh ll}:'; "Special AdviKer" responsibili
ties, Regarding hoth the DIM. telcphone credit cllrel 1111111iJ(l1' anel thc'blan], GTR'H, 
the SnbC'ommittee would liIw to know the internal anthot'izatioll nnder which 
j hese fU11ds woro exvended, In ad(1ition, I'he ~uhcommittee woulcl llppreciate 
knowing if :i\Ir. DUl'ldn's nso of blank GTIl,'l> COlJRtitutC([ his hn,ving blunket 
trn,v('l oL'(lel'R, ''chat is to say, wns :Ml', Dnrldn, in fact, glven authority to cut 
his own i'rayel Ol'derR? In this connection, waR the cr('dit (>ard number i>iRlWtl 
him his alone or WUH it [t number which ho shal'e!1 IYWI llnother DEA rcpro· 
sentnti\'e 01' l'el1resentntives? l!'il1ul1y, in this regard, nrc the~'o othcr "Special 
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Ac1visers" or consUltants at DEJA who are entrustec1 with blank GTR's finc1, 
if it is established that Mr. Durldn had hlanket travel orders, is it DEA policy 
to issuesucll,Q):ders to other "Special Ac1vlsm's" or consultants'! 

4. Subcollllllittee investigators trieel to elicit from lVIr. Durkin the le\'el of 
security clearance he enjoys at DEJA. Mr. :Uurkin explained that he was not sl1l'e 
what his security clearance classification was. Please advise us as to Mr. 
DurkiIt's clearance status; the scope of tile fieW investigations that precec1ed 
the designaton of this clearance; and the restrictions, if any, placed 011 his 
accessibility to sensitive information aud documents. Pursuing that question 
further, we would like to Imow what clearance procedllres are followed at DEJA 
regarding "Special Advisers" und consultants and if clearance procedures re
garcling "Speeial Adyisers" and consultants differ from those procedures usec1 
to establish secllrity clearances on fulltime DEJA personnel. 

5. Mr. Durldn told Subcommittee investigators he was "sworn in" upon ussum
illg his "Spe('ial Acl\'iser" designation. 1.'he Subcommittee would like to know 
whether "swearing in" exercises are lleld for aU DEJA "Special Adyisers" and 
what is the substance of tlle oath administered and who would be authorized 
to administer it. In :Mr. Durldn's instance, who administered the oath'/ Is this 
oath similar to those which funtime DEJA perllonnel submit to? 

G. Independent inquiry by the Subcommittee staff has found information to 
indicate lVIr. Durkin advisec1 DEJA officials in matters that included Congressional 
relations, including DEA's relations with this Subcommittee. Subcommittee 
investigators luwe also found information to indicate that JUl'. Durkin advised 
DEA officials re-garding the manner in which certain integrity investigations 
were handled regarrling certain senior DEJA offiCials, includillg lVIr. Vincent 
l'romuto amI Mr. "\\'illitUll Durldll. Did l\Ir. Dnrldn serve as "Special Adviser" 
ill connection witll Congressional relations, in lllll'ticular with relations with 
this Subcommittee and ill connection with We handling of integrity investigations 
('ollcel'Jling l'lrl·. l'rollluto ami Mr. ",Yilliam Durkin? If so, to whom was this advice 
giY!m'! And in what form? "'Vas uny of this advice written'! If so, the Subcom
mittee will l'Pflllest copies of the written advice because such doculllents clearly 
fall into the jUl'is{lictioll of this Subcommittee as it examines rhe federal drug 
enforcement pffnd. 

Any and all infol'lllation you provic1e this Subcolllmittee in response to the 
fiIJO\'e quefltion~ will be JjpneIicial to the Subcommittee as it seeks to better 
uuderstand go,'pl'lllllf'nt operations in the drug enforcement field. 

As our hC:'!U'ings arc to begiu ,Tune 0, 1075, find inasmuch as Mr. Tholllas Durkin 
will be a witnefls early in the series of hearings, your eXiJeditious rpply to this 
letter willlle W:l:Y much appreciated. 

Hincerely, 
BENIIY l\J. ;r ACKSON, Chairlnan. 

Chairman.JAcKSON. Go ahead; excuse me, Senator Nnnn. 
Senator NUNN. One other brief question here. Did :Mr. Thomas DUl'

kin eyer consult with you personally and gi ,'e you ad \'ice personally in 
YOUl' ea paci ty as in yes'tigator ~ 
• Mr. BRt)SAN. Again, I woulc1n 1t say that he gave ll1eadvice directly, 
Imt I was present. He did question me extensively on one occasion COil
coming a.case and he diclmake suggestions which I dOll:t believe were 
eyer cal'l'lCd out. 

Senator N UNN. 'What kind of case ~ 
Mr. BUOSAN. The case involved-the issue iIwol "eel this subcommittee 

and the cases involved were those previous Ve8CO cases which had been 
under ilwestigation by this subcommittee, 

Renator N "liNN. ,Vhat kind of ad vice, genemlly speaking ~ 
Mr. BUOSAN. As I say, it wasn't really that he gave me advice. He 

questioned me in. detail' on the cases and then ,he came 11p with a sug
gestion that he was going to put forth to Mr. Bartels on the pal'ticular 
it>SHO at that timo. -

Senator N UNN. If you were to be info1'll1NI, speaking hypothei:ieal1y, 
bO('!U1Se we have not developed th(1s(' ra('ts that. Mr. Thomas DUl'km was 
llot on any payroll and was not, rccei dng allY l'Cl1lullol'lltion fl'om DRA, 
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would you attach any significance to this relationship that exists or 
existed~ . 

)11'. BUOOAN. Between who and who, Dnrkin and whom ~ 
Senator Nmm. Durkin and DEA or Durkin and Bartels; either. 
Mr. BROSAN. The general impression that Mr. Durkin left with me 

was that he 'was a patrioticl111y motivated citizen and that he was 
donating his eifort5 to the Govel'llment because or his interest in law 
<.'IlIorcementand specifically the clrug enrorcement pl'oblems. 

Senator N UXN". Thank yon. 
:\11'. Chairman. I don't ,,'ant to interrupt any further. 
)11'. BUOSAN. I 'rish to note, 011 his complaint that too many people 

knew about the iIwestigation and that we at DEA were not the first
this is Mr. BD l'tels~ complaint-knew ttbout the investigation, that we 
at DEA were not the fil-st, nor were we the only ones to be advisecl of the 
jnfOl'lllation contailled in the District of Columbia Police surveillance 
reports. 

Partial 01' total knowledge of the data in those reports was also held 
by the District of Columbia Police, of course. The FBI had provided us 
,,:jth certain information in the case; the Bureau of ..:\Jcohol, Tobacco, 
and Firearms had made an arrest stemming- trom one of the incidents 
outlined in the original police memo; the IRS and the U.S. Attorney's 
Office Eastern District of Virginia had conducted an e1.i;ensive investi
gation into gambling in the ,Vashington, D.C., area in 1967 at which 
time Mr. Pl'omnto's friendship with three men, ,yho were convicted of 
violating the antiracketeering statutes, was publicized in the news
pa persuncI final] y the U.S. Attorney's Office, District of ColulJl bia, was 
II Iso a,vare of a good deal oHhe information. 

By this time, 1\11'. Richarclson wa::; upset because he told me Mr. 
Bartels was not onl~' hlUJ~ing n~e for the clil'ect.ion of the Prom1do 
case-but he wa,,;; nl:"o blall1111g Rleharc1son and Lund, :nft'. Ric-hardsoll 
sale1 ~11'. Hn,rtel:-l vmR esp<.'cially aUlloved with me ::md that I was in 
considerahle trouble with the Ai\ministmtor. 

Then-thit'l wnB I'till in Ollr telephone cOlwersation of September 28, 
1n7~-. -Mr. Hieiutl'itsOll gave me a cheek list of actions I was to take. 

First, I was to pl'<.'parc a list 0:[ written questions to be submitted to 
:"\Ir. Promnto in eonnectioll "\yith the hwestigation. This ,Tas to be 
done by :MOlldllY. ~pplember ;'30, 1974-. 

Becond, I Wth-; to brie·]; 1v11', Bl1l'tels on the investigation to that point. 
The briefing was to oerur Tuesday, October 1, 1974. 

Third, I'waH to hnve- n. written report for Mr. Bartels to hack up 
my briefing by 'Yl'dllE'Bday, October 2, ln74. 

'Mr. Hiehui'c1l'lon flll'ther stated that ~Ir. Bartl'ls did not want any 
lH'W aycnues or hH'estigation opened up, It wus, therefore, my under
standing' that I 'YUH to ·write It report on the investigation of the orig
inal allegations. Fnrthermore, ir ,YO had developed any new snspicions 
we were not to look iuto them. 

These instl'uetions werG il'l'Cgl1lnl' from an investigative point. of 
view. To begin with, this waS not the time to question M\'. Pr01nnto. 
It. vms much too early to con:Eront him. 

Next, I had n(,n't~ heunl of. questioning the subject or I1n hwestiga
Hon in !tn unsworn written form. 

S(lnutol' NrNx. The bottom of. pa.ge 29 is pretty important, I woulcl 
think, 111'. Chail'man. Yon are. stating that Mr. Richardson iUl'thcl' 
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stated that :Jrfr. Baxtels did not want any new avenues of iuvesti,gation 
opened up. Are ,ye recalling specific wOI'ds here, or is this yOUl' general 
impression ~ Yon go OIl to say, and I quote your st.atement: "It was, 
therefore, my understanding that I was to write a report on the in
vestigatioii of the original allegatjons. Ftuthcl'lllorc, if we had de
veloped nm\~ snspicious we ,yore not to look into them." 

Is this as close as you can come to the words, or is this yOUl' im-
pression of what :nIl'. Richardson told you? . 

:Mr. BnosA'S. It is much stronger than an ini.pl'ession, SC'na.tor. It is 
my definite understanding that those were the instructions. I was not 
to' open up any neYi' avenllCs of investigation. I was to ,n·ite a report 
on those matters that had already been pl'esente(l to us in the original 
information, the original memorandlUn of inforll1ittion from the Po
lice Department. 

Senator NuxN'". Have :yon ever rC'ceived fmch instructions Oll any 
other cases or is this unusual instruction? 

~rl'. BROSAX. I have never gotten this type of Dlstruction from any
one before in tIl(>, course of my Federal service. 

Senator XUXN'". Mr. Richardson was quoting ~rr. Bartels, he was not 
speakill,Q; for himself? 

~Ir. BROSAN. ::\11'. Richardson was telling: me the instructions that 
he had received at 8 o'clock that same mOJ.'ning and this was about 
8 o'clock at night when he called. He ,yas giving me the instructions 
that :Jlr. Bartels wanted delivered to me. That was my understanding 
of it. 

Senator K uxx. ,Vas there anvthing in writing at all? 
:Jlr. BnosAN. There ,vas nothing in writing and, furthermore, I 

might add that I, the nC'xt dity, relayed these instructions to the in
vestigntor, :Jir. Thomas Cash, and he objected strongly to me that he 
thought that this was interference in his inv(>stigation. 

Ohairman ,hOKSO);. Did you have the feelin,g that it vms at that 
point that a coyel'Up was underway ~ ... 

Mr. BROBAN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman.L\OKROX. A plain COVt'Tllp? 
:\11'. BnosAN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman .TAGH:BOX. ·Which, of course, is in violation of Federal law, 

as ,ye all know; right? 
~rr. BROgAN. Yes,sir. 
Chairman ,JACIi:SOX. Obstruction of justire. I think it. is the chal'ge 

here. It is so obvious on its face; that is, when yon turn around a.nd 
nsk someone to make an inycstigation, make it appear like an investi
gation, hut don't make it: isn't that about it? 

Mr. HROSAN. That is what it wttS, Senator. 
Ohairman ,JAcKSOX. That was the impression in your milid, :von went 

away definitely rcC'ling that here was an obyio1ls1y planned covernp 
fl'Olil ~ligher al;thority coming down, :MI'. Robert Ri~hal'dson, allegedly 
speakmg for :Mr. Bartels ~ 

,Ye will have Mr. Richarchon he1'e 1111dE'r oath and we will have ~Ir. 
Bartels. It scC'ms to me that this is a classic COYC'l'UP, if it is true. 

Mr. BROSAN. When given the questions, ~ir. Promuto was to be al
lowed to kE'ep them for an tmspecified period. In my opinion it was 
sort of a ta1nl,}10111e examination: . 
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Investigative interviews, i11tel'l'ogations, conversntions, c1iscussions
call them wllat you will-must flow, o11e question to another. 

There must be. n,n exchange between the person asking the ques
tions n,ila. tlw 1Jerson answedllg them. One answer gives rise to n, new 
question. There must be an opportunity to observe the reactions of the 
questionecl person. , 

It. requires no doctorn,te in investign,tiye techniques to understand 
these func1amentn,ls. Yet, increclibly, I was being given directions to 
seek to extract informn,tion from a subject of an investign,tion in 
written form. Such procedures are unllearcl of. 

Finally, I felt it improper for me to have to write a report on the 
investigation at the very moment when MI'. Promuto ,yas filling out 
the questionnaire. 

At least I shoulcl have hacl the benefit of seeing the answers he had 
submitted to the written questions. If I had to write such a report-
premature as it was-I should have had the opportunity to chaw on 
information contained in :MI'. Promuto's answers. 

Senator NUNX. ,Vho made the \yritten interrogatories that were 
submitted to Mr. Promuto? Dicl you pl'epal'e them or clid Mr. Cash 
prepare them? 

~fr. BROSAX. That was a group effort,. Mr. Richardson, Mr. Lund 
to ft le~sel' extent, myself, and Mr. Cash, and r beJieve one 01' byo of the 
other inspectors assigned. lYe all contributed to some degree to those 
questions. 

Senator N"GXN. 1'tel'e those questions submitted to :Hr. Proll1uto 
uncler oath? 

~Ir. BROSAN. No, sir. 
S(lnatol" ~~rxN. ,Yhat was the reason fol' that? ,Vas there a r0ason? 
~rr. BROSAN. Ther~ was no way ?f putting hin~ uncler oath. It wasn't 

enn left to me to clC'hver the questlOns to him. Eithel' )11". Lund or )11'. 
Richar<lson, 'who had been inserted over me, delh'ered the questions to 
)11'. Pl'omnto, not I. So I had no opportunity to place the man uuc1C'r 
oath. 

Senator N"CNN. They ,Yel'e not taken hefOl'e any kind of court official 
or notary public, or anybody that could aclrilinister oaths ~ These were 
actually given to.,.him.to take home with him and prepare; is that rjght ? 

1\1:r. BROSAN. 1 es, SIr. 
~(lnator N"CNX. Is this the normal Iorm 0'( illw~stigath'e procedUl'C'? 
~{r. BnosAN. I have ncyer seen it before in my experience. 
Senator XUXN. lOU haye never seen unsworn statements 01' unsworn 

intC'l"l'op;atol'ies sulnnitt.ed to a subject of investigation ~ 
lUI'. BROSAN. Never, SIl". 
RenataI' X1J"NN. E,:en for internal secl1l'ity pnrposes ~ 
:Mr. BROSA~~. No, SIl". 
Senntor NUNN. Thank you. 
~fr. BUOSAN. To snmmarize, the clutin of events was: 
T,lll1l'sday, September 20. Identification of Diane De Vito as an ac

qUftmtaU{'(l 0:£ Pl'0ll1utoanc1 Bartels. 
Friday, September 27. Call from Bartels to Richardson .. 
F\,atnrday, September 2S.1\fecthlo· betwC'en Bartels Thomas Durkin 

and Richat'dson: from "ivhieh emanated the jnstl'lleti~l1s covering Sep~ 
tembel' BO; OetolJer 1, 2, 10'(4,. 

iH-950·-7:l--a 
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:Monday morning, Septem~l:'r 30, 197;1:, Mr. Richardson came to my 
office to berrin draftmg the 'wl'ltten questIOns. 

At this time, I ohjeCteel str~mg!y to .thi~ pl:ocedure: Mr. Richarelson 
tolelme he agreed with my obJectlons, lllchcatmg he chelnot app;ov:e of 
the written questions either. But, reluctant as we both were, we CLeclelec1 
WI:' haelno choice but to do what we were told. 

The questions were not completed and typed i~ fina~ fo~'m l~ntil ~he 
next clay, Tuesday. October 1, 1.974. ~{owever, still obJectmg III Pl'lll

ciple to the prorednre I was bemg chrecteel to follow, I took the un
usual step of "Titing on the l·e,'e1's('. side of a copy of the Promuto 
questionnaire my comments on certam developments that took place 
that clay. 

Mr. Chairman. I haye that dOe1ll11ent "dth me. I request that a copy 
of it be received as an exhibit. I would like to reael alouel from that 
clorument at this time. 

Chairman JACKSON. \"fithout objection, it will be l'eceivecl,as exhibit 
No.2!). 

[The elocunwnt referreel to was markecl "Exhibit No. 20" for ref-
erence anel may be founel in the files of the subcommittee.] 

Chairman JA(~KSOX. You may proceed. 
Mr. BROSAN [reading] : 
10/1/74 about!) :30 a.m., Bob Richardson came to my office and told me that 

lUI'. Promuto had coutactecl ooth he amI John Luncl about these question:>. I 
(lidn't know that ;Ur. Prolluto knew I1bout the questions and I wus therefore 
SUl'llrised. 

I guve Riehal'dson the original of the questions and told him thut in my 
opillion this was 1111 irregular procedure and I wanted him to Imow this now, Ilot 
luter if it oeroJlH's an iSRue. (I !lad hoped to be able to talk to nfr. Bartels about 
tIlis ev\'n thougli I llad helped prepare the questions with Richardson and Lund 
yesterduy (September 30). I thought he might change his mind.) G. B. 

Senator NUNX. Let me get this st1'1Light right here now. The. ques
tions wem acJtua.lly pl'epar0c1 beginning Monday morning, Septem
ber :30,1974. YOll say on die bottom of page 31: "Mr. Richardson came 
to m~' office to b<'gin drafting the written questions." 

:\11'. BROSAN. Yes. 
SPlUltOl' NUNN. ,Yho pal't.icipatNl in that drafting of the quest.ions ~ 
~Il'. BROSAN. 1\11'. Hiehal'clson, MI'. Luncl, myself, Mr. Oash, '[mcl to 

!t l<.'sse1' extcnlt pOf;sibly Inspectors \Yhitting'ton anc1 Yarborough. 
:-;enator NrNN. T1'en on October 1, whirh is 1 clay later-is that 

right, September 30 to October 1 ~ 
.JIl'. BIWSAN. Hight. 
Senator NUNN. At fJ :30 a.m., :urI'. Riehardson came to your office 

and told you that Mr. PrOnlllto had alreacly contacted both him and 
.Tohn Luml nbOllit. these questions. Dic11UJ.1yboc1y say who gave Mr. 
Pl'Oll1uto know ledge that the questiolls existed and were being drafteel ? 

Mr. BIWSAN. Xobocly said who gave him the knowledge. I was sur
pl'ise(l. I expressed that. surprise to Mr. IUchardson. But how Pro1l1uto 
got that knowledge, I don't know. 

Sena tor N UNN. Did ~Ir. Richardson also express surprise, or did 
h(\ art. like he hatl a conversation amI possibly ha,d told Mr. Promu1to 
about the qU<.'StiOllS? 

MI'. BUOSAN. I l'C'nJly c-rm't ehamcferize. I don't recall just how Mr. 
H ichnl'(lflon r<.'lll.'t<.'tl at.' that time, sir. 
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Later on that day~ in a DEA conference room, I attended a meet
illl! chaired by ~ri', Ba1,tels 'and attended by Messrs. Tartaglino; 
Hiehardson; Lund; Va niel Casey, Execnti va Assistant to Mr. Hartels; 
and Dr, Mu,rk. "lHoore. a. DEA consultant. 

This was the meeting which had been ordered by Mr. Bartels in 
his directionsto Mr. Richardsoll on Sat.urday, September 28,1974. 'fhe 
purpose of this meeting was fOJ' me to brief the Administrator all the 
PrOlUl~to investigation to date. 

The actual briefing' consisted of my reading from la paper prepared 
hv Inspector Cash. ThiR paper co,'ered all aspects of the l.nve.<:;tigation 
kilOwn to this point. UncleI' more ordinary circumstances, I would 
have given my Lricfing from notf.'s. 

But on this occasion, r selcc>te<l this more formal method of pres
entation. I wbhed to be certain that. nothing I saiel could possibly be 
misinterpreteel or misunderstood. 

Following my bl'if.'fing, a group discussion occurred. 
Among the topics c1iseussed was thp agpnt'smanual regulation ",·hich 

permits the Chief Inspector to nndel'take Hlly misconduct investiga
tion prior to notiiication of the .. :\dministratol'. 

Mr. Chairman, I lun-e n. copy oi: the agent's manual. That is a copy 
of the BNDD not the J)J<}A. mannal, which is what we Vi'ere working 
with at the time. The por~ion I 'wish to call your attention to is charl
t'el' 81, "Employee Jntf.'gl'lty," subchapter 8101, subparagraph 1. 

I request that yon make the copy an exhibit. 
Chairman .J.\CJ\.'BOX, Tbat 'will be l'cceiycd as exhibit No. 30, 
[The dOClllllf.'ut rderl'cd to was marked "Exhibit No. 30" for l'eter

once and follows:] 
IilXIIIBl'l' :;\0, 30 

Ixsp[<;("l'IOX l\!AXUAL (MAll. 31, 1(70) 

(flwplcl' 81-HmZJloy('o IntcU1'Uy 

Hubclmpter S10-Introdllction 

l;;nch employee of the Bnreau must share the responsibility for promoting 
1mbUc confidence in the dependability and integrity of the Bureau by: 

1. (!ond'/lcting hfll!8e~f in, a 1n(mnol' which ~cm reflect eredit OI~ him anll the 
B/tl'c(l1t and 1L'hich will not brin(J the II-Ul'ca'g into (li,~l'ellute. 

2. hasming that R<'giOJlal and HeadqU!lrterl'lm!lnagement offiCials are promptly 
notified of Ilns situation which could indicate integrity breakdowns or mis
cl)ll(luct. 

BXDD employees will, by the very nature of Weir occupation, encounter in
formation 01' situations which may reflect ad,ersely on the clla1'acter, :reputation 
or suitability of one Or more Bureau elllvloyeeR. ~'he Bureau realil\es that per
SOI1ll('1 of an organization in w11i(']l liublic trust has been placed are subject to 
false 01' ullfoundellaUegntions, Those accused falsely have a right to have their 
name and r·evutatiou eleared. On 1'11e othcr llana, when there is evidence of 
wrongdoing, the indlvidual is l'lltiUNllo !l!;SUl'allCe that any action taken is based 
OJl Illl 0 f the :facts in 'the case. 

8101 11\'Sl'£01'10X rOLIOY 

It is a function of the' Bureau Sc('uritJ' DiviSion of the Office of Inspection 
to thoroughly, impa.rtially, and objectively investigate flU aIlegntiolls of wrong
dOing on the part of' Bur('au personneL 'I'lle following sets forth the basiC! policies 
to he conformed to during sucll illveHtlgntiollH : 
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1. Ev·?ry llHegationor complaint coming to' the att!!ntion of the Otlice of' Ill
.'ll)ectioll'slmll be evaluated to determine if an investigation. will he illitiatl'll. 
~'hc clec1,ition on 1vhefhm' to proceccl 'with a,n investigation 81wll ?'est 1dth the 
Olliet 11l8[Jector 01" his cle8i(Jnee, subject to lJ08t rev'jew by the Bureau Director. 

2. 'When a decision to comluct an IllYestigation is made, the inyeHtigatiou will 
include all unresolved nllpgations agnillst an employee, and will be comluctNl 
as rapidly as possible. 

3. Inspectors will be. gui!lpdby Departmental and Bureau regulations as spj 
forth in Department of JUStiC'2 and BUreim of Xarcotics * '" ,~ . 
. fIr. BROSAN. The precise lm~guage. cited.rea~ls as follows: ~he (le

C1Slon on whether to proceed with an llwesbgatlOn shall rest wIth the 
chief inspector 01' his designee, subject to post review by the Buteau 
Director. 

Chairman JACKSON. That regulation was in effect then, at that point 
in time. There had been no change; right? 

)11'. BROSAN. There had been 110 change at that time. ,Ve were opemt
ing under the BNDD manual at this time) Senator. 

Chairman JACKSON. There had been no change, so that was the au
thority.on which yon.were proceeding? 

lItIr. BROSAN. Yes, SH'. • 
,Other issues discussed at the meeting were the issuance of the. ad

ministrative subpena to obtain telephone toll records ; the unOlthodox 
method of questionil1@; Mr. Pl'omutoin ,,,dtten form; and the exposure 
of the case outside of DEll. and outside of the Government to attol'lley 
Thomas Durkin, n, DEll. consultant ,yho did not have a security clear· 
anee. 

The meeting was note\yorthy for other reasons as well. For example, 
the directive that Mr. Richardson had gj,·en me concerning the writing 
of the questions for :Mr. Promuto was debated. It was generally- agreed 
that this was not a professional manner of C}uestioning the subject of 
an investigation. 

Now, when I receiyed the directive from :\11'. Richardson to prepare 
such [t questionnaire, :Mr. Richardson made jt absolutely clear that he 
was passin.!.; this instruction to me from ~Ir. Bartels. 

But at the meeting 1\11'. Bartels, commentin@; on the questionnaire 
concept, expressed his objection to snch a method and asked, ",Vho 
ordered the written questions an:rway?" 

I do not remember who spoke 111) l1(:~xt. Bnt it was obviollslv Mr. 
Bartels' intent to eonvey to the others that he was as opposed as tIle rest 
of us were to written questions being submitter} to Mr. Pl'omu.to. 

I looked around the room. To my shock and dismay Messrs. Rich
al'dson and Lund sat lllnte. 

They were not. so l'etic(>nt 011 another topic, however. They asked if 
they could be l'emoyecl from any further direct involvement in the 
investigation. 

Senator Nt;)l'x. ,At that. point, did anybodv speak 'Up, including 
yonrselt and give the ('hain of ('vents as to ho,~ the written questions 
cameahout~ 

Mr. BnosAN. Renator, 11111,\'(' been questionNl on that before and I 
just cannot recall. I Dm a !l'aic1--

Senator Nm.rN. Yon don't remember anYbody ill the room at that 
time ehallenp:in@; 'Mr. Bartels, the implications' of Mr. Bartels' state
men t or qnestion ~ 
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and who made whateyer comments were made at the time. I have tried 
very hard, but I cannot recall what happened exactly. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
~Ir. BROS.\N. Mr. Barteis agreed. I was then made. to understand that 

I again had direct responsibility for the im;pstigation. . 
At some point-I cannot remember precIsely WhCll-I learned that 

Mr. Promuto ha(l been intelTiewed about the allegations by the con
sultant, Mr. Thomas Durkin. As the October 1 meeting broke up, Mr. 
Tartaglino and I approached :Mr. Casey, Mr. Bartels' e.xecutive. assist
ant, and asked if he would obtain the I'esults of the Thomas Durkin
Promuto interview for me. ~1r. Casey agreed to try. 

[At this point Senator Percy entel'ec1 the hearing room.]. . 
Mr. BROSAN. To this day I have never received that mternew. 

Apparently Thomas Dnrkili was being kC:'pt up to date on the results of 
OUl' work. I had no wa~' of knowing what he was di.vulging to Promuto 
01' what he was learning from him. I~xactly what Thom.as Durkin's 
function was in this internal security case, I do not lmow. 

Senator NrNN. ,\"'11en ~'on say interview, ·would yon clarify the word 
"inter dew': ~ Is that a written Idnc1 of interview ~ 

Mr. BROSAN. No. 
Senator N LNN. Is that a reported inl-erview? 
Mr. RROSAN. No. The. knowledge that I l'eel'h'ed concerning this 

cOlwersation or inter"iew came to me. from lVIr. Tartaglino fI.nd he 
indicatNl that he had reeeh'ed it from 1\11'. Casey, the executive assist· 
ant. to thE' Administrator. . 

SC'llator NrXN. Recein'Cl it? 
1\11', Rnmux. Rec('iwcl thl' information. 
Senator XtTNN. The information was oral information, though, and 

there werE' no written interrogatories lWtWCt'll ~fl'. DUl'kin and MI'. 
Pl'omnto, or any other kind of reported conv('rsation that you Imo"\y 
mrvt-hing ahcllt'~ 

~rl'. BROSAX. I don't know anything about any--
Senator NuxN. Tn 01 hpr words, to the best of your Imowledgc, there 

if; no clo('uJl1cmtal'Y in thC' f01'111 of Wl'ittml ed{lenco or recorded evidence 
on anv kind of intC'),yjew hehnHm 1\11'. Tholnas D1l1'l"in and Mr. 
PrOllTllto? 

1\11'. DROSAN. At this timt', I don't bclien~ tl1at there \VltS anv recorded 
intC'l'vipw or I clon't know· that there was .. At tlUlt time it ·seemed to 
nH' that if :Mr. Durkin WC'l't' aC'ting for thC:' .A.clmillistrator in this matter 
[1n(l intprde,ying 1\11'. Pl'omnto tllat there "'ouM be 'lome memorandum 
01' 'SO'lll('>' l't>C'orcl of this. 

That. i:-; 'What. I asked ::\11'. Casey j!O'l',Ol' I asked Mr. Tartaglino, and 
I m.;kE'lll\Il'. Casey to gE'!" liS the results. By the l't'sults, I meant what
m'C'l' notation 01' l1WHlO tlHtt )'Ir. Durkin' would luwc mac1(} after he 
tnlke(l wHh tIlt' sllbj('d o:fthe iuYef't,igation. 

To my Imowle(lg(', iJ! von arc asking DW diel anything' of that IIp-.tnre 
C:'xist. 1 i llst Hfisumt'fl it ":0111 d. I gnt's'! it dot'sn't.' , 

Sen~f<n' NrNx.l\[ay I~ask ollc~othcl' question ~ 
Cluul'lnan .hCICRON. 1 ('S. 
Senator XUN'N. Do yon nSf;nme'!tny kind of attorney-client l'('lation

S11ip hetweell ~[1'. 'rlwill!lS Dlll'ldn mid Mr. 1>1'0'111111"0, 0)' do yon assume 
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contrary to that, thwt ]\0.'. 'l'homas Durkin in his interview with Mr. 
P rOllluto was acting for the D EA '~ 

In other words, did anybody ever allege or statc to you tihat there 
,vas 'Un 'abtorney-client relationship bet\yeen )I1'. Thomas Durkin and 
:Mr. Prollluto ,~t;t. any time, 'when the interview took place or even up 
to the present t.ime? . 

)11'. BROSAN. Never. ThatWH8 neYer my impression at all, Senator. 
~'vIl'. Bartels was leaving the city for the balance of the \veek. I nsked 

)11'. Casey why it was necessary for me to sulllnit a l't!port on the ne:ll.'t 
day, vVednesd!ty, when the Administrator wouldn't 'be in to read it 
fOl' 5 days. 

Casey agreed that the report wa:;n't necessary llntil )Ionday. How
ever, he called IOl' the report on Friday, October 4, explaining he was 
afraid Mr. Bartels might call ill before the weekend aml questiO'n him 
a,bout the dOClUuent he was supposed to be holding since \tV echlesda.y. 
I submitted the report to ,Mr. Casey It::; requesteclon October 4, 1U74. 

):[1'. Chairman, the subcommittee has obtained from DEA a copy O'f 
this repOlt, youlllay wish to make it ·an exhibit. 

Chau'man JAOKSON. 1Ve'Will include that. 
)11'. BROSAN. I believe it 'is cl:ated October 2. 
Chairman JACKSON. l'hrut 'Will be admitted as exhibit 31. 
[Tlle document refe1'l'ecl to \vas marked "Exhibit So. :31" for refer

ence and will be retained in the confidential tiles of the subcommittee.] 
Mr. BROSAN. One iinalnote of interest occurred at this meeting. MI'. 

Tal'taglino made the observation that t.he Pl'OlllutO matter was wking 
on thc a:p pcarance of a,nother IYatergatc. 

):[1'. Hartels\vaSll.nlloyetl by this obsermtioll and directcd :Ji1'. 
Tart'aglino to 'Write a, memorHmLnm ill support or his l'C'lllarks. I ha,'c 
nO\'cr seen this doculllcnt but I beliC've the suucollnnittee obtained fL 
copy of it Rnd that it was made tt part of tho hearing 1'eco1'(l dming 
)Ir. Tartaglillo~s testimony, 

During the next sevcl'al days, ncconling to information given to me 
by :Mr. Tartaglino, he vms frequcntly questioned by },fl'. Blu'tcls 
through Mr. Ua.'3ey about when the Pl'omuto case would be closed. 

On October 8, 1D74, Mr. 'l'al'taglino [tnd I intn1'vinwecl ~fl'. Prol1luto. 
I felt it was still too early for such a session. But, because of preS~lUl'e 
from Mr. Bartels and Mr. Casey, we clecillcd we might be able to "buy 
time"; that is, we hoped that this interview, prcmature as it was, 
Illight allow us to' say we needed aclditionu,l investigative time. 

The interview was conducted along the same lines as the questions 
put forward on the questionlln.ire which Mr. Promuto had answered 
and returned, I felt it would Le best to limit om questions to the same 
material as was covered in thc \\Titten inqnl,'y so as not to expose 
any new data to Mr. ProlUuto. 

Senator NUNN. Backing up a :few pages in your testimony, you 
made it plain that YOll had receivecl ill~truetions throl1gh Mr. Richard
son, allegedly from Mr. Bartels, that you ,\'(',l'C not <to go into llllY 
Hew line 'O:/: inquiry. . 

Now, on page :38, you make the statement "so !tfi not to exposc any 
new data to .Mr. Pl'Ol11uto." 

Does this mell,n that you arc not following the instructions by Mr. 
Richardson; tluLt is to say, you were not closing yOUI' mind ancl yom.' 
file to any new informatioil ~ 
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)11'. BROSAN. The situation, Senator, was that early in the investiga
tion we had developed information which was not contained within 
the original memoranchull from the Police Department. 

",Yo received that on September 10, 1974. By the time I got the call 
Trom. Mr. Richardson, it ,vas September 28, 1974, and we had devel
oped information which was not in the memoramlmll. Therefore, in 
my opinion that was. not new matedal. That was material we had de
veloped up to that pomt. 

New luaterial to me was anything that I might develop in the 
course of investigating the. older material fro111 September 28, for
ward. Everything that we developed between the l·4th ancl the 28th) I 
didn't think was Jmown to Mr. Pl'Ol1luto. 

Therefore, I limitecl my questions because c('rtainly the person 
being interrogated ~~lways is capable, of dellucing a certain material 
from the questions asked and I didn~t want to teJegrn,ph any of the 
material we might have. 

Senator NUNN. So at that point your definition 0-[ n(}w data would 
be data that was obtained after the District or Columbia po]ir(\ 
memorandum hut before 1\11'. Richardsonls conversations with yon ~ 

~:[r. BROSAN. No. My interpretntion-this might have been sc1£
serving, I realize-of new avenues of investigation we, were not to 
open any new a,yenues of investigation. That VIIlS anything that we 
would have developed after that weekend, September 28. Any in
formation that we had developed that was not contained within the 
memol'anclum but. ,yr, had obtaine(l it befor(} the 28th of September, 
I felt we were entitled to continue. 

SenfLtor NlTXN. ,Yhat I am trying to do is get a definition here. Yon 
nse the word new elata. I belieye yon said yon eliel not consicler new 
data to be the sante thinll' as new·n. venues or ilwe:-,tigntion. 

I am trying to dHferentiate what von consider npw duta to be some
thin,g: obtained after the District of '001umhia memorandum hut prior 
to that weekend conversation with Mr. Richarc1t'on. 

)Ir. BROSAN. Good, I will ac('cpt that. Thnt is (·ol'rect. . 
Senator NFNN. Yon identifiec1 new avenues of imTestigation to be 

nnything that, was l'e~ein)(l arter yOUl' ('onrersation with Mr. Richard
son limiting the scope of your innstigation allegedlv nnder the orders 
of ){1'. Bartels? -. 

::.vIr. BROSAN. Yes; that \yould be cOl'reet~ Senator. 
Senator NUNS. Let. me ask you one ot.her question no,Y. At any point' 

using the words "new avenues of investigation,"~ were there uilY new 
avenues of jnvcntip:ation that came to your attention that wci·c not 
purslled because of this Ihnitinp: order from Mr. Richardson? 

Mr. BROSAN. No, sir, there was new material that Ciune to my atten
tion later on ancl I pUl'sned it anyway. 

Senat.or Nu::-m. ,Vait a minnt£>. I ;1111 not sure I nnderstood that. 
,Vas there nny--

Mr. BIWSAN. Yes; there was new material thnt we>: rcceiV0cl afh'l.· 
that weekend. There was a llew allegation, a total] \' new allegation 
that we had hearcl nothing abont until Octo'bel', ",'pJl into October. 
,y r, put it wen after that wee ken(1. 

Senator NUNN. After SeptemlJer 28 ? 
Mr. RnoRAN. Y (IS; wen into Ortobel'. 'Yl\ obtniupcl a new allega

tion. We received a new allegation. 
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Senator NUN~T. This woulel come under your definition of llew ayenue 
of investigatioll ~ . 

nIl'. BROSAN. It would have; yes. 
Senator KUNN. That was l~eceived aT).d it was pursuecl hy you ~ 
Mr. BROSAN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. So you did not follow Mr. Richardson's order from 

Mr. Bartels? 
1\[1'. BRO:;;AX. That is right. 
~enator ~t:'"NN. Thank you. 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Bros'an, while we are pausing here for a moment, 

I would like to go back to your prcyious testimony where you stated 
you never heard of a procedure such as was used here where unsworn 
statements were acccptc(l, questionswcl'c submitted in writ~g. and 
l1W'lwers were .{riven in writing and no opportunity was provided for 
followup questions.' . 

Did you al'l'ive at allY conclusion as to why this ullllsual proeedure. 
which YOU nE-ver hcard of before or participated in was authorizecl 
in this kind of a case ~ . 

}\fl'. BROS.\X. S(,l1atOl' Percy. it realJy '''usn't-I would change it 
from being pel'mittNl. It WaS ordered. Cel'tainlv I had a definite 
suspicion wlwn it was so ordC'I'('d and I ,,,as quite embarrass('d in 
front of mv staff to have to tell them that this was what was going 
on and the'.! werG not; they werG quite adroit. tlwv eX])l'C'ssec1 certaill 
l'eselTations and we mighj-~ e,-en say slU'lpicions themselves to me. 

~('nator PEllf'Y. Ewn w1\('n yon 11secl this ycry lllmsnn1 and, as yon 
call it, nnhrarr1 of pro('('(lure -when von submitted the written qnes-
tions\YC're all of the quC'st.ions answered? . 

}fl'. BRm'.\x. No. Sll'. 
Senator PERGY. "Which questions were not answered? IVhat l'('asons 

WC'l'C given as to whv tll('v ,Yel'en't ans,Yered? 
]\[1'. BRm;,\x. S('natol', I 11a ve not seen that docum('nj' since N o,'emher 

of 1074. and ill none of 1111' f]nestioning hare I b('rll nl1o\\''('(l to seC' that 
from C'itllPl' in the int('rml1 inY(~stigation in the ,Tust-icC' Department or 
11('1'(' lwTOI'C' the staff. So it is hard TOI' me to rC'cal1. Bnt there were 
Unl1n8\\'P1'e<1 f]llPstionsin that c1o{,llment. 

Senni-or I'EnCY. YOll don't recall ·what they wer('? 
Mr. BnoR.\N. Thcl'C' ,nU1 011(,. It. is refill\, difficult. It is too loggy. 

I ('nn't 1'C'al1y T('call what the 11nanswC'1'('(l Clnestions WCll'C'. ' 
~('llatOl' PFRCY. 'Ylmt. about t.he area which it concel'llec1? 
Mr. BR08.\N. Tlw-j'C' was a question. I am not snre wllPther jt waS 

11nan1',\'(,1'('(l or wh('1:11C'1' WP knew the information was incorl'('ct, C011-

ceming )Ir. P1'OlTlllto's lmowlN1a:e of one of the proplp that WIlS allC'p:ed 
to he of criminal repntation. He c1enkc1 knoiylec1p:CI and we knew thnt 
Ill' k11('\\' this. . 

H(' ('it he]' l1('ni£'11 Imowlcdp:e or didn't nnRlYel' it. That WfiS on tIll' 
first nngC' oHl1f1t dornm(,llt, as I can yisnalize it now. I knOiY that stllo'.'k 
oni-like It Rore thumb. 

Rpnntor PERCY. Yon f('lt that. h(' diclhayc knowleclge~ 
Mr. BRORAN. lYe lnH'W thnt he diel. 
Renni'01' PERCY. If yon Impw that hCl did. ,,,as a follownp made to 

insist that 11(' answer tll(l onC'stion? 
Mr. Blto.~.\~. No: we (lic1n't follow Up. 
Scnator PERCY. IV-as he at any time Ol'cl(,l'ecl to answer questions that 

w('rQ left unanswered? 
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Mr"Bu.o~AN, Not to my knowledge, '"When I left DEA th~ invl'stiga
Hon, a~3'it was'directed by myself, wits lloi: finishl'd mid the investigator. 
MI'. Cl).sh,. was 'withdrawn from that. inYl'stigation and the llletholl~ 
that.~ llUd uncler,Yuv were terminated and lH~'Y investigatol's 'were 
assigl1eCl and a new pl'ocedure was established. 

I . would think that from my experimice nsnally. the best time to 
questio]). the l;mbject of any im:estigation is after you have the maxi
mum amount of matel'lal. That IS usually at the encl. 

S·o1.would oppose that. , 
v'{e had lost. the element of surprise, obviousl~\ when we gave him 

the questionnaire. The next thing to dois maxilllize some other aclnm
tagewas we had him nailed clown nOlI' to certain written statements" 
alld to ·contill11e the investigation to the extent possible and then spe 
how his; ho,y they confoI'med w'ith the answers that he had, not to go 
back n,nd continuously question him on that. 

Senator PERCY. I would like to say that from what I have heard of 
your testimony and the PTocedures you han' l~scc1. }yhen,You say yO~l 
need t,lw elen1<:'nt of Sllrpl'lSe, the pmpose amI Imwt LOll of your opera
tion ,,;as. to audit ,,,hat was going on alld bp smc there was no iuternal 
corruption. 

It is 110 cliffC'l'('nt. thun the au<1itjng .':'ommitt.ee of a bank. Tlwy must 
nse sUl'pds('. Thev must come in when th(' depnrtuJ<'nts at'P not ~'xpe('t
iug to be a1lllited. and thC' awarPll<'SS that. they can be a1HlitNI is the 
YCl'y thing that IH'ovides the integrity of the system, so that tlH'l'e is 
80111(\ ('hC'('k and balnncp on it. 

IVhc'll vou nse tllP phrase "(,O\'e>l'llP~" would YOU want to {'xpand on 
that then and what \yas hpill,Q: done to sulw('l't' yom functi.on and the 
duties that. von had as pl'C'sl'l'ihec1 by the office> that you had assumrc1? 

:Mr. BROS:\X. There ,yere quite u. number of things, Senator. The first 
think that I felt was wrong ,yas the insertion of Lund and Richardson 
o\'er me on the organizatioll chart. The intent. as I viewed it of placing 
the Chief Inspector, which is equivalent of the Inspector General hl 
the military organization, higher on the organizatiun chart, reporting 
only to the Administrator, was so that there iyoulcl be no one that hc 
had to go through and that we could hlS11l'e intt'grity here and there 
would he no efforts pnt forth by anyone else to influence him. 

The attitude tOlntr<lme and the material when I bl'iefedMl'. Ba.rtels 
indicated to me that he was wry unhappy, The orclering of the pre
mature questioning, the :form of questions, the premature l'eport.ing 
requirements when ,ye; weren't ready, the Tact that an outside con
sultant had our reporl:s amI was discussing the case with :Mr. Promuto, 
and we weren't being given benefit of the results of that, the faet that 
thero was continued'close association accor<1ing: to the word thn,t I was 
receiving between Pl'omuto, Bartels, an<1 Dnrkin, on a social basis. 

I snspected that there were mpctinp.:s on the case outside of our 
presence, an(l in :f!!td, on November 1:1, 1\11'. Bal'i;els indicated in n, con
versation I had with him that he felt the Pl'omuto casC' was resolved 
and tlIn.t he had given permissioll to Mr. Pl'0ll1uto' to go to the airport 
with the yOUllg lady, that 'We had seen him at the aIrport with, tlHtt 
fnrtlier, that. :Mr. 13ari:els knew who the. girl was all the time, even 
though we didn't early in the illvestig:atioll •. 

;\f1;. Bartels in t.hat conversatiOll also sai,l that he was present when 
Mr. !?:'omnto had conversations with certain people n.1: Fran O'Brien's: 
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Restaurant. To my way of thinking, all of these things were qUIte clear 
as to what was going on here~ very definitely. 

Senator PERCY. I think this has been very helpful, indeed. lVIr. 
Chairman, I will reserve my questions until the witness has had oppor
tunity to finish his statement. 

Thank you very much. 
:Mr. BROSAN. Mr. Chairman, the subcOlmnittee has a copy of the 

written questions and Mr. Promuto's handwritten replies. This docu
llwnt was obtained from DEA. You may 'wish to make it an exhibit. 

:Ml'. 1\1ANUEIJ. It has already been macle an exhibit, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman JACKSON. That request has already been included in the 

last exhibit. 
Mr. BROSAN. The decision as to whether or not to release this ques

tionnaire for public view is yoms, of course. But I think it fair to 1\ifr. 
Pl'Oll1uto for me to say generally that in both the questionnaire and 
the interview, he denied any knowledge of wrongdoing; conceded to 
haye known on a very casmiJ basis certain of the gamblers and felons 
ritecl, and also acknowledged knowing socially Diane De Vito. 

He advised. that he had 011ce provided her with transportation to 
Dulles International Airport but that such transportation had been 
with the concurrence of Mr. Bartels. 

I did not meet personnJlv with Mr. Bartels· again until November 7, 
] 074-. At that meeting, Mr. 'Bartels and I discussed several pending in
teg'l'ity investigations including those cases relating to the unresolved 
allegations against eUl'I'ent senior DEA officials. 

These were the. two casC's whi('.h came to my attention prior to the 
PI'Oll1uto matter. I do not l'f'call discussing the Promuto case in any 
drtail with Mr. Bartels on this oceasion, although I am sure some refer
enco must 11a ve been made. to it. 

AHel' the mC'et.ing, I wC'nt immediately to my office and dictatecl a 
111rlUoranclnm of inten-iew for myself concerning- that discussion. 

LatC'l', I tm'llNI that memoranc1tul1 OWl' to the FBI. I believe the sub
C'omlllittC'c has obtained fl'om the Justiee Department a copy of the 
l1wmol'anc1um. 

I met personallv with 1\f1'. Bartels agajn on November 13.1974. That 
meeting lasted marC' than an hoUl'. ]\f}:' Barte.ls stated, and I now quote 
fl',om my typerl notC's elated N oYC'lllbel' 13, 1074, prepared immediately 
aft!.'l' the cOllvC'l'f'ation : 

'1'ha(; he (Bari:(>ls) consid(>l'(>(l th(> Prollluto case resolYed on the hasis of our 
In::;;t report, particularly because of the Civil Service Commission's informul 
opinion. He alRO indiC'atecl that he had admonished Mr. Prol11uto concerning his 
llHsocintioIl with t11(> imlividnnls l11(>ntioned in the report. 

lIE' felt tlmt r should not 1111\'(> hegull tIle inv(>stigatiol1 prior to llis return from 
r~l11'olJe where he was tl'aYellng wUh Ml" Pl'Omnto. 

He felt thnt 1\11'. RIC'JI!l.r(lson was the worst choice I cOl.lld have made when he 
C\1r. l~arteJs) was to he told abouf; the Prolluto case and that I shOuld not men
tion Ilis lUlm(> again (Richnl'dson's). 

He f(,pIs that both tl1(> SynOpR(,s (in the Proll1uto and Silver DolInI' files) were 
noorJ~r written and ll1ade :\f1'. I'r01l1uto 1001, guilty and left innuendoes hangIng 
In the RilvPl' DnllnJ' (~nR(). 

~[r. Burtels indlC'fit(>(l that he was frequently with Mr. PrOll1uto, having dinner 
with him nl'! ronny ti1l1PR as t1l1'(>0 nights a week. He also Rtntoc1 thnt 11(> hacl given 
)Il'. P1'01l111to nelmi8sion to tUlte the girl to tile airport and that he knew thnt we 
11:111 the wrong name fl'ol11 the heglnnlng. 

H(> said he was nl~es(>nt when 80me of the al1e~()f1 meetings he tween Proll1uto 
IUlcl those I11rntionetl in the l'epOI·t took plnce. In fact, he cun stnte thnt he knows 
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what conversations took place and saw Promuto wave off the guy who owns 
":\1 &. M Towing.') 

:Mr. Bartels said this investigation could hurt Mr. Promuto's reputation and 
some day be dragged out to preclude him from getting a job, "ucll as "United 
States Attorney." 

When I told him that the girl who Promuto was associated with use<t drugs, 
llccording to a policewoman, l1e ·asked, "What kind·I"· Before I could answer, he 
llaic1, "So what! I drink alcohol; that's a drug." 

IIe stated that in future investigations of high-ranking officials that he wants 
to be advised and that they will be called into his office and 1)raced with the 
allegations before any investigation is made. 

I told him I did not agree with this lwocedure and that it conb:mUcte(1 hifl 
previous statement, which said we had to investigate the alleged Prollluto leak. 
nIl'. Bartels said in the Promuto c(lSe he would l1ave confronted Pro!l1uto on all 
the allegations except the "leal{," and at the same time ordered an investigation. 

~'hat he still felt that my llUl'row viewpoints and our differences in judgment 
woulll require my remoYlll from the Office of Inspection. COllcerni!llg this point, 
lJe appeared to somewhat retract this toward the end of the meeting with an 
ambiguous statement, imlicating that I might be acceptable. 

l\fl'. Chah'man) I have a copy of those notes which you may wish 
to make a pa.rt of the record. 

Cha.irman JACKSOX. That will he.l11arked for icl('ntification as exhibit 
:Xo.32. 

[The docnment ]'eferred to ,,'as marked "Exhibit No. 32" for refer
ence, H.ll<.l follows:] 

EXIIlIlI'C Xo. 32 

XO'J~gS ON My l\II~l~TIX(l TUIS MOnCiI,,!} 'YITil )In. BAuTELS, NOVEMDElt 13, 1974 

:\Iy meeting this morning with 7111'. Bartels wail oCCf.lsioned by the reqnesrs of 
,Ym;llington Post reporter Bob Kuttner to see me. YeHtel'day, tile arrangementt:! 
were made with 1\11'. Bartels that Kuttner would talk to him at 3 :00 in the [lfter
noon but tliat priol' to that time Bartels wonld discuss the Situation with me, 

III this morning's rather lengthy coufel'enc'e, :i'lir. BUl·tels made a number of 
lloints (not necessurilr ill the foU(lwil1~ ordel' and not necessarily all inclusive) : 

1. ~:hat he still felt that my UUlrro\\" vie"110illts and our differences in judgments 
',\'!l11lc1 require my l'emoYlll from the Office of Inspection. 

2. '.rhat he consit1erec1 tIle Prolllnto caHe l'esolYec1 on the baSis of our last report, 
ll!ll'tienlal'ly hecaUfle of the Civil Her"l!'e Commission's informal opinion. He also 
Indicated that he hac1 admonishe!l nIl'. ProUluto concerning his association with 
the individuals mentioned in the re11ort. 

iI, lIe felt that: I Hhonld not hllye b('/.,"un the investigation prior to his return 
fl'01ll Europe where he wus traveling' with Mr. Promuto. 

4. He felt that Ml', Rirhal'dsllll WIlH tlU) \VOrHt choice I could haye malle when 
II(' (;\11'. Blll'tels) wa!'; to lie told about tlle l'romuto cuse flu!1 thut I sllould not 
lllPntion his nume again (Iticll!tl'dson's). 

ii. He still feels the Htatplllent ('oll(lcrniug Silver Dollar was wrong. 
(I. lIe feels that hoth (If the sYlloDse!'; (in the l~l'()muto amI SHver DolInI' flle~;) 

WPl'P poorly writtAn aJl(1 lllllde MI'. Pl'Ollluto look guilty and left illl1uemloes 
hanging ill the Silv('l' Dollar CHse. 

7. He stated that in fntlll'e iuveHtigati(lllS of higll-l'anldng officials that be wnnts 
f-o he advise(l amI thnt they will hn ('aIled Inl'o his oifire and braced with the 
ullegations IJefore /lny illveHOgatioll is lll!l<1e. Sce No. 18. 

H. 1\11'. Bartels in(llclllecl OUlt In- wus frequently with ::'\11'. I'romuto, hayillp: 
{Unller wttl\ him ns milch as thl'l't' nights a week. !Ie also st·ated that he had 
p:lwn 1\:[1', ProlUuto IH'l'miflsion j'o tnke t-he girl to the airport and that he 1m!'w 
OII1J it was not ('Illlclr KrURe j;rolll tbe .hegirming. 

fI, COncel'l1ing the rUlllOr:> (Il) of a hreach he tween tlle Administrator auc1my
Helf and (h) a resmgenee of the CustoJUf.:-BNDD elivision within DEAl he asked 
JIlt' \'0 (10 what I could to ~tlhd\1e them. I agreed to <10 that, 

10, He tlllI,e<l about Commissioner of Cusl:oms Acree !lnd that orgnllizntiou's 
Itttempt to get huck ini'o the nHrcotlrs busilless because DEA was allegedly 
j:niliJlg in its 1'et'l]1011s1blHtiefl. I told him [,lIut I was not ItWUl'{, 01; thill, a11(1 he re-
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f('rr('d me to publicity amI 1\.cre("s appearance on the Hill and said that I 
should·'beccllllC 'fn'mlliar with tlyese things' because he expects some form of 
pulse feel to emanate. from the Office of Inspection and Internnl Security 
(whie;l1shliillcllie'liis' i'ight llitncl ),. . 

11. Ca'.ticet'rirng: pointN6. 1 u])o"(', he appearcel to SODll:'what l'etract thiR to
~nl1'c1 the encl of the meeting with an ambiguous statement, 'indicating that I 
might iiidcceptablf'. . 

12. HI' also stated that because of these l'l1l11Ol'R, I would b(' hurt more than 
he woulc1 because I coulc1 become tlle living image of the BNDD Inspection 
which 'i\~nS 100kec1 'upon unfavo1'ahly by the rank ancl file in that organization. 
He cloeR :riot lmow for sure, but cloes not think that Cuttner is interf'ste(l in the 
ProDluto case. He aflkpc1 me my feelings, nIid I tolc1 him that I p1'pferrNl not to 
discuss the matter with a reporter. Mr. Bartf'ls saW that ruther than to state 
to ::.\11'. Cllttne1' that "we tlo not commelit on Oil-going inVestigations" I :;;hould 
jUi<t iudicnte tJHlt I \Yonlcl neithpr confirm nor c1pny tllis and aclopt a no common!: 
postl1l'e. If I statecl that we cliel not comment on "on-going cases", Mr. Bartels 
felt that we would be n.dmitting we {lid ha'\"e an inYefliilration. 

13. I also di.QcUi<f;ec1 with 1\11'. Bartels the fart thnt I 11111'P frefjupn1'ly. l!i1'en 
in-depth briefings to PIO and then had to face the l'ellorters im;tead of PIO, 
making use of the material I hael providecl ancl, in effect, shielding me from 
the reporters. On thifl point, he agreec1 with me. 

14. We cliscllsfleel Mr. Belk's upsetment with thp i<tatpment to the prE'ss on 
RiI'I"pr Dollar, nlld I told Ur. Bartels that tile mattpr wns none of :'\I1'. 13plk's 
bm;in(>f;f;. He also agreed with me on tIlis. 

15. He saic1 he was pl'(,f:el1t when Rome of the allegecl mpetings betw0en Pl'O-
1l11lto and those 11lentionefl in the report tool;: place. In fa('t, lIe can f:tate that 
lie knows what con1'el'fmtiolls tool;: place and saw Prollluto wa1'e off the gns 
who owns "l\[ & l\I Towing." 

J G. 1\11'. Bart('ls l"aic1 this investigation conld hurt :'\fr. Promuto's rPllUtal'ion 
and someday h(' draggecl ont to preclude him from getting a job, such as "'Cniteel 
StatpR Attorlley." 

17. l,Vh(>1l I toW him that tIle girl wllo Promnj'o was aRRociatecl with Uf;ed 
clrngR, arror<ling to a po1ieewoman, he asked "'What 1;:111(1?" Before I conIe1 
an Rwel', he> Raie1, "So what! I drink alcohol; that's a drug." 

18. Re No.7 above, I told him I did not agree with this procec1ul'e ancl that 
it contrndicted his pl'eviouR staj:pment, whi('h said we hnd to invrRtigatr 1'1lP 
aUeg'l'd Promnto ll'ak. ::.\11'. Bari'l'lR said in thl' Pl'omnto rm:E' be wouW haY(' C011-
frontl'<1 Proll1uto (Ui': ont1inl'c1 in ::'10. 7) on all the uUl'gatiollS E'XCE'pt the "leak," 
uncI at the Rame time ol'clel'rrl an inYl'stigation. 

GEORGE BROSAX, 
.1ctinu Olli('! In81J('ctol". 

).f1'. TInoRAX. T immrdiately (l.ietatC'd l1W BWl1101'onc1nm of iutC'lTiC'w. 
and while it 'was being typ('cl wpnt to sep }[r. Tn.l'tap:lino. I toM him 
what llad transpil'C'd anrl that, I intpndNl to ]'ppoJ't the situation to 
thn Department of .Tusti('P. 

ITe ('011nsp1('(1 that this was a sPl'ions moyC', and he felt thar. J shonld 
slPC'p on it. He further said thn.t because of his position, he mic2;ht be 
the one who was re8ponsibh~ to take the maHer to higher authority. 
I n('('e>pte><1 his firs(- sngp'C'stion that I wait it dav.' . 

On tjhe morning of Nov0mher 34-, UI'/4, ~\rr. Tarta,g1ino tolcl me he 
ha<1 disc1lflSpd the maHer ,,,i('l1 n .Tustjee Department official the> pre
yiOllR evenin!.!'. TIe had rC'ceiyrd instruetions to l'('port the mattC'l' in 
'writ'ing. I, there:fol'P, ]w('pal'ed my mt'mol'anc1ml1 to him or NOY0111-
lJer 1·1. 107-1-, ('ll{:it]('d "Attache<l Notes From :\r~· Files," which hegan: 

'['he athl('hetl informal noteR from my fi]ps r("fl("rt the C01lllitiollR under ",])ir11 
I (\m wOl'l'illA'. i\ir, Bart('ls' utOhH1(" on inf'egrity matf"erfl, purl'ieuTnrlr thm:e 
('n~('i': {'loim to him, if; {'ontrul'S' to his public rhetoric. 

1'fr": rlmil'mnll~ you may wish to make It {,Op~T of tll<.'s<:', noi"C's an 
(fX 111 })1 t. 

CI, Ill'man .L\c](so'X. That 'will hCl'ecC'h·cc1 a::; t'xhihit No. 33. 



[The document r.eferred. to' was ~arked "]jxh~bit No; 33" j~or 'rei· 
erence, and follows:] . 

fu'{DREW C. T"\RTARLINO, 
Aoting Dep·ltty AdmLinistra.tor.. 
ACTING CRIEF INSPECTOR, 

EXRIBIT No. 33 

Dl'Ug Enforoement Adminis-t1·atlon. 

NOVEMBER 14, 1!)74. 

The attached informal l;loteS from my files reflect the conditions under \vhicb 
I am working. Mr. Bartels' attitude on integrity matters,particularly those 
cases close to him, is contrary to his public rhetoric. 

The immccliate cause for my brillging this to your attention is that tbis is so 
well Imown that the press has the story and embarrassment to the De1,}artment 
of Justice and the Government in general is imminent. . 

Secondly, contradictory statements are being marle on separate occ.asJons to 
cUfferent people concerning me by 1111'. Bartels, and my reputation is bound to 
suffer. 

Finally, my staff is, to say the least, becoming restless. For example, some of 
them wished to talk with the reporter who was in yesterday. I also fe:;tl· il1at they 
may suffer if I am removed as Mr. Bartels plans. 

Any inquiry by the Department should include interviews of the three mell 
who have held the position of Ohief InsDecto~' in the Federal narcotics program, 
I.e., myself, yourself and Patrick Fuller, presently stationec1 in LOJl Angeles. 

In addition, .executive staff members of DEA to include Bruce Jensen, Robert 
Richardson, John Lund, Daniel Casey ancl others should he intervi<'wed, 

The two rough documents covering my meeting with Mr. Kuttner of the Wash
ington Post do not reflect my true feelings, as I was torn between being honest 
and allowing this matter to become pnblic knowledge. 

GEOlWE BltoSAN. 

~1r. Buwux. On D('cemb('r 6, H)74, Mr. Bill D. ,Villiams and :Mr. 
Edwul'tl D. Hegarty came to my office. They identified themselves as 
from the Inspectio'1 Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
The:\' explailH'd that at this time. however, they were not acting in their 
usual FBI capacity, but 'were repres('nHng Deputy Attorney General 
Lanrence Silberman. 

I wall very pleasec1 and offered to make a statement under oath. They 
saiel that that :wns not necessary. They asked me to relate the facts that 
led to my declsion of November 13 and my memorandum of Novem
bCl,' 14, 11)74. 

During the {'ourse o·f mv story. I began relating tIl" details of the 
ProUlut() case. Thev said they were not interesteel in all the details of 
the case. Thev salci they only wished to discllss the case to the extent 
~hat i,t pertaiilcd to the '()V('l'all lluwagement of integrity matters 'with
m DE_\. 

Messrs. Hegarty and vVilliams listened to my story for s('veral hours 
u.ncl then asked me to prepare a statement. Mr. ,Yilliallls returned alone 
on the afterlloon of December 11, 107ft, to pick up the docnment. :\11'. 
Chairlllull. I believe the Rnbcommittec has a copy of my statement 
which yon may -wish to make an exhibit,~ 

C11a.11'111nn ,jACKROX. It; will be 1'eceivect'~s exllibit No. 34:. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. M" for re:fcl'

ellee, al~dll1ay be iounel in t.he files of the subcommittee.] 
Mr. BnosAN, It was I) clays from the time I supplied the reprcsenta

tives of the Deputy _Attorney General my statement tha,t on the after
noon of December 20,1974, one of my inspectors, Terrence EutIce, came 
to me and asked if it were true that Mr.. TUl'tagli.no and I hltd beelll'e
movecl :trom our positions. 
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I sent Security Specialist Thomas :a£ellinger to the Comnllmications 
Center.l·t~ returned with a teletype containing innuendoes of misman
aO'ement. I then had the task of telling Mr. Tartaglino he had been l'8-

n~ved from office. 
In my memorandum of November 14, 1974, r had stated: 
Any inquiry by the Department should inclucle interviews of the three men 

who have held the position of Chief Inspector in tIle Federal narcotics program; 
that is, myself, yourself (Tartaglino), and Patrick Fuller, :presently sta,tionecl ill 
Los ~<\.ngell1s .. 

In addition, executive staff members of DEA to include Bruce Jensen, Robert 
Itichal'dson, John Lund, and others should be interviewed. 

To my Imowledge, the only person other than Mr. Tartaglino an(l I, 
to be interviewed during the Deputy Attorney General Silberman's 
inquhJT, was :Mr. Fuller. . 

1 had expected to be closely questioned as to the details of the situa
tjon after Mr. Tartaglino forwarded our memorandums to the Depart
ment of Justice in November 197'1. But other than the statement I gavo 
to :Mr. Williams in December, no further inquiry took place until April 
1975. At that time, the new Attorney General established an Adminis
trative Review Panel before which I appearelion three occasions and 
gave testimony under oath. 
'. As a result of our requests for additional manpower during the 
snmmer of 1974, Mr. Bartels ordered a management review of the 
Office of Inspection and Internal Security. I do not wish to prolong 
this statement with a detailed discussion of that docmnent entitled": 
"An Analysis of the Resources, Policies and Procedures of the Office 
of Internal Security." . 

At this time I would like to point out: 
1. Though the stucly was begtm while I was Acting Chief Inspecto)' 

in the summer of 1974, it seems there ·wasn't time to finish it until 
1975 when I was placed on temporary duty in the Justice Department. 

2. It was referred to as Dr. Moore's study, that is, Mark Moore, 
Ph.D., Harvard University, an associate of Mr. Bartels. 

8. I have already testified under oath in Executive session that: 
(a) Dr .. ~Ioore never set foot in the Office of Inspection while I was 
Acting Chief Inspector. (b) Dr. Moore never interviewcd me except 
for a conversatioll in a Chinese restaurant across the street from the 
office. (c) Dr. Moore never interviewed an inspector during my tenUl'e. 
(d) Dr. Moore never reviewed a case file to my knowledge. 

4. The principal participant in the study was Special Agent Thomas 
Hurne.y with whom I had hours of discussion. Many of thel idem~ 
~tppeal'il1g~n that report are mine, but in not a si.ngle jnstance has all 
IOta of credIt been given me. 

The report covers the manpo,Yer issue on pages 6 and '7 and in 
table 3. 

1\11'. FELI)J\fAN. MI'. Chairman, at this point could I introduce the 
report in the record as an exhillt? 

Chairman JACKSON. ·Without objection, that will be received as 
exhibit No. 35. ' 

[The dochment referrecl ito was marked "Exhibit No. 35" for refer
ence and will be retained in the confidential files of the snbcommittt'e.] 

MI'. B~OSAN. It gives the following qualified endorsement of [L 
minimal lilcre,ase in staff: 

~' " t 
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If one assumes that DEA resembles the Alcohol, ~obacco and Firearms 
Division al1d Secret Service. n10st closely, and assumes that these organizations 
have picked the right number of inspectors then DElA should U(lost its Inspection· 
force by five positions to be comparable. 

In his discussion prior to this statement, DJ.'. Moore indicated that 
comparing u;gencies in this area is difficult becu,use: 

First, the functions assigned to Offices of Inspection yary across agencies. 
Second, the lltunber of employees who should be considered vulnerable to 

corruption varies from agency to ageucy. 
The second point is lmderdeveloped in Dr. Moore's paper. 'Without 

a clear understanding of the variable degrees of corruption that exist 
:ill the field of law enforcement the impact of his statement is lost. 

N areoties law enforcement is considered vice-type police work. It has 
all the characteristics of the other crimes of vice. 

The victim, just as in gambling and prostitution, is a participant 
in the crune and unlikely to be the complainant. Therefore, the ofiicer, 
jn our case the DEA special agent, cannot conduct an investigation 
after the fact, as one ·would in a robbery, murder, or automobile theft, 
and so forth. 

Instead, the officer must try to secure evidence while the crime is 
ongoing-he must observe the acts, and indeed he most often becomes 
part of them in his lmdercover role, "'hether it be placing a bet, 01' 
buy:i.ng dope. 

Another characteristic of crimes of vice is that they are usually 
run by an organization. The visible criminals, "the prostit.ute, the drug 
seller, the dispenser of illicit alcohol or pornography, are insignifi
cant, and when arrested, easily replaced. 

These are important points because they combine to present very 
serious temptations to the narcotics enforcement officer. 

Large criminal organization means big money is a.yailable. The 
absence of a complauling victim and the presence of a willing victim 
can obviously be frustrating to the officer. 

Further frustration can set in when the officer makcs an arrest 
wllich l'esults in only temporary disruption of the operation because 
the arrested persoll is quickly replaced. He asks himself, "vV:hat's thfl 
use ?" 

Finally, the narcotics officer or agent is working alone for the most. 
paJ~t. If he succumbs to temptation who will know ~ 

'Who W!ll know.iT he, pays only $6,000 for the drugs, not $8,OOO~ 
'Wh,o wl11lu;l.OW If he lllcreases the amount of narcotics by adding n, 

few bIos of milk sugar?' 
Who will lmow if he accepts an amolmt equal to a month's 01' 

even a year's salary, to make a "mistake" UI his report or testimony ~ 
To return to Dr. Moore's statement: 
~lle number of employees who should be cOIlsic1ered vulnerable to corruption 

varies from agency to agency. .. . 

. That asser~ion is absolutely true. 'What has not been pointed ont 
IS that DEA IS the ouly Federal Law Enforcement Agency dedicatee 1 
solely to countering a. vice-ty,pe crime. DEA's Special Agents are as 
strong and honest as those III any law enfo!cemen~ agency in this 
COtUltry, but they have been aSSIgned the Job whIch presents the 
greatest risk to compromise. 
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, Therefore, DEA needs to be aware of this and take all the'neces
sary steps to prevent a serious breakdmvll in integrity. One way to do 
this is to insure that all such allegations are in"estigated thoroughly 
and expeditiously. . 

DEA's inspection manpower needs are unique in the Federal Gov
ernment. Comparing DEA to other agencies was not the answer. Its 
needs, among other things, are more inspectors and more suppoJ,'t from 
top management. 

I would like to point out that between September 1073 and Decem
bel' 1974 .over 200 investigations were comluded by the Office .of In
spection and Internal Security. Six domestic and four foreign re
gional inspections were carried out. 

~rore than 100 unmmounced inspections took place and at least LJ: 
DEA laboratories were inspected. The background investigations of 
approxinlately 1,000 perspective DEA employees were reviewed dur
ing this period. Tlus was a team eifort by the staff of the Office of 
Inspection. I am proud of the record, aild proud of the men and 
women who were able to accomplish it nncler aclverse conditions. 

I will be happy to answer any question you lllay have. 
Chairman .L\CKSOX. Thank you, Mr. Brosan, for a very fine state

ment. I will say th~ same thing to you that I said to Mr: Tartaglino 
yesterday, that I thmk both of you gentlemen have l'('nd('·red a service 
to the Xation in the best tradition of public service with honesty and 
integrity. I want to ~Ol!n~end you for yOUI' participation in this mat
ter, as llnplrasant as It IS, III so many respects. 

Senator Glenn had a statement that I believe he wanted to put in. 
Senator Gr,Exx. Thank you, :iHr. Chairman. I regret that other press

ing committee business forced me to miss the subcommithw's first 2 
cbys of public inquiry into the performance and operations of tIl(' Drug 
Enforcel11f'nt ~\clministrutjon. I welcome this inqniry and complimen't 
the chairman and the ranking minority member for taking the initia-
tive in this yitu.l area, ~ 

The (hug problem is one of the most critical probl(,l11s in om X ation. 
Dlicit drug traffic has contributed to the decimation of the xu b1'1C of 
life in many of our major cities and small towns. It is absolutely yital 
that our mechanisllls Ior coping with the drng problem funcfion at 
peak effiril.'nc:r. 

Thus, I ani extremely disturbed to find the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration embroilecl in a controversy in which allegations of i11-
efficiency~ corruption, misconduct, and criminality snrronnc1 it. This 
agenc~' is mandated to be one of 0111' prime weapons in the fight against 
narcotics. 

If there is mismanagement and corruption within onr priml1l'v e11-
fOl'cC'mcnt agency then there can be no effective Federal effort to 'fight 
the drug problem. . 

So, I am glad to join the subcommittee in this invl.'stigation. I want 
to exttmine (1) wbnt tIle Drug Enforcement Administration's actnal 
performance record is in the drug enforcement area ancI is there evi
dence of corruption and wrongdoing at, high levels of the DEA; (2) 
the extent and scope of the chug traffic problem and what overall 
Fecleral policy has been in attempting to £ightthe IJroblcm ; and finally 
(3) what we at the Federal level must do in the area of Federalnar
cotirs law enforcement to strengthen and improve eifecti,'eness in 
fighting narcotics traffic. ' 
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I l~ol)e that by this investigation,' we might develop a record sub
stantIal enough to provide the Congress with facts upon which it can 
specifically act on to begin to win this battle against narcotics traffic. 

Chairman JACKSON. I just have a couple of questions here. 
Mr. Brosan, you mentIOned the llt'ime Diane De Vito~I believe 

her real name is Dian Barger-as someone who had been with both 
1\11'. Promuto ancUil'. Bartels. 

Could you indicate what ,vas the intelligence you received on Dian 
Barger? .. 

1\11'. BRos.m. Yes, sir. On, I believe-I am not absolutely certain
but I believe it was on September 2u, IDi±, we had obtained photo
graphs of those mentioned in SOIlle of our reports in this matter and 
among them was this yOlmg lady. Mr. llichardson calue to lny oiiice 
and saw the picture. This is Hobert IUciIal'dson, Associate Chief Coun
sel. He indicated that he recognized that girl as someone that had been 
wi~h Mr. Bartels and ~Ir. Pl'omuto in SaIl Francisco earlier that :real', 
191~ . . 

As I recall the circumstances~ he left the office and said. that he would 
attempt to get her name for us. ·When he came back a short while 
later he advised me that phonetically the m.ille was De, Vito. That 
name then rang a bell with the iIwe::3tigators because it had appeared 
jn Rome oHhe material. 

Ohairman.r ACItSON.But her true name wa"J Barger? 
:Mr. 13ROS.\N. There were a numbcr of aliases, Senator. I can't recal] 

jf Burger was one of them, 
Chairman JACKSOS. Sho has taken tIl(' fifth scycral times in exeCll

tive session and she declines to-she didn't l'emembel' her narile, did 
she? 

JUl'. FELD:'IfAN. I don't know if she took the fifth 011 her name. 
Mr. SLO.\X. No; she diclnot. 
Chairman .TACItSON. She did on her birth. 
nfl'. BnosAN. 1Yo had n. numbel' of name;:;, Lyons, SCl'nggs, Barger, 

DC' Vito, for that YOUl1Q: lady. 
Chail:man JAciKSON~ ·What was her as~odation with Gerald Le

Compte, and who is Gerald LeCompte 'i Do you recall? 
1'11'. BROSAN. :Mr. I~eCompte's name first came to OUl' attention in the 

original memorandum that we received fl'Om the Police Department. 
In a file check conducted the next clay, that would be the 11th of 
September, we nncovered an internal memorandum hl the Drug En
forcement Administration covering lIfl'. LeCompte. 

'Vi thin that memorandllm ther'e was a mention of J,{iss De Vito 
ancl others. Her relationship to him jn the material that we reyiewecl 
f)'o111 othElr law enforcement agencies indicated that they wcre as
sociated <'loso]Y. 

C;hainnan .JACKSON. In what way? ':Vhat was LeCompte alleged 
to have been doing and wha.t is he involved in ~ 

Mr. BROSAN. The momm'andum did not, to my recollection, indica.te 
that lVIr. LeCompte was doing a.nythhlp: spC'cificn.11y with Mi~Si. De 
Yito. Thememoranc1um indicated that Mr. LeCompte hllc1 utlhz('.c1 
prostitntes as couriers i~l a sns]1eeted heroin or,snsprctec1 1H~rcotIc 
tl'nffickinp.; operation. TIllS was all alleged. I dont know that lt was 
confirmed. 

Cha.il'man .TACKSON. LeCompte is considered a class I violator, anel 
what is n, clasB I violatod 

iH-D5G--i5--1iJ 
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Mr. BROSAN. That would be the most serious of violators. 
Chairman JACKSON. Our information-is that your information, 

too-according to the files of DEA, our information is that he is a 
class I violator. 

Mr. BROSAN. I would think. I don't have definite knowledg:e of that, 
but I think that would be correct because anyone who facilitates the 
e~ltry of hard drugs into the country usually falls in class I category, 
SIr. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. How many times and where did you place 
Mr. Bartels, Mr. Promuto, and Miss De Vito together, otherwise 
known as Dian Bargcr ~ vVas it more than just in San Francisco. 

Mr. BROSAN. If you want the three of them together the only infor
mation that I had was in San Francisco. lYe had information that 
~fr. Promuto and the YOlUlg lady might have been together at other 
times, but not spccific information that Mr. Bartels 'had been with 
them. 

Chairman JACKSON. To your knowledge, was :Jir. Bartels with her 
at any other time than San Francisco? Do :rou have any information 
on that~ 

Mr. BROS AN. No definite information; no. sh,. 
Chairman JACKSON. 'What about Mr. Promuto and Miss De Vito 

togethp.r? More than once? 
'Mr. BROSAN. Yes, sir. 
Chai l'man ,JACKSON. Several? 
1,11'. BnosAN. Yes, sir, there was an inc1icat.ion that Mr. Promuto ha,d 

bE'E'n with her several times, a lllUllber of times. 
Chairman JACKSON. Around the country or where? 
Mr. BROSAN. Our investigation disclosed that Mr. Promuto had 

visited Las Vegas during the course of his tl'ayels in furtherance of 
his position as director of public affairs and Miss De Vito was living 
in Las Vegas. It is purely an assumption on my part. It was an 
assumption on my part at that time that they might have gotten 
together. 

In addition, we had evidence that there had been telephone calls 
from Mr, Promuto's telephone here in vVashington to the place where 
the young lady was staying in Las Vegas and the reverse, of calls 
from he.!' location to his place where he was staying. 

Chairman J ACKS0N. On page 2G of your statement you say that 
:Mr. Robert Richardson, Associate Chief Connsel, told you he had 
seen Diane Dc Vito in San Francisco with Mr. p.romuto and Mr. 
Bartels earlier in the year. 

Did he tell you that he had cautionE'd Mr. Bartels even before the 
Promuto allegation surfaced to avoid the company of Miss De Vito ~ 

Mr. BROSAN. Yes; Mr. Richardson on that clate, September 26, 
indicated to me that, when Mr. Bal't(.'ls returned from the San Fran
cisco trip he had mentioned to him that. he thought he should be cau
tious in his associations. I c1on't recall his exact words, but that was 
the message. 

Chairman .JACKSON. In your meeting' of November 13, 197-1, did Mr. 
Bartels indicate that he kllew Diane Dc Vito ~ 

Mr. DUOSAN. No. He didn't. speeifica11y say that. He sa,id tha,t he 
knew that the original tentative identification tllat we had made in 
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rhe early weeks of the investigation was incorrect and that he knew it 
from the beginning. 

Chairman JAOKSON. ,V:hen you informed him that Diane De Vito 
used drugs, didn't he indicate alarm at possible compromise of the 
Agency~ . 

Mr. BROSAN. No, su·. 
Chairman JAOKSON. He didn't~ One of the most damaging things 

in this case, of course, is the relationship with Diane De Vito who had 
a relationship with a suspected class I narcotics violator, Gerald Le
Compte; yet I understancl that after the Promuto allegations sur
faced Mr. LeCompte was downgraded in importance. 

Do you see any connection with the downgrading and the Promuto 
case~ 

MI'. BROSAN. Senator, after I left the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration for my temporary assignment in the Department of Justice, 
the jnvestigators that I had assIgned to that case were withdrawn Imcl 
new investIgators were assigned. Exactly what happened after that 
time, I have no way of knowing. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman, on that one point, according to coun
sel's advice, Mr. Gerald LeCompte is under indictment at the present 
time, but is not convicted. 

Chairman JACKSON. Pardon me ~ 
Senator NUNN. I understand lvIr. LeCompte-I "will ask Mr. Brosan. 

Do you know whether there is any narcotics conviction on Mr. Le
Compte~ 

Mr.. BROSAN. I don't believe there was a conviction. I don't recall :Mr. 
LeCompte being convicted of the n[l,1:cotics "iolation, if that is the 
question. Is that the question ~ 

Senator NUNN. Right. 
:Mr. BROSAN. I don't think so. 
Senator NUNN. I think we probably ought to clear the recol'd on 

that point and use the word "alleged" as far as noting any narcotics 
violations for Mr. Gerald LeCompte. 

Mr. BnosAN. Definitely. 
Senator NUNN. '1Te don't know of any conviction. There has been 

no testimony on that. 
I just Vi'Unt to cortect the record. 
Chairman JACKSON. Yes. I think the correct answer according to 

the information that was in the :files of DEA is that he was carried 
fiS a person known to be a possible or was a class I violator. Is that not 
correct~ 

Mr. BnOSAN. I think possibly the best way to characterize that would 
be a class I suspect, suspected violator, I 'think would be the way to 
put it, that he was actually a violator ~ I don't know that that has 
ever bE'en-- " 

Cha,irman JACKSON. Been established by legal action. 
Mr. BnOSAN. No, 
Chairman .JACKSON. ,y c want to keep the record straight. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. n,fl·. Chairman, Mr. Brosn,n referred to the investi

gation done after he left. I "would ]ike to have it put in the record 
for the closed file for now because of names hi that investigation. 

Chairman J AOKSON. That will be marked for identification as "Ex
hibit No. 36," but the exhibit will be" confidential "\.llltil the subcol11-
mitt~e decides otherwise :for the reasons indicated. 
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[The doctunent referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 3G" fo1' refer-
ence and will be retained in the confidential files or the subcommittee.J 

Chairman JACKSON. Senator Percy. 
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to emphasize that what is important to this subcom

mittee with respect to Promuto's relationship with Diane Barger only 
pertain to what was done by DEA to investigate the allegations 
made. ,Ve are not particularly interested in the relationships. 

[At this point Senator Jackson withcIrew from the hearing room.J 
Senator PERCY. On page 41 you did indicate that.: " 
'iVhen I told him that the girl who PrOIDuto was associated with used drugs, 

according to the policewoman, he asked, ""\Yhat kind?,' Befol"e I could.· answer 
he ::laid, "SO what? I drink alcohol, that is a drug." 

If you had the time to ans\ver the question, would yon have been 
able to answer th~ question, """Vhat types of drugs, was it lmown or 
suspected she did use" ~ 

Mr. BR()SAN". IVe had information or there were allegations that the 
yonng lady had used marihuana and a drug Imown as amyl nitrate 
which in com111on parlance is an upper that would be inhaled, sniffed. 

Senator PERCY. ,Yonlcl tllat he dassiEpd as a hard drug~ 
Mr. BnOS.\N. No. It would be a synthetic drug, the amyl nitrate. 

,Yo hac I in:£ormation from another source or the source of in:£ormation 
that we were talking: to, the policewoman, indicated that the young 
lady spoke to 11(>1" and spoke in her presence of using: cocaine, but 
tIl{' policewoman l1a(l no kn01vledge, no firsthand Imovdec1ge of that. 

Senator PERCY. ,Vas there corroboration of this by police surveil-
lance? 

::.\11". BRORAX. Of the cocaine issue?
~ellator PERCY. O:f the usc of drugs ~ 
Mr. DnosAx. Yes; there was corroboration, or there were further 

allegations, if you "will, which tended to cOl'l'oborate that which. we 
received later on in the investigation; not concerning the cocaine, 
however. 

Snllator p.ImC'Y. Could yon, :MI'. Brosan, tell us a little more about 
how the use of Fednral funds for the purpose of maldng purchases is 
eonb-olled and "whether you :feel the, controls are adequate ~ , 

On page 40, you imlicated that "who will know if an agent pays only 
$6,000 for the drugs, not $8,000 '? 1Vho Trill know i:£ an agent increases 
the 1t1110nnt of narcotics by adding a few kilos of milk sugar ~ How will 
he know if he accepts an amount equal to a month's 01' even a year's 
st~l al'Y to make a mistake ~ 

1Vhat. procedures are uRed to nrevent this ~ Can yon tell this su~
committee whether or not you feel the procedures are adequate 111 

thplnselvl's, arc reasonable uilcler the circumstances, and are diligently 
followed through to make certain that there is not fraud involved 
hel'e ~ 

,Ve haye large sun\s of money, up to $10 million now, that is being 
11Spd for this l1urnose. 

Mr. BUOSAN. 1'llitt. is a multifaceted q1lestion. The pl'oc(lclures, of 
<'ourse, bear stronp:ly, or have two thrusts. The first would be recording 
th<.'>ft.\r.t that the money has been taken bv a certain ap:ent ancl is going 
to be utilizccl,.!tncl the seconcl would be the supl'rvision that he should 
J"et'cive from his supe:l'visol' ancl so on up the chain of command. 
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, .1:\.5 to whether these procedures' are diligently followed, I have not 
been at DE.1:~ for some 7 months now. In the course of the inspections 
that were conducted (luring my period as Acting Chief Inspector, we 
always examined a representative sample of cases involving the 
expenditure of funds when we went out on an inspection. 

I am pleased to say that in most instances-in fact, in almost all 
instances-'\ye were able to fairly well document that the expenditures 
had been made in the proper fashion. 

You must understand that these are difficult things to go back on. 
You mnst talk with informants, and certain informants are not always 
aVliilable. It is difficult to go back 6 months or a yertr later a,nd try to 
determine if you can. It is something that you rely tremendously on: 
((~) Interviewing the agent and t~e person alleged to have recei\yecl 
the money, and (b) the documentatIOn. 

There al'e various forms that are required to be filled out by the 
agents and the receipts by the person receiving the money. They would 
examine these things. 

If we were suspicious, and in seyeral cases we were suspicious, we 
,,'ould then take that out of· the area of the inspection and open up an 
investigation and conduct a sepl1rate investigation in that m~tter. 

Senator PERCY. If there are agents who handlC' large sums of money 
and cash, ancl who are in positions of trust. are there ordinary precau
tionary steps taken at least to have them ('el'tif~' as to their Het worth 
periodically, to certify that they do not haTe unknown bank accounts? 
Is there any effort made to at least obselTC' these IIp:ents' lifest.yles, since 
the Inh~l'llal Revenue Service can use that information if they suspect. 
tax evasion to determine whether a person is liying aboye his stated 
income ~ This would be understandable procedure, aml could be part 0'[ 
any agent~s terms of the employment ~ 
If a person objected to that kind of procedure in due diligence by us 

in disposing of public funds, thE'Y wouldn't hav(> to take tho job. 
:Mr. BROSAN. I know of 110 snch l'equiremnnt. The clos(>st thing would 

he the requirement that annually we submit 11 list. of allY possible invest. 
ments, and so forth, that we w'ould haye that might be in conflict with, 
let's say, the drug trade, the legitimatn drllp: trade, pha.rmaceutical 
trade~ flnd so forth, and to see whether those documents l'erelll any C011-
flict of interest. .. . 

011 thl1t particular point, I did examinE' those docllments in, I boli()vr, 
.r nUllary of 1074. I took a look at those clocnmruts. They are reqnired 
particularly of the high-ranking officers, the (>xecnti,'e officers, and mv 
examination in that iiistance clisClosE'c1 that. there was one such form oil 
filn for an of the executive people. I was £.11ng my own at that time, I 
might add. That man was J\fr. Tartaglino. There ,yere no othC'l' 011es on 
file. 

Senator PERCY. Would you feel it ct(>sil'nhl(> to dev(>lop hMter 'and 
morc effecth'e procedures for 'attempting to prcycnt fraud in this 
reg(mH . 

Mr. BnOS;\N. I think we wouId have to stu(lr that hecause, Senato1', 
thcl;e is a very delicate line between putting t]icsc reqni:rements on the 
n~ents and giving them a second-r]as5 citizen status. The agents havr, 
the same civU rights 'as YOll (mdT. I ferl thnt we wonlrl hfwe to examine 
it. to make sure that they are not being treated any differently than any-
one else. . 
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I recall my own entrance into the Federal GO\rerlllnent 15 years a~o, 
at which time Ihad to fill out some Iorm of n, financial questionnaIre 
which was sealed in an envelope and put away somewhere to be opened 
up only if there was a question in this area. PossiblYl that would be the 
proper way to do it. If you are asking me whether tl1ey should be sub
jected to a periodic Internal Revenue Service audit, I don't think so 
myself, unless we have cause for suspicion. I think that would be 
unfair. 

Senator P.EROY. Would it be unfair to ask them to do at least what 
Members of Oongress are required to do nO\d There was always the 
complaint before that we were going to be second-class citizens; but 
taking into account the implication that people were using public 
office for private enrichment, we finally legislated a requirement that 
we file certain financial statements. They can be sealed, but at least they 
exist. They can be opened in case of an excessive criminal investigation. 
They can be used to hang the person, if they have made false statements. 

I think it is just due diligence to protect the public interest. I have 
no objection whatsoeyer to filing these statements. I strongly support 
filing such statements. Is there any reason peop]e handling large 
amounts of cash where tremendous amount of trust is l'equired'should 
not be put in that l)ositi.on where due diligence is exercised by the 
Government and still not have them considered second-class citizens ~ 

lift'. BROSAN. I don.'t think any special Mrcnt could obiect to being 
put in the same class with a U.S. Senator.~So I think if they hacl to 
lUldet'go the same requirements--

Senator PERCY. I wouldn't want :to subject them to all of the abuse 
we get. 

l\fr. BROSAN. Secondly, I ,muldlike to point out that possihly that 
would be a good system. But I think, Senator, we have to be careful. 
That is, in iilY experience, doing internal security investigations it is 
sometimes an overratecl avenue of investigation. It is not us simple as 
just opening the envelope and comparing wl~at the man has today and 
('omparing what he hacl)'~stel'clay, and there 1.S a case. N 0 ~ • 

Senator NUNN rpresldmg]. If he were gomg to be shpPll1g money 
into his pocket or dealing iIi. narcotics, 110. wouldn't show it on his finan
cial statE'ment, would he ~ 

:\Ir. BROSAN. In my experience, when someone is in this .al·ea, he 
usually ancl for the most part-Government employees have Wlves that 
are very well aware of how much they earn-he has to spend this money 
before he gets home. That is where he gets jammed up. 

Senator PERCY. I think the question is, "Are they going to spend it 
someday~" 

l\fr. BROS AN. That is right. 
Senator PEROY. I Intendecl to speak to Senator Church about how the 

CIA audited largc amOlUlts of cash used by agents, ancl whether or 
not CIA officials used due diligence in checking on this. Apparently, 
t hey have had few l:estl'aints on them. 

I thhlk it is time that we looked into this matter. 
I wonldlike to ask whether Mr. Bartels specifieo]ly forbade you from 

t;oing forwa.rd with investigations into uni'esolveclallegatiOIis involv
ing' senior DEA officials ~ "Vhat were his instructions in t11i['l regard ~ 

Mr. BrtOSAN. He 11(wer specifically forbade me to go forward on any 
rnse, personally. In one instance, I I'eceived the instrHctions not to orlen 
up any ncw avenues of investigation from Mr. Richardson. The only 
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other thing that came close to that was in lOur conversation on the 13th 
of ~ovemb~r, when he said to me that in ~he future, all allegations 
agamst senlor officers would be brought to Ius office and that the officer 
would be brought in and that we would confront him with the infor
mation. I had to understand from that comment that I was not to do 
allY investigation prior to the confrontation. That was totally un
acceptable to me. 

Senator PEROY. Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that we adopt, be
cause we are approaching the noon hour, the lO-minute rule, if that 
'Yould be all r~ght. I would, under that 'rule, put one more brief ques
tIOn to our WItness. 

Had these files been closed or unresolved by B~T])D Director J OM 
Ingersoll? 

Mr. BROSAN. The files that I found when I went to DEA. were pre
dominantly BNDD files. Some Customs files did come oyer later on. 
I would think that for the most part they were probably considered 
?losed, S~n~tor, but open and closed were really not the proper words, 
111 my Opl11lOn. Resolved anc1lUlresolvecl were the questions. Anybody 
cn,n stamp on a case and send it to the files and, Lordlmows, what cail 
be reposing in those files for any period of time. That is the best way 
to conduct a coverup. ' 

Senator Pmwy. Mr. Chairman, I wouldlilre to commend Mr. Brosan 
for the forthrightness that he has demonstrated befol'e tIllS subcom
mittee, his complete cooperation, and the considerable courage that I 
think he has shown. I would like to join with the chairman and other 
members of the committee in bringing this to the attention of A.ttorney 
General Levi. . 

,Ve thank you, very much, indeed. 
Senator N mm. Thank you, Senator Percy. 
Rather than impose the 10-minute rule, because I think crenatol' 

GleIm has not had any time to ask questions, I will ask one question, 
and I will give Senator Glenn as much time as he needs to ask all of 
his questions. 

You received a telephone call from William Dnrkin, Assistant Ad
ministrator for Enforcement, on September 10, 1974, alerting you to 
the Promuto allegations. You then assigned an inspector; Thomas V. 
Cash, to make an inquiry into the Promuto matter. Did you pull Cash 
off of another investigation, and if so, what investigation was this ~ 

Mr. BROSAN. I didn't pull him off another investigatioll. Cash had 
ongoing c1uties within the office, a number of cases that he was assigned. 
This was a llew case. I did require that he give this complete atten
tion at the expense of the other matters. This was an extremely im
portant case. So he was assigned a number of other investigatiops and 
inspections and things of that nature. I did not pull him speCIfically 
off any particular assigImlent that was ongoing. .' 

Senator NUNN, Senator Glenn, why don't you go ahead and ask your 
qnestions? You have been very patient. 

Senator GLENN. Thank you. 
I will run through these as fast as possible. NIl'. Ohairman. There 

are a couple of points I would )ike to q:et at. ~Vhat is the usual pro
cedure with reo'arcl to metropolItan pohce ~ Is It cnstomu,ry that they 
wonld be cOllt~ct;ing DEA with information of the type yon lulovc 
outlined? 
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I\ll'. BROSAN. Senator, that question would, I guess, best be re
sponded to by the police themselves., It is customary, I would think, 
without stating specificnJly what thei.r policies are, that most law 
enforcement agencies when they obtnhl inrot'nuri'ion C011Cel'lling an
othcr officer in. another agency, would report it to the hierarchy of 
that particular agency. But in this instancE" the l)olice, as we kno,,;, 
prepared the memorandum to go to the U.S. "L\.ttol'lley's Office. TVhy 
that might be their policy, I don;!; know. . 

Sen.ator, GLENN. Specmcally,on this particulal' information that 
'las passed OIl to DEA, was this rorm from, an official '\v'ho was uncleI' 
iIwestigatioll by your office at that time ~ 

Mr. BRot\.\x. No. No, sir. 
Senator GLENN. No connection there whatsoever? 
i'lLr., BROgAN. No. 
Senator GU:NN. 'J?his was just a rout.ine matter they thought shou1d 

com9 to your attentlOn ~ , 
Mr. BROSAN. Yes; in Tact, they were not ill'n?stigating Ur. Pr0I1111to. 

They were making other investigations, ane1 he 'kept ~popping up in 
thC7 course of the cases. 

Senator GLENN. Is there any hH1ication whY it took 21 days for this 
inrormation to be brought to DEA's attention if it were cont:idered 
this important ~ < 

:\:[1'. BROSAN. "Then I receivcd thc information, it was my impres
sion that it had just been, by telephone f1'om1\11'. Durkin, I assumed 
thc information hnd just been recehTed by him a few minutes berore 
or an houl' hefore. However, 'when I went home thai; (lVenill,Q: ancl In
spector Oash caned me there, he called me and asked me if I had t.his 
memorandnm. I told him I didn't. He was kind o:E skeptical toward 
me. I explained to him that I didn't. He said there was a memorandum 
written 3 OJ.' 4 weeks ap:o. 

The next day ,vheT), I went in, I called the man to ,..,.hom tIl" memo
randum ,,"us adch'essed, 1[1'. Campbell. I asked him abont this. :Mr. 
('ampbell said that the head of the 1\Iajor Crime Unit. whi('h is tbe 
unit that receh'ed the memorandum over the U.S. Attorney's OfHce, 
had been out sick ancI he had fJppal'ently left. t11(~ memomllrhim laying 
around for a period or timc and then had talked with the U.S. Attor
ney himself, Mr; 'Silbert, and that; Mr. Sillm't said t.he matter should 
he'brought clirectly to Mr. Bartels' attention. Oampbell told me that 
he hadn't been able to get hold of Bartels. This was on Tuesday. This 
was on ,Vednesc1ay, the 11th. Bartels had only becn out of the eOUJl-
tl'V about ,.1:8 hours at that pOhl t.· ' 

'So the question arose in my minc1 as to where waf'; this inrOl'mUtiOll 
all or the time. However, I dicln't know l'IIl'. Oamphell except f1'o111 this 
te,lepholle, COllYCl'Satioll. I didn't. want to ask the embal'l'assinp: question. 
J felt, that wc might. dCYl~lop that dl11'illg t.he COUl'f';C of the in ,·cstigu.
Hon, and if we diclnlt, at the end of the ('asp, I wotllc1 11::1"0 gone over 
I1ml askea him why ,,'ere they hoWing' the me.rnotalHlum. I 110Y('1' got t.o 
('ondude. t.IlI', ease, as you know. 

Senat·,ol.' GumN'. ,Vas nIl'. Dlll'kin uncleI' illYestigation by yonI' office 
at this time; September of 1074 ~ 

Se,nator Nm-l'N. 1)T(' hn.ve t.wo Mr. Dnrldns. I think you arc referring 
to 1\[1'. ,Villimn Durkin ~ 

Senator GLENN. l1Tilliam Durkin. 
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Mr. BROSAN. That question, because of what I lUlderstand to be
l really can't answer the question due to what I understand to be 
departmental instructions, sir. 

Senator NUNN. Senator Glenn, in executive sessions, we have been 
into that to some degree of detail as far as his limitations and his 
counsel, counsel for MI'. Tartaglino and MI'. Brosan, individually, 
have explained to the subcommittee what their restraints aTe as fal' 
as the Department goes. 

Senator GLENN. I won't pursue that any further. To your knowl
edge, were other DEA persOlmel ]mowledgeable about the Promuto 
allegations before you. 'Were other people in the agency aware of this ~ 

Mr. BROSAN. ,Vhen I received the information from Mr. Durkin, 
he indicated that he had received it from someone in our local 'Wash
ington field office here, who had, in turn, received it from the police 
department. To my knowledge at that point, I was receiving con
fidential information from Mr. Durkin. I didn't know or think that 
anyone else was privy to it at that point other than the men that 
I told to conduct the investigation. 

Senator GLENN. When you mentioned on page 24 that :Mr. Bartels 
was anything but plE'ased when you told him about your integrity 
investigation concerning :Mr. PrOll1.uto, did he indicate i)l'(lciSE'I~r what 
displeased him or was this just a general displeasure of things going 
on III the office, or.was this something specific that you got the imprcs
sion he might be more personally involved with ~ 

Mr. BROSAN. He became quite· excited at that meeting and began 
askin!4 me all sorts of questions. He was, in my opinion, more emo
tional than I had ever exp('ctec1 him to be in the course of just 
reporting that one of the employees ha(l been hwolvec1 in something 
of this nature or was alleged he< was involyed in something like this. 

He asked his questions in a very antagonistic and vigorons manner. 
Then he belittlC'd me for not luiving more information. It was im
possible at that time to have any more information. 

We hac1 becn ,,",orking on it. I ha(l one man assi!4nNl to it for the 
simple reo.son that. I wanted, or thrC'e men at that point, that I 
wanted to keep it as close to the vest as possible and not let anybody 
know ahout it, 

,Ve didn't know it was truC'. It might be n, smear on Mr. Promuto. 
Senator GLENN. ,Vas it your impression, from the manllt'l' in which 

he questioned or was alltap:onistic, to usc your word, that he alrcady 
knew something a bont this ~ 

l\fr. BROSAN. No; I never got the impression thai:, he knC'w. I thought 
in my .own mind it appeared to me that it surprised him and there
fore Ins anger was spont.aneous. 

Senator GLENN. ,Vha!; investigat.ion was done by the FBI ill this 
rase?- vVas it your impression this was a thol'ongli inyestigatiye joh 
01' ('oul<1 you giye us a little information on that ~ .Im 

1\Ir. BiwsA:l'r. I ha-ve no knowledge of exactly what invflstip;ation PJI 
waR clone. I can speak onlv of the fact that I was intel',~iC'w()(l in earl;v 
Dcr('mber 1974, and Mr. Tltrta::rlino was i'l1{~t'l'viewcd in D('cemh(>l' o·r: 
1974: hy agents ,Villiams anel Hegarty. As far as anVOllC else, J\,Il'. 
F,ul1er 'Was intel'viewecl in California by two other FBI ngC'nts. 

I have no ImowJe(lp;e of the investigation as j"O its thoronghness; 
what instructions they l'eceived, or anything of that nature, 
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Senator GLENN. Just a couple of other questions, Mr. Chairman, 
and then I will be finished. 

On page 41 you refer to Mr. Bartels' reference to the fact that Mr. 
Promuto had waved off the M. & j\{. Towing Co. "tVhat does that refer 
to? Wl1at drug connection does the M. & lIf. Towing Co. have and 
what is this wu.veoff ~ 

Mr. BROSAN. The M. & 1\1. Towing Co., Senator, is owned by two 
men named McGowan and McCaleb. Wllat Mr. Bartels is indicating 
here ill this statement-and I used his words-it is difficult for us to 
understand, I realize-is that Mr. Bartels, Mr. Pl'omuto did not want 
to be seen or bothered by one of them. 'Which one it was. I don't know, 
but it was either 2.'fr. McGowan or :Mr. :McCaleb that he indicated 
Promuto waved him off. 

He didn't want to be seen with him. What does this have to do with 
drugs ~ It doesn't have anything to do with the drug issue. What it 
has ~to do with is that in the 1967-08 case in gambling, Messrs. Me
Gowan and McCaleb were two of the people that were convicted in 
that case and at this time they had been sentenced to 10 and 8 years 
in priso11 and they were out at this time in some form of parole 01' 
probation or something', and were working; parole, and viOl'king in the 
area 'with this M. & M. Towing. 

Mr. Promuto, as the original information indicated, was associated 
with these two people. 

Senator GLENN. 1Vas he pu.rt of the general association, then, more 
tlum uny speeiRc drug-collllected charge? 

Mr. BROSAN. That is right. 
Senator GLENN. Following up on the Senator from Illinois ques

tion a little while ago, .1'11'. Bartels indication to you of 'who he should 
or you should investigate or not investigate, was it your impression 
that he just wasn't aware of the regulatIOns applying to the Depart~ 
ment, the agent's manual, or was this a deliberate attempt to circum
vent those regulatiolls? 

Mr. BROSA};". On the occasion that We are tu.lking about, when he 
made that statement, November 13, 1974, he definitelv knew of that 
portion of the manual becu.use it had become fLll iSSUC3" as early as the 
lust ,yeek in September of 1974. 

In fact, I might add that it was told to me that it was un issue with 
him, that I would l1uve conducted the investigation without having 
cleared it with him u.nd I brought the manual with me to the October 
1st meeting and I had it tucked under my arm in the event that he ever 
asked me 1inder what, or all what basis 'r went forward with the case. 

So he knew of it. In fact, back in Se,ptember, he even asked for a copy 
of the> mUlmal to be $ent in to his office. -V'iTe got a copy sellt to his office. 
I don't recan the clDte. He knew very well in September and he did 
know when he \ya.s tn.lking to me:in Novemher. 

Senator GLENX. This would be u. direct circumvention of the usual 
regulations that would have applied to Your invesUgatiol1s and it was 
deliberate, Qnd knowledgeable on his part?: 

~"rl'. BnosA::{. Y('s. Plr. 
Rrlluror GLENN. ,VouIc1 it hllv(' to be ~ 
:Mr. Bnos.\N. I have, written instructions in the manuu.l on the one 

hnnc1 and o1'al on thr. other. 
Senator GLEXN. He WitS flllly aware of this. 
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On page 42 you rerer to: the-q1loting Mr. Bartels-Pro!lluto le.ak. 
·What specifically did he refer to in that'~ ,Vas he under the ImpressIon 
then~ was specific information that had been leaked by Mr. Pr.omu~o ~ 
That would indicate to me that he relt this was also a securlty rlsk 
area~ to say the least. . 
If those werB his exact words, as I preslillle you meant, to quote hun 

there~ 
:Mr. BROSAN. Yes. 
Senator GLENN. What would this rerer to, "the Promuto leak~" 
Mr. BROSAN. In the original inl0rmation received from the police 

department, one of the allegations indicated that Mr. Promuto had 
identified an inrormant to persons in one of the taverns that he 
frequented. 

'rVe conducted an investigation of that particular allegation. That is 
what he was referring to there. 

Senator Gr.ENN. I have no further questions, 1Ylr. Chairman. I do 
want to congratulate ;\'ou on your statement, your forthrightness, and 
your willingness to answer the questions. I know this whole thing can't 
be particularly pleasant to you bringing all of this attention here. 

I comm.end you on it and certainly hope we can feel, as we go over 
your very fine and detailed statement, to contact you if we have any 
additional questions in this regard. 

Mr. BROSAN . Yes, sir, thank you very mucn. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Gle1111. Senator Percy, I have 

one other question. I will be glad to yield to you. 
Senator PERCY. Go right ahead. I have two or three here. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Brosan, you mentioned two cases of interest to 

the subcommittee, the F1'anlc Perot! case and the so-calleel Ope1'ation 
SiZve?' Dollar case. I believe in your testimony you indicatecl that 
neither of these cases were resolved to your satisfaction. 

Do' you think there was any delibei'ate coverup here or deliberate 
impeding of the investigation ~ 

IVh'. BROSAN. Of my investigation ~ W11tlit I am referring to there, 
~cmq.t?r ~ul1n, is that when we began to conduct our internal security 
ll1vestIgahon we could not finel aU of the things that r would have 
expected when such an operation is conducted. We could not find the 
records. 

Senator N"UNN. Which case arc you talking about, the Silver Donar~ 
Mr. BROSAN. In both of these cuses. This ,vas a characteristic of both 

cases, both the first Perojf case, wl1ich was-the first T1 esco case which 
·was the one involved in Peroff and coveru}) and, secondly, in operation 
Silycr Dollar. 

,Vh(,Il I sent the internal security. investigators out 011 each of these 
cases there was an absence of what I considered to be proper docu-
mpntation in each of those cases. . , . 

Therefore, the :intel'nul security investigation was somewhat fms
h'ated. vr e cO~11d, for exumple, take the usual steps of 1, 2, 3 and maybe' 
4. the fourth Item we expected to find along the avenue of our investi
gation. would be missing or, better still, it"dic1n't. exist. There was no 
report, written of wllat someone diel at that time. Then we woulcl find 
items 5. 6~ '7 an!18 migllt be missing. . 

rAt tl118 pomt. Senators Glenn and Percy withdrew rrom the heal'-
ing room.] " 
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:Mr. BROSAN. So the op0rations conducted ,yere s01l1eyl'lUtt lik~ f'wi~s 
cheese. They were full of holes and there "was no way of us nm.lmg It 
down. 

Senator NUNN. The ilwestigation was not eoYcl'ecl up or stopped as 
far as you were concerned, bIlt it was just a frnstrating inrestigation 
because them were holes that you could not plug. Is thut correct ~ 

1)11'. BROSAN. There were things we couldn't ~ determine. 'Ve clidn't 
hayo the investigation. 

Senator NUNN. What conclusion do you draw from that? 
2\11'. BROSAN. That there was improper documentation. 
Senator XUXN. By whom ~ 
Mr. BROSAN. By that organization, BNDD, d1ll'in~ the c01:l'~e of 

those operations. They were not properlY c10cumentedm my OplJllon. 
Senator NUNN. In . other words, you are criticizing the positi.on of 

BNDD in these cases ~ 
Mr. BROsAN. Absolutely. 
SC.'l1ator NUNN. 1Vere there allY 10ads that ,Yel'e not pursued 01' dill 

you pursue all the leads to their ultimate ~ 
lVIr. BROSAN. It js a difHcult question~ Senator. At thut time. fro111 

my seat in the OfHce of Inspection with all of the surronnding' 01('
l1lcmts. I did the best that I could. I realize that all of the leads wC're> 
not fol1owed in those cases. I conld very wen sit here ancl take credit 
jn hindsight and they Wel,'e not, but where I had sllspicions, I in
structed them to go furtTler. In some instances, in one particular in
stance, I wasn't particularly happy with the overallspal'k and initia
tive, as you know, of the man that I had assigned. 

It was a difficult thing for me. I was trying these agents out. I had 
never w~n'ked with them before. UnforhUlately, I had to gil'e new men 
yery serIOUS eases . 

.senator N UNN. lUI'. Brosan, back to the Thomas Durkin advice, you 
mentioned he gave advice on how to handle this subcommittee's in
quirV to DEA. What was the nature of that advice ~ 

lUI'. BROSAN. III late August of 1974, Mr. Richardson advised me 
that we. were required-Mr. Richardson, myself, and John Lund
were required to go to Newark, N .• J., to the offices of :M:r. Durkin, 
Thomas Durkin, and to discuss with him the various investigations 
that were being conducted by this subcommittee, particularly those, 
the latesl; one that had taken place arollmlthat time; that is, the sweep 
and the knowledge that we had just received at that time about Silver 
DoHaI', which was of interest to this suhcommittee. 

Senator Nmm. ,Vhen you say the sweep, that is related to Veseo~ 
lUI'. BROI'~AN. Vesco two. vVe left here, the three of us on an early 

morning plane and we went to Newark, N.J., where we were piekecl 
11P by the inspector in charge of the northeast field office and the four 
of ll~ went to Mr. Dnrkin's offices in Newark. 

1Ve n,l'rivec1 there in micl~morning or so. The insp('ctor of the north
e>ast field office, Mr. Sher1I1u.n, renlai.ned only for several hours. The 
rest of us remained throughout the day,until about 5 o'clock. I believe 
we, fl'ot a 6 o'e1ock p lune back. 

TIH' natlll'e of this l11E'eting was that we all went to a conference 
room in Mr. Durkin's office. Mr. Durkin closelv questioned me parcic-
11lftrly on the Ve8co cnse, thE} seconc1 Vesco case, the one involving the 
sweep anc1 other rc1atec1 matters there for scyeral hours anc1 then at-
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tempted to set out some strategy by which he could deIuse this sub
committel~ if you ·will. 

He finally indicated that what his plan was, was that there should 
be a briefing session over in the Drug Enforcement Administration 
to which a number OI Congressmen and Senators should be invited. 

At that meeting, which was to be pretty much brought about on a 
sham, that they were interested in the Turkish opium poppy ban, 
which was quite in the news during the SUlUlUer OI 1974, that during 
a break in that particular meeting, It would be---Mr. Bartels would be 
able to get with Senator Jackson on a sort OI an informal basis to try 
to find out what was e;oing on and how they could best-these are my 
words by the way, not nis-defuse the committee. 

[At this point. Senator Percy entered the hearing 1'00111.] 
:;\£1'. Bnosxx. ,Ve disrussecl possibly Mr. Bartels making a dirert 

approach hor0 to Senator ,Tnd:-son. Mr. Durkin dismissrd that, that he 
wou1(1 I(J:3c, ~Ir. Bartels wouh1 lose :face if in fact Senator Jackson 
had otllC'l' rmbarrassing information. 

Second, I suggested that either mysel£ as the ChieI Inspector, 01' 
the rhief ('OUllSt>l. that I should as the Chief Inspector approach ~Ir. 
::\Innl1rl or the I'hipf c011llsel should approach his counterpart, ::\Ir. 
Feldman. and try to sort Qf. some sort of a ptw'efnl arrangement. 

;\.t that tinH'. the sI!1)('0l11JllittN' was ('(lusing a p:l't'at deal of concern 
to Mr. Bartels ana the ('xpcutiw stair of DE;\... It was clll1'inp: this ('011-

vt'l'Sntioll that :\11'. Dmkln decided on this strategy, tIll' sham briefing 
with the Senators and people ilwited and attempt to get next to :.\11'. 
Bart-p1;;.:. 

I toM him that I thought it ,vas ridiculous. ,Ve returned to 'Vashing
ton that night. This wput on all day. To my knowledge, nothing eyer 
('amp of it. 

SPllatOl' X exx. ,Yho was at that meeting beside you and :\Ir. Thomas 
DlU'kill ~ 

:.\11'. BIWS.\X. Thoma~ Durkin for the first 2 hours: CIllWk Sherman, 
who was the-Charlt's D. Sherman, inspector-in-charge of the north~ 
('ast field oifi.re; Bob Hirhal'dson was there throughout; and .Tohn 
Lund, tlj(~ DC'pnty Administrator in tlw rnfoI',~eme;i.t area WllS there, 
but he was taking a lot of calls. He had to step ont frequently. 

Senator NUNN.l\fr. Bartels was not there? 
:Mr. BROS AN. No. 
Senator NUXN. I.Jet's back up a minute and just name those four 

people. IV-hat ,ms the date of that meeting'? 
~Ir. BnoS.\N. I can give you the exact elate of it, Senator. It was on 

.\.ugust 28, 1074, that we went to Newark on Eastern Airlines flight 
K o. 50·l at D :"15 a.m., and we r('turned on the "( :40 flight at 6 :55 p.m. 

,Ye had missed the earliE'l' plant'S. The people involved, the people 
that went Irom here were :Mr. J olm Lund, Robert Richardson, and 
myself. ,Ve were picked up at the airp?rt by Mr .. Sherman. He re
mained Ior the first 2 hours or t.hi3 meetlllg, approxImately. 

Senator NUNN. Senator Percy. 
Senator PERCY. I have just three questions of :\f1'. Brosan. 
Yon WPl'e the Acting Chief Inspector for a period of about a y(,l1l' 

an(l a quarter. At the e£1.cl of that period, could yon tell the subcommit
tee whether there ,yere many open inspection files at the time you 
left the Office of Inspection ~ 
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Did any of these open files involve high-ranking DEA officials and 
if so, why had these cases not been resolved ~ . 

Mr. BROSA1{. Yes. Senator; I believe-and I think the press has sort 
of aiven the impression that there were hundreds and hundreds of 
op.e~ files there. That is not the case at all. . 

I don't know how many there were. I never took a count. I would 
estimate there were maybe a couple of dozen; 25 at the most unresolved 
cases of which I think probably maybe 10 could be resolved. 

They all should be looked at and an effort made, but probably less 
tha.n half could be resolved. As I saw my situation at that time, I had 
to give precedence to the ongoing cases. ,Ve had allsort.s of things 
happening in DEA. I gaNo precedent to the active material and we 
worked tlie lUlresolvecl old cases as time permitted and as I restaffed 
the office with new inspectors. 

I didn't want to assign them to the old inspectors who had done 
the original c,ases. Therefore. I assigned the first t.wo and eventua,llv 
I got down to t.he third one. To my knowledge, when I left, this took 
some doing. Everything that was unresolved when I got there was 
1U1resolvecl when I left. 

Senator PERCY. ,Vhy? 
l\£1'. BROSAN. Because (a) I didn't have the manpO\ver to accomplish 

it and (b) I don't think I had tIl(' support. the attitudinal problem 
that I worked within was certainly not one that (lncouraged me 01' 

that would have unclerstooclmy taking people off of other functions. 
Senator PEllCY. On page 32 of your prepared t{\stimon~r, you state 

conc(',rning :Ml'. Barte:l<;' complaint that too many people knew about 
the Promuto investigation: "\Ve at DEA were not the first, nor were 
we the last ones to be arhisecl of the information contained ill the 
District of Columbia Police snrveillance reports." 

W110 else hRcl been Rclvisecl of 'this illfm1.l1atiol1 beside the U.S. 
Attorneis Office Rud how did 1\:[1'. Promuto first, become awrul'e of 
the fact that he was under investigation? 

l\ft'. BROSAN. Part 1 of that, who else ,v us aware of it: The Police 
Department here in \Vashingt.on was flware of it; the FBI was aVi'll.l'e 
of it; Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms hadmude an arrest as t1 result 
of one of the incidents mentioned in the l11f?morandums, ml(l so they 
were obviously awa,re of some of it; the IRS had conducted a 106',-
1D68 investigation into gambling, which involved the people; and, in 
fact, 1\11'. Pl'omuto's llame appearecl in the newF>papel's during that 
tiJpe !n that i~ve.st!gation; the U.S. Attol'l1eis Office in the Eastel"ll 
DIStl'lct o~ Vu'glll1a had conducted that prosecution, so they weTa 
aware of It; and the U.S. Attorney's Office here in the. District of 
Columbia where the. memorandum had been forw!1rcled, they were 
certainly aware of it. 

The second part ~f that question, could YOll restate that for me, sir ~ 
Senator PlmCY. I es. The secoml part dealt with how dicl Mr. Pro

mnt,o become f\.ware of the fact that he waF> uncleI' hwestigat.ion? 
Mr. BROSAN. I am not sure exactly how he became aware ()f the fact 

that he was uncleI' investigrution, but I woulcllike to point something 
out here. 

On Friday of the firslj week of the invesUgation. there was a lot 
of :file l'eviewing going on and one of the inspectors haclmade notes and 
in an eJfol't to exchange the information they went to a reprocluetion 
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machme which is locatecl on our floor, or is located on the 11th floor, 
which we shared with Mr. Promuto, because his office was right next 
to ours. 

They were reproducing their notes to facilitate this exchange of 
information either through human carelessness or through mechanical 
malfunction, a copy of one page of that material remained in ,the 
machine. 

He could have fmmd out through that system. Apparently a secre
tary from his office was nexb to use the machine and picked the data 
up and saw his name on it and brought it to his office. 

n that is the way he found out about it, I don't know, but I will 
say tlus: That material that was fOlmd in there. At that time I was 
in charge of that office. That is my responsibility and I accept it. 

Senator PERCY. My last question is sort of a wrap-up question on 
tlus because the main purpose of our review of a number of Office of 
inspection investigations to determine what sort of deficiencies ac
tually exist and how they can best be corrected. 

Mr. Brosan, in your opinion, how should the Office of Inspection at 
DEA be changed in order to be more successful in fulfilling its man
date of deterring corruption before it ever occurs? Thirdly, investi
gating allegations of corruption at all levels, once they have been 
made'~ 

:i\fr. BnosAN. The first part of the qnestion as to how the Office of 
Inspection should. be changed, I believe that I was trying to do too 
many things, but certainly would have required 01' did require the 
efforts of both Tartaglino ·and myself in that office. 

It wasn't a job that one person could undertake. I think the first 
thing that should have been done is that the cases should have been 
diyided, those cases that began with the agency on July 1, 1973, after 
Reorganization Plan No.2, should have been handled by one ullit
an ll.ctiYe, ongoing unit. 

Then I tlunk that a temporary-a wallt to emphasize a tempol'ary
organization should have been set up, which might have lasted sevEll'al 
years, but wouW be self-expiring as they conducted these investiga:' 
tions to look into all of that old material and put our best foot forward 
to resolve that. 

I think that gets to the first part of your question. 
The second part, as I understand it, is, How we can insure the in

tegrity of the entire operation?- The most important thing in that 
area is that there is no substitute for a sound backgrOlUlcl ilwestigation 
done prior to the time the employee is taken on. 

That is the most important tliing. Second, I think that there should 
have been a study and nossibly someone like Dr. Mark Moore conld 
embark on something like this. There should have been an effort to 
establish a profi1e of those who had been corrupted. 

I think that there should have been enunciated and really enforced 
a policy that every agent in that organization is responsible to report 
and do what he can to overcome corruption . 

. Having the: report in hanel,. the next step would be the fair and 
vlgorous loggmg of all complamts so that we know what comes in, so 
there can't be any question that something comeS ill and is swept under 
the rng, no question at all. . 
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On this matter, I think it is im.portant particularly because of this 
case t1iat there shou1c1 be equal and fair treatment for everyone, regard
less of his rank. The lowest agent down on the street would not have 
receivec1 the considerations that Mr. Promuto was receiving, in my 
opinion. 

I thinl: that another important thing is when we get a new agent 
on boarel there has to be a great deal of care in who we team him up 
to go out to work with, because that is where he is going to be put into 
a groove that will last forever. 

Senator PElley. Thank you very much, indeed. 
Thanh:: you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NDNN. Thank you, Senator Percy. 
COlUlsel has a couple of [Lnnouncements. 
Mr. FELD:lIAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to request that Mr. 

Brosan, as well as Mr. Tartaglino, be in the hearing room next week 
when we l'eSlID1e on Tuesday, and throughout the week when we hear 
from ot11(.>r witnesses, particularly from the DEA, FBI, and Depart
ment of Justice. 

Seu[Ltor XUNN. \,V'"e wou1cl ask you to do that, if you could. 
:UIr. FELmuN. Second of all, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that we 

resume next Tuesday at 10 o'clock to heal' during that week the follow
ing witnesses: Dennis DaJe, of DEll.; William Durkin, of DEA; 
Thomas V. Cash, who was the inspector on the Promuto case of DEA; 
Robert Richardson, of DEll.; Thomas Durkin, who is the consultant 
mentioned to DEA; Bill D. 'Williams, FBI agent; vVilliam Haggerty, 
FBI agent; .James Hutchinson, former Associate Deputy Attorney 
General; and Laurence Silbel'man, former Deputy Attorney GeneraL 

That is the witness schedule for next week. 
Senator N"GNN. That will be the witness list for next week. 
1\fr. Brosan, I thank you again. After the executive session, I won't 

repeat those words or praise, but I do appreciate your appearance here 
today and I thank you on behalf of the entire subcommittee. 

[VV"hereupon, at 12 :35 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 
at 10 a.m., on Tuesday, .Tune 17, 1975.] . 

[JHember~ present at time of recess: Senators Nunn and Percy.] 



A.PPE'NDIX 

[From the Congl'eSllionnl Record, Washington, Feb. 21, 1973] 

By ~lr. Rlbicoff : 
S. 942. A bm to transfer and reorganize. all existing law-enforcement functions 

of the Federlll Government rela:ted to trafficking in narcotics and dangerous drugs 
in a Division of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs established in the Federal 
BnrNtu of Investigation. Referred to the Committee on Government Operations. 

THE }i'llI SIIOULD T..utE OVER ALL l!'EDERAL DRuG r.AW ENFORCEMENT 

~lr. RmrcoFF. Mr. President, I introduce a bill for appropriate reference to 
transfer ancl reorganize the widely scattered Federal law-enforcement programs 
related to trafficking in narcotics and dangerous drugs into a single new division 
(If the Fecleral Bureau Df Investigation. 

SInce 1969, Federal law-enforcement efforts aimed at cUl'bing the supply of 
heroin and other narcotic anll dangerous drugs have mushroomed at a rate :rival
ing the growth Of the drug crisis itself. A sevenfold increase in Federal funding, 
from $36 million in 1969 to $257 million proposed in 19U, has serveci ,to perpetuate, 
proliferate, and magnify a e1isorganized ]'etlernl response to the Nation's No.1 
law-enforcement problem. 

As difficult as it is to come to grips with the drug crisis, it is even more difficult 
to· get an accurate count of the number of law-enforcement programs the Federal 
Government has established to meet the crisis. A spt:'Cial analysis of the fiscal 
1974 budget rclated to drug abuse control, l)repared by the Office of Management 
and Budget, 'Places the number at nine. A recent study prepared by the Llbrary 
(}f Congress describes 13 such drug law-enforcement'Pl'ograms. 

'I'lle number of programs would not be an issue if the end result was an efficient, 
well-coordinated, highly effective enforcement ell'ol't which was succeeding in 
eraelicating the scourge of heroin and other deaclly and dangerous drugs. However, 
the very opposite is the case. No Olle has stated tllO problem more precisely than 
President Nixon himself when, in a related context, he declared: 

"At present, there are nine fetlerul agencies involved in one fashion or another 
\,ith the problem of drug addiction. In this manner our efforts have been frag
menteel through competing priorities, lack of communication, multiple authority, 
and limiteci and dispersed resources. The magnHude and seYerity of the present 
tlireat will no longer ;permit ,this piecemeal and bureaucratically dispersed effOJ:t 
at drug control." 

The most distUllbing element in the entire lrel1erlllclrug law enfoJ:cement pic
ture is the sharp ri\'alry ancl often ,bitter reuding between ·the Nation's two major 
enforcement agencies-the Burean of Narcotics nnel Dangerolls Drugs in the 
Jm;tice Depal'hnent und the nal'cotics cOlUponent of tIle Customs Burean in the 
Treasury Dt!partment. A i'ecent GAO report on ·the heroin-smuggling -problem in 
New York City said the-problems betWeen BNDD and Customs "include failing to 
shat'e- intelligence or other in:formaflori, 'Uutime1y notice of arrest 01' seizure, lllck 
o.f communications, lllisullClerstal1llings, nnel Ilersonality conflicts." 

The report concluded: 
"Cooperation and COordination 'between law enforcement agencies are vital ill 

file government's battle against heroin traflieldug, ~'o the extent that cooperati:on 
is not fully realizecl, the government's effort is impeded. The mere existence of 
oveJ:lnppiugjut'ls(llction is ulWlJYS a threat to cooperative efforts. Sometimes, as 
hIlS been the case with these twongencies, the threat llecomes aetua!." 

The G.<.\.O finding;;: are ·snpPorte(1 by n tnsIt fOl'cel'epol't sponsored. Iby the crim
Innl law section of the Amrrlcan Bnr" Association und the Drug kbuse Council. 
Reporting that I'frictioll, confusioll, al1(1 jealousies" ha\'e arisen between n.~TDD 
and Custom agents, the task forcEl'conelucletl: • 

(235) 
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"The long-standing jurisdictiollal dispute between BNDD and the Bureau of 
Customs haS not j)ecn settled, Resolution of this problem is essential to the 
effective planning and execution of a joint narcotics investigation inYolving these 
two agencies, Because numerous prochlmatioJls anel policy statements have falletl 
to alle"iate this problem, other actions are necessary," 

lily own iJlYestigation of the prolJlf'll-which wilL be further developed and fully 
aired during the course of hearings I will hold as chairman of the Subcommittee 
on Reorganization, Researcu, and International Organizations-reveals a situa
tion which amounts to nothing lesH than a national tragedy, 

The rivalry bptween BNDD and CustOlnS which, under controlled circum
stances, might tal{e the form of healthy competition and better detective work 
by each agency, instead haR often degenemted into uncontrolled bitter feuding 
and the actual l'ahotuging of each other's im'esUgations, Major cases, involving 
millions of llollars in Hmuggled heroin ant!. some of the biggeHt traffickcrs, are 
rife with reports Of BNDD und (JustOlllS agents spying on onc another, prema
turely seizing the other's eyidence, arre:;tillg the other's informants, Iddnaping 
the otller'" witness('s-aU for thE' purpose of seeking credit for the "big bUi:it," 

One high B:\'D1) offieial}lflH {Istilllllted tl1at ahout 2 dozen major cas(ls II year
or about 20 percE'nt of the major narcotics caselolld-have becn aclverscly affected 
hy the BX1)D-Om;tOlm; rh'tlll'Y, with some of. these caseH being blown altogether, 

The IlrolllC:'Ill iH pprhltIl'; worst in Xcw York City, the site of Home of the largest 
heroin convoy cases, 

A COllVOY invotl'es ullowing Ull illicit drug Hhipmellt to pass into the country
ruther thnn seizing it at tilt> hor<1N' und. arreflting the low-level courier, or 
"mule"-in the hope of following Ille shipment und urresting the major tratIicker 
fOl" whom it iH uestined, 

'1'llP situatioll hus rCfluired th t : personal intervention of President Nixon, who, 
in July 1071, i.~slICcl dptniIe.<l gniddilles to BNDD and CU::ltoms agents ill the 
hope O! l'(.lsolring thpir ,iurh;dletional diflpnte, Ballically, the gnidelines gaYe BNDD 
primary juri~(li(,tl()n in bOlh UOlll('StiC ami on~r:';(~!Hl investigations-even in COIl
,'oJ' CllSI'S us tlH'Y cl'o:O:ll('(i CustulIlS lille.~ at 1lorts Hud hordt'l'H-und required that 
jurilldidiolllll dispule;.; IJe sf;>ttled hy the AttorllPy General. But Customs was 
still pt'rmittl'u to inltiat(~ slllugglillg illYl'St"iglltiollil, 1.11lU wUh ad(litionul Customs 
H!!;euts stationed alll'oau undor guidelineK issued in .July 1072 the jurisdictional 
lint'S have l'f;>mained hluned, 

There is uo lwtter evidence of the <lellth Illldbittel'lless or the BXDD-ClIstoms 
rivalry than in the incredible d(,tuil and intricucy oj' the guidelinefl thelllselves, 
'1'11(\ document ill mm'c I'pminil:lcPllt I)f a (!ell,;(>-lir(~ agreement iJetween combatants 
!:lllm a wol'1dng agr(ll'lIlPut IwtW(!(,1l sUIlllOscdly cooperative agencies, I asl{ unani
mOllH cOllsent tIlat til<' gnidpliIl(Is he Ilrinted in the Itecorclllt [·he conclusion of my 
l'emal'ln~, 

'1'0 make lllatters worse, tlle ·1:011<1111g hetween HNDD and Customs in New 
York has l'r>rPIl(l j"O tl1(~ SllIltlll'l'n und Em;tern Distdel"s of the U,S, Attorney's 
office, I have hpl'U iuformed thut AHHiI;tant Attorney General Henry E, Pt'tcrson, 
chil'! 01' the criminul di viHion, is (!Url'ell["ly invelltigating the conSl'queJleell of an 
apparent alliance of the sonthpl'Jl diKtrict with BND}) and of the eastern district 
with CUS!:OlnR, Amoug the in('ic1('nt~ under illvel:lUgation are arrests of each other's 
infOl'mallts amI a IloH8iIJle shootout involving l'ival llnclel'covel' agonts who were 
llnin!ormed of eaeh other's particillalion in the l:1ame case, 
~'he bill r introduce today-thc l!'ederal Narcotics aml Drug A.buse Law En

forcelU(.lnt Reorganization Act of 1073-seeks to put au end to this dangerous 
rivalry, as well as to penetrate the bureaucratic morass that generally plagUES 
Federal narcotics law enforecmcnt, It seel{s to assure Ollce and for aU that Fed
eral agents and other employees wIll iwt be pushing papet's while criminals re
main fret> to push drugs, 

The bill IlIac(.ls total l'cRp(l11~l!JllHy fOt' ('lrCOrcelllent of the Fec1erlll drUg laws in 
the one agency which, incredibly, has lleym: exercised drug jnrisdiction, but 
which slll'ely has the potential to handle it; namely, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. 

A new Divisioll of NUl'('otics and Dangerous Drugs would be established ill the 
FBI. The divISion would he pre('minent among the Jj'BI's other divisions by being 
placed 111ldel' the stlPt>rvlf'ion of nn mlflociate director and two assistant dIrectors, 
ruther than undel' the supervision of a single assistant director, as is the case 
fol.' the other divisions, 

l'he ASHociute Director for Narcotics auel Dangerous Drugsl as his title im
plies, would. be responsible for the full spectrum of the chug enforcement Ilrob
lcm-deallng both with trafilddng in narcotics, or such "hard. drttgs" as heroin 
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and' cocaine, and in dangerous drugs, including sueh "soft drugs" as ampheta
mines and barbiturates which pose an increasing problem of abuse, especially 
among teenagers. 

At present, most: Federal enforcement efforts are aimed at hard drngs. To as
sure that soft drugs receive. greater enforcement priority, the llew division's 
operations would be geared to the jurisdictions assigned to each of the assistant 
directors-one with the title of Assistant Director for Narcotics, the other 1\lth 
the title of Assistant Director for Dangerous Drugs. 

The new division would be built from the manpower and other resources of the 
narcotics component of the Office of Investigations of the Customs Bureau, 
which would be transferred from the Treasury Department to the Justice De
partment, and of the BNDD, jurisdiction over which would be delegated to the 
FBI within the Justice Department by the Attorney General. Customs would 
retain its investigations arm for all other forms of smuggling but drugs. 1'he At
torney General, in consultation with the FBI Director, would establish standards 
and procedures for the selection of customs and BNDD agents, all of whom are 
civil service appointees, to be brought into the nOll-civil service FBI. Transferred 
agents woulel retain their present civil service status for nt least 1 year, Ilnd 
those not selected for transfer would remain either in Treasury or :rustice ill 
the same civil service grade for at least 1 year. 

The bill provides for other drug enforcement operations currently within Jus
tice to be delegated wholly to the FBI by the Attorney General-llamely, ONNI, 
the aforementioned intelligence unit, amI DALE, the Office of D);ng Ahm;e Law 
Enforcement, which has used BNDD anll customs agents in a Federal assault 
against street-Ievell1eroin pushers. Also, the drug-related functions of LEAA, the 
Law Enforcement ASSistance Administration-primarily in the form of block 
grants to State and local police for the establishment of narcotics units-would 
be coordinate(l in .Justice by the Attorney General through the new drug division 
of the FBI. 

The bill also provides for coordination hy the President, after consultation with 
the Attorney General, of all other efforts related to drug law enforcement 
wherever they may be fOlmd in the Federal bmeallCl'acy. These inclulle such di
verse efforts as the antismuggling operations of the Border Patrol-in tlIP Im
migration and Naturalization Service of .Tustice-and of the Coallt Guarr! and 
the Federal Aviation Administration-each in the Transportation Depnrtment
the technical assistance for better narcotics enforcement provided to foreign gov
ernments by the Agency for International Development-in the State Depart
ment-the tax investigations of major suspecter! drug trafficltcrs by the Internal 
Revenue Service-in the Treasury Department-and information gathering on 
the international narcotics tl'Uffic by military intelligence-in the Defense De
partment-and by the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Thus, for the first time all Federal activities related to combating traffic in 
illicit drugs would be subject to basic policy coordination by a single law en
forcement agency. To facilitate snch coordination, the bill would establish· a 
Policy Committee on Narcotics and Dangerous DrugA. ('()mprisecl of the heads of 
aU departments nncl agencies and"their subdivisions which would be subject to 
the policy c1irectivefJ in the new intt'grated Federal Drug Enforcement Sys
tem. The Attorney General would be Chairmun of the Committee, ancl the Di
rector of the FBI lmd the Associate Director for Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs woulel be vice chairman and executive elirector respectively. The commit
tee woulel replace the Cabinet Committee 011 International Narcotics Control, 
chaired by the Secretary of State. 

"I The chaos resulting from our present efforts to enforce the laws against traf-
ficldng in narcotics poses a major threat to our national well-being. The Presi
dent has called the drug problem "puhlie enemy No.1." I agree. I hope that 
he agrees with me that now is the time to aHsign responsibility for it to the NiL
tion's No. 1 law enforcement agenc~'-the FBI. 

It is an anchronism for the FBI-the Nati.on's most highly esteemed, gener
ously fllnded, and most resollrcefullaw enforcement agency-not to be engaged 
in combating the most widespread and dangerous crime problem of our clay. 
Such a situation represents an imbalance in our law enforcement priorities amI 
has resulted in the 1:l'agmented, fructious enforcement of drug laws by other Feel· 
eral agencies. 

I submit that infusion into the FBI of the best in manpower anll expertise 
from BNDD ancl Customs will result in a more el'Cerf:lve and relevant 1mI. 

Surely the lJ'BI nlreaely has much to bring to narcotics en'fOrC0Il1l'nt. Its ex
vel~tise in surveillance nncl wiretapping, its superb la1>Ol'lltory fwd identifica-
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tion resources, and its vast experience in combating organizec1 crime, weH 
equip it to go after tll(~ major internatioual traffickers. One l'rominent Federal 
law enforcement ofli<:laillas advised me that about 60 porcent of the hard drngs 
moved in New YOrl. is controlled br organized erime. It is time that the ~'HI 
be brought into this battle. 

It slloulcl be notec1 that IrEr Director-Hesignate Patrick Gray nI, IlIJIJea1'f; 
to have made a first st(>p in tilis direction. Last August he initiated a new 
procedure whereby It'BI agents now specifically debrief their informants on 
drug matters and 'Pass Oll s11ch inteUigenc(' to BNDD, Oustoms, and 'OX~I 
agents. Previously, FBI agents did llOt actively seek nurcotics intelligence fl.·om 
their informantR. Although :\11'. Gruy has repeatedly asserted the FBI's lacle of 
llarcotics juriscliction, he ulso has ex]}resse[l a 'Very definite interest in [lmg 
nbuse. I hope now thnt he l1asbeen nominated Director, subject to Senate 
confirmation, lIe 'WHI advocate nn active,pri.mury role for thl! l!'BI in thlfl 
field. Surely, 11is yiews on drug enforcement :;:hould bE' a matter 01' interest and 
concern to the Senate. 

My remarks nre not inten[led to demean the often heroic effort') of BNDD 
and Custom,> agents in their fight to bring major traffic];:ers to jUfltice 'They 
have had flome enormous su('('e1'SPS, as the convictions in recent .major ca1'es 
uttest. But thpir cOl11petitlYl'ne~s aneI ef:prit de corps often prove connte111J:oduc. 
{'lYe, even in these major Call('8, which could Imve been even morc successful 
in terms of traffickers arrE'stec1 aml drugfl seized, had the BNDD and Customll 
agfmts worked harmonioURly. My bill 'W0111<1 offer them the opportunity to llIHli:l' 
pellce between thelllseives find to hroa[len the war effort against tratIif'l({'1's. 

The hearings I plan on this bill will Ntrefully explore the need to reorganize' 
(m1g' 'law pnfOl'C'ement, and I am confident that the subcommittee an[l the 
parent. Committee on GO'V('l'1l111ent Operations will pro[luce a reorganization llilJ 
that will not only serve the best interests of an agencies but of the ,,\tnericnn 
people as WE'll. 

I ask unanirnouR consent tllflt tile text of tllP bill be printed at thiH point in 
the Recor[l. 

Thl're being 110 objection, thr hill was orderrd to be prluteil in tllC 'Rpcorcl, 
aN folloWll : 

S. 042 

Be. it emu·tcil U/I the "'CItato ana HOl/8e of Representative8 01 the (1nitefl 
Rtate8 Of America in 0011f11'088 aS8(,n1uled, that this Act may he cited as the "Fpd
ernI NUl'('oticH un[l Drug Ah11R(, TAlW Enforcement Reorganization Acto! 1973." 

DEFINI'l'IO:s'S 
HI,;c. 2. (a l .\s used in thil'{ Act: 
(l) ~'hf' t('rIll "nuI'potieR aud ilangrro11f; drugs" llPans controlled substances 

as definpri in Srctioll 101, 201 and 202 of the Controllec[ Substances Act. 
(2) 'j'lIe t('l'm "[un('tio11" means powrr and tlut~·; trnnflfcr of 11 fnnction, under 

any lll'ovil':ion of law. of all agency Or the head of 11 detJUrlment shall also ,be 
n transfer of all fnnl'tionR unc1!'l' such law which 'lire exercised by any office 01' 
Om('('r of stlC'h ngen('y or department. 

FIJl.'1JlNGS ,u,o llErI.AUATION OF POLICY 

SEC. 3. (,a) 'l'he Congress hereby finds and dcclares-
(J) HlIlt the pl'olifC'l'ation of narcotics nncl dangcrotlsdrugs is the Nation's 

number one law {'ufol'eement problem; 
(2) thnt the enfOl'crment of laws l'rlnted to narcotics anddrng abuse 1.11 scattered 

widely throughout several Fed(>ral departments and agencies; 
(3) til at overlapping jurisdictions, j'~lilure to shllre illtelIigen('(' and otller 

information, gC'Jl£'l'ltl la(,k of ('olllmullieutioll an!'i cooperation, und connterpro
duetiy() riv1l1rirs and comp(!titi~'eJJ(!ss among Inw eufol:ccment agellcies 3lav(' 
l'('sultecl frolU tltis diffusiollOf efforts within the Federal govel'llllWllt against 
trnificklng: ill l1o.1'('otl.c(; and dnngerouf! drugs; 

(4) that lllOTIY Amel'lca:ns are net'cUe.'!sly subj('('ted to narcoticR nrldktiml, drug 
abuse and to cll'ug-l'eloted cl'iIJ1l'S because of tJle breakdown tn coordinatl{m 
Illllong F('clerulluw enforcement agencies; 

(u) that tlJ(l l!'eclerul Human of Investigation ilcl the preeminent Fadel'al law 
('llfol'c'('rnPllt ag(>nry ns a l'(,l,'lllt 01: Ils extt'llsive manpower, laboratory, intelligence 
and inw'sUgutiye 1'esoul'ces, und beraufle of the high esteem in which it is 
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held by mauy Americans for its efforts agaiwt orgauized crime, internal sub. 
ver.<;ion and other crimillal assaults against tlle Nation; 

(6) that the ]'ederill Bureau of Investigation has ne\'er eX(;l'clised jurisdic
tion in the area of narcotics alld dxug abuse law enforcement i 

(7) that effective narcotics and drug' abuse law enforcement rcquh'es establish
ment of a new division ilf the Federal Bureau of Investigation with jnriscUc
tion to integrate enforcement of all ]'eLlel'al 1lItrcotics and drug abuse laws 
which is now exercised by other agencit-s, aml to issue policy directive::! gOv{:l'Jling 
the continued law enforcement functions of certain agencies as provicled in this 
ReoJ'ganzntion Act, relatl'd to narcotics and dangerons drug!;; 

(8) that the J!'edernl Bureau of Investigation, Ull'ough the Hew divisiOll es
hthlished in thiH ReorgalJization Act, integrate the best of the manpowcr 
and expertise that IlllS bpendeveloped by other feclel:I1'l agencies in buihling its 
own capability to d(-'al eff(-'cUvely with all ulllleatfl of the lla'rcotics and drug 
enforcemcnt lJroblem, including eombarting international und domestic trafIkking, 
improving the quality of ~tate a11<1 local enforcement of 11!lrcotics and daugeroul' 
drug laws, and eradicating Jlurcotics and drug-1'01ated corruption nt aU (>uforce
lllent levels, 

SEO, 4, (11) There are hrrehy trtll1Hferred to the A,ttorneyGenera:l-
(I) All functions of tllt' Se(!l'rtar~' of the rJ~rf'IlSllry which :irc 11l1lllinist.ered 

through or with respect to tht' Bureuu of CUfltoms (also herciuaftl'r l'e£prred 
to as the "Customs S(~l'vicl''') and which inyolve in\'estigntions by its Diliceot 
Investigation (U('orgauizatioll Plnll Xumbrl' 1 of Wli:i: :lO Fed, neg, 70;-J:;) IHtllling 
to seizu1'(-'s Itnel arl'l'~ts for violations of !lll,\' ]'('dcral law of the United States 
relnting to trafi1eking iunareoUes und dllngerousllrugs, 

(2) all other fllUdiul1s of tlw Customs ~t!r\'ict' and the Commissioner of 
Customs dt'termirlE'cl h~' tlle Dil'ec'wr of the Offiee of l\Ianagement and Budget 
to be directly reiafrtl to functions tral1sferl'l'd by }JaragrtlIlll (1) of this f'('ctioll, 
l'\othing in tllis sertion shall b(' cOll!"trupd (A) to Vl'('elude the Customs HerYict, 
from comlucting investigutions, making seizures !tnd arrests relut('d to slUug
gJin~ of coutrubund oalCr thnn narcotics und dangerous drugs (B) to malr(' 
seizures und arrests based on chullce discoY('ry of nal'coties and dungerous 
drngs during actnal ]l:lsJ>agp as lludlwlarecl lllf'rchu.ntli!'c or contrabund, througll 
Ctll:ltOIUS lines, or (C) to make I'Pizures and arrests related to narcotics HllCl 
dung-erom; drug!' rtt the llirC'rtioll oi' thp Attlll'ury Geut'rul as provided, in fH'CtiOll 
ii (t! ) ()f Illi>l H('ol'ganizatiOJl Act, 

TRANSJ,'lm OF FUNCTIONS X'noM S'!'A'm UF.PAIlTMEN'r 

SEC, G, (a) '1'h('re is hereby transfern'd to the Attol'ne.r Gf'lIl'~'al ull functions 
of the Secretary of State which are udminhitl'L'Pll throngh or witIt respect to 
the Cabinet COUlmittee on IntcrIlnti(lllal Nnl'(~l)tks Coutrol. 

(b) Tllel'(~ are hereby tl'Unsi'('rrNl to the Depul'tmcnt of J11I;ti('p all of tlH' 
positious, personnel, property, l'cC'ords and oUlC'r fUlld,', llvailullh, or fo 11(1 made 
available, of the Cllbinet COll1mltt(~e OIl Intpl'lla1iol1f!l Narcl)tics Control. 

(c) the Attorney General shall makc~ :mch lllm if-lillllS us he mu,\' !1eeUlnccp:;sal'Y 
with resvect to termInating the affairs oj! 1-he Cabinct COllllllitL('e Oll Illtf'l'LlIt
tionul NarcotiCS Control not otlH'rwiflt' p~'o\'1tlE'd fo;' in tlliH Reorganization Act. 

(d) tIte Cabinet Committee 011 Internationul l'\ureotirs ('onh'ol is ]lm'eby 
abolished and replaced by the PoUes COUlnlittpp OIl N!ll'(~OUeH uncI Dang('t'oUS 
Drugs, HS Vl'oYiclecl in section 13 of thtH Rl!Ol'gllllizuUOll Ad, 

DIVIS10N ali' N,\.lICOTICS A~ll IlM';(,I';UOUS llUC(lR 

SEO. G. (a) There is established in the Devul'tment of Jnsti('c It new (UdsioLl 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation whidl shall ue lmowu us tlle Division of 
Narcotlcs and Dangerous Drugs (hereinaftE'l' )'Piel'recl to flH th<' "Dh'isiC)Jl"), 

(b) All functiolls tl'llIlSf<'l'l'C(l to the Attol'n~y GCJll.'rlll p11rsuant t'l the Act 
flimll )le delpgated to the DIrectol' of 010 J!'edpral nU)'C'HU oj' Im'esUgafion. All 
fUl1Ctiorls (lplrg'llt('(l to the Dl)'('l.'to): of tlle Fpderlll BUl'l'Itu of Il1vm;tigll1ion by 
the A/:tornry G<'rlCral PUl'Sullnt to 111(' .\ct Rllall be a<lllliniHtCll'('d throl1gh tlll' 
Division. 

(e) The Divixion slJall Ile hpa<1C'd hr on .\flscwlat(' Dh'celor fot' XIHC()ti('S flUe] 
l)llngerol1s Drugs of the Federal Bureull of IUvPHtlgation who shall be flppoluted 
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by the Attorney General. In addition to the functions authorized in this Reor
ganization Act the Associate Director of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs shall 
perform such other duties as the Attorney General shall delegate. 

(d) There are hereby established in the Division, in addition to the position 
established in subsection (c) of this sectioli, two new positions of Assistant 
Director for Narcotics and Assistant Director for Dangerous Drugs of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, appointments to which shall be made by the 
Attorney General. Each Assistant Director shall perform such functiolls as the 
Attomey General shall delegate. 

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY WITHIN ~'HE JUS1'ICE DEP.AIl'1'1IIEN'1' 

SEC. 7. (a) The Attorney Gelleral shall delegate authority over functions 
performed by the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs under Reorganization 
Plan Number 1 of 19G8 to the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigatir.n. 

(b) The Attorney General shall clelegate authority over functions llerfo':mecl 
by the Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement uncler Executive Order 11(~1 of 
1972 (FR Doc. 72-1525) to the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investiglltion. 

(c) The Attorney General sllall clelegate authority over functions performed 
by the Office of National Narcotit's Intelligence under Executive OrdE'r 11670 of 
1972 (FR Doc. 72-11930) to the Director of the Federal Bureau of Invefil'igatioll. 

Cd) The Attorney General shall assign to the Director of the l!'ecleral Bureau of 
Investigation the positions, pel'.~onnel, property, records, and unexpended balances 
of aI)propriations, allocations and other fum Is, available OJ' he mac Ie available 
uncleI' terms and conditions that the Attorney General sllall designate, (1) of the 
Bureau of Narcotics ancl Dangerous Drugs, (2) of the Omce of Drug Almse 
Law Enforcement and (3) of the Office fol' ::-I'ational Narcoti.cs Intelligence. 

(e) The Bureau of Narcotics anci Dangerous Drugs, the Office of Drug Abuse 
Law Enforcement, and the Office of National Narcotics Intelligence, including 
the Offices of Directors of each of these agenciefl, are hereby abolished. ~:he Attol'
ney General shall make such proviSion as he may deem necessary with respect 
to terminating the affairs of these agenCies not otherwise provided for in the Act. 

(f) The Attorney General shall delegate to the Director of the Federal Burean 
of Investigation authority over functions pel'formecl hy the Imll1igration and 
NatUralization SerVice, including functions performed by the Border Patrol. 
related to trafficking in narcotics and dangerous clrugs across the borders of 
the Unitecl States at places other than portH of en(·ry. 'rhe ImlIligrlltion Ilnd 
Naturalization Service, including the BortleI' Patrol, shall perform functions 
related to enforcement of any law of the United States pertainiug to narcoties 
ancl dangerous drugs consistent with policy t1irectiws that shall be issued from 
time to time by the Director of the Federal Bureau o.f Investigation. 

(g) The Attorney General shall delegatE' to the Dil't!ctor of the Fpdel'al BUl'eau 
of Illvestigation authority over functions performed hr the Law Enforcement 
Assistallce Administration relatecl to the awarding of block grants for the 
plmming, establishment and operation of Tlilrcotics and clangerous drug enforce
ment units at the state and local levels, pursuant to Parts B and 0 of Title I 
of the 011utlhus Crime Oontrol and Safe Streets Act of 19G8 (PL 92-351 j 82 Stat. 
197). The Law Enforcement ASSistance Administration shall perform :mch fUllc
tions (!onsistel1t with policy directives that shall be ir.;suedfrom time to time by the 
Attorney General after consultation with the Director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. 

(11) The Attorney General shall prolllulgah' regulations for the purpose of 
delegating authority not otherwise provided in this secLion but necessary for 
achievh1g' the objectives of this Reorganization Act. 

POLICY DIRECTIVES TO THJ~ 'l'RANSPOR'L'A'rION DEPAR'f~mN'l' 

SEC. 8. The President, nfter consultation with the Attorney General, shall 
dii'('ct the Secretary of Transportation with r('spect to the followil1g f1.1llctions 
l'ela tcd to trafficking innal'cotics and dangerolls ~ll'ug'S. 

(1) Operations of the Coast Guard in the e11£OI'('('111(>nt of uny ltlw Of the 
Unitec1 States relating to trafficking in llarcotics am1 dangerous drugs. 

(2) Operations of the Federal Avilltion Administration in the enforcement of 
any law of the United States relating to trafficking in Ilurcotics and dangel'our:: 
drugs. 
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POLIOY DIREO'.rIVES TO 'l'IIE Sl'.A'rEl UI!.'l!Anl'1IENT 

SEO. 9. (a) The President, after consultation with the Attorney General, shall 
direct the Secretary of State with respect to the following fUllction!; related to 
trafficking in narcotics and dangerous drugs, 

(1) Operations of the Agency for International DeYelopment in supplying 
economic and teclmical assistance to foreign goy(>rnments for development <if 
narcotics control programs. 

(2) Relations generally with foreign governments for the purpose of coordinat
ing control of international narcotics traffic. 

POLICY JJIRI'~CTIVES '1'0 l'Hl~ CEN'l'RAL IN1'gLLIGBNCE .AGENOY 

SEO. 10. (a) The President, after consultation with the Attorney General, 
shall direct the Director of the Central Intellig(>llce Agency with respect to all 
of the DirQctor's functions related to trafficking in narcotics and dangerous drugs. 

POLIOY DIRE01'IVES TO THE SgCRE'l'ARY OF IlFWENSE 

SEo.11. (a) ~'he President, after consultation with th(' Attorney General, shall 
direct the Secretary of Defense with respect to all of the Secretary's functions 
related to trafficking iunarcotics and dangeroufl (h·ugs. 

POLIOY DffiEOTIVES TO THE 'rHl~ASUItY m;PAltTMENT 

SEo.12. (a) The Presiaent, after consultaHoll with tile Attorney General, slll111 
direct the Secretary of the Treasury with respect to fnactions administered 

. tlJrough or with respect to the Internal Revenue Service that relnte to thc 
trafficldng innnrcotics and dangerous drugs. 

l'OLICY COM~fIT'l'EE ON N.ARCOTIOS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS 

SEO. 13. (a) There is established a Policy C'ommittee on Narcotics and Dan
gerous Drugs. 

('b) The Attorney General shall be Chairman of the Committee. The Director 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation shall be Vice Chairman of the Committce. 
The Associate Director for Narcotics and Drug Abuse of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation shall be Executive Director of the Committee, 

(c) :Members of the Committee shall be appointed by the President from all 
departments and agencies and their subdiviSions, which, uncler the provisions of 
this Reorganization Act, have functions related to trafficking in narcotics and 
dangerons drngs and of such other departments and agenCies, and their sub
divisions, us the President, after consultation with the Attorney General, may 
subsequently deSignate. 

(d) The Committee shall meet from time to time to expedite and coordinate 
the policy directives issued 'by the President after consultation with the Attorney 
General. 

TRANSFER lLATTERS 

SEo.14. (a) The Attorney General, in consultation with the Director of the 
JPederal Bureau of Investigation, shall establiSh standards and procedures for the 
selection of personnel of the Bureau of Customs in the Treasury Department and 
of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs in the Justico Department to be 
transferred to the Federal Bureau of Investigation in accordance with the pro
visions of this section. Criteria for such standards and procedures shall reflect 
conSideration of each employee'S record in meeting the responsibilities of, and 
possessing the skills for, effective investigation related to trafficldng of narcotics 
and dangerous drugs, All personnel selected for transfer shall be without reduc
tioll in claSSification or compensation for one year after such transfer, except that 
the Attorney General shall have full authority to assign personnel during such 
one year period in order to efficiently carry out functions transferred under thll:l 
ReorganIzation Act. After such one-year period the Attol'lley General, in consulta
tion with the Director, shall establish appropriate status for aU transferred 
personnel within the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

(b) All orders, determinations, rules, regulations, permits, contracts, certi
ficates, licenses, and privlleges-
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(1) wbicb bave been issued, made, granted, or allowed to become effective in the 
exercise of functions which are transferred under tbis Act by tbe Treasury 
Department and tbe State Department any fmlctions of wbich are transferrecl by 
this Act; and (2) which are in effect at the time tbis Act takes effect, shall con
tinue in effect according to their terms until moclified, terminated, superseded, 
set aSide, or repealed by the Justice Department, by any court of competent 
jurisdiction, or by operation of law. 

(c). Tbe provisions of this Act shall not affect any proceedings pencling .at the 
time tbis Act takes effect before any department 01: agency, functions of wbich 
are transferred by this Act; except that such proceedings, to the extent that they 
relate to functions so transferred, sball be continuecl before the Justice Depart
ment. Orders shall be issued in such proceedings, appeals sball be taken tbere
from, and payments shall be made pursuant to sucb orders, as if this Act bad not 
been enacted; and orders issued in any such proceedings shall continue in effect 
until modified, terminated, superseded, 01' repealed by the Justice Department 
by a court of competent jurisdiction, or by operation of law. 

(d) The provisions of tbis Act shall not. affect. suits. commenced prior to the 
date tbis Act takes effect and in all such suits proceedings shall be had, appeals 
taken, and judg'ments rendered, in the same manner and effect as if this Act • 
had not been enacted; except tbat if before the date on Wllich this Act takes 
effect, any department or agency (or officer tbereof in his official capacity) is a 
party to a suit involving functions transferred to the Justice Department, then 
such suit shall be continued by tbe Justice Department. No cause of action, and 
110 suit, action, or other proceeding, by 01' against the ~'l'easury Department :mcl 
the State Department (01' officer thereof in his officIal capacity) functions of 
which are transferred by this Act shall abate by reason of the enactment of this 
Act. Causes of actions, Sluts, actions, or other proceedings may be asserted by 
or against the United States or the Justice Department as may be appropriate 
anel, in any litigation peneling when this Act takes effect, the court may at any 
time, on its own motion or tbat of any party, enter an order which will give effect 
to the provisions of this paragraph. 

(e) Such further measures and dispositions as the Director of the Office of 
Mana'gement and Budget shull deem to be necessary in order to effectuate the 
u'nnsfcrs provided in this section shall be carried out in. such manner as he may 
direct anc1 by s11ch uglmeies as he shall desiguate. 

EXHIBIT No. 11 

TnE nmmuGlmcl!: OJ" III·:noni AnuSE IN TliE DISTRICT OF COLU1ImrA 

(B~' :Mark II. Green, M.D., Bureau of Epidemiology, Center for Disease Control, 
m.s. Public Hcalth Service ') 

ABSTRAOT 

Pl'ospectivcl~T collected drug ubust' trent 1 surveillance data sug'gest that the 
rate of heroin, use- in Washington, D.C. if{ rising followl.ng it two year decline in 
the magnitude of this problem. SUPllorttve data include increased potency of 
street leYel herOin,. increased: numbers of lwroill-relatecl cleaths, increased detec
tion of h€'l'oill pOf{itive urine Sllcc'imens in the D.C. Superior Court arrestee pop
ulation, increased denll.l:1ld f6J: addiction treatment services and riSing property 
crime rates. Increased. prevalence of heroin use hItS 110t yet been associated with 
au: increase ill incidence, suggesting that former heroin users have: begun to use 
once again folto.wing a perioel! of abstinence. 

AlUl1ysis of heroin sn£lC'imenr; seizt'd across the Unitecl States suggests that 
cLti:es formerly devendent upon Jilnropeun (white) heroin have now developed a 
ncw heroin distribution system which supplies :Mexican (browll) heroin. This has 
ofl!-st't the reduction in heroin llfle obsl.'l'ved duting 1972-1973 concomitant with 
tnt! East (!Joast; hel'ohl sllorCage tmd wiclespread introduction of adclictioll trca:t
m~l~t s~r\'ices" 

1. On. Svec.l11ll Asslglimcnt III Drug-Abuse ]Jptdemlology to tlle Special Action Office for 
Dru~ Ahuse Pl'CV!!ntloll, Executive Office of the Pce~taellt. 726 Jacl,~oJ\ PIIlCe, NW, Wash
Ington, D.C. 20500. 
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I1ttrocZ1tctimt 
Drug abu!;'e ;antlrotities inW'ashington, D.C. have had a unique opportunity to 

study the dynamics Df heroin addiction in this city. ~'he systematic, prospective 
collection of heroin ,use trend data has permitted on-going analysis ,of the nature 
and extexit of lretoih aclcliction during a periou when CnOl'lllOUS resources (both 
treatment and law enforcement) were hi'ought to' bear on this problem. The 
status of herOin addiction in Washington at the time treatment intervention 
was Uhdertakenhas beeh previously described (1), as has the subsequent decline 
of heroin ,abuse in'Washingtol1, (2, 3). The rationale underlying the application 
of epidemiologic techniques such as surveillance to the study of heroin addiction 
has also been discussed in detll.il (4). 

The District of Oolumbia Drug Abuse Surveillance System has recentlY de
tected an increase in heroin abuse in this city. Data will be presented to, sup
port this assertion, and the implications of these observations with regard to 
the natural histOl'y of heroin udcUction and the efficacy of various intervention 
strategies will be discussed. . 
lIIethodJs 

Details regarding data collection methocls and tIefiilitions for the Dl'ug Abuse 
Surveillance System and itscom110nents llUve Lecn previonsly reporterl (2, 3, 5, 
6). The analYSis of year of first her,oiu use clata us an indicator of the relative 
incidence of new heroin use has ulsobeen descriLe(l in detuil (7). In brief, data 
are collected prospectively from the follOwing' sources: 

1. Patients entering treatment with the l'\arcotics 'J:reatment Administration 
(NTA) heroin addictioll treatment progi'um 

2. Urine testing programs for heroin in three locations: NTA Central j',:[edical 
Intake, the D.O. Sup~rior Oourt Lockup, uncI the D.C. Juil 

3. D.O. Medical Examiner'S reports on deaths dtl~ to ttCufe 10l1iate overdoses 
4. D.C. Metropolitan Police data on prollertycl'ime, l:arl!otics arrests, heroin 

seizures and undercover heroin "buys" at the street l(>v('1." 
Both the treatment and law enforcement efJ',orts with i:el'peC't to hel'oin addic

tion Legan in 19G9, grew rapiclly through 1071, antI remainu c1 C()ll:,tunt at that 
level through the end of 1973. Since then, thei'e bas been u deeline in the nnm
LeI' of under-cover agents working on the narcotics :=;qnu!t In ac1dition, agents 
have been instructccl to be more selective in inaldng umler-cover hproln hbllYs," 
focnsing on purcbases that are more 1il;:ely to procluce an' al'l'(>st With a probabil
ity 'of conviction. There have been two majo~ changes in thl' tl'p!tllnent llrog'l'mn, 
the first being a reduction in both the nnmber of clinics and treatment slots fol
lowing the -decline in demand for treatment observed in 1973 (2, 3), and the fI(>('
onel ht.'lng the eliminatiOn of all metbaclone take-home privileges in ;rul~T H17+. 

In addition, nntional (lata 011 InllOratory analyses of heroin specimens llaye 
be'enptovicll'd by the Fecleral Drug Enforcement Administration (DEJA). 'l'h!:'f:le 
data are obtainecl from DEJA Regional Laboratories, which analyze heroin 
speCimens seized or purchasec1 by DEA field agents, Specimens undergo quanti
tative UDftlysis with respect to Mroin potency and qualitative analysis aimed 
at iclentifying non-opiate diluents used in the illicit manufacture of heroin. 

Data were analyzed fot' statistical siA'nificance ul'il1g the Student t test aJJ(1 the 
chi-square test. Trends were sllOwn to occur with a linear regreSSion line, fit by 
the method of least squares. Significance of trends was tested with Pearson's 
correlation coefficient. 
Re8u.zts 

Figure No. 1 depicts the average tmi:ity of heroin purchased at the street 
leyel by na.rcotics squad under-cover agelits on a qUarterly basH! from niid-
1969 through the elld of 1974. The downward trend in purity through the end 
of 1973 is highly significant (1' = -0.94, P <.001). However, there now have 
been five consecutive points outside tIre 95% corific1ence balid al'o'und this trend 
lille, snggesting that the VUl'it:v oj: strC'et level heroin has illcl'easec1 f'igl1ifical1tly in 
the District of Columbia during 197'.1:. Thl:> is corroLol'llted by the observation 
that the average numher of milligrams of pure heroin present in street level 

• A "Rtrnl't level buy" Is defined ns one in Which no more thnn $50 hns bc!'n spent by tho 
police ngent, no more thun 1300 miIJlgrnms of mnterlal (only a frnctlon of which Is heroin) 
nre pres!'llt in ench pllclwgc, nnd for which the cnlculate!1 cost of heroin per mll11grnm of 
pure heroin Is less than $10. 

54-050-75--1'7 
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'heroin packages, which had fallen from a maximum of 13.4 milligrams (April 
1972) to a minimum of 2.5 milligrams (in September 1973), has now risen to 
6.0 milligrams (4th quarter, 1974). 

The death rate from heroin-related overdoses is shown in Figure No.2. All 
cases had morphine and quinine identiiied at post-mortem toxicologic analysis. 
Note that the heroin overdose death rate declined steadily from mid-1971 through 
mid-1973. There were 18 heroin related deaths in 1974, compared to 5 such 
deaths during the entire year of 1973. In 16 of these 1974 cases, heroin was the 
only opiate detected. In two, methadone was also present. It is of further note 
that 14 of these individuals were lmown, chronic narcotics users. The other 
2 had the cutaneous stigmata of chronic parenteral drug abuse but were not 
known to NTA and were not reported to be drug users by family or friends inter
viewed during the death investigations. That most of the deaths occurred among 
long term heroin users, rather than among opiate-naive experimenters, is sup
ported by the high average age of these victims. During 1971-1973, the average 
age of heroin overdose death victims was 25.0. In 1974, it increased to 27.4 
(t = 1.70, p < .05). 

The most reliable urine screening program for heroin in the city is that run 
in the D.C. Superior Court (see Figure #3). Once again, the downward trend in 
the detection of heroin (morphine and/or quinine) in this facility is highly 
significant through the 3rd quarter of 1973 (1'= -0.860, p<.Ol). Since that 
time, there has been an increase in the number of heroin positive urine samples. 
There are now three consecutive points outsic1e the 95% confidence band al'ouncl 
the previous trend line, suggesting that this is a significant increase. 

The demand for services at NTA peaked during the first quarter of 1972, during 
which an average of 33 heroin users were admitted for teatment each day. The 
nadir of demancl for treatment services was reached in the last quarter of 1973, 
with an average daily admission rate of 9 patients. Treatment demand has begun 
to rise once again in 1974, with an average of 12 patients being admitted each 
day during the last quarter of 1974. 

The proportion of heroin among all seizures of illicit drugs made by the D.C. 
Metropolitan Police is illustrated in Figure #4. Note once again the sharp decline 
in heroin seizures from 1971 through the end of 1973. During 1974 there has iJe('n 
a small.but statistically insignificant increase in the proportion of heroin seizures. 

The number of opiate charges 8 made by the D.C. Police reached a peak of 3114 
in 1971. This figure declined to 2108 in 1972, with a further decrease in 1973 to 
958 (see ~able #1). Based on data available through the first three qnarters 
of 1974, there will be an estimated 900 opiate charges for the entire year. 

T.AJlLE I.-Annual charges macle by the D.O. MetropoUtan Police for possess'ion 
ana aistribution of opiates 

Year: Oharges 1968 ____________________________________________________________ 408 
1969 ------______________________________________________________ 958 

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:;~~~~~~~~:_~~~~~~~~~~ lt~ 1974 --__________________________________________________________ '900 

1 Projected annual total based on data complete through the third quarter of 1 <)74. 
Although the relationship between property crime and heroin addicthm remains 

poorly elucidated, it is clear that contemporary heroin users are deeply involvecl 
in criminal activity, the majority of which is property crime rather than violent 
crime (5,8,9). There has been a very close parallel between trends in heroin 
nse Imd reported property crime in the District of Columbia (see Table 2). 
Property crime peakecl in 1969 and declinec1 steaclily in the three years tl1at fol
lowed, follow!ng the same pattern 'as l1eroin use incidence. III 1074, when heroin 
use began to Illcrease again, property crime in Washington increased for the first 
time since 1960-1970. We have demonstratec1 previously a negative correlation 
,betwee,n em;,ollment in N~A and property crime in Washington (2). As the number 
o~ addIcts 1ll treatment mcreasec1, the number of crimes associated with addic
tion decreased (r= -0.79, p<.OOl). Perhaps more striking is the relationship 

n'I'hese chnrges nre simple possession of heroin, possession of heroin with Intent to 
distribute, nnd sale of .heroin. 

r' 
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between the purity of.heroin purchasecl by ul,lder-coveragel).ts l1;nd.t~le nU1I\ber of 
reported burglal'ies in the city (see Figure #5). As the purity of heroin increases 
the number of burglaries reported increases. There is a highly significant positive 
correlation between these two variable (1'=+0.92, p<.Ol). The potency of lwroin 
at the street level is .felt to be an indirect indicator of the number of heroin users 
present in the community (10, 11), since increased potency implies increased 
availability, and increased availability is probably associated with increased 
levels of use. To the extent that increased heroin potcncy is associatcd with 
increased prevalence of heroin use, one might e:<.:pect to see an illCl'eal;e in the 
lllnnberof crimes (burglar;\', for example) normally committed by addicts, when 
heroin potency rises. And, in fact, this is what we have observed. 

TABI.E 2.-Annual1'eportcd pl'opel·ty crime in Washington, D.O. (includes robbery, 
burglary ana aZllarceny) 

Tota~ /'cportotl 
Year: propel'tv crimo 1960 ___________________________________________________________ 15,564 

1961 ___________________________________________________________ 15,982 
1962 ___________________________________________________________ 16,449 
1963 ___________________________________________________________ 10,806 
1964 ___________________________________________________________ 22,109 
1965 ___________________________________________________________ 25,343 
1066 ___________________________________________________________ 20,920 
1967 ___________________________________________________________ 41,886 
1968 ___________________________________________________________ 48,741 
1969 ___________________________________________________________ 67,209 
1970 ___________________________________________________________ 66,802 
1971 ___________________________________________________________ 56,922 
1972 ___________________________________________________________ 41,938 

ig~:1-========================================================== !~:~~~ 
1 Annual estimate projected on the basis of datil complete through November 1074. 

The data presented thus far are indicators of the relatiYe prevalence of heroin 
use (10). That is, they are thought to reflect increases 01' decreases in the total 
number of heroin users in the community. A critical question in the light of 
evidence which suggests increased heroin use relates to who the users are. That 
is to say, 'does the increased level of use reflect the reLurn of former heroin 
users to habits they had either reduced or discontinued, or does the increased 
level of use reflect the creation of new heroin users'l To assess this question, 
year of first heroin use as reported by 'adcUcts enteriing treatment with ~1.'A 
for the first time Can be used. 

The distribution of year of first heroin use has been found to be a good indi
cator of relative heroin use incidence (7, 12), particularly if correction is made 
for the known lag between the onset of heroin use and subsequent entry into 
treatment. ll'igure #6 displays this (listribution for all heroin users admitted 
to ~1.'A from its inception through Octobcr 1974. The modal year of first 
heroin use is 10G9, with a steady decline in the number of those whO report 
onset of their heroin use in subsequent years. Even when this distribution 
is corrected for the lag between onset of use and entry into treatment (see 
dottecl line) I the number of individuals with recent onset of heroin use is very 
low. This suggests that the increased level of hero ill use documented by the 
preval!'nce indicators is not aSSOCiated currently with an increase in the inci
dence of heroin use. 

Further corroboration of this apparent increase in the prevalence of heroin 
use without a concomitant increase in the incidence of new heroin l1se is pro
vided in an analysis of the age trends among paticnts first admitted to N'l'A 
(see 'l'able #3). Since heroin use in general has its onset in the mid to lnte 
teen years (modal nge of first heroin use ill Washington is 17), the lIlean age 
of heroin users first admitted to treatment trencls to lJe low or deClining if the 
incidence of new use is high. If incidence is low, uncI there has been an epic1('mic 
of. new use in the past, the age of newly admitted users tends to increase as 
time passes, since there nrc very few new (i.e., voting) herOin users being 
created. The age distribution among NTA first admissions substantiates our 
contention that, at the moment, incidence is low. The mean age, increased 
steadily since 1972, after the peak of new use bad passed, 
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TABLE 3.-Ageat first ad/mission for yearly NT.il aam11ssi01t cohorts 

Year first Mean age 
admitted: (year8) 1970 -_--________________________________________________________ 26. 0 

1971 ---_________________________________________________________ 26.5 
1972 ----________________________________________________________ 25.1 
1973 ----________________________________________________________ 26.'7 
1974 - ___________________________________________________________ 27.7 

, Discussion 
In our previous publications, we 1m ve documented the existence of what can 

properly be called an epidemic of heroin use in the District of Columbia. This 
· epidemic reached its peak in 1969, since which time the incidence of heroin use 
· in this city has declined steadily. Data obtained through the city'S Drug Abuse 
SUl"l-eiUance System also suggested that the prevalence of herOin use declined 
somewhat later, in 1972-1973 (2-4). Reasons offered for this observed decline 

'in heroin abuse included the widespread availahility of comprehensive, multi-
modality addiction treatment services and the impact of local, national and 
,international law enforcement efforts which resulted in a sharp clecrease in the 
.availability and quality of heroin, particularly 011 the East Coast of the United 
· States (11). In addition, there has been some theoretical work to sugg(lst that one 
might expect heroin epidemics to be self-limited (at least in terms of the creation 

"of new users) as the nnmber of susceptible individuals in tIle community is 
'exhausted (13). 

Data presented above suggest that there has been a reerU(le~('ence of heroin 
'llSe in Washington, D.C. during 1074. '1'his is supported hy finding significant 
lncl'ea~es in the purity of heroin available at the stl'f!et level, number of heroin
relatet1 oYel't1ose deaths, number of urine sp<'cimens found to contain morphine 

, au(ljor quinine in the D.C. Superior Oourt., rising rlemand for acldiction treatment 
:sel'vices and an increase in the types of property crime traditionally aSsunw(1 
to b(> related to ht:'ruin addiction. 'I'he8e in(licators of increlll'led prevalence of 
heroln use are not, at least for the moment, associated with Ull inereaHe in the 
number of 1leW heroin Wlers being created in the city. The low Ieyel of incidence 
is supported by the analysis of year of first heroin URe clifltrthn tiOllS (with Ing cor
r('ctiollfl) ancl the analYflis 'of the age distributions of addicts iiI'S!; admilt(>c1 to 
l\'I'A'R treatment program and addicts dying from herOin ovel'elose. 'I'lli!; finding 
emphasizes the chronic, relapsing nature of 11eroin acldictiOJl 8in('(> the increase 
in IlProin use is occurring tlmong addicts who lmd eUher cliscontinu('cl or suh
stautially reduced their herOin usc c1uring the recent period of 11proin scarcity. 

Flimilar increases in the prevalf'nce of heroin use bav!' been repot'ted recently 
in San Francisco anel Boston (14, 15). However, in both of those cities, increaspd 

"preval(mce of 11('roin use has been aSRocinted also with an increase in incic1en('('. 
· This suggests that the Difltrkt of Colum})ia may be in a tram;itional ]Jllase anel 
that, if increased avnilabilits of heroin perSists, incidence will begin to rise 
here as well. 

Wllat ('xplallationR can be offert'el for this incrc:ull' in heroin ItvailabiIity? It 
would appear that the scarcity of h('roin during the PORt two yeltm WitS related 
to the impact" of dlsl'1lpting the Frellch-Corllicnn heroin clistrihnl'ion system. It 

· was this distribution flystem which supplied the hull, of heroin to mORt of the 
cities along the East Ooast of the United States and Nortll('l'll California. ~'he 
heroin that was produced jlY this system wafl white in color. had a 'fine, powdery 
cOllsistency and was most freqllently diluted with lactoRe and quininf'. According 
to chemists at tile Drug Enforcement Adminisl-ratioll, th('l'(, aIR/) hnve existed 

· for many years other herOin manufacture anc1 clii;tribution Rystf'lllS. One of 
theRe t.raaitionally Iluppliecl heroin to the Flouth-W(,Rt, Honthern California anel, 
to a lesser exlent, the :Mid-West. The heroin producNI by thiR system "'fiII brown, 
had a coarse, granular consistency, and was generally rliInted with lnctl)s~ and 
llrocaine. The ma;jor portion of this heroin iii thought to h(' lll'oc1uCNI in M1"xico. 
Priol' to the :must Coast heroin shortnge of 1072-1073, hrown 11el'oin was found 
only rarely on the East Ooast nnd, when it was, :mnst Const heroin users woulc1 
not URe it, Shnllnl'ly, West Coast h('l'oin userR \Voulel 'not lIse wllite IlCroin. '1'11is 
~ihllltion apPc'llrs to have 'chan,ged Rignificnntly over thepa<;t seYernl years. 

, ]'1gl11'e # 7 illustrate!'! ntis cllallge : note that brown heroin haS cOlllero <COlllprise 
'the Illnjol'ity of hei'oln ~nll'lplesoJjtaiJ1eel by D:mA ngent~ all 0'Y('1' tbe country. 

One c'an literally watch tIlis distr'ibtJtion system ,york rtli way 'across tIle 'United 
States. This change has been accompanied by an attitudinal chal1ge among East 
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Coast heroin users who, motivated by the scarcity of the white, European heroin, . 
l1ave come to Yiew the brown, Mexican heroin llS highly potent (which it certainly 
is.) and highl:r desirable. 

It would appear, then, that the increase in heroin availability documented in 
Washington 1s related to the l'eplncement of one cUstribution system b~T another. 
A Significant prollortion of the heroin cUl'l'ently available ill Washington is of 
the brown (i\1exican) type. The fact that an increase in heroin availability was 
immediately followed JJy an increase in heroin use, sheds a great deal of light 
on tlle role of heroin availability in perpetuating addiction as a major social 
pl'Oblem. The data ,':mggest that the law enforcement efforts aimed at redUCing 
heroin availability may have played a greater role in L'educing tlle magnitude 
of the heroin problem along the East Coast than was previously appreciated. 
Ho\vever, the profouncl changes which have subsequently occul'l'ed in the heroin 
distriimtion system raise serious questions regarding the feasibility of this' 
strategy in the long run. 

~'here has JJeen a great deal of sl;:epticism expressed regarding the purportecl , 
national decline in herOin use during the past two years. The most compelling 
data supporting the existence of such a decline are local or regional in nature. 
Major cities liI{e New York, Bostl)n, 'Vashington, San FranCisco, Chicago and 
Atlanta all have reported a sharp decline in ooth the incidence and prevalence 
of heroin Use during 1972-1973. Areas li);:e these contain a sufficient proportion 
of the nation's hcroin Users that there may have been a net national decline in 
the number of heroin users during the same period. However, it is clear that 
there were areas of the country that did 110t experience such a decline during that' 
time (12, 16, 17). H(>roin aouse (and drug aouse in general) is such a heteJ;o
geneous phenomenon, with so much variability from city to city and region to 
region, that sl1eaking in national aggregate terms may obscure more than it: 
elucidates. The important observation is that in many cities the incidence and: 
prevalence of lleroill use declined in association with intensive interYentiOll by,~ 
1lOth the treatment a11(l law enforcement communities, The East Coast heroin, 
shortage was real, and it persisted for a remarlmbly long time. It was accom
paniecl by a f:;i!Olificallt decline in the magnitude of the heroin problem in those 
tities that were ai'fe('ted. The implication is that disruption of major heroin 
distribution eystems diel reduce the availability of heroin, making the heroill. 
that W[lS available less potent and more expensive. The reduction in heroin anlll
ability contributed substantially to redUCing the size of' the heroin usi'ng,: 
population. 

WhethE'r sociE'ty is willing to support the size ~tnel quam.v of the law enforce-· 
ment effort required to accomplish this end in -the future is another question,. 
entirely. '1'he facts do suggest that snch an effort did 'have significant impact ill~ 
the past. In general, those citie'S whIch had persistent, high heroin nse pl'enlleuce
during 1972-1973 ha:d either continued high availabili-ty of potent, :relatively ille):
pensive heroin ur lacked a massive infusion 'of <!tdcliction treatment service:;, or' 
both, Howeyer, the changes that 'llUve occurred in the heroin distribution system 
may make this strategy unworkable in the future. 

A critical question raised 'by these observation'S is that 'if the whOle problem 
hinges on. heroin availability, with heroin nse increasing as soon as availability 
InCrE'RSeS, doesn't this impl~' that the whole effort clirected -at treatment of heroin 
addiction has been an enormously expensive failure? Unfortunately, the data to 
answer such charges are not available. The 'heroin use indicators employe.d in this 
discussion only speak to 1·ela.tive trends in heroin use, We do not have the tech
niques for accurately measuring the absolute llU'ID'her of heroin users at any given 
pOint in time. Thus, we can say only ,that the problem is increasing, but we really 
can't say 'Oy how much. We must learn how many former users 'have begun to us~ 
again now that heroin is more accessible. We would like to know how mallY of 
those who have not relapsed into heroill use would have relapsed if they had not 
been exposecl to treatment during the heroin shortage. We can only $peculllte 
regarding ,the 'consequences of recl\lCed aval1aJbility if heroin users had not had 
some ~ltemative to what could have ~)eCOme an increasingly frantic and desperate 
lifestyJe during a severe heroin shortage with no treatment servi'ces a\:aila'ble .. 
Althollgh the absolute magnitude of the current increase in l1eroin use cannot be 
precisely uE'finecl, it does appear to be cons.iclerably smalier than when the prob
lem was at its worst in 1969-1971. Conceivably the 'relapse would have been more 
eJl;plo'Sive had it not 'been for the E'xistence of city-wilde l1.clcliction treatment sery. 
ices during the past five years. These are l'esearchable issues, however, and a 
number of follow-up studies currently under way offer ·an opportunity of resolv-
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ing some of 'these as yet unanswered questions. Given the 'chronic relapsing nature 
of heroin addiction, one should not over-react to observations such as those pre
senteel here with a blanket ~ondemnation of the heroin treatment effort. More 
data are requirecl before a reasonable assessment of this issue can 'be made. 

,Finally, 'let us consider for a moment several important implications in these 
data with regard to the heroin intervention strategy here in the District of Colum
bia. First, note that in the face of evidence of rising heroin use, the number of 
heroin seizures and opiat~ charges made by the D.C. Metropolitan Police has not 
increased signi:ficantly. This may mean that the other indicators are misleading, 
but it more likely implies some changes within the local criminal justice system. 
There has been a decline in the number of under-cover agents during the last half 
of 1974, and a shift away from buying heroin whenever possible, toward buying 
only when a good 'case can be made. Thh; reduction in man-pov,er and modified 
"buy" policycouJc.l account for the low number of heroin buys ancl seizures. In 
aelditiOll, it is 110ssible that the development o·f a new system for the distribution 
of heroin has brought new individuals into the lleroin business locally, and that 
some tinle will1be required befol'e pOlice ar;entscan infiltrate this new underworld 
apparatus, It has been several years since a major heroin trafficking case has been 
mlule in this City. Further, the local drug scene has become much more complcx 
during recent years, with the abuse of non-opiates becoming more prominent (18, 
10). It ifl easier for police officers to make lmYfl and arrests in Cflses which do not 
involve heroin, so officers unintentionally may be devoting a disproportionate 
share of their time and energy on ,these less imllortant problems which are more 
likely to result in a good case. Police corruption is always a 'Possiliility in an area 
where the profits to be made are enormous, although there is no evidence to sup
port such a possibility in this city, Finally. some police officials have claimed tlIat 
the problem really lies with the courts, which have become increasing];\' lenient in 
recent years in handling d'1'llg cases, particularly smull scale dealers who, them
selves, may be heroin users. Such individuals are eligible for diversion from the 
criminal justice system into the treatment system, and thus may remain Oll the 
streets after their arrest. There is objective support for this argument in a recent 
study \\,hie'l1 revealed that only 160/0 of tho~e arrested for drug law Yio]a1'ions anel 
drug l'E'lated crimes ill the District 'of Columbia were actually incarceratecl (20). 
How one chooses to 'responcl to these observations depends on tIll' communit~·'s 
'Priorities in allocation of enforcement resources and its philOSOphy regarding the 
ua ture of heroin a:ddiction. 

Second, a most disturbing development is the observaiion that during a time 
of increased demand fo~' heroin treatment services, the CenS1t8 withill NTA 
programs has continued to decline. There llre now less than 1,600 patients 
actively in treatment, compared to the 4,600 patients in treatment when the 
l)1'ogrnm was at its peak in rniel-1972. Declinulg cemms cluring a periocl of rising 
admission rates means that patients' retention in treatment is very short. The 
patient tUl'llover is quite lrigh. This is of great concern since the availahle data 
would suggest that duration of treatment is probably the single most important 
Yariable in determining patient outcome (21). One possible expla.nation for this 
l1henomellon may be the decision to eliminate methadone take-home priyileges for 
stabilizec1 patients in treatment. This means that eyen wIlen an mIelict is dl'ug
free. employed ancI in a stable family situation he is rcquired to come to the 
clinic 7 clays a week to receive his medication. This makes treatment lUuch 
If'~~ attractive for patients and is counter to the treatment goal of re-integrating 
]lUtients are more likely to seek treatment when they are in tronble, and then 
tll(' patient into the mainstream of community life as Roon as POiisible. Thus, 
leaye as Roon as they ]laye reduced their leyel of dependence to a more readily r 
managNI1evel. Such a policy can only be a deterrent to both Reeking ancI remaIn-
ing in treatment, and shoulcl be reconsidered in light of tIle growing heroin 
probll'l11 doC'umel1ted herl'. In ac1f1ition, there has been a major l'ecluction in treat-
ment capacity at NTA since 197:3. rl'he program, which at it!': ppak was spending 
$8.0 million anmmlly with lR cliniC's Illlcl 4200 treatment RIots, currently' 
(FYlfl75) is funded at $5.3 million with 13 clinicll amI 2100 trf'atment fllotr;. 

This reduction in fun cling, staff and phYRical facilities pal'allelecl the clecline 
in heroin abuse in Washington. While elimination of excess capaC'ity was appro
pl'iate from a mm1ap;emeut point of Yiew, Olis r1erline in reflO1.1rCeR devoted to 
clrug almse treatment has been aflsociatecl with an attitnclinul change within the 
bureaucracy in which heroin is no longer R<'en afl a proll1('m. This im:titutional 
a]1athy could l}ecol1l!' cl'iti('al i:C the. ('Ul'l'ent inC'reaRe in pl'cmlence of heroin u~e 
is follo,,'ed hy an in('r<'aRe in 1'11(' il1cldellC'e of IH'roin m;e. as jt has heen III 
nORton and San Francisco. It lJas been ()l1r <,xperience that, contl'::U:y to wlt(1.t 
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one might expect intuitively, demand for treatment increaseS during: times of 
increased heroin availability. This may result from increased potential for 
adverse personal and social consequences that accompany use of heroin in higher 
doses. Rising property crime and heroin overdose death rates mD.y be manifesta
tions of this increased risk. Thus, everything possible should be done to insure 
that treatment is available and attractive to all those who are in need of such 
services. 

In conclusion, data collected through a prospective Drug Abuse . Surveillance 
.system have suggested that the rate of heroin abuse is currently rising in the 
District of Oolumbia. Rising heroin purity, increasecl numbers of heroin over
<lose deaths, increased detection of heroin positive urine specimens in the 
Superior Court arrestee :population, increased demand for addiction treatment 
services and rising property crime rates all corroborate this assertion. Similar 
trends have been documented in at least two other major American cities (14, 
15). This increase in the prevalence of heroin use in Washington has not been 
associated yet with an increase in new heroin use, although increased incidence 
of llew heroin use has been described in both Boston and San Francisco. The 
increase in heroin use appears to be associated with the development of a new 
heroin distribution system, which is supplying brown heroin (largely of Mexican 
origin) to areas of the country that were previouly dependent upon European 
white heroin. These data indicate the need fOr a re-assessment of both the 
treatment and law enforcement strategies currently advocated, particularly 
with respect to the philosophy which underlies these approaches. It is possible 
that new ways of conceptualizing the problems of drug abuse and new illterven
il:ion strategies will be required if we are to reduce the heroin problems and its 
negative consequences to a minimum. 
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EXHIBIT No. 12 

SOOIAL COST OF DRUG ABUSE 

(By Robert L. Du Pont, M.D., Director, Special Action Office for 
Drug Abuse Prevention, Washington, :p.O.) 

PREFACE 

During the past three years, taxpayers have made a significant investment 
in drug abuse prevention on the assumption that tremendous costs to the 
community-at-large are involved in its continuation and spread. For this reasoll, 
the Special Action Office for Dl'Ug Abuse Prevention thought it was important 
to take a closer look at drug abuse in terms of its costs and consequcnces for 
society. 

With this goal in mind, the Special Action Office developed an estimate of 
the cost of drug abuse. Our preliminary findings indicate a current cost of $10 
billion annually. This is a conservative figure subject .to change as we devise 
better methodologies for measuring the extent Of the problem. ])'01' this reason, 
our current estimate is both flexible and dynamic: we expect to modify it as 
events occur which influence the factors used in its .calculation. 

Simply stated, social cost isa function of the number of people CUl'rently 
abusing drugs and the effects of their us\'! of drugs. To help us understand t1le 
extent to which drug abuse exists in 0111' SOCiety, we must look at supportive 
evidence which indicates the magnitude of the problem. Examples of phenomena 
,suggestive of dramatic changes in the number of abusers can be found on 1101;11 
national and local levels. For example, there was a ten-fold increase in hellat:\tis 
related to intravenous drug use between 1900 and 11)72; a fact which demOll
strates the rapidity witb. which profound changes in dl'ug abuse can ocqu).'. 
In ndditlon, there are several other illtlstrations of the extent of the susceptibility 
of America's population to beroin addiction. The finding that 20 percent of the 
enlisteel men in the Army released from Vietnam in SeptE'mbE'r 1971 reported 
themselves ulldicted to heroin, and Washington, D.C.'s report that 20 percent of 
the young men born in 1952 were treatecl for heroin addiction betweeri1970 and 
1973, both indicate a high potential vulnerability. . 

':rhis social cost stUdy is the fiJ'st attempt to bring the .human tragedy of drug 
abuse into perspective and to broaclen the context for our concern about drug 
abuse. In the past, our estimate of these costs has been limited by the lack of 
information in important areas that impact on the total costs of drug abuse. 
Most estimates focused exclusively 011 the relationship of hei'oin addiction to 
property crime. Out of context, the crime factor has fostereci negative stereo
typeS and unnecessary generalizations about heroin users Which have further 
complicatecl our response. ThiH new study still does not measure the indirect 
costs of individual, family and community impail'ment, In addition, welfare, 
insurance, antl other public health costs still can not be measured. We do, how
ever, begin the process of broadening the context for fully understanding the 
Social costs of drug abuse by incln<ling the following social health categories in 
our estimate: 
Hea1t7~ Oosts 

Under this category, the number of primarily drug-related emergency room 
visits, und inpatient general care undmental hospital clays devoted to the treat
ment of drug disorders accounted fOr almost $200 million. 
ProcluotivitV LOSSes 

For those drug abusers who ure employed 01' looking for work, productivity 
losses of approximately $1.5 billion cun be assumed based on the number of drug
related deaths ancl consequent foregone earnings; number of drug-related inpa
tient hospital clays resulting in foregone productivity costs; and estimated number 
of unemployed individuals whose unemployment is associated wIth drug use. 
01'tm·tn(J,Z Jttstlce Svstell~ Oosts 

The proportion of state and local police salaries, estimated share of stute and 
local legal, court and corrections costs anei Federal correction costs devoted to 
drug-related crime and offenders totals $620 million. 
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Property Loss , 
The drug-related social cost of income-producing crime committed to support 

heroin habits is estimate{l at $6.3 billion. This figure is derived by multiplying 
the number of addicts times the days pel' yea): of heroin use times the average 
cost pel' day of habit times a fencing factor for stolen goods. 
Direct Profjl·a.m OOSt8 ' 

Government and private efforts devoted to drug abuse education, treatment, 
rehabilitation and drug traffic prevention cost an estimated $1.1 ~ill~on ann~allY. 

The categories describec1 above represent the best current thmlnng avaIlable 
about the measurement of social cost. But, there are a number of other issues 
;yhiCh merit consideration and, as we elicit reactions to this report, we hope 
to stimulate investigation into at least some of them. For example, one of tIle 
:more interesting questions raised in the course of preparing his report concerns 
the effect of treatment availabilil-y and supply reduction on the economic climen
;sions of the problem. }j'or the past three years, the United States has had a 
:major supply reduction effort aimecl at curbing the traffic in illicit drugs, as 
well as a large-scale treatment response. Without these combined efforts, it is 
possible that the social costs of drug abuse would be considerably higher. On tIle 
other ha]](l. treatment and enforcement may not influence the costs significantly, 
bnt, regardless of the outcome, this issue deserves examination. 

A seconel important area for consideration is that of improved assessments of 
the size of our drug abuse population. With the exception .of tlle cost component 
for "Property Losses Attributable to Drug Abuse" which pertains to heroin 
addiction, only, both opiate and non-opiate social costs, as available, were 
estimated throughout the report. However, the combinecl drug abuse costs may 
not reflect the situation accurately in every instance. Until recently, the Federal 
Government focused on the prevention of heroin addiction as its top priority. 
Consequently, far more information is available on the heroin addict than on 
the non-opiate abuser and tllis is refiectecl in the heavy repreRentation of heroin
related data in this study. Now, however, we are in the early stages of under
standing and calculating the magnitude of our population who are primarily 
non-opiate abusers, exclusive of alcoholics. Exploratory studies suggest that 
this group of "polydrug" abusers may include between 2 and 2% million citizens. 
As these numbers are scrutinized ancl refined, we should be able t.o account for 
the poly drug factor more completely in futUl'e social cost estimates. 

This I'eport represents our best effort to compile cUl'rently existing data into 
n comprehensible estimate. Understanding finy social phenomena, however, 
involves a recognition that it is a process rather than an event wllich OCCUl'S 
at a given point in time. Three years ago the iield of drug abuse was in its 
infancy, largely de\'oic1 of information about the nature, couJ:se or effects of 
drug abuse. ~ince then, we have develope<l viable systems to e:ll.-pand and 
quantify our knowledge and we expect that OUl' skills in data analysis will 
continue to mature. This process will lead to improvement in {mr social cost 
estimates. Despite these limitations, though, OUl' current figure is significant 
for several reasons. It helps us to view the drug abuser in It social context and 
to understanl how his behavior affects our institutions, expenditures of govern
ment funds and the quality of life in our communities. Likewise, the social 
cost estimate serves as a barometer ,of this country's attempts to grapple with 
the drug abuse situation and provides a measure against which we can evaluate 
the effectiveness of our prevention efforts. 

The stuc1~' which follows is our first attempt to develop a reasonable method
oIog;r for estimating the social cost of drng abuse. It is our hope that it will have 
two effects: first, to remind us of the toll exacted from our citizens by the 
continuec1 existence of the drug abuse problem' ancl seconc1 to spur renewed 
efforts in the area of appliedl'esearch. ' , 

SOOIAL COST OF DRUG ABUSE 

I. Il'<TRODUOTIOl'< 

The cost to socioty of drug abuse is not fully measurable in qnalltitatilre tcrms, 
sinc(> it inyolves hUman consequences which we do not fully understand much 
l(>ss Iwow how to measure. However, it is of little use either to say only that 
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<1rLlg abuse is a significant problem with iIumeasurable but p.rofoundly sel'ious 
eonsequences. We do lmow something of the costs of drug abuse, and thps it is 
appropriate to make an initial estimate of the social cost. This is useful both as 
a point of departure for more . refilled assessments and because however rough 
and preliminary it will provide some sense Of the magnitude and nature of 
social cost, amI who beal's it. 

Some of the human consequences of drug abuse cannot readily be assigned 
.a value. Some, however, can and the result will aid the decision maker who must 
allocate program resources based on some reasonable criteria. ~'herefore, most 
·of this preliminary estimate of the social cost of drug abuse is made in economic 
terms: 

First, because clollar costs provide a common unit of measure for a set 
of widely yarying consequences; and 

Second, because derisions aUocating resources in the public sector have 
specific dollar (iimellsions, and trude-offs are frequently examined in dollar 
terms. 

In the analysis of quantifiable costs, we have clustered cost components into 
the areas of lwalth, law enforcement, crime, productivity and direct program 
<costs. Before examining these specifics, a brief overview of the social cost of 
,drug abuse, allowing for intangibles, is appropriate. 

II. INTANGIBLE OOSTS 

:'I10re than 1;:;,000 people a year lose their lives in drug-implicated circum
:stances; more than 32,000 a year seek institutional psychiatric care for diagnosed 
drug disorders. Apart from the dollar value imputed, these are surely costs in 
human terms providing a coutext within which to view the economic consequences 
of drug abuse. 

Drug abuse, as human behavior, blends so fuorougilly into the complex system 
of the human condition as to be almost impossible to define as a discrete phe
nomenon. Yet our task is to do just that, to isolate behavior and its consequences 
so that they can be measured. Some facets of drug abuse behavior and its con· 
sequences are separable for costing purposes, and this is treated subsequently. 
Other facets are more difficult to define. These speak to the impacts of drug 
abuse upon an individual and his relationships with the people anci institutions 
'Surrounding him, ancl upon his development into a mature adult capable of 
functioning in the world. ~Ieasuring such costs becomes quite difficult; values 
yary from Qne individual to another. Further there are offsetting social benefits 
·of non·medical drug use to be considered. 

('l'wo such categories of possible benefit come to mind. First is self-medication, 
with the use of drugs as a means of coping with physical ills or psychological 
problems. The other major category is creation. Use of a drug with relatively 
unimpnrtant consequences to the indivic1ual and his society may be clearly 
preferable to the recreational nse of 'a more harmful substance, whatever their 
legal status. However, while the 110ssible benefits are part of the perspective, 
:chis is a concept requiring more and different analysis than is appropriate here. 
'We will not incorporate it further into the discussion.) 

One way to conceptualize the intangible impacts of drug abuse is to consider 
the individual and the qualitative consequences of his drug using behavior upon 
himself. and upon the various social groups or systems of Which he is a part. 
Inilivi£luaZ 

Short of the rl~k of death or the defined health ancl productivity costs which 
'an individual's drug use may inC!ur, there m'e costs to the inclividual in terms 
of impaired functioning 1yhich may be a result of drug abuse. Diet, quality of 
rellt. lpyel of anxiety, general physical health, ability to est.ablish and maintain 
normal social relationships, bOuts of depression (affected by drug use). con
tdbul'e to one's total well-being. 

Persons regularly using tranquilizel's may come to clepend on them to cope" 
with situations that procluce anxiet~· or with stlltes of depression. Since some 
anxiety and some depression is within the normal range of expected human 
expericllC!c, llsing the tranquilizer to bloc1;: it may deny' the individual the 
.gr4)wth or stimulus to which these states may contribute. The use of amphetamines 
to overcome deprcRsioIl or to provide cnerg-y may induce a similar dependence 
on the drllg in order to function normally. We are not suggesting that such drugs 
cannot be properly used to aid an indivldual,but only that use under responsible 
¥lecqcl\l sUJi~r.~isiqn usually iJlcurs fewer risks than self·medication, 
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To the extent that drug use becomes a substitute fOr interactions with other 
people, or for the normal self-regulating functions of the body, or for the coping 
mechanisms which every individual exercises, then it has altered in significant 
ways an individual's way of relating to his environment. There must surely lJe 
consequences, some undesirable, which can be considered costs to the individual. 
The nature and dimensions of such costs are simply unknown. Should drug aouse 
become a significant element of an individual's behavior during a critical de
velopmental phase such as adolescence, the consequences to him are even more 
difficult to assess. Here the iudividual may be particularly resilient and able 
to absorb but later dismiss behavior as experimental. On the other hand, how
ever, substitution of drug-using behavior for other lands of leaming experience 
may, during this period, diminish future potential for maturity. 

l\fodes of behavior are being tested, aoilities are being evaluated, preferences 
are being assessed, and feedoack on moods anri trial encounters presumably play 
an important role in the maturational process. ~'hus youthful drug abuse, even 
if it does not bring one into the arms of tIle local sheriff 0'1' into tIle emergency 
room, may be harmful to health in subtle but lasting ways. Obviously any mood 
altering drug, used to excess during this critical period may lmve this kind of 
impact CJIf short-circuiting learning or substituting drug induced satisfaction for 
satisfaction achieved in other ways. 
FamHy 

Experience with alcoholics and problem drinlwrs suggests that impacts upon 
the family can be prOfound for Siblings, spouse and children. These "affected 
others" are estimated to numoer four for each proolem drinker Hnd alcoholic. 

Excluding opilLtes and marijuana and the hallucinogens, and focusing on pSy· 
choactive and PSychotherallcutic drugs such as the tranquilizers, the Imrbiturates, 
the anti-c1epressants, the amphetamineR, such a number of affectcd otherS would 
seem reasonable in the case of the misuse of these drug" as well. 

~'he runge of impacts will dcpend on the person, his life situation, and the 
motivation and tJpe of drug use. They nlay be primarily psychological in impact, 
producing an annoyance on the part of others with mood cbanges, or inappro
prillte behavior on the pa~'t of the drug user. Such drug reluted changes in be
havior or mood may put strllins on the marriage, may affect the parent-child 
relationship, may impact tbe lessons of responsibility and discipline learned 
within the family, and may convey. lessons about the role of parents or men 
or women other than are intended. In view of the importance of the family 
in our culture as a setting for child-rearing, for learning of values and traditions, 
drug abuse oehayior wltich changes the family setting is clearly of consequence. 
Again, the strnins nncl lessons conveyed may not be entirely healthy absent the 
drug use, but the clrug use may either exaggerate or mask appropriate behavior. 
As with alcohol uRed as a response to problems, rather thnn as accepted social 
behavior, drug use as a response to problems may also convey attitudes about 
when and what ldnd of drug use is appropriate. 
Effeot on Frienas 

The impact of excess,ive drug use may put strains on friendships due to mooel 
or behaYiornl cbangeR which are puzzling Or perceived as inappropriate by 
friendS. Even behavior that may occasionally be tolerated when inc1uceel by 
drinldng may be less understood anc11ess tolera1"ed if it is (hug relnted. Probably 
the grcater consequence is that the ability and dCRire to communicate with 
others in a natural fashion may be affected by excessive drug use. Whether 
it is stupo!', ('xtrcme 10quaciOllsness, hypel'a('tive energy, slurred speecll, il'l'ita
bility, or changes in mooel that lcave friends uncertain what one may be today, 
dru~ abuse will be regarded by some undesirable. 

Sin.ce frlelJ,ds or acquaintances are ontional relationships, with leAS determined 
continuing obligations than families, the immediate consequence may be severed 
friendships, ancI a consequent reduction in the number of social relationships for 
the drug atlUfler. These are consequenceR to Ole individual certainly, as bas been 
ment'~onec1. To whatever extcnt these frlenc1ships were desirable and useful to 
ot:he::s drug abuse becomes a cost to them as well. 
JJlffellt'onJOlJ 

WI) will attempt to accollnt for some misuse of ahsent(,piflm lat(,l' in this 
paper in ('conOJnic terms. But other effects, both positive and neglltiye, may 
o(~Clil.' ott the job or in the' wOl'Ie envirollment for which specifiC proc1uctivlty 
cost's ('annot be compntec1. Safety precautiolls' may be ignored, reaction time 
slowed, or normal caution dulll:!c1! such that accidents occur. Higher turnover 
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rates increased employee theft, poor work performance, accidents and highel~ 
insu~ance rates may result. Drug;use·as a mechanism for coping with unpalatable
working conditions may mask situations which otherwise would create pressure
for needed change within the work place. Such effects have been alleged but 
not systematically investigated and documented. The impact of on the job drug 
use (or of excessive use off the job) will depend on type of drug, dosage, fre
quency and duration of use, and the individual. Some may experience moderately 
impair,ed performance due to barbiturate hangover; other may in fact achieve 
higher productivity than their fellow employees because of amphetamine use. 
Even those who may seem to have some potential interference in optimal work 
habits and attention because of drug URe may bc better off than without such 
support. That is, the degree of self-medication here is as unknown as in any 
other environment. 

"While limited prevalence data on employed and applicant populations is 
available, such information does not answer the social cost questions. All we 
can conclude at this stage is that drug use undouotedly has mL'{ed impact on 
the job, but may well contribute to absenteeism, unsafe worldng practices, 
lower productivity, and some unemployment. 
Effects on SOciety 

Most of the accompaying analysiS amI the narrative treatment of social 
consequences has been an attempt to spell out social cost accl'lling to various 
elements of society. Still there may be impacts and costs for which we do not 
fully account, even if they are mentioned, and others which have sufficient im
portance even if they are not listed here as measurahle. While we have mentioned 
deaths, we hase not dealt with the question of suicide and its relationship to 
drug use. On one hand, it can be asserted that the drug suicide would have 
occurrE'd by other means even were drugs not pri'sent. On the other hanel, while 
other methods might be rejected, drugs seem a relatively painless and non
violent way to die. With respect to homicide and other crimes of violence, 
current research offers little correlation to use of drugs. Possible exceptions 
to this in some cases are barhiturates and amphetamines. 

Speculation about the effect 011 society of drugH which produce "instant 
pleasure" is out of our scope. Yet the question of the interaction of drug use 
and society's value'S must be raisi'd. One should at least ask if drug use is 
deviant behavior, irrational be.Jl'avior. criminal bel1llvior, or one means of coping 
with the pressures and contradictions of a fragmented ancl complex social struc
ture. If excessive drug nse occurs in the culture-should the drug use IJe exam
ined, the culture, or perhaps both? 

Finally, few answel'S cun be given about the impact on society of drug use 
and aouse because our understanding of the prolJIem is incomplete at best and 
because only poor data is available even about aspects of the problem which we 
do understand. 'rhe da ta gup Ii> clearly the eaRier of the two clE'ficiencies with 
which to deal. Time nnd resources npplied in strnightforwlird fashion can yield 
more useful estimates of WllUt lwalth resources are devoted to drug problems, 
what law enforcement costs are incmred, and so on. The more intl'actihle proh
lmn of the actual nature amI consequences of drug ahuse will require thought
ful use of research capabilities to both define ancI answer the app!'opriate ques
tions. Our straightforward and somewhat simplistic attempt to measure social 
cost is not offered in ignorance of the need for a more comprehensive approach. 
Jnd('ec1, it is hoped that the modest scheme of our approach will highlight by 
contrast, a need for further wo~'k. 

m. QUANTIFIADLE COSTS 

Of necessity, the follmving estimate is preliminary. It does not represent any 
original research, hut rather relies UpOIl existil1g data. Our data sources and 
assumptions are clearly articulated so that this worl;: may provide a pOint of 
devartlll'c for debate and further investiglltion. 

According to the Ji'ecleml Stmtefl'Y 1m' DI''ltO A1J11se ancl DI'1tU T1-afflo Pl'cven .. 
Mon, 1978, drug abuse is "the illegal use of a controlled suhstance or use of a 
drug in a mllnner or to a degree that leads to adverse personal or social COllse
quencors." Indicators of sucll ndvPl'qe ('ollRf'(]nenCes lll~ntloned in the .strategy in
clude ", .. imvairell mental health, physical health, maturation, or inability to 
WOrk effectivelY: j involvement in SOCially disruptive or illegal actions which 
intentlonully or· inudvertently harm {Jr increase the likelihood of harm to the 

.fi4-0G 0-75--18 
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community." (p. 3) Beginning with this definition, the components of social 
eost for purposes of this estimate are defined as : 

'lIcaUh Oosts 
'l'his includes: 

Costs of medical care, either emergency room or inpatient resulting from 
drug abuse; 

Costs .of care as an inpatient in a psychiatric institution where cause of 
admission is cliagnosed as a drug disorder . 

.L08t ProcluotivUy 008t8 
This includes: 

Foregone earnings resulting fmm drug-related deaths; 
Foregone earnings resulting from impatient status for drug-relatecI medical 

problems; 
Foregone earnings resulting from absenteeism and unemployment related 

to drug abuse. 
Ol'imillaZ JU8tice SY8tem 008tS 

This includes: 
('ost of police activity cIevotecl to arrest and case handling of drug-law 

offenses; 
Cost of prosecution, public defense, and court resources consumed in the 

processing of drug-1mv offenses; 
Costfl associated with maintaining prisoners incarcerated for drug-law 

offenses, 
Direct Pl'ouran~ 008i8 

This includes: 
Federal drug abuse prevention; 
Federal drug traffic prevention; 
State al1dlocal drug abuse prevention; 
Private support of drug abuse ancI drug tt'afIic prevention. 

Propel·ty L088es Att1'Lblbtable to D1'ltu Abuse 
This includes: Value of property stolen to purchase illicit drugs. 
The discussion below will spell out in more detail the definitions of these cost 

components, their sub-parts, sources and limitations of data, as well as the 
aSSllmptions which underlie each. This listing of cost components is clearly in
complete, ulOt because other potential costs are either insignificant 01' unimportant, 
but bccause some are not susceptible to quantification at this time, 

It shonlc1 be emphasized that the intended usefulness of this exercise lies in 
the synthesis of currently available information and as a conceptualization uncI 
calculation of the economic impact of drug abuse. Public Imowlec1ge is some
times best advanced by am initial estimate to serve as a point of departure (01' 
attack), and subsequent estimates are usually improvements. 'Ve hope this will 
be true in this instance. 
HeaUh Oosts 

Totul health costs are estimated at almost $200 million, 
The drug abuser can incnr health consequences in a variety of ways, ranging 

from illness to accident to impaired effectiveness in his job or his family respoal
sibilities. We have chosen to measure the economic costs of health-care con
sequences in terms of the consnmption of health services directly related to drug 
abuse. The information sources which are specific with respect to drug-related 
medical care are: 

'1'he Drug Abuse Wa1'J1ing Network (DAWN) which collects information 
011 drug-related episodes in hospital emergealcy rOoms and hospital inpatient 
facilities; 

Utilization Of jJ[entaZ Health FaoiZiUes, a publication of the NIMH which 
supplies data on mental health admissions resnlting from the diagnosis of 
chug disorders. 

TIle basic units of cost for health resources are defined as: 
Number of emergency room visits which are reported as being primarily 

drug-related; 
Number of inpatient (lo,3's devoted to treatment of individuals admitted 

for primarily drug-related problems-short-term general hospitals; 

'I 
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Number of me;ntal hospital inpatient days clevoted to tr.eatment, of diag
nosed drug disorders. 

Several assumptions are made here, primarily that the DA'VN data can be 
extended nationally and that the experience for inpllt:ient stay in DAWN 110s
pitals can be used in snch all estimate. For the emergency room data, the 
existence of a randomly chosen panel of 200 ERs in the DAWN system, in 
ndclition to their coverage of 38 SMSAs, mal;:e this assumption sound. 

In the case of inpatient facilities, we are 011 shalder ground, but have assumed 
that the ratio of bed capacity in DAWN hopsitals to total short-term general 
hospital beds can be used to compute inpatient load due to drug use nationally. 
Further, we have used a computecliitumber of inpatient days from DAWN data 
to represent an average stay. 

In the case of psychiatric care, we lacked costs on private psychiatric facilities 
for drug cases and used the cost per day from state and local mental hospitals. 

Additionally, any health consequences not requiring such contact with these 
.components of the health delivery system are not included in the estimate. Real 
health consequences may eAist short of a level of seriousness (01' perception of 
:seriousness) requiring medical assistance 01' hospitalization. Ha.ving no way 
to estimate these, we have briefly discussed them earlier. 
J?rodttcti1:ity Oosts 

Productivity costs are estimated at $1.5 billion, using the minimum wage, or 
.$1.9 billion using $5,000 a year as the wage. 

For most adults, drug use which impairs ability to function normally in day-to
·day activities will result in decremental productivity, either in the family ,set
ting, at work, 01' in school. One meas11re of productivity in the work setting is 
earnings, and 11roductivity loss of employed individuals is so measured. Similar 
,measures of analogous losses in the home and school are less clear. Therefore, we 
have chosen to calculate productivity losses only for those individuals who are 
<employed or are looking for work. The basic units of cost are: 

Number of drug-related deaths and their consequent foregone earnings; 
Xumber of drug-related inpatient days (employed llatients) and fore

gone productivity; 
Estimated number of absent days and procluctivity cost; 
Estimated number of unemployed individuals whose unemployment is 

associated with drug use. 
In each case we have used the minimum wage of ~16 a day 01' $4,000 per year, 

:as well as $20 a day 01' $5,000 pel' year, to compute productivity costs. 
We have estimated employment percentages of populations based on what 

limited data were available. The employment rates chosen operate in two direc
tions; for perSons who lose productivity due to cleath or absenteeism 01' hos
-pitalization, a higher employment rate increases the social and economic cost, 
,because a greater percentage of the population is counted. lPol' the estimates of 
lost productivity because of unemployment associated with drug abuse, a high 
.employment rate among drug abusers acts to decrease social cost. The employ
:ment rates we chose were selected from DA vVN reports on hospitalized persons 
aml deaths, and from an IDA study and analysis of housellOlc1 survey data for 
estimatjng incremental unemployment. 

These choices represent assumptions that such rates are both accurate aml 
generally applicable. IVe believe they are conservative and, in any event, have 
specified them in the appendix so that the sensitivity of the estimate to different 
,assumptions call be testecl. We assume that the average age of retirement is 65, 
:and the individuals who clied would have worked until that age. Average ages 
of death used were 40 for non-opiate deaths and 25 f01' opiate-related deaths (both 
estimatf>(l from DAWN clata). We haye chosen a discount factor of 10 pel' cent to 
reduce future earnings foregone to present value, which is in line with OlVIB 
guidance to federal agencies on this topic. The numbers of deathS, as well as 
,their allocation to opiate and non-opiate causes, is based on DA. WN data and 
projeetions. This allows the estimate to be updated by periodic substitution of 
,current DAWN elata. Further, if the employment stotus reports of subjects of 
DAWN reports are refined these figures could be refined as well. 

Since the only data available on absenteeism related to drug abuse was drawn 
'from a service sample, estimates of total work force absenteeism are restricted 
to that portion of the male work force which is uncler thirty, Implict is the 
assumption that the civilian populatiOI~ is sufficiently similar to. the service 
;:population to warrant the use of an observed rate of (.004). 
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Orimina~ JU8tice 
Total criminal justice system: costs are estimated at $620 mmion. 
One of the continuing major components of costs is the portion of the. criminal 

justice Systelll that is taken up responding to drug-related crime and offenders. 
Such costs, as estimated here, include the following elements related to drug, 
abuse: 

Proportion of state and lOCal police salaries; 
Estimated share of state and Incallegal and court costs; 
State and local correction costs; 
Federal corrections costs. 

In order to estimate these, we have used the ratio of total drug arrests to. 
total arrests in. order to compute the pOlice salary costs and, in turn, computed 
legal and cour/; costs .as a percentage of police costs. In the first case, we have· 
assumed that there are no significant differences between the time and effort 
invQlved in drug law arrests and otl1el'arrests. In the second case, we are 
resting on a relationship of share of costs defined by the President's Orime
Oommission in 1967, and have simply updated the costs to reflect inflation. 

A significant omission from the criminal justice system costs which particularly' 
affect police costs is the impact on that system of drug-related crime not re
lated to possession or trafficldng, but to produce income to support a drug habit~ 
Later in this report, we estimate the lost property cost of such crime, but no-· 
where do we assess the degree to which additional law enforcement costs (i.e., 
personnel and equipment) are iUcurred as a result. There simply is no data 
which establishes the amount of crime of varions types which is drug-relate(l~ 
Further, much such crime may Ihave minimal or no impact UPOll' law enforce
ment operationS because it goes unreported or is regarded as a cost-of-doing
business (such as shoplifting). We feel sure there are costs in terms of larger
police forces than might otherwise be needed, for example, but have no way to 
deal adequately with the magnitude. . 

The corrections costs are derived, at the state and local level. from el>timates 
lnil.(le lJy the Marihuana Commission of marilll.lana arrests wllH'h resulted in 
incarceration, from. the number of such arrests, and from the COSt.'! eY£ maintaining 
a prisoner. ~he average length of st>ntence for marihuana offenses ~in non-federal 
actions) was computed :as 19 months, derived from the :Marihuana Commission 
Report.' In an attempt to adjust for parole and probation', we applied a factor 
from tIle Federal Bureau of Prisons that shows, on the average, 49.6% of sen
tence time is actually served. No datil. could be fOlmcl on average sentences for 
non-marihnana drug arrests, so tile same average length of sentence was used, 
on the assumption that incarceration for non-marihUana drug arrests· would be 
At least as severe as fOl" marihuana arrests. . 

The federal correctiOns estimate was based all a census by the Bureau of 
Prisons of the number of inmates imprisoned for cIrug offenses ancI on their· 
avera'go sentence, modified for actual tlmeservecI as above. 
D h·e.ot P-rO{}/'u1y/' 008t8 

Totuldirect program costs are estimate,l at $1.1 billion. 
1'hese were tal,en from the Fecl.eral Drug Abuse strategy at the federal level, 

from a survey by the DrngAbuse Council of local dl!ug abuse activities, from 
the Universe datu-gathering effort o£ NIDA, and from ioumlation data showing' 
priY'ate funding. 
Property L088 

Total costs attdbntable to property loss are estimated ut $6.3 bilTlon. 
One of the best known and most controversiul areas of drug-related social 

cost is in the income-producing crime committecl to supjJOrt heroin 11a1Jits. Here 
it is P:tl'ticn1al'ly. important that Our assumptions are e::plicit, because tIle total 
cost is so large a sl'lare of the sum of alI. social costs, a nd because. a number of . 
previous estimates have been made. Further, we willattemvt to mal,e relatively 
conservative nssumptions because some previous estimlltes l1ave. proceeded on 

:I. The actual sentence for Which persons are fncarcerated'is not clear; that Is, some. scn
tCUll!!S' are Busllenc1ed entIrely (nUl! thus- before- tlie .4:06fil:ctol' 'al>plles) .. Tllc· only other 
tlMn u.vntlulHe In usable; form IS"from w. study dbn'c' for' the' Callfol'niu leglsfn.tll1'c ('Sen"te 
S{!lCQt Committee Oil, Control of Mal'lhllana. "Murlhuana: Beyonet l'>H~unclcrE,.tandllll:'," May 
11174) In Which the median sentence served .for male marihuana otr(!nclC1~S serving time: for 
possession· and puroled for the first time In 1072 wits. 24 months. Eighty Pl!l'cent of th" 
ranges fOl' thllt group, fell: lletwocn,l.2 anll iH months· served._ 13cmtUBC' Ittleh persons' woul~1 
h/Lye begun serl'lng II sentence In 1070, lind perhllps were arrested and tried In 1060, the
situlltlon may hay!) changed. ~'he COmPI,l'i60n suggests that our estimate of 9.4 months time 
served Is a reasonable figure. 
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-carelessly considered premises. Finally, we shall pres~nt a range of estimates 
(aU of them conservative in terms of some previous estimates) which demon

;strate the sensitivity of this component of costs to different -assumptions. 
In order to assess the amount of property loss through income producing 

-crime, certain assumptions must be made. Since the proportions of social cost 
-of drug abuse attributable to property loss is substantial (ranging from 50%-65% 
-of total cost) the assumptions to be used are important. The critical choices are: 

Number of ·addicts 'f 
Proportion of 'Ilddicts' habits supported by income-producing crime? 
Time at risk in terms of daYS pel: year the aeldict uses? 
Avel".lge cost.p~r day oflUlbit? 
Factor for fencing stolen goods? 

a. Number of Aadicts.-The number of heroin addicts is unlmown; although 
:11 number of estimates are made. Current estimates range from about 250,000 
to 600,000. Recent testimony by Dr. Robert DuPont (Director of SAODAP and 
of NIDA) estiulates 250,000 active addicts, by subtracting from a previous esti
mate of 600,000 the number in treatment (estimated at 125,000) the number in 
jail (estimated at 85,000) and those who have dieel or quit (estimated at 120,000). 
'The figure of 600,000 is based on techniques of estimating an addict population 
by observing how many reappear on the DEA register and applying statistical 
techniqu~s similar to estimating the total population of fish in a pond by taking 
.and tagging random ,samples at twocliffer~nt times. Both estimates aTe uncertain, 
'but they seem to be reasonable border pOints to a range. 

In support of the range, several observations are in order: 
(1) In 1969, after cousiderable debate and analysis, the number of street 

addicts in New York City was estimated to be 70,000. New York Oity is one of 
the few cities with a local narcotics addict register. 

(2) R~ports of serum hepatitis, which might relate better to incidence of new 
;addicts or h~roin experimenters better than to a total number, show only about 
,4% of those cases from New Yorl, City. 

(3) Reports of deaths caused by lleroin in tIle DAWN system show New York 
'Oity with about 26% of the share of large cities, although New York Oity also 
Includes the overwhelming majority of ll1ethaclone related deaths. 

Thus it seems Ulllikely the addict population is less than 250,000. The national 
population would seem to be at least foul' times as large as New York Oity's. 

(4) Surveys by the National Commission on lfarihuana and Drug Abuse show 
that 1.3% of the adult population have "ever used" heroin. This means some 
2,000,000 adults, as m~asUl'ed by honsehold suryeys, have tried heroin. 

Thus it se~ms unlikely that the high estimate .of 600,000 ovel'states the case; 
rather it seems to be a reasonable and conserV!ltive estilllaL of the high point 
·of the range. 

b. P1'oporti01b Of Addiot8 Who Stea.~ To S·ltpp01·t a JIabit.-Again, the number 
·of addicts who steal to support their habit is unlmown. DEA. reports, based on 
studies in New York City and Baltimore, claim that 60% of addicts' habit cost 
is attributable to income producing crimes such as theft. Based on an employ
ment rate of over one-thirel for opiate abusers in the DAWN system, plus the 
fact that SOllle habits are snpported by dealing drugs, pimping, 01' prostitution, 
an ev~n lower percentage of total llabit costs supported by theft would not be 
11ll1'easonable. In sum, some heroin consumption is supported by legal income 
.or by non-theft crime, and the estimates of heroin users and adclicts based on 
a register have no way of distinguishing addicts from users. Thus, we have 
chosen to estimate that D.S little as 88% of heroin consumption costs may be 
supported by theft, an assumption that also tends to allow for "chippers" 01' 

'\ experimenters to elrop out of the calculations before costs of income producing 
crime are assess~d. 

o. Time at Ris7c.-Even adfucts seldom have access to herOin 865 days a year. 
Sometimes a supply is unavailable; sometimes they are in jail; sometimes 
tIley ·have no money', For these and other reasons, we have chosen to estimate 
255 days per year of use, or 70% of the available time, as the average time 
at risk. 

fl. A.vemue Hubit (Jost,-A nUlllb~r of estimates, guesses, and surveys Jlave 
estaillisll(.'d av~rtlge Illlbit cost per day. ~he Drug Enforcement Administration 
lias estimated ,average habit cost per day at lH8 for 1972 and $51.50 as 'of 
.3/31/74, anel we use these two el'ltimates to generate alternative costs. The 
estimates are 'bMed 011 the cost of buying GO Inilligrnms of pure heroin, and 
rest on the price and purity of DEA heroin buys. Tlle implicit assumption 
is that the addict buys nn amount (50 mg'.) of heroin and the cost of his 
11nbit Is n function of the price and purity of I:ltreet bags. 
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-carelessly considered premises. Finally, we shall present a range of estimates 
(all of them conservative in terms of some previow> estimates) which demon

;-strate the sensitivity of this component of costs to different -assumptions. 
In order to assess the amount of property loss through income producing 

-crime, certain assumptions must be made. Since the proportions of social cost 
-of drug abuse attributable to property loss is substantial (ranging from 50%-65% 
-of total cost) the assumptions to be used are important. The critical choices are: 

Number of -addicts? 
Proportion of addicts' habits supported by income-producing crime? 
Time at risk in terms of daYS per year the addict uses? 
Avemge cost per day of habit? 
Factor for fencing stolen goods? 

a. Nttmber Of Addiats.-The number of heroin addicts is unknown; although 
;a number of estimates are made. Current estimates range from about 250,000 
to 600,000. Recent testimony by Dr. Eobert DuPont (Director of SAODAP and 
of NIDA) estimates 250,000 active addicts, by subtracting from a previous esti
mate of 600,000 the number in treatment (estimated at 125,000) the number in 
jail (estimated at 85,000) and those who have died or quit (estimated at 120,000). 
'TIle figure of 600,000 is based on techniques of estimating an addict population 
by observing how many reappeal' on-the DEA register and applying statistical 
techniques similar to estimating the total population of fish in a pond by taking 

.and tagging random samples at. two-different times. Both estimates are uncertain, 
'but they seem to be reascmable border points to a range. 

In support of the range, several observations are in order: 
(1) In 1969, after considerable debate and analysis, the number of street 

addicts in New York City was estimated to be 70,000. New York City is one of 
ilie few cities 'with a local narcotics adclict register. 

(2) Reports of serum hepatitiS, which might relate better to inCidence of new 
;addicts or heroin experimenters better than to a total number, show only about 
4% of those cases from New Yorlr City. 

(3) Reports of deaths caused by heroin in the DA. WN system show New York 
'City with about 26% of the share of large cities, although New York City also 
Includes the overwhelming majority of methadone related deaths. 

1.'lms it seems unlili:.ely the addict population is less than 250,000. The national 
population would seem to be at least foul' times as large as New York City's. 

(4) Surveys by the National Commission on lVIariImana and Drug Abuse show 
that 1.3% of the adult population have "ever used" heroin. This means some 
2,000,000 adults, as meal'll1rpd by household sl1r,eys, have tried heroin. 

Thus it seems unliI;:.ely that the high estima te .of 600,000 overstates the case; 
rnther it seems to be a reasonable and conservative estimat, of the high point 
-of the range. 

b. Proportion of AdiUct8 Who Stea,Z To S-II,PP()J·t a llubit.-Again, the number 
'of addicts who steal to support their llabit is un)mown. DEA reports, based on 
studies in New York City and Baltimore, claim that 60% of addicts' habit cost 
is attributable to income producing crimes such as theft. Based on an employ
ment rate of over one-thircl for opiate abusers in the DAWN system, plus the 
fact that SOllle habits are supported by dealing drugs, pimping, or prostitution, 
:an even lower percentage of total halJit costs supported by theft would not be 
11llreasonable. In SUUl, some heroin consumption is supported by legal income 
01' by non-theft crime, and the estimates of heroin users and addicts based on 
a register haye no way of distinguishing addicts from users. Thus, we have 
chosen to estimate that D,S little as 33% of heroin consumption costs may be 
supported by theft, an assumption that also tends to allow for "chippers" or 
experimenters to drop out of the calculations before costs of income producing 
crime are assessed. 

o. Time at R'is7G.-Evlll addicts seldom have nccess to heroin 365 days a year. 
Sometimes a supply is una vaUable; sometimes they are in jail; sometimes 
they Jlllye no money. For these and other reasons, we haye chosen to estimate 
255 days pel' year of usc, or 70% of tile available time, as' the average time 
/It ris),. 

(Z. A,veraflll lla'bU Oost.-A. number of estimates, gnesses, and suryeys 1mve 
established ayerage Imbit cost pel' clay. ~1111 Drug Enforcement Administration 
has estimated 'llverage habit cost pel' day fl.t $43 for 1972 and $51.50 as -of 
.3/31/74, and we use these two estimates \:0 generate alternative costs, The 
estimates are based on the cost of buying @ milligrams of pure heroin, and 
rest on the price and purity of DEA heroin buys. Tile implicit IlSsumption 
is that the addict buys an Ilmount (50 mA'.) of heroin and tile cost of his 
jlabit is a function Of the price and purity of I:ltreet bags. 

I 
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An alternative assumption i.l that the amount of pure heroin taken can vary, 
but the price paid tends to remain the same. That is, amount taken is' a f~lIlCtiOl~ 
of price, with the cost the addict is willing to pay relatively fixed. Data which 
reports average daily habit cost, without dealing with purity, suggests a $4.0-45-
per day range is reasonable, ' 

e. Fenoe, li'aot01·.--'.rhe cost of theft to support a habit must talm into account 
that goods stoleil usually cannot be turnetl into cash at their, full retail value. 
Rather they must be sold at a fraction (variously estimated at 1/5 to 1/3 of 
their retail value. IVe have chosen a relatively conservative factor, assuming 
that this "fence factor" is 3 j thus, to get $100, the addict must steal $300 
retail value. 

{rable 1 displays the results of eight alternative combinations of thesecriticQ.I 
assumptions. 

TABLE I.-ALTERNATIVE COSTS OF THEFT TO SUPPORT HEROIN (ASSUMPTIONS) 

Percent of 
habit via 

income Days 
Number of producing per year Fence, Cost 

Number addicts crime at risk Cost per day factor (billions) 

1. ••••••.••••• __ •• __ ••. 250,000 33 255 $43.00 3 $2. T 
2 •••••••••••• _ •• _ •••••• 250,000 33 255 51. 50 3 3.3 
3 ••••• _ •••••••• " ""'" 250,000 60 ~55 43. 00 3 4.9 
4 ••••••••••••••• _ .~ ••.• 250,000 60 255 51. 50 3 5.9 
5 ••••• _ ••••• _. ____ •••• _ 600,000 33 255 43.00 3 f:6, 
6 •••••• _____ •• _. __ ••••• 600, 000 33 ,255 51. 50 3 7.& 
7 ••••• _._ •••• ___ •• _._._ 600, 000 60 255 43.00 3 11.8 
8 ••. __ •••• _. ,. __ ._._ •• _ 600,000 60 255 51.50 3 14.2 

These estimates represent a broad range of imputed social cost ,due to theft 
to support heroin URe. Alternatives 1 ttnd 2 are probably very conservative, 
since they proceed from a minimum addict population antl then ns~ullle % 
of the habits cost for that population is either supportecllegally or by non-theft 
crime. Similarly, alternatives 8 and 9 are probably high, sinee thl';\" llrOeeetl 
from the upper euel of our rnnge of probable addict population and assume 
that 60% supporte(l their use via theft. Thus alternatives 3 through Il, which 
assume eithm' a loW' populntioll ancl 600/0 habit sUJ.Jport tlue to theft, or the 
highClr population but a 33% habit support tlue to theft, are, ill our judgment. 
more likely to be accurate. The ayernge cost of. these four alternatives is 
$().3 billion, which we shall use as an apllroximation of cost due to theft related 
to heroin use. 

(The relationship of this to total IJrOIlcrty erime is cliscussc(l in ApJ)eU{lix 
A. The key difficulty is that tho value of total property crime is also unknown.) 
Each of these four alternatives is conservative on at least three counts: 

:-;rone assumes a habit of 3C5 days/year. 
All reCOgnize that ac1clicts will be in jail or in treatment or otherwise 

unconnectecl at least 300/0 of the time. 
None assnmC's t11at all rHldicts steal to support 11 habit. Bast'd on citerl 

estimates, these figures count one·thinl of estimatetl total addicts ana 
users. 

None combines both high population uncI high habit support by then. 
'rhey all rest on previously made population estimates of heroin uc1\1ic·ts 

ancl users, and on all aRAtlmption that a factol,' of three is a reasonable adjust
ment for selling stolen goods. 

SUl.t1fAltY 
'1'ho total costs in st1lnmary are: Health resources costs ____ .:: ______________________________ _ 

Oriminal 5ustice Ilystcm costs ___ ~ ________________________ w_ 

Pro<1uctiYity costs; 
Assuming minimum wuge _________ :. ___________________ _ 
(Assuming $u,oOO/yr.) ________________ - _______________ _ 

Direet program costs ____________________ ~ _____________ -' __ 
Property losses-crime _____ '-__________ ..:.:. _______ .. _________ _ 

$1!)!). 0:;;), 000-
019, ::HH, 300 

1, rl2G, n·IO, GOO 
(1, 907, [m, ·100) . 
1,lM.1M,BOO 
H,300,OOO,OOO 

RUbtotal :. _________________________ .:. ___ - __________ ..:_ !),74!},2!11,200 
Total -----_..: ______________________ :...: _______________ (10, 130, 32-!,OOO~ 
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Thus, the total estimated costs of drug abuse to U.S. society are $10 billion. 
Details are premmted in Appendix A, including assumptions, sources, anel 
calculations: 

Several observations are pertinent: 
About two-thirds of. the cost is property losses due to income-proclucillg' 

crime. 
The procluctivity costs may, in fact, unclerstate social costs, in that a 

relatively low annual wage is used, and no calculation war:; made for 
reduced efficiency on the job due to drug abuse. Further, only the male,: 
under 30 portion of the worle force was ar:;sessed 'Yith costs associated with 
absenteeism. 

Health resources costs are certainly understated to the extent that the 
health delivery system does not report time taleen up with drug-related 
!problems >because of the patient's 'stancling in the community or status as ;l 
long.;standing patient of the ilhysicinn. Similarly, productivity costs related 
to deaths and subsequent foregone income may be unclerstatecl. Nor does the 
estimate reflect the cost of treating diseases or illnesses which may be relatell: 
to drug use. 

Some deaths reported here and calculated as resulting in productivIty 
losses are more lil,ely the social and economic cost of suicide than of clrug 
abuse, per se. No attempt was made to d~fferentiate motivation related to' 
deaths. 

Significant proportions Of these costs are directly policy-related. If the 
legal status of heroin were clifferent, the amount of income-producing crime 
reJ.atecl to it wouW probably diminish dramatically 'illong with iOO cost to 
SOciety. Some two-thirds of the arrests for drug 'Offenses are for marihuana 
offenses, and it estimated that well over half of the criminal jU'ltice system 
costs shown here :are TIlarihuana related. These would likely diminish wcre 
the legall'ltatus Of marihuana different. . , 

Other costfl seem rd'atell more to the deleterious consequences of drug: 
'abuse than to tIle legal/policy status of the drugs. 

Finally, largely .excluded in the quantitative estimate are the hard-to
define antl hartl-to-measure costs ·of drug use. 

ApPENDIX A 

Social cost ot cZruu aouso cctlculMiolls 

H oalth-c1I!cl'uency 1'oom 1'OSOllI'CC8: 
Numuer of emergency room el}isodes."-_______________________ _ 

'Source: DAWN, Report -101, dated Augutit :!O, 1074. 
':I;ime period: July IH73~.Jullr 1974. 
Discussion: Totul fCll' a national projP(>!'iOll ifl given in this 

chart as 501),370. ~'he data includes 13 lllonths, RO the num
ber of epi:sorles ro('ord('(1 in the laflt month (July 107'1-
a8,782) is sUlltl'actecl to gc>t a yearly totulof 407,50·1. Cost per emergency rOOm ('[lisode ____________________________ _ 

Source: Bltw Cross, national organization, Washington offi(~e, 
telephon(~ intervi('w. 

Time p('riod : Current. 
Di:;cUS8ioll: Very soft, apparently h08pltaiR find it difficult to 

aSseSfl this. ~\.lso, it probably does llot fullS- l'cfiect physician 
services, me(lication, or tests. 

Total, 467,5!H times $25 equalfl ___________________________ $11, 030, 850 

1lIospltnl cost per dny ligures incltl(le n sllnro of cnpitnl investmcllt nnd C'oIlBtrurt:lon 
costs. TIlese cnlculntlons do inclul10 costs of nmOl·tlzntlon which wottld elCi~t independent 
of tIle number or severity of drug nbuse pntients. But tIle price Sy~tOll1 charges pntlents for 
hos!l1tal connected serviCes without cllJll'l'f'utinting type of cost. Wc' H('O no l'I'f1~()n wh)' 
drug nbusc Vlltienta' consumption of Ilenlth services ahoultl not include full costs, rel'l'c' 
sentlug' nn opportunity cost to whoever pnys tbe bill. 

IIeaU7lr-Gcnol'aZ ItospltaZ 'iJ!lJ(tticnt resow'COS consumed. 

Number of inpatient episodes involving drug abuse per Yl'.!::tl' in DA W~ SysteDl __________________________________________________ ~ ________ R,7,13 

Inpatient episodes in DAWN hospitals (Octo/Jer 1U72-l\Ial'e111073) ___ !!, 02f} ll-Iultipliecl by ___________________________________________________ _ 2 

Total _________________________________________________________ 5, 8GB 
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Since 42 hospitals represent approximately 67 percent of the total 
of 64 hospitals reporting inpatient data in DAWN, we ,assume. that 
5,858 is only 67 percent of the inpatient mentions, so: 5,858+.67= 
8,743.7.52 days. . 

.Averngelength of stay: . 
!Based on weighted average of length of inpatient stay in DAWN 

system. Total ___________________________________ • _______________ ~ 2,929 

Night stay: Midpoint: 1 to 2 ___________________ _ 31 1.5 __________________ '-_ 46. 5 
3 to 4 ___________________ _ 15 3.5 ____________________ 52.5 
5 to 7 ___________________ _ 15 6 ______________________ 96.0 
8 to 14 __________________ _ 22 11 ______________________ 242.0 
15 to 21 _________________ _ 7 18 ______________________ 126. 0 
Over 21 _________________ _ 9 '21 '-_____________________ 189.0 

Total _________________ 752.00 

752 divided by 100 equals 7.52. 8,743 times 7.52 equals 65,747. 

'Total number of bed-days used ·by in patients per year ("U.S.) ______ 1, 603.585 
.Assumes bed-days used by urug patients in DAWN facilities are 

apprOximately the same proportion as beel-days used by drug pa-
tients nationally (short-term general hospitals). 

Dawn inpatient bed capacity _________________ -"________________ 34, 849 
Bed capacity of short-term general hospitals___________________ 848, 232 
Over 65,747 times 65,747 equals 0.041. times 65,747 equals 0.041 

times 65,747 equals 10.04.1,603,585 equals x. 
Source: 1972 Reference Data on Socioeconomic Issues of Health, 

AMA, p. 51, table 18. 
'Cost per patient day-short-term general hospitals___________ $114.69 

Source: Hospital statistics, American Hospital Association, 
Chicago,1974, table 1, p. 20. 

Time: 1973: 
1,603,585 times $114.69 equals _______________________ $183, 931, 190. 00 

HcaZtllr-Ps1Johiatrio t1'catmcnt 1'CSOttraes oonsmnciL 

'Total mental health inpatient admissions for year __________________ 1,224, 531 
Source: Utilization of Mental Health Facilities, 1971, NIMH 

Mental Health Statistics, Series B, No.5; Analytic and Spe-
cial Study Reports, page 23, table 6. 

Time period: 1971 calendar. 
Percent of admissions (inpatient) in other than generalllOspitals, VA 

hospitals or CMHe's (these will be covered in DAWN inpatient costs or in direct-program costs) _____________________________________ 52 
Source: As above, p. 15. 

'Percent of admissions (inpatient for drug disorders) ___________ ~____ 5. 1 
Source: As above, p. 23, table 6. 

Median days' stay per admission/drug disorders: Public (days) ________________________________________________ 3. 7 
Nongovernmental (days)_____________________________________ 8.5 
Source: HEW, PHS, NIMH, a.p.p. & E. Biometry Branch, Survey 

and Reports Section. "statistical Note 70, February 1973," p. 2. 
'Percent admissions: Public ______________________________________________________ ·09 

Nongovernmental ____________________________________________ 31 

Source: As abo \'e, utilization . • ., 11. 8. 'Cost ,per day _____________________________________________________ $20. ·68 

Source: HEW, PHS, etc., "Statistical Note 106, 1V!ay 1974," table 
8, p. 10, fiscal year 1972 costs used applied to patient days in 
calendar year 1071-low because this is for State amI county 
mental hospitals while costs for private hospitals are unavail
able and probahly higher. 1,224,531 times .52 ___________________________ ..:________________ 636,756 
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Cost per day-Continued 
636,756 times .051 ____________________________________________ _ 
32,475 times .69 equals 22,408 times 3.7 days ___________________ _ 
32,475 times .31 equals 10,067 times S.5 days ___________________ _ 

32,475 
82,000 
85,u60 

----Total patient days _________________________________________ _ 168,469 
168,469 times $20.68 equals $3,483,939 per year. 

OriminaZ justice system, police-State (miL locaZ 
Number of drug arrests :per year _____________________________ _ 

Source: Crime in the U.S., 1973, UOR,:p. 121, table 24. 
'l'ime: 1973. Total arrests per year ________________________________ _ 

Source: As al)Ove. 
Annual salary costs of local and state police: 

State ______ ------------------------___________________ _ Local _________________________________________________ _ 

628,900 

9,027,700 

$873,000,000 
4,488,000,000 

'l'otal ________________________________________________ $5,361,000,000 

Source: Statistical Abstl'Uct of t)le U.S., 1973, p. 105, table 
250. 

Time: 1971-most recent available. 
$5,361,000,000 inflated to 1973 (because arrest data is for 

1973) (1971). 
628,900 divided by 9,027,700 equals .07 equals 7% of arrests 

are drug arrests. 
$5,361 million times 7 percent equals $375,270,000 (This 

needs to be inflated) 1971-73: 
$375,270,000 times 1.07_______________________________ $401, 538, 900 

InflatiOn factor; 1971-73: 
Source; Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1973, p. 354, table 

577, Oonsumer Price Index. 
1971 equals 121.3. 
1973 equals 129.8. 
129.8 divided by 121.3 equals :1.07 
Note: Federal police costs are reilectecl in direct prog'l'am 

costs. 

01'iminctZ 1ustice systenlr-p.rosccutiolb a.niL court costs 

Total prosecution and court costs. (inclmling prosecution, public defense anit 
court) expressed as a percent of police costs at the state ancllocallevel, 13 percent. 

Source: Ohallenge of Orime in a Free Society, A Report of the President's COlll
mission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 1967, p. 34 (hence
forth OOFS) -Time; flscal. year 1965. 

I,ocal and State PolLee, $2,549,000,000. 
Courts (Local and State), 224. 
Prosecution and ,Defense Oosts· (Stat'4llud Local), 110. 
$324.000,000 (Oourt and Legal Oosts), .13 pHcent. 
Police costs (state and IQcal) associated with drug arrests (from above), 

$375,270,000. 
$375,270,000 times .13 equals $48,785,100; this needs to be inflated from 1971-73 

inflation factor 1.07 as above; $48,785,100. 

01'iminaZ 1usUce systeln-Oorl'cot-iolls 

STATE AND LOOAL-lIIARIIIUANA IIELA'rED 

Number of Marihuana Anests per year, 420,700. 
Source: UOR, as above. 
'l'ime: l073-their national estimate. 
Percent of total Marihuana Arrests whillh ultimately are sentenced to incarcera

tion, 0 percent. 
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Sonrce: Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstauding; the Technical Papers 
of the First Report of the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse, March 1972, Vol. II, pp. 612-728, "Enforcement at the State Level." 

Surveyed marihuana offenders in 18 jnrisdictions-3,On arrests. 
Approximately 9 percent of those originally arrested were incarcerated. 
Derived from table, p. 682. 

Average length of sentence (months), 19. 
Source: Marihuana Commission Report, as above. Derived from tabl,;~, 

p. 682, giving distribution of length of sentence. Using miel-points of the sen 
tence ranges given and weighting for nnmber of sentences given in each range, 
an average was derived. 

Federal data indicates that for releases in fi~cal yC:'ar 11)73 an average of 
49.6 percent of sentence time was actually served for dl'l1g offC:'nses. Although 
there may be variance between federal and other cOl'l'eSlloncling institutions, 
a <cost based on .496 of sentence served was also calculatecl-.41)6 times 19 
equals 1).4 months. 

Source: Federal Bureau of Prisons, fiscal jear ID73, Statistical Report, 
p. \)7, table 0-2. 

Cost pel' month of maintaining a llrisoner________________________ $222 
$5.24 pel' clay. 
85.24 (11)65) in 1973 cost terms equal $7.17. 
$7.17 times 31 equals $222. 
Source: CClJ'S, A Report of the President's . . . Tasl~ Force 

Rpport: C:rime anci Its Impact-An ARsessment, p. 43. 
Inflation factor: U.S. Statistical Report, 1973, p. 354, Table 

No. 577. 
1965 equals 94.5. 
11)73 equals 129.6. 
121).8 diviclecl by 94.5 equals 1.37 (inflation). 

Shorter sentence 420,700 times .01) equals 37,863; 42,070 times 19 times 22 timcs .41)6 ___________________________________ $79, 214, 240 

S'fATE AND LOCAL-O'fIIEl~ DRUG-RELA'l.'ED 

'.rotal drug arrestfl (excluding marihuana) ______________________ 208, 200 
Source. DCR, as above. 
Time: 1073-Their national estimate. 

l)(>rrent of drug arrests (excluding marihuana) which result ulti-
matp]y in incarcel'atlon_______________________________________ 14 

SOllrce: D1'UU U8e i1~ Amel'i('a: P1'oblems 'in Pel'sepective, Na
tional CommisRioll on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, Technical 
Papers, Vol III, "Selective JURtice : Dl'l1g TJaw Enforcement in 
Six American Cities," pp. 408-650. It sampled 5,582 caSes of 
drug an-eRts exclusive of marihuana in 6 juriRdictions, time 
period 1071, p. 578, "Fourteen percent of the persons arrested 
for drug offenses actually sel'Ved time in jail." 

AYerage length of sentence (months) or 49.6 percent of sentencc____ 19 
Sourcp: Same as for marilmana. The data in the nonmarihuana 

arrest study cloes not allow Olle to calculate average length 
of sentence. We assume it to be at least as long as the 
marihuana average, so tllis wlll probably be conservative. 

-COl'll' per month: 
Sonrce: As abov!', illflatecl to 1073. 

208,200 times .14 ('quaIs 20,1,-18. 
20,1<18 times 10 timps *222 eqnals $122,01:0,200 times .406 __ $00,981,344 

l'EDERAL 

NUIll!H'l' of inmates in F(I(lcrnl inr;til:utions for chug offen<:E":I _______ _ 
Source: Fpdcl'al Bnrrnu of Prifl()llS Fiscal Year 1073. StatiHtieul 

Itpport, U.S. Department of Justice, p. G5, table B-2. 
'l'imc: lJ'isc'al year 1073, 

4,204 
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Average sentence (months) __ --________________________________ 54. 2 

,Sources : Same as above, BOP. 
Percent of average sentence served______________________________ 49. 6 

Source: Same as above, BOP, p. 97, table 0-2. 
Cost per month of maintaining prisoner: . 

Source: CCFS-as above inflat-ed to 1973 costs: 
4,294: times 54.2 times .406 times $222 divided by cost per month ______________________________________________ $25,626,894 

Foregone 2J1'odtIOUV'Uy-tol'egone earning8 a88ociatc(Z with drug-1'elalerl, £le(tth8 

Nonopiate dea·tlL8: 
NlIDlber of llonopiate related deaths ______________________________ 10,131 

Source : DAWN, Report 401, August 26, 1974, deaths are pro
jectecl to a national fignre here. Total 15,555 is l'educed by 
43-1 because the original total reflects 13 months of deaths. 
The last month (J"uly 197-1-434) if! thus subtracted. Using 
death data from DAWN for the last quarter of 1974, it suggests 
that 67 llerccnt of deaths are a:;sociated with nOllopiates. Hence, 
.67 times 15,121 equals 6,804. A,erage yearly earnings ________________________________________ $4,000 

Minimum wage (BLS) $2 an hour equals $80 per week. Working 
50 weel,s per year equals $4,000. 

Estimated employment rate (nonopiate episodes) ba:;;ed On DAWN 
data runs for 8 cities for Ann Ramsey and on letter from Dr. 
Richard Hampton, IMS-America (p-2rcent) _____________________ 52 

Working years lefL_____________________________________________ 25 
Median age at death for nOllopiate related deaths (nA. WN)-40. 
05 minus 40 ('quaIs 2;3 years left. Present value factor _____________________________________________ 0.077 

(Value ·-,f $1 received annually for 25 years at 10 percent dis-
count rate). 

10 percent source: OMB Circular A-94, March 27, 1972. 
P.V. Source: Present Value Table: Heinrichs, Harl-ey II. and 

Taylor, Greene M., Program Budgeting and Benefit Cost Aualy
ses, Pacific Palisades, Calif., Goodyear Publishing Co., Inc., 
1000, p. 378. 

4,000 times 9.077 equals $36,308 ($45,385 if you use 5,000 instead) 
10,131 times .52 equals 5,208. 

5,268 times $36,308 equals $191,270,500 ($239,088,200 at $5,000 
per year). 

Ol1iate-l'elate(l deaths: 
~umber of opiate-relatecl ueaths__________________________________ 4,990 

1.5,121-lotnllfrom above. 
-10, 131-non-opiate. 

4,900-toml. Average yearly (;>arrungs __________________________________________ $4,000 
Estimated employment rate (same 'basis as shown on p. A-11) ______ .39 
~ears left_______________________________________________________ 40 

-Median age O'J: opiate deaths, 25 : 65 militlS 25 equals 40. 
Present value factor O.770-same las -above_________________________ 9.779 

4,900 times .39 equals 1,946. .. 
$4,000 times 9.779 equals $39,116 ($48,895 @ $5,000). 
1,040 times $30,116 equals $76,119,700 (05,149,700 @ $5,000/yr.). 

Foregone p1'oiLltetivitv due to inpatient stattM 
l'tltnl inpatient -clays ______________________________________________ 1, 603, 585 
AYeroge claily wage based ron minimUlll wnge_______________________ $16.00 
P(,l'cen't inpatiimts employed (DAWN) lMS-America letter, RiChard 

Hnmpton, DAWN 1L ______________________________ -------______ • 82 
1,603,585 ,ames .32 equals 513,147. 
513,14Himes $16 equnl $8,210,355 ($10,262,940 @ $20). 
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Pt'oa;/totivUy-toregone earnings allts to absenteei8m, 1'slatea to dr'ng abu8e 

Percent of work force absent from work because of drug use on a 
typcal day .004 or ____________________ --------~--------------- 0.4 

Source: DOD evaluation. 
iJ.'ime: 1973. 

Working days per yeal'___________________________________________ 230, 
o-day week times 52 weeks equa1260 minus 30 equal 230. 

Yacation, 10. 
Holidays, 10. 
Sick,10. 
Total,30. Minimum wage per day __________________________________________ $16. 

Source: BLS $2 pel' hr. 
Portion of labor force comparable to DOD 'Population, i.e., male ,and 'between 16 and 30 _____________________________________________ 18, 989, 000-

Source: Statistical Abs'tract Qf U.S., 1973, p. 220, tallie no. 34.8 
Time: 1972. 

:M:ale 16-19 : 4,791,000. 
Male 20-24: 7,795,000. 
% of 25-34 (12,806,000) : 6,403,000. 

Total: 18,989,000. 
18,989,000 times .004 equal 75,956. 
75,956 times 230 times 16 equal $280,000,000 ($349.397.600 

at $20/day). 

PrOcl1tctivity-F01'euone earnings cLue to incrementaZ unempZoyment 

Unemployment rate of drug abusing population (percent) _________ _ 
Source: IDA "A Quantitative Assessment of Non-Opiate Drug 

Abuse," Sept. 9, 1974, advance copy, pp. 4-24. 
Time: 1973. 
Dis.ctlssion: This percentage is based upon comparable householrl 

surVeys in 5 States which IDA has analyzed. Only 16.2 percent 
is illicit drug use and does not include unemployed not looking 
for work) students 01' unknown. It 'is only tbose recorded as un
employed and looking for worll:. Data in the IDA study were 
drawn from 1973 surveys in these 5 States. none of which varied 
significantly from the national unemployment data for that 
year. 

National unemployment rate (percent) __________________________ _ 
Source: Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1973, p. 219. table 347 

(for 1973) .' 
Therefore the increnumtal unemployment rate is (percent) _____ ~_ Average yearly earnings _______________________________________ _ 

Estimated rate of illicit users (percent) _________________________ _ 
Source: IDA as above, p. 40, tables 4-16. 

16. 2~ 

4.8: 

11.4, 
$4,000 

1.4 

Population ~tJnited, States) 14 years and older ____________________ 152,090,0001 
1.4 percent of population 14 years and oldel' are listed as illicit 

drug users. 
152.090,000 times .014'equaIs 2,129,260. 
2,129.260 times .114 equals 242,735. 
242,735 times $4,000 equals $970,940.000 ($1,213,675,000 at $5.000/ 

yr.). 
D'i'rect program cost,s 

Federal: Abuse prevention _________________ - __________________________ $409, 000, 000' 

Source': Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse und Drug Abuse 
Traffic Prevention, P. 21. Presentation Program Crosscut di
r(;'ctedprogrllm: 

Time: ]liscrtl ycltr1974. 
Traffic prevention _________ ~ _______________ -_-_--_----_______ $254,700,000 

Source: As above. 
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Direct program costs-local : 
Source: Survey of City/County Drug Abuse Aotivities, 1972, the 

Drug Abuse Council, September 1973, p. 48. 
Total for cities-$287 million, less $153 million from Federal 

sources, less 9 percent for law enforcement yields ___________ $122,000, 000 
Total for counties $1152 million, less $53 million from Federal 

sources, less 11 percent for law enforcement yields____________ $88, 000, 000 
Total __________________________________________________ $210,100,000 

Directpl'ogl'am cost-Stute _____________________________________ $225,876,000 

Source: Universe, Analytic Studies Section, NIDA, fiscal year 
1975 for treatment ser\ice units only-data for 30 States. 

Direct program ('Qst-private: 
Source: Foundation Centcr Information Quarterly, July 1973, pp. 

28!l-2!H. 
Grants over $5,000 giyenlllostly for 1971--72. 
Total is $8,916,689. Half (for 1 year) equals $4,458,345. 

PROPERTY LOSSES DUE TO CRIME 

The calculations devend on assumptions in five areas, as coyercd in the report. 

Area: ValueB Number of ac1dicts ____________________________________________ 1250, 000 
'600,000 

Percent of habit cosL_________________________________________ 333 
Supported by theft (percent) __________________________________ • 60 
Dar;; at risl, pel' year__________________________________________ G 255 
Average daily habit cost_______________________________________ 0 $43 Fence factor __________________________________________________ ~$51.50 

"3 
1 DuPont trstimony before Health and Environment Subcommittee, House Interstate 

,and I"ol'ol~Jl Commerce Committee, October 7, 1974. 
"Greenwood, DEA, estimllte ; 020,000 for 1972, 579,000 for 1073. 
a Estlmllte, hased on onp-thlrd employed (printouts from DAWN System for SAOD.AP) : 

.one-thil'd ii1pg'lll suPport through dealing, pimping, prostitution; one-third steal. 
, DEA stntlstlcall'eports. 
o lJrrtUnq wi·th DrilY AbltBC,! "The Economics of Heroin," by John Holllhan, Ford Founda-

tion, New Y()r!;:, Prneger, 107::, E' 2S0-"The Hudson Institute Study," 
"DEA stathlticnll'eports, est JlJllte, 1072. 
7 IlEA ~tlltlsticlll report, estimate, Mllrch 81, 1074, 
B De«£/ny lV-ith DI'IIU Abuse, p. 292. 

~'lle (lalC'ulations Ilre as follows: 
(6()fl,OOO) (.3:3) (2;)5) ($43) (3) =$0.6 billion. 
Alterllative No.5 from ~'ahle 1, 
BecalUie the yalne ,of llrOl1Crty stol(>n by addicts to support the cost of illegal 

nar('otiel'l is a siguifieant portion of our total estimate of social cost, some yali
-dation of that number seems necessary, Logically, c1rug-l'elatetl property crime 
mnst bt~ a subflet of total pro11erty cl'ime. ;!.'ila total yalue of stolen property in 
tile U.s. is, itself, an unknown quantity. "Law enforceemnt does not purport to 
Imow tile total yolume of cl'ilh-e, because of tile many cri.minal actions which are 
not rellorted to omcial sources." 1. The DOR reports $1.6 billion worth of stolen 
property for 1973, but this ~'epresents reports from just over one-third of the 
law enforcement agencies contributing to the UCR covering about half the' U.S. 
pormlo.tioll. Wel'e nIl agencies repol'ting, the UCR figure might well increase by 
a factor of tw·o or three, Some kinds of property loss~s, espeCially in the retail 
sector, go "il·tnally unreported. '.rhese include shoplifting, C'mployee theft ancl 
other inventoryshrinltnge due to dishonesty. TIle President's Crime Commis
sion ill assessing the economl.c impact of crime estimated that tile vnlue of 
10SH(>ll(1Ile to crLmcs ·of this tJ'.pe was as grout .us, ont' 01' two ]lercent of I'otal 
l'etnil sales. Jll 1!)72, tlliscould J11l.YC .addec1almost :$DbHUol1:to the value ,of 
stol(>ll,vrol1el't;\'. EYen considering systematically 1lI1repo:rI'{lcl crimes SUCll as in
ventory shriukage, tllc Crime Commission ulso confirmed through a naHolluI 

1 Fer1~l'nl BUrenu Of Investigation, Orlme in ,tl~6 U11itea Stff,tCII,).9't,3 1J1I-tf/}rn~ Orimo 
Report8, p. 1. . 
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household survey' that property losses due to theft ancI robbery ,vere at least 
137% as great as those known to police. Because of t.he survey methodology, the 
Orime Commission judged even these figures to be underestimateG of the real 
value of stolen property. 

A. recent analysis by the U.S. News & World Report (December 16, 197'1) sug· 
gesteel that the total crime bill was $88.6 billion for 1074. Of that, they showecl 
estimates of $5.2 billion to organizecl crime for narcotics; $5.0 billion worth of 
unreported business thefts; $3.0 billion for robbery, burglary, theft, ancl shop
lifting. 

A report from the Department of Commerce, "The Co<;t of Orimes Against 
Business," Noyember 1974, estimates the cost of ordinary crimes (burglary,. 
robbery, vandalism, shoplifting, employee theft, bad checks, credit card fraud 
and arson) against business at $20.6 billion for 1974, with retailers bearing $5.8 
billion of that total. Further, it reports nn estimate by the National Retail 
Merchants Association that 1973 inventory shortages for department and ap· 
parel stores reached 3% of sales, as compared to the 1-2% of all retail sales
sttggeste(L in 1961 by the President's Crime Commission. 

SUMMARY-SOCIAL COSTS OF DRUG ABUSE 

Amount At $5,000 per year 

Health: 
E. R............................................................... $11,639,850 •••••••••••••••••• 

~~~~~ra~~ic::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 18~: m: m :::::::::::::::::: 
Su btotal ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••.•.•.•••••• ---19--9-, 0--5-5,-0-00-•• -.-•• -.-•• -.-•• -.-•• -.-•• -. 

Criminal justice: 
State and local police................................................ 401,538,900 •••••••••.•••••••• 
State and local prosecution, defense and courts......................... 52,200,057 •••••••••••••••••• 
State and local corrections: 

Marihuana..................................................... 79,214,240 •••••••••••••••••• 
Other drugs •••••••••••••..•.••..•••••..•••••....•..••....•••.• , 60,981,344 """"" •• ,."" 

Federal corrections.................................................. 25,626,894 •••••.•••••••••••• 
-------.---------------Subtotal......................................................... 619,561,300 •••••••••••••••••• 
================ Productivity: 

~X~~~~~~:?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :!t~ m~ IU (:m: m: 1m 
UnemploymenL.................................................... 970,940,000 (1,213: 675: OOO} 

-----------------------Subtotel ••• _ ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••.•••••• ••••••• ••••••••••• 1, 52G, 540, 600 (1, 907, 573, 400) 
================ Direct program costs: 

federal: 
Abuse prevenl1on._ ••.••••.••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••• _......... 409,000,000 •••••••••••••••••• 

J[:~:.~r~.v.e_n.t~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~: ~~~: ~~~ :::::::::::::::::: 
LocaL •••.••••.••...••••..•••••• _ ••••.••••••••••••••••• "."... 210,100,000 •••••••••••••••••• 

Private •••••••••.•.••••• _ ••••.••••••••••• _._....................... 4,458,340 •••••••••••••••••• ---------------------SubtotaL •• _ •••••.••••••••••.••• _................................ 1,104,134,300 •••••••••••••••••• 
Property 1055 •••••••.••••••.••.••••••••••••••••• _ •••••• _ •••••••• '.'."'. 6,300, COO, 000 •••••••••••••••••• 

TotaL •••••••••••••. _ •••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••• _._............. 9,749,291,200 (10,130,324,0(0)0 

cO}'IJ.> ARISON OF DRUG ABUSE AND ALCOHOL .ABUSE ESTUIA'rES 

The NIAAA estimate of the economic costs of alcohOl abuse nncl alcoholism 
is as follows: 

Billlon8 Lost Production ____________________________________________________ $9.35 
EIealth and ~edical _________________________ ----______ ~----------~__ 8.29 
Motor Vehicle Accidents____________________________________________ 6.4t1 
Alcohol Progrmps and Research_____________________________________ • 64 
Criminal Justice System____________________________________________ • 51 
Social VVelfare SysteDl______________________________________________ .14 

Total _______________________________________________________ $25.37 

'Pbtllp R. Iilnnls ,"Crlminnl Victimization In the U.S.: A Report of a Natlonnl Survey." 
(FIeld Surveys II, Presldcnt's Commission on Law Iilnforcemcnt and the Administration 

of Justice, WaShington ,D.C.: U.S. Oowrnment Printing Office, 1067.) 
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These are based on "The Economic Cost of Alcohol Abuse and .Alcoholism, 
1971," a study done for NIAA..A. by Policy Analysis, Inc., (Principal authors: 
Ralph Berry, .Tames Boland, Joan Laxson, Donal Hayler and :l\fargery Sillman). 
Pl'oauctivity 008t8 

Using a national probability sample of families in different age groups, and 
the Calahan-Room drinking typologies, the difference between family earning 
of male heads-of-households with drinking problems and family-earnings of 
those males without drinking problems was calculated (income was in the 
$6,500 to $11,000 range). Based on national prevalence estimates for alcoholism, 
this earning differential was extrapolated to a national figure an used as an 
estimate of the productivity costs of alcoholism. The analysis did not control 
in any way for the impact of socio-economic factors and the authors note 
that H. • • the characteristics of the high consequences group are similar to the 
characteristics which explain low income . . . Thus, the $9.35 billion estimate 
is probably an upper limit to the production losl> in the market sector for 1971 
even when one considers other sOurces of production loss." Productivity losses 
resulting from alcohol-related deaths (other than those resulting from auto
mobile accidents) are not inclucled because of the methodological difficulties in 
estimating excess mortality attributable to alcoholism. 

Estimates of lost productivity associated witIl drug abuse are based on: 
Foregone income of individnals whose deaths are attributed to drug abuse; 
Lost time at work because of inpatient status for drug-relatecl medical 

problems; 
Unemployment due to drug abuse. This is estimated by comparing unemploy

ment rates iu the drug-alJusing population with unemployment rates in fue 
I)Qpulation at large. 

Absenteeism related to drug usc. 
Income was assumed to be at minimum wage or slightly higher. 
Health ana :ilIedioal 

The NI.A_AA estimatp of health costs i;; based Ulloll the observation that al
coholics use health services and, eom;erluently, }Jlaee dl'mancls upon mcclienl con
struction and education resources at a compal'ativcly higher rate than the non
alcohol-abusing population. A number of small-population surveys and a special 
survey of treatment center populations were used to calculate incremental health 
costs in different categories which are correlated with alcohol abuse. Cost esti
mates generated by analyzing fuese surveys were then extrapolated to national 
figures. It was estimated that 19.1% of hospital care costs and 7.6% of phYSician 
care costs were alcohol related. ~'lJe single source of the physician services cost 
estimate was a special survey which solicitcd the opinions of 2() experts at seven 
alcoholism treatment conters and at two otller treatment facilities. 

National estimates are generated in this study by multiplying a prevalence 
figure of 9 million alcoholics by an incremental per-person cost in each health 
category. The NIA..A.A estimate states simply that there may be as many as 10 
million .Americans whose drinking has created some problem for themselves, 
families, friends, employers, or with the police within the last year. This study 
assumes, then, fuat () of the 10 million are alcoholics and/or have health-:-peeific 
consequences severe enough to use health services at a higher rate than the gen
ern.l population. 

~'he drug auuse estimate is based on the cost of inpatient care (by average per 
patient daily costs) and the number of inpatient days recorded in the DAWN 
system, generalized to the universe of hospital facilities in the nation. It includes 
costs of hospital emergency room services recorded in fue DAWN system. 
MOtOl' Vehiole Aooldents 

The alcoholism estimate uses National Highway Traffic Safl'ty Administra
tion data Which associates '10% of all highway futalitirs with alcollol nnd nssigns 
proportional costs to the use of alcohol. Since very little research into tIle rela
tionship between highway accidents and drug uso exIsts, no parallel of tIlis por
tion of the alcohol estimate is presented. 
Prouram8 ancZ Researolb 

~'he nlcoholism estimate offers il~Ul'es on federal, state and local private fund
ing. We use data from tho ]'ederal Drug Abuse strategies, from a survey of state 

SoUrce: Alco71OZ allrZ IJealth: New lC1101lJlcc/(J(J. Second Speclnl Report to tha U.S. Con
gress, Depurtment of Henlth, Educntlon ulld Wclfnl'c, Public Henltll Scrvlces, Juna 1971. 
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and local programs, from Universe, and foundation-related ,data for privllte 
e::l."Penditures. 
01'irninal Justice System Costs 

The alcohol estimate takes a percentage of all criminal justice system costs as 
alcohol-related, based upon research which indicates a percentge of violent 
crimes to be alcohol-related. The drug abuse estimate presents the CQstsof 
anests, prosecutions and incarcerations related to violations of the narcotics 
laws. 

Because there is no conclusi.ve research into the relationship between crime 
and drug use (except in the area of income-producing crime), it is not reason
able to cost out any crime associatecl with drug use ollier than narcotics law 
violntiGns or income-producing crime. However, an element in the drug abuse cost 
estimate which 1111S no analogue in the alcohol estimate is the value Qf property 
stolen by drug abusers to finance their own drug-talting. 

S:r.rOKING-ESTI11.A!J:ES OF aos'!.' 

Costs of smoldng, as shown in work by Hedrick, in HSl\IHA Health Reports, 
October 1071, Vol. 86, No.2, are: 
Canadian estimate: 

)lortality: Luug cancer _________________________________________________ _ 
Coronary diseuse _____________________________________________ _ 
Chronic I.Jronchitis and emphyRema ____________________________ _ 
l!'actor to adjust for other excess deaths due to ::;mol,ing __________ _ 
Morbidity-all disease::; _______________________________________ _ 
]'ire::; (property lo::;::;e::;) _______________________________________ _ 

Total _____________________________________________________ _ 

Millions 
$56.0 
201.0 
21. 0 

139.0 
1)0.0 
13.5 

$526.5 

Total U.S. costs estimatecl at 10 timeR Cnnallinn CORtI', basrd on 
ratio of U. S. GNP to Canadian GNP of 10 :1-___________________ $5, 205. 0 

Thus, total smoking costs were estimatc(l at $5,265 billion. 
. The CO::;tl; of mortality and morbidity wcre based on costs of medical care, future 
lllcome foregone because of death, and income lost because of illness. 

o 
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FEDERAL DRU€,: ENFORCE~IENT 

TUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1975 

U.S. SENATE, 
PERMANENT SUBCO:M:ltUT'l'EE ON INVES'l'IGATIONS OF THE 

C01tIlIITTTEE ON GOVERNMENT OP:F..RAT.IONS, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., ill room 3302, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, under authority of Senate Resolution IU agreed to 
March 1'7, 19'75, as amended, Hon. Henry M. Jackson, chairman of 
the subcommittee, presiding. 

Members of the 'subcommittee present: Senator Henry M. Jackson, 
Democrat, 'V\Tashington; Senator Sam NUllll, Democrat, Georgia; and 
Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief counsel; Dana Martin, assistant counsel; Philip R. Manuel, in
vestigator; Frederick Asselin, investigator; Stuart M. Statler, chief 
counsel to the minority j Robert Sloan, special counsel to the minority; 
and Ruth Y. 1iV att, chief clerk. 

Chairman JACKSON. The committee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of convening: 

Senator Jackson.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U.S. SENATE, 
C01>[MITTEE ON GOVERNlIENT OPERATIONS. 

SENATE PER1IANENT 'SunC01>[Ml'£';l'EE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 
Wa\'Jhinuton, D.O. 

PUrsuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations of the Committee Oil Government Operations, per
misSion is hereby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Subcommittee 
as designated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public session, without a 
quorum of two members for administration of oatlls and taking of testimony in 
connection with Drug Enforcement Administration on Tuesday, ;rune 17,1075. 

IrENRY l\f. JAOKSON, 
Oltairman. 

CHARLES H PEIICY, 
Ran7.ing Minortt1J Member. 

Chairman JACKSON. Today the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations begins its second week of public hearings into the 
manner in which the Federal Government enforces drug laws and 
seeks to control drug abuse. 

Hearings were held Jlme 9,10 and 11, 1975. 
One of the major aspects of the subcommittee's preliminary in

vestigation was information the staff developed showing an indiffer
ence by top management in Federal drug enforcement regarding 
personilel integrity pl'ob1ems. 

(275) 
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In connection with the issne of persOllllel integrity, the subcommit
tee lookcd into allegations that the Administrator of the Drug En .. 
forcement Administration had impeded an integrity investigation re
garding a senior DEA official. 

T?e allega.tions were made by Andrew C. Tartaglino, the then 
Actlllg Deputy Administrator, or DEA; and Geo;rgeB. Brosan, the 
then Acting Ohief Inspector. 

Mr. Tal'taglino now has the title of Ohief Inspector of DEA. Mr. 
Brosall has the title of Deputy Chief Inspector of DEA. Both men, 
however, now have assignmellts elsewhere within the Department of 
Justice. . . . -, 

These new assigllmcnts w~re given JUl'. Tal,taglino and nIl'. Brosan 
after the Deputy Attorney Gcncral, Laurence H. Silberman. con
clnded his inquiry-into theIr allegations that the Administrator, John 
R. Bal.tels" tTr., !lad impeded the integrity investigation of the senior 
DE..:\. officud, \Tmccnt L; Promuto~ _ . 
, At the time of the integrity investigation, !\II'. Promuto was the 
Dire-ctor of Pllblic Affairs for DEA headquarters in Washington, Mr. 
PrOllluto has since been transferred to the New York RegiOIiaJ Office 
DfDEA. 

Information de,ieloped by the Metropolitan Police Department, 
Organized Crime and Rack'ets Section, indicated that Mr. PronlUto 
was' associating with known felons. and ,"lith -persons suspect~d -of 
beinginvolveclin orgfmized gambling and other criminal activities. 

Deputy Attol'l1ey General Silber'man issued an aruiouncement 
J anUal'y 16, 1075, in which he said there was no basis to the assertions 
made by Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan that Mr. Bartels had im
properly conduCted ,himself during the Prornuto integrity inquiry.-

This subcommittee will have former Deputy Attorney General Sil
b!'rman as a witness. Mr. Silberman has been recently postp.d to 
Yugoslavia as our Ambassador. Hehtts sent word to us that because 
of his schedule he cannot appear before us this week. We will, ac
cordingly, set a new date fOl' his appearance. 

The subcommittee will want to learn from Ambnssador Silberman 
the nature and the scope of the investigation he directed into the alle
gations 'of Mr. Tal'taglino and Mr. Brosan regardhig the Bartels 
hlUlclling of the Promuto integrity investigation.' . . 

The subcommittee will want to learn from Ambassador Silberman 
why the day of .JullUal'Y 16, 1975, \vas chosen as the occasion for the 
release 0:[ th,is· announcement in connection with the allcgations by 
Mr. Tartaglino aild Mr. Brosan concerning Mr. Bartels' conduct in 
the ProulUto integrity inquiry and other integrity problems within 
DEA. 

The subcommittee notes that Ambassador Silberman, in his Janu
ary 16, 1975, arulolUlcement, said he had directed Federal Bureau of 
Investigation agents to look into the Bartels matter on his, Silber
man's, behalf. 

Preliminary inquiry bv the subcommittee staff has disclosed that 
two of the agents from the FBI who worked on this investigation 
~irected by Deputy Attorney General Silberman were Bill D. \V'il
hams 11lld Edward Hegarty. 

Agents \V'illiums and Hegarty also will be witnesses before this 
subcommittee. 
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The subcommittee will want to learn from FBI agents ·Williams 
and Hegarty the assignment they were given in the Bartels matter 
and who gave them the assignment. 

The subcommittee will "'ant to learn from agents vVilliams and 
Hegarty how they conclucted the investigation which Deputy At
torney General Silberman referred to in his Ilnnollncementof Janu
arv 16, H)'75. 

The" suhcommittee will want to "learn from agents ·Williams and 
Hegarty which persons they interviewed. in connection with this in
,'C'stigatioll and what documents they obtained and examined. 

The snbcommittpe will want to examine the report of inves/;igation 
they filed and with which vel'son within the ,Tustice Department they 
fi1rcl their report of investigation. . 

The snhromm.ittee will ,'>ant to learn from agents "Williams and 
Hrgarty if their illye::t1gation was conclucted according to the estab
Jishrcl procedures s(>t down by FBI regulations. 

The subcommitte(> will want to know if FBI agents "Williams and 
I~r>garty were .?9'tisfiecl that their im'estigation was complete as of 
,Jannary 16. lD(;). 

The 'subcommitteC' will want to know H agents Williams and 
Hrgal'ty reported any of their fi:ndings to officials of the FBI. 

The subcommittee will want to know if agents "\Villiams and 
Hegarty worked on this investigation with othel~ FBI agents or with 
an~r other agents either from the Department of Justice or from any 
other Federal agency. 

In l~is announc~ment of ,Tan~lary ~6, ~975, Deputy Attorney Gen
I:'ralSIlbel'man smd the FBI's mvestIgatlOll had gone on for "several 
months." The subcommittee will want to learn from agents ·Williams 
and Hegarty the precise dates when they began their investigation 
and when their assignment in this matter ended. , 

Mr. Tal'taglino testified that he briefed Deputy Attorney General 
Silberman on the Bartels matter and other issues related to integrity 
problems within DEA. ~Jr. Tartaglillo said this briefing occmred 
,Tul1uarv D, 1975. 

Mr. Tartaglino testified that Ur. James Hutchinson, an aide to 
De>puty Attorney General Silberman, took notes during the briefing. 

The snbcommjttee will haye }\[r. Hutchinson as a witness. 
gow an official of the Department of Labor, Mr. Hutchinson, will 

be asked what he did in connection with the meeting and if he did 
take notes and, if so, whether or not he used them as the basis for 
the writing of a report of the meeting. 

Accordingly, the Department of .Justice has been asked by this 
~ubcommittee for any and all documents reporting on any such meet
mg .J aunary 9, 1975. 

The subcommittee will ask of Mr. Hutchinson his role in advising 
Dep~lty l.\ttorney Genera~ Silberman as to how to proceed in con
nectlOn WIth 1il'. Tartaglmo's and ~Ir. Brosan's allegations that Mr. 
Bartels had impeded the Promuto integrity investigation. 

The subcommittee has an interest in the Silberman announcement 
of ,January 16, 1975-and the events leading up to it-for several 
reasons. 

In issuing his statement clearing Ur. Bartels of any improper or 
irregular conduct, then Deputy Attorney General Silberman was, in 
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effect, asserting that no effort had been made to impede the Promnto 
integrity investigation. Subsequent events raise the possibility that 
Mr. Silberman's assertion of January 16, 1975, was wrong. 

For example, since Mr. Silberman's January 16, 1975, announce
ment and well after the subcommittee commenced its investigation, 
the Department of JustiGe began a second investigation of Mr. Tar
taglino's and Mr. Brosan's allegations concerning the Bartels matter 
and other integrity problems within DEA raised by Tartaglino and 
Brosan. 

Toward the end of this second investigation, Mr. Bartels resigned 
his post as Administrator. To begin with, the subcommittee will ask 
tb~ Justice Department for the 'report of this second investigation 
Wlien it is completed. 

Next, the subcommittee will inquire of the Department of ,Tustice 
why a second investigation was initiated after an initial inquiry, con
clucted by FBI agents working under the direction of the Deputy 
Attorney General, concluded that there was no basis to the allegations 
made by Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan. 

Then, the subcommittee will inquire of the Depart.ment of .T ustice 
as to the developments surrounding the decision by Mr. Bartels to 
resign. The subcommittee will inquire of the Department of Justice 
as to the possibility that information developed in the second in
vestigation might liave had a bearing on the events that contributed 
to the decision by Mr. Bartels to resign. 

Finally, the subcommittee will inquire of the Department of .Justice 
if Justice Department officials have any intention of going back to 
the original investigation in the Bartels matter and evaluating that 
original investigation as to charter, constraints, findings, conclusions 
and recommendations for further action. 

The subcommittee will want to compare the procedures followed in 
the two investigations and evaluate the facts upon which the final 
conclnsioll was arrived at. 

That is why, when viewed in the light of the two Justice Depart
ment investigations and this subcommittee's investigation, the testi
mony of Mr. Silberman and Mr. Hutchinson will be so very im
pOl·taut as his subcommittee conducts its oversight function in regard 
to that aspect of Federal narcotics enforcement having to do with the 
integrity of drug enforcement personnel. 

Equally important in this regard will be the testimony of FBI 
Agents Wil1iams and Hegarty. 

However, before going to 'that stage of the Williams-Hegarty in
vestigation, the subcommittee will begin this section of its inquiry 
into Federal drug enforcement procedures by hearing from Mr. 
Dennis Dayle of the "HTashington, D.O., office of DEA. It was Mr. 
Dayle who·leaJ.'lled of the sUI'veiIlance reports regarding Mr. Pro
muto. 

Preliminary staff inquiry has found that 1\11'. Dayle alerted Wil
liam Durkin, assistant administrator for enforcement for DEA, to 
the Promuto matter and that Mr. "William Durkin then notified Mr. 
Brosan. 

Mr. Brosan testified that when :Mr. "'\Villiam Durkin telephoned 
him hl this matter-on Srptember 10, 107<1-he, Brosan, then set in 
motion tho integrity iLrvestigation by assigning DEA Inspector 
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Thomas V. Cash t? contac~ the Washington police and seek to obtain 
more data concermng the mformation that Mr. Promuto's name was 
appearing in organized crime and rackets section surveillance reports. 

The subcommittee will have as witnesses Mr. 'William Durkin and 
Mr. Cash. 

The subcommittee will seek to leal'll from Mr. William Durkin and 
from Mr. Dayle on precisely what day it was in 19'74: that Mr. Dayle 
alerted Mr. William Durkin, to the existence of information regard
ing Mr. Promuto's activities which had been reported by the Wash
iIlgton Metropolitan Police Department. 

The subcommittee will want to leal'll from Mr. Dayle why he 
called Mr. William Durkin with this information. 

The subcommittee will want to learn from Mr. Dayle if established 
procedures within DEA required him to notify Mr. William Durkin, 
the assistant administrator for enforcement, upon learning of the 
information relating to the Promuto matter. 

The subcommittee will want to learn from Mr. William Durkin 
if, upon receiving this information from Mr. Dayle, he immediately 
notified Mr. Brosan. 

The subcommittee will want to learn from Mr. 'William Durkin if 
any time elapsed between Ius receipt of this information from Mr. 
Dayle and, if there was a lapse in time, how long it was. 

Mr. Brosan briefed Mr. Bartels on the Promuto integrity investi
gation for the first time in the presence of Robert Richardson, the 
Associate General Counsel of DEA. Later, according to Mr. Brosan's 
testimony, Mr. Richardson was given direction of the Promuto in
tegrity investigation and Mr. Brosan was relieved of his duty. 

The subcommittee will want to know Mr. Richardson's recollection 
of the events surrolmding the opening of the Promuto integrity in
vestigation and what role he, Richardson, played in the integrity in
vestigation as it went forward. 

Preliminary inquiry by the subcommittee staff has found that in 
the course of the integrity investigation Thomas E. Durkin, Jr., a 
N"ewark; N.J. lawyer, came to 'Washington to interview :Mr. Promuto 
and to conc1uct other assignments for Mr. Bartels in connection with 
the Promuto integrity investigation. 

l\:[r. Thomas Durkin's actions in the Promuto integrity investiga
tion have been found to have been cal'l'ied out independently of the 
inquiry being conducted by the DEA. Office of Inspection, according 
to information gathered by the staff. 

The subcommittee will have Mr. Thomas Durkin as a witness. 
The subcommittee will want to learn from Mr. Thomas Durkin the 

nature of the work he has done for DEA and BNDD before that and 
the nature of the work he did in connection with the Promuto in
tegrity investigation. 

The subcommittee wiD. want to learn from Mr. Thomas Durkin in
formation concel'lling his role in the shaping of DEA. policy as to 
how DEA should responc1 to this subcoIDnrittee's investigation into 
integrity problems at DEA. and tIlls subcommittee's investigations 
into drug enforcement operations in general. 

Preliminary staff inquiry and the testimony of l\fr. Brosan June 
11, 1975, indicate, for example, that Mr. Thomas Dtlrkin seemed not 
to have a conventional security clearance yet he had access to sensitive 
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information at DEA and his advice and guidance were sought in 
connection with a wide variety of issues, ranging from the Promuto 
integrity investigation to this subcommittee's investigation into the 
occasion when two BNDD agents conducted sweeps of Robert Vesco's 
New Jersey hom8 and office to determine the possibilitv that elec
tronic surveillance equipment were installed in the Vesco 'quarters. 

:Mr. Bi'osan testified June 11 that Mr. Thomas Durkin asked him, 
~obert Richardson and ,John Lund, another DEA official, many ques
bons about the BNDD agents' sweeps of the Vesco quarteTS. These 
sw~epsoccul'l'ed in 1972 when :Mr. Vesco was under innstigation by 
the SecnritiC's and Exchange Commission in connection with allega
tions that :Mr. Vesco was involved in stock swindles. 

Thus, our witnesses in this section of the subconlmittee's drug en
forcement investigation will include Dennis Dayle, Willin,m Durkin, 
Robert Richardson, Thomas Durkin, Bill D. ",Villiams, Edward 
Hegarty, ,Tames Hutchinson, Lamence Silbt'l'man, and .John R 
Bartels, "with Ambassador Silberman to be heard from later. 

I wish to emphasi:;~c that this subcommittee is primarily concerned 
with pursuing the a1legations of nIl'. Tal'taglino and lUI'. Brosan that 
the Promuto integrity investigation was obstructed and compromised 
by l\Jr, Bartels' actions. 
" It should be made clear that this subcommittee has received no 

evidence that 1\11'. Pl'omuto ,vas ever charged with criminal violations. 
The investigation which was initiated by the DEA Office of Inspec
tion uncleI' MI'. Brosan was concerned with the pursuit of information 
which, if substantiuted, would reflect adversely on the suitability of 
1\11'. Promuto holding high position in the Federal Government. 

But, because 1\11'. Promuto's name has been mentioned, he has been 
udvised that .we will grant a request made by him to test:i-y before 
the subcommIttee .. 

Aguin, I note that material concerning :Hr. Promuto which trig
gered the investigation is not to be proved or disproved by tIllS sub
committee. However, in conducting these hearings, this subcommittee 
of necessity will have to examine some o:f: the information regarding 
:Mr. Promuto's alleged associations with persons of criminal reputa
tion to determine a possible motiye for any obstructive action on the 
part of Mr. Bartels. 

In that regard, the subcommittee staff has, in its preliminary in
Ycstigation, developed information indicating that an individual 
whose name came up in the Promuto integrity investigation in an 
adverse way had an associution not only with MI'. Promuto hut also 
with 1\11'. Bartels. That person was Diun Barger, also known as Diane. 
De Vito. 

The information, ol'iginally developed by lUI'. Brosan's inspectors, 
indicated that ~fs. Barger was associated with a person listed in 
BNDD files as being a suspected class I narcotics violator. This per
son was also suspected of being involved in other criminal acts. 

Subsequent information also developed in IIII'. Brosan's investiga
tion indicated that :31s. Barger was a user of drugs. 

011 June 2, 1975, u:f:tel' the staff had intel'viL,lved many persons and 
developed independent information concerning the allegation that 
Ms. Barger used drugs, an executive session of this subcommittee was 
held. 
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'At the executive session of June 2, Ms. Barger was given an op
portunity t.o respond to questions pertaining to her alleged use of 
drngs: She was given the opportunity to l'espond to questions per
taining to sp.ecific instances of drug use. Ms. Barger was given the 
opportunity to respond to questions in connection with hel' associa
tion with Mr. Promuto and }\'fr. Bartels. 

On advice of counsel, 11s. Barger refused to answer on the grounds 
that her answers w.ould tend to incriminate her. 
, At this time, after required subcommittee vote and prior to the 

start of these hearings, I am releasing the transcript of the ,Tune 2 
exrcutive session, with tI1C understanding that the exhibits introduced 
at the hearing be sealed for the time being since information con
tained therein also involves the activities of other individuals. I think 
that is the o.:p.ly proper Vi'lly to handle it. 

In fairness to ~Is.Barger, I wish to note that her attorney, Mr. 
Oscar Goodman of Las Vegas, Nev., advised her to invoke the Mth 
amendment and that his ad,dce in this instance may have been caused, 
in part at least, by the fact that there is a pencling criminal case 
against her in San Diego, Calif. 

On May 3, 1975, :Ms. Barger and another pcrson were arrested and 
charged with possession of marihuana in San Diego by local author-
ities. . 

~fs. Barger has entered a plea of not guilty to this charge. 

STATEIVI:ENT OF SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY 

Senator PERCY. The Senate Permancnt Subcommittee on Investi
gations reconvenes today ill order to continue its indepth oversight 
hearings concerning the effectiveness and emciency of Federal drug 
law e'nrorcement. Last week, testimony focused on a number of serious 
deficiencies in the Federal drug effort ranging from the. huge concen
tration of Federal resources used in pmsuing illicit narcotics users 
and small-time tnl'ffickers-the so-called class 3 and class 4: violators
to allegations that some of the supervisory echelon of the Drug En
forcement Administration (DEA) is dominated by iIidividuals who 
are the subject of resolved integrity allegations. 

This week the subcommittee will concentrate on the manner in 
which the Office of Inspection at DEA investigated certain allega
tions concerning }\,Ir. Vl11cent L. Promuto, formerly the Director of 
Public Affairs a.t DEA. Mr. Promuto's association with known felons, 
some ·of whom wet'e allegedly involved ill gambling,prostitution, and 
the sale and use of illicit clrngs, was brought to the attention of high
ranking DEA officials by the Washington, D.O. Police Department. 
On June 10 and 11, the subcommittee heard testimony regarding these 
allega.tions from Messrs. Andrew C. Tartaglino and George B. 
Brosan, the former Acting Deputy Adm1l1istrator and former Acting 
Chief Inspector respectively. Both of these men, who were deeply 
in.vohred in thjs case, ha.ve statecluncler oath that the Promuto i11-
vestir,ation was impeded and obstructed by various a.ctions taken by 
the t"H,m Administrator John n. Bartels, Jr. ·When questioned closely 
about this matter, Mr. Brosan asserted that these actions amounted 
to a "coverup" of the Pl'omuto case. This is a most serious charg'e and 
one that the subcommittee fu1Jy intends to pursue. 
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At the outset, I shoulc1like to emphasize as strongly as possible the 
limited nature of this subcommittee's interest in this case. "Vhat is of 
primary concern here is the manner in which DEA and the Depart
ment of .Justice reviewed and investigated the hlformation they re
ceived and not necessarily the truth or falsity of the allegations them
selves. Evidence will be received and witnesses will be heard concern
ing these and other allegations for the sole purpose of indicating the 
seriousness of the charges and to demonstrate that a thorough DEA 
inquiry was mandatory to determine whether Mr. Promuto had in 
any way been compromised and whether any aclministrative and/or 
legal action was advisable. 

In addition to hearing testimony from DEA witnesses, the subcom
mittee will consider the testimony of two FBI agents, Bill ·Williams 
and Edward Hegarty, and former Associate Deputy Attorney Gen
eral .T ames Hutchinson, concerning a Department of Justice inquiry 
into the thoroughness of the investigation that had been undertaken 
by DEA's Office of Inspection as well as other specific charges of 
mismanagement made by Mr. Tartaglino. This Department of Justice 
investigation was undCl: the direct supervision of former Deputy At
torney General Ilaurence H. Silberman who is now U.S. Ambassador 
to Yugoslavia. "Vhat the subcommittee will want to determine is how 
this "special review" was conclucted, who was interviewed, what re
ports were issued, and how MI'. Silberman was able to determine that 
"Mr. Tartaglino's concerns, although raised in good faith, were with
out substantial fonndation"-press rehmse of then Deputy Attorney 
General Laurence H. Si1berman, January ~6, 1975. . 

As I noted in my statement at the openlllg of these hearlllgs on 
June 9, 1975, the vast majority of all Federal drug agents, super
visors and administrators, are individuals of lUlquestioned honesty, 
fully dedicated to eliminating the plague of drug abuse. There can 
be 110 d.oubt that the temptations of corruption are greater in drug 
enforcement than any other field of law enforcement. But this is all 
the more reason for DEA and the Department of Justice to be COll
stantly vigilant for any improprieties or signs of corrupt activity. 

In the course of this series of hearings, some unpleasant but flUld.a
mental questions relating to the ability and willingness of DEA and 
its predecessor agencies to investigate their own internal security 
and integrity problems will be raised. Many of these questions have 
been considered before by congressional and executive branch probes 
but never have the broader integrity issues been addressed and effec
tive legislative or aclministrative action taken. To gloss over these 
iGdUeS once agai.n, to not pursue them vigorously and fairly, to limit 
the scope of our inquiry simply to specific improprieties while ignor
ing broader problems, would be to avoid our duty and to insure that 
patterns of corruption and malfeasance will persist and emerge else
where. 

Chairman. JAOKSON. The subcommittee ·will now can Mr. Dennis 
Dayle to testify to establish the chronology 0-£ events leading up to the 
announcement by Mr. Silberman January 16, 197f "\ir. Feldman ~ 

Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to clear up one possi.ble 
ambiguity. MI'. Promuto has not made a request under rule 14 to 
t('stify before the subcommittee at tlus time. I just wanted to point 
that out, since that paragrnph in your statement might be misin
terpreted. 
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Chairwan JAOKSON. Mr. Bartels. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. ~lr. Bartels haS ma.de a request and he is sclledttled 

to testify Friday at 10 o'clock. . 
[At this point Senator Nunn entered the hearing room.] 
Chairman JAOKSON. Thank you. 
vVe will now call :M:r. Dennis Dayle. to testify to establish the' 

chronology of events leading up to the annOtUlcement by ~lr. Silber
man on January 16, 1975. 

Mr. Dayle, if you will raise your right band and be sworn. Do you 
solemnly swear that the. testimony you are about to give before this 
subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, und nothing but the 
truth, so help you God~ 

Mr. DAYLE. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF DENNIS DAYLE, ASSISTANT SPECIAL AGENT IN 
CHARGE OF THE WASHINGTON DISTRICT, DRUG ENFORCEMENT 
ADMINISTRATION 

Chairman JAOKSON. You may be seated. I am going to ask Senator 
N mill to chair the hearing. Weare getting out an energy bill in the 
Interior Committee. They need a quorum down there. 

Senator NUNN [presiding]. Mr. Dayle, why don't you proceed with 
your statement ~ Do you have a statement ~ 

1\11'. DAYLE. No, sir, I do not. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Dayle, we have a series of questions we would 

like to ask you relating to the previous testimony that has been given 
to this committee. 

Please, first of all, start off by giving a resume of your background 
and employment in the Federal Narcotics Enforcement. 

Mr. DATI,]). I entered the Federal Enforcement Service with the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics in Chicago, Ill., in 1958 and I have been 
employed continuously in the various succeeding agencies of FBN in 
the Federal Government which had primary responsibility for the 
enforcement of the Fede'·-:.l drug laws from that time to the present. 

From the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, where I was assigned both 
domestically and overseas, I transferred to the Bureau of Drug 
Abuse Control and remained with that organization in various places 
jn the United States lUltil the creation of the Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs. 

I remained with that agency in various positions and at various 
locations tUltil the creation of the Drug Enforcement Administration, 
where I am now employed as the assistant special agent in charge of 
the Washington District Office of DEA. 

Sem~tor NUNN. That is your current position ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. Yes, sir, it is. 
Senator NUNN. You are the assistant special agent in charge of ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. Of the Washington District Office of the Drug En-

forcement Administration. 
Senator NUNN. Woulcl you tell us what your responsibilities are 

in youl'currentpositio).l ~ 
1\11'. DAYLE. My responsibilities are to act as the sJ?ecial agent in 

charge in the absence of that official, also, after momtoring the en
forcement activities of the office, to make recommendations as to in-
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vestigative techniques, pl'oceclures and, directions to the SAlO as 
l:egurds various illYestigations being conducteclwithin the office. 

I also supervise a group of enforcement agents that perform .a 
variety of enforcement tasks. . ' . 

Senator NUNN. ,Vlmt was your position in the month of August 
1974~ . 

'. ~'Ir. DAYLE. During that pm:iod of time I was the ad int~rim special 
agent in charge, pending the s~lection of. the special agent in charge, 
and that gentleman, Mr. ,Mor~no H. MIlano, r6ported for duty on 
September 15 of last year, and It was at that time that I stepped back 
to my present position of the assistant special agent in charge. 

Senator NUNN. How long were you in the position you occnpied in 
August of 197 4 ~ When did you start in that position ~ I understand 
you terminated in that particular position on September 15 ~ 

1\11'. DAYLE, Yes, sir, that is correct. 
Senator .NUNN. ,Vhen did YOli take over that position ~ 
1\11'. DAYLE. During the month of .Tune of that year. 
Senator NUNN. June 1974 lmtil September 111, 1974:? 
Mr. D~"'YLE. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Will you repeat for the record exactly what that 

position waS and give us 111 layman's language what the function of 
that position was ~ , .. '. . 

Mr. DAYLE. That position, acting special agent in charge, hac1 pri
mary responsibility under the direction of regional management 
located in Baltimore, Md., for the. administrative functioning and en
forcement productivity of the office; that is to say, the full range of 
enforcement activities i\.lld the administrative necessities for the entire-
compleme~lt of both professiona,l fiS ;vell as support personnel. ' 

Senator NUNN. Itl other ;,vorcls, It was related· to personnel who 
~~~~OOA~ . 

JUl'. DA1.'L'El, Yes, sir; that is correct. ' 
Senator NUl'm. You didllot have the responsibility to go out and 

investigate street' narcotic sales and that kind of thing, but your work 
was related to ,internal personnel and administmtion. Is that right? 

Mr. DA.YLE. No; as I pointed out, sir, ill addition to the administra
tive side of the responsibilities of the office the primary responsibility 
for the enforcement product of the. office is also that of' the special 
agent in charge .. He' accomplis~es that .through his professional staff; 
namely, the agents al'l.d supervIsors aSSIgned to the bffice.. ' 

Senator NtrNN .. 'Would you rel~te to the subcommittee how, and 
under what circumstances, YOll first learned of adverseinformatioll 
from the Metropolitan Polic€\ Department on Vincent Promuto? 

Mr. DAYLE. During the middle of August, J olm Arntz-' -. 
Senator NUNN. August 1974?' . 
Mr. DAYLE. Yes, sil'-il,group snpervi$or in the \V-ashington Dis

trict Office came to me and related that he had received infor.mation 
f~'om an officer of tl?-"e' Mch:opolital1 ~olice De}?artment, who was as
slgned to the Orgalllzed Crl1ne Intelhgence Umt ,and whose llame was 
Officer Shomer. . . ' 

Senator NUNN. How.do yon spell thaM 
, Mr. DAnE. I can only guess at th~sp,elling. I believe it is .s-c-h~a-f-
:r-l-e~r. . .. , . 

/'1 I 
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Mr. FEJ,D1\IAN. Mr. Chairman, just for the record, it is Carl M. 
Shoffier,S-h-'o-f-f-l-e-r. 

Senator NUNN. That is the same person you are talking about~ 
:Mr. DAYLE. Yes, sir, I believe it is. That unit of the :Metropolitan 

Police Department was in possession of certain information and al
legations concerning Mr. Vincent Promuto n,nd that they involved his 
being observed at variolls plares in the city of Washington hl the 
company of persons alleged to, be involved in gambling offenses 
wHhin the city, and it had connotation of his being associated with 
organized crime figures. 

Senator NUNN. Do you remember the date til at you received this 
information? 

Mr. DAYLE. No, sir, I do not remember the exact date. 
Senator NUNN. Please give us the best estimate of the date, ,as you 

can recall it. 
~Il'. DAYLE. I am approximating the middle of August because I 

feel that it was approximately a month prior to the onsite arrival in 
the Washington District Office of Mr. Milano who reported there 011 
September 15. 

Senator NUNN. Your best estimate is that it was approximately 
August 15~ 

2.Ir. DAYLE. That is true. 
Senatol; NUNN. Are you familiar with an August 19 letter from the 

:Metropolitan Police Department ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. I am only familiar with having been told of its exist

ence. 
Senator NUNN. vVhen were YOU told of the existence of this letted 

'Yas it prior to this conversatlon you had to which we just referred ~ 
}\fl'. DAYI,E. No; it was not. 
Senator NUN:X. It was after that? 
:Mr. DAYI,E. It was after that. It was on JHay 20 of this year, su:. 
Senator NUNN. Several months after that, you didn't know about 

the letter at that time ~ , 
i\Ir. DA),"Ll~. That is right. . 
Senato): NUNN'. This was Ol'al conversation you had ~ . 
Mr. DA1.'L~. Yes, it was. 
Senator NUNN. Not by telephone; it was person to person? 
Mr. DAYLE. No, it was person to persoll between Mr. Arntz and 

111\'sel£. 
'Senator NUNN. \Yhen did that conversation take place~ 
::\fr. DAYLE. Appl'oximutedy the middle of August. 
SenatOl' NUNN. 'Where 'was the location ~ 
111'. DAYLE. In my office, at that time my office, the Office of the 

Special Agent in Charge in the 'Washington District Office in 1Vash~ 
ingtol1, D,C. 

Senn.to:t: NUNN'. vVho.t action did you take uponl'eceipt of the illfor~ 
mation and what was the result?: . 

:VII'. DAYLE. I callcel the Baltimore Regional Office and I spolre with 
the regional director thCl'('1 ttlr. Iryin SWU11k, ::mcl aclvisecl1hilll of the 
information that I hucl just l'ce('iYecl frolll :Mr. Arntz. ., . 

Scnator NUNN. ,Vas'that on the same datc that you recei,'ed this 
information from Mr. Arntz ~ 
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Mr. DAYL'E. Yes. It was just 2 or 3 minutes after I had completed 
the conversation with Mr. Arntz. 

Senator NUNN. Was this in the morning or afternoon, or do you 
recall~ 

~fr. DAYLE. I believe it was afternoon. 
Senator NUN-N. You think it was after hmch ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Both your meeting with Mr. Arntz and your tele

phone call to Baltimore ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. So you immediately made this information known 

to your supervisor in Baltimore ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. That is correct. 
Senat()r NUNN. What was his name again ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. His name is Mr. Irvin O. Swank, S-w-a-n-k. 
Senator NUNN. Is he your immediate supervisor, or rather was he, 

when you were in the position you held in August ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. My immediate supervisor would be Mr. Swank's 

deputy. However, I transmitted the information to Mr. Swank, the 
regional director. I believe it was because the Deputy Regional Direc
tor was not there at that moment. 

Senator NUNN. 'Vhat happened after that ~ What was the result of 
that phone can, to the best of your Imowlec1ge ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. I can only make an assumptIOn that based on my con
versation with MI'. Swank, and based even more on the information 
that I gave him that nothing was done at that time concerning the 
information by Mr. Swank or myself. 

Senator NUNN. 'Would you relate for the subcommittee how and 
when you learned that the metropolitan police organized crime unit 
had relayed the Promuto information to the U.S. Attorney's Office ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. I was told that in a subsequent meeting with Mr. Arntz, 
which took place a week or 10 days later. 

Senator NUNN. A week or 10 days after approximately August 15 ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. Yes, that is an approximation. I am saying the middle 

of August and I think that there are several other governing factors 
which might properly place the incident in its proper place in time. 

At that time Mr. Swank was a. newly appointed regional director 
and he arrived for duty in Ba1timore some time late in the month 
or during the second ha1£ of the month of August. 

Of course, Mr. Swank would have to have been there for me to 
call him and therefore I am saying, I am suggesting, that the middle 
of August is an approximation. 

In any event, I was told by MI'. Arntz, as he was told by Mr. 
Shofner, that the information concerning Mr. Promutowas going to 
be relayed by the organized crime intelligence unit to the Metro
politan Police Department's internal security unit for transmittal to 
DEA's office of inspection. 

That information, in 'addition to all of the other matters discussed 
between MI'. Arntz and myself, were the subject of the conversation 
which I had with Mr. Swank a few minutes after MI'. Arntz left my 
office. 

Senator NUNN. Did you call Mr. Swank ill Baltimore immediately 
upon receipt of this information ~ 
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Mr. DAYI4E. Yes, I did. 
Senator NUNN. This was the second phone call ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. This was the first phone call. It was followed by a 

second phone call about a week or 10 days la,ter again after Mr. Al'lltz 
came to my office and told me that he had been advised by officer 
Shoiller that the procedure o:l:transmitting the information had been 
changed and that no longer wOllld it be the case that the matter 
would he referred to DEA's office of inspection after the intelligence 
lmit referred it to the metropolitan police department's internal 
security depa,rtment, but it would be referred directly to the U.S. 
attol'lley's office. 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Swank give you a,ny advice in eit11er of 
these phone calls ~ 

Mr. DAYU~. He ma,c1e-he gave me a,n instruction a,t the time that 
I had the second conversation with him. 

Senator NUNN. The second was approximately 10 days after the 
first; is that right? 

:Mr. DAYLl~. That is correct; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Both of those are approximations; the 10 days is 

not a precise time either; is that right ~ 
Mr. DAYI,E. It is definitely an approximation) sir. 
Senator NUNN. What were the instructions he gave you after the 

second phone call? 
Mr. DAYLE. After relaying the information toM to me by Mr. Arntz 

on the second of our two meetings, Mr. Swank instructed me to con
tact Mr. Dmkin at DEA headquarters and to transmit the informa
tion to him, telling him that Mr. Swank had asked me to do so. 

Senator NUNN. '\Vhich Mr. Durkin is that; is that Mr. William 
Durkin? 

Mr. DAYU~. It is Mr. ,\Villiam J. Durkin; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. 1Vhat was J\fr. William J. Durkin's position at this 

time? 
Mr. DAYL]~. He was the assistant administrator for enforcement at 

that particular time. 
Senator NUNN. This was on the second phone calB This was not 

after the first phone call ? 
Mr. DAYLE. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. "Vas there any advice after the first phone call or 

any instructions? 
Mr. DAYLE. Only that the information was of such a nature that it 

should be treated as sensitive and that it should be discussed only on 
a need-to-Imow basis, and Mr. Swank also asked me to keep him up
dated on any new or additional OCCUl'rences in the matter. 

Senator NUNN. After Mr. Swank advised you to get in touch with 
Mr. William Durkin, did you contact Mr. Durkin? 

Mr. DAYLE, Yes, sir; I did. 
Senator NUNN, v¥hat was the appl'ox:imate date of this contact g 
Mr. DAYLE, It was the same day as my second telephone conversa-

tion regarding the Promuto matter and just a few minutes after I 
terminated the conversation be.tween Mr. Swank ::md myself. 

Senator NUNN. So this would have been about approximately 10 
days after approx:imately August 15 ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. That is correct. 
55-355-71:1-2 
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Senator NUNN. ,Vould you be pretty confident that this would have 
been before September 1 ? . ' . . 
, Mr. DAYLE. I :wtmldn't be confident, sir; I would say that it was 

possible. 
Senator NUNN. Would you say it was possible or probable? 
Mr. DAYLE. Possible. 
Senator NUNN. Let me ask VOLl this in terms of these dates. Are 

you pretty confident that the August 15 date is within 2, 3, 01' 4 days 
one way or the other, or could it have been August 24? 

::\fr. DAYLE. Are you indicating that the first telephone ci:mversa
tion? 

Senator NU.NN. The first telephone call. 
Mr. DAYLE. I don't think that it was the 25th, but it could have 

oeen. 
MI'. FELD:r.IA~. Mr. Chairman, may I state for the record that the 

Metropolitan Police Department letter to the U.S. atto~ney was 
August 19, 1974, and therefore I would presume that the information 
and the first telephone conversation had to be before that, AiJgust 19, 
19N, Is that correct ~ . 

Mr. DATI,E. I don't think we can make thn.t assumption, 'sir, because 
up until May 20, when I V"itS told that there was in fact a letter 
transmitting this'information to the U.S. Attorney's Office I ,vas not 
told of sneh a referral letter by Mr. Arntz because he didn:ot know, 
either at the time of the Brst or the second conversation that I had 
with him, that the Metropolitan Police Department was going to, was 
in the process of, or had already referred the information. r At this point Senator Percy entered the 11 ;aring room.] " 

Senator NUNN. Let's get this sequence in order again. The first 
phone call would have been somewh~re around August 15; the second 
phone call would have been approxImately 10 clay.s after Atlgust 15, 
.which ,vould have been August-:-al'ound August 25. ,. 

You are saying you are not absolutely certain that the se'cond phone 
call took place prior to September 1, although you think it is possible 
that it clicH . 

1.\11'. DAYLB. It is possible that it could have; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Thnt is the same cluy you talked to Mr. Durkin? 
Mr. DA'11.E. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. If you had to pick a date, August 25 would be your 

best. guess; is that right ~ .• 
1.\Ir. DAYJ,E. No, sir; it would be a guess. ;' , 
Senator NUNN. 'What would be your best guess~ If you were going 

to say August 20 or September 1 01: August 25, which one of those 
dates would yon saywoulcl be most lIkely'~ . 

1.\11'. DAYLB. I reitllv don't feel quaIified within the bounds of ac
curacy to come up with such a thing as a. best guess. I will suy-

SOllator NUNN. You felt qualified to say it was approxilh!ttely the 
15th; didn't you ~ 

:Mr. DAYU~. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. It wus approximately 10 days later. Why' would 

you not b~ qualified to sny it was approximately August 25~, ' 
1.\11'. DAyr,B. As a. best guess, I wO~lld say it was late August. 
Sena.tor NUNN. Ln.te August1 I 

Mr. DAYLE. Yes. 
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Senator Num" Do you have any outside d!l;te tlHl;t it could, have 
been ~ Do Yorl have allY parameters beyond whICh tIllS co,uldn't llave 
happened? ' 

Mr. D:A.1.'LE. It could not lUlYe happened nntil Mr; Swank was phys
icu.lly located in the Baltimore office. I do not know whell that oc-
curred because Mr. Swank took some annual leave. '. 

He ,vas in the process of moving his family and there wero many 
dates where he was there and other dates whel'ehe was not. 

Senator NUNN. 'Let's get back to your conversation. with Mr. 
Dur1.."in. 'What did you telll\fr. Durkin and what did he say to you ~ 

Mr. DAYJ"E. I told ]\fl'. Durkin that Mr. Swank had instructed me 
to call him and I informed Mr. Durkin of the two conversations with 
IT ohn Arntz, the group supervisor, -and updated him at that time on 
the text of each of those two meetings with Arntz. ' 
.lIe acknowledged receipt of the information; that is, Mr. ".purkin 

chd. , . . 
Senator NUNN. 'Were there any instructions one way or the other ~ 

Did you pass on any instructions to him or did he pass.on any in
structions to YOll, or was it just left that yort had relayed the inform a-
ti@? , . 

Mr. DAYJJE. The only thing in addition to his aclmowledgment of 
receipt ,of the information was that, of course, it was a sensitive 
matter and should be treated as such, discussed only on a need-to
know basis and again asking that he be updated 011 any new or addi
tional occurrences. 

Senator NUN~. Did he appear to have already heal'dabout this 
information 01' was this the first he had heard of it, according to your 
impression? .' 

:Mr. :DAYLE. I drew no impression one way or the other, sir. , 
Senator NUNN. He didn't say or he didn't indicate that he had ever 

heard of this before ~ He didn't indicate surprise ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. He indicated neither one nor the other. 
Senator NUNN. Agaill on this date business, to the ,best of your 

memory, give us your best information about that date, to the best 9£ 
your memory~ , ,'. ' 

'l\fr. DAYLE. I would say that it would be the last weeJdn AU,gust, 
Senator NUNN. Your best recollectiOll would be some time during 

the last week in August? 
~.1r. DAYLE. That'is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Some time. between, S!ly, September 1 and August 

24 or 25~ 
Mr. DAYLE. Yes, sir; that is possible. 
Senator NUNN. Did a new agtmt in charge assume cortnnand of the 

,\Vashingl:on field office on September 1? 
1\11'. DAYLE. He'did. . , 
Senator NUNN. vl"hat was his name ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. His name was Marino H.1VIilano. " 
Senator NUNN. Do you recall specifically that, your conversation 

with Dm'kin took pIMe beIol'(} this eVcllt ~ .'" 
Mr. DAYLE .. I do. . 
Senator NUNN. So if we had to draw a parametcl'; Septcl:nber 1 

would be the latest .date the conversation with DurkiIl'conld have 
taken pIMe ~ , 
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Mr. DAYLE. That is correct, sir. 
Senator NUNN. How do you relate those two things~ Do you recall 

specifically when the new agent took charge ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. I lmow the precise date that he did; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. How do you determine that conversation with Mr. 

Durkin took place before that ~ In other words, what is the basis 
for that assertion ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. The basis for that is if I had not been the acting spe
cial agent in charge it coulel not have happened that I would have 
received the information becanse MI'. Milano, acting in his present 
position, would have rightfully and realistically received the in
formation. 

Senator NUNN. In other words, if he had already taken over on 
September 1, then he would have been the recipient of the informa
tion and not you ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. So that is the reason you are certain about the 

September 1 date and the fact that you received the information 
prior to September 1. and the second conversation at Baltimore was 
before September 1 and your conversation with Mr. Willio.m Durkin 
was before September 1 ~ 

1'11'. DAYLE. My best guess would. be that that is correct; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. After this took place, what involvement, if any, 

did you have in the Promuto investigation after your conversation 
with Mr. William J. Durkin ~ 

Mr. DATI~E. I had nothing to do with the Promuto investigation 
at all, sir. 

Senator NUNN. That was the last you had any direct or indirect 
involvement in this investigation ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. I am somewho.t in question about what you mean 
when you say involvement. I have spoken with several people. 

Senator NUNN. I can't hear. We have so much interference here. 
Mr. DAYLE. I have spoken with several people about the Promuto 

investigo.tion. However, I have not participated either directly or 
indirectly in the Promuto investigation. Some of the people that 
I have spoken with are members of this committee staff. 

Senator NUNN. You have talked with the staff about it~ 
MI'. DAYLE. Yes, I have. 
Senator NUNN. But you, as far as your official responsibilities 

have not had any other official connection with the Promuto case 
since your conversation with MI'. William J. Durkin which was at 
some point prior to September 1, 1974~ 

Mr. DAYLE. Tho.t is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Do you have any direct lmowledge of any other 

p.vents that this subcommittee should Imow about relating to the 
Promuto investigation even though you weren't directly involved ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. No, Ielo not. 
Senator NUNN. Those are 'all my questions. 
S~nator PE:r:OY. Mr. Oh~irI?an, '1 have no question~ of Mr. Dayle. 

I thmkyour hne of questIOnmg has been "Very good mdeed. I would 
like to ask 'l'LnanimouslJonsent to insert in the record after Senator 
Jackson's statement an opening statement for our hearing toda,y and 
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merely indicate that these hearings this week continue om efforts 
to have an in-depth oversight hearing concerning the effectiveness 
and efficiency of Federal drug law enforcement. 

This week we will concentrate on the manner in which the Office 
of Inspection at DE.A investigated certain allegations concerning 
Mr. Promuto, former Director of Public .Affairs at DE.A. I think 
the most. serious charge made during, the course of our hearings last 
week was by Mr. Brosan, who asserted that certain actions that he 
described amounted to what he determined a "coverup" of the Pro
muto case. 

This is an extraordinarily serious charge and one that the sub
committee fully intends to pmsue. 

I would like to emphasize, Mr. Ohairman, once again as strongly 
as possible the narrower scope of the subcommittee's interest in this 
case. ·What is of primary concern to us is the mamler in which DE.A 
and the Department of Justice reviewed and investigated the infor
mation they received and not necessarily the truth or falsity of the 
allegations themselves. 

Evidence will be received and witnesses will be heard concerning 
these and other allegations for the sole purpose of indicating the 
seriousness of the charges and to demonstrate that a thorough DE.A 
inquiry was mandatory to determine whether Mr. Promuto had in 
any way been compromised and whether any administrative and/or 
legal uC'tion was advisable. 

I would just like to repeat also the statement that I made at the 
opening of these hearings on. Jun.e 9, that the vast majority of all the 
Federal drug agents and supervisors and administrators are individ
un Is of unquestioned honesty und fully dedicated to eliminH.ting the 
plague of drug abuse. 

There can be no doubt that the temptations of corruption are 
greater in drug enforcement that in any other field of law enforce
ment. This is all the more reason for the DEA and the Department 
of Justice to be constantly vigilant for any improprieties or signs of 
corrnpt activities. 

I certainly think it is our job as an oversight subcommittee to do 
everything we can to bring out the facts in this case without be
coming too preoccupied with the details of them, to keep in mind 
our overall goal, which is to insure that the .Agency itself corrects 
the abuses that have been brought to light. 

Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
Senator N UNN. Thank you, Senator Percy. 
Thank. you, Mr. Dayle .. 'Those are all the questions we have at the 

present tIme, 
Om: next witness is Mr. W"illiam Durkin who is the DE.A .Assistant 

Administrator for Enforcement. I don't believe yon have been 
sworn. ,:"iT ould you please raise your right hand ~ 

Do yOl~ swear that the testimony you are about to give before this 
subcol1umttee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothinO' but 
the truth, so help you God ~ '" 

Mr. DURKIN. I do. 
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM DURKIN, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR 
FOR ENFORCEMENT, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION 

Senator NFN'N'. Take your scat. Do you have a statement :you would 
like to make? 

:Mr. DURKIN. I have no prepared statement; no, sir. I would like 
to make one observation based on the testimony of Mr. Dayle. 

Senator NUNN. Oertainly. Go ahead. 
:Mr. DUREIN. At the conclusion of your qtlestioning, :Mr. Ohair

man, you were asking Mr. Dayle whether he would have reported 
the Pl;omuto information to Mr. Milano and you were centering on 
September 1 as being Mr. Milano's reporting date to "Washington, 
D.O. My recollection is that earlier }fr. Dayle stated Mr. JI.1ihmo 
reportee! September 15. That may be a point the committee may 
want to explore. 

Senator KUNN. I __ et's ask :Mr. Dayle to come back and let's clarify 
that right at the present time. I think that is the best time to do it, 
while he is still here. 

:Mr. Dayle, would you tell the subcommittee, to the best of your 
recollection, 'when 1t·fr. Malino reported physically for his new 
position? 

Mr. DAYlE. Yes, sir. It was on September 15. 
Senator NUNN. "There did the September 1 date come from that 

we were just talking about? 
MI'. DAYLE. I think that came up in your attempt to come up with 

a more precise guess of the time during which the second call to 
Mr. Swank and my first call to Mr. Durkin took place. 

Senator NUNN. I thought you agreed that September 1 was the 
date that he repo).'ted. 

Mr. DAYLE. No, sir. My position during this particular proceeding 
has been that I recall the date very precisely as September 15 and it 
was because of that date, you may recall, that I estimateel that the 
first ('ontart from .:Ml'. A1'Iltz 'YaS about 1 month priOI' to that time 
and, therefore, we were in about the middle of August. 

Senator NUNN. I am really puzzled now because just a moment 
ago I asked you if you were confident that this second conversation 
ancl your conversation subsequent to that with Mr. Durkin took 
plage. prior to September 1. You said you thought that was your 
posItIon. 

Mr. DATI,E. No. It was not my understanding that that is what 
you were asking me. If it was, I misunderstood and would like at this 
time to make the l'e('ord accurate as to tlmt point. Mr . .Milano arl'ived 
on duty on September 15 and it was on that date that I assumed my 
current position of assistant special agent in charge and had Mr. 
)Iilano been on duty at the time that the ArMz material came into 
the ·Washington OflieEO\ 110 would have l'ecl'i\'(>d it, rather than 1. 

Mr. DURKl:N. Mr. Ohairman, if I may make one more observation, 
I believe it may also be relevant to the committee's inquiry if we had 
an actual date that Mr. Swank reported for duty in Baltimore. In 
discussions I l1ad earlier today, I had the impression that Mr. Swank 
reported for duty on or about August 25. If Mr. Dayle had an initial 
discussion nnd then a suhsequent discllssion with Jf r. Swank before 
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he talked to me, the whole matter as to whether there was a lapse of 
time or not may be resolved. I do believe that is important. 

Senator Nmm. "We will get those dates straight. We just want to 
make sure whjle Mr. Dayle is here. So your testimony now, Mr. 
Dayle, is that September 15 is the date that the new agent took 
charge. Is that right ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. Yes, sir; that is correct. 
Senator NUNN. September 1 is not the date that he either ap

peared physically or that the position changed or anything else? 
Sept(\mbel' 1 haclno relevance whatsoever to tIle new agent's appear
ance~ 

:hII'. DAYLE. No, sir. September 1, as I recall, first came up ill the 
contex.t of your trying to establish the date of the second phone call .. 
to Mr. Swank. 

Senator NUNK. Does your recollection still hold, as you have 
testified a minute ago, the last ·week in August is your best recol
lection as to when you made this information known to Mr. William 
Durkin ~ 

IIfl'. DAYLE. I wou1.c1 say that it is. However, as I have also stated 
during my testimony this morning, it is contingent, that date is con
tingent on several factors. One, when did Mr. Swank arrive on dtlty? 
T'\'Q. when the first ('oIlYel'sai"ion betw{'en Mr. Arntz and I actuallv 
took· place, I am estimating that it took place about a month prio'r 
to Mr. Milano's arrival at the office on September 15, which placed 
us somewhere in the nlidcUe of August. But it could not have hap
pened unless Mr. Swank was on duty in Baltimore, Md., because in 
fact after the first, as well as after the second conversation with Mr. 
Arntz, I cal1~c1 Mr. Swank in both of those instances. 

Senator NUNN. Let's go ahead with Mr. Durkin. 
Mr. Durkin, please state your full name and your present position 

in DEA. 
Mr. DURKIN. My name is William J. Durkin, D-u-r-k-i-n. I am 

the Assistant 4dministl'ator for Enforcement of the Drug En
forcement Administration. 

Senator NUNN. How long have you served as Assistant Admin
istrator for Enforcement ~ 

!If:r. DUItKIN. Since DEA's inception in July of 1973. 
Senator NUNN. 'Vho appointed you to this position and when was 

yom: appointment made ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I was put in an acting capacity, in July, by Mr. 

Bartels and then several months later, the papers were processed to 
effectuate the assignment. 

Senator NUN1\". Mr. Durkin, starting when you first joined the 
Federal Burei:..J. of Narcotics, please indicate the positions you have 
held an(l the dates of your service in each position. 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. I started with the Federal Bureau of Nar
cotics in 1951, in Ohicago, ill. I was subsequently transferred to 
P~ladelphia; Philadelphia to New York City; New York Oity to 
PIttsburgh, Pa., as agent ill charge. In 1959 I believe I was trans
ferred, returned to Chicago as the E.,forcement Assistant to the 
supervisor. 
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I was subsequently transferred to 'Washington, D.C., as a staff 
assistant to the Assistant Commissioner for Enforcement. In 1963, 
I transferrecl to Mexico City as a district supervisor of the Bureau 
of Narcotics in Latin America. In 1967, I returnecl to 'Washington 
and was appointed the Assistant Commissioner for Compliance 
which involves regulatory activities and in-that was 1967. In 1968, 
I transferred to New York City as the Regional Director of BNDD 
and in 1971, I was transferred to Washington, D.C., in the position 
of Chief of the Criminal Enforcement Division. In July, I assumed 
my new position. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Durkin, please describe for the subcommittee 
how ~ Oll learned of the existence of adverse information regarding 
.Vincent Promuto. 

Mr. D"CRKIN. I received that information as a result of a tele
phone call from Mr. Dennis Dayle, assistant agent in charge of the 
\Yashington District Office. 
~enator NUNN. ('an YOll give llS your best estimate of tJle date of 

tIns telephone call ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. My best estimate, sir, is September 10, 1974. 
Senator N""CXN. How do you recollect that date ~ 
Mr. Dmlli:IN. I have examined all of my personal notes and rec

ords to determine whether I had written the information down. I 
had not, but I know what I did with the information and the recipi
ent of the information did record it and advised they received the 
information from me on September 10. It is on that 'basis I said I 
received the information. 

Senator N"uNN. ViT110 was the recipient of that information ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. "When I received the information from Mr. Dayle 

I referred it to Mr. Br08an, the Acting Chief Inspector. 
Senator NUNN. So September 10 comes from Mr. Brosan's recol

lection, rather than your own. Is that right ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. From the records in the Office of In~pection, yes, 

sir. 
Senator Nmm. So independent of those records from Mr. Brosan, 

yon don't have any independent recollection of the date ~ 
Mr. DrnKIN. My independent recollection, sir, would put it in 

the same timeframe because I recall when receiving the information, 
the administrator, John Bartels, was then in Europe or the Middle 
East with Mr. Promuto. 

Senator NUNN. Do you. recall that when you received that infor
mation from Mr. Dayle, that lIJr. Promuto and Mr. Bartels were in 
Europe~ 

Mr. DUruGN. That is my recollection; yes, sir. 
Sonator NUNN. How do you arrive at that recollection ~ Do you 

connect any partiCl~]ar events to get to that conclusion ~ 
Mr. DURE:IN. I arrived at that impression, sir, because of Mr. 

Promuto's position and being with Mr. Bartels, I thought it was 
important th~t the office of insJ)cction be aware of the in:J!ormation 
and determine the extent of the information so that appropriate 
advice could be given to the· administrator. 

Senator Nmm. v\T11at action did you take when you leal'llecl of the 
information from Mr. Dayle ~ 

Mr. DmlKIN. I immediately contacted Mr. Brosan by telephone. 
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Senatbi' NUNN, The same date ~ 
Mr. DURKiN. Yes, sir. 
Senator' NUNN. Db you hate any idea what time of the day it was ~ 
~fr. DlillKIN. My recollection was in the morning. 
SeilatorNuNN. Sometime in the morning? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. So your recollection is that as soon as you got a 

telephone call from Mr. Dayle, that y<>11, within that same date 
within a matter or minutes-is that right, or would it be hours
contacted Mr. Brosan by telephone ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. My best recollection would be within minutes or if it 
were delayed any length of time, I just feel certa~n I wou.ltl have 
made a note to myself. I would have ri3Corded the lllfOrmatlOn. 

Senator NUNN. You didll't make any kind of written memorandum 
of that~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I have been unable to locate any and I have no recol
lection of making any, sir. 

Senator NUNN. Is your secretary now the same secretary you had 
at that time? 

Mr. DURKIN. No, I don't believe so. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. 'Who is the secretary you had at that point in 

time? 
Mr. DURKIN. I believe her name was Mrs. N onna Stout. 
Senator NUNN. Stout? 
Mr. DURKIN. Stout, S~t-o-u-t. 
Senator NUNN. Where is she llOW? 
Mr. DURKIN. She has resigned from Government service. I be

lieve she and her husband and family are in the Washington area. 
Senatoi' NUNN. Have you checked with her about whether there 

was any memorandl.Utt.? 
Mr. DURKIN. No. I did not ask her; no, sir. 
Senator NU~N. Did you discuss the Promltto information with 

anyone else in PEA other than Mr. Brosan? . 
Mr. DURKIN. The Promuto information, sir? There was an allega

tion or Mr. Dayle told Ine that there was information they received 
regarding Mr. Promuto. I furnished that to Mr. Brosan. Discuss it? 
No, sir. I didn't discuss it. I would probably ask people how it was 
coming, are there problems involved or something like that; but I 
had no indepthdiscussion with anybody. 

Senator NUN-N. Did you reI ute. this information to anyone else other 
than Mr. Brosan ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. No, sir. 
Senator N'UNN. Did yOl'l. discuss the Pl'0l1luto information ,yith at

torney Thomas Durkin? 
Mr. DURKIN. Discuss the Prol1luto investigation? No, sir. I didn't 

know the facts of the Promuto investigation or the allegations. 
Senator N UNN. Let's say information. Did you c1.iSC1ISS the infor

mation yon had got.ten from Mr. Dayle on the telephone with any
one else other tha11 Mr. Brosan? 

Mr. DUIUrrN. I don't recall, sir. I have not made a secret of the 
fact that I received the, informntion from Dayle and referred it 
promptly to the oillceo! inspection. 

Senator NUNN. 1Yho have you not made a secret of that to? 
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Mr. DURKIN. There were attorneys in the Department of Justice 
making inquiries in tIlls mat~el". I. testified 9,e£0~e t~em. ;' 
, Senator N11NN. Let's put It thIS way: In thIS tlmeframe, ll1 the 
2- or 3-day per~od after you got the information from . Mr. Dayle, 
do you recall having any conve:r;satioD,s about this PrOD,lUto inforri1a-
tion with anyone other than Mr. Brosan ~', . 

Mr. DurunN. No, sir, I don't.· . . . , 
, Senator NU:NN. Ybl,l dontt 1"('callany conversations with anyone 

abol1t the Pron1l1to in,ioqnatioll,lotlier t~an.Mr. Brosan:~ . 
Mr. DURKIN. ,\Vithin several days,wlthll1 :;Jeveral days after the 

receipt of the information, I don't, No, sir. . 
Seuutor NUNN. Yon had later conversations with attorneys in

vestigating this whole episode. I assume, several months lated 
. ~rI:>DURK:n,. Yes. It was months afterwards, sir. . 

Senator NUNN. So the only conversations of any nature you had 
with anyone Tegarcling the Prollluto information that was relayed to 
you by Mr. Dayle would have been your conversation with Mr. 
Brosan~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Or just general reference to the matter with other 
DEA officials. ; 

Se1lator NUNN. -VV11O would they be~ . 
Mr. DURKIN. It might be Mr. Bartels, Mr. Phil Smith. 
Senator NUNN. How about Mr. Tom Durkin~' 
Mr. DURKIN. Only of the very generaJ reference; just the Promuto 

matter and then it' wouldn't be further discussed .. 
Senator NUNN. How would they have known about it,~ Did you 

assume Mr. Brosan had talked about it to Mr. Thomas Durnn or 
Mr. BrLl'tels ~ . 

Mr. DURKIN. No, sir, I believe my recollection is that Mr. Bartels 
had appointed Mr. Bob Richardson, Mr. Johu Lund, I believe to 
oversee or advise iu COlUlection with the Promuto matter aud Mr. 
Tom Dmkin, they were discussing it with him or had conversations 
with Mr. Durkin iu relation to that. 

Senator NVNN. Counsel would like to ask a question. 
MI'. FELmrAN. Let me just try to get it clear in my own mind on 

this question. You say you received this in!01:mation on the 10th of 
September~ 

Mr. DURKIN. That is my best recollection. 
Mr. FELD~rAN. Because you received and transmitted the informa

tion on the same day that':M:r. Brosan's records show it was reported 
to him. on the 10th of Septembed 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. ' 
lIfr. FELD~rAN. On the 17th of September, Mr. Brosan, according 

to his previous testimony, met with Mr. Bartels to discuss this 
matted 

[At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. . 
Mr. FELmrAN. Did. you talk to anyone between the 10th of Sep

tember and the 17th of September about this matted 
:Mr. DURKIN. I have no recollection of discussing it with anybody. 

No, sir, r believe I was out of ' town on that particular date,too. On 
September 16 ancl17, I was out of town. Yes. 
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, Senato!" NUNN.' SO your be,st- r.ecollection is that you received th~s 
information~ accordillg .to. YOl,IT recollection of ~1r. Brosan's test!
mony, and 'You conveyeq. it to Mr. Brosan on September lO. Between 
September .1Q, and. September 17, you don't recall having any con
versation rwith anyone in DEA about tl1e Promuto Plformation ~ 
, ·11'):.1'., DURKDr. Ocher than Mr: Brosan? AO, sir, I dO~l't.I believe 
I did have conYersatioJl:witfr Mr. Brosan. about ,the importance of 
determining whether the information ,warranted g~tting in' touch 
with :lltIr .. Bartels. ' . , ' '. .. , . . 

Senator N tJNif. You heu,ra. the testimony of Mr. Dennis Day Ie ~his 
morning. NIl'. Dayle stated that according to his best recollectIOn, 
he conveyed t4is iniOJ:mationto you pdor to September 1, or at least 
during the last week in August, How do you explain the discrepfl,ncy 
between this date and the September 10 date that you feel YOll l'e
.ceived this information ? 

Mr. DunKIN. I very seriously considered. that, Mr. Chairman, to 
seeif there waS a lpgical explanation. Based on what I heard today, 
Mr. Dayle stated he first reported it to ,Mr. Swank' and s:ubse
quently he had a second conversation with Mr. Swank. Lbelieve he 
stated the time frame was about 10 days later. He could pinpoint 
Mr. Milano's reporting for duty on September 15 and then today, 
I wu,y trying to determine whether there is some ru,tionale, logical 
explanation for this. ' , . 

I did receive some information. I have not yet had it chance to 
verii-y it, that Mr. Swank didn't report for duty until August 25. 
If thu,t is accurate and there Wu,s a 10-day lapse from the tinie of the 
first conversation, I don't believe there is a time differential. There 
shouldn't be, sir, because I did report to Mr. 'Brosan 'llpon 'receipt. 

Senator NUNN. In other words, you would have no logical ex
planation for delaying approximately 1Q days from the time you 
received tIllS information from Mr. Dayle, until you gave the infor
mation to Mr. Brosan? You could 'not account for any 10-day time 
lapse there? 

Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. I (.QuId not account for that and I don't be-
lieve there was a 10-day time lapse. " 

Senator Nl3'NN. If you had received the information on Septem
ber 1, would it be normal, in your normal operating procedure for 
you to pass th,is information on rapidly to the person that was re-
'sponsible for investigating it further? , '.' 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. T.he procedures call for the immediate noti-
fication of the Office of Inspection, u,nd I would 11[1ve done so. 

Senator ,N umt; Do ;you have a written procedure on that ~ . 
lVIr. DURKIN. Yes, SIr, we do. . 
Senator NUNN. Do you recall the rule or regUlation where that is 

stated ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I looked in the Inspection Manual today, as a matter 

of fact, and the I'equirement is we notify Inspection and follow it up 
with a written memorandum. 

Senatol' NUNN. Did you follow it up ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. I,am in error in that respect. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know whether there was ever a written 

memorandum on that ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I don't know. 
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Senator NUNN. In other cases involving similar kinds of investiga
tions, do you normally have a written memorandum ~ 

Mr. DtmKIN. No. I don't recall, sir. I know if I had been unable 
to communicate with Mr. Brosan, I just know in my own mind 
I would have reduced it to writing to insure that it gets to the Office 
of Inspection. The fact is that I lmow I personally discussed it with 
him. I am in error, I should have followed it up with a memo. 

Senator NUNN. On this case, I Ullderstand that; but. on normal 
cases, is it a matter of custom for you to follow up any kind of oral 
conversation on these kitld of seriol1s allegations with a written mem
ol'andum~ 

Mr. DURKIN. TIllS is not the usual case, sir. There are not many 
instances that come to my uttention of tIllS nature involving high
level officials. When I receive information, I assure myself that the 
procedures are being followed-if it does not involve me notifying 
the chief inspector then I will insure that the original l'ecipiCllt of 
the information did put it in the channels to the Office of Inspection, 
when it involves integrity matters. 

Senator NUNN. I will ask counsel at this point to find the particu
lar regulations and let's make it a part of the record at this point in 
the record. Perhaps you can furnish that regulation ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Of the reporting requirement, I certainly will. 
Senator NUNN. We will make it a part of the record at this point. 
[The dOCl1mEmt refel'red to ';vas marked "exhibit No. 37" for refer-

ence and follows:] 
EXHIBIT No. 37 

INSPECTION MANUAIr-B'tmEAU OF NARCOTIOS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS, 
MARCH 31, 1970 

CHAPTER· 81-E],{PLOYEE INTEGRITY 

Subchapter 810-Introduction 

Each employee of the Bureau must share the reflponsibility for promoting 
public confidence in the dependability and integrity of the Burenu by : 

1. Conducting himself in u manner which will reflect credit on him and the 
Bureau and which will not bring the Bureau into disrepute. 

2. Ensuring that Regional and 'FIe·adquarters management officials are promptly 
notified of any situation which could indicate integrity breakdowns or mis
conduct. 

BNDD employees will, by the very nature of their occupation, encounter in
formationor situations which may reflect adversely on the character, reputation 
or suitability of one or more Bureau employees. The Bureau realizes that per
sonnel of an organization in which public trust has been placed are subject to 
false or unfounded allegations. Those accused falsely have a right to have tlleir 
name and reputation cleared. On the other hand, when there is evidence of wrong
doing, the individual is entitled to assurance that any action taken is based on 
all of the facts in the case. 

8101 INSPECTION POLIOY 

It is a function of the Bureau Security Division of the Office ·of Inspection to 
thoroughly, impartially, and objectively investigate all allegations of wrong
doing on the part of Bureau personnel. The following sets forth the basic poliCies 
to be ('onformed to eluring such investigations: 

1. Every allegation or complaint comiug to the attention of the Office of In
spection shall be evaluated to determine if an .investigation will be initiated. 
The decision on whether to proceed with an investigation shall rest with the 
Chief Inspector or his designee, subject to post review by the Bureau Director. 
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2.·Wilen a decision to. conduct an ip:v.estigation is made, tile investigation will 
include all unresolved. allegations agains~ an emJ,lloyee, and will be conducted afi 
rapidly as possible. 

3. Inspectors will be guided by DeplLrtmental and Bureau regulqtions as set 
forth in Department .of Justice and Bureau of.Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
manuals and orders, particularly regarding searches, seizures and use of techni
cal equipment. 

4. Generally the Regional Director, Ohief Ohemist or Assistant Director will be 
advised by the Office of Inspection of an "investigation initiated on any employee 
assigned to his office. However, with the approval of the Bureau Director, investi
gations may be conducted of employees assigned to a Region, Laboratory 01' 
Office without notification of the Regional Director, Ohief Ohemist or Headquar
ters Assistant Director. 

5. Tile Office of Inspection willli:eep the Bureau Director fully informed of all 
allegations investigated and of the investigative results. 

8102 TYPES OF INTEGRITY INVESTIGATIONS 

Inspection services for various governmental agencies conduct a variety of in
vestigations. The bulli: of investigations conducted by the BNDD Office of In
spection, at this time, can be divided into two types: the investigation of situa
tions 01' events and tce investigation of individual conduct. 

Inspection investigations will generally be initiated upon the receipt of an 
allegation of misconduct on the part of an employee, upon the receipt of informa
tion about a situation or condition which is potentially embarrassing or damaging 
to BNDD, or upon instructions of the Bureau Director or the Department of 
Justice. 

Subchapter 811-Conduct Investigation Criteria 

A "Conduct" investigation will be initiated by the Chief, Bureau Security 
Division, whenever Inspection receives (1) an allegation of misconduct, (2) on 
the part of an identified employee, (3) from a reliable source. 

8111 1>USOONDUOT 

Misconduct is any act or pattern of behavior which is contrary to the law, 
Bureau orders or instructions, standards of conduct (as published by the Depart
ment of Justice or BNDD) or any conduct which, because it deviates from 
accepted standards, might embarrass BNDD. 

8112 EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT 

Inspection investigations usually involve at least one BNDD employee in a 
principall'ole. However, an employee may commit an act of misconduct and resign 
before an investigation is initiated. Under these Circumstances, an investigation 
may be initiated or pursued even though the subject of the investigation is no 
longer an employee. 

8113 RELIABLE SOunOE 

A reliable source is an identified source who reports apparently accurate infor
mation. Information from anonymous sources will be the basis for a miscelluneous 
investigation, when appropriate. 

Subchapter 812-Miscellaneous Investigations 

All situations und behavior investigations which do not meet the three-element 
test of the Oonduct Investigation will be categorized uS Miscellaneous. Included 
will be investigati{)ns of situations reported to InsJ;lection which appear to cll11 
for investigation and no identifiable employee or employees are involved. Also 
included are special inquiries requested by the Director or by the Department of 
Justice. 

8121 .OONVERSION OF "MISOELLANEOUS" l'NVESTIGATION TO "OONDUCT" 
INVESTIQATION 

In those investigatipns invOlving possible misconduct where oneo! tl1e essen
tial elements for a Conduct. Inv(Jt;;tigatiQn it;; missiI!g, t!le MI~cellqneous lnver>ti
gatton should be regarded as a preliminary investigation. An investigation will 
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be conducted to' determIne if the missing element can be established. If this is 
not possible, then the Miscellaneous Investigation will be closed without action. 
If the missing element is established, then the l\!iscellaneous Investigation should 
be converted and completed as a Conduct Investigation. The mechanics of con
version are set forth in Chapter 84. 

Subchapter 81B-Conduct Case Investigative Guidelines 

Investigation of conduct-type cases will follow general investigative guidelines 
contain('d in the Agents Manual. Inspectors will be especially careful to avoid 
creating an inference of guilt on the part of the emplo~'ee durinlr a Conduct 
Investigation. The inspector will question witnesses and mal,e such other contacts 
as may be required in an objective, unbiased manner to minimize apprehension. 

8131 NOTIFICATION OE' INVESTIGATION 

When a Conduct Invel'ltigation is initiated by the Bureau Security Divii'ion, the 
neg-jonal Director, Chief Chemist, or Headquarters Assistant Director responSible 
for the employee under investigation will generally be informed of the allegation 
and that an investigation has been initiated. This notification may be waived 
in exceptional circumstances with the concurrence of the Bureau Director. 

81~2 PLANNING FOR INVESTIGATION 

Systematic planning is considered essential to an objecti,-c investigation. All 
conduct im-estigations will be thoroughly planned in advance so as to insure 
this objectivity. All investigative planning will be directed toward the ultimate 
objective of exploring every possible facet of the allegation (s) and every possible 
explanation, and toward minimizing unnecessary apprehension ancI injury to 
the employee's reputation. 

8133 INTEIWIEW OF El[PLOYEE 

In every Conduct Investigation the employee will be interviewed by inspectors 
in order that he may be affordea tIle opportunity to explain or refute the allega
tion (s) . This interview will normally be conducted toward the conclusion of 
the investigation, nfter all the facts are known, so that only one interview is 
necessary; however, further investigation will be conducted if this interview 
develops previously unknown information or additional witnesses. 
8133.1 Employees mU8t respond to w07'lc-related questions 

As set out in section 8005 of this manual. the Bureau Director bas delegated to 
the Office of Inspection and inspectors assigned thereto the authority to requirf:> 
any employee 01; the Bureau of Narcotics ana Dangerous Drugs to respond to 
work-related questions, uncle~ oath if requested, during the course of an official 
Inspection investigation. Previous Court amI Civil Service Commission ruling 
have held that employers have the right to question employees about wOl:k-re
lated matters of official interest to determine their fitness or the fitness of others 
to continue their employment. Failure to respond to work-related questions dur
ing the course of an Inspection investigation may be grounds for disciplinarY 
action. 
8138.2 Employee oom1Mmioations ~oith inspeotion oonfidential 

Employees of the Bureau will l,eep confidential any and all communications 
with the Office of Inspection, or inspectors assigned thereto, when directed to do 
so by any-superior or inspector, This is intended to minimize injury to employees' 
reputations as well as to prOVide security for Inspection investigations. 
8188.8' OonrLuoUng the employee interview 

The PUrpose of the employee interview i'3 to allow the employee the opportunity 
to explain or refute the allegation (s). Inspectors will conduct employee inter
views in an objective manner, allowing the employee to present any facts or 
other in;f:Qrmation which might have a bearing on the allegation (s). : 

In every employee interview, the inspector will: 
1. Identify himself and his official position. . 
2. Inform the (;!mployee of the purpose of the interview. 
S. se~ forth the allegation(s) against the employee. 
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4. Inform the employee that he must answer work-related questions (section 
8133.1)'. . ,. 

If during the course of an investigation or interview, it becomes apparent that 
ther~ is probable cause to believe a criminal violation haS been committed by the 
employee, the warning provisions relative to 5th Amendment rights will be fol
lowed. (See Agent's :Manual, subsection 5315.5.) 
8188.4 Time ana location. otinterview8 

Interviews with employees will normally be conducted at Bureau offices during 
regular working hours. 
8188.5 Further investigation 

If the employee, during the c0"!1rse of. the inter,:iew, ~urnishes in~orrna~ion. or 
describes circumstances not preVIOusly known or lIlvestlgated, the lIlvestlgatIOn 
will be continued toward complete development of this information or circum
stances. This will include interview of material witnesses identified by the 
employee and not previously interviewed during the investigation. 

813,1, REFERRAL OF CRI:.\IINAL VIOLAl.'IONS 

Serious violations of l!'ederal criminal statutes will llOrmal1y be referred to 
the local U.S. Attorney or the Department of Justice for prosecutive opinion. 
The deciSion to refer an Inspection investigation for prosecutive opinion will 
test with the Cllief InSlJector, subject to approval by the Bureau Director. This 
referral, and the opinion rendered, will be documented as part of the investiga-
tive report. ' 

Subchapter 814--Conduct Investigation Reports 

8141 GUIDELINES 

'.rhe following are general guidelines for the preparation of Integrity reports. 
Integrity. Investigations are not stereotyped ancl each presents inclividual prob
lemS. Reports should be organized to meaningfully present the facts of the 
particular case.'l'he contents qf a report shoulcl be brief, objective, accurate, and 
clearly presentetl. . , 
8141.1 Brevity 

Discnssion of matters reported should be limited to that necessary to enable 
the rea (leI' to understand the facts or disclose information of interest to .manage
ment officials. 
8141.f$ Objectivity 

Reportec1 factual (lata should be presented in an objective manner. Pertinent 
facts haVing a Significant bearing on a problem should be presented in the report, 
illclucling, as a matter of fairness und perspcctive, any pertinent material which 
may be inconsistent with other facts already developed. 
8141.8 ACOll"racy 

Complete accuracy is required ;for fair and impartial reporting. I:f -there is 
doubt as to the accuracy of any part of the factual data which might reflect 
on the reliabi~ity of the source, the report should contain appropriate qualifying 
statements.'·. 
8141.4 Olaritv , ' 

C1arity in reports is achieved by stating facts. Vague generalities and unneces
r,!lt·y repetition and duplication of comments serve no usefUl purpose in communi
cati?n of facts. Reports should be ol'ganize~ so that all comments on a given 
subJect are collected together and presented m as clear and as siruple a manner 
as practicable. 

81<12 l'RELIMINAR¥, FIN.<l.L .AND SUPPLE~IENl.'.AL REPORTS 

TlIere are three types of conduct reports i. preliminarY:, final, and supplemental. 
8:t!/M, Prolvminarll ';.oport 

'J~his report will be prepared ",hen a written report is needed but a portion 
of the investigation is ~et to be completed. , 
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8142.2 FinaZ report 
T~is report will be prepared when the investigation is complete. It may have a 

number of preliJ;uinary reports attached. 
8142.8 Supplemental report 

This report will be prepared when additional information, not covered during 
the principal investigation, but essential to the case, is received. 

8143 BEPORT FORMA.T 

Reports will be written in the third person and will contain the following 
sequence of headings, when applicable, centered and in capital letters: 

TITLE PAGE. 
TABLID OF CONTENTS. 
SYNOPSIS. 
BASIS FOR INVIDSTIGATION. 
PERSONAL HISTORY. 
DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION. 
ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE. 
EXHffiITS. 

8148.1 Title page 

The title page will show the case number in the upper left corner; the date 
of the report and the type of report in the upper right corner; the name (s) , 
grade(s), position(s) and post(s) of duty of subjects(s) in the center; the 
period of investigation in the lower left corner; and the name and title of the 
person writing the report in the lower right corner. No other material will appear 
on the title page. 
8148.2 Table ot contents 

A table of contents is not necessary for all reports. A table of contents will be 
prepared when dictated by the volume or complexity of the report. The table of 
contents will be on a separate page or pages. No other material will be typed on 
the same page (s) with the table of contents. 
8148.8 Synopsis 

The synopsis will be a brief outline of the significant points contained in the 
details of investigation. If preliminary reports are attached to a final report, the 
synopsis of the final report will also contain a synopsis of the preliminary reports. 
The synopsis will show the dates and writers of any preliminary reports at
tached; e.g., "Attached are preliminary reports of Inspector Tom Smith dated 
March 30, 1968, and Inspector John Piper, dated February 20,1969." The points 
in tha synopSis should follow the same sequence as the sequence in the body of 
the report. The initials of the typist will appear in the lower left corner of the 
last page of the synopsis (original and all copies) • 
8148.4 Basis tor inve8UgatiOl~ 

The basis for investigation will show the date and reason for initiation at the 
investigation; e.g., "Another Federal agency advised on March 17, 1970, that the 
employee," etc., etc. The basis for investigation can be typed on the same page 
as the synopsis. 
8148.5 PersonaZ history 

This section of the report will be on It separate page and will contain the 
following items of information concerning the subject(s) of the investigation: 

Name: First, middle initial, last. 
Date of Birth: Month typed in full, day, full year. 
Place 'Of Birth: City and State. 
Marital Status: Married, single, divorced, separated. 
Children: Number of children. 
Highest IDducation: One year college; BS degree, Physics. 
Military Service: U.S. Army, 1952-1954. 
Government Service: Department of Agriculture, 1945-1950; U.S. Post 

Office Department, 1950-1963 ; Bureau of Narcotics, 1963-1967. 
Awards: $1.000 SUll'gestion Award, ,1.956. 
AdverSe Actions: 26-day suspension for insubordinntion, 1050. 
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81¥J.6 Details of investigation 
This section of the report will contain the results of investigative efforts in 

a logical sequence. (such as chronological). With this system of reporting, each 
logical step follows the other in succeeding paragraphs. 

~'he report may contain or be made up principally of a compilation of reports 
of interviews and affidltvits attachecl in chronological sequence, provided these 
documents do not contain unrelated information and are not repetitious. No 
explanation or tie-in paragraph is nceded between the reports of interviews or 
affidavits when one logically follows the other. If the reports of interviews and 
ailida vits do not naturally lead one to the other, the two documents will be tied 
together by a lead-ill paragraph or the significunt portions of the documents will 
be reported in the body of the report anci the documcnts attached as exhibits. 
Reports of intcrviews and afliuavits must be identified as such on the top of the 
page. 

::lubheadings (marginal, capital first letter, and underlincd) should be used 
whenever they will lwlp the rea{ler. '1'he interview of the employee must be 
identified by a subheading. It is suggested that the report of interview format 
or affidavit be usell for reporting the interview of the employee. 

When a confidential informant partiCipates or furnishes information, he will 
be identified in the report as It confidential informant. No name or number will 
he used. The informant will be identified by lIaIne or Inspection number on the 
administmtive page. 'When more than one confidential informant is mentioned 
in a report, distinguish them as Confidential Informant No. I, Confidential 
Informant No.2, etc. 
814·"1.7 Allmin'istrative page 

'1'he lldmini!,trntive page is to ue used to report ally material which must be 
re;:trietf'd to Inspection employees. 

Confidential informant:.; will be idcntified on the administrative page i e.g., 
Confirlential informant is 2-IS-2. 

,\'h(m more than om' confidential informant is listed in a report, they will be 
identified as follows: 

Conlldcntial Informant Xo. 1 is 2-IS-2. 
Confidential Informant Xo. 2 is 1-18-4. 
Confidential Informant Xo. 3 is John Brown. 

H143.8 EJ.'hiuifs 
IOxllibits will be tabbed and number('d in the same order that they app('ur in 

tho r('port. If tlH're are six or more exhibits, a list of exhibits will be included 
witll tIl(' tahle of cont('nt:-:. If no table of contents is pn'parec1, the list of exhibits 
wmlll' in lit'll of thc tltlJle of (,on tent's. 

81H NO-rIFICA'l'ION OF HESlJLTS OI!' I:!)1\'ES'l'WATION 

Normally, at the conclusion of a Conduct InYef:ltigation, the Regional Director, 
Chief Chpmist or HeadquartC'rs Asshltant Dh'ector res110nsibJe for the employee 
undt'r inVl'stigation, wHl he informed of the invefltlgative results. 

Subchapter BiG-Referral for DeciSion 
·When a Conduct Invcstigation Report is completed, it will be submitted 

through the Chief Inspector to the Bureau Director for information. A cover 
mcmorandum from tho Chief Inspector will aecoIllpallY the revort and will in
clude It recoIlllllendecl course of action. 

8151 TYPES Oli' DECISIONS 

Afte;L' review of u. Conduct Report, tbe Bureau Director will refer the report 
to the Assistant Director for Administration for c1eclsion as to what action will 
he taken. There arc two pOSsible courses of action available to the ARsistant 
Director-eiearance of the employee or adverse action against the employee. 
Termination of the case withont further action is the perogative of the Chief 
IU::llleetOl' with the concurrence of the BUl'euu DIrector. 
S151.! Notice at olearance 

When the investigation hus disproved the allegations uncl cleared the employee, 
a lotter of clearance will be flll'uisherl the employee, informing him the matter 
has been resolved in his favor. Inspection willllrepnre the letter for We signature 
of the J)cputy Director. 

fltHlI55-75--3 
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8151.2 Adverse action 
AU ad,.erse actions will originate with the Office of Administration following 

the decision of the Assistant Director for Administration. ' 
8151.8 Notice ot termination ot investigation 

When the investigation has failed to clearly resolve the allegations, and fur
ther investigation is not possible, the Chief Inspector may terminate the case. 
In this instance, the employee will be furnished a letter informing him the in
vestigation has been terminated. Inspection will prepare the letter for the signa
ture of the Deputy Director. 

8152 CASE FILE OLOSING 

After aU clearance letters, adverse actions or termination ·of investigation 
letters have been dispatched or completed, the case file will be closed by the Chief, 
Bureau Security Division. The Inspection case control clerk will appropriately 
mark the case jacket "closed," malre a "closed" entry on the original imlex card 
and transfer it from the active to the general index file (See section 8432). 

Subchapter 816-Miscellaneous Investigations-Reporting and Closing 

Miscellaneous or situation investigations will be conducted and reported in the 
same general manner as Conduct Investigations, except that the employee (s) 
mayor may not be interviewed or informed of the investigation. In such cases, 
the employee will not normally receive a closing letter. 

Situations may be investigated which involve several employees in an office 
(such as accidents or shootings) where no improper actions are establiShed. In 
such cases, a "conclusion" letter will be sent to the Regional Director with a 
request that he inform all parties involved that the investigation has been con
cluded. Inspection will prepare the "conclusion" letter for the Signature of the 
Deputy Director. 

8161 TITLE 18, INVESTIGATIVE JURISDICTION 

If a crime as llefincd uncler Title lR, United States CodC', is committC'u by an 
e>mllloype of the Burean, the facts will be brought to the attention of the Chief 
Inspector. The Chief InApector will then refer the matter to the local U.S. 
Attorney or the Department of .Justice for jurisdictional deci!;ion when appro
pl'iatc. The> Office of Insprctioll of the Bureau of Nnrcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
'\\.11 follow the derision of the Department of Justice as to whether: 

1. It should yield jursidictioll to the F.B.I. (or another agency). 
2. Assume jurisclictioll. 
3. Continue its investigation (initiated under conditions set out in the follow

ing paragraph). 
In a case where a Bureau of Narcotics illld Dangerous Drugs employee com

mits n crime in violation of Title JS of the U.S.C., and circumstances require the 
immediate arrest of the violator, a Bureau of Narcotics and Dnngerous Drugs 
agent may exercise his rights as a citir.en to make all arrest for a felony com
mitted in his presence. This action should be coordinated with the local U.S. 
Attorney and the Chief Inspector notified of the action taken. 

8162 BRmERY INVESTIGATIONS 

BribC'ry or attempted bribery cases fall uncler the Title 18 jurisdiction of the 
] .B.I. However, through Departmental decision and agreement with the F,B.I., 
the Office of Inspection is assigned reponsibility in the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dan!!erous Drugs for all investigations of bribery and attempted bribery, except 
attempts to bribe Bureau field personnel during arrests or raids were immecllate 
decision and action is necessary and is tnken by SPecial Agents on the scene. In 
this ev('nt, responsibility for the case rests With the Regional Office. ThiS type 
case should be reported to the Office of Inspection for information and/or advice. 

81Ga AOOIDENT INVESTIGATIONS 

The Office of Inspection is charged with the investigation of accidents 'involving 
the operation of a Government-owned vehicle by Regional Directors and Deputy 
Regional Directors only. Guidelines for the investigation and reporting of acci
dents involving Government-owned vehicles are set out in the Agents :Manual, 
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subc1J.apter 4620. When an employee is involved in a vehicular accident, with mis
conduct a contributing cause, tIle Regional Director may request assistance from 
the Oftice of Inspection. . 

81M FIELD REQUESTS FOR INSPECTION .ASSrS'rANCE 

Notwithstanding the instructions contaIned in this chapter, Headquarters As
sistant Directors, Regional Directors or Chief Chemists may, from time to ti.me, 
recognize situations which they believe may be of interest to the Office of Inspec
tion. These officials are encouraged to discuss this type of problem or situation 
with the Office of Inspection and request assistance from the Office of Iuspectio)l. 

Subchapter S17-Reporting Allegations to Inspection 

Complaints or allegations are considered to be the receipt of any information 
from any source that any employee of the Bureau is or was cUrectly or inclirectly 
involved in one or mOl'!: of the situations or circumstances deIinecl in this sub
chapter. 

Headquarters, Regional aud Labol'ator,Y Officials will be guided by these in
stl'uctiollsin handling complaints, snspectelll'lituati()us or information which may 
amount to a violation of intrgrity or misconduct by auy employce of the Bureau 
of Narcotic:; and Dangerous Drugs. 

8171 IMMEDL\.'rE RBrOR'rING REQUIRED 

The Headquarter!; ASHishmt Director, Regional Director, Chil"f Chemist, or an:\,
one acting for the def1ignatC'd official in his absrnce, will immediately notify the 
Office of Inspection by telephom>, aft!?r reccivt of a complaint or aUrgation which 
indit'ate!; the possihle im'olvemrnt of Burrau employees in any of the acts or 
couditions set forth in sections 8172 and 8173. 

1l17~ lX'l'EGlU'rY ~r.A'l"rF}IlS (lp IXSl'ECTION r~,Tmm8T 

1, 'I'he snle Or oj'herwise uunuthorize<l dhqlOsition of any nareotic or <111ngerous 
drug by any rlllployee of the Bureau. 

2, 'l'11e tamllerint.; with or unauthorized rrmoval from oflicial custody of fillY 
evidpnce IJtu'chas~'d, seizrll 01' otherwise in the POBst'sHion of allY Plllph)~'I~e 0;: the 
Bm'Nlll, 

3, 'l.'he <liscloHure of ollicial Burran information to allY person lmown or sus
peetNl to he in1'olvec} in the narcotic or drug tramc, to any perl'on known or 
snspecte(l to he invol1'ed in allY I'ort of crituiIllll activity or to any othel.' nn
authoriz('d person, Examples 01: such information include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 

fl. Identification of Hour<:rs of information, 
b, Identification of investigative "targets" regardless of the stage of 

in V'estiga tlon. 
(', IcleutiiicatiOll of (lefcmlants prior to arrest, 
d. Identification of undcrcover agents regarclless of their offiCial affiliation, 
p, Clmlsified information to unynnauthOl'izcd l)el'SOn, . 
f. Industrial trade secrets or confidential btlsiness information develolled 

dUring oHlcial flctivlties to unauthorized persons, 
g, Any information whlch is not in the best intereset of the Bureau, 

4. Participation in uUlHlthorized or illegal searches of premises, automobiles or 
persons, 

fl. Malfeasance or the failure to perform specific duties, Examples are: Willful 
failure to seize automobiles m' other evidence incident to an arrest 01' failuro 
to arrest defendants when it is obvious that the c011(11tions of a lawful arrest or 
seizure are present. 

0, Solicitation or acceptancc of any bribe, fee, or gratuity in connection witli 
any official mattcl', including an offer of a bribe or gratuity to any Burcau 
employee, 

7. Extortion. 
S, Embezzlement, misappropriation of money Or proPerty, or failure to properly 

account for money, personal property, or any other item for which otlicially 
responsible, 

0, Mi1'lprision or the failure to report to supervisor!') or the Bureau a violation 
of any law elll" 'l'ced by this Bureau, or fraud committed by anyone against the 
government. 
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10. Perjury 01' false statements concerning official matters; falfle do('unwnts; 
nlt('ration, forgery or unauthorized destruction of official reports or docl~111ellts. 

11. Use of narcotics or dangerous drugs except as prescribed by a phySician in 
the treatment of a "bona fide" ailment. 

12. Improper use of omcial position, commission, badge, anci actual or ilUplied 
anthority. 

13. Indictment, arrest 01' imminent arrest of Bureau employees (excluding 
arrests for minor traffic violations) . 

14. Association or financial transactions with defendants or persons Imown 
or suspected to be involved in the narcotics or dangerons drug traffic. 

15. Receipt 01' taking into custody any monies 01' other item except as'spe
cifically authorized by law Or Bureau order. 

10. l\fisuse of official government automobiles. 
In addition to the integrity matters specified in this section, Inspection will be 

notified immediately on receipt of information of an integrity breeCh, defined as 
intentional conduct on the part of an employee which the employee lmows or 
should Imow may embarrass the Bureau directly or indirectly. 

8173 MISCELLANEOUS MATTER OF INSPECTION INTERES'X 

In addition to matters identifiecl in section 8172, Inspection will be notified 
immediately in the following situations: 

1. Improper concluct of spouse or relatiYe of employee. 
2 . .A.cciclental deaths of employees. 
3. Any shooting by a BNDD employee. (Agents Manual, flection 4323.1) 
4. Reported losses as a result of searches. 
5. Friction between BNDD anci other enforcement agencies. 
O. Violations of the various political activities restrictions. 

8174- MATTERS NOT OF INSPECTION INTEREST 

Any other matters not specifically r::et forth in sections 8172 and 8173 will be 
ha11(11ed by the appropriate Headquarters Assistant Director, Regional Director, 
or Chief Chemist after consultation with the Employee Relations Officer, without 
prompt notification of the Office of Inspection. If questions arise as to the area 
of responsibility, the Office of Inspection will be contacted for clarification. 
Examples of matters not to be referred to Inspection include tardiness, insub
ordination, isolated clebt inquiries, and employee grievances and disputes. 

8175 lIWXNER OF REPORTING INFOHlIfATION 'xo INSPECTION 

Each B'NDD employee wllo reeeiYes 01' in any manner comes into possession 
of any information which indicates 01' amounts to an allegation that any BNDD 
employee, including himself, is engaged in improper 01' illegal activities as set 
forth ill this chapter will immediately report this information to his supervisor 
01', if such notification is not appropriate, then to any person in the Regional or 
Headquarters chain of command. (See also section 8176.) 

~'he supervisory official thus notifiecl will promptly notify the Regional Di
rector or Headquarters Division Chief, He will then prepare a written memoran
clum concerning the information received which must contain all pertinent facts. 
(See also section 8171.) 

8170 AI:XERNATIVE METIIODS OF REPORi'ING INFORMATION TO INSPEOTION 

Any BNDD employee may, at his cliscretion, report any information concern
ing situations of the type specified in section 8172 {1ireetly to the Office of In
spection 01' to any inspector of the Office of Inspection either orally or in writ
ing if: 

1. The employee honestly believes that he is reporting in good faith, informa
tion of InHpeetion interest. 

2. The employee honestly believes that he is reporting any information whicl1 
is of the type specified in section 8172. 

3. The ('mployee is not Simply reporting a grievance or personal complaint con-
cemlng his supervisor or co-worlcel', . 

All matters reported to Inspection will be treated as confidential except uS 
dlstingtllsIH.'cl in !.'ectioll 8178. 
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8177 DoduMENTATION OF ORAL REPORT TO INSPECTION 

When information is reported to Inspection telephonically, a written memoran
dum reporting. the information and confirming the telephone call will be pre
pared and forwarcled to the Chief Inspector. In those cases which require prompt 
reporting to Inspection, the distribution of copies of this memorandum will be 
limited to the Office of Inspection only, marl,ed to the personal attention of the 
Chief Inspector .. The Office of Inspection will be responsible for furnishing a 
copy of this memorandum to the Director, when appropriate. 

8178 MAL1CIOUS REPORTING 

'.rhe Office of Inspection, when requested to do so by the employee making 
such a report, will keep the identity of the reporting employee in absolute con
fidence unless it is subsequently determined that use of this type of reporting was 
intended to be malicious on the part of the reporting employee. A determination 
of malicious reporting will be mnde only by the Director following nn Inspection 
investigation. Mulicious reporting may render the employee subject to disciplinary 
action. 

]Hr. FELD~IAN. Does the same regulation apply to you as it does to 
Mr. Dayle? 

Mr. DURKIN. My recollection, sir, is Mr. Dayle's requirement is to 
insure that the information is put into the chain of command. 

Mr. FELD1IAN. Immec1iately upon receipt~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FELD~rAN. That is all. 
Senator NUNN. Is it a requirement that both of you put some

thing in writing or is there one rule about writing a written memo
randum which applies to you in your position and another to Mr. 
Dayh~ 

:Mr. DURKIN. My recollection from reading the regulations is it 
doesn't specifically state who shall put it in writing. The allegations 
should have been reduced to writing. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Durkin, when dicl ymt first learn that John 
Bartels and Vincent Promuto would be traveling together in Europe 
in September of 197~b ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I believe I knew that probably at the end of August, 
woulcl be my recollection. 

Senator NU:N'N. Jl.fr. Bartels discussed this trip with you or diel yon 
just. hear it through other persons ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. Mr. Bartels very well could have mentioned it to 
inC. I was aware ot it because of communications traffic with our 
offices in Europe and the Middle East. 

Senato! NUNN. Did you know that Mr. Pro:muto would be ac
companymg Mr. Bartels on that trip? 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
SenatOl.' NU:N'N. Did you discuss it with Mr. Promnto or do you 

have any recollection of that, the trip ~ . 
Mr. DURKIN. No. I don't recall disGussing it 'With Mr. Promuto, 

no, sir. I b~lj{,}V~ Mr. Jack Cusack was also traveling with, Mr. Bar
tels and 2.11' Promuto. 

Senator NUNN. Do you remember when Mr. Bartels and Mr. Pro-
muto left on that trip, what date that was? 

1I{1'. Dmnrm. The specific date,. I don't know, sir. 
Seno.tor NUNN. au!' information is--
Mr. DURlGN. It was in early September or late August. 
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Senator NUNN. Our information is September 7, 1974. Do you 
have any reason to dispute that ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I have no reason to dispute that, no, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you relate the receipt of the Promuto infor

mation in any way to the departure of Mr. Bartels and Mr. Promuto 
for Europe~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I relate in my mind to the fact that Mr. Bartels 
and Mr. Promuto were overseas and for that reason, I felt it was 
essential that we determine, we, meaning the Office of Inspection, 
whether there was something of a nature involved in that allegation 
that should be brought to the Administrator's attention . 
. Senator NUNN. You mean when you received the information from 
Mr. Dayle, you recollect in your mind that Mr. Bartels and Mr. 
Promuto were in Europe when that information was received ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. That is my recollection, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. So according to your recollection, you deny that 

you knew about this Promuto information prior to the departure of 
Mr. Bartels and Mr. Promuto for Europe ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Ye8, sir. 
Senator NUNlT. :Thfr. Durkin, are you aware of a Jack Anderson 

column of January 16, 1975, and the Washington Star article of 
January 16, both of which stated there were open integrity allega
tions against you ~ I don't want to go into these allegations in detail, 
but I wonld Iilm to know if von W01'e ay\'are that there was an active 
investigation of you personally in the Office of Inspection in Septem
ber of 1974~ 

Mr. DURKIN. No, sir, I wasn't aware of that. 
Senator NUNN. When did you become aware of that~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I first became aware of an open investigation-
Senator NUNN. Would you get the mike a little bit closed 
Mr. DURKIN. Ye8, sir. I first became aware of an open investiga

tion or what I assumed to be an open investigation when I received 
a telephone call from Mr. Owens of Mr. Jack Anderson's office ask
ing me my comments about the matter. 

Senator NUNN. Do you recall the approximate date of that call 
from Mr. Owens of Mr. Anderson's staff ~ 

:Thfr. DURKIN. I don't recall the date. I do recall that it was several 
days before the article appeared in the paper. So that would put it 
in the time frame of January. 

Senator NUNN. It would have been sometime after the first of the 
year, but prior to the appearance of the article ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. You would say somewhere between January 1 and 

January 16~ 
1\'11'. DURKIN. Yes, sir. ' 
Senator NUNN. That would have been your first knowledge of any 

investigation going on concerning you personally in DEA ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Of an active nature, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Of what~ 
Mr. DURIUN'. Of an !1(ltive nntnrE'. yes. 
Senator NU~N. Maybe yOu had better qualify that. What do you 

mean of an act:lve nature. ~ 
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Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. Several years ago there was an allegation 
of some nature made with respect to me that had been furnished the 
New York State authorities. The New York State authorities 
brought it to my attention and asked what dispositioll should be 
made of it, and in accordance with our procedures, I notified the 
Office of Inspection and referred the matter to them, and so advised 
the State authorities that they would be hearing from the Office of 
Inspection. I was aware of th~t, yes, sir. 

Senator NUNN. The approxl1llate date on that, what yead 
Mr. DURKIN; Approximately 1969 or 1970. 
Senator NUNN. You hadn't heard anything further from that in, 

say, the time frame of 1974~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I have no recollection, no, sir. 
Senator N"GNN. That is the reason you felt that matter was not an 

open matter ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I thought there were no open matters. 
111.1'. FELDMAN. You have no information that Mr. Brosan was 

pursuing allegations concerning you in September 1974~ 
J\fr. DURKIN. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did you ever receive any notification from DNA 

that there were open matters being investigated concerning you per~ 
sonally after Mr. Owens' pholle call and the news article::: and so 
forth which took place in January of 1975 ~ Were you ever officially 
notifiecl that these allegations were pending ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. Yes, sir. Mr. Phil Smith advised me that there had 
been an allegation that was being investigated and he asked for my. 
comments with respect to the allegation. 

Senator NUNN. When was that~ 
Mr. DURKIN. That was earlier this year, the exact time frame, 

I am not sure. 
Senator N'UNN. That was after the news article ~ 
Mr. DURKL.~. It was after January. 
Senntor NUNN. You say it was in the February-March time frame 

area~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. That is my best recollection. 
Senator NUNN. 'Would it have taken place immediately after the 

articles ~ In other words, was it a notification becn,use the articles had 
.appeared or was it independent of that ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. It might have been shortly after that, because I was 
very incensed about the article and dic1not hide my feelings to any
body . 
. Senator NUNN. lVith whom diel you discuss it~ Mr. Phil Smith, 
IS the~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Acting Ohief Inspector. 
Senator Nmm. How does his office relate to Mr. Brosan's office~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Pardon me~ 
Senator NUNN. Did he take over from Mr. Brosan~ 
Mr. DunKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. You discussed it with him. ·pid you approach Mr. 

Smith, or did he ~pproach you ~ . . . 
Mr. Du;nKIN. I think I approached hIm. 
Senator NUNN. After the article ~ , . 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
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Senator NUNN. But lmtil these newspaper .alticles came out, you 
had never been confronted with these allegations by anyone in DEA 
or B~T])D) and I mean by that, these open allegations? 

Mr. DOlm::IN. I have no recollection of ever being confronted; no, 
sir. 

Sonator NUNN. ,Vhen and how did you meet Thomas Durkin? 
Mr. DumITN'. I met Mr. Thomas Durkin in New York in 1968, 

through a mutual friend. 
Benator NUN]{. Who was that friend? 
M::-. DURKIN. The friend is one of our officials in New York, :Mr. 

James Hunt. 
Sem.tor NUNN. Mr. James? 
Mr. DURKIN. Hunt.· 
Senator NUNN. Mr. James Hunt? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What was his relationship with Mr. Durkin, ac

cording to your information? 
Mr. DURKIN. According to my information, they were friends as 

young men together and went through college together. 
Senator NUNN. Th~y had gone to college togethed 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, SIr. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhere did that meeting take place? Do you re

member where you first met Mr. Thomas Durkin? 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. I am not sure whether it was in New York 

or Newark, N.J. 
Sen~tor NUNN. Mr. James Hunt worked with you in, I guess at 

that hme, BNDD? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator Nmm. In New York? 
I\{r. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Was he yoursupervisod 
:Mr. DURKIN. I was his supervisor. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhat was your position then? 
Mr. DumcTN. RC'gional Dil'C'ctor of nXDD in Sl':W York. 
Senator NUNN. What was Mr. James Hunt's position? . 

. Mr. DURKIN. Initial1y, he was special agent in charge of our oftlee 
In Newark, N.J., and was subsequently transferred to New York 
City. . 

Senator NUNN. ,Vas the meeting with Mr. Thomas Durkin of a 
social nature or· related to the official activities in your business Or 
what was the relationship? 

Mr. DURKIN. Social activity. , 
Senator NUNN. Social? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Did you go to his home? . , , 
Mr. DURKIN. I have been in Mr. Dm:kin's hci,IW{, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. For dinner, receptions? , . 
jUl'. DURKIN. For, dinner and for receptions. , 

. Senator NUNN. Was this a general relati0l1shipwith, se\rei'Q.l dif-
ferent members of the DE~ Offi~e, or '\"as itjljst a few~, . 

Mr. DURKIN. No, Mr. Dt1ridl'l hacl,6th~r frienc;ls ih the DEAOffice. 
Senator NUNN. But Mr. James Hunt was the il1~in friend ~ . 
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Mr. 'DURliIN. The principal, Mr. HU,nt is a. veJ.'y close fdend of 
Mr. Durkin. . . 

, ' SenatorNUNN. Did l\:I:r: DUJ,'kin have W-ly official connection with 
the office in New York~ In other words, was he on the payroll and 
as. a part-tirrie employee or consultant ~ 
. :rV[r~ DURKIN. No, sir. ' 

Senator NUNN. To the best of your knowledge, as long as you 
were in charge there, he was hever ill a paid position ~ , 

Mr. DunKIN. No, sir; he never had a paid position to my knowl
edge. 

Senator NUNN. W11at legal services or other favors did :Mr. 
Thomas Durkin perform for you ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. For me, sir ~ 
Senator NUNN. Yes. 
Mr. DURKIN. A legal favor, sir, when I sold my home in New 

Jersey, upon being transferred to Washington, D.C., Mr. Durkin 
hu,d one attorney in his office look over the material to assure me of 
my, you know, give me legal advice. 

Yes, sir, the selling of the home itself was handled by a real 
estate firm, for which I paid the usilal commission. 

Senator NUNN. Were there any other attorneys involved or did 
Mr. Durkin haneUe the sale for both the pl,lrchaser and the seller ~ 

Mr. Dmm:IN. The sale ~ The sale of my home was in a real estate 
office in Patcrson, N .. T.They handled the papel'work. 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Durkin do the whole paperwork or was 
he there just representing you as the seller~ 

Mr. DURKIN. A young attorney in his office was there, who looked 
over the papers and advised me that it would be permissible to sign 
them. 

Senator NUNN. Strictly representing you ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you recall that attorney's name~ 
:Mr. DunKIN. No, I do not. 
Senator NUNN. How large a. law firm does Mr. Durkin have ~ Do 

you know % , . 
Mr. DURKIN. I believe three or four attorneys; I am not sure. 
Senator NUNN. Have you ever paid Mr. Durkin for these services ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir; I never diet 
Senator NUNN. There never was 'any bill involved ~ 
Mr. DURrr:J~N. No', sir. . 
Senator NUNN. Were there any other legal services he'rendered to 

YOll other thall itlconnectibn with the sale of your home in New 
York~ 

Mr. DWflr:{N. :No, 511'. I don't recall any legal seryices provided. 
SenatQ;rNmrN. Any other favors that were rendered to you by 

:Ml'. Durkin ~ 
M~'. ,DunKIN. ]'U.VQ1'~ YeS, s~r. MI'. Durkin, upon my original ar

rival i~ N e~ ~ or~) and subseql1:ent to mee~ing him, he referred me to 
a ]enclmg lllRht}ltlOn from WhICh I ohtallled my mortgage' for the 
homel'PQug11t,m New Jersey. 

SenMor NUNN, Is' this the same home you sold'later and he .advised 
yon Oh the sale' of .it ~ " ,.. . 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
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Senator NUNN. So he re:ferJ'ed you to a lending institution ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. What was the name of that institution ~ Do you 

1mow~ 
Mr. DURKIN. No.1 don't 1mow the name of it. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you 1mow anything about Mr. Durkin's con

nection with that il1stitntion ~ Was it a bank or savings and loan 
or insurance company, or do you recall what kind of institution it 
was~ 

Mr. DURKIN. 1 believe it was a savings and loan. 
Senator NUNN. A savings and loan ~ 
Mr. DunIaN. 1 believe it was; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Durkin have any direct connection with 

that institution ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I believe he did, but 1 am not sure what capacity. 
Senator NUNN. Was tlus before you ever met Mr. Thomas Durkin ~ 
Mr. DOlU-UN. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Or had you met him~ 
Mr. DURIa}T. I had met him. 
Senator NUNN. You met him before you arrived in New York~ 
Mr. DURKIN. No.1 believe before I arrived to buy my home with 

my wife and kids: 1 was up there while my family was still in 
Washington. 

Senator NUNN. That is when you were introduced, but before 
you actually moved ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Yonr tamilv was in 'Vashington and YOU were 

movin~ from Washington to New Y ork ~ . 
Mr. DURKIN. That is correct. 
Senator NV"N"::>l'. Yon met Mr. Thomas Durkin socinl1v nnd then 

subsequent to that he helped refer you to a lending institution ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. HI' referred mE' to a lending instifntion; yes. sir. 
Senator N:UNN. You obtained your mortgage from that iIlstitution ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. . ' 
Senator NUNN. Were any services charged by Mr. Thomas Durkin 

in this connection ~. . , 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. . 
Senator Nmm. It was just a friendly favor by somebody you had 

met on a social basis ~ Is that right ~ 
Mr. DURIaN. My recoHection is that he asked, "Where are you 

going to get your mortgage~" 
And 1 said "1 haven't determined yet," and 1 was referred to this 

particular institution. .. 
Senator NUNN. What was Mr. Thomas Durkin's relationship while 

you were in New York to-l suppose 'BNDD was your position then, 
wasn't it~ 'What was his,relationship to BNDD in New Ycrk~ 

Mr. DtrnIaN. He had no offici oJ relationship. Mr. Durkin was to 
my min<1 .n, conco1'l1ed American and a decent human being who was 
a friend. . . 

Senator NUNN. Did he come by and discuss cases in particular~ 
1 am trying to really establish the. difference between social rela
tionship of Mr. Durkin and his apparent connection officially in 
subsequent matters with DEA. 
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Did he COlhe by and advise your office~· Did he act as in-house 
legal counsel on a friendly basis in New York~ What was it~ 

Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. . 
Senator NUNN. Did you ever discuss individual cases, narcotic 

ca..ses, with Mr. Thomas Durkin while YOll were in New York~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I don't r~call specific cases. I very well may have 

identified a matter without identifying principals looking to see 
what advice he might have or suggestions he might have. 

Senator NUNN. Do you have in-house counsel there ~ Do you have 
lawyers on your staff as the director in New York~ 

Mr. DURKIN. In New York Oity we did not ·have counsel assigned 
to the office, but we were part of the Department of Justice and had 
the U.S. attorney and our own chief counsel in Washington; yes sir. 

Senator NUNN. How frequently did you ask their legal advice~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Infrequently. 
Senator NUNN. Very infrequently~ 
Mr. DURNIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What I am trying to really establish, without 

casHng any aspersions on anyone, is that the head of the New York 
office would be consulting a private attorney on a nonpaid basis 
when you have the whole Attorney General's office and the whole 
District Oounsel's office to advise you. 

Mr. DURKIN. I believe, Mr. Ohairman, that the inference that I am 
discussing this with an attorney on a regular basis is your inference. 
It is not mine. 

r have no recollection of discussing specific matters pertaining to 
the operations of the New York office with anyone outside of the 
organization. 

Senator NUNN. r thought you just said you might discuss cases 
with him, but without naming names. That wasn't my statement. 
That was yours. 

Mr. DURKIN. That is correct. Yes, sir, that would be very infre~ 
quently, if there is a set of circumstances and we are looking for a 
solution, I may discuss this with a number of people without iden
tifying the situation, looking for different ideas, looking for new 
thinking. 

Senator NUNK. What was 1\'f1'. Durkin's expertise in this area~ 
1V11y would he have any expertise in the area of narcotics enforce
ment~ Was he a criminallawyed 

Mr. DURKIN. I believe he had been at one time. Mr. Durkin comes 
from a police family. r believe his father was a police officer who 
rose to a high rank in the city of Newark, N.J., and :Mr. Dllrkin is a 
particularly sharp individual. 

Senntor NUNN. A very sharp individual ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Do you lmow the nature of his law practice~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I Imow of several corporate clients he has. 

. Senator NUNN'. Do any of these corporate clients hav~ any-does 
his relationship with them have anything at all to do with BNDD 
or the narcotics enforcement ~ 
Mr~ Dmm::IN. No, sir; they don't. 
Senator NUNN. But according to your testimony you do recall 

having some conversations with Mr. Thomas Durkin while you were 
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in New .Yorkrelathlg to narcbtics ca"ses~ Is thai true~ Can' you 
deny that·?.. , .. ". . . 

jUl'. DURKIN. I am. not ~lenying it, sir. I don't know of the specifics 
'Of. any such conversation, but it very well could have. I am not deny
ing it. . . 

Senator NUN~, Has Mr. Thomas Durkin or any of his clients, to 
your kllO\yledge, ever made arrangements at private clubs in New 
York for BNDD or DEA to entertain foreign dignitaries ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. I lmew of no such situation and i:ecall no such situa
tion when I was the Regional Director. However, I do recall on one 
occasion attending a luncheon hl a Vi! all Street business club, where I 
believe arrangements were facilitated by Mr. Durkin. 

Senator NUNN. At your request? 
~rr, DunKIN. I am 'not sure whether it was my request or the then 

incumbent Regional Director or whose request. 
S<>nator Xmm. 11'ho were yo'll entertaining? 1Vhat kind of people~ 
~rr. D"CRKIN. Senator, on this particular occasion, I don't know who 

was there. It was a very small group. Maybe only two or three or 
fonr of us, I just don't"':'-I can't remember the identity which makes 
me think m.aybe it wasn't even a foreign dignitary. I am just not sure. 

Senator NTTNN. I may have missed your first part. Is that while you 
were in New York or since you have been in TV ashil1gton ~ 

:Mr. DURKIN. My recollection is I was in 1Vashington and 11a(l ,gone 
back to New York on official business that day. 

Senator KUNN. 1~Vhat kind of financial arrangem('nts wcre made ~ 
Did you pay for the bill personally, or WitS this a business entert!lin
ment expense, or did Mr. Durkin pay the bill, or what was the nature 
of it~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Yon are asking [tbout about Imlch several years ago. 
I don't know. I very well could have paid part of the bill. I could 
11a,·('. paid part of it 01' perhaps we were Mr. Durkin's guests. I just 
don~t recall. 

Sen[ttor Kmm. This WHS just on one occasion, this was not some
thing that was a matter of p'attel'n that happened freqnently. Is that 
rio-ht? 
~fr. DURKIN. As it involves me; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. As it involves other people to your knowledge what 

kind of arrangements wore made ~ 
1\:(1'. DURKIN. I don't Imow. 
Senator NUNN. You don't know whether Mr. Durkin does this 

frequently for p0rsonnel10cated in New York associated with DEA ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I would have no compunction asking Mr. Durkin to 

arrange something i'I I were in New York. So it is possible; yes, sir, 
that he does do it. 

Senator NUNN. 1Vas Mr. Durkin present on these occasions~ Did 
h(' have lunch with. you, or do you recall ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. '1'he'day that t recall, Mr. Durkin W[tS present. 
Senator NUNN. Do you have any Iplowledg~ as to :wlletherMr. 

Thomas Durkin has ever had access to lllformutlOn l'elatmg to al1ega-
tions against you personally ~ . . 

Mr. DURKIN. No, I don't have that mfol'mabon. 
Senator Nmm. You don't !mow whether he had any information 

or not ~ 
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:: l\:h: .. Dun;K:ll'f; Ido:(l't :kl}oW. ,- . ".' 
Senator NUNN. H~e you eve!' discu~ed with Mr. Thomas Durkiil 

any ullegatiOl~S' n,gtdnst you pe'rsolutlly.?' . , "" ' 
. ,l\1r;1),URKtN; Only to the e::\tent tlm,t,'after the article appeared ill 
,Tack ,AndersQlll,I am certain.Jmentio.ned to :Mr.Durkin as I did to' 
many people ,how il'1GeJ,lse,cl I 'Vus aQoutthat pftrticula,l: situation. 

: Sellqtbr NmtN. Ras MI'. Thomas Durkin· ever advised you either' in 
New York 01' in 'Washington in anyway with respect to any ofiicial 
narcotics case 01' other matteI' officially in the DEA. Office ~ , 

Mr. DURKIN. In the conduct of a 'cr~minal invei3tigation ~ In that 
sense, sir; no. 
, Senator NUNN. Let's not qualify it. 

Mr. DURKI~. I ::un not trying to qualify it; I want to assure I mil 
responsibl~ to your question) sil:; My particular responsibility concerns 
thec,riminal enforcement program and the criminal inve'stigations, 
Mr. Durkin orallybody outside of DEA has never suggested or giVell 
advice how we should do things as it relates to a particular case. 

Senator NUNN. How about in genm'al.tel'ms then, by just how you 
run the office ~ I am just trying to ask you-. - " 

Mr: DURKIN. I am, trying to be as responslve as I possIbly can, Mr. 
Chairman. 

If you mean snch comments as there is an awful lot of cocn.ine 
coming in, you had better be aware of that. Sure, these kinds of com~ 
ments come from outside of DEA and very well could have been 
mentioned by :MI'. Durkin. But specifically, no sir. 

Senator NUNN. In othel" words, you never discussed the Prollluto 
matter with Mr. Thomas Durkin ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. nIy knowledge of the Prollluto matter is, to the best 
part, that which I have react in the newspapers. 

Senator NUNN. That still doesn't answer my question. 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. If you are not certain, you can say yon are not 

certain. 
Mr. DURKIN. I have not discussed the Promuto matter or the Pro~ 

muto investigation with Mr. Thomas Durkin. 
Senator NUNN. You httve not ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Other than the most vague recollection about how 

have events been going, or something like that. But discussing it, 110, 

sil', I Iutven't. 
Senator NUNN. "Vas Thomas Durkin a frie11(l of Promuto or do 

you know that ~ 
Mr. DumS:IN. I believe-I know MI'. Durkin was acquainted with 

Mr. Promuto. I would say they were friendly; yes, sir. 
Senator Nmm. JUinority counsel has a question. 
Mr. SLOAN. You were in fact aware of Mr. Thomas Durkin's in~ 

volvement in the Pl'omuto case, were you not ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I was made aware of it. 
Mr. SLOAN. How were you made aware of it? 
Mr. DunKIN. I knew that Mr. Lund ftncll\Ir. Richardson; they, on 

one occnsion, met with Mr. Durkin in Newark, N.,T. and l\Ir. Lund 
mentioned it was a matter concerning Vince; we didn't go into detail 
on it. 
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Mr. SLOAN. Were you aware that Mr. Durkin had interviewed Mr. 
Pi'oml1to prior to any meeting with Mr. Brosan ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I knew Mr. Durkin had met with Mr. Pr.omuto. There 
werenumerouS'lneetingsihDEA. I did not know he was interviewed 
as 8tlchi'egarding the allegations made against Promuto.· .' 

Mr. SLOAN. Were you or are you aware of any other office of inspec
tion investigations that Mr. Durkih has been involved in wi~hin DEA 
asjde from the Promuto case ~ 

IVIr. DURKIN. No, ·sir. ' 
Mr. SLOAN. None whatsoeved 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. I wonld like to question you concerning your rolens as

sistant administrator for enforcement. 
The subcommittee was focusing quite a bit of attention last week 

on the allegations that DEA spends a lot of its resources time, and 
money in trying to immobilize low-level violators-the so-called class 
III and cbss IV violators. 

I think it would be helpful for you to resJ?ond to those charges. I 
am snre vou are nware of them from the testImony. 

1\11'. DUnKIN. Yes, sir. I read the prepared statements. It is not 
ou~' intent n01; our program to <;1evote significant, financial, or mnn
power resources at street level traffickers. 

We devised a program that is probably unique in our category of 
law enforcement of seriously and honestly trying to qualitatively and 
quantitatively evaluate the effort, the enforcement effort we are mak
ing and where we dh'ect our activities. \iVe are doing everything we 
can to direct our activities at the major interstate, international drug 
traffickers and conspiracies and tmvards special situntions that de-
velop where our mobile capability can react. . 

I just believe that the accomplishments at DEA and the prede
cessor or¥an~zntiolls are beil).g unnecessarily mal!gned. I think the 
succeSSes nchlcvedl1Uve been tremendous. I do thmk the drtig'prob-
10m is increasing nnd I can only state that I think the country is 
fortunatethrit law enforcement, State; local, and Federal law enforce
ment has been able to accomplish that which they have accomplished 
or the problem would be much worse than it is todny. ' 

Mr. SLOAN. In light of that statement, why do you think the drug 
problem is increasing? . 

Mr. DURKIN. I think that is what we are all trying to find out, Mr. 
Sloan. The committee. '1'he review by the domestic council is also to 
try to find out why these things are happening. 

It is not due to inactivity on the part of la:v enforcement. I think 
law enforcement has successfully helcl hack tlns avalanche, thjs swell
ing of dl'ug abuse to the extent that it has been held back. 

Ml'. SWAN. Mr. Durkin, coulcl you explain to the subcommittee the 
l1ature and the extent of the cooperation you have hacl with the 
Customs Service since the formation of DEA ~ Has that been a prob
lem or hasn't it ~ 

]\:[1'. DURKIN. I believe, Mr. Sloan, it would be best to state that 
DEA was formed as a result of the Reorganization Plan No.2 in 
1973. I don't believe the Burean of Customs has ever accepted that 
)plan in the spirit which is necessary to accept these things to make 
!them effective or make them work. 
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So there has been cooperatioI)..There probably have been. many 
instances of cooperation and there have been many instances of lack 
of cooperation. . 

Mr. SLOAN. We have heard testimony during the first week of the 
hearing that Customs officials do not receive information, and intell
igence from DEA in a timely fashion. The allegation is that Customs 
doesn't receive intelligence at all or that it doesn't receive it in a 
timely fashion and that Customs officials are therefore unable to make 
seizures at the border. Customs reports indicate that seizures are way 
down. 

Mr. DURKIN. I contest that. I believe that will be something that 
will be further developed by the committee later with other witnesses. 

I personally have seen letters that we have received in DEA from 
Commissioner Acree and from directors in the field commending 
DEA for the promptness with which we furnish information which 
resulted in arrests and seizures. 

So I just don't know how to respond to it, Mr. Sloan, to merge a 
dissimilar group of organizations such "as Customs, BNDD, ONNI, 
und ODALE into a single organization, which took place less than 2 
years ago. I think that we have accomplished U. tremendous amount 
towards completing the objectives of the reorganization plan. 

It is unfortunate that some have resisted with vigor and lack of 
less than total dedication to accomplishing the will of Congress. 

~Ir. ST,OAN. Mr. Chairman, I have just one final question. Could 
you give the subcommittee some examples of the lack of cooperation 
you speak of at Customs ~ . 

Senator NUXN. "\Ve :11'e probably going to ca11 Mr. Durkin back. 
The committee has a time limit of 12 o'clock. I want. to get through 
Mr. Cash~s testimony if we can this morning. . 

So, Mr. Durkin, we will be calling yon back at some point. Thank 
you-

}\fl'. Thomas V. Cash. 
Mr. FmJDlIf.Ax. 1\11'. Chairman, could I put in the record in a scaled 

file the matters conceming "'William Durkin which were brought up ~ 
Senator NUNN. That will be exhibit No~ 38. 
l"The clOClUUl:'nt referred to was marked "exhibit No. 38" for refer

ence and wlll bc retained in the confidential flIes of the subcom
mittee.] 

SCll[Ltor N"UNN. Hold up your right hanc1. You haVCll't been swom 
yet., havc you '? 

Mr. CASH. No, sh', 
Senator NUNN. Do you swear the testimony you are abont to give 

this moming before the subcommittee will be the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help yon God ~ 

III}'. CASH. I do, sir. 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS V, CASH, DEA INS:PEOTOR 

SenatOl' NU.NN. "\iVhat were your (luties in September 197<1, at 
DEA~ 

Mr. CASH, At that time, sir, I was One of nine working inspectors 
!lssigned to the Headquarters Office of Inspection and Inte)"nal Se
curity, 
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Sellator NtiNN. Ho," :long had :VOIr been n'ssigned to :Inspe.ction ?: 
I Mr.OAsH. I was assigned h'lSeptombm7 of 1973, sir.' ;' 

,Senator NUNN. "That was your pI'evious investigative experience~, 
Mr. CASH:. I began'my law enfol'~em(mt chreeras' a Crilninal.In

vpstigator in 1965" witli the Naval Inve"Stigative,,service, Oflice ,of 
Naval Intelligence: I scrv:ed \vith th'eBul'eau ~f. Customs ~s a spec:al 
agentan'd was assIgned from there to the posItlon of assIstant c1nc.f 
of Interpol at the Tl'CMury Department. . ' 

From there, I came to DEA in September of 1973, alld began the 
2 years .that I an} n9w completing in the Oflice of Inspection and 
Internal Security. 

Sena'tM NUNN. IVho was your supervisor ~ 
1\11'. DASH. Mr. George Brosan witS my supervisor, sir. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhat directions did yon receive on September 10, 

]974, from 1\11'. Brosan hI connection with the Metropolitan I>olice 
surveillance information .concerning Vincent L. Promuto, the DEA 
Director of Public Affairs? 

First of all, I will ask you if September 10 is the correct date; that 
is the date we have. 

1\Jr. CASH. That is the correct date, according to my records, sir. 
Senator NUNN. 'What directions did you receive from ~Ir. Brosan 

on that date? 
Mr. CASH. In the afternoon of September 10, I was called hlto Mr. 

Brosan's office inasmuch as I happened to be the only inspector as
signed onboard in town at that tilne. He asked me to proceed to the 
l\Ietropolitan Police Depal't!nent with a group supervisor from the 
,Vashington District Ofiice, in an effort to determine the extent or the 
existence of an alleged bit of information relative to lH:r. Pl'Omuto 
which the ,Vashington Metropolitan Police had in their possession, 

Senator NUNN. 'What did you do then? 
1\11'. CASH. I called the group supervisor, Mr. Arntz, who I had 

been given to believe was the initial recipient of this information. 
And I accompanied him to the organized crime and rackets branch 

of the Metropolitan Police Department to be introduced to one or the 
officers there identified as Mr. Carl Shoffler. 

Senator NUNN. Did you obtain the memorandum that day? 
Mr. CASH. Yes, sir. At the conclusion of our conversation-that is 

to say, Mr. Shomer and I, in conversation-I did obtain a copy of 
that memorandum. 

Senator NUNN. "Vho gave you that memorandum~ 
Mr. CASH. Mr. Shoffler provided me with a copy or it, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did he brief you orally on other information COll-

taining associations with Mr. Promuto not contained in the memo
randum or letter ~ 

1\11'. CASH,. Yes, he did, sir. It was my impression that he felt that 
I was there 111 answer to that memol'allclum. 

Senator NUNN. Had the memoranclum ever been seen by vou 
be£ore~ , .. 

Mr. CASH. Not prior to that date; no, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Hacl it ever been received to the best of your in

formaHon by DEA or anyone before this date ~ 
Mr. CASH. Not to my knowledge, sir. I, in fact, diel call1\fr. Brosan 

on the evening of September 10 and being in receipt of this document, 
r questioned him !IS to whether or not he had seen this berore. 
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. "",He saidtthnt 'h13llau not: T .had··never Seell itb.efore this date; . 
',,-Sep.atoiNtrnN; 'Do.ytl1ihave.:al1!Y inIormatiOll since then that would 
JE)ad you to any contrary"conclusion ·about .anybody else. having· re~ 
ceive'd:this'~~ - ':, ',' .:<" • ," ;.' . 
!,' MwOAsrr. Thais nGninformation. 
", Senator: NVNN. Sh to ,th~ best of· your kridw ledge; ,'that 'Was the first 
time anybody in DRA received this .information and that is when 
YOil'rec.ei'v'dd it ~ , ., .' '...' , .. . 
. ".n![r. CASlf:; To the best oflliY knowledge, 
'1' aiehator N TINN. September . 10th 2.: 
. Mr. GisH,'That iscdrrect. 
" Senator NUNN. From officer Shoftler of the Metropolitan Police De"' 
partillent? '. . - , 

l\Ir. CASH. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. 'Was that at his office in the Metropolitan Police 

De'pfirtment ~ . 
J\£r. CASH. Yes, sir. It was in his office. -, " 
Senator NUNN. 'What did you do with the memorandum and other 

infOi'mation you received? . , 
Mr. CAsH.'The following morning, September 11, on a Wednesday, 

I met with Mr. Brosan when he came in and turned the document 
over to him. 

Senator NUNN. What instructions did you then l'eceive from Mr. 
Brosan? 

Mr. OASH. Mr. Brosan reviewed the document and stated that Mr. 
Bartels was out of the country and that perhnps we should conduct 
discreet inquiries until his return. He asked me to keep him informed 
of the developments as I proceeded in the normal investigative course 
of events, 

Senator NIDTN. Did you in fact proceed with this integrity investi
gation? 

~lr. OASJ):. I did at that time, sir; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did you concnr with Mr. Brosan that the informa

tion contained in the nlemorandum constituted suffident unfavorable 
assertions about Mr. Promuto that it justified an integrity investiga-
tion by the office of inspection ~ . 

Mr. CASH. I diel believe that, on the basis of that limited informa-
tion, an investigation was justified, sir. 

Senator NUNN. ~o you and Mr. Brosan were in agreement on that ~ 
Mr. CASH. Yes, SIr. 
Senator NUNN. vVhat was the nature of the information contained 

in the memorandum? Just generally, in very general terms ~ 
Mr. CASH. The memol'!1ndum mac1e clear that Mr. Promuto was 

not the subject or a specific illvestigation by the Metropolitan Police, 
but rather thaii during the course 0'£ several investigations being con~ 
ducted by the Metropolitan Police, in the suryeillances he had ap~ 
pearecl with the principals who were l.1llc1er investigation and ap
peared to be friendly or in more than a passing acquaintance of these 
indi vid uals. 

Senator NUNN. If Mr. Pro'muto W~l'e not the subj~et of any specific 
criminal lllvestigations, why did YO\l leel the information contained 
in the memorandum justified an integrity investigation~ . 
. Mr. CASH. Due to Mr. Pl'omutQ's position as a high official, I 

thought that from an internal affairs standpoint, there was the pos-, 
5ti-3511-75-4 
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sible suitability issue, and in addition to that, I felt that were these 
allegations of associations true, the internal security of the agency 
might be thought by some to be compromised. 

Senator -NUNN. Did you come upon information indicating that Mr. 
Promuto had associations with more' persons of criminal background 
other than those indicated in the Metropolitan Police organized crime 
and rackets squad memorandum ~ 

Mr. CASH. Yes, sir; I did. I was briefed in addition to those state
ments and in the memoranda furnished me by Mr. Shoffler to that 
effect, that there were others involved and then when we were doing 
our file reviews-that is, checking our internal records on those sub
jects mentioned by the Metropolitan Police Department-we came up 
with information that one of the subjects, in fact a couple of the 
subjects, did actually appear in our files connected in various ways 
with criminal enterprise. . 

Senator N UNN. This was stilI in an oral conversation there with the 
Metropolitan Police with Mr. Shoftler ~ 

Mr. CASH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. That. was information in addition to the written 

memorandum but it stiH came from the Metropolitan Police ~ 
Mr. CASII. Yes. In our own files and through the discreet inquiries 

that I undertook, there were other agencies who had knowledge of the 
existence of ~Ir. Promuto's meetings, if you will, or having. dinner, 
and so forth, with these suspected members of the criminal com
munity. 

Senator NUNN. vVhat was the extent of this new information ~ 
Mr. CARU. The extent of the information was that there were other 

people who were mentioned in our files involved in suspected narcotic 
activity; specifically, there was one gentleman who was an arfested 
and eOllvieted gamb~er who appeared in our files in connection with 
an attempt~d narC'otIcs venture. 

Senator NuxN'. \·\11at class of nftrcotics venture was that ~ 
Mr. C.\Slt. The particular file that I am referring to. Senator, was 

a general file and gflneral fi1es do not carry a specific class of violator. 
Senator N'UN:N. The general nature of thCJ suspected offense of the 

pa.rti('ular p(>ople in :rOllI' file, would that be in the general nattlre of 
tlll~ claf's I Yiolut:iol1: '('lass IV, class IIH . 

Mr. C.\sn. In that particular file it would be of the gencralnatl1re, 
in that. tho rlass I violator is usually engaged in smuggling and the 
international traffic between countries in narcotics. 

Senutor r{uNN. So the general nature of the suspected allegations 
wore class I ~ 

Mr. CASH. They were not classified as class I. Thev could prohably 
be interpreted as tha.t. Yon wonld have to initiate such a classifica
tion. It wonld have to gain approval if an active investigation were 
undertaken relative to this specific subject, and since it was of the 
general file nature, as I say, th?I'e was )10 act,iy~ investigation under
taken nnd, hence, no classificn,hon sought. But III thG general nature, 
It would be. 

Senator NUNN. But still, from the point of view of Mr. Promuto 
personally, it was a question of association and not a question of his 
own activitY1 

1\:[1'. CASH. Absolutely, sir. There was never any findings of criminal 
activity. 
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S~nator NUNN. Just association ~ 
Mr; ClASH. Just association with those lmown to be engaged in such· 

enterprise. .. .. . 
f:?enator NTINN. Did you get any additional information :from other 

governmental agencies ~ . . 
Mr. CASH. Yes, sir, I did. During the course of my investigation, I, 

acting on intormationprovided oy the Metropolitan Police, inter
viewed agents and former agents of other Government agencies rela-
tiv~ to. Mr. Promuto. . . . 

Senator NUNN. Did you report this information to Mr. Brosan~ 
. :Mr. CASH. I reported all information to Mr. Brosan, sir. . 
Senator NUNN. Did you feel this hew information warranted con

tillued investigation into the integrity area ~ 
Mr. CASH. I certainly felt it should have been continued; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Some time between September 16 and September 

29, did Mr. Brosan inform you that Diane DeVito had been seen on 
the West Coast w.ith Mr. Bartels~ . 

Mr. CASH. Yes, sir; I received that information. 
Senator NUNN. That was from Mr. Brosan? 
l\fr. CASH. Mr. Brosan diel inform me of that; yes, sir. 
Senator 'NUNN. Were you intending to go forward with this in-

tegrity investigation ~ . 
Mr. CASH. Yes, sir; I had every intention of going forward with it. 
Senator NmrN. Were you able to go forward with an iIitegdty iIl

vestigation concerning Mr. Promuto ~ 
Mr. CASH. No, sir. I was not completely allowed to continue in the 

normal fashion. . 
Senator NUNN. "Vhen were you stopped and who stopped you ~ 
Mr. CASH. It was never actually stopped. However, I was instructed 

on September 29 that I would initiate 110 new inquiries, that the in
vestigation would be confined, if you will, to thoseall'etLcly received 
Hnd I interpreted that to be those points received from· the· Metro
politan Police report. 

Sel1,ator NUNN. That was on September 29 ~ 
1\1:1'. CASH. Yes, sir. That was Sunday, September 29. 
Senator NUNN. Sunday, September 29~ 
1\11'. CASH. That is correct. 
Senator .Num~. Where was that meeting; Who was there; and who 

gave you that instruction ~ 
Mr. CASH. I was telephoned at my residence by Mr. Brosan on the 

29th of September, sir, ::md instructed that inquities were to be con
fined to those already initiated; that written questions were to be 
submitted to Mr. Proinuto, that there would be no live interview; the 
questions were to be wl'itten by September 30. 

Senator NUNN. That was the next day? 
MI'. CASH. Yes, sir. That was the initial iIlformation I hitc1. They 

were going to be w~'itten on September 30. 
Senator NUNN. Have you ever been told before not to develop any 

new information on a case ~ 
Mr. CASH. Not in tp.y 10 years .of investigation work. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. It 1S the first tIme you have ever been told to stop 

right there and not to develop any new information ~ 
Mr. CASH. Yes, sir; that is the first time I have been told that. 
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Sena~or NrJNx. In any kind of nai'Ctitics inYE\sUgatioJl vou huve 
~~'eI' h:ad~'th':;rt;'W01\l(l: be' YOl'll' ol,~lY'J,'ecolle~#ono£ having boon told 
that~ 
•. IVIT. 0AsTr.:Qos;sir,i!:di:Hl'tl'ecall ever bein:r told that before. 

Senator Xm;N. Do vou think it was unusual'? 
,;).r:r..~CMiH. I thouglit it was·lulUSl,uj.l at the time! sir. ' 
Snnator·~tiNN. Did YQu~~xpresf? .yo:urself 9n that poinH 

<~tfl'. CASIJ;,:T in:formedMl'. :nro~anat that time that I was unnble 
to prepate written questions or to assist in that because my investiga
tion wusn!t complete. I told him that I objected and I wished that he 
would so note. . 
.. Sonator NUNN.~ "What W::1.S his response1 . 

l\fr. CASH. He acknowledged receiving my objection, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did he inform you he was going to press it on or 

dicl he give you ahy opinion himself ~ 
:Mr. CASH. I don't recall, Senator. 
Senator XUNN. "Were you called into talk to ),11'. Richardson. Mr. 

Brosan, and others} relative to this written questionnaire for ),11'. 
Pl'omuto? 

)'fr. CASH. Yes, sir, I was. 
Senator NCNN. Wns this the first time you had ever been en-

conntered witl;. the J?r~cedure of submitting ,vritten questions ~ 
:Mr. CASH. Yes, SIr, It was. 
Senator N1:NN. Were these questions under oath? 
}\fl'. CASH. Not to my knowledge, sir. 
Se~ator .XUNN. Did you do any inyestigating after the written 

quesbonmllre? 
~Ir. CASH. Yes, sir. I continued on with attempting to complete the 

initial information 01' investigation received from the initial infor
mation, as I stated earlier. 

Senator NUNN. Did you try to develop any new information atter 
that phone call on September 29 ~ 

11:[1'. CASH. Not at that time; no, sir. 
SC.'llai'or NeNN. How UlJOllt later?: 
Mr. CASH. Later on, on October 23, there was new information that 

came fOlth from another Federal agency and at that time I did 
initiate some information, some investigation, because this was con
cerning basically the same general personnel involved. 

Senator NUNN. Did you feel like you had followed your orders of 
September 29 not to pursue any new investigation ~ 

Mr. CASH. Yes, sir; I did. 
Senator NUNN. So you did stop your investigation then, as far as 

new information is concerned until October 23 ~ 
Mr. CASlI. Yes. I didn't pursue any investigative leads other than 

those initial ones that ha(l been brought to our attention by the 
Metropolitan Police. 

The information that I developed during the investigation of the 
Metropolitan Police information hac1led me to think that I probably 
could pursue other avenues outside, which I did not pursue-as I was 
instructed not to pursue any new investigative leads. 

Senator NUNN. So you really did stop your investigation as far as 
new leads were concel'ned ~ 

Mr. CASlI. Yes, sir; I did. 
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Senator NUNN. When Mr. Brosan' gave you this information on 
the telephone, was he giving you orders on his own. or did he make 
it clear where those orders had come from ~ 

Mr. CASH. He didn't make it clear, as I can recall, where the orders 
came from, but I certainly was not of the impression that this was 
on his own initiative. 

Senator NUNN. Why not ~ 
Mr. CASH. Because at the outset when I had informed him of the 

existence of this memorandum and the information contained therein, 
it was his instruction to me that we should gather all pertinent facts 
to confirm or refute Mr. Promuto's involvement and now this con
versation I am speaking of on the 29th was directly contrary to his 
initial attitude. 

Senator NUNN. So the September 29 conversation with Mr. 
Brosan definitely, in your mind, limited the scope of your investi.
gation~ 

Mr. CASH. Limitecl the scope of my investigation; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. It narrowed the scope from your previous orders ~ 
Mr. CASH. I thought it did; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Brosan did not tell you who gave these orders ~ 

He did not make it clear that these orders had come from someone 
else~ 

}\Jr. CASH, I ranlt sa;r that he dic1not make it clear, Senator. I don't 
recall the total conversation. It was rather brief, that by virtue of 
telling me that I was to be in the office on Monday, September 30, 
that we were going to have to write written questions and there would 
be no live questions. 

I was 'writing those things down ancl I don't necessarily recall 
clearly if he said whether or not he had received the instruction 
:from whomever. 

Senator NUNN. Did vou subsequently submit questions to Mr. 
Promuto directly or diel :von submit y'our ideas on the questions 
through some other party ~ 

Mr .. CASH. The questions on Monday, September 30, were drafted. 
I was present during the drafting of those questions. I didn't physi
cally write the questions out, but I did mention some of the items 
that we might want to cover at this time. 

Senator Nuxx. 'Were yon satisfied with this procedure~ 
Mr. CASlI. No, sir, I was not. 
Rruator N UKX. Did yon state that you weTe not in the presence of 

allyhodv~ 
:'Ifr. CAglI. I am certai.n I mude statements to the inspectors who 

W(>1'(> working the ('ase with m!', as well as Mr. Brosan. 
R!'natol' NuxN'. ,Vho wpre those inspectors~ 
1\fr. CASH. That was Inspector "Whittington and Inspector Yar

brough. 
SP1:ator NtrNX. Do ~Ton l'(>member the date that these questions were 

snhlmtted to ]\f r. Pl'omuto ~ 
]\fr. CAFH. Y('s, sir. they were submitted on October 1 at 9 ::-30 a.m. 

anel T r(>('oive(l f:om ]\f1'. 131'osana copy of the answered questions on 
O('tober 2, at. 4 :10 n.m. 

Srnai"or NnNN. 'fou received the copy of the answers 011 October 2~ 
ilfl" CASH. Yes, slr. 
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Senator N11NN.The questions were submitted on October 2 ~ 
Mr. 'CASH: According to my record, yes, sir. . 
Senator NUNN. Who submitted those questions to Mr. Promuto? 
Mr. CAsH. Idon'tlmow, sir. . 
Senator NUNN. You didn't kllOW~ 
Mr. CASH. I did not. . 
Senator NUNN. You got a copy of the answers on the following 

afternoon,"October 2 ~ 
Mr. CASH~ I did, sir. 
Senator NUNN. ~Tere all the questions answered to your satis-

faction~ , 
Mr. CASH. No, sir. 
Senator N UNN. Were some of the questions unanswered ~ 
Mr. CASH. Yes. sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you remember how many questions there were~ 
Mr. CASH. They were double spaced, foul' or five pages, and an ae-

curate number of how many were not answered, I am not sure. I do 
recall that there were some that were not answered and others that I 
didn't think were properly fully answered. 

Senator NUNN. You were not satisfied with the answers then; IS 
that right; generally speaking ~ 

MI'. CASH. That is right. 
Senator N UNN. Did you tell anybody that ~ 
Mr. CASH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Who~ 
Mr. CASH. The. inspectors I was worlcing with, as well as l.fr. 

Brosan. 
, Senator NUNN. 'What was :Mr. Brosan's response? 
Mr. CASlI. I aways felt that during the conduct of the investiga

tion we would have a chance to question Mr. Promuto at a later time 
and that on personal, face-to-face questioning we would bring up 
some of these points and clarify the issues. So we noted it for future 
clarification. 

Senator NUNN. You say we noted it. Did Mr. Brosan concur in 
that? 

Mr. CASlI. I think he did, sir, that we would talk to Mr. Promuto 
at a later time and at that pOL.'1t we would bring up the unanswered 
questions as one of our topics. 

Senator NUNN. Did you ever have a chance to do that? 
Mr. CASH. Not concerning those questions; llO, sir. 
Senator NUNN .. Did you ever have a chance to question MI'. Pro

muto on any questlOns personally ~ 
Mr. CASH. Yes, sir., I questioned Mr. Promuto on the 29th of ,Janu

ary of this year. 
'Senator NUNN. You questioned him on the 29th of January of this 

yead 
Mr. CASH. That is right. sir. 
Senator NUNN. ~Tho~orde]'ed or allowed that questioning? 
Mr. CASH. Ireceived my instruction from Mr .• Jensen, who waS' my 

supervisor, Mr. Bruce Jensen, who was in the chain of command at 
that time. 

He instructed me on the night of the 28th that the following day, 
the 29th, we would talk to Mr. Promuto and ask him certain questions 
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Senator NUNN . .At the time you submitted the report, did you have 
other allegations that were excluded from the report ~ 

Mr. OASH. I had information that probably could have been ex
punded. It was not. Yes, sir. 

Senator NUNN. That you would consider new information ~ 
Mr. OASH. That would be in addition to that initially received; 

yes, sir. 
Senator Nmm. So everything that you knew was not included in 

that report ~ . 
Mr. OASH. No, sir. 
Senator NuxN. So you did follow orders pursuant to the September 

29th phone call and you did exclude certain information, include iil
formation that you considered was beyond the scope of your mandate 
or yom inquirv ~ 

Mr. OASH. f believe I followed my instructions on that matter. 
Senator NUNN'. Did any new information develop between the time 

you submitted that report and the time you questioned Mr. Promuto 
on January-what was the date of the questioning~ 

Mr. OASH. The 29th of January; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. There was new information developed then ~ 
Mr. OASH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NuxN. Did you feel that you were superseding your order 

or had you had new orders, or were' you still under the same orders 
to limit your inquiry to the so-called Metropolitan Police informa
tion ~ 

Mr. OASH. I think these were new orders to be classified as new 
orders, . Senator. 

Senator Nmm. ,Vhen did you receive what you considered to be 
new orders~ 

Mr. OASH. On the 23rd of October 197'1. 
Senator NUNN. When was your report submitted ~ 
Mr. GASH. On the 21st of October. 
Senator NuxN. 1V11O gave you new orders~ 
:Mr. OASH. Mr. Brosan gave me new orders, sir. 
Scnator Nuxx. ~rr. Brosan gave you new orders~ 
~rr. CASH. That 1S correct. 
Senator Nux::-;-. Didhe broaden the September 29 orders ~ 
Mr. OASH. X 0, sir. This relates to additional new information that 

came to our attention concerning Mr. Promuto and did not relate to 
the initial information, although some of the people involved here 
were the same. But it was two separate issues here. 

Senator NUNN. It would not have been information originating 
from the D.O. Police Department then ~ 

Mr. OASlI. This information we are speaking of now, did not 
originate in the D.O. Police Department. 

Srnator Nmm. So on October 23 you feel your scope was broad
eneel agajn. ,\Vol.lld yon say it was broadened back to your original 
scope of mquiry from Mr. Brosan ~ . 

Mr. OASH. I would say that is probably a fair statement inasIDl,lCh 
as the principals, many of the people involved were the same in both 
instances. 

S('nator NUNN. So if we were trying to summarize the period dur
ing 'which you had It limited scope of il10niry uncleI' ordeJ's from 1\11'. 
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relative to some new information that came up subsequent to the 
original receipt of information from the police department. 

Senator Nu:tm. Before that January 29 questioning-is that the 
right date~ 

Mr. CASH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Before that January 29 questioning, had you al

ready submitted a final report on the Promuto investigation ~ 
Mr. OASU. I submitted a report on the 21st of October, but it was 

not a final report because there were other things outstanding. 
In other words, the report related to a completion and a summa

tion, if you will, of all the activiti.es that I had completed up to that 
date. 

Senator NUNN. At that date when you submitted what you con
sidered to be a report, but not what you considered to be a final re
port that it was not final, that there were still outstanding questions ~ 
Or did you say it was an interim report ~ 

Mr. CaSlI. No, sir, the report was written in such a way that I took 
eRch statement that had been presented by the Metropolitan Police 
Department and analyzed after the statement, what my investigative 
inquiry had shown. 

1\.. reading of that report will show that there were some un
answered questions. 

Senator NUNN. Based on the original information contained in the 
Metropolitan Police Department report that you received ~ 

Mr. GASH. That is correct, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did you address yoursel:f both to the oral informa

tion obtained from the Metropolitan Police Department, as well as 
the written memorandum, or diel you direct that report only to the 
written information ~ 

Mr. CASH. No, sir. It was also addressed to some of the oral in
formation that had been given to me by the police department. 

Senator NUNN. Did you not consider this to be addressing issues 
beyond the scope of your orders from Mr. Brosan on the September 
29th phone call ~ 

Mr. CASH. No, sir, because those were aU the issues that I had been 
given from the police department. I categorized that as the basis of 
the inquiry. 

Senator NUNN. Did you h.ave any information at that time when 
you submitted that report, any other allegations that did not originate 
from the Metropolitan Police Department that were contained in 
that report ~ 

Mr. CASH. I am sorry, sir. Will you repeat that question? 
Senator NUNN. Did the report that you submitted simply relate 

to the oral and written allegations you h'ave received from the Metro
politan Police Department ~ 

Mr. CASH. Yes, it did. 
I Senator N-UNl". Did it contain -any information other than those 
aIlegations? 

Mr. 01l:SH. No, sir .. -
Senator NUNN. That you received from the Metl'opolitan Police 

Department ~ 
Mr. CASH. No, sir. 
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Brosan it would be between the date of September 29 and the date 
or October 23. Is that a fair conclusion ~ . 

Mr. CASH. I think that is a fair conclusion, Senator. 
Senator NUNN. After October 23, you did not feel any restraints 

in the Promuto investigation ~ 
, Mr. CASH. I couldn't make that statement, sir. 

Senator NUNN. Let's ask it the other way. "That restraints did you 
feel, it any ~ 

Mr. CASH. There was the same subject of the investigative inquiry 
in both instances. And with the limitations placed initially or my 
interpretation that there were limitations we still hacl the same sub
ject and I should think those limitations still did exist but there 
was a matter of professionalism here ancl I just felt that the investi
gation should go forward. So perhaps I did violate somewhat or my 
previous restraints. 

Senator NUNN. Perhaps you did violate your previous restrnints 
during Septemher 29 to October--

Mr. CASH. Negative. After the October-
Senator NUNN. After October 23 ~ 
Mr. CASH. Yes, we are talking nbout two sepnrate instances het'e, 

I h01)e. 
Senntor NUNN. But involving the same ~ 
Mr. CASH. But we hnve the same type of people. It is almost im

possible to completely separate them. 
Senator Nmm. I nm jnst trying to pin clown if there were re

straints on October 23, if the restraints that you relt were imposecl 
on September 29 were completely removed on October 23, or whether 
they were partially removed or whether it was just a vague nrea as 
to what your autllOritv was. 

11'11'. CASH. I think it vague area is a better statement on that issue. 
Senator NUNN. But between September 29 and October 23 it was 

not vague: Is that a fair conclusion ~ 
Mr. CASH. No, sir. I didn't conceive it to be vague. 
Senator NUNN. It was specific that during that period of time you 

would not go beyond the allegations contained in the written and 
oral report :trom the D.O. Police Department ~ 

Mr. CAsrr. That is as I 'lmdel'stood it; yes. 
Senator NUNN. From October 23 on, it got back into the vague 

area and tl1erefore yon felt some of the constraints or restraints were 
lifted ~ 

Mr. CAs!:1:. That is what I felt. 
Senn,toi' NVNN. B'l1t you did not have a clear mandate even after 

October 23 to l1l'oceecl with a in11 investigation ~ 
Mr. CASE:. No, sir. 
Senator NONN. So you never got back to that clear mandate tllat 

~rou tl!Oug!lt you .had :fi'on: Mr. Bros,an ut the very' beghmil1g of the 
lllvesbgatlOll wIncll I belIeve was on Se]?tenlber 10 ~ 

Mr. CASH. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN; Wou1d it be fail' 'to say e,rell on ,January 29 yon 

still felt y~u were i:r: a vague ~rea concernii1g your' questioriing~ . 
Mr. OASlI. Yes, Slr.'· -. ' 
Senator NUlTN. You did not at that time feel you Mcl a clear man

date to pursue it to its ultimate ~ 
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Mr. CASH. That is correct, sir. . . 
Senator NUNN. You still felt some restraint on January 29, 1975? 
Mr. CASH. On the 29th of January; I was instructed that there 

were specific things we would question Mr. Promuto on. So in that 
case, yes. 

Senator NUNN. You were instructed there were things you were 
not to question Mr. Promuto on, or was it all in the affirmative? 

Mr. CASH. I think it was all in the affirmative, sir, what we were 
going to question him on. 

Senator NUNN. 'Who gave you that orded 
Mr. CASH. Those instructions came from Mr. Jensen. 
Senator NUNN. After January 29, had you received any subse

quent mandates for continued investigations or any kind of negative 
constraints? 

Mr. CASH. No, sir, I was not involved in the investigation after 
the 29th of January. 

Senator NUNN. Since that time you have not been involved? 
Mr. CASH. No, sir, I have not. 
Senator NUNN. Have you been specifically pulled off the case after 

the 29th? 
Mr. CASH. Yes, sir, I specifically was pulled off. 
Senator NUNN. By whom? 
Mr. CASH. By Mr. Smith, Acting Chief Inspector. He reassigned 

me. 
Senator NUNN. To other matters~ 
Mr. CASH. To other matters that needed to be done. 
Senator NUNN. vVas anybody else given charge of the Promuto 

investigation or has it affected the--
:i\'fr. CARlI. Thrrr were othf'r people givrn charge of it. 
rAt this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.] 
Senator NUNN. Senator Percy? 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, a few questions of clarification. 

During that period of September 29 to October 23, do you feel there 
was a delibemte attempt to prevent a full-blown investigation of all 
allegations concerning Mr. l')romnto ~ 

Mr. CASH. Senator, I don't lrnow what deliberate effort was made. 
It was my impression that with the instructions I had been given a 
full-blown jl1Vesti[!'flj'.ion W0111cl. not be consnmm:ttcd. 

Senator PEROY: Would that in your judgment constitute a cover-

upkr. CASH. I would have to say it limited our investigation. 
Senator PERCY. Wouldn't that be in a sense a coverup, then? 
Mr. CASH. It might be interpreted as a coverup, sir. 
Senator PERCY. n so, on whose orders were constraints imposed~ 
Mr. CASH. All of my instructions in this regard, Senator, came 

:from Mr. Brosan. So I would· say that his instructions would ha.ve 
come further up in the chain of command. 

Senator PEROY. Do you happen to lrnow whether the instructions 
:from Mr. Brosan- originated with him or whether he was carrying 
out someone else's directions? -

Mr. CASH. In my conversations with Mr. Brosan I believe' he was 
carrying out his instructions in that regard. 
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Senator PETtey. Does it make any sense to you to have. been pulled 
{)ff of the case when you were the most knowledgeable lllspector on 
this subject1 . . 

Mr. OAstr. I have thought about that qUIte a bIt, Senator. 
Senator PERCY. I imagine you have. "i¥hat are your thoughts ~ Why 

do you think you were pulled off the case and did it make any sense 
to yon1 

Mr.CAs:a:. r felt that perhaps my supervisor-that is to say, Mr. 
Smith, Acting Chi~f Inspector-felt that the case J!light better l)e 
h!lndled by someone who could get a new look at It and perhaps 
this was the justification. 

Senator PERCY. Do you honestly feel that is adequate justification? 
Is that a normal, routine procedure ill in vestigations? 

Mr. OAS:a:. I have never been taken off an investigation before, sir. 
Senator PERCY. So this is a most UIlUsual practice ancl in all your 

knowledge of investigative procedures, wouldn't you say it is a rather 
unusual process to take someone off of a case unless there was a 
cause 1 If there is a cause, please feel free to explain it. Is there some 
reason why you might not have objectivity in this matted Is there 
any conflict of interest you would have as a cause for being taken 
off of it? 

Mr. CAS:a:. No, sir. I don't think that existed. I never knew any
thing about the subject of this inquiry and don't believe that would 
have been a factor. 

Senator PERCY. There is no reason why in your background you 
wouldn't be considered fully qualified, fully competent to carry out 
and complete a thorough investigation of the matted 

Mr. CASH. Only as I have stated earlier, Senator, that perhaps 
they felt-that is to say, my supervisor-felt it was in the best inter
est of the agency that others could get a fresher look and perhaps 
be less involved in it. 

Senator PEROY. Did they explain to you what that best interest 
of the agency was ~ Did you come to any conclusion in this regard ~ 
Did you feel that it would be in the best interest of the agency for 
you to be removed from the case ~ 

[At this point Senator Nunn withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Mr. OASH. I don't believe there was any lengthy explanation given 

me. 
Senator PERCY [presiding]. Did )Tou have a liaison, overlap, pe

riod .with the new i~vesti.gatod Did you fully brief him and were 
you lllstructed to brIef hIm on everything that you knew ~ 

Mr. CASH. Yes, sir. I received those instructions and complied with 
them :fully, 

Senator PERCY. Thank ;you very much, indeed. 
Mr. FELOUAlf. Mr. Chalrman, can I put in the record the affidavit 

of Detective Oarl Shomer, which dealt with the Promuto allega
tions ~ I would like it in the sealed record again, Mr. Chairman, he
cause it goes to some of the allegations in the police report. 

I would just like to make one statement which goes to a date thnt 
we talked about this morning. 

Mr. ShoIDer relates that he had a conversation with John Arntz, 
Group Supervisor of DEA in the Washington, D.C. office on August 
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9, 1974:, with regatd to the Promuto matter. So could I have tllat as 
an exhibit~ 

Senator PERCY. That will be entered as exhibit No. 39. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 39" for refer

ence and will be retained in the confidential files of the subcommittee.] 
Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Chairman, tomorrow we are going to meet in 

room 1202, since this room is being used. We will start out with Mr. 
Robert Richardson, DBA Associate Chief Counsel, followed by Mr. 
Thomas Durkin, former special advisor to DBA. 

Senator PEROY. These hearings are recessed until 10 o'clock tomor
row morning in room 1202. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Chairman, just an addendum, we would like 
to have Mr. Dayle available for recall, if necessary; and Mr. John 
Arntz, who was mentioned today. 

Senator PERCY. All right. 
[Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon

vene at 10 a.m., Wednesday, J1IDe 18, 19'75, in room 1202.] 
[Members present at time of recess: Senator Percy.] 
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18, 1975 

U.S. SENATE, 
PERMANENT SunCO:MJ\IlT.rEE ON INVESTIGATIONS OF TIIE 

COl\BllTTEE ON GOVERNMENT O.PERATIONS, 
WasMngton, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 1202, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, under authority of Senate Resolution 111, agreed to 
March 11, 1975, as amended, lion. Henry M. Jackson, chairmp,n of 
the subcommittee presiding. 

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Henry M. J acks~n, 
Democrat, Washington, p,nd Senator Sam N unn, Democrat, Georgra. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief counsel; Dana Martin, assistant counsel; Philip R. Manuel, 
investigator; Frederick Asselin, investigator; Stuart M. Statler, 
chief counsel to the minority; Robert Sloan, special counsel to the 
minority; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk. 

Chairman JACKSON. The committee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senators Jackson and Nunn.] 
Chairman ,JACKSON. Before going ahead with this morning's pro

ceedings, I have several announcements to make. 
First, I wish to insert into the record of these hearings a ,June 11, 

1975, 'Western Union mailgram sent to me as chairman by Mr. John 
R. Bartels, Jr. The mailgram was received by the subcommittee 
Jlme 12. 

In the comu1l.mication 11:fI'. Bartels referred to rule 14 of the sub
committee's rules of procedure and requested that he be given the 
opportunity to testify before the subcommittee "as soon as possible." 

'Without objection, I am inserting the mailgram into the record. 
[The mailgram follows:] 

[:\InlIgram] 

lIon. HENRY M. JACKSON, 
June 1~, 1015. 

Ohalrman, Parmanent ,t{uflCommittee (11- Inve8tigations, 
RIl88CU l:Janate O;(1foo J1t'ildiny, 
Wa,9hinyton D.O. 

Pursuant to Subcommittee )lule 14, I respectfully request the opportuuity to 
apPl'ur before yonr suocommitt:ee as soon M possihle ana give testimony as 
weU Uli reHpOlHl to YOlll' crllPlltlollS ()onc(>l'ning my professionnl llC'ti\'itj.ps and il('('i
-sions while I was IHlministrntor of the Drug Enforcemellt AdminIstration. 

JOIIN R. B4It'rl~LS, .Tr. 
Tho CnAIRMAN. Rule 14 of the subcommittee's rules of procedure 

states that persons who :feel their actions or reputations have been 
(331) 
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reflected unfavorably upon may request the opportunity to appear 
before the subcommittee. 

We wish to be fair to Mr. Bartels in this regard a.nd also respon
sive to our own rules of procedure . .Accordingly, aIter consultation 
between subcommittee staff and minority counsel, the subcommittee 
agreed that the earliest appropriate point in the hearing schedule 
for Mr. Bartels to appear would be Friday, June 20, 1975. This date 
was scheduled for MI'. Bartels to appear in public session. 

Without objection, I am inserting in the hearing record a copy of 
my letter of June 12, 1975, to :Mr. Bartels, confirming his appear
ance on June 20. 

[The letter follows:] 
U.S. SENATE, 

COMJlfITTEE ON GOVERN~!ENT OPERATIONS, 
SENA'l'E PERMANENT SUnCOIlUfIT'rEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 

Washington, D,O., Ju.ne 1'2, 1975. 
Mr .• TORN R. BARTELS, Jr., 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR MR. BARTELS: This is to acknowledge receipt of your wire of June 11, 
1975 in which you request the opportunity to appear "as soon as possible" 
before the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations . 

.As Chairman of the Subcommittee, I hereby grant this request. The SUbcom
mittee haB Hchedulf'd YOHr appearance for I!'riday, :rune 20, 1975 at 10 :00 a.m. 
in Room 6202 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building. SubCOmmittee staff will 
notify you if there is any change in this schedule . 

.As you lOlOW, the Subcommittee is examining the manner in which the fed
eral government enforces drug laws. Many areas of the federal effort, partic
ularly opGratiolls of the Drug Enforcement Administration, will be studicd as 
the hearings go forward. 

In that regard, the Subcommittee is scheduling you as a witness June 20, 
1975 with the stipulation thnt you may be recalled to testify in conn('ction with 
a variety of subjects having to do with the operations and procedures of the 
DEA Ilnd other federal drug enforcement activities. 

Enclosed is a copy of the Subcommittee's Rules of Procedure. Please note 
Rule No. {) which requirl's that any prepared statement a witness wishes to 
give before the Subcommittee be submitted to the Subcommittee 24 hours in 
advuncp. 

Sincerely, 
HENRY M. JACKSON, Ohainnan. 

Chairman ,TAcm:RON. Mr. Feldman, the "hid counsel, l'rceiyed a tele
phone can from Mr. Bartels yesterday afternoon. Mr. Bartels asked 
if his June 20, 1975 appearance could'be postponed. Mr. Bartels said 
the reason he was asking for this postponement is to enable him to' 
be in attenc1nl1cr nt. his 80n's gl'ftchmtion C'crC'mollles .Tune 20. 

Mr. Barte'ls informed Mr. Feldman that he would send a letter 
formally requesting a postponement. 

Mr. Bartels was advised by telephone by Mr. Feldman that his 
request for postponement would be honored. I so directed Mr. Feld
man to do so. 

My next announcement has to do with the order of witnesses the 
subcommittee had scheduled for today, tomorrow and possibly Fri
day, including Mr. Bartels. 

On May 22, 1975, as Chairman and after consultation with Senator 
Percy, I sent a letter to Attorney General Edward H. Levi, in which 
the subcommittee requested the cooperation of the Department of 
,Justice as we sought to examine the manner in which the then Dep
uty Attorney General Laurence H. Silberman exonerated Mr. Bartels 
of the charges leveled against him by Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan 
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in connection with Mr. Bartels' alleged impeding and obstructing 
the Promuto integrity investigation and other integrity matters. 

Without objection I will insert into the hearing Tecord at this time 
a copy of the May 22,1975 letter. 

[The letter follows:] 
U.S. SENATE, 

COMMITTEE ON GOVEltNMENTOPERATIONS, 
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 

Washington, D.O., May 22, 1975. 
Hon. EDWABD H. LEVI, 
2'he Atto1'ney GeneraZ. 

My DEAR MR. ATTORNEY GENERAL: To facilitate our continuing investigation 
into the Drug Enforcement Administration, it would be appreciated if you would 
make available the letterhead memorandum to Deputy Attorney General 
Laurence H. Silberman, from the Federal Bureau of Investigation Inspection 
Service, reflecting the res]!lts of their administrative inquiry on questions con
cerning the policies and problems of DEA including actions by the Administra
tor of the Drug Enforcement Administration, Mr. John R. Bartels, Jr. 

In addition, the Subcommittee would like the two agents who conducted inter
views for tlle FBI. Mr. Edward D. Hegarty and :Mr. Bill D. Williams, made 
available for pre-hearing interview. 

Sincerely, 
HENRY M. JACKSON, Ohairman. 

Ohairman JACKSON. In the letter, I asked for a copy of the report 
£led with Mr. Silberman by FBI agents Bill D. "'\Villiams and Edward 
Hegarty following their investigation of the allegations made by 
Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan concerning conduct of Mr. Bartels 
in the Promuto integrity inquiry and other matters raised by Mr. 
Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan. 

This report £led with Mr. Silberman is important to this subcom
mittee's investigation into allegations that the Drug Enforcement 
Administration did not, and does not, adhere to proper procedures 
regarding integrity investigations. 

In addition, on January 16, 1975, when Deputy Attorney General 
Silberman announced that Mr. Bartels had conducted himself prop
erly in personnel integrity investigations, Mr. Silberman said he 
had based his conclusion on the FBI agents' investigation of "several 
months" duration. 

In the May 22, 1975, letter to Attol'lley General Levi, I also re
quested that FBI agents Hegarty and Williams be made available 
for prehearing interviews with the subcommittee staff. The subcom
mittee would then make the judgment as to whether agents Hegarty 
a.nd 'Villiams would be called as witnesses in public session. 

The Department of Ju.stice chose not to cooperate with the subcom
mittee because the report filed by FBI agents Hegarty and Williams 
regardin~ the Tartaglino-Brosan allegations was never made avail
able to tne subcommittee. Additionally, agents Hegarty and Will
iams were not made available to the subcommittee for prehearing 
intel'views. 

Then, on June 2, 1975, again after consultation with Senator 
Percy, I wrote to Attol'lley General Levi and advised him of the 
Justice Department personnel the subcommittee wished to have 
~estify in public session concerning this subcommittee's investigation 
lllto :n'edernJ ,~ru~ enforc.e~ent e:a:orts.. ' . . 

WlthoutobJecbon, I wlllmsett mto 'the hearmg record at thIS tIme 
a copy of the June 2, 1975, letter. 

[The letter follows:] 
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U.S. SENATE, 
OOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

SENATE PERMANENT SunC011MITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 
Washington, D.O., June 2,1975. 

Hon. EDWARD H. LEVI, 
The A.ttornev General. 
~rY DEAR :MR. A2'TORNEY GE:l>TERAL: We have previously orally informed your 

representatives that public hearings on the Dryg Enforcement Administratioll, 
scheduled to begin all June 3, 1975, l1aye been postponed until Monday, June 9, 
1975. 

By letter of l\fay 27, 1975, we set forth a list of individuals associated with 
the Department or DEA who we desired to have testify before the Subcommit
tee during the early stages of these hearings. This letter supersedes that 
request. 

15'01' the week of June 9, 1975, it is requested that Mr. Andrew C. Tartaglino 
ancI Mr. George Brosan be made available to testify before the Subcommittee 
to be followed by the individuals listed below: 

Dennis Dayle 
William Durkin 
Thomas V. Cash 
Robert Richardson 
Thomas Durkin, DEA Consultant 
Vincent Promuto 
Bill D. Williams, FBI Agent 
V,riIliam Hegarty, FBI Agent 

In addition to those witnesses we are unable to hear from the previous week, 
it is requested that the following witnesses be made available for the weel, 
commencing June 16, 107;3: 

Robert Goe 
Thomas Tripodi 
Paul Curran 
Hudolph Guiliani 
Jeffery Harris 
Thomas Puccio 
Edward Tetterton 
:\Iartin Per a 
Barbara Viceyitch 

For the week of June 23, 1075, it is requested that the following individuals 
be made available to the Subcommittee to testify: 

Frank Pappas 
Howard Safir 
Donald Ferrarone 
Sante A. Bario 
Lucien Conein 
George Belk 
Philip Smith 

Because it is difficult to gauge with precision the time that each witness will 
talw, we will coordinate with your representatives on their appearance before 
the S\lbcommittee. 

There may be additional Department witnesses we wish to call and as soon 
as such determinations are made we will contact you. 

"'YUh regard to Messrs. TartagUno and Brosan, it is requested that they be 
available in the hearing room during the duration of the hearirlgs. 

Finally, you. will note that two individuals We have requested-Edward 
Tetterton and Barbam Vicevitch-have been denied to us for pre-hearing inter
views. We renew that request but in any event expect that they will be pres
ent to give sworn testimony before the Subcommittee when called. 

A copy of this letter is bf'ing made availnble to Mr. Henry S. Dogin, Acting 
Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Admillistratioll .. 

Your continuing cooperation in this matter is appreciated. 
Sincerely, 

HENRY M. J,AOI~SON, OlLairman. 

Chairman .JACKSON. Included among the names of those ;Tustice De
partment personnel the subcommittee wishes to appeal' and testify 
were FBI agents Hegarty and Williams and others, including An-
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drew C. Tartaglino, George B. Brosan, Dennis Dayle, William 
Durkin, Thomas V. Cash, Robert Richardson and the consultant, 
Thomas E. Durkin. 

It is noteworthy that all of the above, except agents Hegarty and 
'Williams, not only were made a.vailable to the subcommittee to testi
fy by the Department of Justice but were also made available to 
this subcommittee previously for prehearing interviews. 

However, FBI agents Hegarty and Williams were not made avail
able to this subcommittee for prehearing interviews with the staff. 

It was our intention to go ahead and have agents Hegarty and 
Williams testify anyway, with or without the prehearing mterview. 
It was our intention to have them testify Thursday, June 19, 1975, 
in public session. 

It is the judgment of the Chairman that the testimony of FBI 
agents Hegarty and Williams would be essential if we were ever to 
arrive at a clear lUlderstanding of what events led to Deputy Attor
ney Silberman's announcement of January 16, 1975, that there was 
no basis to the allegations of Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan that 
Mr. Bartels had conducted himself improperly in the Promuto in
tegrity inquiry and other matters related to personnel integrity. 

At 5 p.m. yesterday, Mr. Feldman received a telephone call from 
Mr. Togo D. West, Jr., the Associate Deputy Attorney General at 
the Department of Justice. 

Mr. Feldman advises me that Mr. West declared that FBI 'agents 
Hegarty and vVilliams would not be made available to this subcom
mittee this week or any other time, nor will their report be made 
available to this subcommittee. 

Mr. Feldman advises me that Mr. West said the reason that FBI 
agents Hegarty and vVilliams would not be made available to this 
subcommittee to submit to questions under oath was because the 
department's own inquiry into certain operations 0'£ the Drug En
forcement Ac1minjstration is a so-called "open case" and agents 
Hegarty and Williams are part of that "open case." 

Mr. 'West advised Mr. Feldman that, although the phone call con
stitnted official notification, a letter from the Justice Department to 
this subcommittee would be forthcoming shortly in which the sub
committee would be formally advised of the department's refusal 
to make available agents Hegarty and vVilliams to testHy. 

This morning I was unable to reach the Attorney General but I 
did reach the Deputy Attorney General, Harold Tyler. He has 
agreed to make Hegarty and Williams available here at 10 o'clock 
tomorrow. 

They must be made available lor the simple reason that we have 
a right to know whether the FBI agents in question were operating 
and conducting an investjgation under certain restrictions, what 
those restrictions were and why, if they were limited, was such a 
practice permitted by the Deputy Attorney General at that time, Mr. 
Silberman. 

So the agents will be here tomorrow to testify in public, although 
the Department had previously denied to the staff the prehearing 
interview. A prehearing interview is, of course, an effort to elicit 
information in private so that we will h(Lve it available for the open 

()5-3ul)-75--!i 
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session and not bring out information that might reflect unfairly on 
someone. 

That, we don't want to do, but we don't have the benefit of that 
normal procedure in this case as it relates to FBI agents Hegarty and 
Williams. 

May I say that this is the Department of ,Justice decision. We 
have not been in touch with Mr. Kelly, of the FBI, regarding their 
appearance because the two agents operated directly tmder the De
partment of Justice and whatever they did or whatever they were 
required to do, we will find out tomorrow and what limitations, if 
any, were placed on them. 

Without that information, we cannot properly conduct the hear
ing because out of the so-called Silberman investigation much was 
made of the fact that the FBI agents were involved in the investi
gation which would appear to give it that kind of credibility of 
thoroughness that has long been associated with the high degree of 
professionalism that exists within the FBI. 

I think the ia.cts, as they will be brought out, will show that they 
were not operatmg under the normal open rules that they are per
mitted to follow to seek out relevant facts bearing on a case. 

That is highly relevant to the question of whether or not there was 
a pattern of conduct here to cover up the misconduct of other people. 

Therefore, I am pleased that Mr. Tyler has reversed the position 
of the Department and that the two agents will be here tomorrow 
at 10 o'clock. 

I have asked Senator Nunn to take over while I conduct a hearing 
on the third floor. 

[At this point Senator Jackson withdrew from the hearing room.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

u.s. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERN:1.!ENT OPERATIONS, 

SENATE PERMANENT SunCOMMl'fTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 
Washinoton, D.O. 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, permission is 
hereby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Subcommittee as desig
nated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public session. without a quorum 
of two members for administration of oaths and taking of testimony in con
nection with Drug Enforcement Administration 011 Wednesday. June 18, 1975. 

HENRY M. JACKSON. 
Ohairman. 

CHARLES H. PERCY. 
Ranlcit/l,O Minority Member. 

S('uato1' X "('xx r prC'sic1ing 1. Onr first witn('sR this mornh1.!r is J\fr . 
. Tolm Arntz, group snpervisor of DEA, 'Washington, D.C., Office. 
::\[1'. Arntz? 

At this .tjme I will ask 1\:[1'. Dennis Dayle to come up also. Mr. 
Dn:\ile tpstlficcl ~·esterday. 

1fr. Arntz, let me swear yon in bE'rore yon take the spat. Do yon 
swenr the tpstimony you are about 10 give to this subcommittE'c -\vill 
lw tllp. tl'llth, the ,yhole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help 
YOll God? - . 
. :Mr. ARNTZ. I do. 
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Scnator N USN. Do you swear that the testimony you are about to 
give to this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and 
llothing' but the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. DAYLE. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN ARNTZ, GROUP SUPERVISOR, DRUG ENFORCE
MENT ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTOn, D.C., AND DENNIS 
DAYLE, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, 
D,C. 

Senatol' NCNN". Boph of you please be seateel. 
~Ir. Arntz, please Identify youl'seJ.f for the record, the full name 

and give your current position. 
})'1r. ARN'l'Z. 1fy nume is ,Tohn Frederick Arntz, A-r-n-t-z. I am 

a group supervisor at the Washington District Office of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration. 

Senator Nc:r::-T::-T. "What was your assignment in DEl... in the month 
of August 1974. 

1\11' • .c1.RXTZ. The same as I just stated. 
Senator Nux::-T. You arc in the same position now that YOU were 

ill August 1974? • 
1\11' . .ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator NuxN. Yesterday a sworll affidavit of Carl Shoffler, ::'\Ietro

politan Police Department, dated March 2'.1:, 1975, was given by :Mr. 
Shoffler to this subcommittee and was made part of our hearing 
record. 

In his affidavit, Officer Shoffler made certain statements regarding 
his conversations with you as follows. I quote: 

Prior to the meeting being set up with the Department of .Justice officials, 
X had a conversation with John Arntz, group supervisor, DEA, Washington, 
D.C. Office on August 9, 1974. 

My original purpose of going to see Mr. Arntz was on another matter. During 
the course of my conversation with Mr. Arntz, Promuto's name surfaced in tIle 
conversation. ( recall telling Mr. Arntz that I was going to initiate an investi
gation through the Government concerning the activities of Mr, Promuto. 

r subsequently found out that Mr. Arntz notified his immediate supervisor 
concerning Promuto after I left his office on that date. 

::afro ..:~rntz, did you have a conversation with Officer ShofIler re
garding Vinc('nt Promuto on August 9, 197LH 

1\11'. ARNTZ. I had a conversutio-n with Officer Shoffler. To the best 
of my recol1ection since I made no written notes, this conversation 
with Shaffler took place during the middle of Augnst; I wonld say 
during the week of August 12 01: during that week. 

S('nator NUN::-T. So you are saymg it did not take place on August 9? 
Mr. AR1-."Tz. I am saying I don't hayc any written record it took 

place on August 9. 
Senatol-' NUNN. Are you saying it didn't take p1a.ce on August 9, 

or are you saying you don't know~ 
:Mr. ARNTZ: I arn saying I don't know. 
Senator NtJNN. It c'ould have taken place--
:Mr. ARNTZ. To the best of my recollection, it took place during 

tIl(' wc:ek of August 12. 
S('untor NU::-TN. You al'e saying to the best of your recollection 

it did not take place prior to August 12~ 
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Mr. ARNTZ. I don't recall. 
Senator NUNN. Do you recall in the negative that it didn't ~ You 

;Seem to be insinuating it couldn't have taken place before August 
12. I am asking you, could it have taken place on August 9 or is that 
precluded ~ 
,'Mr. AnNTZ. To the best of my recollection it took place during 
the week of August 12. " 

Senator NUNN. The direct question. Oould it have taken place on 
August 9, in accordance with the affidavit given by Officer Shoffler ~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. Not to the best of my recollection. 
Senator NUNN. You don't think this affidavit is correct as to the 

date~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. To the best of my recollection the conversation referred 

to in that memorandum took place during the week of August 12. 
Senator NUNN. ·Would it be overstating the case to say you assert 

the conversation did not take place on August 9 ~ Is that an over
statement, or is that accurate ~ 
, Mr. ARNTZ. That is correct. 

Senator Nmm. You are certain it did not take place on August 9~ 
::\1r. AnXTZ. I have advised you on several instances that to the 

best of my recollection this conversation took place during the week 
of August 12. 

SenatOl' NUlm, The week of August 12 is on Thursday. That 
includes August 9. Does that have any bearing~ 

~'[r .. ARNTZ. No, it has no bearing. 
Senator NUNN. You succeeded in confusing me. August 9 begins, 

on. Monday. You are saying the week of August 12. That would 
inClude August 9. Docs this mean the conversation could have taken 
place on August 9 ~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. It to'ok place during the middle of August and that 
week I was uncleI' the impression began with the 12th., I may have 
been mistaken. 

Senator NUNN. If we informed you, based' on the calendar, that 
AUgltst 9 was a Monday, August 10 was a Tuesday, August 11 ,vas 
8, 'Wednesday, and August 12 was a rrhursdaYi does this have any 
bearing on your recollection ~ 

Mr .. AnN,rz. It would have taken place duriIlg that week. 
Senator NUNN. So it could have 'been on August 9 ~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. 'l~hat is a possibility, if that is correct; that Monday 

is the Dth, yes. . 
Senator ·NUNN. You do recall the conversation with Officer Shoffler 

regarding Vincent Promuto c1uring the week of August 9, 1974J 
Mr. ARN'l'Z. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. 'What did Mr. Shoffler tell you regarding Mr. 

Pl'omuto that day ~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. To the best of my recollection, Officer Shoffler advised 

me that Mr. Prornuto hac1 been associating with known gamblers 
jn the ·Washington, D.O., area. 

Senator NUNN. Did you report your conversation with Shoffler 
to your superior on that same day; that is, on the day that you re
ceived that information ~ 

, Mr. ARN'rz. On the day that I received the information the exact 
aate I don't recall. I did report the information to my immediate 
supervisor, who, at that time, was Mr. Dayle. 
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Senator NUN~. Mr. Dennis Dayle~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Dayle is sitting here by you? 
Mr. ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. You don't recall the precise date~ That is c1ear 

from the record. But you do recall that on the date yon received 
the information fr.om Officer Shoffler you did convey it to Mr. Dayle? 

Mr. ARTZ. I beheve that is correct; yes. 
Senator Nm'N. Did you put anything in writing regarding this 

conversation either with Officer Shoffler or with Mr. Dayle? 
Mr. AUN'l'Z. Not at that time. 
Senator NUNN. Did yon at any other time? 
~th. ARNTZ. Yes, I did. 
Senator N"UNN. At what date and what kind of writing did you 

make on that~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. I believe during the middle of September, I was jnter~ 

viewed regarding this information by an inspector of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration, named Tom Cash. 

At that time I made out, shortly after that conversation with I\.fr. 
Cash, as (llrected by him, I made out a memorandum to the Office 
of Inspection relati"ve to my conversation with Carl Shoffler. 

Senator NU~N. 1iVhat was the approximate date of that memo ~ 
I\II'. ARNTZ. Again, I did not keep a copy of it, but I believe it 

was during the middle of September. 
Senator NUNN. During the middle of September, which would 

have becm approximately 30 days after your conversation with Officer 
Shoffler~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know where that memo is at the present 

time? Have you seen it~ 
:Mr. ARNTZ', The last time I saw it, it was with an investigator of 

the committee, 1\11'. Manuel, 
Senator NUNN. You do not have a copy of that~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. No. . 
Senator NUNN. Do you normally just make one, when you make 

a memo, you don't make a copy? 
Mr. ARNTZ. In this situation I did not keep a copy. Normany, I 

would keep a coPy. 
Senator NUNlf. Let me ask you this as a general matter. Are you 

familiar with any regnlations concerning integrity matters within 
the Department concerning whether you make any kind of written 
record of it? 

Mr. ARN'l'Z. I am not familiar with making a written record of 
reporting integrity matters through the normal channels; no. 

Senator NUNN. Are you aware of the regulations that says you 
should report it immediately~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. Yes, sir. I am aware 0"£ that guideline. 
Senator NUNN. You followed those gnidelines in this case? 
:Mr. AnNTZ. Yes, sir, to the best of my ability. 
Senator NUNN. After you reported this conversation with officer 

Shoffler to :Ml'. Dayle and Mr. Dayle was your supervisor at that 
time-is that right? 

Mr. ARN'.rZ. That is correct. 
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Senator XUNN. Is he still your supervisod 
":i\fr. AnxTZ. No, sir. 
Senator :\UNN. He is not at this time? 
l\Ir. ~\.nXTZ. No. 
S('lHttor XtTXN. ""iVhat did Mr. Dayle do with the information and 

who did yon contact~ Do yon know? 
1\fl'. AnxTz. l\Ir. Dayle advised me and he observed him stflrt a 

telephone calI, he advised me thtlt he had passed this information 
on to the l'l'gional manager. 

Senator Xc-xx. Do YOll know who the regional manager wonld have 
been? 

:Mr. AnXTZ. No; you will have to ask ~Jr. Dayle that qnestion. 
Senator 'X-eXN. Did yon receive any instructions from 1\11'. Dayle 

-aitC'r hI' spoke with the regional managed 
Mr. AHxTz. Only to keep him advised if there were any further 

dcY(~lopments. 
S('natol' XrXN. Could a Mr. Swank have been the regional man

agPl'? Is that right ~ 
::)Ir. ~\.nxTz. H l\h. Dayle tnll;::ed to Mr. Swank, he was the regional 

director at that time ~ . 
Senator XrxN. lYe have already had testimony on this, but keep 

to the rccord continuous, Mr. Dayie, would yon take the microphone, 
please ?-

'Would yon answer a qnestion about who you reported to after you 
talkC'd to :JIr . .Arntz~ 

l\I1'. D.\.YLE. Yes, Senator, I rcmll telephoning Mr. Swank, who 
was the l'l'gional director at that time. 

BC'nator X·pxx. This is consistent with your testimony yesterday 
1'0gul'ding ~Ir. Swank~ 

)f1'. D.\YLJ-:. Yes, sir. 
Smator X-exx. ~Ir. Arntz, would you take it back~ So J\:h. Swank 

is the regional adviser to 1\11'. Dayle. Is that right~ 
Mr. AHN"TZ. That is correct .. 
f\pnatol' XrxN. ""iVhen was the next time you had. H, conversation 

with an o1liceJ' Shoiflel', 01' anyone else, in the Metropolitan Police 
Departmput, conc(,l'lling Vincent Promuto? 

T am dir('cting this question to you, Mr. Arntz. 
~1r. ~\.nxTz. To tho best of my' recollection, I had an additional 

cOllvC'rsatioll with omcee Bho:ff]er and this would have taken place 
1} to 7 clays after the initial conversation with him, 

Senato'r Xl'NX. Fiyc or seven days aiter the initial cOllversation, 
whatever the date of that was? 

~fr. ARNTZ. Right. 
Smwtol' Xrxx. Lrt me back up just a minute. Did Mr. Dayle 

giye you allY information or ghre you any orders aft<~r he tnlked 
to :Jfl'. SWHuk? 

lUI'. AnXT7,. X ot that I recall. 
Senator XUNN. You don't recan any conversation beyoncl con

Y(lying this information to Mr. Dayle ::mcl you know thn.t he conveyed 
it onto the regional office~ 

nIl'. ARN1'Z. He advised me that he had conveyed it to t11e regional 
TI1l1llug-C'r. 
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Senator XUN"x. Fin~ to seven davs later you had a conversation 
again with ofi1('C'r Shofner. Did he al)proach yOU, or did you approach 
him, or how did the cOllversation take place ~ 

,Mr. ",'\.PNTZ. To the best 0'£ my recollection, 1fl'. Shoffie~ approachecl 
me, ntlVlsed mp that the matter of the Promuto allegatIOns was not 
proceeding as he had told me it would. 

Senator N'rxx. 'Would you c1abomte on that a little bit? You are 
saying that he said-repeat that '£01' me. 

::\11'. AnxTz. Mr. Shofflp), had advised me that he would report 
these allegatiolls to his internal affairs division and that the alle
g'\Ltions wonW be forwarded by that division to OUI' office of inspec
tion. 

On tIl(' s('co]1(l COlwersatioll, he advised me that he had been instruc
tNl by his su}}('rior to ,,'rite these allegations in the form of a letter 
and to forward that letter to the U.S. Attomcy's Office for the Dis
trict of Columhi.a. 

Senator XTTXN. Do yon know why~ Did he have anv reason for 
taking this stpp ~ • • 

MI'. AUNTZ. Y('". He was advised to do so by ,his saperior. 
8(>]1atG1' X'CXN. Did his snpcriol' ~ay why? . 
IIII'. An':li'J'Z. I don't know If he chel or not. You WIll have to ask 

),fl'. Shofner. 
S(llwtOl' Nr::\N. Did :U1'. Sho:fl'l('l' tell you any reason for iU 
::\[1', AR::\'I'Z. Xone other than he had been instructed to do this 

by his snprl'ior. 
S(~lHltOl' ~r::\x. Yon mentioned n. minute ago that the investigation 

'was not proC'('('ding in accordance with what they thought should 
happen. That is what I am getting to. Would you restate that 01' 

elaborate on that statement ~ 
~rl'. AR::-l'TZ. Yes, sir. As I have just sa,id in the original conver

sHtioH, I aclvis('d ::\f1'. Shomel' that'the allegn.tions had no basis, in 
fact, thnt h(' should send them to his internal affairs division and 
that the internal affuirs division should then send them to our office 
of inSlwction. 

I nnd(,l''3tand that thaI' js the way the allegations were. going to 
bE' nm<lt'. known through the direct channels. During the second con
versation he ad\,js(~cl me that that was not going to be the course of 
action, that the allegations were going to be submittecl in a letter 
fOl'm to the F.S. attorney's oHice. 

Senator Nrxx. He (U(ln't suy why except his superior to1cl him 
thflt is the way it would proceed.? 

Mr. AUN'rz. That is correct. 
Srnatol' XrNN. 'Who was his superior? Do you happen to know? 
Hr. Anx'rz. Xo) I don't recan the. individual's name. 
Senator NrNN. When did YOU ]('tll'll the :\[etropolitan Police De

partment had turlled the Pi'omuto in:tol'm(ttiou over to the U.S. 
,AJtOl'lWY'S Office illstea.d of dhectly to the DEA ~ 

::\Ir. Anx'l'z. This would have been in the vicinity of the week, 
cl1ll'illp; the week of August 12 or 9. 

Senator NuxN'. This is the same cOllversation we have just been 
talking ahout. This is yOul' second conversation with officer Shoffler? 

Mr. AUN'l'Z. That is' COl'l'C'ct. 
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Senator NUNN. This would have been approximately a week aiter 
your initial conversation with officer Shoffler ~ 
. Mr .. ARNTZ. That is also correct. 

Senator NUNN. At that time you learned that that was what they 
were. planning to do .but had they already done this when you taUred 
to hIm the second tIme ~ 

Mr. ARNTz. I don't know if that had already happened or not. 
Senator NUNN. He just informed you that was the procedure by 

which they were going to proceed ~ 
1\11'. ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator Nmm. vVhen did you advise your supervisor of that 

information ~ 
Mr. ARN'l'z. At my earliest opportunity, which I believe was the 

next clay. 
Senator Nmm. So that would have been about a week, about 7 

clays after the first conversation with Officer Shoffler, which took 
place during the week of August 9, August 12 ~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. This would have occurred during the week if we 

count Monday, tb~ 9th, as being the week of August 9, this would 
have occurred durmg the week of Monday, the 16th, through Mon
day, the 20th ~ 

Mr .. ARNTZ. To the best of my recollection that is correct. 
Senator Num·T. The letter from the Metropolitan Police Depart

ment to the U.S. AttoI'lley's Office is dated August 19. That would 
be 10 days after your conversation with Officer Shoffler, assuming 
the conversation took place on August 9. 

Mr. ARN'.rZ. If that is the date on there, that is correct. 
Senator NUNN. In relation to that date, 'when did you tell Mr. 

Dayle that the information was going to the U.S. Attorney's Office ~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. At my earliest opportunity after hearing the infor

mation, which would have probably been the day after I talked with 
Shofflsr the second time. 

Senator NUNN. 1Vnat did Mr. Dayle do with this information? 
1\11'. ARN'.rZ. I was present when he called regional management. 

I do not recall who he spoke with. I believe it was Mr. Swallk. 
Senator NUNN. That was the second, or after the second conver

sation with Officer Shomer and the second conversation with MI'. 
Dayle on this subje?t~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. That IS correct. 
Senator NUNN. You were present ~ He called Mr. Swank while 

you were there in the office ~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. So there was no delay whatsoever in conveying thnt 

information to regional headquarters ~ 
Mr .. A.RNTZ. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. 'What was the date MI'. Dayle contacted 1\:[1'. Wil-

liam Durkin ~ 
Mr. AUNTZ. I don't know that. You will have to ask Mr. Dayle. 
Senator NUNN. He did not do that in your presence ~ 
l\fl'. AUNTZ. I did not hear him speak' with Mr. Durkin. 
Senator NUNN. Did you learn that later by conversations with 

either Mr. Dayle or Mr. Durkin ~ 
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:t\fr. ARN'l'Z. Yes, I did. Mr. Dayle advised me that he had been 
instructed by Mr. Swank to eall Mr. Durkin. After his conversation 
,vith )[1'. Swank I observed Mr. Dayle make another caU I assumed 
h(' was calling Mr. Durkin. 

Senator NUNN. So that would have been on the same day, then ~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. Yes, sir. 
S('natol' :.\T"UNN. That would have been during the week of August 

I6? 
Mr. ARNTZ. To the best of my recollection that is correct. 
Scnator N"UNN. If we look<:,d at the Friday rather than the Monday, 

then pl'ohnbl;\' the latest that could have occurred would have been 
August 20 ~ isn't that correct ~ 

~rr. ARNTZ. It could have been the 23rd. 4th, 5th; I don't know. 
I flon~t lmow the date exnctly. ' 

Senator Xl:JXN. You ,Ycl'en't ll) the office on Saturday, were you? 
:1\£1'. ARNTZ. No. 
Senator NUNN. Yon ·weren't in the office on Sunday, were you? 
:Mr. AR~nz. No. 
Senator NUNN. So if it occnrred during the w('ek of the 16th it 

·would hnv(' to have occurred by Augnst 20, which was Friday; is 
that COl'l'(lct? 

Mr. ARNTZ. To the best of my recollection it occurred (luring the 
week. 

S(,Jlotor NUNN. Did you write any memorandum 01' reports on 
)'our cOllYersntions with Offieer Shomed You mentioned one. Did 
vou write any others? 
. ~rr. ARNTZ. No, sir, I diu not. 

Senator NUNN. So the only memorandum you ever reduced to 
writing on your conversation ,vith Officer Sholr'ler took place during 
the middle of the month of September ~ 

Mr . ..:\ .. RNTZ, That l'r.port that I gaye to the Office of Inspectior. 
that yon just referred to was one. I prepal'ed a memorandum after 
my int(ll'view wHh Mr. lUannel of the subcommittee staff. 

Senator NUXN. This subcommittee. staff~ 
JUl'. ARX'l'Z. That is correct. 
Senator Xu};"~. 1Vhen was that cOllversatioll and when was that 

memorandum, approximately ~ 
Mr. ARNTZ. I would guess around th(~ 20th of May. 
Senator N UNN. Of this year ~ 
l\fr. ARNTZ. That is correct. 
Senator NCNN. 1975? 
Ur. ARN'l'Z. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. So in your whole involvement with this investi

aation beginning with ;rolH' initial cOllversation with Officer Shoffler, 
therc al'e i'cally two memos l'cduce.cl to writing· one would have been 
in the middle of Scptember that would have been fnrnishec1 to the 
Ofllce of Inspection, r believe 01llcer Dick; is that right ~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. I believe thut memol'andum was prepared as a result 
of my conversation with Thomas Cash. 

Senator N UNN. Thomas Cash. I am sorry; I had the name wrong. 
All right. That would have been ill the l11id(n~ of Septe~ber. 

There was allother memorandum that YOll gave to tlns subconum.ttee. 
Mr. ..A.RNTZ. That is correct. 



Sl'nator NUNN. In about :May of 1975? 
)11', .. A .. RN'l'Z. That is correct. 
Srnator NUNN. As far as you know those are the only two wT'ittl'n 

rrrords of llllY cOllwI'sations yon had during this cOUl:se of this in-
yestigation? . . ,-

~fl'. ARNTZ. YC's. sir. 
Srnatol' NUNN. Ha.ve yon sern any written memorandums that 

anyone else in tIl(' officl' of DEA or a~1Yone else in genC'ral has pre
pared on this whole subjl'ct ~ Did you' see any meinorandnms that 
l\fr. DaYle prepared, for jnstancc~ 

1f1'. ARNT7.. I have not seen any. 
SC'nator KUNN. Are yon aware of anv other memorandums ('on

crrning j-his othC'l' than 'the August 19 memorandum from the Metro
politan Police Department~ , 

}\fl'. ARXT7.. No. sir. 
SC'uator XID\N. How do you norma11y handle inh'grity mntters ~ 

Do yon normally r('(lnrC' these cOllvC'l'sations to writing, or do you 
normally h[ln(l1e jt omIlv? 

)f1'. AR"i'l'7.. I l)(>li('\-e mv guidelinrs are onlv that I am to advise 
mv immediatr snpC'l'visor rtt my rar1i('st opportlmity and I don't know 
of any gnielrlines to l'('(l11ce thrse tYpC'R of allegations to writing. 

Srl1fltOl' Nux::>T. If thrre are such guidelines yon arc not familiar 
~fuili~' '. 

:'If1'. ARXTZ. That is correct. 
S('l1atOl' NtTN::>T. 1\Ir. DavIe. wonld you take th(' microphonC'. please ~ 

'YC' hn."r estahlisl1Pd Angtlst 9, according to the afficl::n-it of 1\£1'. Arntz, 
and nothing that has bC'('n giv('n h(,1'e this morning has been incon
siRtent with that. as the date that nil'. Arntz had his initial conve1'
Pl1tion with Officer ShoJrIer regarding Promuto. 

Do yon ]1[1\-C' any (lyid('nc(' that w'ill show that August!) was not 
thC' elate of this initial COllvf'I'sation ~ 

Mr. DAYLE. NOll(" sir. with the exception that it is not totany 
consist:pnt with mv 1'C'co]]prtion of the time frame. 

Senator XtTNN. 'r know it is not totally consistent with your recol
h'ction. Hut do von have any evidC'Uc(>' that would make this in any 
way incorrC'ct information that we receh-ed from Mr. Arnt.z in the for111 
of 'the afHc1n-dt, 'which I l)('lieYe YOU heard~ You heard that read, 
did you not ~ " 

l'Ifl'. DAYf,l'~. Y(,8. sir. 
Renator :NU~N. Regarding the testimon:v we have hl'al'd this mOl'n-

ing, do Yon hav(\ anv information that would contradict that ~ 
'~fl'. Dxrm. Not ,,,ith the exception jnst noted, sir. 
Renator ~UXN. 'With the exceptioll of? 
lIf1'. DAYLE. Of my in(lep(mdcnt recoll('ction. 
Scnator Nmm. Yon t(,Htified yesterday thl1t yon contacted ]\t(I'. Swank 

on thC' same day that you received the inforination from 1\11'. Arntz. 
r s this correct?-

IV!l'. Ihrm. Yes, sir. Thnt is my recollection. 
Senator NU::>TN. Again what was that c1ute. to your rC'collection ~ 
1\11'. DAYJ"J~. I fixed the filst meeting with Mr. Arntz some time 

abont the middle of A,np:nst and the second one approximately a 
week 01' 10 clays followmg that. 

Senator NUN-N. Could this date h[tYe been August 9, 1974:~ 
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Mr. DA1.J',E. Not in tcrms of my recollection of the issue. Senator. 
Senator NUNN. Do you have any specific-I know yon have a 

recollection and we. ar() not trying to disturb that recollection, but 
do you have anytJung' to peg that. l'rcollection so that makes YOll 
virtually certain that it was not on August $) ~ 

1\[1,'. D.\Yu,. No, sir. I am not virtually c(~l'tnin that it is not August 
n. However, nw best recol]('ctioll is that it ,,,as not, and as indicated 
in my testimony of yrstm'day, there were flvo factors governing the 
time> frame which I fixed. 

One of those was m~' approximation of about one month prior to 
th,e on-site arrival of l\fr. 3.\filano for duty at the \\Tashington Dis
trld Office. 

S;l1fltor NtTNN. So what you are saying is although yonI' recol
JC'ctlOn does not put the date on August D. you conldnot, YOll do not 
intC'l1cl to say it could not haTC heen on Allgnst !H 

)11'. D.\YLE. No, sir. I on1v wish to SaY that while it could have 
happenC'd on August the 9Ul, it is not mv recollc>ction that it did. 

Srllator Xt:xx. 'Would yon repeat tluit last strttcmeut? 
1\11'. DAYLE. Yes. iiiI'. ,Yhilc it couM hft\,2 happened on August 

flth, within the contmd, of possibility, it is not my recollection that 
it did hapP(,l1 on August o. ' 

S!'l1ntol' NrxN. I thillk thnt is cJNU'. 
Yon heard the testimony yt'strrday that approximntplv 10 days 

ftftcl' yOllI' illitinl C'ol1vcl'sation with ~\.rntz C'oIlCt'rning Pl'ol11nto, yon 
had allothpJ' ('Oll\'('l'sntiol1 with 3.\11'. Arntz. Is that correct? 

)[1'. DAYT,F.. Yes, sir. 
Senator N'rXN. That wOllltl place the date of the sP('onu ronvrr

sation on or about Augllst HI, 197-1, assuming that this Augnst 9th 
chte is correct. Again, I know that is not vour recollertioll. hut as
suming A up:us1: 0 Will'! the first date and the second date would hftvo 
heen 80me"\vh('r(' aronnd A Ugllst 10 ~ 

MJ'. Thyra:. Yps. :J1athC'matically, that would he correct. 
S('natoI' N:rN'N. You IUl'ther t<>stificcl that after your .second ~on

VP1'HlttiO~1 WIth ::\[1'. Arntz yon called 3.\11'. Swank agalll and Mr. 
Swank lllHtl'lletr.>d von to ca1J ::\11'. Durkin. Is that corl'ect? 

:\11'. DAYr.E. Tlult is COl'l'C':ct. 
Senator Nuxx. Again, lmsrd on the assnmption :l'cgal'ding August 

V and Augnst 19, yon wouJd have' calleel :\fr. Swank and :'\!i .. Durkin 
on the samc elate', wlwtcm.!l' that. date was? 

:'I fl'. Ih.YIJE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NtrN~. Yon further tcstiflt'c1 that you calleel )f1', Durkin 

imlllediately after talking to 1\I1'. Swank on' the same duy. Is this 
c01'L'ect~ 

::\11'. DAYU~. This is COl'1'ect. 
Senator Nr~N. That would mean thn.t yon had your conn·rsntion 

with 1\11'. 'William Durldll, regarding Pl'omnto, around August 1D, 
if this information wc got this moming n.oout August 9 is COl'l'C'ct? 

1\[1'. DAYJ,J~. Only hased on that assnmption; yes, sir. 
Senator NUXN: )11'. Daylc, MI'. Durkin testified that his recol

lection was that he did not rcceive the Pl'OlUuto hlfol'mation from :vou 
until September the 10th. l1::von given 11 few days from Allgnst, und 
August 10, ill otlWl' worels, eycn if we arc a week off there. according 
to your recollection, conld 1\11'. Durkin be correct on the September 
1 0 ~date; is that possible ~ 
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Mr. DAYr~. May I have your question again, please? 
Senator NUNN. I.Jet's just say, even assuming some error in this 

August 9th, we have information which pretty well pegs down 
August 9th, we have information from an sources that says it was 
about 10 days later when you got this information from ]\fl'. Swank 
and l\fr. S"'unk said for you 'to can Mr. William Durkin. 

Is it possible undC'r these kinds of conditions that Mr. Durkin 
could have rect'ivcd his first word of this on September 10~ 

Mr. DAYLE. Not as to my recollection of the time frame involved; 
that is. that neither of those issues is within the realm of my 1'eco1-
lrctiOll of it; that is, neitllPJ' the 9th nor the week to 10-dn.y time 
frame fonowing that. 1101' the 10th of September. . 
. 1\1; recollection is again, Senntor. in response to your line of qnes

tlOnmg yestC'rclay, !J.sking me for my best guess. I believe that I fixed 
my hC'st gu(>ss, although I was reluctant to do so because of the 
possibility of inaccumcy, at the last weC'k in August as to my second 
convC'rsation with ::\11'. Arntz, and my telephone conversation with 
1\fr. Durkin. . 

8('nal'or KVNN. So your best l'(lcol1ect;ion ,>'ould have been that it 
waR. sonwwhct:p aurin~ tIll' week bl'ginning on Monday, the 26th, and 
cnc1!ng 011 FrIday, the 30th,-thnt would have been your best l'ecol
)C'ctJon and that is what YOU h,stHled yesterday-when you conveyed 
this jl1fl1rmation to ~fl'. 'Durkin ~ 

Mr. DAYLB. YC's, Flir. 
Scnntor )r(T:~m. I want to go back to Mr. Arntz and correct the 

],pcOl'd bC'(':luse yoU were correct and we were incorrect on the clate 
oT. Augnst 12. ;:\ngust 12 is on a Monday. This was not any attempt to 
InJslcud yon. "\Ve had the wrong calrmdar and the wrong month. 

Angnst 12 W(1.R 011 Monday and the record should reflect that and 
so that meaus that the 12th t'o the 16th would have been the week that 
you P(lggl'Cl. IR that llOW correct~ 

Mr. ARNTZ. Yes, sir, as ol'iginaHy stated. 
Rrnut·ol' KtTNN. So August 12 to the IG would have been your best 

recollection, and so that would say that 10 days after that would have 
bern somcwhel'(l between the week of August 19 und August 26 and 27. 

So your testimony and Mr. }hyle's really places the week, us I 
would sec H, somewhere between the 23rd and the 30th as the best 
estimate hoth of you havc. It seems to me you are pretty consistent 
at this point. 

?III'. ARN'rz. Yt1S, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you agree with that, Mr. Dayle ~ 
Mr. DAYLE. Y (lS, sir'. 
S(lnator NUN~. Thank y.ou very much, both of YOll, for app.earing. 

I:f: you could Walt a few mmutes, I don't know how long we WIn take 
this morning, but; I would appl'eciate it if you would wait in cuse 
we have to clarify anything else. 

Our llt'xt witnc'ss is'Mr. Hobert Richardson, Associate Chief Conn
sel of DII~A. 

Mr. Richardson, hold up yOUl.' right hand, please. 
Do you swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, 

the whole truth, and nothing but the trnth, so help you God~ 
:;)11'. RICHARnsoN. I do. 
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT RIOHARDSON, ASSOOIATE OHIEF 
OOUNSEL, DRUG ENFOROEMENT ADMINISTRATION 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Richardson, would you state your name and 
present position ~ 

].fl'. RICHARDSON. Robert T. Richardson; Associate Chief Counsel, 
Drug Enforcement Administration. . 

Senator NliNN. That is your pJ:esent position? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, ·sir. 
Senator NUXN. Mr. Richardson, what was your position in this 

time frame we have been talking about this morning; tlw,t is, August
September 1974? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. The same. 
Senator NUNN. The same position? 
Mr. RIOIIARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. From about 1969 until Mr. Bartels resignation, 

did J.on work for Mr. Bartels in the New York strike force, ODAIJE, 
and 111 DEA? 

Mr. RIOHARDSON. It was the Newark, N.J. strike force. 
Senator N UNN. It was the N ewarIc, N .• I. strike force? 
Mr. RIOI-IARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Is there a separate strike force in New York? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Sruatol' NUNN". So yon worked ill Newark, N.J. strike force? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. That was also Mr. Bartels? 
Ml'. RtcHARDSO::S-. For a period of time; yes, sir. Not solely. I was 

tllrre before he arrived and after he arrived. 
Senator NUNN. Djd yon ever work in the Now York office ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Barte1s, to the best of your knowledge, 

work in the New York office? 
Mr. RICIIARnSON. No; he was an assistant U.S. attorney r01' a per

iod of time in the 1960's. 
Senator Nmm. ",\Vhnt was your position from September 1974 

through January 1975 ~ 
:Ml'. RWHARDSON. I was the Associate Chief Counsel of the Drug 

Enforcement Administration. 
Senator NUNN. Priol' to that, what was your position in DEA ~ 
Mr. RrcUARDSON. Sie, Ii'om the time th~at DBA was formed on 

July 1, 1973, I was assigned to the Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
Section of the Oriminal Division of the Department of JustiJe. 
Ho\y<wel'; my duties were over in the Drug Enforcement Admini
stration as a.ssistant to .Mr. Bartels from July 1973 until December 
of 1073. 

Tn December of 1973, I returned to the Department and stayed 
thm:e until approximately July 1, 01' thel'cabouts, of 197'1 when I 
came over to DBA. 

Senator NUNN. V\Then did yon first leaI'll of the information re
ceived on associations of Vincent Pl'omuto ~ 

:Mr. RIOHAUDSON. It, was 011 I~'l'iday, September 13, 1974. 
Senator NUNN. Did ]\fl'. Bl'osan ask you to accompany him to 

brief lHr. Bartels on the Promuto c:1se~ 
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..QIr. l{rcHAlmsox. No, sir, he did not. 
Smator NUNN. Do you recall how you first learned about Mr. 

'v"'lncent Promuto. any information on him and his associations~ 
.Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator XUNN. Give us that for the I'ecord, please . 
..l\Ir. RIC'IIARDSON. I was in New York City at my mother-in-luwTs. 

hohle on Friday, the 13th. I received a telephone call from Mr. Bruce 
.Jensen, "ho was the Executive Assistant to Mr. Bartels. 

I-Ie asked me if I had relayed Mr. Promuto's name to anyone in 
the lVhite House concerning the position in the Drug Enforcement 
Administra tion. 

I told hilTl no; asked him what was the matter. He said there' is 
a problem. I was going to see ::\Ir .. Jensen the following night at a 
l'f'tirt'rnent dinner in New tT ersey and we decided that we would 
discns.'3 it a little further. following that. 

Following the night Ot September H, and at the dinner, I met 
with )J1' .• J ensen and I believe jIr. Durkin also, Mr. lVilIiam Durkin. 

At that time the thrC'e of us had a very general discussion that 
there was a problem within the agency concerning Mr. Promllto .. 

~~fter the (linner, I had a sOl1H'what more indepth conversatioll with 
::\1r. ,Jensen. Durkin was not present at that cOllversation. 

f;C'llatDl' XFXX. The first cOllversation was the dinner? 
)f1'. HICHARnsoN. It wasn't at dinner, sir.' I don't want to leave 

that imprC'ssion because tlH're were a number of other people present 
at the t:lble. It might han! been as soon as we left the table and went 
to the \'ocktuil lounge for a cocktail. Mr. Durkin was present only 
for a Yt'l'Y :::hol't period of time. 

Senator Xt:xx. )fr. ·William Durkin ~ 
::\11'. IhcII.\llDSOX. Yes. 
Senator Xt:NX. )11'. \\,Yilliam Durkin being in DEA~ 
!\II'. RIC'II.\Rnsox. Yes, hI' was present for a very short period of 

time. '1'lw11 he went off to have conversations with other persons. I 
remained with ::'Ifr. Jensen and we discussed the problem as Mr . 
• J CURPll tllC'll knew it. 

Ill' hriefed me ruthrr genrrally on the potential problem and he 
discussed how the information should best be brought to }Hr. Bartels' 
uti'ention whell he returlled from Europe the following week. 

St'lULtor XUN'N'. ·When did you first talk to Mr. Brosan about the 
Promuto case? 

Mr. RICHARDSOX. That was 011 Monday morning, Septem~er 16; 
Senator XCXN. That ,vou1c1 have been after your conversatIOn wlth 

Mr .. Jenst'll and )11'. DUl'kin in Xcw York~ 
)11'. RICHARDSON'. Yes, sir. ::\11'. Brosan came to my office. 
Scnator XUNN. Mr. Brosan came to your office~ 
1\[1'. ItrcHARDsON. Yes, sir. 
Senator XUNN. Did ::'III'. Brosan ask you to brief, to accompany 

him to brief )11'. Bartels on the Promuto case ~ 
)11'. HICJIAIU)SON. Xo, sir. He did not. I askecl him. 
Senator NUNN. You asked him~ 
111'. TIrcIIARDsON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. That was that same day~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. It was that morning at 9 :30. 
Senator Nm\'x. ,Yhy did you ask him ~ 
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Saturday night Mr. Jensen and I had a discussion 
in which ·we recognized that there had been a breakdown in the 
relationship between ~1l:. Brosan and Mr. Bartels. 

,Ye realized that this was the potential inspection matter and that 
1\11'. Brosan was responsible for informing the administrator when 
he rehu'ned Trom Europe. We did not 10l0W how the extent of that 
breakdown in relationship would affect their meeting. 

It was agreed between Mr. Jensen aml myself, subject to Mr. 
Brosan's approyal, that someone, another official of DEA, who was 
relatively a close friend with nil'. Bartels, would accompany Mr. 
Brosan to that meeting. 

We agreed that tllilt person shoul(l best be Mr. Durkhl, Mr. 
,Villiam Durkin, since ~Ir. Durkin had originally heard of the infor
mation and passed it onto inspection. It was, 0·£ course, importullt 
to us that an;v information along these lines be kept to a minimml1 
number of people. 

I contacted ~Ir. ,Yilliam Dnr1..~n at approximately 8 :30 Monday 
mOl'lllng, the 16th. I advised him of my cOllversation with 1h. 
,Jensen' on the preyiol1s Saturday night. 

Senator N"CNN. That was the same Saturday night you would have 
1>een with lUI'. Durkin but YOU and Mr. Jensen conferred after Mr. 
Durkin le>ft: is that right?" 

)Ir. RICIIAllOSON. Tliat is correct. 
Senator N"CXN. So this cOlwersation with Mr .• Jensen you are 

alluclillg to now did not take place with :JIr. Durkin ~ He Wi'!d not 
th('re~ 

:Jlr. RrclIAllOSOS. X o. sir. 
S('uatol' XI5XN. Go ahead. 
Mr. RrnUllDSON. I advised ~Ir. Durkin of my conversation with 

)'fr. ')(,llsen [md of our suggestion. He agreed that it was a ~(ood 
idra. However, he had one problem. 

I..Iah'l' that day, 01' that cvening, he was leaving to go down South. 
If we did not br'icf :;\(1'. Bartels on that l\ionday, which was o. very 
real possihi1it~y, he would not he available the following day at any 
possible briefing. 

I sngg('st('(J, that would be fine, and in that event someone {'l~e 
wonld a('compallY Mr. Brosan. ~Ir. Bl'osan came to my office apprOXl~ 
matt'1y 0 :30 in tllc morning, anel asked me e~actly wha~ I knew about 
the I)l'omnto matter and WIth whom I had cliscussecllt. 

I l'clai<>cl it to him, my conversation with Mr. Jensen and Mr. 
Durkin, the previous Satnrclay night, und my conversation with Mr. 
Durkin, ,Vi11iam. Durkin. carJier that morning. 

I o1Ypred him the sngg('stion that someone accompany him and 
he ';y('lcomcd the suggestion. That was the sum and substance, I guess, 
of our cOllvcrsatiml. 

S(lnntor NUNN. Did you tell Mr. Brosan why you thought it was 
good for you to aceonipany him ~ 
. ::\11'. l{rcIIARDSON. Yes, sir. 

Senator Nt.TNN. Yon were fra.nk with hjl11 about it ~ 
~Ir. HWHAtmsoN. lIe recognized the breakdown in relationship, 

sir. 
Senator NUNN. That meeting would have taken pla.ce approxi

mately September 17 ~ 
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Mr, RICHARDSON. Yes, sir; Monday morning. 
Senator NUNN. That was l\1onday, September 16 ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. That is correct, sir. 
Senator NUNN. You were in the office with Mr. Bartels and Mr. 

Brosan~ 
Ml', RICHARDSON. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Tllesday~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Pardon me, sir ~ 
Senator NUNN. When did you go to see Mr. Bartels with Mr. 

Brosan~ 
Mr~ RICHARDSON. The following afternoon, Tuesday afternoon, 

September 1'7, approximately 2 o'clock. 
Senator NUNN. So the meeting with Mr. Brosan, discussing the 

meeting with 1\11'. Bartels was on Monday, but the actual meeting 
with Mr. Bartels was on Tnesday~ 

1\'[1', RICHARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. It was Tuesday afternoon, September 1'7~ 
1\11', RICHARDSON. That Brosan and I went into Mr. Bartels' office. 
Senator NUNN. 'Vas anybody else there that day~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. Tell us what took place there~ 
Mr. RIOHARDSON. vVe went into Mr. Bartels' office and Mr. Brosan 

had with him a 4- or 5-page briefing memorandum for himself 
which set forth the allegations which had been received from Of lice l' 
Shoffler. 

It also set forth a brief synopsis of what investigation had been 
conducted und what the results of that investigation had been up 
until September 1'7. Mr. Brosan stated that one allegation had been 
disproven. 

Senator NU1'\N. One allegation had been disproven ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. That is correct, sir. But there were still four or 

five remaining, Mr. Bartels had then asked us after this briefing 
what our suggestions were on how to handle that matter. 

Mr. Brosan then offered three possible alternatives: (1) MI'. Bartels 
should call Mr. Promuto in the office, confront him with the a.llega
tions and summarily ask for his resignation; (2) we could conduct 
a full-blown investigation of the allegations that remained outstand
ing; and (3) we could do nothing. 

Mr. Brosan stated that the option of doing nothing did not fit, 
he did not agree with. 

Senator NUNN. Mr Brosan stated that~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Bartels was-I think I should interject also that there was one 

allegation ~hat was not given to us by 9fficer Shoffler, but also re
layed to 111m and that was an allegatlOn that Mr. Promuto had 
been observed earlier in the year in about July the same year at the 
airport with a female whom he identified as a particular individual. 

Subsequent investigation proved that identification to be wrong. 
S~nator Nm'l'N. lVIlo identified ~ 
Mr. RIOHARDSON. MI'. Thomas Oash stated to Mr. Brosan that he 

had observed Mr. Promuto at the Dulles Airport with the female 
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whom he identified as a paJ:ticular woman who was related to a 
person who was mentioned in the. Ol:iginal allegations as we had 
received them from Officer Shoffler, and that the person mentioned 
h1 the memorandum that we received from the Metropolitan Police 
Department was a suspected class I trafficker. 

Mr. Bl'osan stated that Mr. Cash had observed a photograph of the 
particular girl whom he identified and made a positive identification 
of this particular girl as having been at the airport with Mr. Promuto 
some time in July of that year. 

It was that subsequent-it was that identification which was sub
sequently proven wrong later on in the investigation. Mr. Bartels 
was rather concerned. . 

Senator NUNN. "'¥ as this person Diane De Vito~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir., It was not. Mr. Thomas Cash was abso

lutely certain at that time that the perSOll whom he had observed 
at the airport was someone other than Diane DeVito. 

Senator NTINN. ,Vho did it turn out to be~ 
1\11'. RrcHARDSON. The person at the airport, to the best of my infor

mation, turned out to be Diane DeVito. 
Mr. Bartels was vcry concerned that Ml" Brosan would suggest 

that we summarily ask for the resignation of Mr. Promuto. 
Senator Nmm. ",Vho said this ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Bartels stated to 1fr. Brosan and mvself 

that he was rather concerned that we would ask for the resignation 
of Mr. Promuto. 

Senator NTINN. That this was one of the options you mean~ 
Mr. RrcHARDSON. That is correct, sir, based upon information which 

was sti1l allegation and had not been proven at all. 
Mr. Brosan at that time stated that he did not think that Mr. 

Pl'omuto could offer anything which would add to the investigation 
OJ.' add to the allegations. He did not think that 1\fl'. Promuto could 
in any way explain away any of the allegations and that any inter
rogation of him or any explanation which he would offer would be, 
or any attempt to get an explanfl;tion .from him would be fruitless. 

Senator NUNN. 1\11'. Br:OSRll stud tlllS~ 
:Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir, he did. This concerned-this attitude 

oI a lack of confrontation and a lack of offering a suspect, if you 
will, the opportunity to offer all explanation for allegations that had 
been put forth against him seriously concerned Mr. Bartels and it 
went agalnst his training as an attorney. 

Senator NTINN. You are saying Mr. Bl'osan was dogmatic in his 
feeling that the allegations were true ~ Is that what you are saying? 

1\11'. RWITARDSON. No, sir. W1mt I am saying is Mr. Brosan felt that 
Mr. Promuto could not offer any explanation whatsoever which could 
explicate himself or explain away those allegations and therefore any 
attempt to intel'l'ogate him to get any explanation would be fruitless. 

Senl).tor NUNN. So :Mr. Brosan did not think there would b~ allY 
need to interrogate Mr. ProIDuto; is that right ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. 'fhat is correct. 
Senator NUNN. 'Vhat was 2.{r. Bartels reaction to that ~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. He objected to that. 
Senator N'UNN. Wl1ut was his reason ~ 

55-855-75-6 
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~fr. RICHARDSON. He said any man against whom charges have been 
lodged has a right tmder the laws of this cotmtry to be confronted 
with those charges and to offer an explanation. It is quite possible 
that the charges would be wrong. 

Senator NUNN. So there was a serious disagreement there between 
Mr. Brosan and Mr. Bartels~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. That is correct, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Was Mr. Brosan's position that he wanted to in

vestigate further before Promuto was confronted 01' was he saying he 
didn't want to confront him at all ~ 

Mr. RIClL'ROSON. Mr. Brosan was of the opinion that an investiga
tion would, if he pursued the option to conduct an investigation, all 
that he would be able to come up with in all probability would be an 
additional 5 or 10 allegations, none of which, like the original 5 that 
he then had, would be subject to substantiation, corroboration or re
futation. 

Senator NUNN. Are you saying Mr. Brosan felt a further investi
gation was fruitless and did not want to pursue that option, but 
rather wanted to pursue the option of having Mr. Promuto resign; is 
that correct ~ 

Mr. RICIllRDSON. That is effectively correct. 
Senator NUKX. So you came down hard on the resignation option ~ 
Mr. RrcII.<umsox. Yes. 
Senator N UNN. He came down soft on the further investigation 

option ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Bartels didn't agree with that~ 
Mr. RrcHARDSON. 1\:[1'. Bartels made no decision on September 17. 
Senator NUN:."T. Did he at that time give any indication that he 

wanted to call off the investigation ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator Nmm. Did he in any way limit the scope of the investiga

tion during that meeting ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator N "UNN . ..:\.itel' 1f1'. Brosan departed :[1'0111 the meeting, what 

did you and Mr. Bartels discuss ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I left the room with Mr. Brosan. 
Senator NUNN. You did.n't have any indi,iduaI discussion with Mr. 

Bartels at that meeting~ 
Mr. RICIllRDSON. Not at that meeting; no, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did you lated 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. Shortly thereafter. 
Senator NUNN. Did you later in the day?' 
:Mr. RICIIARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUl'm. 'What was the essence of that conversation?' 
Mr. RrcnARDsoN. I returned to Mr. Bartels' office. \V'e discussed-
Senatol.· N UNN. At his l.·equest ~ 
:lvII'. HICITARDSON. Yes, he had called me 'at my office and I received 

the message. I called him back. He started to discuss it. I asked him 
if he wanted me to come into his office and discuss it. He said yes. 
I went in. 

Senator NUNN. How long was this after the fil'st meeting?' 
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:Mr. RICHARDSQN, This was approximately 4 p.m. I went into his 
office. :Bfr.Bartels was upset at lVIr. Brosan for insisting on the resig
nation option. He was also upset with me since I had concurred in 
that option. 

Senator NUNN. You con(!urI'ed with :Mr. Brosan in saying Promuto 
shou1cl 1'esio'11 ~ 

:MI'. RICII~P.J)SQN. Yes. Therewas a meeting approximately 5 p.m. 
the night before, September 16, at which Mr. Tartagli11o, Mr. Bruce 
Jensen, and I discussed the matter. 

I discussed it earlier in the day with :Mr. Brosan. I am not sure 
whether :Bir. Brosp,n was with Mr. Tartaglino and :Mr. Jensen and 
myself. . 

Senator NUNN. So you didn't think further investigation could be 
warranted either then ~ You felt the resignation should take place ~ 

Mr. RICHAJ>.J)SON. I agreed at that time that that would have been 
the best course of action; yes. 

Senator NUNN. Go ahead. 
Mr. IhoHARDSON. Mr. Bartels was upset at myself and at Mr. Bro

san for suggesting this course or action. He again relied upon his 
training and lectured me that my training as aI~ attorney should 
have rt.t least allowed someone who was charged WIth what amounts 
to rather serious allegations to be offered the opportunity to explain 
those allegations away since they may not be true. 

At that time in that conversation he asked the secretary to call Mr. 
Thomas Durkin in New .r ersey. As 11e was doing that, he told me that 
the following day, on ·Wednesday, I should go to New Jersey and 
discuss the matter with Mr. Durkin, Thomas Durkin. 

Senator NUNN. Had you ever discussed anything with :Mr. Thomas 
Durkin before ~ 

Mr. RlcJ:L:mDsoN. Yes. 
Senator NUN:~T. At this point I am going to have to recess for about 

5 minutes. Senator Jackson will be here. I am being called -for an
other committe., where. I have a bill that is being marked up. 

I regret having to interrupt at this point. vVould you please remain 
here and we will be back and either Senator Jackson or I will be 
back in about 5 minutes. 

Mr. RICIIARDSON. Yes, sir. 
[Brief recess.] 
(Member present after the tald.ng of a brief recess: Senatol' Nunn.] 
Senator NUNN. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Mr. Richardson, I believe we left off as you were going into Mr. 

Bartels' office 011 this same day, I believe. Tuesday, ~September 17, 
ancl you had a meeting about 2 :30 with Mr. Brosan and :Mr. Bartels ~ 

Mr. RICJIARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. You were called back into Mr. Bartels' office at 

about 4 o'clock ~ 
Mr. RWHARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. 4:15, 4:30~ Wbi~h was it~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Approximately 4 o'clock. 
S~na~or NUNN'. Would you take up from there for the purpose of 

contmUlty and tell us what happened when you went back into Mr. 
Bartels' office ~ 
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Mr. RWTIAROsoN. Mr. Bartels directed me to go the following day, 
on Wednesday, to Ne:v .Te:sey to meet with ,Mr. Thomas Dl"!-rkin to 
discuss this matte).' wIth hIm. At the same tIme, he was callmg Mr. 
Durkin on the telephone. We got Mr. Durkin on the phone. Mr. 
Durkin, he had a conversation with Mr. Durkin. 

Senator N UNN. While you were there ~ 
Mr. RIOTIAROsoN. ·While I was there, yes, sir, discussing this mattcr 

and in vcry brief, general terms. He hung up the phone. He told me 
Mr. Durkin would be down the following day, on Wednesday, and 
that I was to meet with Mr. Durkin in vVashingtonas opposed to 
New .Tersey the following day. 

Senator NUNN. That would have been \iVednesday, September 18~ 
Mr. RWHARDSON. That is right, sir. 
That was basically the sum and substance of that conversation. 
Senator NUNN. In other words,. you didn't talk abou~ much in 

depth, he just wanted you to be WIth Mr. Thomas Durkin. Is that 
riO'ht ~ 
~1r. RICHARDSON. I am certain we discussed the allegations. Mr. 

Bartels had the four-page report. The principal thing that we dis
cussed, Senator, was, number one, the option which went against ~lr. 
Bnrtels' principles of asking a man to resign without giving him a 
fair opportunity to exp]ainaway the charges and also at that time, 
he-I am not certain of the otller things that we discussed. Later 
on--

Senator NUNN. What did Mr. Bartels tell Mr. Thomas Durkin on 
the telephone ~ Did he give him a briefing on the matter ~ 

IVIr. RICTIAUDSON. He gave him a general briefing on the matter. 
Senator NUNN. As if he had never heard of it ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Absolutely. 
Senator NUNN. In other words, your impression was from the con

versation you heard from your end, Mr. Bartels, it appeared Mr. 
Thomas Durkin have never been acquaintccl with this before, at least 
as far as Mr. Bartels was concerned ~ 

Mr. RICrIARDSON. There is no doubt in my mind, sir, that both Mr. 
Bartels and Mr. Thomas Durkin knew nothing about this until they 
were advised on the 17th. Later on that evening, r went to c1inne'r 
with Mr. Bartels and his administrative assistant, Mrs. Kerr. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. who~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mrs. Kcrr, K-e-r-r, the administrative assistant 

to Mr. Bartels. We went to dinner at which time, Mr. Bartels and I 
again discussed the matter. vVe discussed possible options. The con
yersation centered around the lack of coni:rontation issue. 

At that time, Mr. Bartels told me in no uncertain terms that 1\:[1'. 
Promuto will be given a fair opportmlity to respond to this and he 
assuredmc in no uncert£ in terms that if Mr. Promuto had done any
thing wrong, he would be fired; if he had not done anything wr0l1g 
he would stay. 

Mr. Bartels was satisfied with the way Mr. Promuto was hrmdling 
the Office of P'lblic Affairs and he saw no need to dismiss MI'. Pro
muto bused upon allegations which mayor may not be true. 

Senator NU1-TN. Let's back up just a minute to the early afternoon 
meeting on Tuesday the 17th, which was about 2 :30, with Mr. Brosan, 
Mr. Bartels, and yourself. rrhcre was a written, prepared kind of 
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briefing that you stated Mr. Brpsan had presented to Mr. Bartels 
at that meeting ~ 

Mr. Rrm:r.ARDsoN. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Did he present that memo for Mr. Bartels to read 

ordicl he present it orn.lly'? Do you recall~ , 
Mr. Rrcl:r.ARDSON. He presented it orally and then he left the docu

ment with Mr. Bartels when he left the room. 
Senator NUNN. )l\Tas there a copy of that document~ 
Mr. Rrcl:r.ARDSON. There 'Was only an original of that document at 

that time, to the best of my recollection, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did you have a copy at that time, or lated 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. Later on in the a,fternoon, at the 4 o'clock 

meeting, while I was there, Mr. Bartels called Mrs. Kerr in and told 
her that he was giving her a very sensitive document; she was not 
to read it, but slie was to make one copy of it and bring both the 
original and a single copy back into his office, which she did. 

. Senator NUNN. That was at the 4 o'clock meeting~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. That was at the 4 o'clock meeting. 
Senator NUNN. ·While you were there ~ 
Mr. nrcHARDsON. Yes. Mr. Bartels then took a, copy ancl placecl it in 

a sealed envelope and gave it to Mrs. Kerr and told her to lock it in 
his personal safe. I then took the original and I returned it at a 
later date~I don't believe it was the same da,y, probably the next 
day-to :Mr. Brosan. 

Senator N D"NN. Probably the next day, which would have been on 
t1le 18th~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Did you show it to anyone else~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator N mn·r. Did you make .'1ny copies of it ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. .. 
Senator NUNN. So When you delivered the original to Mr. Brosan, 

as far as you know there were just the original and one copy~ 
Mr. RrCHARDSON. 'l'hat is correct. 
Senator NUNN. The copy would have been according to Mr. Bartels' 

instructions, assuming they were carried out by his aclministrntive 
assistantr--is tIlat :right ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator N"UNN. Mrs. Kerd 
Mr. RrcHARDsON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. If those instructions were carried out, that would 

have been placed in a safe ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Then Mr. Br08an would have had the original~ 
Mr. RrCI!ARDsON. That is correct. 
Senator Nmm. Did you ever receive any information that any 

other copies were made·~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. So as far as you know, that was the status of the 

situu,tioll as of now~ 
Mr. RWHARDSON. As far as I know, yes. 
Senator NUNN". You don't know what happened to the original that 

Mr. Brosan hacH 
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Mr. RICIIARDSOX. No, sir. I don't recall eyer seeing it again. 
Senator NUNN. Let's go back to the Bartels-Thomas Durkm c?nver

sat ion on the telcph.one. "What did Mr. Bartels tell Mr. Dmlnn ~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSOX. I don't recall the specifics of it. I know he briefed 

him on the allegations in fairly general terms and he told him, JUl'. 
Durkin, that he was sending me fo New .Terse~T to discuss the matter 
with him. At that time, or after the conYersation, he told me that I 
would meet with Mr. Durkin the following day in the District of 
Columbia, since Mr. Durkin would be coming to \Vashington on 
\Vednesday. 

Senator NUNN. Do you know anything about what happened to the 
copy of the original memo that Mr. Brosan had ~ Did Mr. Brosan pre
pare the memo" and give it to Mr. Bartels? Do you know what hap
pened to the copy that they supposedly put into' the safe ~ 

Mr. RraITARDsoN. I subsequently found out the next day that it was 
given to )\fr. Durkin. 

Senator NUNN. "Which Mr. Dur1..'"in ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Thomas Durkin. 
Senator NUNN. Bv whom? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. 'I presume by ]\fr. Bartels. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know ,vhether that memo was given to Mr. 

Durkin tbe night before, September 17~ or was it given to him that 
morning', or do you know when he got it? 

:Hr. RICHARDS()N. r don't specificallv know when he got it. I met 
with 1\fr. Durkin on the afternoon of'the 18th. I know he had it at 
that time. 

Senator NUXN. Somewhere between approximately 4 to 4 :30 on 
September 17 and the next afternoon, September 18, when you met 
with Mr. Durkin, Mr. Durkin had received that copy of the Brosan 
memo? 

Mr. RrailARDsoN. That is correct. 
Senator NUNX. \Yhen ]\'[1'. Bartels called Mr. Thomas Dnrkin, did 

yon know who he was calling? Had you already met Mr. Durkin? 
Mr. RrcITARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. \Vherf-l had you first met him ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I it'st met Mr. Durkin in July of 197·1, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Where were you then ~ 
Mr. RXCIIARDSON. I was in DEA. 
Senator NUXN. In \Yashingtoll ~ 
~rl'. RICJIARDSOX. Y(>s, associate chief counsel. 
Senator NUNN. "What was the occasion of that meeting? 
Mr. HWIIATIDSOX. \Ye were discussing this subcommittee's investi

gation, I believe, into the matters invoh;ing, into allegations involving 
DI~A and Mr. Vesco. 

Senato!, NUXN. \~Te.re yon instructed to meet with Mr. Durkin, then, 
at that tIme, by anybody ~ 

Mr. RWHARDSON. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vas it a chance meetil1g~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON, No, sir. I was brought jl1. The nJlegations ('on

cel'lling ]\fl'. Vesco nt that time involvecl'three former 'agents who al
legedly had trayeled f~'om Los AngelQs, California, to New ,Tl'l'sey to 
condur.t some plecb'o1lIC's work at Mr. Vpsro's home and office. At 
that time, I was brought inh) that matter, as I say, sometime in ,Tu1y-
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I don't recall the specific date-and I believe it was a Thursday 
of the week. Mr. Durkin was 'aheady, I believe, involved in the 
matter. lInot, he certainly came into it the following day, on Friday. 

There was a group of us. There was :Mr. :Mel Moore, who was thcn 
Acting Ohief Inspcctor, myself, 1\11'. Bartels, Mr. Durkin, 1\11'. Pro
muto,~I believe :Mr. Haislip. There were a number of people in DEA 
who were at that time involved in the matter' and it was on that oc
casion, I belieye, the first time that I ever met Mr. Thomas Durkin. 

Senator NUNN. So this would haye been about two months later, 
two months after your first meeting with Mr. Thomas Durkin ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. In the same yead 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Did you have any clear understanding of what MI'. 

Thomas Durkin's role was both at the tinlC of the original meeting 
and later when you were asked to meet with him by Mr. Bartels ~ 

1\1:1 .. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. I believe he was a consultant. 
Senatol.' N UNN. You were told he was a consultant for DE.A ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know whether I was specifically told that 

or whether that was the definite impression I had, sir. I observed him 
going into the building and flash DEA credentials. So I knew he had 
some official connection with the organization. He was not a full-time 
employee. I presumecl he was a consultant. 

Senator l\UNN. Did you feel he was a legal consultant ~ ",Vas that 
his capacity, as you lUlderstooc1 it, or public relations ~ Whfit was tIle 
llfiture of his consultation in terms of what you expected ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. He was a consultant to the organization, to the 
best of my understanding. 

Senator NUNN. On any kind of problems~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSO::-;-. He was a consultant on this particular problem; 

yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What I am O"etting at, was he supposedly a legaJ 

consultant, looking fit the leg~ end of it or looking at tli~ public 
relations end of it, 01' what was his role ~ 

Mr. RICITARDSON. No. To the best of my knowledge, he was a con
sultant whose advice was sought on particular problems, whatever 
problems they might be. 

Senator NUNN. On the meeting with Mr. Bartels later that after
nOOll, at the 4 o'clock meeting, did he fisk you to assume command of 
the investigation? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. 
Scnator NUNN. Did he make it clettr as to who was to assume COI11-

mfilld, wh~ther Mr. Brosan was to continue the investigation Ol.' what 
your official capacity was ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir, h~ did not. Up until that point, I do not 
believe that a firm clecision was in his mind. 

Senator NUNN. So it was yague at that point as to who was in 
charge of the investigation ~ 

Mr. RXCHArtDSON. No, sir. The matter was still in the hancls 0'£ 
George Brosan. It was just a matter of what decision Mr. Bartels 
was f?olng to make and I don't believe he had come to a decision as of 
4: o'ClOck that afteI'lloon. 
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Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Bartels ask Mr. Brosan to meet with you 
and Mr. Thomas Durkin the next day ~ 

lVIr. RICHARDSON. No, sir, he did not. 
Senator NUNN. What was your impression regarding that ~ II Mr. 

Brosan were in cha1'&.e, why would he not be called into that meeting ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON . .L don;t Imow, sir. I do know that there was a 

breakdown in relationship between Mr. Bartels and lVIr. Brosan and 
Mr. Bartels did not have confidence in Mr. Brosan. 

Senator NUNN. Did you discuss the Thomas Durkin meeting be
fore meeting with Mr. Brosan ~ 

Mr. RIClIARDSON. I believe I did, sir. If I may, at dinner time, 
when we were at dinner that night, the night of the 17th, Mr. Bartels 
told me that I was to get in touch with Mr. John Llmd. 

Senator NUN"lf. Mr.~Jo111l LuncH 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Lund. 
Senator Nuxx. L-u-n-d ~ 
lVIr. IhclIARDSOX. Yes, sir. At that time, Mr. Lund was the deputy 

assistant administrator for enforcement. He was lVIr. 'William Dur
kin's immediate subordinate. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. 'William Durkin's immediate supported 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Subordinate. Mr. Lund was suggested, number 

one, because Mr. Bartels had a great deal of confidence in Mr. I.Jund's 
judgment. )11'. Durkin was out of town. Mr. Lund was very well re
spected within the agency and Mr. Lund had prior experience in the 
Internal Securitv Division of the Bureau of Customs from which 
he came at the time· of the reorganization. 

I was to consult with Mr. Lund and we were then to contact Brosan 
and while I do not recall the exact terminology that was used, I re
ceived the clear impression that we were to work with and advise Mr. 
Brosan on the conduct of this investigation. At no time was I ever 
given control of the investigation 01' directions that I was or Mr. 
Lund was ill charge of the investigation. 

Senator NUNN. At 110 time~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator Nmm. Either at that point or other time lated 
Mr. RIClIARDSON. No, sir. I never received any instructions as to 

what to do with this investigation until September 28. 
Senator NUNN. Until when? 
MI'. RICHARDSON. September 28. 
Senator NUNN. September 28 ~ 
MI'. RICJIARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NlTNN. vVe will get to that in a minute. Did you and Mr. 

Lund meet with Mr. Thomas Durkin the next day ~ 
Mr. RIClIARDSON. Yes. 
Senator KUNN. 'Wednesday, September 18, 1D74~ 
lVIr. RICIIARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUXN. Approximately what time of day? 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. Approximately, it was in the afternoon. I would 

suspect about 3 :30 or 4: o'clock. 
Senator NUNN. 'Where did that meeting take place? 
1\:[1'. RICIIARDSON. The Statler I-Iilton on K Street. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Brosan was not at the meeting? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
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Senator NUNN. He was not invited ~ 
Mr~ RICHARDSON. I don't believe so. 
Senator NUNN.But you think you probably had mentioned the 

meeting to him? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I am reasonably certain we did. Mr. Lund and 

I had a meeting with the administrato:!.' earlier in the day at which 
time-I am referring to some notes that I made. At approximately 
8 :40 in the morning, on the 18th, John Lund and I met in Mr. Lund's 
office. At approximately 10 o'clock in the morning, Mr. Lund and I 
went to Mr. Brosan's office to discuss the matter with him. It was 
at that time that Mr. Brosan told me that Mr. Promuto hllew about 
the investigation. 

Senator NUNN. At that time what~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. At that time, Mr. Brosan told myself and Lund 

that Mr. Promuto had fmmd out about the investigation through an 
accident in the Xerox machine. At apJ?rmd.mately noon, Mr. Lund 
and I went in to see Mr. Bartels, at WhICh time Mr. Bartels told Mr. 
Lund and myself we would meet with Mr. Durkin that afternoon and 
he told us to get the investigation going. 

Senator NUNN. He told you the day before he wanted to meet with 
Mr. Durkin, but he hadn't given the time or place. Is that right ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. The next day, Wednesday, the 18th? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. The 18th. 
Senator NUNN. Then he told yon about noon that day that you were 

to meet with Mr. Thomas Dur1iin that afternoon? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. He told us to meet with Mr. Durkin that after

noon and told us Mr. Durkin was in town, probably. I don't recall 
specifically. 

Senator NUNN. Do you recall whether in that meeting with Mr. 
Brosan that morning you specifically told him that you were going 
to meet with Mr. Thomas Durkin at some point? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. It was either at that meeting or at the meeting 
immediately after Mr. Lund and I came out of the Administrator's 
office when we went to see Mr. Brosan that we advised him that we 
were going to meet. 

Senator NUNN. So Mr. Bartels lmew about the meeting, but he was 
not invited? 

Mr. RICUARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator Nmm. 'Vhere was the meeting held? 
Mr. RIOHARDSON. At tho Statler Hotel on It Street, in the cocktail 

lounge. 
Senator NUNN. You have some notes there. To keep in order, why 

don't you relate the events up to the Thomas Durkin meeting that 
day~ 

Mr. RWHARDSON. My notes are relatively incomplete, but I pieced 
these together as best I could. 

Senator NUNN. This all took place on ,iVeclnesday, the 18th? 
Mr. RICUARDSON. Yes. Approximately 12:30, Mr. Lund and I went 

into the Administrator's office and we were 'at that time told to see 
to it that the investigation got underway. 

Senator NUNN.Who is the udminisb:atod 
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Mr. RICIti\RDSON. Mr. Bartels; that we were to meet with Mr. 
'.rhomas Durkin later on that afternoon. At approxim:;ttely 12 :45 p.m., 
Mr. Lund and I as well as Mr. Bruce Jensen were 1ll Mr. Brosan's 
office where the four of us discussed the Promuto matter and we ad
vised Mr. Brosan that the Aclministrator wanted the investigation to 
go ahead. At that time, as I recall it, Mr. Brosan thought it was the 
wrong decision because he had a mandate to go ahead with the in
vesti£!ation, to continue the investigation that he started previously. 

Senator Nmm. So Mr. Brosan did not impede the investigation 
or limit the SCODe of the investigation. He told you to proceed with it? 

Mr. RIC:fL<\.RD"'SON. Mr. Bartels, at that time. 
Senator N'LNN. Mr. Bartels told you that? 
Ml'. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator XUNN. Mr. Brosan did not agree with that decision, but he 

did not in any way impede the investigation at that point. Is that 
l'ight? • 

Mr. RICHARDSON. That is corrbct. 
Senator NUNN. So you had the green light, so to speak, from both 

1\11'. Bartels and ~Ir. Brosan to proceed with the investigation ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. ",Ve conveyed the green light from Mr. Bartels to 

Mr. Brosan. 
Senator XUXN. You told Mr. Brosan that Mr. Bartels said to go 

ahead with the investigation ~ 
lUI'. RrCIL\HDi'ON. That is correct. 
Senator NU"S'N. Mr. Brosan did not agree with that decision. Is 

that right ~ 
nfl'. RrcHARDsON. That is right. 
Senator NUNN. ",Vhat did he think should be done~ 
Mr. RWHARDSON. He thought Mr. Promuto should be asked to 

resign. 
Senator NuxN. Asked to resign without any investigation ~ 
:Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
SC'nator Nuxx. At that point you said yon agl'('ed with that c1e

('ision, that line of thought, the day before, but at that point what was 
your opinion? 

Mr. IhcrrARDsoN. At that point, after a conversation with Mr. Bar
tels at which time we discussed the ethical manner in which a man 
should be confronted with allegations, I changed my opinion and I 
agreed that the propel' way would be to go aheacl and investigate. 

Senator NUNN. Does that bdng us up to the point of the meeting 
,-\'ith l\fl'. Durkin ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. "Where was that meetiDg~ 
nfr. RICHARDSON. At the Statler Hotel. 
Senator NUNN. ",iVhcre~ 
Mr. HrcIIAnDsoN. In the cocktail lounge. 
Rcnat0l' NuxN. Is that the Stutler Hilton ~ 
Mr. RICHAnDsoN. I believe it is the Statler I-Iilton, on Ie Street. 
Sc'natol' NUNN. Is this a normal place for you to have meetings ~ 
Mr. RWlI,mnsoN. I have never held a nieeting there beforc, but 

thai; is where :'\fr. Durkin was. 
'senator NuxN. That is what Mr. Durkin wanted? 
1\[1'. IhcHARDsoN. That is where he was. 
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Senator NUNN. He was staying in the Statler I-Iilton ~ 
Mr. RWH.A:RDSON. I don't know where he was staying i but I know 

when we got there, he was carrying on a conversation with a business 
associate. 

Senator NU)l"N. W110 set up the meeting; in other words, who told 
you to go t-o the Statler Hilton ~ 

:Mr. RICHARDSON. I was in Mr. Lund's office, I believe, when the final 
commlUlication was made between ],fl'. Durkin and 1\11'. Lund, if I am 
not mistaken) and Mr. Durkin suggested that we go over there. 

Senator Nmm. It was 1\11'. Durkin's suggestion to Mr. Lund that 
you meet at the Statler Hilton ~ 

1\11'. RrCIIARDsoN. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. In the cocktail lounge~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know why your meeting would be held 

there when you were discussing a sensitive matter of this nature ~ 
Did you have any opillion about that ~ Did you think it was the 
normal operating procedure ~ 

Mr. RrClI.A1WsoN. I would prefer it to have taken place in my office, 
as would 1\11'. Lund. However, sir, when we got there we found out 
that :Ur. Durkin was discussing business with a business associate. 
I presume that it would be more convenient and quicker for us to 
go over there, :rather than for him to come over to meet us. 

[At this point, Senator Jackson entered the hearing room.] 
Senator N UNN. SO you would prefer it to be in your office, but 

you didn't think there was anything improper about meeting in the 
bar of the Statler Hilton to discuss this kind of information ~ 

1\11'. RICHARDSON. No, sir. I discuss business information in places 
outside of my office. I didn't see anything surreptitious. 

Senator Nt!NN. Instead of my asking you questions on this Durkin 
meeting, will you please tell us what happened at the meeting in tIie 
Statler I-Iilton from the time you arrived, who you observecl Mr. 
Durkin with and go on from there. Then we will come back and fill in 
with questions. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I forget, exactly with whom 1\11'. Durkin was 
meeting; but his conversation with that gentlemanlastecl for apI'roxi
mutely a ha1f hour before that gentleman got up and left. 

Senator Nt!NN. vVere you at the table with them~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator N "CNN . You were all sitting at the table ~ 
1\11'. RICIIAIWSON. Yes. As I recall, they were discussing a mn.ri6me 

case, if I am not mistaken. So let me think. ,Ye then started to brie'I 
Mr. Durkin on the allegations as we then knew them and our con
Yel'sations vdth Mr. Brosan earli(>l' in the day and my conversation 
with 1\1)'. Bllrtels t]l(\ clay b(lfore aml the night be101'(\, 

Mr. Durkin stated that he. was concerned with only one allegation 
in the list of allegations that we had received from the. Metropolitan 
Police Departme,nt and that allegation was one which had been clis~ 
pl'oYon by Mr. Brosan; that is, fhe allegation we had. received that 
1\f1'. Promuto hCld compromisecl an informant in the Drug Enlol'ce
mcnt Administration. 

Senator Nmm. That allegation you say hacl been what~ 
1\[1'. HrcHAUDSON. Disprovcll by }\fl'. Brosan. 
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Senator NUNN. That was the allegation you referred to a little 
while ago that had been disproven? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. When :Mr. Brosan presented the information to 

nfr. Bartels, he told him in that first presentation that that allegation 
Intel hec>n disproven? 

:Ur. R.ICHARDSON. That is correct. Mr. Durkin stated that he wasn't 
genuinely interested-if that is the right way to phrase it-in the 
truth or fa]s!ty of the allegations, of the remaining allegations that 
we had receIved from the Metropolitan Police Department. ,Vhat 
he was interes.teel in w~s the reputation or the agen.cy and that since 
the MetropolItan Pohee Department and, I belIeve the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation had information that a senior official, right 
or wrong had information that a senior official of DEA was associ
ating with known or suspected crimlnaJs, that it was the reputation 
of the organization that was paramount. Therefore, he suggested 
that we prcceed with the resignation option with the ('ondition that 
we do it, try to do it as quietly as pm!sible and with all concern for 
2\11'. Promuto's reputation. 

I am trying to think of all the details, if I can, Sil'. That is why 
r nm pausing. 

Senator XUi'm. Go al1ead and fill in. I will ask you some questions 
on points, if you feel Jike you have given as much as you remember. 

}\fl'. RICHARDSON. That was essentiallv it. 
Senator N"L'"NN. To snmmarize the meethlg, Mr. Durkin to1cl you 

that he felt that for the agency's sake, Mr. Promllto should resign ~ 
11.11'. RIClIAHDSON. Yes, sir. His reasoning was this: WIlen you have 

an allegation or charge against a senior official thaI; is known, that 
then it was important that we recognize that generally the clrfense 
of any all('gation never catches up to the charge. So we would always 
be trying to catch up with the Metropolitan Police Department since 
they 'V(lre the ones who hrought us the initial information. 

SCHlator N"uNN. ,Vas this the standard operating procedure~ Didn't 
yon have a lot or ot11('r integrity investigations going on ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. This is the o11e and only integrity investigation 
I haye ever been involved in my lire. I might also add thnt Mr. Lund 
stated at this meeting tllat 7\fr. Promuto had come to him sc.weral 
,,('('ks before and mentioned to him that he was tired of commuting 
and thRt he was going to terminate his associati.on in Washington 
01' he wanted to terminate his association in Washington, and go 
back to New York where his family was. 

I might point out that ~rr. Pl'omuto's family was in New York. He 
would come down and work until Friday and then go back home. I-Ie 
said he was tired of doing it and wan tea to go back home. So it did 
not seem to us at that (;jmn th!1t it would 1Je a difficult thing since 
it would be consistent with :Mr. Promuto's wishes to attempt to se
Cllre nfr. Promuto's transfer to New York for a period of. time, at 
which time--

Senator NUNN. I.Jet's back up just a minute. ,Vhen Mr. Durkin 
f:nggest(l.d his resignation, he wasIl't talking about resignation ~ You 
'W(ll:~ talking about reallv transfCJ'~ Is that right~ . 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, ~sir. ,Ve were talking about a resignation 
at some time in the futUl'(~, not an immediate resignation, to handle 
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it properly, and one option would have been to transfer Mr. Promuto 
to New York so he could be close to his family, 3, 4) 5 months, an 
appropriate period of time. Mr. Promuto could find other employ
ment and then he would resign. But in any event, he would be out 
of the sensitive position he was in in ViTashington. 

Senator NUNN. So the conversation was basically that he should 
transfer immediately to New York and then 4: or 5 months later, 
work out a resignation ~ Is that right ~ 

Mr. RWHlillDSON. Within a reasonable period of time; yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Durkin, Thomas Durkin, have any docu-

ments with him during the meeting at the Statler Hilton ~ 
J\Ir. R,IOHARDSON. While I did not see them, sir, he said he did; yes. 
Senator NUNN. He said he had documents ~ 
Mr. RrcTIAlIDsON. Yes. sir. 
Senator N UNN. What' documents ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. He toJd me he had a memorandum that had been 

left with Mr. Bartels eurlier that day. 
Senator NUNN. ·Where clid he get the document~ Did he tell you 

that ~ 
I"Ir. RICHARDSON. He didn't tell me where he got it. 
Senator NUNN. Did he mention anything about a meeting with 

Mr. Bartels prior to your meeting~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. He told me he had met with Mr. Bartels, but 

he didn't tell me Mr. Bartels had given him documents. I presume 
from that meeting, he had gotten documents from 1\:[1'. Bartels. 

Senator NUNN. Do you make that presnmption because 1\fr. Bartels 
had the copy in his possession ~ 

Mr. RICHAlmsoN. Yes. 
Senator Nmm. "When did Mr. Dur1.-in tell you he met with Mr. 

Barte1s, or did he ~ 
1\fr. RrCHATIDSO)'f. I don't Imow whether he told me he had met 

with Mr. Bartels the previous night or the next morning. He told 
me he had met with him, sir. I have a thought in my mind that 
possibly he met with him the previous night. 

Senator NUNN. So he didn't tell you he got tIle document from 
1\'fr. Bart(~ls. Yon just presume that because he met with him and 
'Mr. Bartels had been the one that had the copy ~ 

]\f!'. RICHARDSON . Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Did he tell you whether he had a copy or wllether 

11(' had the original? Do you remember? 
:Mr. RrcUARDSON. He had to ha.ve a copy beca.use Mr. Brosan had 

the original. I know he didn't tell me he met with Mr. Brosan. 
Senator NUNN. He didn't mention a meeting with Mr. Brosan ~ 
1Ifr. RICHAlIDSON. No, 
Senator NUNN. You cUd not see the document? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN.Did he rerer to the information that was in it or 

WaS it just apparent he "vas very familiar vyith it? 
1\£1'. RWHARDSON. He told me he ha.d seen lt and read it. 
Senutor NUNN. Do you know whether Mr. Durkin had any security 

clearance to deal with this information? 
Mr. RrCHARDSON. I have no idea. 
Senntol' NUNN. You still don't 
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Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. At that time, you clearly did not know thaU 
1\'[1'. RICHARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator ~UNN. Did Mr. Thomas Durkin advise Mr. Bartels, to 

your knowledge, to have you and Mr. Lund get involved in the 
Promuto case? 

MI'. RICHARDSON. Could I have the question again, sid 
Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Durkin advise 1\11'. Bartels that you and 

Mr. Lund should be involved in the Proll1uto case? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. He didn't tell me that, sir. 
Senatol' NUNN. Did MI'. Bartels tell you that or did anyone tell 

yon that? 
lvIr. RICHARDSON. }\fr. Bartels had instructed me the night before 

to get with Mr. Lund and work with him, whatever the term he used. 
Senator NUNN. So you don't lnww where that Mr. Bartels' order 

came from? You dOli't know whether l\Ir. Durkin advised him to 
do t.hat or not? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. I know I got it prior to the time that, 
I believe that Mr. Bartels could have possibly met with Mr. Durkin. 

Senator NUNN. ,Vas that. after he talked with Mr. Thomas Durkin 
on the telephone? 

Mr. RIGHARDSON. Yes, sir. He spoke, I know of one conversation 
he had with Mr. Durkin on the telephone. That was the one at 4: 
o'clock in the afternoon. 

Senator NUNN. You don't know whether Mr. Durkin told him to 
get involved in the case? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No. I know the suggestion that I get involved 
in the case and that Mr. Lund get involved in the case came that 
evening. 

Senator NUNN. Let's back up just a minute. 'Why was Mr. Brosan 
excluded from this meeting with 1\'11'. Thomas Durkin? Do you have 
any opinion on that? liVe have alluded to it already, but this is just 
:1:01' the record. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. I know that Mr. Bartels did not, there 
was a breakdovvn in the relationship and ]\11'. Bartels did not trust 
1\11'. Brosan's judgment. 

Senator Nu1m. Mr. Bartels did not trust 1\11'. Brosan's judgment? 
1\11'. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Anything else that comes to mind that we have 

left about the meeting with Mr. Thomas Durkin? 
1\11'. RICHARDSON. Not that I can recall. 
Senator NUNN, How long did the meeting take place? 
Mr. RICIIAlWSON. Excluding the half-hour waiting time, probably 

a half hour. 
Senator. NUNN. Do you know who the particular client was that 

Mr. Durlnn was meeting ~ 
Mr. RWHAunsoN. I don't recall. I know it was a male. 
Senator NUNN. It was not a Government agent of any kind? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. It could have been, sir. I don't know. It certainly 

was no one associated with DEA. 
Scnator NUNN. It was nobody associated with' DBA? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. I had a thought in mind it might have been 

bl."neone associated 'with the Maritime Commission. 
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Senator NUNN. You eoulc1n't tell from the conversation whether 
it was a pJ;ivate company official or possibly a Government official? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I believe it could have been someone associated 
with the Maritime Commission. I am not 100 percent certain o·r- that. 

Spnator JACKSON. Did you, Mr. Richardson, assume that 1\1:r. 
Thomas Durkin had clearance? 

1\11'. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. You haclno reason to believe otherwise bv rea-

son oHhe role that he was playing? ' 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I had no reason to believe otherwise. 
Chairman .JACKSON. But he had access, ohviously, to sensitive 

material~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know what information he had access to. 
Chairman thCKSON. He was aware of information that you knew 

to be sensitiYe, was he not? 
Mr. RICIJARDSON. Yes, sir, with respect to two items, I know. One 

was the incident the previous July involving this subcommittee's 
i1westigation into the Yesco matter and the other one was the Promuto 
maUer. 

Chairman .JACKSON. That information you ,,,ould trpat as bping sen
sitive and certainly anyone in the Government having access to it 
would have to have proper security clearance, right, 01' to know 
about it ~ I mean, this wasn't just routine correspondence. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir, it wasn't routine correspondence. I don't 
know whether or not it would be necessary for someone to have 
security CleartlllCe to learn this type of sensitive information. This 
information was not classified, sir. It was sensitive, but it was not 
classified. It was confidential information, at best, but it was not 
classified as being secret, top secret or whatever other classificatjon 
exists. 

Chairman JACKSON. I understand that part of it; but what are the 
rules in DBA when you handle a document, for instance, confidential ~ 
Yom' secretary does have clearance or doesn't have clearance? Isn't 
it necessary ~ . . 

Mr. RICHARDSON. ~fy secretary has clearance, SIr. I have a clerk 
in my office who does' not haye clearance. 

Cliairman JACKSON. Does not have clearance ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Does lI0t have clearance, that is correct. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Vhat about Office of Inspection documents~ 
Mr. RICHAIWSON. I don't know what you mean, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. I mean Office of Inspection documents, docu

ments that in the course of an investigation contain sensitive informa
tion about the conduct of people, what they are involved with, their 
possible association with others ~ . 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Sensitive information to me, sir, means that it 
should be disseminated solely on a need-to-know basis. 

Chairman JACKSON. Solely on a what ~ 
~Mr. RICIlARDSON. A nced-to-lmow basis. 
Chairman .JACKSON. I would say that woule1 be all area that would 

come within the requirement for a security clearance. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know what the requirements are for 

seeu:rity clearul1ce, sir. I am not trying to evade your question, sir. 
r just don't know. 
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Chairman ,JACKSON. I am a little baffied because you are dealing with 
these things in your capacity as associate chief counsel. Someone comes 
in and asks "\~Yhat about this, is this information that can be dis
seminated generall v ~" 

Mr. RIC:fIARDSON~ No, sir. I disseminate information on a need-to
know basis. 

Chairman JACKSON. Need to know can be either way. Need to know 
cun be more than top secret because you have general top secret 
information. In that category, obviously people will have access to 
it gencrn.lly speaking, l'egarclless of a need to know. Then you go be
yond that. I am just trying to find out what kind of guidelines are 
followed. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Senator, as far as personal guidelines that I 
mi9:ht lutve, when the. Administrator of the organization orders me 
to 'discuss matters 'with someone, I presume that the Administrator 
of that organization, sir, who is responsible for the total conduct of 
the organization, is satisfied that the person with whom he has di
rected me to discuss the matter with is a secure person. 

Chairman JACKSON. I am not questioning. You had a right to believe 
'\vhen :Mr. Bartels sent Thomas Durkin in on this matt01". I am saying 
you hayc n right to believe that he had clenrance. "Were you sur
prised or shocked wlwn Y<?u :found out that he didn't ~ 

]\fr. RWH.\RDSON. Yes, SIr, I was. 
Chairman JACKSON. That is what I am getting at. Thomas Durkin 

did read l\Ir. Brosan's report, didn't he, concerning Mr. Bartels and 
concerning ]\11'. Promuto ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. He told me that he clid; yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. Would you say that would be sensitive 

informati.on ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. If you had anything to say about it, anyone 

handling that should have a security clearance ~ . 
MI'. IhcHARDSON. I am not prepared to go that far, sir. No, sir. 
Chairman .JACKSON. You. are not? 
Jldr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. I have never been in that position, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. You are associate chief counsel. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I have ncyer been in the position where I dis

cussecl these ~nat.ters outside th~ agency. So you are asking a hypo
thetical questIon that I haven't gIven any thought to. 

Chairman JACKSON. I don't know why you would be discussing it 
outside the agency ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I was doing it because the Administrator told 
me to, sir. 

Chairman JACKSON. \Vhat did you think of that? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I di~ln't sce anyt?-ing wrong with that. I dis

cussed another matter WIth Mr. Durlnn the previous July that was 
l'elatiyely sensitive. I know that Mr. Durkin had met with and had 
tllC confidence of the Administrators. I didn't see anything Wl'ong 
with it at all. 

Ohairman JACKSON. "Vhy were these documents outside of the Office 
of Inspection? ' 

Mr. RWHAIWSON. I c,fm't answer that. Mr. Bartels, obviously, gave 
the document to 1\0[1'. Durkin. . 
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Chairman JAOKP.ON. That is all. 
Senator NUNN [presiding]. Let's wrap this all up. After your 

meeting with Thomas Durkin at the Statler Hilton, you and Mr. 
Lund, what were your instructions ~ Were you given instructions or 
was there an understanding about what course of action you were 
going to follow from that point on in the Promuto investigation ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. I presume that MI'. Durkin would contact 
1\11'. Bartels. He might have even told me that he was going tJ dJ that. 

Senator NUNN. So there weren't any definite conclusions there 
except all of you concurred that a transfer to New York, followed 
by resignation at an appropriate time, would be advisable ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator Nu'NN. You agreed with that at that point~ 
MI'. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Had you changed your mind again about the neces

sity for an investigation ~ 
Mr. RWHARDSON. No, sir. Since Mr. Promuto wanted to go back 

to New York, I believed, and since he knew about the investigation, 
I didn't think there would be a problem, sir. 

Srnatol' NUNN. You didn't think there would be a what~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I didn't think there would be a problem. This 

was all contingent on Mr. Promuto's concurrence. 
Senator NUNN. You didn't think what would be proped 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I didn't think there would be a problem with 

talking to 1\11'. Promuto. 
Senator NU))"N. Problem ~ I see. 
On another point, did you tell Mr. Brosan that you had seen Mr. 

Bartels in San Francisco "with one of the persons mentioned in the 
police report as associating with Mr. Promuto ~ 

MI'. RICHARDSON. No, sir. 
Senator X"ex))". You don't ever recall telling Mr. Brosan that ~ 
:\[1'. HIClLmTlSoN. No, sir. 
Senator XFNN. Did you ever see ~fr. Bartels in San Francisco 

with Diane DeVito? . 
1'11'. RWITARDSO))". No, sir. 
Senatol' ~uxx. You neved Have you been in San Francisco with 

MI'. Bartels ~ 
Mr. RICIIAHDSON. Yes. 
Srnator N1.TXN. "When was that ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. December 1973. 
Senatol' NtTNN. "What was the occasion of that meeting~ 
1\11'. HWIIAIWSON. DEA was holding a press briefing for the news 

mecUa in San Francisco concerning what DEA was and what our 
functions ·were. I WllS there in conllection with that news brlefing. 

Senator NUNN. Did you accompany MI'. B:ll'tels there~ 
Mr. RwnAHDsoN. r arrived before he al'l'ived on the scene and I 

left before he left. 
Senator NnNN. Who else was there from DEA besides you and 

~rr. Bartels ~ 
Mr. HIClIARDSON. There were a number of officials there, probably 

10 01' 12. 
Senator NUNN. lVas Mr. Pl'omuto there~ 
MI'. RICHARDSON. Yes. 

u3-355-75-7 
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Senator NUNN. This was in December 197M 
}\[r. RICHARDSON. Yes. 

. SrnatoT' NUNN. Did you go to meetings with Mr. Bartels and ~Il'.. 
P1'0mntol ' 

1\11'. RrCHARDSO'N". Yes, sir, on ,Yednesclay and Thursday of that 
wrek, r believe. Y Nt 

Renator N'CNN. ,Ypdnesday and Thursday of that week~ 
1\(1'. RTCHARDSON. YC's, sir:' . 
RpnaJol' NUNN. Did -rou go out with them at nighH 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I ,vent ont with MI'. Bartels on two nights. 
Rpnntor NUNN. To dinner? 
)'[1'. RWHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. vVho else was with you when you went to diJl11C'd 
Mr. RICHARDSON. 'Vhen we went out to dinner, there was .Tohn 

Gibbons, assistnnt U.S. attorney in San Francisco. .r. :Mirhael 
Fitzsimmons, WllO at that time was the ren:ional COllJ1spl in 0hicluro 
to DEA, t!lC DEA task. force, and Mrs. Kerr, myself, 1\f1'. Gibboils' 
dat0. I hp.hcYr that was It. 

r At this point, S(>Jlator .Tackson withdrew from the hearing: room.] 
RC'l1al-OT NtTNN. ",Yore tllPre any females present? . 
]\[1'. RICHARDSON. Any other females? 
Renator XUKN. Givc'me the ones that we1'r there. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. To the best of my l'rcollf'ction, 1\11'. Gihbons 

had u date on both nights, two sepa.rate females, and Mrs. Kerr 
was present. 

Srnator NVNN. She was with the agency? 
Spnator NDKN. 13ul- Diane De Vito was not at mw of these dinners? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. . 
Senator NUNN. Do yon know Diane Dc Vito ~ 
~rr. RWITARDRON. I have never seen her in my life. 
Srnator NUNN. Have yon seen pictures of hei·~ 
l\fr. RICHARDSON. No .. 
8('uator NUNN. Do vou know who she is~ 
:\11'. RrCITARDSOX. Fi'om thc basic inv('stip:ation, yes. 
Senator N'C'NN. Yon have neVer seen Mr. Bartels or 1\11'. Pl'omuto 

with Diane De Vito~ 
l\{r. RICHARDSON. No. 
Srnator NtTNN. Have vou ever warnec1Mr. Bartels about associa

tion with either Diane De Vito or aI~y female that you can recall ~ 
1\11'. RICIIARDSON. I had a conversatIOn, I have had numcrOHS con

versations with :Mr. Bartels over the past 5 years concerning the con
duct of government officials. Specifically, with respect to Diane De 
Vito, after I 1'cturnrd and nfr. Bartels i'etu1'llcd from the San Fran
cisco trip in December of 1973, probably 1 or 2 weeks later, Mr. 
Bartels and r discussed the success of the trip. "We considered it 
very successful. 

Mr. Promuto and hhl staff had done an excellent job and we were 
discussing the benefits that we had received and that we should 
pursue this type of briefing in other areas of the country. In tIle 
conrSe o:f that cOllversation, and it was a very informal COllVer
satioll--

Sellutor NUNN. A yery informal conversation ~ 
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir, In the course of that conversation, we 
discussed going todiinier .in San Francisco, some of the humorous 
things that had occurred and in the course of that conversation, 
l\h~. Bartels advised me that Mr. P.romllto had introduced him to a 
young lady, and he did not identify her, to the best of my l'ecollection .. 
He described her; 1\[1'. Bartels described her. 

You have to understand, Senator, that what we are talking about 
here in a very infonnal cOllversation is one, two, or three sentences. 
,Ve laughed at it. ,Ve joked about it. ViTe joked about a lot that oc-
curred in Sall Francisco because we had a good time. . 

During that cOllversation, I ugahl stated to :Mr. Bartels and it was 
the context-the exact words, I don't recall. This conversation occur
I'cd a ycar and a half ago. But I did remind :MI'. Bartels that it was 
important for him especially, and Ior all of us, to be careful of whom 
,yo might br seen ·with, sir. 

If I l'rcall cOl'rectly, one of the newspapers that was represented 
at this seminar, sir, was the Berkel:v Barb and if I recall correctly, 
we lUllghrd that either that ncwspaper or one of the othE'r news
papers which had not been '-cry friendly to Drug Enforcement would 
hn W' loved to hnve spcn us going into one of the shows out there or 
eatch n. scni()l' offteial in what would be an iI:.~~ocent, but a compro
mising situation, sir. 

Tlull: is the general context of it. It wasn't as much as an ac1mon
ishu)('nt as it was a l'emill<lrr of previous eOnVE'r311tions. Again, sir, 
I Hill going hack to a conversation that occurred a year and a half ago. 

Senator Nu~~. ",Ve don't expect you to remember the exact words. 
That is ior certain. 

11£1'. RICHARDSON. But that is the general context of the conver
sation. WlletlJer it occurred in the course of that conversation right 
Hround the time that Ive were discussing :Miss De Vito, I am not 
ccrtain. It mav well IUl.Ve been. 

Senato]' Nuxx. :.:\£1'. Bartels did not identify the particular female 
]w was tnJking ahout with you as being Diane De Vito or any other 
alias of Diane De Vito ~ . 

1\Ir. RICHATIDSON. No. 
Hl'llator N'C'NX. Did you have any idea who he was talking about? 
1\[1'. RrcHARDsON. No, that she ,,;as a friend of 1\fr. Promuto. 
Senator Xrxx. Yon say he described her. Do you recall how he 

dpsc'l'ibed her? 
Mr. HrCJIATIllSON. Yes, sir. He described her as a large, a tall, 

raidy tall, buxom gi.rl and that was-ho might have said a bouffant 
st'yle hairdo 01' something, but createel a picture in my mind, sir. 

f:knatol' Kl;XN. You picture a tall, buxom girl. That was the general 
clrscriptioll'? 

~\I 1'. RrcUARDS(H\'. Yes, sir. 
ReUtltor Xmrx. Did he say that is the first time he had ever met 

heJ'~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't recall, sir. That was my impression; but 

I don't 1.'ecall. 
RrllatOl' Nt;NN. He met her through Vincent Promuto~ 
1'110. HrCHAHDSON. Yes. 
S(llHttOt' NuxN. nl' met her in San Francisco ~ 
j\Il'. IhcIIAROSON. Yes. 
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Senator NUNN. vVhat was the context of tln:s conversation ~ "Gee, 
that was a pretty girl~" Do you recall that girl ~ I think you are 
doing pretty well. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I am trying to be as complete as possible, sir, 
but the reference which made her stand out-

S('nator N UNN. I think we already had that. 
Mr. RrcTIARDSON. [continuing] 'Was her size. 
Senator NUNN. Her what ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Her size. That was probably what we were dis
cussing. 

Senator NUNN. You mean her height~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir, that was probably what we were discuss

jng. He didn't mention any other person that he had been introduced 
to. 

Senator NUNN. But you had not met her. He didn't mention her in 
the context of do you remember so and so? 

I\Jr. RICTIARDsm-i:. No. 
Senator NUNN. Did he say when he met hed Did he make refercmce 

to whether it was specifically at one of the occnsions where you had 
not be(>n present? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No. I believe it was on the weekend. 
Senator NUNN. It was on the weekend ~ 
}\fr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator Nmm. Did he say it was at the airport 01' dinned 
Mr. RWTIARDSON. No, sir, it was in a social context. There were 

~everal other people around, if I recall correctly; but he didn't 
Identifv them. 

Srnntor NUNN. Did he say he met her before ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. He was introduced to her and I was led to 

believe this was th", first time he met her. 
Senator NUNN. 'iVhen was this conversation ~ 'iVhen did this take 

place? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. It was within a week or two. 
Senator NUNN. After you--
Mr. RICHARDSON. After I got back from San Francisco. 
Senator NU::-TN. You wm.'e in San Francisco in December of--
1\11'. RICHARDSON. DecembeI' of 1973, 
Senator NUNN. Would this have been before 1974~ 
1\1:1'. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Sometime during December of 1973 ~ 
Mr. RIOIIARDSON. Sometime during the first 2 weeks of December 

1973. 
Senator N"UNN. After that conversation, is that when you repeated 

your genern} warning about the necessity of DEA agents, particularly 
Mr. Bartels, being very careful about being seen in certain company'? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. I hestitate to usc the word warning; b~lt 
it was a reference to prior conversations that we had had about asso
ciations. Yes, sir. It was in the context of being observed. 

Mr. FJ~W:l\rAN. Mr. Richardson, if there was this lack of identi
fic.ation of the girl ill the cOllversation you had with Mr. Bartels in 
January of 197,.1:, why 'were you immediately able to identify her in 
September elUTing this investigation when she showed IIp in the 
Promuto associations ~ 
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Mr. RICHARDSON. I was not able to immediately identify her. 
Mr. FELDJ\IAN. You were able to identify her after there was an iden-

tification at the airport. Correct ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. 
Mr. FELDJ\fAN. 1V11en were you able to identify her ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. By llame, it was probably on September 25. The 

situation had arisen that the airport allegation had assumed great 
proportions in investigation. Mr. Cash and Mr. Brosan were adamant 
that the girl at the airport was a girl that 1\:[1'. Cash had identified 
from a photograph. This was someone other than Diane De Vito. 
He 'was adamant about that. 

I had received information either somewhere between the 19th of 
September ancl the 25th of September that Mr. Promuto did not know 
this particular gi:d that :Mr. Cash had identified. He was adamant on 
that. I have conveyed that--

Mr. FELDDfAN. '1There did you get that information from, Thomas 
Durkin~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. It was either Mr. Durkin or Mr. Bartels, s\r. I 
don't know. But there was an apparent conflict in the identification 
'at the airport. Since the girl at the airport that Mr. Cash had identi
fied was a girl who was docnm('nted as an associate of a man who was 
suspected of being a narcotics trafficker in OUl' files, that identifica
tion to me assumed great significance. 

:!'tfr. FELDl\fAN. ,Yasn't Diane De Vito mentioned in exactly the 
same way in that document ~ 

Mr. RIOHARDSON. I found out after I identified Diane Dc Vito, yes, 
sir; she was. 

Mr. FEWl\IAN. So it doesn't make any difference-but you didn't 
answer my question. 'Why, when you f01Uld out the identification, 
did you immediately think in your mind that this was the girl that 
Mr. Bartels and Mr. Promuto were with in San Francisco ~ 

Mr. RIOI-IARDsmT. No, sir, I didn't. The girl that Mr. Cash described 
to me, he described in the same physical description that Mr. Bartels 
had described Diane De Vito in San Francisco. At that time, some
thing clicked in the back of my mind, sir. 

Mr. FEWlIfAN. Something cIicked ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir, that I had the allegation that it was one 

particular female from Mr. Cash a.nd ]\11'. Bl'osan. On the other hand, 
I had receivecl information that Mr. Promuto was stating he did not 
know who this girl was. The physical descriptions were the same. I 
then went to Mr. Bartels and said we arc hmlg up on an identity 
problem. Could it be the same girl ~ 

Mr. FEWlIIAN. So this is 19 months after you talked-
:!'til'. RICHARDSON. No, sir. 
Mr. FELmfAN. The three sentences? 
Mr. RICIIAHDSON. It wa.s not 19 months. 
Mr. Fm~mIAN.lIow long is it, 9 months? 
Mr. RICIIAHDSON. It was from December to September. That would 

be \) months; yes, sir. 
Mr. FEI.:D1>fAN. 'I'hat it clickecl in your mind and you brought it to 

the attentIon of lYtr. Bartels and Mr. Bartels told you that that 
sounded like Diane De Vito ~ 
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~Ir. RICHARDSON. No, sir, he did not. 1,!hether he told me on that 
date or whether he told me at a subsequent, conversation which would 
have been shortly thereafter, the same day or the next day, Mr. 
Bartels, if I recall correctly., gave me the name of Diane. He then told 
me to contact Mr. Durkin to get the full name of the girl at the 
airport. I then contacted Mr. Durkin and I believe it was on Sep
tember 27 that Mr. Durkin told me that we should try the name 
Diane De Vito. 

Senator NUNN. That was Thomas Durkin~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. Yes. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. Thomas Durkin ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
R~l1ator N UNN. ,V11ere did he get that information? 
iIII'. HWHARDSON. I can only presume. 
Mr. FELDniAN. ,Ve will ask him that, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. One thing I want to make clear, sir, is that the 

standout chn,racteristic of the girl that Mr. Promuto-strilm t.hat
nfr. Cash identified as being one particular iemale '.vas the same char
acteristic that exemplified Diane De Vito. 

Mr. JTJ::LDl\IAN. I think I know the characteristic you 'are talking 
about. 

~1r. RICHARDSON. Pardon ~ 
1\11'. FELD1\IAN. I believe I know the characteristic you are talking 

about. 
Mr. RICIIARDsoN.1\1r. Cash's comment was once :rou see this ,g:irl, yon 

don't. forget her. That is how I can mn.ke n. positive identification :3 
months after I saw her at the airport, that it was her. 

Senator NUNN. That is what Cash said ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Cash had been the one that had seen her at the 

airport? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir, and a couple of the other inspectors. 
1\{r. FELDnIAN. In the report, Diane De Vito and the other girl 

were named as associates of the same class I violator, righH So it 
dopsn't make any difference ~ 

Mr. RWFL:\RDSON. It did at the time because at the time that I got 
the name Diane De Vito, I did not know Diane De Vito was listed 
as an associate of the same trafficker, sir. I received that information 
after I passed it along to },Ir. Brosan and Mr. Cash. 

1\11'. FEW1\IAN. Did it come as a shock to nfl'. Bartels to find that 
out that Diane De Vito whom he had met in San Francisco was the 
samE' one mentioned in that report ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't specifically recall. It probably diel. 
Mr. FELD::VIAN. You don't recall that, bnt you recall three sontences 

in .Tnnnary of 1974, when you were just tnJking casually about tho 
girl ~ You don't recall his reaction to this ~ 

}\Ir. RroIIAHDSON. No, sir, I don't. 
Mr. FELDMAN. lVIr. Chairman, I would like to put the transcript of. 

}\fl'. Richardson's prehearing interview in a sealed file, in the sub
committee records of this case so that we can go back and have it part 
of our record but not made public at this time. 

'We have an extensive prehearing interview with him, 131 pages 
long, ,.,..hich goes to some of these matters. If that could be Exhibit 4:0. 
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Senator NUNN. 'Without objection. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 40" for refer

ence and will be retained in the confidential files of the subcom-
mittee.] . 

Senator NuxN. Let's go back to the follow-up after the meeting 
with Mr. Thomas Durkin. That was the meeting again on what date ~ 
The first meeting with Mr. Durkin ~ 1Vas that 1Veclnesday, the 19th ~ 

1\11'. RICHARDSON. \Veclnesday, the 18th. 
Senator NUNN. Did you discuss after \Vednesday, the 18th, the 

sequence of events that followed after, regarding the Pl'omuto in
vestigation, 

~Ir. RICHARDSON. On the 19th, Mi. Lund, Brosan and myself met 
with the Administrator in the Administrator's office. At that time 
Mr. Bartels told US of the various options that he thought he might 
pursue. 

One was, the first one was he was going to contact the United States 
Attorney to secure any possible assistance in this investigation from 
the U.S. attorney's office. 

Senator N"GNN. Who told you that ~ 
MI'. RrcIIARDsON. Mr. Bartels. He directed that the investigation 

continue and he furthermore directed that we discuss the possible 
transfer of ~Ir. Promuto. 

Mr. Llmd and myself and :JIr. Brosan discussed that later on in 
1\11'. Brosan:s office and Brosan at that time was very satisfied with 
the Administrator's attitude. 

S,cmator NUXN. At that time everybody was pursuing the investi
gatIon and there had been 110 and there had been 110 narrowing of 
the scope of the im'estigation at that point ~ 

1\11'. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NrxN, By :\11'. l,3artels, nil'. Brosan 01' anyone? 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. No, SIr. 
Senator NL'NN. During this time did Thomas Durkin interview 1\11'. 

Pl'Omuto? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know, sir. I don't kIlO';Y up to this time 

whether he had or not. 
Senator Nmm. Yon still don't kIlOW that answer? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Spuator NrxN. You don't know whether he did or not? 
:\11'. RICHARDSON. Up to the 19th, no, I don't know. 
Senator N T:NN. Wh!tt about after the 19th? 
Mr. RrCIBRDSON. At some point and as best I can pinpoint that 

time )'fr. Durkin toM me that he had intel'viewed Mr. Prollluto. To the 
best of my recollection~ it might have been Friday, the 27th. It might 
!la,'e been a day 01' two before that, and to the best of my recollection, 
sir, that interview occulTed sometime between the 23d of September 
and the time I was told. 

Senator NUNN. \\,11en were you told? 
~Ir. RICHARDSON . .r don't recall.ex~ctly. It might well have been the 

27th when I was WIth Mr. Durkin III Mr. Bartels' office. 
Senator NUNN. You heard Mr. Durkin and Mr. Bartels talking~ 
Mr. RrcIIAuDsON. I was with Mr. Durkin ill Mr. Bartels' office. 
SC'nator NUNN. That is when somebody told you that---
Mr. RICIIARDSON. I am not 100 percent positive of that. 
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Senator NUNN. Do you recall who told you~ 
Ml.'. RICHARDSON. It was Mr. Durkin. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Durkin told you he had interviewed Mr. Pro

muto at some point but you think it was that meeting and you are not 
precisely sure ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Under what authority did he interview }\ifr. Pro-

muto ~ Do you know ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. Were you invited to be present~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NU:N"N. Was anyone else invited to be present at the inter-

view~ 
Mr. RrCIL"'RDSON. Not to my knowledge. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vas Mr. Bartels present during the interview~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know. I was never led to believe he was. 
Senator N UNN. All you know is there was an interview between 

Mr. Thomas Durin and Mr. Promuto and you don't know who else 
was present, if unyone ~ 

Ml.'. RICHAIIDSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Bartels call you on Friday, September 27 

at 11 o'clock and at 1 a.m., the next morning on the Promuto case ~ 
Mr. RIC:aARDSON. He called me 9 o'clock on Friday night and 11 

o'clock on Friday night. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhat did he say? Let's take the first 9 o'clock con

versation and talk abollt that. 'What happened during that con
versation~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. In that conversation, he told me that he was very 
disappointed in the way that Mr. Lund and myself had conducted 
ourselves in the illvestigation. He was very disappointed in Mr. 
Brosanand he at that time thought the investigation had been going 
on too long and that there were far too many leaks. 

He was very concerned because he had received information from 
our Dallas office, from our Chicago office, and from our New York of
fice that those, at least those three regions knew that Mr. Promuto 
was under investigation und that the rumors were going arolmd as to 
whn;t tlUtt investigation encompassed and many of those rumors were 
wrong. 

In sum and substance, it was basically a one-sided conversation 
in which Mr. Bartels was rather upset. 

Senator NUNN. He was pretty upset during that conversation~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator N:UNN. Did he give you a~y instructions? Did he tell yon 

to do anytlung that yon weren't domg or to cease doing what you 
were doing ~ 

Mr. R,ICHARDSON. No, sir. Mr. Bartels didn't give me any instruc
tions in this investigation with the exception of Septembei· 24 lmtil 
September 28. 

Senator NUNN. Let's back up to September 24. What were the in-
structions then? . 

Mr. RICHARDSON. On September 24 he told me he had spoken with 
the U.S. attorney ill the District and I was to contact Mr. Don Camp
bel~ and discuss the matter with him and secqre any possible 
aSSIstance. 
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Senator XUNN. From the U.S. attorney~ 
:Mr. RICHARDSON. From the U.S. attorney's office. 
Senator NUNN. So that was not a narrowing of the scope of the 

investigation ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator N u:rfN. It was really getting you additional assistance ~ 
Mr. RWHARDSON. Yes. 
SenatOl: Nmm. Did you meet with :Mr. Campbell ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, I met with Mr. Campbell and another as-

sistant. 
Senator ~rc"NN. "When did you meet with them ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Twenty-folll'th, appl"Oximately 4 o'clock. 
Senator XUXN. ,Vas that meeting general in natlll'e or did anything 

significant happen during the meeting ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. I believe Mr. Campbell at that time as to 

what I knew about the investigation. He told me that he had received. 
very little information about it from the U.S. attorney and I asked 
him what he wanted to do with it. 

He said he would go back and talk about it with the U.S. attorney, 
that he would be back to me the following morning. He did call me 
the following morning and told me that his office did not want to 
get involved in what was essentially an internal affairs matter, but 
that after the investigation he would be happy to review the matter 
for any possible action. 

Senator NUNN. I want to get back into this telephone conversa
tion with Mr. Bartels. Have we left out any significant events in this 
time span ~ I want to keep it in order? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. Mr. Lund, Mr. Brosan and I had nu
merous conversations. Mr. Lund and I were of the opinion that since 
there were numerous leaks about the investigation and there were some 
apparent loose ends, specifically the information we received about 
the airport identification--

Senator NUNN. About what? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. The airport identification, the one-that it was 

important that Mr. Promuto be confronted early in the investigation. 
,Ve are now in the second week. 

What we are talking about here isa period of 5 days, sir, and that 
Mr. Promuto be confronted, try to get his story and any possible 
facts he could shed, any light he could shed on this investigation 
which would enable us to document or clarify items such as the air
port identification. 

. Mr. Brosan was adamant that (1) Mr. Promuto could not add 
-anything to the investigation if interviewed and he wasn't ready to 
interview him. 

Senator NUNN. Would you back up on that, repeat that last state
ment~ 

:Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Brosan was adamant that Mr. Promuto, if 
intervie"wed, could not add anything to the investigation, and, number 
two, he didn't want to interview him at that time in any event. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. Just in the chronology, Mr. Chairman, we are at 
t1:e 27th of September. You have been questioning the phone calls at 
mght. 
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I want to cite you 1\11'. Brosan's testimony. ,Ye will place that ill 
the context here. He said, "1'1r. Lund, :Mr. l1ichardson and I met at 
8 :30 a.m. on Thursday, September 26." 

This is the day before he got the calls fro111 :Mr. Bartels ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. That is correct. 
MI'. FELmrAN. [reading]. 
Up to this time we hacl a tentatiye identification of the young lady alleged 

to be involved with Mr. Promuto. It was after this meeting that I I;elieve :Mr. 
Richardson returned and told me that the young lady was Diane De Vito. 
He had seen her in San Francisco with Mr. Promuto and Mr. Bartels earlier 
in the year. 

You deny that ~ 
1\11'. RICHARDSON. I think he is mistaken as to the clate. I am al

most 100 percent certain that the issue, we knew the name Diane at 
that meeting, but we did not know until I received the telephone call 
from hII', Durkin. I am almost positive, not 100 percent, that I re
ceived that telephone call the following day. 

I lmow the minute I received the telephone call I calleel Mr. Brosan. 
Mr. FELmIAN. W11en Mr. Bartels called you that night, the llext 

night. on Friday night, did he know about the identification of Diane 
;)e Vito~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FELmIAN. He dicH 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FELmrAN. Is that one of the reasons h(> was rather agitated 

when he called thRt night ~ Did he mention Diane De Vito in that 
phone conversation? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't recall it. 
:,rr. FELDl\fAN. Think yery carefully. 
lUI'. RlCILmDsoN. I am. I clon't recail him-she may well have C0111(, 

up in the conversation, sir. ,Ye were not specifically zeroing in; h" 
was not specifically zeroing ill on Diane De Vito, as such. 

,)That he was specificnJ]y zeroing in 011 was the fact that this was, 
there was a mistake made by JUl'. Cash and what, the point he was 
making, sir~ in that conversation was it appeared to him, a11(l I tried 
to dissuade him of this, but it appeared to him was that Br'osan bad 
reached a problem in that he had a series of five a]]egatiolls that 11<' 
could not prove and he felt that Mr. Brosan was gohlg out now and 
in order to justify himself, justify the investigation. cOl:rect the situa
tion, he was gohig to get Prol1mto on something. That was the thrust 
of the--

Mr. FELDl\IAN. ,Vait a minute, Mr. Richardson. You have got a girl 
who has now been identified as an associate of a suspected class I 
narcotics violator that lIfr. Bartels, you just told me, knew about. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Mr. FELD~IAN. You are telling me--
Mr. RICHARDSON. He knew who she was. sir. To the best of mv 1'P

collection I did not find out. Bx-osltn did not tell me about the uljpga
tion concerning Diane De Vito in our files until either Saturday, 
when I spoke to him on the phone, or the followlllg day, when we. wei·(, 
ell'afting the questions. 

Mr. Fm.D:l\fAN. That is not what Brosan testified to. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I know this. 
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]'£1'. FELDMAN. Thel'e is a conflict ill testimony. ",Ye will certainly 
review that very carefully. . . 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. Could I make one pomt here ~ I was gomg 
to make it at the end. At no point-strike that. Except for September 
16, before Mr. Lund got into the investigation, and October 1, 1Yhen 
I went to Mr. Brosfill's office and took the questions from him, I did 
not have a meeting, nor do I recall any meeting with Mr. Brosan at 
which time MI'. LlUld was not present, 

On February 4, at the prehearing briefmg with your staff. as I was 
leaving, r recommended to your staff, sir, that if there Rre any con
flicts between Mr. Brosan and myself that they contact Mr. Lund be
cause possibly since we had those meetings he could shed some light 
on it. 

I do not Imow whether that was done. I do know Mr. Lund was not 
listed as a witness before this hearing, sir. I would suggest that jf 
there are any conflicts possibly Mr. Lund could clarify them, 

Mr. J?EWMAN. Mr. Richardson, there a,re no conflicts until people 
testify under oath and give sworn testimony. Now we have a conflict 
and we will take it to Mr. Lund. 

:V[1'. RrcmmnsoN. There might have been a conflict in Feburury 4, 
when I was before your staff, sir. That is only a suggestion. I make 
it as a suggestion. 

Mr. FEWMAX. I have one final question. "Vas there a recognition 
on the part of AIr. Bartels as of September 26 or 27 that Diane Dc 
Vito was the same girl he had met in San Francisco and that also 
Diane De Vito was the girl identified in DEA files as an associate 
of a suspected class I violator ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. There may have been an aclOlowledgment that 
it ,vas the same girl he had met in San Francisco. But I do not recan 
there was an llclmowledg1nellt that he kne·w. As I stated to the best of 
my l'('collectiOll--

·:L\fr. FELDliIAX. \Vhen; to yOUl' best recollection, did he link the two 
together~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I lound out about it, to the best of my recol1ection, 
on the 30th, when we were drafting the questions. 

Mr. FELDMAN. The 30th of September ~ 
i\fl'. RICHARDSOX. Yes. 
:L\fr. FELD:afAX. Yon don't know whether )fr. Bartels found out 

about it ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. I know it was brought up at the October 

1st meeting ,ve had. ",Vhether he found out before, r don't lmow. 
1'11'. Feldman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Are we through with the 9 o'clock conversation ~ 

Yon said he was upset about leaks, and so forth. He called youback 
at 11 o'clock that same night. September 27, 1\11'. Bartels ~ • 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir, he did. 
Sen~tor NUNN. Have we covered everything in the 9 o'clock con-

Vel'SatlOn~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. As best I Call recall. 
Senator NUNN. 'What happened in the 11 o'clock conversation ~ 
Mr. RrcIIAJIDSON. It was ·a very short conversation. He called up, 

phoned, he was very excited and he told me that I was to be ill his 
home, I believe, at 7 :45 the following morning, and I was to pick 
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:np Mr. Durkin at the hotel at 7 :30 and take Mr. Durkin with me to 
.1\:[1'. Bartels' residence to discuss this matter. 

Mr. Bartels was going to catch a plane, I believe at 10 or 10 :30, 
to go back to New York. 

Senator NuxN. ,Vas he still upset~ 
Mr. RXcHARDSON". Yes, sir, he was Ycry upset. 
Senator N UNN. Did he add any new element to why he was upset 

or just simply talk about having the meeting? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, sir. It was a direct order. It was about a 

30-second conversation. 
Senator NUNX. He told you to come to his home thc next morning? 
Mr. RICFIARDSON. Yes. 
SC'nator NUNX. To pick ::Mr. Thomas Durkin up~ 
Mr. HICHARDSOX. Yes. 
Senator N UNX. -Where? 
:Mr. RICHARDSON. At Mr. Durkin's hotel. 
Senator X UNX. Where? 
~Ir. RICluRnsoN. Somewhere in Southwest. 1 dropped 1\11'. Durkin 

off the night berore, so I knew where it was. I don't know the name 
or it. 

Senator Nmm. You had had another meeting with Mr. Durkin the 
l1ight before ~ 

1\11'. RICIIARnsoN. Yes. sir. 
Senator NUNX. ,Vas that also on the Promuto case? 
1\11'. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Scnator N"UNX. 'VIUl.t came out or that meeting? 
1.11'. RICHARDSON. I was caIled down to the administrator's office by 

lUI'. Barte1s, because when I al'l'iYed there Mr. Durkin was there, Mr. 
Bartels was there. 

Mr. Bartels tolclme that Mr. Durkin had had a conversation with 
Mr. Pl'omnto in which Mr. Pl'omuto told him of a conversation that 
I had had with Mr. Promuto earlier in the week. The way it was 
rebtecl to me, by Mr. Bartels, was that at that time in the Promuto 
conversation I liad told Mr. Pr01l1uto that I didn't carp ror Mr. 
Bartels in this investigation, I didn't care for Mr. Proml,to in this 
jllYestigation, I didn't care for anybody, I was just out to protect my 
license. 

Senator Nu~x. vVho was saying that? 
}\;fl'. RICHARDSON. }\;fl'. Bartels was relating the conversation that 

]\fr.-again, I am paraphrasing, sir--
Senator NUNN. We don't expect you to have the precise words on 

this. I don't think we will hold you to that kincl of memory. 
Let·'s just back up and see who was saying what. You were in the 

meetmg. 
1\:[1'. RICIIARDSON .. I went into Mr. Bartel's office. Mr. Durkin was 

there. 
Senator N DN'N. Friday, September 27? 
:Mr. RICIIARDSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. This was the day of those two phone calls which oc

cUl'red at D p.m. and 11 p.m. ? 
Mr. RrCIIARDsON. That is correct. This meeting occurred probably at 

6 o'clock. 
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Senator NUNN. Six o'clock in the afternoon on Friday, September 
27~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. That is right. 
Senator NmTN. You went into Mr. Bartel's office~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Were you called in ~ 
Mr. RICH.1.HDSON. I was called. 
Senator Nmm. Mr. Thomas Durkin was in the office ~ 
l\.fr:.; RICHARDSCJN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Let's take it from there and go from that point. 
:Mr. IhcIIAHDsON. Mr. Bartels was asked, related a conversation 

that Mr. Durkin had apparently related to him. Mr. Durkin stated 
that he had heen, he had had a conversation with :\11'. Pl'omuto 
in which Promuto had told him words to the effect that I was not, 
I didn't, I was not out to protect Mr. Bartels, and protect is probably 
a bad word, I didn't care for Mr. Bartels in this investigation, I didn:t 
care for Mr. Pr01l1uto ill this investigation, nor Mr. Durkin, bUG what 
I 'was trying to do was simply protect myself and my license. 

Senator NUNN. That was Mr. Bartels talking~ 
Mr. RICIWWSON. That is right. He was relating a conversation that 

he had been told about. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Bartels was relating a conversation that :1\fr. 

Thomas Durkin had related to him and they were both quoting w'hat 
Mr. Promuto had told Mr. Thomas Durkin ~ 

Mr. nICHARmloN. That is correct. I told him that tl>, . cOllYcrsation 
was taken out of context, that I did in :raet have a C( crsation with 
Mr. Promuto earlier hl the weC'k in which :Mr. ProJUuto had stated 
to me he was very disappointC'd in myself and :Mr. Lund becfluse 
he thought we had joined the cOl1spimcy of :Mr. Brosan who were out 
to get liim. 

He thought that there was a hatchet job beinO" done on himself. I 
told him no, that I was there to try to see that the investigation was 
being conducted fairly, and that was the only way that I thought 
the investigation should be conducted so that Mr. Promuto's reputa
tion would be protected, that if it were conducted in any other wa:v, 
because of the relationship between himself, myself and Mr. Bartels, it 
'\vould not be propel'. That was essentially what I told Mr. Bartels. 

Scnator NUNN. You told him essentially the same thing that c1ay~ 
Mr. RIOJIATIDsON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. IV-hat was the result of that meeting~ Did anything 

else occur~ 
l\{l'. RICHARDSON. I recall Mr. Bartels left the office for a period of 

time. I don't know why. And I was alone in the office with Mr. Durkin. 
That is--

Senator N UNN. Thomas Durkin ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. That is why I believe it might have been at 

that point in time that he advised me that he interview Mr. Promuto. 
Senator Nm.-N. It would have already been apparent he inter

viewed MI'. Pl'omuto when Bartels was quoting Promuto-
Mr. RIClIARDSON. No. What was relayed to me was a conversation. 

I differentiate the conversation--
Senator NUNN. Between conversation and interview. 
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:Mr. RICHARDSON. As opposed to the interyiew. The interview was 
described to me as a yery emotional affair in that Mr. Promuto pro
tested his innoconcp ye]H:'ll1entJy and pounded on the. desk and said he 
had never done anythmg wrong. 

Senator NUNN. That was Mr. Dmkin telling you that~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator Nmm. That was after :Ur. Bartels left the office ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. It may haye been. That is when Durkin relayed 

the information to me he had intervic"wed Promuto. I thinlr it was that 
night. It might have been before. It certainly didn't occur aiter that 
da:v. I know that. 

Renator NUNN. It was either during that meeting when Mr. Bartels 
left the office or it was when you took Mr. Durkin to his hotel on the 
was home~ 

~1r. RICHARDSON. No, sir. It was either that night or on a day OJ' 

two prior to that. It could not have occurred, the conversatiOll be
tween ~rr. Durkin and myself, about the interview, could not have 
occnrred on September 26 or thereafter. 

Senator NUNN. So we know Mr. Durkin had an interview, Mr. 
Thomas Durkin had an interview with Mr. Promuto at some point on 
or before September 27 ~ 

lUr. RrcIIAunsoN. That is correct, sir. 
Senator ~UNN. At least vou were notified before September 27. 

The intC'ryiew would have to 'have occurred before that at some poin t ?-
1\11'. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NIDTN. That would be the last point in time when that 

could have taken place ~ 
~rr. RIcI-rARDsoN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Anything else significant happen at that meeting 

that dav~ 
:Ml'. RICHARDSON. Not that I recall, sir: no. 
Senator NUNN. Did the name Diane De Vito come up that day~ 
Mr. RrC'IrAnDsoN. It might have; I don't know. . 
Renator NUNN. You are not sUl'e~ 
:\[1'. IhcHARDSON. Ko, sir. 
SCllatOl' ::.\u;"qx. That is all? ",Ye have gone through everything that 

happellPCI in the f) o'clock telephone cOllversaUon, the 11 o'clock tele
phou(' C'olwC'l'sation. and the lneeting brtween you and Mr. Bartels 
and Mr. DlU'kin ~ ". 

1\[1'. RH'JTARDSON. To the bC'st of my knowledge. 
Senator XUNN. Everything significant that you can recall~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
R~llatOl' N'UNN. The next morning :ron were to pick up Mr. Dmkill 

nt IllS hotc'l and then go to ~11'. Barte1s' house and be there at quarter 
of p,: is thn t right ~ 

~fl'. RIC'}UHDSON. Yes, sir. 
S('nntol' i'lUNN. Did yon do that~ 
1\[1'. RWHAUDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. vVho was there at that time~ 
'Mr. RICHARDSON. Just the three of us. 
Senntor NUNN. ",Vl1at took place thel.'e~ 
:Ml'. RrCHAImSoN. It wn.s basically a continuation of the 9 o'clock 

COlwl'I'sation thl' night beforc cxccp't it was more emotional. '1'11c COll-
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v~l'sation was between Mr. Bartels and myself essentially, and Mr. 
Durkin didn)t say VNT much until the end of the conversation. 

Mr. Bartels essentially bern.ted me for what he thought, he dicbl't 
thillk I had conducted :myself properly in the investigation and he 
nlso spoke harshly of 1\11'. Brosan. Items were brought up, such as 
nrosrm was not fit to be Chi~f Inspector or Acting Chief Inspector. 

He thought th~ ilwestigation was going too deeply into MI'. Pro~ 
nmto's personal life. Essentially, that. ,vas it. It was a rather emo-
tional-- . 

SE'l1utor NUNN. 1Yhat was the conclusion of that meeting? 1Vere 
tllE're any new instructions then? 

jIr. 1lrcHARDsON. Y ~s, sir. At the time, at the conclusion of the 
l1wrting, I told Mr. Bartels, H I recaJl correctly, we shouted at each 
other at this point. I told Mr. Bartels that he liad dOlle a lot of com
plnhling to me abont the way the investigation was being conduded 
Bud yrt for the 10 chys that I was involved in it, never once hac 1 he 
ever given me au insti'nction what he wanted done. 

On that date, I "wanted to know exactly what he wanted me to do 
in that inYestigation. 

Senator NUNN'. Did he tell von ~ 
Mr. RrCITAIlDSON. Yes, sir, iic did. 
S('nator NUNN. 1Vhat did he say? 
1111'. RrcHAlmSON'. One other thing, sir, did come up ill the conversa

tion the night uefo1'(, and in the morning conversation. That was the 
('ollvl'rsation that I had had at 8 o'clock or 8 :45 the previous day, the 
Thursdav, with Mr. Brosan. At that time Mr. Brosan told me that 
the investigation was essentially completed. 

There were outstanding leads which were of criminal record check 
nature, as well as one interview which was to be conducted on Friday, 
the 27, of an inmate in a Midwest prison. 

All that remained to be completed essentially was the writing of 
the report and that Mr. Brosan thought that he would have it com~ 
pleted by October 10, which would have given him 30 days from 
the date he first received the information until--

Senator NUNN. This was Mr. Brosan telling you this~ 
Mr. RWILmDSON. Yes. He told me this Thursday morning . 

. Senator NUNN. Does that mean he told you to limit your investiga~ 
bon on Thursday morning, September 26? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. No sir; he told me that his investigation was 
winding down. 

Senator NUNN. His investigation ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Let's go to that meeting. I will have to go to a 

rollcall and adjourn until tomorrow morning. 
Let's go back to Mr. Bartels and his house and the conclusion of 

that !neeting. What did he instruct you to do or not to do after that 
meetlllg was over ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Based upon what I told him about the investiga~ 
tion with Mr. Brosan the previous Thursday morning, he told me 
that he. wanted a final report basically on all aspects of the investi
gat1o~ whjch were c~ncludecl ~t that point by the following vVednes
day, If I am nc.t mIstaken, SIr, that he wanted Mr. Promuto con
fronted on the issue of how we were going to do that arose. 
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Mr. Lund, Mr. Durkin and I had discussed this previously in one 
of our meetings. It was decided that written questions would be 
propounded to Mr. Promuto. 

Senator N UNN. That was decided that morning ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. The ultimate decision was decided that morning. 

Yes, sir, the suggestion of the use of written questions came up 
earlier in the week. 

Senator NUNN. Earlier in the week with Mr. Lund and Mr. 
Durkin~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Let's close at this time. We will come back tomor

row morrung. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Tomorrow morning, Mr. Ohairman, room 3302 at 

10 a.m., we will finish up with Mr. Richardson and have the two 
FBI agents, and go on to Thomas Durkin. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Richardson, will you be here at that time ~ 
}.fl'. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Richardson. We ap

preciate your cooperation. 
[vVhereupon, at 12 :55 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon

vene at 10 a.m., Thursday, Jlme 19, 1975, in room 3302.] 
[Member present at thuc of recess: Senator N unn.] 



FEDERAIJ DRUG ENFORCEltIEN'l' 

TRU;aSDAY, JUNE 19, 1975 

U.S. SENATE, 
PERMANEN'.r SunCOl'tI:MITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS OF THE 

C01t:rMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Washington D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 3302, Dirksen Senate 
Office BJ;<ilding, under authority of Senate Resolution 111, agreed 
to March 17, 1975, as amended. Hon. Henry M. Jackson (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Members of the subcol1lmittC'c present: Senntol' II(>11l'v 1\1. ,Jackson, 
Democrat, Washington; Senator Sam N unn, Democrat,' Georgia; am; 
Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief C01Ul3el; Dmm M!tl'tin~ aSfJist:mt ('ounse}; Phili p It 2\hnuel, 
investigator; Frederick Asselin, investigator; Stuart M. Statler, 
chief counsel to the minority; Robert Sloan, special counsel to the 
minority; and Ruth Y. "Watt, chief clerk. 

Senator PEItCy [prcsidinlrJ. The suhcommittee will come to order. 
[Member of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senator Percy.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT Ol'ERATIONS, 

SENA'rE PERMANENT SUIlcoM11r.rTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 
WaShington, D.O. 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procec1ure of the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, per
mission is hereby granted for the Chairman, 01' any member of the Subcom
mittee as c1esignatec1 by the Chairman, to conduct 'nearings in public session, 
without a quorum of two members for administration of oaths and taldllg of 
testimony in connection with Drug Enforcement Administration on Thursday, 
June 19, 1975. 

HENRY l\I. JAOKSON, 
Ohairman. 

CHARLES H. PEROY, 
RamTcinu 1Ilinority Membel·. 

Senator PEROY. Senator Nunn is on his way over. I have a brief 
opening statement that I will make. 

Before the subcommittee's hearings yesterday, it appeared that 
the Department or ~T ustice and the subcommittee were on a collision 
course over the appearance of certain key witnesses. 

Such a confrontation would have been completely unnecessary 
and I hope they will be avoided in the future. Fortunately, the 
Department of Justice, rep'resented by Deputy Attorney General 
Harold Tyler, reversed earher Government policy yesterday. 

(883) 
50-850-75-8 
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As a result, following completion of the questioning of MI'. 
Ril'h:1.l'clson. thE' snh"oJ1llnittee will question FBI Agents Bill 
TViHiams and Edward Hegarty, regarding the thoroughness of the 
Promuto integrity inquirv, as weH as other integrity matters raised 
by Mr. Andrew C. Tal~taglino, former Acting Deputy Admini
strator and a witness before this subcommittee on .JlUle 10, 1975. 

The 'V"i1liams-Hegarty investigation was conducted lUlder the 
direct snpeITision of former Deputy Attorney. General Laurence 
Silherman. currently Ambassador to YugoslavIa. 

The subcommittee will want to learn the nature and the scope of 
the investigation conducted by the FBI agents. vVe will need to know 
who was interviewed, which allegations were addressed, and whether 
a final report was issued. 

Finally, we will want to determine how Deputy Attorney General 
Silberman established that Mr. Ta,rtaglino's concerns were "without 
substantial fOlUldation," as he stated in his January 16, 1975, press 
release on this subject. 

FoUowing the testimony of FBI Agents ,¥illiams and Hegarty, 
the subcommittee will question nfr .• James D. Hutchinson Associate 
D(>puty Attorney General during the time of this investigation. 

1\11'.' Silberman wiH appear beiore the subcommittee at a later 
stage of these hearings. 

The Chair calls Robert Richardson, Associate Chief COlUlsel, 
DEA, to continue questioning. 

Mr. Richardson, I understand you have already been sworn in. 
Have you actually completed your statement? 

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT RIOHARDSON, ASSOCIATE CHIEF COUNSEL, 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION-Resumed 

~fr. RICHARDSON. I did not have a formal statement. 
Senator PEROY. Yesterday you were being qnestioned by your 

meetjng of September 28. Can you tell us what transpired at that 
m('etjng~ 

~rr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. I arrived with Mr. Thomas Durkin at 
1\11'. Bartels' apartment at approximate!y 8 a.m. in the morning. ,;Ve 
m('t there because MI'. Bartels was leavlllg at approximately 10 a.m., 
I believe, to go back to New York. 

At that meeting, Mr. Bartels reiterated the statements he had 
made to me the night before, concerning what he thought was, let's 
say, wrong with the way the manner-with the way the investigation 
was being conducted. 

He thought that .Mr. 13rosan had, if I recall his exact words, 
painted hinU';(>lf into n rOl'l1pr in that 11(' hn.cl origilln.l alle,gations 
w!lirh he could not pl'oy~ and h~ was now out to' try to come up 
WIth some other a.11egabons WhICh he could prove against Mr. 
Pl'omuto. 

Up, thought that the investigation had gone on too long. He 
thought it had gOlle into too great a depth into Mr. Promuto's per
sonallife. ~ cn.n'tl·ec~ll specific:;tlly e:erything that was said, Senator. 
It was a hIghly emotIOnal meetl1~g wIth he doing most of the talking. 
Ther!' was a good deal of shoutmg anel at the end, I recall we were 
shouHng at each other. . 
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Senator PEROY. tVas this a rather lUlUsual experience for you to 
have such an emotional response and reaction during the course of 
the conversation about a perfectly straightforward, part of your 
duties~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. I have had numerous conversations 
and, shall we say, lively discussions with Mr. Bartels over the pre
vious 5 years, but this was the most emotional and most personal 
that we had ever gotten into, Senator. 

I recall vividly that after that, after approximately 8 months of 
not smoking, I immediately went out and bought a pack of cigarettes. 

Senator PEROY. Did you have any explanation or were you con
cerned about why he was so emotional about this particular investi
gation~ 

Mr. RIOJ:L\.RDSON. Yes, sir. In my opinion, the entire matter had 
become one of emotions, involving personalities. Mr. Ba,rtels by this 
stage had become very emotional about it. Mr. Brosan was very 
emotional about it. 

[At this point Senator Nunn entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. RIOHARDSON. Needless to say, Senator, because I was in the 

middle of them, I was highly emotional about it also. 
Senator PElWY. Did he at any time ask you to narrow the scope 

of the investigation ~ 
Mr. RIOII~\.RI)SOK. At the conclusion of the meeting, Senator, I told 

him that he had done an awful lot of complaining to me about the 
conduct of this investigation and that he disagreed with this 
methodology, et cetera, and yet with the exception of telling me to 
go and contact the U.S. Attorney's Office earlier in the week, he had 
never once given me a direct order as to exactly what he wanted 
me to do. 

On this particular date, before I left his apartment, I specifically 
requested of him that he give me specific orders as to exactly what 
he wanted me to do in this investigation so I would have some 
guidance. 

As I stated yesterday, the previous 10 days the role of Mr. Lund 
ancl myself was at best cloudy as to what position and function we 
were to serve in this investigation. 'iVe viewed ourselves as advisers 
and we were now being recipients of a great deal of criticism about 
things that we never believecl we had the authority to do. 

At that time, he did give me specific instructions. These instruc
tions were predicated upon a cOllversation that I hacl with Mr. Brosan 
on September 26, which was the previous Thursday, at which time 
Mr. Brosan had stated to me that the investigation was beginning 
to wind down, that he had outstanding one interview to conduct that 
'Was of an inmate of a Midwestern prison, which would be conducted 
on Friday, September 27 and that absent that he had a number of 
criminal records checks. 

lIe thought he could conclude hi.s investigation with his report 
by October 10, which would haye given him 30 clays from the date 
he received the initial information, haying received it ,on September 
10, to cQnclude the entire investigation. ' . 

In sum and sul)stance, the investi~ation) according to Mr. Brosan 
at that time was winding down wlth a major function left to be 
performed being the report writing. 
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·With· that as a background, Mr. Bartels directed me to contact 
Mr. Brosan and to do several things-direct him to do several 
things. 

One: Mr. Promuto was to be confronted on Monday through the 
use of written interrogatories. This had been a procedure that had 
been suggested and agreed upon by Mr. Durkin, Thomas Durkin, 
myself and Mr. Lund. ., .. 

Two: Mr. Brosan was to have a final report m on the mvestlgatlOn 
bv \iV ednesday. By a final report what was meant waS it was to be 
finalized in all aspects of the investigation which had been con
cluded up to that point. 

If anything hadn't come in such as criminal record checks, and 
so forth, obviously they could not be included in the report. There 
was to be a briefing of Mr. Bartels early in the week since it occurred 
on Tuesday, I presume that was the date he gave me, and while I 
do not specifically recall the statement that no new avenues of investi
gations were to be opened up, it is quite possible, aiter reading Mr. 
Brosan~s testimony that that instruction was given. 

However, sir, that instruction was given with the idea that at this 
briefing, which was to occur the following Tuesday, the entire matter 
was to be aired. Mr. Brosan was to brief Mr. Bartels as to the exact 
status of the investigation. But at that time any other problems 
would also be taken up. 
. Senator PEROY. W1Iose idf:a was it to use written questions ~ 

Mr. RICIIARDSON. That idea was originally suggested, sir, by either 
Mr. Lund or Mr. Durkin, MI'. Thomas Durkin, at a meeting we 
lwd had. 

I had never heard of the procedure before. Mr. Lund had. Mr. 
IJund stated at one of our meetings during the previous week or so 
that he had either utilized or had seen this technique utilized, when 
he was assigned to the Internal Security Division in the Bureau 
of Customs. 

Senator PERCY. That he had seen this technique utilized ~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. Either seen or heard of it being utilized. 
Senator PERCY. Had you ever experienced this technique before ~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. I had never experienced this technique before. 
Senator PEROY. As you look at it now, as you talk to others, isn't 

this all ml1lsunl pl'!tdi(~(' in nTl il1v('stigation ~ 
Mr. RIOITARDSON. It is, sir. I don't think, looking in retrospect, 

sir, that it was the best technique to be used not because it was wrong, 
but because of the criticism and the unusualness of its use. 

Senator PERCY. What justification was given for deviating from 
standard procedures and practice ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Senator, at no point in time were these written 
interrogatories to be utilizecl as the only method of interrogating 
Mr. Promuto. It was always understood that at a given point ill 
t;ime the inv('sdgatOl's woul{l go, if! they desired, would go to Mr. 
Promuto and at that time they would interrogate him as-to wllat
ever avenues they wanted to. 

Early in the investigation, Mr. Promuto found out that he was 
uncleI' investigation. He lmew, generally, what he was under investi
gation for. Indeed, this investigation, after about the first 4 days 
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was known not only to various people who had no relation with it 
in our headquarters, but it was known ill our Dallas regional office, 
it was known in our Chicago regional office, and it was known in 
our N ew York regional office. 

Some of the rumors going around were relatively accurate and 
some were not. It was very important to me and to Mr. Llmd, that 
since Mr. Promuto knew that he was under investigation and knew 
what he was under investigation for, that we try and get to him and 
find out whatever factual information he could give us, which would 
clear up any of the so-called loose ends in the irrvestigation and try 
and get the investigation concluded, not shortened, but concluded 
as soon as possible in order to eliminate the effect that this was having 
on the morale of our personnel. 

I was told, I don't know whether it was Mr. Bartels-I know 
it was by 1\11'. Bartels that the Dallas inspection was called off 
because manpower was placed on this investigation and the inspectors 
could not go into the normal office inspection of the Dallas regional 
oftice. 

Senator PERCY. How do you suppose Mr. Brosan could write his 
final report if he didn't have the benefit of Mr. Promuto's answers 
to the written questionnaire ~ 

Mr. RICIIARDSON. Senator, the final report was to be final as to 
those as)w['fs ",hi('11 tlw)' had Ill' that timp. Thc qucstions were to be pro
pounded to Mr. Promuto on Monday. He was not in town on Mon
day and he didn't get them until Tuesday. 

I know that because I personally delivered them. Mr. Brosan's 
report was due Wednesday evening. He didn't get that report in, 
sir, until I believe Friday evening, although I don't believe I ever 
saw that report. I have seen a suhsequent report dated October 19. 

He would have the benefit of at least Tuesday to go over those 
answers, sir, and if there were incompletions, which did not really 
clarify any issues that he had, they wouldn't have been included 
in his report, sir. 

As I stated, it was not the best technique to be used in retrospect, 
sir. There were other techniques that could have been used and if 
I had to do it all over again, I certainly would have used them. 

Senator PERCY. Did you help Mr. Brosan draft the questions ~ 
Mr. RIOIIARDSON. Yes, sir, MI'. Lund, Mr. Brosan, myself, Mr. 

'W'hittington, Mr. Yarborough, Mr. Cash and Mr. Logay I believe. 
Senator PERCY. Did Mr. Brosan object to the written question 

teclmique~ 
Mr. RICIIARDSON. Yes, sir, he did. 
Senator PERCY. "What objections were raised ~ 
Mr. RrCIIARI)SON. It was a very unusual technique. He did not 

feel he wanted to interview Mr. Promuto at this time. He had never 
seen or heard of this technique being utilized before and he strenu
ously objected to it. 

Renator PERCY. Were the questions snpposed to be sworn to ~ 
Mr. RroIIARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY.W ere they SWorn to ~ 
1IIr. RrcIIARDSO:N. No, sir. 
Senator PERCY. ,Vhy weren't they ~ 
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Mr. RICHARDSON. I picked up the questions from Mr. Brosan on 
Tuesday morninp'. We' had a discussion that they would be sworn. 
I took them to Mr. Promuto that morning at probably about 9 :30. 

At that time, I do not recall telling him that the questions should 
haye been sworn to. I did tell him to return the questions to Mr. 
Brosanand he was to return them, I believe, that night. 

The only instructions I gave him was to answer them as honestly 
and truthfully as possible and that we would accept a handwritten 
answer as opposed to typewritten, because there was no need to get 
a secretary involved, sir. 

However, I do not think that the issue of whether they were sworn 
or llilsworn is of n. material fact in this particular scene, sir. 

Had he; sworn to that testimony, and had he, nil'. Promuto, 
misstated a material fact, he would have been guilty of perjury, 
which carries a penalty of 5 years and $2,000 fme. 

Had he not sworn to those as he did not swear to those answers, 
sir, he would have been guilty of giving a false statement under 
IH r:,s.c. 1oOl, which tal'l'll'!:> II lJcllalty 01 ij yC'ars and a $10,000 fillt'. 

So ironically, sir, he was guilty of a greater penalty by not swear-
ing to them than had he sworn to them. 

Scnator PERCY. Did he allswer all the qucstions ~ 
Mr. RIClTARDSON. No, sir; he did not. 
Senator PERCY. "Vhen it was obvious he hadn't answered all of the. 

qucstions, was he then told he would have. to answer those that he did 
not answer? 

iiII'. RICHARDSON. I did not have a conversation with Mr. Promuto 
after that. He delivered the answers to Mr. Lund, who, in turn, 
gave them to Mr. Bl'osan. I didn't have any conversation with MI'. 
Promuto about it afterwards. 

Scnator PERCY. ",\V cre there any followup questions because obvi
ously the answers to the questions will sometimes lead to anothcr 
question in a logical sequence just as ours do today ~ 

Mr. RICIIARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Sena,tor PERCY. 1Vere there any followup questions providecl to 

him~ 
Mr. IhcHARDSON. From reading the testimony I undcrstn,nd :Ml'. 

Brosan and Ur. Tal'taglino interviewed Mr. Pl'omuto on October 
8. As of October 2, as of October 1, sir, I had no further connection 
with this investigation with the exception of securing Civil Service 
opinion concerning any possible administrative action which could 
be taken against Mr. Promuto. 

"Vl1en I walked out of that room on October 1, sir, I felt as though 
a millstone hud been taken'ofr l1W neck. 

Senator PERCY. Did :Mr. P"romuto find ont about the written 
qnestions even before they were submitted to him ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. He must have, sir; yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Did ~fr. Pl'omuto actually leanl the details of the 

investigation after Mr. Bartels gave"rom Durkin Mr.13rosan's prog
ress l'eport and after ~fr. Dnrkin intervip"\yetl Promuto in a motel 
[i,t n, time when 110 one from the Office of Inspection was present ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. When the Office of Inspection was present: sid 
Senator PERCY. When there was no one from the Office of Inspec

tion actually present. 
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Mr. RICHARDSON. I do not know that the exact date and location 
of an interview between Mr. Thomas Durkin and Mr. Promuto, 
I know it occurred and I suspect it occurred some time during the 
week of the 23d. I am not certain of that, but that is my best recol
lection, sir. 

I know that I did not know that it was going to be done before
hand. Mr. Lund did not know, nor diel Mr. Brosan know thut it wus 
going to be done beforehand, sir. I do know that on October 19, at 
approximately 12 :45, after a meeting in Mr. Bartels' office between 
Mr. Brosan, Mr. Lund and myself, with Mr. Bartels, the three of 
us were in Mr. Brosan's office when Mr. Bartels came in. 

He stated that he had run into Mr. Promuto, he had discussed 
the matter with Mr. Promuto, althongh he didn't say to what extent, 
as best I can recall, and he stated that Mr. Promuto wanted to be 
confronted and make a statement at the earliest possible moment. 

Senator PERCY. Did one of the questions on the questiOlUlaire 
involve Diane De Vito~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Did he answer that particular question about 

Diane De Vito, or is that one of the questions that Promuto did 
not answer ~ 

MI'. RICHi\..RDSON. He did not-it could "\Yell have been, sir. I haven't 
looked at those questions in several days. That is very possible that 
he didn't answer. He did answer one question about Diane De Vito, 
but whether or not he answered all the questions, I am not certain, 
sir. 

Senator PERCY. In reviewing your own testimony of yesterday, 
there is fuzzlness or a vagueness about Diane De Vito. I would 1ike 
you to clarify why and how you first warned ~:[r. Bartels about 
Diane De Vito ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Senator, after the session, the press seminar that 
we held in the first or second week, I believe the first week of Decem
ber of 1973, I returned to Washington the following week. 

JHr. Bartels was back there some time within about the next 2 
weeks or so. 

Mr. Bartels anc1 I, in u rather informal discussion were discussing 
the snccess of that particular venture in San Francisco. We felt that 
it was an excellent program. ",Ve felt Mr. Promuto and his staff 
had done un excellent job in setting up this program so that we 
couJd brief the press on what this new organization, the Drug Admin
istration, Drug Enforcement Administration, was all about. 

As I stated, we thought it was very, very successful. In the course of 
that conversation, sir, Mr. Bartels and I, and I believe it was only the 
two of us present 'at the time, had a conversation concerning gener
ally the good times that we had after working hours. 

We had gone out to dinner ane1 it was a :fairly enjoyable trip. 
",Va worked hard when we had to work and we enjoyed oursclyes 
after hours. We had a lot of laughs. 

We were discussing that. Mr. ~Bal'tels told me that Mr. Promuto 
hnd introduced him to a girl. He didn't go into depth into it, sir. 

[At this point Senator N unn .withdrew from the hearing room.] 
1\1:1'. RICHARDSON. I don't even recall that he gave me her name. 

He desGribed her in physical characteristics to me. 
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Senator PERCY. Do you remember that description ~ 
Mr. Rrc:HARDSON. I remember it fairly vividly, sir. At least the 

area, the thing about her that he described the most. She was the 
largest girl that he had probably ever seen in his life. I try to tell 
this as delicately as possible. 

In all honesty, we didn't use those words. In the course of that, 
it could have come up while we were discussing that. It could have 
come up at another time. I am not certain exactly when it came up, 
but I told Mr. Bartels that in so many words that he had to be care
ful with whom he was seen because of the impression it would give. 

There were numerous newspapers out there. The one that comes 
to mind was the Berkeley Barb, which has not been very kind to 
drug enforcement activities in San Francisco or anyplace else. 

rt is quite possible that they would love to get a senior govern
ment official in what is an innocent but apparently appearing, the 
appearances of a compromising situation. 

[At this point Senator Nunn entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. RICHARDSON. That was the general context of the conversat~.on, 

sir. He agreed and that was how it came to pass. 
Senator PERCY. Did he resent your gratuitous advice ~ 
l\f.r. RICHARDSON. No, sir. Mr. Bartels and I were very good friends 

at the time. 
Senator PERCY. He accepted it ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, £ir, he agreed with it. There wasn't any 

problem. 
Senator PERCY. Did you have a feeling he was going to abide by it~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I never had any feeling that he hadn't abided by 

it, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Did he abide by it ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I have never seen him not abide by it, sir. I 

have never seen him in a situation which would have been embar
rassing. 

Senator PERCY. Was Promuto intenriewed by 'l'om Durkin even 
before this submission of written questions so as to give him the 
substance of the allegations and information ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. He was interviewed by-he interviewed Mr. 
Promuto prior to the drafting and issuance of those questions and I 
have every reason to believe that he went into the substance of the 
allegations; yes, sir. 

Senator PERCY. Did you attend a meeting on October 1, 1974, 
with Bartels, Tartaglino, Richardson, Lund, Daniel Casey, Mark 
JHoore, and Brosl1n to disCllss this case ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Did the question of the use of written questions 

come up~ 
Mr. RICFIAPJ)SON. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. ,Vhat was the consensus of the group as to whether 

such a technique was professional ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know whether there was a consensus of 

the group as snch. I don't recall Mr. Casey, certainly Mr. Moore 
didn't comment on it. . 
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I don't recall whether or not Mr. Oasey commented on it. Mr. 
Brosan and Mr. Tartaglino certainly objected to it and they stated 
it was· a very unusual and irregular practice and it shouldn't be done. 
They made that absolutely clear. 

Senator PERCY. Did l\fr. Bartels register his objection to the ques
tiOlmaire concept and ask who ordered the questions at that time ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. He certainly asked who ordered the questions 
at the time, sir. He asked that question directly of me since, if I 
recall correctly, Mr. Tartaglino stated I had relayed the message, 
and brought the questions in the morning. 

Senator PERCY. But hadn't Bartels directed you to tell Brosan to 
submit written questions to Promuto ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. When Bartels made his statement, why didn't 

you at that time speak up ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I regret that I didn't. I did answer the question 

to tIlls extent, sir: I told him that Mr. Lund and Mr. Thomas Durkin 
and I had agreed that this would be an appropriate method of initi
ally interrogating Mr. Promuto. I did not at that time state that you 
ordered it. 
If I may, sir, go into my reason why, as best I can, piece it to

gether. It might have been out of fear, but I don't think that was 
the sole reason. This was a rather tense meeting. 

Senator PERCY. What was Lund and Oasey's reaction ~ Do you 
remember~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Lund said notillng. No one said anything except 
me. 

Senator PERCY. Did they evidence surprise or startle you ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Oasey stated I had a very startled look on my 

face. He told me after the meeting, sir. 
Senator PERCY. What did he say after the meeting ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. He said, "I thought you were going to fall off 

the chair when he asked you the question." Lund came up to me an(l 
the first words out of ills mouth were "Did you het1-r the question 
he asked you ~" 

I said yes. If I may go back to my answers to Mr. Bartels and 
the circumstances of that meeting, 1\1:r. Bartels was in and out of 
that meeting. He was not there for the entire meeting. He was 
obviously taking and making some apparently very important 
phone calls. 

I subsequently found out that it was during that meeting that 
he had made telephone calls to Deputy Attorney General Silberman 
and to the "\Vhite House, finalizing the arrangements for the nomi
nation of his Deputy, Mr. Jeny Jensen. 

So he was obviously very interested in the meeting, but he was 
also preoccupied with this nomination. 

Senator PERCY. At that meeting, did you and Mr. Lund ask to 
be removed from any further direct involvement in the investigation ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. At the conclusion of the meeting, sir, before I 
left, Mr. Bartels was not in the room. He had gone in to make a 
phone call and I believe Dan Oasey hacl said that the meeting was 
over, or words to that effect. 
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Before anyone walked out of the room, I asked Mr. Casey, I wanted 
to know right now, right then and there, what function Mr. Lund 
and I were to have in this investigation because our roles were 
clouded. 

Did we have authority over it ~ 1Vere we advisers ~ Since we 
were apparently being held responsible for something we didn't even 
know we had the authority to do. At that time, Mr. Casey told me 
that Mr. Lund and I woulclno longer be involved in the investi
gation. I had one further function, task, which had been given to me 
by 1\11'. Bartels the day before and that was to secure an opinion 
concerning possible administrative action against Mr. Promuto. 

Senator PEROY. ",Vhat were your directions from Bartels with 
regard to the final report of Brosan to be completed by Wednesday, 
October 2~ 

:Mr. RrcI=rAHnSON". I was to take that report and go to an attorney 
in my office, who basically handles all of our civil service adverse ac-
tion proceedings. . 

I know very little of that, sir. I am not an expert in that. 
I was to secure from this gentleman-William Link-and I was 

to secure from Mr. Link an opinion based upon that report as to 
whether or not any adverse action could be taken against Mr. 
Promuto based upon what was contained in that report. 

Those were my instrnctions. I might say, sir, that after the meeting, 
I immediately went to Mr. Casey and advised him of my Saturday 
conversation with Mr. Bartels and Mr. Durkin, at which time Mr. 
Durkin, Mr. Bartels authorized the use of written questions. 

I also told Mark :Moore that, and, if I am not mistaken, I told 
Andy Tartaglino that. I didn't have to tell Brosan or Lund because 
they already knew. But after the meeting, everyone knew exactly 
who had ordered those questions. 

S(Hlator PERC'Y. Dill yon get acl\'ice on possible civil service viola
tion and, jf so, wllnj' w:ls it ~ 

:Ur. Ibcrr.mosox. I got aclvice-I did not receive the written rC'port 
In: 0('1"01w1' 2. fl'olll :\[1'. Brosan. Howewl', my deadline vms Friday, 
OC't'lher 4, to turn in my l'eport. Having been involved in the investi
gntion. J wC'nt to -:\f1'. Link 011 Thursday moming, I believe . 

• H. that tin1l', I had :'Ill'. Promuto's qucstions and answers. I gave 
:'III'. T.Jink the quefitiom; nud answers anel I briefed him as best I could, 
baspcl upon my knowledge of the investigation up to that point and 
nskpd him for all opinion. 

He gave me that opinion on Friday in a draft form since we did 
not have t.he report, b!ls(ld upon two criteria, given. two factors he 
thought 1\Jr. Pl'omnto could be fil'ed. Those two factors were that; 
(1) we. were able to gC't. competent witnesses to testify at an adverse 
net-ion hr.aring; (::l), that these witnesses would he able to testify in 
l'('lntin~ depth COllC\ll'llinp: the activities and conversation and associa
tiOllS bnhVC'lm l\rfl'. Pl'Ollluto and the various persons involved, sir. 

1 subsequently got tll(' l'eport dated, fro111 1\11'. Brosan's office, dated 
Oc·tobcr 19. I took thn.t to the Civil Service Oommission, sir. I hac1 
with me a COPy of the memorandum that I Wl'ote to Mr. Bartels, 
hn8ecl upon my conwl'sation with the senior attorney at the Civil 
8[,1'vic(> Commission, in which the bottom Jille of it was basecl upon 
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that report no Cidl Service action conld be taken against flir. Pro
muto at all. 

SC'nator PERCY. ",Vho directed 01' advised yon to take the Promuto 
matter to the Civil Service Oommission for unofficial review or 
opinion? 

:[\11'. RWHARDRON, This ,vas a carryover, sir, of my instructions from 
:\11'. Bartels dnring t118 first week in Odobel'. 

SC'l1ator P:CRCT. Did ::\11'. Durkin give you the same kind of advice 
hl the Vincent OliYer case? 

~[r. RICHARDRON. To go to the Civil Service Commission, sid No, 
sir, Mr. Durkin's ach'icC' in the Vincent Oliver case was for me to go 
to the U.S. attorney's office. 

SC'nator, I bronght with me a copy of my memorandum to JUl'. 
Bartels, concerning m:v conversation with the Civil Ser\rjce Commis
sion. If you do not aJrC'uc1:v have it, 1 will offer it as an exhibit, sir. 

r At this point Senator Knnn withdrew from the hearing room.l 
:\fr. FELDlIIAX. Mr. Chairman, could we put that in the record as 

exhibit No. 41 ? 
SC'nator PERCY. It will be entered as exhibit tll. 
[The document referred to was marked "exhibit No. 41" for ref

C'l'l'I1C(l and will 1w l'0tainC'd in the confidential files of the subcommit
tcc·l 

::'If!'. Hl('uAnDRox. It if; undated, bnt I believe it was the clate 1 hud 
the' eonvel'fmtion. which was October 30. 

Senator PERCY. ,Yould yon revi('w for me the reaction Mr. Bartels 
had to the meetiu,'2: WC' ha\'c been discussing? 

:'[1'. HWHARDSOX. Tlw October 1 meeting, sid 
ficl1utol' PElWY. Yl's. It \YUS the Octoher 1 meeting. 
:\[1'. RWIIARDSO);". III' was unemotional. 
:'Ill'. Fm,1>l\IAN. ::'fT'. Chairman, I think there is some qnestion as to 

tlll' 11lCetillg. Are :rcm l'pfprring to the meeting--
Sl'lmtOl' PERCY. 1'11('rc is the October 2, ,Yeclnescla~r, meeting. I am 

SOI'I'Y • 
.;\rr. Fm,D1.\[AN. O('toJ)C']' 2: wlwlI yon bronght in yonI' recommencla

HOIlR :from Mr. Link on the Civil Sel'vice. 
l\II'. RWIT,\RDRON. Thnt lllPeting occlll'l'ed on October 4. Friday 

eWlling, I was call(>(l dowll--I don't know whether I was called down 
01' went down to Mr. Bartels' omcn at about 6 o'clock at nighi. 

I stn.ted that "You wHnted the report" and 1 gave him the facts 
H::; to how I arrived at this report hecllUse I did not have Mr. Brosn.n's 
rcport. 

Mr. Brosan had not snhmittl'c1 allY report up until the time 1 went 
into l\Ir. Bartels' office. He was rather upset at that. He berated me 
IO\' .:\11'. Brosan llot snhmitting the report, until finally, I shouted 
bnck at him that "Stop nskinglTll' these questions which Mr. Brosan 
hasn't. gotten the report and ask 1\[1'. 13rosl1.ll. 1 can't account for why 
h(' didn't g()t. the rl'port in. You will have to confront him with th(lt." 

:'If1'. Bartels leU tile office Hnd Dan Casey then came into the office 
[11(1. inquired of me~ why was Mr, Bartels n.ngry at me? I told him 1 
didn't know. 

There just seenwc1 to he a cont-i.uuution of the previons Frida.y 
night n.nd Sa hmlay morning:. He then came back in :mcl I said, "1 
lwc1 the tentative l'('POl't. of Mr. Link," and this is the bottom line of 
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it; namely, that Mr. Promuto could be fired, given these two factors, 
at which he became very excited. 

He told me that he dic.ln't want Link's report; he wanted my report. 
I told him it ,,-as a draft and we had a general go-around as to why 
I had a draft. It was almost a catch-22 argument, in that I had a 
draft because I don't have the report. 'Why don't you have the report ~ 
I don't know, because it is not in. 

He did not 'want that report. Mr. Durkin, Thomas Durkin, who was 
also present then, stated tlJat I neycr shou1cl have drafted that report, 
since I didn't have Georg" Brosan's final report. I shouldn't haTe 
eyell ,gone out and drafted the t0ntative report. 

I then \Tent to ~rr. Bartels after the meeting and he had told me 
that I had to have it in Sat1ll'day mOl'lling, my final written report, 
ill on Saturday moming. I l'l'call that because it was difficult getting 
a secretarv. 

After that, I told. him I still don't haY0 George's report. So all you 
are going to get is it polishing up of this tentative report. Can I at 
least wait until I get George's report.? By that time he had calmed 
down and he said okay. 

It wasn't until Oetoh,l' 20 that I secmed George Bromm's l'(,POl't. 
Senator PERCY. Do I nnCkl'Rtand correctly that you took the final 

report of October 21 to the> Civil Scrvice ~. . 
Mr. RICIIAHDS()X. That is corl'CCt. ! thonght the date was October 

H). 
Senator PER<W. ",Yhat was their reaction? 
~Il'. llICII.\RDROX. r wpnt throngh the l'eport in what I refer to as 

anonymous detail, sir, because at that point ill time no names were 
known in the press or anything else and ~Ir. Pl'omuto was a fair1y 
\yell-known p('r80n in some sectors in this town in any event, having 
played football in ",Vashington. 

That was exaetly what :\11'. Gastley~ the attorney I was speaking 
,vith, W·l.Ulte!l. He did not ,vant to know the name. 

I went throngh the report basieally page by page, filling in any 
possibh\ areas that I lmnw that may not have been contained in ver
batim within that report. 

::\11'. Gasl'lev was hlflllt'llel'(l-it is in. the memorandum which I 
don't think I have with mr. 

Spnator PElley. Is the u:-;e of hvpothcticfl18 an orclinal'~· proced1ll'e? 
l\Ir. RICIIAnnSON. Yon m('an \\·jLh the Civil Service Oommission? 

This is the first time I had e\'Pl' clone this, sir. This wasn't posed as a 
hn)otht'ticll1. It was posed us un anonymous case. I didn't posc it as 
a hypothetical case. 

Senator PERCY. No names used ~ 
1VIr. l::'ICIIARDSON. ,Just no names USCLl. I said these facts actually 

exist. I didll't pose it as a hypothetical to them. 
Senator PEHCY. But the individual was idcntified as a scnior em-

ployee?- .,...]. 1 . 'b·l't· 1 . . 1\f1'. RrCITAl1nsoN. 1 es, Sl1', WIth yery ug 1 VIS 1 11 y, \:Ccpmg lJl 
mind, sir, that at no point, although I presume that every witness will 
be able to testify before a hearings officer concerning' alW facts con
tained in the report, I Imew and I so conveyerl to .Mr. Gastley, that 
we would not be able to secure any witness who was competent ted 
testify .as to any fact in this investigation beyond personal knowledge, 
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beyond 1968, since 1 was informed that the 1\1etropolitan Police De
partment would not allow any police officer to get on the stand and 
testify. 

That was the last contact I had with that case until I had conversa
tions with Mr. Bartels in Noyember 1974, and on January 22" 1974. 

Senator PERCY. Diel you tell Mr. Tartaglino that Ur. Bartels hael 
asked you in early September 1974 to call Mr. Geoffrey'Sheppard, at 
the 'White House, to suggest Mr. Promuto be nominated as Deputy 
Administrator of DEA ~ 

Mr. RICIIARDSON. I don't recall telling Mr. Tartaglino that, sir; no, 
sir. I do recall the incident in which Mr. Bartels told me to call the 
White House. I was not to call Sheppard, but I do recall the incident. 

]\fl'. Bruce Jensen was present eluring that conversation. I don't 
recan that con'Versation with Mr. Tartaglillo. 

Senator PERCY. Do you recall ever mentioning Promuto's name to 
the White House for the position ~ 

MI'. RICHARDSON. No. sir. Mr. Bartels gave me those illstructions on 
Friday, September 6, at noon and I then- went to my office and calleel 
Colonel 1Yalkel'. He was not in. 

At 5 o'clock that afternoon, Mr. Bartels calleel me and told me to 
cancel the telephone call; he would take care of it when he returned 
:from Europe. I told him fine. Colonel ,Valker called me back the 
following week. 

I told him Mr. Bartels wanted to get with him about a deputy. I 
diel talk to MI'. Bartels at 5 o'clock, in that 5 o'clock conversation 
about ,vhethcr 01' not he was serious about MI'. Promuto's nomination. 
He told me no, he wasn't. It was a llame that came to mind, but he 
was not serious a bout it. 

~e1Ultor PERCY. ,Vould you describe as best you can the relation-
sIn p hetween Bartels and Promuto ~ 

]\fl'. IhcIIAIWSON. Tlwy were good friends. 
Senator PERGY. They wm'e what~ 
l\'fr. RICH \HDSON. They ~rere good friends, 
Senator PERCY. Good frlends? 
1\11'. HWII.U1DSON. Yes. 
Senator PERCY. Would you want to expand on that at all ~ How 

c10se 'were they as friends? 
Mr. nICJIAlinsoN. I would say nIl'. Promuto was as close a friend 

to Mr. Bartels as I was. Since both of them had their families in 
K ew York and were down here Mondn.y through Friday alone, I 
know for a fact they hod dinner several times a week together. In
deed, I went to dimler with them, with. the two of them on possibly 
olle or two occasions. That was the extent of it. They were close 
:friends and ~J:r. Bartels thought that Mr. Promuto was a good public 
affairs (lirector, 

Senntor PERCY. 'Would yon teU us what your judgment is of George 
Brosnn's reputation, his pI'o:f.essionalre~)Utatioll ~ 

Mr. HWIIAI:DSON. At the time I was lllvolved in this investigation, 
sir, lfr. Drosan had the highest reputation. 

Senator PERCY. And Andrew Tartaglino's reputation ~ 
lUI'. RICHARDSON. In September, he had the same reputation, sir. 
Senator PImey. Do you think Mr. Barbels' personal relationship 

with Promuto in any ,~,ray colored his reactions in this case? 
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Mr. RICHARDSON. I don.'t i-now, sir. I don't know. I know it Became 
a ycry ~motiol1al issu('., Sir.I think the emotions clouded the judgment 
of a number of people who were inyolv<'~d in this tlmig. 1VhetJ1C'l' or 
not Mr. Bartels' friendship. entered into tIns, I am sure it did, but to 
what· ext£'llt, I dOll~t Imow. Mr. Bart,els had told me on several 0('-" 

rasions, sir, jf :-'11'. Promnto had done anything wrong, he ivas going 
to nrc him.' , 

There wns 110 c10nbt about that at an, but he was not going to allow 
him to be> bla('};:rmllpd, whirh is what lle felt was happ('uing her('. He 
clirl not trunt::\Ir: Brosan's judgment. . 

Senator Prmcy. I have just a few questions remaining on Diane De 
,ito. ~ 

How well (lid :'If!'. Bartels know Diane J)e \ito in Drcember. 11173? 
. Mr. RrcII.\RDSOX. It was my impression, sir, that this was the first 

tIme that 11(' mC't hp1'. 
Senator PERCY. He did not know her and had not met. her prior to 

D('('emhcr 1073 in yom oph1ion? 
i'.fl'. R!CIIAHDSOX. It ivas my impression that he had bern introduced 

to her in Snn Frall('isco in D('cembel'. 
SenatoI' PERCY. ,Vas 2\Jr. Bartels in Diane De Vito's company after 

D('r.emher lP7~ in Las Vl'gas, for instance, or in 'Vashington~ 
)11'. llIcILmIlRoN. I wonld have 110 way of knowing that, sir. 
Senator Plmry. Did he give Vincent Pl'omnto permission to take 

~r", De Vito.to the Dlllle8 Airport in .July lDN ~ 
:Mr. RrGIuRDsox. I would ha\-~ no way of knowing that, sit'. He 

never told mt' about it. 
f\pnator PERCY. 1\11'. Richardson, a few moments ago yon said that 

if :'III'. Pl'omnto made a false or misleading statement hi his uns'worn 
answers to written questions, and Jater i:f the nmnvel'S could be shown 
to be falsc'. tlw.t he would be guilty of some crime. Haye you com
pltI'rd his unswC'l'S to writtrl1 qliestionnaiI'(>s with his sworn statement 
to DR:\. illsp('ctors in FC'bl'UfLry 1D7i'i ~ 

Mr. RlclIAlmsox. I JutYc not seen those. 
Senator Pr-:RCY. If so, nre thEll'C any di:ffc'ren('es? 
)11'. RlcII.\1mSo~. I luwe not sren that, sir. The l'Pport of Febl'Ual'Y 

of 197"u, sir, wus reviewed by Mr. Donald nimH. As I stated after 
Octoher 20, mv nSflociation ,yith this investigation was severed and 
the only converRation that I had with ltl1;V01)e about any portion of: 
this mis with )11'. Bartels in N ovemhel' of lD7'! and in January of 
Hl7!J wh('u he c:tlled me on the telepholle, 
. Srnator PEHey. ~fr. Richardson, I want to thank you very much, 
llH]eed. 

)11'. Fm.fJ)[AX. I don't wn,ni: to belahor Ow poiut, but I want to pin 
<1cnvn a conple of m:r~t(l1'S, First, on Diane De Vito, what was it ahout 
Diane De Vito that made you give :JIr. Burtels a warning about hed 

Mr. RIC1TAm)So~. The rnn-nuer in whidl she 'vus described as heing 
drf'ssed. 

~rr. Fm.D:\v.N'. The manner in which she was described as being 
tlr<'Rsed ~ 

Mr. HTCIIAIWSON. Yes. 
~fr. Fm.l):lrAx. That resulted in certain inferences in your mincH 
l\Ir. HrcHARDSON, Yes, sir. She was described, I thhik, as wearing 

It drt'ss which showed a gl'eut amount of cleavage. 
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1\fr. FELDlIIAN. Did Ur; Bartels mention anything else besides that 
about her that made you feel that she was not tt> be associated with 
:Mr. Bartels ~ 

1\11'. RWHARDSO:\". Not that I l'ccall, si1'; no. Thp description of hpr 
l:n'()llght to mind a cel'tain caricature in my min~lthe \Vay he described 
her and it was lor that reason that I presume . 

. :0:[1'. FmJ>lII.\N. 1Vhat was that caI'icature~ 
Mr. RTCHAlIDSOX. He c1('scribecl her as being drpsseel and appcal'ing 

hl the-ill '\vhat in my mind is the class of ctuicatnre of n. prostitute. 
Mr. Fm.DlIIAN. You don't know if Mr. Bartels ever Inet her again 

after yon gave that warning? 
1\:[1'. RrcHAlm~ox. No, sir. 
Mr. Fm.DlIfAN. "That would YOU say if l'Ifl'. Bartels diel meet her 

again after that warning in L'as Vegas, that he was not following 
instructions?: . 

Mr. Rron,\TIDSox. Those weren't instructions. I had no right to 
instruct. him. 

1\11'. Fm.D::'IAN. ,,"ould you say he was exercising poor judgment ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I wouldn't know the cil'eumstances under which 

he met her. 
Mr. FEr.DlIIAN. The same circmnstances thrrt he met 1101' in San 

Francisco, ,yhich caused you to offer a wa:ning? . 
:Mr. RICHARDSON. It was my understandmg that he was mtrodnced 

to her in San Francisco by :Mr. Promuto. 
::.\11'. FEWJlfAx. Yes, I 1111derstand that. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Ht~ didn:t seek her out at that time. 
:Mr. FELDlIfAN. Yon still issued a vmrning 01' a caveat--
Mr. RICHARDSON. If he sought her ont, if: I can ammer it this wa)') 

if he sought her out or knew he would be , .... ith her in Las Vegas, Ney., 
r would be surprised. 

1\11'. Ji'EWl\fAN. ,","'hat if it was the same circumstances again ~ 
Mr. RICUARDSON. If it were the srrme circumstances the wav he 

described to m(', 11e ,vonld not have any control ovcr it. .. 
l\fr. FEWl\fAN. 'Vould he leave ~ 
1\11'. RICIIAHDSON. Assuming he met her, he might well have left. I 

don't know the circumstances. 
1\fr. FELDlIIAN. ,Yonld that be your advice. again if he met her, to 

leave ~ 
1\Ir. RWHARDSON. Yes. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Did he warn 1\:[1'. Pl'omuto not to be seen with her 

after he talked to you ~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I have no idea. 
nil'. FEWJlIAN. Did yOl~ warn Mr. Pl'omuto? 
Mr. RICIURDSON. No, SIr. 
Mr. FELDMAN. vVhy didn't you warn :Mr. Promllto ~ 
MI'. RICHAUDSON. I really don't know. 
lUI'. FELD::\fAN. As a high-l'ankin~ ollicinl, wasn't there the same 

kind of liabilit.y from a public relatIOns standpoint, of DEA fOl' JUl'. 
P romuto to be seen with such a woman? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. In my opinion, yes, sir. 
Mr. FELDJ\IAN. But you' didn't warn him ~ 
Mr. ltICIIARDSON. No, sir. I have no I'ccol1ection of en!' warning 

him. 
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Mr. FELDMAN. I want to pin down one thing. 
Mr. RICHARDSON. If I may, Mr. Feldman. 
l\fT. FELD1.fAN. Yes, please. 
l\Ir. RICHARDSON. Up until late September, I had no way of know

ing what the relationship between Diane De Vito and Mr. Promuto 
was. 

::'\fr. FELD::.rAN. '\V"hat did you find out about the relationship of Mr. 
Pl'omuto and Miss Diane De Vito in September ~ 

:Mr. RICI-IARDSON. From the investigation, apparently there was a 
fairly dose relationship. 

l\fr. FELDlIfAN. A what~ 
1\11'. RICHARDSON. It was a fairly close relationship. He ha~ seen 

her in Las Vegas apparently. Apparently he had called her 111 IJas 
Vegas on several o('casions. That is all I know about it. 

3.\fr. FELm.rAN. This is the same Diane De Vito who was mentioned 
as an associate of a suspected class I violator in the BND 6 report~ 

]\fl'. RIC'HARDSOX. I hrwc no way of disputing; that, sir. I presume 
it is. I have ncver seen Diane De Vito in my Hfe. I presume it is. 

l\fr. Ii'ELDlIfAN. Is it a fact that it is or you just presume that it is ~ 
Have vou s('en the report? 

l\{r."Rwu.mDsoN. No. sir. The aliases are apparently an so. 
) fl'. Fm,]nrAN. Did you ever discuss that report with Mr. Bartels ~ 
l\fr. Hrr'TIARDSON. I don't l'ecnll. sir. I don't believe I did. 
J\fr. FFLD::IIAN. On the 2bth of September. you met with l\fr. Bartels 

awl Tho,nas Dnrkill at hid home. It was a highly emotional, agitated 
nw('ting, th(~ worst 11/2 hOllrs in your life, I b('lieYe you related to us~ 

jfr. HrnL\ImsoN. That is ('xactly the way I described it. 
l\Ir. J'm.!nrAN. The night before l\fr. Bartels had called you twice 

also ill a l'!l.ther agitated fashion? 
:,[1'. HIC'II.\RIlROX. Yes. 
Mr. FJ~Lmr.\~. Did lw know Diane TJe Vito had lwcn identified us 

the girl at the airport aiRo us the girl who had been se('ll with him in 
San Frandseo ut that time ~ ,\Vas tlHtt the reason for his highly 
a~:;tated ~tule? 

::\Jr. IbcHARDSON. Xo. sir. 
~Ir. FEf,iJn.\x. Dhl he nwntion Diane De Vito 011 September 28 at 

the In{,(,:-ing with Thomas Durkin ~ 
~Ir. RreII.\RIls()x. I don't rcca1l sp('cifically. She prohably did e<?me 

up at thnt. As I told yon ~:('st('rdftY. sil', to the b('st of my recollectIon, 
I lOllnd out ahout Diann 1)(>, Vito being in the files on September 30, 
wllPl1 WI' druItt'Cl the (l11estiolls. 

)'IJ'. F!;ul:oIAx. Yon have got a gap in time here from September 
18. WIlC'll yon u~et with Thomas Dnl'kin. to September 28-27 'when he 
('anNl yon at lllgh~\ ahout 10 days. night ~ 

,\Vh;\' was he agItated on the 27th when on the 26th Mr. Brosan 
tC'stificd that von had told him that, yes, the identification was Diane 
DC' Vito on tlil.' 26th?, . 

It would f:Cem to me that there is something here that might have 
triggered :Mr. Bartels to tuke these moves and to set the meeting. 
Why did he do it be10re on the 20th, 22cl, or 24th ~ 

Mr, RICHARDSON. Fil'st of aUj I clisagree with the 26th date. To the 
best of my l'ecollection, I found out and passed 011 the name Diane 
De Vito 011 the 27th. If I recall cOl'l'ectly--
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lVIr. FELD1tAN. That is still before his calls that night and the sub
sflquent meeting on Saturday. 

nIl'. RICHARDSON. Absolutely. 
:l\Ir. FELD$IAN. Twentv-seventh makes {-hat even stronrrer. doesn't 

it ~. -- . 
:Mr. RICHARDSON. I have no idea why Mr. Bartels was aggravated 

and agitated as he was 011 the night of September 27 or what caused 
that agitation, especially on the night of the 27th and the 28th. 

::'Ifr. FELD:\IAN. On what date did YOU have vour initial conversation 
with Thomas Durkin regarding Dilme De Vito ~ 

JIr. RICHARDSON. As I recall. I called Mr. Durkin either Thursdav 
ufternoon or Fridav morning. I believe it was Thursday. He saicllie 
vWl1ld get back to n\e. I am certain in my mind. as best I can be, that 
hI:' caned me on Fridav. the 27th. . 

111'. FI~LDl\flI.N. So tliis is before Mr. Bartels' phone calls to you ~ 
lUI'. RICHARDSON. Absolutely. 
J11'. FELmfAN. Did Thomas'Durkin talk to nfr. Bartels abont Diane 

Dr Vito ~ Hrr name seemed to be in the air here On the 27th. 
111'. IhcIlAunsoN. I don't know. The conversation on the night of 

the 27th and on the morning of the 28th c1idl1ot center on Diane De 
Y1to. It centel'(~d on what l\Ir. Bartels perceived to be a hatchet job 
OIl the--in the oyprall investigation being clone by }\fl'. BrosaIl. I 
objected to tbat rharacterization. 

1\11'. FELmuN. ,y(~ arl.' just trying to find the sequence of events 
that 1:d to this highly agitated meeting. You are pinning down now, 
the 21th. the time that you talked to Mr. Brosan, that you talked to 
Thomas Durkin ltbont Dianc De Vito? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know with whom Ml'. Bartels spoke on the "-
:27th that caused him to call me in the evening at 9 o'clock on the 27th. 

::'Ill'. FELD:;IAX. Bnt on that same night that Thomas Durkin and 
YOU talked about Diane De Vito and von and Brosall talked about 
THane De V;to, ::\11'. Bartels callcd you fwice in a highly agitated state 
aud there followed n. hig~lly agita'ted meeting the next morning, the 
WOl'st 1% hours of yOUI' hfe ~ 

::\11'. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. That is the sequence of events. What 
caused it, I don't know. If vou are inferring that the identification of 
Diane De Vito brought abollt that meeting, sil', in my opinion I doubt 
that. 

111'. FEI-mfAN'. I am not infel'l'ing; anything. I am trying to get the 
spqncnce of events. Yon can draw lllfel'cnces. You arc uncleI' oath. I 
urn not. I am just trying to ask questions and set the sequence of 
ey(~llts. 

,Vhat cOJwcl'Satiolls did Thomas Durkin have with Mr. Bartels 
l'egal'cling Diclll(l De Vito ~ 

~ir. RICHARDSON. You would have to ask :Ml'. Durkin and 1\1:1' 
Bartels that, sir. 

Ml'. FEWlIIAN. Do you know~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Specifically, no. I know they discussed the ill' 

vestigation. 
Mi .. Fm,DlIfAN. Generally ~ 
Mr. ItrcHARDSON. Gencrally. I know they discussed the investiga. 

tion. .. 
p()-351i-7!l-!I 
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Mr. Fm,oMAN. One other line of questioning, Mr. Chairman. 1TI10 
directed Mr. Promuto to answer written questions ~ 

.l\Ir. RICRAHOSON. I brought the questions to Mr. Promuto and 
chrt>cted that he answer them. 

1\11'. FELmIAN. Where did you get the direction from ~ 
l\fr. RICHARDSON. I got the direction from Mr. Bartels the previous 

Saturday morning on the 28th. 
Mr. FEW»fAN. So he directed that; he gave you the order to have 

]\fl'. Promuto answer questions in writing ~ 
l\fr. RrmIARDso~T. That is a fa'ir statement. 
Mr. FEWlIIAN. Did Mr. Promuto know the written questions were 

coming~ 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir: he must have. 
)fr. FEW1IfAN. How didli(l InlOW~ ,VI10 told him g 
)11'. RWHAHOSON, I don't know. but I InlOW I didn't tell him. I 

know he called me lookjng for them on Tuesday morning and I 
believe he also calJed .Tolm Lund. 

Mr. FELUlIr.\x. Did !lfr. Bartels say that no new avenues of ilwesti
gation were to be opened in this case~ 

Mr. RICHARDSO:.'l<. As I stated (larlier. sir, I don't recall that specific 
authorization. I don't doubt that is was giYen, but it was giyen in the 
context of a clarification of the entire issue at the meetina on Octoher 
1 with Mr. Bartels. I might add, sir, that at that meeting, I don't 
recall that issue being broup;ht up. 

Mr. Brosannever raised that issue, nor did he ever ask for clarifica
tion of that issue at all. 

Mr. FEW:\fAN. You mentioned that written questions didn't pre
clude an oral interview later and this might have just been a StBP, 
Isn't that correct~ 

iIII'. RrcIIAHDsON. It was H step to get-yes. It was a step; yes, sir. 
:Mr. FEW1tIAN. If you were going to interview him orallv later, 

don't you giye away yOUl' case if you submit written questions ~ 
~fr. RICHARDSON. No, not in this case. 
Mr. FELD}fAN. Not in this case~ 
Mr. RrcHAHoSON. No, sir. He Imew about this investigation on 

October 18. He knew he was under investigation for it. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. On September 18 ~ 
Mr. RrciiAHosON. By September 18 and by September 19, :Mr. 

Bartels had told me he had discussecl the matter with him. He came 
into }\fl'. Brosan's office and he told us that. 

[At this point Senator .Jackson entered the hearing room.] 
~Ir. FELDlVIAN. Is this from the Thomas Dur1..~n interview~ 
Mr. RICHAnDSON. He had to learn of the details of the investigation 

from the Thomas Durkin interview, sir. Yes, sir, but he learned about 
that-he learned he was under investigation as a result of a piece of 
paper being left in the Xerox machine. 

1\11'. FELDJ'trAN. He didn't Imow the specifics of the investigation. 
Did that piece of paper contain everything in the investigation or did 
Thomas Durkin fill him in on more than what was on that piece of 
paped 

Mr. RICHARDSON. I was not present at that interview, sir. I am led 
to believe from Mr. DUl'1.~n that he went over the issues in the in
vestigation. 
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Mr. FELD~rAN. But )Ir. Bartels gave Thomns Durkin copies of the 
Brosan memo ~ 

Mr. RICIIARDSON. That is right. I have been telling Thomas Durkin 
what was going on--

1\11'. Fm,m.fAN. Giwn to Mr. Promuto before the written questiolls~ 
~fr. RICHARDSON. That is right; he did. 
1\11'. FELDMAN. So before the written questions Thomas Durkin 

under his interview won]d have covered the area that ,vould have been 
cow-red in the written questions ~ 

Mr. RICIIARDSON. Generally, yes. I have already testified to that; 
yes. 

1\Ir. FELDlIIAX. Fhw, but didn't that compromise the iUT'0stjgation 
then if he knew the answers before he got the questions? He knew 
what he was going to answer~ . 

Mr. Rrr1HARDsON. I don't lmmv that :Ml'. Durkin gaye him the 
answerf'. He asked him quesi:ions to the best of my :information. 

1\11'. FELDlIIAN. Just gave him aJl the areas; right ~ 
}\fl'. RICII:\.RDSO::-r. He qu('stioned him about the investigation. 
}\fl'. FELlurAN. Did he ten him written questions were coming~ 
}.Jr. RICIIARDSO::-r. I don't know what he told him. I wasn't there. 
I'llI'. FEm:~r.'\.N. Okay. We will ask him. 
One last question. 'You mentionp.d many tim.es during your testi

mony that ther" had developed a bad 1'e latlOnship lK'twerll I\Ir. 
Brospn and Mr. Bartels. Was this because Mr. Brosan was pr.l'form
ing his dnties in an aggressive manner, invC'stigating unresolved aJ
legations against high level DEA personnel, or was it due to some 
other factor? 

MI'. RrcHARDsOX. Xo, sir. To the l)est of my Imowledge, it was due 
to some other factor. That factor had to do with the Vesco investiga
tion that was being conducted by this subcommittee. 

MI'. FELD:'fAN. It had to do with the Vesco investigation? 
MI'. nrcIIARDsON. Yes. 
1\[1'. FELD::'fAN. ,Vhat was wrong? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. To the besii or my hlformation, in .Tuly of 1974, 

an incident arose in Los Anp.eles, Calif., at. a time when !,Il'. Brosan 
was scheduled to go to Emope and conduct an inspection of our 
European offices. Mr. 13al'tels wanted 1\11'. Brosan to stay in Wash
ington and conduct that investigation. 

:Mr. Brosan went to Europe instead auc11eft his assistant to conduct 
the investigation. That, sir, was, whether or not there was anything 
else, I don't lmow, but I know that was a major factor in the break
down of their relation. 

Mr. FELD1tIAN. That factor or something resulting from that set of 
circumstances ~ 

Mr. RICHARDSON. That factor, Mr. Bartels wanted Mr. Brosan to 
stay und he didn't stay. ,He went to Eu:['ope. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Isn't It because Mr. Brosan departed for Europe 
that his inspectors happened, this is just my chance, one of the ironies 
of the crtse perhaps, that the inspectors happened to see Mr. Pl'omuto 
taking Diane De Vito to the airport ~ 

Mr.'RIcIIARDSON. I don't know. I never knew what case they were 
going on at the airport. I nevel' inquired about that. It was a fact 
that they saw them. 
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Mr. FELD:frIAN. From your knowledge, do you know if that was the 
reason ~ 

lfr. RlCEIARDSON. No, sir. I don't know what case they were going 
'Out on. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. Thank you, MI'. Chairman. 
Chairman JAOKSON. AilV other questions ~ 
Thank you Mr. Richarelson. 
Our next witnesses will be Bill D. 'Williams and Mr. Edward 

Hegarty, FBI agents, Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
If you gentlemen, both of you, will come up, I think we can save 

a lot 'Of time by testifying together. 
Will each of you raise yOUI' right hand and be sworn ~ 
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give before 

this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth, so help you Goel ~ 

Mr. 'VILLIAlIfS. Yes. 
Mr. HEGARTY. Yes, I do. 

TESTIMONY OF :BILL D. WILLIAMS AND EDWARD HEGARTY, 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION SPEOIAL AGENTS 

Chairmun .JACTi:SON. IV ould E'ach of you first identify yourselves ~ 
Mr. IVILLIAlIIS. My name is Bill D. Williams, special agent of the 

FBI. 
MI'. HEGARTY. Edward D. Hegarty, special agent, Federal Bureau 

·of Inyestigation. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may interject here-under the 

circumstances, the agents were just made available to us at 8 :30 this 
morning for a prehearing interview with myself, mujority staff and 
minority counse1. I would like to state, for the record, that, although 
we have had a chance to talk with them briefl.y, we have not been able 
to do the kind of indepth prehearing interview that we always feel is 
necessary ill this subcommittee. . 

'With that caveat, we would like to proceed, with the understanding 
that we may call them back at a future date, in the event we don't 
-covel' all the areas, if that is acceptable. 

Senator PEROY. 1\-11'. Chairman, I would like to say that at the out
~et of the hearing this mornulg, I made a statement on the appear
unce of OUI' two witnesses. I should like to commend Deputy .Attorney 
Heneral Harold Tyler for reversing the policy which might have put 
us on a collision course when the operation of the Bureau with this 
s.ubcommittee through the years has always 1?een very good, indeed, 
in the .r ustice Department. 

I trust it will continue to do so and we are very pleased that we 
{1ie} not have a confrontation because I think the committee would 
have been yery firm indeed in insisting upon these two agents being 
present to be with us because I think their testimony is extremely im
portant to us. 

Chairman JACKSON. I agree with your statement. The Chair would 
just like to state that the Chair appreciates the cooperation of the 
i:alllcing minority member, M1'; Percy, on tIns matter. 

! I called Mr. Tyler anc1 just explainec1 to him what the situation 
was and that decision was i·evel'secl. . 
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,Ve ought to make one thing clear, that the previous decision was 
not by the Federal Bureau of Investigation but by the Department 
of Justice, and that the FBI is subject, of course, to the control of 
the Department. 

At no time have we asked the FBI to make the two gentlemen 
available, as did Mr. Kelly, because they operate under the Depart
ment of Justice. There has never been any problem as fur as tha 
Bureau is concerned on this. 

The witnesses here, of course, operate under the rules of the De
partment of Justice and they are here now to testify. 

Let me go through some of these questions, gentlemen. First, may 
I ask each of you what your position is at the present time in the 
Bnreau~ 

?lIr. 1VILLTA::\IS. I am special agent in charge of the Kansas City, 
1\10. office of the FBI, sir. 

Cha.irman JACl{SON. You are out in Kansas City~ 
1\11'. WILLIA1'r[S. Yes. 
:Mr. HEGARTY. Supervisory special agent, Special Investigative Di

vision, FBI Headquarters .. 
Chah'lnan JACI{SON. l\{r. ,iVilliams, you are the senior agent, as I 

understand it. I will address the bulk of the questions directly to you 
and, Mr. Hegarty, if you ",'in not hesitate to comment, and we will also 
ask questions, but we will do it that ,yay if that is an 1.'ight because 
you work together as a team. 

I will ask each of you, how long have you, ]\fl'. Williams, been as-
sociated with the FBI ~ 

Mr. WILLIAl\{S. Since February 4, 1952. 
~Ir. HEGARTY. Eighteen years, Senator. 
Chairm[l,l1 JACKSON. Did ~TOU have~ each of you, law enforcement ex-

perience prior to going with the FBI ~ 
1\11'. ·WILLTA1\{S. No, sir. 
Mr. HEGARTY. Not I, Scnator. 
Cludrman JACKSON. ,Vhnt was your position in November of 1974~ 
Mr. 'VXLLIA1'rfS. I was an inspector assigned to the Inspection Divi-

sion at. headquarters. 
Mr. HEGAR'l'Y. Supervisory special agent assigned to the FBI In

spection Division. 
Chair1flan .JACKSON. lVho was your immediate supervisor in the FBI 

at that tune ~ 
Mr. VVILLL.U,IS. For both of us, sir, it would have been Mr. Harold 

Bassett, Assistant Director in Charge of the Inspection Division. 
Chairl11[l,n JACKSON. To whom did your immediate snperyisor 

report~ 
Mr. WILI,TAUS. To Mr. Nick Callahan, the Associate Director. 
Chairman .JACKSON. "\Vel'e you at some point, in late 1974, given an 

assignment that related to issues concerning Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration ~ 

Mr. WILT.lAMS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman .J ACKSON. That applied likewise to you ~ 
I1fr. HEGAR'l'Y. Yes, sir; on December 2. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Vho gave you this assignment~ 
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~Ir. \:VIT"LTA~rs. The assignment was made by Mr. Larry Silberman, 
:then the Assistant Attorney General. I beg your pardon, the Deputy 
-Attol'l1CV General, sir. 

ChaiI:man ,TACKSOX. Do you Terall the date ~ 
::\Ir. W ILLTAlIfS. Yes, sir; all December 2. 
Chairman .TAC'KSOX. December 2, 1974 ~ 
1\11'. i,VILUA::IIS. 1974. 
Ohairman JAC'KSOX. ,\Vhnt precise instrnctions were p:iven to you in 

connection with this assignment by your FBI superiors ~ 
1\[1'. 'VILLTA::IfS. Nothing, sir. 
Ohairman JACKSOX. Nothing from them ~ 
l"r1'. WILLIAlIfS. No, sir. 
Chairman ,TACKSO;:.T. Have eithE'r of you been given such an assign-

mpnt bdore ~ 
Mr. T'iTILLLnIs. No, sir. 
]\fl'. HEGATITY. No, sir. 
Chairma,n JM'lKSOX. Is it customary for FBI agents to be assigned to 

a case outsIde of the chain of command of the Bureau ~ 
\fr. 'Vn,UAlIIs. Not to my lmmyledge, SiT. 
}\fl'. HEGARTY. Not in my experIence, Senator. 
Ohairman .L\C'KSOX. To whom were you to report uncleI' the terms of 

this assigllll1E'nt ~ 
}\fl'. 'VIJ,uA~rs. Directly to l\Ir. Silberman, sir. 
Ohairman ,L\CKSO~. Directly to him ~ 
:Mr. 'YILLTA::IIS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman .TACKSOX. That is for both of you and you were the senior 

ag-<'nt, ~rr. ,Yi1liams~ 
'Mr. 'YILLIA1IIS. That is Tight. 

Chairman .hclesoN. Did you understand that this assignment called 
for you to proceed in a manner stipulated by traditional, conven
tional, and routine FBI inyestigative procedures ~ 

MI'. 1'TILT~TA"rs. I am not sure I understand. 
Ohairman JAGKBON. In other words, when you were given this ns

signJl1cnt, "were vou given to understnnd that you would follow the 
traditional, com:entional, professional apP1'oacli in handling this case 
as you hnTe had over these many years in regular, routine FBI in
vestigatiw matters? 

]\fl'. 'YILU.nrs. I certainly understood that we should approach it 
from :t professional standl)oint, sir. But we did not-I did not
l'eceiYe any specific instructions from :Mr. Silberman or anyone else 
as to how to conduct the inquiry. 

Chairman .L\OKSON. Yon WE're limited, ]lOwever, were you not, in 
what you could do and Y{ere there parameters set on what you conle1 
do? 

l\Ir. 'VIJ~r,IAlIrs. Yes, sir. nfr. Silberman's instructions on December 
2 WE')'e that I was to conduct an adminiBtrative inquiry and he said 
that. in doing so r should focus on the allegations which were set out 
in 1\11'. Tartaglino's memorandum of November 14, a memorandum 
that he had submitted, I believe, to Mr. Pommerenillg, Assistant At
tornev General. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. Let me ask 011e preliminary question before 
that. Did you proceed in. this assignment in the role of an FBI agent, 
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reporting to your established superiors in the FBI, or were you to 
b;ypass the FBI anclreport directly to another official; namely, in this 
eaSEl, nfr. Silberman; or what other person ~ 

l\1r. '\YILLllJlIS. In this instance, sir. I considered myself on loan to 
the Department and to report directly to Mr. Silberman. 

Chairman JACKSON. So you were really out of the chain of command 
for this purpose ~ 

1\'[1'. 1YrLLIA)IS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. "Within the FBI? 
Mr. 1VILLIAMS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. Mr. ·Williams, did your original instmctions on 

this assignment place any limitation 011 you on how far you could 
-expand your inquiry? 

Mr. 1VILLTAJl1:S. No limitations, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,\Vas it limited in scope in anyway ~ 
:Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir, but the instructions were, and Mr. Silber

man used the wDrd focus, focus on the allegations set out in that 
memorandum. Limited to that extent, sir. 

Chairman .JACKSON. Suppose that you followed the memorandum 
and you ran into other leads. ·Were you free then to follow down any 
lead and to go to whatever extent was necessary to get the information 
as you do in a reg~llar FBI inyestigation? You run down every angle, 
you get to one pomt and that leads you to something else, but there 
were no limitations placed on you? 

i'lr. 1VILLIAJlIS. No limitations. I felt that I had that authoritv as 
long as it was pertinent to the memorandw.:l. " 

Chairman JACKSON. ·Why was this called an administrative inquiry, 
something I gather you never have been involved in before ~ I am a 
little confused. 

Mr. '\YrLLIAlI!S. That was Mr. Silberman's terminology, sir. 
::\1r. FELD:lIAN. TVl1at was your definition of that? 
Mr. '\Yrr,LIAJlIs. ,\Ve wrestled with that this morning. I considered 

it to be looking into the administration in DEA, of this Promuto 
matter, ancl to be out of the scope of the allegation of criminal viob
tion. 

Chairman JAOKSON. You were not looking for any crimina] 
violations ~ 

Mr. WILLIAJlIS. No, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. It was limited, then, wasn't it ~ ,\~Tere YOll in-

structed to look for possible criminal violations? 
Mr. ,\VILLIA:ftIS. No, sir. 
Chairman .JAOKSON. Didn't that limit the scope of your--
Mr. WILLIAJI:[S. Certainly if I had uncovered anything that I would 

have considered to be a criminal violation I 'would have immediately 
gone to Mr. Silberman. 

Mr. Fl<;Ln1\IAN. Mr. Chn,irman, could I just read for you in this line 
of questioning, 1\:[,1'. ,\Yilliams referred to 1\!I1'. Tartaglino's memoran
c1um of November 14, and he was to nUl down these allegations and 
:Ml.'. Tartaglino says, and I quote: 

In sDite of this neec1, the actions of Mr. Bartels have been such IlR to impede 
the investigation at every step und, therefore, to infer that Mr. Promuto was 
'to receiVe consic1e):ation not usually afforc1ed to others in such cases. 
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You have commcnted, Mr. Chairman, that there is a potential here 
at least of conduct, which might come in the criminal sphere, and I 
was wondering, could then Mr. Williams, under his instructions, run 
down that~ 

Chairman JACKSON. The question very bluntly is whether there was 
evidence here of a course of conduct and action that would bear on 
the issue of obstruction of justice, and the testimony here certainly 
raises serious questions in this area. I gather that is why the Depart
ment of .rustice now has an ongoing investigation. That is why we 
asked the question here about possible criminal violations. 

Mr. 1VILLIAlIfS. Yes, sir, I lmderstand. What I am saying is in using 
Mr. Silberman's terminology I ·was to conduct an administrative in
quiry. I couldn't ten you what he meant specifically by that, sir. J\Iy 
interpretation was that it is administrative in nature. 

Chairman JAOKSON. In your own mind, were you just looking at pro
~ec1u.res of whether it was a mismanagement thing, or were you think
mg III terms that there may wen have been a course of conduct here 
that might rr..ise some problems that could be in violation of Jaw, 
Fedel'allaw ~ 

I mr.an the memorandum and the information that had come to 
light through the D.C. Police Department raised some serious ques
tions on the cuUl'se of conduct which related to whether or not Mr. 
Promuro was being placed in a position where he might be subject 
to compromise, and so on. 

1\fr. Wn.LTAlIfS. After reading this memorandum, after receiving 
the instrnctions of MI'. Silberman, it was my intent to the best of my 
ability to take thE'sG alIegations one by one and intenri.ew people at 
DE.A to see what baSIS there was for the specific allegatIOns, not con
sidering in my Ot,'n mind at that time whether there might be a 
c]'iminal violation or not. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. You are not trying to prejudge it, obviously ~ 
J\'fr. WILLIAl\r8. No, sir. 
Chairman .JAOKSON. You were just trying to get the facts of what 

happened and what was going on ~ 
l\'fr. 'YILLIAl\fS. That was my intent, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, could I get right down-I am 

troublpd as you arc on this matter. Do you consider acoverup an 
ohstrnction of justice as a erimillal activity ~ 

::\-11'. 'YILLTAl\IS. Certainly, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Did yOlt have available for your study and analysis, 

JUl'. Tal'taglino's allegations and when you looked at that, how do you 
interprE't that as just an administrative, whatever that might be, in
YPstigation, looking at the procedures ancl how the Department oper
ated? That is what I would sayan administrative investigation 
would be. 

Ts it well managed; is it organized properly: al'e proper procedures 
being followed? Here is a clear case of an allegation of all obstruction 
of justice. 

That, to me, looks like a full criminal investigation should be made. 
I think that is what the subcommittee is trying to determine, Did you 
go in to look at that to determine whether there was verification for 
tl1('se allegations ~ Because that is the-the press release seems to 
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relieve the public's mind. that was released to the press and to the 
Congress. ' 

Therefore, that there wasn't anything wrong-that there wasn't 
obstruction of justice; that there wasn't a coverup, and that the alle
gations though made in good faith were grOlUldless. 

Excuse my intrusion, but I think we are both grasping for the same 
thing. 

Chairman JACRSON. Later it turns out, you know, of course Mr. 
Bartels is dismissed. v\That we are trying to find out, if I may add to it, 
Senator Percy, I think yon st,ated it very well, what we are trying 
to find out is whether or not you were given a complete free hand to 
run this thing down to the bottom and get the facts right across t1:e 
board, or were you reporting into Mr. Silberman what you found In 
connection with the questions he asked, or were you able to conduct 
the kind of full-field investigation you conduct if you were acting 
1111(le1' the normal and traditional procedures of the FBI'? 

Senator PERCY. I can't imagine anything more serious than these 
allegations and charges made right at'the top management of a whole 
program, behind which the President of the United States and the 
C~ng~es~ has put the highest priority on the gravest, gravest danger 
tIns )t atlOn faces. 

Here is the enforcement end of it and an allegation of co'vernp and 
wrongdoing at that level. That to me looks like a very serions matter. 
Excllse me. 

rAt this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room. ] 
Chairman J ACRSON. SO I take it that you had complete freedom to 

run down every aspect of this and you didn't find anything ~ 
nIl'. VVILLIA?IS. I had the complete freedom to address myself to 

the allegations in Mr. Tartaglino's memorandum. I diel not feel that 
I had freedom to go beyond that without consulting with :Mr. Silber
man. 

Ohairman JACKSON. One of the allegations in that Tartaglino memo-
randum was thnt Mr. Bartels had impeded the investigation ~ 

.Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. . 
Chairman ,TACRSON. You found no basis for tha.t ~ 
Mr. WILLIA:lIIS. Sir, I think uncleI' the agreement-
Chairman JACKSON. Do you have that memorandum ~ 
~fr. FEL?lIIAN. Would you identify that as the memorandum you 

,,-ere worklllg from ~ 
Chairman .JAOKSON. That has been marked for identiH'!ation. It has 

tm exhibit number on it. It is exhibit No. 20, sealed. 
Is that the memorandum ~ 
}\II'. 1V'rr,r,IA::us. Thctt is the memorandum. 
:lIIr. FELDMAN. That is the memorandum you got from Mr. Silber

man ,;'hich was drafted by Mr. Tartaglino, to :Thir. Pommerening; is 
that l'lght ~ 

Mr. 'WILLIA1\fS. That is right, Mr. Feldman. 
Chairman .JACRSON. On the third page, paragraph in the middle of 

the page: 
III spite of this need, the actions of Mr. Bt'.rtels have been such us to im

pede the investigation at every step und, therefore, to infer that Mr. Promuto 
was to receive considerations not usually afforded others in such cases. The 
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investigation was undertaken immediately upon receipt of the information of 
the Washington Metropolitan Police, though Mr. Bartels was at that time out 
of the country and did not return for 4 days. 

After he learned of it he admonished Mr. Brosan, the acting chief inspector, 
to under no circumstances commence an investigation against a major agency 
official in his absence. 

Thereafter he prematurely, in my opinion, unnecessarily informed Mr. Pro
muto of the fact of the investigation's naturE'. He and a consultant associate, 
Mr. Tom Durkin, an attorney practicing in New .Tersey, cliscussed the matter 
with Mr. Promuto in the ausence of either Mr. Brosan or the investigators 
involved and never advised either of the SUbstance of their discussion. 

He next insisted both improperly and prematurely that written interrog
atoriE's be submitted to Mr. Promuto to which he would respond in writing prior 
to any or all questioning or interview. He thE'n establisllecl arbitrary deadlinE's 
in wllicll Mr. Promuto must be questioned and for the submission of a written 
report to the conclusion of the investigation. 

That is pretty serious. 
Mr. HEGARTY. Senvtor, within the framework of the paragraph 

there is an absence of speciflc documentation to back up the charges 
which Mr. Tartaglil10 has made. Fnndamentally our responsibility 
and our purpose in conducting the limited inquiry at the Drug En
forcement Ac1mhlistration was to determine what specific documenta
tion there existed, what proof there existed to back up the content of 
~fr. TUl'taglino's memorandum . 

. Suhsequently w(' had an extensive interyiew with :1f1'. TartagJino, 
with Mr. George Brosan, the then Acting Inspector of tIl(> Drug En
rOl'(!ement Administration, other persons associated with DEA. 

lYe took those findings, what those people said, what direct knowl
edge they had, what other information they had regarding the con
tent, the allegations in this memorandum, and we 'provide them to 
Attorney Silberman of the ,Justice Department. 

Chairman JACKSON. Did you go into the information from the 
Washington Metropolitan Police ~ 

nfr. HEGARTY. "To made no inquiry into the substantive uJlegations 
which were raised against Mr. Vincent Pl'omuto, other senior officials 
at the Drug Enforcement Administration, with respect to alleged 
bribery activity, impropriety. activity, we made no direct investiga
tlOn mto those specific allegatIons. 

Chairman JACKSON. ,'V1)y not, if you had the complete free hand 
here ~ In your own mind, now, I ask you under oath, both of you, did 
you ha ye a complete, free hand ~ 

Mr. IVILLIAlIIS. To conduct the limited investigation we were in
structed to. 

Chairman JACKSON. IVhat do you mean by a limited investigation ~ 
Yon didn't go behind and follow up--

Mr. HEGARTY. Senator, i:f I may, our function here was exclusively 
to determine what facts arc available to support Mr. Tal'tuglino's 
allegations in his me~orandum. vVhat facts Mr. Tartap;1ino had to 
support these alJegatlOlls, what facts other key people III DEA had 
to support the allegations in this memorandum. 

It was clearly understood between special agent in Charge IVil
Iiams and I that it was within our sphere of authority to independ
('ntly conduct any investigation into the allegations 'of substantive 
violations that appeal' to be in 1\1:1'. Tartaglino's memorandum. 

[At this point Senato)' PorC'y entered the hearing 1'00111.] 
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Chairman JACKSON. 'What did you base that conclusion on ~ 
1\11'. HEGARTY. On the instructions that I was given by Mr. vYilliams 

on December 2, ,ve were to focus the inquiry at the Drug Enforce
ment Administration in a narrow way to determine what documenta
tion there was to support the context of Mr. Tartaglino's memo
randum. 

Chairman JACKSON. Gentlemen, I think before we proceed further 
you should, each of you, starting with Mr. vVilliams, just tell us spe
cifically, categorically what your instructions were and what you 
understood your limitations to be. 

I want to be fail' with you. 'Were they in writil1g~ 
l\Ir. WILLIA:r.rs. No, sir. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Nothing in writing~ 
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Mr. "'iVillinms, can you give us a bm of particn

lars now, specifically what you were instructecl to do and as you lUlder
stood it and whether, 1\11'. Hegarty, you were instrncted the same 
thing? 

I gather the instructions went to you, Mr. 'Williams, and then Mr. 
Hegarty worked with you. Is that right ~ 

1\11'. IhGARTY. Yes, sir. 
Ohairman ,JACKSON. Y01.l did not, Mr. Hegarty, receiYe specific 

instructions from anyone in Mr. Silberman's office or from Mr. 
Silberman ~ 4 

:Mr. HEGARTY" No; I did not. My inslTuctions came directly from 
]\[1'. 1Yilliams. However, at a later 'date I participated in a conversa
tion with Mr. Silberman and on the 13th of December where we dis
cllssed the results of our inquh'ies and it was crystal-clear to me that 
time that ,ve had done pxactly what was expected of us to do. 

Ohairman JACKSON. You did what~ 
lUI'. HEGAR'rY. That we had performed-
Chairman JACKSON. Exactly what~ 
:Mr. HEGAR'l'Y. vYhat the ,Justice Department expected from us. 
Chairman JACU:SON". That was 10 days after you got the original hill 

of particulars here, Mr. Tartaglino's memorandum. Is that right g Did 
you know from the out.set what you were supposed to do ~ 

:Mr. HEGARTY. As I understood the assignment, consistent with the 
record of what we did during the course of the assignment, was to 
cletel'mhle what fnctnal information, what direct evidence :Mr. Tar
ta~lino had, 1\11'. Brosan had to support the allegations, essentially 
l111Smanagement allegations, the allegations of impropriety that are 
contained in 1\Ir. 'I'al'taglino's memorandum. 

vVe condnctedlogical inquiries at the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration and we reached a point where we bi;iefed Mr. Silberman on 
what we had done and ther'e was 110 further instructions thnt came 
forwarcl from Mr. Silberman with respect to any additional inquiries 
that he wished us to make. 

Ohairman JACKSON. 1\fl'. "'iiVillinll1s, could you reconstrllct as best you 
l.'emember the instructions tha t you were operating uncleI' ~ 

Mr. VVIIJLIA1'IS. Right, sir, during the afternoon of December 2 in 
JUl'. Silberman's office--

Chairman J AOICSON. What date ~ 
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Mr. VY'"ILLIAJ\!S. December 2, 1974, in l\fr, Silberman's office he had 
the original, I believe, of Mr. Tartaglino's memorandum of Novem
ber 14, 1974. 

He referred to that memorandum and instructed me to conduct an 
administrative inquiry and in doing so he instructed that the inquiry 
focus on ~lr. Tartaglino's memorandum to determine whether there 
were facts to support the allegations that he had set out in his memo
ranchllll. 

Chairman JAOKSON. As you read the memorandum did you see any 
allegations here that were beyond the administrative process, but 
might bear on possible criminal violations ~ 

:Mr. 'YILLIAMS. Certainly it supported, sir, the allegations of 
{loverup, impeding investigations. 

Chairman JAOKSON. In order to really follow up the serious al
legation of impeding the investigation at every step, what elid you 
do to carry oul; that aspect of the allegation ~ 

:Mr. 'YILLLUIS. On December 5 we illtenriewed-1\fr. Hegarty and 
I-interviewed Mr. Tartaglino at length in his office. We interviewed 
1\11'. George Brosan on D('cember 6. We interviewed Mr. Bartels on 
December 9 and 10. ""Ve interviewed Mr. Robert Richardson on the 
10th of December, Mr. Tom Durkin on the 12th of December. On 
December 11. :J1r. Patrick Fuller, a former Chief Inspector of DEA, 
was interviewed by agents assigned to our Los Angeles office, at my 
request. 

Ohairman .JACKSON. Did you look into the allegations contained in 
the report from the ,Vashington Metropolitan Police ~ 

Mr. ,VILLIAl\IS. No, sir. I did not. 
Ohairman JAOKSON. my not~ 
Mr. WILLIAl\IS. Because we were instructed that-I was instructed 

that I was not to investigate MI'. Pl'omuto from the standpoint of his 
fitness to be in office. 

Chairman JACKSON". Then you were limited ~ You were stopped 
right there. Is that right ~ 

MI'. ,VILLIAl\IS. No doubt I was limited in many ways when I tell 
you. 

Chairman JAOKSON. I want to be fair to you because this testimony 
is important. You represent a great profession. I just want to be sure 
what the ground rules were at the time. 

Mr. 'VILLTAJ\!S. I was instructedllot to address myself to that, sir. 
Chairman J AOKSON . You were instructed not to address yOUl'self to 

that, the question of looking into MI'. Promuto's activities~ 
Mr. 'VILLIAl\[S. His qualifications. 
Chairman JAOKSON. Pardon me~ 
1\11'. 'YILLLUIS. His qualifications. 
Chairman JACKSON. His qualifications and so on ~ 
Mr. 'VU,LIAl\rs. Right, sir. 
Chairman .JAOKSON. Let me ask you now as a professional. In light 

of the allega.tions here, if you were acting independently, wouldn't 
you haye gone into that if you were over in the BUl'eau and you got a 
lead here ~ Would YOll go over and talk to the people in the Metro
politan Police Department, you or you direct someone, I don't mean 
you individually, to find out what it was all about~ 
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l\1r.Wrr,LIA)IS. Yes, sir, but this is a new departure for us. I have 
never functioned in the last 23 years in an investigation other than 
as a special agent of the FBI up to this time and I considered myself 
on loan to the Deputy Attorney General functioning as an officer of 
the Office of the Deputy Attorney General. 

Chairman J AOB;SON. That is what I had understood. That IS why I 
am trying to get this record stmight. For. the first time in your career 
and I belieye~ Mr. Hegarty, you have also so indicated, YOU were 
gjyen this unusual assignment which is kind of hard to· define, an 
administrative investigation, and you have been accustomed once you 
are on a case to go right to the sonrce. Right ~ Is that correct ~ 

Mr. WILT,IA)IS~ That is correct, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. Here you were instructed not to follow through 

on Mr. Promuto's activities and background. 
Mr. WILLIAUS. That is right, sir. 
Clmirman ,J.\OKSOX. That is the heart of the whole issue here. ~ow 

we are getting at ,,,hnt I understood to be the problem. 
,Vas that your understanding too, Mr. Hegarty ~ 
Mr. HEGARTY. Yes, Senator. Our whole purpose in this matter was 

to determine what facts IVIr. Tartaglino has-Mr. Brosan has-and 
other people up at DEA had, and that higher echelon of DEA to 
snpport the allegations in this memorandum here to back np Mr. 
Ttll'taglino's statements. What facts were known over there to sup
port these statements of Mr. Tartaglhlo. 

fAt this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.J 
)(1'. HEGARTY. It was clearly understood that we were not to ad

drcss ourselves to the allegations of improper and unlawful conduct 
011 the part of 1\11'. Promuto, other DEA officials that arose as a result 
of 0UI' inquirks at DEA. 

Chairman .YAOKSO)l". You c1icln~t expect DEA to plead guilty to these 
allegations, elld you ~ . 

Mr. Hl~GARTY. It was not my Judgment, Senator, as to whether or 
not they were guilty or innocent of the allegations. My function solely 
was to' determine ,,,hat factual information the people we talked t'o 
had to support the substantial problems that were present within 
DBA as alleged by MI'. 'l'artaglino. 

Chairman JACKSON. Let me get. to this main point. Were all the 
allegations addressed and if not, why not ~ 

Mr. Wn,LIA')'.{S. I think all the allegations were addressed. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSO)l". ,Vere they followed through in the way you 

would undertake an investigative effort as a professional withln the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation usin~ all the techniques~ 

Mr. WILLIA){S. They were followed through, sir, illltil December 
12, when after having these six interviews conducted we felt at that 
time we should report to MI'. Silberman to determine whether he 
desired to take any further investigation. 

Chairman J AOKSON. Did you feel there was a nced to look into this 
matter furthed I am asking you individually and professionally. 
Did you suspect 80111.e things that ought to be checked out ~ 

Mr. I-IEGAR'l'Y. Our findings, Senator, our factual findings-and we 
are prohibited under title 28, section 16.22, of the Federal Oode of 
Regulations, from responding to that question without the expressed 
authorization of an official at the Department. Y Oul' question, 
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Senator, calls for a conclusion based on the findings of our inquiries. 
I think that would be, we would be prohibited from doing "that under 
our existing instructions. 

Chairman .JACKSON. That is a matter we will reserve for discussion 
possibly in executive session first. 

Mr. 1VILLT.AlIfS. liVe have been told by Judge Tyler's office-it is my 
understanding we are to respond to questions concerning the scope 
and conduct of the inquiry. 

Chairman .JACKSON. That is correct. That is my conversation with 
him. But what I am getting at 11ere is an allegation relating to Mr. 
Pl'omuto from the Washington Metropolitan Police Department. I 
will ask you this: If you were handling this in the normal FBI manner, 
would you not send someone, if you didn't go over, to talk to the 
officer making the report and run that down ~ The charges in that 
report were not exactly minimal. They are rather serious. 

lVIr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. If we were addressing ourselves to Mr. 
Promuto. 

Chairman .TACKSON. Yes, bnt YOlt have to address yourselves to Mr. 
Promuto in order to relate the activities of Mr. Bartels to what he 
was doing regarding Mr. Promuto, didn't you ~ 

Mr. 1VU,LIAlII. I don't think so, sir. 
0hvjrman .TACK!-;()N. You don't think so ~ 
Mr. 'YILLIAlIfS. No, sir. 
Chairman .TACKRO::-r. '}Thy, because of the instructions you received ~ 
1\11'. 'VILr,IA:1tIS. Yes, SIr. 
ChairmaJl .TACJr!-;oN. That is it. Yon were limitecl in what you could 

do us you interpreted your instructi('Jlls from 1\:[1'. Silberman ~ 
), [I'. 'VU,LIAl\IS. Limited to this m0morandum. Yes, sir. 
Chairman ,TACKSON". Pardon me ~ 
1\11'. 'Yu,LI.UfS. Limited to the allegations set out in this memOl'an

,dum. 
Chail'mlUl ,TACKSON. But in the memorandum there is this statement. 

In spite of this need the actions of Mr. Bartels has been such as to im
pedt> the illn~stigatio.n at ey~l'y st~p and therefore to infer that Mr. 
Promuto was to l'ecmve consldcratIOns not llsun,lly accorded others in 
such case. 

TAt this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. 'YILLIAltIS. In undertaking that allegation, sir we interviewed 

Mr. Tartaglino, Brosan, Bartels, Richardson, Durkin, along those 
lines. 

Chairman .JAOKSON. But Mr. Pr0ll1uto was central hcre. I am looking 
1.lOW !~t the mcmorandum you were to follow, and to run down ever~r 
lead. 

It appears that you were not to run down every lead under the 
illstrnr.tions, because if you .were rll1;l.1ling down every lead you would 
have clone to the MetropolItan PolIce Department to find out what 
they had to report and then to interrogate Mr. Promuto and so on. 

lVIr. ·WrrJLIAlIfs. True, j£ we were going into it to that extent. As 
Mr. HC'gal'ty h~s said, :we went to t~lese people to determine what 
:facj·s they had, lll. an cffort to clcterlllme wlUtt facts they had to sup
port each allegatlOll. 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. r~'hcre is another memorandum that ,vas giycn to you 
::from ]\fl'. Tal'taglmo as a result of your request. 
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]\11'. 1VILLIA.];IS. Right, sir. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. It is dated December 11, 1974, in which Mr. Tar

taglino goes into even greater detail. He lists six points in which he 
says, 1\11'. Brosan has set forth in detail the efforts of Mr. Bartels to 
frustrate, impede, or obstruct the Promuto investigation. 

He lists six items and Mr. Brosan's memo is dated December 10. 
He does the same thing. Those are exhibits 21 and 34. The investiga
tion that you were in as you stated, started December 2, ended De
cember 12. The 7th and 8th were weekend days. 

I have got my calendar right this time. That left you 9 days to run 
the investigation. I believe you told us that you ran about 5 or 6 
clays of interviews. But you received the memo of December 10 and 
December 11 just as you were closing the investigation. So you didn't 
pursue these--

Mr. ·WILLIAMS. You saicl I was closing the investigation, sir. I 
didn't. 

Mr. FELD;:\fAN. December 12, I believe--
nIl'. VYILLTA:HS. I told you we had reachecl the point where we felt 

we should go to Mr. Silherman for a determination as to what in
vestigation, additional investigation, if any) he required. We were 
working for :JIr. Silberman in this. 

~rr. FJ~LDMAN. Did y.ou do .any investigation after that? 
Mr. 'YILLL\.lIIS. No, SIr, I dId not. 
lUI'. YV-LDlIIAN. vVho directed you to do no investigation after thaH 
~Ir. ,YU,LIA:'.fR. After a conference with-I furnished Mr. Silber-

man t. copy of my report, or I furnished it to Mr. McDermott in his 
office on Decem her 18. 

On ,T nnuary 3. I had an additional meeting with Mr. Silberman at 
which time he told me he did not desire any further inquiry into this 
matter at that time. 

~Ir. FEI.D1IfAN. The last date of investigation was December what? 
11th or 12th ~ 

Mr. 'VILLIA1IfS. December 12. 
~Ir. Ji'ELDlIfAN. One day after you received the memorandum ex

plicitly setting forth at your request--
Mr.·WILLIA;:\IS. Which memorandum I furnished to :Mr. Silberman 

for his review and consideration, sir. 
Mr. Fm,D::IIAx. AfteJ,' Mr. Silberman reviewed this, he didn't ask 

for anv further in.vestigation ~ 
Mr. ',VIUJI.\1\iR. I can't say ·whether he reviewed it 01' not. We 

furnished it to him. He told me he clidnot desire any flll'ther investi
gaHon. 

Chairman .hCKSON. ,Vere you given authority to cletermine whether 
or not the allegations were true or false? 

Mr. WILLIAlIIS. No, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. What kind of an investigation was this ~ This 

administrative--
Mr. "'\VILLIA1\IS. To determine what facts these people had to snp~ 

port them or refute them. We could have probably spent months up 
there, Senator. 

Chairman JACKSON. You wet'e reany jl.lst looking at a review or an 
nc1ministl'atire inquh'y into whether the personnel at DBA had the 
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facts to substantiate the allegations ~ Is that what you are looking 
at~ . 

Mr. "\VILLIAMS. That is right, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. How in the world eould you take, at £nee yalue. 

simply the allegations without inquiring into the truth or falsity of 
these allegations ~ 

Mr. lliGARTY. The decision to purrue that, Senator, would have 
rested with the Justice Department which has effective control over 
the Drug Enforcement Administration and not Mr. Williams and I. 

We furnished him with the thorough results of the interviews we 
conducted and the documents we obtained. What decision process 
went into play after that with respect to the content of the informa
tion neither Mr. Williams nor I are privy to. 

Chairman JACKSON. Mr. VYilliums, you mentioned you could have 
spent m01iths there~ That must have given-meaning at DEA.-that 
must have giyen you some cause for concern about the entire operation. 

Mr. W~IS. It did, sir, and comments that Mr. Tartaglino, Mr. 
Brosan made concerning conditions in the inspection service at DEA. 
There is no question about it, sir. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. Yon see, in :M:l'. Silherman's press release or 
statement dated January 16,1975, here is what he says: 

After the investigation which took several months, Mr. Bartels and :iHr. 
Tartaglino agreed that it would be in the best interests cf DE.\. that Mr. 
Tllrtllglino and Mr. George Brosiln, Ollief of Inspection, be reassigned to other 
duties within tlle Department of .rustice. 

It sOlmds as if, with the Bureau involved here, this was a big in-
depth inquiry which we know that it wasn't. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. It was not, no, sir. 
Chail'man JACKRON. Yon agree it was not '? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Certainly not, sir. 
Chairman ,L\CKSON. If you had the opportunit.\ to get into tht> truth 

or falsity of these allegations you would have found out about or 
did you know about Mr. Promuto's association with people of a 
known criminal background ~ That was in the report Trom the 
Metropolitan Police Department. But you would have pursued that 
in the normal way in which you run down things within the FBI, 
wouldn't you ~ 

Mr. WILLIAIIIS. Certainly I assume that that is what Mr. Brosan 
was attempting to do as the Acting Ohief Inspector of DEA, sir. 

Chairman ,JAcJ\~nN. Yes; but you were aware of these alle,autions ~ 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. n 

Chairman JACKSON. But you did not have authority to determine 
whether they were true or false ~ 

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir; we did not. 
Ohairman JACK80N. I don't know what they had YOU OYer there for, 

if they wanted to hire some auditors- . 
Mr. WILLIAMS. I was wondering that myself many times, sir. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. You were wonc1el'ing yourself what you were 

OVer there for ~ 
Mr. WILLT.AIIIS. Yes, sir. 
Ohairman ,TACKSON. Because it gave the color and cloak of an FBI 

investigation and in fairness to a great organization that has an 
incorruptible record, I just think the public is entitled to know 
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tb.at:you did nothaV-e th~ authority andtliat is the key here. You 
dianothave the authority to determine .the tru~h or falsity of the 
allegations.. . ' . ; , .. , 
" Mr. :WrI..':LrAhis. No, sir:; only to det,ermine what information the 
people up t1i~te h,ad t.o support these allegations; but not to actually 
'delve ;into the shbstantive allegations. ' 
. :Chairnjan JACn:SON. That, of cOUl'Se,yoll would agree now would be 
the' key to ri:uikiriga judgment in this matter, speaking now as a 
profeissional and as an independent citizen ~ . 

Mr. WILLIAJlIS. Yes, sir, I would say lam convln<led that is what 
Mr. Brosan was attempting to do. 

Chairman J.H'KSON. You are convinced that is what )I1'. Bl'O;.,.un was 
attempting to do but you are also convinced, too, I take it, that he 
was running into problems ~ 

Mr. WILLIAMS. He indicated to me he was running into problems. 
Yes, sir. 

Chah'mlul ,TACKSON. Did you feel that he was trying to do a good 
professional job ~ 

Mr .. WILlJIAMS. I don't think I should answer that, sir. I don't 
think I spent that much time with Mr. Brosan. 

Chairman JAC'}i::-;ON. Yon wouldn't be in a position. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. No; I don't think so. 
Chairman JACKSON. Senator Percy. 
Senator PEROY. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, I would like to go back to the press release be

cause there are some factual statements made here by Mr. Silber
man. He said in the press release, "After the investigation which 
took several months"-In fairness to him, were there other FBI 
investigations of this matter other than the investigation that the 
two of you carried on that you know of ~ 

Mr. Wn,LIAMs. Not to my knowledge. I do not believe that there 
was any other investigation, Senator. 

Senator PEROY. To the best of your knowledge, there was no 
other investigation. So this statement that the investigation took 
several months is a false statement. Is that correct ~ 

Mr. WILLIAJlIS. As far as our 'Participation in the investigation. 
Senator PEROY. You know of no other investigation ~ , 
Mr. WILLIAJlIS. No, sir, I do not. 
Senator PEROY. The press release stated that it took several 

months. That seemingly could not be true. Would it also appear to 
be misleading because it indicates that the investigation began in 
November when Mr. Tartaglino, then Acting Deputy Administrator 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration, raised questions concern
ing the policies and procedures, of the Office of Inspections and the 
actions of the Administrator of DEA, Mr. John Bartels~ 

The press release reads: "After examining these questions"-the 
implication here is the examiI1ation began some time after the ques
tions were raised in N ovember-i"I directed that a special review be 
conducted under my direct supervision by the Inspection Division of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The Bureau agents were asked 
to investigate the matters raised by Mr. Tartaglino." 

515-355-75-1.0 
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,Vere you specifically then asked or directed-I presume that is 
more apt, appropriate term-directed to investigate all of the mat
ters raised by Mr. Tartaglino ¥ 

Mr. VVILLT.AMS. I did not understand my mission as that, sir. No. 
Senator PERCY. Then this is a misstatement of fact in this press 

release. Is that correct ¥ The press release said the Bureau agents 
were asked to investigate the matters raised by Mr. Tartaglino. You 
were not permitted to do that because the allegations made by Mr. 
Tartaglino were very clear, very specific and as I understand your 
instructions you were not asked to investigate those matters because 
those allegations led right to criminal questions. 

Chairman J,,\.C:K.SON. Let Mr. vVilliams see it copy of that. 
Mr. ·VVILLT.AMS. I saw it this morning. 
Senator PERCY. Then the press release adds further that you were 

asked to investigate matters raised by Mr. Bartels concerning prac
tices of DEA Office of Inspection. So there is the notification to 
the press and to the Congress of the United States as to what the 
Justice Department had directed. So the time frame appears to be 
wrong and the instructions appear to be wrong and misleading. 

Chairman JACKSON. Senator Percy, would you yield right there? It 
looked to me after reading this press release, I am glad Senator Percy 
brought this up, it leaves the clear impression that the FBI was 
involved for several months. If you read the second paragraph, that 
is the point I think Senator Percy is making, the second paragraph: 

After examining these questions, I directed a flpecial review be conducted 
under my direct supervision by the Inspection DiviSion of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. ~'he Bureau agents were aslwd to investigate the matters raised 
by Mr. Tartaglino along with Mr. Bartels' concern about practices of DEA 
Office of Inspection. 

]'olJowing n thorongh review, I concluded that Mr. Tartaglino's concerns, 
although raised in good faith, were without substantial foundation after the 
investigation, which took several months. 

As a layman looking at this, it leaves the clear impression that 
thn FBI ,vas involwd several m()nths. The facts are that you were 
involyed a total of how many days ~ 

)'fr. ,VU.LIA:.\IS. The first jntcrview conrlnctec1 on December 5, 
SC'l1atol'. unel my writtl'll report fnrnisheel to the Deputy Attorney 
General's office, is on December 18. 

St'llUtOl' PElley. Could you tell us how many working days that 
was, :Mr. ,~Tilliams ~ I presume you worked full' time ~ . 

Mr. \VIJJLIA1!S. Full time, nothing else. 
Srnntor PEney. How l11UUY fnll-time working clays Wl're put hl ~ 
::\[1'. l,Yn;r.rnrR. Drcmnbrl' 2 wus a :'\[onclftv. I would 11a,'e to check 

thE' cnlrudur, throngh Decembl'l' 1R. It was 4: p.m. whC'n we turned 
oYf~l' this report to the officl', to Mr. McDermott. liVe diel not work 
weekends. 

Senator PERCY. So how many days would that be, then ~ Maybe we 
could have staff check the elates. 

Mr. FELDJlrAN. I have a calendar. The 2nd was a Monday. The 
2nd through the 6th would.be the working days that week, aild the 
9th through the 12th. I thmk you said you talked to Mr. Silber
man. Correct ~ 

Mr. HEGARTY. 13th. 
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Mr. FELDlIrAN. You did your last interview on the 12th ~ 
Mr. \VILLIAMS. Right. 
Mr. FELDMAN. So you had 5 days, the 2nd through the 6th, and 

4 days, including the 9th through the 12th. That would be 9 days. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. All right, sir. I accept that. 
Senator PERCY. You have already stated that the implication here 

or rather the statement that the investigation of the FBI took sev
eral months is wrong. You now indicate that it took approximately 
9 working days. The statement is made that a thorough review was 
made of Mr. Tartaglino's concerns and by implication Mr. Bartels' 
concern were also reviewed. 

'Would you consider that the investigation that you conducted 
was a thorough review of all of those concerns ~ 

Mr. \VILLIAMS. I think we are getting into the results of the inves
tigation there, sir, and I don't know whether I am at liberty to 
answer those questions. 

Chairman JACKSON. My understanding with J\~r. Tyler, in my tE';le
phone conversation, was that we wouldn't get lllto the substantIve 
matters. I think we will reserve, Senator Percy. We are getting into 
a gray area here. In fairness to theagents--

Senator PERCY. It is a judgment that the agents themselves and 
only they are really able to determine-whether or not the investiga
tion was thorough-because I am only referring to what was said to 
the public by Mr. Silberman. All I am asking is whether or not 
you considered your investigation to have been a thorough investiga
tion of all of the allegations that had been made ~ 

Mr. ·WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. Considering the people that we had inter
viewed, I think the interviews w~re thorough. As I explained earlier, 
Senator, I thought that we had reached a point where we needed to 
rel)ort to Mr. Silberman. 

Senator PERCY. Did you interview everyone that was necessary in 
order to carry out this investigation ~ Are you implying that the 
investigation was thorough in accordance with your instructions, but 
not in accordance with fhe statements given by tIllS press release ~ 

The Chairman would the question asked of you, and then I will 
ask another one following that. Was the investigation thorough in 
accordance with your instructions ~ 

Mr. WILLIA1IIS. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Was the investigation as thorough as indicated in 

this Justice Department press release~ Did you investigate, over a 
period of several months, all the matters raised by Mr. Tartaglino 
along with Mr. Bartels' concern about the practices of DEA Office 
of Inspection ~ Could it be considered as thorough an investigation as 
inferred in the press release ~ 

Mr. WIfJLIA1IIS. I would not consider it a thorough investigation of 
the alle.gations. I would consider it.a thorough investigation up to 
that POlllt of the facts that were avaIlable to these gentlemen to sup-
port the allegations. . 

Senator PERCY. I would like to then turn to the investigation. V\7J.I0 
was the first person that you interviewed ~ 

Mr. WILLIAlIIS. Mr. Tartaglino. 
Senator PERCY. Where did that interview take place ~ 
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Mr. WLLLLUIS. In his office, sir.. . ' .. 
Senator PERCY. What documents did you, review or receiYe prior 

to interviewing Mr. Tartaglino~ " . 
lvIr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Silberman gave us quite a folder. I recall spe

cifically ~Ir. Tartaglino's memorandum of November 14; Mr. Pro
muto's' personnel file, whateve:r documents hael been furnis~ed to 
him. I don't know whether he got them from Mr. Pommerenmg or 
fromDEA. 

Senator PERCY. But he had written several memorandums on this 
matter. Were these memorandums available to you ~ 

Mr. WILLIAlI'IS. I could find out what I had available. I recall spe
cifically a memomndum prepared by :.\1:1'. Brosan, but a number of 
documents, I would say up to, perhaps seven or eight separate doc
uments. 

Senator PEROY. As I lmderstand the time frame of your investiga
tion, the date of your interview with him was December 16, 1974. 
Is that correct ~ 

Mr. 'VILLIAJlfS. Thursday, December 5, we interviewed 1fr. Tar
taglino at length and then we went back briefly on the morning of 
the 16th. Yes, sir. 

Senator PEROY. How long was your first interview~ 
Mr. Wrr.LIAJlIS. I think when I called Mr. Tartaglino we agreed 

to be in his office at 8 o'clock in the morning. The interview lasted 
through the lunch hour, the early afternoon. I would say probably 
aiter 1 o'clock. 

Senator PERor. In general terms, can you describe what informa
tion you did elicit from Mr. Tartaglino during the course of that 
investigation ~ 

Mr. WILLIAJlfS. Yes, sir. We took a copy of this memo, November 
14, and made notes from that and went through it step by step and 
allowing Mr. Tartaglino to bring up any additional matters that he 
would want to bring up. 

Senator PERCY. Did Mr. Tartaglino and you talk over the possibil
ity of other persons bein~ interviewed in connection with the allega
tions which he was making~ 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I seem to recall Mr. Tartaglino recommending 
that we interview certain individuals. I believe he recommended, 
certainly, 1vIr. Brosan and Mr. Richardson. At one point, 1vIr. Tar
taglino stated something to the effect that there were a number of 
people assigned to the Inspection Division who might want to be 
interviewed. 

I think he indicated the word was arolmd that they were there, 
that we were coming up, but thatsbme of these individuals were 
very much concerned as to what degree of confidentiality the inter
view would be conducted in. I told Mr. Tartaglino at that point I 
would talk to anyone, certainly, who specHically requested to be 
interviewed, but here again, I was reportinfl' to the Deputy Attorney 
General and could not comment on what might ha.ppen to the report. 

Senator PEROY. Your first interview was about 5 hours, and how 
many hours diel you spend with Mr. Tartaglino .subsequently~ 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Not long. We went back after reviewing our notes 
on Thursday afternoon, after the interview. I thought it would be 
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o'ood to have Mr. Tartao-lino prepare a memo to me, his impression 
~:f the interview, what h~ recalled the mat~ers that we discussed. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Manuel, I wonder If you could tell us how 
long the staff of this subcommittee spent with Mr. Tartaglino and 
felt it was wise" to spencl with him in order to get the necessary 
information ~ 

Mr. ~fANuEL. Senator Percy, we would just take an educated guess 
about that. We started interviewing Mr. Tartaglino in January of 
this year. I know we have interviewed him on and off, I can't give 
you the exact dates or the munber of days, but I would say it was 
at least, we talked to him on at least 20 occasions, hours at a time, 
and the same would be true of Mr. Brosan. That would be in addition 
to the time spent with Mr. Tartaglino. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Williams, could you give us the names of the 
people that Mr. Tartaglino recommended that you have subsequent 
interviews with ~ 

Mr. WILLIAltrs. The onlv three I can recall specifically was Mr. 
Richardson, Mr. Brosan, ~ and Mr. Patrick Fuller, former Chief 
Inspector. 

Senator PERCY. Did you interview every person that he suggested 
that vou interview ~ 

Mr: WILLIAMS. I don't recall specifically who else he might have 
requested that we interview. 

Senator PERCY. If he made the principal allegation, would there 
be anv reason that you wouldn't have interviewed every person that 
he suggested that you interview ~ 

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir, there would have been no reason if he had 
given us, no reason why we would not, if he had given us or he had 
requested or given us good reason to go to these people. I recall 
those three specifically. 

Senator PERCY. Did he suggest Thomas Cash, an inspector ~ 
Mr. WILLIA1IIS. I don't recall him-the name Cash came up sev

eral times there. I don't recall specifically that he recommended that. 
Senator PERCY. Did you take notes ~ Is it your customary pro

cedure to take notes during the course of such an interview ~ 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Would you be able to refresh your memory by 

looking at those notes in order to give the subcommittee the names of 
all the people that he recommended that you interview~ 

Mr. WILI.J:A~IS. I don't have the notes. The interview was reduced 
~o wri.ting immecliately~ sir. I would be happy to go through our 
mterVlew report on that. Do you recall any names specifically ~ 

Mr. HEGARTY. I recall Mr.--
Senator PERCY. You were together at this interview ~ 
Mr. HEGARTY. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Do you happen to recall whether he recommended 

Thomas Cash ~ 
Mr. HEGARTY. Yes, he did. 
Senator PERCY. He diel recommend ~ 
Mr. HEGARTY. And Bruce Jensen. 
Senator PERCY. Did you interview Tom Cash 1 
Mr. HEGARTY. No, we did not. 
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Senator PEROY. You did what ~ 
Mr. HEGARTY. We did not. 
Senator PEROY. You did not interview him and he was one of the 

investigators. Could you teU the subcommittee why you did not inter
view a man recommended to be interviewed by Mr. Tartaglino and 
a man who obviously had a great deal of information on this case ~ 

Mr. HEGARTY. Mr. Cash, as I understand it, to the best of my recol
lection, had specific information relating to the nitty-gritty aspects 
of the Promuto inquiry. The Promuto mquiry with respect to the 
guilt or innocence of Mr. Promuto was not our responsibility. 

Our responsibility was to determine, to form a fact pattern which 
would indicate what steps the Drug Enforcement Administration 
had taken to resolve the Promuto inquiry and what evidence was on 
board at DEA, from Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan primarily, to 
support the aUegations that are contained in his memorandum, that 
the investigation was impeded. 

Senator PEROY. Did Mr. Tartaglino give specific information as to 
alleged improper con<1uct on the part of certain DEA officials and 
did that information suggest the possibility of criminal violation ~ 

Mr. HEGARTY. Yes, again, the results of our interview, Senator, lllld 
I respectfully feelt-hat I can't reallv truly rpsponc1 to that question as 
much as I personally might like to and have a complete and open and 
candid question an answr.l' srssion with you. I think that would call for 
me to draw upon the finding of the investigation and I wonld be 
prohibited in effect by the departmental regulations from responding 
to YOUI' questions. 

Senator PEROY. The staff points out that tho investigation was ef
feetively closed on Decr.mber 12, 197·:1-, after the meeting with Mr. 
Rilberman, 1 day after Tal'taglino submitted a memorandum to the 
FBI agents. Is that adequate time to properly evaluate this in-rol'
mntion? 

Mr. WILLIA:afS. ",Ve felt the evaluation was np to Mr. Silberman, sir. 
1Ve though ,ve had l'eaehed a point where ~rr. Silberman should re
view the investigation to date to detel'mine, for a determination as to 
a~lY other persons t? be interviewed) any other investigation. We gave 
hun that opportumty. 

Senntor PEROY. What did Mr. Tartaglino tell you about the Pro
n:uto integrity investigation-if you ,vill hold) I will be happy io 
YIeld. 

Chairman .TACKSON. Yes; just to follow up where Senator P(,l'cy left 
off, why didn:t you interview MI'. Promnto. He is the central figure. in 
thjs whole business and for administrative reasons or any other rea
sons, were you told not to interview him? 

Mr. -VVILUA1IS. No, sir. I saw no purpose in interviewing 1\11'. 
Promuto. 

Chairman.TAoKsoN. Mr. Pl'Ol11uto, if you looked at the report from 
the Metropolitan Poller.. Depal'tn1Pl1t. wits th('> centml n,o'lll'e t1wl'o and 
that would have Jcd, of COUl'se. to the assoeiations that have come out 
with Diane De Vito and appearances e]sewhrre around thp conntry. I 
don)t know how you conduct even an administrative inquiry witllout 
asking Mr. Prol11uto. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Ohairman. I am sorry. Senator MeClellan 11as 
asked me to come to the floor. So I will skip' out there. 
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Ohairman JACKSQ!". Go ahead anel finish the same line. I will hold 
up. I k . 1 .. It seems to me that no matter how you 00· at It, t 1e orga1l.lZatlOn 
of the office, administratively, to function properly, forget about allY 
possible criminal violation, the relationship between Mr. ProlTIuto and 
Mr. Bartels is the matter that would be relevant to the kind of inquiry 
that Mr. Silberman limited you to. 

rAt this point, Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Ohairman ,TACKSO".Y. Wouldn't you go and ask him ~ I am not talking 

truth or falsity because you ha\ye already answered that very C011-
cisely and properly. You didn't look into the truth or falsity of the 
charges? 

Mr. WILLLnrs. No, sir. 
Ohairman JACKSON. 1Youldn't you want to inquire of Mr. Promuto 

about all of these goings on? 
Mr. \VILLIAJlrs. His activities, sir? 
Chairman ,JACKSON. His activities in relation to Mr. Bartels and 

anyone else in the office. Here is a man, Thomas Durkin, who was 
brought in-did :rou talk to Mr. Durkin ~ 

Mr: WII,r,I.A:~rs·. Yes, sir. 
Ohairman JACKSON. We understand he didn't even have a security 

clearance. That is an administrative matter, isn't it? It could be a 
criminal matter, t.oo. But wouldn't that go to how well is this office 
being run when you have a top consultant to the DEA who didn~~ even 
hu ve a security clcnrance? 
. nfr. WILLrA}IS. I ilid not consider that :1S any part o~ my inquiry, 

mI'. There are a lot of 'Ureas that could have been gone llltO there. 
Ohairman .JACKSON. I gather you said you conld be there for months. 

But even under the Silberman clirectivG as to the administrative com
petence of this operation, you could look at it purely from an ongoing 
day-to-day functioning organization. I know you don't go around ask
ing, "Do yon have a security clearance ~ J.1et's check that one ont and 
so on." But 'l'homas Durkhi's role was rather unusual. wasn't it ~ 

Mr. WIU"TA:UIS. I understand Mr. Durkin was a consultant for the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerolls Drugs before. I don't know what 
their regulations called for us to what '0,-consult.ant is, what his mis
sion is or anything' at all. I didn't consider that issue. 

Mr. HEGARTY. The statements that people made cOllrerning what 
Mr. Durkin's role was, we reported to Mr. Silberman. EVCl'Y011t' wn 
talked to that had a specific statement with respect to his capacity in 
DEA, what they told us, we told Mr. Silberman in our report. 

Chairman J ACKRON. State that again. You diel what? 
}fl'. llEGARTY. Every statement that was made to us regnrcling what 

Mr. Durkin's capacity was or suspected capacity was with DEA, those 
statements were taken by us and were furnished to ~fl'. Silberman in 
our written report. 

Chairman J ACKSO".Y. YOll didn't interview Mr. Durkin? 
Mr. HEGARTY. Yes, we did. 
Ohairman JACKSON. You gave that information? 
Mr. HEGARTY. Yes, we did. 
Ohai rman JAOKSON. To Mr. Silberman? 
Mr. HEGAR'l'Y. Yes, we did, sir. 
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Chairman J·ACKSON. tVhat investigaLion did you conduct regarding 
Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan's allegations that. Mr. Bartels had 
becn promoted to a vcry sensitive position within DEA, had promoted 
officials to very sensitive positions within DEA, officials who had un
resolved integrity problems that. go back quite a ways. 

~fr. HEGARTY. 'We asked :;)£r. '.tartaglino the factual situation again 
with respect to who did he have in mind, who are the people that had 
made these allegations. The information that Mr. Tartaglino flU'
nished to us, we'in turn, furnished to Mr. Silberman. 

Chrrirman ,TACKSON. You gave that to him~ 
Mr. I-mGAllTY. Yes; we did, Senator. 
Chairman JACKSON. But you didn't investigate ~ You didn't investi

gate those cases ~ 
Mr. HEGARTY. No, we did not. Whether or Hot the individuals who 

are accused are in fact guilty, we cliclnot look into. No, sir. 
Chu11'man .JACKSON.' This certainly wasn't a normal FBI investiga-

tion, was it? 
1\fr. 'YILLIAl\IS. No, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. Do you agree~ 
1\[1'. HEGARTY. Absolutelv. 
Chairman JACKSON. Is ,,'as noH 
MI'. HEGARTY. Is was not, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. This is the key here because I must say that the 

public. had the idea-and you read 'this press release-that the FBI 
conducted a thorough inquiry. I have had people corne up to me and 
say. "Senator, you are way off base looking into this thing. Didn't 
you know that the FBI had made a thorough investigation of this 
whole thing? What is it that you" committee has got that the FBI 
,vouldn't have?" 

You see why I am asking this qnrstioll, in fairness to the FBI, a 
great Ol·ganization. .A_uel I want to commend each of you for being 
responsive in a professional way, following the rules under which you 
opel'ated and at the same time, helping this subcommittee get the facts 
out on the table so that no one is deceived. 

That is something we need to elo. This press release of J annary 16, 
19'75, says that the investigation had gone on for several months and 
mentions the FBI. Obviously that fact would be a real basis to con
clude that a thorough inves'tigation was made. 

Let's just read this again: 
In November of 1974, Mr. Andr('w C. Tartaglino, then Acting Deputy Director 

of the Drug Enforcement Administration, DEA, raised questions concerning 
the policies and procedures of DEA, including the actions by the Director of 
DEA, ~Ir. John R. Bartels, Jr. 

It is very vague in the first paragraph. 
I will read further from the January 16 announcement. 
After examining these questions, I dirccted a special review be conducted 

under my direct supervision by the Inspection Division of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. Bureau agents were asked to investigate the matters l'Uised 
lly NIl'. Tartaglino"-it doesn't say what they were-Ualong with Mr. Bartels' 
concern about practices of DEA's Office of Inspection. Following a thorough"
thoroug-h-ureview, I concluded that Mr. Tartaglino's concerns, although raised 
in goocl faith, were without substantial foundation. 

After the l"lVestigation, which took several months, Mr, Bartels and Mr. 
Tartaglino agreed that it would be in the best interests of the DEA that 'Mr. 
Tartag-1ino and George Brosun, Chief of the Office of Inspection, be reassigned 
to other duties within the Department of Justice. 
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You don't need to comment on it. But if I were a spokesman fot the 
FBI, I would say this isa gross misuse of the agency, leading the 
public to the impression that- they don't mention anyone else in
vestigating it, just the FBI-the FBI made a thorough, scyeral 
months investigation, and they get a clean bill of health. 

You don't need to comment on it. But I wanted to say that I just 
think that it was a unfortmlate kind of release to put out. 1£ they had 
said that you were called in to do the specific things, there is nothing 
classified about that, that is public information, that would have been 
something else. That these other people have done so and so, that 
would be something else. But I think it is regrettable the way it was 
handled. 

MI'. FELDMAN. MI'. Chairman, after we started this investigation, 
Senator Lowell "'\Veicker had a commmlication with ~fl'. Bartels in 
which Senator "'\iV eicker also asked about the circumstances of the 
FBI investigation. Mr. Bartels wrote to Senator Weicker, I would 1ike 
to put the letter in the record. Mr. Bartels' reply was supplied to us 
by DEA, Mr. Chairman. The letter stated: 

At the direction of Mr. Silberman, the FBI thoroughly investigated those 
allegations. Mr. Silberman has informed me and I also made a public state
ment that the FBI report :finds no basis for the allegations made by 1\1r. 
Tartaglino. He subsequently reassigned Mr. Tartaglino to other duties in the 
Department. 

Should you require more information on the FBI investigation, I suggest 
you contact Mr. Silberman who has retained custody of the FBI report. 

Chairman ,TACKROX. Have YOU seen this letted 
:Mr. ,VILLIA1\fS. No, sir, I llave not. 
Chairman JACKSON. Give him tIl<' part marked "signed h~r ~fl'. 

Bartels." I ask vou if that is an accurate reflection of what you and Mr. 
Hegarty did ~ , 

T\fr. FELD1\fAX. Can we make that an exhibit, Mr. Chairman?
Chn,i1'll1an .TA~KSON. That will be marked as exhibit No. 42. 
[The document referred to was marked "exhibit No. 42" for 1'e'£

erence and follows:] 

Hon. LOWELL WEIOKER, Jr., 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington D.O. 

EXHIDI'l' No. 42 

U.S. DEPAR1'MEN'r OF JUSTIOE, 
DRUG ENFonCEMEN'l' ADMINIS'l'RATroN, 

Washington, D.O., February 8, 19"15. 

DEAR SENATOR WEIOKEI\: This responds to your letter of January 21, 1975, for
warding certain allegations made by Mr. Andrew Tartaglino concerning activi
ties of the former BNDD and DEA. You will find nttached my condse and factual 
responses to the allegations against specific individuals ancl other matters bronght 
up by Mr. Tataglino. 

Clearly the facts and official records of this agency anel the former BNDD do 
not corroborate Mr. Tartaglino's allegations and innuendo. Mr. Tartaglino had 
previously presented similar false allegations to Deputy Attorney General Lau
rence H. Silberman. At the direction of Mr. Silberman the FBI thoroughly in
vestigact'd those allegations. Mr. Silberman has informed me and also maqe a 
public statement that the FBI report finds no basis for the allegations made by 
:Mr. Tartllglino. fIe subsequently retlssigl1ec1 1\11'. 'l'art·a~li.no to other duties in 
the Department. ShOuld you require more informntion on the FBI investigation 
I suggest you contact Mr. SHbt'rman who lIas retained custody of the FBI report. 

I appre'Ciate the opportunity to f.urnish you the other and factual side of the 
,story. My candid response Sholllcl aIlswer to your satisfaction any questions you 
may have had because of Mr. Tal·taglino's false and totally misleading allegll-
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tions. I share with YOU a firm commitment to the presumption of innocence. Un
fortunatelv there will alwa>'s be others who for their own reasons continue to 
malign the innocent even after innocence has been clearly established. 

l!'inally, Mr. Tartaglino r('peatedly told you that his main concern is form not 
fact. Such misplaced values challenge crcdibility and indeed fitness for official po
sition. I assure yon that fact and substance together with effective investigative 
form remain my concern ill managing the DIDA und in dealing fairly and forcibly 
with all internal security matters that may arise. 

Sincerely, 
JOIIN R. BARTELS, Jr., 

Administ-ratol'. 

Chairman ,TACKSOX. The first sentence, is that true in the middle of 
the paragraph, "At the direction of Mr. Silberman the FBI thor
oughly investigated"? 

Mr. 1V'ILLIA:\IS. I consider it a pretty thorough investigation as far 
as we went; that is, the people we talked to. I am not quite sure what 
we are trying to get at, Senator. 

Chairmall JACKSON. The point I am trying to make is this: You read 
this letter that ~{r. Bartels sent to Senator Weicker, and just looking 
at this letter, it doesn't say what allegations were made by 1\11'. 
Tartaglino. 

It sa:vs "At the direction of Mr. Silberman, the FBI thoroughly 
investigated those allegations." You didn't thoroughly investigate 
those allegations. I am not trying to put words in your mouth; yon 
have testified here that you had 110 authority to ascertain the truth 
or falsity. 

How could you make a thorough investigation of allegations if you 
we1'e not directed to look into truth or falsity of the charges ~ 

M:~. ·WILJ~IAUS. In that respect, it was not a thorough investigation; 
no, su·. 

:1\11'. FBI.m.rAN. Mr. Chairman, could I just for the record have 
Agents ,Villiams and Hegarty identify exhibit 20, the November 1·1 
memo from Mr. Tartaglino to Mr. PommereninO'; exhibit 21, a memo 
T1'om Mr. Tartaglino to Mr. Williams and Mr.I-Iegarty, and exhibit 
34, a December 10 memo from :NIl'. Brosan to 'Williams and Hegarty 
as the working documents in this investigation ~ 

Chairman ,JACKSON. The:r. are already marked, sealed exhibits. 
Could you refer to the exlubit number on that little tab when you 
identify them ~ 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. Those are all the allegations that were raised by Mr. 
Tal'taglino. 

Mr. ,VILLIAl\IS. Exhibit 34 is a memorandum submitted to myself 
and Hegarty by George Brosan, dated December 10, 1074; exhibit 
~o. 21 a memorandum dated December 11, 1974, submitted to myself 
and Agent Hegarty by Mr. Tartaglino; exhibit No. 20 is a copy of 
Mr. Tal'taglino's memorandum dated November 14,1974, to Mr. Glen 
Pommerening, Assistant Attorney General. 

lVIr. Fm.m.fAN. Those were your working documents ~ 
Mr. 'VIf.LIA.]'fS. Yes, sir. 
l\fl'. FEJ.mfAN. You were supposed to pursue all of the -allegations 

in those working documents ~ . 
1\£1'. ·VVILJ.IA.MS. No. The only working document, sir, was the No

,'ember 14, 1974, memorandum from Mr. Tartaglino. The other two 
memoranda, the memorandum fl.·om Mr. TartaglitLO to myself and to 
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MI'. Brosrtn and myself, were at our specific request just to back up 
the interview. 

}\fl'. FELDnIAN. They might contain other allegations that you didn't 
pursue 01' other information you didn't pmsue? 

Mr. 'YILLIA1IIS. "Ve reviewed those before furnishing them to :VII.'. 
Silberman. I did not f1l1d anything that we had not covered in the 
interview. 

:Mr. FI':LDlfAN. Why were you limited to November 14 allegations~ 
That was your instruction ~ 

l\fr. ,VILUAnIS. Those were my instructions from :\Ir. Silberman, 
to focu'.) on the November 14 memorandum. 

Mr. FELD)IAN. Thank you, ~Ir. Chn,irmall. 
:Mr. SLOAN. 1\f1'. Chn,jrman, if I may ask several questions. 
Chairman tTACKSON. Yes. 
MI'. SLOAN. I would like to clear up a few matters. First. the ,Tan

nary 16 press I'elease states that the allegations of Mr. Tartag-linn 
Wel:e "without substantial foundation." and the letter from Mr. Bar
tels, that you were just discussing, states that the FBI report finds 
"no basis" for the allegations. 

Do you think thore is Illly difference between those two statements ~ 
MI'. "\VILLIA)IS. I don't think I could comment on that, sir. 
1ft'. SLOAN. "\Vhv~ 
l\fr. 'YIU.L\1IfS. Becallse this gets to the results of the investigation 

and I think that my intcrprctation-I am restricted from comment-
ing on that by ,Judge Tyler. . . 

Mr. SI/)AN. You w()uldllot want to commrnt on the characterIzatIon 
those phases give to the results 0-[ your investigation? 

::\[1'. ,rU,LIA:llR. Repeat the qnestion, i-f YOU would. 
:\1)'. SWAX. ,Vhat I am l'eally asking is,'Mr. "Williams, do you think 

there is a differcnce between those two phrar.es "without substantial 
foundation" 01' in the letter "no basis" ~ 

MI'. ,,\Vn,LIA:Us. You are gOhlg to have to talk with the people who 
JP,a:lc those comments, sir, <ror that. I wouldn't try to interpret what 
we mil;!ht have dOlle. I don't mean to be disrespectful. I don't lmow 
what tIley meant. 

Mr. SLOAN. I ,youlc11ike to clear up one other point for the record. 
I believe Mr. Tal.'taglino suggested that Bruce ,Jensen be intervieweCl. 

Mr. 'Vn,LL\l\Is. Mr. Hegartv indicated that he did suggest it. I 
dic1n1t recall it. U 

:Vfr. SWAN. Hc, in iact. was not interviewed. Is that accurate ~ 
:VII'. HEGARTY. That is cOl'l'e(~t, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. I have a final srries of qnestions. Did you also interview 

during the illvestigntion 1\[1'. Paul Curran, U.S. attorney for the 
sonthern district of Now York? . 

:VII'. 'YILLIAl\[S. ,Ve had occasion to talk to ]\fl'. Cnrrall very briefly 
during the inv('stigation; yes. sIr. . 

?I[l'. SWA:N". At whose instruction did YOU meet with Mr. Curran? 
Mr. "\VIU,L\:US. In going over that this'morning, I am very hazy on 

that". '1'0 the best of my 1'ecollection, those instructions came from Mr. 
Silb"rman's office. I believe ~fr. Curran had contacted somebody in 
]\fl'. Silbermn,n's office and made a cOl11ment which would have ap~ 
penrod to be pertinent to this investigation. . 
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This comment was relayed to somebody in our Department down to 
lIfr, Bassett to me. By the time we got to talk to Mr. Curran, he in
clicated that that was not correct, the information as relayed to us 
was not correct. It turned out that the whole thing was completely 
not pertinent to our inquiry . 
. The reason I don' recall it is becanse it was completely washed out, 

SIr. 
Mr. SLOAN. What was the content of your discussion with Mr. 

Currml . 
1vrr. WILLIA1IIS. "Vhat was the--
Mr. SLOAN. The content of your discussion with ].fl'. Curran? 
Mr. 'VILI,TAlIIS. t e:x.plained that Mr. Bassett had indicated to me 

t.hat he had made a comment to someone in Mr. Silberman's office 
and it turned out to be that there had been a misinterpretation of the 
comment. 

Mr. SLOAN. How long was your conversation? 
Mr. WILLIA1>IS. Five minutes. 
1fr. SLOAN, Did you at any time conduct any investigation or re

ceive any information regarding Mr. Jerry Jensen's nomination to 
he Depntv AdministratOI~' 

lIfr. 'VIU,IAlIIS. )f 0, sir, that name was brought up from time to 
time. Here again, the investigation ,vas being conducted, I presume 
at the reqnest of the "\lbite House. This is the nomination for the 
position. ,Ve did not address ourselves to that. There was a second 
investigation for the ,Vhite House. 

lIfr. SWAN. You hv,d no part in that? 
Mr. ,VILLIAlIIS. No, sir. 
Mr. SWAN. Thank you. 
Thank vou. Mr. dhairman. 
Ohairman .J..\.CJ\sux. Thank you Mr. Sloan. 
Gentlemen, I cou1c1 wrap tli:is up, I think, in one sentence. It looks 

to me that it WaS a limited investigation for a limited objective. 
Mr. "\Vrr,LIAlI[S. I concur, sir. 
Chail'man ,TAcJ\;sox . Yon eoncul' in tIwt? 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. 
Ch!lirman .L\CKRClN. The public, however. got the impression that it 

was a thorollgh investig'ation based on that .Tannary 16, 197'5 pr€'ss re
least' issued by JUl'. Bilherman. Thjs is why I think it is so important 
that this subcommittee exercise its investigative and oversight nmc
tions t.o go into these matters. Mr. Silberman's announcemellt left the 
FBI in a position where it appeared they had conducted this investi
gation and then later it turns out that there were things that we!'€' 
not discovered and which you had no possible authority or direction 
to look into. . 

Events speak for themselves. Mr. Baltels has been fired. There is an 
ongoing invcstigaLion now-/l,£ter this subcommittee became invohred. 
I will put this in the record. Order No. 600-7'5, dated March 31, 1075, 
consists of Attorney Genel.'al Levi's having issuecl 'an order assigning 
employees to investigate allegations or :fraud, irregularity, misco~ncluce 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Thnt will be marked for identification as exhibit No. 43. 
[The document rc'ferred to Was lYHtrked "exhibit No. 43" for l'c:f~ 

ercnce and :l:ollows:] 
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EXHmIT No. 43 

UFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
Washington, D.O. 

ASSIGNING EMPLOYEES To INYESTIQATE ALLEG"\.TIONS OF FRAUD, InREGULAIUTY 
AND MISCONDUOT IN THE DRUG ENFOROI'l11ENT ADMINISTRATION 

ORDER NO. 600-75 

By virtue of the authority v2sted in me by 28 U.S.C. 509, 510 and 5 U.S.C. 
301, and. notwithstanding any existing delegation of autority, Michael DeFeo, 
Thomas Henderson, and Arthur Norton, employees of the Department of Jus
tice, al'e hereby assigned to investigate allegations of fraud, irregularity, or 
misconduct of officers, employees and agents of the Drug Enforcement Admin
istration and, in the course thereof, to administer oaths or affirmations to 
witnesses (5 U.S.C. 303). 

Date: March 31, 1975. 
EDWARD H. LEVI, Attorney General. 

Chairman .JACKSON. :Ml'. "\Yilliams. Mr. Hegarty! I want to thank 
you. I think you have been very ~orthright. 

Mr. WILLIA:l)IS. Thank you, SIr. 
Chairman .TACKSON. Yon hnyc been cooperative, I fully understand, 

and the public should understand, that you are under certain restric
tions here as to flubstantiye matters, that you are not pcrmitted under 
Department of .Justice regulations from bringing out at this time. Is 
that correct ~ 

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is my understanding, sir. 
Chairman ,T,ACKSOX. I iyant to say that this does not reveal the whole 

story because of those inhibitions.'We will discuss w.ith the Attorney 
General those aspects that remain to be completed. But I want to 
thank you, Mr. Williams; and you, Mr. Hegarty, on behalf of the 
subcommittee for your coope1'ation and for your testimony here in 
helping us try to do our job. Thank you. . 

Mr. WILLTA:UIS. Thank you, Senator. 
Mr. HEGARTY. Thank you, Senator. 
Mr. FEWlIfAN. "\Ve will resume tomorrow, at room G202, with 

Thomas Durkin as a witness and James D. Hutchinson, who was sup-
posed to testify today. . 

Chairman ,r:\oKSOX. Gentlemen, wo will be in touch with you in ad
vance through the proper clu1.l1nels ivhen and if you need to be recalled 
at another time. 

[Whereupon, at 12 :30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 10 a.m., Friday. June 20, 1975, in room 6202.] 

[Members pres~nt at' ti me of recess: Senator Jackson.] 



FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCEIUENT 

FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 1975 

U.S. SlmATE, 
PERMA)lE)lT SunCOMlIU'lTEE ON INVl~STIGATIONS OF 'l'IlE 

COJl.nnTTEE ON GOVERNMENT QrEHATroNS, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcoillDlittee Dlet at 10 a.m., in room 6202, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, Ullder authority of Senate Resolution 111, ~greec1 to 
March 11, lS71.l, as amended, Hon. Henry A:L Jackson, chall:man of 
the subcommittee, presicling. 

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Henry 1\:[. .J ackson, 
Democrat, 1Vashington; and Senator Charles II. Percy, Itepuhlican, 
Illinois. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief counsel; Dana Martin, assistant cOlUlsel; Phnip R. Manuel, 
investigator; Frederick Asselin, investigator'; Stuart 11. Statler, chief 
cOlUlsel to the minority; RobeX't Sloan, special counsel to the minority; 
and Ruth Y. 'Watt, chief clerk. 

Chairman ,L\CKSDX. The committce ,,,,ill come to order. 
[Uembers of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senator Jackson.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U.S. SENA1.'E, 
COMMITTEE OX GOVEP.N~IEN1.' OPEflATIOXS, 

SEXATE PEu:r.rAJl;'EN:L' SUBCOMMrrTEE ON IN'ESTIGATIONS. 
"Washington, D.O. 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub· 
committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, per
mission is hereby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Subcommit
tee as designated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public session. with
out a quorum of two members for administration of oaths and taking of testi
mony in connection with Drug Enforcement Administration on Friday, June 20, 
1975. 

HENRY l\I. JACKSON, 
Ohairman. 

ClrABLES H. PEROY, 
Ran7cing MinorUy Member. 

Chairman ,heRsoN. I wish to make this announcement before we 
begin proceedings this morning. On June 2, 1975, as chairman of 
the subcommittee, with the concurrence of Senator Percy, I wrote 
to the Attorney General and asked him to provide this subcommittee 
with certain information regarding the role in DEA affairs of 
Thomas E. Durkin, Jr., a Newark, N.J., attorney who described 
himself to the subcommittee staff as being an unpaid "special ad
viser" whose advice and counsel were sought by many officials within 
the Drug En.£orcement Aclrninistration. 

(429) 
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Our letter was quite precise, as we expressed our interest in know
ing of Mr. Thomas Durkin's security clearance or lack thereof, his 
authorization to travel at government expense, his access to sensitive 
documents, the precise nature of the advice and guidance he gave to 
DEA officials, and a clear definition of what the work of the special 
adviser was. 

On June 11, tIllS subcommittee received a letter from Mr. Togo 
D. West, Jr., Associate Deputy Attorney General. Mr. West's letter 
was in response to our letter to the Attorney General, regarding our 
request to the Department of Justice for information concerning 
~rr. Thomas Durkin's activities within DEA. 

lItfr. West's letter, addressed to Mr. Feldman, made clear that Mr. 
Thomas Durkin was no longer a special adviser to DEA. But other 
than that information, Mr. West provided no information to the 
many questions raised in the J lIDe 2 letter from this subcommittee 
to the Attorney General. 

Instead, Mr. West, in his letter, annolIDced that the questions this 
subcommittee asked concerning Mr. Thomas Durkin had been an
swered by the Drug Enforcement Administration. No employee of 
DEA was credited with having prepared these answers. The infor
mation is merely contained in a 5-page document entitled "Memoran
dum." There is no date and no indication as to which section of 
DEA the dOClUllent originated from. 

It is my fin(ling that the answers providrc1 in the DEA memoran
dum are unsatisfactory, to begin with. Second, I find it equally un
satisfactory that Mr. West, in his letter of transmittal, separates 
himself and the Department of Justice from the information in
cluaed in the DEA memorandlUll. 

With no objection, I will make Mr. West's letter and the DEA 
memorandum exhibits. They will be marked for identification. They 
will be treated together as exhibit No. 4:4. 

[The document referred to was marked "exhibit No. 4.4·" for ref
erence und follows:] 

HOWATlD J. FELDMAN, Esq., 
Ohie! Coun8el, 

ExnIBIT No. 44 

ASSOCIATJ;) DEPU'l'Y ATTORNEY GENERAT., 
Wa87tington, D.O .• June 1"1, 1975. 

Brnate Pernwnent S1t7)(]ommittee on Inve8tigatiolls, 
RU88eU Off/ce mag., 

War-hill[J/on, D.O. 
Dp.AR Mn. FEr.D~rAN: In response to Senator JaCkson's lettt>r of June 2, 1975 

to the Attorney General, I have requested certain information from the Drug 
Enforcement Administration regarding 1\11'. 'l'homns E. Durkin, .Tr., anel his 
a~lSf)(·iatioJl with DEA. Attached is a memorandum prepared by DEA. in response 
to that rellu(lst. 

By another letter of Juue 2, 197u to the AttorneY General, Senator Jacl{son 
requestpd that :\fl'. 'l'homas Durkin be mnde available to testify before tho Sub
committee. Altholl1~h Mr. DUl'kin is no longer!). Sprcin.l Aclvlser to DEA, I 
\1jHlt>l'Htand thnt u1'l'nngpmenfs have been made tor his appeal·ance. 

Sincerl'ly yours, , 

Attachment. 

TOGO D. WEST, Jr., 
Associate DelJ1lty AttomeV Ge'l7.eral. 
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l\IE~lOUANDU~{ 

lVltat doo8 the term "SpeciaL Ad'vi8cl'" mean in term8 Of a job desCfilltion-t 
Docl! (L job de8CrilJtion for .11r, Durkin OJJistt 

lJEA nas no formal job description for a special adYiser, nor does there exist 
a jolJ description for l\Ir. lJurldu. 'I'lie term· ":;vecial adviser" describes an 
individual who is not an employee, but who IJroYi,des independeut ad\'iee, iucas 
und suggestion::; to Adllliuistrution ollicials all a requested basis. 

111 the term "Spooiat AdL'iser" the san/C a8 the IIIOl'e familiar ter11l, "Gon-
8ullant"! 

While tllere are obviou:; parallels between the terms, DEA and its preueces
Sal' agencie::; have reselTed the title of special adviser for a few private citizens 
who have voluntarily pro\'ided their time and IllJrSOllal eXllertisc, Consultants 
are lmid employees who normally contribute to the agency on a contractnal 
basis and are usually restricted to areas of a highly technical nature. 

Doe8 (L 111lccial adviscr hace responsibilities dlffcrill!J from those of a COI!-
8ultant? 

.\.n auviser IJroYide::; his ideas and thoughts in the general field of policy 
and strategy while a consultant normally deals witliin a more limited and 
technical scope, 

Doe8 the job special adcisor I'elate speCifically to providing advice to DElt 
a!< an in~tit/tt:on of Go t;ernment; 01' docs -it }tnt'O more to do 'With thc !Jivin!J of 
acl cicc to a IJarticula r scction of DE.l or to a particular pcrson~ 

:'Ill'. Durkin'::; role with hoth BXDlJ and DEA ~yas prinCipally us an indepen
dent sounding board for the senior managers, including former BXlJD lJirector 
John Ingerr:oll and former DE.\. Administrator Jolin Bartels, Jr. nIl'. Durldn 
was also active in arranging for community assiHttmce to families of agents 
Idlled or badly injured in the line of duty. nIl'. Durkin launcheu a driYe which 
resulted in the establishment of a fund to aid these individuals, This fuud 
r('cently provided a specially equillped home and automobile for an agcnt wllo 
was shot and paralyzed for life in a sl1ootout which left another agent dead, 

Did other DELL officia7.~ havc benefit of iJlr, Dlll'7dn's rccommendation8? 
)lo"t of th(' ~enior DEA Headquurters managers had exposure from tiIlle to 

tillll', gellt'rally at Ad Hoc meetings, to nIl', Durkin's ideas. ~Ir. Durldn did not 
generally ~il'ek ant nor wal> he sought out by individuals, 

If 80, u:hich ojJicials 1001'0 they? 
The ollicials who did diseuss tOllics nffecting their particular areas of interest 

in the::lP sessions are listed as follows; :'Ill' .• Tohn R. Bartels, Jr., ~Ir. Rohprt 
Ri('linl'IlHon, :\11'. Xelson Coon, :\11'. ,\Valter WeiHS, :'Ill', Phillip R. Smith, und :'Ill'. 
Daniel 1'. ('aspy, 

When 10(18 Jlr. Durkin dc.~i{Jn(Jteil "Special AIl'viscr"? 
:'111'. Durldu waH ~o designated lJy DEA 011 X()\'eIllber 20, 1073. 
117/r1n was he !Jiren the eredentials illentifyillg him as a "Special Adpiscr" 

to l!it1wr DBA or an1l 1Irctlcce8.~or a[}cncy? 
:'Ifr. Durkin recpived his DrOA ercdentials on Xoyemller 20. 1973, Ill' had 

formerly lIPId silllilar credentinls as a special adviser for BNDD, 
ll'hat 10as the i~tlernaZ authorization Willer Ichich tr(lvclfullds 1/;urc cJ:1JenrZcdl 
:111'. Dnrldn's tra"el eosts were an eXlll.'lIHe of the immediate Office of the 

Administrator, .\.c('ollutahility resIlon~ilJility l'Pl:'tcd with the Ofliec of th(1 Admin
istrat())' Ilnd tlH' costs were funded under the operating budget of that Ofli(~p. 

If ,1[1'. Durkin'8 lISC of 7Jlank OTRs con8ti(lIied 71i8 lta't:ing blanlrct t1'(l'rel 
ordC/'8 .•. was .111'. D/lrl .. in, ill fact, !Jiven cwthority to cut his own tr(11~el 
orilcr,q? 

:'111'. Durkin !lid not Iun'!' authority to rut his own tran'l (lJ'\lprs fl11(1 he r1icl 
ltot do HO. Th!' ac('nuntullin GTRs weI'!! pro\'idec1 snlply for the purposc of facili
tating his frerlllPnt tran'l hetWE'(,ll NE'Wllrk, New Jersey and 'Washington, D.C. 
a t the reqU('st of :'Ill'. Bartpls ulla it WHS ullllerHtooa that lip would use tIw 
nfl'RH for tllat llUl'POSl'. ]'01' U ronsirlernble periol1 of time :'Ih .. Durl<in hllc1 
ah~orhpd these travel costs himself; DEA bE'gan to pay for his ail' fare in July 
of 1074. 

'Wlt8 Ille rf('rZit carit nmn1Jer i88UCCZ him hl.q alone or 1MS -it a 1ttllnbcr which 
11(' .~7Wf(,(Z with ullotl,cr DEA 1'Op1'e8entativc or rcpre8entativ('.~? 

Mr. Durldn utilized a telephone credit card numher which i~ /tsHigned, to tll!' 
OfliC'(' of OlE' Administrator. His use of that number was a part of the Sl1PllOrt 
rrllClerer1 to :'Ill', Durkin for oflicinl purposes, Cllarges billed to I'hat liumhl'l' IU'(' 
'rp\'ipwerl and validated by the Oflice of the Administrator. 
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A1'e there other SlJecial advisers 01' consultants at DEA who m'e entn/stea 
with blank GJ.'Rs, ana, if ,it is established that M1'. Durk'ln, haa blanket tl'a,vel 
ordcrs, is it DBA policy to issue such orders to other special aavisers a/' 
c01U1ultanis? 

Travel expenses of consultants ancI advisers are paid as a matter of policy, 
Some of these individuals pay all expenses, including air or train fares, and 
are then reimbursed, In certain cases the individual is provided with invita
tional travel orders and accountable GTRs, Mr, Durkin and others are pro
vided the GTRs under the second set of conditions. 

Please aav'ise 1tS as to Mr. Dm'lcin!s clea1'a1WC status: the scope of the fiela 
investigations that pl'ececlecl the designation of this clearance: (J;)ul the 1'est1"ic
Hans, if any, placea on kis accessibility to se'l1sitive informatio11) ancl documentsT 

In February 1073, a background check on 1\ir. Durkin was cOlluucted by the 
Office of Internal Security and the Chief of Inspection aclvised 1.\fr. John Inger
soll, Director of BNDD, of the results of the inquiries. Based upon that report 
and Mr. Durkin's lmown public stature, Director Ingersoll appointed him as an 
adviser. Mr. Durkin did not have a secret clearance and thus dill not have ac
cess to classified information. 

What cleU1'amce lJroceclwres are followed at DBA regarding sllccial allviscrs 
ana consultants? 

All consultants are required to have a full field clearance. If the individual 
has been the subject of a full investigation within the PllSt two years anel has 
had continuous government service, a new investigation is not requireel. The 
Office of Personnel requests the clearance through the Office of Internal Secu
rity. '1'he request is then transmitted to the Civil Set'Yice ComUli:;sioll which 
conducts the investigation amI advises the results. Clearance of advi~('I's is 
handled on a case to case basis. Advisers are not required to have a full lielcl 
clearance. 

Do clearance 1)roced1wes 1'e,qar(7ing ,~pecial adviser~ ana COll.SltTtants cliffeI' 
f1'om those proced1wes 1tsed to establis7b sccll'1'itv cleal'ances alb full time DEA 
personnel? 

Clearance procedures for conSUltants do not differ from procedures uSl'd for 
fun time DEA personnel. Clearance procedures for advisers differs from the 
proceelures used for full time DEA personnel, in that advisers are not given full 
field Investigations, 

Al'e swearing in exerci8es hela for all DEA specillZ adt:isCl's? 
Each special aclviser to DEA amI BNDD has taken the stanelurd employee 

oath of alll?giance, although they are not employees. 
What is the 81tbstance of the oath adm'inistcl'ed, ancL 101£0 woltZcl be attthorizea 

to administer itt 
A copy of the oath is attached herewith. The Administrator, his Deputy and 

the Chief of Personnel are authorized to administer the oath. In the fil'ld, the 
Hp~ional Director, his Deputy and his Regional Personnel or Aclministrative 
Officer are delegated this authority. 

In ]Jr. Dur7cin's instance, who aaministerelL the oat.7rr 
:Mr. Ingersoll administered the oath when :Mr. Durldn became an advisPl' tor 

BNDD. :Mr. Bartels administered the oath when 1\fl'. Durldll become 311 adviser 
for DEA. 

Is this oath similar to those whic7b fuH-time DEA personnel 8!tbmit to? 
It is the same oath. 
Did Mr. Dttrlcin serve a8 special arZviser in conncction Wit7b c0l1.Ql'eS8ional 

relations f * * * In part-ienlar with I'elations with this subcommittee? 
Advice to DEA :Management relative to CongreRsiona1 relatiom; and relfttiYe 

to the Jacl,son Subcommittee was provided by Mr. Durkin, hut as part of a 
hroad base of planning a(lvice on a 'Variety of topics. Mr. DUrldn, on one occa
Sion, spoke to the Committee at his own volition, not as I\. relll'esentativp of 
DE A, nIl'. ])ml<in dill not llprf0J1u any aelvif;or~' function in clo~·-to-elay 01)('1'0.
Hons of Congressional linisoll, He diel participate in clisC'ussions involving the 
(Joll1111ittpe inYl'stigation of DEA. providing atlyicp ana ofl'prill{r Yal'iol1!4 options 
for the C'onsldemtioll of Mr. Bartels. 

Di,Z ]Jr. Durkin 8c?1'1'G a,q a, 811ecial. (ulvi8er in connection with the 7uJ1lrnin," 
ot inteQritll investigatiol1C C01wc1'ninu Mr. Pr01l11tto ancl 11£1 .. Willimn D1/rli'in? 

1\:11'. Durkin provided advice relative to the invPRtigation of Mr. Promuto ns 
part ot the broad base of ftctivities to which he devotpd attpution. Mr. Dnrkin 
il1tprviewed Mr. Promuto on behalf of 1\Ir. Bnl'tpls an<1 TlartiC'ipated in rlif'lcus
l'1ions relative to the cnse. Mr. Dmkin 1mew of the William Durkin invPl'ltiga
tlon, but cUd not become inv01v(>(1 in the case per se, 
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To 1vhom was this advice given, in wlta,t tonn, ana was any ot it in 11;rUillg f 
~Ihe advice relative to the Promuto investigation was principally provided 

to Mr. Bartels, although. participating officials were exposed to some of his 
thought and comments on the issues. Mr. Robert Richa:.:dson and lVIr. Phillip 
Smith received some such expOsure and considered ft along with guidance and 
advice tendered from other areas. Mr. Durkin provided 1\:[1'. Bartels with two 
memoranda, one concerning his interview with Mr. Promuto and one analyzing 
the Promuto situation. All other D.dvice was oral. 

SlAtmARO ronM Gl 
REVlseo SIi?rEMUER IlJ10 u.s. CIVIL SlRVICE COM.",t15~ION 

F.P.M. CHAPTER 295 
61-101 

OMU APPROVAL t.o 5O-ROl18 

APrmfJTMENT AfFiDAViTS 

(l'o:!tion to tvhich. appoilltcd) (Dale 0/ appolntmenl) 

(Deparlment or «!Jtncy) (Bureau or rfivi3fon) (Pfarr 0/ </Ilp/ovnmll) 

I, ________________________ , do solemnly swear (or nffirm) tbt-

A. OATH OF OFFICE 
I will support nnd defend the Constitution of the T,Tnited Stntes ngninst all enemies, foreign.n:nd 

domestic; thnt r will benr tme faith nnd nlleginncs to the,snmsj thnt I tnke this obligntion freely, 
without nny mental reserl'ntion ot' purpose of evasion; and thut r Idll ,rell and fnithfully disdrargc. 
the dutlesof the office on which rnm about toentel·. So help me God. 

B. -AFFIDAVIT AS TO STRIKING AGAINST THE FEpERAL GOVERNMENT 
r am not 'participnting in any strike against the GOI'arnm~nt of th~ United Stllte:; or nny ~ncy 

thereof, nnd r will not so pnrticipate while nn employee of Iha Go,'emmen! of the TTnited States 01" 

Ilny agency thereof. 

C. AFFIDAVIT AS TO PURCHASE AND SALE OF Or-FleE 
I haye not, nor has unyolle ncting in my behnlf, gil'oll, trnnsferred, promised or paid any COIl

sidernti{m for or in c:spectation or hope of receiving nssistnnce in secl1ring this appointment. 

,flIUM/ur. 0' appoint •• ) 

Subscribed nnd sworn (or nffirqted) before me this ___ day of _______ A .. D. 19----, 

Ilt ____________________________ _ 

(Il/IV) (Slale) 

CBlon.lure Of ctJ!etr) 

Commission cxpires. ___________ _ 
CIr by n ;\'otnry )?ubll~; t~e dnte Dr .:<Illratlnn 

ot ~19 CnUlDlhslon shouhl be .bo~n) 
(Tille) 

NOTE.-Th. oall, Of 091e" ",.,1 /,e a<lmlHIM.red bl! n prr~n~ ~pr.clfl/·rI I ... ~ Y.N.C. ~O~3. Th. mml., "So 1,tlp M. Gori" 
in II,,. mrlh au" tI,e fcnrtl "AI,.fur" I,'I,(',(',-,'t:r II rlllp",:"., "lInl'C oI"""ltIbc Atrirl:cn filiI IdC'u tflr. appl)ltd~ eltt:l. 
to (Jffirll~ rnt/lcY "IOIt . .'"t/'ur tl) I/rr lIl!illuri/J: aI/Iv tI,e!rt 1t;l)rr/1 tltO!! be.: ,l/rlt:/:I:n d/l'l oltiV w/ltn tlHl afl"o'trlcr: 
clcc,:r to gUirm tiff'! ul!il/llU".1. 
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OlHLirmanJACli:sol\. However, I wish to announce that the subcom
mittee is now seeking from the Department of J usticc, throngh the At
torney General's Office, new ~nd more p~ecise informa?io?- about ~he 
nature of :Mr. Thomas Dmlnn's work wIth DEA. TlllsmformatlOn 
must be accompanied by pertinent documentation which corroborates 
assertions made. 

In addition, we will request of :Mr. Ed'ward H. Levi, through ~Ir. 
"\Vest, that the next response to our request for information l'cgard
ing :LIlr. Thomas Durkin be prepared by, 01' in coordination with, 
representatives of Mr. Levi, and that persons responsible for pro
viding that information be identified by name and position within 
the Department of .J ustice. 

I fmd it disappointing that :Mr. "\Vest, a representative of the At
torney General of the United States, would transmit to this subcom
mittee an unsigned, undateel memorandum regarding matters as 
sensitive as the nature of a DE.A. official's work and his security clear
ance or lack thereof. 

I find it equally disappointing that the Office of the .1:Utorney Gen
eral would submit to this subcommittee an unsigned, undated memo
randum prepared by DEA, regarding matteI'S 'which go to the vel'y 
heart of the subcommittee's investigation; that is to say, matters 
relating to the malmer in which DEli.. mapped out a strategy to re
spond to this subcommittee's rightful and propel' oversight inquiry 
into the Federal drug enforcement matters. 

Our witness this morning is Mr. Thomas Durkin. Mr. Dmkin, if 
yon will come forward and raise your right hand and be S''''OI'll. 
. Do you solemnly s:"ear that the testimony you are about to give 
before this SUbC0l11lmttee shall oe the truth, the whole h'uth, aud 
nothing but the truth, so help you Goel ~ 

:Mr. Dm1KIX. I certainly do, sir. 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS E, DURKIN, JR" ATTORNEY 

Chairman JACIU;(lX, )I1', Durki n. fltflte your full nallw for the rc('ord 
and your place of residence and business, please. 

)h. Dcmcrx. Thomas E, Dlll'kill, .Jr. I am an attorney that main-
tains a practice at; tiD Park Place, Newark, N.J. 

Chairman .TACKSO~. ·What is your l'PJationship with DEA ~ 
)11'. DURKIN. At the present time, sir, or pl'eviously~ 
Chairman .rACKSO~. ,Vhat is it now and what was it prC'viously? 
Mr. DURKIN. I have no association at the pl'esent time, sir . 

. C}lail'lnan .TACKSOX. ·What happened? Dicl you have a preyiOllS asso-
CIatIOn ?-

Ml'. lJrmuN. I di<1, sir; yPfl. I dccidpd that I w~U1ted to terminate it. 
Chairman .L\(,KSON, Yon did what to terlllinate it'~ 
Mr. D1JRKIN. I returned all of--
Chail'man.TACKSo~. You what ~ 
:nIl'. DURIU~. I returned my credentials and other paraphernalia 

thnt I thought would pl'operly be the property of DEA. 
. O}lail'man .JACKSON, ,nUtt was that? Yon say you retm']wd paraphel'
:nalla. 

Mr. Df'RlUN. It was either one 01' two travel vouchers that had not 
been used; that was it. 
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Ohail'lmm JACKSOX. lVlI.en did your association start with DE,,::\, ~ 
l\Ir. DURKIN'. -1972, sir. 
Chairman JACl~SOX' 1972 ~ 
l\Ir.Dr:l"nKIN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. How did it start ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I would say,sir, approximately a month, maybe 2 

months before at a conversation with Mr. Ingersoll, :Who was then 
the Director of BNDD. Mr. Ingersoll, in his conversation, said that 
he thought it would be helpful to the agency if I would consider 
becoming an adviser to then BNDD. 

He asked me to think it over. He explaineel to me what it would 
be that would be expected of me. The conversation was very general 
in terms. There were assurances inserted in the conversation that it 
'wouldn't be that time consuming and asked me, after I reflected upon 
it, to advise him of my decision, which I die1. 

I did reflect on it, and I did think it through and I thought it 
through very carefully and I thought, because of my own personal 
circumstances, that I would agree, and did agree, and did advise him. 

It wits, I would say, roughly, maybe 2 to 3 weeks thereafter I re
ceived a phone call or notice in some format, asking if I would come 
to lVashington, which I did, at which time I met again Mr. Inger
so]], and most of the high-ranking officials of that agency. 

I had a conference personallr with Mr. Ingersoll, during which 
time he again generaDy outlined what it would be. He also made 
mention in some way that my background, or whatever, checks and 
so forth, were made and he) in fl. very succinct manner explained the 
necessity for it. 

Chairm,an ,TACRRON. IIp toM von that a what-a harkr:r0l111(1 r11('('k, 
a security check~ vVhat was as nearly as you can remember? 

l\fl'. DURKIN. I can't remember. The word "backgrouncl" sticks in 
my mind, but please don't hold me to it. I don't know speci.fically 
what j;~ was but the text of the conversation was as I indicated. 

Chail-n,<m .TACKSOX. A l>aekgl'Olll1tl ('heek is the way you l'PllH'mbC'l' 
it ~ . 

:,Mr .. DURKIN. That is right; yes. He then went on and had gen
eral conversation. There were then others invited into the office. All. 
oatl~ was administered. I was requested to sign a document, acknow 1-
edgmg that I took an oath or took the oath. That document was 
plac~din a file that was on a desk in front of ine with my name on 
the file. 

I then was administered the ollth. There were pict1-1reS taken. 
There were credentials given to me at that particular time. That 
cil'cuinstance continued until the transformation into the new agency~ 
at which time crcelentiuls of that new agency--

Chairmall .TACKRON. You took a vC'l'oal oath and~ignet1 a writtml. 
011C': you did both ~ ..' . 

~fl'. DURKIN. Yes. Sil'. . 
0hn.jrman ,TAer-sox. "11at did it (If); whflt di.(l 'it dpqignate? 
MI'. DURKIN. It was the same oath as adnlinistel'ed to a,nyone. 
Chail'mn.J1 .TACKHOX. T understand that. Yon hl1;fl anon,th; a:liFec1(,l'al 

employees, but what were you appointed to; what were you to do ~ 
Ml" ntmTCIN. The position was, that they ·indic.atec1 to me,' was 

special adviser. . . '1' 
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Chairman JACKSON. Consultant, or did you read the paped 
Mr. DURKIN. There wasn't anything on the paper. The paper wll;s 

just the oath itself, which had the space for the title, for. t.he POSI
tion. I am not too sure whether or not that had been filled III at that 
particular time. 

Mr. FELDl\UN. Mr. Chairman, it is the sblndard appointment affi
davit, I believe, which DE.A. transmitted, attached to the memoran
dum which was included in Mr. Togo 'West's letter. 

Chairman JACKSON. Your recollection is the position to which you 
were. appointed 'Nas special adviser? 

Mr. DmU>L'l". Yes, sir. . 
Chairman JACKSON. "What was your background? You are a lawyer. 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. "",Vhat yas your backgl'ol1nd in ('onnectjon with 

the broad area of drug enforcement, drug problems, and so on ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. What degree of specificity do you want me to go 

into~ 
Chairman JACKSON .• Tnst in gencJ'nJ. "",Ve don't need any long detail. 

Have you been involved in any official or private capacity dealing 
with drug enforcement problems; drug problems in general; admin
istration of an agency such as we are talking about ~ 

)11'. DUIUCIN. No. sir. I ha(l no formal association with any type of 
orgr..nization, foundation, or otherwise prior to that time. 

Chairman JACKSON. And no Government service? 
Mr. DURKIN. None whatsoever. 
Chairman .T.\C'KSON. "What wel'e you to be a sp<'cial adviser about ~ 
]\{r. DURKIN. It was a general circumstance where Director Inger-

soll was of the opinion that because of opinions that he had been 
giyen about extensive trial work that I had that I could be of an 
assist to them in areas that were going to be selected by them for 
discussion. 

I had no intent, HOI' was it at any time thai" I initiated any pal'l:ir,
ular circumstance and only indulged in conversation when it was 
requested of me. 

Clmirman ,TAC'KSQN. "",You](ln't yon be kind of sllrprised i·f yon were 
invited down to Mr. Ingerson's office without any experience in this 
area of drug enforcement, administration of the program with no 
background in that area, as I gather yon stated here, that you would 
be called in as a special adviser ~ Didn't you want to find out what 
you were going to advise about ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. As I think I indicated before, iil the comrel'satiol1s 
that I had 'with IHl', Inl?;PI'soll thn,j; was O'l'1l01'ally undel'stood between 
Mr. Ingersoll, certainly him and myself. . 

Chairman .JACT'RON. "",Vhat was .Q:enerally understood? 
Mr. DURKIN. That the areas that I ",vas going to be of an assist 

had to do generally with the presentation of the enforcement aspect 
of it, treatments and things like that--

Ohairman .TAOICSON. No, but eyen in tho en:ro1'('oiTIcnt aspect of it you 
made clettr to them y~>u had no experience in this area ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. No, SIr. 
0hnhman .TA(1TCSON". lYnNe YOl~ ever been ilwolveclin the tl'jals~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Hundreds. . 
C"a.irmau ,JACKSON. Pa rdon me ~ 

I 
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Mr. DURKIN. Hundreds. 
Chairman JACKSON. I know. The question related, have you de-

fended people charged with drug violations ~ 
1\1r. DURKIN. No, sir . 
. Chairman JACKSO~. Have you been involved--
Mr. DURKIN. But I would like to complete that answer. 
Chairman JACKSON. Yes. 
Mr. DURKIN. Unless there is a:fine distinction, frankly, which I am 

not acquainted with between the defense of one type of, for instance, 
a conspiratorial prosecution, the substance of which is non-narcotic 
violation, and a narcotic violation type of prosecution, frankly, I just 
don't understand the distinction. 

A prosecution ofa conspiracy, using that illustration, is a prose
cution involving a conspiracy, whether or not it is because of a vio
lation of a drug act or because if it is a violation of another act. 
I really don't see the distinction. 

Chairman JACKSON. "'Vb at is your background ~ We want to be fair 
here. What is your background in the prosecution side ~ Have you 
been a district attorney ; have you been an assistant district--

Mr. DURKIN. No. . 
Chairman JACKSON. Have you handled prosecution cases ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, but minimally, compared to the-
Chairman .JACKSON. Let's be specific. Just answer the question. 
Mr. DURKIN. I did. 
Chairman JACKSO::-r. I will now ask it again. Have you been involved 

as an n.ttol;'];ley prosecuting persons charged ,vith crime and, if so, in 
what capacIty and when and how long~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Minimally; very, very short period of time. I would 
say maybe three, maybe four prosecutions. 

Chairman JACKSON. No. You are still not answering my question, 
",V ere you then appointed, elected as a prosecutor ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Appointed. 
Chairman JACKSON. Appointed? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Vhat office~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Municipal, office of the municipality then repre-

sented. 
Chairman JACKSON. 'What was the--
Mr. DURKIN. Roseland, R-o-s-e-I-a-n-d. 
Chairman JACKSON. ""Vhat is the population of it? 
Mr. DURKIN. 5,000, 6,000; 7,000. 
Chairman JACKSON. For violation of ,y hat laws? 
Mr. DURKIN. Any law. 
Chairman JACKSON. YOlL were assistant? 
Mr. DIJRKIN. Pardon? 
ChairmanJAc~csoN. You:were an assistant what? City attorney? 
Mr. ,DURKIN. I was the City attorney, town attorney, actually. 
qhall'man J.ACKSON. You had the responsibility of prosecutin 0' 

cr~mes from mlsdemeanors to murder in the first degree, you said any 
crIme? 

Mr. DURKIN; Any crime that was in the jurisdiction of that partic
ular municipal court. 
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<:hajrman ,TACKRON. Violation of city ordinunces~ 
Mr. DURKIN. We don't refer to them as city ordinances. '~Te refer 

to them as nonindictables. 
Chairman .JACKSON. "That I am trying to get at. h~ving been ~ pros

('cutOl' myself (1ne1 Imving to have'. to try cases from Speedlllf!; to 
murder in the first degree, I am jus.t curious to learn about yo,ur 
experience. Were you merely handlmg local petty offenses, mIS
demeanors ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSO~. You have never handled a felony case? 
1'11'. DURKIN. As a prosecutod 
Chairmun,TM'KsoN.I am talking about first, in your capacity in the 

city, and any other capacity ~ 
Mr. DURKm. v\7hen you say handle--
Chairman .TACKSON. Did you prosecute anyone charged with a 

fe]ony? 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. 
Chairman ,TACli:SON. "That w'as the nature of yom' expel'i<."nce in the 

prosecution of crimes? 'Youlc1 you just state what area it coverec1? 
Mr. DURKIN. I just got finished saying sir, but my experience is 

not in the prosecntion. My experience is in the defense. 
Chairman .JACKSON. L<."t me ('ome j'o that. First of all, we nre clealing 

with the area of law enforcement. I want to get your experience in 
law enforcement as the prosecutor. 

The only prosecutorial position you ever held was in the city of 
Roseland--

Mr. DURKI~. The one I indicated, exclusively and nothing else at 
any time. 

Chairman .L\('KHON. 'Vere you elected or appointed? 
Mr. DrmuN. I was appomted. 
Chairman ,L\CTi:ROX. How long clid you serye? 
:Mr. DURKIN. Maybe 2 years. 
ChnlJ'l1utn ,LU'KHOX. "'hat'. was the most SeriOl1R ofi'ense that you 

handled ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I don't have any idea. I don't even remember what 

they were, frankly. 
Chairman ,T.\CKSOX. I t'anl'ell1Clnbcl.', anel that got's hack a long time, 

all my key cases. .. 
1111'. DURKIN. These weren't key cases. You could be assured of 

that; far from it. 
Chairman ,TACKRON'. Let's get a picture he]'e. Yon are caneel down, 

you have 11 snmmit Il1C'('ting; a nw('ting with t1ll' top dl'ug ('u:tOJ'CC'
mrnt officials, Your s1)(>(·ja1 ('x])(>l'tis(', and Ivhnt kind of cuseR; wrl'e 
tl~('y speeding; wel't~ tlH'Y just ordinal'Y mis(kmcanol's; what kind 
of ('nseR ~ 

Mr~ :IJon)IIN. Senator, I think I luwc' answered that. But I will 
try to answer it again. They were llonindidn ble8, ,,,;hich W('1'(\ 

('nj'C'l'tll-inabJc nnc.1('l' th~ ,T('l'sC'y lnw at a mnnieipal romt lcwel. 
ChaiI'll)})Jl .TM~T\RON. Yon wci'e tll1?re 2 Y(>!ll's. 'Ylmj', was the toughest 

case Y9U .l;J.a .. cH Whn,!;did it i.llVolvc; you didllOt~li'l~ else but prose-
ell tc' '{ Hlll:ply VOU l'pmem bPI'. '.: . ; , 

nfl'. ])tnU(l}{. Excnse ]11P; I didn't heal' that.! 'elld nothing else, 
what ~ 
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Chn;irman .TAC'Kf.;OX. Yon ,vere a fnll-time--
~Ir. DURKIN. Ko, that is your statement. I neWT said that. I 

was not a. full time. It was It pal't time, as al'e all municipal at
torney positions in the conuty that I resided. 

Chail'man JACKSON. AU l'i'ght. How much time did you spend then? 
}\fl'. DmnuN. Very little. 
Chairma.n .TACKSON. Can't you remember the most important case 

you tried; what did it involve; 01' you don't remember any of them; 
what is it? 

1\11'. DURKIN. Senator, I remember most or the cases that I tried 
as representing defendants, TIlPv were important cases. They were 
se~sitive 9ases. The cases that' you were referring to, which I 
tlunk I tned to make cleal'~ were by far tIl(' smallest part of my 
practice over the years. There were no serious cas('s of any nature 
,vhatsoever invo]ved; none. 

Chairman ,T.\CKSON. None of them were Sel'iOltS CaS('fl? 
1\11'. J)-nm:Ix. X one or the trials were serious. There may haye 

been sel'ions charges involved but jf there we1'(, serious chtu'gC's 
ilrrolvecl there were only preliminary hearings at that particular 
level ltlld were l'efel'l'ecl then--

Chairman ,Lum:s()x. They ,,,ere bound over to the grand jury? 
}\fl'. DURKIN. That is pxactly right; yes. 
Chairman .Ltn;:sox. So yon didn't handle a case hevond the 

misdemeanor?' . 
:'I fl'. Ikmnx. Xo, sit .. 
Chairman ,T.\(,KSOX. ";\R tlw dC'feJU:e attorney, what kind of ('ases 

c1iel yon 11aJl<lle in tIll' criminal aren ~ 
:Mi', DrRIGx. .Tust about (,VN'V kind E'x(,l'pt the lUU'COtic case 

and jf I hamllNl a llPl'('otie case,' it must have been Hi or 20 years 
ap:o, and it nHl)' hlwe hl'PIl an aRRignrd ('asp. 

Chairmall ,L\(,KSOX, I ll1C'Hll appointed by tIll' c(J\lrt~ and assignE'c1-
:\fr. DURKIN, Yel:i; that is right. 
Chail'man .J.\CK~()N . ..:\ppoinh)(l hy the e01ll't? 
:\fI'. J)uIUnx. 1 es. 
Chail'man.LH'Kflo:;..r. But as a defense COlll1st'l you lumdle eases 

ranging from what to what, jnst broadly speaking? 
1\h. DURIUN. Make it as broad as you want, nnd my answl'l' 

would include mnrders; many, man:v lum'd(,l's. 
Ohail'man ,JACKSON. :Mmder in the fil'Ht cl0{p'(le? 
:\Ir. DURIOx. First d0gl'ee, second degree, manslaughter, felony 

mm'del'. 
Chail'man ,T.\0KSON. Yon had extensive criminal practiee ~ 
~'11'. DORJ\.IN'. I did nt; one timC'. yes. 
Chairman .T~\CKSON. ,;V1Iat years ~ 
:\Ir. DURIcrN. I ,'muId say for It lO-:vcaJ: pel'iocl. 
Chairman JACKSO::-r. You were l)l'imftr]]y involved as a el'iminal 

(lefcms(l attorncv ~ . 
:.\11'. DUR1\.tN.'Y (\s. I think it may be more aCClll'atc to say trhtl work 

,yith an ncccntunJion on th{tt. ' . 
Chail'man .TACKRON. You c1iel other tl'ial work but 11 majority of it 

was el'iminal dn:rcnsc ~ . ' . 
Mr. DURKIN. 'l'hat is corl'ect. 
Chairman (JACKSON. "Thai; year is that ~ 
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nIr. DURInN. I think I stltl'ted to taper off on it, I would say, Sena
tor. somewhere around maybe 1968, 1968, somewh~re around in that-
maybe even a little earlier. 

("huh'mun JACKSON. Did you do any-I gather your association 
with Mr. Ingersoll was very limitecl because DEA was created very 
shortly thereafter. Did you do work for him ~ 

:Mr. DDIUnx. I did work -.for him; surely, the same way as I did 
work here. In conversation, he would ask a particular-fo'r instance, 
mny I giw yon one illnstration ~ 

Chairman .TACKSON. Yes. 
:Mr. DPRKIX. He would say, for instance, in the trial of a case we 

are discns8ing new formats, nnd so forth, for our training school. 
IYhat is it from your experience yon find lacking in law enfol'ce

mC'n! officC'l's when ~hey are testifying in a particular type of case ~ I 
WOUld try to exp]am to him the various aspects, and so forth, where 
he thought a weakness may occur. He would take notes on it and I 
would gatlwr from a subsequent cOllversation that he suggested to the 
people ill training that that area bc additionally rcviewed, ttlld if 
IH'CC'!:lSary, or found necessary, buttressed. 

That is illustrative of tIll" type of things I am talking about. 
He also would l'nter yariou8 qnestions about opinions why judges 

W(,1'(, setting lower bails and was it a circumstance that a court found 
itst'lf in, hC'cause of the malpl'eparation of the agents who are the law 
eUlol'cmnent people, or was it something that was just a philosophy 
01' II thought of a judge. 

Chairman .TACKS()!,'. Lf't me ask YOll who \Tas the person who asked 
:von to come to IVashintgon as the special advised Who called you? 

::.\Jr. D-urtKrx. I think it was Mr. ln~f'l'soll but I am not sure now. 
0hai rman JACKSOX. You just got a call on the phone ~ 

::.\[1'. DURKTX. I C'ither clid 01'--
r'hail'man .T.i\CKSOX. Did you get a letter? 

:'1ft,. DURInx. N"o. I didn't get a letter. I don't lmow if the call was 
ou tlH' phone 01' wht'tht'r 01' not I received the information in person. 
I did not rl'ceivt' a lC'tter, no, positively not. 

Ch airman .JACKSON. Yon mean they sent someone to you? 
::'\11', DmmI::-l". :Yo, I don't necessarily-they sent someone to me. My 

ht'st l'ecollt'ction is that I was in coilYcrsation with subordinates of 
::\[1'. Ingel'~oll, and that is the way I received the information. I am 
not f:ure. 

Chairman JACKSON. Did John Bartels call you and ask you to come 
to IVashington on September 16 or 17, 1974? 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir: he did. 
Chairman ,TAeKsoN. Did you come to Washington at that time? 

:\[1'. DURKIN. I came the following day, sir. 
Chairman ,TACKSOX. Mr. Durkin, why did Mr. Bartels say that he 

wanted you to be in IVnshington ~ , 
~rl'. DUlmrx, He a~kcd, or he told me that there was a circumstance 

tben outstanding which he would like me to look at. 
Chairman .TAOJrSON, He didn't say what it was? 
l'Ifl'. DURKIN. He said what it was, yes. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. 'What was it ~ 
)lr. DunKIN. It had something to do with a letter being received 

l'l·f(·nLblc to a. 1\11'. Pl'omuto. 
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Chah:man ,hCKSON. Dicl you meet with Mr. Barte]s at that time: on 
the 17th or the 16th or the 18th~ 

Mr. DURICIN. The following clay, after the phone call was the clate 
of the meeting. 

Chairman tTACKSON. Wbere was that meeting ~ 
J\Ir. DURICIx. The mpeting was at lunch at the Statler Hilton Hotel. 
Chairman JM'RSON. "What did you clisenss ~ 
MI'. DURI\.Ix. We discnssccl in greater clepth, if not total dept.h, the 

subject matter of the conversation on the previous evening. 
Chairman ,JAoKSON. The previous evening~ 
}\fl'. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,\7]lere was that meeting~ 
]\fl'. DURKIX. ,Vhich meetillg~ 
Chairman .JACKSON. The previous meeting ~ 
}\[1'. DURKIX. That was the phone caU you macle reference to. 
Chairman JACKION. No, it was a phone call first, but you said the 

pl'(>yious evening. You are refel'l'ing to a phone call ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Chairman.JAcKsON. The next clay was lunch? 
I\h. DURKIN. That is correct. 
Chairman J.\CKSOX. You discussecl, among other things, the Promuto 

cas(' ? 
Mr. DURKIN. Ycs, sir. 
Chairman .TACKSOX. Did Mr. Bartels give you any documentation in 

connect jon with the Promnto matted 
]\fl'. DURKIN. No. I\Iy rccollection is, Senator, that he clicl not, I 

know that I received it vcry in-depth briefing from him. I cannot 
honcstly recall whether or not he had documents with him. I just 
don't rememb('r. 

l\Iy best recollection is, is that documents were first seen by me 
lal"cl' that day in n meeting with ]\:[1'. LUll(l and Richardson. 

Chairman 'J.\CKSON. ,Vhat were your instructions then, to meet with 
Mr. Richardson and 7\fr. I.luncl ~ . 

?lIt-. DURKIN. Ycs, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did the name of Dia,llC De Vito, 01' any other 

woman come up during this meetinp:~ 
1\11'. DURKIN". No, sir. Yon are talking now about the meeting be-

tween :Mr. Barte]s ancl myself? 
Chairman JACKSOX. Yes, at the luncheon. 
Mr. DURKIN. No, sir. 
Chairman J"ACKSOX. Did it como up later? 
1\h. DURKm. It; came up-now specifically referring to the name 

De Vito~ 
Chairman JAOKSON. It came up-now specifically referring to the 

llame also known as Diane De Vito, whichever way you want to. 
l\fr. DURKIN. I never heal'cl the name Barger until long after I 

heard the name De Vito, which was long after the date of this 
conversation whir.h yon are talking about. 

Chairman .LIcClCSON. 'When did tho name Diane De Vito come up for 
the first time with you ~ And who brought; it up? 

Ml'. DURKIN. Seilator, I think it came np approximately n week 
Ol' 2 weeks a:Iter tha,t particular meeting and my best recollection is 
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that thc name camC1 up in a mE'C'tillg that was in progress with :.\[1'. 
Lund and ~Ir. Richardson. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. ,Ybat was the pmpose in haying you meet with 
IUchardson and Lund? 

Mr. DrnKIN. To review the overall circumstances as it was under
stood to be outstanding against 1\[r. Promllto. 

Chairman .JAcKSON. Did yon oifpr 1\11'. Bartel;:; any advic~ at this 
meetiIig? 

Mr. D'CRKIN. Xo; no advice other than they would participate in 
all overall discussion in an attempt to ascertain what the actual 
cil'cnmstancps WP1'P. Y Oll are talking about the first meetjng? 

Chairml1n .T.\CKSUN. Yes. 
i\[r. DrnKI'x. That is ,'that happenE'cl. 
Chairman ,T.\CKHOX. Did ~'OU then mec~t. with :'\fr. Hirlmrdson a11(l 

:Mr. Lund? 
~fr. DURKIN. I did, sir; yes. 
Chnirmull ,J.\('KS()N. ,Vhen ? 
Mr. DrmnN. I would say 4 :30. I) o'clock that day. 
Chairman ,f.\cm;ox. That sam('<lay after YOll lUH.l tlH~ lUlleheon? 
l\Il'. Th'"RTON. Y(lS, sir. at the same place. 
Chairman .T.H'J(SOX. 'iYlwI'e diel YOlll1wet ~ 
l\1r. DURlGx. In the l'('stallrant at the Statler Hotel. 
Cllll.il'Il1aIl ,T.\CKSON. The Statlc'r Hilton, ,nlilt occurred at that 

m(,ptiIl,[r ? 
)'f1'. DrR1ox. Tllpl'P WtH an orprall genrral (1iRen~sioll bt'twrPIl 

and nmong;.;t the thJ'C'P of liS, ronrp1'lling' tl](' lrtter whi('h had h(>(']1 
l'pc·pivrd a'nd whi('h was :mthol'izrd h~' it poIicrmall hy the name of 
f'.hofl']rr for thr )'1etl'opolitan Poliee l)rpartnwut. 

Clmiman .T.\('I{S()X. 'What 'Yus the discussioll a!Joqt, thr report? 
lUI'. Derm:rx. The discussion--
Chairman ,T.\{'KS()X. Di(l ~·ou have tlH' l'rpol't? 
)'Ir. Dt'lHOX. Y('s; I rUll't tpl1 ~'on which of thp two haPP(.'lled. I 

nm allllo",t po:-:itin· it was jfl', Lund, but I am not absolutely sure>. 
T had a nIp, a fold(,]'. 

Chairman ,h('TUlOX. Th(lY let yon Rr(' it? 
)I1', Drmox. IndC'Pcl: ,:('8, ' 

Chail'lllan,T \('[(S(lX. Y()lll'C'IHl it '1 
:If 1', Drmnx. TIlth·p(l. I (lid: ~·(,S; quite thol'Ol1gh ly, too. 
Chairman .T:H'ICSOX. Pardon 1tl(' ? 
).11'. Drmnx. Yel',Y tIHll'onghly, the report. 
Chairman .T.\('lC'l()X. 'I'l\(' l'PPOl't '? 
),11'. Dnm:rx. Exeww me': the ]ptter. The lett(:'l' I l'pnd yery, Yrr~' 

cal'~fnlly. The l'C'P()l'!' T l'ead out llot-I didn't 81>('11<1 that much time 
011 It. 

Chait'uHtn ;rAC'KSON. They had tll(' repOl't,? 
.:'Ill'. Ih:mnx. Positiveh:: 1'('s. 
Chairman .T.H'LCSON. r '\'mit -to say i-iO that I nnc1tH'st:mll Mr, Hi('h. 

Ilrdson has stutNl that this lllt'ctinp; \yith you, tht.t yon had It copy 0,[ 
Bl'oslm'spreliminary rcport. . 

1\[1'. J)cmn:-.\ I think what he saiel, BCllatol\ "wns that his recollec
tion was-,-I happened to be lwl'c the day he testlfiecl~ his statement: 
was tlmt'he l'ecl111eclmc sllying that I clid,not thlltI dicll1ave 110]' 

(lid he see such 11 report. 
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Chairman JAC'KSOS. "Where is the transcript? \¥" e will come back to 
that, ~Ir. Durkin. 

:Mr. DURKIS. But I have, Senator, absolutely no recollection of 
l\It-. Bartels giving me any documents at that particular time and I 
simply state that--

Chairman J.\cKSON. No; but, did you say at any time that you hac1 
tIl('. report, a copy of Brosan:s preliminary report? 

:Mr. DeRInN. No, sir, I never said that I had it because I cUdn:t 
have it. I certainly mOl:e than likely did say that I had discussed tJle 
report and cUscussC'c1 the letter in detail. 

Chairman ,bCRSON. But you did not sa,y at that meetino' at 4 :30 in 
the afternoon with Mr. Richardson ancl }Hr. Lund th;t you had 
the report ~ 

l\Ir. Dum:'IN. Xo, sir. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. The answer is no? 
l\Ir. Dum:rx. That is COl"l'ect. 
Chairman ,L\CKSON. After you read the documentation, what did you 

do 'with it? 
l\Ie. DURInx. \Yhoen'l" it wa~ that brought the documentation with 

them took all the doeuJ11entahon when we concluded the meeting; 
,,·hatever time tllOI'ea1tpl'. 

Chairman ,JACKS()N. Yon retul'1lec1 it; "'hoever had it ~ 
1\[1'. DunKIN. Sonator, there nrc tlll'(~e of us sitting at the table. I 

would haTe it at one time; Ml'. Lund would haye it at another time; 
1\[1'. Richardson. \Ye all refcl'l'ed to it cOlltimlOns1y and whoever it 
was tht bronght it with them, everything ,vas put back in that file 
and given back. 

Chairman .rACE.SON. Did you give him any advice after reading this 
([('(~nn1!'ntatioll ? 

::'III'. IJem\.G\; ~ry a(l\'ice was that there had to be all immediate 
(1etel'mination as tCl whethC'r 01' not some type of intermediate action 
should be takell by Mr. Bartels as the sttme was referred to Mr. 
Promnto. 

(,Imirmnn ,L\(m:s()x. Did YOll at any time discuss the Proll1uto infor
mation with ~rl'. Brosau 01' other oiIicials in the Office of Inspection ~ 

MI'. Dumnx . ..:i.ppl'oximate to the time yon are talking about now~ 
Chairman.JAcKsoN. .1 am referring at that timeancl nlso 

snbseqllelltly. 
1\11'. Dmm.IN. The answer to the first part or your qnestion is no. 

The, {U1SWer to the sc('oncl part or your question is yes. I did not dis
cuss any phase of the Pl'omuto investigation at any time, eithqr on this 
day or 'an:v time thereafter, as best I ~can recall, ""ith George Brosan. 

I did discuss certain phases of this investigation at times subse
qnently with others in Inspection. 

(,bih'man .JACKSON. Bl'OSlm was the chi(''!: inspecto)'. \Y11y cHdn't yon 
talk with him about it? He wus the man who had the overall re
sponsibilities. He is the man, I should say, who had the overalll'eSpOll
sibility and this is a special ass.ignmollt' thati yon had. 

I would think yon wou1d be talking witli: tho top clog. Yon are 
down there as 11, spe('inl ndvisel' and the Pl'OJl1uto case "T[tS the key 
subject matter !lnd it was being handled directly by MI'. Brosan. Diel 
1\JI.'. Bal'l:e]s tell you not to talk to him ~ . 
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Mr. Dmurrx. Mr. Bartels at no time told me who to talk to or 
who not to talk to, and so your prior question doesn't go unanswered. 
I would feel much better if you would ask me that after the break 
after you ha.ve had a chance to talk with yom COlllsel. 

I just don't think it proper for me to answer that question at this 
time. 

Chairman .JACKSON. You don't think it is proper to anSwer which 
question. 

Mr. DURKIN". The question as to wl)y I have not discussed this mllt
tel' with 1111'. Brosan. 

Chairman ,T.\CKSOX. I am kind of Jost. ::VII'. Brosan was the Chio£ In
spector, and I don't know of any classified information or any rea
son why. I think you ought to say what reason. There is nothing that 
I can get from staff that would' justify your not answering it. 

Mr. FEr.D)IAN. Mr. ChairIDl1n, Mr. Brosan is in the hearing room to
day l111d I don't think that this question should be left hanging jn 
that manner. 

Mr. Duronx. I will be verv glad to answer it then. I had a personal 
opinion that :Mr. Brosan at'that pa.rticular time was not in the best 
of health. I thought Mr. Brosan was experiencing great strain and I 
thought from a certain of his actions that it would be most difricult 
to discuss certain things with him. That was my personal opinion. 

Chairman .JACKSOX. rl'hat is an amazing statement. I know you are 
special adviser, hut are you a doctor too? . 

Mr. DunKIN. No; but Senator--
Chairman .hCKSON. You had. a job to do. He was on nctiye duty. I 

would think you would go directly to him. ,Vas he ill such a state 
that you felt he was about to collapse that you would not discllss this 
case with him? 

This is a case that he was on. I mean here is the man who is in 
charge. He is on active duty. Did anyone tell you that you shouldn't 
talk to him? I want to ask you that question? 

Mr. DTIm:IN". You asked me that and I told you the answer to that 
was no. 

Chairman ,JAcKSON. Did you try to discuss this matter with ~Il'. 
Brosan? 

Mr, DURKIN. Made no effort whatsoever at any time. 
Chairman JACI(SQ'X. Yet he was the man who was Chief of Inspec-

60n. You were there to look into the case, brought in from out of town, 
and as a lawyer and as a man who has obviously, as a lawyer ,'lith 
all your trial experience, case experience, gives you a good background 
for investigative know-how. "Wouldn't you do fhe logical thing, going 
to the man who is in chat'ge of the investigation ~tnd say, "What goes 
here?" 

nfr. DumnN. This is the same man that you al'C talkinp.: about who 
made pronouncements, at this particular. time on this particll1aI' sub
ject matter that no invcstigatiOll of any nature was necessary becausr. 
the subject of this investigation could, under no cit'cumstances, ex
ph lin any 0-£ the facts hwolved. This is the same subject Mr. Brosnn 
who, according to l\fI'. Richardson, to me in many conversations re
iterated that, and this is the same gentleman who told the Administra
tor at time of his first meeting with t11e Administrator this exact 
samo fact. 
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Chairman JACKSON. That is hearsay. Why didn't you go to the 
source? As a lawye~', you know that is hearsay. ,Vhy didn't you go 
directly to the man in charge? T~lat is what you wer~ down there for. 

Mr. DumGx. No; I wasn't down there for that, Slr. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Veren't you working on the Promuto case ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes; but you see, if you want to ask me specifically 

what it was that r was intending to do, r will be very glad to answer 
that. 

r was there at the request of Mr. Bartels to try to assist :Mr. Bartels 
to make one particular determination and that particular determina
tion was predicted upon the fact, knowledge then in existence, should 
Mr. Bartels make an intermediate move as far as Mr. Promuto is COI1-
cerned. 

Chairman JACIi:SON. How could you make an intermediate move re
garding ]\.fl'. Prollluto without talking to the man who had been in 
charge of Mr. Pl'011luto's investigation ~ 

Mr. DunKL';. r had his report. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Vhat? 
Mr. DURKIN. I had his report. 
Chairman ,hCKSON. As a luwver, I never take a written report alone. 

r always belieyc newspaper reporters do the same thing, you croSs
~xamine the author of it and find out whether the report will stand 
up. Just a written report by itself doesn't mean anything until it js 
subjected to cross-examination. 

You can't cross-examine the report without getting the author. 
11Tasn't it your adv~ce that Promuto resign ~ 
:Mr. DURIGN. ~ 0; It was not. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Vithout investigation? 
:Mr. DURKIN. r didn't heal' the last part of that. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. After the September 18 meeting, wasn't it yOUl' 

advice that Promuto resign without investigation? . 
Mr. DURKIN. Positively not. 
Chairman JACKSON. Positively not ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. }\fl'. Richardson has testified to the contrar:r. 
Mr. DURKIN. And is there a question, sir ~ . 
Chairman JACKSON. I just wanted you to know that in the open hear-

ing, Mr. I{ichardson has testified to the contrary. Let me read t,he 
transcript so we know. Page; 618 of the stenographic transcript: 

Senator NUNN. To smllln!ll'izc the meeting, ]\fr. D'lrldn told you that he felt 
that for the agency's sake, Mr. Promuto should resign? 

lVIr. RICHARilSON. Ycs, Sir, his reasoning was this: When you have an allega
tion or charge against a senior official that is known, that then it was important 
that we recognize that generally the defense of any allegation never catcheR 
up to the charge. So we would always be trying to catch up with the Metro
politan Police Department since they were the ones who brought uS the initial 
information. 

Mr. DURKIN. This is of course, I guess, the colloquy that occurred 
subsequent to the discussion with Senator NUllIl wheil Mr. Richn,l'd
son made 111l.'ntion oJ the fact it '\YUS mv l't'(',olnl11pndation that he be 
tl'ansfel'l'ed. Is that the part yon are J'cferring to ~ 

Chail'mall .T.\.('J~S()x. ,Yhnt iR the previons one? ,Vc will haye to go 
back. 
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1I1'. Fl~LD::IrAX. You were just criticizing, as I recall, 1f1'. Buostlll as 
being not in the best of health because he was making exactly that 
kind of 1'ccomnwnclatioll. 

::\I1'. DeRIux. l\faking what? q 

::\11'. Fl~LD:lrAx. Exactly that kind of l'C'commendution. You pointed 
that out as 011\\ o:f the reasons why you thought 1\11'. Dl'osun was not 
in the best of health. 

:;\Ir. Dumnx. ,Yhat kind of u l'ecommendation ~ 
::\11'. Fm,l)::ILl.x. The recommendation that MI'. Pn':lllmto resign ~ 
:;\11'. J)cmux, I thought mv answer to that questlon was that at 110 

time did I C'YCl' so do. 'You [irc talking about transfcr or resign? 
::\fr. FEI,mr.\.x. I am talking about what you said about 1\11'. Bl'osan 

and ,yhv you felt that he ·WtlS not equippecl to handle this investiga
tion and you pointed out oue of the reasons was that he wanted to 
han 1\11'. Pl'omuto out 01' rcsign at that pa1'ticuhn' time, 

::\fr. Dr-TIKIX. That promise is in error. 
::\11'. FEW::IIAX. ,Ye will have to have the rcportcr read that back. 
::\11'. DURInN. Ex('use me just a second. Let me see if I can assist you 

011 it. First of al1. I didn't make that rccommcndation. 
. ::\Ir. Fp.D:lL\X. i am not asking you that, :Ml'. Durkin. You are fuzz
lllg the Issue. 

'nfl-. Dnmnx. W·ait a minutc. I am not fnzzingallY issue. You arc 
quoting from the testimony of Me. Richardson. 

~fr. FELDlII.\X, X o~ I am HOt. I am talking about your testimony 
this morning on why Senator .Jacksoll asked you why you didn't ap
pJ'oHC'h ~fr. B1'08an. 

~11'. ])nm:rx. y(lS. I h('arcl that part. Then yon sai.d that the basis 
of my obsclTation as it relates to ),11'. Brosan was totally inconsistent 
with my recommendation concel'l1ing Mr. Promuto. 

lift'. Fl~LD)r~\.x. ,Vith Mr. Richardson's recollection of your recom-
mendation concerning Pl'omnto ~ , 

:\11'. DpmGx. ·Would yon want to pose a cluestioll based 011 that now 
and sp(' If I can [1n8W(,1' that i~ 

:'I fl'. Fm.mIAN. I think the l'e('Ol'cl speaks for itscH, You said you 
didn't t·ell him to l'esign. that ,vas not. your l'ecommenclation. i\fr. 
Richardson said YOU did. I think we rnn'compare that vel.'}t closely. 
No problem. . , , 

(,hnirmnn .Lwm~ox. Did vou rt'('ollllnend he be transferl.'t:lcl ~ "Tas 
tIln (" t1w <1ijfpl'Pl1ct'; what diel 1'011 recommend '? 

::\f1', J)UIUUN. My l'cC'ommelld!ltion to the Administrator, ,vhich I 
said at that partirnlar time, is that the Administrator should enter
tain v(,l'y serlOusly a transfer at that particular time; yes, sir, I did. 

Chainlltlll .L\('KSOX. Thelll'esign latcd 
1ft" DURKIN. No. There was discussion later on as to whether 01' 

not there should be a sllcceeding reAignation after a period of time, 
That was dcIinitolv discussed at that t.inl('. I wasn't inclined towards 
thnt. I wns vel'V (ll~flnitolv inelinod towa1'ds making a recommenda
tion concerning a trunsfei', only because at that pai'ticular time. 

Ullde:rsbmd, Senator, if you will, that in this particular letter tliat. 
·wns received from this Metropolitan Police Department, as I would 
lllld(lrstnncl it, then! WItS one charge that could be considerecl criminal 
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in nature which particular charge at the time of my first meeting was 
reported to me and included in that report as having been disproven. 

Chairman J .A.OKSON. What ~ . 
Mr. DURKIN . .As having been ·already disproven. Do I make myself 

clear so far ~ 
Chairman J.A.OKSON. No. What charge had been disproven ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. There was one of the so-called five charges, five state

ments, allegations, one of which had to do with a person by the name 
of Smitty. Are you familiar with that phase of it ~ 

Chairman J.A.OKSON. Go ahead. 
Mr. DURKIN. Ii that charge was substantiated, that charge of course 

was criminally in nature. It was reported to me that first meeting 
that inspection had already disproven any association between Pro
muto and this particular person, Smitty. So that left outstanding, 
as far as that letter is concerned, four episodes, the basis of which at 
very best could be manual violations. 

Nothing criminal in nature, to wit: Going to an airport or being 
]mown to five or six people, something about a meetino' at a car in a 
parking lot, an association back in 1968 with someone who, thereafter, 
was convictecl of a gambling charge or an organized crime charge, 
the totality of which prima facie established that there may be an 
association with people he shouldn't be associating with. 

I don't know what crime that is. I neve).' knew that to be a crime. 
Chairman J .A.OKSON. No one from this committee has said that is a 

crime but the association issue is an issue in the integrity area, is it not ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Sure . 

. Ohairman J.A.OKSON. Of a high official having access to highly sensi
tive information. 

JUr. DURKIN. Right. 
Ohairman JAC:S::SON. Associating with people with questionable 

background, some with criminal backgrounds. That is the problem 
that we are looking into ancl an attempt to cover that up, that 
investigati on. 

Mr. DURKIN. Let's take the first one. 
Chairman JACKSON . .And of course if there is a coverup, as you know, 

obstruction of justice is a Federal offense. 
Mr. DURKIN. May I continue on that, please ~ 
Ohairman J.A.OKSON. Yes. 
Mr. DURKIN. So at the time I met with Bartels after that so-called; 

not so-called, the first meeting with Mr. liUnd and Richardson, if vou 
have a copy of that MPD correspondence there, you will see eaell of 
these various topics as outlined in that particular letter and the most 
grievous of all of them, if there was any substance to it whatsoever 
that had to do with this person Smitty, th!1t was the person that had 
criminal nature addressed to it. 

All of the others, as set forth therein, either indicated a fact cir
cumstance or a fact circumst:mce that may be violative of a manual. 

Mr. FELD1tUN. Mr~ Ohairman, can I just interject one thing here ~ 
,Ve have received an affidavit from Mr. so-called 'Smitty, Augustus J. 
Smith, and in his affidavit he says that he was first interviewed by the 
two DEA agents concerning this matter on February 27, 1975, wbidr 
was 5 months aiter the meeting we are tallcing abollt in September. 

U5-355--75----12 
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So how could it have been dropped, disposed of if he wasn't inter
viewed by DEA people until that time ~ 

JYIr. DURKIN. Would }70U also look to that-to Mr. Bronsan's report 
which had a predate, the date of my meeting of September 18, and 
in that particular report, and I will tell you unequivocally that Mr. 
Lund and JYfr. Richardson advised me at that meeting that they, in 
turn, were advised by Mr. Brosan. It is quite possible that it is con
tained within that memorandum exactly what I just got finished 
telling you. 

The interview that YOU are talking about was after Mr. Philip 
Smith took over in charge of inspection and had everything reinter
view-redocumented, and reinterview. That is the interview that you 
are talking about. 

Mr. FELmf..A.N. In Mr. Brosan's report, aren't we just talking about 
a file copy with Mr. Smith? W11at kind of investigation was made on 
this Smith case ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. You will have to ask Mr. Brosan that, Mr. Feldman. 
All I am giving you is the conclusion reached by Mr. Brosan com
municated to these other gentlemen and then to me. I didn't review 
information other than that particular allegation which was disprDv-
en. . 

Mr. FELDl',IAN. How can you accept Mr. Brosan's report on one part 
of the allegation and not on the other part of the association ~ 

Mr. FELDMAN. The other one ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Report as to whfi,t~ 
Mr. FELDMAN. With known criminals, organized crime people. 
Mr. DURKIN. That wasn't Mr. Brosan; that was a fact. 
~fr. FELDl\[AN. But he wrote a report on it. 
Ohairman .JACKSON. The committee will stand in recess for 10 min

utes. We have a live quorum. 
fBrief recess.] 
[.A brief recess was taken with the following member present: Sen

ator Jackson.] 
[Member present after the taking of a brief recess: Senator Percy. ] 
Senator PEROY [presiding]. Mr. Du;:kin~ I am sorry that our gov

ernor's testimony before the Joint Economic Oommittee did not per
mit my being here when we started off. But I would be most interested 
in knowing, in your own wurds, what your motivation is in associat
ing yourself in a voluntary capacity in tills way ~ Are you a man of 
independent financial mpans that you can contribute your time this 
way~ 

I am not in any way impugning your !Ilotives because we have had 
dollar-a-year men in our government for many, many years. I might 
say I took a salary cut to come down here. There are all kinds of 
motivations that cause us to want to turn to Government service. 
But I would like to hear from you as to what motivated you, how 
long you have been associated in drug abuse prevention programs, 
what wa~ the first Federal agency ~hat you were as?ociat~d with and 
how has It been that you have contu1l,led these serVICes WIth DEll... 

Mr. DURKIN. Senator, at the time that I--
Senator PERCY. Oould you speak right into the microphone ~ 
Mr. DlJJL""tIN. Back at the time that I made reference to, and I had 

the original cOllversation with Mr. Ingersoll, as best I recall in 1912, 
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I think it was a very simple thing, very frankly, without going into 
embellishments. 

My father was a police officer and I was raised on a cop's salal'Y· 
I went through law school on the Gl bill. I nevel' gave much public 
service. Wben the opportunity presented itself, I vel'y frankly didn't 
think that I had an arbitrary right to say no. I am not too sure if 
the circumstance presented itself again that I wouldn't do the same 
thing even though things happen which I certainly don't look forward 
to. 

I did what it was that they asked. I did the very best that I could. 
If it didn't satisfy cel'tain people, I am sorry. I am not even so sure 
I am sorry. But I did the very·best I could. I didn't ask for the posi
tion and I clidn't avoid it. 

As far as the service is concerned, God gave me a mind and I could 
make a living. If there was any money -attached to this, I wouldn't 
have taken it in the first place. 

Senator PEROY. Wby not ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Because it wouldn't then be a service, it would just 

be another means of income. I wouldn't thrust this upon my own 
particular practice by doing that. 

Senator PEROY. Have you already testified as to what your source 
of income is ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I practice law. 
SenatOl' PERCY. You practice law~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Senator PEROY. Do you practice by yourself? Do you have a firm ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I have a firm. I have four attorneys associated with 

me who al'e salaried. 
Senator PEROY. "What type of clients do you have ~ 
Mr. DURKIN'. Senator, c1<'pencling npon what particular time in my 

practice you make reference to, . it varied. 
Senator PEROY. Corporate practice? 
MI" DURInN'. Presently? 
Senator PEROY. Mainly corporate? 
Mr. DURKIN. Commercial, basica.1ly. 
Senator PEROY. About how much time have you devoted would you 

say in the 1ast year to vohmtary services with the drug agency? 
Mr. DURKIN. Up to aroIDld July of 1974, I would have to say tbat

I don't want to say minimal, but it certainly wasn't anything tre
mendous. Sometime in ,July 1974, I was in the AdmInistrator's office 
discussing with him in depth a matter that concerned itself generally 
with a cliarge being considered as being levied against an employee 
and whether or not such a charge would be sustainable if even in fact 
entertained by the Civil Service Commission. 

At that prtrticular time, the Administrator was -advised that either 
tbis committee or a mediator or a combination of both had become 
interested ill the activities of two former agents of BNDD which 
generally has been referred to as the sweep of Mr. Vesco's home by 
these two particular agents. 

The Acl!ninistrator attempted to find where the Chief Inspector was 
and he was told that the Chief Inspector was in N ew York. The Ad
ministrator and the Chief Inspector then spoke on the phone and 
from the parts that I coulc1 hear, it was a l'ather acrimonious type of 
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conversation, the net e~ect of .which was that the l\dmiJ?istra~or vyas 
announcino- the potentIal serIOusness of the pendlllg lllvestlgatlOn 
and the Chief Inspector was advising that he, the Chief Inspector, he 
scheduled an lllspection of the Paris office and was leaving that par
ticular night. 

Mr. Bartels ordered Mr. Brosan back to Washington that day. I 
met 111'. Brosan and in the course of that conversation, Mr. BrOSUll 
advised me that this was a terrible thing occurring, that he had 
scheduled this lllspection III Paris and that his family or his wife 
was going with him, and could I give him a hand-I almost para
phrased that in its entirety-and I did. I told him that I would ad
vise the Admllustrator that I may have a few expert days that I 
would devote to Mr. Brosan, and Ius family or whoever it was he 
was going with, was permitted to leave. 

Mr. Brosan thankecl me and Mr. Brosan had a conversation with 
the Administrator and Mr. Brosan left that 'particular night for 
Europe. For the next 2 weeks, 21;2 weeks, Mr. RlChardson, Mr. Lund, 
and myself--

Senator PEROY. May I interrupt you ~ Have you previously testified 
that vou never spoke to M:r. Brosan dming the investigation ~ 

}'I1~. DURKIN. ·Which investigation, sir ~ 
Senator PEROY. The Promuto investigation. 
}fr. DURKIN. I did, indeed, yes. . 
Senator PEROY. You testifie'd that you had never spoken to him 

during that period ~ 
lVIr. DURKIN. About the Promuto llwestigation ~ 
Senator PEROY, Yes, 
Mr. D!lliKL.'f. Yes, and I say it that way so there can be no mis1.1n

derstanchng. I may have passed a salutation--
Senator PEROY. In other words, you didn't testify that yon had 

never spoken to llim dming that period of time, but you never dis
cussed the Promuto investigation with him ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. That is cOl~i'ect; but at the time I am talking about 
now is long before the Promuto investigation. 

Senator PEllOY. What I want to be sme that we focused on, the 
question I asked yon--

Mr. DURKIN. "V\7hich one ~ 
Se:natol' PEROY. About your own time that you contribute, what 

portlOn of your time do you contribute and have you contributed III 
~he past 12 months in a voluntary capacity to this activity, approx
Imately~ 

Mr. DURKIN. The last 12 months, I would say that from the first 
week in /ul:'( of 1974:, until sometime in August 1974:, I contributed 
substantIal tllne. I have no cli.n.ry. I have no logs. 

Senator PEROY: You kuow whet~er i~ is 10 percent 01' 50 percent 
01' 80 percent. GIve me an apprOxllnatlOll. You have a better idl'a 
than I have. 

:Mr. DURKIN. I :V"oulcl S[LY. during that partiCUlar time, 30, 35 hours, 
over a 2-week perIOd, reclnclllg then to maybe 10 hours over the next 
2-week period. . 

,Senator PEROY. Haye any of your corporate clknts or any of your 
chents 01' allY officers thereof ever performed an7T services for either 
BNDD or DEA personnel ~ . 
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Mr. DURKIN. For instance, giving, a mortgage on a house or some
thing like that ~ 

Senator PEROY. No; just have any of the clients that yon have e,'er 
performed services for been associated with Federal drug abuse agen
cies in any way? 

Mr. DURKIN. Senator, the only thing I can possibly imagine that 
would be embracecl in that question is if I represented a bank mid 
an agent newly assigned to the area needs a mortgage, the mortgage 
is obtained from that particular bank. Aside from that, I can't think 
of anything else. 

Senator PERCY. What I am looking for is whether there is any pos
sible conflict of interest ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Positively not. 
Senator PERCY. That is a statement we put to every person, as you 

know, coming up in confirmation hearings or whatever. I want yon 
to have an opportunity to clarify the record, if there are any possibili
ties of any conflict of interest. For instance, have you or any members 
of your law firm ever had clients with any kind of drug pl'oblems~ 

Mr. DURKIN. The only thing that makes me hesitate, we may have 
gotten a call at the office where a family we represented had a son 
that had a little bit of a drug problem or something like that. But 
aside from that,. positively not. I don't even suggest that occurred. 
It is always possible. 

Senator PERCY. In other words, have you or any member of your 
la w firm ever intervened on behalf.of any client that had any drug 
problem of allY kind and have you mtervened for them with Fedeml 
drug agencies? 

1\11'. Du'RKIN. Positively not. 
Senator PERCY. Positively not? 
:\11'. DURKIN. Positively ilot. 
Senator PERCY. At this stage, I would like to have our majoritv 

cOUl~sel ~ead a section of testimony that was given yesterdaj', for 
clal'lficatlOu by you. 

Mr. FELD)IAN. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
There was a question tlS to whether or not you had the so-ca11ed 

13rosan report on September 18 when you met with Mr. Richardson 
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel. Do you recall that, Mr. Durkin, this 
morning? 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Mr. F:mL1})[AN. This is what Mr. Richardson said. I want to be fair 

a~lcl state it to you because you did ask us to retrieve it and be pre
CIse. Senator N nnn said as follows: 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Durkin, Thomas Durkin, have any documents with 
him during the meeting at the Statler-Hilton? 

:'III'. RICHARDSON. While I diel not see them, sir, he saW be did; yes. 
Senator NUNN. He said he had documents? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What documents? 
~rl'. RrOHARDsON. He told me be had a memorandulll that hacl been left with 

Ml". Bartels earlier that day. 
Senator NUNN. Where did he get the document? Did he tell you that? 
.Mr. nrOHAuDsON. He didn't tell me wlwre he got it. 
Senator NUNN. Did he mention anything about Il meeting with Mr. Bartels 

priOr to your meeting? 
Mr. RICItARDSON. He told me he bad met with Mr. Bartels, but 11e didn't tell 

me Mr. Bartels hnd given him documents. I presume from that meeting, be 
bad gotten doeuments from Mr. Bartels. 

5ti-35ti-7u-13 
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Senator NUNN. Do you make that presumption because :Mr. Bartels hacl the 
copy in his possession? . 

lIIr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. When did :Mr. Durkin tell you he met with lIIr. Bartels, or 

did he'! 
:Mr. RICHARDSON. I don't know whether he told me he had met with lIfr. 

Bartels the previous night or the next morning. He told me he had met with 
him, sir. I have a thought in my mind that possibly he met with him the pre
vious night. 

Senator NUNN. So he didn't tell you he got the document from lIfr. Bartels. 
You just presume that because he met with him and Mr. Bartels had been 
the one that had the copy? 

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Did he tell you whether he had a copy or whether he had 

the original? Do you remember? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. He had to have a copy because :Mr. Brosan bad the original. 

I know he didn't tell me he met with Mr. Brosan. 
Senator NUNN. He didn't mention a meeting with lIIr. Brosan? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. You did not see the document? 
lIIr; RICHARDSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. Did he refer to the information that was in it or was it just 

apparent he was very familiar with it? 
lIfr. RICHARDSON. He told me be had seen it and read it. 
I just wanted to say--
Mr. DURKIN'. That is what you said he said. 
Mr. FELD1IIAN. In other words, Mr. Durkin, your statement is

let me frame it this way-you did not have that document at the 
meeting~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I did not have the docmnent so as to bring it to 
the meeting. I did have the document at the meeting, yes. There was 
a document that was brought in a file which file was either brought 
by Mr. Richardson or Mr. Lund in a file. 

Mr. FELDIIIAN. You didn't bring the document to the meeting~ 
1\£1'. DURKIN. That is what I saId. Positively not. 
Mr. FELDl[AN. The second question is, did you tell Mr. Richardson 

that you had the docmnent ~ 
~fl'. DURKIN. I think I have answered that two or there times. I 

will again. I did not say. "Vhat I did say is I had gone over tmd did, 
in fact, review the contents ",r both of those documents extensively 
with Mr. Bartels. Absolutely, yes. 

Ur. FELDMAN. So you did see the document with Mr. Bartels be
fore you came to the meeting ~ 

~fr. DURKIN. I just got finished telling you, I don't know, I can't 
recall that clearly, whether Mr. Bartels had the documents with him 
at that meeting. "'That I am saying is that the contents of those docu
ments was reviewed, positively was reviewed by Mr. Bartels and my·. 
self at that luncheon meeting which was on the same day and which 
was a matter or t1: or 5 hoUl's prior to the meeting with Mr.--

Mr. FELDl£AN. Did you read the document at the meeting ~ If you 
don't recall, just say you don't recall. I am just trying--

Mr. DunKIN. That is what I said, r don't i:ceull. My best recollec
tion is, however, it was not there. But I am not swearing to that, 

[At this point, Senator ,Jackson entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. FBWIIB.N. You say, 1\11'. Bartels gave you all the information 

in the document ~ 
Mr. DtffiKIN. Absolute]y. Sure. 
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Mr. FELDM.AX. You did discuss it completely with Mr. Richardson: 
the next day or that day~ . 

Mr. DURKIN. Yes, because 'v€" had the document there agam. I 
shouldn't say again. Tlle document was there with Richardson and 
Lund. 

Mr. FELDl\fAN. Thank you, NIl'. Chairman. 
Chairman JACKSON. Senator Percy~ 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Durkin, will you explain the nature of the 

legal services that you may have rendered to officials of BNDDor 
DBA regarding house closings and arranging mortgages~ Do you 
have relationslups with banks where these mortgages were obtained? 

Mr. DURKIN. Senator, I guess the best way to answer that is when 
an agent would be transferred into the particular area where I lived 
who had no previous service, who knew no one, I made arrangements 
for him to go to a bank to make an application. Ii he qualified for 
the mortgage, the mortgage was obtained. There were additional cir
cumstances "\"here agents were charged because of their official func
tions criminally and I represented them. Aside from that, Senator, 
I just don't remember~ There very well could have been. Ii somebody 
walked in the office, for instance, and asked for a will to be drawn, 
10- or 15-minute job, it would have been done. 

Senator PERCY. Could you name any high-ranking officials for 
whom you performed such services? 

Mr. DURKIN. Mr. Jensen, Mr. Durkin, Mr. Casey, Mr. Nikeloff, Mr. 
Bradley, Mr. DeVine-do you want me to go down them all, Sen
ator? Is that enough ~ I really can't remember them an. 

Senator PERCY. ·Were these services performed gratuitously or were 
they charged fees for them? 

Mr. DURKIN. There was no charge. 
Senator PERCY. Gratuitously? 
Mr. DunKIN. Yes, because they wouldn't have had to pay. It would 

have been the Government that would have paid. T,hat is a service, 
for instance, they would incur that expense, that would be a reim
bursable expense. In any event, they wouldn't pay. 

Senator PERCY. ,Vhen you are ill the private of law, though, and 
you perform legal scrrices for someone, is it your custom to perform 
this without charge ~ As I understand it, you did not charge th~se 
officials for those legal services. 

Mr. DunKIN. I didn't get the first part of your question. 
Senator PERCY. Pardon? 
Mr. DunKIN. I didn't get the first part of your question. 
Senator PERCY. My question is, "Is it customary for you to not 

charge for legal services for people with whom yon do business this 
wa.y or do YOll pel'iorftl services for friends and not charge them for 
it1" 

Mr. DUItKIN. It ha.ppens quite often, Senator. 
Senator PERCY. I wonder how these Federal ch'ug officials happen to 

be in that categol'Y ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. What is it you want me to say? When they are in that 

category, I didn't get that part before. . 
Senator PlmCY. Let me tl'y to make it clear. Yon are in the business 

of practicing law. You are volunteering your services to drug abuse 
agencies as a volunteer, patrlotic duty. 
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~{r. DrnKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. During the course of that activity in a voluntary 

capacity, you met officials, :u'ederal offic~als of the drug abuse agency. 
You have performed certam legal serVIces for them. :My questIOn IS 

did :YDU charge them anything for that ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. The answer was no. 
Senator PERCY. My qnpstion then is, 'Why? ,,"'"hat motiyated you to 

perform legal services, which is your business, for drug officials when 
the selTices are perfectly valid services that you performed and are 
sub:iect to fees ~ Is this just a way of your helping your fellow ~lan ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. It is not helping the fellow man, Senator. As I pomted 
out to YOU before, the particular agent wouldn't be the 011e that would 
be payIng me the money. The one that would be paying me the money 
would be the U.S. Goyernment and the U.S. Government wasn't going 
to pay me anything for any of the services that I rendered here under 
any circumst'ances. It was either going to be a service or it wasn't; 
and it was a service, 

Senator PERCY. Were the mortgages from banks whom you acted 
as an attorney? 

111". DnuuN. In cprtain cases, yes. Not all cases. in some cases. Yes. 
Senator PERCY. Haye you ever given DEA or BNDD officials any 

inyestment counseling, adyised on joint investment deals, and so 
forth~ 

MI'. DrnKIN. I think about the only one I can remember actually 
was Director Ingersoll, and fortunately, he didn't follow it. 

Senator PERCY. But yon did give im:estment counseling to him? 
Mr. Dl:'RKIN. I answered that qupstlOn, SenatOl;. I have a vague 

l·ecollection. He called me one, day about one pal'ticnlar circumstance 
that he ,vas going to-he was thinking of entertaining-in fairness 
to your qut'stion. I am not enm sme whether 01' not he was still at 
TINDD at this time 01' subsequent. I don't know. My recollection is it 
was nfter he left oftire. 

Senator PERCY'. 'Vas there UllYOne else? 
l\fr. DFRlON. The otht'l' one 'was the agent thnt was paralyzed. I 

don't know whethrl' you want to go into that or not. . 
Senator PERr,y. I ,vould like to know the name of anyone else for 

whom you performed services gratuitously. ' 
J\fr. DDRKIN. The name, Senator, is Agent Thomas DeVine. As you 

l~ncloubtecUy Imow, he was the one who' was shot and paralyzed'for 
hfe. 

Senator PERCY. If you consulted your records, would you be able 
to he more exacting in your answers to this question? 

Mr. DunKIN. I keep no records except this particular case that I am 
referring to now and there are articulate records 011 that. 

Senator Pmwy. There are established fees for providing legnl 
services and providing investment counseling. You have provided 
both to certain individuals. 'Would you give an estimate as to what 
the value 0'£ those services wonld have been to the individnnl who re
ceived the higll('st value, let's say? 

Mr. DURKIN. In the latter category, I would think that the-as far 
as the so-called, to use your term-investment counseling, there cer
tainly wouldn't have been :my fee involved there. As rar as the other 
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services, ancl so forth, are concerned, it would be $350, $4:00 for a 
closing. .. . 

Senator PERCY. You performed a $400 legal serVlce III a closmg 
gratuitously ~ 

Mr. DURKm. Sure. In fact, the only way that this is coming up is 
your people-never made mention of this to anybody. 

Senator PERCY. You are a lawyer? 
Mr. Dmm:.m. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Are you familiar with the Federal statute prohibit

ing gifts to Federal employees in excess of $30 ~ 
Mr. DURKm. It is not a gift to the Federal employee, Senator. 

I tried to make that clear. 
Senator PERCY. It is a service, isn't it ~ 
Mr. DUURIS. It is a 'what? It is a service that the U.S. Government 

pays for, not the individual. In other words, if I charged $4:50 fee to 
that agent, thut agent sends a bill to the United States Government 
and the U.S. Government pays me directly; not the agent. 

Senator PERCY. ,Voulcl you expand on that as to how the U.S. Gov
ernment gets involved in these closings? 

:Mr. DuuRIs. Yes, sir. ,V11en Agent A moves from the State of 
,Vashington to the State of New Jersey, he is given m number or 
dollars for moving, closing, real estate brokers commissions, et al. They 
came into New Jersey. I handled the closing for them. I didn't charge 
them. If I had charged them--

Senator PERCY. Hasn't he already received an allowance for that ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. No, sir. He can only put that as part of his request 

for reimbursement if I were to charge him. In other words, if I 
billed him, he would include that in the bill that ,yould be submittecl 
to the Government. 

Senator PERCY. 'Yhy were you so adverse to accepting money from 
the Fec1eroJ Government for services rendered? r would question 
whether these are allowable expenses that could be passed on to the 
Federal Govel'llment, but even let's assume they could be, if it is a 
legitimate expense and reimburseable, why would you be adverse to 
accepting tlutt fee when you performed a $400 legal service ~ Are you 
in an independent position where you can be so philanthropic ~ 

:Mr. DnUGN. Senator, r clon't l{now how to answer that question, 
frankly. I thought, r tried to explain before, when you asked me what 
my motivation was of getting involved in this, r told you that I was 
edncatedunder a Gr bill. 
If thcl'e was a chance for me to do a service, I did it, Senator; it 

is that simple. There was no other motivation. There was nothing 
surreptitious. There wasn't anything other than that simple fact. 

Senator PEROY. Did you ever arrange lunches for DEA or BNDD 
officials at the 'Wall Street Olub ~ 

}\fl'. DunKIN. Yes, sir. 
Senator PImCY. The Bankers Olub ~ 
Mr. D(ffiltIN. J:\nd others. 
Senator PEROY. 'Vhat other clubs ~ 
}\fl'. DunKIN. I think Pan A.m was involved, the Pan A.m Olub and 

possibly a fourth one. I can't think of it offhand. 
Scnator PERCY. "Were there foreign officials present at those 

lunchrs? 
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Mr. DURKIN. All of the times, that I recall. 
Senator PERCY. They were forejgn officials from what countries ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Numerous countries, Senator. I have a recollection. 
Senator PERCY. Do ;y:ou remember if you were with foreign officials ~ 
111'. DURKIN. SometImes. 
Senator PERCY. You can certainly remember the countries that some 

of them represented ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I can remember Turkey, Italy, Germany, numerous 

South American countries. 
Senator PERCY. Was your interest in the drug-related problems of 

those countries? Turkey obviously being a big grower and Latin 
American countries being transit points for a large percentage of 
the drugs that come into this country. \Vho paid the bills at these 
lunches'~ 

Mr. DURKIN. DEA. 
Senator PERCY. Pardon? 
Mr. DURKIN. DEA. My whole flUlction was very simple. If there 

was an indication--
Senator PERCY. DEA paid all of the bills? 
Mr. DURKIN. Absolutely. My only function was to make the ar

rangement for the accommodations to be utilized by these foreign dig
nitaries. 

Senator PERCY. You were present at these hmches? 
Mr. DURKIN. Some of them. 
Senator PERCY. 'V ere there any other nongovernmental personnel 

present~ 
Mr. DURKIN. If there were, I don't remember any. 
Senator PERCY. Do you remember whether Joseph Kahn, of Sea 

Train, was ever present? 
JUl'. DURKIN. If he was, Senator, it was a circumstance where he 

may have dropped by to say hello but certainly was not-I have 110 
recollection of ever being part of any luncheon, if that is what you 
are asking. 

Senator PERCY. You do know Sea Train is in \Tolved in intornational 
trade? Is that not so? 

Mr. DURKIN. Very definitely. 
Senator PERCY. Can you ten the subcommittee v.bout some of the 

conversations that occurred when he would drop by; the nature of 
those con. versations ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. How are you? Are you enjoying New York? Have 
you looked at the view out of a certain window? That was about it. 

Senator PEROY. DEA officials were introducing the head of Sea 
Train, which is involved in international commerce, to foreign offi
cials. Is this, the luncheons or drop-bys or get-togethers, a way of 
having Sea Train become more involved, better acquainted with these 
foreign officials? 

Mr. DURl\:IN. I think the answer not only-I think~the answer to 
your qnestion is no, and I think the more substantial support of it 
would be to hlquire whether or not at ~Llly time subsequent to this 
one 01' possible two occasions when this gentleman dropped by, was 
anything further done to perfect that pal'ticuln.r meeting. 

'rhe answer is unequivocally no, because most of the so-called di,g~ 
llita.l'iC's that you al'C tnlking about, Sea. 'l'rn,in docs no business with 
tlwrn whutsoeVCll'. 
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Senator PERCY. Did Mr. Kahn ever contact these officials 011 allY of 
his foreign trips ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Not to my lmowledge. Positively not. 
Senator PERCY. One last question, Mr. Chairman, just for pUl'poses 

of clarifying otu: record. "\Vhat legal or investment advice did you 
perform for the following BNDD or DEA officials ~ 'William Durkin ~ 

Mr. DURlrL.'f . .As I indicated before, sir--
Senator PERCY. Pardon ~ Could you speak up ~ 
Mr. DURIrI"N. The house closing. 
Senator PERCY. Could you speak up and just repent what services 

you performed in summary for "William Durkin ~ 
Mr. DUJtK.IN. It was a house closing, as I best recall. 
Senator PERCY. Estimate the value of those services. What would 

you say they would be ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. If I am not mistaken, at the time you are talking 

about, it was when he sold the house, $150, $100; something like that. 
Senator PERCY. Would you say $400 or $500? 
Mr. DURRI"N. Not at the time he sold, as you understand. The 

amount of work is entirely different. 
Senator PERCY. "\tl1at legal or investment advice did you perform 

for Daniel Casey ~ 
Mr. DURKI"N. Same thing, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Pardon ~ 
Mr. DL'RKIN. House closing. 
Senator PERCY. Ben Theisen ~ 
MI'. DumnN'. Same thing. House closing. I never even thought of 

him be-rore. 
Senator PERCY. But it was a house closing~ 
Mr. Dom:IN. Yes. 
Senator PERCY. No investment cOlmseling~ 
Mr. DURKIN. No. 
Senator PERCY. James Hunt? 
lVir. DL'RIG"N. Same thing. 
Senator PERCY. Your answer on ,James Hunt was what ~ 
]'1'11'. DURKIN. Same thing, sir, house closing. 
Senator Pmwy. George Belle ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. "Who. 
Senator P.EReY. George Belle, B-e-I-ld Does the name mean any

thing to you ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I know George Belle wen. 

. Sena~ol' PERCY. Did yOt~ perform any services for him, legal serv
Ices 01' lllvcstment counselmg ~ 

Mr. DemoN. No, sir. 
Senator PERCY .• J o11n Bm'tels ~ 
1\'[1'. Dmm:'IN'. There Were some questions that he asked me at one 

time cOllcel'nin~ certain investments and certain potcntial and act.unl 
litigation that lIe had 011 ccrtain stock, but that was it. 

Senator Pmwy. That was 011 Olle occasion ~ 
Mr. IkmCIx. No, it wasn't on one occasion. It was on one subject 

that was discussecl on other occasions, yes. 
SeJ~atol' Pl~IWY. On several occnsions'~ 
Mr. DURIUN'. Yes, sir. 
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Senator PERCY. The chairman would be interested in knowing why 
yOU would be advising Mr. Bartels ~ He is tL lawyer himself. 
v ~Ir. D1J1tKL.'T. Well, sir, the simplicity of it is, I think, Mr. Bartels' 
experience is solely in the criminal field and this had to do with civil 
litigation which I had. 

Senator PERCY. What services did you pedorm for Vincent Pro-
muto? 

Mr. DURKIN. None. 
Senator PERCY. None? Thomas Mahed 
Mr. DURKIN". ,Vait a minute. Promuto? 
Senator PERCY. Your answer is none? 
Mr. DLRKIN. X one. 
Senator PERCy .• T erry .J ensen ? 
)11'. DrnKIx. Who is the next to the last one ~ 
Senator PERCY. J errv J ellSen ? 
]\fl'. DURInx. No. Tlle next to the last one. 
Senator PERCY. Thomas Maher. 
)£1'. DCRKIX. I don't think so, Senator, but I just can't recall. I 

don't think I did. 
Senator PERCY. ,Vould you want to check~ You say yon kl'ep no 

records. Do you keep any kind of a notation that could refresh your 
memory as to what services, if any, you might have performed for 
him~ 

~fr. DURKIX. Senator, my answer that YOU made reference to had 
to do with your question on "investment counseling." I have no rec .. 
oreIs . .As far as these other things, I have extensive records. I have a 
complete file on anything that was ever represented in our office. 

Senator PERCY. What kind of litigation 'would .John Bartels have 
been engaged in? 

111'. DCRKIN. It had to do with certain investments that he made. 
Senator PERCY. Did those investments that he made have anything 

t9 do with you at all? .Any counselor advice that you had given to 
hlln? 

,Vas it investments he had made previonslv made and he was in
volved in litigation involving those investmeilts? 

1fr. DunKIN. Right. 
Senator PERCY. How extensively were the services to him in con-

nection with that litigation? -
)'1r. DunKIN. I will try to give it to you in terms of hours, Senator: 

maybe 21/z, three hours, something like that; maybe 4: hours over a 
total period of time. 

Senator PERCY. My last question pertains to John Ingerson. Di,l 
you perform any services for John In gersolJ of any kind 1 

lUr. DlJ'RKIN •• Just the one I refeneet to previously. 
Senator PERCY. All of the services that you performed for all of the 

indlyiduals that I named, as I understand it: were all gratuitous; is 
that correct? 

Mr. DURIn~. Yes, sir. 
SC'nator PImCY. Did yon pel'foJ'm gratuitous sCl'vic('s for any other 

type of ofncials or any othel' individuals other than drug officials~ 
Mr. DUmrIN. Senator, after I was first admitted. my father was 

a. retired C(~P, whntcyer ~'ear it was, 27 years ago, and allyollc retil'('d 
from the CIty of Newark that needed any legal service was in m:\' 
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office free. It was that simple. Everyone who would be talking to my 
father with any type of problem, they w?uld be in the office. 

Senator PEROY. Thank you, Mr. Chalrman. 
Chairman JAOKSON. Just to complete the questions that Senator 

Percy asked and in fairness to you so the record will be adequate, you 
haye testified that you performed these services, legal services, gratui
,tously to various individuals. 

[At this point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing' room.] 
Chairman JAOKSON. Did you at any time ask those individuals to do 

anything for you or for any of your clients ~ . 
Mr. DURKIN. I don't get the question. Do anythmg for me ~ . 
Chairman .JAOKSON. Yes. You performed various legal services with

out charge. Did you at any time ask any of those individuals to do any
thing for you or any of your clients?' 

Mr. DtmKIN". I will try to answer in two phases. As far as the cli
~nts--:-positively, unequi,~ocally no. Frankly, as far as myself, I can't 
Imagme anything that I ever asked them to do for me. 

Chairman J'ACKSON". I just want to make the record--
Mr. DURKIN. You are not talking about ash.'"illg them to pick me up 

in a cad 
Chairman JACKSON. I am not talking about minor matters; I am 

talking about the client haying a problem, a substantial problem that 
might relate to the duties ancl responsibilities of the individuals you 
helped. I am not talking about any minor matters. 

Mr. Dmm:IN. No, but to take your admonition, to make sure the rec
ord is complete--

Chairman .JACKSON. People are going to ask why. A long list of 
individuals--

Mr. DURKIN. On that particular point-
Chairman ,TACKSON. I am trying to be fair to you. 
Mr. DURKIN. I wonldlike to adopt that same aspiration and, frank

ly, anybody who wants to second-guess my motives, and so forth, that 
js a lu~Ul'y they can indulge in, and I doil't fr.ankly carl:'. I did it for 
a speclfic purpose. That purpose was well mtencled. If somebody 
thinks there was any-and so forth, that doesn't concern me nor 
bother me in the least. 

To answer the last question that YOU asked of me, the only possible 
thing that I can remember was aslting an agent to give me' the name 
of a doctor in New Orleans who could assist the son of a close friend 
of :r:nine. That agent hacl been assigned to New Orleans years before, 
perlOd. 

Chairman J·\CKSO:Y. That is totally understandable. You understand 
why I am asking the question? . 

?lfl'. Dt:'RKIN. I hope so. 
Chairman .JACKSON. I am trying to be fair. I don't want to leave the 

rC'COl'd--
1\[1'. DtTRlUN. Senator, when I rend some of these things in the 

newspaper, this. is an experiencC' that I have never been throngh. I 
gness the aspiration in fairness, I hope I have a client left when this 
is all over. 

Chairman .TACKSON. 'What is that ~ 
::.\Ir. DellerN. I said I hope I Imye a client when this is all over. 
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Chairman JACKSON. So to complete the questions that were asked by 
Senator Percy regarding the various DEA officers, officials that you 
had helped on various legal matters, there was no quid pro quo of 
any kind, nature or description. Am I correct in that? 

Mr. DURKIN. You are absolutely correct. 
Chairman JACKSON. Mr. Sloan wanted to clarify a question. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Chairman, I just have one question to compl~te 

the record. With regard to the DEA employees that you helped WIth 
house closings, did you also help all of them get mortgages? 

Mr. DURKIN. They asked me that. 
Mr. SLOAN. I didil't hear you indicate thclt you had helped all of 

them get mortgages. 
111'. D"C'"RKI:K. Yes; sure. ,Ye went all through that. Even they asked 

me whether or not the mortgage was obtained, whether or not I repre
sented any banks or mortgages, and I said yes; sure. 

Some o'f them I represented; some of them I didn't. I guess some
body should ask me whether or not I got a commission for placing a 
mor:tgage or something like that. I didil't make a dime, not a thing. 

Mr. SLOAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman JACKSON. "'\V1lat was your role, if any, in selecting or con

firming the Deputy Administrator of DEA since July 1, 1973~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I guess it was in two phases, Senator. Mr. Bartels

and do you mind if I object at this time, because I don't think it is 
in the record here. I "would get the impression that J olm Bartels and 
I are longstanding, close personal friends and, of course, as you well 
know that that is an absolute mistake. In fact, I met .J olm Bartels 
twice in my life prior to the time that the President nominated him 
for this job. I can't even remember .the second time. 

Mr. SLOAN. "'\Vhen was the first tune? 
~fr. DURKIN. Sometime maybe 6 01''7 or 8 years ago. It was a chance 

happening. I was having dinner and the person with whom I was go
ing to have dinner called and said there was a confusion as to dates, 
did I have any objection if a third person came along. I didn't. 

That was jll.St Bartels. I hadn't seen him then for a period of 4 or 
5 or 6 years until the second time. Then when he was appointed to 
this job, I hadn't seen him up until that particular time. He asked 
me at a time after he was nominated if I would talk to a person who 
was the superintendent of the State police who had been rumored was 
intending to retire. 

Chairman JACKSON. Superintendent of the State police in ~ 
JUl'. DURKIN. New Jersey. 
Chah'man JACKSON. "Vhat was his name ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Kelly. 
Chairman JAClesoN. Kelly. 
Mr. DtmKIN. David. 
Chairman ,TAOKSO'N. DaYic1 Kelly~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I did, and he suggested I thank Mr. Bartels for COll

sidering him for that particular "job, but that the circumstances were 
such that he could not entertain accepting that? 

Chairman JACKRON. I am trying to get that straight. Mr. Kelly was 
heing consid~red. He was retiring as head of the State Police in New 
Jersey. Mr. Kelly was being considered possibly as a Deputy to 1£1'. 
Bal'tels~ 
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MI'. DURKIN. That is correct. 
Chairman JACKSON. Your role in that was what? 
MI'. DUlill.IN. To :find out if he was interested in the job. 
Chairman JACKSON. To contact him and see if he would be interested. 
MI'. DumuN. Fine. 
Chairman .JACKSON. "Vas Mr. Bartels from New Jersey? 
MI'. DURKIN. He is not from New Jersey. 
Ohairmon JACKSON. New York. He wanted you to :find out whether 

, the superintendent would be interested ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. That is correct, sir; yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. And you did that? 
Mr. DURKIN. I did indeed. 
Ohairman JACKSON .. A.nd the colonel or the superintendent said he 

was not? 
Mr. DURKIN. He soid thank Mr. Bartels for considering me, but my 

circumstances are such that I cannot entertain it. 
Senator, there is one other area, I think if you don't have any ob

jection to, I think the record should be clear on one other point, too. 
I think that it m~Ly be fail' to believe from what I heard that the so

called actiyity of Lund, Richardson, and myself came into being at 
the time of this Pl'omuto and, as you well know from your record, 
that of course is not so; that Richardson, LlUld, and myself had been 
working closely for a long period of time prior to that on these vari
ous particular things. 

The other area that you haven't gone into yet was this thing I read 
in the newspaper about my doing something concerning this commit
tee or this Oongressional relationship or somebody testified that I 
tried to do something about this committee. I wouldn't certainly want 
that left hanging. 

Mr. FELmfAN. ",Ve will get to that on the Vesco matter, Mr. Ohair
man. ",Ve left on the Pl'omuto matter and you had a meeting with 
nfr. Lund and Mr. Richardson. 

MI'. DumaN. Are you finished 'with the Prollluto matted 
Mr. FELmrAN. No. "Ve left off where you had a meeting on Sep

tember 18. If we could go through and complete the record on that, 
and then we could cover your advice on the Vesco matter. 

I think lye could address oUl'selYes to nIl those major points in the 
quickest possible time. 

Ohairman JACKSON. Let's go back to the meeting at the Statler. 
Mr. Dm{KI:N. "With whom ~ 
Ohairman' JACKSON. This was with Mr. Lund, wasn't it, and Mr. 

Richardson? 
Mr. DURKIN. That is the second one. I had Bartels meeting earlier 

the same day. 
Ohairman JACKSON. This is at 4:30. You had lunch with Mr. 

Bal'tels~ 
.Mr. DURKIN. Right. . 

. Chairman JACKSON. I asked you, I believe, what advice did you give 
111m? 

Mr. Dmm:IN. I told you my advice was at that particular time after 
we ascribed what we all considered to be the priorities involved, we 
all agreed that the highest of the priority was the maintenance of the 
integrity of the agcmt, that a recommendntion be mnde, if there was 
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any basis at all to the so-called investigation that Mr. Promuto be 
transferred or reassigned, I s1!ould say, whether a physical transfer 
were or not, my' recommendatIOn was N ew York. 

Chairman JACKSON". Your recommendation was he betransferred to 
New York? 

~Jr. DruKIN. Yes, but that recommendation came about after ,Jolm 
Lund had told me that he, John Lund, had had conversations with 
Mr. Pl'omuto previously whereby Mr .. Promuto,. in fa~t, wanted to 
transfer to X ew York to be more proxnnate to his famIly. 

Chairman JAOKSON". Did you write written repori-s concerning your 
meetings with Promuto ~ 

Mr. Dr;RKIN. That was some time later now. You see, the continu
ity--

. Chairman ,JACKSON. They were not contemporaneous? 
Mr. D'CRKIN. To what ~ 
Chairman JACK!"ON. To the meetings. 
~fr. D"CRKIN. Which meetings ~ 
Chairman .JAOKSON". And discussions. Dicl you write written reports 

concerning :rour meeting with Promuto? 
Mr. Dl::mnN". :Thfy answer to that is yes, but you see, dter the time 

:vou are talking about, there were two meetings on this particular 
da v, first with Bartels. then with Lund and Richardson. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. 'r understand that. 
)'f1'. DURKIN. The following day I had a discussion with Mr. Bar

tels concerning ,vhat it was that was discussed with the two of us, 
meaning :afr. Lund and :afr. Richardson the previous day. That which 
was discussed with :\1r. Bartels on that subsequent day, whkh would 
he the 17, 18, the 19th had to do with Mr. Bartels physically alerting 
the U.S. Attorney in 'Washington, concerning this matter and for 
Mr. Bartels to give serious consideration to a reassignment of :Mr. 
Promuto, pertaining to the disposition. 

CIU1!rman ,TACK~ON. ,Yhat did yon do following your meeting with 
~Jr. Rlf'hardson and Mr~ I.Jlllld ~ 

lVIr. Dnnux. ,VllUt I just got finislled saying. You mean where did 
I physically go? 

Chairman .JACKSON. Yes. Following your meeting with ::'Ifr. Richard
son and .Jrr. Lund. 

Mr. DounN". I can't recan spPcifical1y where I went, but I do know 
later that night I met Colonel Kelly, Mr. Bartels and Bruee Jensen . 

.Jfr. FEr,mfAN'". Then did you go hack to Newark? 
Mr. D"CRKIN. No, I didn't go back to Newark until the following 

day because the reason I tried to get hold of Mr. Bartels that evening 
was to discuss with him that eycning vi'hat it was that was discussed 
with ~rr. Richardson and :Mr. Lund. 

There had been some convention, an lAC convention, or State 
Police ('onvention, and there were too many people around for me to 
discu~ it. So the following morning was when I had the meeting that 
I just. rdel'l'pd to. . 

Chairman .JACKSON". ,\1lC'n was your next assignment in tIle Promuto 
matter~ 

:Mr. DnmIN. It was some time th£' early part of the following \w('k 
It was. eithl.'r the 7\fonday-I ,;,ould suggest--

ChaIrman JACKSON. ApprOXImately. 
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Mr. DURKIN. Tuesdny or vYednesday the following week. 
Chairman JACKSON. T{ho asked you to return to Washington to meet 

with Promuto ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. ~Ir. Bartels. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did you meet with Bartels ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Senator, I can't honestly tell you that. I don't know 

whether it was solely with conversation or whether or not in fact I 
had a face-to-face meeting. If I had to guess, I would say tb~l'f~ 
wasn't a face-to-face meeting, but I am not sure of it. 

Chairman JACKSON. ,VIlO told Mr. Prollluto to meet you ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I don't know about telling him. I was the one that 

made the phone call to Mr.-
Chairman JACKSON. You called Mr. Promuto~ 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. You called him and that is how yon met him ~ 
Mr. DURKL'!. Yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Vhat authority did you invoke in requesting 

that :JIr. Promuto meet you ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. ,VII at authority ~ I just asked him to come on over. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did he know you were involved in this matted 
Mr. DURKIN. Sure. 
Chait'man .JACKSON. He understood that when vou caned you spoke 

with some authority. Is that what you are saying'? . 
Mr. DURKIN. Senator, you see, Promuto knew for a long. time previ

ously, for 2 or 3 months prior to this particular circumstance, Pro
muto knew exactly "hat I was doing as far as this agency was con
cerned. 

It wouldn't be a circumstance where I would l1ave to call up and 
say my name is so-and-so; I have been asked so-and-so. Promuto 
knew exactly what it was and what my function was. 

Chairman JACKSON. mere was the meeting held ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. It was in my hotel room. 
Chairman .JACKSON. Ramacla Inn? 
Mr. DURKIN. Right; yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. About how long did the meeting last ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I would say on the light side of 2 hours. 
Chairman JACKSON. How long? 
Mr, DURKIN. 'VeIl, the light side of 2 hOUTS, maybe an hour and a 

half; between an hour and 2 hours. 
Ohairman JACKSON. \V11Y did you meet in a hotel room instead of the 

DBA? 
Mr. DURKIN. This was about 9 o'clock at night. 
Ohairman JACKSON. 'Why meet arter hours? 
]\{r. DunKIN. I had just gotten in. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Y Oll had just gotten in? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. Just arrived? 
Mr. DunKIN. Yes. You understand when I say just; shortly within 

a short period of time. 
Chairman J ACKRON. I am not talking about that, but I am trying to 

look at this in an official way that you normally do these things within 
the regular business hours, I would assume. 
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Did you 'reveal to Mr. Promuto everything you knew about the 
Promuto integrity inquiry, including information you had obtained 
:from Bartels, Richardson, and Lund? 

1\£r. DURKIN. I didn't tell them anything. 
Chairman JACKSO:X. You didn't tell them anything about the infor

you had acquired? 
l\Ir. DURKIN. Positively not. 
Chairman JAOKSON. Did you show Mr. Promuto any documents that 

had becn given you in connection with the Pl'omuto integrity investi
gation? 

Mr. DURKIN. I didn't have any documents. 
Chairman JACKSON. You didn't have any documents. So, therefore, 

you didn't show him any? 
Mr. DURKIN. I had, Senator, almost what I haye here, yellow 

sheets of paper with my key notes on them and then wrote the course 
of the conversation which was utilized at the time I dictated it. 

Chairman JACKSO)/" ... A.t this time who, in DEA, knew that you were 
meeting with Mr. Promuto ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I can't answer that. I can tell you who I lrnow knew 
it. 

Chairman JACKSO)/". "Whom did you inform? 
Mr. DunKIN. I lrnew of my own lmowledge that :Mr. Bartels lrnew. 

I don't know who else it was, if anyone, that he in turn told that to; 
I don't mow. 

Chairman JACKSON. But Mr. Bartels knew they were meeting; you 
were meeting with him? 

Mr. DunKIN. Absolutely; positively. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did the Director bring it up first, :Mr. Bartels, 

that you were meeting with him, or did you tell :Mr. Bartels? 
Mr. DunKIN. Senator, the Director was the one that made the so-

called arangement or order for it to be done. 
Chairman JACKSON. To meet with Mr. Promuto? 
:Mr. DunKIN. Sure. 
Chairman JACKSON. That night? That is what we were talking abol1t. 
Mr. DunKIN. You are talking about the meeting now? 
Chairman JACKSON. At the Ramada Inn. 
Mr. DunKIN. Let's assume we are talking about a Tuesday. I don't 

think the phone call with Mr. Bartels occurred that Tuesday. I don't 
know whether it did or whether i~ didn't. I am saying that I did have 
a conversation with Mr. Bartels when that did occur. Subsequent to 
that conversation, whether it is the same day or the following day, 
this meeting occUlTed. 

Chairman JACKSON. "iVas :Mr. Brosan, who was Chief Inspector, in
formed? 

:Mr. DURKIN. He wasn't told about it by me. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did you question Mr. P1'omuto about his 1'e1a-

tiOllSh~p with Diane De Vito? 
Mr. Dun~IN. No. 
Chairman J ACRSON. Also Imown as Diane Barger ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. I didn't even-I neyer heard that name up to this 

time. 
Chairman JACKSON. At that time you had never heard it ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. Positively not. I asked him about the other woman. 
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Chairman JACKSON. ""\Vhen did you first heal' the name Diane De 
Vito? 

Mr. DunKIN. It was some time thereafter, Senator. 
Chairman JACKSON. How long thereafter, to the best of your l'ecol-

lection ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. I would have to say weeks, if not months. 
Chairman JACKSON. ""\Yeeks or months? 
Mr. DURKIN. ""\Vait a minute. ""\Veeks; a week or so, I would say. 

Let's see. 
Chairman JACKSON. About a week or so? 
Mr. DURKIN. Maybe even less; let me think. 
Chairman JACKSON. So you did not question :Mr. Promuto about Mr. 

Bartels' association with Diane De Vito? 
~£r. DURKIN. Senator, your staff has a copy of my entire report. I 

gave them a complete copy of everything that I put down. It sets 
forth, item for item, what was gone over WIth Promuto, item for item. 
It also has the recommendations that I gave the Administrator at 
that time. 

Mr. FELD1\IAN. We will put that in the record, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman JACKSON. That will be marked for identification and will 

be placed in the sealed file 'as exhibit Nos. 45 ancl46. 
[The documents referred to were marked "Exhibit Nos. 45 and 46" 

for reference and will be retained in the confidential files of the sub
committee.] 

Chairman .JACKSON. If you will, Mr. Durkin, identify them. 
Mr. DURKIN. For the record, sir, these are the two documents. 
Chairman JACKSON. Two copies? 
Mr. DURKIN. They are not two copies; they are two separate docu-

ments. 
Cha.irman JACKSON. I understand that, but they are Xerox copies? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. How long after the meeting did you write those 

two documents? Your best recollection. 
Mr. DURKIN. Three days; four days. 
Chairman JACKSON. Three or foul' days later? 
Mr. DURKIN. I dictated it, Senator, on the following Saturday. De

pending upon what night this occurred, that is the interview. 
ChairmfLll .JACKSON. Did you question Mr. Promuto about Mr. 

Bartels' associations with Diane De Vito? 
Mr, DURKIN. Senator, I never mentioned Mr. Bartels. I never 

mentioned Miss De Vito. I never heard that name De Vito at this 
particular time. The allegation at that time was that Promuto was 
seen at an airport with a woman by the name of Cruz, Candice Cruz. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Candice Cruz? 
Mr. DURKIN. ""\Vhen I asked Promuto about that particular cir

cumstance, he told me he not only was not at the airport with her 
bnt that he didn't even lmow who it was that I was talking about; 
that he knew nobody by the name of Cruz and he asked me whether 
or not this was a stage name, or whether it was the right name, and 
so forth. 

The reason that that was gone into was because DEA Inspection 
h~d l'CP?l'ts that he, Promuto, was seen by inspectors at this airport 
WIth t1ns woman. 
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Mr. FELD1'.IAN. JUl'. Chairman, could I interject one thillg~ 
Chairman JACKSON. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlfAN. It later turned out that Candice Cruz was in fact 

Diane De Vito. There was a mistaken identity. ",There did you find 
out that this woman at the airport was Diane De Vito? 

:Mr. DeRKIN. That is what the Senator asked me before when I 
first heard the name. I think, as I told you previously, I think t!lat 
I heard that name for the first time when he had the succeedmg 
meeting with J olm Lund and Richardson prior to the Satmday 
meeting with Mr. Bartels. . 

:\[1'. FELDl\IAN. Prior to the Saturday meeting with :\11'. Bartels? 
Mr. DtTRKIN. Yes, that is my recolJection. 
:\11'. FELDlfAN. Saturday meeting with :JIr. Barte,}s was the 28th 

of September, and the 27th of September was the night Mr. Bartels 
('alled jIr. Richardson, so you might have leal'1led that on the 26th: 
in other words? 

:\11'. DL"RKIN. I think it was the 27th. 
:\11'. FI~T.J)::.IIAN. In any event. it was prior to that Saturday highly 

emotional meeting with 1111'. Bartels. 
:\Ir. DrRKIN. That is your phrase. 
:JIr. FEI.D::.IIAN. I am sorry; that is unfair; that is Mr. Richardson's 

phrase. 
Chairman .L'I.(,K80N. Did von advise :JIr. Promuto on how to answer 

ce1'talll qlH'stions which might be asked of him by the Office of Inspec
tion iuspectol's in connection with his association with Diane De 
Vito? 

:\11'. DURKIN. The answer to your quC'stion is no, Senator, but is 
vour qnestion still addressable to this mee6ng or are we talking 
about at any time ~ 

Chairman ,TACKSON. ,Ve are talking about this particular meeting. 
:'\Ir. DURKIN. No, because at the tinle this particular maeting occur

reel, understand, if you wjll please, that it was my understanding 
that :\11'. Brosail's position was that he wasn't going to have }\fl'. 
Promuto interviewed under any circumstances because Promuto 
couldn't giye any type of a plausible explanation exculpatory in 
nature. 

Chairman .TACKSON. ,Yhat did you do following your meeting with 
~rr. Promuto in connection with your work on the Promuto integrity 
matter~ 

Mr. DURKIN. ,Vonld you say that again, please? 
Chairman JACKSOX. After the meC'ting-that night-
Mr. DURKIN. Still the same night ~ 
Chainrulll JACKSON. The same night at the Ramada, Inn, what did 

you do after that meeting in connection with your work on this in
tegrity matter involving MI'. Promuto ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. I called :Mr. Bartels. 
Chairman JACKSON. You caned Mr. Bartels that night or the next 

morning? 
l\Ir. Dt:'EKm. No; that night. After Promuto left, I was down

stairs and I had a sandwich or something and I remember I called 
Bartels fl'om the phone that is right outside of that restaurant. 

Again, somebody thought that extremely 11ovel, that I would use 
that phOll(\ rather than go np, back up to the room. I did use that 
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phone and I did speak to him. I told him what had occurred. I went 
down each of the four or five items, whatever it was, that I discussed 
'with Promnto. 

(1) He did not know this person by the name of Cruz and he was 
never at any airport with Cruz; (2) He was at that-what was it, 
O'Brien's restaurant, and did, with other patrons, go out to a parking 
Jot and look at some clothes or something in the trunk of a car; and 

(3) He did remember Mr. McCaleb, and others, being at Promuto's 
home back in 1968; he did not know anybody by the name of Smitty. 

Can I get a chance to look at that memorandum ~ Can I look at that 
a. minute '? 

Chairman .JACKSON. Certa.inly; to refl'eRh your recollection. 
Is this what yon nrc rc:feri'ing to now: was this what yon are 

rpfrrring to now. was thiR on the telephone or was this a meeting-
~Ir. HenKIN. Ko. It was the telephone. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. On the telephone telling Mr. Bart.els? 
:Th·fr. DURKIN. Telling him what it was that had occurred that 

evening. (1) 1Vhether or not Promuto lmew McCaleb, :McGownn, 
Corsi; ,,,hethel' or not :McCa]eb was ever at Promuto's house; (2) 
'Yhether or not he, Pl'omuto, knew a person by the name of Smitty; 
(:3) A certain episode 'which supposedly occm:red at Fran O'Briml's 
rrstnnrant in the parking lot: (4) ,,\-11ether or not Promuto knew 
Candice Cruz; and (5) "Vhether or not he, Promuto, frequents a 
reRtaurant by the name of Fran O'Brien~s. 

Chairman'.TAn\:soN. ,Vhat you did is to go through the allrgations 
and the list of allegations with Mr. Promuto? 

Mr. DVRKIN. Senator, when we talk about allegations. I never 
l'C'ally fully understood, aside from that Smitty, that these were 
you are talking with ~dr. Promuto at the hotcl. You ",":cnt through 
allcgations. These were statements of a supposcdly fact CIrcumstances 
,yhich occurred. 

The one concerning Candice Cruz was not in the MPD letter if 
that is the list of accllsations that yon are talking about. 

Chairman JACKSOX. After your telephone conversation, did you 
have a meeting with Mr. BartelR-to be exact, Saturday, September 28 ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. Yes, sure. I was trying to think whether or not I 
l1ad a meeting with him prior to that time, but I can't really remem
ber one, but I positively did; sure. . . 

Chairman JACKSON. You had a meetmg 111 Mr. Bartels' apnrtment~ 
Mr. DURKIX. Yes, but there was a meeting the day before with 

:Mr. Richardson and Mr. Lund, which precipitated the meeting of 
the Saturday at Mr. Bartels' apartment. . 

Chairman JACKSON. ViT}lO was present at the meetmg on Saturday in 
Mr. Bartels' apartment besides yourself and Mr. Bartels ~ 

:'Ifr. DURKIN. Mr. Richardson. 
Chairman JACKSON. ")That happened as a result of that meeting~ 
Mr. DURKIN. 'What happened ~ I can tell you what happened at the 

meeting and then I can ten you what I am led to believe occurred 
to substantiate what ,vas supposed to be done. 

At the meeting at Bartels' apartment, Bobby Richardson told 
.Tohn Bartels that he, Richardson, Lund, and myself had met the 
previous day and had discussed having written il1terrogatories sub
mitted to Promuto which were referable to these particular circum-

uu-355-7G-14 
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stanct's. Richardson wanted Bartels' permission to go ahead and do 
that which Bartels gave him. 

In total fairness to Richardson, I thought Richardson was taking 
a lot of blame from John Bartels at that meeting which he, Richard
son, in my opinion, was not proper for l~ichardson to be receiving. 

I understand that thereafter the questions were prepared and up 
until the other day 'when I heard testimony here to the contrary, 
I always thought Richardson prepared those questions. The testimony 
here is'that he only participated in it and that Brosan, and possibly 
somebody else, did the physic!11 preparation of the questions. I 
thought he never saw the questIons. 

Chairman ,TACKSOX. ,VIlo determhled that written interrogatories 
would be used and that they could be answered in an unsworn form ~ 
,Vho made that determination ~ 

nIl'. DUUKIX. Fir'st of all, as far as the written interrogatories are 
concerned, it was the recommendation of Lund, Richardson and 
myself, that that be done. The approv!1l of it was received actually 
by Richardson from Bartels the followmg day. 

Chairman .JACKSON. You agreed; the three of you-Mr. Lund, Mr. 
Richardson and yourself-that there would be written interrogatories 
and that they would be in unsworn form? 

Mr. DURKIN. To the contrary. They were to be in sworn form. My 
report that you marked--

Chairman JACKSON. That is all I am asking you. 
Mr. DunKIN. What? 
Chairman JACKSON. You recommended that the interrogatories tllat 

would be used would be under oath? 
1\11'. DURKIN. Sure, not only those, I recommend that all of the 

statements of this matter be put under oath to minimize any possible 
risk of misidentification, beCltuse there were two mistaken identities 
so far. 

Chairman JACKSON. They ended up, however, not being in sworn 
form. 

1\Jr. DURKIN. That is my understanding. 
Chairman JACKSON. Who made that decislOn, if you know ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. The decision that they weren't to be in written form 

or sworn~ 
Chairman JACKSON. Yes. 
Mr. DURKIN. I can't tell you, Senator. I don't know. 
Chairman JACKSON. You took a very strong position that it should 

be under oath? 
1\11'. DURKIN. Absolutely, but not only as to him, but as to all of 

the others that were making these statements, too. 
Chairman JACKSON. I understanc1. That is why I am asking. You 

took a. very strong position that they should be uncleI' oath. lVhat was 
your reaction when you found out that they were just simple inter~ 
rorratories not to be SWOI'll to ~ 

~lr. DURKIN. Senator, I didn't find that out until months and 
months after. I never saw these answers until the very considerable 
period of time after. I didn't have any participation in it at that 
time. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. Mr. Durkin, when was your meeting with Mr. 
Promuto ~ Can you give us the day ~ I have a calendar. 

I 
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Mr. DURKIN. I can't give you the date. 
Mr. FELDUAN. It was during the week of September--
Mr. DUR1UN. Go hnck to the Saturday. Saturday was the 28th. 

On the 28th, we had the meeting with Mr. Bartels, Mr. Richardson, 
find myself. The afternoon of the 28th is when Mr. Richardson and 
myself dictated those memoranda which were marked. 

Mr. FELDl\UN. After the meeting? 
MI'. DURKIN. After the meeting; the previous day was the meeting 

I had with John Lund, Bobby Richardson, in Mr. Lund's office. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. The 27th? 
Mr. DUHKIN. That is the 27th. 'Within those next 2 to 3 days in 

there, whatever specific day it was the day that t~ley had the inter
view with Promuto. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. Prior to that, so early in the week? 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Mr. FELDUAN. Let's say sometime between the 23rd and the 26th 

or the 23rd and the 25th, you had an interview with Mr. Promuto. 
Is that correct ~ 

1\:[1'. DURKIN. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIUN. On September 26, there exists the possibility that 

you learned that the wo~an identified at the airport was Diane De 
Vito and you say that mIght have been the 27th ~ 

Mr. DUHKIN. Yes. Let me tell you why, I think it was the Friday. 
Mr. FELmIAN. Wh"Y~ 
Mr. DURKIN. On the Friday, he was reviewing in detail with 

Messrs. Lund and Richardson from my notes of the interview with 
Promuto and I remember distinctly saying that when I started that 
meeting with Promuto, I was personally convinced, based on what 
had been represented to me, that thete would be no question that he, 
Mr. Promuto, knew and was in fact with this person Candice Cruz 
at this airport. 

I told them at that time that Promuto swore vehemently that he 
not only wasn't there with her, but that he didn't even Know who 
she was. My recollection is at that time, that Mr. Richardson left
this is a glless-that he then advised Brosan concerning all of this 
report because it was only a short periocl of time thereafter that these 
positive identifications that were marle of Promuto ancl Candice 
Cruz at the airport were changecl fLUcl they were not only changed, 
that it wasn't this person, but that it was this other persoll. 

Mr. FEW:aIAN. Diane De Vito? 
Mr. DURInN. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. On the 27th of Septembed 
Mr. DURKIN. I can't tell you whether it waS that clay or not. 
Mr. FELDlIrAN. You knew about it before the Saturday meeting, 

the 28the 
Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Mr. FELm:[AN. It had to be the 27th, or earlier? 
Mr. DURKIN. l'hat is right. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. The 27th is the day that you say Mr. Richardson, 

you, and Mr. Llllld decided on written questions? 
Mr. DURKIN. Is that the Friday~ 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Yes, 27th. 
Mr. DURKIN. The answer is yes. 
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]\ilr. FELDlIfAN .. Before you wrote your report, correct ~ 
}\fr. DURKIN. It is the day before. 
}\fl'. FELD:>.fAN. The day before ~ 
:Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
:Mr. FELDJlfAN. Then when did Bartels summon you for the meeting 

on the 28th, Saturday? 
:Mr. DURInN. On the 27th. 
1\fr. FELDMAN. Did he call you? Did he see you personally? 
l'.fr. DURKIN. No. ,Vhat happened was after Mr. Llmd and Rich

ardson and myself were finished with our meeting, we tried to con
tact ilfr. Bartels to get his approval concerning the suggested course 
of conduct. We couldn't locate him. He had already left for, I think 
a mC'eting over at the Department of Justice or something. We 
rOll1dn't get him. I ca Hed at home later on, told him tentatively wlJat 
had been discussed. He said that he was going to get hold of Rich
ardson and was I available for a meeting the fonowing morning. 

)11'. FEWi\L\N. You called him at what time? 
:'I fl'. DURKIN. I don't have any idea. 
:'Jr. Fm.D:1U.N. Early evening? 
:urI'. DURKIN. I really don't lmow. I will tell TOU this, it had to 

be after 8 o'clock. 
}\Ir. FELDlIIAX. 1Vhy eto you pick on 8 o'clock~ 
lUI'. DunlrIN. Because I think we worked until pretty close to '{ 

o'rlock or '{ :30. 
}(r. FELDlIfAN. Did you call him before Richardson, before he called 

Richal'(lson at 8 o'clock tl~at night. 
Mr. DURKIN. I wOltld. halfe to guess that. I wasn't there. 
Mr. FELD?>fAN. Did you tell him that the girl at the airport had been 

identified as Diane De Vito on that te1ephone conversation ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. That name wasn't discussed in that conversation lUl

del' any circumstances. 
~:[r. FEl;mfAN. Mr. Richardson testified that he learned the name 

Diane De Vito from you. . . 
Mr. DURKIN:. I don't think he is correct, Mr. Feldman. 
Chairman JACKSON. You didn't tell him about Diane De Vito? 
Mr. DURKIN. No, I didn't tell him. I would have to say no. 
Mr. FEWJlfAN. You didn't ta1k to Mr. Bartels that night about 

Diane De Vito, the 27th? 
1\11'. DunKIN. No. Positively not, nor the 28th. 
Mr. FJ~LDJlrAN. On the 28th, did the name Diane De Vito come up? 
1\11'. DURKIN. No, sir, not that I recall. 
:Mr. FELDl\fAN. "When did it come up? 
Mr. DURKIN. You are talking about the conversation with Bartels. 
:Mr. FELDJlfAN. Yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. When did you first learn about, Diane De Vito? 
Mr. DURKIN. The name? 
Chairman .JACKSON. Yes. 
Mr. DURKIN. I think it was on the meeting with Mr. Lund and 

}\fl'. Richardson on the 26th, but I am being asked now whether or not 
that name up in the-- . 

Chairman JAOKSON. I understand that. You first learned of the 
name, misic1entity here--
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Mr. DURKIN. That is the important thing, that it was a misidentity. 
Then the name business came in subsequent to that. 

Chairman JACKSON. You first leamed who that party was that had 
been misidentified on the 26th and then Miss De Vito's--

Mr. DURKL~. That is my recollection. 
Chairman JACKSON. That name did not come up again during the 

balance of that week that yon were here ~ You 'Were here through 
the 28th, right, berore going back to Newark~ . 

Mr. DURKIN. I can't remember an.y other time that it came up. No. 
Mr. FELDlI£AN. vVho did you leal'll that name from ~ 
Mr. DURKIN. As I told you before, Mr. Feldman, my recollection 

is that whcn I advised that the pe1'son was not Crn", or to state it 
exactly, that Promuto )vas contending that it positively was not 
Cruz, it was arter that somebody came in. I never had that name. 

Chairman JACKSON. The Satllrday meeting, Mr. Brosan testified 
that he was told that out of that meeting written questions were agreed 
upon. Did 1\11'. Bartels direct that or approve it ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Richardson says to Bartels, "vVe, Durkin, Lund, 
and myself had a meeting yesterday. This is what we would re~om
mend." He tells him the recommendation. Bartels says, "All rIght, 
approve it., go ahead," whatever the exact words. 

Mr. FELDlIrAN. He approved? 
lvIr. DURKIN. Yes. 
Mr. F]~LDlIrAN. !vIr. Brosan said he was told no new avenues of 

investigation were to be pursued. Did that comc out of that meeting~ 
,Vas that discussed at the meeting ~ 

Mr. DURKIN. Positively not. 
Mr. FEw:arAN. Stick to the allegations, that wasn't discussed ~ 
1\11'. DURKIN. I don't know what you mean. 
1\11'. FELDl\L.<\N. Not pursue any new areas of investigation ~ 
:Ml'. DURKIN. I never heard anybody say that. It wasn't a prob~em 

of: stopping anybody going into new areas. The problem was get~ll1g 
somebody to do something on the. are~s that were alread:y outstanchllg. 

Chairman .JAcKSON. :Mr. Du1'lnn, (hd you have a securIty clearance~ 
:Mr. DURKIN. Senator, I don't know what security cle"arance I had. 

The only conversation I ever had with anybody on this subject mat
ter was the conversation that I testified to previously as having had 
·with the Director Ingersoll. ~obody ever approached me aside rrom 
that conversation. -

Chairman JACKSON. \\"'ere you ever advised that, you had been given 
a security clcarance, now you can do such and such ~ 

1\11'. DURKIN. Senator, I don't want this to sound abrupt, I had 
no conversation with anybody at anytime on the subject matter, 
nobody. 

Chairman ,JACKSON. They didn't tell you ~ All you know is that you 
were designated, signed the oath and you understood it to be special 
advised 

:Mr. DURKIN. I think you can go a step rurther than that. I think 
you ("an go a step fUl'tller and say that I was of the opinion that 
anytime I was asked to give an opinion on something and submitted 
something to me in document form, that there was a propriety in 
what ,vas being clone. 
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Chairman JACKSON. You just assumed there was no problem in that 
area ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. Positively. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did you see sensitive information while you 

were there that you would call as a Ia "'yer and based on your broad 
experience ~ 

~Ir. DunKIN. I don't think we can resort to broad experience with 
that broad word. ,\Then you say sensitive, everything we are talking 
about here todav I would consider extremely sensitive. 

Chah'mull JACKSON. ,Vhat ~ 
_ 1'11'. PunKIN. Everything we have been talking about here toda:y 

1 consIder to be extremely sensitive. 
Chairman JACKSON. The'documents that you saw, you would treat as 

extremely sensitive ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. Sure. The person's reputation I would consider ex-

tremely sensitiYe, too. 
Chairman JACKSON. Certain]v. 
1\11'. DOlKIN. All of that stllff I consider sensitive. 
Chairman JACKSON. Sensitiye information, 'was it, any of it marked 

confidential, that YOll saw? 
::\11'. DunKIN. Senator, if there was ever any such marking; on it, 

I could not tell you that I recaH it. . 
Chairman ,JACKSON. But in any (went, you know that the s1lbstance 

of what you sa IV was hip:hly sensitive 1 
Mr. DunKIN. Yes; I am just resorting; now to memory, but I 

thought there was a provision in the manual on that. Doesn't the 
Inspection JHanual make specific provision for that ~ 

Chairman JACKSON. Pardon. me? 
~.rr. DunKIN. On this subject, I l1ave been reading in the paper 

and so forth about what it is that I have and what I didn't have as 
far as this clearttnce business and so forth is concel'lled. I remember 
checking something out in that manual, that Inspection Manual, 
this is going back a few years, but I thought that there wasn't any 
clearance requi~'ed for this specific subject matter. I think it states 
that expressly III that Jllanual. 

Chairman JACKSON. God help the Unitecl States, if what DEA has 
in various files is not sensitive and classified, lists of informants, in
formation that could cause the death of people and Lord knows 
what, t.he whole issue of integrity is all sensitive. The DEA has 
agents. It is like saying CIA agents, who they are, are not matters 
that are sensitive--

Mr. DunKIN [interrupting]. Senator, are you talking about-
Chairman JACKSON [continuing]. And classified, if they are 110t, we 

had better overhaul. 
Mr. DunKIN. You understand when I made my statement, I thought 

we were still talking abont the things that I saw. 
Chairman .JAC:KSO::'f. I :.un just talking about what you saw. 
~fr. DURKIN. That was my ansvI'er. Now I gather the thing that 

you just got finished talking about had nothing to do with the things 
that I saw. 

Chairman JACKRON. I don:t know what you saw, of course. 
Mr. DUnKIN. I do, and I am telling yon--
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Chairman JACKSON. You saw things relating to integrity 
information? 

Mr. DunKIN. Yes; that is right. 
Chairman JACKSON. You treat that as being--
1\11'. DURKIN. As what? 
Chairman JACKSON. Yon would treat that kind of information and 

documents as being 1vhat? Sensitive? Unsensitive? 
Mr. DunKIN. I would sav sensitive, very definitely. 
Chairman JACKSON. 'So it is a matter that shoulcl"be classified, not 

available to just anyone? 
Mr. DunKIN. I wouldn't make that statement because I don't under

stand it that well. 
Chairman JACKSON. Is it information that you would feel free to tell 

a newspaper reporter or make public? 
lUI'. DURKIN. You would be fully assured that any information 

that I had, no l!latter what the propriety or impropriety thereof may 
be was never dIscussed with anybody under any circumstances other 
than those that were privy to that 'particular conversation. 

The second point that I would like to make, is I think that some
body should just take out 10 or 15 minutes and check that particular 
manual because I am of the opinion, and I haven't had a chance 
because I don't have access to it, that around 1969 or 1970, there was 
an amendment in that mnnual. I think that that was occasioned by 
Mr. Tartaglino, as best I can recall at a time when he was Ohief of 
Operations, which specifically states exactly what it is that I am 
talkmg about. 

Chairman JACKSON. \Vhat integrity files did you have knowledge of 
specifically? 'William Durkin ? Jerry J enscn ? 

lUI'. DURKIN. I can't answer it that way. I will answer it for you 
the way it occurred. I think in order to answer your question when 
you say knowledge of an integrity file, I had knowledge as far as 
Durkin's file to determine one simple thing, to look at the first two 
sheets and a card, to determine what it was, if at all. That file was 
closed because there was a great amount of time being spent with 
that agency trying to make one simple determination, was that 
investigation closed. 

Chairman JACKSON. ,Vere you given unlimited access to look for just 
one limited item in that file and other files? 

MI'. DURKIN. The answer to that is yes. 
Ohairman JACKSON. The answer is yes to what ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. To what you just got finished asking me. 
Ohairman JACKSON. That it was limited ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. That is right. 
Ohairman J ACKSOX. Not to go tlll'ough the whole file ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. That is right. There wasn't any affirmative restraint 

put on me. Certainly, it was none at the time that I was doing what 
I was doing, that it would only require looking at one, two, and 
three things and the same thing as far as Jensen is concerned. 

Chairman JACKSON. 1\11'. Durkin, did you once advise George 
Brosan, Robert Richardson, and John Lund on how the DEi\.. should 
respond to this subcommittee's investigation into DEA ~ 
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.Ur. DunIUN. Yes, sir. I shouldn't say that I advised them. The 
four of us were having a discussion concerning that particular 
subject matter. Yes, indeed. 

Chairman JACKSON. Did you advise them ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. I gave my position on it. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did you give this advice in your law offices in 

NewarH 
Mr. DunKIN. I did, indeed. 
Chairman JACKSON. \That was the nature of this advice ~ 
Mr. DTJRKIN. The nature of the advice, Senator, was in two or 

three general areas. The first area had to do with, let's say, the com
mittee's actions as far as these Yesco, one, two, and three, and so 
forth, was concerned. 

Chairman JACKSON. Say that again. 
1\11'. DIJRRIN. The first part of the discussion concerning investi

gation "aelvice" had to do with the committee and Vesco, one, two, 
and three, as it referred to over there. 

Chairman JACKSON. The Vesco matter? 
1\11'. DunKIN. Yes, Peroff, Vesco. 
Chairman JACKSON. Peroff's disclosures? 
Mr. DL'RKIN. Vesco 1 and Vesco 2. I took a very, yery strong 

position that somebody had to set up some type of a liaison or some 
type of rapport with this committee to cut down on the amount of 
time and tIle amount of man effort, hom:::! and so forth, that were 
being expended. It was common hl interest, both as far as the com
mittee was concerned and as far as DEA was concerned in its pre
sent posture, its then present posture, that the facts which were 
the subject of these overall investigations be obtained. 

DEA was dispatching people to do it, the committee was dis
patching people to do it, and I personally was of the opinion that 
there was some type of an adversary relationship coming into exis
tence. I suggested very, vel'Y strongly that that should llever be, 
that somebody should do something to try to get this to be a common 
goal, rather than at odd ends. 

The other part of it had to do with whether or not there was any 
particular benefit in having the senior DEA officials set up some 
type of a seminar for the involved l'anking Senators on the Turkey 
cil'emnstances and the commencement of the ban. 

Then I come down the other day and I am told that Mr. Brosan 
testified here about something that I said, and I think the word was 
"diffus('~' or "torpedo" this committee. It couldn't haye been further 
from the truth. But I am also told that he said that that was his 
paraphl'asing and his wods, not mine. 

Chairman .JACKSON. I ullClel'stand that, in effect, :JIr. Brosan asserted 
that yon sngg('stecl that an excuse sucll as the Turkey opimu trade 
be stated as thr basis for a f.un et ion during which time Bartels could 
mc('t with Chairman .Tackson in an attempt to diffuse the inquiry. 

JUl'. Drmux. He goes on a little further there and says that tllose 
words arc his and this is his particular--

Chairman JACKSON. His judgment? 
1\11'. DURKIN. Yes. I can tell YOU that he couldn't be. as is the 

circnmstance many times, more mistaken, intentionally or otherwise. 
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Chairman J~\OKSON. Our committee, both minority and majority, 
have a normal liaison with DEA at this time. vHlat type of relation
ship did vou have in mind here? All they had to do ,vas come up and 
contact tIle staff. Tho relationship was in being. 

Mr. FELmJAN. ,Ye met quite frequently "'ith them. 
Chairman JAOKSON. Both minority and majority, wasn't that the 

proEer way and the sensible way to approach this problem ~ 
1\ 1'. DL:RKIN. Senator--
Chairman JACKSOX. Or are we trying' to find some other way~ 
Mr. DURKI:!\"". I wasn't tryhlg to find some other way. 
Chairman JACKSON. I dOli't mean you. I am talking about the uch7J.ce 

yon were giving. . 
:l\Ir. DURIU:!\"". ,VIllIe this liaison, whatever the exact phrase was 

that you were nsing, was in being, there is person A out in Cali
fornia "ho had information on this matter. Person A was subjected 
to interrogations bv DEA agents. staff agents. It just s(;'emed to me 
that ther(~ had to be some wa,' to 111inimize the amolUlt of time, effort, 
and so forth that was being expC'nded. 

I do think that at the present time, starting sometime in 1973, 
the amount of investigations and so forth that have been going on 
involving DEA is alnlost outstanding. I just couldn't beHeve that 
1:h(>1'e c9uld be that n:any outstanding investigations, reviews and 
evel'ythmg else at a tIme when the total sustenance of the merger 
was the very serious issue. 

Chairman JACKSOX. ,Vhat has come out. here is that maybe th<:'re 
should be more investigations. "Te sort of bumped onto tIlis whole 
thing with the Peroff cas(' and \TOU know the rest. 

Mr. DURKIN. I think I do l~now, Senator. I think I know it quite 
well. I cun tell you this: On that particular point, I have not one 
l'('sel'vation of any nature whatsoever of my association with that 
agency c1m'jng that time involved. I think that most of those agents 
are 11~ clpdicated to that pUl'pose and are f-unctioning as any agency 
of tlns GOY<:'1'llm<:'nt. There may be an exception. 

Chail'mu;n JAOKSON. ,Ve have got outstanding men in it. That is what 
we are trymg to protect, the goocl name of good people. But on the 
other hand, ,yhat. do you think of someone sweeping the offic~ of 
1\11'. Vesco and also his home--

Mr. DT.'"Im:rx. May I answer that before yon go on ~ ,Vhat do I think 
abont it ~ I was the one that made the l'ecommendation that ~ir. 
Bartels conhlct the U.S. Attol'lley ant in California to convene a 
grand jury and put him in jail. . 

~Il'. FELD),rAN. That was after we investigated and starLed that 
inv<:,stigation. 

~.rl'. nmm:IN. I don't know whether it was or whether it wasn't. 
)Ir. FELD1>IAX. But you should put that in the context. 
~Ir. DURKIX. You are telling me it is context. I don't know it is 

in context. 
Chairman, ,L\OKSOX. ,Vhen did yon find out about what the agents 

had done wlth reference to Mr. Vesco ~ 
~fl'. DURluN. The day that Mr. Brosan was leaving to go to Europe 

with his wife all that inspection. 
Ohui1'111r\11 JACKSON. That was sometime after the actual debugging 

01' sweeping, wasn't it ~ 
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Mr. DURKIN. Yes. 
\[r. FELD;.\IAN. Mr. Chairman, may I interject~ 
Did you recommend there be a gi'and jury after we investigated 

ancl subpenaecl these agents ~ 
Mr. D"CRKIN. I didn't know who was subpenaed. 
:Thll:. FELmIAN. Mr. Chairman, for the record, I would like to state 

we had. already subpenaed these agents and it was a question of 
whether or not a grand jury was going to be convened which would 
in rffect hamper our--

Chairman JACKSON. "Which would have blocked our inquiry. 
Mr. DunKIN. I don't know how it would. 
Chairman ,JACKSON. You know it ,,"ould. Yon know that as a lawyer. 
MI'. DURKIN. I know as a lawyer it would not. If you tell me it 

would. I will accept your statemeilt. 
Chairman .TACKSON. As a In:wyer, I can tell you they can raise their 

constitutional rights and properly so, and as a lawyer, if I were 
representing them, I would so advise them. In this case, they took 
a few :lmendments on that, refused to, declined to testify on those 
grounds. 

:.'If1'. DomIN. Some did. 
Chairman JACKSON. I ,youldn't aclYise a. client to be testifying here 

<;m the same suJ)ject matter or similar subject matter before a grand 
)lll'y and that 1S exactly what they did. 

1\11'. DvnKIN. Some of them did. Some of them didn't. Some testi
fied here. if vou remember. 

Chairman ",TACI;;:SOX. Yes, but J am talking about the key ones. The 
meeting which occurred in your l.\ewark office with Brosan, Richard
son, Lund, ancl yourself was arranged by someone. ,Vho arranged 
that, ? 

?I{r. DunKIN. I don't know. I don't recall. I didn't. 
Chairman .JACKSON. You didn't arrange it~ 
Mr. DL'HKIN. No. 
Cha irman .JACKSON. Dicl they just walk in ~ 
~fr. Dmm:rN. No. I was advised ahead of time that the meeting 

was sC't up. 
Chairman .LH'KSON. The meeting was set up? 
Mr. DrmuN. Yes. 
Chairman .TACKRON. Dld Mr. Bartrls set it up ~ 
Mr. DrnKIN. I can't ten you whether he diel or not. It was sdup. 
Chah'man.TAcKsON. "Would 'Vour office djary show that '1 
:Mr. DURlUN. My diary sho,\'s the meeting. 
Chairman ,TACKRON. Shows the meeting, b~lt it, wouldn't show who 

had cal1rcl? You wouldn't haye any entry on that ~ 
l'.Il'. I}('lUUN. No, not at all. You see, the purpose of that particular 

mceting that you arc talking abont, also in that testimony of Mr. 
Bl'Osan that you made reference to before, pretty close to that same 
gC'l!el'al 0.1'('11. as I remember him testifying, he told the committee 
rtbout his satisfaction with the investigation that was clone on the 
\~esco S~YCCP that you are referring to. Do you remember that pal't of 
Ius trstllnOny? 

Chait·nmn·,LH:lKSON. )fo~ I don't. 
}\fl'. DrmnN. He said he was sat.isfied with. That was the investi

gation that WIIS cloue Wht'll he was in Enrope, that he had little if 
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anything to do with, an(l this was the same investigation that he 
told you that I questjoncd him closely on at the time he was in the 
oifice; which is sheel' unadulterated 110l1sense. 

Chairman JACKSON. Ur. Dnrkin, w11('n did you find out thht Mr. 
Bartels Imew Diane De Vito? How did he find that out? 

]\fl'. DunKIN. How did who find it out~ 
Ohairman J AC1U~ON. How did Rartels find it out? 
Mr. DunKIN. How did Bartels find out that he lmew Diane De 

Vito? 
Ohairman ,TA0KSON. I mean that he knew about Diane Dc Vito? 
:Mr. DunKIN. I think the first time that I was told about the name, 

I am inclined to think, but I am not going to ten you unequivocally, 
I am inclined to think when I was told that name for the first time 
was when I was told that 1\11'. Barte1s knew that person. 

Mr. FELD:aIAN. That was all the 26th or 27th of September? 
Mr. DrRKIN. That is my recollection, Ur. Feldman. It is my recol-

lection. Yes. 
Mr. FmmrAN. IVho told yon? 
l\'Ir. })"C'llli.IN. I think it was Richardson. 
Chairman .TACH:SON. That Mr. Bartels knew? 
)11'. D'GRKIN. That is mv recollection, Senator. 
Chairman .JACKSON. Y oiil' recollection is that :UIr. Richardson told 

yon thnt ),11'. Bartels knew about it ~ 
).[1'. DcnKIN. Knew about what? 
Ohairmall.T.AcKsOX. The Diane Dc Vito matter? 
).Ir. DtTmGN. That Diane De Vito matter? That wasn't a question. 

The qllC'stion ·was Whl'll was it ror the fil.'flt time that I was told that 
Bartels knew Diane De Vito. Isn't that what your question was~ 

Ohairman ,JACKSON". Yes. 
),11'. DL'1UGN. That is what I answered as distinguished from (~) 

when Bartels first knew of the De Vito matte!', whateye1' that refers to. 
Mr. Fr,:w:uAN. Tlutt was the 26th or 27th ~ 
1\11'. DumnN. That is my recollection. 
Mr. li'ELln~rAN. Did you conrront Mr. Bartels with this~ 
Mr. DunKIN. Later on. 
Mr. FBLDl\IAN. 'WhC'll later on ~ 
:\fl'. DtJRKIN. I would say it WIlS sometime the rona wing week. 
Mr. FI~LD:lIAN. On Saturday, the 28th ~ 
Mr. DunKIN. No. 
Mr. FELDlIAN. VV'hy did you wait until that time ~ 
1\1l'. DunKrN. "That is the significrmce of Diane De Vito to me? 
)'fr. li'EI,1):1IIAN. It was theexact.ly same significance as Candice 

Cruz?: Yon saw the Metropolitan Police report 1 
~Il'. Dmm:rN. ·Wait a second. Let's get that clear on this record. 

I heard this hl this record three or 'four timOR. That :\Ietropolitun 
Polk,; repol't makes no mention of. either Diane De Vito or Oandice 
Cr'Uz. Point two~ 

}\'fl'. FJ>LDi\rAN. COl'rect. That is my mistake. 
Mr. TkmGN. Point two, tIl(' preliminarv l'c'port of :V(1'. Rrmmll. 

to lI.fl'. Bartels dops not·, J1wntiou the nUllle- Di'inw De, Vito. Point three, 
iyhell Homebodv pulled some type o:r It l'eport from the I..IeCompte 
fil", which l'cp()rt I dicluot scc'." untH 2, !3 maybe 4 months after, did 
I kllow of the so"eal1ecl claim b(\twecn the t'wo. 
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::\11'. FEWl\L<\N. So you didn't talk to Ur. Brosan who had tIle 
BXDD information which mentioned Candice Cruz and Diane De 
Yito? 

::\lr. DunKIN. IVe went throngh that three or foUl' times. 
1\11'. FELDlIfAN .• Tust yrs or no. 
:\11'. DvnKIN. It has been known throughout. 
:311'. FEW:r,fAN. You didn't know about tIlis B~DD information that 

ment!oned Candice Cruz and Diane De Vito at the time of your 
l1wrtmg on the 28th? 

:3Ir. DrRIGN. I ImwiY about Candice Cruz-I jnst got throngh teHillg 
you that-hecause 1\11'. Brosan saw fit to put that name in his ]'rport; 
hut for whateY(~l' reason, he didn't put the name Diane De Vito in 
his report. Do you have the report there? 

:\11'. FEWlIJ:AN. Yes. 
:\J1'. Dum:IN. j\Tonld you please look at it. Doesn't he han~ the 

name ('andice Cruz in there? 
1'11'. FEW1IIAN. I'That report are talking about now? 
::'III'. DLImIN. The first report that you people have been t!tIking 

about that I saw bac.k Ull the 17th of September. 
),11'. FJ~W:\IAN. I am talking now about the 28th, Diane DC' Vito's 

name has hren raised. Did you see the BXD 6 report? 
~Ir. DaRKIN. I told you I had not. That is why I am telling you that 

'when T brought up the name Candice CrUll, that is the only name 
that was applicable to that airport visit. This name De Vito didn't 
come into being until after it. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. That is correct. Th~ name De Vito is just as signi
ficant as the name of Cruz, isn't that correct ~ 

Mr. DunKIN. To whom ~ 
Mr. FmomIAN. To Mr. Pl'omuto. to the Promuto case. I didn't 

ask Mr. Brosan about the information which he had which would 
have id('ntified her. 

:\11'. DURKIN. 'Ve IJave already gone through that. This is the 
fonrth tilll<'. I had two things, Bl'osan's report and the letter from 
the MPD. Bl'osan's report refers to this man and this woman and 
Candier Cruz. It makes no mention whatsoever of Diane De Vito. 

l\Ir. 1"ET,mrAN. But you Jound ont about Diane De Vito before 
the Septem.ber 2Rth mcetillg~ 

~rr. Dumux. There was no significance to the mune Diane Dc 
',THo. 'Yhat you are saying is that there is a report in a file that has 
Diane De Vito in some way inculpated ,,,itll somebody by the name 
of LeCompte of which I neyel' heard of until long thereafter. 

~rl'. FELDl\IAN. Along with Candice Cruz ~ 
)1l'. DrRluN. 'Yhich came out long after. 
~Ir. FELDlIfAN. My question is this: IVhy didn't you attempt to 

find out tho facts fl:om l\Il'. Brosan who had this in:Eol'matioJ1 since 
you W(,l'C interviewing Mr. Pl'omuto and advising Mr. Bartels? 

)11'. DeRIux. That if'; the flame thing as asking me why I didn't 
ask George Brosan when he pl'epul'ed his report that he gave to Mr. 
Bartels that he included the name Cruz and didn't. include the name 
DC'. Vito. I don't know why he didn't, but this is Brosan's reporl; to 
Bartels. and it has LeCompte's name and it has this woman Cruz's 
name. He didn't put De Vito's name in it .. 

Chairman .TACJ\:SON. Mr. SlofAn? 
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Mr. SLOAN. I helieve that nIl'. Feldman's last question wasn't fully 
answered. He asked why didn't you speak to Mr. Brosan. ,Ve have 
alt'eael? gone through some of that. 

Mr. DURKIN. Not some of it, sir. I think we have gone through 
it four or five times. 

Mr. SWAN. I think not. ,Yould you please explain--
Mr. vumGN. You don't think I have testified four or five times ~ 
Chairman ,JACKSON. Let's be responsive to the question so we can 

move this along. 
Mr. SWAN. You read1\fr. Brosan's report. vVhy didn't yOU speak 

to Mr. Brosan ~ He appayent]~r didn't include everythiilg in his 
report. That was the questIOn Mr. Feldman asked. 

1\11'. Dt.TTIKIN. That wasn't the question he asked. 
Mr. SLOAN. Would you answer that question ~ 
1\11'. DURKIN. The question is, you are asking me why I didn't 

ask 1\1r. Brosan why he didn't include everything in his report? 
1\11'. SWAN. No, not exactly. I am asking you why didn't you 

speak to Mr. Brosan after you had read his report to get, some back
ground infol'mation and find out about other infomlation he may 
not haye included. The report didn't contain all the information that 
1\11'. Brosan had at that time. 

1\11'. Dnm:TN. r don't know how to answer the question, 1\Ir. Bloan. 
I nnswered it. I gave you the reasons why I had no contact with Mr. 
Brosan. I renllywonldn't want to embellish it anv further. 

MI'. SLOAN. it strikes me as strangC', ::\11'. Dnrki'n, that you would 
h0 interviewing Mr. Promuto about these matters and giving advice 
to :Ml'. Bartels when you were not in full command of all the fads. 

1\11'. DURKIN. 1\I1'. Sloan, r think I have answerC'd that a few times, 
too. LC't me again try to answer it for you. The purpose of my doing 
what I clid at that time was to attempt to give 1\Ir. Bartels l1n assist 
aR to whetlwl' or not he, ~Ir. Bartels, should act intermediately in 
this pal'ticular matter 01' not. 

l\Ir. SLOAN. I understaJld that, }\fl'. Durkin. But would von not 
,Yant to have access to all of the facts before making such 'a judg
ment~ 

Ul'. D'CRKIN. Your qnesUon presupposes that the totality of the 
subsequent action is going to he engulfed in the l'C'port that I gave. 
This is only one or maybn three or four inputs .before the decision 
is to be made. If somebody else had some additlOnal facts at their 
disposition, I cert~iJlly would thi.nk that you would he of. t!:e opinion 
that it would be lllcumbent upon them to tell the Admllllstrator. I 
didn't know it. 

Based npon what I did know, I suhmitted a report. That is the 
same thing as asking me why didn't Brosan tell Bartels about De 
Vito. I don't know "\y11v he didn't. 

]\I1'. SUAN .. So your" nxplanation is that. you thought you were 
capable of wl'ltinp; a report to Mr. Bartels about the status of the 
])romnto investigation without having access to all the information 
available 01' even discussing the matter 'l"1ith the Chief Inspector. 
Is that correct ~ 

Mr. DumnN. JUl'. Sloal:. r am just going to adhere to what I have 
flaid to the Senator prevlOusly. 

Mr. SLOAN. Fine. Thank you, 1\11'. Chairman. 
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Chairman .JACKSON. Mr. DlU'kin, this 'will complete our inquiry 
today. 

rYe may recall you later. We 'will hold our next hearings on Thnrs-
(by when Mr. Bartels will be the witness. 

Thank you, very much. 
Mr. DURKIN. I won't be recalled before Thursday ~ 
Chairman JACKSON. No. 
Mr. FELDl\rAN. ,Ve have a problem in holding hearings due to 

Senate debate regarding the New Hampshire election. "We might 
possibly have one hearing before. But I don't know if we will have 
permission to do so. ,Ve 'will have to advise the public on that. 

Chairman .LWKSOX. lYe ,vill have a statement out in the press gallery 
to cover that. 

Thank you, very much. 
[Whereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 

at 10 a.m., Thursday, June 2G, 1975, in room 1202, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building.] 

[Membe.J.· t1resent at time of recess: Senator Jackson.] 

o 
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FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCE~IENT 

TUESDAY, JULY 8, 1975 

U.S. SENATE, 
PERl\rANENT SuncOl\n.nTTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

OF THE COl\IMIT"TEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., in room 457, Russell Senate 
Office Building, lmder authority of Senate Resolution 111, agreed 
to March 17, 1975, as amended, Hon. Sam Nunn, presiding. 

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Sam N unn, Demo
crat, Georgia. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief counsel; Dana Martin, assistant counsel; Philip R. Manuel, 
investigator; Frederick Asselin, investigator; Stuart M. Statler, 
chief counsel to the minority; Robert Sloan, special counsel to the 
minority; and Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk. 

Senator NUNN [presiding]. The subcommittee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senator Nunn.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U.S. SENATE, 
Cm.n.UTTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOM1rITTEE ON INVESTIGATION, 
Washington, D.O. 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, 
permission is hereby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Sub
committee as designated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public 
session" without a quorum of two members for administration of oaths and 
talring of testimony in connection with Drug Enforcement Administration on 
Tuesday, July 8, 1975. 

HENRY M. J AOKSON, 
Oha,irmq,n. 

CHARLES H. PEROY, 
Ra.n7cing Minoritv Member-. 

Senator Nml'N. Before our proceedings begin this morning, I 
wish to make the following remarks about some of the background 
of the particular witness we have today, and some of the factors 
that have been developed so far. 

In the subcommittee staff's opening presentation of ,June 9, 1975, 
it 'Was asserted by the staff that one of the staff's preliminary find~ 
ings was that there has developed over the last 30 years an 
indifference among senior Federal drug officials toward the im~ 
portance of personnel integrity investigations. 

It was the staff's preliminary finding that this alleged pattern of 
(481) 
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indifference to personnel integrity investigations has resulted in le~s 
effective enforcement procedures, weakened morale among dedI
cated aO'ents and the creation of an environment conducive to cor
rupt an~ irregular practices and inadeauate management. 

It was the staff's preliminary finding that the pattern of indif
ference to personnel integrity investigations had its origins in the 
old Federal Bureau of Narcotics, was carried on at its successor 
agency, the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, and to~ay 
is similarly present in the 2-year-old Drug Enforcement Admln
istl'atiOll. 

In seeking to evaluate the staff's preliminary fmdings, this sub
committee has received testimony from persons who are experi
enced in personnel integrity investigations. 

Among the witnesses who testified in this regard were Andrew C. 
Tartaglino, the chief inspector of the Drug Enforcement Admin
istration and its former Acting Deputy Administrator; and George 
B. Brosan, the deputy chief inspector of DEA and its former acting 
chief inspector. 

Both these men in long testimony before this subcol1ll1littee have 
been critical of the manner in which personnel integrity and mis
management investigations were carried on at DEA, asserting that 
the very indifference to such matters cited by the subcommittee 
staff did, in fact, exist. 

Both Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan cited one insbmce in which 
a senior chug enforcement official-a man with access to all manner 
of sensitive information at DEA-was alleged to be associating on 
a social basis with felons and other persons of criminal reputation. 

Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan said they felt the issue of integ
rity was of great consequence in this situation. It was, they said 
a textbook illustration of how a senior drug enforcement official, 
by his social associations, could find himself in a potentially com
promising situation. 

Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan testified that when they tried to 
go forward with this personnel integrity inquiry they were im
peded by the Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion, John R. Bartels, .Jr., who has since left DEA. 

,V11en they concluded Mr. Bartels would not nJlow them to pro
ceed accordill~ to established procedures in their investigation, Mr. 
TartagJino and Mr. Brosan took most extraordinary steps for ca
reer civil service employees. They went to higher authority; that 
is, they went outside DEA and over Mr. Bartels and reported their 
allegations of personnel integrity matters to the then Deputy At
torney G(meral, Laurence H. Silberman. 

Mr. Silberman entertained their allegations and then assigned 
!1gen~s from the Federal Bureau of Investigation to conduct an 
mqull'y. 

Thursday, June 19, 1975, the two FBI agents who worked for 
Mr. Silberman-Bill D. Williams and Edward Hegarty-testified 
that Mr. Silberman restricted their investigation. 

Agpnts ,Villiams and Hegarty said Mr. Silberman did not allow 
them to conduct the kind of comprehensive investigation they would 
have conducted had they been perf01:ming their duties under estab
lished procedures followed by the FBI. 
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They said their actual investigation lasted less than 10 days and 
that information which could have shed light on the integrity issue 
was never sought from persons who had firsthand knowledge that 
might have enabled them to more accurately evaluate the allega
tions being made by Mr. Tartao-lino and Mr. Brosan. 

Then, on January 16, 1975, this is going back during the in
vestigation or ~ight after, the Deputy AttorJ.?-ey Gene~al Laurence 
H. Silberman, lssued an announcement III whlch he sald that after 
an FBI inquiry of several months, he had concluded that the 
allegations of Mr. Tartaglino were without substantial foundation 
and that Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan were being given new 
assignments within the Justice Department. 

As Senator Jackson, the chairman of this subcommittee, has 
noted, when Mr. Silberman issued that annOlllcement January 16, 
1975, the original persollnel integrity issue involving Vincent L. 
Promuto and other individuals within DEA was no longer a DEA 
affair but had been elevated to the highest levels of the Department 
of Justice itself. 

Preliminary inquiry by the staff of the subcommittee has come 
to the finding that the January 16, 1975 announcement by Mr. 
Silberman was written by Mr. Silberman and his aide, the then 
Associate Deputy Attorney General James D. Hutchinson. 

In tum, Mr. Tartaglino testified that on January 9, 1075, at 
the meeting at which Mr. Tartaglino briefed Mr. Silberman on 
a variety of problems within DEA, including the alleged coverup 
of the Promuto integrity inquiry, Mr. Hutchinson also participated 
in that meeting and took notes. 

It is our hope this morning that Mr. Hutchinson will help 
this subcommittee as we seek to determine just hmv it was that 
Mr. Silberman could come to the conclusion he did, on January 16 
1975, that the FBI investigation had cleared Mr. Bartels of all 
questionable conduct and that Mr. Tartaglino's assertiolls were 
without substantial foundation. 

I wish also to announce that this subcommittee is still working 
with the Department of State in seeking to arrive at a convenient 
date for Mr. Silberman, now ambassador to Yugoslavia, to come 
to the United States and testii-y before this subcommittee. 

vYe don't think the record will be complete until Mr. Silberman 
has had the opportunity to testify. At this point, we will call our 
first witness, MI.'. James D. Hutchinson. 

'wm you hold up your right hand ~ 
Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give before 

this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, so help you God ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I do. 

TESTlMONY OF JAMES D. HUTCHINSON, ADMINISTRATOR OF 
PENSION AND WELFARE BENEFIT PROGRAMS, U.S. DEPARTMENT 
OF LABOR 

Senator NUNN. Do you have a prepared statement you wouIa 
like to give this morJling~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Senator, I have no prepared statement, but 
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there are a few opening remarks I would: like to .make which may 
put in context the experience that I had at the Department of 
Justice which will focus on the matter presently being considered 
by this subcommittee. 

I am presently the Administrator of Pension and Welfare Bene
fit Programs at the United States Department of Labor, a position 
I have occupied since April 21, 1975. 

I arrived at the United States Department of .Justice on January 
2, 1975, to serve in the capacity of Associate Deputy Attorney 
General. I served in that capacity from January.2, 1975, to April 
21, 1975. 

That will put in context the time period within which I was 
at the Deoartment. 

Senator ~NUNN. Do you have any other remarks at this point? 
Mr. HUTCIDNSON. I have not. 
Senator Kl;NN. Yon covered some of the initial questions I ha,ye, 

but let's go over them i!or the record to make sme we haye them in the 
regular order. 

-What is your present position? 
Mr. HUTCIDNSON. I am the Administrator of Pension and }Vel

fare Benefit Programs at the United States Department of Labor. 
Senator NUNN. Yon were employed here at ,,,hat point in your 

present position ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. April 21, 1975, ,,-as my official first date of 

duty. 
Senator NUNN. IVhen were you first with the Department of 

Justice'? 
}\fl'. HUTCHINSON. January 2, 1975. 
Senator NUNN. You werc with the Department of Justice Jan-

uary 2, 1975, until--
:.\£1'. HUTCHINSON. April 20, 1975. 
Senator NUNN. A period of about 4 months ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. IVho were you ,yith before you were with the 

D<:'partment of Justice ~ . 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I was in nrivate law practice ill IYashington. 

D.C., with the firm of Steptoe '& Johnson. ' 
Senator NUNN. January was the first point you had worked for 

the Federal Government in any capacity? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Other than my service as a law clerk to Chief 

,Tustice I:Varren E. Burger, and a tour of duty in the United States 
Army, that is my only Government experience. 

S<:'nator NUNN. ·When did you agree to join the Department of 
Justice as Associate Deputy .Attorne:y Gei·lGral ~ 

:Mr. HUTCIDNSON. Some tIme durmg early or mid-Dec<:'mber 
1974, Mr. SHberman and I had conversations about my joining 
the Department. 

Scnator NUNN. In December, 1974, was the first time you ,yere 
approached about joini.ng the Department? 

Mr. HUTCIIINSON. I would think so; yes, that is my recollection. 
lYe had conversations on and off for a few weeks before my arrival 
to determine whether I was interested in leaving private practice 
and joining the Government. 
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Senator NUNN. After you agreed to assume the position before 
you actually took office, did you have meetings at. Justice where 
you were briefed and otherwise made current or brought up-to-date 
on what was going on within the Office of the Deputy Attorney 
General~ 

Mr. HUTOIDNSON. I attended, I would imagine, between four 
and five meetings of a general brieling nature at the Department 
wherein various functions of the Depal'tment were explained or 
staff meetings were held in my presence so that I could better under.
stand the organization of the -Department and meet the people who 
were heads of agencies. _ 

Senator NUNN. During this period of time before you actually 
officially took office in January 1975, were you briefed on the 
allegations which have been put forward by Andrew C. Tartaglino, 
concerning the personnel integrity matters within th~ Drug En-
forcement Administration ~. . 

Mr. HUTOIDNSON. I was made aware that there had been such 
allegations and a general description of them, but I was· not a ware 
of any of the specific facts that were involved at that time. 

Senator NUNN. 1-Vho gave you these briefings ~ 
Mr. HUTOIDNSON. In discussions with Mr. Silberman. I should 

add to that, I believe, Mr. :Michael Spector; my predecessor at the 
Department, may also have meI].tioned that issue. He and I sat down 
on occasion and -he essentially reviewed all of the offic~s and the 
bureaus in the Department with which I would have to deal. DEA 
was one of them, and as he went through describing the offices 
and the bureaus, he would often make a comment about any current 
matters that -were pending. I am sure he did the same -for th~ 
present investigation. - _ . 

Senator NUNN. You were Associate Deputy Attorney Gener01 
under the Deputy Attorney General, Mr. Laurence Silberman; is 
that right~ 

Mr. HUTOI:UNSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Does that mean you were essentially his assistant 

or did you have much b:t:oader dutic;; than that? _ . . 
Mr. HmOmNSoN. It -would have to be considered almost a hy

brid position. In other words, I assisted Mr. Silberman on a daiiy 
basis but nonetheless I had direct operating responsibility for many 
issues within th('. Department and indeed had responsibility -:01' 

liaison with the Civil Division and the Civil Rights Divisi.on, 
U.S. Marshal's Service, and various other agencies in the Depart~ 
ment. 

Senator NUNN. 1-Vere all of your functions really his functions 
that you were helping him carry out, or did you go not beyond 
his scope of authority, but beyond his scope of responsibility into 
other areas ~ 

Mr. Hurl'OHINSON. :r would think, generally, that the duties of 
an Associate Deputy ~ttol'ne'y General are such that they attempt 
to support and to assIst the Deputy Attorney General in Carl'yill rr 
out his general duties. I think that is a fair description. l:!I 

_ Senator NUNN. 1-Vhen did you first become aware of the existence 
of the Promuto. integrity _ investigation conducted by the DEA's 
Office of InspectIon, the Promuto cuse itself ~ 
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Mr. HUTOHINSON. I would have to say, initially, and in very 
generic terms, during those last few weeks in December, when I 
had conversations with Mr. Silberman, but specifically Oll the day 
I arrived I was given the FBI report to read, to take a look at it, 
because Mr. Silberman indicated that he was going to be sitting 
down and meeting with the agents who had conducted it. He wanted 
me to sit in on that meeting. 

Senator NUNN. They already had the report when you came on 
board officially? 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. That is right; it had been completed. 
Senator Nmm. Did your duties have to do with the allegations 

raised by Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan that Mr. Bartels. as 
DEA Administrator, had sought to impede and obstruct the Pro
muto integrity investigation? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Essentiallv, any issue that had to deal with 
DEA was part of my responsibility at the Department. I was not 
assigned supervisory responsibility oyer the investigation of the 
DEA review, but it was an issue that I was constantly aware of. 

Senator NUNN. Did yon read the Tartaglino memorandum of 
December 11, 1974 to the FBI regarding the allegations against 
Mr. Bartels? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I believe I have read it. I am not sure whether 
I read it on J annary 2 or subsequent thereto. 

Senator NUNN. Yon do recall reading the initial FBI report on 
Januarv 2? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I certainly do; yes. 
Senator NUNN. Did your dnties have to do with the alle,gations 

raised by Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan that Mr. Bartels, Admin
istrator of DEA, was indifferent to personnel integrity investiga
tions in general? 

Was this part of the scope of the FBI investigation and your 
general connection with it? 

Mr. IfUTor-rrNsoN. Yes, it was. 
Senator NUNN. How knowledgeable were vou regarding the alle

gations raised by Mr. Tarta~lino and Mr. Brosan; that is to say, 
did you get into considerable detail in this particular matter? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. By January 2, I obviouslv had almost no 
detail. I was in tIle process at that time of trying essentially to 
catch np, Jearn the facts, read the FBI report, sit in on meetings 
with Mr. Silberman as he met with Mr. Bartels and Mr. Tartaglino, 
Mr. Pommerening, and the two agents involved, and essentially 
learn my way into the problem. 

Senator NUNN. But dming the course of your employment., dur
inp: this 4-month period at the Denartment 'of Justice you did get 
to be very familiar with the details of the caso? 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I most certainlv did. 
Senator NUNN. You were aware of the fnct that Mr. Tal'tul!lino 

l1.lld Mr. Brosan alleged that Mr. Bartels had obstructed an integrity 
investigation regardin~ Mr. Promuto? . 

Mr. HUT(1TIINSON. I was aware of that fact; ves. 
SenatOl' NUNN. Is that a correct nnderstanding of what yon 

perceived to be their charges, that Mr. Bartels had actually 'ob
structed the jnvestigatiol1 ~ 
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Mr. HUTCHlNSON. r thirikthat is 11 :fl1ir description. I believe 
the word Mr.- Tartl1glino 'used was impede, but that was the gen
eml thrust of it. He felt 1£1'. Bartels had involved himself in the 
investigation, whether the woi'd was impeded '01' obstructed, he 
obviolls1y disagreed with that conduct and challenged it. 

Senator NUNN. ,Vere the allegations by Mr. Tartaglino at that 
stage in your opinion agl1inst Mr. Bartels as far as impedlllg the 
investigation; were they of a criminal nature or were they of an 
administrative nature ~ -

Mr. HUTCHlNSON. I don't think that they !'ose to the level of 11 
criminal charge at all. Essentially, many of the issues, as I reviewed 
them and as I learned my way into the problem, indicated to me 
that there were vl1rious policy differences between the two indi
viduals as to allocation of resources and what the priorities of the 
agency ought to be. That included the Office of Inspection and how 
much resources it got, whether the Administrator ought to be 
involved in investigations or not. 

Senator NUNN. YOli are a lawyed 
Mr. HUTCHlNSON. Yes; I am. 
Senator NUNN. You are pretty well versed in criminallaw~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I have to confess I don't have a firm background 

in criminal law. 
Senator NUNN. "Was there anybody up in the Justice Department, 

you or Mr. Silberman or anyone else who had considerable criminal 
law experience ~ 

vVas anybody involved in this investigation by the Department 
of Justice knowledgeable jn the area of criminal law ~ 

Mr. HUTCII:rnSON. Mr. Silberman had discussions with then As
sistant Attorney General Henry Peterson and with Deputy Assist
ant Attorney General Jack Keeney, and another senior official by 
the name of Phil vVhite, whose position I don't recall, at the initial 
stages of the investigation, but I wasn't present at that time. 

Senator NUNN. Was this before you came on board ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. Did you ever discuss with any other officials of the 

Department of ,Justice whether these charges which you have at 
this point described as administrative could be criminal in nature? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I had no such discussion with any members of 
the Criminal Division or any other senior members of the Depart
ment concerning the possible crilninal nature of these charges. :r did 
not. 

Senator NUNN. Did it occur to you that "impeding the investiga
tion" could also under certain conditions be considered obstruction 
of justice ~ 

:Mr. HU'l'CIIINSON. Absolutely. I have to confess that I am not 
highly sophisticated in cdminallaw, but I would think that if facts 
adduced during an investigation of impeding or interfering rose 
to a certain level, there may ,vell be criminal charges involved or 
potential criminal charges. I just have no way to evaluate that. 

Senator NUNN. To your Imow] edge, did anybody try to make 
a decision at the outset of this FBI investigation and ,Justice De
partment investigation whether these charges were indeed criminal 
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and therefore whether the investigation should have proceeded along 
the criminallines~ It seems to me that was the essential judgment 
somebody would have to make at some point. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Senator, I am at a bit of a disadvantage as to 
the specifics of any conversations that occurred before I arrived 
there. I can only note that the general format in this area is to 
initially do what is called an administrative investigation and if 
facts are produced during that which indicate there may well be 
criminal violations involved it is then referred to the Oriminal Di
vision for review and further investigation, if necessary. That is 
the general format these things take. 

Senator NUNN. Did you understand the allegations Mr. Tartaglino 
and Mr. Brosan were making were of great consequence, or did you 
think it was more of a personality contest? 

1\fr. HUTCRINSON. I think that the nature of such charges are of 
high consequence; anyone who alleges there may be impropriety in 
an agency or that it isn't functioning properly when it has a mission 
as important as DEA, is something I think that is always of high 
and prime interest to the Department. 

Mr. FEW1IfAN. MI'. Ohairman, just for the record, Mr. Tartaglino's 
memorandum of December 11, 1974, to the FBI inspectors has the 
statement that "1\1:1'. Brosan has set forth in detail the efforts of :JIr. 
Bartels to frustrate, impede or obst.ruct the Promuto investigaion," 
and then he lists six different points. So that language that you 
referred to was very specifically set forth. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I have no reason to disagree. I just could recall 
the word impede myself. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Have you seen a copy of this December 11 memo
randum? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I have. I believe it was an attachment to the 
FBI investigation. I haven't seen it in months. I believe I reviewed 
that document at one time. 

:!\fl'. FELD1IfAN. Have you seen Mr. BroHan's, of December 10~ ",Vas 
that also an attachment? 

Mr. HU'l'CHIJ.liSON. I can't recall that. I would have to look at the 
document to find out. 

M.r. FELD1IfAN. They have already been placed in the record, Mr. 
Chfurman. 

Senator NUNN. If you would take a l(),)k at them. 
~fr. HUTCHINSON. Quite frankly, not having seen the FBI report 

or its attachments in the last several months: nonetheless I believe 
that this document was part of tl1at and I have seen it; yes. 

fl(lnator N'UNN. ",Vhich document is that yon are referring to? 
),1:1'. HUTCHINSON. I am l'(lTerring to the December 10, 1D74, docu

m(lnt which is committe(l ('xhibit 34. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. If you would look at the other docu

ment. 
1\Ir. HU'rCIIINsoN. Y(ls: I have seen that document. I do recall that 

this was an attachment to the report, as I recall. 
Senator Nmm. Did ~'OU perceive at the beginning of your official 

duties after yon looked nt the FBI report that inherent in these 
allegations of Mt,. Tal'ta,rrlino and 1\fr. Brosarr there was the potential 
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'o'f a possible criminal cha:rge against Mr. Bartels for obstruction of 
justice~ . 

~fr. HUTOHINSON. I would think that in the early stages of my re
view I didn't feel sophisticated enough on the facts to draw that 
conclusion, p~t I w.oul9- ima~ine. and .indee~ I always co:qsidel'ed any 
sort of adhlmlstrabve mvestIgatlOn hke thIS that had serIOUS charges 
as having potential. 

Senator NUNN. Having the potential? . 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. Surely. 
Senator NUNN. Was it your opinion that the allegations against 

Mr. Bartels and made by Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan were of the 
dimension that would require close attention by officials at the highest 
levels of the Justice Department ~ . 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think that the nature of the charges, when one 
alleges that a senior official has obstructed 01' impeded an investiga
tion is something that ought to warrant the attention of highest 
officials; yes, I do. . 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Silberman tell you that he had talked to 
Mr. Petersen and Mr. Keeney before he called the FBI into investi
gation? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I don't recall whether Mr. Silberman stated that 
to me prior to my arrival. Having read Mr. Tartaglino's testimony 
wherein he refers to a conversation with Mr. Phil ,Vhite, I recall that 
set of facts having been brought to my attention at some time during 
my duties at the Department. 

'1 h!we to confess that when I talked to the staff initially, I had not 
read Mr. Tartaglillo's testimony. That fact hacln~t refreshed my recol
lection. 

Senator NUNN. ,Vas this the only kind of investigation of this 
nature that came to your attention at the Justice Department, or 
were there any other cases of this nature, or did any other cases of 
this nature come to yom attention? 

I am not speaking of just DEA. In other words, is this a routine 
kind of matter that Justice is called into? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes, it is in the sense that the Deputy Attorney 
General serves as the IG, or the Inspector General, for the Depart
ment and as such supplies the review mechanism for charges against 
senior members of the Department. 

It is frequently his role to become involved in or review any alle
gations or questions of this nature and I have seen other issues that 
were administratively reviewed while I was there; issues that did not 
involve obstruction of investigations but other sensitive questions. 
They traditionally come to the Deputy Attorney General's office and 
they are then reviewed. 
If there are any facts in them which would warrant potential for 

criminal review, they are often sent to the Criminal Division for fur
ther review. 

Senator NUNN. Was one of your duties also to work in liaison with 
this subcommittee in conducting its inquiry into the activities of the 
DEA~ 

1\11'. HUTOHINSON. It certainly was. Some time after mid-January, 
and the date escapes me, but my recollection is somewhere (Indy in 
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February, the committee asked for certain information and because 
I had primary responsibility within the Department as the liaison 
between DEA and the Deputy's office, I was just routinely assigned 
the responsibility to handle the matter. 

Senator NUNN. Did you ever give any advice or come to any final 
conclusions which you passed on as advice to the Deputy Attorney 
General, Mr. Laurence Silberman, regarding the Tartaglino and 
Brosan allegations ~ 

Mr. HU'fCI:IINSON. I think that I had on many occasions offered 
him my opinion as to specific parts of that investigation, or indeed 
other issues that had been raised by this committee during its con
tinuing investigation. 

Senator NUNN. Did you feel it was part of your responsibility to 
form conclusions and opinions and then pass them on to him for his 
information ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I would think in the general nature of my duties 
that most decisions rest with the Deputy Attorney General, but I 
most certainly would apprise him of my opinions a!ld id~as. 

Senator NUNN. In other words, you had more dll'ect mvolvement 
with the details of the case than Mr. Silberman did; is that right ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I would say from February on, yes, I did, in 
terms of my relationships with the committee. I became very specif
ically, on a"day-to-day basis, involved. 

Senator Nmm. I am not speaking of the relationship with the sub
committee, but the reJationship with this particular case. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. As I said. from mid-January on, I became 
more and more knowledgeable, and therefore more involved in the 
issue. I would have to state that I could no way indicate that I was 
as well informed as Mr. Silberman on events that occurred prior to 
mv arri'-al other than as I could learn of them. 

'Mr. FELDlIIAN. Mr. Chairman, for the record, the first communica
tion from the subcommittee to the Department of Justice was Janu
arv 17, in which we asked the Attorney General to make Mr. Brosan 
an'd Mr, Tartaglino available for executive session. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. That was consistent with my mid-.Tanuary or 
early February recollection. 

Mr. FELDlIrAN. I~ was 1 day after the issuance of this press release. 
In fact, I don't tlunk we had seen the press release when this lette~' 
was sent. This is the .Tanuary release of the Deputy Attorney General 
which we will get into later on in the testimony. 

Senator NUXN. You and Mr. Silberman ditl discuss this case on 
many different occasions then ~ 

1\11'. HU'l'CHINSON. We certainly did; yes. ' 
Senator NUNN. Do yon have the feeling tliat when YOll discussed 

thcse matters with Mr. Silberman he understood thenatlll'e and 
suhstance, of the allegations which Mr. Turtaglino and Mr. Brosan 
wcre making against Mr. Bartels~ 

Mr. HUTCI-tINSON. It was my impression that he totally understood 
them. ' " 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Silberman express to you the idea that 
the allegations made by M:r. Tartaglino and Mr.' Brosan against Mr. 
Bartels werC'r of a serious nature ~ 
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Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think he was very much apprised of their 
serious nature and appreciated that fact. 

Senator NUNN. Did Deputy Attorney General Silberman ever meet 
with you and Mr. Bartels to discuss the allegations made by Mr. 
TartagHno and Mr. Brosan ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. We met with Mr. Bartels on, I believe it was 
January 8-the date, I can't be precise-but I believe it was the day 
before the meeting with Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Pommerening, and 
at that time--' 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Tartaglino and :LvII'. ~ . 
lVIr. HUTCHINSON. Pommerening, who was Assistant Attorney Gen

eral for Administration, and he had been the individual to whom 
Mr. Tartaglino originally sent his November memorandum. 

Senator NUNN. Let's back up a minute. Who was at that particu
lar meeting? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Which one, Senatod 
Senator NUNN. The question I asked you was whether you ever 

met with Mr. Silberman and Mr. Bartels~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. My response was yes. My best recollection is 

that we met on January 8. Mr. Silberman, myself, and Mr. Bartels. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Silberman, yourself, and Mr. Bartels, and who 

was the fourth party ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. There was no fourth party. I was referring to 

that meeting and merely characterizing its date of January 8, be
cause I could recall there was a January 9 meeting the nen day. 

Senator NUNN. So January 8, was that the first time you had ever 
met with Mr. Bartels and Mr. Silberman ~ 

MI'. H"GTCHINSON. That was the first time that I ever met with 
them on this issue. It is my recollection that there had been a general 
DEA type of staff briefing during December when I was present, but 
it was the traditional statistics on heroin flow. 

I kind of refer to them as a dog and pony show, but a traditional 
staff briefing. 

Senator NUNN. ",Vas that with Mr. Bartels? 
Mr. HUTCIIINSON. He was present as were other members of his 

staff. 
Senator NUNN, At that meeting this particular cuse didn't come 

up~ 
IVIr. HU'l'CIIINSON. No, it did not. 
Senator NUNN. 'What transpired at that first meeting on .January 

8? 
Mr. HUTCIIINSON. ESRentially, Mr. Silberman reviewed with Mr. 

Bal·tels the issues that had been raised by Mr. Tartaglino's allega
tions, discllssed them with MI'. Bartels, asked hi'll questions on cer
tain issues concerning those that are enumerated in the November 14 
memorandum. . . 
If I can take an aside here,.it is my unclel'standing, that 'is the. 

Department has informed me that the FBI report, the document it
self has not been provided. Therefore, I am reluctant to characterize 
it, but I can' certainly discuss how meetingsf:iranspired. That is just 
my personal understanding of what my responsibilities are. . 

I have. tha~ understanding or my responsibilities as a former ;oe.-
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partment of Justice official, given the nondisclosure of that document 
at this time. Nonetheless, I can say. that the issues which wer.e ad
dressed in the November 14 Tartaglmo memorandum and the lssues 
which were investigated by the Bureau were discussed with Mr. 
Bartels and in a very specific mal1l1er. 

Senator NUNN. You mean by that the FBI report~ Wnen you say 
the Bureau you mean by the FBI ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. There was no independent investigation other than 

the FBI investigation ~ 
Mr. Hl;JTCHINSON. There was no investigation solely for the pur

pose of reaching the charges in that memorandum. There had ob
viously been other types of reviews such as a background nominee 
investigation on an individual that had been mentioned in the mem
orandum of Mr. Tartaglino, which. was totally separate from the 
agents' responsibilities, but was nonetheless information that Mr. 
Silberman was aware of and had access to. 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Bartels deny the Tartaglino charges and 
insinuations in his meeting you had with him on January 8 ~ 

Mr. HUTCJ:TINSON. He certainly did. 
Senator NUNN. On this particular report, did you consider that 

this was a normal FBI report or was this just two agents assigned 
ad hoc to Mr. Silberman? 

Mr. HUfCHINSON. I think I can characterize that in two time 
frames to be as realistic as I can. When I read that report it was 
the first FBI report I had ever react But in subsequent duties at the 
Department, that report did not seem unusual in any way in terms 
of its content or the manner in which it had been handled. 

Senator NUNN. "Ye have a statement in the press release made by 
Mr. Silberman on January 16, 1975, and I will quote it. "After exam
ining these questions, I directed a special review be conducted under 
my direct super'~isio;n by the Inspection Division of the Federal 
Bureau of InvesbgatIon." 

In your brief period at the Justice Department, is this the normal 
manner between the liaison, between .Justice and FBI? Does some 
official in Justice have agents assigned to them under its direct super
vision to make a particular inquiry on a case? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. The agents in this particular case-let me answer 
your latter question first. I don't believe that this is a normal process 
in the sense that it is the traditional and only way that these matters 
are handled. Let me suggest to you, though, that as I referred to 
earlier concerning conversations between Mr. Silberman and the 
Criminal Division of the Department-and indeed these are issues 
that I have tracked back to try to discuss with individuals who were 
there when I was not to better understand them and to review my 
own records and logs-Mr. Silberman asked the Criminal Division 
to handle this investigation at the outset which would have been a 
traditionul course to follow. 

However, after starting into the investigation, Mr. Petersen came 
to the conclusion that because Mr. Bartels was an officiul who had 
essentin11y come out of the Criminal Division and was an individual 
with whom he was very personally well acquainted that it would be 
appropriate for hirf. to recuse himself. 
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. Senator NUl\TN. Appropriate for him to what ~ 
Mr.;E(UTcIDNSON. Recuse hitnseH. from the case so that there would 

be no appel),rance that Mr. Petersen was investigating a close per
sonaJ friend and therefore cast no doubt on any judgments he would 
reach. . 

Senator NUNN. vVnen was that~ 
Mr. HUTCIDNSON. Those conversations had to be some time in No-

vember, but the dates I am :q.ot aware of because I was not present. 
Senator NUNN. November 1974, before you came? 
Mr. HUl'CIDl'{SON. That is exactly right. 
Senator NUNN. This is really before you had any direct knowledge 

of this case at all ~ 
Mr. HUTCIDNSON .. That is absolntely correct. This is information 

that has come to me and that I have sought out essentially through 
individuals who are now at the Department, and who were at the De
partment at that time, to better understand what happened, because 
I felt that I really had no basis to assist the committee. 

Senator NUNN. Let me back up just a minute. I lUlderstand that 
you don't have any direct knowledge prior to December of 1974, ex
cept from what you have heard from the subcommittee counsel, Mr. 
Feldman. . 

When did the Tartaglino memorandum first go to the Department 
of Justice? 

Mr. FELDMAN. Senator, the first one was November 14, 1974, from 
Mr. Tartaglino to Mr. Pommerening. That is exhibit 20 . 

. Senator NUNN. That was the first direct contact that Mr. Tartag
lino hadwith the Department of Justice in this case~ 

Mr. MANUEL. No, Mr. Chairman. He had a meeting, as I under
stand it, on November 13, with Mr. Pommerening, which was followed 
up by this November 14 meeting. 

Senator NUNN. llThen did Mr. Petersen make any decision, accord
ing to Ithe best information you have, direct or otherwise, when did 
he make his decision not to be personally involved in this matted 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I believe that it was shortly after the mem
orandum had been referl.'ed to Mr. Petersen and Mr. Keeney, who was 
the Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division, 
and therefore my assumption would be some time within the middle 
2 weeks of November. 

Senator NUNN. According to our information the first contact was 
made at Justice about November 15. It would have been some time 
shortly after that? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I would think so. I am not sure I agree with 
that characterization. Quite frankly, I am only relying on Mr. Tar
taglino's testimony, which is the only testimony I have read. I think 
he indicated he discussed these issues with Mr. Pommerening prior 
to November 13. The date escapes me. 

Senator NUNN. Who is Mr. Pommerening? 
Mr. HU'l'cIDNsoN. He is the Assistant Attorney General for Ad

ministration at the Department. 
Senator NUNN. Was he involved in the Criminal Division with 

Mr. Petersen or was he with Mr. Silberman? 
Mr. HUTcIDNsoN. Not at all. It was my understanding that Mr. 

67-281-7G-2 
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Pommerening was the Assistant Attorney General for Administra
tion but also was a personal acquaintance with Mr. Tartaglino, and 
essentially when Mr. Tartaglino had these issues, he wanted to talk 
to someone to raise them and he went to Mr. Pommerening. 

Senator NUNN. Then Mr. Pommerening went to Mr. Petersen ~ 
Mr. HUTCIHNSON. :M:r. Pommerening discussed it with Mr. Silber

man, who· then l'equested the criminal division, Mr. Petersen, to 
handle it. 

Senator NUNN. Iti went to Mr. Silberman's attention before it 
went to Mr. Petersen's attention ~ 

Mr. HlJ'rCHINSON. Yes, to the best of my recollection and knowl
edge. 

Senator NUNN. Then Mr. Petersen made a determination that he 
should not personally be involved in the investigation of this case 
because of his assodation and acquaintance with Mr. Bartels, who 
had formerly been a member of the criminal division of the Depart
ment of Justice ~ 

1\11'. HU'l'CHINSON. That is my understanding. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know whether Mr. Petersen conducted any 

investigation before he made this referral or was it immediately 
referred to Mr. Silberman? 

Mr. HU'l'CHINSON. I believe that individuals within his division 
had begun to review the files in the case, but I do not Imow whether 
Mr. Petersen had personally become acquainted with the facts. 

Senator NUNN. Do you know the names of any of these people 
who with Mr. Petersen were rtwiewinO' the case? 

1\fr. HUTCHINSON. I certainly do, :tvIr. Jack-I believe it is 
K-e-e-n-e-y, who is the Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the 
criminal division, and Mr. Philip 1Vhite, whose title I just don't 
recall, but I believe he is a principal assistant within the division. 

Senator NUNN. Once it was referred from Mr. Petersen back to 
Mr. Silberman, from that point on did the criminal division not take 
any part in the case ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. They recommended that they not do so and 
indeed they recommended to him--

Senator ·NUNN. To Petersen? 
lIfr. HUTCHINSON. They, Mr. Petersen, Mr. Keeney, recommendecl 

to Mr. Snbi.Jx'man that Mr. Silberman use the resources of the FBI 
becf>':~ they did not wish to' participate, so it would not look as 
th~nl, ,they were investigating close friends. 

:",., :n'EWlIIAN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question here.~ In 
ot: words, thpy did not want it investigated not because there 
mig.Ht 110t be a criminal charge, but because they didn't want tb 
investigate close friends? 
. ,AL. ltmcIlINsoN. It was my impression that it did hot go to the 
nat •. ll't) of the charges or what their ultimate mer1twoulcl be: but only 
that th,~:v did not wish it to' appear that thGy had 'been investigating 
a. close :friend, an individual who had come out of the Department 
for purposes of. investigation. '. . 
. Senator NUNN. So at that point nobody had made· any kind of a 
decision tlat it was not a criminal, matter or· a potential criminal 
mattcl." 
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Mr. HUTOIDNSON. I am not aware that anybody had reached that 
conclusion. 

Senator NUNN. But this decision on whether Mr. Petersen or Mr. 
Silberman should handle it was one based on Mr. Bartels previous 
association both with the criminal division and with Mr. Petersen 
personally ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. That is my recollection. It· was a question of 
really appearances and propriety. .' . 

Senator NUNN. It is not a criminal-civil kind of split or designa
tion~ 

Mr. HUTCIDNSON. Not at all. 
Mr. FELDMAN. In bther words; it was shifted back to Mr. Silber

man with the recommendation that the FBI agents be attachecl to 
Mr. Silberman and work under him ~ 

Mr. HUTOIDNSON. That is correct. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. That Mr. Silberman make a determination on the 

merits, including, I presume, any possible criminal allegations or he 
determined the proper disposition: of the case ~ 

Mr. HUTOIDNSON. I think that is the fairer characterization. 
~fr. FELDMAN. But you also testified that neither you nor Mr. 

Silbel'man had any criminal background at all--
~fr. HU'l'CIDNSON. No. I testified I didn't. I am not aware of 

whether he does or does not. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. My knowledge of his backgrOlmd is that he was a 

labor lawyer in Hawnii for several years, came to the National 
Labor Relations Bonrd for a yenr, was solicitor of the Department 
of Labor for a period of time and then moved up as Under Secretary 
of Labor, and then over to Steptoe and Johnson, and then up to 
Deputy Attorney General. I don't think there is any criminal experi
ence. 

Mr, HUTCIDNSON. That is a pretty accurate recollection of my 
understanding of his career. As I say, I just can't state that he has 
none. I don't know. 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. How long a period of time went by between N 0-
vember 14 and the time the FBI agents came in to investigate ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I just am not aware. I am not sure. It was my 
understanding that they started some time early in December. 

Mr. FELD1>rAN. December 2d ~ 
Mr. HUTCIDNSON. That could be. I don't know the precise date. 
Mr. FETJmIAN. They testified December 2d. I am trying to get it in 

sequence. 
Senator NUNN. ,;Vere you the prime official. in Mr. Silbermnn's 

division, if it is a division? 'Would you Cl111 his jurisdiction a divi-
sion ~ . . . 

Mr. HUTCTIINSON. No, it is· the Officeo! th~ Deputy' Attorney 
General. . . . 

. Senator NUNN. ';Vere you tho prime .official in that office respon
sible for maintaining liaison with this investigation once you ar-
rived formally on board?' . . . ' 

Mr. Hurl'CBINSON. r wOllld think quite frankly that my responsi
bilities became- primary at the. time that the. committee contacted 
the Department and indicated thnt they would be needing informa-
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tion and someone had to do that, had to act as a vehicle to obtain it 
from DEA and transfer it to the committee. 
. It is at that time that the workload responsibilities were such that 
Mr. Silberman decided that somebody had to track this on a day-to-
day basis. I was given that l·esponsibility. . 

Senator NUNN. Do you remember the date of that approxImately ~ 
Mr. HUTOIDNSON. My recollection was mid-January. I think coun

sel indicated the date earlier .. 
Senator N UNN. 'When was the contact made by this subcommittee ~ 
Mr. FELD:r.rAN. January 17 was the date of the letter. I believe we 

talked to them a day Or so prior to that time. . 
Senator NUNN. According to our records this was after the con

tact with the subcommittee, and according to your testimony it was 
when you assumed direct supervision over this case~ Was that the 
press release on January 16, 1975 ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. Yes. That is more on the basis of circumstances 
and fact. In other words, as I arrived at the Department the investi
gation, the groundwork, the FBI investigation, was essentially com
pleted. It was a. question of analyzing that, meeting with the princi
pals and deciding what the disposition ought to be. 

Therefore, there was no active ongoing investigation, transfer of 
information during the period up to January 16. When the com
mittee indicated an interest in this matter, just as a functional mat
ter, there was a great deal of work to be done, collecting the infor
mation. 

That is when I was assigned the responsibility to act as the liaison 
with the committee to provide that. It is that point that I started 
spending more and more of my time on the case although, quite 
frankly, it was not a principal part of my duties. 

Senator NUN);". Up to that point in time, would you say lIlfr. Sil
berman himself was the principal and direct responsible person ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. Yes, I believe so. That is a fair characterization. 
Senator NUNN. That would include the time up to January 16 

when the press release was issued ~ 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. That is right. 
Senator NUNN. There was nobody between Mr. Silberman and 

the FBI report reviewing, making recommendations within his office 
or department ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. Not that I am aware of. 
Senator NUNN. He was making that determination himsel£~ 
Mr. HUTOIDNSON. It was my understanding that he had had dis

cussions and meetings directly with the agents involved and I was 
present at one such meeting. 

Senator NUNN. After that point in time, did you say it was fair 
to characterize you as being the person who made preliminary rec
ommendations, decisions, and so forth, concerning this matter, con
cerning the subcommittee inquiry, and so forth, and passed them on 
to Mr. Silberman after January 16? 

Mr. HUTOIDNSON. Certainly; yes. I think that is a fair characteri
zation. 

Mr. FELDTlfAN. Mr, Chairman, for the record, I have an article 
from The Washington Star-News, January 16 evening edition. The 
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headline is "Drug Agency Shifts Two in Power Fight," and the 
Jack Anderson column, I believe, came out the morning of the 
press release, January 16. 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. That is my recollection. 
Mr. FELDMAN. 'Vas that Silberman press release a reaction to that 

cohunn in any way ~ 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. As I recall, Bob Havel, our Public Informa

tion Officer at the Department-I am not precisely sure if that is the 
correct title-had received inquiries on the' basis of the Anderson 
article which appeared in the Post that morning and talked with Mr. 
Silberman about it and said, "We should put out a statement as to 
what the conclusions were, the allegations or the issues raised. I 
received some phone ,call~. What ?-r~ we goingtosay?" , 

It seems to me that that: as much as anything, was the impetus for 
tryiug to put down on paper what Mr. Silberman's conclusions had 
been. That was the substance of the J annary 16 press release. 

Mr. FELD~IAN. Oould I have the Jack Anderson column and the 
Washington Star':News article placed in the record as exhibits? 

Senator NUNN.Without objection these two articles will be exhibit 
Nos. 4:7 and 48. . 

[Document.s referred to were marked "Exhibit Nos. 4:7 and 4:8" for 
reference and follow:] , . . 

ExHmlT No. 47 
[From the Washington Star-News, Januar;v 16, 1975] 

DRUG AGENCY SHIFTS Two IN POWER FIGHT 
By Orr Kelly, Star-NewS Staff Writer 

Two top officials of the Drug Enforcement AdmiIiistrationhave beetl bounced 
from their jobs and reassigned to other positions in the Justice Department as 
the result of a bitter struggle for power in the agency. 

Deputy Atty. Qen. La.urence H. Silberman said today that the two officials 
had agreed it would be in the best interests of the agency if they were reas-
signed, ahd that action was taken earlier this week. ' -. 

The officials involved are Andrew C. Tartaglino, who was deputy to DEA 
administrator John R. Bartels Jr., and George B. Brosan, a former customs 
agent who became chief of the office of inspection and internal security when 
the DEA was formed in mid-1973, taking over the drug enfor~ement responsi-
bilities of the Bureau of Customs. " 

Silberman said he ordered an FBI investigation last lfovembel" after Tar-
taglino had raised questions about the operations of the agency. ' 

Some of the allegations investigated, according to a column published today 
by Jack Anderson, were corruption, excessive drinldng, consorting with under
world figures, and even one alleged case of murder. Justice Department sources 
said however, that those accused had' been clear~d by the FBI., ' 

"After a thorough review," Silberman said, "I concluded that Mr. Tat
taglino's concerns, although rais~d in good faith, were without foundation." 

The reassignment of Tartaglino and Brosan leaves three men who had been 
targets of SOme of the accusations in key' DEA positions. They arc Jerry 
Jensen. now deputy to Bartels, William Durkin, the No .. 3 man in the agency, 
and Vincent Promuto, who retains his pOSition as head of public affairS. 
Promuto was a guard for the Washington Redskins in the 19608. 

Sources familiar with the situa.tion said thc power struggle began in the <lays 
when the agency was called the Bureau of Narcotics mid Dangerous Drugs. In 
the summer of 1973, all of the federal govern'ment's drug enforcement activities 
were grouped in the new agency. ' 

Althongh the bulk of its manpower' was drawn from the old BNDD, a 
number of agents wC're switched from customs and it also· took over Ii small 
drug registration responsibility from ·the Department of Health, Education and 
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Welfare. The switch from ctlstoms was bitterly resented and unsuccessfully 
resisted by Treasury Depadment officials. 

The inspection division, under Brosan, was reportedly used to check out a 
variety of allegations about corl1lption-motivated partially by zeal to protect 
the agency from corruption and, apparently, as a weapon in the internal 
struggle for power. 

Bartels, for example, reportedly learned about some of the investigations only 
by accident. 

Before becoming head of the drug agency, the 39-year-old Bartels was chief 
of the organized crime strike force in New Jersey and general counsel of a 
New York State study commission studying governmental operations in New 
York City. 

EXIIIDIT No. 48 
[From The WashIngton Post, Thursday, Jan. 16, 19715] 

INTERNECINE WAR AT DEA COMMAND 

By Jack Anderson and Les Whitten 

The nation's top narcotics officials have been so busy investigating one 
another lately that they haven't had much time to cope with the dope peddlers. 

Charges are hanging over the heads of the top executives at the Drug En
forcement Administration. 

The practice has been to turn over the slightest allegations to the inspectors 
to check out. Those who enforce the drug laws, the reasoning goes, should 
be so clean they can never become vulnerable to blackmail. 

Now narcotics chh;f John Bartels has complained privately that his under
lings have used investigations to blackmail ,one another. Cases have been held 
open, he has charged, as a "management tool" to keep officials in line. 

Here are some of the charges that are flying around DEJA headquarters: 
One official was accused of corruption, excessive drinking and loose morals. 

An FBI investigation cleared him. But he has not been told that he was also 
exonerated by DEJA. The charges continued to be held over his head. 

Another official was accused of consorting with a New York prostitute. The 
alleged incident dated back to 1956, yet the case still remains open. He has 
heard rumors about the accusations, but he was never confronted openly until 
we questioned him. He flatly denied the incident. 

An exhaustive investigation was launched into charges that public affairs 
chief Vincent Promuto associated intimately with convicted gamblers, romanced 
a "SIOO-a-throw prostitute" and revealed the identity of a DEA informant to 
a night club operator with underworld connections. We have read through the 
thick investigative file, which simply does not substantiate the charges. 

It was whispered that two former high officials, acting Deputy Director 
Andrew Tartaglino and acting Chief Inspector George Brosan, were relieved of 
their duties and reassigned to "make work" projects because they refused to 
call off the Promuto investigation. Tartaglino complained to the Justice De
partment, which sent the FBI to investigate the investigation. 

A confidential DEJA study describes a shocking yet unresolved case against a 
supervisor. He has been implicated, according to the study, in the "murder of 
CI (coTlfidential informant»" and the "sale of narcotics to CL" Yet after 
years of investigation, it hasn't been determined whether or not he is guilty. 

The confidential stuc'j.y teUs of another unidentified supervisor who was ac
cused in 1972 of selling information from the DEJA's investigative files to some 
drug defendants. This case, too, is still hanging fire. 

Still another top official, according to the DEJA study, wrecked an official 
government vehicle in 1971. He was accused of drunken driving with a 
"woman companion," but no disposition has been made of the case. 

We have spent more than two months digging out the story of the dissention 
that has virtually paralyzed the DEA's top commanrl. Our associate Bob Owens 
has interviewed DEA employeeS at every level. We have also had access to the 
agency's investigative reports, management studies and other secret files. 

The trouble began 18 months ago when the Drug Enforcement Administration 
WaR firRt created. Four rival narcotics agencies, which had been feuding with 
each other, were mergecl into a single unit. 
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Xnstead of stopping the feuds, . the reorganization simply brought them· Under 
the same roof. The continuing power struggle reached a climax before Cl!rist
mas with the three-month old investigation of Promuto, which was launched 
while Administrator Bartels was out of the country. 

A Dec. 20 message went out to DEA posts throughout the world, declaring 
tersely: "Andrew C.Tartaglino ... George B. Brosan ... relieved of all 
other responsibilities and detailed to me for special assignment." 

The Promuto case, Bartels told us, was the last straw. He ordered the reas
signments, he said, because of a history of sloppy and unethical investigations. 

SoUrces in the inspection unit charged, however, that Bartels was protecting 
Promuto because of personal friendship. According to statements taken by the 
two senior FBt agents assigned to check on DEA's handling of the case, Bartels 
has demanded constant progress repol':;s on the case and withheld information 
from ·his own investigators. . 

Now Sen. Henry l\I. Jackson's Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
is preparing a probe of the DEA inspection unit. 

Senator NUNN. I think I have this sequence pretty clear as to 
when you really assumed direct responsibility for this matter. 

Did you have any discussion at any point in time with the FBI 
agents who made that report? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. On January 3, 1975, Mr. Silberman asked me 
to sit in a meeting wherein he talked with agents, I believe it was 
agents Williams and Connally. 

Senator NUNN. 1Ve have Mr. Hegarty as one of the agents and 
Mr. Williams was another agent. Do we have Mr. Connally? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Quite frankly, to the best of my recollection, 
Mr. Hegarty either had been transferred to another location or was 
unavailable. In any event, my log-I asked for my office to send a 
copy of that log. My notes reflect a meeting with Mr. Silberman, Mr. 
Williams, and a Mr. Connally .. 

Senator NUNN. That was on January 3~ 
Mr. I-IpTCInNSON. January 3, 1975. 
Senator NUNN. One day after you arrived? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. That is right. 
Senator NUNN. One day after you had read the report written by, 

I believe, Mr. Williams and Mr. Hegarty? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Wbat was the nature of the meeting between you, 

Mr. COIDlally, Mr. ·Williams and Mr. Silberman ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Essentially Mr. Silberman tracked through the 

written report that they had prepared, asked them questions about 
particular issues, asked them whether they had talked with so-and
so, whether they had made any evaluations on X set of facts that 
were raIsed in the Tartaglino memorandum. 

I have to be quite candid. I think I was a little naive as to the 
Bureau's tradition in this area which I have since leal'lled; that is, 
th/:!.t they by and large don't attempt to dra.w a great llnmber of 
conclusions in their written reports. They merely attempt to set out 
a factual statement of the witnesses they have interviewed, what the 
testimony hns been, nnd what documents they have reviewed, and 
so on. 

I think that meeting more than anything else was an attempt by 
Mr. Silberman to sit down with them and try to flesh it out. Yon 
told me this, yon met with this witness. 1Vhat is here. Is there any .. 
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thing there ~ What do you think about it ~ It was that Bort of meet
ing. 

Senator NUNl'T. Did you know when the FBI agents had com
pleted their investigation ~ 

Mr. HUTCHIJIISOl'T. At that time I was unaware. 
Senator NUNN. "What is the date of the FBI written report you 

examined on January 2 ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. My recollection is that it was some time in ;mid

or end-December 1974. The specific day, I don't recall. 
Senator NUNN. Did you get the impression that the investigation 

continued after the written report, or was that the cutoff ~ Was that 
the end of the FBI inquiry ~ 

Mr. HUTCHIl'TSON. It was my impression that the FBI's activity in 
terms of going out and specifically interviewing witnesses had con
cluded at the time that the report was prepared. 

It was also mv impression that the conversations and the inter
change that Mr. ~Silberman had with the agents, which was of such 
a nature that in his mind he was continumg to learn information 
and gain insight into it. . . 

S~nator NUNN. Can you describe the information contained in the 
"Williams-Hegarty FBI report for the subcommittee~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. May I have that 'question readback~ As I said, 
I have been apprised that the report itself has not been made avail
able. 

Senator NUNN. The question is can you de!3cribe the information 
contained in the Williams-Hegarty FBI report for the subcommittee ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I can describe it for you consistent with my best 
understanding what my responsibilities' usa former Department 
official are. I can describe for you the nature of this report. I doubt 
that either my memory or by responsibility that I could describe 
each unique part of it or the facts. . 

Senator NUNN. 'Vhy don't you go ahead ahd describe the nature 
of it within the extent of what you can both remember and for 
which you feel you are responsible? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Certainly. It was my impression when I re
viewed the report that it essentially attempted to take Mr. Tartag
lino's allegations and track them and deal with them on a 1-for-1 
basis. 

They dealt with issues that were administrative. They dealt with 
issues that included the Pl'omuto investigation and essentially tried 
to address each point that he had raised. It was my recollection that 
the subject areas. that Mr. Tartaglino had identified as matters of 
concern, each subject area was discussed and reviewed in the Bureau 
report. 

Senator NUNN. Did the FBI agents ever tell you that they felt 
they had not done a complete. joM 

Mr. HUTCITINSON. Not at all. 
Senator NUNN. Did they ever imply that in any way~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. No, they clidnot. . 
Senator NUNN. Did they ever imply that they may have been 

restricted in any way? 
Mr. HUTCJIINSON. No, they did not. I think there may be a mis-
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understanding as to what is complete and what is not. It was my 
understanding that Mr. Silberman was interested in a review of the 
allegations in the Tartaglino memorandum as they applied to the 
question whether J olm Bartels had obstnlcted the investigation, and 
whether other facts that Mr. Tartaglino raised as to high appointees, 
allocation of· resources were substantiated. 

There was nQ attempt anc1nodesire at that point for these partic
ular agents to investigate. the underlying charges made against Mr. 
Promuto. That would be a separate; issue. 

Senator NUNN. In other words, you didn't know whether Mr. 
Silberman, to the "best of your knowledge, had intentions of going 
beyond the Tartaglino allegations against ~fr. Bartels in terms of 
impeding the investigation ~ 

:Mr. HUTCHINSON. That is right. The attempt was to take the alle
gations that had been brought by Mr. Tartaglino to the Department, 
find out if we thought that they had substalltial foundation or were 
warranted. 

Senator NUNN. You were not trying to determine whether or not 
DEA had done a good job in investigating the Promuto case~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Not at that time;" no, we were not. 
Senator NUXN. You were trying to determine whether Mr. Bartels 

had impeded that investigation ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Essentially, yes. In other words, we were trying 

to track the types of allegations that Mr. Tartaglino had raised. I 
think that the question as to whether DEA as a totality or DEA 
within its Office of Inspection was doing everything in a manner 
that was of the highest caliber, was not the issue at that point. 

The issue at that point was to address the allegations in the mem
orandum and determine whether they had a basis. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may raise one question. At our 
.Tune 19, 1975, hearing with Agents 'Williams and Hegarty, Senator 
Percy asked at page 741 of the stenographic transcript: 

Were you specifically then asked or directed-I presume that is a more 
accurate, appropriate term-directed to investigate all the matters raised by 
l\!r. TartngHno? 

Mr. 'Williams responded: 
I did not understand my mission as that, sir. No. 

So that the record is clear as to how the agents understood their 
role, Senator Percy asked: . ' 

Was the investigation as thorough as indicated in this Justice Department 
press release? That is the J:anuary 16th press release. 

That js the January 16th press release. 
DId you investigate over a period of several months, all the matters raised 

by Mr. Tartnglino, along with Mr. Bartels' concern about the practices of 
DEA's Office of Investigation? Could it be conSidered as thorough an investiga
tion as inferred in the press release? 

Mr. 'Williams responded: 
I would not consider it a thorough investigation up to that point of the 

facts Hiat were available to' these gentlemen to support the allegations. 

So i think the stntements that were made by 1\£1'. Williams indi
cate that he did not feel he was supposed to go beyond a certain 
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point and he wasn't supposed to investigate some of the allegations 
that were raised by Mr. Tartaglino. 

This went beyond the question of avoiding the specifics in the 
Promuto case. I think that was one of the concerns expressed by 
the Senn,tors at our June 19 hearing concerning that press release. 

Mr. HUTCIDNSON. Quite frankly, it is my belief, my impression, 
that we mn,y well have little ships passing in the night here. The 
assignment that the agents had was not to fully investigate DEA 
and John Bartels on any issue that they can discover. 

The, assignment was that Mr. Tartaglino has raised, whn,tever the 
numbe,r is, five or six specific allegations. Review those for me. Come 
back and tf'll me whether they are founded or not. How one trans
lates that, I don't know. 

But to me, there could well be a misunderstanding. Clearly, they 
weren't asked to investigate DEA operations or inspections as a 
gross issue. 

Senator NUNN. I understand that. Do you think the report cov
ered all the Tartaglino allell'ations ~ In your reading of the, allega
tions, the FBI report, was it your judgment that tIle FBI report 
that yon read covered all the Tartaglino allegations ~ 

Mr. H'CTCHtNSON. It was my impression that the report ad
dressed each issue that Mr. Tartag1ino has raised; yes. 

Senator NUNN. v'V'hat was your evaluation of the information 
containerl in the FBI report ~ . 

Mr. HL"rCHtNRON. My evaluation was, harking back to the com
ment I made before, it seems to me they didn't draw many con \1-
sions, but evidently that was a misapprehension I had about how 
those reports ought to be prepared. 

They were merely factnal statements. I thought they had at
tempted to reach all of the issues and had indeed reached those 
issups. I believed that there were issues there that broke down to a 
point where two individuals perceived a meeting or a conversation 
differentlv. 

Th('re ~~as nothing that they had discovered, which would indi
cate that one individual had clearly perceived it correctly and the 
other incorrectly. 

Senator N'GN~. Did you come to the conclusion that the allega
tions raised bv 1\11'. Tartaglino after reading the factuall'epol't of the 
FBT w(,1'e without snbstnntial foundation ~ 

Mr. HtJTCHINSON. I think that is a fair chnracterization; yes, I do. 
Senator NUNN. But yon nlso snid at the time you read the report 

you w('re looking for conclusions and there was nothing but facts 
tlwre; is that right ~ 

1'vfr. HUTCHINSON. That is correct. 
Renatm' NUNN. The FBI didn't come to that conclusion ~ 
Mr. HU'fC'ITINSON. They clidllOt in the written report. 
Senator NuxN'. Bnt you concluded that these TartagUno charges 

wr.re without substantial foundntion based on your reading of the 
FBI factual information ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think the. most precise wny to state it is I 
conelude>d that Mr. Silberman's n,nalvsis that they were without 
substnntial foundation was the correct' conclusion; 3Tes. 
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Senator NUNN. But that was a retroa'ctive conclusion; was that 
conclusion afte;r: January 16 when he issued the press release or was 
it before then ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I don't think that I quite frankly either pm
ported to or suggeste(l to anyone that I was analyzing the joint final 
conclusions and making recommendations on the 2d or 3d of J anu
ary. 

Senator NUNN. You didn't make any recommendation to Mr. 
Silberman about your analysis of this report prior to January 16 ~ 

Mr. HUTCHL.~SON. I woUld have to say I discussed some of the 
issues with him and may well have offered an opinion on some of 
those, but I didn't feel either by expertise on the facts or real sensi
tivity to tn.e issues that had been developing over the months that I 
could offer him a conclusive opinion. 

Senator NUNN. I was trying to determine whether his January 
16 press release was based on your recommendat~on ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. The press release was Mr. Sllberman's thought 
process and his conclusion. 

Senator NUNN. You didn't sign off on it, so to speak~ He didn't 
give it to you and say, do you agree with this and, if not, give me 
your reasons, and so forth ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. It was my recollection that that document was 
draftecl in the conference room with the Deputy Attorney General 
present, with 1\11'. Silberman present; I was present, Mr. Bob Havel, 
the press officer, was present, because he had raised the issue we had 
received comments on the morning article, and essentially Mr. Sil
berman attempted to state his conclusions, and it was put on paper. 

Everybody sits down and plays with words. But it was his con
clusion~ his decision, and precisely how he wanted it characterized. 

Senator NUNN. Would it be fail' to say this was his conclusion 
and these were his words and you were sitting there; it was dictated, 
but that you agreed with it, basically ~ 

Mr. HUTCIIINSON. Yes, I think that is fair. 
Senator NUNN. And that you didn't offer any kind of rebuttal, 

suggestion to change a word or anything of that nature as it was 
being done~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Not particularly to the conclusion that you are 
concerned with, the "without substantial foundation" issue. I thought 
that was a fail' characterization. 

Senator Nux:,;, Did you take exception to anything else in the 
prC'ss release ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. No, I didn't. 
Senator NUNN. 1iVhat about the provision down at the bottom 

where the wording says "The investigation which took several 
months." 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. It Was my understanding that what Mr. Silber
man was referring to was his review and investigation of the whole 
issue ancl not his chm:acterization ()f the precise days or the FBI 
report tl1at was prepared by Agents 'Williams and Hegarty. 

Senator NUNN. He was talking about the whole process of the 
Promilto investigation rather thnn just the FBJ and Justice Depart
mcnt~ 
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Mr. HUTCHINSON. The whole process by which he became apprised, 
of the ,issue, reviewed it, discussed it with people, reviewed infor
mation, asked for an FBI investigation, reviewed other documents 
and ,came. to a conclusion. It was my impression that he perceived 
that to run from November through January. 

Senator NUNN. Did anvone question the FBI u@:ents about the 
number of witnpsses inten;iewed, whether they interviewed all of the 
witnesses that Mr. Tartag1ino suggested? . 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I don't recall that issue having been broached. 
As I indicated, I was present at one session. That was on ,Tanuary 
3. There were other sessions between the agents and Mr. Silberman, 
but I was not present. I don't know whether those issues were 
addressed. 

Senator NUNN. I can recognize yonI' disadvantage coming in here 
in January and not having had previous criminal experience and 
not having worked with the FBI report. But even with that back
grOlmd, let me ask you one other question. 

Do you think, even with your limited background, t.hat this is a 
typical FBI report; and Jooking back on it now, do ~rou think it 
was handled jn the normal manner that the FBI would conduct an 
investigation? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes, I do. I think it is typical of the type of 
administrative inquiry that is done, either by the Bureau or other 
resources in the Department. 

Spnator NUXN. You said the word administrative inquiry here. 
This is pretty important, I would think, because no one had ever de
termined it was aflministrative. ViTe have already estfl.blished, every
body, and you said it had the potential for a criminal charge. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Absolutely, but as a matter of normal practicc, 
the Drpartmrnt when rcmivil1g an allegation, llnlrss it, is clear on 
its face that it is olwiously a criminal violation, if tIle facts arc true 
as stated, deals with it as an administrative inquiry. 

The analysis is done. "\Vhen that is completed if the facts that are 
adduc('d indjcate that it should be referred for criminal review or 
prosecution, then it is treated as a criminal matter. That is consist
ent with mv underFltanc1ing of how other issurs have been handled. 

Senator NUN!'r. I.Jpt me ask you this as a matter of general policy, 
not on this case. vVhC'll an allegation comes to the attention of the 
Department of ,Tustice. is there allY kind of division made or at the 
time it is refe.rred, that is to sal', does anybody say this is an admin-
istrative matter, or this is a C1:iminal nUltter? . 

In other words, how does Henry Petersen's division have matters 
referred to it ~ Are there cE'l'tain matters that are administrative that 
don't go to the Petersen division or Criminal Division ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. No, often the Criminal Division wm serve as a 
rei?ource. to do an ndministrative inquiry as well. 

Senator NUNN. 1Vho makes that judgment? 
1\11'. H"OTCHINSON. Quite frankly, I think it is a judgment reached 

either by an individual assigning it, in this case 1\{r. Silberman 
referred it to thrm, 01' by j-he Criminal Division. They may say: 
"It looks to me it may."- ,]~hen the assigning individual will say: 
"Advise me and continlle to investigate." 
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Senator NUNN. Do you ha,~e an admjnistrative investigative divi
sion'in addition to the Criminal Investigative Division? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Not that I am aware of; no. There is no formal 
Inspector General Office in the Department. 

Senator NUNN. Is there anybody else other than the Oriminal 
Division that can do investigations, that can handle investigations in 
the Department of Justice? . 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. The Criminal Division and the Bureau, I think, 
are the chief investigating resources of the Department. 

Senator NUNN. Do they handle all investigations. Are they crim
inal lawyer investigations ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. It is my impression, based on the experience I 
had over the 4 to 4% months in the Department that clearly ad
ministrative investigations which at that point had not risen to the 
level of the criminal matter were handled within the Criminal Di
vision. It was a resource. It was a group of individuals who knew 
how to investigate, whatever the issue may be. 

Mr. FELD1trAN. Mr. Chairman, there was a referral to the Criminal 
Division early on in this case in November. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. That is correct. 
Mr. FELD}\.rAN. The Criminal Division did not want to handle it 

because of possible conflicts or at least appearance of impropriety. 
Then they sent it back to Mr. Silberman, who engaged two FBI 
agents, who then turned it into a so-called administrative inquiry, 
or it turned into a so-called administrative inquiry? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think I followed your whole analysis to the 
point whereby your last sentence indicated it must have been referred 
initially to the Criminal Division as a criminal matter. I don't make 
that assumption. 

Mr. FELDMAN. It was referred to the Criminal Division for review. 
I am not saying how they say this is a criminal matter, but it was 
referred to the Criminal Division for review. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. That is correct. They do indeed review and in
yestigate administrative matters that are not criminal. 

Senator NUNN. You say they are the only investigating body in 
the Department of Justice. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. It is my impression that they are, based on 
experiences that I had had. 

Senator Nmm. Based on your experience you wouldn't l..'TIOW who 
else to refer it for investigation? . 

Mr. Hlltchinson, let's back up just a minute to January 8, to the 
meeting you and Mr. Bartels and Mr. Silberman had. At that time 
did you discuss with Mr. Bartels the information contained in the 

. FBI report? 
Mr. HU'fCHINSON. It is my recollection that Mr. Silberman dis

cussed with him many of the issues that had been raised within the 
FBI report but it is also my specific recollection that Mr. Bartels 
requested an opportunity to review that report and was denied that 
opportunity. 

Mr. Silberman indicated that he wanted it done for his review 
and he did not want the parties involved to be squabbling over the 
issue or to give arty appearance that they had an effect on the in
vestigation or his conclusions. 
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Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Bartels at that time, referring to previous 
testimony-I am not sure whether we developed this or not-did 
Mr. Bartels have the original allegations Mr. Tartaglino made? 

Mr. HUTCIDNSON. I don't recall whether he did or not. 
Senator NUNN. You don't know whether he did or not, but~ he 

was denied by Mr. Silberman any access to the FBI report ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. He was. 
Senator NUNN. 'Vas that a continuing policy up to this point? 
}\tIl'. HUTCHINSON. Yes, it was. 
Senator NUNN. "V11O has access to the FBI report outside of the 

FBI and the Department of ,Justice? 
Mr. HUTCTIINSON. It would be my impression that document re

poses either in the Deputy Attol'lley General's office or some other 
office he has directed. I don't know ·the answer to that. 

Senator NUNN. Based on your own personal knowledge, you don't 
lmow whether anyone outside of the FBI or the Department of 
.Justice has had access to that report? 

~:[r. HUTCHINSON. I am unaware that they have. I know of no one 
that has. 

Senator NUNN. But ~fr. Bartels was made aware of some of the 
contents of the FBI report by reason of the discussions you had 
with Mr. Silberman and Mr. Bartels? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. He was made aware of all of the issues that 
had been both raised in the report and in the original memoran:1um. 
In other words, it was a session where the Deputy Attol'lley Gen
eral called in a principal officer and sat down and said there had 
been some serious chal;ges; these are the kind of charp:es involved: 
"What is your position on this issue? 'Vhat is your position on that 
issue? 

Senator NUNN. 'Were there any FBI facts that were in the FBI 
report that Mr. Bartels was confronted with and asked to comment 
on~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I am sure there were; yes. 
Senator NUNN. Was he asked to clear up anything in the FBI 

report, any facts? 
Mr. HUTcIDNsoN. He was asked for his recitation of the facts on 

the specific incident. As I said, I feel kind of restrained here be
cause you can describe an issue. As an example, without going into 
the facts, there was a meeting where different persons left the 
meeting with an impression as to whom had directed what be done 
and essentially he asked Mr. Bartels what happened at that meeting. 
'What is your position on that? Issues like that were dealt with. 

Senator NUNN. What I am really getting at was there anything 
in the FBI report that you and Mr. Silberman concluded, or either 
of you concluded, needed further answer by Mr. Bariels? 

Mr. HUTcmNsON. I think not, other than those answers which 
he provided pursuant to questions; yes. 

Senator NUNN. So he cleared up anything in the FBI report that 
there was a serious question on in those oral discussions with you 
and Ml'. Silberman ~ 

Mr. HUTCIIINSO}f. Senator, I am not S\11:e cleared up is the right 
.word. In. other wOl'Cls, he. statecl his position on· each of those issues. 
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Seriator NUNN. 'Vas there any conflict between Mr. Bartels' oral 
statements and the FBI report ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. Not that I recall, nothing that appeared to us 
to be of surprise or unusual nature. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Silberman obviously had read the FBI report, 
had he not~ 

l.£:r. HUTCHINSON. I am certain he had. 
Senator NUNN. After your discussion on January 8 with 1\11'. Sil

berman and Mr. Bartels, did you personally feel that the matter, 
the investigation ha(l been completed and that all matters had been 
cleared up either by the FBI report or by 1\11'. Bartels in his oral 
conversation? 

Mr. HUTCI:IIN'SO)T. It was my impression, and as I say, I don't 
know how to characterize this, I was a veteran of about 6 days at 
the time and it was my impression that 1\Ir. Silberman was satisfied 
that the issues had been raised and that his discussions with all the 
principals resolved them in his mind. 

I had nothing that I had seen during those days to disagree with 
that conclusion. 

Senator Nu::\x. ,Vas the FBI report itself enough to lead you to 
the conclusion that the Tartaglino charges were without substantial 
fOlUldation ~ Was the FBI report~ per se, enough to lead you to that 
conclusion, or did you come to that conclusion by gathedng other 
information from :Jfl'. Bartels ~ 

Mr. Hu'.rcIIINsoN. I think that my personal impression is that the 
report probably in itself would have disposed of the allegations, but 
it was also my Imowledge that Mr. Silberman through interview 
and/or review of other materials had other knowledge that was not 
contained in that document which dealt with specific issues that Mr. 
Tartaglino raised and led him to believe that those issues or allega
tions were not founded. 

Senator NuN'N'. ,Yere you aware of all of that other material, too; 
or were you just aware that there existed certain material ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I became more aware of it more in the subse
quent stages, as I became more involved in dealing with the com
mittee and trying to discern 'what all of the relative material might 
be. 

Senator NUNN'. 1Vas this oral material or in the form of reports ~ 
".Mr. HUTcIIINsox. Thprc is at least one additional FBI investiga

tion which was in the nature of a background investigation for a 
nominee. It dealt with one of the issues raisecl in the Tartaglino 
memorandum that I am apprisecl .and subsequently became fully 
aware that ~rr. Silberman had reviewed. 

Senator NUNN. Did you review it yourself~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Subsequent to that time, I did because it was 

also one of the functions of my office to review a backgroIDld investi
gation 011 a presidential appointee. 

Senator NUXN. Let's aSSume the committee wanted to try to reach 
a definitive· conclusion of whether Mi'. Tartaglino's concerns .and 
allegations were \VithOllt substantial foundation and that was the 
question. . 

'What written information othel' than the one FBI report,' and 
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the one you just referred to, concerns an investigation based on a 
nominee ~ Is there any other written information that this subcom
mittee would need to have to make that kind of judgment? 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. If there were any memoranda or interim re
ports prepared by the agents for Mr. Silberman, ~ am unaware of 
whethe,r or not there are any. I haven't seen any, rf there were any 
internal memoranda between Mr. Petersen or Mr. Kenney and Mr. 
Silberman discussing the issue. It seems to me that is relevant. I 
have not reviewed or seen those documents. 

Senator NUNN. You say those documents as if there are such 
documents. 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I ::tm hypothesizing, I have to confess. It seems 
to me if I were trying to definitively know every piece of written 
information, I would ask that question, "Are there any such docu
ments?" 

Senator NUNN. If you were trYing to put on the table before you 
everything that you Imow about the case that has been in writing, 
what documents would you gathed 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I think I would review the FBI report pre
pared by Agents Hegarty and W'illiams. 

Senator NUNN. You would start with the Tartaglino allegations~ 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. Absolutely. Quite frankly, I treat that as it 

piece of the report. 
Senator NUNN. Let's document everything and lay it out on the 

table, starting with the Tartaglino allegations and see whether we 
are aware of all the documents. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. It seems to me that the November 13 or 14 
memorandum from Tartaglino to Pommerening, the date escapes 
me, the one we talked about previously, that document, the docu
ments that were then included as an appendix to the FBI report 
done by Agents Williams and Hegarty, which included the other 
document that we spoke of this morning, a memorandum from Mr. 
Tartaglino to the agents, pieces of paper that Mr. Tartaglino pro
vided to the agents by way of background, all of these were ap
pended to the report. 

Senator NUNN. They were all a part of that report~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. I would also consider the nominee investi

gation file, because it addressed some of' the questions, the factual 
questions that Mr. Tartaglino had presented, was a subject of 
proper review. 

Senator NUNN. You are saying that there was one such report-
Mr. HUTOHINSON. That I am personally aware of; yes. 
Senator NUNN. You are saying there m?-y have been others? 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. I wouldn't chal'actel'lze whether I do or don't 

thinl,: there are any. I am saying there is O1\e I personally reviewed 
and I know he was aware of it. I would think the document that had 
been prepared within DEA which analyzed some of the operations 
of the Office of Inspection which was an initial draft study done by 
Dr. Moore, which had also been presented to Mr. Silberman, which 
was an initial draft study done by Dr. Moore, which had also been 
presented to Mr. Silberman, which told him certain things about 
how Dr. Moore perceived the Office of Inspection was working. 
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That was one of the issues raised in Mr. Tartaglino's memo
randum. I think that wOllld be relevant. In terms of writing, I am 
not sure that there is anything that I-I know there is nothing else 
I have seen. Whether there are other documents, I am just r."t 
aware. 

Senator NUNN. Regarding that particular report you referred to
the so-called nominee report, investigative report of a particular 
nominee, I assume you don't want to get into the particular nom
inee. You don't feel you can do that ~ 

Mr. HUTCIDNSON. For many reasons: One, it is an FBI document 
that has not been released, to the best of my lmowledge. Second, 
quite frankly, it raises allegations as to an individual and those 
allegations were unsubstantiated. I think it would be unfair to him. 

Senator NUNN. "Without identifying a nominee, would you give 
us the time span that that investigation was made? 

Mr. HUTOIDNSOX. During the fall of 1974 and continuing into 
December 1974. 

Senator NUNN. Continuing into the summer of 1974? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Continuing into December of 1974. 
Senator NUNN. Into December of 1974~ 
1\1r. HUTCIDNSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. So it was within the same time span that the FBI 

was investigating the Tartaglino allegations ~ 
Mr. HUTCIDNSON. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. 'Yere the same agents doing the investigation or 

were there other agents? 
1\11'. HU'fCHINSON. They were not the same agents. 
Renator NUNN. 'Vas there any coordination between these two or 

did it just happen that this information fell together and concerned 
some of the same subject matted 

]\11'. HUTCHINSON. I am totally unaware that there was any co
ordination or interchange. :My expectation of normal Bureau prac
tices would be that they operate in the separate divisions of the FBI 
and indeed would have no reason to discuss the issue. 

Senator NUNN. Ylith respect to the nominee investigation, was 
Frank Waters interviewed by the FBI ~ 

:Mr. HU'l'OIDNSON. He was. 
Senator NUNN. 'Yould you tell us who Frank 'iVaters is~ 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. To the best of my recollection, he was an in .. 

clividual involved in a criminal proceeding. I believe he was the sub
ject matter of that proceeding; but quite frankly, my recollection is 
a little fuzzy on that issue. 

Scnator NUNN. He was a defendant in the southern district of 
New York. Did Mr. "Vaters interview and playa large part in 
clearing the particular nominee ~ 

Mr. HU'l'CIIINSON. That may be overstating it. I think his inter
view was just one issue we felt ought to be addressed in terms of 
doing the nominee's background investigation. 

Srnntor NUNN, Were these interviews sworn statements ~ 
Mr. HU'l'OIUNSON. They were statements taken by FBI agents in 

the normal course of their duties. 
Senator NUNN. Do you lmow very much about the background of 
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this particular nominee investigation ~ Do you know who decided 
to interview Mr. Waters ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I really don't. I have no idea how that was 
decided. 

Mr. FELmrAN. The FBI agents testified that their investigatiC" 
began on December 2 and ended on December 12. How could they 
have possibly investigated all of these matters raised in the Tartag
lino and Brosan memo in 10 days ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Quite frankly, it is my understanding that the 
interview process of December 2 to December 10 sounds about right, 
just trying to reca,}l the dates of the interviews in the file. But they 
also were provided with a wealth of written materials which they 
reviewed subsequent to the 10th as they were preparing the report. 
I don't know what the time frame was, quite frankly. From what
ever date they stopped interviewing and whatever date they pre
sented the written report, I don't know what those dates are. 

Mr. FELDMAN. They presented their report on December 18. 'We 
have testimony to that. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I have no reason to qnestion that. 
Mr. FEW:r.IAN. You think it was thoroughly done in that 10-day 

period~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Shifting to another point~ we have covered, I 

think, the January 9 meeting in pretty good detail. ,Vas there any
thing else at that January 9 meeting that took place that you think 
this subcommittee should know ~ I refer to the meeting between you, 
Mr. Bartels, and Mr. Silberman. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Nothing, Senator, that I can recall that was 
either out of the ordinary or raised an issue. 

Senator NUNN. The meeting was conducted, in your opinion, with 
pl'oper procedure and you don't have any criticism of the way the 
meeting was conducted by Mr. Silberman or anything that Mr. 
Bartels mayor may not--

Mr. HUTCHINSON. No: not at all. I think it was an attempt by 
Mr. Silberman to track down and get as much information as he 
could on the allegations. 

Senator NUNN. The January 9 meeting was attended by Mr. Sil-
berman, Mr. Tartaglino, Mr. Pommerening, and yourself? 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. That is correct. 
Senator N UNN. ,Vas anybody else there ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. No. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhat was discussed at that meeting? 
Mr. HU'l'OHINSON. It was quite frankly, hl nature very similar to 

the meeting that was held with Mr. Bartels on the day before. Mr. 
Silberman used that meeting as an opportunity to review the issues 
that had been raised by Mr. Tartaglino, to ask him questions about 
certain things, to permit Mr. Tartaglino to add to, subtract, modify, 
comment on his previous allega~ions. In~eec1, it was just another 
attempt to try to get as much mformatlOn on the allegations as 
possible. 

Senator NUNN. Was Mr. Tartaglino informed by either you or 
Mr. Silberman at that stage that he did not think these allegations 
were substantial? 
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Mr. HUTOHINSON. I know for a fact that by the conclusion of the 
meeting, he was informed by Mr. Silberman. 

Senator NUNN. Did you take any notes or was there any written 
record of that meeting? 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I read Mr. Tartaglino's testimony, prepared 
statement about note taking and because I did not recall taking any 
notes, quite frankly, I called back to the Department a.nd asked. f~r 
the file to be pulled. There. was one. Other than a pretty unSOphlStI
cated doodling, I had about one-half page. It was not a note-taking 
or reporting-type session, in my opinion. I was just scratching to 
help myself think. There were no formal notes nor was there a mem.., 
orandum ever prepared of that meeting that I am aware of. 

Senator NUNN. You say with the exception of a.bout one-half 
page. Is that in the file ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. Yes. It would be. 
Senator NUNN. Do you have it with you today? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I do not. 
Senator NUNN. Have you reviewed it? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I have looked at that piece of paper and re

turned it. I was just curious as to whether I took notes. 
Senator NUNN. 'Vhat basically were the kind of notes on there? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Essentially, it listed the people who were present 

at the meeting. As I recall, it raised or stated one of the issues that 
Mr. Tartaglino had raised. I attempted to frame it for. myself so 
I could clarify my thinking. Quite frankly, after that, it was down
hill in terms of just scratching and doodling. I am almost embar
rassed about the. nahlre of it. There was nothing of substance in 
the notes. 

Senator N UNN. Nothing of substance in the ilOtes? 
MI'. HUTCHINSON. No. I would be perfectly willing for you to 

review them. 
Senator NUNN. Can you get those notes and furnish them? 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. The Department of Justice has the notes. I just 

assumed they were a part of a file that is a Department file. 
Senator NUNN. Were any of these meetings recorded by any kind 

of recording? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. They were not, to the best of my knowledge. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Tartaglino has testified that Mr. Silberman 

was not familiar with the real issues. I think the word "familiar 
with the real issues," is a direct quote. Do you agree with this 
assessment by Mr. Tartaglino? 

Mr .. HUTOHINSON. I do not, no. Mr. Silberman evidenced during 
the week before that meeting and during that session, in my opin
ion, a very sound grasp of what the problems were and the under
lying facts. 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Silberman and you discuss with Mr. 
Tartaglino the other integrity problems that Mr. Tartaglino had 
raised in his interview with the FBI Inspectors Mr. Williams and 
Mr. Hegarty? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. We reviewed-I want to be sure I understand 
your question. 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Silberman and you discuss with Mr. 
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raised in interviews with the FBI Inspectors Mr. "Williams and Mr. 
Hegarty~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. It was my recollection, quite frankly, that the 
FBI report dealt with issues in addition to the Promuto investiga
tion and what activity Mr. Bartels had engaged in and ranged over 
many other types of integrity issues and those issues were indeed 
discussed in that meeting. 

Senator NUNN. These problems, according to your understanding, 
concluded (1) DEA relationships with the State and local police 
departments; (2) violation of the Oivil Service merit system by 
DEA; (3) staffing of the office of inspection; and (4) utilization of 
consultants without proper security clearance. 

So really the question is did you and Mr. Silberman, or did you 
individually or did Mr. Silberman individually, to your knowledge, 
discuss these four issues or any of these issues with the FBI? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes, we did. As a matter of fact, I recall the 
question being asked by Mr. Silberman as to the techniques used in 
the original investigation, relationships with outside law enforce
ment agencies, just manner of conducting the investigation. 

Senator NUNN. Did you get the impression the FBI had actually 
conducted the investigation on these fonr items ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. They most certainly had adclreE:'sed in their 
memorandum, in the report, issues that I would characterize as allo
cation of resources, disagreement on inspection, policy issues. They 
were addressed in the report as well. 

Mr. SWAN. :Mr. Ohairman, if I could ask one question: ""Vas 
Thomas Durkin interviewed, to your recollection? For example, on 
the question of outside consultants? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I don't recall that he was, but I know that his 
name-we are talking about 5 or 6 months now-his name and the 
issue of his involvenlemt was within the FBI report that had been 
preparcd. 

Mr. SW.<\.N. I believe t.hat the FBI agents testified that it was 
not, which would make it difficult to rcally come to an adequate 
conclusion about that matter. 

One other point, I am looking at 1.,,11'. Tartaglino's memo of De
cember 11. He has a large section on violation of Civil Service reg
ulations. He goes into considerable detail. ,Vas that question ad
dressed by the FBI? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes, it was. As I recall, that issue also was 
discussed in their report to Mr. Silberman. 

Mr. SWAN. On the question of the Promuto inycstigation itself, 
Mr. Ta1'taglino in his memorandum to the FBI agellts Mr. Ta1'
taglino makes six specific pohlts concerning the llflture of the office 
of inspection invest.igation, the premature and untimely confronta
tion of 1Ifr. Pl'omuto, the use of written questions und'unswol'll re
plies, and others-you arc familial' with those. There are six of 
them. 

In fact, it turns out that many of the things that Mr. Tartaglino 
~,dlted arc true. The qnestion I wish to [tf';k is whether it wus the 
position of the Department and of :Mr. Silberman that although 

I 
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these al1egations were true, that did not mean that what had been 
done was improper ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I think that the fairest way-
Mr. SLOAN. Do you see what I mean~ 
Mr. HtrTCIDNSON. Yes. Uy best recollection of :Mr. Silberman's 

reasoning process and the way he drew his conclusion and, quite 
frankly, that is the way-as I recall the drafting of the press re
lease-it was said "without snbstantial foundation." 

It was clear that Mr. Tartaglino had raised issues :mch as the 
assignment of personnel to the office of inspection and certain work 
loads. They were not factually erroneou~. There was an evaluation 
on 1\11'. Silberman's part, a judgment that those issnes, even if true, 
that there may have been a disagreement oyer assignment of re
sources, did not rise, in his opinion, to misconduct. It was a policy 
disagreement between two officials. 

Indeed, that issue was discussed in the, .Tanuary I) meeting with 
Mr. Tartaglino. As I recall, the way Mr. Silberman framed it is, 
what you are saying is yon two would have done it differently if 
you had been boss instead of :Mr. Bartels. The answer is, of courso, 
he would. 

Mr. SLOAN. Finally, was there specific discussion concf'rning cer
taUl. appointments to high DEA positions ~ Again, ~[r. Tartaglino 
discmssecl the appointment of seycral people to the key positions as 
wen as the nomination of one indiyidual to a high post. 

Mr. HU'.rcHINsON. It is my reeol1ection, again without discussing 
the names, that at 1east two that I can recall ancl maybe more, by 
name, were referred to and. discl1ssC'cl withhl the FBI report. 

Mr. SLOAN. They were. discussccl in the meetings with Mr. Silber-
man and the FBI agents~ 

:M:r. HU'l'CmNsoN. That would be my assumption, yes. 
Mr. SWAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. On that point about Mr. Thomas Durkin, one of 

the allegations was the utilization of consultants without proper 
security clearance. That was either true or false, wasn't it? 

Mr. HU'.rOHINSON. I would assume so, yes. 
Senator NUNN. You either usecl consultants without proper se

curity clearance, assmuing consultants had to have security clear
ance to get into classifiC'd matters which I think everyone assumes 
regarding anyone who has access to classified matter, I say classified, 
sensitive matters, matters concerning criminal investigations. 

'Was that allegation investigated and addressed by the FBI? 
:Mr. HUTCHINSON. It seems as I recall the nature of ' the allegations, 

I thought its primary thrust was that Mr. Durkin in addition to 
the fact that he may have been a consultant and may have been with
out a security clearance was used as a mechanism to impede the 
investigation. "When we were addressing the issue of impeding an 
investigation, that was the prime thrust of our focus. 

Quite frankly, I am unaware, was unaware at that time and still 
at this point unaware of whether or not Mr. Durkin has a clearance 
or that he ever saw any classified type of information. 

Senator NUNN. That was not adcll'esse~l by the FBI, then ~ 
:Mr. HWCHINilON. I don't recall that It was, no; but it was more 

a question of whether that was the thrust of the allegation. 
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Senator NUNN. So what you are saying is that the thrust of the 
FBI investigation directed by Mr. Silberman, was basically one 
question and that was whether Mr. Bartels had impeded the in
vestigation of the Prom uta case. 

Mr. I-IUTOIDNSON. I think that that was the basic thrust as to the 
issue of the Promuto case. It did address other issues, civil service 
issues, nominees, allocation of resources. It was not a one issue assign
ment. 

Senator NUNN. There were a lot of allegations, but I think what 
you just established, at least as far as I am concerned, on the ques
tion of proper security clearances was that you weren't concerned 
that the FBI-you didn't think that was the thrust of the investiga
tion-was not concl'rned about whether Mr. Thomas Durkin had a 
security clearance. But what you were concerned about was. whether 
the FBI addressed the fact of whether Mr. Thomas Durkm was a 
consultant and did not have a security clearance was not relevant 
and did not have any bearing on whetller there was any impeding of 
the investigation by Mr. Bartels ~ Is that a fail' conclusion ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I think that our primary inquiry) as I analyzed 
what the thrust of it was, was to determine whether Mr. Durkin, 
whatever his status, was used as a mechanism to inform Mr. Pro
muto early on or inappropriately of th(>, nature of the investigation 
and thereby impede it. I think that was the thrust of that issue. 

Senator NUNN. How do you arrive at that without interviewing 
Mr. Durkin~ 

Mr. FEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to correct an error here. 
~rr. WilJiams and Mr. Hegarty did testify that Mr. Thomas Durkin 
was interviewed. 

Senator NUNN. I thinlr your recollection was he was not~ 
Mr. HUTOHINSON. What I said was that it wasn't my recollection. 

I knew his name a1!peared in the report. I didn't know if it was 
subject to the interview or by reference from another individual. 

Senator NUNN. Let's assume hypothetically a couple of things. 
Let's assume that the FBI report showed there had been: (1) A 
violation of the civil service merit system at DBA; (2) that the 
staffing of the Office of Inspection was inadequate; (3) the utiliza
tion of consultants without proper security clearance was the stand
ard. practice of DBA. 

Hypothetically, assuming all of those things just stuck out in the 
record and assuming down at the bottom they concluded, though, 
none of these matters, none of these briefings about DEA, none of 
this mismanagement resulted in impeding the investigation of Mr. 
Promuto. If that, hypotheticallv, had been the case, would you have 
concluded that Mr. Turtaglino's concern was without substantial 
foundatjon? 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. Probably not. In other words, if each of the 
parts of your hypothetjcal had been true and had been established 
by the investigation to be, in fact, true, that there were civil service 
vio1ations and so on and so forth, that there had been inadequate 
staffing of the Office of Inspection for a purpose because there was 
~10 interest in or desire to impede integrity investigations, I think 
III that case then there would have been a basis to those allegations 
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and that they would have been fOlmded in part whether or not he 
had impeded the investigation. 

Senator NUNN. Aren't you saying the FBI should have gone into 
these issues and investignted them because they were material alle
gations~ 

Mr. I-ImoHINsoN. They did review each of the issues that you just 
mentioned. 

Senator ~iUNN. ,Vas it your impression that they investigated~ 
This press release says-let me find the exact wording-"Following 
a thorough review, I concluded that Mr. Tartaglino's concerns, 
although raised in good faith, were without substantial fOlmdation." 

Is it your opinion that they did do a thorough review on these 
issues~ 

Mr. HmoHINsoN. I think their review was adequate enough with 
the surrounding information thaG }\.fl'. Silberman had to determine 
that the issues of impropriety raised by Mr. Tartaglino were without 
substantiation, yes. I think that is a fail' statement. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just read these items off. 
This is Mr. Tartaglino's memorandum to Mr. ,Villiams dated De
cember 11, 1974, and we should elicit from the witness what the FBI 
found or what his impression was of these six points. }\.fl'. Brosan 
sets forth in detail the efforts of Mr. Bartels to frustrate, impede, 
or obstruct the Promuto investigation. In essence, it consisted of: 
(1) The untimely and premature confrontation ~f }\.fl'. Promuto 
by }\.fessel's. Bartels and an attorney, Thomas Durkm, thus severely 
limiting normal investigative proceclures that may have enabled you 
to arrive at the truth. 

Mr. HU'fOIIINSON. That issue was addressed in the FBI investiga
tion. 

:Mr. FELDlII,\.N. ,\That was the fincling? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. I stated at the outset that they did not draw a 

conclusion. They stated the facts that they had gleaned from inter
viewing and discussing it with Mr. Tartaglino. 

}\.fl'. FELD!tIAN. }\.fl'. SDberman must have drawn a conclusion. Did 
he say that this untimely and premature confrontation of }\.fl'. Pro
muto by Bartels and Durkin did not affect this case at all ~ 

Mr. Hm'oHINsON. He felt it did not rise to the level of any im
peding or impropriety. 

Mr. FELD1\fAN. Two: Refusing or failing to provide inspectors with 
notes, summaries, or information concel'l1ing the interview with Mr. 
Promuto. ,Vhat did Mr. Silberman feel about that allegation ~ 

Senator NUNN. I think we had better ask what the witness felt. 
Mr. Fmmfl\N. I am sorry. "What did you feel about it since you 

helped draft the press release ~ . 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Quite frankly, }\.fl'. Feldman, I don't recall that 

issue in the FBI memorandum. I am not saying I don't think it was 
in there. 

Mr. FELD1\fAN. It was in the attachment to the FBI memorandum 
of Mr. Tartaglino. This is a pretty serious one, refusing or failing to 
provide the inspectors with the information to conduct the investi
gation. 

"What was your impression of that allegation and how did you 
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meet that and dispose of this case through the press release by 
saying there was no substantial foundati?n to the charg~s? 

1111'. HU'rcIIINsoN. It was my impressIOn that allegatlOn was a 
subject of relatively significant disagreement of opinion and fact 
between the individuals involved. I must say candidly that I think 
Mr. Bartels took certahl actions~ indeed on occasion may have lost 
his temper and made statements that I considered poor judgment, 
but I don't think rise to the level of impediment or obstruction. 

Quite frankly, I don't think that this issue is yes, he d~d indeed 
obstruct; no, he never made a comment along these lmes. Mr. 
Bartels was dissatisfied with the way the investigation was being 
handled. Quite frankly~ although I may not agree with all of hls 
opinions, I think there was some basis for that; yes. 

Senator NUNN. 'What puzzles me about this, and I want to get 
back on this COUl'S0, is it seems to me that with the charge given by 
Mr. Silberman and the FBI, you were really defiling with this sub
ject as an administrative matter. I think that is your impression~ too, 
up to the point of determining whether there was any kind of 
criminal activity. but you didn't conduct the investigation on the 
administrative allegations. 

It seems to me that you conducted an administrative investjgation 
basically without going into the full criminal allegations, but using 
criminal standards in trving to determine whether t1101'e was an 
substantial foundation mid then vou covered all the matters in the 
press ~'elease as if you had covered both the administrative allega
tions and the criminal and you concluded after thorough review 
that these according to anybody reading this, were without sub
sta.ntial foundation. 

Anyone that read Tartaglino's allegations, and read your press 
1'e10[\8e. the Department's, would conclude basically that all of these 
allegations were without substantial foundation. That is just con
trary to your own frank testimony this morning. 

Mr. HUTCIIINSON. I think that would be a possible characteriza
tion, but not either the intended nor the only necessary one. 

Senator NUNN. ,Ve haven't concluded it. There was either a very 
poor investigation or it was a very pOOl' press release, one or the 
other because the two don't go together. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I am not so sure. I think, quite frankly, the 
presS release was an attcmpt to generically describe the conclusion 
reached. 

Senator NUNN. Of course. two men were transferred out of the 
Office of DEA after they had made allegations, some of which. every
body admits were true and you have already stated your opinion 
this morning that Mr. Bartels obviously committed some administra
tive errors, if nothing else. Yet two men were transferred out who 
had been agents for It long time with no seemingly substantial alle
gations against them on the basis that the allegations were not sub
standal and were without foundation, when in effect, your whole 
investigation nal'I'owccl that scope right down to the question of 
whet,her there was an impeding of the Promuto case, investigation. 

I think you are using an administrative investigation to reach a 
very narrow criminal conclusion. I might not in the final analysis 
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disagree with you on the criminal conclusions as to whether there 
was actually an impeding or obstruction of justice. So I would 
certainly hope this is not the standard procedure in the FBI and 
Justice Department. 

Mr. HU'.fcmNsoN. Senator, I don't think that there is anything 
about the conclusions that were reached by Mr. Silberman as stated 
in this press release that would not have also supported an opinion 
on his part. Mr. Bartels may not have been the most effective man
ager of that agency. I think he could well have drawn the latter 
conclusion, but at the same time not agreed that he had--

Senator Nmm. Right, I agree with you. TechnicaUy, you cO"t:lld 
not exclude that, but anybody looking at this press release would 
think that the Department of Justice had exonerated Mr. Bartels 
completely and had felt that Mr. Tartaglino and l\:[r. Brosan were 
a couple of troublemakers that were being really administratively 
demoted. I think anybody would think that who had the normal 
reaction. That just really is not the case. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think it is not the case quite frankly. I think 
for that reason there was an attempt to indicate }\.fl'. Tartaglino's 
agreement in the reassignment which it was my impression he totally 
agreed to. At the end of the meeting, Mr. Silberman said, "It is my 
conclusion that I don't think that your allegations are substantially 
well founded." He said, "But, nevertheless--

Senator NUNN. Impecling the investigation ~ 
~rr. HUTCliiNSON. Right; but he said: 
Nevertheless, it is clear to me that you and Mr. Bartels have clear disagree

ments of philosophy, how an organization ought to be run, how it ought to be 
managed and I question whether that is in the best interest of each of you and 
the Department to have you continually working together. 

Senator NUNN. I don't think I would have any quarrel with the 
Department of Justice's handling of this matter based on the facts 
that I know right now, if he had simply said that in the press re
lease. Y(l11 just said it, that there js a difference of opinion in how to 
hanc1k an investi~ation, conflict of personalities, procedures. To 
conclude that all of these allegations, some of which were very, very 
poorly investigated, if at all, were without substantial foundation, 
that is, I think, mislC'arlinp:, particularly in regards to careers of two 
seemingly honest men of integrity, whatever their personality con
flicts might have been with MI'. Bartels. 

Let me ask you this from an administrative point of view: Having 
gone into this in considerable detail, do you endorse the way Mr. 
Bartels conducted the Promuto investigation, forgetting the ques
tion of impeding or obstructing justice in the criminal sense ~ Do you 
approve of the way this investigation was handled in the admin
istrative sense ~ 

Mr. HUTClUNSON. Quite frankly, I haven't attempted any con
clusions because of the [tclmisslon that I probably huve less expertise 
than he in investigating. So I offer that as an initial statement. 
Second, I think it is fail' to say that I would not have clone each 
thing that he did 01' agreed with each decision that he made. 

Senator NUNN. "Which ones do you disagree with and why? 
Mr. I-IUTCIIINSON. Quite frankly, I think I disagree witil his in-
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ability to remain even tempered and not to be distraught when some
thing seems not to be handled properly. I think that is the technique 
of a good manager. You have to step 'back a bit and say I don't like 
this, but what does it mean, are they doing it properly, should it be 
correct-ed ~ I think as much as anything else, I second guess MI'. 
Bartels volatile reaction on a personal basis. It is my impression of 
his management teclmiques as much as anything else. 

Senator NUNN. Let's get back to these six items. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. My standard is that MI'. Silberman-and I quote

"Concluded that Mr. Tartaglino's concerns, although raised in good 
faith, were without substantial foundation." So tl1at is our test. The 
first one was the untimely and premature confrontation ?f Mr. Pro
muto by lIIessers. Bartels and Attorney Thomas 'Durlnn, thus se
verely limiting normal investigative procedures that may have en
abled us to arrive at the truth. lVIr. Silberman thought that that was 
without substantial foundation ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes, he did. 
Mr. FELDMAN. You feel it was without substantial foundation ~ 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Yes. I agree with that. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. Have you had a chance to rearl our testimony of 

Mr. Thomas Dlll'kin and the fact that :Hr. Brosan was takt'n out 
of the chain of command in this case? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I have not read the tt'stimonv. 
MI'. FELD:r.IAN. No.2, again the test being wlwthcr or not it was 

without substantial foundation, this allcglttion, refusing or failing to 
provide the inspectors with notes, summaries or information con
cerning the nature of the interview of Mr. Promuto. Is that without 
substantial foundation? 

MI'. HUTCIIINSON. Quite frankly, I don't recan whether I had the 
specific factual basis to answer that question or not at the time this 
was prepared. I really don't. 

lVIr. FELD:r.rA::f. Mr. Tartaglino and MI'. Brosan said they wt're 
bypassed, that they did not get the reports of interview with MI'. 
Promuto and clearly, the FBI report must have stated that they 
were bypassed and did not get this information. It Seems to me if we 
had a check list of yes or no of whether or not they were without 
substantial foundation, this one certainly had foundation or merit 
in the allegation. 

MI'. HU'l'GIIINsoN. I think the classic difference here is that, in
deed, I think that thcre wcre facts that were substantiated within 
the FBI report that would indicate that MI'. Tartaglino and Mr. 
Brosan were no longer continuously in the chain of coinmand. Quite 
frankly, I think that the evidence that; was presented by Mr. Bartels 
was that that was do])t;! because he thought tl1at they had messed up 
the investigation, not be~~~u:;e he was mad at them for investigating 
MI'. Pl'omuto. 

MI'. FET.,Dl\IAN. So you tied the words "without substantial founda
tion" to "impede the hwestigation~" 

MI'. HU'rcHINsoN. Exactly. 
Mr. FEWMAN. No.3, all Sepf:ember 29, Mr. Bartels insisted Mr. 

Promuto be given written questions in complete form covering all 
allegations and permitting him to take them home and return them 
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the next day. This was premature and improper. It not only com
promised portions of the investigation, but served to advise Mr. 
Promuto of sensitive data that may have comprised sources of an
other agency. That was without substantial foundation ~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Quite frankly, yes. The interviews that the 
agents conducted left the impression and left them with the impres
sion that there was just a misunderstanding on the issue as to who 
directed what and what the good reason for it was. 

Mr. FELmuN. "Whom elid they interview on that? 
Mr. HUTClIINSON. As I recall in addition to Mr. Tartaglino, they 

also interviewed an individual who was either associate deputy coun
sel, Mr. Richardson, I believe. I think so. 

Mr. FELDMAN. No.4, Mr. Bartels insisted on written summary be
fore an adequate investigation was completed. He insisted the re
ports be without allegations, innuendo, and so forth. This was before 
the inspection staff had an opportunity to investigate the allegations 
completely. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Quite frankly, I feel that is a disagreement of 
opinion as to whether they had an opportunity to investigate com
pletely and what the nature of those instructions were. 

Mr. FELD1tUN. No.5, the summary was then used to obtain a pre
mature opinion from the Civil Service Commission. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. It is my understanding that an individual in 
DEA, quite frankly, I don't recall whom, used the preliminary in
vestigation as the basis for a hypothetical and just essentially talked 
with those who knew more about personnel matters than he to get some 
sort of reading on that. I question seriously whether that is the sort 
of thing that impedes or obstructs investigation. 

Mr. FELDMAN. The last one, the chief inspector was subjected to 
continued criticism, harassment, intimidation without one item of 
written direction or guidance that would serve to explain Mr. 
Bartels' action and attitude. This has left the inspection section 
completely confused and demoralized and I am not certain any of 
them lmow today the exact status of the Promuto investigation. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. That is kind of a personal perception. That 
COUld. be pe~ceived easily by MI'. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan and be 
perceIVed dIfferently by others. 

1tfr. FELmrAN. 'V-ou1cl you have allowed Tom Durkin to interview 
outside of the Office of Insp(>ction and outside of the DEA? 

MI'. HUTCHINSON. That is really a hypothetical. I have no way to 
know how I would react in that situation. 

Mr. FELDMAN. If you were Mr. Bartels, Administrator, is that 
proper procedure? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I would check on the procedures. I am not a 
criminal or administrative investigator. I don't know what normal 
procedures are in that respect. I would have to review it. I don't 
know what my conclusion would be. 

Mr. FELDMAN. I presume you have the same answer, allowing Mr. 
Promuto to have written questions before the completion of the 
investigation ~ 

Mr. HIJTOHINSON. What I would do if I were in that situation 
wonld be to seek the advice of people who could probably tell me 
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more about how to investigate properly. It was my impression, it 
was the impression that I got sitting in the meetings with Mr. 
Bartels, Mr. Tartaglino, with Mr. Silberman and the two agents, 
that there were some classic differences of opinion as to how to 
in vestiga teo 

MI'. 'FELDJ'tIAX. My problem is that you have to review this and 
make recommendations as to whether 01' not these are proper pro
cedures. 'When I ask you the qnest.ion of whether you would have 
clone this, it would seem to me that yon and Mr. Silberman have to 
llse that standard in judging whether 01' not a proper investigation 
was carried out. That. is why I am trying to pin you down on it. 

Mr. HUTCIIIXSON. I think that is a fall' assumption. I think you 
should also realize that quito frankly, I do not feel able 011 the facts 
or expertise, nor did I feel thn,t it was my duty prior to the conclu
sion of the FBI investigation or ]\fl'. Silberman's resolution to have 
to make those kinds of judgments. I just don't know enough about it. 

Senator NUNN. Let mr ask yon one more time, if you agree that this 
FBI report and the Silberman investigation, ~Ir. Tariaglino's alle
gation was basically one that had the 'central focus ancf the central 
point of determining whether Mr. Bartels' actions }1ad in fact im
peded the Promuto investigation or obstructed the Pl'omuto investi
gation? 

Mr. HU'rcHINsoN. Sennl-or, I think that that is a fail' statement. 
That was the principal ohjective. 

Senator Nu~~. You did not try to go into the way the DEA office 
0pE'mtC'd, the policieR and pro·cecl.l1l'es, the relationship between 
Bartels anel the Chief Inspector, those kinds of things, all the FBI 
report addressE'd from a tangent point of view, you did not try to 
cletermhlC whet11(>r there was substantial founclation to the admin
istrative tvpe of criticism? 

Mr. HpTCHl:NSON. Quite frankly, at the same time the Office of In
spection und(ll' a new head was doing that same sort of analysis. Al
though we did aRk I-he Blll'eau-I nse th!Lt generously. Mr. Silber
man eyirlently asked the BllJ'C'an to review the al1egations in the 
N oyember 14:' memorandum. That was 011E'. of them. Thut iRsne was 
addl'fl8s0C1. I think that. thC'l'C' was nothing in the initial investigation 
by the Bnr<'au that indicated that there waR anything there that rose 
to a JewJ of any impropri('ty or ('yen really gross mismanagement, 
but that the continuing processC's of DR.\., its ability to analyze Hsel£ 
under II new head of inspE'crion was the proper channel for that. 

Senator Nrx~. I am trying not to duplicah'\. I think we have cov
ered ml)st or the items we haV('. I am checking here. 

In the first sentence of the 11lll1OlU1c('ment. it-. is asserted that Mr. 
Silhel'lYHtn'S <;tatement is in 1'E'sponse to the inquiries concerning the 
recent investigation of drng (mfol'ccment pcrsonnel and investiga
tory pI'!1ctices. -What inquiries were being referred to in the above 
langnaf!f'~ 
~h. Ht:'T('.HINSON. I think that was an attempt i-o include within 

it, not only the Promuto iss11e, but all issues raised by Mr. Tartn.g
lino. It. was to make it- clear that there were mOl'e th~lll obstrllction 
allegations. There were also policies and practices disagreements 
involved. 
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Senator NUNX. But you, examined the policies and practices alle
gations in connection with the impeding of justice to determine if the 
policies and practices in effect had caused the impeding of justice. 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I think that is a fair assessment, yes. 
Senator NUXN. Not the question of '\yhether the policies and pro

cedures themselves were the best way to run the DEA ~ 
111:1'. HUTCI-IINsox. Absolutely not. ill[ e were not attempting to reach 

that conclusion by the initial FBI investigation. 
Senator NUNN. I just think this, you could have put about thl'~e 

more paragraphs in here anc1 people would have known what you (bel 
and did not inyestjgate. I don't think anybody can tell by reading 
this. 

Let me read you again the first paragraph: 
In November 19H, Mr. Andrew TartagIino, then Acting Deputy Administrator 

for the Drug Bnforcement Allministration, raised questions concerning the 
policies and procedures of DEA, including actions by the Director of DEA, 
:Mr. John R. Bartels, Jr. 

You never mentioned impeding investigation in here. You do mention 
policies and procedures. 

You have come down and soid here, "Following a thorough revicw, 
I concluded Mr. Tartaglino's concel'n"~-COllcern being a broad word 
~"although raised in gooc1 faith, were 'without substantial fOlmda
tion." Anybody would haye concluded by that that thc policies and 
procedures had been pretty thoroughly 100ke(1 into and had not been 
looked into just: in the limited context of whether they in effect im
peded thc investigation. 'Would you disagree with that ~ 

MI'. HUTCHINSON. I am not sui·c that is thc conclusion. Obviously, 
but I will withdraw from it. It may wen be that individuals who are 
closer to the facts and lUlderstand all of the issues that they have 
had to deal with, occasionally have to settle on pretty ~enel'ic terms 
and general terms so that they don't write a 50-page release. 

Senator NUNN. Subsequent to the .Tanuary 16, 1975, stateml?ut bv 
Mt. Silberman, did you consider the issues raised by Mr. Tartaglino 
and Mr. Brosan to be resolved ~ 

Mr. HmcIIINsoN. I considered that they were resolved insofar as 
they addressed any issues of impediment or mismanagement, gross 
mismanagement. I don't think that they were all resolved and in
deed I personally, and with 1\11'. Silberman's recommendation and 
approval, sug~estecl to the new Attornev General that it might be 
wise to just take a hard look at the DEA; everything, not only are 
they honest or dishonest, but are they operating as efficiently as they 
ought to, arc they using the best practices possible ~ I don't think 
that there is anything that Mr. Silberman purported to do by this 
phase that concludrd that sort of analysis. 

Senator NUNN. You made that recommendation ~ 
Mr. HUTCiliNSON. Yes; I made that to the Attorney Gencral with 

:Mr. Silberman's concurrence. 
Senator NlJNN. Which Attorney General ~ 
MI'. HUTCHINSON'. Attorney General Levi. 
Senator NUNN. Approximately what was the date of that? 
Mr. HU'l'muNsoN. I believe it was the second week of March 1975. 

I will say I think I wrote a memorandum about apn.ge or t"\vo to 
him dated March 11. 
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Senator NUNN. The subcommittee has gotten pretty well involved 
in the whole thing. 

Mr. HUTOIDNSON. Certainly. 
Senator NUNN. Subsequent to the .January Hi, 1975, statement, 

did you have further discussions with 1\11'. Silberman about the 
Tartaglino and Brosan allegations ~ 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I am sure I did because they were quite frankly, 
of continuing interest to the committee. I also discussed generally 
what the issues were and what was going on, but I don't think that 
in any way it was a reassessment or a critique or anything of prior 
conclusions. 

Senator NUNN. Subsequent to January 16, 1975, did you discuss 
the Tartaglino and Brosan allegations with Mr. Bartels ~ 

Mr. HUTOIDNSON. I believe so. Yes; I did. Again, though, in the 
context of these issues have been reviewed, but quite frankly, what 
are you doing about your inspection office ~ Is it improving~ What 
is Mr. Phil Smith, the new chief of inspection, doing? Is he revising 
practices? 

I had a genuine concern as to how DEA was operating, whether 
it was operating as effectively as it could. Quite frankly, in discus
siom; I had all along with the committee staff, my bottom line was I 
didn't much care who got credit in the gross sense of that word for 
any improvements that might be made in DBA. I think they ought to 
be made and we ought to take a look at them to see if they could 
be done better. 

Senator NUNN. Did you have any discussions with Mr. Brosan 
concerning the allegations. subsequent to January 16, 1975? 

Mr. HUTOHINSON. I beheve that I only met Mr. Brosan one time 
and that was after January 16. I believe it was before he appeared 
before the committee and that meeting was in the context of his 
asking the Department's position and advice on whether he should 
testify. It didn't attempt to deal at all with the merits of the prior 
matter. 

Senator NUNN. Did the Department of Justice reopen the inquiry 
into the Tartaglino and Brosan allegations in March of 1975? At 
that time, I believe you were still Associate Deputy Attorney Gen
eral. Did you play any role in the decision to reopen the investiga
tion? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I most certainly played a role in the recom
mendation to the Attorney General, that DEA practices in general, 
including Office of Inspection practices, including whether they were 
managed properly and including issues of integrity, to inclUde this, 
but much, much broade!: than that should be undertaken. 

Senator NUNN. 'Was Mr. Silberman there~ Was that the conver-
sation you alluded to a minute ago? 

Mr. lIm'cllINsoN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. He was still on board? 
Mr. HUTCHINSON. Surely. 
Sena~or Nmm. 'When did Mr. Silberman leave the Department 

of ,J tlstlce ~ 
]\fl'. HUTCHINSON. Sometime jn about the first 01' second week of 

April, I believe. 
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Mr. FELDJlfAN. You talked about Mr. Petersen and Mr. Keeney re
viewing this matter in the criminal division. I am not characterizing 
how they were reviewing it. Did they discuss this with :Mr. Bartels at 
all, to your knowledge ~ 

Mr. HlJTCHINSON. I am not sure whether they did or didn't. I just 
don't know the answer. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. You have no knowledge~ 
Mr. HUTIIINsoN. I don't ]mow whether-I just don't know. No; 

I just don't know the answer to that, whether they did or did not. 
MI'. FELDlIrAN. On that nominee question, the Frank ,Vaters case, 

was MI'. Keeney's approval necessary to have Mr. Waters inter
viewed~ 

Mr. HUTCIIINSON. I lJelieve so. 
Mr. FELDlIrAN. Did Agents Williams and Hegarty get Mr. Keeney's 

approval for the ,Vaters interview at the direction of Mr. Silberman ~ 
Mr. HUTCHL.'l"SON. I don't know; but I would assume so because it 

is also my recollection that approval was obtained from defense 
counsel in the case to the interview as well. 

Mr. FELDl\rAX. In the reopening of the DEA case in J\farch of 
1975 you wrote a one-page memo and said let's look at the whole 
thing, the overview. Consider Mr. Tartaglino's memorandums of 
November 14, 1974, and December 11, 1974. Did not the Tartaglino 
memorandums cover the same areas that were to be covered ill the 
review in "March of 1975? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Not really. I think that the recommendation that 
I made was much broader than that; and indeed involved issues 
quite candidly, by name, Silver Donal', other questions that came 
up pursuant to the committee's work. 

Mr. FELDl\fAN. ,Vould your broad report have included the specific 
matters raised by Mr. Tartaglino in his December 11 memorandum? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. The direction given to the review team was 
that they were to review the broad issues of integrity, performance, 
improvement in technique, and if that included any issues, as well 
as the Promuto-Tartaglino issne, fine, do it. 

Mr. FELDMAN. i,Voulc1 you characterize the reopening 01' the review 
of DEA in March of 1975 and subsequent events as leading to partial 
vindication of Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan in connection with 
the charges they raised in November and December of 1974? 

Mr. HUTClIINSON. I think that vindication is the wrong word, if 
you mean does it substantiate factually some of those issues that we 
felt hadn't been substantiated earlier. I think it very much is a 
vindication of an attitude and a desire that they had to see to it that 
the agency operated properly and if that was their motivation, I 
think we fully concur in that. If our action vindicates or enforces 
that, that is fine. 

Mr. FELDMAN. So at least pal:tially they have been proven cor
l'ect~ 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I wouldn't use that term. Correct seems to re
locate itself in the :facts that we have just reviewed. I wou1(1 say that 
it certainJy substantiates, enforces their desire to see to it that DEA, 
its Office of Inspection operates effectively and properly. Ii that 
was their motivation, then their motivation was coincident with my 
recommendation. 
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Mr. FELDJlIAN. Put another way, does it reflect adversely on effi
ciency and operations of Mr. Bartels and his attitude to the Office 
of Inspection? 

Mr. HUTOIIIXSOX. The mere fact of a department deciding to re
view an issue that is within an area of a manager's responsibility, I 
think has to have--

Mr. FELDlIIAN. Let me restate it. The mere fact, yery much an un
usual fact, that a task force is created, drawn from different parts of 
the Department of Justice, to pursue in-depth and under oath the 
Promuto case ancl other matters, that reflects, I would say, some 
degree of the operational ability of the administrator. Is that correct? 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I concur. 
Senator NUNN. 1Ye appreciate, very much, your appearing. I per

sonally appreciate your candid, frank answers. I would hate to re
ceive very detailed questioning about any job I took for 4 months. I 
certainly understand your limitations in that regard, coming on 
board in January and leaving in April, and I do appreciate, very 
much, your appearing here. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. Mr. Bartels will be appearing at 9 :15 on Thursday. 
vVe will have to annOlllce the room number, Mr. Chairman. There 
is some question on that. 

[Whereupon, at 11 :25 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 9 :15 a.m., Thursday, July 10, 1975, in room 5302, Dirksen 
Senate Office Building.'] 

[Members present at time of recess: Senator Nunn.'] 
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THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1975 

U. S. SENATE, 
PERJlfANENT SunCO:M::J\IITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

OF THE COM:UITTEE ON GOVERN:r.mNT OPERATIONS, 
TV ashington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 9 :15 a.m., in room 5302, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, under authority of Senate Resolution 111, agreed to 
March 17; 1975, as amended. Hon. Henry M. Jackson (chairman of 
the subcommittee) presiding. 
Memb~rs of the subcommittee present: Senator Henry M. Jackson, 

Democrat, 'Washington; Senator Sam N unn, Democrat, Georgia; 
Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; and Senator Jacob 
K. Javits, Republican, New York. 

Members of the professional staff present: HowardJ. Feldman, 
chief counsel; Dana Martin, assistant cOlU1sel; Philip R. Manuel, 
investigator; Frederick Asselhi, investigator; Stuart 11. Statler, chief 
counsel to the minority; Robert Sloan, special counsel to the minority; 
ancl Ruth Y. Watt, chief clerk. 

Chairman JACKSON. rrhe committee will come to order . 
. [Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senator Jackson.'] 
[The letter of authority follows~] 

U.S. SENATE, 
C01IMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOl.UH'rTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 
Washington, D.O. 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, per
mission is hereby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Subcom
mittee as designated by the Ohairman, to conduct hearings in public session, 
without a quorum of two members for administration of oaths and taking of 
testimony in connection with Drug Enforcement A.dministration on Thursday, 
July 10, 1975. 

HENRY M. JACKSON, 
Ohalrman. 

CUARLES H. PERCY, 
Ranlcing Mino·rUv Member. 

Chairman JACI>:SON. I wish to make the following remarks before 
our proceedings begin today. 

The witness, John R. Bartels, Jr., former Administrator of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration, is here today uncleI' the terms 
of rule 14 of the subcommittee's rules of procedure. 

Rule 14 stipulates that any person who reels his actions or repu-
(525) 
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tation has been unfavorably reflected upon in subcommittee proceed
ings may petition the subcommittee to appear. 

Mr. Bartels first made the request to testify June 11, 1975. His 
Western Union mailgram was received at the subcommittee office 
June 12. June 12 was a Thursday. 

The mailgram will be an exhibit in the hearings. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 49" for ref

erence and follows ~J 

ExnmIT No. 49 
[Mailgram] 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
HENRY M. JACKSON, Ohairman, 
Permanent S1tbcommittee on Investigations, 
Rttssen Senate Office Bldg., 
Washington, D.O. 

Pursuant to subcommittee rule 14, I respectfully request the opportunity to 
appear before your subcommittee as soon as possible and give testimony as w~ll 
as respond to your question concerning my professional activities and decisions 
while I was administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

JOHN R. BARTELS, Jr. 

Ohairman ,JACKSON. The subcommittee made every effort to enable 
Mr. Bartels to appear at the first possible occasion, Friday, June 20. 
However, Mr. Bartels then requested of the subcommittee that his 
appearance be postponed due to his desire to attend graduation cere
monies of his son. 

rrhe subcommittee then scheduled his appearance for the next pos
sible date, June 26. However, owing to the debate in the Senate con
cerning the New Hampshire election, that hearing had to be post
})oned until today. The Ohair wishes to make that statement, Mr. 
Bartels, so that the record is clear that we have endeavored to move 
expeditiously in connection with your request. 

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOIIN GLENN FROM THE STATE OF OHIO 

Senator GLENN. This morning, the Senate Permanent Subcommit
tee on Investigations reconvenes so that it might continue its indepth 
oversight hearings concerning the effectiveness and efficiency of 
Federal drug law enforcement. 

Once again, I would like to commend the chairman, Senator J ack
son, and the ranking minority member, Senator Percy, for their 
efforts in initiating these extremely important hearings. 

The immediate issues before us are serious and critical. There is 
llard evidence that drug abuse is on the increase throughout the 
country. In Ohio, as in the rest of the Nation, drug abuse is no longer 
exclusively a big city problem, it is a problem that extends to the 
small towns and rural areas and that tears at the societal fabric of 
those areas in as devastating a way as it does in the large cities. The 
:yearly s?c~al cost of drug abuse in the ,United States is between 
$10-17 bIllIon and 15,000 people per year die due to drug abuse. '1.'he 
Federa~ Q-ovel'llment spends $306 million on drug enforcement and 
$347 mIllIon for drug treatment. Between 10-12 tons of heroin enters 
the United States illegally every year. Thus, it is absolutely im-
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perative that Federal efforts aimed at the interdiction of drug traffic 
at all levels be effective, efficient, and beyond reproach. Congress has 
placed the primary responsibility for Federal drug law enforcement 
in the Drug Enforcement Administration within the Department of 
Justice. 

Yet we have before this subcommittee allegations of mismanage
ment and of failure to maintain integrity standards at the highest 
levels of the DEA. This portion of our hearings is focused primarily 
upon the allegation that today's witness, MI'. John R. Bartels, Jr., 
former Administrator of the Drug Enforrement Administration, 
compromised and obstructed an integrity investigation that grew 
from charges that former Director of Public Affairs for DEA 
headquarters in Washington, Vincent L. Promuto, had kept com
pany with persons of criminal backgrOlUld. 

The question immediately before us thus involves integrity investi
gations that relate to the suitability of a DEA official to hold the job. 
This type of internal investigation does not necessarily relate to 
criminal conduct but it does relate to the standards of behavior that 
we require of our top law enforcement officials. I want to know what 
these standards are at DEA and how effectively and efficiently these 
standards were maintained. 

Mr. Chairman, in my questioning of Mr. Bartels, I would like to 
focus on three of my primary cOllcerns. First I want to know if 
the DEA actually has an effective, efficient internal policing system 
that assures an impeccable, lUltainted staff while safeguarding em
ployees rights. Second, I want to find out how the policing system 
operated with respect to the Promuto case. ",Vere there irregularities 
in this and other cases and if so, who was responsible for the irreg
ularities and whv? 

Finally, :Mr. Chairman, the broad question that is perhaps the 
most important of all-did this internecine warfare within DEA, with 
the chaos of investigations. charges and cOlUltercharges serve to abort 
congressional intent in setting up an efficient drug fighting mechan
ism ~ How WaS street-level esprit and morale among agents affected 
by this? How much time and effort was lost at the policymaking 
level by preoccupation with this? 

Our answers to these questions, Mr. Chairman, will help us evalu
ate whether the DEA and its policies represent the proper, most 
effective and efficient vehicle capable of disrupting drug traffic at high 
levels and preventing drugs from reaching the street. 

Chairman JACKSON. If" you will raise your right hand and be 
SWOl'll, sir. 

Do yon solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give 
before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing- but the truth. so help you God ~ 

Mr. BAllTETJS, I do, indeed. 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN R. BARTELS, JR. 

Ohairman .TAcltSON. State your name for the record. 
Mr. BAR~rEr,s. John Ries, R-i-e-s, Bartels, Jr. 
Chairman JACKSON. And your current position ~ 
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Mr. BARTEr.s. My current position is that I am unemployed, Mr .. 
Ohairman. 

Ohairman JACKSON. 'Were you formerly the head of the Drug En-
forcement Administration ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. That is right. 
Ohairman ,JACKSON. 1,Vhich was terminated on what date ~ 
}.fr. BARTELS. That was terminated on May 30 of this year. 
Ohairman JACKSON. By order oH 
Mr. BARTELS. The Attorney General asked for my resignation· 

through the Deputy Attorney General. I submitted it to the Presi
dent. 

Ohairman JACKSON. You have a prepared statement. It is rather 
lengthy. I wonder if we could place the who1e document in the 
record at this point, and if you can summarize it. It is available to 
the press, too. 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Here is w11at I plan to do with your permission, is to 
summarize the first part of that statement and read perhaps with 
some deletions the last 10 to 15; 12 pages or so. 

Ohairman JACKSON. All right. 
Mr. BARTELS. I think that will move it a10ng and place it in COJl

text. I would ask that it be accepted in the record along with certain 
other exhibits, as I go a,long. 

Ohairman JACKSON. Oertainly. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JOlIN R. BARTELS, JR. 

~Ir. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I have requested tbe oppor
tunity to appear before your Subcommittee toe lay in order to place in proper 
perspective certn:, decisions I macle as Administrator of the Drug Enforce
ment Administration (DEA). 

I was appointed DEA's first Administrator in July, 1973 and served until May' 
30, 1975. My tenu-re at DEA will always be the source of certain lasting mem
ories occasioned by the professionalism, dedication and loyalty to s0rvice of 
the overwhelming majority of the enforcement agents and support staff. I waH 
privileged to view first-band their untiring efforts against the illicit urug 
traffic in this country ana abroad. 

Mr. Chairman, I am also concerned about alle,iating the drug abuse problem 
in the United States. I believe that a dispaSSionate, disinterested and factually' 
oriented evaluation of t1le role played by the Drug Enforcement Administration 
in that fight will be of great benefit to the Congress and the American people, 
and I look forwurcl to addressing those issues with you on a later occasion. 

I do not regret the decisions made by me which DJ;,e being reviewed by tbis 
Subcommittee. I am not altogether surprised that my decisions concerning the' 
proper p~'ocedures to be followed by the Office of Inspection, or my disagree
ment on the issue of the resumption of poppy cultivation by the Turkish go,
ernment, 01' other enforcement policies wonld become the subject of discnssiOn 
at this level of government and elsewhere. However, if I were pr(!l'lenteel with 
tbe same circnmstances, I would again face them squarely regardless of pcr
sonal consequences, rather than remain silent solely to protect my position 
within the bureaucracy. 

I have spent most of IllY professional life UIi a career official in the D<,part
ment of Jtu~ti('e. I have spryer! uncleI' ten cUJrerent Attorneys General from 
10(14: untll 1975. l.fy tenure with the Departmpnt of Justice commenced with 
my appointment by Attorney Generul Robert F. Kennecly fiS an Assistant United 
Rtates Attorney in the Office of tbe then U.S. Attorney Robert M. Morgentbau 
in the Southern District of New York. 

Prior to that I graduated from Harvard ColIege in 1956, l\Ingna Cum T.Jnuc1r. 
Thel'eafter, I studied in Germnny as n Fulbright and Konrad Adenauer SChol1l.1~ 
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.at the University of ~Iunich, Germany. In 1957 I entered the Harvard Law 
School and graduated in 1960. After 3% years as an associate in a Wall Street 
law firm, I was asked to join the United States Attorney's Office by the U.S. 
Attorney, Robert 1\1. 1Iorgenthau, in 1964. During the next ·11;2 years, I gained 
,considerable trial experience as a prosecutor in narcotics and organized crime 
cases. 

1!'rom 1969 through 1971 I served as the Director of the Department of 
.Tustice's Newarl" New Jersey organized crime Strike Force. In that capacity 
I was in charge of a group of prosecutors and federal agents whose efforts 
~'esulted in the convictions of many New Jersey organized crime racketeers, 
mayors, and state and federal politicians. In 1972, I was appointed Deputy 
Dire('tor of the newly created Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement within 
the Department of Justice (ODALE). At the end of June, 1973 Attorney Gen
,eral, Elliot Richardson, asked me to become Acting Administrator of DEA. 
In September 1973 Mr. Richardson submittecl my name to the President. I was 
,confirmed by the Scnate on October 4, 1973. I served as Auministrator from 
that date until May 30 of this year. 

In 1971 I was named by the 1!'ecleral Oriminal Investigators Association as 
the ":Man of the Year". In 1972, I received the Department of Justice Distin
guished Service Award. 

When I was requested by Attorney General Richarclson to become Acting 
Administrator, I was aware that I would have to deal with a variety of 
long-standing problems between conflicting law enforcement agencies, philoso-
1)hies and in some cases, agents. For example, in every city where there were 
two offices prior to the merger and two agents in charge, one would have to 
:rield. We were requested to effect an equitable merger although BNDD had 
eighteen supergrades and Oustoms had none. In addition, there was very little 
time for planning as I was first askecl to serve in an interim capacity on June 
28-two daJ's before the merger took effect. 

Howeyer, like any manager at a large complex organization, I knew that I 
would have to rely on the professionalism, luyalty and good judgment of my 
l,ey Rtaff. 

One of the areas in which r felt relatively secure, early in my administration, 
was in the Inspection program. I had asI,ed :Mr. Andrew Tartaglino to be my 
Acting Deputy Administrator and had encouraged him to take some significant 
responsibility for the conduct of the Inspection program, His reputation in the 
area was as an experienced and zealous inspector, and I gav,e him my full 
confidence. In addition, I granted hiR wish to hln-e George Bl'osan replace the 
existing Ohief Inspector. He nlso had a fine reputation. They impressed me very 
quicl;:ly as having the ability to run the strong inspection program I desired. 

~'llr()t1ghout the fall of 1973 antI the summer of 1074, I gave them free reign. 
~rr. Brosan a"lked to replace the existing staff. I encouraged him to do so. 

The manIJower ceiling was increased from 24 on June 30, 1973 to 40 by the 
end o.f the BUmltJer of 197<1. A proportionate increase was also made in the 
ofiicers' budget allocation. 

Shortly after a~suming the responf'libilities of Administrator, r discovered 
that DEA had 13 undercover agents working in It covert ancI uncheclced inspec
tioll capacity uncler the guise of field agents throughout the country. Although 
1'111'. Tartaglino had been one of the architects of this program, he did not 
object to my disbancling this endeavor. My reasons were multiple. My primary 
concern was that tllE'se anonymous field inspectors, known only to the Ohief 
InsPt'ctor, not only proved ineffective as SOUl'l~es of leads but were not subjecteci 
to the snme restraints as other inspl~ctors whose decisions wou1d be memorial
itlcd in writing anci closely scrutinized by persons outside the Office of Inspec
tion in the e-rE'Ilt of an adverse action or criminal re'ference. 

In sllort, the philosophy of using this tyPO of covert program seemed to me 
to hl' potentially damagln~ to the morale of agents in the field anel also at 
variance with my philosophy of according the same type of Oonstitutional 
prot(l{'tions to agents IlS one accords to defemlants in clrug relatecl cases. 

It is interpstlng to note that throughout this perioc1 the regular monthly amI 
annual reports emanating from the Office of Inspection were reassuring. I 
Ilf'lRllmed, based on these reports, that the major prohlems were identifled. 
'rhere. was nothing in the reports to nlert me to the problem areas which later 
hrcnme the fOPul polntH (Jf intermIt of Messrs. Brosnn and Tnrtnglino. Since I 
hll1"(\ ne-rer been intprvlrwec1 by ;\'0\11' stllff, I don't know whether you have 
[-lpen these rcportf'l but r 11m sure they Cfln he made available. 



Gradually, I became less and less satisfied with the performance of the Office 
of Inspection and increasingly suspicious of the judgment of Mr. Brosan. The 
major causes of my concern were the following: 

They relied on tactics which I and others judged at times to be unethical 
as well as ineffective. For example, crimes were fictitiously created to 
entice subjects into integrity violations. Subpoenas entitled, "In the matter 
of a narcotics conspiracy" were served on subjects' bank accounts without 
any basis or consideration for the effect on his reputation. 

Cases were not being completed in a timely manner so they could be 
successfully prosecuted before the Civil Service Commission. I was in
formed by the Commission that our predecessor agency had a losing 
record because we were not aware of the Commission's requirements. One 
important case was thrown out as "stale and untimely" because the charge 
was over three years old. "It was investigated mid-lDG9 and no action 
was taken. If the allegations warranted an investigation, they also war
nnted some conclusion as to their truth or falSity. The Bureau failed to 
conclude three years ago what is now considered a serious charge. It 
would be an entirely different matter if three year old offenses had only 
recently come to light. 

Field inspections were done infrequently and there was an apparent 
lack of emphasis on preventive programs. 

These problems led to nagging doubts about the quality of the leadership in 
the Office of Inspection. Problems were reYE'aled begrudgingly. 

Suddenly in August of 1.974, I was confronted by a request for additional 
positions from 1\11'. Tartaglino amI darlc warnings about large numbers of 
incomplete investigations and a deterwrating integrity situation. These reports 
came after I haci been assured that things were gOing well. No objective e,-i
dence was offered to support their "iews. 

In this Situation, I granted seven of the positions rpquested by Mr. Tartaglino 
immediately. I commissionecl an analysis of the Offire of Im;pection. Similar 
analyses had previously been conducted Oll other offices within DEA. The ob
jective was to determine what resource~ were needed to mount an effective 
inspection program. On September 9, 1.974, I instructed Dr. 1Iark H. :\foore 
to assemble a committee of experienced personnel inclucling ~Ir. Tartaglino, 
1\Ir. Tartaglino's special assistant, ancl my executive officer, Bruce Jensen, 
as well as members of his staff, to conduct the analysiS. The findings of the 
study confirmecl some of my worst fears about the policies anci procedures 
of the Office of Inspection. The report indicated the following results: 

"Inspection has notifie(1 the Administrator of their problems and r('quested 
additional resources. The AdminiRtrator commissioned this analysiR to det!'r
mine what was required to restore the Office of Inspection to effective per
formance. 

"THE: PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS ANAI.YSIS 

"Originally, this analysis was conceived aR a fairly narrow analysis of man
power requirements in the Office of Inspection. We assumed that the workloacl 
of Inspection was well defined by existing policies and procedures and that 
Inspection's use of resources would be well documented by administrative 
recorrlR. 

"If these assumptions were true, this analysis could have bc('n completE'cI 
simply by observing trends in workload and calculating new resources required 
from past experience. Howeyer, it turned out that neither assumption was 
corr('ct. 

"First, there were several unresolyccl Dollcy issues whORe re~olution would 
have a large impact 011 Inspection's l'elll,l.'.fee requIrements. Significant examples 
of outstanding policy issues are the followIng: 

H(l) The kinds of ca!'es that should be considered high priority in the Office 
of In!'pection : 

"(2) Whether the Office of Inspection should rely exclusively on complaints 
to signal integrity problems, or should invest resources of its own to 'patrol' 
for unnotlcerl or unreported int('grity problems; 

"(3) Whether the Office of Inspection or the Office of Enforcement would 
have the responsibility for evaluating regional operations; 

"( 4) Whether the Office of IllflPection or the Office of Administration and 
Munall'ement would have the responsibility for the security of the H.Q. 
Building. 
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"Second, almost no data existed in the Office of Inspection on their utiliza
tion of resources. Specific gaps included the following: 

"(1) No records existed on the resources expended for regional inspections, 
'special projects' or 'blitz inspections.' 

"(2) No records existed on the resources expended on individuill cases. 
"( 3) It was difficult to determine the status and outcome of cases in 

Inspection: disposition of cases were often not indicated; the cate;;ories for 
describing the status of cases were not sufficient to describe all the important 
characteristics of the case; the auministrative records themselves were dis
orderly and difficult to read. 

"In short, thcre was no historical data base on resource utilization ancL 
results. 

"Given the outstanding policy decisions and the lack of information on re
source utilization, it was not possible to mal;:e a Simple, compelling calculation 
of the resources required by the Office of Inspection. As a result, the focus and 
orientation of this report has changed. 'We will report what we have been able 
to piece together about resource requirements. However, the most important 
pieces of this report are the identification of outstanding policy issues, and the 
recommendations for a new program in the Office of Inspection. We must be 
concerned more with the future of Inspection than its past. 

"It is worth noting that we cannot claim unusual expertise in deciding the 
policy issues that are identified. Consequently, the analysis and recommenda
tions should be taken as the beginning of a discussion rather than the end. 
This report should be followed up by a series of meetings during which a 
program for the Office of Insllection is designed." 

In discussing the current performance of Inspection, the study reporterl that: 
"Currently, the Office of Inspection is not performing these function~ [of 

guaranteeing integrity and evaluating regional operations] effectively. Prob
lems are apparent in the following areas: 

.. (1) Uncertain Disposition ot 'OlosecL' Oases 
"According to the current Inspection manual, a case may be closed only with 

one of three decisions: a notice of clearance to the employee informing him 
that the matter has been resolved in his fayor; an adverse action by the Office 
of Personnel; or a notice of termination of investigation. Only when one of 
these official actions has been tal;:en is a case closed. 

"(2) Incomplete Iuvestigations Among 'Oloscd Oases' 
"An estimated 25 percent Of the cases that are marked 'closed' were closed 

on the basis of investigation that were judged to be 'incomplete.' This estimate 
is based on the review of 03 rase files by experiencecl investigators who were 
askecl to mal;:e a judgment about the completeness of the investigations. 

"(3) Increasing Bac/dog ot 'Open' Inve8tigcttions 
"~~he number of 'open' investigations in the Office of Inspection has increased 

from 02 at the end of FY 73 j to 01 at the end of FY 74; to 81 currently. The 
total backlog reflects the fact that 27 percent of the cases opened in FY 73 
remained open at the end of FY 73, and that 28 percent of the cases opened 
in ]'Y 74 remained open at the cnd of FY 74. 

"The fact that at any given moment there are 'open' cases in the Office of 
Inspection is not particularly significant. After all, one always C:.\."}1ects to find 
that recently opened cases are still open. What is more significant is that the 
backlog of cases lIas grown 00 percent in two years. This growing backlog may 
indicate that the Office of Inspection is failing to keep pace with their currcnt 
workload. (Alternatively, the current bacldog could be the result of unusual, 
short-run fluctuations in either the rate of caRe openings or the average perIod 
of tim(' required to close n case.) While one cnnnot be sure that the Office of 
Inspection is failing to keep pace with new cases, there is a reasonable chance 
that this is true. 

"( 4) Reduced Frequencv ot Regional In8prctions 
"In FY 74 only eight regional offices were inspected (6 domestic; 2 foreign). 

This implies that 11 regional offices have not been ipspected in over u year 
(7 domestic i 4 foreign). Furthermore, the offices that have not been recently 
inspected include the lurgest regional offices. 

"Taken together, these observations indicate a modest breakdown in the 
performance of the Office of Inspection." 

The Moore study u1so addressed the manpower needs of Inspection and their 
llroper utilization: 
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"THE EFFICIENCY OF INSPECTIO:-.'S UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES 

"As in all other analyses, it is hard to know whether resources are being 
used efficiently or not. Howeyer, there are three issues worth considering even 
in the absence of compelling e,idence to resolve them. 

"(1) ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES A1WNG lLA.rOR n:NCTIONS 

"The first issue is whether the resources available to the Office of Inspection 
have been properly allocated among its major functions (e.g., investigating 
allegations of corruption; evaluating regions; patrOlling for un-reported integ
rity problems; handling spechtl investigations; etc.) In our judgment, the 
investigation of allegations of corruption and misconduct should be the highest 
priority; the evaluation of regional performance the next highest priority; 
patrol'! for integrity problems the tllircl highest priority, and special investiga- . 
tions the lowest priority. If the judgment about priorities is accepted, amI if 
we have a fairly accurate view of the overall activities of the Office of Inspec
tion, then their resource utilization is generally not out of line with these 
priorities. 

"The only activity that may be out of line is special inve;;tigations. To a great 
extent the resources devoted to special projects in FY 74 can be considered 
necessary responses to unusual events. However, when these unm ... -pectecl c1e
mands be{'ome so large relative to the resourcs of an important organizational 
unit that important functions cease to be performed, it is absolutely essential 
that a clear signal be transmitted about the work that is not being done as a 
result of respl)nc1ing to these external demnnds. If one ke"ps clearly in mind 
the work that is not being' done, the apparent urgenC'y of some of the special 
investigations may be diminished and resources either not allocated to the 
sperial investigations or tnken from some less essential program. 

"In the case of the Office of Inspection, if there had been a clear, definitive 
list of the investigations that were allowed to lapse as a result of the special 
inyesti!;,atif)ns, the appropriateness of responding to the external events with 
resources from the Office of Inspection would have been less certain. Of course, 
Inspection offered general warnings. But, they were nev(>r in a position to say 
exactly what was not being done in order to make room for the special investi
gations. Th<>ir ~eneral warnings were simply overwhelmecl by the apparent 
urgen{'y 0f the special investigations. Thus, the organization may have encled up 
spending more resources from the Office of Inspection on these special investiga
tloDf; than was warranted." 

In di!'cu.~sing whether reflOurces df'yoterl to inVestigations of allegations of 
corrllption are appropriately allocated among cases the study concluded: 

"(:llrrf'nU'I, in D E.1 tTlcrp e;ri.~t8 11/) .~ystem for assign'in(J priorities to invp,s!i
untl(m.~ in tll£;' OlJire Of In.9pertion. 'l'ltr'rf3 is natTIing comllarab7c to the G-DFJP 
.q?l.~trm in. El1jrn·f'rment. In addition, t7le rrcords in the OlJicc of Inspection do 
11fJt 1I/'o1'iar a convenient .~ummary oj the status and importance of cases within 
tlw OfJic(' of In.medion . • 1.s a rf?8ult, it i.1 not possible to aetermine whether re-
801lrrrS hare 1wC'1l p1'operly allfJraterl among ('aM'8. ('mphft~iR nc1decl) 

"For all the r(,U!'Ions set our aboyp, Wf' think it would be difficult to establiRh 
a sy!'tPIn (\f priorities amI to holel the 0hi('f Inspertor ~tl'ictly accountable- fl)r 
tIl" nlloration of reRources among the different cases. WI' think it is hurd to 
deflnf' what kinrls of cas('s are most Aerious, hard to estimate the actual out
cornf' of l111('ertain learl!l. anci harri to rle('ide when not; to investigate a case that 
will be lost fOr{""er if one fails to inve!lthmte now. Still, two ohservutions 11'1111 
us to conclude that it is worth r:etting up such a system despite the obvious 
pl·oh1pms. 

"Fir;.;t. it !'eems impossible to us that a managel' with 40 man and 200 to 300 
out"~nnl1in~ CfI!,;(,q ran mnkp reMonabl(' allocation c]p('i!'lions without 11. cruele 
S;I'lltrm for nqsi'ming pl'ioriti('s anrl monitoring thp statns of his case'!. It is 
Aimply llf'yonrl tha mental cnpabilltles of human llCing's to keep the full Aat of 
PClflSlhiliticR in mind anci maIm appropriate jurlgments without an information 
s;v~tl'm to support tha calculations. Second, without snch a system of nrioritiPA, 
it IA hnrd to holtl thp omcp of Inspection ac<!ountable for the use of its re· 
SO\1r('(>s, and harel to gunrant(>e that the omre of Inspar>tion behaves consiA
tf'ntly with the Administrator's pOlicies. Without explicit policy direction 
abnut the kinrls of cllses tbat nre to hc given high priority. ancI without written 
rccol'r]s of activity, it il'l theoretically possIble for the Office of Inspection to 
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misuse the resources of the organization. Thus, to permit more effeotive allo
cation decisions, and to guarantee confidence of the Administrator in the Office 
of Inspection, it is essentia~ that there be established a system for assigning 
priorities to investigations. (emphasis added) 

"Having decided that it is essential to establish priorities for individual 
cases, we tried to define a priority system. ·We did not get far. However, we 
did de,elop some analytic categories for describing kinds of cases referred to 
the Office of Inspection and some tentatwB views of what things sho1tld be 
uiven hiUh priority. (emphasis added) 

"It seems to us that situations referred to the Office of Inspection fall into 
five general categories: 

"(1) Situations where the civil rights of private citizens were violated by 
DEA agents in the course of investigations (e.g., shootings, brutality; failure 
to read rights; stealing personal property; etc.) ; 

"(2) Situations where DEA operations were subvertecl by DEA agents (e.g., 
DEA. agents selling narcotics j DEA agents selling information, etc.) j 

"(3) Situations involving other criminal acts, related to their position, by 
DEA agents (e.g., theft of government funds; fraudulent records; use of nar
cotics j etc.) ; 

"( 4) Situations where DEA agents have Violated existing regulations but 
have not committed criminal acts j and 

"(5) Situations where DEA agents have behaved immorally or illegally in 
their private lives." 

During the summer of 1974, I learned that there were more than just a few 
cases involving allegations which had lain dormant for many years, were 
beyond the statute of limitations, and were either unresolved or hacl been 
"closed" contrary to the Inspection Manual which controls the pOlicies and 
procedures of inspection investigators. 

2.'he management study addressee 1 this subject as follows: 

If 'CLOSING' CASES IN ~'HE OFFICE OF INSPECTION 

"Ideally, all cases initiated by the Office of Inspection should end in the reso
lution of allegations. If the resolution is in favor of the employee, he should 
be publicly exonerated. If the resolution is against the employee, 3n appropriate 
adYerSe action should be initiated. If the investigation by the Office of Inspec
tion is well done, the adverse action should be sustained by the Civil Service 
COlllmission against any- challenges. 

"However, some cases investigated by the Office of Inspection will not be 
resolved. For such cases, there is still some urgency about reaching some culmi
nation. In effect, it should be possible to close cases that are not resolved. 

"The reason for urgency in clOSing cases eyen when they are not resolve(1 is 
that serious costs are incurred both by DEA and the subject of an investigation 
if a case is left open for a long period of time. There are at least four different 
costs associated with open cases. 

"First, the subject of an 'open' investigation in DEA is extremely vulnerable 
to extortion. He is apt to feel that additional bits of suggestive evidence are 
likely to be unusually damaging-even if those bits of eviclence are fabrications 
Or unrelated to an original set of allegations. Consequently, he is extremely 
vulnerable to threats to disclose relatively trivial incic1ents. 

"Second, the existence of an open investigation often inflicts a penalty on 
the subject of an investigation, regar(Uess of its outcome. The fact that an 
open cast> exists is almost certainly prejudicial to decisions both within and 
outside DEA. Moreover, an open investigation in DEA may create open inves
tigations in other agencies if DIDA seeks information about a case from other 
agencies or if other agencies inquire at DEA. Because we cannot observe or 
control the prejudicial effect of open investigations, we cannot guarantee that 
the amount of prejudice is consIstent wlth the importance and credibility of 
the charges. In effent, open investigntiOJls may inflict penalties on peoples' liveR 
tbat are large compare<l to tlle penalties that woul(l be possible if the cbargefl 
were well supported by evidenC'e. Moreover, the chance that such penalties Ilre 
infIictl'Cl increaseR with the length of time that n case is held open. Thus, to 
i!:uaruntee that nctnnl penalties flt the crimes, we must not keeP investigations 
open too long becanse the Rimple existence of the open case often inflicts a large, 
uncertnin penalty on the subject. 
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"Third, 'open' investigations in the Office of Inspection might be taken as 
evidence of a less than zealous and effective Inspection program. Under some 
conditions, this would be an accurate inference. However, when one has investi
gated a case fully and it still remains unresolved, there can be no legitimate 
criticism. Thus, to prevent public misunderstanding, it is important to have a 
category for cases that have been fully investigated, but remain unresolved. 
They should not be described or considered as 'open' investigations. 

"Fourth, to the extent that an 'open' investigation is considered an outstand
ing claim on the resources of the Office of Inspection, our internal allocation 
of resources might be distorted if there existed many cases that were consid
ered "open" despite the fact that they had received a full investigation. In 
effect, 'open' cases would signal a resource requirement that clid not exist: 
resources allocated against the open cases would not yield a significant return 
to the organization. 

"For all these reasons it is important to move cases in the Office of Inspection 
to some status other than 'open' as often as possible, and as quicldy as possible. 
However, there are also costs associated with 'closing' investigations that are 
incomplete. Two costs are particularly apparent. 

"First, if we close an investigation prematurely, we risk leaving a corrupt 
agent in the field. 

"Second, if we close an investigation prematurely, we risk the charge of 
'covering-up' the investigation. 

"Thus, there is the need for a standard for closing investi~ations. What the 
standard should do is fairly clear: it should gnarantee a complete investigation, 
but allow us to close investigations when the allegations remain unresolved, 
and when the chances of gaining ac1ditional information are either remote or 
prohibitively expensive. The problem, of conrse, is deciding when one has 
reached this point of the investigation. 

"It is possible to taJre the position that an investigation is incomplete until 
all possible leads involving all possible charges have been investigated using all 
possible means. If such a standard were agreed to, then all the resources of the 
Office of Inspection, indeell all the resources of DEA, might be consumed in the 
investi~ation of a single individual. Consequently, we must be interested in a 
more limited view of wlJat constitutes a complete investigation. 

"There are basically three things which allow us to limit our definition of 
what eonstitutes a complete investigation without doing violence to our strong 
commitment to the complete investigation of allegations of corruption. 

"First, there is the presumption of innocence. This basic right afforderl aU 
individualfl in a free society allows us to ignore all the theoretically possible 
charges against a subject and concentrate only on those charges which exercise 
a strong claim on our crt'dibility. In effect, we can conct'ntrate on specific, 
credible allegations rather than probing for all possible offenses. This is by 
far the most important way of limiting investigations. If we were to relax this 
presumption of innocenee and maintain a strong commitment to complete 
investigations, we would have no choice but to make 50% of our agency 
Inspectors. 

"Second, there could be a priority system which tolcl us to take some allega
tions more seriously than others. This exists to some extent in the distinction 
between criminal offenses and violations of administrative regulations, but we 
thinlr this system could be mueh more refined. Such a system woultl allow us 
to tolerate less strt'nuous efforts llirected at less serious allegations: not all 
allegations would have to receive the same level of investigative effort. 

"Third, we could emphasize the importance of careful planning of investiga
tions to maIm sure that we gathered information in an efficient way and knew 
when we hall come to the end of the investigation. Of course, it would be 
important to maintain flexibility so that new leads picked up in the investiga
tion eould be exploited, But it is very important to explicitly describe what 
would be a complete investigation at an early stage of the investigation. With
out such planning, investigations impeUed by a desire to be complete might 
become endless "fishing expeditions." 

"It is worth noting that none of the observations in this section are either 
new or inconsistent with the existing written policies of the Office of Inspection. 
The existing Inspection manual recognizes the importance of presuming inno
cence. Subchapter 813 states: 

"'Inspectors will be eflpecially careful to avoW creating an inference of 
guilt on the part of the employee during a conduct investigation.' 
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"The manual also recognizes the important role of planning investigations. 
Section 8132 states: 

"'All conduct investigations will be thoroughly planned in advance so as to 
insure this objectivity. All investigative planning will be directed towards the 
ultimate objective of exploring every possible facet of the allegation and every 
possible explanation, and toward minimizing unnecessary apprehension and 
injury to the employee's reputation.' 

"Finally, the manual recognizes that not all allegations can be resolved and 
specifies a procedure for closing investigations. Section 8151.3 states: 

""When the investigation has failed to clearly resolve the allegation and 
further investigation is not possible, the Cgief Inspector may terminate the 
case. In this instance, the employee will be furnished a letter informing him 
the investigation has been terminated.' 

"Section 8152 indicates that cases may be closed only: 
" 'After all clearance letters, adverse actions, or termination of investigation 

letters have been dispatched or completed." 
"Thus, the existing written procedures of the Office of Inspection deal ade

quately with all of the issues except for a priority system. If such a system 
was designed and included in the manual, and if the prescribed procedures 
were routinely followed, we think that DEA's Office of Inspection could steer 
.a reliable course between the enormous costs associated with premature closing 
of investigations and the enormous costs associated with allowing cases to 
remain open even when no reasonable level of investigative effort is likely to 
change the outcome of the case." 

The problem was, of course, that the Office of Inspection was not following 
its own manual. 

The study also recommended an increasecl emphasis 0\1 preventive "patrol" 
functions to complement the investigation of past allegations. 

"'PNJ'ROLLING' FOR INTEGRI1'Y PROBLElIrS 

"Inspection's program to reduce corruption and misconduct depends pri
marily on the investigation of complaints or allegations. However, it is appar
ent that this system is only as effective as the system for soliciting complaints 
or allegations. If only a small fraction of integrity problems trigger a complaint 
or an allegation, then the system will not be effective. If a large fraction of the 
situations trigger a complaint, then the program will be effective. 

"If one distrusts the adequacy of tlle complaint system, then he can invest in 
a more aggressive program to seele out integrity problems that would otherwise 
be unnoticed or unreported. The specific ways in which the Office of Inspection 
can aggressively seek out situations are the following: 

"1. Superficial, but unexpected audits of the financial recorcls of Regional 
Offices (Blitz Inspections) ; 

"2. Intensive, routine auruts of Regional Offices (Field Inspections) ; 
"3. Intensive, 1tnOlIJpooted. audits of Regional Offices; and 
"4. Locating covert inspectors in Regional Offices. 
"Such probes have several important general characteristics. First, they are 

basically inefficient in the sense that they are targetecl randomly. Most often, 
they will turn up nothing. In this they ure like all prevention programs. 
Second, they may have a significant deterrent effect. Indeed, the deterrence is 
strongly associated with the randomness of the probes. It is precisely because 
they are unpredictable that they are threatening. Third, they. complement the 
complaint system not only by providing an alternative sOurce of leads, but also 
by giving non-corrupt agents strong incentives to report corrupt situations. 
Thus, these probes are beneficial in that they complement a complaint system 
and provicle some deterrence, and costly in that one cannot gun:rantee effective 
targeting. 

"Of these techniques for probing for unnoticed or unreported integrity 
problems, probably intensive unexpectec1 audits of Regional Offices are the 
most effective. Blitz inspections snffer because they aresnperficial. Routine 
audits suffer because they are predictable. The placement of covert inspectors 
is enormously expensive-partly because they spend only a tiny fraction of 
their time performing Inspection functions and partly because such a .system 
has a dramatic adverse effect on the morale of agents. As results, this tactic 
is appropriate only when one is fairly confident that he faces a serious problem 
in a particular Imown location. Oompared with these other tactics, then, 
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intensive unexpecteel audits of regional offices is a relatively effective way to 
probe for integrity problems. It i~ 1mtortmLate that this is ~he only tactic 1ce 
have not vet seriously tried." (emphasis added) 

.As I have noted previously, I discussed my thinking on what appeared to be 
Inspection's problems with Deputy .Attorney General Silberman in early Sep
tember, 1974. Thereafter, with his complete suport, Dr. :\foore and his group 
commenced the management analysis, to det(!rmine intel' alia, whether all of 
those addition positions requested by Mr. Tartaglino were needed and what, if 
any, results had been achieved to date in that office. 

Dr. Moore's summary and recommendations of the performance of the Omce 
of Inspection ought to be before this Committee so that you can determine that 
we diel in fact have a proposal for an effective, fair and intelligent inspection 
program which was preventive as well as retrospective. 

"SUMMARY: CONCLUSIONS: EEOOMMENDATIONS: A PROGEAM FOR THE OFFICE OF 
INSPECTION 

"This analysis has suggesterl the following conclusions about the Office of 
Inspection: First, the Office of Inspection is currently not adequately perform
ing its basic functions: 40% of the cases that are closed are closed without any 
final disposition for the record; 250/0 of the cases that are closecl are closed with 
incomplete investigations; and 58% of the DE.A's regional offices have not been 
inspected in more that a year. 

"Second, it is not clear whether these performance problems are the result of 
inadequate resources to meet basic responsibilities, enlarged responsibilities, 
or inefficient use of resources. In an effort to gauge the adequacy of resources, 
we noted that the resources currently clevoted to Inspection in DE.A are com
parable to other federal enforcement agencies and to DEA or its predecessors 
in previous years. Moreover, a crude analysis of Inspection's performance in 
years when resources were plentiful compared with years in which resCJurces 
were scarce indicated that marginal changes in the resources available. to 
Inspection are not likely to change the fraction of cases that are rcsolvetl. 

"An analysis of the total workload of the Office of Inspection indicates that 
'Special Projections' may have put a great deal of pressure on the Office of 
Inspection and that the Office of Inspection may have assumed a greater share 
of the total cases involving misconduct in DE.A. 

".A.n analysis of the effiCiency of Inspection's use of resources revealed nothing 
other than a suspicion that too many resources were allocated to Special 
Projects, a conclusion that the Office needecl a priority and monitoring system 
to determine the outstanding claims 011 its resources, and a general obserlation 
that surveillance was likely to be an inefficient tactic in investigating many 
integrity situations. 

"Third, there are significant outstanding policy decisions which will affert 
the resources required by the Office of Inspection, and which will have an 
independent effl?ct on DEA's ability to reduce corruption and evaluate regional 
performance. The most important of these policy decisions are the following: 

"1. Procedures for closing cases in the Office of Inspection; 
"2. Policies and procedures to probe for unreported or llnnoticecl integrity 

problems; 
"3. Alternative procedures for evaluating regional !lerformance; and 
"4. Procedures for using information developed by the Office of Inspertion 

in internal DEA. personnel deciSions, and disclosing the information to outside 
agencies. 

"These issues are outstanding the sense that there exists no analysis of these 
issues, nor written policies and procedures which reliably guide the acti'Vitiei~ 
and allocation decision of the Office of Inspection. 

"nUl' recommendations for a program to restore the Office of Inspection to 
effertive performance are the following: 

"(1) Inspection ,~hOl~Za be provieled with adc7iHonaZ manpowrr.-InerenRccl 
rl'SOtll'ces are necessary to achieve three objectives simultaneously: keeping 
ahen(l of the current caseload: reviewing past cases to determine their current 
status; and desig-ning improved reporting systems and procedures for the futl1l'e. 

"(2) Inspect-ion s7toltlrl 'be reqltirC(Z to develop a svsteln, tor reportinfl on the 
crtrl'en·t status Of an ca.ges tor 1VhicT~ tlLe11 M'e re8p01!8i1Jle.-In the next Yl'ar, 
this system sl10ulcl distinguish between cases that are resolvecl; those that 
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have been fully investigated but remain tmresolved; and those that are ollen 
and receiving investigation . 

.. (3) Inspection sholtla 013 requirea to develop a systel1~ for indicating the 
1l1"iorUy of cases within their j1wistlicUon.-Probably Inspection should distin
guish among kinds of cases; and within each Idnd of case, they should identify 
the degree of seriousness. Such a system will not only aid the Chief Inspector 
in allocating resources to cases, it will also signal to the Administrator the 
agency's aggregllte pattern of misconduct and integrity Ilroblems over time. 

"( 4) Inspect-ion shoula report on reSO'1wces aevotea to dif/erentactivities and 
specific cases.-Such information can be collected on a sample of activities 
and cases within Inspection. It need not be reported for every case or activity. 
They should distinguish between the resources of the Office of Inspection 
devoted to specific cases, and the resources committed by Regional Offices. 

(5) Inspection SlWltld seelG to close cases as quiclcly as possible, bitt sh01tlcl 
only close a case when a fm'mal clisposition is rnade.-To provide incentives in 
this area, Inspection should report each month on the number of cases that have 
been open for more than three months, cases that have been open for six 
months, and cases that have been open for more than a year. Cases open for 
more than a year would require written explanations. 

"( G) Inspection ShOltld ootain fro-m the 0 !flce of Personnel inform at-ion about 
the disposition of cases referred to them for aclverse act'ions ana ShOltla report 
these d-ispositions O?~ a l'01tti1~e basis to the Ad?nin'istra.tol·.-This is essential to 
motivate the Office of Inspection to bring cases to a stage where they are 
actionable, and to allow management to guarantee that cases are not being 
lost in the transaction between Inspection and Personnel. 

"(7) Inspection .~houla cont-inue to do blitz inspections ana 8houleZ 7Jegin 
-!tnannO'1l1lccd, in-depth fiela inspections to serve as probes for ltnrcported 01' 
lmnoticed integrity tn·oolems.-The purpose of these activities is to complement 
the existing system of reporting on complaints. 

"(8) DEJA shottZa ewpel"iment with a systeln for eval-lwUnll regional per
f01'1nance that depends on teams composed of representatives froln a-if/erent 
J[eadqttarters units and led oy a representative from the Office of Inspection.
~rhe purpose of this innovation would be to guarantee a broader evaluation of 
regional performance than is now possible, and to conserve Inspection manpower 
for the investigation of allegations of misconduct . 

.. (0) With respect to using information developed by Inspection in personnel 
decisions within DEA, the following guidelines should apply: 

"a. "Open cases" sllO-ltZeZ not be considered ,in malcinll lJel'Sonnel decisions. 
"b. Glosed cases l'c,~olvea in tho emplollce's favor shoula be mentioned only if 

there is lcnowledlle of the caso within the Gareel' Boarel. 
"c. Glosed cases that al'e ltnresolve(I. s7tOtt.lrl not oe ttsed in pel'sonneZ deci

,~ions)' out the inf01'mation developed in the case shottZa be made available to 
tlle suoject's ncw supervisor. 

"(10) With respect to disclosing information developed by the Office of 
Inspection to other agencies, the following guidel;ine should apply: 

"a. Interim findings in open investigations should not be reported to outside 
agenCies. 

"b. Closed investigations resolved in an employee's favor should be reportecl 
only if the outside agencies know of the existence of a case opened on the 
particular subject. 

"c. Closed investigations that are unresolved should not be reported except 
in It few rare instances when the rhanges are very serious and credible, and 
when the employee is being considered for a very sensitive position outside the 
agenry. 

"(11) AZl inve,~tigatio1!s C01!rl1wted by the Office of Inspection shottld be con
(ltwtell il~ (j, wa11 that minimizes the 1t1tmber of people who know that a.1~ inve8ti
galion has begltn.-The purpose of thiA policy is to control the prejudicial 
impart of simply Imowing that a case in the Office of Inspection has been 
oprnpd." 

We look forward to a discussion of these proposals. 
Although Dr. Moore and his management group anticipated that their study 

wOll1c1 precipitate a mellnin!~fnl dialogue between them and Messrs. Tartaglino 
and Bro;;an, none was forthcoming. Mr. Tartaglino chose alternatively to voice 
IliA objections to the Depllrtment of Justice rather than to specifically respond 
to the fllct finding analYSIS of the Moore study. His clisinclination to focus 
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attention on the performance of that office is entirely understandable-since 
that Office under the joint leadership of Messrs. Brosan and Tartaglino failed 
to perform in a professional and managerial responsible manner. These men 
preferred the luxury of "ad hocracy" to the discipline and forced planning of 
the very Inspection Manual which Mr. Tartaglino authored. 

The Moore study compels the conclusion that DEA's Inspection program, 
under Mr. Brosan's guidance and control, had very little policy direction and 
accountability. Furthermore, the program was failing to perform some of its 
simplest functions. 

Mr. Brosan's and IIII'. 'l'artaglino's responses to Dr. Moore's study are a con
tinuing source of puzzlement and concern to me. They seemed to think that the 
very initiation of this study was a threat to their professionalism and a clear 
sign that I was not interested in an effective inspection program. Indeed, long 
before the study was finally concluded, and long before we had a chance to 
discuss the policy issues and resource requirements, they had decided that these 
proposed policies were inappropriate to an effective Inspection program and 
they requested reassignment. 

More puzzling and alarming still is the fact that the Promuto investigation 
began shortly after I commissioned the Moore study. Indeed, the Promuto 
allegations were presented to me in my first meeting with Mr. Brosan after 
the study was initiated. But I sometimes wonder how different the public 
record would look now if the Promuto investigation had not &'Prung up right 
fit that moment. Insteael of fOCUSing on an alleged "cover-up", we would be focus
ing on an inspection program that: 

1. Lacl;:ecl policy direction and accountability, 
2. Violated the civil liberties of agents and inflicted large personnel costs, 
3. Destroyed agent mOl'alebut failed to produce sufficiently professional 

investigations to remove the agents from sensitive positions, or clear them 
even after decades. 

It is especially ironic because, as I will show in the next section, the conduct 
of the Promuto investigation was typical of the biased procedures and pre
ordained conclusions of the Office of Inspection under their stewardship. 

It is worth noting that I was not unaware of the dangers of the Promuto 
investigation. However, it seemed unconscionable to me to allow the Office of 
Inspection to continue conducting investigations without affording the subject 
any opportunity to respond. I was confident that we could find a way to make 
the program strong an(l decent, and that such a program would be a credit 
rather than a disgrace to DEA. The Moore study was an invitation to such a 
program. It was not a dogmatiC ultimatum, but an invitation to a dialogue. It 
was met hy the charge of insensitivity. 

I was anel remain a strong :lelvocate of integl'ity in law enforcement agen
('i(;>s. However, I also believe deeply in the concept of due process. I believe 
that it is possible to lmve aggressive but fair prosecution-not only in cuSl's 
against accused private citizens, but also in cases against accused enforcement 
officials. 

By February 10, 1975, at my request, the Office of Administration and Man
agement had prepared a proposed management reporting system for the Office 
of Inspection which identifiecl the following requirements: 

"a. A formal case status record for each case file. 
"b. A codification of the large number of classes of investigations into several 

types for management purposes. 
"c. A sysfem for reporting inspector man-hours. 
"el. A limited number of routine periodic summary management reports with 

a capability to prepare a series of special management reports upon request 
in these areas: (1) Case Status, (2) Case Load, (3) Man-Hours, (4) Disposi
tion of Allegations, (5) Source of Allegations, and (6) Allegations by Category 
of Personnel," 

At this juncture I would request that a copy of this proposed system be 
included in the record as an Exhibit to my testimony. 

In order to monitor the progress which the Acting Chief Inspector was 
making in remedyinf~ some of the past deficiencies of that Office, I requested 
that Inspection prepare a schematic time-table of proposed futme actions. The 
following status report is being included in its entirety so that this Committee 
may factually compare the testimony already received concerning these 
alleged non-deficiencies- with the actual fo.cts. This document was received by 
me on April 29, 1975. 
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THE PBOliUTO INVESTIGATION 

It was one week after that analysis by Dr. Moore commenced that I learned 
of the Promuto investigation (September 17, 1974). Messrs. Tartaglino and 
Brosan have claimed that I impeded that case by: 

1. giving a premature warning to Mr. Promuto; 
2. insisting he be confronted with written questions; 
3. limiting the scope of the investigation; and 
4. seeking the assistance of Messrs. Richardson, Lund and Thomas Durkin. 
I never impeded or limited this investigation. However, I did insist that Mr. 

Promuto be afforded the basic right to confront his accusors. 
ll'irst, Mr. Promuto learned of the investigation not flom me but from his 

secretary as a result of investigative reports being left by Inspectors in the 
xerox room during the preceding week. On that day, Mr. Brosan came to me 
saying he had just been confronted by Mr. Promuto who demanded to know 
why he was being investigated. When Mr. Promuto then came to me, I refused 
to discuss the investigation, telling him to stay away from Inspection and re
main calm. However, the nature of the investigation quickly became a cause 
celebre within DEA and was rumored around the field. On the day before, when 
I was first informed of the inve-stigation by Mr. Brosan with Mr. Richardson, 
he recommended that Mr. Promuto should be, in his words, "amputated imme
diately", or I should talk him into quitting. Mr. Brosan was adamant. He stated 
that there was no possible explanation Mr. Promuto could give to justify his 
associations or actions and that he should be immediately fired. In the alterna
tive, Mr. Brosan said we could continue the investigation, or do nothing. I 
ordered the investigation to continue. I was, in fact, upset at this harsh and 
precipitous judgment before the farts were known. 

It was the initial advice of Messrs. Richardson, Lund and Thomas Durkin 
that I talk to Mr. Promuto during the next several days to see if he would 
return to New York and then eventually resign. Mr. Brosan, during those days, 
that it is possible to have aggressive but fair prosecution-not only in cases 
repeated his conclusion that 1\11'. Promuto be immediately fired, but I fE'lt I 
couldn't just fire 1\11'. Promuto or anybody else without affording them an oPllor
tunity to eA-plain. Additionally, during I;his week, 1\11'. Thomas Durkin reCOill
mpnded that I seek advice from the United States Attorney for the District of 
Columbia, Earl Silbert. 

On ll'riday, September 20, I spoke to Mr. Silbert who had been previously 
briefed on the matter. His advice was to admonish Mr. Promuto immediately 
to stay out of O'Brien's. In addition, we discussed the contents of the Shoiller 
report, and I requested lJe use a Grand Jury to investigate the nature and 
depth of these allegecl associations. When I returned, I dicl not tell Mr. 
Promu~o the nature of the investigation, but I did admonish him to stay out of 
O'Brien's. 

During the next week, word of the Promuto investigation continued to 
spread throughout Headquarters and the entire Agency. Rumors concerning 
the investigation had lealmd to the field and these rumors were malting it 
impossible for him to do his job. At this time, I was faced with the immediate 
problem of what to do with Mr. Promuto while the investigation was being 
conducted, irrespective of the results. It was the advIce of Messrs. Richardson, 
Lund and Thomas Durkin that, pursuant to Mr. Brosan's original request, 
we should attempt to persuade Mr. Promuto to resign voluntarily or accept 
reassignment to New York pending the outcome of the investigation. 

The major outstanding allegation was the nature and extent of Mr. Promuto's 
associations with some half dozen alleged gamblers and felons. That is, whether 
these persons just came up to shake Mr. Promuto's hanel in O'Brien's because 
he was a celebrity whose picture was on the wall, or whether he was knowingly 
meeting with them and, if so, what the nature of these contacts were. In short, 
I was concerned about the sufficiency of the allegations and whether such 
allegations, standing alone, were sufficient to initiate an adverse action. I 
sought the independent advice of Mr. Thomas Durldn to brace Mr. Promuto as 
to whether he was willing to be reassigned or whether he wanted to resign. 
Mr. Durkin tried to provoke Mr. Promuto into admissions but he insisted he 
had done nothing wrong and wanted to be confronted and/or investigated 
further. 

Earlicr in the weelc, the U,S. Attorney's office informed Mr. Richardson that 
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despite our request they determined that there was no basiil to use a Grand 
Jury to explore these relationships. Thereafter, at the end of September, I tolcl 
Mr. Richardson that Mr. Promuto should be confronted by Inspection as soon 
as possible. 

Second, it is alleged that by insisting on written questions, and confrontation 
with )11'. Promuto, I impeded the investigation because surveillance could not 
be undertaken. This is nonsense. Mr. Promuto had learned of the investigation 
some two weeks earlier. Rumors of it were widespread. Surveillance at that 
late date would have been impossible. He had already been under periodic 
surveillance by tbe Metropolitan Police for almost one year. Further, there was 
never any suggestion of surveillance at that time and a review of the Promuto 
file will corroborate this fact. 'Written questions or reports are a perfectly 
normal method of investigating historical facts, such as the exact nature of 
past relationships which cannot then be changed. Although a contrary con
clusion has been suggested to this Committee, it should be noted that the 
Inspection Manual does not discourage or prohibit written questions, in any 
way. § 8133.3 provides that the purpose of the employee interview is to allow 
the employee the opportunity to e:l..-plain 01' refute the allegation in an objective 
manner so he can present any relevant facts. This objective can be equally well 
achievecl either orally 01' in writing. 

The time and method of interview hac1 been agreed upon by Messrs. Richard
Ron and Lund who, together with Mr. Brosan and others, drew up tbe questions. 
My recollection differs from Mr. Richardson in that I don't remember ordering 
writtpn questions, as opposed to the interview itself, but at no time prior to 
October 1 was any objection raised to me by Mr. Brosan. The objection raised 
by Mr. Brosan prior to October 1 was not the manner of confrontation, bu.t to 
confrontation at all. Mr. Brosan believed that there was no possible explana
tion; ergo, confrontation was a useless act. Assume that l\lr. Promuto was to 
resign or be fired at the end of September of 1974 without any chance to give 
his l'tory as demanded by Mr. Brosan. The inferences which would follow such 
resignation or firing are inescapable. 'What possible inference could be drawn 
but tbat he was guilty of some criminal involvement with gamblers anc1/or dope 
clealers. Suppose he hac1 fought the firing. DEA had at that time no credible 
evidence of any violation to present to Civil Service. At the time of the Promuto 
confrontation, Mr. Brosan had told Mr. Richarc1son the investigation was almost 
completed with the exception of the receipt of a few earlier file checks. Yet 
neither Mr. Promuto or any of his supposed associates at O'Brien's had been 
interviewec1. The basic philosophy of our entire investigatory system and the 
Insnection )Ianunl was being ignored. § 8132 reads: 

"Systematic planning is consic1erecl essential to an objective investigation. 
Al! ronduct investigations will be thoroughly plannec1 in ac1vance to insure 
this objectivity. All investigative planning will be c1irectec1 toward the Ultimate 
objflrttve of exploring every possible facet of the allegation (s) and every 
possible explanation, anc1 townrd minimizing unnecessary apprehension and 
injury to the employee's reputation." 

Here the Chief Inspector states that no explanation was pos8ible. It was 
in this setting that I ordered the interview required in every Conduct Investi
gation to finally shed light on the allegations of guilt by association and 
whether we could take any action uncleI' the Civil Service system. ~'1le invpsti
gatiou continued for months thereafter into new avenues and he was subse
quently reinterviewed several times. 

Third, it is an~ged that somehow I limited the scope of the investigation. 
This is totally false. I never tolc1 Inspection what they could not do. On one 
occasion I insisted that they interview Mr. Promuto. A look at the file reveals 
that the investigation went off in aU directions, except into the nature and 
depth, if any, of :iHr. Promuto's relations with these suspects in O'Brien's 
Rpstaurant, and whetlHlr he was telephoning gamblers. My concern was not to 
stop these avenues of investigation i but rather I wantecl the primary charge 
investigated first so that if an adverse action were to be talmn against the 
sulJjert, it could be successful. 

IJet's 1(0);: at the investigation now in light of the requirement that it explore 
every posRible fncpt of the allegations and every possible explanation with a 
view to minimi7.ing nl1necessnl'Y npprehension or injury to the employee's 
re[lutntion. By October 10, 1974, one month after the investigation started, 
Inspection had inquirec1 of the following 19 outside agencies concerning their 
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knowledge, jf any, on Mr. Promuto's connections with organized crime, nar
cotics or gambling: 
FBI, Washington District Office 
U.S. Attorney, Virginia 
New York Telephone Company 
New Jersey Telephone Company 
New York City Policy Department 
Hudson Valley National Bank 
National Football League 
IRS 
Suffolk County District Attorney's Office 
Suffolk County Police Department 
Organized Crime and Racketeering Section of the Department of Justice 
Dunn and Bradstreet 
.I\lcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
Dade County Sheriff's Office 
FBI, Headquarters 
Connect.icut State Police Department 
Newark, New Jersey StrU,e Force on Organized Crime 
New Jersey State Police Department 

At least 15 different Inspectors all across the country had been assigned to 
the case at various times during th~s month. All five Inspectidn Field Offices 
had been requested to conduct collateral investigations with Mr. Promuto's 
name listed as the subject, although most such requests could have omitted 
reference to his name. Three Administrative Subpoenas had been served .iden
tifying Mr. Promuto with an investigation into a narcotics conspiracY. At least 
one subpoena was served on his bank for his mortgage records. The U.S. At
torney's Office in D.C. was requested to provide G:rand Jury assistance. All of 
Mr. Promuto's personal financial records were examinE)d, both his mortgageS 
and all his banlc records were subpoenaed, his credit rating was chec~md, all 
his telephone tolls for six months we;re subpoenaed and every call he made 
was examined with the callers' name submitted to the FBI. AU of his travel 
vouchers were checked and verified with the hotels at which he stayed, his 
FBI bacl;:ground investigation was re-examined, the tax records of his summer 
home were checl;:ed, the mailman there and a neighbOr were interviewed, his 
deceased father's background, business and finances were investigated. AU this 
within one month, yet at no time did Inspection ever question or interview 
any of the six suspects with whom the subject was allegedly associating to . 
determine if there was a relationship, and if so, tile nature thereof. 

From the very first day, Mr. Brosan stated there was .no possible eJ.."IJlana
tion the subject could giVe to justify his actions. Therefore, Mr. Brosan said 
he bad to be fired. Accordingly, he resisted interviewing 01,' asldng the subject 
about his activities or associatIons with these suspects. It was only /When he was 
ordered to do so that he ever confronted the subject. It is impossible to state 
llOW many man-hours were spent on this case, either in the fi;rst month or 
during the. succeeding six months the inspection continued. Yet Mr. Brosan 
insists that he was "impeded" and that there was a "cover-up". 

In the following months succeeding October 10, the investigation continued 
at the same pace as before. Additional checl,s were made with the Clark 
County Sheriff's Office in Nevada, the Montgomery County Police Department, 
the D.C. Superior Court, as well as more than a dozen other agenCies concerning 
Mr. Promuto's relationship with Ms. DiVito. At no time did I or anybody else 
in DEJA tell Inspection they could not investigate into an arp-a, OJ: question a 
witness. By the end of October, Mr. Brosan again informed Mr. Richardson 
that the in'Vestigation was completed ,'W tl that he then obtained an advisory 
opinion f;:. m the Civil Service Commission that even if the action were suc
cessful, l~ WOUld, at most, result in an oral admonition to stay away from 
O'Brien's. Yet, even then, when the new information came in from an FBI 
informant" Inspection started the investigation again and continued it while 
Messrs. Brosan and Tnrtaglino were con1pllJ.ining to the Department of Justice 
that they were impeded by me. . . . . 

Lastly, there' is an insinuatioil thiltMessrs. Uichardson, Lund and Thomas 
Dnrkiil were called in specially for the Promuto case as some. untownrc1 form 
of oV'ersigl1t. l\fessrs, Lund nnd UichardsoI\ bad been assigned to assis\;' I.uspec
tldn on projects ever since Mr. Brosan departed early in July on a one-month 

57-281-71i--li 
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,acation/inspection tour of Paris. It was at his request that these two men, 
with Mr. Thomas Durkin's periodic arlalytical and legal advice, were assigned 
almost full time to these special projects during July and .August. 

When :Mr. Brosan returned from Europe, he expressed his appreciation for 
their assistance and this task force continued with his full participation. When 
Mr. Brosan insisted Mr. Promuto be "amputated" immediately because there 
was no possible explanation, I was shocked at his judgment. I then assigned 
Messrs. Richardson and Lund, not as fact finders, nor to participate in the 
investigation itself, but to give advice to me as to what action, if any, I either 
criminally, administratively or practically as a manager should take based on 
the facts Mr. Brosan aml his staff would collect. I insisted the investigation 
go on; I insisted the U. S . .Attorney be contacted i I asked Mr. Durldn to see 
if Mr. Promuto would resign voluntarily; and I insisted that the facts be 
developed fully to see whether there was guilt in this association or whether 
it could be explained. .At no time did I or did Messrs. Richardson or Lund 
restrict or limit Inspection in their fact finding. 

Compare the investigation after December 20 with that of the preceding 
three months. The outstanding allegations from the Metropolitan Police mem
orandum were investigated by locating and interviewing those whom Mr. 
Promuto was alleged to be consorting with; and they identified and interviewed 
witnesses who would know the extent to whIch Mr. Promuto knew these people. 
In three weeks they conducted 20 formal interviews. 

The results were startling and painted an entirely new picture. They proyed 
that an alleged conversation concerning an automobile accident between Mr. 
Promuto and Mr. LaCompte never took place. When they demonstrated their 
proof to Detective Shoffier, he admitted it has been a case of mistaken identity 
and that McCaleb had had the accident. In fact, they proved that what Mr. 
Promuto had been saying aU along was correct-he didn't even know Mr. 
LaCompte. 

The Inspectors also removed the sinister cloud that had been placed over 
1\Ir. Promuto's visits to Fran O'Brien's Restaurant. Interviews showed a 
personal relationship between Mr. Promuto and Mr. O'Brien which spanned 
the years of their football careers and included Mr. O'Brien as best man at 
tIle Promuto's wedding and the Promuto's as godparents to Mr. O'Brien's 
child. When Mr. Promuto was assigned to Washington without his family, it 
was only natural he would lodge at O'Brien's and take many of his meals 
there. The restaurant is crowded daily with notables of the >business. govern
ment, sports and legislative world of Washington. Sportscaster Shelby Whitfield 
reported that he had interviewed no less than 180 national notables on his 
radio show which emanates from Fran O'Brien's Restaurant. These gentlemen 
had no more control than ~rr. Promuto or any restaurant owner over the repu
tations or backgrounds of those who visited the restaurant. 

Gentlemen, I have related some of these findings to show that Inspectors can 
conduct the type of thorough and impartial investigations that are necessary 
to maintain a Ugh level of integrity. A well planned investigation can be con
ducted which results in rapid assembling of the facts, followed by an early 
confrontation with the employee. This both protects the morale and reputation 
of the employee if he is not guilty of wrong doing and provides management 
with the ability to act swiftly to take corrective action if the employee is 
guilty. 

PROMOTIONS OF SENIOR OFFICIALS WHO ALLEGEDLY HAD OUTSTANDING INSPECTION 
CHARGES PENDING AGAINST TJIE1>£ 

Ironically, Mr. TartagUno also claims that I promoted certain senior officials 
who had unresolved Inspection charges outstanding against them. One of the 
revelations of the Moore StUdY was that it showed there were a number of 
spnior officials with unresolved or closed cases which were initially opened 
during Mr. TartagUno's tenure as Ohief Inspector from 1968 to 1969. These 
cases had been allowed to languish over the years without complete investi
gation, and those that were closed were closed contrary to the Manual, without 
confrontation or termination letters. 

During the first year of DEA., the number of these cases was never brought 
to my attention. In November of 1973, Mr. Brosan had discussed old allega
tions concerning the Assistant A.dministrator for Enforcement and we agreed 
Jle should attempt to resolve them. Neither the monthly Inspection Reports nor 
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the Annual Report of the Office of Insllection, however, mentioned that there 
were any more of these ".unresolved" cases that he had mentioned. 

L.et us first take the allegations that I promoted the Assistant Administrator 
for Enforcement over Mr. Tartaglino's objections in the face of open charges. 
First of all, that decision was Ipade on June 28, 1973 with the approval of 
Mr. Tartaglino himself and, Mr. Lund, and further, with the concurrence of 
Attorney General Elliott Richardson. At no time did Mr. Tartaglino advise 
any of us that this man had an open file. Indeed, the allegations were orig
inally raised against this man in the fall of 1968 by Mr. Tartaglino when he 
was· the BNDD Chief Inspector. Shortly thereafter, he was promoted from a 
GS-15 to a GS-16 and then to a GS-17 while there was an open charge and 
Mr. Tartaglino was Deputy Director of Opcrations. . 

These allegations raised in 1968 concerned events in 1956. The investigation, 
commenced under Mr. Tartaglino's personal authority, continued up until 
January 23, 1970, when the Chief Inspector wrote, "The investigation is closed 
in the Office of Inspection. Further investigation would not clarify the question 
of tr.uth of the allegations." Three days later, on January 26, Director Ingersoll 
indicated the investigation should be considered closed. Thus, this investigation 
hacl been closed in 1970 without notification or affording the subject the 
chance to be interviewed or subjecting the complainant to a polygraph exami
nation. Mr. Tartaglino promoted the subject in 1969 while he was under inves
tigation. The investigation was closed, albeit contrary to the manual, 3* years 
before I took office. 

In November of 1973, Mr. Brosan told me this charge might come up again 
in a future trial and asked permission to reopen it as to whether the subject 
had forged informant signatures in 1956. I agreed but suggested we confront 
the subject and the complainant. In February 1974, Mr. Brosan submitted new 
handwriting examplars to the FBI even though they were to be compared 
with samples from some 17 years earlier. He also reinterviewed the complain
ant. But when the FBI sent back a negative report, Mr. Brosan allowed the 
case to languish and nothing was done from that day on. 

It is of some significance to note in connection with the February 6, 1974 
submission to the FBI laboratory that the handwriting comparison requested 
was of the purported signatures of some Chicago informants with the subject's 
signature. While in Chicago, the subject was the Enforcement Assistant. 
According to the file, the system for paying informants in the early 1960's was 
for the payment to be made by an agent to an informant who supposedly 
signed a receipt. The receipt was then turned over to the Enforcement Assistant 
who was reimbursed on his own travel voucher. This investigation of apparently 
forged informant signatures appears incomplete because the letter to the FBI 
laboratory in March, 1969 did not request Signature comparisons of the agents 
who were responsible for directly paying the informant. The February 6, 1974 
letter repeated this oversight by only requestin/l comparison of the subject's 
signature, not those of the intervening agents. 

Again Mr. TartagIino alleges that I was so negligent and indifferent towards 
integrity matters that in August 1974, I submitted the name of a candidate for 
Deputy Administrator without advising the then Deputy Attorney General 
Silberman that there were unresolved allegations against him. This is abso
lutely false. Again this investigation was initiated by Mr. Tartaglino in April. 
1973 and had he checltecl the files, he would have seen that the official was 
exonerated and the file closed in May, 1973, 15 months before I submitted his: 
name. I would be pleased to provide the Oommittee with a xerox copy of that 
closing memo. 

During this investigation, Inspection made two surreptitious attempts tt) 
engage a recently arrested former agent in conversation concerning his knowl
edge of this official and, more particularly, any improper conduct on his part. 
The first taping was inaudible. In the second taping the defendant stated he 
hardly knew the official. Thereafter, a surreptitious eall was placed to the 
official at Inspection's request concerning this former agent. The official imme
diately called Inspection and advised them of the call. Thereafter, the file 
was reviewed anel on May 26, 1973, before DEA was ever creo.ted, that file 
was marked "closed" at the instructions of the Ohief Inspector, albeit contrary 
to the Manual and without confrontation or a termination letter. This closecl 
file was. of course, made available to the FBI agents who did the bacl{groun(1 
of the official prior to his appointment and subsequent confirmation as Deputy 
Administration. 
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In short, there were old investigations involving allegations as to the early 
1960's and before, barred by the statute of limitations, lying unattended from 
1970 and before. These operated as a threat over the reputation of career pro
fessionals without any effort being made to effect a resolution. My dispute 
with 1\Iessrs. Tartaglino and Brosan concerned not only the method of resolu
tion of these charges but the need for speedy resolution to prevent the Inspec
tion Office from operating as a surreptitious despot. If these cases required the 
instant attention and support that 1\.£r. Tartaglino referred to, why had he not 
ucted before? Prior to 1974, when he was in charge of Inspection and then 

. Deputy Director for Operntions, these orphaned ullegntions had lain uninvesti
gated and unresolved counter to the Manual serving as a form of character 
assassination. It was only when the extent of this problem was revealed by the 
management study in October of 1974 that Messrs. Tartaglino and Brosan 
immediately charged to the Department for self-protection. 

The problem between us did not revolve around the question of manpower, 
rather our disagreement focused upon methodology. I clearly disagreed with 
the concept of using Inspection in lVIr. Tartaglino's words, as a "Management 
Tool." Was Inspection to be allowed to operate as the uncontrolled feifdom 
of the Chief Inspector or was it, like the agents it regulated, to be subject 
to its own rules and regulations? ,Ve were in this posture, suggesting discus
sion of the proposed Moore policies and rules when Messrs. Tartaglino and 
Brosan, rather than respond, requested an investigation of me charging me 
with a variety of allegations which I have already discussed. The FBI asl{ed 
them to submit a written report documenting these charges. They did so, and 
many of their allegations were demonstrably false. The Department of Justice 
and the Deputy Attorney General found these allegations were in fact without 
foundation. Now they are raisecl again with the additional inference that DEA 
is suffering a crisis of wholesale corruption. This is Simply not true and I 
firmly believe that the Programmatic actions taken to strengthen the Office of 
Inspection have made it both more efficient and fairer. 

I would be pleased to respond to any of your questions. 

Deficiency 

1. Lack of management information 
system: 

Status Target date 
New target 
date 

)

prOPosed management reporting system 1 ) for the Office 01 Internal Security has 
a. Open and closed case controL_ been developed In conjunction with Feb. 15, 1975 _____ Complated 
b. InVestigation designators...... the Management Analysis Division. Immediate ••• _.... for all 3 
c. Man·hours and fiscal resources. Revllion of manu~1 tQ incorporate reo Feb. 15, 1975._... parts. 

porting features. System to be totally 

2. Inspection manual violation: 
a. Failure to issue clearance 

reports. 
b. Failure to Issue termination of 

Investigation reports. 
c. Failure to conform to case 

closing instructions. 

Implemented on Apr. 1. 

Case clOSing form developed and being jFeb. 15, 1975 .. ___ 
Incorporated in manual rovlsion. In 
addition, all internal security files .... do ..... _ ..... 
opened since July I, 1973, have been Action 
audited and appropriate clearance ... _do........... completed. 
letters will be furnished to DEA em· 
plo\ees where action Is Indicated. _ ... do ... _ .... __ • 

Completed._ ..... _ .......... __ ........ Immediate ........ Notapplicable. 

d. Lack of conclusion leiters In sit· 
uation·type investigations. 

3,rrnspection manual Violation: Adverse· 
. type publicit, released to press 

dUring investigation. 
4. Imr.roper administrative supervision: We have completed 75 percent of the Feb. 15,1975 ..... Mar. 15, 1975. 

l·year backlog in Indexing and backlog In Indexing and filing. 
filing. 

5. Illegal use of administrative subpenas. Postlon approved for attorney.adverse Feb. 15, 1975. _ ._. Completed. 
action export. Inspectors·ln·charge will 
retain authority to Issue administrative 

6. Inspection manual vlolation:l~ack of 
confrontation of employees regard· 
Ing InVestigations. 

subpenas but only after approval of 
chief Inspector. Instructions to be can· 
talned in Intornal security manual. 

All Internal security files opened since I mmedlale ....... _ Apr. I, 1975. 
July I, 1973, have been audited and the 
lack of prior confrontations has been 
noted. Arrangements will be made to 
confront employees and terminate 
Investigations with appropriate clear· 
ance letters. 
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Deficiency Status Target date 
New target 
date 

7. Lack of proper training program for Director of training has advised that 1 Apr. 1, 1970 ______ May 1, 1975. 
inspectors in adverse action ele- week training course in all 3 areas 
ments, homlc!de Investigations, and scheduled for the month of April. 
physical security. 

8. Otisolete inspection manuaL ________ We estimate that 85 percent of the manual Mar. 1, 1975 ______ Mar. 15, 1975. 
revision has been completed. Final 
drafts are being prepared. 

9. DEA manual violation: Improper Inventory of tape recording evidence Feb. 15, 1975 _____ Mar. IS, 1975. 
handling of tape recording eVidence. completed. Files to be researched to 

determine the number of tapes that 

10. Incomplete inspection investigations 
as reported in a recent manage
ment survey (random sampling of 
63 cases). 

can be destroyed' Completed ____________________________ Immediate ________ Not ap-
plicable. 

11. Lack of file accountability: Approxi
mately 50 files missing from office 
of Inspection and Internal security. 

Accountability inventory continuing to Feb. 1, 1975 ______ Mar. 15, 1975. 
determine missing file titles. It appears 
that the missing files pertain to back-
ground investigations that were 
forwarded to the Department of 
Justice. Chron files are being re
searched to establish the disposition of 
files missing from inventory. 

12. Lack of file accessibility procedures __ Mid-Atlantic fieid office is being es- Feb. 15, 1975 ____ -'Apr.~15, 1975. 
tablished and will be located at 1325 K 
SI. This will compartmentalizelthe 
headquarters flies and alloW for ex-
posure accountability. Exnosure form 
will be attached to each file in head-
quarters. 

13. Lack of preventative integrity Monthly STRIDE programs (System To IMar. 1, 1975 ______ Not ap-
programs. Retrieve I nformation and Drug Evi- plicable. 

dence) will be utilized in the field 
offices to develop appropriate programs 
on the handling of drug evidence. 

Personnel office is forwarding cories of all _____ do ___________ om: Do. 
resignation forms of specia agents. 
Format ot he interview program is 
being developed. 

14. Lack of timely reporting on adverse The internal security manual isibeinglFeb. 15, 1975 _____ ~Mar. ;15, 1975. 
action situations revised to indicate that copies of in

ternal security investigations will be 
forwarded directly to regional directors 
for appropriate action. Copies olthe re
port will be forwarded to the head
quarters personnel office. This will 
alloW a saving of from 7 to 10 days in 
reporting time. j 

15. Lack of uniformity on investigative We are adopting the same reporting sys-1 Mar. 1,1975------ No neVi target 
reports. tem as special agents in drug investi- date. 

gations. Format Included in manual 
revision. 16. Failure to establish priorities on Not appllcable ________________________ Immediate _______ Not applicable. 

inspection investigations. 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Chairman, I requested the opportunity to appear 
before you today to place in proper perspective certain decisions that 
I made as Administrator of DEA. 

'rhis is my first time to address this committee, present the facts 
as they exist and as I see it, there are two essential charges that have 
been made against; me. 

The first; is that while Administrat01.', I was indifferent toward 
integrity problems and refused to provide manpower, moral support;, 
et cetera, to the. detriment of Messrs. Tartaglino and Brosan. 

Second, that I interferred with those gentlemen's efforts to con
duct an investigation of one Vincent Promuto. 

Rather than reacl the entire statement, which I believe refutes 
those charges completely hl very factual detail, I would. like to 
summarize, extemporize on the first part of: that charge, to wit: the 
indifference, by describing to yon the circumstances of my relation-
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ship with the Office of Inspection during my approximate 2 years' 
service as Administrator of DEA. 

Prior to doing tIiat, if I may, I would like to take this opportunity 
to give you some idea of my professional background, which has 
been professionally as a career official in the Department of Justice. 

Mr. Chairman, I served under 10 different Attorney Generals 
from 1964: until 1975. My tenure with the Department of Justice 
'Commenced with my appointment by Attorney General Robert Ken
nedy as an assistant U.S. attorney in the office of Bob Morgenthau, 
when he was the U.S. attorney for the southern district of New York. 

That occurred in 1964. Prior to that time, Mr. Chairman, I grad
uated from Harvard College in 1956, magna cum laude. I studied in 
Germany the next year as a Fulbright scholar and a Konrad Ade
naner scholar at the University of Munich, Germany. 

In 1957, I entered the Haryard Law School, graduated from Har
vard in 1960. After 3% years as an associate in a 'iVall Street law 
.firm, ,iVebster, Sheffield and Christy, I was asked to join the U.S. 
Attorney's Office in 1964:. During the next 4: and some odd years, I 
gained considerable trial experience as a prosecutor in narcotics and 
in organized crime cases. 

In 1969, at the request of Henry Petersen, I served as the Director 
of the Department of Justice's Newark, N.J., organized crime strike 
force. I served there from March of 1969, Mr. Chairman, through 
October 15, 1971. 

In that capacity, I was in charge of a group of prosecutors and 
Federal agents whose efforts resulted in the convictions of many 
New Jersey organized crime racketeers, mayors, and State and Fed~ 
eral politicians. 

In 1972, I was appointed Deputy Director of the Office of Drug 
Abuse Law Enforcement within the Department of Justice. At the 
end of June 1973, Attorney General Elliot Richardson asked me to 
become Acting Administrator of DEA. 

In September of 1973, Mr. Richardson submitted my name to the 
President and I was confirmed. by the Senate, I believe on October 
4, 1973. I served as an Administrator from that date until May 30 
of this year. 

In 1971, I was named by the New Jersey Federal Criminal Investi
gators Association as the '''Man of the Year." In 1972, I received the 
Department of Justice Distinguished Service Award, and there were 
several other awards that I received from the Department. 

When I was requested by Attorney General Richardson to become 
Acting Administrator, I was aware that we were merging four dif
ferent agencies, Mr. Chairman. "Ve did so with very little planning 
and under relatively difficult circumstances. 

Mr. Tartaglino at that time was the ranking officer in the Bnreau 
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. He was its former Chief In
spector. In discussing with him and with Mr. John Lund who was 
the senior man from Customs, Mr. William Durkin, who had been 
in charge of Domestic Enforcement at the Bureau of Narcotics, we 
agreed that Mr. Tartaglino would take the position as Acting Deputy 
Administrator, pending the appointment of a permanent Deputy Ad
ministrator by the White House and the Department, that being a 
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Presidential appointee, and that Mr. Tartaglino would then become 
chief inspector. 

During the first year, I granted Mr. Tartaglino's request to have 
Mr. George Brosan take over the acting chief inspector's post in 
October of 1973, with the view to becoming Mr. Tartaglino's deputy 
upon the selection of the Deputy Administrator. 

I granted Mr. Brosan's request for a turnover in the personnel of 
the Office of Inspection and I granted their request for an increase in 
manpower in the Office of Inspection. Indeed, we opened a new 
office, field office, in Miami. 

During the first year, in short, Mr. Chairman, with the various 
problems involved in the merging of the organization, the adjusting 
of the enforcement effort away from the Euro1?ean-French connec
tion to the Mexican Southwest Border, the varlOUS other problems, 
the one area that I had relatively secure confidence in was in the 
Office of Inspection. 

During that time, Mr. Chairman, I received monthly reports from 
Mr. Brosan which described the areas of his investigations, his prob
lems, what his various accomplishments and :investigations indicated, 
and at no time did any of those reports indicate any of the problems 
which were subsequently revealed in their all(~gations made before 
this committee. 

I don't have those monthly reports. They are available at the Drug 
Enforcement Administration and I would suggest them to you. 

I do have a copy of the first annual report of the Office of Inspec
tion, dated July 2, 1974, which made mention of the fact that 11 
inspectors were reassigned, that a new office had been created, that 
the office had during its first year initiated some 219 investigations 
of alleged misconduct, that it had closed some 164, and had taken 
disciplinary action in some 24. 

Again, I would ask that this memorandum be placed in the record. 
Chairman JAOKSON. Without objection it will be so ordered. 
[The docmnent referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 50" for ref-

erence and follows~] 
EXlIIBlT No. 50 

ME1.WRANDU].{ 

To: Mr . .Tohn R. Bartels, .Tr., Administrator. 

DEPARTMEN'i' OF .TUST1CE, 
Jultr 2, 19"14. 

From: Acting Chief Inspector, Office of Inspection anci Internal Security. 
Subject: First Anniversary Report on DEl.. Activities (Inspection and Inter-

nal Security). 
STAFFING 

A reorganization of the Office of Inspection and Internal Security has been 
proposed and will be implemented in the near future. The new Miami Field 
Office (Southeast) was ollened in April 1074, and stall'ed with three Inspectors. 
A Security Specialist and one additional Security Assistant were added to the 
stall' to handle the increased workload in the proceSSing of full-field back
ground investigatIons. 

A systematic rotation plan was instituted for all Special Agent Inspectors 
and us of June 30, 1974, eleven Inspectors were reassigned to enforcement andl 
01' intelligence functions. A l:horougth mix of former BNDD and Oustoms Agents 
hns been nccomplished and now we truly have u DEl.. organization. In the next 
few months the on-board staff will be increased slightly to bring our head
quarters and some field offices UP to authorized ceiling, 
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INSPECTION 
FieliL 

During the past fiscal year the Office conducted two foreign and sL"t domestic 
Regional Office Inspections. It should be noted that the Regional Office Inspec
tion Program did not become operation until January 1, 1974, due to uncer
tainty as to which office, Enforcement or Inspection, would have primary 
responsibility. The Regional Office inspected were: Baltimore, Chicago, Denver, 
Detroit, :Mexico City (restricted to administrative support areas only), Manila, 
Philadelphia and Seattle. No major deficiencies were noted in any of the 
inspected Regions and minor deficiencies were corrected by Regional manage
ment. 

The projected inspection workplan calls for the Office to conduct two foreign 
and ten domestic Regional Inspections. 
Laboratory 

During the past fiscal year, three laboratory inspections were completed, 
Special Testing and Research; Mid-Atlantic Re;;lonal Laboratory; and South 
Central Regional Laboratory. The Office worh-plan calls for seven laboratory 
inspections to be completed in FY-75. 

UnschedttleiL 
During the first month of DEA unscheduled inspection of the Imprest funds 

in all domestic offices were completed with the exception of Honolulu, Anchor
age and isolated small border offices. An additional 50 unscheduled inspections 
were completed during the balance of the fiscal year. This program will be 
continued on a time-permitted basis during FY-75. 
Internal Security (Investigations) 

During the first year of DEA this office initiated 219 investigations of 
alleged misconduct by DEA personnel and related miscellaneous matters. 
During the same perIod 164 investigations were closed resulting in some form 
of disciplinary action in 24 instances with 17 others awaiting managerial 
decision. 

As always the integrity of DEA is foremost in the priorities of tllis offiCE! 
and continued efforts will be expended in FL-7~ to insure that the high in
tegrity of DEA is maintained. 
Fltll-FieliL Investigations 

During DEA's first year, 954 full-field investigations were initiated. These 
investigations were further broken down as follows: 
Special agents___ ____ ___ __ __ _ ________________ _ _ _____________ _ _ _____ 329 
Oompliance investigators___ ______ _____ _______ ______ ___ _____________ 29 
Olerical__________________________________________________________ 459 
ProfcssionaL___ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ ____ _ __ _ __ 137 

Total ______________________ .-______________________________ 954 

Of this total, about 40 were discontinued for one reason or another. A total 
of 524 were completely reviewed and processed by the staff and of that total 
231 were forwarded to Personnel or the appropriate Regional Office for suita
bility determinations. In addition, another 150 investigations were reviewed, 
but are not fully processed by this office. The remainder are still in the hands 
of the U.S. Civil Service Commission for investigation. This office contemplated 
a continued heavy workload in this area und has talren steps to effectively 
deal with it. 

GEORGE BRO/3AN. 

1f1'. BARTBIJs. In short, during my nrflt year, I put my trust and 
gave free rein to Messrs. Tart-agUno and Brosan in cOllllection with 
their conduct of the OfficE' of Inspection. :My first knowledge of any 
breakdown in the Office of Inspection came in August of 1974, when 
I received from Mr. Tartaglino a memorandum in which he requested 
It substantial increase in personnel in that office and stated that as a 
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result of managerial decisions, he thought it was up to, should be 
brought to my attention that there had been no increase in that office. 

I believe that memorandum has already been entered as an exhibit. 
I read it, spoke with the Office of the Comptroller, was informed that 
there were enol'S in that memorandum, that there had been in
creases. I then spoke with Mr. Tartaglino who told me he needed 
substantial increases in personnel and as a result of that memo
randum, I asked the Office of the Comptroller to prepare a response 
for Mr. Tartaglino and I also commissioned at that time a study by 
Dr. Moore of the Office of Plalming and Evaluation which was in
deed the first management study of the Office of Inspection, I believe, 
ever. Certainly, it was the first in the last 7 years, Mr. Chairman. 

This was taking place during August of 1974. DEA's budget re
quests had been cut substantially by both the Department of Justice 
and by the Office of Management and Budget. \'Ve had had a tragedy 
in Miami whereby an office had collapsed and seven agents had been 
killed. "Ye had to absorb the costs of that, which were some $3 mil
lion, and in addition there were cutbacks being inlposed on all 
Federal agencies throughout that time as a result of the inflation 
and recession problem. 

Dr. Moore, I may mention to you and to the committee, had done 
studies of all of the offices within DEA. One of the problems of the 
merger was that as a result of the merger, four agencies together, 
there was some duplication within the headquarter's staff. We brought 
Dr. Moore in. During the first year, he had done similar management 
studies of the Office of Training, the Office of Science within the 
Office of Management, Administration, the automatic data program 
and was engaged at that time in a study of enforcement and intelli
gence. 

The management study group was commenced in September, I 
believe on September 7, 2 weeks prior to the Promuto case ever 
being brought to my attention, was commissioned by me. It included 
l\fr. Tartaglino, his special assistant, my Executive Officer, Mr. Bruce 
JensBn, as well as other professionals who were assigned to the Office 
of Planning and Evaluation. 

This study started, as I say, during the beginning of September. 
During that time, I advised the Office of the Comptroller as well as 
the other senior staff members that notwithstandirtg the decrease in 
budget, I considered that there were two sacred cows that would 
have to be taken care of in this budget year no matter what. One 
was the Office of Inspection and the other was the El Paso Intelli
gence Center. Both, I said, would get additional positions and in 
September, prior to that study, I increased the ceiling of Inspection 
another seven positions. 

As I said, IIp until that time, I had assumed, baf;led on the monthly 
and the anuual inspection repOl.'ts, that there were no serious prob. 
lems in the Office of Inspection. 

The Moore study, in short, it is spelled out in great detail here, 
Mr. Chairman, in 'this first 25 pages or so of my statement, showed 
early in the game that it was impossible for these professionals to 
determine the manpower requirements of the Office of Inspection 
simply because there was no management system there; that on, 
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prior to the final report ever being written, the Moore study revealea 
that the Office of Inspection lacked policy direction in any form of 
management ability; that it was regularly violating its own manual 
which contained the rules and policies which are to guide it and 
thereby was violating the civil liberties of agents and inflicting per
sonnel costs on the agency. Furthermore, that it failed to produce 
sufficiently professional investigations to remove or clear agents 
even after decades, decades after the allegations were raised. 

That study was conducted during the months of September, Oc
tober, and November. The study showed early on that there were 
no priorities within the Office of Inspection as to areas of investi
gation-that is. the investigation of prior allegations versus patrol
ling for new allegations or unreported allegations versus evaluating 
regional offices, versus special projects. versus headquarters security. 

It showed that there was no data on manpower allocations or re
source allocations between either these various areas or between the 
types of cases that thev were conducting. In other words. in brief, 
Mr. Chairman, the study revealed that they could not tell how many 
hours were being spent on a particular case. You couldn't tell whether 
1.000 hours were spent on an investigation into a technical manual 
violation 01' whether 10 hours were spent on an allegation of sub
stantial serious violation of civil rights. 

Furthermore, the report showed that there was no standard for 
closing cases and accordingly, cases had been in the past routinely 
closed in violation of Inspection's own manual. 

The report, as I said, was conducted with the participation of Mr. 
Tartaglino and with the specific participation of one Tom Huerney 
who had been a deputy regional director, had been in the FBI, was 
a long-time senior agent from the Bureau of Narcotics and who had 
been assigned, after going to management school for 1 year, to the 
Office of Planning. 

This report that Mr. Huerney and Dr. Moore found as to the 
dosing of cases, which is peculiarly appropriate to your investiga
tion here, was: 

Ideally, all cases initiated In the Office of Inf;pection should end in the reso
lution of allegations. If the resolution is In favor of the employee, he should be 
publicly exonerated. If the resolution is against the employee, an appropriate 
adverse action should be initiated. If the investigation by the Office of Inspec
tion is well done, the adverse action should be sustained by the Civil Service 
Commission against any challenges. 

I am reading from page 15 of my statement. 
r At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.'l 
Mr. BARTELS. I will t.ry not to read substantial portions of it. How

ever, some cases investigated by the Office of Inspection will not be 
resolved. For such cases. there is sti1l some urgency about reaching 
some culmination. In effect, it should be possible to close cases that 
are not resolved. The reflson for the urgency in closing cases. even 
when they were not resolved, is that serious cos1·s are incurred both 
by thA DEA and by the subject of an investlgation, if a case is left 
op('n for a long period of time. 

The report then discussed the various costs, to wit: That an open 
investigation is prejudice to the subject, that it may actually increase 
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the risk of extortion, and it discusses the costs or closing a case too 
early. It comes to the conclusion that there is a need to define what 
the standard is for a complete investigation in order that investiga~ 
tions would not be left open beyond reasonable time. 

In short, it discusses the various policy issues, Mr. Chairman, 
which are appropriate to this charge which has been made against 
me and which has been made against, frankly, the integrity or a 
great number of senior officers within DEA. 

I refer you now to page 16, that after discussing the pros and cons 
of closing a case and the necessity for defining a standard of when 
to close cases that are simply unresolvable, Dr. Moore states, "It is 
worth noting that none of the observations in this section are either 
new or inconsistent with the existing written policies of the Office of 
Inspection." That is, its manual. 

The existing inspection manual recognizes the importance of pre
suming innocence. Subchapter 813 states: Inspectors will be espe
cially careful to avoid creating an inference of guilt on the part of 
the employee during a conduct investigation. 

Senator PERCY. I wonder if I could interrupt you here, Mr. Bar
tels, to ask the chairman a question. I am sorry I was not here at the 
outset, because of a meeting on HUn this morning. I understand Mr. 
Bartels was to summarize his statement. Members of the committee, 
of course, have read the statement. They have been available for 
everyone and I just wondered, in the interest of time so we could 
sort of plan this-I am sure Mr. Bartels is anxious to get it over 
with-what it is the Chair plans. 

Chairman .JACKSO~. Yes; I would hope that we could move along 
a little fast.er because it is going to be very difficult, Mr. Bartels. We 
have questlOns we want to ask. I am due at a conference at 10 
o'clock. We are also operating under the rule that we have to cease 
the moment we go back at 11 o'clock. So if you could more quickly 
~ummarize, because I think we ought to clarify some of the real 
Issues. 

Mr. BARTELS. That is what I am trying to do. 
Senator PERCY. The questions will try to clarify what we do not 

feel is fully clarified by the statement. I think really it will be in 
your interest more to liave us pose questions for clarification. 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I don't plan to read long segments of this, Mr. Chair-
man. 

[At this point Senator Nunn entered the hearing room.'] 
Chairman JACKSO~. Could you finish in about 5 or 6 minutes? 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I don't believe I can finish my 40-page statement 

in 6 minutes. This is the first time that I have been up here. 
Chairman JAOKSO~. You are coming back. There will be several 

days. Go ahead. 
Mr. BARTELS. Let me not belabor the reading of the manual. But 

what it states hl short is that these policy issues are covered in the 
manual, that there is nothing new in this Moore study that is not 
in that manual and that there is nothing in there as to how to con
duct an investigation that is either novel, new, or the work of some 
leftist, Communist, pinko fag, but rather these are policies that 
have been the policies of this agency for a long period of time. 
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It states the policies as to closing cases, Senator. I think that is 
really a key issue in the disagreement that we had with Messrs. 
Tartaglino and Brosan. 

That manual states that there is a specific procedure for closing 
cases. And in every instance where cases are to be closed either with 
an adverse action, with an unresolved result, or with an exoneration, 
the employee is to be confronted and that is to be done within a rea
sonable time, indeed, the manual specifies as quickly as possible. 

And then a letter is to be sent to that employee. The point that I 
wanted to make to you and to this committee-I will do it without 
reading segments of the manual, is that these studies and these 
discussions of policies were contained in this manual and were in 
fact ignored in the prior conduct of the Office of Inspection. 

So that as you go through the various problems that this study 
found during the weeks in September, during October, you found 
that in large part the problems came from the manual itself being 
ignored on ~a wholesale basis. 

That to an Office of Inspection whose responsibility it is to ensure 
that the rest of the agency operate within the policies of the Con
stitution and its own manual is a grave sign, sir. 

You can't have the Office of Inspection operating outside its manual 
when it is to judge the people according to their manual. 

That study came up with 11 conclusions and 11 recommendations 
which it stated should be the basis for further discussion between 
the Office of Planning and Evaluation and the Office of Inspection. 

One of the recommendations was that the Office of Inspection 
should be provided with additional manpower in order that they 
could make up their bacldog which they brought up during the past 
year. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Bartels, I would like to point out to you that 
your time is valuable and ours is. 'We are thoroughly .familiar with 
the procedures. We don't need an elementary lesson ill what these 
procedures are. 

Our question is how did you apply these procedures ~ That is what 
I think you should a~ldress yourself to in your own defense. 

Mr. BARTELS. I WIll be happy to. But I think we have to go 
through--

Chairman JACKSON. Mr. Bartels, you started attacking me and the 
subcommittee early. I have the newsclips here. You ought to say why 
you were fired. 

Mr. BARTELS. Senator, I can't tell you why I was fired because just 
as I have never had the opportunity to come before this committee, I 
never had the opportunity--

Chairman JACKSON. 'When did you ask to come before this sub
committee~ 

Mr. BARTEr,s. I was told I was going to be invited before this 
committee before any public hearings. That appeared in the news
paper. 

Chairman .hCKSON. 'Who~ No one authorized it. 
Mr. BARTELS. It appeared in the New York Times in .Tanuary. Mr. 

Feldman said we are going to call Mr. Bartels before this committee. 
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I then inquired and was told through our Office of Congressional 
Relations that I would be invited up for executive session before 
any public testimony. . . 

I then inquired through Congressman Morgan for the permIssion 
to come up and testify. 

Chairman JACKSON. You are a lawyer with a good background. All 
you had to do was to write us a letter. Did you ever write a letter to 
the committee and say--

Mr. BARTEr"s. Senator, I was told before, both publicly in the 
papers, that I would be called. 

Chairman JACKSON. 'Vho told you ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. For one thing, you got on television and saicl we are 

gobg to hear their side of the story. 
Chairman JACKSON. We are. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes; but I expected that you would hear my side 

of the story before the heacUines came out. 
Chairman JACKSON. Mr. Bartels-. -
Mr. BARTELS. That is just basic common decency. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Ve laid the foundation in the hearings. ,Ye 

decide the order in which witnesses are called. 
Mr. BARTELS. I know that. 
Chairman ,TACKSON. You have been around. 
1\1:1'. BARTELS. In executive session they are attacked on a man's 

integrity, it seems to me--
Chairman JACKSON. You were attacking me in the press. 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I attacked Mr. Perofl: in the press. 
Chairman JACKSON. Wait a minute. 
Mr. BARTELS. I said Mr. Perofl: mentioned the name of Vesco be

cause it was a buzz word. If you take a look at my press release that 
is what I said. 

Chairman JACKSON. "Ve have got all of the clippings here in which 
you attacked the sub-committee and you attacked me-that it was 
all Presidential politics. 

Mr. BARTELS. No; I never said that. I never said that. 
Chairman JACKSON. You didn't ~ 
Mr. BARTEr_s. Presidential politics. 
Chairman JACKSON. You said March 15 in the Washington Post 

that our Perofl: report was a vehicle for Jackson to get headlines for 
himself and--

Mr. BARTELS. Is that a quote from me, Senatod 
Chairman JACKSON. No; Baltimore Sun: 
John R. Bartels, May 2, 1975, asserted in a recent interview that much ot 

the criticism of DEA was politically motivated. Senator Jacll:son is the con
tender in the 1976 Presidential race. He added that the bad publicity is handi
capping the operation of the narcotics team-from John R. Bartels. 

You just got through saying that you didn't mention politics. 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I said there was no secret that you are a Presidential 

candidate. 
Chairman .JACKSON'. Is the quote accurate~ 
Mr. BARTEr"s. Yes. 
Chairman JACKSON'. Let me read another one. 
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:NIr. BAR'I'ELS. It is handicapping the effort. I think nobody has ('ome 
up yet---

Ohairman JACKSON. I didn't fire you. The subcommittee didn't fire 
you. Who fired you ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Attorney General Levi fired me. 
Ohairman JAOKSON. He is an able and competent man. He went 

over this thing very carefully. 
Mr. BARTELS. He wouldn't see me, Senator. He never h'::lfl,rd my 

story. 
Ohairman JACKSON. That doesn't speak well for you, Mr. Bartels. 
Mr. BARTELS. I asked to see him. I don't know who it speaks well 

for, Senator, but I asked to see that gentleman. 
Ohairman JACKSON. You were trying to say that all your troubles 

were stemming from this subcommittee. 
Mr. BARTELS. Not at all. 
Senator PERCY. Mr. Bartels, let me give you a piece of advice. I 

am not your attorney. But we want to hear your &tory. I can assure 
you, you are just going down a line that will get you no returns by 
charging that politics had anything to do with this. 

We all know Senator Jackson is a candidate for higher office. We 
all know also that I almost was. But I am not now. It is not my fault. 

Senator NUNN. Let me add I am definitely not. 
Senator PERCY. I can assure you that the decisions made concerning 

the way in which these hearings have been conducted were bipartisan 
decisions of the entire subcommittee and by counsel on both sides. 
There were no politics. 

I can assure you that anyone charging that politics motivates this 
Senate committee is going down a blind alley. It just won't do any 
good because it won'f wash. I shared in every decision that has been 
made as to how these hearings would be conducted. 

We are here to find the truth now. Let's get rid of the politics and 
get down to it as quickly as we can. For your sake we want to help 
clarify the questions that have been raised all through these hearings 
about you. 

'V"e couldn't have you first because the allegations were being 
made against you by others. You are here now to defend yourself 
against allegations made by witnesses in sworn testimony, not by 
us, but by witnesse~, who worked for you; people who were in your 
agency. That is what we want to get down to questioning you about 
these matters. 

I urge you now inasmuch as we all read completely every word 
of your testimony to bring that part of it to a close as quickly as 
possible so we can clarify certain questions in our minds that are 
unanswered by your statement. 

Mr. BARTELS. Senator, my only point was not to attack Senator 
Jackson. If you take a look at that statement, I agree with yOUI' 
point. I am happy to get away from this issue. . 

Ohairman JACJrsoN. Let me finish before you take a look at that 
statement. I will give you the other statement. You can have an 
opportunity to deny it. Then we will finish this. 
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I quote from the May 14, 1975, New York Daily News, in an 
interview with Mr. Bartels: 

He, Bartels, also implied what his top aides toW reporters that they see next 
month's Permanent Investigations Subcommittee headed by Senator Henry 1\'£. 
Jackson as a politically motivated witch hunt that will produce extremely 
damaging headlines, worsen already sagging morale of agents of the field and 
probably provide, in Bartels' words, "no constructive recommendations for 
improvement." 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. I will totally deny that. 
Chairman JACKSON. You deny that~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Chairman JACKSON. Reporters usually are accurate. But I am de

lighted to hear that you have denied that. All of these quotes here 
seem to lead to the conclusion that this is a politically motivated 
operation. 

Mr. BARTELS. Here is the point that I made. I had anticipated 
having the opportunity to get up in executive session to present this 
in advance. I think we could have saved a lot of time and a lot of 
headlines by doing it. 

My point is that in this Moore report, which was not brought to 
your attention, it showed in substance that the Office of Inspection, 
as conducted by Messrs. Tartaglino and Brosan, was a can of worms. 
It was not doing its job in a professional manner. 

The question then came up as to what should be done to restore 
that to a professional job, what should be done to make that office 
operate in the way that a professional office should. 

As you will see on pages 20 through 25, there were 11 recommenda
tions made, some of which are so basic that shock me; some of which 
involve the fact that cases over a year old should be reported, cases 
involving unresolved allegations should be limited in their access. 
They should not be allowed to form the basis of personnel decisions 
or given out to the Career Board prior to any resolution of unsub
stantiated allegations; that there should be a management system so 
that the Office of Inspection can tell how many hours it is spending 
on cases, simply that the manual should be followed so the cases are 
closed with confrontation at some time and that letters are sent 
simply that there should be pla1l1ling made in order that the cases 
will be able to present evidence admissible in a civil service hearing. 

Those recommendations were made. They were made during the 
month of October and they were made with the view of inviting a 
dialog with the Office of Inspection. They were made with the pur
pose not of being the final dogmatic word, but with being an invita
tion to discussion. 

That invitation was not responded to, but was ignored with charges 
made to the Department of Justice. 

Sir, I remain a strong advocate of integrity in law enforcement 
agencies. I increased that office during my tenure from 24 men to 
40 men. I believe, however, deeply in the concept of due process, both 
with agents as 1 do with civilian personnel and I believe it is pos
sible to have aggressive and fair prosecutions, not only in narcotics 
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cases against private citizens, but in cases against law enforcement 
officials. 

On February 10, 1975, we came up at my request, the Office of 
Administration and Management, prepared a basic proposed man
agement reporting system for the Office of Inspection. Such a system 
had never existed before. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Bartels, could I ask why when you just said 
you increased the number of inspectors to 40 you testified before 
Chairman Holifield in the House when he asked the question: 

It seems to me if you had one or two persons that tried to scrutinize this 
particular phase it would be helpful in preventing interruption. 

l\fr. BARTELS •. I believe we had m,ore than 100. 

How could you be that far off? 
Mr. BARTELS. Including auditors within the Office of Comptroller, 

we had more than 100. 
Senator PERCY. "\Vould you clarify, then, what you just said? 
nil'. BARTELS. Yes. There are two different functions. There is the 

inspection function and we have auditors on travel vouchers within 
headquarters doing an audit function. 

On the Holifield group, that included not just the inspection group, 
but the entire audit function. 

In other words, the audit of impress ii.Lllds, the audit of travel 
vouchers, the audit of the various papers controlling money. 

Senator PlmCY. They are not really inspectors, though ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Senator PF..RCY. Is it misl.eading to imply they are inspectors~. . 
~Ir. BARTELS. I don't beheve so because we were tailing earlIer III 

comparison with the inspections function that Commissioner Acree 
had been on early that day. 

Senator PERCY. He is talking about, I use his word, people Vi'110 
travel and scrutinized this particular phase ~ 

l\fr. BARTELS. The auditors travel, Senator. 
liVe had approximately 50 to 60 auditors who both traveled and 

hnrestigated paperwork. 
Senator PERCY. Yon wrote to Senator IVeicker that you had 55. 
Mr. BARTELS. ,Ve had 55 on the staff. ,Ve had 40 inspectors and 

15 paraprofessionals and secretarial people. 
In addition, we had some 60 in audit. 
The proposed management reporting system, Senator, came up 

with some basic improvements. A formal case status report for each 
case file, a codification of the large number of cases, a system for 
reporting inspector man-hours, so, for the first time you would know 
how many hours were being spent on a case and when there was long 
number of hours spent on a manual violation case and a ShOl:t number 
of hours spent on a case involving a serious integrity problem and a 
limited number of routine, periodic summary management reports. 

I would ask that that be admitted in evidence. 
Chairman JACKSON. "Without objection, it is so ordered. 
[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 51" for ref

erence and follows:~ 



EXHIBIT No. 51 

PROPOSED MANAGEMENT REPORTING SYSTElI{ FOR THE OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND 
INTERNAL SECURXTY 

INTRODUCTION 

The Management Analysis Division was requested to assist the new Acting 
Chief Inspector in the development of management data and reports with the 
objective of achieving improved direction and control over the activities and 
functions of the Office of Inspection and Internal Security. 

The proposed management reporting system outlined in this brochure is 
based upon a review of case files, the index card system, and existing reports 
within the Office of Inspection and Internal Security. In addition a sampling 
of present and former key personnel of the Office of Inspection and Internal 
Security were interviewed, and the report "An Analysis of the Resources, 
Policies, and Procedures of the Office of Inspection and Internal Security," 
prepared by the Office of Planning and Evaluation was reviewed. 

Based upon these reviews and interviews the following requirements for a 
management reporting system were identified: 

a. A formal case status record for each case file. 
b. A codification of the large number of classes of investigation into several 

types for management purposes. 
c. A system for reporting inspector man·hours. 
d. A limited number of routine periodic summary management reports with a 

capability to prepare a series of special management reports uIJon request 
in these areas: (1) Case Status, (2) Case Load, (3) Man·Hours, (4) Dispo· 
sition of Allegations, (5) Source of Allegations, and (6) Allegations by Cate· 
gory of Personnel. 

MAN AGElIfENT REPORTS 

This Section contains sample reports to be prepared by the Headquarters 
staff of the Office of Inspection and Internal Security for the Chief Inspector. 

The Case Status Sheet and Monthly Man·Hour Report outlined in Section II 
and inspector staffing data from the Summary of Ceilings and On Board Re· 
port will provide all necessary data for these management reports. 

The proposed reports have been designed and indexed with the intention to 
provide the Chief Inspector and other management personnel with a limited 
number of routine management reports while at the same time providing an 
ability to request a considerable number and variation of other summary and 
detail reports with a minimum amount of time and effort. For example, if 
after reviewing the Total DEA Case Status Summary (Report No. 1.0), one 
of the three routine monthly reports, the Chief Inspector could request a Case 
Status Summary for an individual Inspection Field Office or for an individual 
Enforcement Region or District by requesting Report No. 1.1 or 1.2 for the 
desired. office, region, or district. The Chief Inspector could, using the above 
example, also request by individual region or district Detail Case Status, 
Disposition of Allegations, Source of Allegations, 01' Allegations by Category 
of Personnel. 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND INTERNAL SECURITY-INDEX OF REPORTS 

Report No. Frequency Title 

1.0 ••••••••••••• Monthly •••••••••••••••• Case Status Summary (total DEA). 
1.1 •••••••••••••• Special ................. Case Status summary (Individual inspection field office or headquarters). 
1.2 ••••••••••••••••••• do ................. Summary of Case Status (individual region or district). 
2.0 .............. Monthly ................ Case Load Per Inspector. 
3.0 .............. Quarterly ............... Manhours Per Case. 
4.0 .............. Monthly ................ Dlsposltlon of Allegations (total DEA). 
4.1. ............. Special ................. Disposition of Allegoltions (Individual region). 
5.0 ................... do ................. Source of Allegations (total DEA). 
5.1. .................. do ................. Source of Allegatlons (IndiVidual region or district). 
6.0 ................... do ................. Allegations. by Category of Personnel (total DEA). 
6.1 ................... do ................. Allegations by catesory of Personnel (Individual region or district). 
7.0 ................... do ................. Detail Case Status total DEA). 
7.l ................... do ................. Detail Case Status Individual region or district). 
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OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND INTERNAL SECURITY-CASE STATUS SUMMARY (FOR TOTAL DEA), MONTH OF 
JANUARY 1975 

Report No. 1.0 Type M Type C Type I Type 0 Total 

In' process beginning of month: 
(2) I~ 

a. Under investigation _______________________ (I) 14 4 1 (3) ~~ b •. Pending resolution __________________ • ____ «2» 11 2 0 
c. TotaL __________________________________ 25 25 6 I 57 d. New cases initiated _______________________ 12 6 3 1 22 
e. Investigations completed __________________ 10 (I) I~ 5 I p~ 24 f. Cases closed _____________________________ 

«1» 12 2 0 ( I ) 27 

In process end of month: 
(I) Ii 2 ~. Under investigation (g=a+d-e) __________ (3~ 16 I (4~ 26 • Pending resolution (h=b+e-f} ____________ «2 ) 9 5 I «2 ) 26 

i. Total (i=c+d-f) ________________________ 25 18 7 2 52 

NOTES 
O=Number of cases under investigation over 60 days. 
(O)=Number of cases In process over 180 days. Attach detail data on each case. ' 
Variations of Report No. 1.0: Report 1.0 Routine Monthly-DEA total (as above). Report 1.1 Special-Individual 

I nspection field office. Report 1.2 Special-Individual region or district. 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND INTERNAL SECURITY-CASE LOAD PER INSPECTOR (CASES UNDER ACTIVE 
INVESTIGATION), JAN. 31, 1975-REPORT NO. 2.0 

Office 
Number of 
inspectors 

Number of 
cases Average 

Headquarters_________________________________________ 5 5 1. 0 
New Yorll____________________________________________ 6 8 1. 3 

g~if:f_o:============::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ I: ~ 
Los Angeles__________________________________________ 4 8 2.0 

Total __________________________________________ ------:2-1------26------1.-2 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND INTERNAL SECURITY-MAN-HOURS PER CASE (TOTAL DEA INVESTIGATIONS COM
PLETED CALENDAR YEAR TO DATE) MAR. 31, 1975-REPDRT NO. 3.0 

Average man-hours per case 

Office Type M Type C Type I Type 0 Total 

Headquarters 
Inspectors________________________ (9) 139 (6) 72 ______________ (3)221 (18)130 
Special age nts ____________________________________________ ••• _. _____ •••• _ ••••••••• _ •••• _ •• _ ._ •• ____ • _. __ 
Tota'- ______ • ___ • _____________ ._. (9)139 (6) 72 •••••••• __ •• __ (3)221 (18)130 

New Yorl( Inspectors •• __ • ____ • ________ ._____ (6) 156 
Special agents ___ • ____ • ____ ._. ____ • ____ •••• _ •••• 
Total._ ••••••••••••••••• _........ (6) 156 

Chicago Inspectors •••••• ____ • __ • ___ • _____ _ 
Special agents __ •••••• _. ___ • __ • __ _ 
Total ______________ ., ___ •••• _ ••• _ 

Dallas 

~~~1~1 ___ . ___ ~~~_:~_:::::::::::::: 
(6)148 (3) 97 __ • ___ • _____ •• 

(10)193 (3) 84 (3)126 ._ ••••••• _ •••• 
(2) 12l _ •••••• _______ ._ ••••• _ •• ___ ••••••••••••••• 
(12)181 (3) 84 (3)126 _ •• _ •• __ • ____ _ 

(15)135 
(1) 82 
(15)142 

(16)160 
(2) 122 
(18)155 

Inspectors ••••••••••••••• _ •• __ ._ •••• _ •••• __ •••••• (3)109 (6)189 _ •••••••••• ___ (9) 162 
Special agents. _ •• __ • ___ • ____ • _ ••• ____ •• __ •••••••••• _ ._ ••• ___ .,. _._. __ •••••••••••• _ •••••••• ___ • __ • _____ _ 
Total. ______ • ___ ._ ••• ________ •• __ ••• _. __ ••••• _. (3)109 (6)189 _ ••• _._ ••• __ •• (9) 162 

Los Angeles 
Inspectors_ ••• _. ____ ._. _____ •• ___ • (3) 208 (6)106 (3) 68 ••••••••• _._.. (12)122 
Special agents ._ ••••••• _ •• _ ••••••• _ •• _. _. __ • __ ••••••• _. _ ••• _ •• , ••• __ • _ ••••••• __ '_" •••••••••••• ,. _. _. _., 
Tota'- ••• _._..................... (3) 208 (6)106 (3) 68 __________ .___ (12)122 

Tota!. ____ ••••• _ ••• ___ •• _ •• _... (30)166 (24)105 (15)133 (3)221 (72)141 

Note.-( ) = Number of cases. 



OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND INTERNAL SECURITY-DISPOSITION OF ALLEGATIONS (TOTAL DEA CASES CLOSED 
CALENDAR YEAR TO DATE) JAN. 31, 1975-REPORT NO. 4.0 

Disposition 

Founded: 
No disciplinary actlon ••••••••••• ___ • __ 
Oral admonis~ment. __ • ____ • ___ •• _ •• __ 
Written admonishment. •• ____ ._. _____ • 

¥~~~~~~Wgn:.:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Resi gnation ••• _ •• _ •• _._ •••••••••••••• 

Number of 
cases Disposition 

Founded-Continued 

Number of 
cases 

Arrest. ••• _ ••••••••••••• _ •••••.••••• _ 0 
2 -------1 TotaL ___ •• __ •••••••• _ •••• _._ •• __ • 15 
4 Unfounded •• _._ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ 8 
6 Unresolved ••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •• _.... 4 
1 -------
1 Total all dispositions.................... 27 

Note.-Varlations of Report No. 4.0: Report 4.0 Routine Monthly-DEA total (as above). Report 4.1 Special-Individual 
region. 

OFFICE or iNSPECTION ANn INTERNAL SECURITY-SOURCE OF ALLEGATIONS (TOTAL DEA CASES iNiTIATEO 
CALENDAR YEAR TO DATE), JAN. 31, 1975-REPORT NO. 5.0 

Source 
Number of 
allegations Source 

Number of 
allegations 

DEA employee •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I nformanL ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Defendant. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ins pection •••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••• 

4 Other... •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
3 --------
8 TotaL................................ 22 
3 

Note: VariatIons of Report No. 5.0: Report 5.0 Special-DEA total (as above). Report 5.1 Special-Individual region or 
district. 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND INTERNAL SECURITY-ALLEGATIONS BY CATEGORY OF PERSONNEL (TOTAL DEA 
CASES INITIATED CALENDAR YEAR TO DATE), JAN. 31, 1975-REPORT No. 6.0 

Number of allegations 

Category of personnel Type M Type C Type 0 

Agents............................................. 8 5 1 
Compliance investigators................... •••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chemists......................................................... 1 •••••••••••••• 
Professional/Tcchnical............................... 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ 
Clerical •••••• _ ••• _ ••••• _. _ •••••••••••••••• _ •• _ ••• _. 2 ••••• __ ••••• _ •• _ •• _ ••• _ ••••• 

TotaL ••••• _._ ••••• _. __ ._ ••• _ ••• _ •• __ ._ •••• _. 12 6 1 

Total 

14 
1 
1 
1 
2 

19 

Note: Vanations of Report No. 6.0: Report 6.0 Special-DEA total (as above). Report G.1 Special-Individual region or 
district. 
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orFICE OF INSRECTION AND INTERNAL SECURITY-DETAIL CASE STATUS (TOTAL DEA CALENDAR YEAR TO DATE), 
JAN. 31, 1975-REPORT NO. 7.0 

Type and category 

NOTES 
( )=Number of cases under investigation over 60 days. 

Under 
investigation 

(I) I 
0 
1 
2 

(1) 1 
0 
4 
2 
2 

(1) 1 

(3) 16 

1 
1 
2 

(1) 3 
0 
0 

(I) 7 

0 
2 

2 

0 
1 

1 

(4) 26 

Status 

Pending 
resolution 

0 
1 
1 
0 

«1» 1 
((1» ~ 

1 
1 
0 

«2» 9 

0 
2 
2 
4 
2 
1 

11 

4 
1 

5 

1 
0 

«2» 26 

Closed 

2 
1 
1 
5 
4 
o 

13 

2 

« »=Number of cases in process over 180 days. 
Variations of Report No. 7.0: Report No. 7.0 Special-DEA total (as above). Report No. 7.1 Special-Individual region 

or district. 

CASE STATUS AND :MAN-HOUR DATA 

This Section Contains a Case Status Sheet and a sample Monthly :Man-Hour 
Report. 

A Case Status Sheet would be maintained in each investigation folder. When 
a Field Office telephones Headquarters to obtain a centrally controlled file num
ber for a new investigation, information required to complete the top part of this 
status sheet would be obtained (with the exception of the date investigation com
pleted) and an investigation folder would be established. The file number would 
contain a designator to indicate the region or district. The date the investigation 
is completed would be entered when the Report of InYestigation is received in 
Headquarters. The disposition data will be entered when the case is closed. 

In categorizing diSPOSition of cases as "founded" or "unfounded," the term 
founded (or the term substantiated if preferred) should always be used to connote 
a negative finding from the employee point of view. Conversely, unfounded should 
always be used to connote a positive finding. If for example the investigation 
concern" the "discharge of firearlll-line of duty" amI the inYefltigation concludes 
that the employee's action was proper and warranted, then the disposition should 
be marked unfounded. 

A Monthly Man-Hour Report will be submitted by each Inspection Field Office 
ancl for the Inspectors within the Headquarters who conduct inyestigations. The 
Man-Hour Report would coycr only Inspector's hours (and the hOllrs Reg'ional 
Special Agents expended all Office of Inspection cases) and shoulcl be basc<l upon 
a weekly activity report similar to the Special Agents vYeel,ly Activity Report 
(DEA Forlll 351) . 
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Fie ld 0 ffice File Number 

CASE STATUS SHEET 
(Inspection) Date Opened Date Investigation 

Completed 

Allegntions Inspector Assigned 
Code No Description 

, 
Remarks 

" 

L 

Employee(s) 

Name (Last, First, Middle) Title Grade Duty Station 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Disposition 

Date I Action Taken o Founded 

o Unfounded 
Date Employee Notified 

Employee No. 1 

Remarks 
o Unresolved 

o Fou;'ded 
Date I Action Taken 

o Unfounded 
Date Employee Notified 

Employee No.2 

Remarks 
o Unresolved 

o Founded 
Date I Action Taken 

o Unfounded 
Date Employee Notified 

Emp loyee No. 3 

Remarks 
o Unresolved 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Chief inspector. 
From: Chief, Dallas Inspection Field Office. 
Subject: Monthly Man-Hour Report. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
February 6, 1975. 

Inspector man-hours eypended during the month ending January 31, 1975, 
was as follows: 
A. By case: Case No.- Man·hour8 

I-Jl-74-0089______________________________________________ 68 
I-M5-74-0129_____________________________________________ 249 
1-J6-74-0161______________________________________________ 314 
1-Ml-75-0008_____________________________________________ 108 
I-J8-75-0029______________________________________________ 116 

Total case hours_________________________________________ 855 
R Other man-hours: 

1. Training________________________________________________ 12 
2. Administration__ _________________ ___ ____ __ ______________ 141 
3. Other__________________________________________________ 8 

C. Leave: 1. Annual___ ______________________ _ ______ _____ __ _______ ___ 28 
2. Sick____________________________________________________ 12 

D. Total inspector man-hours ______________________________ 1,056 
E. Overtime: 

1. Scheduled_______________________________________________ 0 
2. AlJO___________________________________________________ 176 

Special Agent (regional personnel) man-hours expanded on Office of Inspection 
cases during month ending January 31, 1975, was as follows: 
Case N 0.- Man·hour8 

I-Ml-75-0008________________________________________________ 81 

CODING OF INVESTIGATIONS 

This Section contains a listing of the fifty-two classes of allegations or 
investigations prepared by the Office of Inspection and Internal Security broken 
down into two alternative groups of five and eight types of investigations for 
managerial purposes. A third alternative would be the live general categories 
outlined in the report "An Analysis of the Resources, POlicies, and Procedures 
of the Office of Inspection and Internal Security" prepared by the Office of 
Planning and Evaluation. 

It is recognized that an individual case may include more than one allega
tion or even more than one of the alternative groupings (types), but for man
agerial reporting purposes, each case would be coded in accordance with the 
most serious allegation. 

POSSInLE GROUPING OF ALLEGATIONS AND INVESTIGATIONS-FIVE TYPES 

M. Misconduct 
Use of Drugs 
Accepting gratituities 
Abuse of Authority-excessive force 
Abuse of Authority-illegal detention 
Abuse of Authority-iIlegal search 
Acting outside scope of authority 
Misuse of Government vehicle 
Misuse of Government equipment 
Improper safeguard of Government equipment 
Improper safeguard of firearm 
Loss of evidence-narcotic 
Loss of evidence-non-narcotic 
Intoxication on duty 



Improper relationship with informants 
Improper relationship with defendants 
Perjury 
Subordination of perjury 
Making false statements 
Filing false reports 
Impersonation of DEA employee 
Conflict of Interest 
Unauthorized disclosure of agency information 
Failure to pay debts " 
Automobile accidents-FTCA 
Discharge of firearms-accidental 
EEO Complaint 
Breach of Physical Security 
Breach of document security 
Insubordination 
Failure to report violations 
Arrest of DEJA employee 
Failure to report arrest 
Loss of official ~unds 
Code of Ethics violations 

C. Oorruption 

Sale of drugs 
Possession of drugs 
Bribery 
Extortion 
Theft of Government property 
Theft of evidence-narcotic 
Theft of evidence-non-narcotics 
Theft from defendants-money 
Theft from defendants-property 
Forgery of informants signatures 
l!'raud against the Government 
Embezzlement 
Suspected criminal activity by employee (other than coded above) 
I. Inspections 
Unannounced inspections 
Scheduled inspections 
O. Other 
Discharge of firearm-line of duty 
Special projects 
Miscellaneous 

POSSIBLE GROUPING OF ALLEGATIONS AND INVESTIGA'l'IONS-EIGIIT TYPES 

A. Misappropriation of pl'operty 
Theft of Government Property 
Theft from defendants-property 
Misuse of Government vehicle 
Misuse of other Government. equipment 
Impropersafeguard of Government equipment 
Improper safeguard of firearm 
Theft of evidence-non-narcotic 
Loss of evidence-non-narcotic 
Breach of Physical Security 
Breach of Document Security 
B. Drug 'V'iolations 
Sale of drugs, 
Possession of drugs 
Use of drugs 
Theft of evidence-narcotic 
Loss of evidence-narcotic 



C. JIi8appropria.tion ot money 
Bribery 
Extortion 
Accepting gratuities 
Theft from defendants-money 
Fraud against the Government 
Embezzlement 
Loss of official funds 
D. Ll.lnt8e ot authority 
Abuse of authority-excessive for(!e 
Abuse of authority-illegal detention 
Abuse of authority-illegal search 
Acting outside scope of authority 
E. Conil1wt abu8e8 
Intoxication on duty 
Improper relationship with informants 
Improper relationship with defendants 
Perjury 
Subordination of Perjury 
Making false statements 
Filing false reports 
Impersonation· of DEA employee 
Conflict of interest 
Unauthorized Disclosure of Agency Information 
Failure to pay debts 
Automobile accidents-FTCA 
Discharge of firearms-accidental 
Discharge of firearms-line of duty 
EEO Complaint 
Insubordination 
Failure to Report Violations 
Arrest of DEA employee by other agency 
Failure to report arrest 
Suspected criminal activity by employee (other than coded above) 
Code of ethics violations. 
F. InspectiOns 
Unannouncecl Inspections 
Schedulecl Inspections 
Special Projects 
G. Miscellaneou8 Improprieties 
Miscellaneous 

Chairman .JACKSON. Mr. Bartels, I would like to ask some ques
tions here. We are going to give you every opportunity to complete 
the statement, but we are trying to get at the heart of t~is inql~iry. 

You have not addressed yourself, frankly, to the. baSIC questIOns 
that have been raised by the witnesses and you will, I assume, be
fore you are through. But I wanted to ask here, if I might, some 
questions. 

Senator PERCY. I thjnk it would be desirable, Mr. Ohairman. 
Ohairman JACKSON. We can go on and on here. Let's start 1,2, 3. 

We can go into details, manuals and so on. 
Mr. BARTELS. The manual and details are importalit. They are 

facts. I will be happy to answer your questions. Let's go. 
Senator PERCY. We need some clarification. 
Mr. BARTELS. Good. 
Chairman .JACKSON. I will be brief. 
You have stated that the Attorney General asked for your res

ignation. 
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Mr. BARTELS. I have that from the Deputy Att.orney General. I 
never spoke with him. 

Ohairman JACKSON. You were so advised through the Deputy 
Attorney Ge.neral. Who is he ~ 

Mr. BAR'fllLS. Judge Tyler. 
Ohairman JAOKSON. You were never told why~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. I was told I was too defensive of this Agency. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Didn't you ask for a statement from Mr.-
Mr. BARTELS. I asked to see the Attorney General. 
Ohairman JACKSON. When you didn't get that, did you ask for a 

bill of particulars ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. I asked why. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Did you put it in writing~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. I didn't put it in writing. 
Ohairman JACKSON. I wonder why~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Senator, you can taik to people. I have been in the 

Department for 11 years. He told me, the Attorney General has the 
right to appoint any man. I objected. 

Ohairman JACKSON. Mr. Bartels,-
Mr. BARTEL. I wasn't finished. 
Ohairman JACKSON. I would have put it in writing. 
Mr. BARTELS. That is our difference. 
Ohairman JACKSON. I am just suggesting. You have no record of 

it. It is just oral. Did you testify before the Attorney General's 
task force ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Ohairman JACKSON. How long did your testimony take ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. A day and a half. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Were you under oath~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Did you refuse to answer any questions asked 

by the group~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No, sir; although that appeared in the newspapers. 
Ohair~an JACKSON. That is why I am asking the question. I want 

to be fall'. 

Mr. BARTELS. Absolutely not. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Why was the task force formed ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. The task force was formed in order to take a look 

at whether or not there was any substance to the allegations of mis
management or endemic corruption within DEA. 

Ohairman JACKSON. If I may turn to the Promuto case. During 
the period of the Promuto investigation, September 17 to October 
2, 1974, all of your actions appeared designed to keep the investiga
tion from expanding into matters other than those specified in the 
allegations contained in the Augus!; 19 letter from the Metropolitan 
Police Department. Is that correct ~ 

Mr. BAm'ELs. No, sir. ·Why do you limit it to October 2~ I under
stand th:::.t investigation continued right through March or April of 
1975 and, furthermore, I don't know what action I took that limited 
it. Mr. Brosan--

Ohairman JACKSON. We will go into those. ·Why did you say you 
didn't limit the investigation ~ 



Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. You did not~ vVhy did you not want the Of

fice of Inspection investigation to pursue leads which may have de
veloped similar Promuto associations with other alleged felons ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I didn't ever stop them from pursuing leads. Indeed, 
if you take a look at that investigation--

Chairman JACKSON. You are saying that you never took any steps 
to prohibit them from pursuing other leads ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. That is correct. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did your own knowledge of the activities of 

Diane De Vito have anything to do with yOUI' decisions--
Mr. BARTELS. Let's get into that, Senator. 
Chairman JACKSON. I am surprised you didn't do it in the begin

ning. 
Mr. BARTELS. Because it is not relevant to what is going on. I met 

Miss De Vito on two occasions in my life. At no time was it at my 
request or under my control. I was introduced to her at a meeting at 
a dinner in San Francisco, December of 1973, by Mr. Promuto, who 
stated she was a friend of the family, that he had known her father. 

I don't believe I said two words to her at that time. I had dinner, 
I believe with her and a group of a dozen people, or 10 people, 8 
people) I don't know how many people, on one occasion. 

Later on that weekend, I went out to the airport with her, with 
Mr. Promuto, and with an assistant U.S. attorney. I was told that 
she had been a friend of the family and that her father had been 
a friend to the Promutos for a long period of time. 

On another occasion, some 6 months later, I again met her, not 
under my control, not with any premeditation, again had a dinner 
with her, with Mr. Promuto, and others, and had social conversation. 

That was the total extent of my lmowledge "of this woman. 
Chairman JACKSON. Did Robert l~ichardson, Associate Chief 

Counsel of DEA, shortly after you returned from San Francisco
that is December of 1973-warn you to stay away from Diane De 
Vjto~ 

lVIr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. He did not ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He had no idea who Diane De Vito was. I didn't set 

up any meetings with Diane De V~to. 
Chairman JACKSON. He has testIfied under oath--
Mr. B~mTELs. 'rhat is not my recollection of his testimony, I have 

read it. 
Chairman JACKSON. vVill you get the testimony~ The staff will get 

the testimony. vVe are taUring about Mr. Richardson. He testified 
on page 632. Mr. Richardson testified, as we understood it, that he 
was talking with you 2 weeks after the San Francisco trip. After 
you described her, he, Richardson, told you to stay away from her. 

Mr. BARTELS. No. My recollection of his testimony-
Chairman JACKSON. 'Let's get the testimony. 
Were you ever in the company of-you testified that you met 

her-Diane De Vito, after the Richardson warning~ vVhat did Mr. 
Richardson say to you? 

Mr. BARTELS. I described her, described the weekend out there. I 
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have no specific recollection other than I am refreshed that he made 
some comment about the Be:r:keley Barb being a newspaper out 
there and the various problems with narcotics law enforcement in 
the hay area because of those newspapers, and said that if the 
Berkeley Barb were to see my description (If Diane De Vito it 
would be embarrassing. 

Chairman JAOKSON. When did you first find out about the infor
mation concerning Diane De Vito which alleged that she was a drug 
user, associate of criminahl. and a prostitute ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe that I ever heard she was a prostitute. 
But I heard that she was mentioned in the files of BNDD sometime 
in November of 1974. 

Chairman JAOKSON. I will ask counsel to read now the testimony. 
Mr. ,FELD~rAN. Page 632 of June 18, 1975: 
Senator NUNN. Have you ever warned Mr. Bartels about association with 

either Diane De Vito or any other female, that you can recall? 
Mr. RICHARDSON. I had a conversation, I have had numerous conversations with 

Mr. Bartels over the past 5 years concerning the conduct of government 
officials. Specifically with respect to Diane De Vito, after I returned and Mr. 
Bartels returned from the San Francisco trip in December of 1073, probably 1 
or 2 weelts later. Mr. Bartels and I discussed the success of the trip.· >I< • 

In the course of that conversation * * * we discussed going to dinner in San 
Fruncisco, some of the humorous things that ha(l occurred and in the course of 
that conversation, Mr. Bartels advised me that Mr. Promuto had introduced him 
to a young lady ancl he did not identify her, to the best of my recollection. He 
described her. Mr. Bartels described her * * *. 

During that conversation, I again stated to Mr. Bartels and it was in the 
context, the exact words, I don't recall, this conversation occurred a year and 
a half ago, but I did remind Mr. Bartels that it was important for him espe
cially, and for all of us to be careful of whom we might be seen with. 

Sir, that is the general context of it. Then Senator Nunn draws 
out other facts about Diane De Vito in his questioning after that. 
The general question then is after you had this discussion with Mr. 
Richardson and he issued this warning--

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Wait a second. I didn't heal' the word warning in 
there. Let me put it in context so we are not playing games with 
words. 

I didn't solicit that meeting with De Vito. I had no intention 
of ever seeing De Vito. I had no idea that I would ever see De Vito 
again, nor the second time in my life did I have any warning of 
seeing De Vito in advance. So that I have no recollection of his 
ever warning me, saying don't see De Vito and it strikes me afJ 
being totally improbable that he ever would warn me, saying don't 
see De Vito. 

I recall his discussion with the newspapers out there and the po
tential for criticism for anything you did with the Berkeley Barb 
or anything in San Francisco. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Are you saying that you did not want to 
Hmit the investigation to the August 19 letter from the Metropolitan 
Police Department ~ Is that correct ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. That is correct. 
Chairman JAOKSON. Is it true then that you did not want the 

Office of Inspection to pursue leads which may have developed sim
ilar Promuto associations with other alleged felons ~ 
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Mr. BARTELS. No. Indeed, they did; they went on all through 
October, November, and December. 

Chairman JACKSON. But at no time did you indicate to the Office 
of Inspection that you did not want them to pursue leads beyond 
the questions raised by the August 19 letter from the Metropolitan 
Police Department ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. That is 100 percent correct; yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. You had no knowledge, as I understand it, of 

any of the activities of Diane De Vito durmg this period ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is correct. 
Chairman JACKSON. When did you first learn about her? 
Mr. BARTELS. Sometime in either the end of October or the begin

ning of November that I learned--
Chairman JACKSON. Of 19--
Mr. BARTELS. 1974, Mr. Chairman, that I learned she had been 

mentioned in a DEA or BNDD report. 
Chairman JACKSON. Then what did you do about it ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Continued the investigation. I didn't do anything 

about it. There was nothing to be done. 
Chairman JAOKSON. You knew of the associations with Mr. Pro

muto~ 
Mr. BARTELS. So did everybody else. 
Chairman JACKSON. What did you do about Mr. Promuto in light 

of that~ 
Mr. BARTELS. We continued the investigation. In other words, the 

mere fact, we asked that Brosan continue that investigation, which 
he did. 

Chairman JACKSON. Didn't you have enough information by that 
time to take some action ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No indeed. 
Chairman JACKSON. You didn't~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Indeed, there hasn't been any action taken since I left 

office some 6 weeks ago. One of the ironies--
Chairman JACKSON. That may be one of the problems of the op

eration down there. 
Mr. BARTELS. You know, two counsels have gotten two different 

opinions, both of which show that if a man, assuming he was having 
some sort of a meretricious relationship--

Chairman JACKSON. To get a full investigation, you have got to 
determine who is to run down all leads. I understand your testi
mony is that you placed 110 restrictions of any kind of the Office 
of Investigations to run down all possible leads. That is your testi
mony~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACKSON. You did not order written questions to be 

given to Promuto before the investigation was completed ~ 
Mr. BAR'rEr.,S. I ordered-before the investigation ~ I ordered he be 

confronted at sometime in that investigation. The initial reaction of 
Mr. Brosan was that based on the August 19 letter of Officer Shof
fler, that Mr. Pl'omuto be Hred immediately, without explanation, 
without any confrontation, 3,ncl at that time, he said no explanation 
was possible. 
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After consulting with Mr. Richardson and others, the next day 
I ordered that investigation go forward. It did go forward. It went 
into every aspect except the two remaining charges of the ShofIler 
letter; that is, the nature of the alleged associations of 1111'. Promuto 
with the 6-some odd people in Fran O'Brien's and the nature of the 
alleged telephone calls that had come fl.'om telephone numbers which 
were under surveillance by the Metropolitan Police Department. 

Chairman JACKSON. You cHdnot order Mr. Brosan, through Mr. 
Richardson, not to open new avenues of investigation ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. That is correct. I think that is Mr. Richardson's 
testimony. 

Chairman JACKSON. You dic1not order Mr. Brosan, through 1\1r. 
Richardson, to submit a report of investigation without giving the 
Office of Inspection the opportunity to conduct the inquiry as they 
saw fit to do so ~ 

1\1r. BARTELS. 'Wait a second. That question, Senator, involves 
certain facts that are-let me answer it this way: I ordered Mr. 
Richardson to tell Mr. Brosan in October to submit a report on the 
basis of Mr. Richardson's statement to me on Friday or Saturday in 
the end of September, either the 28th or 27th, that Mr. Brosan 
had told him the investigation was basically complete, but it would 
take him a month to write the report. . 

I told ~fr. Richardson, "Get him to write that report more 
quickly. See if you can get it by vYednesday. October 2cl or October 
3d." He did so. Mr. Brosan came back and said he couldn't do it that 
quickly. He got an extension. 

'When new evidence came in after that, that investigation went 
forward. That report was not a final report that he read and sub
mitted in the first week of October. That was an interim report. That 
investigation continued on with full speed during the month of 
October, during the month of November, during the month of De
cember, during the month of January, February, and March. 

Ohairman .TACKSON. I..Jet's look at the very broad part of this prob
lem during the time you were the Administrator. Why was there 
such a large increase in the amount of heroin, cocaine, and other 
narcotics flowing into this country ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. There was an increase in the ftmount of cocaine 
and heroin coming into this country because there was an increase 
~n the gross foreign sour~es of supply; that is, there was an increase 
m the sources from MeXICO that had been coming in, there was an 
increase in the sources from Southeast Asia as a result of the de
generation of our policy in Southeast Asia and the wholesale immi
gration of ethnic Ohinese, both into Europe, Canada and into the 
United States and, in short, there was an increace because of the 
gross increase in supply. 

Chairman JACKSON. Mr. Bartels, why was it that during your Ad
ministration, under your Administration that DEA decided to con
centrate on the little guys rather than after the big fish ~ 

Mr. BARTEr_s. I am glad you asked that because DEA did not. 
Ohairman JACKSON. The statistics that have been given to us show 

lots of arrests of low level pushers, but very few of the big level 
operators. . ' 
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Mr. BARTELS. That is not true, Senator. The statistics show, as 
yon know, we divide defendants into four classes, class 1 being the 
highest, being the international violator; class 2 being a major or 
interstate violator; class 3 being a wholesale local distributor; class 
4 being anything that is left over. 
If you take a look, you will see that while arrests went up in 

toto over this period, that the class 1 and class 2 violations and 
arrests went up as follows: In fiscal year 1973, the first year of 
DEA, there were 608 Federal arrests of class 1 and class 2 violators; 
in fiscal year 1974, there were 1,050 arrests of class 1 and class 2 
violators; in three quarters, or slightly more than three quarters of 
fiscal year 1975, there were 1,630 arrests of class 1 and class 2 viola
tors. 

The statistics that are misleading, the facts that 82 percent or so 
of the money that goes into purchasing evidence does go into people 
who are initially identified as class 3 and class 4 violators. 

r At~his point. Senator NUllll withdrew from the hearing room.l] 
Mr. BARTELS. The question comes, the extent to which these agents 

can then take those cases and develop them so that they lead to 
conspiracies involving class 1 and class 2 violators. You would be 
100 percent correct if those agents stopped merely at buying evidencp 
from class 3 and class 4 violators and dropped it right then and 
there. 

That was the basis of the report that was submitted to you from 
region 14 in Los Angeles, that said back in March of 1974, that we 
were dissatisfied with the performance of that region because they 
were not carrying that forward. If you will check, I don't have a 
copy of it, but DEA has a report as of April or May of 1975, that 
shows that that situation was rectified in Los Angeles, in the southern 
9alifor}1ia region, and that by 12utting pressure on, the policy of 
mcreasmg the nnmber of arrests mto class 1 and class 2 was met. 

I think there has been a serious mistake in several forms of our 
policy; one, that we are a single methodology agency engaged 
soJely on the percentage, that 82 percent figure, we are concerned 
only with buying from the local areas. That is not true. You can 
take a look at the ratio of funds spent for buying evidence as op
posed to the ratio of funds spent for buying information and you 
can see the results from it. 

Chairman JACKSON. Mr. Bartels--
Mr. BARTELR. I wasn't finished, sir. I have one short point. I won't 

carry it beyond to boredom, but I do think it is important to show 
that these agents are out there doing a job and the job that they are 
doing is breaking up major conspiracies. They are doing it by 
efficiently. buying into small groups and then carrying it forward. 

You WIll see, If you take a look at the record, that the numbers 
of conspiracy arrests have increased tremendously as a result of 
both the purchases into that low level and as a result of the shift 
into buying information. For example, of the 1,825 defendants in
dicted by DEA in the first 18 months of its existence who were class 
1 Ull.d cJass 2; that is, the top two classes, almost 50 percent of them 
were the result of conspiracy cases which were the result of testi
mony brought by low level people who had been arrested by DEA. 
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In other words, buying low, turning them into witnesses and leading 
to a high level conspiracy. 

Ohairman JACKSON. 1\1:1'. Bartels, we have had experts in here 
saying we are in a heroin epidemic. Someone is right, someone is 
wrong. Listening to you, everything is going great. 

Mr. BARTELS. No, it is not going great. ·We are in a heroin problem. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Are we in a heroin epidemic~ 
1\1:1'. BARTELS. I don't know if it is an epidemic; it is certainly 

going up. 
Ohairman JACKSON. It is going up ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir, it is spreading out of the inner city out of 

the ghetto into the smaller towns. 
Ohairman JACKSON. It is going from the city out into the suburM 
Mr. BARTELS. R.ight. 
Ohairman JACKSON. But the point is that the big increase has 

occmred since this consolidation took place. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir, there is no post hoc ergo proptor hoo. There 

is no cause and effect of necessity. vVbat has happened is, the Gov
ernment of Turkey has decided to resume growth. 

Ohairman JACKSON. Eighty-fiye percent of it is Mexico. 
Mr. BARTELS. That is right, but let me finish. The Goyernment 

of Turkey has decided to go back and we have seen increased 
Turkish supply. 

We have seen increased flow in from Mexico. vVe have seen in
creased flow in from Southeast Asia. So I don't think the mere fact 
that you have an agency which has 2,200 agents, Senator, that is 
two-thirds of size of New York Oity Transit Authority, that has 
fewer criminal investigators than the Environmental Protection 
Agency, that whenever additional countries go into the growth and 
supply of heroin that that can be laid on 2,200 agents. 

Ohairman JACKSON. Mr. Bartels, I am going to conclude now. 
You have had a long and distinguishecl career in public service and 
you were an Assistant U.S. attorney in New York you said under 
Robert Morgenthau. You have had a lot of experience in this area. 
Do you think during your time you served there, there was cor
ruption within the agency ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. During the time that I served in DEA~ 
Ohairman JACKSON. Yes. 
Mr. BAR'rELS. Yes, I think there is corruption in any agency. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Is there corruption in the FBI ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, I think there is corruption any time you have 

a group--
Ohairman JACKSON. Has any FBI agent ever been prosecuted 

that you know of while on active duty involving corruption~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I know agents who have been released because~ 
Ohairman JACKSON. I didn't ask you that. 
Mr. BARTELS. I know agents who have been rele!l.Sed. I don't know 

of any who have been prosecuted. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Do you think your record is equal and com

parable to the FBI ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't know, Senator, but I know whenever you 

get a group of people) 4,000 people, you are going to have some 
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who are bad just like in this Senate. You are goIng to have some 
Senators who get in trouble, but you don't indict the whole Senate 
because one Senator gets in trouble. 

Chairman JACKSON. Of course not. Is the corruption minimal; is 
it just minor and rare ~ 

~1:r. BARTELS. It is not endemic. There is no wholesale corruption. 
Chairman JACKSON. \V"hat is it like~ \V"hat do you think~ Can 

yon give us a description ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, certainly; we have had over the past-let me 

get the statistics. Bear with me, Senator. 
Chairman JACKSON. I mean about action you have taken. 
Mr. BAR'rELS. I am not talking about action I have taken. I sat 

there for 23 months. 
Chairman JACKSON. Twenty-three months. 'With the long experi

ence in law enforcement, what did you think was really going on in 
that agency ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I think in that agency you have got a group of the 
most dedicated hard working young men who are overtaxed, under
supported of any law enforcement agency in the world. 

I think they are out there doing a job that the public doesn't 
understand. 

Chairman JACKSON. I think they have a lot of fine outstanding 
men. Don't misunderstand. 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't think there is any widespread integrity-we 
indicted two people during my time. I think the program that we 
set up for preventive patrolling--

Chairman JACKSON. \V"e are trying to get a feel here. 
:Mr. BARTELS. vVe indicted a man for possession of a glill that he 

had taken from a raid. vVe indicted a man for possession of mari
lmana. 

Chairman JACKSON. You don't think there is large scale payoffs~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No, sir, I don't. I have no evidence of it. We have 

checked £01' it. I am familiar with the situation that existed in New 
York in the sixties. I worked on it. I was familiar with the Knapp 
Commission work. 

I worked very closely with Mr. Armstrong. You Imew then, you 
had telltale signs. \V"hat we have done as a result of this reorganiza
tion, Senator, is set up preventive patrol systems that monitor both 
informants, computerize that, monitor the business, computerize 
that, so you have a pattern an(l can set up prospective patterns 
which should show any deviation from the normal. 

In addition, we have moved men around so you don't have the 
situat~on that you had in New York in the mid-1960's when a man 
and Ius partner were partners for many years. As a result the two 
of them went off, they had a case quota system, three a month, and 
they came up with those cases three times a month. 

Excuse me; let me just-I apologize. I think it is important that 
this be brought out because the American pevpJe have what I believe 
is the mistaken impression that this agency is sort of the bubonic 
plague of Federal law enforcement. 

Chairman .J ACKSON. r think there are a lot of fine outstanding 
men. The question is whether there is corruption in it. I would 
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fired. ' 
. Mr. B4RTELS. I asked for a bill of pp,rticulars. Let's get back to 

the corruption issue. 
Ohairman JACKSON. You didn't put it in writing. Do you think 

you ran a good agency ~ . 
Mr. BARTELS. I think I ran a good agency. Yon are darned rlght. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Why do you think you were fired ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I can't tell vou why I was fired. I asked to see the 

Attorney General. Let's get back to the corruption thing because 
that is more important even than me. My reputation has been pil
loried, but more important is the concept of what narcotics law 
enforcement should be doing, the concept of how do we Atop this 
problem which admittedly is getting worse and the concept of the 
job that these men are doing. 

Senator, these'men are doing a job that is entirely different from 
the job that was being done by 300 agents in New York Oity in the 
early sixties. In those times they had a quota system. They had two 
partners who were always together who had the prospect of getting 
so that one owned the other. 

Now we have a situation where we don't have that, where we have 
prospective systems of reporting, reporting systems which are pre
ventive and should detect any pattern of cOl'l'uption. We don't have 
the same signals Irom informants that we had back in the sixties. 
We don't have the same signals from the defendants. There is no 
way I can pro'Ve that there is not corruption. 

Ohairman .TACKSON. Mr. Bartels, how would you rate your organi
zation ~ You have been in Ia w enforcement as an assistant U.S. attor
ney, you dealt with all the law enforcement agencies. The southern 
district of New York has some of the toughest cases. It is an honor 
to be in that office. You have had that broad experience. You said 
you had heen in the Department of Justice how many years ~ 

Mr. BARTELfl. Eleven years. 
Ohairman .TACKflON. How would you rate the Drug Enforcement 

Agency among the law enforcement agencies ~ 
Mr. BAR'rnI,s. I think it is the most dangerous; I think it is the 

most difficult. 
Ohairman .TACKSON. I am talking about integrity, efficiency, overall 

law enforcement, professionalism, competence, and so on, as an 
organization as you left it. 

Mr. BAR'rET,S. I think it is right up at the top. I think you can get 
corroboration on that by talking to people such as chiefs of police, 
the. U.S. attorneys. 

Ohairman .TACKSON. How would you rate it with the Secret Serv
ice~ 

]\£1'. BART1~r,S. It is an entirely different type of investigation. Let 
me tell you why it is difficult. 

Ohairman .JACKSON. They deal with counterfeiters and in a lot 
of other arens. 

~'fr. BAR'l'ELS. They invest~gate. retroactively. They investigate a 
crlme that haEpened some tIme III the past. They go to a witness 
who is a complaintmt. Our agents have to go out there and be part 
of the crime. It is all real time. 

57-281-7u-7 
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Chairman JACKSON. How does it rate with the FBB 
Mr. BARTELS. It is entirely different. I think a small group of 

dedicated men produce results and if you speak to the FBI, I think 
they will tell you that. 

Chairman JACKSON. So to finalize, when you left you felt you left 
a very fine professional organization, an outstanding law enforce
ment organization at the time you were fired. 

Mr. BARTELS. That is right. 
Chairman JACKSON. Thank you. 
Senator Percy. 
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Senator Jackson. 
rAt this point Senator Jackson withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senator PERCY. I would like to take a minute to try to put these 

hearings into perspective. 
Mr. BARTELS. Good. 
Senator PERCY. And then carry our questioning in light of that 

perspective. 
This committee has the responsibility for the organization of the 

Fedeml Government. We lutve not only the responsibility to structure 
every new organizational effort, but also to then. once an agency is set 
up to oversee it and make certain that the executive branch fulfills the 
legislative function that we have outlined in Jaw. 

The drug abuse problem was one of the most pervasive, difficult 
problems faced by the Federal Government. President Nixon called 
it enemy number one here at home. There isn't any question but 
what its insidious tantacles have gone into particularly the ghettos, 
but now into the suburbs, and undermined the American people. 

It has caused crime which costs the America.n people roughly $10 
billion a year. In every urban ar.ea, 50 percent of street crime is drug 
related and we h!tppell to think the crime committed in our own home 
was drug related. All the evidence is that the only motivation was 
money for drugs. 

These types of crimes have brought tl'a~edy to familjes across this 
country. The ascendancy was very high. The Vietnam war added to it. 
An 80 cent habit in Vietnam was an $80 habit here. 

So we approach that problem in this committee from two stand
points, law enforcement on one side and rehabilitation and treatment 
on the other side. We set up the special Office of Drug Abuse right in 
the White House itself for 3 years terminating June 30 of this year; 
a few days ago. 

,Ve have extended it for another couple of months. We will have 
to find some way to solve the treatment problem. ,Ve alRo felt we onght 
to cut off the supply, so we have poured hundreds of millions of dollars 
into beefing up the enforcement process. 

MI'. Bartels, the responsibility put on your shoulders was immense. 
There are only two people superior to yon in the whole Federal Gov
ernment: ~he President of the United States, who is responsible for 
the executIve branch, and the Attorney General of the United States. 

You ure the chief law enforcement officer responsible for controlling 
drugs from the standJ?oint of cutting: off th.e supply and prosecuting 
those people who permIt drugs to flow Into thIS country. 

Allegations have been made that the Administration spent too much 
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time with local law enforcement problems and neglected violations 
at the highest level. 

State and local officials should be handling street crime. They can
not aet at the international networks. They cannot stop the flow at 
the borders. Nothing can stop it in foreign countries other than Fed-
eral programs. ., . 

I think that the men and women working for DEA m tIns extremely 
risky business are, for the most part, loyal, dedicated, and hard-work
ing; they have kept their integrity despite enormous temptations. 

The whole essence of this oversight hearing is to determine whether 
at the top there was good admimstration and good organization. I 
agree with your stawment on page 3 when you said: 

However, like any manager of a large complex organization, I lmew I would 
have to rely on the professionalism, loyalty and good judgment of my key staff. 

I spent most of my life as a chief executive officer, dependent en
til-ely for supervision of thousands of people all over the world on a 
handful of people at the top. My job was to evaluate them. Theil' job 
was to evaluate the people below. 

I relied upon the supervision and the tight control of those at the 
top. If they didn't perform, they had to go out. The problem herG is 
that we have allegations not only of inadequate people, but allegations 
that when evidence of wrongdoing or malfeasance was brought to your 
attention there vms almost a cover-up of it, as in the Nixon 'White 
House, questionable activities appeal' to have begun at the top and 
inevitably permeated the Government structure. What our problem is 
in these hearings is to determine whether or not the tone at the top was 
right. 

George Brosan, Acting Chief Inspector, whose very important job 
it was to insure the integrity of the whole organIzation, is making alle
gations and testifying under oath against you. ""Ve have Andrew Tar
taglino, the Acting Deputy Administrator, former chief i.nspector, a 
top man in your organization, testifying under oath against you. 

This is an organization that is hardly clear of problems not to men
tion the problems of the Director of Public Information, Mr. Promuto, 
against whom allegations have been made all over the lot. 

One wonders how you can have so many dedicated, loyal people if 
you have this kind of a pattern. We have testimony that you were 
wal'l1~d about o~ltstanding ~n~egrity allegations against Mr. 'William 
Durkm, the ASSIstant Arummstrator for Enforcement. 'W1lUt did you 
do about those allegations ~ . 

I would like to take a few of those allegations and insinuations that 
have ~een made as to something wrong at the top of your organization 
and gIve you a chance to comment on them. 

I would like to start with a man who doesn't appear or organization 
charts of DEA, but a man who testified here a day that I was chairina 
the hearings. I have been appraising him and trying to analyze hi~ 
as.a forlner chief ~xecuth:e officer. I wonder 'yhat :qtotivates anyone to 
brmg on board thIS man III the lillusual way III WhICh he was actually 
brought on. 

I wonder if you could tell us about Tom Durkin, how did you first 
meet him~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I first met Mr. Durkin sometime in 1970 or 1971 or 
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had been a consultant to the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs, had been an adviser to Mr. Ingersoll and we went over a list 
()f the various people who would be continued advisers to me and as 
well as Mr. Ingersoll, it was recommended that I bring, continue Mr. 
Durkin's tenure. I did that-

Senator PERCY. You called him an adviser. How many advisers like 
this did you have ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I thought he was a consultant. 
Senator PERCY. He was a consultant. All right. I think he referred 

to himself as an adviser. 
Mr. BARTELS. This difference didn't matter to me. I didn't pick it 

up. There is a difference. Let me tell you about J\fr. Durkin as it 
related to me. 

Senator PERCY. Let's, for the record, make it clear that--was he a 
paid employee ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Unpaid. 
Senator PERCY. Unpaid employee but he was given what privileges 

that officially identified him with your agency and the Department ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He was given a new credential so that his old Bureau 

of Narcotics credential was turned in. 
Senator PERCY. So that if he has that credential and shows it he is 

being represented as a-
Mr. BARTELS. Consultant. 
Senator PERCY [continuing]. An arm of the agency and of you. 
Mr. BARTELS. I suppose so. I don't know. 
Senator PERCY. In other words, if he flashes it--
Mr. BARTELS. This is to identify Thomas Durkin with his picture 

as a special consultant or special adviser, whatever it said, to the 
Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Senator PERCY. To the Administration or to the Administrator ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No; to the Drug Enforcement Administration. That 

would be my guess. I must say I have never looked. 
Senator PERCY. Adviser or consultant ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I must say I have never looked at the specific word

ing of his credentials. 
Senator PERCY. Then he had this credential and what other priv

ileges did he have to idmtify him with the agency ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. To my lmowledge, that is the only privilege he had. 

We had about 3D--
Senator PERCY. Credit card for toll calls ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He may have. I don't know. 
Senator PERCY. He t'estified under oath that he did. 
Mr. Bartels. Then I take his word. 

. Senator PERCY. Was he able to write travel vouchers and travel 
freely to New York, Washington, and so forth, and write Govern
ment vouchers ~ 

Mr. BAllTELS. No, he would be paid for his travel. I don't know 
whether he wrote them. But any special consultant--

Senator PEllCY. I think he testified under oath that the wrote his 
own travel vouchers. 

Mr. BARTEr .. s. Then he wrote his own travel vouchers. 
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who is associatedofficinlly with the agency . 
. Could you tell us what .access he had to materials~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes; he had access to materials such as I supplied 
him. To my lmowledge, I first used him in c01l1lection with an equal 
employment allegation by a man named Oliver, who was the Deputy 
Director of Personnel, and again this was sometime in the spring of 
1974 when this man had made a number of charges and I had been 
advised by a number of people, including Mr. Brosan, to fire Mr. 
Oliver. I gave that file of charges to Mr. Durkin. 

Senator PERCY. You gave a charge to him. Did he 11ave access to 
whatev.er files he needed, whatever material he needed to follow up 
on that~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Senator PERCY. How could he follow up on the project ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He would have to ask me. 
Senator PEJWY. So he dealt directly with you ~ 
Mr. BAR~l'ELS. Either with me or with my executive assistant. Yes. 
Senator PERCY. So he is right at the top ~ 
Mr. BARTELS, Yes, sir. Certainly. 
Senator PERCY. Did he have a security clearance~ 
Mr. BAR'rELS. No, he didn't. It turrcJ out he didn't. 
Senator PEROY. vVhy not ~ 
Mr. BAR'rELS. He didn't have security cleamnce because when he 

was brought in, it was assumed he had been given a security clear
ance by BNDD. 

Senator PERCY. Now, Mr. Bartels, how could you assume that ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I relied on my top people, Senator, just as you did. 
Senator PEROY. This was a new responsibility working right out 

of your office directly for you. \Vouldn't you want to recheck on him ~ 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. No, ·indeed. I was advised that he had been doing the 

exact same thing for Mr. Ingersoll, that during that time, whatever 
necessary prerequisites were needed. 

Senator PEROY. We know he saw the Promuto file~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Certainly. 
Senator PERCY. 'Ve know he saw the Promuto file. Did he see the 

'Villi am Durkin file ~ 
Mr. BAR'rET.S. I don't believe so. 
Senator PEROY. 'Would you want to check on that~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I would be happy to. We could ask him. 
Senator PERCY. What background did he have ~ 'Vhat was his par

ticular specialty in the narcotics field ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He had no particular. specialty in the narcotics field. 

Mr. Ingersoll had used him. He was a highly successful private at
torney who had been very helpful to agents, who had been shot. He 
had built a home for an agent who was named Tom Devine, who 
was paralyzed from the armpits down. 

He had taken care of all of his legal matters, built a special home 
with ramps. He had done that all at his own expense. He was highly 
successful. 

He had also been a consultant to the head of the New ,Tersey State 
Polic~ and had essentially served as a sounding board. He is a man 
of great analytical und pructical common sense. 
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I used him as a mental midwife in short. He had the practical 
courage and sense to tell me when I was wrong when, frankly, others 
dicul't, and he would also tell me to look into other areas when I 
didn't. 

So, his background was that initially, and I wondered why he ha.d 
been brought in, why he did so much for these agents, what hIS 
motives were. 

His motives were that, franlciy, he was a millionaire whose father 
had been a policeman in the Newl},rk Police Department and who 
felt he ~wed something to this country and to society. He did it with 
anonymIty. 

SenatOl: PERCY. Do vou know how he became a millionaire ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. He practiced law in New .Jersey and he had 

real estate back from his early days in the suburbs of Newark and 
I believe Morris ComIty, which appreciated. .. 

flenator PERCY. ,Vas this real estate purchased or mhel'lted ~ 
Mr. Bartels. It was purchased. I believe his father had retired 

relatively-he was a self-made man. 
Senator PERCY. At what age did he become a millionaire ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I have no idea, Senator. 
Senator PERCY. At what age was he when you took him on as a 

consultant ~ 
1\11'. BARTELS. I don't know. I would guess he is about 50. I would 

have to take a look at the records. 
flenator PEROY. But he dealt in real estate and made money there ~ 

He harl a law practice and made money there ~ 
1\[1'. BARTELS. Yes. 
Senator PERCY. And accumulated after taxes, when yon say a 

millionaire--
1\[1'. BARTELS. He was independently-
Senator PEROY. How many times ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I certainlY 'don't Imow. I have never looked at his 

tax l'etnrns. I know that when I was in New ,Jersey, he wasn't prac
ticing defense law in front of the criminal courts there, the Federal 
courts, so I never knew him there. I learned subsequently, however, 
that he had been a consultant to governors, to Governor Cahill, that 
he, had been a partner with Governor Byrne, or had been an asso
ciate with Governor Byrne in a law firm, and that he was a man of 
charadeI' represented to me both by the head of the New Jersey 
State Police and by local FBI agents at the time. . 

I still believe he is a man of the highest character. . 
Senator PERCY. Did he have access to informants' names ~ 
1\fr. BARTEr_s. No. sir. He did not. 
Rpllator PEROY. Did he have access to class 1 violators? 
MI'. Bart.els. No, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Dicl he have access to sensitive operations, opera

tional techniques of the agency~ 
Mr. BARTEr,S. I think he had access to certain sensitive documents. 

Y('s, sir. Cpl'tain confidential documents, not in the sense of a na
tional security situation, 11e never had access to all~T national security 
documcni:n.t.ion. But I think the mere access to the Pl'omuto informa
tion is confidentin.l, the sort of material that a lawyer would be 
expected to hold in a confidentiaillature. • 
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Senator PEROY. vVhen you say that he did not have access to in
formants names, if he had access to the file, all he would have to do 
is to leaf through the file and wouldn't he find informants names in 
those files? 

~Ir. BARTELS. Operational files, he certainly would. He never had 
access to those, to my knowledge. 

Senator PERCY. You testified he did not have access to informants 
names? 

Mr. BARTELS. That is correct; I don't believe he did. 
Senator PEROY. I will assume you have a file listed as informants 

and all their names are in there. I assume they are sprinkled all the 
way through other files. 

]Hr. BARTELS. No, they are not. 
Senator PEROY. I just wanted to see whether or not in the file, in a 

particular case, he would have the ability to determine who the in
formants were in that case. 

Mr. BARTELS. The answer is no. He never did. I don't believe, 
SenfLtor, that he ever looked at an operational case. In other words, 
the United States of America against John Bartels for violation of 
sale of heroin, we never used him in that connection. 'Ve used him 
in the connection of various management problems to determine what 
steps we could take specifically in making shifts within the Civil 
Service system. 

That is how I used him mostly. He gave me advice, steps to take 
to adapt our investigative inspection procedures toward civil service, 
successful civil service results. W"e had been known as the ""Tash
ington Capitals" of the civil service league. 'Ve had brought a great 
number of cases before the Civil Service Commission with a losing 
record. vVe did so simply because we were not attuned to the changes 
of that body. 

I used hi1n in that, I used him also in various practical investip-a
tions. 'Ve never nsed him in an operations sense, nor did he get in
volved in the investigations of even major narcotics cases. 

Senator PERCY. You said you never used him in operations ~ 
Mr. BAIn'ELS. Enforcement operations. 
Senator PERCY. Here is a man who is listed, who is o.n advisor, or 

consultant, unpaid, does not have access to fi1es, has no particular 
know ledg;e of narcotics, and yet he is a mentor. I am wondering first of 
all, "why 11e is a member and then, second, when you have a very im
portant investigation under,,,ay, of Mr. Promuto, why was Mr. Pro
muto intervie"w":ed by MI'. Thomas Durkin before Mr. Brosan and other 
inspectors did that? 'Vhy was he interviewed separately from the in
spection office when an investigation is being made? 

Mr. BARTELS. Inspection never wanted to interview him. The first 
sta.tement that Mr. Brosan ever made to me that was corroborated by 
Mr. Richardson and 1\,[1'. Luncl, was that there is no possible explana
tion this man can give. It was prejudgment by Mr. Brosan, which I 
founel an affront to my concept of the basic rights of citizens. 

I think ,ye shoulcl have an inspection that fervently digs out cor
l'uption, but doE'S not do so based on mere smears, allegations, 01' 
innuendo, withont affording the l'ight to confrontlltion before some 
ad verse action. I believe very deeply in that and I know you do, too. 
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We had used Mr. Durkin, starting in July, on a number of these in
spections, special inspections projects. We did it when Mr. Brosan 
went on a month's trip to Europe, an inspection-vacation trip with 
his wife, and during the time that this committee had raised allega
tionsconcerning the sweeps of the Vesco home by former BNDD 
employees. 

At that time, in Mr. Brosan's absence, with his '1pproval, with the 
approval of Mel J\l100re, who was the acting deputy in this matter, 
Mr. Lun.d, who had come over from Customs, had been in inspection 
in Cllstoms, Mr. Richardson, who was an investigative prosecutor, 
and to some extent, Mr. Durkin, were brought in to handle that and 
other investigations. That was done with Mr. Brosan's knowledge 
and with his approval. 

Senator PERCY. You have gone into a rather lengthy dissertation 
on the procedures as taken from the inspection mmmal. You have indi
cated that you aCUlCl'e to those procedures-what I am having trouble 
llliderstanding is why, when there is an investigation being made of 
Mr. Promuto, first of all, why was he interviewed by Thomas Durkin 
before :M:r. Brosan and then once the interview was had early in the 
game and before Mr; Brosan ever talked to him, why didn't he share 
that information with the chief inspector who has the responsibility 
for the investigation ~ 

y'\Tas he maKing a special inquiry just on your behalf or was Mr. 
Durkin a part of the overall investigation that was being made and 
if so, why didn't he share the information? 

Mr. BARTELS. He was making it on my behalf. He wrote a report. 
That report was not done until sometime the middle of October. By 
that time, they had conclucted two interviews of MI'. Promuto. They 
had done so at my orders. They had not intended to conduct any 
interview. I asked-remember, when Brosan first brought this matter' 
to my attention, Senator, showed me the letter, sho,Yed me a basic 
report which I have here--

Senator PERCY. The report was made. Why wasn't that report 
given to Brosan, the chief im:pector? 

Mr. BARTEIJS. No, this is a diiferent report. This was back on Sep
tember 17. He showed me the letter of officer Shomer and in the back 
of that letter there is a brief report of the investigation that they 
had conducted up until that time. At that time, Mr. Brnsan told me 
to fire him immediately; he has to be amputated; talk to him, see if 
there is any basis, see if he will quit. You talk him into quitting. 
Otherwise, your options are, do an investigation or do nothing. 

At sometime subsequent to that, Promuto found out about the in
vestigation. I am trying to put it in context for you as to why I took 
the action I did of having Durkin confront Promuto to see if there 
was any basis to reassign this man, pending an investigation, or 
whether he would in fact quit. 

I did so because I thought Durkin was the most persuasive, most 
argnmentative, most, the toughest inquisitor that I could find that 
wonld go after Promuto and see if there were any--

Senator PEIWY. The three choices were to .6.1'0 him, to do nothing, or to 
investigate? 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes; he did. He offered with the adamant recom-
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mendation that we amputate him· immediately because there was no 
possible explanation Promuto could give. 

Senator PERCY. Didn't Brosan want to interview Promuto at the 
conclusion of the investigation ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Not at all. The argument between me and Brosan 
was that he wanted that man out and he said that there is no possible 
explanation he can give under any circumstances. 

Senator PERCY. But it was your decision to investigate ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. It was my decision to investigate. 
Senator PERCY. But imm~diately an interVIew was held by your 

advisor-consultant, your personal consultant with Promuto ~ 
Mr. BAR'.rELS. No, sir. No, sir. 
Senator PERCY. You mentioned the manual and the inspection 

procedures. Here is the section 7133, dealing with interview of em
ployee. In every conduct investigation, the employee will be inter
viewecl by inspectors in order that he may be afforded the OppOl'tUluty 
to explain or refute the allegations. This interview will normally be 
conducted toward the conclusion of the investigation after all the facts 
are known. 

Why was thisint~rview held at the outset of the investigation 
then, which seems to--

Mr. BARTELS. It wasn't held at the outset. 
Senator PERCY. To be completely contrary to the manual and con

trary to what I understand Mr. Brosan felt should be done ~ 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Yes, sir. There are several errors. It wasn't held at 

the outset. It was held sometime toward the end of September, the 
26th or 27th, it was held. That was some 17 days after the investiga
tion commenced when the only issue left--

Senator PERCY. The investigation ended when ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. The investigation ended in March of 1975, I think, 

or April of 1975. 
Senator PERCY. This interview was held how much prior to the 

end of the investigation, then ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. It was held, that was because new charges came up. 
Senator PERCY. Pardon ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is because there were new charges came up. 

There were several interviews held. 'What that manual says--. 
Senator PERCY. The manual says that they should interview at the 

conclusion of the investigation after all the facts are known so that 
only one interview is necessary. 

Mr. BARTELS. Then it continues and I read, "However, further in
vestigation will be conducted if this interview develops previously 
unknown information 01' additional witnesses and additional inter
views can be conducted." 

Senator PERCY. Did it contain any such information, unknown in-
formation or additional witnesses ~ . 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, it did. New witnesses were developed. Certainly, 
this investigation continued right through October. An allegation was· 
raisecl by a mall named Kotz, an allegation was raisecl by-there were 
three 0)' four new allegation;s l'aised which led to :r·urther interviews. 

But at the time, in the end of September, the only issue left in the 
original six so-called. allegatious of officer Shomel' was what al;e the 
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nature of these associations ~ Is this man hanging around O'Brien's 
Restaurant with various felons ~ If so, is he doing anything on the 
outside ~ 

I went immediately to see Earl Silbert, the U.S. Attorney who was 
in charge of that investigation. It was his advice that we admonish 
Promuto to stay out of that restaurant immediately, that there were 
no criminal charges, that there was no need and he would not insti
tute a grand jury investigation and that we conduct an internal 
investigation to fuld out what the nature of those associations were. 

In other words, is Promuto sitting in a restaurant of his best man, 
shaking hands with people who he does not know coming in the door, 
totally innocent, or is it much worse, where he knows these people, 
he knows their histories, he is engaging in nrious actions? There is 
only one way to find that out, Senator. 

Furthermore, during the course of this investigation, right from 
the very beginning, it became a cause celebre all through this Agency. 
Mr. Brosan had canceled a regional inspection of the Dallas field 
office in order to put agents on this. ·Within a law enforcement agency, 
a regional inspection is a big event. 

Senator PERCY. In your testimony, you have said that O'Brien's 
Restaurant is a fine place. 

Mr. BARTELS. No. I don't 1. ... now. I didn't say it was a fine place. I 
just say it is not a den of iniquity. I don't know if it is !L fine place 
or a bad place, but the two possible-I am not defendmg brother 
Promuto. I don't know if he is good, bad or indifferent; but O'Brien's 
Restaurant was painted as some sort of a house of ill repute. 

In truth, in fact, there is another side to it. That is that O'Brien 
and Promuto have. a connection, that it is a huge place. I have been 
in there. I don't lmow if it is good, bad or indifferent, but there is 
only one way to find out and that is to ask the people who are in 
there. 

Senator PERCY. But the man in charge of public information and 
putting the best foot forward for the Agency hardly sholl'd strp into 
associations with people who might well--

Mr. BARTELS. I couldn't agree 'with you more. That is 100 percent 
right. "What do you do about it then? You assume, you amputate him 
immediately without giving the opportunity to explain, or do you 
admonish him to stny out of there, that people will, that it is a bad 
place, and that depends on his own internal state of mind and the 
nature of these associations. 

That is what we were trying to find out. During this time it was 
aU over that Agency because Inspection had left Xerox copies of the 
files, which he had found out about because I had heard from the 
Dallas offire--

Renator PJmcy. As I recall the testimony it is one piece of paper. 
Mr. BARTEr,s. Yes, sir; but it was one piere of paper as to his 

father's background. That notified him and others that he was under 
inspection. Two days aiter the inspertjon started, MI'. Brosan served 
an administrative subpena entitled, "In the Matter of a Narcotics 
Conspiracy, re Vincent Promuto," on his bank for his mortgage 
l'ecords. 

As an attorney, I find that offensive. I also find it not particularly 
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efficient because the manual states that you can call an employee in 
and you can demand that he give you all his records and if he faDs 
to, you can fire him. The legislative history of your grant of that 
administrative subpena power is that this Agency, DEA, has that 
power, unlike the FBI or anybody else, solely to investigate narcotics 
conspiracies. 

And on September 13 or 14, there was absolutely no evidence that 
Mr. Promuto was engaged in a narcotics conspiracy; but what must 
his banker have thought when he received notification that the 
holder of the mortgage was under investigation for a narcotics con
spiracy~ 

Senator PERCY. Do you want to comment on Mary McGrory's 
article of June 27 in which she states, "Bartels said in the course 
of an interview, the day he was supposed to be explaining where he 
ate dinner and why to the Jackson committee, that he wishes Pro
muto had resigned last fall when the whole brouhaha began~" 

MI'. BARTELS. I wish he had resigned. However, if I didn't wish 
he resigned, Senator, I wouldn't be human. I must say one of the 
great ironies of this is Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan have clothed 
themselves in sole mantle of integrity-Promuto has apparently 
been clothed by others in the sole mantle of corruption-are all stm 
employed. I am the one who is unemployed. I find that an unusual 
irony. If I didn't wish he had resigned, I would be less than human. 

Senator PERCY. Didn't Durkin recommend that he resign ~ 
Mr. BARTEr,s. Yes. 'Ve wanted to talk him out of it; but, remem

ber Mr. Promuto had an attorney, an attorney well-known in this 
city. What would the possible conclusion have been if we had 
brought charges against brother Promuto and couldn't prove them ~ 

The other thing that hasn't been brought to this committee ·was the 
initial information was that the witnesses of the Metropolitan Police 
Department were not willing to testify in a civil service hearing. 
These men were in there on a long-term intelligence surveillance. 
They were not about to testify in a civil service headng on an ad
ministrative matter which would result in a written admonition. 

Senator PERCY. Isn't it incongruous for you to criticize Brosan now, 
when Durkin recommended in the first instance that Promuto be 
fired, also ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. Here is why it is not incongruous. First of all, 
the manual says, and I hate to be a manual man, but let me do it 
one more time and I will promise to drop it. The manual says the 
inspector is a fact finder. !lfr. Brosan wasn't finding facts. He was 
avoiding facts. He was making personnel decisions. 

I refer you to that section of the manual-and I hope you have it 
all in there-that says inspection is specifically limited to fmding 
facts. I criticized Mr. Brosan because 11e wasn't finding £acts. I 
wanted the facts found. 

Senator PERCY. If you wanted the facts, why did yon resort to the 
unusual, abnormal w:oceclure of using written questions and answers, 
rather than a verbal interrogatory which permits explanation and f01-
low up ~ Is that a real, genuine investigation ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Of COUl'se, it is. It is used-
Senator PERCY. File interrogatories ~ 
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Mr. BARTELS. Of course. There is nothing he could change. This 
js all historical. How did the FBI conduct the investigation into 
~fr. Tartaglino's charges ~ They interviewed him and said, "You 
write it up." The "Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure" provide 
ior written answers. If you give him written questions and let him 
write it out, there is no way he can say he was tricked; I didn't 
understand the question, I misunderstood. The reason i8-I don't 
l'emember that Saturday morning ordering written questions. Mr. 
Richardson testified that I did. I will accept his word. 

Senator PERCY. Then you accept the fact that you did order that 
there should be written questions and answers ~ 

:Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. vVhy did you? 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Because I wanted a confrontation. The issue was not 

written questions 01' oral questions then. 
Senator PERCY. Isn't the norma1 procedure oral qllestioning now ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is one procedure. It is not necessarily the nor

mal. Taking a look at the FBI--
Senator PERCY. How many times before have you ever ordered 

written questions and answers ~ 
:Mr. BARTELS. I have never ordered a confrontation before in my 

life because I have never been faced with a situation where a sup
posed professional said fire the man and don't give him the right to 
give an explanation. The question and t1,le problem that occUl'red in 
the end of September was that Mr. RIchardson told me and the 
reason that I yelled at Mr. Richardson--

Senator PERCY. If you never ordered an investigation before and 
this is: your first time--

}\fl'. BARTELS. Not investigation, questions. 
Senator PERCY r continuing]. \Vhy would the Chief Inspector 

strongly ohj('ct to this procedure as being an abnormal, unusual pro
cedure; didn't you immediately then say, "Do it your way. You are 
the Inspector. I am not going to take the ball away from you. I 
have never done this before ~" 

Mr. BARTET,S. As soon as he objected to me about written ques
tions, I diel say go interview him orally. They interviewed him 
orally and I believe they interviewed him orally three or four times. 
But the point was wha.t'possiblc harm came from giving him written 
questions and making him answer ~ 

The questions went into the nature of his associations, what he 
did with those six people who he was seell shaking' hands with in 
Fran. O'Brien's. Some of those people had gambling convictions; 
one was supposed to be a narcotics dealer. I mav say that when he 
went back, we found out that that was a total misidentification and 
that Promuto was never talking to Mr. LeCompte, then when he 
was given the wdtten questions, I understand that he answered 
that he didn't know LeCompte. 

But the point of the matter is there was nothing that could have 
been prejudiced by those written questions. Second, that written 
questions was suggested by 1\11'. Lund who had been head of imipec
Hon in Customs. It was agreed to by Mr. Richardson. I understand 
Mr. Richardson's testimony is that Mr. Brosan ohjected to it to him, 
but he never objected to me. ' 
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Sen~tor PEROY. I am stin not sure I understand why you ordered 

written' questions; if he' subsequently is orally question~d, doesn't he 
then have fulllmowlec1ge of all the allegations and doesn't that detl'act 
from, as MI'. Brosan clearly pointed out, his ability to properly inter· 
rogate and again-- ' 
. Mr. BARTELS. How ~ 

Senator PEROY. You said you wanted. to get the truth. Is this pro
cedure and teclmique which was strongly objected to by the chief 
inspector the best way to obtain the truth ~ , 

Mr. BARTELS. How does it detract ~ I don't s~e how it detracts. 
[At this point, Senator Javits entered the hearing room.] 
Senator PEROY. Because you don't follow up. If we submit to you 

written questions and say take them home and bring them back 
tomorrow, I don't think we would quite be able to get as much of 
the facts out as we can by followup qnestions. I am not a trained 
prosecutor. I am not even a lawyer; a law school: dropout, ~ might 
say. ' . 

Mr. BARTELS. You were lucky. 
Senator PERCY. ",Ve just had a lawyer come in, a prosecntOI' come 

in. I am trying to get commonsense out of this. It niakes no sense 
to me. First of all, you talk about the procedures and techniques used 
by the head of the agency. I can't ever conceive in :running hn orga
nization if a chief inspector came into me and said theprdcedures 
we were llsing" were Wl'ong-- . 

Mr. BARTEr,s. He didn't. Mr. Lund and Mr. Richardson came into 
me. Mr. Lund had been the chief inspector. 

Senator PEROY. The beans have been spilled. 
Mr. BARTELS. The beans were spilled before. It didn't matter if he 

lmew the allegations. He can't change historical facts. If· he gets 
up and says, "I don't lmow McCaleb; I don't know Corsi; I hava 
never been in there," you can prove he is wrong. It is not something 
that is going to happen in the future. It is nothing he can change. 

It is like saying to me, what difference does it make if you ask 
Bartels that you testified in front of Senator Percy on this date, 
whether you ask me in writing or ask me orally. Indeed, the writing 
prevents any allegations that I didn't understand or I misunder
stood or any chance that I could say mistake. The written questions 
were requested. 

Senator PERCY. Why didn't you see Mr. Brosan ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I apologize. Let me answer this. The written ques

tions were suggested by Lund and Richardson. My recollection is I 
wanted a confrontation. On that Friday of September 27, Bob 
Richardson came to me and said, "Look, they are finished." I said, 
"Are they going to confront Promnto? Have they spoken to any 
of these six people he was allegedly associating with ~" "No." . 

"How can they be finished?" He said, "I don't lmow." We went 
through then a very unsatisfactory discussion and I said confront 
him. He and Lund, and it is their testimony, suggested the written 
questions. I have no recollection of written questlOIls. I will adopt 
Mr. Richardson's testimony that h~ understood me to order written 
questions. I wanted a confrontation. I wanted to find' out what hap~ 
paned. But there is nothing unusual about written questions. It is 
in the Federal Rules of Cl'iminal Procedure.; , , , .. 
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Senator PERCY. That is not true according to the sworn testimony 
of the chief inspectors that we had here. They say it is a most 
unusual case. Would you answer this question for me ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Certainly. 
Senator PERCY. In the written interrogatory, did he answer all the 

questions~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe he did. 
Senator PERCY. He didn't even answer the questions put to him ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe he did. 
Senator PERCY. "Tere they sworn to~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe they were. 
Senator PERCY. Of what value would they be~ 
Mr. BARTELS. They would still be admissions. 
Senator PERCY. They weren't sworn to~. Isn't this a pretty slip

shod investigation ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. If it is slipshod, they went back to him three more 

times. They had 15 men working. They went to 19 outside agencies. 
You know, you can correct all of that. They put more time into this 
investigation than I believe they put into any investigation during 
my tenure. 

I did not order written questions. That recommendation, according 
to the testimony of Lund and Richardson, came from them. How
ever, when you take a look at the method that Mr. Hegarty and 
Mr. 1Villiams of the FBI useel to investigate the charges that Mr. 
Tartaglino brought against me, he spoke to them and then he said, 
"You sit down and right everything you have got," which is no 
different than written questions, to me. Take it home, take your 
time, write it up, give me your explanation. What you try to do is 
find out the truth. 

Senator PERCY. There is one question I asked that you did not 
answer. 

1\11'. liARTEr,s. Excuse me. 
Senator PERCY. 'Vlw was it you didn't see Brosan? 
Mr. BARTNLB. I did' see Brosan. I saw Brosan. 
Senator PElWY. He wanted to see yon ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Brosan had a teiephone with a direct connection 

as Mr. Tartaglino did. All he had to do was push the button and it 
rang in my office without going through a secretary. 

I saw Mr. Brosan on September 17 and September 18 several 
times during the next week, on October 1, October 2. 

In the month of October, during 21;2 weeks, I was not in town. I 
did not see MI'. Brosan. 

Se1!ator PERCY. Did you ask for a report the day after the written 
qnestlOns were submitted and before the answers could be used in the 
report~ 

Mr. BARTEr,s. I asked for a written report or Mr. Richardson. 
Two days after the interview, Mr. Brosan said he couldn't do it that 
quickly and the delay was granted. 

Senator PERCY. I would like to finish up the questions on Thomas 
Durkin and then yield to Senator J a vits. 

Senator J A VITS. I came this morning only to get the tone, the feel 
of what was going on. I don't intend to ask any questions today. 
rl'hank you. 
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Senator PEROY. .Any time any occur to you, Senator J avits, I 
would be very appreciative of your breaking right in. 

Senator JAYITS. Thank you. 
Senator PEROY. I would like to go back to clarify for the record 

why did not Mr. Thomas Durkin, placed in an unusual position as 
your mentor and adviser and consultant, why was he not given a secU
rity clearance ~ 

:Mr. BARTELS. I don't know why he wasn't given a security clear
ance. 

Senator PEROY. Why didn't you ask for it ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Because I assumed he had one, sir. But he wasn't 

solely my mentor and consultant. To put it in perspective-
Senator PEROY. Did you use the word mentor yourself ~ I think I 

picked it up out of your testimony. 
Mr. BARTELS. I may have. 
Senator PEROY. Are you now saying he wasn't your mentor ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I am saying he was not solely my mentor. There 

were 20 or 30 consultants in that agency. No. I don't believe he was 
my mentor. If I used it, I will retract it. He was a consultant. He 
was a good adviser. He gave information. 

Senator PERCY. Is my memory faulty ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I may have used it. 
Mr. MANUEL. Mr. Bartels, I believe, used the word. 
Mr. BARTELS. I said he operated as a mental midwife. 
Senator PEROY. I don't have my hearing aid on this morning. 
Mr. BARTELS. But he certainly was no more the sole source of 

advice that I sought. He wasn't a sole source contact. Let's put it 
that way. 

Senator PERCY. V\Tas he ever documented in DEA files as a con
sultant or special adviser in the same manner as other consultants 
then~ 

MI'. BARTELS. I believe so. I have to rely on my staff. I did not go 
through the :files. I know that he was a consultant prior to Mr. 
Ingersoll. I did not know him, apart from, I believe, one meeting, 
prior to that time. I assumed he had a full field. 

Senator PERCY. ,Vho was it thl1t authorized Mr. Durkin to have 
blank government travel checks for his trips ~ 

:Mr. BAR'rELS. I believe they were not blank. I believe Mr. Coon 
authorized that or the Office of the Comptroller, in order that he 
vwuldn't have to write down, get it and sign and come back; but 
when he came down he would submit his travel voucher and if it 
was ever disallowed, it would be done at that time. 

Senator PERCY. Out of what funds were these travel requests 
made ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't know. 
Senatol' PERCY. "Vho authorized Mr. Durkin to have a Govern

ment telephone ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. All that was handled by the Office of the Comp

troller, and to my knowledge it was handled in the normal way of 
any other adviser 01' consultant. 

Senator PEROY, You have no details of what :/:tmds his expenses 
were paid out of ~ 
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Mi:. 'BARTELS. No. I have no detailsotherthlln I believe that- the 
agency has the right to hire advisers and consultants and that they 
are paid. He declined the per diem, but accepted th~ travel status. 

Senator PERCY. Can you tell the subcommittee what you know 
about the relationship between Mr. Durkin and the following Fed
eral drug enforcement officials : John Ingersoll ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. I know that he gave advice to Mr. Ingersoll. 
I believe he was a friend of Mr. Ingersoll and was a consultant to 
him. 

Senator PERCY. Gave what 16nd of advice ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I believe it is the same sort of advice that he gave 

me. 
Senator PERCY. All in the field of narcotics ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Not in narcotics, in various management decisions, 

sir. In other words, none in narcotics enforcement. 
~:fr. Durkin never got involved in narcotics enforcement as op

posed to management decisions. 
Senator PERCY. He was a management consultant, management 

expert~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Management, personnel, he had a socratic mental 

capability and good judgment. I believe Mr. Ingersoll used him as 
I did. 

Senator PERCY. 1"iThat was his relationship with vVilliam Durkin ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't lmow that he had any '!'elationship with 

"William Durkin. I don't know what it was other than I know that 
for various officials he had done free closings. I know that when Mr. 
Durkin, I believe it was Mr. Durkin, it may have been Mr. Casey, 
was in charge of the New York regional office, he had assisted in the 
settlement of these two agents, one of whom was killed and the 
other who was paralyzed, in doing various legal services for their 
families. 

Senator PERCY. He performrc1legal services for them ~ 
Mr. BAR'rELS. I beHeve he did. I think he helped with the estate of 

the Tomenos and I believe he helped with whatever legal advice Tom 
Devine had. . 

I know he got TolU Devine in that rehabilitation center, which 
is very difficult to get into, in Orange, N.,T., the Kreiger CruteI'. 

When there is a long waiting list, he called up the president of 
Seton. Hall University. Devine, as I said, WllS paralyzed from the 
armpIts down. He couldn't move. It was n. bad situation. :MI'. Durkin 
used his influence to get Tom Devine into this very famous rehabili
tation center, and I believe they also, after he moved-he had a 
special car that he used with a hand-driven accessory for a para
plegic, and I think Mr. Durkin had that arranged. 

I think he did those various services. I know' in my case we llacl 
an agent-----

Senator PERCY. Are the services that he pel'formecl valuable because 
they were lC'gal services ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I think they are invaluable services. I can't think 
of any monetary value you can put on assisting a man like Tom 
Devine. 

Senator PERCY. Another Federal drug enforcem~nt official in his 
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about that~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Not a thing. 
,Senator PERQY. Jerry J cnsen ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Not .a thing. Again, it is possible that he helped 

them with closing on housing. I don't know. I don't know. 
Senator PERCY. Performed legal services on a housing closing ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I say I don't know. . 
Senator PERCY. Under testimony) I believe Mr. Durkin indicated 

that those services might be of the value of $400 or $500. If you had 
lmowledge of necessary legal services being- performed and the 
knowledge of the Federal regulation prohibIting gifts to Federal 
employees in excess of $50 in value, why didn't you do something 
about this~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Why was the gift to the Federal employee ~ The 
Federal employee gets paid--

Senator PERCY. A Federal employee cannot accept a gift--
Mr.' BARTELS. But the gift wouldn't be to the employee, Senator. 

The employee would charge the Government. The employee, when 
he gets transferred, puts in a travel voucher where all his closing 
costs are picked up. So that the gift would be not to the employee, 
if there was a gift-the answer is I don't know, but if there was a 
gift of legal services, it woulel be a gift of services to the U.S. Gov
ernment. 

Senator PERCY. All costs of house closings that were performed by 
Mr. Durkin were costs that were chargeable to the Federal Govern
ment by drug enforcement officials. Is that correct? 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't know. There is no point. I have no idea. 
Senator PERCY. Your implication was that--
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Senator PEROY. If he performed a service for an incli vidual, was 

that a gift to the Federal Government because that house closing cost 
is chargeable to the Federal Government? I am just trying to as
sume that because it will eliminat.e a lot of questions. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Senator PEROY. You will testify that to your knowledge, all of the 

services performed by }'Xr. Durkin were services not to tlie individual 
or costs int'Ul'red by the individual bnt were costs that were chargeable 
to the Federal GOYt'rnment and could be assumed ~ 

MI'. BARTET.,S. I think I can answer your question in another way. 
I know of no instance where he gave money to any Federal em
ployee or any services in excess of $50. 

Senator PEROY. Money was never inv')lved ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, or services. I know of no instance. The reason 

I am saying that is I just simply don't know whether he did clos
ings for Mr .• Jensen or Mr. Casey. 

But if he did, I think what he did was he, what I heard he did, 
I am giving you this on hearsay, is that if a new agent came in and 
needed help, Mr. Durkin was there to do that legal service. But that 
legal service would have been chargeable to the Government. 

rAt this point Senator J avits withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senatpr.PEROY. You mt'ntioncc1 the word "motivation", obviously, 

51-281-71i-8 
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the nature of our inquiry is to study the people at the top, who they 
were, what their influences were. 

Mr. BARTELS. I tell you, it is hard to believe. 
Senator PERCY. What their motivation was. ",Ve can't implme 

their motivation, what we are trying to figure out is their human 
natlll'e. 

Here is a man who made a great deal of money, now associating 
himself with the top official, law enforcement official in drug abuse, 
performing services for agents that are fully chargeable to the Gov
ernment, and yet, it takes time, it takes energy, it takes effort, why~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I guess it is just hard to believe that a man is dedi
cated and loves his cOlmtry at this time. That may sound like 
"Pollyanna." But that is the reason. 

Senator PERCY. You were asking for his iudgment and you had 
responsibility for the services of this man; in his presence and his 
identification card; is that what you assume, it is loyalty to country 
and lovalty--

Mr. ·BARTELS. I saw him over the year spending time with Tom 
Devine. Ask Tom DevinE', who is paralyzed, snending time with 
him, day in, day out, visiting him, talking to him, attending Mass 
for the Tomel1os. 

I sound a little bit like "Pollyanna." But I am convinced that this 
is a fine man of the highest character whose dedication was the 
respect for an agent who was gunned down and a respect for the 
service that these neople did. 

Renator PERCY. Do you InlOW of any relationship that he has had 
with the following pN.iple other than testimony that has already been 
givE'n: Ben Thieflell, Philip Smith .• Tames Hunt, and Vinrent. Promuto ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir, except that I know that he went to school, 
he went to eithf'r thE' rollege or law school, or he had some relation
shin as an ea1'1:\T chHdhood or tf'enage friend, with Mr. Hunt. 

S('nator PERry. Do vou f('el that the free services offered by and 
perform('c1 by l\fr. Dm:kin in any way involved the conflict of 'inter
est for either l\£r. Durkin or any of the officials that were involved ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. None whatsoever. I don't even know that he 
c1ospc1 houses. I haven't read his testimony. I talked to him after he 
testified. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Durkin testified that he provided some invest
ment connsE'l services to you on mattE'rs pertaining to certain secUl'
jti('s owned by yon whirh w('re involvNl in some type of litigation. 

);fr. BARTEVl. No. Not invE'stment connseling. I ]ulve a la'wsuit 
agaim:t a broke,r in which I have a In.wyer here in Washington. a 
firm. and I discllssed that 011 several occasions with Mr. Durkin. 
But it wasn:t buy this or buy that. 

Spuator PERCi Could Y01i identify the securities involved ~ 
Mr. RAR'l'ELS. No. I can't. Rut I can tell you what it js about if 

you are interested. I had an account of money that was left to me 
wh(>n my mother died, that I left with a substantial firm in New 
York. 

I?uring the past yC'ar when I was traveling, that account was 
assIgned to a broker who bought and sold out or some stocks, includ
ing Ren &. Howell, into some over-the-counter stocks which he then 
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traded back and forth, resulting in his getting, all without my knowl
edo'e or authority, resulting in his getting some tremendous com-

,'0, 
mlSSlOns. 

I found out about it when I came back. So we have got a suit 
on unauthorized--

Senator PERCY. Can you explain why the securities were involved 
in litigation ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. The securities weren't. I sued the broker. I went to 
Mahlon Frankhauser, who is associated with a large firm here a~d 
had been with the SEC, and told him what had happened. He saId, 
you know, I never spoke to these brokers. These were all in hi,gh 
classed securities and he has put me into a lot of very speculatJ.ve 
things, held it for a week. 

I never heard of any of these companies. He never sent me con
firmations here. I never sa.w these things. 

Mahlon said fine, we will go up and see the people and we sued 
them. 

Senator PERCY. Did the litigation have anything to do with the 
Securities ancl Exchange Commission ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Absolutely nothing. 
Senator PERCY. What advice did Mr. Durkin give you regarding 

these securities ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Essentially, go get a good lawyer, go to somebody 

like Frankhauser. I told him what Frankhauser recommended. He 
agreed. 

Senator PERCY. He said go to a goodla>yyed 
Mr. BARTELS. vVe talked about It. I saId I have known Frank

hauseI'. He is a man of the highest integrity. vVe talked back and 
forth about it. 

"What do you know about it ~ Does this amolUlt to a case to you ~ 
He said he thought so. He thought we ought to discuss it. I did, 
with Frallkhauser, and he gave me that advice. 

Senator PERCY. vVere you caware that clients of Mr. Durkin, such 
as Sen, Train International, were making arrangements for luncheons 
and dinners for DEA personnel in New York when they entertained 
foreign dignitaries. 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe they were. I believe 1\fr. Durkin, on 
one occasion, offered the services of either the Metropolitan Club or 
one of the ,!{ all Street clubs, his membership in them for the head 
of the Guardo de Firenza when they were up visiting New York. 
That was the extent of that. 

Senator PERCY. vVere you aware that Durkin and other company 
officials were present, though, at one or more occasions ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I have been told that Mr. Durkin stopped in that 
lUllcheon, yes, sir. 

Senator PElteY. Did you approve of such arrangements or did it 
seem to you a possible conflict of jnterest to have an unpaid con
sultant highly motivated by service to country have a client of his 
from whom he is accepting legal fees entertaining people £1'0111 
abroad, and introducing them to drug enforcement agents ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. O:f course, if that were true, that would be a differ
ent story. I understand the client stopped in to see Mr. Durkin, that 
the client was not entertained; no. 
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Senator PERCY. ,Vould you explain to the subcommittee what role 
Thomas Durkin played for bEA. 'in connection with the following: 
This subcommittee's investigation of the Peroff-Vesco case~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Durkin was brought into that by me, Mr. Lund, 
and Mr. Richardson, and Mr. Brosan left for this vacation in con
nection with the Vesco situation. 

Mr. Durkin's advice concerned what steps we, as management in 
DEA, had taken to insure that there could not be a repeat if it was 
a fact of agents taking ¥overnment equipment out of the Los An
geles Office to use for prIvate work. 'What we did was we discussed 
the facts and what types of regulations we had and whether they 
were enforced. 

Senator PERCY. Did you say that Brosan was on vacation ~ 
}\fl'. BARTELS. He was on a work vacation in Paris with his wife. 
Spnator PERCY. As I understood it, he was on an inspection tour ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. It was a combination. The inspection tour was 

a short one. Then he had a vacation with his wife afterward. It was 
a combination which he had signed up for either a charter trip or 
something, or something done in advance. 

We discussed the types of reporting systems similar to this man
agement study that was done by Mr. Transo that would insure that 
there was a record of every entrance into the sweeping equipment, 
et cetera, whether that was followed up and what actions we should 
take to prevent any sort of repeat of that. 

Senator PERCY. Woulcl you tell us 'what role Tom Durkin played 
for DEA regarding this subcommittee's investigation into the de
bugging of Vesco's home and office by i"ederal narcotics agents? 

Mr. BARTELS. That was it. That is what I was discussing. 
Senator PERCY. Is there any further activity that he carried on in 

connection with that case? 
Mr. BARTELS. 'Ve discussed it. We told him what we had h".'1rd 

in the paper. He raised questions, do you haye a procedure for this; 
do you have a procedure for that.; check thIS out. 

'Ve asked qnestions. Again, he played tlutt Socrat.ic role of the 
devil's advocate role of inq1!iring what our management systems 
were, whether we were adhermg to them, and what lllformation we 
should seek out to find out if they were accurate 01' not. 

Senator PERCY. Then the last part of that would be what role he 
had in connection with this subcommittee's investigation of Opera
tion Silver Dollar, in which $20,000 was obtained from Howard 
Hughes~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Tho Silver Dollar investigation, I don't know what 
he had to do with that because I didn't have anvthing to do with 
that. As I understand, $20,000 was obtained II' om Intertel, through 
Inte.rtel for use in an undercover capacity. 

In other words, I don't think it is fail' to leave the implication 
hanging that it was simply obtained from Howard Hughes and left. 
He had something to do with it. But I don't know what because I 
didn't have anything to do with it. 
Sen~~or PER9Y' Could you. expa~ld on Durkin's role 'yith ~espect 

to polItIcal adVIce as to ways m WhICh you should deal WIth thIS sub
committee~ 



Mr. BARTELS. Yes, he didn't want this to be a hostile adversary 
proceeding. He wanted-said that I should' try to get in there to 
speak before this committee. 

Senator PERCY. Did he suggest convening a grand jury in any 
case? 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't know if he did or I did. I think I did discuss 
the possibility of using the grand jury out in Los Angeles to inquire 
as to crimes alleged by both the three people involved in the Vesco 
situation and who then went forward and put out an al'ticle in the 
Rolling Stone magazine, in which they said that during their tenure 
ill B:t-;"DD there were all sorts of other cl'imes that took place. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. B:1l'tels, I will ask the staff to provide you 'with 
a copy of the press release. Here is the UPI story right here. 

The wording of this press release conflicts with your own sworn 
testimony in executive session before this subcommittee. 

:Mr. BARTELS. I have never been in executive session before this 
subcommittee. This is the first time I have ever appeared before this 
subcommittee. 

Mr. FELmuN. You were in executive session on the Peroff case, 
Mr. Bartels. 

Mr. BARTELS. No j I was in public session. 
Mr. FELD1>fAN. Y ('11 were in executive session then. 
Mr. BARTELS. On the Peroff case ~ . 
Mr. FELDMAN. Y (''3. You were a witness in the Peroff case. You 

testified before the subcommittee. 
Mr. BARTELS. I thought that was a public session. 
Mr. FELDMAN. No, it was a closed session. 
Senator PERCY. In that testimony, you, in adclition to every other 

DEA official who testified, stated in essence that Peroff wa's accu
rately reporting what \vas told to him by Conrad Bouchard. Is that 
not a fact~ 

Mr. BARTET.S. Bouchard ~ I don't know whether he was accurately 
reporting. I believe it was. 

Senator PERCY. Then I wonder why you put out such an erron
eous release in the light of your testimony in this case ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. '\Vhat was erroneous about the release? 
Senator PERCY. Read the section. We will just have you take a 

look at this. 
Mr. BAR'I.'Er.s. I didn't put this release out. This isn't my release. 

This is a UPI story. TIns was a release that was handed out and 
there is a quote in here that says: 

I realize that any attempt to connect the name of financier Robert Vesco to 
an international drug invel)tigation could maIm news, said Jolm Bartels, but 
he said the subcommittee hud investigated for 18 months und had found no 
connection. 

Senator PERC;Y. The sertion that is in conflict, says, as you will 
note in the last paragraph. 

Bartels told UPI that DEA. did not follow through with Peroff's plans 
bl?cuuse it had sufficient evidence to prove Peroff had made up the story and 
thut Yesco did not have any underwor1(1 drug connections. BarteL"; suicI Peroff 
cooked up the scheme in an effort to increase his pay as un informant. 

Mr. BAR'I.'ELS. That is accurate. The story that Peroff first told this 
committee was that former Attorney General Mitchell and Stans, 
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and others, had, through ·White House interference, stopped BNDD 
and then DEA from investigating this case. 

That was the initial story that Mr. Peroff told. The report of this 
subcommittee said that thnt was not accurate, that that story was not 
true and had been made up. It did say, however, it critlcized the 
agency for not reporting back in the first 3 weeks of the merger 
that Agents O'Neill and Dos Santos, or others, had not put in a 
report the fact that they had put Peroff off the payroll and why. 

Senator PERCY. I would like to complete our session this morning 
with some questions on the Promuto lInrestigation. On page 27--

1\£1'. BARTELS. Could we get back, before we leave, to one subject 
that you raised earlier? I will be very brief about it; where you 
questioned me as to why I allmved this atmosphere right at the top 
to continue on as far as high level investigators, specifically Mr. 
-William Durkin. 

That is the only question that I would like to answer. 
Senator PERCY. Yes, please go right ahead. 
Mr. BARTELS. I can do it either now or later. 
Senator PERCY. How long an ans,ver would it take? 
Mr. BARTELS. I will promise you a Sh01:t one. 
Senator PERCY. O.K., gOI ahead. 
Mr. BARTELS. Let me do it and see if I can do it. The allegation 

is raised that Mr. William Durkin was allowed to hold office during 
my tenure with open investigations against him. I find that an iIi:
credible charge, factually erroneous and demonstrably erroneous 
and I believe it shows the motives behind some of the charges that 
have been made against me. 

The charges against Mr. Durkin were raised in 1968 by a Mr. 
McDonald, when :Mr. Tartaglino was chief inspector. They were 
closed in 1970. They were not resolved. They were closed counter 
to the manual. 

During the time that those· charges were open, :Mr. ·William 
Durkin was promoted twice by Mr. Tartaglino. I allowed Mr. 
Brosan to continue that investigation which he did by submitting 
handwriting samples from 1974 to the FBI, comparing :Mr. Dur
kin's handwriting samples of 1956 or 1057 or 1958. The case then 
languished from February of 1974 up until December of 1975. It 
was handled totally contrary to the manual. 

I just find it shocking that allegations are brought involving 
events of some 20 years ago and allo,,'ed to languish for 7 years 
against a man and then Mr. Tartaglino has tIle unmitigated gall to 
accuse this man of being corrupt and then saying that I was in
different toward him. I find that shocking. 

I agree with you, Senator, that we have. to nse all diligence and 
fervor to ferret out corruption. On the other hand, it must strike 
somebody in this audience as absurd that in 1975 we are still in
vestigating allegations made by Mr. McDonald in 1968 as to an 
incident in 1956. 

Mr. McDonald was never put on a lie detector test, although a 
look at the :file will reflect that in 1969 and 1970 that was recom·· 
mended. Mr. Durkin was never put on a lie detector test. 

What has happened is the allowing of this file, this unsubstan-
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and an innuendo and an awful shadow on an otherwIse dedlCated 
public servant. It was that can of worms, Senator, that was discov
ered by the Moore study that I believe caused these charges to be 
brought. 

Mr. Tartaglino mentioned to you that in bringing the charges he 
consulted the code of ethics. 'What he didn't do was read the second 
paragraph of that very code of ethics which says that if you find 
yourself caught in one of these ethical situations, you are to go to 
your immediate supervisor or the person you believe to have caused 
it and discuss it with him and then go to higher authorities with 
that complaint go together. 

Instead, Mr. Tartaglino 'went to the Department on three occa
sions, when I was out of the country. 

Senator PERCY. vVere you warned about ~fr. Durkin, however, 
by Pat Fuller, also former chief inspectod 

Mr. BARTEr_s. No, I was warned about Mr. Durkin by Mr. Brosan. 
We discussed it. Of course, Mr. Fuller had closed the case. 

I have here, and I ask it be admitted in evidence, the closing file, 
dated closed by Pat Fuller, January 29, 1970, because he said there 
is no further investigation that can be done in this case. 

I would like that this darned thing be put in evidence. It also 
has the one on my candidate for the deputy which Mr. Tartaglillo 
announced that I submitted to the Department of Justice, knowing 
him to be under some sort of cloud or allegation and that case was 
marked closed on May 31, 1973, before I ever got in. 

Senator PERCY. This is already in evidence. vVe will not have to. 
We will give you the exhibit reference if you would like it. 

I would like to check with the staff, however, as to whether Fuller 
did not say that he did warn Mr. Bartels in an interview with the 
staff i is that correct ~ 

Mr. MANUEL. That is correct, Senator Percy, ancl in addition we 
£lan to have Mr. Funer testify. He was interviewed in April of 
this year by Mr. Sloan and myself. at which time he said he had a 
conversation with Mr. Bartels In which he warned Mr. Bartels about 
Mr. Durkin and Mr. Fullel' said that he was concerned about the fact 
that Durkin was being considered for promotion within the agency. 

ltIr. BARTELS. If he said that, Senator, the only thing I can ten 
you is take a look at the file. Mr. Fuller closed tllut matter counter 
to the manual back in .Tanuary of 1970, and he has a record iu that 
file .t11at says 110 further investigation is possible. I ha va that in my 
testlmony. , 

I have no recollection of his saying that, but for him to say it 
in 1973 seems a little anomalous to me when he closed it in 1970, 
and said there is nothing further that can be done. 

Senator PERCY. ,Ve can insert in the record at this point the 
testimony that he gave to the committee staff jn California on this 
particu]pwr point and make it a part of this record. 

Mr. MANUEL. I would rather have Mr. Fuller testify to that for 
himself, Senator Percy. 

Senator PERCY. That is an lIDSWOrn statement. We had better have 
that on record. 
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What I would like to do, Mr. Bartels, before we leave, we will try 
to find this very quickly now, on page 27, you do list four assertions 
made by Mr. Tartaglino, and MI'. Brosan, as being the basis for their 
charge that you impeded the Promuto integrity investigation. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Senator PEROY. Actually, Mr. Tartaglino lodged six allegations 

against you and he did not J)hrase them as you have. 
I thilik, therefore, in faIrness to you, I had better go back to the 

six allegations aml enm though we have duplicated somewhat already 
this morning and answered them inyart, I want to be absolutely cer
tain you are accorded an opportunIty to respond to all the charges 
before the receSs this morning. 

Take those six charges and respond to them. They were the six 
allegations which were submitted to Deputy Attorney General Laur
ence Silberman by Mr. Tartaglino and the same allegations which 
the FBI agents, IVilliams and Hegarty, were called on by Mr. Sil
berman to investigate. 
The first alh)gation was simply this. The untimely and premature 

confrontation of Mr. Promuto by Mr. Bartels and attorney Thomas 
Durkin thus severely limiting normal investigative procedures that 
may have enabled us to arrive at the truth. 

IVould you want to expand on your an~wers to that allegation? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. That statement is false, according to the testi

mony of a number or witness('s. I never confronted Promuto. I had 
Durh:in confront him to see if there was any basis to get him to 
resign or to be transferred as this case. 

Senator Pml.CY. Did that allegation have, to do with lmowledge 
which ~fr. Tartnglino ancI :Mr. Brosan had of an interview conducted 
bv Tom Durkin of Mr. Promuto ~ 
• ::\11'. BARTEr,s. I didn't understand. 
S('nator PERCY. ,Vere they referring in that al1egation to the fact 

that they had knowledge of an interview conducted by Thomas 
Durkin of Mr. Promuto, an interview that we discussed ~ 

nfr. BARTBI,S. I think that is what they are referring to. 
Senator PERCY. Did yon instruct Mr. Thomas Dnrkin to intenriew 

:Mr. Promllto? 
:Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Senator PERCY. If so, why q 
Ur. RmTELS. I did so becuuse this case had become a cause 

celebre, ~oth with,in the a~el1cy and without the agency. Already 
at that tIme, outSIde agenCIes had been ('ontacted. The only issl1(>s 
left were whether or not he conld be charged, based on his associa-
tions in O'Brien's or for gambling. . .. ' 

I did gO' to 8(lC if therp was any basis to pet. him transferred while 
that investigation was going on. In other words, pursuant to Brosan's 
original recommendation, get him to quit or take a transfer. . 

Senator PERCY. Had :MI·. Durkin spoken to you first to leal'n all 
the facts~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Yes. 
Senator PERCY. That is, to B rosan ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Had he spoken to Brosan? 
Senator PERCY. To get an th", :facts before he conducted the 

interview ~ 
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. Mr: ,BARTELS. No. He spoke tci me and he spoke to Richardson 
'and Lund. . 

Senator PERCY. Wouldn't it have been well for him to have seen 
Mr. Bi'osanfirst to get all the facts before he conducted the inter
view~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't blOW. That was his decision. Maybe it would 
have been. I don't know that it made any difference. He "as .ques
tioning Promuto to see if there was any basis for me to take the 
adverse interim action of transferring. 

Senator PERCY. But Brosan was really managing the case. 
Wouldri't it have been "ell to have gone to 'him £irst~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't blow; it could have been; yes. 
Senator PERCY. Could you put on the record once again when the 

interview was conducted and whethe,: Durkin reported to you on 
this interview and, if so, in .what maliner ~ . 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. The interview was conducted toward the end 
of ' September, on either the 25th, 26th; or 27th. I think it was on a 
Thursday or Friday, toward the very end. 

He told ine about it afterward, that he had apprised Pl'omuto 
with these charges, asked him, tried to get him to admit that he 
had business dealings with gamblers, that he was hanging around 
with felons or had some association with them and that Promuto 
denied it and denied it 'very vehemently, that he had tried to pro
voke Promuto into taking some sort-making some sort of ad
mission. 

Senator PERCY. Did FBI agents Williams and Hegarty ask you 
about allegation No. 1 ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I would think so. I have no specific recollection at 
this time. 

Senator PERCY. You have no recollection as to whether they con-
fronted you with this ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. They must have. 
Senator PERCY. Do you remember what your response was~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Senator PERCY. Did you acknowledge that Thomas Durkin did 

conduct such an intel'vlew and that notes andlor written reports 
on the interview did in fact exist ~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Yes. That is the exact-I don't Imow whether I 
said it. I assume I said it to Hegarty and ·Williams. 

Senator PERCY. The second Tartaglino allegation is as follows: 
Refusing or failing to provide inspectors with notes, summaries, or 
information concerning the nature of the interview of Promuto, did 
you refuse or fail to provide inspectors with notes, summaries, or 
information about Tom Durkin's interview with Mr. Proll1uto ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I did so until there was a confrontation. 
Senator PERCY. What was your intention in not providing the 

Office of Inspection information concerning Mr. Durkin's interview 
of Vincent Promuto ~ 

Mr. BAR'mLs. It wasn't just the interview. It was the whole 
critique of, the 1!lethodolo!{y that was being used by inspection. So 
what that mterVlew cont!Lll1ed and that memorandum contained was 
about a 40-page cdtique of Brosan, the tactics used as well as Pro
muto's denials. 
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Mr. Casey told me that Mr. Tartaglino wanted it. I told-my 
recollection is, I told them to come back after they had confronted 
him. 

Senator PERCY. Did the FBI agents ask you about this allegation ~ 
If so, what was your response ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't recall. 
Senator PERCY. Yon don't recall whether they asked you about 

the second--
Mr. BAHTELS. I don't recall what my response is. 
Senator PERCY. But you do recall they asked you ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Not specifically, but I am willing to assume they 

did. I havt' never seen my statement before the FBI. 
Senator PERCY. This occurred how long ago? 
l\fr. BARTELS. The statement? 
Senator PERCY. The interview, yes; the interview with the FBI? 
l\{r. BARTELS. In December; it would have been December. 
Senator PERCY. You don't recall the serious allegations made 

against you? 
Mr. BARTELS. No, I don't recall my specific response. I have never 

seen it, but I am willing- to adopt what is in there. If you are asking 
me jf I remember specifically what I told the FBI, no, I have no 
specific, independent recollection of that. 

Senator PERCY. I would just tend to think if a serious charge were 
made to me against my performance in the Renate of the United 
States I would recall. a charge made as recently as December. 

~,:fr. BARTELS. I know what the facts are, but I rlon't remember 
·what I said to the FBI. I don't remember the vE'l'batim things. 

Senator PERCY. I won't ask fo]' it YCl'batim. I think you can para
phrase it. Yon aTe not a man lost for words. You can' eyen make it 
in the Senate. 

Mr. B.mTl~LS. I think ~ will iust ~tickwith the !tlls\yer I gave you. 
St'nator PERry. The tIll I'd ullegatlOll of Mr. Tartaglino on Septem

ber 28, 2P, lPN, Mr. Barte]s insisted that MI'. Promnto be given 
written questions in complete form covering all allegations and per
mitting him to ('omplete and return them the next· day. 

Dic1 yon gi\~e the direction to submit :Ml'. Promuto to the written in
vestigation ancl thr qnC'st.ionnail'c? 

Mr. BARTELS. That is repetitive; yes. I have a disagreement in 
recollection of thE' \vl'ittt'n nature of: it. I accept Mr. Richardson's 
recollection that IrE' understood mv order to be written. I wanted 
a confrontl\,~icJl. At that time, Mr. Richardson had told me the 
investigation was snhstantially complete and that they had no inten
tion of confronting Pl'omnto' 01' giving him any opportunity to ex
plain. 

Senator PERCY. Do yon think the procedure was proper under the 
circumstances, looking back on it now? 

MI'. B,mTELs. Yes. 
RC'natol' PERCY. Yon wOllldn't do jt-. bl any other waT when so many 

rhm',!!rs and nllrgntions of impro])ri{ltv htlYe been :mur1~.~ 
Mr. BAR'l'Br,s. Any way I did t]Ut~" there would be chargt's and 

allegntions raised. I t.hink t.he key to it is~ 
Senator PERCY. I don't think there could be a hnsis for charge if 
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your orders were crystal clear, total, complete: a thorough investiga
tion in accordance with every procedure for getting at the truth. 

Mr. BARTELS. Take a look at that investigation. You tell me what 
else could be investigated. They went into his father's background; 
they subpenaed all his mortgage recor?s; they took all his tel~phone 
tolls; they went to 19 outsIde agencIes to see what connectlOn he 
had with organized crime. 

Senator PERCY. Can you cite--
Mr. BARTELS. I can't think of anything that was more complete 

in any life, nor frankly more outrageous. 
Senator PERCY. Can you cite any other instance in your law en

forcement career in which persons suspected of misconduct ·were 
submitted to written questionnaires. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, SIr. 
Senator PERCY. vVould you cite them, please ~ 
1Ifr. BARTELS. Certainly. The concept of ,vritten depositions is 

used, or written interrogatories are used, in criminal cases, in inter
national matters or in any sort of situation where you want open 
questions. It was also used in the methodology of the FBI by Wil
liams and Hegarty. 

In other words, if that was the 1imitation, I don't See that any 
harm is done. When that was raised by Mr. Tartaglino on October 
1, his objection for written questions was not it was unusual. His 
objection was to the timing of the confrontation. It prevented sur
veillance. II you take a look at his October 1 or October 2 memoran
dum, Senator--

Senator PERCY. My qnestion was to cite a specific instance in your 
law enfol'cenlPnt career in which people suspected of misconduct 'vere 
permitted to submit to written questionnaires. 

Can you cite specific cases? 
l\Ir. BAn'l.'ELIl. It was done in the desist case where, under Federal 

eriminn.l procedure, I think section 15, I may be wrong in my cite, 
the use of written questions 1S permitted r[lthcr than bringing a man 
in before the grand jury. It was done there. 

Also, it has been done in other areas. In other words, the normal 
situation when you have a problem is have a report on my desk by 
tomorrow morning at D o'clock; explain this si tuation. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Ohairman, I think we should make a distinc
tion here between the judicial process and the investigative process, 
which I believe you are trying to pinpoint. 

Senator PEUCY. Absolutely. This is an investigative process. 
Mr. BARTELS. In the investigative process I have gone to people 

on many occasions and s!dd you have got a problem; there is an 
allegation here; have a report on my desk about it tomorrow mor
ning. 

Senator PERCY. Did you personally review Promuto's responses to 
those questionnaires ~ . 

Mr. BAUTEr-S. No, sir. I 11e.Yer reviewed that file until sometime in 
January. I never saw the file. 

Senator PERCY. Why do vou snppose it was necessary for Mr. 
Pl'omuto to give a sworn Rtatement' in the end of Februai'y 1975, if 
the answers were satisfactory to the original questions? 
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Mr. BARTELS. I have no idea. I am not defending Prollluto. 
Senator PERCY. Did you ever compare the written sworn statement 

of Mr. Prollluto of February 28, 1975, with the responses he g::we 
to the written questions in October of 1974 ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
Senator PERCY. You never did? 
Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. I didn't get involved operationally in that 

case or any other case. 
Senator PEROY. I would like to ask counsel to cite from the record 

again and repeat to you the allegations that have been made that 
wonld be contrary to that statement. 

Mr. FELO!lfAN. I believe you are going through the six points now 
when you said, Mr. Bartels, that you didn't get involved opera
tionally. 

There are questions here as to, yes, you ordered or approved of 
written questions; there is an allegation that you ordered that 110 

new avenues of investigatiOli--
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, but I denied all new avenues. I told you-
Mr. FEWMAN. You made the statement that you didn't get in

volved operationally. 
Mr.· BARTELS. Yes. I denied that I said never get into any new 

avenues. If you take a look at the record, you will see they went 
into all new avenues. 

Mr. FELD~rAN. Forget about that. We have just studied the fact 
that Senator Percy was going into, the submission of written ques
tions. Isn't that opern.tional ~ 

JHr. BARTELS. No, sir. I never wrote those questions out 1101' diel I 
limit them to what areas. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Isn't the direction going to operations of that par·· 
ticular investigation ~ . 

Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. FELDJlI[AN. Then it is a matter of semantics. 
Mr. BARTELS. If you don't agree that a man has to be confronted 

before you take adverse action, then we have a disagreement in 
philos~phy, and the recommendation was that this man be fired 
immechately. 

Senator PERCY. When was that? 
Mr. BAR'rELS. That 'was made the very first time that I was in

formed of this on September 1'(. It was' made on September 18 by 
Mr. Brosan, and Mr. Richardson confirmed to me that both he 
and Mr. Lund were informed that IVIr. Brosan still believed on 
September 27 that the man had to be fired, that the report be sub
stantially completed, and they had not intended to confront him. 

Senator PERCY. 1Vhen should a. confrontation be held ~ 
MI'. BAR'rELS. That depends. 
Senator PERCY. Be:fore the investigation or after the hnrestigation ~ 
Mr. BARTEr,s. That depends on the issne. 
Senator PERCY. It doesn't seem to imply that in the record. 
Mr. BARTELS. In the manual ~ 
Senator PEROY. Manual. 
Mr. BARTELS. Certainly. It depends on what you can gain from 

the confrontation. One of the experiences that yon lea.rn from prose-
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cutiliO" organized crime cases is that you can use a confrontation, 
that is calling a man in either before a grand jury or here, cn1ling 
him in by inspection where he is' forced to answer work-related 
questions, to get, ~ll sorts of fIe\V l~acls. ". . 

You lose no tIlIng by asklllg 111m. Here the SltuatlOn lllvolved 
historical facts which were not subject to change. If he lied as to 
his relationship to 'McOaleb, to Corsi, to any of these other people, 
you can go back and check it out. 
If he lied as to his telephone calls, you could check it out. If he 

lied or refused to give you his mortgage records, you could check it 
out and take ad verse action against him and the manual provided it. 
I think it depends on whether 01' not surveillance or future investiga
tive action is necessary or would be productive. 

Those are the very things that the 1\1oore report and the manual 
discuss. 

There is not just one methodology. You are not limited by cun
fronting a man to a sole confrontation. 

Senator PERcr. "Vas Mr. Promuto allowed to change his sworn 
statement in connection with his sworn answers to questions relating 
to his relatil)nship with Diane De Vito ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I have no idea; I have never seen it. 
Senator PERCY. You have nO' knowledge of anything direct or 

indirect~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No, sir, as to changing a statement~ 
Spnatol' PEECY. Pardon ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. As to changing a sworn statement ~ 
Senn.tor PERcr. Allowed to change, his sworn statement in connection 

with the sworn n.nswers to questions regarding his relationship with 
Diane-De Vito'~ 

~1:r. BARTELS. I have no knowledge of that. 
Senator PERCY. Did FBI agents liVilliams and Hegarty ask you 

about the wl'itten questionnaire Mr. Promuto was asked to fill out ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I think so. I would like to see that statement. 
Senator PImCY. This is an interview that occurred last December. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Involving your career and the allegations made 

against you. 
]\:[1'. BARTJ<:r,s. ""iVe discussed that for several hours. 
Senator PERCY. This is now the third allegation. I ask you once 

again. Did these agents ask you about the written questionnaires Mr. 
Pl'omuto was asked to fill out ~ 

:Mr. BAR'rEr,s. I think they did. 
Senator PERCY. lVIr. Bartels, the fourth allegation lodged by Mr. 

Tartaglino was as follows, and I quote: 
Mr. Bartels insisted 011 a written summary before an investigation was com

pleted. He insisted the reports be without allegation, inference or innuendo. 
That was before the inspection staff had an opportunity to investigate the 
allegations completely. 

Did you in fact direct MI'. Brosan either directly or through Mr. 
Richardson to submit a written summary before the Promuto case 
invest,igation was completed by the Office of Inspections ~ 

Mr. BAR'rELS. No, sir. I asked Mr. Richardson to tell Mr. Brosan 
on that Satul'day, September 28, after Mr. Richardson had informed 
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me that the investigatIOn was substantially complete, to get the re
port in as soon as possible. 

That report was submitted. After that, new allegations came in 
and that investigation continued. I disagree on the synopsis of those 
reports which contained adjectives and innuendo and smears which 
were not supported by facts. 

Senator PERCY. Did the FBI agents ask you about this allegation 
number foud 

Mr. BARTELS. My answer to that will have to be the same as it was 
before. I assume that they asked me about all questions. I just don't 
specifically recollect every single question and answer that the FBI 
asked. 

Senator PF.RCY. Assuming they did ask this question about this 
alJegaHon, what was your answed 

l\fr. RAR'l'F.LS. I assume I gave the same answer. 
Senator PERCY. The same answer you have just gone into? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. sir. 
Senator PERCY. The fifth allegation by 1\1r. Tartaglino was as fol

lows: "TJle summary was then used to obtain a premature opinion 
from the Civil Service Commission." Did FBI Agents WilliamR and 
Hegarty ask you about the allegations that the premature opinion 
harl bepn obtainE'd from the Civil Service Commission? 

Mr. RARTETJS. I assume so. I assume I gave the answer to it that 
we wpnt and got an opinion in the end of October. Mr. Richardson 
did. He went over to Civil Service and got an opinion based on his 
information at that time. 

Subsequently. new information came in. I didn't stop that. They 
continued to investigate. 

Spnntor PERCY. When was the Pl'omuto matter referred to the 
Civil SE'rvice Commission? 

Mr. BARTET~c;. It was never formally re:fE'rred. They got an informal 
opinion. It was never submitted to Civil Service. 

Senator PEROY. At what point was it sent over or taken over? 
Mr. RAR'l'F.I,S. MI'. Richftrdson WE'nt over and said to the Civil 

Service Trial Examiner, in the end of October, I believe it was 
OctohE'r 29. Look. I have a hypothetical case. I have the memorandum 
that he Ruhmitted. Let's assume all the witnE'sses will testify, which 
was not true; Jet's assn me that they will testify as follows. And he 
gave the sr,t of :facts that he put in that memorandum which was 
hasE'd 011 1\:[1'. Brosan's investigation. 

To wit: that in substance, Mr. Promuto had been hanging around 
a restaumnt and had been associating in that restaurant with some 
bad peop1e. some £e10ns and gamblers. 

The advice that if that were successfully prosecuted in Oivil 
Service Commission, was that he would be given either a written or 
an oral admonition and that if he went and did it again he would 
then be in the posture where you could take some further action. 

Rut in substance, that opinion was gotten in the end of October 
and I understand the chief counsel, Mr. Miller, got another opinion 
in March or April or some time in 1975, what is that, 5 months 
later, based on the continuation o£ that investigation. 

SEmator PERClY. W' as the investigation completed at that time? 
Mr. BARTJ!J:tS. Was it completed at that time? 
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Senator PERCY. Yes. 
Mr. BARTELS. I was informed it was complete. It was complete, 

based on the allegations that this had. They had new allegations. 'Ye 
are back now to the word complete. I don't mean to play games wlth 
you, but it was complete, based on those allegations. 

New allegations came in subsequently, which were then opened 
and investigated, reopened. 

Senator PERCY. Did you or any member of your staff receive 
suggestions from or any direction or guidance or advice from Thomas 
Durkin regarding the desirability of having the Oivil Service render 
an opinion~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I believe so, yes. 
Senator PERCY. vYhat was his advice to you on that, and what rea

sons did he state for giving that advice ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He put in his report, I believe, which has been sub

mitted to the committee, that that would be a desirable technique, to 
see if the allegations were proven what action could be taken. 

Senator PERCY. As I understand it, the opinion was an unofficial 
opinion~ 

Mr. BARTELS. That is right. 
Senator PERCY. As I understand it, it was not based on anything 

other than a hypothetical set of circumstances; they were not given 
facts, names, places, dates, actions. They were given a hypothetical 
situation. 

Mr. BARTELS. That is correct. It was hypothetically assumed that 
the witnesses would testify and that if they testified, to what they 
saw. 

Senator PERCY. 'What was this opinion of the Oivil Service Oom
mission~ 

Mr. BARTELS. He said the opinion, the hypothetical opinion, and 
you are 100 percent right, it was nothing more than that, was that 
Pl'omuto had demonstrn,ted poor judgment and could get an oral 
admonition. I have a copy of it here. Rather than read it, I will be 
happy to give it to you. I think it may be in the record. 

Senator PERCY. Has this been put into the record ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. It is not an opinion, Mr. Feldman. It is Richard-

son's memorandum. 
Mr. MANUEL. Is that a memorandum from Mr. Richardson to you ~ 
Mr. BARrELS. Yes. 
Mr. MANUETJ. I believe it was made an exhibit in Mr. Richard

son's testimony. It wouldn't harm if you take a copy of it, Mr. 
Ohairman, just in case it is a different document. 

[The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 52" for refer
ence and "follows:] 

]Jx:s:rnIT No. 52 

MElIWRANDUl! 

To: Mr. John R. Bnrtels, Jr., Administrator 

DEPAItTl!ENT OIl' .TUS'rIOE, 
November 6, 19"14. 

From: Robert T. aichl1.rclson, Assocll1.te Chief Counsel 
Subject: Vincent P1'omuto. 

On Tuesday, October 29, 1974, I asked for and rece!ved from George Brosan 
a copy of the report of the investigation concerning Mr. P1'omuto. Mr. Brosan 
told me that although he haa outstanding one 01' two leads, for all intents and 
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purposes this report was a final one. Although he did not tell me what. the 
additional leads· consisted of, he stated that theY Were not encompassed by" the 
original allegations set forth in the September 10 memorandum from Officer 
Shoiller to the United States Attorney. 

After reading the report I contacted the office of Joseph Scott, Deputy Gen
eral Counsel, Civil Service Commission, to secure his advice concerning any 
possible disciplinary proceedings to which 1\11'. Promuto might be subject. Mr. 
Scott was unavailable, however, and referred me to a senior attorney on his 
staff, ~fr. Harry Gastly. Mr. Gastly has been with the Commission for more 
than five years and was well versed in adverse action proceedings. 

On Wednesday, October 30, I met 1\11'. Gastly and briefed him concerning the 
facts as set forth in the Inspection report. No names were mentioned nor were 
any specific locations identified. I described Mr. Promuto as a relatively senior 
employee within our organization with some public visibility. I described 
Franny O'Brien's bar as a popular restaurant and night spot within the D.C. 
area, which is frequented by some highly respected residents of the D.C. area, 
as well as some persons suspected of being involved in criminal activity, pri
marily gambling. 

I reviewed with I1Ir. Gastly ('ach allegation set forth in Mr. Sboiller's 
memorandum, as well as the results of 1\11'. Brosan's investigation. I also cov
ered in anonymous detail the 1967-68 gambling investigation including the 
detailed security investigation submitted by the FBI on Mr. Promuto when 
111'. Promuto applied to O'DALE in early 1972. I attempted to present to Mr. 
Gastly both sides of the investigation, th!lt is Mr. Brosan's strong feelings con
cerning 111'. Promuto's associations as well as Mr. Promuto's eagerness to 
cooperate with the investigation. Although in my opinion we could not muster 
any witnesses to present at any adverse action hearing, except the two IRS 
agents (whose testimony does not go beyond 1968), for the purposes of my 
discussion with 1\11'. Gastly I assumed that each undercover police officer and 
each FBI informant could be called and would testify on behalf of DEA at any 
such hearing. 

In short, 111'. Gastly stated there were no facts which would support any 
disciplinary action against Mr. Promuto. His opinion was that all that has 
been demonstrated is that Mr. Promuto exercised some poor judgment, probably 
unwittingiy, and certainly not intentionally, by continuing to frequent a place 
which he knew was also frequenterl by Imown or convicted gamblers, notwith
standing his innocent intentions. He stated that more can be expected from 
the private life of a senior Administration official than from an employee of 
lesser rank; however, nothing bas been demonstrated which would prove that 
Mr. Promuto has compromised the integrity of either himself 01' DEA, He was 
impresspd by three factors: First, Mr. Promuto's obvious willingness to cooper
ate in any way with the investigation; second, Mr. Promuto's severance of his 
relationship with Franny O'Brien's restaurant once he found out that an 
investigation was underway: third, the obvious casual nature of the conver
sations in the bars between Mr. Promuto and the known 01' suspected gamblers. 

He did f.ltrongly recommend that Mr. Promuto's superior discuss the investi
gation with JHr. Promuto and strongly aclvise that Mr. Promuto sever his 
relationf.lhip with Franny O'Brien's restaurant. This conversation shouhl be 
memorialized and, should Mr. Promuto not heecl this advice, then it might be 
possible to bring some disciplinary action against him. However, Mr. Gastly 
was of the opinion that even after this warning, if a subsequent investigation 
showecl that Mr. Promuto continued to frequent Franny O'Brien's only in 
the manner as set forth in tbe report, the strongest disciplinary action which 
could be sUTlPorted would be D. thirty-day suspension. 

If any further information should clevelop which would supplement the 
report submitted by Mr. Brosan, I shall again review those facts with Mr. 
Gastly for an additional opinion. 

I have returner! my copy of the report to Mr. Brosan and advised him of the 
results of my conversation with Mr. Gastly. 

RC'nni'or PEnny. \Yns the opinion ~igned and if so. by whom ~ 
Mr. }\{<\ 7'''m:r,. No. It was an 11l1official and unusnal opinion. It was 

gi'yinrr (;h:il Service. a. hypotlwticml case; look assuming we can prove 
tIns, what lR your opl111on or what would happen ~ 
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. Senator PERCY. Prior to tIle Promuto case, Mr. Barfels,had you 
used this technique of submitting a set of hypothetical circumstances 
to' the Civil Service Commission to obtain from the Commission an 
iUllofficial opinion ~ 

:WIr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. vVe have done it because we have spoken 
to members of the Civil Service Commission who, as I said, had 
been dissatisfiec1. vVe hac1 had some bad persOlUlel decisions, both 
:in BNDD and DEA. We had taken action against people that 
were subsequently reversed. You may be familiar 'with the Collins
ville situation as one specific instance where I suspended, I believe, 
four of those people for 30 days, and was rever~ed 011 two. . 

In another one, we transferred a man but of a deputy regIOnal 
director's slot and that was overruled. 

One of the recommendations of that Moore committee was that 
we have somebody, a lawyer, in the Office or Inspection, who would 
be familiar with what would be sustainable in civil service. 

Senator PERCY. Can you cite a specific case where you have eyer 
done this before ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. ,Ve had done it in tl1e Oliver case. 
Senator PERCY. This is the Vincent Oliver case? 
IvIr. BAR'l'ELS. Yes, sir. vVe had checked ont WJ1Ut the results or 

any adverse action would be in that situation. I can furnish a list. 
vYe have done it on several occasions. 

Senator PERCY. ,V' as it Tom Durkin ,vho recommended that you 
use this hypothetical approach in o?taining a civil service opinion? 

Ur. BARTELS. It was a hypothetIcal approach than finding out 
the cases that the Civil Service Commission was sustaining. 

In other words, we had a lady who was working, I believe, in 
our file room, smoking marihuana. lYe caught her smoking mari
llUana. We interviewed her. She said yes, she smoked marihuana 
and she was going to continue smoking marihuana, and she didn't 
much care what we thought about it. 

I believe we fired her and that got reversed. . 
So when you are in that situation, the Civil Service Commission 

was changing drastically in the type or cases it would sustain. 
Yes, we were in that situation where I beliC'ye the Ciyil Service 

Commission was wrong on a number or those things. 
Senator PlmCY. Once they ha.cl l'enclereel an unofficial opinion, diel 

you consider this case closec1 ? 
~ 1\11'. BARTELS. No, sir. I didn~t consider it closed. 

Senator PERCY. If not, why not ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Because there were new allegations. 
Senat~l' PERCY. I~ the. i!lvestigation was not C'ompletecl and there 

were serIOUS allegatIOns stIll ulll'esolved, why diel you order George 
Brosan to submit a flnall'cpol't in mid-Octol)Gl' of 19'i4~ 
. Mr. BARTELS. At that time, I believe it was the enel of Octo her; 
October 20, or something like that. He told me that through Mr. 
Richardson, and you can check 'with Mr. Richardson, that the case 
was-the original allegations were lnvestigated. . 
, Senator PERCY. The Office of Inspections recommended investio'a
tion of Ol'iginal allegations on Febrnary 3, 19'75. Why was this dOl~e? 

Mr. BARTln"S. That was done simply because MI'. Brosan had 

.li7-2S1-71J-O 
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never interviewed any of the people who Mr. Promuto wa~ allegeel 
to be associating with. One of the things that I found out that 
shocked me--· 

Senator PERCY. Couldn't this really mean that Inspections felt 
that the case had not bl:!en fully investigated and there hadn't been 
enough time~· . . 

Mr. BARTELS. You are darned rlght. N otenough tlme ~ There had 
been a great deal of time. The problem was they never went to Mr. 
Corsi, they nevel- went to 1111'. Gianaris, they never went to ]\tIl'. 
McCaleb, they never went to :Mr. McGowan, they never went to Mr. 
LeCompte, they never went to a number of these people who he 
was allegedly associating with. 

Senator PERCY. Did you order the Promuto investigation resumed ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. It was never closed, sir. "Then did I order it re

sumed ~ In other words, I considered that investigation open and 
going Tight through. .. .. . 

Senator PERCY. At any pomt elld you mterJect and dIrect that 
the Promuto case be therefor carried ahead, full :force ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Until it could be concluded ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. I did in December 20, when I told Mr. 

Smith. 
Senator PERCY. Why didn't you order people to be interviewed 

that were involved, that had made allegations? 
Mr. BARTELS. At that time, I don't ];:pow that I knew that any 

of these people had not been consulted. I thonght that thing was' 
still going on. The removal of Mr. Brosan and Mr. Tal'taglino came 
not solely as a result of the Moore investigation, not solely as a; 
result of the Promuto investigation. It came because withOllt con
tacting me they raised these allegations to the Deputy Attorney 
General. 

I got off the plane from .Tamaica where we had been down on 
a special project, and was informed by the agent at the airport 
at Kennedy to call the Deputy Attorney General. 

\V'hen I did so, his assistant informed me: "You are now the 
subject of charges of a possible crilhinal nature which have been 
brought against you by Mr. Tartaglino. You have your Miranda 
rights." That was the first time that I ever knew that Mr. Tarta
glino had brought charges. 

At that time, when the inspector told me, I was shocked. 
Senator PERCY. Yes. But they have testified that the investigation 

had been impeded by you. 
Mr. BARTELS. They can testify to it. But the facts don't support 

it, Senator. If yon take a look at their testimony, they testified to
a Jot of things. The facts don't support it. 

Senator PERCY. Let 111e give you the 6th undlast allegation, which 
is as follows: 

The Ohief Inspector was subjected to continual critiCism, harassment and 
intimidation wIthout one item of written direction, guidance or criticism that 
would serve to explain Mr. Bartels' actions and attitudes. ~'his has left the 
Inspection Service completely confused and demoralized, and I am not certain 
any of them lmow toduy the exact status of the Prollluto investigation. 
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Did you subject OhieT Inspector Brosan to continual c~itic~sm, 
harasSment,and intimidation without one item of written dIrectIOn, 
guidance, or criticism? 

Mr. BARTELS. That is partially true. I gaye l~im hot olle~!i~ten 
item of O'uidanceand whatever the other adJectIves are. I CI'lLICIZed 
his judg~ent on a number of matters, yes, sir, not continual harass
ment. 

I told him he was a factfinder and it was not his judgment to say 
whether people should be firecl or amputated immediately. 

I told him, however, he coulcl go right ahead and investigate that 
case, Yes, I criticized his judgment. I thought it was atroclOUS. 

Senator PERCY, Did you at the time of lV~l'. Tartag~ino's memo 
to the FBI agents of December 11, 19'7l1, have III your mmcl llll \?'xact 
status of the Promuto investigation ~ ,Vas the case opened or closed 
at that point ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't recall. It was formally opcnccl because it had 
never been formally closed. 

The extent to whch there were things still to be done in it to 
make it a complete investigation, I don't belien~ I knew at that time. 

Senator PEROY. Were you questioned by FBI agents "WIlliams 
and Hegarty about the charge that you harassed and intimidated 
Mr. Brosan? 

Mr. BARTELS. I am sure I was. 
Senator PERCY. Could you tell us what your response was ~ , 
Mr. BARTELS. Not specifically, because I have neyer seen it. But 

I gather it was essentULlly the same as I have given you, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Did you give any written direction or guidance to 

Mr. Brosan prior to October 1, 11l74:~ , 
Mr. BARTELS. On what ~ I am sure I wrote memos on something. 

You mean specifically concerning this ~ 
Senator PEROY. Yes. 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe so. 
Senator PERCY. Did you give any written directions or guidance 

to anyone in connection with the Pl'Ollluto matter ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Not in writi:.tg. I told Mr. Richardson to hays that 

investigating forward and if Prollluto has done allY thing wrong, 
g~t rid of him, and if he 11asn't done anything Wl'ong, exonerate 
lum. 

Senator PERCY. Finally, Mr. Bartels, did you ask Robert Richard
son to call the 'White House in September of 19'74: to urge that 
Vince Promuto be considered for the' position of Deputy Director 
~DU~ . 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir .. That happened this way: 'We had been trv
jng to get a deputy for over a year and a haif. The problem was 
that it was a political appointment so that a man who would be 
a competent law enforcement official hftdn1t yet been found who 
could m~et the requirements for a political u:ppointment. 

l\~l'. SIlberman told me he ,:vanted me to put pressure on th<." 
WhIte House and we weregomg to get a deputy pretty dal'neC:{ 
quickly. I ngreed with him. 

I told Richardson, call up the ,:Vhite House and ten 01e111 if they 
can't come up with anybody, we are going to put Pl'Oll1uto in there. 

Senator PERCY. "Were you just tlll'eatening to put him in? 
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Mr.BAR'rELS. That is right. 
Senator PERCY. Things had gotten so bad that you could put him in ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Exactly. 
Senator PEROY. You are testifying now under oath that you made 

no serious recommendation to that regard, that it was in a sense 
a satire on the whole situation ~ 
, Mr. BAR'r]~LS. That is right. . ' 
. Senator PERCY. "\Vithout objection, u. statement by Senator Glenn, 
an opening statement, will be incorporated in the record at the 
appropriate point. 

Mr. BARTELS. Bv the way, the call was never made. "\Ve got other 
names. I told that" to Richardson, get hold of those people, get some 
names. Richardson told me when I was in Europe that he couldn't 
get hold of anybody over there and when I came back, we did get 
some more names. 

Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could paraphrase or state as 
dosely as you could the exact words that you said to Richardson 
and the way in which you said them? 

Mr. BARTELS. I think the way I just said, that it is cynicism, 
look, Bob, we are getting pressure. We had had some pretty unbe
lievable characters sent over from the "\Vhite House to be the 
Deputy. One man came in, he was a Baptist preacher. He needed 
Frldays off to write his sermons. He asked me to pray with him on 
the way out. 

On the other hand, I had submitted some professional law en
forcement people who 'were unsatisfactory to the "\Vhite House. 
We were at loggerheads. 
. Senator PERCY. Could you do this in such a way that we conld 
see whether or not Mr. Richardson, a reasonable man, could have 
misinterpreted your directions and actually felt you were seriously 
making Mr. Prol11uto ~he Deputy Director ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. RIChardson knew what the history of that was. 
There was no way Mr. Promuto could be the Deputy Director. He 
was neither, I don't know what his political affiliation was, but he 
didn't have the backgrouncl or the political clout. 

The pr.oblem :was WE' needed both initially in this job and we 
were gettmg wlllpsa,Yec1. He knew that. I told him that I was under 
pressure from the Deputy Attorney General to come up wi~h some 
more management people, somebody who would be satisfactory to 
the White House so that we could get a deputy in there. . 

In defense of MI'. Tartaglino, he had been in an acting position 
for a lon~ time. I had been operating without a deputy. I told him 
call up eIther Shepard or Colonel Walker anel tell thrm to get up 
names of people or we are going to put in Promuto. 

Senator PEROY. Did Tom Durkin mnke any recommendations 
as to who shoulcl be deputy ac1ministratod 

:Mr. BAnTET"s. No, sir. 
Senator PEROY. These hearings are recessed until 9 a.m. tomorrow 

in room 3302. ' 
["\Yhel'cnpon, at 12 :45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon

vene at D a.m., Friday, July 11, 1975, ill room 3302.] 
[Mrmbers of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator 

Percy.] 
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Ohairman JACKSON. The committee will resume its sitting. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senators Jackson and BJ·ock.] 

TESTIMONY 0]' JOHN R. BARTELS, JR.-Resumed 

Ohairman .• JACKSON. First, Mr. Bartels, ~o you have anything that 
:ron would hke to state that you fccl you mIght not have had!\' chance 
to get over yesterday. with regard to 'any question ~ 

Mr. BAR~l'ELR. No, mdeed. Eventually, I nncleI'stand we can discuss 
some of the issues to what recommendations perhaps· should he 
made or should be considered in a legislative form to help this 
country address this problem, the whole question. . 

In other words, the management qucstjon. lYe have some dis
agreements on DEA's management. I would like to discuss those 
with you at some time. 

Ohairman JACKSON. Mr. Bartels, what position diel yon hold in 
the interim between the time you left the Newark Strike Force 
and your appointment to OD.t\LE ~ 
)\111'. BARTELS. For 4 months :r was general conns~l to thE' New 

Iork State Study Committee 01' Oommission to Study New York 
'City. 

Ohairman JACKSON. In that connection with ODALE, did 
ODALE have all office of inspection? 

(000) 
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Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. ODALE was a coordinating unit that used 
the office of inspection of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs and had agents assigned to it on temporary duty from 
Yal'ious enforcement agencies. 

Chairman JACKSON. Is that the way they handled the Civil 
Rights yiolations, such as the Collinsville incident ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JACNSON. But they didn't have a regular entity set up 

for that purpose ~ 
:Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. They used the entities of the inherent agen

cies. 
Chairman .JACKSON. I will turn to the question of professional-

ism. 'Which officials made up your key staff ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. In the Drug Enforcement Administration ~ 
Chairman JACKSON. Yes. 
Mr. BARTEr,s. At the time of the merger we inherited officials from 

,anI' agencies. The great majority of them came from the Bureau of 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. Indeed, all the supergrades came 
from that organization. 

Tne second entity was the Bureau of Customs. To a far lesser 
extent, we had some officials from the Office of National Narcotics 
Intelligence and from the Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement. 

In r'eality, the company staff was almost entirely the officials 
of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs because they have 
Civil Service status and, as I said. we hac1 the unhappy situation 
of attempting to effect a merger, Senator, when all the 18 super
grades were in one organization and Customs had none. 

So the great majority of them came from the Bureau of Narcotics 
,and Dangerous Drugs. 

Chairman JACKf)ON. Vlas "\7i[i1liam Durkin one of your key staff~ 
~fr. BARTEr,s. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JAOKSON. In that capacity was Mr. Durkin the llum

bel' three official in DEA? 
Mr. BARTEr,S. I don't lmow how you can say he was number 

three. I was the first one. 
Chairman JACKSON. He was the highest one~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He was one of the nighest. He was head of En

forcement. 
Chairman JACKSON. Were yon aware that vVi1liam Durkin had 

been removed from the New York regional directol'shi p on the order 
of BNDD Director .r olm Ingersoll? 

:Mr. BARTEr,S. I was aware that he had been transferred fl."om the 
regional director of New York to the head of domestic enforce
ment; yes, sir. 

Chairman JACKRON. Do YOU know why Director Ingersoll moved 
Mr. 'William Durkin out of New York~ 

Mr. BAH'rELS. Yes, sir. 
Chairman JAOKSON. What was the l'eason~ 
~fr .. B.AR'J'ELS. The reason. wa~ that dnring the Jate sixties, early 

'SeventH'S, the BUl'eau of N al'cobc!, all~ Dangel'o~s Drugs attempted 
a systems concept whereby they IdentIfied the hIghest echelons, the 
13 so-callcel organized families of narcotics drug distributors and 
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they attempted to work solely on that group to the exclusion of 
()ther entities. 

The problem was that that. was too ,rigid a system. It didn't 
work. You had a drop-off within the field of both cases, seizures, 
et cetera, and Mr. Durkin was removed been,use of the failure of 
that system. That system was changed to :Mr. Casey, who came into 
the New York office. 

Chairman JAO:n:SON. Basically, it related to allegations of mis
management, did it not ~ 

:Mr. BAHT.ELS. Yes, sir. I don't know that they were solely mis
management against :Mr. Durkin, but the entire enforcement system 
was then changed to the predecessor, the present system we have 
which the GEODET or classification of· traffickers in four groups. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Did you read the inspection report which 
established the mismanagement procedures for which Mr. "'\Villiam 
Durkin was demoted in grade by Director Ingersoll ~ . 
. Mr. BARTELS. He was not demoted. He accepted voluntarily a 
grade reduction. There was no adverse action against Mr. Durkin. 

He voluntarily agTeed to take a grade !'eduction but he went to 
an equally important, perhaps more important position; that was, 
he was mo\'ec1 :from the regional director of the New York region 
to the headquarters chief of the entire domestic enforcement, which 
covered all 13 regions. 

I did read the report which criticized the New York region and 
WJIICh criticized. the entire systems concept. Yes, sir. 

Chairman .JAOKSON. vVerc you aware that Mr. 'William Durkin 
was also the subject of unresolved integrit.y allegations which were 
under active investigation as recently as September 10, 19T4 ~ . 

Mr. BARTELS. I was not aware that there was any open mtegrlty 
case against Mr. 1Villiam Durkin 011 June 28, 1073. Subsequent to 
that time, I was advised by MI'. Brosan that at the oncoming 
1Vaters trial he thought the defendant, 'Watel's~ would. make alle
gntions of selective prosecution against him and that during that 
trial, part of the defendant vVaters' defense. would be, "Look, this 
govel'llment witness, Mr. McDonald, has testified against me, you 
indicted me but he also testified against Mr. Durkin and others, 
and you didn't investigate that." 

Mr. Brosan raised that with me and he continued that investi
gation. That was in November of 1973. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Inasmuch as Mr. Durkin was on your staff, 
did you followup to get it resolved~ Did you have someone on this~ 

Mr. BAR'1'ELs. Yes, I did. 
Chairman .TAOm-lON. It was serious. 
Mr. BAuTELs. Yes, I did. ·VVe had a discussion to ,V'hich Mr. 

Brosan has testified to jn the office of my executive officer in 
Noyember or December of 1973, in whieh he raised these charges, 
tl1at look, this may happen. These a1legations brought by ~Ir. 
McDonald in 1968 involved allegations against Mr. Durkin in 1956. 

There were allegations that he had engaged in improper conduct 
with an informant and there were al~~ations as to voucher im
proprieties back some 17 years ago. :t es, I did follownp on it. 
'1'he discussion that we had was what the heck do you do about it ~ 
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Chairman .JACKSON. You made a point yesterday about fairness' 
and I agree. I happen to have been through the McCarthy period 
in this very room, the late .Toseph McOarthy, and all sorts of 
unfounded allegations, and I did my part to try to put an end to 
that kind of operation. 

Here is a case where integrity allegations are still unresolved. 
}'fr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. I don't believe they are unresolved now. 

I am not sure, but it is my impression that those casps have been 
closed. I was informed that, essentially, the McDonald cases are 
in the process of being closed right now by the Department of 
Justice. 

Ohairman JACKSON. You are the administrator. I would think 
you would have said, Look, men, this thing has been hanging 
around here. I insist that we come to a conclusion in the next 
30 days and get it resolved. 

1\£r. BARTET~S. I did. 
Ohairman JACKSON. Yon fonnel out about it, what was the clate 

on that? 
Mr. BARTELS. That was in November or December of 1(:)73, 

Senator. 
Ohairman ,JACKSON. And onr information that he was under 

active investigation as late as September 10, 1974. 
Mr. BARTELS. Not under active servirc. 'What happrned was that 

handwriting samples were sent into the FBI bv :.\11'. Brosan to the 
FBI romparing his handwriting samples fro'm 197;'> wij'h prior 
exemplars, I bplieve from 1956. 

[At this point Senator Percy ('ni'rTerl the hraring room.] 
Mr. BARTELS. That happrnecl. I believe in December or ,Tannal'Y 

of 1974-1073 lUld 197+. The FBI got the answer baek ancl gaYe 
the answer hnck that they were unahle to furnish an opinion 1'r1a
tively quickly. I was informed in Dpcpmber of that year, almost :t 
year luter, that nothing: further had bern donr 011 it. 

Chairman .TACKSON. In fail'l1rss to yon, :.\[1'. Brosnn has trRtifir<1 
thnt, us recrntly as September 10, 10'7i1:, that the, intep:l'ity alll'ga
tions were Rtill unresolved. 

:Mr. BARTELS. They may be unresolved in his mind, hut the me 
was closed, sir. 

Chai1'man .JACKSON. Did YOU make findings and sav thnt it is 
our judgment that these ailegations lU'(', without foundation IU1Il 
fact and we close it. 

Mr. BAR'!-'EUl. It was closed on .. Tanuary 23, 1070, contl'l1l',V. to 
munual, wlthout confrontation, wlthout a note, a Jetter saYing 
r.ithrr you arr. exonerated, yon are guilty or we can't trll as' the 
mannal l'e(luires, and it was closed with the llotation und with the 
suggestion, I found this out lah'r-I didn't know it ut thr timr
that the complain::l.llt, the former ngt'ut }If'Dona1<1, shoulcl llayC
been given a lie clctt'rtol' trst. 

He was not. AmI on .Jannary 23, 107n, th('l'(' is a'ml'mo, from 
the then <'1\irf inspertor. that-ancl r holic'\'p I am quoting Il!'C·U
l'atcly, although T don't huve the exact mrTnO in front of mC', "The 
investigation is ('los('(l in the offic'(\ of insprC't'ion. Further itwestiga
tion would not e1ariiy the question of the, trnth of the allegation." 

Ohairman .J.H~JCSOX: 'When was it l'C'op(,ll(,cl? 
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Mr. BARTELS. "It was never formally reopened "by Mr. Brosi1nto 
my knowledge. 
. ~£r. FELDlI.A.N. "Vho closed the me? . 

Mr. BARTELS. That was _one of the problems. You can't tell who 
dosed it. All you see on the file card is the word "closed" and the 
'date on it. 

Mr. FELmIAN. It obviously wasn't Mr. Brosan. 
1\1:1'. BAR'l'ELS. No. it was closed much earlier. But these were 

~things that were not discovered until the :Moore study. . . 
Chairman ,JACKSON. What do we believe? Mr. Brosan comes up 

.here and testifies. 
Mr. BARTELS. I think you ought to take a look at the record 

for DEA. 
Chairman JACKSON. I just want to make clear-he testifies that 

;as recently as September 10, 1974, there is an active hwestigatioll. 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Here is what I have, jf r may give it to you, a 

-chronologY of what the file in that case shows. 
Chairman JACKSON. ,Yhy don't ,ve submit it for the record? 
:\I1'. BAR'l'ELS. I don't have it. I will be happy to give it to you. 

They are my notes of it. . 
Chairman ,JAOKSON. It has been put in the record. 

. Mr. BARTELS. Then the record ought to reflect that on March 10, 
·1069, lVIr. Tartaglino wrote to Inspector Greenfield, "This file 
shoulcl be kept open. Dl1l'kin is lmder active investigation." 

Subsequently, the director of BNDD, on April 8, 196\), said, lers 
{?ontinue this pursuant to our discllssion of April 1. There is a 
memo then on January 26, 1070, from Inspector Creamer, "Mr. 
Ingersoll indicated the investigation should be considered closed." 

Mr. FELmIAN. Mr. Bartels, there is a difference between resolv
ing allegations and closing cases. I think that is what we are 
talking about. You might have something that StLys closed, but the 
allegation is not resolved and the chairman says in fairness to 
that individual they should be 1'es01vcf1 onc way or the other. 

:\fr. Brosan wrote It memorandum to the Director, Dl'ng En-
forcement Aclministrntion, February 21), 1974, on the Dltrkin case. 

Mr. BARl'ELS. To the Director of tIl(;' FBI? 
:Mr. FEWlIAN. Dircctor o·f DRA .. You have got It copy of thjs~ 
Mr. B.Lill'l'ELS. I have seen it. I didn't get It copy at the time. 
:VIr, FEWI\IAN. Trying to resolve these allegations. Is that not 

'co1'l'ect1 
:\'11'. BARTELS. Sending in handwriting samples. 
j\t[r. FELDlIAN. That is an attempt ~ 
Mr. BARTEU5. Only part of it. The rest of the al1egation, there 

'were two separate allegations. The first a11egation was that 1968 
in a case which was cvllCl'l(,.t~cl by Mr. Tartaglillo, a former em
l)loyee. a s('nio1' man was !1l'l'('sted selling narcotics. 

He then agreed to cooperate, I belie\'e, and gave (widence or 
testimony against. a llumb('); of officials. Some or t.hose were investi
gated; others, including this one, was not investigated. 

At the time of 1973, r knew nothing about this. Subseqnently, 
I have been able to put it together. 

Chait'man JACKSON. Let me come to the guts of this thing. Has 

I 
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the guilt or innocence ever been established investigatively, regard
ing \Villiam Durkin, in your judgment? 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. I think it should have been-it could have 
been-established more firmly. It could have been investigated at 
the time, but here is why I would say yes, sir, if I may. 

First of all, Mr. Durkin has no other allegations. Here is a man 
with 20 years' background. The allegation is raised for the first 
time in 1968 that in 1956 he had a meretricious relationship with 
a prostitute, and relieved that prostitute's, a client of that prosti
tute, a German seaman, of some $10,000 in cash. 

Some time later, in the late sixties or so, they interviewed the 
prostitute. They finally find a woman by the nic1mame-

Chairman .JAOKSON. ·Without going into all of those details. 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. The answer, then, is yes, I think it has been 

resolved. 
Chairman .J AOKSON. He was found innocent ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No, he wasn't. 
Chairman .JACKSON. From an investigative point? 
Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. It wasn't fully investigated. There is no 

formal finding as required by the manual of either innocence, un
resolved, or guilt. The manual required in those days, sir, that an 
investigation be conducted and at the conclusion of it, whab>ver 
that means, you do one of three things. You either find him 
innocent. You say I can't tell, but there is nothing further that 
we can do. 

Chairman .JACKSON. Was there a final adjudication investiga
tively? 

Mr. BAR'l'ELs. Not according to the manual. I would gather, 
a,ccording to these memoranda, that the then Chief Inspector in 
1970 said there is nothing further we can do to follow this up. 

Chairman .JACKSON. Why didn't you move to have the manual 
amended so that you would have regulations? 

Mr. BARTELS. As soon as I found out about it, I did. 
Chairman JAOICSON. ·When diel you do that~ 
Mr. BARTEr .. S. When we started the Moore study. During the 

first 1'.1: months of this agency, we had 11 million pl'oblems. I put 
confidence in Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan. I got back monthly 
rel)orts which made no mention of the fact that the manual had 
been violated in a wholesale fashion, that a great number of the 
cases were closed, that there was no manpower or resource or data 
system. 

Chairman .JACKSON. We will go into that later. 
Mr. BARTELS. As soon as ·we Immel ant that there was a pr0blem, 

we commissioned that Moore study. That Moore study discovered 
that in fact the Office of InRpection' waR a can of worms. 

Ohairman JACKSON. ·Were, YOll awal'e of unresolved allegations 
of integrity questions ('oncoming other members of your key staff; 
namely, George Belle, Clarcnce Cook, ,Jerry .JCI1sen~ 

Mr. BAR'J.'ELS. The answer to that is 110, and to some extent I 
am still not. r~et's go into that. Every time an informant; makes 
an allegation, it doesn't mean that it 'is unresolved. r don't know 
to thi~ clay of allY allegations that are ulll'esohed as to Mr. Belk. 

ChaIrman .JACKSON. Whttt about Cook~ 
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Mr. BARTELS. As to Mr.. Cook, the allegations were brought 
against Mr. Cook in the Civil Service Commission, again, after 
they were allowed to languish for some several yeal's, and the 
Civil Service Commission threw them out. 

If I may, they threw them out with the opinion in September 
of 1972, reading from the Civil Service opinion: 

It is recommended that this charge be thrown out as stale and untimely. 
The charge is over three years old. It was investigated in mid-l!l09 amI no· 
action is tal,en. If the allegations warranted an investigation, they also war
ranted some conclusion as to their truth or falsity. The Bureau failed to con
clude three years ago what is now considered a serious charge. It would be aTh 
entirely different matter if three-year old offenses had only recently come to. 
light. It would be appropriate to pursue such offenses against good order and, 
discipline in combination with other more recent or timely offenses. 

The fact that lIfr. Cook was promotecl to a more responsible and highly 
sensitive position less than a year after the l!lG!) allegations strongly suggest 
that the matter was considered closed. 

In the judgment of the Examiner, nIr. Cook's promotion with the facts in the 
1909 case known fully to responsible authorities in the Bureau at that time. 
warrants my conclusion that the charges be thrown out. 

Sir, I was in an impossible management situation. If I may, I 
can explain it very briefly, Here you, have got a mall, charges are 
allowed to lie aguinst hhu, they iajI, and if he is corrupt, he has 
now been made a martyr. If he is a problem, you can't take him 
out of a sensitive position because charges have been brought 
against him and failed. 

Chairman JACKSON. Did :rour first Chief of Inspection, Patrick 
Fuller, warn you about the unresolved integrity allegations against 
senior DEA officials? . 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. I testified to that yesterday. 
Chairman .TACKSON. He cliel not~ 
~lr. BARTELS. That is my recollection. I have. no recollection of 

his telling me about unresoivec1. 
Chairman JACKSON. As you know, 1\11'. Fuller has a di.fferent 

l·ccollection. 
MI'. B.ARTEf.fl. Yes. I know. 
Chairman .TACI{SON. I understand. . 
:Mr. BAn'l'BLS. He was interviewed. , ., 
Chairman. JACKSON. Specifically, did 1\£1', Fuller warn you abbtlt 

the unresolved allegations concerning Mr. Dnrldn and Mr. Cook?' 
Mr. 13AR'l'ELS. I ,ras uskecl that yesterday in your' absence ,and 

answered it no. I woulcl find it incredible that he would· have 
wal'll~d me about that in .Tune of 1073, :;ince he closed the cuse in 
1070 with the l'ccommendation that no. further investigation is 
l?ossib1e. . . ' .. 

Chairman .T.\Cli:SON. Dicll\1r. Anc1rew C. Tartaglino, your Acting 
Deputy Administrator, warn von about the unresolved Integeitv 
allegations conce'l'ning senior DBA offirials ~ .. . 

Mr. BARTELS •. No. l\1l'. Tartaglillo, Mr. Lund, Mr. Durkin, and I 
were present on .Tune 28. 1973, l)'ior to being nnmecl eyell Acting' 
Administrator, when 1\11'. Tartaglino agreed hi. 1\11'. Lund's preSC'llC'.'l 
and my presence to the promotion of Mr. Durkin from head of 
Domestic Enforcement to head of Total Enforcement. I think if 
you ask Mr. Lund, who was present; then, he will tell you tlmt 
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at no time did Mr. Tartaglino say, "Look, you can't do that. :nfr. 
Durkin still has an open case," nor indeed could Mr. Tartaglino 
because the case had been closed. 

Chairman .TACKSON. Let's see if we can run a little true-false 
examination here. ,Ve are getting conflicting testimony. So I am 
going to run through a few. True or false, did you direct Mr. 
Richardson to have Mr. Brosan confront Mr. Promuto with written 
:questions? 
. Mr. BARTELS. I can't answer that true and false. I directed Mr. 
Richardson to confront, have Mr. Brosan confront Mr. Promuto. 
It is Mr. Richardson's recollection that I ordered written--

Chairman JACJl:SON. Can you tell me whether you did 01' didn't ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I have a different recollection as to whether the 

questions be written. I certainly directed the confrontation. Yes, 
sir. 

Chairman JACKSOX. But you don't recall with written questions ~ 
MI'. BARTELS. That is correct. ,Ve have a different recollection. 
Chairman JACKSON. You haye a different recollection in that 

regard. True or false, did you tell Mr. Richardson to direct Mr. 
Brosan that no new avenues of investigation were to be opened up ~ 

:nfr. BARTELS. No, sir. Furthermore, that can he corroborated by 
Mr. Richardson's testimony under oath before this committee and 
by taking a simple look at the file which allowed that investigation 
to continue on for some 6 months into every possible avenue. That 
answer is false. I did not. . 

Chairman .TACKSON. Your answc>r is falsc. You arc aware, of 
course, Mr. Richardson says that he does not remember; Durkin 
says no; Brosan said he was so told by Mr. Richardson. 

·Mr. BARTELS. Yes. Mr. Brosan said that. It is my recollection 
that Mr. Richardson said he did not. 

Chairman .TACKSON. He said he did not remember. 
Mr. BARTELS. It is my recollection he said it was not so ordered. 
Chairman JACKSON. The record speaks for itself. True 01' false, 

when Mr. Brosan told you that the girl Promuto associated with 
used drugs, according to a policeman, did you ask what kind? 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Brosan never told me that the girl used drugs. 
That is false. 

Chairman JACKSON. Before Brosan could answer, did you say, as 
follows: "So what? I drink alcohol. That is a drug?" 

Mr. BARTErJS' I am offended by that testimony. I totally deny it. 
Chairman JACKSON. You say it is false~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I say it is totally false and I am offendecl by it. 
Chairman JAOKSON. You lmow that Mr. Brosan said that you 

·did~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, he said; and I say I didn't. 
Chairman JACKSON. I am trying to be fail' with you. 
Mr. BAR'l'EUl. I~et's go, Senator. 
Chairman ,hCKSON. You agree that this is a fail' way to do it~ 
Mr. BAn'rELs. I don't agree it is n. fail' way to do it. Let's get to 

the facts. Keep going. 
Chairman .JACKSON. TrllC OJ' false, clid yon know on Saturday, 

September 28, 1074, nt the time you isslwcl the instructions to 
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Mr. RichardsOli to have Brosan give Mr. Pr01l1uto written questions 
and allegecUy avoid new avenues of investigation, that Diane 
De Vito who had been identified as being associated with Promuto 
and as an associate of a class I narcotIcs violator was the same 
girl you had met on two different occasions with Promuto ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. To the extent I understand that question, it has 
four false facts in it. One! I have already told you I don't recall, 
my recollection differs from Mr. Richardson as to the nature of 
the questioning. The problem at that time, on that Saturday, was 
whether or not Mr. Promuto was ever going to be confronted. 

Second: I did not tell Mr. Richardson don't go into any new 
avenue. Third: The woman ,yith whom Promuto was allegedly 
associating ·was not lmown to me at that time. Fourth: LeCompte, 
it turned out subsequently, never knew Promuto; Promuto didn't 
know him and he is not a class I vjolator. 

Chairman JAOKSON. Did Mr. Richardson, after you returned from 
San Francisco, advise you to stay away from a girl you described 
to him who was Diane De Vito, true or false? 

1\1:r. BARTELS. I can't answer. I already answered that question 
yesterday. I will stick by the answer of yesterday. 1Ve didn't 
describe Diane De Vito. He didn't warn me. The concept of 
warning implies that there was some intentional, meaning to come 
up in the meeting, to come up in the future. My meeting with 
that woman at that time. I am not sure I knew her name in 
December of 1973, was Unl)remeditated, out of my control. 

It was at a meeting or a dinner ·w11('rc a number of other people 
came. I had no idea then that I would ever see her again in my 
life. I did not solicit that meeting. I have never solicited seeing 
her again. I have seen her on these two separate occasions, both of 
which. were unpremeditated and beyond by personal c:ontrol. So 
he did not warn me. 

Chairman JAOKSON. He did not warn you to stay away-
Mr. BARTELS. From Diane De Vito because of those reasons. 
Chairman JAOKSON. He testified to the contrary. 
Mr. BARTELS. No, hc didn't, sir. ",Ve went through that again 

yesterday. . 
Chairman JAOKSON. Mr. Richardson stated, as I understand the 

record--
Mr. BARTELS. Page 362; I think we went over it yesterday. There 

was no warning. The word warning, Richardson testified, I de
scribed that meeting--

Mr. FELD1IAN. Can I ask you something? Is that Mr. Pel'ito, 
for the record? 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELD1IAN. Is he acting as your counsel? 
Mr. BARTEf.,s. No. 
Mr. FELD1IAN. I have to have this for the record if he does 

come up here. 
Mr. BARTELS. Since I am unemployed, I have taken the liberty 

of using his secretarial staff to type up my statement. He was an 
assistant U.S. attorney with me in 1965 and we have been friends. 
He is not my attorney. 
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Mr. FELDMAN. There have been questions raised. We want to 
know if it is official or unofficial ~ 

Mr. BARTELs. The answer is it is neither. 
Mr. FELmfAN. It is a matter of what Mr. Richardson did tell 

you with respect to that woman in San Francisco, how you inter
pret thnt language ~ 

1\'1r. BARTELS. It is a matter of what the record says. 
lfr. FELDMAN. You have stated your side of the questions. 
~rr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Ohairman JAOKSON. Did you tell Mr. Brosan on November 13, 

19'73, that you had given Promuto permission to take the girl, 
Diane De Vito, to the .airport on one occasion and that yO~l l~new 
that Brosan had the wrong name of tIle girl from the begll1mng~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
Chairman JAOKSON. True or false? 
1\11'. BARTELS. That is totally false because in November of 1973, 

I hadn't even been out to San Francisco. I hadn't me.t this woman 
whom I subsequently learned is De Vito. If you mean 1974, you 
may have the wrong year. 

Chairman JAOKSON. I am sorry. That should be November 13; 
1974. I wiUrepeat the question. 

Mr. BARTELS. You don't have to. The answer is false. 
Chairman JAOKSON. There are some direct conflicts here. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir; there are quite a few of them. 
Chairman JAOKSON. Did you insert Mr. Richardson and Mr. 

Llmd between YOll and Mr. Brosan in the P1'ollluto investigation, 
tl'UP or false? 
" 1\11'. BARTELS. No. Let me answer and put that into context. 
The Office of Inspection is a factfinc1il1g unit. It specifically is a 
factfinding unit. It docs not have specific pE'rsonnel responsibilities. 
IYhen Mr. Brosan told me on September 17 about the allegations 
against Mr. Promuto, the recommen.dation was most adamantly 
stated, the man had to be fired immediately. 

1\11'. Lund and Mr. Richardson had worked on inspection matters, 
Oli a number of inspection matters since July of that year. I ealled 
them in with Mr. Brosan's knowledge and with his approval to 
Mr. Lund to give me the personnel fldvice based on MI'. Brosan's 
factfinding mission. I subsequently told Mr. Brosan to continue the 
inv('stigation. I ordered the investigation to go forward. I disagree 
with yom recommel1datio11 that the mall must be fired immediately, 
with confrontation and I wanted Mr. I.Jlmc1 and Mr. Richardson 
to thC'n give me personal advice based on Mr. Brosan's fact finding. 

Chairman .TACKSO:N'. Did you give Mr. Durkin a copy of the 
Brosan memorandum on the Pl'omuto allegations on September 17 
'or 18, true or false ~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I believe that is false, to the best of my recollection. 
I discussed it with himal1d I don't believe I gave hirn the memo. 

Chairman .JAOKSON. Did you inform Mr. Pl:Omu["O that he would 
l'ecehre written questions prior; to the questions being served on 
him'~ 

Ml'; BMlJ.'ELS. No, sir.' , ' 
Chairman JACKSON. Tl'ue or false? 
Mr. BAR'l'J'lLS. False. " 
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Chairman JAdKsON. Senator Percy~ 
Senator PERCY. I would like to indicate at the outset that I 

understand that Senator Jackson has agreed that you be given time 
before this subcommittee before wa recess to explain certain aspects 
of your side of the story. In the interest of faitness, I coilcur with 
the chairman's judgment that that should be done. 

The President will be ill Chicago today and I am going to be 
.out there with him; but Senator Brock has very thoughtfully 
agreed to stay on and the minority will chair the hearing if the 
chairman has to leave. I wl1nted to be sure we did keep this hearing 
bipartisan and I think this is so importl1nt that I would ha.ve 
cancelled my trip if Senator Brock hl1d not been able to stl1y on 
this morning. 

r would also like to indicate to you that I have done as much 
research as I could, taking into account that I think your whole 
reputation is at stake here. I think it only fl1ir before the weekend 
starts to at 1el1st summarize what I have found in tl1lking with 
House members that have worked with you through the years. 

I have talked this morning with Secretary Simon. He suggested 
I call Gene Rossides, who is Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,' 
who knows of you and I have talked with various others. I think 
I can summarize without attributing anyone thing, to allY one 
person and assuming that I will take. responsibility, on a shott 
acquaintanceship, to summarize my conclusions, that on the favor
able side, you are considered a. man of intelligence,. a man of 
honesty and described many times as a good man and devoted and 
dedicated to your work. 

I think on the other side, there are obviotisly, like the rest of us, 
you have made mistakes, you have made mistl1kes in judgment of 
people on occasion and I have certainly done that myself; but I 
think in this case, this is the essence of what we are really after. 
I think in ha~dling the Promuto case, some grave mistakes hl1ve 
been ml1de, as IS eVIdenced, and I have concluded that you should 
have handled that case differently and it is too bl1d that it wasn't. 
In retrospect, you might hl1ve; but I think on balance thl1t is 
.about where I come out at this time. 

r am anxious to have you put on the record everything that 
you want. I do think that we have an obligation how to determine 
as a result of these oversight hearings where we go from here on 
DEA. "We have a sense of direction as to where "\yo. are going on 
the treatment side. A program has been established and set up 
now in NIH. The Domestic Council is still working ,on this and 
Vice President Rockefeller has taken personal responsibility for 
determining how we should try to link the treatn'lent effort with 
our 1a w enforcement programs. 

But I would appreciate your judgment noW with the advantage 
of your long years of service in this ·fi~ld. How would you restl'UC
t\l,re the la,w enforcement end of drug abuse programs 'if you ,vere 
u.ble to make recommendations and redo things iil the Hght oian 
the experience that we have had ~ 

Mr. Bhm.'ELs. I am delighted to finally get into an issue that I 
think affects the .American people because I think narcot.ics :.control 
is tqO important to be ignored. I think one 6fthe bl1sic pl'oblems 
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with .tUnerica's attitude towards narcotics control is there is lli 

real dichotomy as to- whether we want to or not. It tends to be 
ignored until periodic problems come up. It tends to be regarded' 
as a war to be won and then forgotten about,. rather than as a 
garden that requires continual tending. 

I think the Reorganization Plan No. 2 in concept makes sense. 
It was- the result not of a Nixon political push or some sort of 
off-the-cuff attempt to come up with a superpower, but it was the 
result of studies going back to the 1949 Hoover Commission 
report which required in accordance with our treaty allegations 
that this country have one central Federal law enforcement agency 
with total control for narcotics enforcement. 

That conclusion was reinforced in 1963 by President Kennedy's 
study group. It was subsequently reinforcec1 in 1967 by President 
Johnson's Committee on the Causes of Crime. The Shaeffer report 
in 1972 made mention of it. When it finally came up in 1973, it 
could not have come up practically under more adverse circum
stances, to wit: In the midst of a Watergate investigation and the 
degenerating priority of this country's efforts towards narcotics 
control. 

vVhat happened in effect was that with very little planning, 
one-half of the previously arranged plan fell through and that is 
that no inspectors from Immigration and Nationalization Service 
were ever transferred over to Customs. Rather than coming up on 
an agreed plan which was amenable both to the Bureau of Customs 
and to the Treasury and to the Bureau of Narcotics in Justice, it 
was put forth in the Jast 2 weeks of June with 2 weeks of planning, 
with one party to it, to wit: 

The Bureau of Customs totally opposed to its implementation. 
[At this point Senator Jackson withdrew from the hearing 

room.] 
Mr. BARTELS. I think what this committee can do is to study 

what are the priorities and goaJs of the Federal effort, what should 
they be in narcotics enforcement. I think they should be in rather 
conclusionary terms to reduce the availability of narcotics coming 
into this country. 

That is something that is very difficult to do because almost all 
the Qrugs that come into this country come from' overseas, almost 
all the illicit drugs are smuggled in. Therefore, to get control over 
that, you need the cooperation of the foreign sources and trans
shipment countries. We have made progress in that only in the 
last 5 years. The first progress came with the decision of the 
government of France to take this seriously. 

Tremendous progress is now being made in Mexico under a much 
more difficult enforcement situation. But on~ of the reasons we are 
now facing a worsening situation, despite what I would submit to 
you, is a more efficient, better internal enforcement operation, is 
because of the decline of our influence in a number of countries, to 
wit, in Turkey, to wit, in Southeast Asia where the migration of 
ethnic Chinese has led to tremendous increase in flow of drugs~ 
both in Europe; into Canada, and into the United States. 

So what I think we need is the total determination and support 
and influence of the Federal Government, both as an enforcement 
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cOlmt:ries to stop that flow. 

One of the facts that 'has not been mentioned heretofore is that 
the increase that we are 'suffering here, Senator Percy, it has been 
attributed to some extent to DEA's creation that the increase has 
gotten worse' since 1973, that increase in availability of drugs is 
growing oil a much greater scale in other countries. ' 

For example, for the first time there is a heroin epidemic of 
some significance in Pin'is, in Munich, in Amsterdam, in Copen
hagen. That is not because of the creation of DEA. That is because 
of the increased migration of ethnic Chinese bringing in No. 3' 
~nd No. 4: heroin from Indonesia, from :Malaysia, from Thailand, 
from Vietnam into Europe and with its increased availability, 
there are more people using it. , 

There is a tremendous epidemic that sprung up among youngsters 
in Thailand which now has 300,000 heroin usees. In Mexico City, 
the attorney geneml of Mexico told me that over the past year 
they have had an increase of heroin use, 'With an estimated 10~000 
heroin users in Mexico City. So that the problem is not peculiarly 
a United States problem caused by any character defect on our 
part. 

The consequences of this increased problem have some positive 
side benefits. More countries are willing to take an effort. Morc 
countries are willing to addre~s themselves to this problem than 
ever were before. nfore countries are now regarding this as a 
potential problem for themselves, rather than something that should 
be done simply as a quid-pro-quo in return for some concession 
from the United States, such as the Turkish decision to get out of 
the opium group. 

Senator PERCY. Do you feel tllat in the light of your experience 
that there are changes that ,ve should now make in the organiza
tional structure with respect to the enforcement of laws against 
drug abuse ~, . 

Mr. BARrELS. No, I think there are legislative changes that this 
country should make. I think that we have to ratify the Psycho
tropic Treaty which 'would impose the same international standards 
on amEhetamines, bar~iturates as have been iJI?pos~d on .opiates and 
our fallme to do that IS taken by ot.her cOlmtrlCs, lllcludlllg Turkey, 
as an indication of our lack of desire to address this problem. 

I think we have to come up with some sort of system whereby 
we have a certainty of some deterrent for international smugglers. 
vVe are the only country in the. world i,vhere a person can come 
into this country, smuggle a substantial sum of drugs and about 
half of them get deported without any sort of jail sentence. 

Senator PERCY. In my own overseas trips this year, as I come 
back into the country, I talked with customs officials and others: 
and there is a strong feeling in some quarters that we should r(}turn 
the antidrug smuggling responsibilities, including related intelli
gence collection, to the U.S. Customs Service. VVhat would be your 
position on that ~ 
. Mr. BARTELS. I would oppose that tremendously. This was created 

solely because of. the competition that existed between the Bureau 

57-281-75--10 
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of Oustoms and between BNDD, the old Bureau of Narcotics, 
between 1969 and 1972, and that led to cases being lost, shootings, 
people lying- to one another; this tremendous competition between 
two competmg agencies, each trying to solicit credit for a substan
tial narcotics case. 

Senator PERCY. Doesn't competition still exist, though ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, certainly, because there has not been a strong 

statement from this Government that this plan is going to make 
sense and is going to be carried out. What has happened is that 
you had a problem that was mentioned as number one on the 
priority list back in 1972 and as a result of other problems, Water
gate, the economy-I served under five attorney generals in my 
20 months; I had sort of acorn pacted career-as a result of all of 
that, Senator, this problem slid from number one right off the 
top 40. 

I know of two st~ttements that came out of the 'White House 
during my tenure. One was that we turned the corner and the 
other that-I best not say it. 

Senator PERCY. Go ahead. 
Mr. BARTELS. The other was just an aside that perhaps the 

children of the President smoked marijuana. Those were the two 
statements that I got in support of this pl'ogram in some 23 months 
as I was trying to get a deputy, as I was trying to make a merger. 

To some extent, Senator, when you talk n,bout mistakes of judg
ment, you talk about picking people, there were a numbm' of 
these senior officials I would not hl1 ve picked. 1Vhe11 yon were at 
Bell and Howell, you could fire people if you didn't like them. 
I couldn't. It is amazing to me to some -extent that I was able to 
preserve the posture of some potenc.y during this 23 months and 
people respond to the extent that they think you are capable of 
affecting a policy. 

Senator PERCY. I was told by Customs people that they were not 
getting intelligence information from DEA in order to enable 
them to make seiznres. Is this trn€', or false ~ 

Mr. BARTEJ"S. That is partially true; but let's take a look at 
whether that is deliberate or whether that is n, tactical decision. 
Customs can only make seizures at the border. That is their juris
diction. The information that Customs pl'eviously had when it was 
an investigative agency hI narcotics was used to ensure that a 
seizure was roade at the border. A tactical decision was made to 
make sure that those seizlll'es are made in jHexico by the Mexicans. 

"What does that do ~ It does several things. It results in the 
Mexicans getting a greater incentive. It results in quicker attempts 
and quicker efforts to get to the height of the group in Mexico 
and to get to the source. 1:£ our goal is to get to the sonrce to 
destroy the fil}anciers, the couriers, and the planners in the local 
country, it is much better to make arrests in the local country and 
to' motivate the local service to make that arrest th9,n it is to get 
the intelligence, tl'Y n,nd tl'fI,il it aU t!le way till it gets to the 
United States border and then make the seizure then. 
'Senator PEIWY'. The suggestion has been made that we l'etur-n to 

Food nn.cl Drug Adrtlinistl'lltioJl thof')eresponsibilities DEA prese~ltly 
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has for the' control of pills and similar dangerous drugs. What 
would be your position on that ~ 
. Mr. BARTELS. My position would be that, again, I think that 

makes no sense. Again, I would cite· you not solely my opinion. 
This isn't a deposed bureaucrat giving you a defensive answer. I 
would cite you the studies of the Hoover Commission, the Kennedy 
'Commission, the Johnson Commission and to some extent the 
Shaeffer Commission which addressed that. 

[At this point, Senator ,Tavits entered the hearing room.J 
Mr. R'l:R'rELS. The pill story has been one of success· for DEA. 

This statute, the Controlled. Substance Act, provides that DEA and 
its predecessor, BNDD~ can l'efuse the quotas of production of pills, 
Senator. Under ~rr. Ingersoll's leadership, tTemenc10ns progress was 
made. I followed that ]padership and we have. reduced the amount 
of amphetamines by 70 percent; indeed, more than 70 percent. I 
believe it is up to 90 percent. 

Back in 1960, I will be happy to supply the figures for you, I 
am giving them ,vith the valoi.' of some ignorance, there were 
approximately 2.2 billion amphetamines prochlced as fat pills and 
various other prpscription pills. A great number of those leaked 
out into the illicit trade. Mr. Ingersoll started the process which 
we continueu of l'educing the quotas that these drug companies 
could put on them. That statute works until now, I believe there 
are approximat(>lv less than, I think it has been reduced by some 
70 to 90 percent.' ·With very few exceptions, I think the registrant 
program 1111(1 the. compliance program are working. I think it is 
working tremendously snccessflll. You don't see that ve),y much. 
Yon see some diversion of baruitUl'ates, Ipgitimntely. 

Senator PEney. The suggestion has been made that we assign 
the function of inrestigatil1g mnjor interstate narcotics conspiracies 
to the FBI. T11r proposal is made for the purpose of trying to 
create a stronger (hug enforcement effort because the position has 
bern takl'n thnt thcl'P is no way that DEA can dupli,cate Customs' 
!1;ntisllluggling ~Xl)ertisc and capabilities. DEll. could then more 
effectively coutl'ol traIric in pillsancl similar cltmgerous drugs, and 
that this change would get the FBI fully invohTpd. 

'Yould you COlUment now on the degree of involvement of the 
FBI in drug purol'cempnt nnd what your feelings 'Would be about 
assigning the iln·esti!!a~.ion 0:[ major domestic iilterstate narcotics 
conspiracics to tlw FBI? 

:'III'. Bl\nTI~r$. Their involremcnt now ·has increased. It hns in
cl'Nisecl tremendollsly sineI' lD73. One of the goals of the reorgani
zation plan has increased FBI inrolvement. 1 wOl'kechvith Director 
KeUf'Y and with his associate dil't'ctor,a 1111111 by. the name of 
yVilliamClevelanc1, so that wo set up a prog'I'l.Lm in the 16 mnjor 
C'itips where thpl't' am also orgfulizcd crime sb:j]m forces, where. thch' 
offices arc routillt!ly hriefed on llarcotics mn.ttcrs. As a l:esl.llt, we 
ha(l n. tl'{>mell\lom~' increase inilltOl:matioll an.d substantial intelli
gence nUtterial ('oming feom the FBI. 

Sel1ll:tor, th(l, FBlcJoCSll't want to get involved in narcoticS. It 
js just that simple. 'They lmve tnkCll polls repeatedly and tliey 
don't wmlt to get iIwohTec1 hecause it is clil'(;y, unpleasant work 
that the Ameriean ppop1c don't understand, 
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Everybody knows what an IRS agent cloes; everybody lmows' 
what a Customs. man does; everybody lmows what an FBI agent 
does, I suppose, even if yon only see Efram Zimbalist; but nobody 
knows what a: 11arcotics agent does. Even the local policeman gets' 
thanked by the people on the street; but a narcotics agent works 
in anonymity and the only time his actions are ever brought to 
attention is when there is an allegation of corruption or a "Collins
ville" incident. 

The probleni with the constant attacking of these agents is that 
their success depends on their morale, on keeping them motivated 
to be willing to respond to a purported or prospective seller or' 
trafficker in narcotics. If you have an agent who is concemed about 
his bureaucratic rights, is carpooled at 5 :15, has no statutory over
time, he is not gomg to be responding when a seller says: "Fine, 
I will have a quarter of a kilo at 2 :15 in the morning at such-and
such a bar at 138th Street and 8th Avenue." That is one of the 
problems. 

One of the other problems was simply; and it was touched on a 
little bit yesterday, one of the reasons that there are consistent 
allegations of corruption or misbehavior against a narcotics agent 
is that he is always involved in the crime, Senator. An FBI agent 
investigates a crime where there is a· victim who comes and com
plains. He then goes back and according to a manualized system, 
investigates it. At the time of the trial, the witness gets on the
stand, points to the defendant and says that was the man and the 
facts happened this way. The ddendant gets on the stand and says 
that t.he witness is a liar, it didn't happen that way. Yon have a. 
credibility issue which is determined by a jury. 

In a narcotics trial, a narcot.ics ageilt gets on the stand and the 
entire situation has to be setup so that there is as much corrobora
tion as possible. Nonetheless, yon are going to have allegations 
repeatedly that the agent is lying. Naturally, that defendant has a 
motive and he is going to allege: (1) he is lying; (2) he violated 
my civil rights; (3) he is corrupt; and anything else he can say 
to get ont from a jail sentence. As a result, yon have far more 
allegations, both of corruption, misbehavior, and. any other allega
tions of impropriety or improper behavior to get out of it. 

I think to get back to your initial question, that we have made· 
improvement in intelligence with the FBI. I think that there is' 
more that can be done. I think one of the problems with DEA 61" 
with this agency, Senator, is that you have an agency that now 
consists of 2,200 agents. In 1968 there were 300 of them. It has' 
grown fantastically, a sevenfold increase hl some 7 years. It is still 
two-thirds the size of the New York City Transit Authority. If 
DEA were given the responsibility of policing the New York City 
Transit, subways, we could cover the IRl'A and the BNT, but we· 
couldn't cover the IND. 

Yet we are in some 44 countries. tVe have people who speak 
Uhrdu, Fahrsi. "\Ve are in every place that we are. 'Ve have people 
in Kabul, up in Chaingmai, all speaking these languages, highly 
trained, highly motivat<.:d, and they are awfully upset by what is: 
happemng. 
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. Senato}! PERCY. This speaks directly . to the charges that have 
,been made that DEA has really been basically involved in the 
,wrong thing. ! cail't help but feel we are misdirecting our efforts . 
. 1 can't conceiye of it being the job of the Federal Government 
to be on the street, trying to make purchases. 

Mr. BARTELS. I can't agree with you more. You are 100 percent 
right. 

Senator PERCY. Let me finish my statement and then I will give 
you time for yOUl's. 

:M:r. BARTELS. Excuse me. 
Senator PElleY. As I see it, there are about 400,000 State and 

local police in this country. They arc the ones who arc closer to 
the nei~hborhoods and the problems and so they are the ones that 
should be doing the work at the street level. You have got about 
2,000 agents in DEA. Is that correct? 

Mr. BARTELS. 2,200. 
Senator PERCY. As I see it, with that small force, they ought 

to be concentrating on major interstate conspiraciC's that can't be 
handled by an indIvidual State or certainly not by the local police. 
They should be furnishing assistance and coordination for local and 
State forces. They should nor. be replacing it 01' supplementing it 
or assuming that they are taking the problem over because they 
have got all of this money and they have got the authority ancl 
the power of the Federal Government. 

I don't see why they should be involved in local street-level work, 
making buys from or arrests of smalltime operators. "\\That good. 
does it do us to make purchases at that level? This is not the 
Federal role. 

Mr. BARTELS. I can't agree with you more. . 
Senator PERCY. They ought to be opcrating at the mterstate and 

international level. 
:Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Let me give you some facts. The thing that both-

ered mC' was wlwn I read-- . 
Senator PlmGY. But YOU directed that agency. 
Mr. BARTELS. ,Yhat'r am telling you is r directed it in the level 

to which YOll arC' spenJdng and r \vas very disturbed to rend the 
initial report on ,Tune 9, that indicated that it was going in the 
direction that yon described just now so accurately, because it is 
not. The problern is, it is not a monolithic agency. 

This initial invC'stigativc report said DEA has one melhodology, 
buy and bust. That is nonsellRC. DEA has a great number of 
methodologies. It spends a great cleal of time training hoth the 
domestic and foreign enforccI'. r will he happy-I have here a 
summary that shows briefly what that docs. It 'has a trcmcmdous 
(>ffol't o,~erseHs on international suppression, specifically the destruc
tion nnd eradication of harvest of opium, marijnan'a, cocaine. It 
does ~hat by m;ing t~H~ lcvepl.ge of overseas rOI'CeS, Speci [lcaHy, t,he 
most; lmp0l'tant one ]S MexlCo, to a lesser extent that; \vas true, rOl.' 

inRtance, in .T amnica; it WIlS t.rue in South America ancI in TUl'kry. 
It. has a tl'rmrndOllS pl'ogl'am of overseas j:ol'eign cooperation, 

,Yhat I bcli<;>;ve this committte has been misled by arc the statisties 
thut 82 pOl'cent of the buy money was addressed towards class III 
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and class IV violators. As you h"'"llow, we have divided and pre
selected in large part the violators we go after according to class. 

vVe grade them to ensure th~se regions will be addressing their 
resources to the highest level; class I being an international finan
cier who is able to import multikilos; class I! being a major inter
state violator; class II! being a local wholesaler; and class IV being 
the leftovers, which you say we shouldn't be addressing ourselves 
to and to which I agree. 

Senator PERCY. I think you clarified that point. 
Mr. BARTELS. Let me give you the facts. 
Senator PERCY. I have one other question. 
Mr. BARTELS. May.I answer? I will do it within a minute. 
Senator PERCY. Please make it short as I have another question and 

very little time. 
Mr. BARTELS. It is just awfully important. You can't buy heroin 

or get a case on class I violators. You can't go up to :Mr. Oatrone 
and say: "My name is Bartels. I would like to have yon sell me 
a little narcotics." The only way you can get them is to break in 
at the class III and class IV levels. 

The problem comes not whether you are spending 82 percent at 
buying from class III and class IV. The probl('ms comes, is this 
agency exploiting that so that they arc making class I and class II 
violators ~ If you take a look at the record, Wtl have almost tripled 
the number of class I and class II violators from fiscal :rear 1973. 
,Ve have gone up from $600 to $1,500, to $1,630 of cl~ss I and 
class I! preselected violators. 

In other words, the implications from spending 82 percent of 
your funds on class III and class IV are not that you arc stopping . 
. That is only the beginning. The question to judge this agency on, 
Senator, is, are they following through, nre they making conspiracy 
cases, are they making class II and class I violators~ 

Senator PERCY. My last point gets into an area that reany Sena
. tor Javits would be better qualified to follow through on. I hopc> he· 

will pnl'sue .it. In establishing Reorganization Phm No. I, the 
charge in retrospect has now been made-' -

Mr. BAll'rELS. No. lor No. In 
. Senator PlmCY. No. II. In retrospect, what we really did was' 

violate the fundamental concept of American justice that the in
vestigative functionancI the prosecuting function should be sepa
rate,d .. In doing so, we really violated, for no proven purpose and' 
end' objective, a principle that should not have been violated, amI 
we ought to go back to the basic principle and separate these' 
functions once again as they certainly are at the State, county' 
levels. 

vIT ould you care to comment on tllat?: 
Mr. BARTEr.s. Yes, sir. Tt is raIse. Initinlly there was some talk 

in Reorganization Plan No. II that there would be a narcotiC's' 
division merged into all agency. You would have prosecutors ancl 
investigntors under one roof. That was quickly-that argument 
that yon havo stated was made-the progrn.m was 'quickly aban
doned. Onr investigations are handled by the U.S. Attorney just 
as the FBI, Secret Service, ancI so forth, so that there is 1l0l 
merging of prosecutors with investigators. 
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Senato);' PERCX-. I want to thank you, very much indeed, for your 
responses to these questions. 

Senator Javits, Senator Brock has agreed to stay on and chair 
the balance of the morning's hearings. So long as he is going to be
in the Chair anyway, possibly if you have some time pressure, he 
would want to yield to you at this stage. 

Senator J.AVITS. I want to make a brief statement, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator PERCY. Is that aU right, Senator Brock~ 
Senator J.A WI'S. One, I would like to express my gratitude to' 

Senator Percy and to Senator Brock for going through the lengthy 
record in this case exhaustively. It has raised serious civil liberties' 
q,uestions as well as questions of mismanagement and of profes
slOnalism. You are an able lawyer who has served in my own 
jurisdiction in the southern district of New York under U.S. At
torney MOl'genthau. You' and your family are very well-known in 
my State. Your father was a distinguished Federal Judge. I knew 
him. I know you. . 

I have been deeply troubled by these charges and allegations" 
not SO .much those allegations concerning mistaken judgments or' 
whether you picked the right associates: but rather those which 
constitute a challenge to your own good faith and your own 
honesty as a huma1l' being and as a lawyer. I am grateful to my 
colleagues, particularly Senator Percy who has given so much time, 
to this matter at a time when I have been tUlable to give the time 
and attention it deserved to bring out every facet of the subject. 
Whatever other authorities may do about your case, our joh is to· 
bring out what you know ahout these specific allegations, and 
about DEA opera,tions generally and what we ought to do about 
it, because that is our fundamental purpose. We are not prosecutors. 
. So I am grateful to; you, notwithstanding the pressut'es. on you,. 
the charges which YOil felt were so onerous to you· and you have, 
expressed that, that you have lent youi'sel! to the process of inquir
ing, of investigation. I shall exn,miue the reco1'4 with, the greatest 
care, Mr. Chairman. If I feel, though I believe it has been 
thoroughly done, that anything else is necessary, in, which I can 
contl,'ihute,. I will a.1?i?lY to the Ohair for leave to recall MI'. Bartels. 

I want to tlu\.nk Senator Brock who is undertaking the respon
sibility in the absence of the chairman. 

Senator PERCY. I would like. to express appreciation to Senator 
Javits on this. I think Senator Javits made every effort to make 
absolutely certain that the statement was made available to the· 
Justice f)epartment. Itloll't know whethel' it has been distributed' 
or not. 

Senator J.AVITS. It is going t.o be distributed bec~us~ it is in this' 
record and we are gettmg a hst of. everyhody to wInch the stat(l
ments, accusations W(~l'(" distributed and the 'same people will get 
the transcript of 'what lVIr. Bartels has testified to. ' 

Senator PERCY. We had a problem in that the statement of an 
employoQc automatically goes out. But here is a former executive
who would not quali:fy. Oertainly I join with Senator .J~1Vits [l,n(1' 
I know Senator Brock will ancl I tl'ust the Chair in seeing that 
we do request of Justice that your testimony be sent to'those people· 
that you have worked professionally with all your life. 
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" Mr. BARTELS. That is right, for over a decade. I ha\Te nothing 
but my integrity to sell. That is the only thing that is important 
to me, Senator. 

Senator JAVITS. We will 1;lee that it gets out even if it has to 
go out under our own frank. It will go out to the same people as 
the other. 

Senator PERCY. The same government will pay the cost of postage. 
1Ve have gotten into this numbers business. I am always con

cerned about it. Is it possible that original class III and class IV 
violators are reclassified as class I or class II after they have been 
arrested? 

nfl". BARTELS. There is a system "which :Mr. Belk or some of the 
other men can describe to you in greater detail than I can ,yhich 
is set up to prevent that. I don't believe it is. 

There is approximately X persons who were knocked out, Sena
tor, but there are fairlv rigid standards. That sy~tem has been 
adopted both by the Department and by OMB as being a working 
and viable system. So it has been the same system that has been 
in practice sillce 1V73. So if there is any errol' in it, I suppose there 
is possibility of some error in it, that error should statistically 
remain the same right through. 

Senator PERCY. Thank you, very mnch, Mr. Bartels. 1Ve appre
ciate it. 

[At this point Senators Percy and. .Tavits withdrew from the 
hearing room.] 

[The letter of authority follows:] 
U.S. SENATE, 

CO:!'{MITTEE ON GOVERNMEN'r OPERATIONS, 
~EXNrE PEIt?rANENT SunCO?UlITTEE ON INVESTIGNl'IONS, 

Washington, D.O. 
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub

committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, 
permiSSion is hereby grunted for the Chairman, or any member of the Sub
committee as designated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public 
seRsion, without a quorum of two members for administration of oaths and 
taking of testimony in connection with Drug I~nforcement Administration on 
Friday, July 11, 1975. 

HENRY 1\1. JACKSON, 
Ohairman. 

CHARLES H. PEROY, 
Ranking :dfinoritv Member. 

Senator BROCK [presiding.] Mr. Bartels, if I may, we will adopt 
a little different format. I would Eke to give our counsel an oppor
tunity to ask specific questions, alternating, if they want to for 
30 or 40 minutes. I am going to r!:'serve plenty of time for yon. I 
have some questions of mine that I will ask towards tll(' end; but 
we will starli off with Mr. Feldma.n. You feel free to express yoUt'
self as ful1y as yon see fit. 

Mr. BAR'l'RLS. Thank you, Senator. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Bartels, what we will do is fol1ow the forma.1i 

of yonI' prcparC'd strLtement .. r will key my q~lestions to your nre
par('d statement. Mr. Rloan Wll1 do tlw. same thmg. 1Vc will go right 
down the linc and resolve some of these. nlll'esolvl'cl questions and 
we "wiJl hayp- a chnllce to review your st(tt!:'ment before the subcom
mittee for the record. 
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Please turn to page 3. You say that one of the areas in which you 
felt relatively secUl'eea1'1y in your administration was the inspec
tion program and you talked with :Mr. Tartaglino and that his 
reputation in the area was as an experienced and zealous inspector 
and you gave him y<?ur f·ull cOlmdeI?-ce. . 

l\fr. Bartels, why dId you have a hIgh regard for Mr. Tartaglmo? 
:Mr. BARTELS. Because 'he had the reputation as all experiencecl and 

zealous inspector, that he had been inspector in BNDD, that eycn 
!ls Depu~y pirector of BNDD, he had had a constant attention and 
mterest m It. 

Mr. FELD~IAN. Did you place Mr. Tartaglino in the Deputy Ad
ministrator position solely on the basis of his background in inspec
tion 01' did you also take into account his other experience in senior 
drug enforcement positions?: 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Tartaglino was the senior-for neither reason 
-was the senior enforcement man. As I said, we had 16 super
grades. BNDD had 18, Oustoms had none. 'V-e ,yere. trying to 
m:1ke an equitable merger. Mr. Tal'taglino had led some of the 
fights quite. 'properly between BNDD and Oustoms, but was re
garded by some people in Oust oms, whether rightly or wrongly, as 
being parochial in the defense of BNDD. 

1n discussing it with Mr. Lund and with Mr. Tartaglino, it was 
felt that if he were the chief enforcement officer to which he hnd a 
civil service right, a number of Oustoms men "muld regard it as a 
BNDD takeover and would leave and go back to Customs. 'Yo 
agreed then that, and he agreed, too, to be acting deputy ·with [L 

view to going back to being Ohief of Inspection shortly after that. 
:Mr. FELDl\IAN. He was your choice, though, wasn:t he? 
:Mr. BARTELS. To be acting deputy~ No. 
:Mr. FELDlIIAN. vVhose choIce was he? 
Mr. BARTELS. The choice to be deputy, I first ·wanted Fred Rody. 

In other words, he was never my choice to be permnneut deputy. 
:Mr. FELDlIIAN. But acting deputy? • 
:Mr. BAR'l'ELs. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. Thcn you state you granted his wish to have GC'orge' 

Brosan replace the existing Chief Inspector. For the' record, who 
was that~ 

Mr. BARTEr,S. That was Pnt Funer. 
, Mr. FELDlIfAN. Is it correct to S:1Y, therefore, that it ·wns nt l\:[r. 
Tartaglino's request that :Mr. Fuller be rcplaced·~ MI'. Fullei' hacl 
asked to be reassigned, hadn't he ~ 

Mr. l?AR'.L'ELS. Mr. Ful}er ·was about to reti,re. He sp~ke to Mr. 
Tartaglmo. Mr. Tal'taghllo told me he was mtcl'ested III l'etil'iIw 
out in Los Angeles and was willing to go out to be the reo-ion;! 
inspector in charge of Los Ange les. ~ 

Mr. FELDl\<IAN. You also say that they had a fine reputation. 'This 
seems to permeate your stu.temcllt: "They impresscd me very quickly 
as having the ability to run the strongest inspection pl'()O"rams 'r 
desired." You felt that was true at that time ~ b 

Mr. BARTELS. I certainly did. . 
Mr. FEW;MAN. :Mr. Bartels, Mr. Tartaglino had a lot· of duties 

besides inspection actually. How much of his time did he deYOte to 
inspection ~ . 
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Mr. BARTELS. When ~ 
~fr. l!ELDMAN . .At the beginning of his tenure at DEA, July 1, 

1973? 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't think he devoted much time. I don't know. 

You will have to ask him. 
Mr. FELD:r.rAN. We have and we will again. It seems to me, though, 

that you always have Mr. Brosan and Mr. Tartaglino together in 
these inspection matters. 

Mr. BARTELS. By 1974, they were togethe~..i. yes, sir. 
Mr. FELn:r.rAN. Going on to page 4, you talked about 15 under

cover agents working in covert and unchecked inspection capacity 
under the guise of Federal agents throughout the country. You 
remember that part of your statement ? You say: 

Although Mr. Tartaglino had been one of the architects of this program, he 
did not object to my disbanding this endeavor. 

Then you go on to your reasons. This is on page 4. 
lI.Iy primary concern was that these anonymous field inspectors known only to 

the Chief Inspector, not only proved ineffective as sources of leads but were not 
subjected to the same restraints as other inspectors whose decisions would be 
memorialized in writing and closely scrutinized by persons outside of the 
Office of Inspection in the event of an adverse action or criminal reference. 

Mr. Bartels, on what information do you base your assertion that 
Mr. Tartaglino was one of the architects of the program? 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Funer and he told me about it. 
Mr. FELDUAN. Mr. Tartaglino told you about it ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. They told me about it together and discussed it early 

in the game and it was their joint recommendation. 
Mr. FELDlfAN. Early July 1973? 
Mr. BAR~I.'ELS. I would think it was in July. I don't remember the 

date; but I think it was in ,Tuly. I think it was right when we came 
on and started it and they said this had been going on for a period 
of time, that originally, there had been more, that a number had 
eh'opped out and said they didn't want to do it. They didn't want 
to maIm these unattl'ibutable allegations and that of the 13 or so 
'still remaining, a number weren't reporting any others, it was not 
·only an inefficient program, but it was causing us problems. 

Mr. FELDuAN. Did Mr. Brosan haye anything to do with this pro-
gram? . 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. No, sir. Mr. Brosan was not in DEA until October of 
1973. 

Mr. FELDUA)l'. You assert that you disbanded the program. I call 
your attention to the report to the President, by the Commission on 
CIA Activities within the United States, by the Rockefeller Com
mission. You are familial' with that. 'With no objection, I would like 
to make that as an exhibit, Mr. Chairman. 

rThc document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 53" for 
reference and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.] 

Mr. FEWMAN. I am going to cite to you page 233 and 234 in the 
report which cites a coopera'tivc effort between. CIA and BNDD, one 
·of the predecessors, during tl1e period of December 1970, to July 
1973, during which time the CIA recruited and trained 19 agents 
who were to pose as regular narcotics agents assigned to vaJ.'ious 
field offices, but who were in reality unclerc·over agents for the Chief 
Inspector to report on problems or symptoms of corruption. 
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Is this the same CIA-BNDD joint effort you refer to in your 
testimony ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I would gather it is, yes. 
Mr. FELmfAN. You then go on and say, on page 4 again1 the philos

·ophy, this bothered you, the philosophy of using this type of COT'ert 
programs seemed to b~ potent!ally damaging to the mOl'al~ o~ the 
'agents and also at varIance WIth your phIlosophy of constItutIonal 
protection to agents as, one, giving them the same protection that 
>one would accord defendants. 

Let me summarize. Is that correct ~ 
:Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FELm.IAN. You refer to covert and undercover operations 

'such as these being at variance 'with your philosophy. Are you 
saying then that the undercover teclmiques of law enforcement 
.agents--

Mr. B<mTELs. Of course not. 
Mr. FELm.IAX. [continuing] Is unconstitutional when directed to

ward agents as well as drug suspects ~ 
Mr. BAR'fELS. Of course not, because in a trial, the undercover 

:agent has to come forward and testify against the defendant. There 
is a trial. The problem here was that one of these 13 men could 
·simply get on the phone to Mr. Funer and say, "This is Jones. 
Smith is no good. He is up to no good." 

That would ruin Smith's career. Agent Smith, would never be 
·confronted by the source of 'why he was not promoted, which it 
would remain anonymous, whereas in an undercover situation, the 
unde:t'cover agent goes in, makes his buy, but then in order 101' an 
action to be taken, he has to testify in court. It was exactly that 
refusal to surface the undercover inspector that was objectionable. 

Mr. FEJ,DMAN. So you saw no contradiction between the technique 
of using undercover agents to make buys and what was happening 
here? 

Mr. BARTELS. For the reasons that I stated. 
In the one case the defendant is allowed to confront his accuser 

-and in the other there is a covert-like action taken without that right 
to know who your accuser is, let alone what he said. 

Mr. FEWl\(AN. At the bot~om Of page 4, you say it is interesting 
to note that throng~out tIns perIOd the regular ~onthly and an
~lUal reports emanatmg from the Office of InspectIOn were reassur
mg. 

YOU, said that from these reports you assumed that the major 
problems were identified. 

"What was the period that we are talking about now throughout 
this period? This puts in context when you were satisfied and 
when YOU, stopped, being satisfied. 

Mr. BARTELS. RIght up through the summer of 19'74. The reports 
continued not to identify the problems right up until December. 
But I started to lose confidence in the judgment of Mr. Brosan some 
time early. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. W1Iat were the maior problems? 
Mr. BAR~I.'ELS. To take a look nt the Moore study, which was con

-elucted in September or October and November, he identified several 
major problems; that is, that there was wholesale violations of the 
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inspection manual, that the inspectors had no historical data upon 
which to base the allocation of their resources; that is, they couldn't. 
tell you whether they had spent ~O .hours on a case or ~,OOO hours 
on the case, that there was no prlonty system as to the Importance 
of cases. 

In other words, whether one should alIocate a priority an allega
tion of a violation of civil rights or on the Jesser side of personnrJ, 
immoral behavior. So that decisions as to how to investigate cases' 
and which cases took priority were being made without any priority 
system or without any management system. 

Mr. FEWl\fAN. Mr:Bartels, you said that this problem arose in 
mid:.....1974:. Everything was all right. 

Mr. BARTELS. I said I started to lose confidence in Mr. Brosan's. 
judgment. 

Mr. FEWl\fAN. Now you cite the Moore study. 'Ye are going to 
get into this in detail because you make the inference about the 
Promuto investigation being a result of the ~I[oore study. 

Mr. R-\R'l'ELS. No. I didn't make that inference. 
Mr. FELmfAN. 'Ve will get into that. This is how I reac1 YOUI" 

statement. I think we should cover it, bnt you qnote the Moore 
study, citing some of the problems. The Moore study wasn't com
menced until September 0, according to your testimony and the 
conclusions \veren't reached until sometime in XoY<'mber. 

1\1[1'. BARTELS. There were interim conclusions reached very early 
in the game. 

Mr. FELmfAN. After September 9 ~ 
1\11'. BARTEr)s. Certainly. 
}\fl'. FELmfAN. In midsummer--
Mr. BARTELS. "Why did I lose confidence in Mr. Brosan's jurlgmcnt~ 

For a number of other reasons. I lost confidence in Mr. Brosan's 
judgment not for any of these ·problems that were subsequently 
identified in the Moore study. hut because in discussing matters with 
1\fr. Brosan we always had a difference as to the recommendation thn,t 
should be made .. 

For example, in discussing the Oliver matter, there was one rec
ommendation made that I thought was improper. In discussing the 
actions of one of the RD's, Mr. Brosan thought he should be re
moved immediately. 

'V'e discussed it with Mr. Lund. ,Vc conducted further investiga
tion and came to the conclusion he should he left in there and the 
probleJ? lay less with that regional director than with some of his 
subordmates. . 

There were a series of events and incidents, including the trip to 
Europe, which led me prior to the Moore study, and totally incle
p.endent of it, to lose somc confidence in Mr. Broso.n's judgment. 

Mr. FEWl\fAX. Is that why you introduced the word "gradually~" 
You sny "gradually" you become less and less satisfied with the 

. Office of Inspection. 
Mr. BAm'BrJs. Yes. 
Mr. FELlmAN. 'Why didn't you ask that }\fl'. Brosan be rt'placed 

if you wer~ dissatisfied with him in midsummer of 1074~ 'Vhy did 
you wait ~ 'Vhy did you let him go up to the point of the Pl'omuto 
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investigation and then, through September and October, on this 
,case, if you were not satisfied with him ~ You were the boss. 

Mr. BARTELS. Of course I was the boss. 'iVe were doing a number 
-of things. Let's put this in context. Periodically, there were people 
whose judgment in that agency occurred, made jlldgments with which 
I disagreed. 

It takes a series of time before you come to the conclusions that 
.your disagreements with a man are so severe that he has to be re
placed. I can disagree with somebody without replacing. I disagree 
with you, y'et I am sure you disagree with me . 

. Mr. FELDMAN. You can ask for my replacement. I will go back 
to practice law. 

Mr. BARTELS. Right. In other words, it was a matter that was 
gradual. It took a period of time. You can disagree with a person. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. On page 5 you say you go into the major causes of 
the concern. If I could just finish this up, .Mr. Chairman, then I 
will yield to minority counsel. . 

The major causes of your concerns were as follows. Here you get 
into some of the guts of the problem that are concerning us: that 
they relied on tactics that you and others judged at times to be un
ethical, as well as to be ineffective. That is a hard charge. Let's go 
through that. 

You say "they" relied on tactics which "I and others" judged at 
times-Who are "they ~" 

Mr. BARTELS. l\Icssrs. Brosan and Tal'taglino. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. I thought Mr. Tal'taglino wasn't giving too much 

tilne with regard to Inspection matters ~ . 
Mr. BARTELS. Not in July of 1973, but hy 1974: we were discussing 

Inspection more and more and Mr. TartagJino was legitimately more 
involved in it. In defense of :Mr. Tartaglino~ he took that Acting 
Deputy's position, assuming, as I did, that that would be a very 
temporary slot. 

He ended up sitting in that slot for much longer than either he or 
I wante~ .. So !hat during that time, aiter a year or so went by, we 
kept antIc~patJllg that we would get the Deputy and he became more 
and more lllvolver1. 

Mr. FELDMAN. So Mr. Tartaglino and Brosan are the "they" for 
the record~ 

:Mr. BAUTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELD:r.IAN. You note that "I and others" objected to their 

tactics. I know who you are. Who are the others ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. One was .rudge Friendly of the second circuit, who 

wrote an opinion as to the tactics of the special corruption unit 
which was specifically undet· Mr. Tartaglino's control. 

Mr. FELDMAN. vVhen was this ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Let me get it. 
Mr. FELD1IrAN. 'iVhat case diel it coved 
~fr. BAUTELS. The A1'che'i' case, U.S. v. A1'che'i', 486, Fed. 2d, 670, 

19713. 
JVIr. FELDlIrA~. Wbat time perioc1 did the questionable tactics occur~ 
1fr. BARTELS. I founc1 out about it, as I say, during this time period. 
Mr .. FELDl\rA~. You are always talking about old allegations re-

surfacmg, et cetera. 
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Mr. BARTELS. The tactics were the creating of crimes by the Goy
ernment in order to entice other people to commit crimes. 

Mr. FELD»fAN, ,<Vere theY creating these crimes while you were 
Director~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. No, but I found out about it. '\i\Tewere discussing-_· 
Mr. FELD:i\fAN. That is the point we are talking about. 
Mr~ BARTELS, Let me finish my answer. I will tell you why I was 

discouraged by the tactics. They had relied on tactics which I felt, 
when I learned about, weren't proper. . . 

One of those tactics was taking an agent, giving him a stolen gtm 
and having him go in, be arrested on a false arrest, testify falsely 
before a grand jury, in order to investigate corruption by an assist
ant district attorney--

Mr. FELD:r.rAN. "What case ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. U.S. v. Archer. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Wnen did these incidents occur? 
Mr. BARTELS. You will have to look it up. 
Mr. FELD1IIAN. You raised the case. Did it happen after July 1," 

1973~ . 
Mr. BARTELS. No, it happened before then, but I found out about it 

afterwards. The opinion was written--
Mr. FELD:r.fAN. Mr. Brosan wasn't the inspector? 
1\[1'. BARTELS. I didn't say Brosan was the inspector. I said Tartag-

lino was in charge of a special corruption unit up in N ew York, 
which I believe conduded about 10 of these types of investigations 
with the creation of a crime and what Judge Fl'iendly said was that 
when the Government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for" 
the law and invites every man to become a law unto themselves. He 
threw out the case. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Bartels, you say, "Gradually, I become less: 
satisfied with the performance of the Office of Inspection." 

Mr. BARTELS. I g-ave my reasons. 
1\11'. FELD:r.fAN. Then you say,"The major causeS of my concern 

were the fonowing." You said "they" are Mr. Brosan and Mr. 
Tartaglino. The first thing you say is that crimes were created to-
entice subjects into integrity violation. . 

Give me one instance aftei' July 1, 197"3, 'When this was done? 
Mr. BARTELS. I will give it to you. I don't have the cases right 

here. Yes, that continued. 
Mr. FELD:i\fAN. This is a pretty heavy charge. You accuse people' 

of makjng heavy charges against you. 
Mr. BARTEr,s. No, it is not a heavy charge. It is repoded in 

Federal2d. 
~fr. FELD:r.fAN. After July 1, 1973, when Mr. Brosan took over" 

as Inspector. 
Mr. BARTELS. Of course he didn't do it after the opinion said it is 

unlawful. 
Mr. FELD'rItAN. Read your statement. Thn.t statement made in the

context of the Inspection Division. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes; it said they reliecl-it didn't say they were 1'e

lying-;-they relied on tactics which I tl.nc1others judged to. be in
effectlve. 

Mr. FELmfAN. Do you have a case after July 1? 
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1\fr. BAR'l'ELS. I can get you the report that came in on that whole 
corruption unit up in N ew York. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Brosan was not inspector at that time; correct? 
Mr. BARTELS. No, he wasn't. That was Mr. Tartaglino. In the 

subpena's matter, he was an inspector. 
Mr. FELD~fAN. Setting up an agent, isn't that the sale undercover 

technique used in the buy-bust system ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Not creating a false crime; not going in and having 

an agent be falsely arrested. The other unhappy unprofessional thing 
about that was that Mr. Bario, who was an agent, ordered by Mr. 
Tartaglino to go in and commit perjury, here are Federal agents 
committing perjury before a State grand jury, his arrest record was 
never cleared. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Give me one ficititiously created crime since DEA 
was started by Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosall. . 

Mr. BARTELS. No; you misunderstood. He was part of this. Mr. 
Tartaglino thought these tactics were proper. I disagreed. I don't 
think they were proper then; I don't think they are proper now. 

Those are the types of tactics that I think are improper for in
spection. That is a philosophical difference. I don't say he created it, 
Of course, he couldn't have created it after 1973, since the second: 
circuit said we are going to throw all of these cases out. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Maybe I would like to run around with married 
women but until I run around with married women, I don't exercise, 
that opt;ion. 

Mr. BARTELS. There is a big difference. This case in 1973 said he· 
had. 

Mr. FELDItfAN. 1\£1'. Brosan? 
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Tartaglino. 
Mr. FELD:afAN. Not Mr. Brosan? 
Mr. BARTELS. Let's go through it. One of the tactics was this 

Ar9heJ.' situation. That was Mr. Tartaglino. The other tactic was Mr. 
Brosan with the subpena. 

Mr. FELD:afAN. In the matter of narcotics conspiracies, what situa
tion was that? 

Mr. BARTELS. One of them was the Promuto situation. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. It wasn't a CJ ... 8S I violator namecl in there? Doesn't 

that justify issuing a subpcllIl J 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. FELD),fAN. I have the B 1\TJ) 6, which was introduced in evi

dence, and they named him as a class I violator. I must have read 
it wrong. 

Mr. BAR'l'ET~8. You did becanse he is not a class I violator. 
Mr. FEl:,Dl\fAN. He waS at that time. Maybe he was reclassified 

afterward. Dicl that happen to your knowledge ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I know he is not a class I violatot'. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. vVas he ever listed as a class 1. 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe he was.· There was no evidence that 

Mr. Promuto was. engaged in a narcotics conspiracy and there is. 
furthermore no eVldence thf,Lt Mr. P!'omuto ever knew ¥r. LeCompte 
went back to the Metropohtan PolIce Department whlCh hacl never· 
been clone during the entire time Mr. Brosan conducted that investi. 
gation, they said, "How clo you know it was LeCompteg" 
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The officer said he talked about an automobile accident in August 
of 1973 or whenever it was. They went back and checked and Mr. 
McCaleb had an automobile accident in 1973, and Mr. LeCompte 
didn't. 

Mr. LeCompte denied knowing Mr. Promuto, Mr. Promuto denied 
knowing Mr. LeCompte and the officer said it was McCaleb. 

Mr. FELDl\fAN. We have witnesses who will testify to the contrary. 
Let me go to the second one. Field inspections were done infre

quently and there was an apparent lack of emphasis on preventive 
programs. That is your statement. 

n-Ir. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
JHr. FELDl\IAK. You have stated your objection that undercover 

operations in integrity investigations, you prefer preventive pro
grams. 

Mr. BARTELS. I prefer both. I prefer, as the Moore study, the only 
tactic that we hadn't taken was patrolling and preventive. 

I don't say put all the emphasis on patrolling. I say have n. multi
inspector program. 

Mr. FELDlIAi.'1". ·What prewmtlVe programs did you sepk to institute 
in the Office of Inspection since ,T uly 1, U)73 ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. There are a number. I am glad you asked that. 
What we did was, if you wlll take a look at the end of the statement, 
you will see that we increased item 13, the preventive integrity pro
grams by monthly stride programs. 

\Vhat that is, is a computerized system to rE'trieve information 
and drug evidence which is to be used in the field office to develop 
patterns as to the purity of evidence, the price paid for it, and 
whether there is any pattern of agents paying too much money for 
too little evidence. 

\Vhat we did also was to increase the number of indepth, unan
nounced inspections which would then go in not just into impressed 
funds, but into interviews with inlornlants and' the methodologies 
by ,,·hich that regional office was being conducted. ' 

·We also set up a national informant registry to make sure that 
informants, all the informants were listE'd in one place, and that 
you didn't have a situation where informants were using agents 
from one district office and playing them against the other or ,,,herr 
-agents from one district office in tUI'll were engaged in any sort of 
a conspiracy back and forth, using the same informant. 

Mr. Fm,mrAN. This leads to page 6. 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Also we set up the entire management system which 

allows some allocation of resources. ' 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. You say these problems led to migging doubts 

about the quality of the leadership in the'Office of Inspection. These 
problems, as we see now, ~l1clude unethical activities, none of which 
.• ou have been able to cite since JUly 1, 1973. No. 2-

Mr. BARTELS. It couldn't have been. 
Mr. Feldman. Let me just finish. Cun I just finish ~ Then you 

can l'espond. 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Sure. 
Mr. FELDl't!AN. Number two, cases were not beinO' completed in a 

timely manner so they could be success:fully pros~uted before the 
'CIVil Service Commission. . 
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Number three, field inspections were done infrequently and there 
was a lack of emphasis on preventive programs. Is this what turned 
you SOUl' on Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. It was a gradual situation; yes. 
Mr. FELDMA~. Thank you. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, we are going to continue on page 6 of 

your statement where you say suddenly in August of 1974 I was 
confronted with the request for additional positions. 

In what form did Mr. Tartaglino present his request for addi
tional positions ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. He sent me a memorandum, Mr. Sloan. The exact 
date, I don't have. 

Mr. SLOA~. Was that August 26~ . 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, I think that is right. 
Jl.fr. SLO.Uif. I believe that has been made apart of the record. 
Mr. BARTELS. In which he said there were managerial d~fects 

which were severe enough that they ought to be brought to my 
attention. He said that he had asked for manpower in the past and 
it hadn't been O'ranted. I am paraphrasing it. 

Mr. SLOA~. After looking at that, would you like to take a look 
at the memo~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe I need it. 
Mr. SLOAN. You state on page 6 no objective evidence was offered 

to support their views. Do you still feel that way ~ 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Yes, I went back to the comptroller's office. I said, 

"look, I have got this memorandum that we haven't given any man
power." They came back to me and said, "yes, we have given them 
manpower." Some of the statements in that memorandum were false. 

Mr. SLOAN. Sufficient manpower to accompljsh the task ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't lmow if it was sufficient. I then spoke to him 

and said, 'lwhat do you want the manpower fod" He discussed it. 
I said fine. vVe will do the study. ,Ve will give you an increase in 
your ceiling. 

Mr. SLOAN. Did you reply to this memorandum ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Excuse me ~ Yes, I did. I had the Office of Comp-

troller to reply to it, which I signed. It is dated September 9. 
Mr. SLOAN. September 9, 1974 ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. 'Written by you to Mr. Tartaglino ~ 
Mr. BAUTELS. 'Written by--
Mr. SLOAN. Signed by you~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Signed by me. I didn't draft it. 
Mr. SLOAN. This memorandum has been made an exhibit earlier 

in the hearings. In the memo you indicate an intention to assign 11 
additional inspectors to the Office of Inspection. . 

Mr. BARTELS. Eleven or seven ~ 
Mr. SLOA~. I believe it was 11. Do you have a copy of that ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Let me find it; I think I do . 
. Mr. SLOAN. The basic question I wanted to ask, Mr. Bartels, is if 

you were dissatisfied with the performance of the Office of Inspec
tion, why didn't you advise Mr. Tartaglino at that time ~ 

Mr. BARTEr,s. I did. I said, "we are going to have a study to see 
whether you lleed more manpower and how much you need and 

57-281--75----11 
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what your justification for it is. In the meantime, however, I will 
give you tIns additional manpower." 

Mr. SLOAN. I don't think that you say in that memorandum-I 
don't have it right here-

MI'. BARTELS. What I said was that he was wrong in the mem
orandum, that there hadn't been any positions granted in the past, 
that Mr. Coon had agreed to authorize 11 positions and that I 
would, I think I approved; I said at the beginning of the fiscal year 
1974 the Office of Inspection made a request for 20 new positions, 
based upon the availability of resources and overall competing needs 
within DEA. I approved 11 new positions. I hardly consider that 
no action. That is what Mr. Coon drafted for· me. ,Ve then had a 
discussion and I told him, fine, if you need more people, we will 
have a study to do it. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, the real question I want to ask is if you 
were dissatisfied with the basic performance of the Office of Inspec
tion, why didn't you take that opportunity to discuss the matter in 
the memorandum to Mr. Tartaglino ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I did. I didn't do it in the memorandum. I told him 
we were going to have the study. 

Mr. SWAN. Orally ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. SLOAN. It is not mentioned in this memorandum. 
Mr. BARTELS. No, although in the memorandum that 1\11'. Coon 

wrote we did say your facts are wronp:. 
Mr. SLOAN. ,Vhen did you tell Mr. Tartaglino that? 
},fr. BARTELS. Prior to this. 
Mr. SLOAN. Prior to that date~ 
Mr. BARTELS. September 9. I was in Europe. 
Mr. SLOAN. I would like to now discuss the Moore studv that vou 

refer to extensively in your testimony. Could you please identify 'for 
the record who Dr. :VIa ore is and what was his position at DEA ~ 

:Mr. BAR'rl<:LS. Yes, sir. Dr. Moore is, I be1ieve, an associate pro
fe~sor-I may be wrong in the exact title-at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Government. He hnrl done analytical work in criminal 
investigations for Professor Jim ·Wilson and with Professor ,Vilson 
had done work on the National Advisory Council of Drug Abuse 
and had been a consultant to Clarence Kelley when he ·was the direc
tor of police in Kansas City. 

He had done a great deal of work on management analysis and 
the analysis of the heroin business. I brought him down after dis
cussing with Jim Wilson, and he was my head of the Office of 
Planning. 

Mr. SLOAN. What experience did. he have to make an evaluation 
of Office of Inspection at DEA ~ 

Mr. BAR'rELS. He had the experience I told you. He had been a 
consultant. 

Mr. SLOAN. He had no practical experience ~ 
Mr. BAR'rELS. Yes, he had practical experience. He had practical 

experience at that time of about a year of ant'llytical ability, analyt
ical efforts in DEA and prior to that time, he had analytical efforts 
at the National Advisory Conncil, and prior to that time, with the 
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Kansas City police force. He had never bought narcotics. He had 
never been an agent. 

Mr. SLOAN. Was any of this experience concerned with inspection 
problems in particular ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Not specifically. There had never been an analysis of 
inspection, which was one of the problems. 

Mr. RY'l'ER. Mr. Bartels, one of the interesting things tIl at Howard 
is pursuing, in trying to identi:fy exactly when you became aware 
or became dissatisfied to the extent that you really want to invoke 
this study and bring it about. 

One of tIm fascinating things I find is that in the review of your 
regional offices, if we could do that, skip around for a second, this 
is page 9 of your testimony, and I find the statement here that says: 

JJ'urtbermore, the offices that have not been recently inspected include the 
large regional offices. 

How were you apprised of that other than when the initial Moore 
study came in ~ Did you lmow about that earlier in 1974 ~ Did you know 
the regional offices were the largest regional offices-hadn't been in
vestigated in over a year? 

Mr. BAR'.rELs. I think I must have; yes. 
Mr. RYTER. Can you think about how you might have come upon 

that information ~ 
Mr. BAR'l'ELs. That would have been in the monthly reports: who 

they were investigating. ,Vhat I had not done was go over those 
monthly reports and said they have investigated these smaH ones, but 
they haven't investigated these big ones. 

Mr. RXTER. What would that mean to you in terms of just a man
agement comment ~ '\7\:hy would an Office of Im'estigation8 inyestigatc 
small offices, rathcr than large oncs? 

Mr. BARTEr,s .. That may be justified. I don't know. :Maybe there 
were problems III those smaller offices. In other words, I um not 
sure that is necessarily any management defect on the Office of' 
Inspections. 

Mr. Rr.rER. But what you have. been se.eing was a flow of re}.)orts 
coming through your office in the last year, saying to you that there 
were substantial-indicating there werG a substantial number o:f your 
own regional offices which did not receive investigation. 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. 'What it indicated to me in each monthly one was 
we are conducting j]westigations; we have found so many we have 
closed, so many we have opened, and we also did a field inspection 
on this office. 

We did a field inspection in that office. 'What I did not do, frankly, 
is put them aU together at that time and say they have done the' 
McLean Lab; they have done the Dallas Lab; but they didn't do 
New York; they didn't do Ohicago; they didn't do Los Angeles. 

Mr. RYTER. But this was evidently a source of continual informa
tion flowing into you that lndicatecl that the possibility of some 
absence of managerial oversight ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, to continue the line of questioning we were 

on before, did you receive information between mid-August of 1974 
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and September 9, 1974, to indicate that Mr. Promuto was alleged to 
be associating with felons and other persons of criminal background? 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. When did you receive that information? 
Mr. BARTELS. ,,\Vhen Mr. Brosan and Mr. Richardson told me on 

September 17. 
Mr. SLOAN. After you returned from Europe? 
Mr. BARTELS. Y"s. 
Mr. SLOAN. Did you know that such information, regarding Mr. 

Promuto, was assembled as early as August 19, 1974, by the 'Wash
ington Metropolitan Police? 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, apparently even earlier, but the letter was 
dated August 19. 

Mr. SLOAN. Let me continue with that. Moreover, do you know 
that this information was lmown by two group supervisors in the 
1Vashington DEA office at that time? I am referring to August 19, 
1974? 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't know when they lmew it; no, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. The previous testimony has established that fact. 
Mr. BARTELS. I thought they learned it September 10. The answer 

is I don't lmow. The first time I found out about it was September 
17. I don't know when I heard. 

Mr. SLOAN. So the record is clear on that point. "What has been in 
some doubt is when the information was transferred to headquar
ters. How do you explain that this information was known by DEA 
personnel on or about August 19, and you apparently were not made 
aware of it until September 17? 

Mr. BARTELS. I can't. 
Mr. SLOAN. "Vould you agree that is a serious matter. The inspec-

tion manual I think makes it clear--
Mr. BARTET"S. That they are to report immediately. 
Mr. SLOAN. Immediately into the chain of command? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. Do you know who is responsible for that delay? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. As I said, I found out about it September 17. 

Mr. Brosan told me that it had been reported to him on, I believe, 
the 10th. 

Mr. SLOAN. Did you attempt to determine why--
Mr. BARTELS. At that time, and to this day, I clon't know when it 

was first found out by the people. He never came in and said, by the 
way, two people in the Washington district office sat on it for a 
month. That was never brought out. 

Mr. SLOAN. There is a possibility they Viere sent to some officials 
in the "\Vashington office. 

Mr. BARTELS. He never said what the possibility-he told me I 
found out about it a week ago. 

Mr. SLOAN. Fjnally, where were you on Sep~ember 9, 1974? 
Mr. BARTELS. September 9, I was in Paris, France; either in Paris 

or Marseille. 
Mr. SLOAN. If you were in Europe that explains why the mem

orandum .of September \) was not written by you? It was written by 
someone III your office? 
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Mr. BARTELS. No. The Oomptroller wrote that letter. 
Mr. SLOAN. The memo is dated September 9, 1974. That is what 

has me confused. 
Mr. BARTELS. The date is put on that when it is sent out by the 

office. As you see, it is a stamped date. 
MI'. SLOAN. How was it sent out if you were in Europe ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I signed it in advance. It was sent out. I see it is 

drafted by Mr. Keniston on August 29, 1974, rewritten by Mr. Ooon 
on September 3, 1974, and it was sent out, and it has one of those 
rubber stamps September 9. 

MI'. SLOAN. I believe that you state in your testimony that you 
directed Dr. Moore to begin his study on September 9. 

Mr. BARTEr_s. Seventh. 
Mr. SLOAN. vVere you also in Europe at that time ~ 
MI'. BARTELS. No, I left September 7. That was Saturday. On 

Saturday morning, I was on the phone with Dr. Moore for about 
3 hours on the various offices that he was analyzing and on a number 
of problems. At that time I asked him to do the study. 

Mr. SLOAN. This was prior to your departure ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. You quote extensively from Dr. Moore's study up to 

page 12, I believe. Oiting this study, you refer to five general cate
gories of personal conduct which should receive attention by the 
Office of Inspection. Points No. 4: and 5 refer to situations where 
DEA agents have behaved immorally or illegally in their private 
lives. 

Based on these two points, is it correct to interpret Dr. Moore's 
study as saying that there need not be criminal charges for an integ
rity investigation to be necessary? 

Mr. BARTELS. Oertainly, you can be the subject of a conduct investi
gation for anyone of a number of things that need not be criminal. 
A conduct investigation can be a violation of the manual. 

It can be a violation of the manual as to your private 01' public 
life. ·What number four refers to is situations where DEA agents 
have violated existing regulations but have not committed criminal 
acts. 

Five is just where they have behaved immorally 01' illegally in 
their private lives. 

Mr. SLOAN. This would involve an official's suitability to fill a 
position~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, or to continue a position 01' whether he 
shouldn't be orally admonished or lose a couple of days' pay, or 
whatever the appropriate penalty is for the act. 

Mr. SLOAN. In yoUI' mind. what would constitute immoral or im
proper conduct in the sense that it would affect an official's suitability 
to continue in office ~ 

Mr. BARTEr_S. It is not what it is in my mind. It is what is in the 
mind of the Oivil Service Oommission. In other words, I may think 
,that playing the lottery in Mary]and is an atrocious, imll10rul act. 
I happen to think smoking marijuana on the job at a law enforce
ment agency is an atrocious act. The Civil Service Oommission didn't 
think that that was so bad that the woman could be fired. 
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Mr. SLOAN. That is the woman you referred to yesterday~ 
1\11'. BARTELS. Yes, sir. That shocked me. I disagree with the Civil 

'Service Commission. I understand she also disagreed. 
Senator BROCK. So do some of the rest of us disagree. I would like 

to fire some civil service people. 
Mr. SLOAN. In San Francisco, Las Vegas and/or ""iiVashington, 

D.C., did you see or know of any behavior by Mr. Promuto that 
would indicate immoral behavior which woulel go to his suitability 
to continue in office ~ 

JYIr. BARTELS. No, sir, nor anywhere else from my own personal 
knowledge you mean ~ 

Mr. SLOAN. You would not~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Not to mv own personal knowledge. That is what 

you mea.nt by the question: 
Mr. SLOAN. That is rigllt, your own personal knowledge or any in

formation you got from Mr. Richardson, for example ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No, I never heard from anybody. The first that I 

heard that. was derogatory of Mr. Pl'omuto was in that letter. Of 
course, if he were associating with those people, that is derogatory. 

Mr. ·SLOAN. ""iiV e are referring specifically to Diane DeVito. Did any 
information you had about his association or meetings with her indi
cate any lack of suitability on his part ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I knew at that time. I got. introduced to that woman 
that her father was a friend of the family, had been a florist, that 
they had close relationships with the father and that was the extent 
of my knowledge of her. 

Mr. SLOAN. Also on page 12 on a different subject, Mr. Bartels, 
when and how, in the summer of 1974. did vou learn of the number 
of unresolved integrity allegations in the office of inspections ~ This 
would be the time when you began to lose confidence in the leadership 
of the inspections office. Is that correct ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. ""iiVe discussed, for instance, this Cook case which 
we turned after this Civil Service Commission opinion to the U.S. 
Attornev's Office. 

That was still unresolved. "Ve learned of a case involving fOl'mer 
Regional Director out in Thailand, who had a number of unresolved 
allegations, going back for a pt'riod of time. 

I can't. tt>ll you when I lrarned as to each one, but slowly over that 
period of time it came to light there was more than one. 

Mr. SLOAN. ""iiVere there any other individuals that you can think 
of in high positions ~ 

Mr. BARTI~UI. Not at the time, but I think there were others. 
Mr. SLOAN. 'Was ""iVil1in-m Durkin onc~ 
Mr. BARTELS; ""iiVilliam Durkin, of course, I knew about in advance. 

I knew about ""iVi1liam Durkin back in November. 
Mr. SLOAN. He would be part of that group ~ 
JHr. BARTBr..s: Yes, I was directing my attention once in addition 

to that. 
Mr. SLOAN. But there were others; you just can't think of them 

right now~ 
Mr. BAR'mr,s. Yes. I think thel'e wel'C some others. There were prob

lems as to why it hadn't been rcsolved Ol' what could be done. 
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Mr. SLOAN. This is a broader kind of question. What relationship 
exists between the issue of the statute of limitations and investiga
tions having to do with the suitability of persons to hold positions ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. That is a difficult question. It is a good question be
cause the statute of limitations, of course, is prescribed by criminal 
law in criminal cases. When you bring a civil service case you have 
the doctrine of laches, which means undue negligence on your part. 

That is not defined in black and white, but it is the feeling that 
the agency has to be prompt and can't be negligent or slow or 
dilatory in bringing an administrative charge against an employee. 

The opinion in that Cook case was the type of situation that we 
had. So that in the Durkin situation, the Cook case was thrown out 
because Cook had been promoted after the allegation was first known 
and the allegation had not been litigated in civil service until some 
3 years. 

It seemed pretty clear that at least 3 years. So you had the situa
tion, this didn't occur to me at that time, but it occurred to me later 
in the fall of 1974, where all of these old cases were barred, both by 
the statute of limitations, i£ you had a criminal matter, they were 
barred by laches in civil service and I, as a manager, was left in the 
intolerable position of not being able to do anything. 

In other words, I had a man in a sensitive position. There were 
old charges. If he had movies of Mr. Durkin back in 1956, you 
couldn't have done anything. So that is why I wanted him con
fronted. The only thing that I could see to bring that current was 
if you brought the man in-let me finish. I think I can answer it
if you brought him in, from the manual several things can happen. 
The manual specified he had to answer work-related questions. He 
had to give you his bank l·ecords. He had to give you financiall'ecords. 

Failure to do that was grounds for taking an adverse action cur
rently. So we discussed this and it seemed to me if you brought 
those people in, you could bring it back within the statute of limita
tions, within the laches doctrine. 

So that one of several things can hap-pen. One, Durkin would say 
it is not true. I hereby deny H. It is all' a lot of lie. You could ask 
him other questions about it which perhaps would lead to new leads, 

You could ask him about his bank records. If conceivably he was 
stupid enough to pu~ $16,000 in his bank account in 1956, that might 
give you gl'ouncls to bring it up currently. 
If he refused to give you his bank account, that might give you 

grounds, but I saw that as the way to bring it, as the only way to 
bring some of these things that were now going on 20 years olel up 
to date. 

Mr. SLOAN. 'When you say the doctrine of laches would be applied 
by the Civil Service Commission, are you talking about a formal 
rule or are you using that in common parlance? 

Mr. BARTELS. I u,m using that in commonsense doctrine. 
Mr. SLOAN. They would ilOt be prevented by law from consideriuO' 

such a case simply because i~ occurred many years 1.1.O'0? /::) 
MI:- pAR'fEr.s. I think cC'rtainly by th.eir o-\"n precedence they were 

prohIbIted, yes. If they threw one out III 1971 because it was 3 years 
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old, what would they do in 1975 going back to 1956 that excoriates 

YOlt~ is incredible charging somebody with a 1956 violation. 
Mr. SLOAN. What directions did you give with regard to these open 

cases which you gradually became aware oH 
:ilfr. BARTELS. We discussed it. 
Mr. SLOAN. Who is "we~" 
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Brosan and I discussed it back ill November 

of 1973. I don't recall what directions I gave as the two additional 
ones; four, however many, came up in the summer. I don't believe 
I gave any directions. 

Mr. SLOAN. At your direction, did Thomas Dl~rkin, th~ attor~ey 
from Newark, N.J., we discussed yesterday, reVIew the lllspecbon 
files containing the unresolved allegations ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. He did not ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I have never reviewed them; I don't know. 
Mr. SLOAN. But I didn't ask that. I am asking, did you direct 

him to do that or did anyone else direct him to do that to your 
knowledge ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. The answer is no to either. I didn't believe he 
has ever gone through those inspection files. 

Mr. SLOAN. You do not~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I do not believe he has eyer gone through those 

inspection files. ' 
Mr. SLOAN. I believe he has stated that he has gone through some 

of them. 
Mr. BARTELS. He has seen some. I don't believe he ever went 

back--
Mr. SLOAN. Which ones did he see ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He saw the Promuto one; I am sure he saw parts 

of the Oliver allegations. I am sure he saw parts of certain of the 
others. But what I am saying is I did not send him back, nor do I 
believe he ever went back into the file room of inspection to go and 
see how many of these cases involved in 1974 allegations more than 
6 months old. more than 1 year old, more than 20 years old, and 
that sort of thing. 

Mr. SLOAN. So you. are testifying the only files that you know he 
saw would be the OlIver file and the Promuto file.~ 

Mr. BARTELS. The ones that we showed him when he came up. 
Mr. SLOAN. Then those are the onl:v two ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. You would have to ask him. Those are the only two 

that I remember now. He may have seen parts of the Durkin-I 
]mow he has seen the substance of the Durkin situation. I don't 
know if he actually saw the old mw file report. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels. the next questions are a bit repetitive of 
a few of the questions asked yesterday. I would like to make the 
record clear. Did you know that Thomas Durkin had provided free 
legal advice to and helped obtain mortgages for high mnking DEA 
officials inc] uding William Durkin, J erl'y J ensell, Daniel Casey, 
James Lund, and Ben Thiesen ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. I don't know as to all of those people. 
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Mr. SLOAN. House closings and mortgages would be more accu
rate. 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't know anything about the mortgages, whether 
he helped. 

Mr. SLOAN. Facilitated, the getting of mortgages, is the ... vord I 
believe he used. 

Mr. BARTELS. Facilitated, said go over. For example, when these 
people were transferred, such as Theisen, for example, when ~e came 
in I know that these people would be referred to Tom Durbn who 
would then say, go over to the Montclair Bank or whatever bank 
and apply for a mortgage. 

Mr. SLOAN. I apologize for repeating a part of the question we 
just went over; but to your recollection, did Mr. Durkin review any 
of the files of the officials I mentioned in cases where unresolved 
allegations existed against them ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. What is the inference ~ If he helped them, he would 
be disqualified ~ 

Mr. SLOAN. There is no inference. I am trying to establish a fact. 
Mr. BARTELS. The answer is I don't know. 
Mr. SLOAN. The answer is you don't know~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't know. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Feldman ~ 
Mr. FELD1>IAN. Please move to page 19 of your statement. You 

state you discussed your thinking on what appeared to be Inspection 
problems with Attorney General Silberman in early September 1974, 
a significant month. 

·Where have you noted that previously in your statement ~ But 
you had talked to him in September 1974 ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FELmIAN. What was the date ~ ,Vas that before the European 

trip~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't recall. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. What did you discuss with him specifically ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. "Ve met over 2 weeks at least and sometimes we met 

more frequently. We discussed the efforts that Dr. Moore and 1 
were making to analyze and to make more efficient the various 
headquarters units within DEA. 

As I said, during the course of the merger, problems out in the 
field were relatively simple, but initially, we had, I believe, 104 
various operating entities within headquarters. Some of them were 
duplicative as the bureaucracy works. Some of them justified their 
own existence and like topsy, they were growing by levying more 
demands on the field, paperwork was growing, and in essence, this 
was a result of the merger intially, some overlap and confusion. 

,Ve discussed that with Mr. Silberman and Mr. Moore as to what 
that group was going to do to change what we were finding and 
some of the problems with it and to seck his support for it. There 
wa~ ?-lso a certain amount of grumbling going on !Jecause everyone 
legItImately feels threatened when they get studIed, and nobody 
ever sUl'vives an analysis by Dr. Moore too well. 

Mr. FELD1>IAN. In your prepared statement, on page 6, you say 
that Dr. Moore's management group inclucled Mr. Tartaglino. How 
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was it that you were having Mr. Tartaglino serve on the group that 
was assigned to evaluate requests for additional personnel requested 
by Mr. Tartaglino~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Dr. Moore asked him to because Mr. Tartaglino said 
we need more and he thought he would be the most practical man 
to have in there as to why he needed more. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. This was after you had lost confidence in Mr. Tar-
taglino~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I had lost some confidence in Brosan. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Not in Mr. Tartaglino at this time? 
Mr. BARTELS. Less so. 
Mr. FELD:i.\IAN. Less so than Mr. Brosan ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELD~IAN. You refer to Dr. Moore's mISSIon of including 

"evaluations" which had been achieved "to date" in the Office of In
spection. ·What date are you referring to ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. ,\There are you reading from ~ Page 19? I see; yes. ;1 
Whether all of those additional positions requested by Mr. Tartag-
lino were need and what, if any, results had been achieved to date 
by that office. . 

Mr. FELD~IAN. ,Vhat "to date"? Do you mean September 19'74? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDMAN. By September 19'74, you were unhappy with the 

performance of the Office of Inspection ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I was concerned. Mr. Tartaglino had come in and 

said we have got a management problem; we have got the possibil
ity of a deteriorating situation; I want to help, talking about it. 
He wanted to have a study as to whether they needed help. 

Mr. FELD~IAN. Then you go and set forth, and rely heavily on the 
Moore study. But I think we have to understand the timing of this. 
Can you tell us when these findings were reached and when they 
were submitted to you? Were they before the Promuto case, after 
the Promuto case, during the Promuto case? 

Mr. BARTELS. During-these findings-it started out as a simple 
study. Dr. Moore's office is a few feet from mine. Mr. Tartaglino's 
is down the hall. Mr. Brosan's is down the hall the other way. Dur
ing September and October, I believe I was told about this several 
times a week as to what they founel out. Pretty early in the gu.me we 
found out that they coul(hi't tell what was going on in Inspection 
becaus(>, it was som'ething of a can of worms. 

:Mr. FBLD1\IAN. ,Vere the final conclusions submitted before or after 
Mr. Tartaglino's memo of November 14: to Assistant Attorney Gen
eral Pomniereningg 

Mr. BARTELS. The rcport--I don't know. You will have to ask Dr. 
~foore. The rcpor!: was typed up in draft form and circulated on 
several occasions. The substance of that report was known as early 
as October. 

Mr. FEWJlfAN. On page 22 of your prepared testimony, you quote 
the following recommendations from the Moorc study and. I quote: 
"Open cases should not be considered in making persoilllel decisions." 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FELD:i\-IAN. 1Vhat is the definition of "open cases" ~ 
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:Mr. BAnTELS. As he is using it there; sillce he distinguishes between 
closed cases, cases that are unresolved and that are open. In other 
words, an allegation is in and it" hasn't been resolved and the man 
is under some suspicion. '¥hat he was saying was the mere fact that 
he is under some suspicion, that he is under investigation, cannot be 
and should not be given to the Career Board for consideration in its 
judgment until sometime that it is resolved. 

Mr. FELDllfAN. Would you state then that under the guidelines of 
the Moore study, there should or should not be a promotion of an 
official to a sensitive position when that official has serious integrity 
allegations outstanding against him ~ " . 

Mr. BARTELS. I would say accordmg to that you cannot consIder 
that when the mere fact of allegations are against him. Yes. 

Mr. FELDlI'IAN. That should not be considered ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is exactly what he says. That is what he pro

poses. 
Mr. FELD1lfAN. You are relying heavily on the Moore study. 
Mr. BARTELS. I also believe that is the rule under Civil Sel'vjcet 

that a mere charge is not equivalent to guilt. 
Mr. FEWMAN. Should they be resolved before the individual is 

promoted~ 
1fr. BAR~l.'ELS. If possible. they should be. If it turns out he is pro

moted and then they are adverse, of course, one takes action to undo 
and demote him. 

Mi' .. FELDllfAN. That is a curious situation. 
Mr. BAR'rELS. I don't think it is curious. It is the presumption of 

innocence. I think we have lived with that for quite awhile, Mr. 
Feldman. 

Mr. FELDMAN. What about the presumption of demotion until you 
have resolved the allegations ~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Sometimes you can't resolve the allegations. Here you 
have the situation where this whole table is under consideration for 
promotion from a GS-13, 01' GS-9 to a GS-10. If you tell that 
entire Oareer Board that Bartels shouldn't be considered for that 
GS-10 because there is allegnJiollS against him and then they give 
it to lVIr. Feldman and 2 weeks later, Bartels is exonerated of all 
allegations, Bartels has been il'l'evocably harmed and he has been 
harmed because we haye done away with the presumption of inno
cence. 

It is also counter to the Civil Service requirements. If on the other 
hanel, one consider's Bartels, he is promoted to a GS-l0, the charges 
turn, out to be true, then naturally, we unpromote Mr. Bartels and 
charge him with the crime. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Let's go to pa-g<". 23. You say although Dr. 1I1001'e 
and his management group anticipated t11at their study would pre~ 
cipitate a meaningful clialog between them und Messrs_ Tartaglino 
and Brosan, none was forthcoming. 

1\11'. BAnTI~Ls. Don't yon sec what was happening? ,Vith this great 
number of UlU'csolved cases, you had an atmosphere or tyranny within 
that organization, because the 0areer Board and senior people con
stantly heard, Co?k is uncleI' allegations, ~al'te}R is nnder, eyeryone 
was uncleI' nllegatlOns for long periods of tIme. "What happened was 
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thai was raising the danger of extortion, that was causing one faction 
to turn against another faction and it was destroying both the per
.sonnel who were under those allegations without any resolutions. 

Mr. FELDlIAN. Doesn't that dictate the conclusion of resolving the 
allegations ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes indeed. 
Mr. FELDlfAN. Ten years or 15 years or 20 years old. 
Mr. BARTELS. That is right. How does one do it ~ 
Mr. FELDMAN. You just keep saying you don't do it~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. I keep saying they didn't do it on December 

20 when they were reassigned, Mr. Smith came in and you will see 
that these cases have been largely resolved. I was notified by the 
Depart.ment of Justice yesterday, I believe, resolved the last of these 
allegations into 1961 as to false voucher violations. 

Mr. FELDMAN. vVa will get into that in Mr. Smith's work and 
various inspection cases as well. W· e will let the record speak for 
itself as far as how Mr. Brosan and Mr. Tartaglino attempted to 
resolve these questions. 

Going to 23, you say ~fr. Tartaglino chose alternatively to voice 
his objections to the Department of Justice, rather than to specifi
-cally respond to the fact finding analysis of the Moore study. Now 
you had become disenchanted with Mr. Tartaglino to the same 
extent that you were disenchanted with Mr. Brosan. Is that correct ~ 
You said less so before. 

Mr. BARTELS. Wait a second. When he want to the Department 
of Justice-that was in November. It was first October 23. Then it. 
was November 13. Then it was November 14. I will say at no time 
did he tell me that he was going to go, although he was making 
charges against me and although the code of ethics to which he 
made reference specifically says that you are to take up and both 
of you or your superior against whom you have a grievance as well 
as yourself are to go over. But that was several months later. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Let's go to specific questions on 23. Why do you 
refer to the need for a meaningful dialog between Tartaglino and 
Brosan and the Moore management group when Tartaglino was a 
member of the Moore group ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. This is what we were discussing. Dr. Moore, Mr. 
Huel'lley who was on that group, Mr. Tartaglino and others did the 
study that found the facts. Mr. Huerney then, with Moore, wrote 
these proposals to change the manual or to change the procedures 
to adapt itself to the manual. Some of the procedures that they 
were following were counter to the manual. 

Moore said in that report, look, these are tentative conclusions. 
I am not wedded to these things foi' all eternitv. If you have some 
policy objections to them, let's discuss them. I-Ie said that his last 
phrase was we look forward to a discussion of these proposals. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Was the Moore study given to Mr. Tartaglino and 
Mr. Brosan~ 

Mr. BARTETJS. The facts were. 
Mr. FELDMAN. vVas the study given to them ~ 
Mr. BAH'l'ELS. You will have to ask Moore. I think it was. 
Mr. lfELDl\[AN. You are relying heavily on this and saying Mr. 

Tartaglmo and Ml'. Brosan did not follow certain procedures set 
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out in the Moore study. Did you direct Dr. Moore to g~ve Mr. Tar
taO'lhlo and Mr. Brosan this study and keep them Po nnsed of what 
w~s happening ~ 

. Mr. BARTELS. No; but I know they were apprised of it because 1 
was talkinO' to Mr. Tartaglino about it and Dr. Moore told me he 
was seeinO' bTartaO'lino on two or three occasions every week. 

Mr. FE~DJ~IAN. Mr. Brosan sl1id the only time he was interviewed 
by Dr. Moore was in a Chinese restaur~nt.. . 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes; but he was workmg dally wIth Mr. Huerney, 
which was on the record. 

Mr. FELD],IAN. You don't know if they got copies of this report 
or when~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't know when they got copies of the final re
port; no, sir. I do know that they lmew all about what the facts, to 
wit: There was no management ability; there was no way you could 
tell how many hours were being spent on a case; there was no 
priority system; that the manual was being violated and that these 
11 recommendations were goIng to be made. I did know that. 

Senator BROCK. I thought you said earlier that Mr. Tartaglino 
was on the Moore study himself ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Senator BROCK. So there shouldn't be any problem in getting a 

copy of the report ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is right, and the fact of being part of it. 
Mr. FELDj\:IAN. I think that would imply that he was an active 

participant in the study. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. That is what Dr. Moore told me. 
Mr. FELmrAN. Do yon 1.1l0W that to be a fact ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I know he told me that. I know he was invited in it. 

I lmow I spoke to Mr. Huerncy and he told me the same thing, 
that he and Mr. TartagHno actually "went through that sampling 
of files and discussed the issues. 

Mr. FELD:r.IAN. Are there any recommendations from Mr. Tartag-
lino and Mr. Brosan in the Moore study ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. From them ~ 
Mr. FELD:r.IAN. Yes. 
Mr. BARTEr.S. I assume so. I don't know. 
Mr. FELDj\IAN. Did they get a chance to file minority views ~ 
Mr. BAR'.rELS. I think they chose to file them elsewhere. 
Mr. FELD:r.IAN. At the Department of Justice ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. I think they chose instead to scream fraud. 

'When I was in law school, they said if the facts are against you, 
argue the law. If the law is against you, argue the facts. If both are, 
scream fraud. 

Mr. FELD:a-IAN. I have read the memorandum to the Department 
of Justice very carefully. They talk about specific integrity cases 
that should be resolved. They talk about the Promuto case, and so 
forth. Why do you flaY they shouldn't have done that and instead 
concentrate on the Moore case ~ Those are two separate and dis
tinct things. 

Mr. BARTELS. No. The Moore study covers the very policy issue-
Mr. FELD:r.IAN. It is a general stUdy. " 
Mr. BARTELS. Not at all. It is a very specific case. 
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Mr. FELDMAN. Does it mention the Durkin case? Does it mention 
t11e Promuto case? Does it mention the Jensen case? It doesn't. 

Mr. BAR~I.'ELS. It doesn't mention a single case by name, but it 
mentioned the procedures and the appearance ai a manual or the 
lack thereof which was embodied in all of these cases that Mr. Tar
taglino mentioned in his memo to the Justice Department which he 
initiated and which were handled counter to the manual, counter to 
the principles that were enumerated and specified in this Moore 
situation, this Moore report. 

Mr. FELD1\fAN. Is it your assertion that Mr. Tartaglino reported 
to Mr. Pommerening and Mr. Silberman because of the commence
ment of the Moore Study? 

Mr. BARTELS. I can't read his mind why he did what he did. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. Is it your assertion? 
Mr. BARTELS. I just answered that. I don't know why he went to 

the Department. :i: am not going to speculate on his motives. I 
don't know whether he was disappointed at Mr. Jensen being 
nominated as deputy. I am not sure whether he was disappointed 
at the results of this Moore study. 

I just know that the facts antl the allegations lle made to Mr. 
Silberman were in large part demonstrably':fa.lse, or that those alle
gations were investigated and fonnd to be false. I know he was in 
charge for those '( years ~hat those cases lay open, either as Chief 
Inspector of as Deputy DIrector of BNDD. To the extent that that 
~t.ud:v claimed that the O~ce of In.spection lacked professionalism, 
It rpfiected adversely on Ins reputatIOn. 

Mr. FELDlIf.AN. You talk about joint leadership of Mr. Tartaglino 
and Mr. Brosan. Arc you saying they ,yere cochie:fs of the Office 
'Of Inspection? 

Mr. BARTELS. One was the chief of the office; the other was the 
deputy. 

l\fr .. :r:EW1f~N. But one 'was acting deputy achninistrator and one 
was actmg chIef? 

Mr. BARTELS. Y(>s. 
Mr. FELDMAN. You are saying they worked togethed 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. \Vas there a conspiracy between Mr. Tal'taglino and 

Mr. Brosan with regard to the Promuto case? I know it is a legal 
term. 

Mr. BARTELS. It is more than a legal term. I don't know what it was. 
'The facts speak for themselves. 

Mr. FELDlI!AN. Again, if you had come to the conclusion that Mr. 
Tartaglino and MI'. Brosan were behaving unprofessionally and ir
responsibly before November 14, should you not have admonished 
them~ 

Mr. BAnTELs. I was willing to talk to them about these situations. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. \'Vhy did Mr. Lund and Mr. Richardson get into 

the act on the Promnto case if you were willing to talk to them 
about the Promuto case ~ 

Mr. BARTETJB. Because it was an entirely different situation. Mr; 
Brosan was telling me what I had to do, fi1:e the man, don't confront 
:him, don't conduct the investigation, fire him. Inspectors are fact-
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finders. "'What I want on persomlel recommendations is the advice and 
judgment of somebody, a senior man such as Mr. Lund and an attor
ney in whom I had confidence such as Mr. Richardson. Those two 
had been on a special team, assisting inspection during the summer, 
and I had confidence in their views and their judgment. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. 'Was the commencement of the Moore study in any 
way a reaction to the Promuto investigation ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir; it was prior to it. The commencement of the 
:Th·Ioore study, as the Moore study states, was in response to his 
memorandum in August saying I need a lot more men; I haven't 
any men-and there are managerial deficiencies here which I think 
require your personal attention. 

1 got that letter. I gave it, instead of counter to his allegations 
that ~I ignored warnings and was given, I went down to the comp
troller and said what is the manpower situation and tell me what 
is going on. They came back and said we have increased their man
powe;r. I responded with a letter of September 9 and started the 
study. 

Mr. FELDJ!,fAN. On page 24 of your statement, you state that Mr. 
Brosan and Mr. Tartaglino's responses to the Moore study were a 
continuing source of puzzlement and concern to you. Those are your 
own words. However, on page 23, you make the statement that Mr. 
Tartaglino chose alternatively to voice his objections to the Depart
ment of .Tnstjce. rather than specifically l'espond to the Moore study. 

How can Mr. Tartaglino respond and not respond at the same time? 
Mr. BARTELS. Excuse me ~ 
Mr. FELDJ!,fAN. You say first of all that their responses to the Moore 

study were a continuing source of puzzlement and concern. 
Mr. BARTELS. Their response of going to the Department and 

screaming fraud without telling me was their response. I got off a 
plane at KE'nnedy Airport and~was given my rights, essentially, by 
a Deputy Assistant Attorney General, and sa~'s Tartaglino says you 
'are cOl'rupt. That is what puzzled me. I don't know why he didn't 
-come back and say look, I agree 'with item 4-; I disagree wHh 10, I 
think 11 is something we ought to Jook at a little bit more and I 
want 15 more men and we will start this new system. 

Mr. FELD::-'fAN. Mr. Bartels, when was that date that you got off the 
p] ane and given your rights ~ 

l\fr. BAR'rEr,r:;. Bear with me a second. I will finc1 it. November 21. 
Mr. FELDUAN. November wllat~ 
Mr. BARTELS. November 21, 19'74. 
Mr. FET,mfAN. Does that mean when you were given your rights 

that you were under active criminal investigation ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. He told me that these charges had been raised, 

that he couldn't tell me what the chargE'S were, that Mr. Silbcrman 
was going to investigate it, that Mr. Tal'taglino haclraised charges 
Df fraud and, of course, I was a lawyer and lmcw what my rights 
were. They thought I ought to go along with it and just remain calm. 

Mr. FEw:r.rAN. 'Wasn't he doing exactly what you said should be 
done ill the Promuto case, immediately confronting you with the 
allegations ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. He didn't confront me. Indeed, he told Mr. Spector 
he didn't want Mr. Spector to tell me. 
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Mr. FELD:r.rAN. Mr. Spector did ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He never tolc1 me what the allegations were. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Do you know what llappened ~ Was it criminally 

referred to the Justice Department Criminal Division ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. It was at sometime referred over to Mr. Peter

sen who was then in his last several months prioT' to retirement for 
several weeks in charge of the Criminal Division. He said I don't 
want to handle this because I know Bartels so many years. He called 
me up and told me he had sent it back to Mr. Silberman and some
time I was informed that two FBI investigators would take a look 
at the changes. 

Mr. FELDl'>fAN. In other words, it went over to the Criminal Divi
sion. Mr. Hutchinson testified to this. I am sure you read it. 

Mr. BARTELS. I haven't read the testimony. 
~fr. FELDMAN. Prior to the FBI being involved in December 2, it 

went to the Criminal Division to Mr. Henry Petersen, and to his 
deputy, John Keeney. I believe Mr. Hutchinson testified to that. 
It went over, according to Mr. Hutchinson, for an examination by 
the Criminal Division. Did you ever discuss this case with Mr. 
Petersen~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes; there came a time in the middle or the end of 
December, I discussed it with him initially when-discussed it with 
him once in the very beginning when it happened and he said to 
me, "Look, I am not going to discuss the facts of the case with you, 
but I am not going to keep it." I then discussed it with him after 
the investigation, sometime around, toward the end of December, 
just prior to the holidays. He had turned it over to Mr. Silberman 
because of his friendship with me. 

Mr. FELDl'>rAN. Did he call you at home ~ Did you meet in his 
office ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No; I met with him in his office in the beginning and 
told him that I was available for interview. He said, "I am not going 
to have you interviewed because I am not going to investigate it." 
That was the extent of that conversation. Sometime later, I think 
it was at his retirement party, he was presented an award by Attor
ney General Saxbe, he told me that he had sent it back because of 
the friendship. 

Mr. FEm:r.rAN. You are a law enforcement officer and you have 
served under several attorneys general in various capacities. Is this 
an tillusual situation whem the Assistant Attorney General of the 
Criminal Division tells someone who is the subject of allegations, 
made a referral to him, that no, I am not going to handle this case; 
I am going to send it back up to the Attorney General ~ Is there n. 
double standard here ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. ·Why don't you ask Mr. Petersen? 
Mr. FEW:r..[AN. Do yon know? Did he tell you that he was going 

to have FBI agents E'xamine it? 
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Petersen? 
Mr. FELD:r.rAN. Yes. 
Mr. BARTEJ"S. No; he just told me initially, I am not going to get 

involved in this because I know you. He disqualified himself. 



Mr. FELDllIAN. How many other people are there in the Criminal 
Division ~ I don't lUlderstand. He is your friend. I can understand 
why someone has to be clisqualified. ,Vhy can't the Criminal Division 
run it down with their other--

Mr. BARTELS. I don't lmow. You have to ask Mr. Silberman why 
he decided to have these charges investigated the way he did. I don't 
lmow why he did it. It was a request for an investigation and Mr. 
Silberman chose to investigate it. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. Do you lmow of any other situations in which 
allegations were raised against any official in the Department of 
Justice that Mr. Petersen declined to move on? 

Mr. BARTELS. No; I don't know Mr. Petersen, what he declined 
on. I suspect there must be many. 

Mr. FELDMAN. If you were in Petersen's case, would you do the 
same thing? 

Mr. BARTELS. ·Would I sit in judgment of Mr. Petersen? 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Yes. 
Mr. BARTELS. No; I wouldn't. I have too much respect for him 

plus the fact of the image. 
Mr. FELDIIfAN. I mean if you were' Assistant Attorney General 

for the Criminal Division and a case came to you, a friend, would 
you refer it out of the Criminal Division or reassign it? 

Mr. BARTELS. I had worked with Mr. Petersen for many years. 
This is going to sound self serving, but he has a preconceived idea 
of my integrity based on those many years of worh.--ing together. I 
think he felt that lmowing me that well, having an opinion of my 
integrity, that any judgment he made would be subject to attack. I 
suspect that was the reason he referred it back. 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. Mr. Bartels, I was in the Department of Justice 
for 4: years. I was a tax lawyer. If there came a case in which my 
mother was on the other side of the case, I would disqualify myself. 
That doesn't mean that the Tax Division would drop the case. It 
means that someone else would pursue it. 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Feldman, I was the third, one of the third 
highest ranking employees in the Department of Justice. There 
was the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, then there 
was the Solicitor General, the head of the FBI and myself were 
level III employees. You don't give that to GS-12's to investigate a 
level III employee. 

Mr. FELDllIAN. ,Vho gets it then? There is no special prosecutor? 
What you are saying is if there are allegations against any high 
officials--

Mr. BARTELS. The Deputy Attorney General made the decision. 
Mr. FELDJlrAN. He does an administrative examination on it? 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't know how else he conducts an investigation. 

Would you have him empanel a grand jury~ There is no allegation
I can't believe the questions you are asking me. I don't lmow why 
he did it the way he did. 

Mr. FELD1tIAN. It is a perfectly valid question as to why the head 
of a criminal division declines to examine a case that has been re
ferred to him. 

u7-281--7G----12 
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·lVfr. BARTELS. Here is a man I have worked with for a decade. 
We have conducted investigations together. He has recommended 
me. There are letters in my file where he says I am a man of the 
highest integrity. He is going to do a judgment and make a judg
ment decision on my integrity ~ 

Mr. FELDMAN. Disqualifies himself. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDMAN. He has a lot of other people over there. 
Mr. BARTEL. You are again failing to distinguish between two 

functions, one the factfinding function and the judgment function. 
What he did was go back to Mr. Snberman, I gather, and tell him 
I am going to disqualify mvself. Mr. Silberman then decided, and 
you will have to ask him tliese questions why he did and what the 
basis was, since this man is a level III employee, I will make the 
judgment decision and I ,vHI have somebody collect the facts upon 
which I can base that judgment. 

Senator BROCK. It is fairly obvious that we are not going to com
plete the line-by-line examination of your testimony. If you will 
permit me. I would like to ask you some more general questions 
for the nonlawyers, as myself. If you want to elaborate, feel free 
to do so. 

Mr. BARTELS. Thank you, sir. 
Senator BROCK. Let's go to the Promuto case first. It has been 

insinuated in the testimony by Mr. Brosan, the Acting Chief In
spector. that yon endured such a close relationship with :Mr. Pro
muto that Mr. Brosan was prevented from pursuing the case in as 
active a fashion as he would have liked. 

I wond!;'r if you could describe the history of your association 
with Mr. Prom uta and describe for us, if you can, any actions or 
indications of attitudes which vou may have exhibited to 1\fr. Bro
san which might have inhihit!;'cl his exercising the kind of judgment 
in the pursuit of the investigatory material ~ 

::'I'fr. RmTI·;I,. Yes, sir. I knew :Mr. Promuto, met 1fr. Promuto 
first wh(>n he was employed in the Department of .Tustice in the 
Oftlre of Drng Abuse IJaw Enforcement as a lawyer. He was assigned 
to New York while I was here in 'Yashingtol1. During that 18 
months. I saw him perhaps a half dozen times. It was all pro
fessional. 

Senator BROCK. You were in what capacity~ 
Mr. BARTELR. I was the. Deputy Director here in Washington in 

the Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement and Assistant Deputy 
to Attorney General. 

Senator BROCK. Under which Atto':ney General was this~ 
Mr. BAR'I'ELS. That was under, I think under several. sir. It was 

under Mr. Kliendienst and then Mr. Richardson. I didn't know him 
at ~hat time other than by his reputation. This would be during the 
penod from perhaps February of 1972, up until July of 1973. As I 
say, I had seen him on numerous occasions but in a professional 
capacity. 

In 1973. he, as wen as others, came down at the time of the 
merger and discussed their future. In that merger he was inherited 
into DEA and became a Deputy in the Public Affairs Oftlce here. 



He had job offers to go into that field of work from the National 
Football League and decided to stay on. 

During the summer and fall of 1973, he and I, as well as others 
were down here without our families and we had dinner together in 
the evening on several occasions a week. That went on for about a 
4-month period. I had a continuing business associationship with 
him that went on through the summer of 1974. That was the extent 
of my relationship with him. 

Senator BROCK. At what point between the first statement that 
there were charges made against Mr. Promuto and the recommenda
tion that he be fired, was there any occasion in which you acted in 
any fashion to limit the scopp of the new investigation ~ 

Mr. BARTETJS. There was lLone. I never limited the investigation; 
but I was quite critical of Mr. Brosan's judgment and told him that 
to his face. 

Senator BROCK. In what way ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I told him at 'the time that he said-this was Sep

tember 17 and I believe the 18th, and I believe during the next 
week of the 20th, on several occasions that I disagreed with his 
judgment that this man must be fired immediately; that there was 
no possible explanation and that I wanted him to go on and find 
out what the facts were and if there was anything that the man had 
done that was wrong, that could sustain the charge, we would fire 
him. 

Subsequently, I was also critical of his issuing administrative 
subpenas, on September 10, 01' 11, or 13, into Mr. Promuto's bank 
account which were entitled "A Matter of Narcotics Conspiracy." 
I told him I thought that was improper and bad judgment on the 
other hand. I told him that I was going to rely on Lund and Rich
ardson for advice and judgment, that I1t' conld go ahead and con
duct that inyestigation and at no time did I ever limit him. 

Senntor BROCK. So the investigation did proceed under your 
direction or at your direction by Mr. Brosan ~ 

Mr. BAR'rET.S. Yes, sir. 
Senator BROCK. vVhen you were talking to Attorney General Sil

berman, were you discnssing with him the procedures here or were 
you asking him for help or advice ~ 

Mr. BARTEl.S. No, sir. I donlt believe I discussed with Attorney 
General Silberman the Promuto case until some time in November. 
It was brought to my attention on September 17. I was in town most 
of the time between September 17 and about October 3 or perhaps 
a little later. 

During the 2 weeks of October, the 2% weeks, I was essentially 
out of town and out of the country, both in Mexico and Canada and 
the Southwest. But when I came back in November, that investi
gation was still continuing and I discussed it with 1\:[1'. Silberman 
ber.nuse it bad become by that time something of a cause celebre. 

Senator BROCK. The entire investigation of the Promuto matter 
took what, about a yead 

Mr. BARTELS. Almost, sir. 
Senator BROCK. "Who was involved in the sum total, Justice~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Senator BROCK. As well as DEA officials ~ 



Mr. BARTELS. There were, during the first months, some 18 or 19 
outside agencies contacted. Telephone tolls were subpenaed; all five 
regional offices of inspection were contacted. According to Inspection 
records, some 15 different inspectors worked on the case, a regional 
inspection of the Dallas office had been canceled in order that this 
case could go forward. Subpenas were served on his banI>.: for his 
mortgage records. 

I asked the U.S. attorney in the District of Columbia whether a 
grand jury investigation should be conducted. He told me no. He 
didn't think so, but we had to go to them. All Mr. Promuto's per
sonal, financial records were examined, his mortgages, all his 
vouchers were examined, his credit rating was checked with Dunn 
and Bradstreet, all his telephone tolls from all his phones were 
checked and every call he made was examined and the caller's name 
submitted to the 'FBI to see if there was any criminal record. 

As I say, all his travel vouchers were checked and verified with 
the hotels at which he stayed. His FBI background was reexamined. 
The tax records of his summer home were checked and the mailman 
who delivered mail to his summer home was interviewed. The neigh
bors were interviewed. His deceased father's background was investi
gated. That was the Xerox paper that was left by Inspection in the 
Xerox machine. His deceased father's business and finances were 
in vestiga ted. 

So I was frankly stunned when I was informed that I had cov
ered that np. I don't h.llOW who could go through an investigation 
like that. 'When in the end of October I was informed that the 
investigation was completed--

Senator BROCK. Of what yead 
Mr. BARTELS. 1974. Mr. Richardson told me in the end of October 

that it is essentially finished. That was when I asked him to get the 
Civil Service hypothetical opinion to see what could be done, whether 
to bring charges. At that time a new allegation came in from an 
FBI informant who was in jail, who said that Mr. Promuto had 
engaged in corruption while he was clerking for Judge Burka and 
that for a case of liquor, he had arranged for a suspended sentence 
or a probation for a gambling or lottery violator. 

",Ve started right back into that. worked wit.h the FBI. Kotz was 
finally put under the polygraph. He failed the polygraph, the lie 
detector test as to that. Judge Burka was interviewed as to whether 
or not Promuto had used any undue influence on making his deci
sion and while I hadn't seen the report, I had been told that Judge 
Burka said, "no," he always gave probation to lottery defendants. 

So that this continued right through November 01' some of De
cember 1974. After that period of time when as a result of MI'. Sil
berman's analysis of these charges made by Messrs. Tartaglino and 
Brosan of me, that I had been indifferent to corruption and inter
fered with Promuto and was guilty of various fra.udulent acts, after 
that and after we reassigned Messrs. Brosan and Tartaglino, we 
continued the investigation. 

As of that time, it is my understanding that the people in O'
Brien's, these felons, suspects with whom Promuto had allegedly 
been associated still hadn't been interviewed. They were interviewed 
for the first time, I believe-some 20 followup interviews were con-
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ducted during January and February 1973, which resulted, as I 
state, in an entirely different picture, that inspection had been wrong 
when they said LeCompte and Promuto had been seen, they had been 
wrong when they identified Promuto with some woman l1amed Cruz 
at the airport, they had been wrong when they found that Kotz' 
allegations of corruption, so that the picture that was presented 
against Promuto changed substantially. . 

Senator BROCK. "Vhat was the final JustIce Department recom
mendation, was any charge brought ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. To my knowledge, Mr. Promuto still has 
not been charged. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, I wanted to clear up one point. You said 
Mr. Kotz failed the polygraph ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. Did he fail the polygraph on all questions ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. He failed the polygraph exam on the question as 

to whether he lied about Mr. Promuto going out to assist that 
gambler. The other three answers were indeterminate. So he failed 
on one, and he did not pass on the other three. ,Ve then went out and 
interviewed the lady whom Mr. Kotz said ran the liquor store where 
Mr. Promuto allegedly got a case of liquor for arranging this cor
rupt act and she said that wasn't true. 

The inspectors then went out and interviewed Judge Burka ot 
the Superior Court here in the District and he said that it wasn't 
true and that he gave probation, it was his regular policy to give 
probation in lottery gambling cases. 

Mr. SLOAN. Thank you. 
Senator BROCK. The end result, going back to what we were talk

ing about much earlier in the day, would you say that the case 
was closed or open? 

Mr. BARTELS. That case is closed. He has been sent a letter stating 
that it is closed. 

Senator BROCK. From DEA? 
Mr. BARTELS. It was sent from DEA and based on the opinion 

of the Chief Counsel. I signed it, based on the recommendation 
of the personnel officer, Chief Inspector and Chief Counsel. Yes, 
sir. I had already orally admonished him to stay out of O'Brien's. I 
suppose in a sense Mr. Promllto, through this publicity, has paid a 
price far greater than Civil Service penalty. 

Senator BROCK. I was fascinated by the suggestion in this conver
sation which was solicited from your advisors, Mr. Thomas Durkin, 
Mr. Richardson and Brosan on how to deal with this particular in
vestigation and the subject of these activities. I wonder if you would 
detail for us that particular discussion and what individual sug
gested, wllat kind of ramrodding you had? 

1\1:1'. BARTELS. That went on as to several areas of this committee's 
investigation. One was the so-called Vesco situation which involved 
allegations that were true, that former agents had been fired or re
tired, had taken wiretapping, sweeping equipment and swept out the 
offices of Mr. Vesco. 

We discussed that and it was Mr. Durkin's advice and substance 
that we should go out and make sure that this could never happen 
again. 'rhel'e, was some disagreement on how to handle that. There 
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was some disagreement by Mr. Brosan and Mr. Durkin on how to 
handle this committee. 

Senator BROCK. In what specific way did Mr. Brosan comment 
on this committee ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. There were several ways. It was Mr. Durkin's ad
vice that we SllOUld go forward on tliis thing that one particular 
investigation was being handled by a member of this committee 
that Mr. Brosan knew who applied for a job at CUS~,Jms and who 
Mr. Brosan had rejected. There was disagreement on what strategy 
should be taken as to that particular member of this committee. 

Sen~tor BROCK. Did Mr. Brosan urge that you work with the 
commlttee~ 

Mr. BARTELS. He urged to attack that individual, although we 
didn't do that. There was then a series of meetings between Mr. 
Brosan, Mr. Lund, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Durkin, and others as to 
this Vesco 2 allegation which took place over the summer and to 
which I was not always privy. I was informed by Mr. Durkin that 
he had serious problems with ~fr. Brosan's judgment and disagreed 
with him. 

Senator BROCK. Mr. Brosan indicating some concern with the in
vestigation by this committee, that there was some challenge to his 
competency or professional judgment ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, less that, and at one time there was the recom
mendation to attack an investigator on this committee. 

Senator BROCK. For what purpose ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Because that investigator applied for a job at Customs 

and had been investigated by Mr. Brosan. 
Senator BROCK. ·Why would you attack him, to discredit him? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Senator BROCK. For what purpose would you discredit him ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I think there was the feeling that unfol'tunately 

permeated in one of my management mistakes was allowing it to 
permeate, perhaps, that was raised earlier in this hearing, that only 
one side of the story was being brought out by this committee. That 
was an attack on one of the men, the motivation for bringing that 
out. 

Renator BROCK. Mr. Brosan felt that he was personally--
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Brosan knew personally and disapproved of the 

background of one of the investigators or 'this committee: yes. 
Senator BROCK. Did he indicate" that he felt that that investigator 

was conducting a vendetta against him or against the agency be
cause he was thrre ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. He thought the man could he discredited and it was 
discussed as to whether action should be taken to discredit that in
vestigator. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Mr. Chairman, could we have that investigator's 
name~ 

Mr. RAR'rET,S. Yes. sir, Willinm Gallinal'o. 
Mr. Fm,D1\fAN. Could I interject onp thing~ I am sorry, Mr. Chair

man. You are saying then that the investigation was 'pot(lntially a 
vendetta against DEA because :Mr. Gallinal'o was rejected by Cus
toms~ 



Mr. 'BAR'rELS. No, sir. One of the areas that was discussed was how 
to handle it. One of the investigators was a man named Gallinaro. 
The question was raised whether or not to attack Mr. Gallinaro. 

Mr. FELDlfAN. After Mr. Brosan and Mr. Tartaglino left and this 
subcommittee became seriously involved in a review of integrity, 
management and corruption problems of DEA in December and 
January of 1914 up to the present time, do you have any knowledge 
of accumulation of material, reports or information by DEA, Cus
toms or other Government officials on any subcommittee members, 
Senators, or any subcommittee staff ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
1\t[r. FELDlIIAN. None. whatsoeved 
1\11'. BARTEr,s. None whatsoever. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Thank you. 
Senator BROCK. The committee has taken a great deal of time to 

investigate Thomas Durkin and his relationship with you, especially 
attempting to determine his access to confidential information . 
. ,Vithin DEA, who would normally be involved in determining 

the clearance of an individual such as Mr. Durkin ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Clearances are routinely handled by the Office of 

Inspection. That is the manual requirement. 
Senator BROCK. Mr. Brosan or Mr. Tartaglino ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Senator BROCK. Did they in fact clear MI'. Durkin ~ 
1\fr. BARTELS. No. sir. 
Senator BROCIL \Vhv ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I think because they assumed, as r did. that he had 

been cleared earlier when he came on as an advisor to Mr. Ingerson 
and BNDD. 

Senator BROCK. He was not then cleared either ~ 
MI'. BAR'rET-S. There was no full field invesHgaHon of him. A 

name check was dOnE" a background, an informal background check 
was done, hut no full field was done. 

Senator BROCK. Is there a personnel file or anything ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Sen~tor BROCK. Let me go to just a couple of broader questions. 

\iVe WIll have to stop very shortly. 
T.here ha~ been a chnrf!p. of endemic corruption and you have 

obvlO:usly cbsagreed with that charge. Maybe you would want to, 
just. 111 yonI' own words, elaborate on the objections you have to 
the chnrge of the substance. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. sir. I think it is very important because it in
volvC's the most important factor that an agency has, that is the 
puhlic confic1epr>,; In it. If there is endemic corruption in an agency, 
it is not being handled, the public should not give it that confi
dence. 

I have heard, it 'vas flhlted in the initial statement., r belirve, that 
this ('ommittr.p. had evi.dence that much like the Knapp Commis
Erion there was corruption in DBA. r have not seen that evidence. I 
don't belir.vp that it, exists. I believe that the actions that we have 
taken in DEA to revise Inspections to increase its effectiveness and 
to make it more able to handle allegations within the limitations of 
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the civil service system have made it more effective in preventing 
corruption in the future. 

So far the evidence that I heard of corruption involves allegations 
back in the sixities. I think it is dreadfully unfair to a group of 
agents who are asked to risk their lives, who are asked to do a 
type of work that is both personally dangerous, totally demanding 
and really results in very little reward, to suffer under that allega
tion. 

Senator BROOK. Not only in the defense of you but the agency 
itself, as Mr. Feldman just pointed out, I think it is im~ortant to 
Dote that the committee has Dot charged endemic corruptIOn, how
ever, inferences have been drawn which would lead to that conclu
sion. It is not a conclusion of the committee or, in my opinion, of the 
staff. 

Mr. BARTELS. r am glad to hear it. 
Senator BROOK. I think that is a fair statement to make. I think 

the record ought to be abundantly clear on that particular point. 
Senator Jackson asked you yesterday whether the problems of 

drug abuse had become worse since you assumed the role of Admin
istrator in July of 1973~ the implication being that you brought it. 

I know you responded in some fashion to a similar question to 
Senator Percy. But I think maybe r should offer you an opportunity 
to elaborate, if you would like to, on that particular reflection. 

Mr. BARTELS. There HI' a number of social causes. I am not a 
sociologist and I wouldn't presume to give the social causes for 
what canses drug use. 

One of them, obviously, is the breakdown of society and the vari
ous traditional restraints on society. I think the key to maintaining 
a lid on the extent of drug use is to continue to make it a national 
priority. It takes the efforts of treatment people, as the Senator 
said. It takes the efforts of our diplomatic corps and it takes the 
efforts of our enforcement people, both Federal, State, and local. 

I think that has to be continued. Unhappily, there is a limited 
leverage that 2,000 people can do. There is a limited leverage that 
even a great number of enforcement people can do. 

r think one of the happy factors is that other countries besides 
the United States are recognizing now that this is a problem. 

I have found aU sorts of bureaucratic opposition to attacking 
Turkey for going back into the growth of opium not the scale and 
extent that they did. I think they owe an obligation, that country 
owes an obligation to the international world under the treaty of 
1961 to show that it can control the growth. 

In 1971, they admitted that their history of 40 years demon
strated that they cannot control it. Here, 4 years later, they are going 
back on a scale twice as large as they wei'e in 1971, 103,000 farms 
have been licensed to grow opium there. 

There has been an amnesty which has freed all the narcotic traf
TIckers. That occurred in 1974. There still is a caretaker government 
which does not reany exercise any control over the various law en
forcement agencies which are sqllabbling among themselves. 

I am terrjbly concerned that that harvest is going to hit these 
shores. 
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Senator BROCK. I think it is only fair to you to let you know that 
I am almost a radical on this subject. There is very little, if any
thing, that is of greater COnCel'll to me. To say that I was disap
pointed with Turkey or disgusted or furious is a classic under
statement. I am equally, if not more disgusted and disappointed and 
furious, with our own Government for lacking the political will to 
deal with a fundamental problem of this magnitude that affects so 
many of our children in this country; not just children, but adults 
as well. 

That is something we will have to deal with in other hearings. 
I wanted to take one last tack with you, and that is when you 

were talking with Senator Percy much earlier this morning, you 
were discussing this, what is the descriptive terminology, the buy
bust technique, and you responded that 83 percent of the buy money 
went to class III and IV because you had to get into the systems 
to get to the I and II. That I can understand. 

I wish you would provide either here or for the record a little 
clearer statement as to the allocation of the resources of DEA in 
the field of education, of police agencies, not only domestically but 
internationally, in the field of international cooperation, and in 
the area which you discussed as being the area of probably stopping 
the flow before it comes to the shore. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. I would be happy to. 
Senator BROCK. If you would give us some specific detail on that, 

I think it would respond to the buy-bust charge which is a serious 
charge, but one which I think we can lay to rest. At least I hope 
so, because if it is valid--

Mr. BAR'.rELS. Then this agency doesn't deserve to exist. Yes, sir. 
Senator BROCK. I think we will let you rest for the balance of 

the day. I think the chairman will probably ask yon to come back 
on Monday. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. First of all, could I put two exhibi.ts in the record, 
the supplemental report on the so-calleel Kotz allegations as Mr. 
Bartels mentioned. I will put that in the record as exhibit 54. . 

Senator BROCK. "\Vithout objection. 
rThe document referred to' was markeel "Exhibit No. 54" for 

reference and is retained in the confidential files of the subcommit
tee.] 

Mr. FELmrAN. We will question you on that later. Let's put it in 
the field now. You mentioned some of the names. V\Te have refrained 
from doing that, Mr. Bartels. 

Then as exhibit 55, the agent's manual. 
[The document referreel to was marked "Exhibit No. 55" for ref

erence and may be found in the files of the subcommittee.] 
Mr. FELDMAN. For next week, Mr. Ohairman, Monday we would 

like to recall and finish with Mr. Bartels. I Imow it has been an 
arduous time. 

Mr. BAU'l'ELS. At 10 o'clock, Mr. Feldman ~ 
~fr. FEW1\fAN. Yes, 10 o'clock in this room. On Tuesday, we are 

gomg to have a former Deputy Attorney General, Laurence H. 
Silberman, now Ambassador to Yugoslavia, also in room 3302; then 
Wednesday, Thmsday, and Friday, we will be in oil hearings. 
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Then we will reconvene the drug hearings after that time and 
at a later time, Mr. Bartels, we wIll want you to come back and 
expand upon other areas such as the foreign problems associated 
with Mexico. 

Mr. BAR'I'ELS. Fine. Go~d. 
Senator BROOK. I am sorry. I would like to come back for one 

question. I am reminded I had missed it somehow in my quick 
summary there. 

Assistant or Deputy Attorney General Silberman and you met 
several times during the course of these proceedings in 1914. 

Did he make a recommendation and if so, what, to you, with 
regard to Brosan, Mr. Tartaglino in Decembed 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. He made a recommendation that on the 
basis of the findings and his judgment that these men be reassigned 
and then subsequently in January he reassigned them out of DEA 
over to the Department of Justice. 

Senator BROCK. On the basis that the--
Mr. BARTELS. The allegations were without substantial foundation. 

I only know what his public statement was. 
Senator BROOK. I just thought it would be fair to him to let him 

know that I hope to ask some more questions about that. So I 
thought it ought to be a matter of public record today so he has 
some advance notice of Tuesday. 

I think you for your patience. It has been a difficult time. We will 
have some more questions. We apprceiate it. 

[Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene Monday, July 14, 1975.] 

[Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Senator 
Brock.] 
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CHARLES H. PERCY, 
Ranldnu Minoritv Member. 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN R. 13ARTELS, JR,-Resumed 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Bartels, if you would resume the stand: 
please. 

You have already been sworn. 'We don't have to do that again. 
You, I understand, have had an opportnnit-y to make a statement 

on Friday. The purpose of the hearing this' morning is to simply 
clarify for the record the unans\vel'ed questions. 

(663) 
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I am just going to ask our Majority and Minority Counsel to put 
those questions to you. I might interj ect from time to time a thought, 
but I think it would be better to expedite matters to move along 
as quickly as we possibly can and wind this up. 

Mr. BATITET.S. Fine. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. Mr. Bartels, what we are going to do is continue 

through the statement, clarifying some of the points, to give you 
a chance to respond to questions we have w'ith regard to your state
ment. 

We were talking last Friday about the Moore study. On page 
24, you said Mr. Brosan's and Mr. Tartaglino's responses to Dr. 
Moore's study were a continuing source of puzzlement and concern 
to you. That is where we left off. 

You say they seemed to think that the very initiation of this 
study was a threat to their professionalism and a clear sign that 
you were not interested in an effective inspection program. 

The last question we had was how can Mr. Tartaglino both 
respond and not respond at the same time to the Moore study. You 
are saying that he chose alternatively to voice his objections to 
the Department of Justice ruthe~ than specifically respond to the 
Moore study and at the same bme you say before that he wus 
responding in a very negative way to the Moore study. 

Could you just clarify that statement? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. He didn't respond to any of these proposals 

that the Moore study made, any of these 11 proposals; rather, he 
went and made charges to the Department of ,Tustice. 

So that my answer is that I would have hoped that they would 
have responded to these 11 suggestions; that he agree with some; 
disagree with others. 

Instead, their active response was one of making charges tmre
lated to those proposals. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. On March 4, 1975, the staff of the subcommittee 
conducted a prehearing interview with Dr. Moore in the subcom
mittee offices. The interview was taped and transcribed, and with 
no objection, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make the transcription 
a sealed exhibit. Mr. Bartels, you and your counsel can have access 
to this. 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't have counsel, but I would like access to it. 
Mr. FELDMAN. You can have access to it later. Can we make that 

Exhibit No. 56 ~ 
Senator PERCY. ",Vithout objection, it shall be entered. 
[The Document l'efel'l'ed to was marked "Exhibit No. 56" for 

reference and will be retained in the confidential files of the subcom
mittee·l 

Mr. FELDMAN. It goes to the circumstances under which the Moore 
study was started, many of which you have discussed in your state
ment, but because it might contain some information which goes 
to metho~ology of the Department, we will keep it scaled for the 
present tIme. 

In the interview, Dr. Moore said he had a high praise for Mr. 
Tartaglino ancl that Mr. Tartaglino had great experience in law 
enforcement. He characterized his own experience 1n law enforce
ment as being virtually nonexistent. 
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Dr. Moore said that he was appreciative, therefore, of Mr. Tar
taglino for the advice and encouragement Mr. Tart~glino gave 
him. Dr. Moore then wrote up a management study whIch, accord
ing to your testimony on page 24 so upset Mr. Tartaglino that he 
went outside DEA into the Department of Justice. 

Question: Do you now assert that it is your belief that the Mark 
1100re management study was the cause of Mr. Tartaglino report
ing to the Department of Justice November 13 and November 14, 
1974~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I can't go into a man's mind or analyze his motives. 
I can tell you that those recommendations and the study found 
that the Office of Inspection under Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan 
was pretty much of a shambles, that the Moore study said we 
propose these changes. 

The Moore study was based on facts gathered by Mr. Hurney, 
Mr. Tartaglino, and others, and was under the general direction 
of Dr. Moore and rather than respond to those, he did go to the 
Department. 

Mr. FELDM:AN. Do you think that the Moore study was n. plausible 
reason for Mr. Tartaglino, a long-term veteran of Government 
service, to go outside channels as he did ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I suspect if he thought his reputation \Vas going 
to be hurt by the Moore study, he may have. Again, I don't know 
what was going through his mind. He never told me. During this 
entire time perIOd he was discussing with Mr. Casey and with me 
and with Dr. Moore some of these policy issues. 

At no time di~. he ever co~e to me and say, I disagree with you, 
I have got a cnSlS of consCIence, I think the two of us should go 
on over to the Department. 

Mr. FELD:r.fAN. You seem to infer that timing was a factor here ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. The timing is there. I can infer that. I can infer 

several other things, but I can't be sure what went through a man's 
mind. 

Mr. Fl'LDMAN. On page 24 of your statement you state that Tar
taglino and Brosan requested reassignment because they were bit
terly opposed to the iindings of the Moore study. The hearing 
record at this point indicates that it was not the Moore study at 
all which led Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan to ask for a re
assignment. 

Mr. BARTELS. 'Where does it say they were bitterly opposed to 
the Moore study ~ 

Mr. FELD:r.fAN. Page 24. Do you have that citation ~ 
Mr. BAR'rELs. I said they were affronted by the mere conduct of it. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Let's use your hnguage; do you have that language ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That was the jnitiation of it. I don't believe I ever 

said or they ever expressed that they were bitterly opposed to the 
recommendations of it. 'rhe reason I raised that is I think that 
is dreadfully important. I think the recommendatiollS in that 
Moor~ study made sellse .and are the mark of a professional and 
effectlve Office of InspectIOn. 

Mr. FELD1>rAN. You say that long before the study was iinally 
concluded and long before you had a chance to discuss the policy 
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issues and resource requirements, they had decided that these pro
posed policies weren't appropriate to an effective inspection program 
and they requested reassignment. 

Mr. BARTELS. That is exactly right. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. How do you know they decided that ~ 
Mr. BAR'rELS. You can just take a look at Mr. Tartaglino's memo

randum. On October 23, he said he went over to see Mr. Pommer
ening. After that time, he went over on November 13, and after 
that time, he went over on November 14. 

During this entire time period, he was discussing with Mr. Casey, 
Dr. 1'foore and me, these policies and yet he never told any of the 
three of us that he had been to the Department, requesting either 
reassignment 01' an investigation. 

1\£1'. FELmrAN. When were the conclusions of the l\f corp. study 
released ~ After November 14; after they went to Justice or before? 

Mr. BARTELS. No. The conclusions or the proposals, because they 
are not conclusions; there are discussions of these-we look forward 
to a discussion of these proposals. This was discussed, according 
to Dr. Moore and according to Mr. Hurney, with both Mr. Tartag
lino and Mr. Brosan on almost a daily basis through September 
and October. 

This report was typed in draft form sometime in November. The 
report was subsequently typed in final form sometime later. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Chairman, could I interrupt for just a second? 
Mr. Bartels, for our record in this case, did Dr. Moore consult with 
anyone in the preparation of this study? 

Mr. BARTELS. Prior to the study ~ During- the course of it? 
lvfr. SWAN. 'While it was being prepared. 
Mr. BARTELS. Dr. Moore told me and MI'. Tartaglino told me, 

and I saw them, that they met several times a week about it, that 
Mr. Tartaglino was working on the analysis of these cases and 
going through the files with Mr. Hurney, that Mr. Hurney in turn 
was discussing it with Mr. Brosrtn on a daily basis. 

So that some of the early findings in this study, as the study 
itself says, namely, that there is no management system, you can;t 
tell the resources, that the manual wasn't being followed, and that 
the cases weren't being closed, according to the manual were dis
covered. very early in that study and were discussed among Mr. 
Tartaghno, Mr. Brosan, Mr. Hurney, Dr. Moore, to a lesser extent 
with me, but very early in the game us Dr. Moore writes in here. 

He said we started out doing this study to see what the man
power requirements were but we found out we couldn't even tell 
because there are no priorities, for all the reasons. 

Mr .. SLOA~. To get back to my question, apparently there was 
very httle dll'ect comact between Dr. Moore and Mr. Brosan? 

Mr. BARTDLS. Almost no contact between Dr. Moore and Mr. 
Brosan because Dr. Moore wasn't doing the day-to-day work. Mr. 
Hurney was, and there was day-to-day contact between those two. 

Mr. SLOAN. Since the Office of Inspection was not bein a operated 
to Dr. Moore's .sati~iaction aiter ?is preliminary inqui~y, did he 
consult any offiCIals 1Il other agenCIes that have well-run inspection 
divisions~ 

Mr. BARTELS. He didn't; Mr. Hurney did. 
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Mr. SLOAN. 'Which agencies ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. It is in the report. I think he contacted FBI, all 

the major ones. 
Mr. SLOAN. No, I beg to differ. I think what he did "Was to com

pare some statistics from different agencies. 
Mr. BARTELS. He called up and found out how many men you 

have, what is the plan. He called them. 
Mr. SLOAN. Did he go to the FBI and speak to the chief in

spector~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't know whether he went over there, but he 

spoke to people in the various agencies. He told me to find out 
what their manpower requirements were, how many men they had, 
what their job was. 

For instance, the FBI has fe,Yer, it is 11 lot fewer because their 
type of inspection is such that most of it is done out in the field 
by the agent in charge of the various offices. The inspector with 
the inspector aide, has a different function than the inspector in 
DEA. 

Mr. SLOAN. Thank you. 
Mr. FELD1rfAN. Mr. Bartels, in Dr. Moore's prehearing interview 

of March 4, he said he was pressured to complete his management 
study: in mid-November of 1974. 

DId you ask him to speed it up or pressure him in any way or 
for any particular reason ~ First of all, did you pressure him or 
ask him to speed up the conclusion of the study ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. I told him-in mid-November. Does he say I 
pressured him, Mr. Feldman ~ 

Mr. FELD:r.IAN. He said that he was pressured to complete his 
management study of the Office of Inspection. 

Mr. BARTELS. You had better ask him what he means by that. 
I recall talking to him about it. No, there was 110 timetable. I have 
spoken to him both before and afterwards. I have spoken to him 
within the last several weeks. 

Mr. FEW:r.IAN. "\Vhat was the status of the Promuto case in mid
November, Mr. Bartels~ 

]~fr. BARTELS. It was open, right from September 17 to April. 
Mr. FEW:r.IAN. Is it not a fact that. you ordered the Office of 

Inspection to produce a frnal report in the Pl'omuto case by October 
19, 1974~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. I asked that the final report be produced even 
earlier than that. So that I asked that it be finished on September 
28 on that Saturday. 

I asked Mr. Richardson to tell Mr. Brosan to finish it earlier 
than that because Mr. Richardson had told me that he in turn had 
been informed the report was essentially complete. It went on for 
some period of time and a report was submitted on October 19. 

Mr. BroSQ,n asked for additional time. That was not a final re
port. ~ubsequent to that time, new allegations came in. They were 
lllvestlgated and no frnal report on the Promuto case was written 
until sometime in spring of 1975. 

Mr. FELDl'rIAl'/". You keep talking about the Promuto case having 
a duration from September up through April or May, the time 
you left. Is that correct ~ 
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Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I think it is. I think it was April or May. It may 
have been March, but it was up through the spring; yes. 

Mr. FELmrAN. Isn't it correct that there was no investigation at 
all for December, January, and up to February 2, when there was 
a supplemental investigation initiated after this subcommittee be
came involved in it ~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. No, that is not correct. I think if you ask Mr. Smith 
and Mr. Burke and Mr. Logay, you will find that they conducted 
the investigation sometime after December 20 and into the first of 
the year. 

Mr. FELmIAN. I have the investigation entitled, "Vincent 
Promuto"--

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. That is more than I had. I would have liked to 
have seen it. 

Mr. FELD1\IAN. Period of investigation, February 3 through March 
3, 19'75, and it is exhibit No. 3G which is sealed. I will be happy 
to show it to you; 28 exhibits and this is the period of investiga
tion. There seems to have been a hiatus between November and 
February when it picked up again. 

Mr. BAUTELS. No; I understand. Of course, there couldn't have 
been a hiatus in November because the case was still undergoing 
investigation into the Kotz allegations in November. 

Mr. FELD1\IAN. That was a separate allegation, the Kotz allega
tion. I am talking about the original allegations. 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. The original allegations, that case was kept open, 
was nevel:' closed and indeed wasn't until sometime in February 
that any of the people were interviewed in the original allegations. 

Mr. FELDMAN. "What investigation went on? We know that there 
are a lot of cases that are kept open in DEA. We found that out 
in this hearing. Between October 23 and February 2, what investi
gation went on ~ 

:Mr. BAu'l'ELs. Between October 23 ~ 
Mr. FEW1\fAN. Right. 
Mr. B.m'l'ELs. Kotz ,vas interviewed-
Mr. FELDMAN. Besides the Kotz allegation. 
Mr. B.m1'ELs. Up until December 20, it was under the control of 

MI'. Brosan and Mr. Tartaglino, to a leSRer extent. You will have 
to ask them what they did on it. After December 20, I gave it to 
Mr. Smith, told him again to take a look at that investigation and 
to continue it. He did so. The exact dates of what he did and 
when he did it, I don't have in front of me because that was the 
first time I have seen that file. 

Mr. FELDMAN. The record shows that no investigation was done 
between--

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I don't believe it does. I am basing this on my 
conversation with Mr. Smith, that he assigned it to two inspectors, 
that they reviewed it, that they took a look at the file, that they 
went ancl spoke to OffiC(ll'S of the Metropolitan Police Department, that 
subsequently they conc1uctec1 interviews. 

Mr. FELmIAN: That is the report I showed to you. 
Mr. BARTELS. I saw it for about 8 seconds while I was testifying, 

Mr. Feldman. You are asking me things that I don't have persoIl!'!.l 
Imowledge of. 
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Mr. FELD~rAN. Fine; if you don't then you don't. 
Mr. BAR1'ELs. But I do know that Mr. Smith picked that investi

o-ation up aO'ain on December 20, that as to the oricrinal six allega
tions, if yo{: call them that, in the Shomer letter of August lD, he 
told me later that. the major two had never been resolved and that 
he did resolve them. 

Mr. FELDl\fAN. MI'. Bartels, you have testified in a general sense 
that there was a continuous investigation going on regarding the 
Promuto case. I am trying to pinpoint what investigation did go 
on uetween October 23 and the report we ha,'e to try to pinpoint 
your own knowledge on it. 

Mr. BARTELS. But the point is you have charged there is a 
coverup. 

Mr. FELmuN. I haye not chargetl there is a coverup. 
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Tartaglino charged there was a coverup. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. That is a di:iTel'cnt story. I don't think subcom

mittee staff or any Senators haye chargeel that. 
Mr. BARTELS. I am glad to hear that. During that time period 

after October 19, when new allegations came in, they were investi
gated. Indeed, new allegations \\'ere sought. They were fully in
vestigated. My answer to you is that to the best of my Imowledge, 
that investigation was open during this entire time period, was 
conducted thoroughly and was cOllllucted diligently. 

Mr. FELDl\rAN. Still on page 2·1: of your statement, we want to 
pinpoint and get this for the record. You state on page 24 that 
long before the study was finally concluded and long before ,,,e 
had a chance to discuss the policy issues and resource requirements 
they-meaning Tal'taglino and Brosan-had decided that these pro
posed policies were inappropriate to an effective inspection program 
and ~hey requested reassignment. That is the language I want to 
exam me. 

How long 1>('-f01'e the adunl issuance of the study did Mr. Tal'
taglino and Mr. Brosan decide. thn conclusions of the Dr. 1\1oore 
stuely were inappropriate and, therefore, they had no choice but 
to ask for new assignmC'nts ~ 

Mr. RmTELs. l\Jr. Tartaglino went, first to the Department, accord
ing to his own memorandum, on Odober 23. He then went on the 
13th and the 14th of N ovembel'. During thut time period, he was 
discussing HlOse policy recommendations with Dr. 'Moore and yet 
never stuted that he had gone to the Department. So I would say 
it was at least during that time period from Odober 23 to No
vember 14. 

Mr. FEW:ilfAN. Did 1\11'. Turtaglino and 1\11'. Brosan have access 
to preliminary findings by Dr. Moore ~ 

Mr. B.m1'BLs. Yes, sir, thC'y weren't, findings as much as proposals. 
Mr. Tartaglino was part of the work team that did that sampling 
in study and went through the files and -found the place was a 
problem. 

Mr. li'Ew1tfAN. So before Mr. Tal'taglino "cme to nfl'. Silberman 
through ]\'(1'. Pommerening, he knew of Dr. Moore's findings ~ 

Mr. B,Ut'rELS. 'I'h.at is what I ,am informed by Dr. Moore, yes. 
Mr. FEW}rA~. Dld you ever dlscllss Dr. Moore's management study 

,,,jth Mr. Tal'taglino or Mr. Brosan? 
(j7·2Rl~-7;;--13 
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Mr. BARTELS. Discussed the findings of it, yes, and the policies. 
Mr. FELD:r.rAN. 'When did you do that? 
Mr. BARTELS. ""Ve discussed it on several occasions, the last being 

in Mr. Casey's office shortly before Mr. Casey and I went to Jamaica 
on the marihuana program down there. That would have been 
either the 13th or 14th of November, I believe. 

Mr. FELD:r.rAN. Did they express their objections to the study to 
you~ . . 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, they expressed obJections. It was Mr. Tartag
lino, stated that there were certain things, certain proposals that 
he didn't agree with. "We discussed them and agreed to keep the 
matter open. He stated in substance in front of me and Mr. Casey 
at one time I am not sure I want to work as chief inspector with 
these polici~s. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Who sa.id that ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Tartaglino. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Did you make a memorandum for the record? 
Mr. BARTELS. I didn't make memorandums of that; but ask Mr. 

Casey and I think he will corroborate it. 'YVe discussed it and he 
said yes, that he would look over the proposals, discuss them, and 
we discussed them further afterward. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one final question 
on this issue. 'With what policy did he not agree ~ Did he say 
specifically? 

Mr. BARTELS. V\T e had discussed hypothetically how to handle cer
tain types of cases. 'We discussed the concept of surveillance, the 
concept of using confrontation; we discussed closing cases, the 
reporting of closmg cases. vVe discussed them in general along those 
terms. 

Mr. SLOAN. You discussed the cases. ""Vhat did he object to? 
Mr. BARTELS. There was sometime in that discussion that took 

place in Mr. Casey's office that he stated I don't like any of this, 
to which I said, take a look at it. 

Mr. SLOAN. He didn't like all of what? The whole study? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. In other words. he didn't say I don't like 

point X 01' point X. Thel'e was sometime that he said I don't like 
this. We said, fine, take a look at it and come up with counter
proposals. These aren't locked in concrete. 

Mr. SLOAN. Did he? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. SLOAN. He never did; he just dropped it? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, because he went to the Department when I 

came back from Jamaica. I was informed that he had raised charg2s 
of fraud against me. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, I dm going to quote some from pages 
24 and 25 to put my next question in perspective. You said the 
following, on pages 24 and 25: 

More puzzling and alarming still is the tact that the Promuto investigation 
began shortly after I commissioned the Moore Study. Indeed, the Promuto 
allegations were presented to me in my first meeting with Mr. Brosan after 
the study was initiated. But I sometimes wonder how differ,nt the public 
record would look now if the Promuto investigation had not sprung up right 
at that moment. Instead of focusIng on an alleged "cover-up," we would be 
focusing on an inspection program that: 
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One: Lacked policy direction and accountability. 
Two: Violated the civil liberties of agents and in1iicted large personnel costs. 
Three: Destroyed agent morale, but :railed to produce sufficiently profes-

sional investigations to remove the agents from sensitive positions or clear 
them even after decades. 

Mr. Bartels, is it your intent to have us understand by the above
quoted remarks that there is a connection in your mind between 
the initiation of the Moore study and the initiation of the Promuto 
personnel integrity investigation ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. It is a connection in the public mind. I was just 
distressed during this entire time period to read articles in Jack 
Anderson and in a number of the public paJ;>ers that discussed the 
Promuto case as though it was a covel' up WIthout discussing what 
r considered to be the real issue. 

r have no personal interest in Mr. Promuto. I do express some 
concern about the concept of the way this inspection service was run, 
the concept of confrontation and the concept of having an effective 
inspection policy that was both fair and stHl effective. I was dis
couraged and still am that the American public faced () months of 
reading about Mr. Promuto and his personal Hfe to the detriment 
of this entire agency. r think it is misrepresentation. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Did you make a.vailable the Promuto file to any 
members of the press, the sensitive, so-called Promuto file ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I made available to Mr. Owens of the Jack Ander
son column parts of t11e Pl'omuto case after he had parts of that 
file. He had one-half of that file. I then discussed it with Mr. Silber
man that there was going to be a case that somebody had leaked to 
Mr. Owens, part of that file, and that it was going to come out in the 
paper. Mr. Silberman said to me, after checking with Mr. Promuto, 
to use my judgment and he gave me permission. 

Mr. FELD1tUN. To open that file, to make that file available? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. I spoke to Mr. Promuto-that was in January 

of 19'75-asked him pursuant to my discussion with Mr. Silberman, 
if there is going to be an adverse story, do you want me to give 
them part of the file ~ Do I have your permission ~ He said yes. 

Senator PERCY. What ,vas your motivation, Mr. Bartels ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. To get a fair story. 
Senator PERCY. In making those files available? 
Mr. BARTELS. To get a fair story out. Both Mr. Anderson and 

Mr. Owens told me that I had their word that they would write a 
fair story. They lived up to their word. 

Senator PERCY. Were these files available to this subcommittee 
at that time ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, I believe they were. 
Mr. FELDl\rAN. That is incorrect, Mr. Bartels. 
Senator PERCY. \Ve were told we couldn't have them because they 

were open files involving criminal investigations which might preju
dice the case. Therefore, we couldn't l1ave them. 
~r. BARTELS. To my knowledge, there was no criminal investi

gatIon. 
Senator PERCY. Involving an investigation--
Mr. BARTELS. To my knowledge, that file was turned over. I don't 

lmow when you got it because I wasn't--
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Senator PERCY. It was not available at that time. What date did 
you illrn the material over to Jack Anderson ~ 

IVIr. BARTELS. 1\1:1'. Anderson came over and saw me sometime in 
the first or second week of January 1975. He had been given parts 
and represented, and 'was able to prove it. 

Senator PERCY. ,iVhere had he gotten that other material ~ 
1t'Ir. BARTELS. Mr. Anderson didn't tell me. 
Senator PERCY. This is a very common technique used by re

porters. They give you some material and use that to induce you 
to give them more. 

Mr. BARTELS. That is right. What would have lJappened had I 
not responded would have been that a very distortecl and false 
story would have come ont. It involved in part that Kotz aHega
tion and it involved, I believe, actual copies of the file being given 
to the Anderson office, but at least the details of thosu allegations 
and one-half of them, both of them came to me and said we repre
sent if there is any truth to this fact, that ,ve will take a look at 
.it and write a fair story and not violate that man's rights. 

I spoke to Mr. Silberman. I then spoke to Mr. Promuto who 
gave permission for me to turn over that me and also we agreed 
to talk to Mr. Anderson. Mr. Anderson had Mr. Owens spend a 
great (leal of time 011 that file in l\Il'. Case:r~s office and as a result, 
of that, wrote a balanced story. 

Senator PERCY. How is this related to Silberman's inquiry and 
the subsequent press release saying the allegations were without 
substantial foundation ~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. That is a different set of anegations. Those were 
the Tartaglino allegations that I interfered with the Promuto 
case, that I was generally pretty much of a bad fellow and should 
be removed. That happened on Jttlluarv 1G. 

:rh~ point that you are making is a good one; that is, that during 
tIllS tnne period, there were an sorts of leaks coming out of DEA 
as to Promuto and Inspection in general. ,Yhile we were, trying to 
conduct this investigation in a professional manner, there were 
up sorts of rumors and storiC's coming onto 'V.e were being ques
tIoned by people who were prepared to 1Yl'lte very erroneous 
stories. 

Senator PERCY, I would ]ike to have tho majority counsel, if he 
could, advise me as to approximately when this subcommittee asked 
for aceess to those fiJes and to ('.onfirm to the Chair whether or 
not we were advised at the time we made the request that we 
could not have those files hecaus!.} they ,yere open files involvinO' 
an open investigation. 1::1 

Mr. ~EI,Dl\IAN. ,Ve asked for the files,in late ,January. ,Ye, cl~cl 
not reCClve the first part of the files untll early March al1d I WIll 
get the exact dates for the record. lYe .yore advisec1 that it was 
an open case by Mr. Hutchinson and it is a curious set of circum
stances, if I could relate. it to you. 

}\fl'. Hutchinson told me that this was an open case. I saicI if it 
was an open casc, why was the file made available to Mr. Ander
son ~ It seems inconsistent to make the file available to Mr, Anc1er
.son and/or his people and not to the sllbcommittee..,,-.-
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Mr. BARTELS. \\Tait a second. That implies 'we made it available 
first. Somebody else made. a-- ., . . 

Mr. F;EJ ... D~IAN. I am gomg to explam.thls to th~ cham~an: I ,am 
just tellmg you what I tolc~ Mr. Hutclllnson: I saId that If ll~ f~ct 
the file has been made avaIlable to the medIa, then I would lllSlst 
that the file be made available to the subcomm.ittee, whether or not 
he considered it an open or closed casco 

Thereafter, I was called back and told it would be made avail
able to the subcommittee. Mr. Ohairman, I kno,v. that you and 
Senator Jackson have an excellent relationship with the ..c'l.ttorney 
General. He has been most helpful in expediting things. 
. In the trenches, it has been slightly different. Every document 
we asked for is carefully scrutinized as to whether it refers to an 
open or closed case. '1'he Department of Justice line personnel 
would have us run oversight hearings on allegations that are 4: 
years aIel and completely closed. 

That has been one of the real problems here, open and closed 
cases. The Department of .Tustice definition is that any case, crimi
nal or administrative, which is being looked at' should not be 
made available to ·the subcommittee. That has been a fundamental 
problem in our hearings. But to go back and answer youl' question, 
that is the scenario of events ancl we were denied this file until I 
brought this to their attention. 

Senator PEROY. Mr. Bartels, could von tell the subcommittee 
what yOUl' instructions were with respect to cooperation with this 
subcommittee ~ v\;re have always handled sensitive matters ,vith dis
cretion. 1Ye always take into account requests for executive sessions. 
,Ve have never breached conHdence in those sessions. But we call
not eXE'rcisl': our oversight responsibilities without full cooperutioll. 
As the majority counsel hus indicated, eyery Attorney General, 
right straight through, has offered us that degree of cooperation. 
,Ye expect a policy t.o be established at the top and carried out. 

,)That instructions were you given ~ ,V ere you given any instruc
tions other than to coopenlte fully with this 'subcommittee'? 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Of course not, and we did cooperate fully. V\! e 
gnye you-I would like to ask that the Department supply for 
the rC'cord a list of evel'Y ag(.'llt and the number of hours that they 
have been caneel in and the number of sessions and the records 
that we have sent ovc'1' and the mes that we have brought over 
which arC', to my Imowledge,ruw files 'with the exeeptioll of an 
in'formant's name being taken ont. I don't believe we hale ever 
submitted to you a synopsis and denied yon our me, nor do I be
lieye ,\v(' failed in any request that you have asked. 

:Mr. FELDnIAN". That is not trne. 
:\fr. Rm'rELS. I said I don't beliC''ll':. 
:\:fr. FELDlIIAN. Yes; the Oarall1ian case, the Guzman caSe, the 

Salazar cuse. 
:Ml'. nAR~rI~U;. Those 11'(>1'(' open inY('stigations. 
:Mr. Fm,D1IIAN. You just said raw ftle. Yon said any file. 
1\11'. BARTEr,S. Any file. I bplieve you havC' had raw IilC's of all 

closed c:ases as. oppo~ecl ~o synopses. Bnt when the Departn1P.nt is 
conductmg an JllvestJgatlOJ1, I suspect they are taking the posture, 
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'Rnd this is the posture of Mr. Levi, and I think it is the posture 
of all the Attorneys General. 

Mr. FELDMAN. I could point out how ludicrous this circle could 
go. The Promuto case was closed. We decided to look at it. Then 
they decided to review it. Therefore, it became an open case. 

Mr. BARTELS. It was never closed and that statement is inac
curate. It is totally inaccurate .. It is not true. It simply isn't. There 
is a closing situation, a manual requirement as to how one closes 
a case. In every closed case, I believe you got the file. I believe you 
got the raw file, not a summary. I don't believe we ever had that 
situation. 

If the amount of pages that were submitted over to you, the 
number of witnesses that you had total access to them, I believe 
speaks well for the cooperation. I don't lmow of any investigation 
that has gone on where there has been as much turned over. 

Senator PERCY. Did we receive in the Promuto case the interviews 
-of the FBI agents? 

Mr. FELD~fAN. No, Mr. Ohairman. The Promuto case is a curious 
·case. They now say they gave it to uS by mistake because it was 
really an open case; that the task force is examining the FBI ex
'amination which, therefore, makes that part of an open case; but 
they could give us the rest of the file. 

lt has been curious trying to sort out what. we could or could 
not have in the Promuto case. But we were demed the FBI report. 

Mr. BARTEToS. The FBI was not involved in the Promuto case, 
just as Mr. Hutchinson has testified and as I gather, others have, 
-and Mr. Silberman will, I would assume, that the FBI was called 
in to investigate Mr. Tartaglino's charges against me, not whether 
or not :1\11'. Promuto had been involved in any manual violation. 

Mr. FELDl\fAN. That is true. 
Mr. BARTELS. In all fairness, I have never seen the FBI recurds 

either, nor do I believe anyone has. So it is not as though I am 
holding- something away from you. 

Mr. FELDl\fAN. Did you submit a written statement to the FBn 
:Mr. BARTELS. No. I was interviewed. I have never seen the report 

that they made of it; nor any other. 
1\11'. FELDlVIAN. Oould I ask one other question? 
Senator PERCY. Go right ahead, please. 
Mr. FELD~rAN. Have yon ever authorized or directed any of your 

field offices in Mexico and South America to make open case' files 
available to the press? 

Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask again counsel on both sides 

whether or not this subcommittee has been denied access to anv 
documents that would have been helpful in expeditjng the work of 
this subcommittee. Has the subcommittee been subjected to what I 
might term-let's put it in the harshest term-undue delay. Is that 
a fact? 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Ohairman, regrettably, I llave to agree that 
unnecessary delays have occurred. There are certain documents we 
haven't gotten a,t all; even more often than that, there are many 
documents we have gotten only a.fter a very, very long delay. 
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For example, there is a file that we received last week which was 
requested approximately 6 weeks earlier. Such delays make it 
very difficult for us to carrv on the investigation since we do not 
know who is reviewing the" files and what, if any action is being 
taken I1fter such a review. . 

Mr. BARTELS. I think that would be addressed to the Attorney 
General. I think you ought to be specific rather than talking gen
eralities. 

Mr. FELDJlIAN. We have been specific in letters. 
Mr. BARTELS. One of my discussions with the people in the De

partment of Justice was that this committee had been given every
thing and had been done so promptly. I was assured of that and 
I still believe that is true; still believe that is true. 

There may be cases that are open investigations that were, where 
the Department refuses to turn them over until they are closed. But 
I believe a fair reading of the record will show that there has been 
total cooperation by DEA. I believe, also, by the Attorney General. 
This investigation started essentially during the transition between 
Mr. Saxbe's tenure and then the incoming of Attorney General Levi. 

I believe that the policy of both those Attorneys Genera] has 
been to turn over everything to this committee. I, indeed, was sur
prised and shocked that, unlike the FBI investigation, this agency 
was turning over raw files. 

Senator PEROY. I think one of the lessons we are going to learn 
frol11 this case and many others now being considered, is that if 
there is anything fundamentally wrong wlth our Government, it 
has been the lack of oversight by the Congress. ,Ve have not exer
cised that duty in a responsible manner now in a way that the 
American public should exvect us to exercise it. 

This Government is not Just the executive branch. It is a tripar
tite government. The judiciary exercises its responsibility only 
when cases are brought before it. vVe have to be the initiators. 
Certainly, I have always expected that we would get cooperation. 

,Ve were neglectfnl in the CIA case because wrongfully the Con
gress of the United States just assumed there were certain things 
they shouldn't know about, there were certain things they shouldn't 
do anything about. But that is no longer true. There is a new 
day now. We recognize it is our business. There isn't anyone in 
this country, including the President of the United States, that 
can simply say this Government is only his business. 

We intend to exercise that duty and responsibility. So I think 
this subcommittee is going to be much more insistent in the future 
than we have been in the past and probe much deeper than we 
ever, have before, and. ask for and, if necessary, demand the coop
eratlOn of the executIve branch of Government. ,Ve llever fan to 
get it at the top levels. It is our job to see that it is carried right 
;straight through. 

The staff of this subcommittee is backed up and supported with 
all the authority we can give them so that they will not be sub
jected to undue delay. 
. I ~hink this colloquy is helpful to us and in princi1?le, I think 
It remiorces what r am SlU'e Senator J acksoll, myself and every 
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member of this subcommittee will look upon as our renewed effort 
in the oversight responsibilities. 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Good. I think it would be fair just to put in; I 
don't have access to it now, but hopefully, DEA will put in the 
number of man-hours they submitted, the number of people who 
were interviewed, the number of files that were turned over and 
the extent of the cooperation. 

Mr. FELDMAN. You asked for cases. I will giye you a couple of 
very simple cases. 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. They are open ~ 
Mr. FELDl\rAN. It all depends how you define open. Cal'amian 

case--
Mr. BARTELS. Is open. 
Mr. FELD:\fAN. But there arc two inspections closed. Another in

spection made is closed. ,Ylw when we asked for information-
Mr. BARTELS. You will ha,~e to ask the Attorney Gen('ral. 
Mr. FELmfAN. ,Veren't you the DEA Administrator at that time? 

Why was the Caramian case closed? 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't know that it was closed. I will take a look 

at it. To my knowledge, there were no open cases, 110 closed cases 
that you ,vere never denied. . 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, I woulcllike to continue with a fe,Y more 
questions following the: (iuotation I l'C'ad. lYe had just established 
that in your mind the Pl'omuto inn-stigation--

:llfr. BARTEr_s. Bob, which quote ~ You mean the destToyed agent 
morale~ 

Mr. SLOAN. The one with the tlm>e points. Established that the 
Promuto investigation in your mind, the Prol11uto ill1'('stigation 
and the Moore study were not related. Is that right? 

~fr. BAR'rELS. No. I think you asked me to comment on why I 
was alarmed that the Promuto investigation began right after it. 
They were related. 

Mr. SWAN. ,Vas there a connection? 
Mr. BARTJ~Ls. It depends on whom.. Go al1('ad. 
~fr. SWAN. COll1wction in \'OlU' mind between the iuitiation of 

one and the initiation or the other? 
iYfr. BARTELS. Do I think thev initiated the Promuto case as a 

response to the 1\1oore invrstigat'ion simply because they knew th<,y 
had all sorts or problems and to corel' it up? 

Mr. SLOAN. That is one possible way to put it? 
Mr. BARTJ~LS. Is that what vou mean? No. 
:\11'. SW.\N. Do von think tlwl'e ,vas anv connection? 
7\11'. BARTELS. I clon't know what went through their minds. 
1tfr. SWAN. I would like to ask a rC'w folloWllp questions. For 

the record, what clay did you commission Dr. Moore to begin his 
management study? 

::\II'. B.\RTEUl. September 7. That was the Saturday. I belieye that 
was th(' Saturday, 

:\Ir. SLOAN. Berore your depart1ll'e to Enrope ~ 
)fr. BAR'rELS. Yes; that was the 7th. 
::\[1'. SLOAN. S<'l)tember 7? 
Mr. BARTELS. Y <,s. 
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Mr. SLO.\N. On what date did Mr. Brosan start his investigation ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I am informed that he started his on Tuesday, 

September 10. 
Mr. SLOAN. ·While you were in Europe ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. On what date did Mr. ,\Tilliam Durkin, Assistant 

Administrator for Enforcement at DEA, alert Mr. Brosan that 
Mr. Promuto was showing up in surveillance reports of the orga· 
nized crime and rackets section of the Metropolitan Police De
partment ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I haven't got the faintest idea. 
Mr. SLOAN. Can you give us--
Mr. BARTELS. I can't give you any help. You will have to ask 

either Mr. Durkin or Mr. Brosan. 
Mr. SLOAN. Did he inform you after he got back from Europe ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No, Mr. Brosan did. Mr. Brosan informed me on 

September 17. 
Mr. SLOAN. You have no idea as to when 11e notified Mr. Brosan ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. ,Vhen Mr. Durkin did ~ 
Mr. SLOAN. Right. 
Mr. BARTELS. No, nor have I ever spoken to either of thcm about 

that. 
Mr. SLOAN. ,V"hat day did Mr. ,Villiam Durkin learn-
Mr. BARTELS. I thought that is who we were talking about. 
Mr. SLOAN. I mn going to ask a diffcrent question. ·What day 

did Mr. ·William Durkin learn of the information in the ·Wash
ington police surveillance report ~ 

:Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I don't know. 
Mr. SLOAN. You don't know~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. It wasn't until these hearings started or shortly 

before that I ever learned he was inyolved. I tllought it came from 
some group supervisor over in the ,Vashington district offices. 

Mr. SLOAN. So you wouldn't know from whom MI'. Durkin got 
the information ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I learncd later. I read your testimony that appar
ently it came in 011 a discussion, either to Mr. A1'lltz, :Mr. Dayle, and 
then from Mr. Arntz, to Mr. Dayle, to Mr. Durkin and Mr. Brosan. 
But I can't help you on your inquiry as to whether there was a 
time delay, ,vho is right between Mr. Durkin and Mr. Arntz, Mr. 
Dayle, and ~fr. Brosan as to when that happened. 

Mr. SLO;\X. Let me ask you this question: ·When and how did 
you first learn that the Mi:Mopolitan Police Department had de
Yeloped information regarding the activities of Mr. Promuto ~ 

M:r:. BARTELS. On September 17", from Mr. Brosan and Mr. Rich
al'dson. 

Mr. SLOAN. By the way, Mr. Bartels, to clear up our record on 
the timing of the September '{ date, did yon commissioll that study 
ill writing ~ I believe you said the othc'r day that this was done 
on the telephone. 

Mr. BAR'rELS. That was on the telephone. 
Mr. SWAN. On Saturclay~ 
Mr. BAnTEr,~. Yes, then 011 JHonc1ay, Dr. ]vIoore tells me he had 

it meeting with Mr. Tartaglino and others about the sttlcly. 
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Mr. FELDIlIAN. On page 6, Mr. Bartels, you s.ay on Septe~ber 9. 
You instructed Dr. Moore to assemble a commIttee of expel'lenced 
persollllelo The reason I am trying to pinpoint the dates--

Mr. BARTELS. The committee-I did. I instructed him to assemble 
the committee on September 9, but I gave him the instructions on 
September 7. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, you have read the testimony of Messrs. 
Dayle and Arntz? 

Mr. BARTELS. No. I have been told about it. 
Mr. SLOAN. Are you aware of the fact thut those two DEA offi

cials have testified before this subcommittee that they were advised of 
the information relating to Mr. Promuto as early as the week of 
August 12, 1974? 

Mr. BARTELS. The letter wasn't even written until the 19th. 
Mr. SLOAN. That is right, but they ·were aware earlier. 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. SLOAN. They found out before ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. They fmmd out even before the letter? ""\Vhy didn't 

they call up Inspection? They have a manual obligation to call 
Inspection immediately. 

Mr. SLOAN. I think' the manual requires that it be put into the 
chain of command. 

Mr. BARTELS. I think it requircs that this information notify 
Inspection, but I may be wrong. At any rate--

Mr. SLOAN. Are yon aware that both agents, Arnt.z and Dayle, 
testified that Mr. 'William Durkin was advised of the Promuto 
allegations prior to September 1, 1974? 1Ve had some differences 
about the exact date. 

Mr. BARTELS. I lmow there is a difference on the date. 
Mr. SLOAN. But it was before September 1, 1974? 
MI'. BARTELS. According to their testimony? 
Mr. SLOAN. Right. . 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. No. 
Mr. SLOAN. lVe had them back a second time to establish that. 
Mr. BARTELS. liVhat does Mr. Durkin say? lVhy don't you call 

him about it? 
Mr. SLOAN. ""\~Te did call Mr. Durkin. His tC'stimonv was some

what unclear on this point. Let me say this, Mr. Bartels: Mr. 
Durkin says the information was passed' along as soon as he got 
it and he p~ssed it on, according to testimony, on the 10th of 
September. '1herefore, he couldn't have gotten it before the 10th. 
Howcver, Arntz and Dayle have establishecl that Mr. Dayle informed 
Mr. Durkin of this information by September 1. So we are left 
with a lO-day hiatus. 

Mr. BARTELS. You are left with a difference in testimony. The 
answer js I don't 1010W anything about jt. When I found out about 
that was when this testill1011Y started. But I thought agents had 
the obligation to keep Inspection in:formec1 immediately. I may be 
'''rong in that. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, I believe that they had an obHgation 
to {ret it into the chain of command, which tliey did. 

Mr. BAn-flU,S. No. I thought the chain of c0l11111and was in through 
Inspection. I may be wrong 011 that. 
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Mr. SLOAN. I think that they did not violate the manual in get
tinD' it to the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement. Assuml1lg 
that agents Arntz and Dayle found out about the Promutoallega
tions during th~ week of August 12, how .do you expla;in the lap~e 
of 30 days before the Office of InspectIon ".vas adVIsed of tlns 
information ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Because I don't assume they found out on the 12th. 
I have no reason to assume that. 

They didn't tell me that. ~Ir. Durkin's testimony is counter to it. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, you should understand that Mr. Dur

kin's testimony doesn't go to whether the August 12 date is accurate. 
It goes to when he learned about the information concerning Mr. 
Promuto. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. He says he learned--
Mr. SLOAN. But they say that they learnecl on August 12 or there

abouts. That leaves a month. 
Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Sloan, you have said there is a conflict in 

testimony. Mr. Arntz and Mr. Dayle said they got it earlier. Mr. 
Durldns says he got it later. You said assuming, I believe Mr. Arntz 
and Mr. Dn,yle, how do I expln.in it ~ One, I can't tell you. I don't 
even play games with you. But I have never heard any of this. 

I am listening to you. I don't know if there is an honest mistake. 
I can't imagine. Did Mr. Arntz, Mr. Dayle tell you that Mr. Durkin 
sat on it for a month? I don't know. 

Mr. SLOAN. Possibly this is a debater's point, but I want to re
iterate that there is no conflict between Mr. Durkin and Messrs. 
Arntz and Dayle on the August 12 date. 

Mr. BARTELS. Mr. Dayle said he got it on August ~ 
Mr. SLOAN. No. There is a conflict as to when it was passed on 

to Mr. Durkin. As to the August 12 date, there is no conflict. You 
are just saying you don't Imow~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I haven't gotten the faintest idea. 
[At this point, Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing roo111.J 
Mr. SWAN. To your direct knowledge, who within DEA had 

lmowledge of the Promuto information prior to September 10, 197'H 
Mr. BARTELS. I have no idea. 
Mr. SLOAN. You have no direct knowledge on that~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I have no direct or indirect Imowledge, no, sir. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, at the bottom of page 24 in your prepared 

statement, you state that instead of ":focusing on an alleged cover
u:Q, we would be focusing on an inspection program"-this is 
relating to the Moore study-"that (1) lacked policy direction and 
ability; (2) violated the civil liberties of agents and inflicted large 
personnel costs; (3) destroyed agent morale, but :failed to produce 
sufficiently professional hwestigations to remove the agents from 
sensitive positions or clear them even after decades." 

Are we to understn,nd that these three conclusions are contained 
in the management study of Dr. Moore ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. "Well, yes. Not verbatim; that is not a quite 
but yes. It is ill theta. It is also my conclusion. I adopt it. Certainly: 
t.he Moore study says there was no policy direction. That is one of 
the basic things it discussed. It said there wus no accountability 
because thCl:e was no management system. 
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Mr. SLOAN. Could vou cite any specific parts of that study that 
'wotlld support directly those three conclusions? Those are very 
strong statements. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. Do you have a copy of the Moore study with you? 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. Yes; but I thinl,: it is even in my testimony. First 

it is on page 12 of my statement: 
The Moore study having decided it is essential to establish priorities for 

illClivWual cases" we tried to define a priority system. 

That is a quote. Then it goes 011 and discusses the policy issues 
~I am referdng to pages 13, 14, 15, and 16 of my study in which 
it says finally on page 1G-not of my study, my statement: 

It is worth noting Butt none of tIle ohservations in tIlis section are either new 
or iuconsistent with the existing writtpn policies of the Office of Inspection, 
'I'he exIsting Inspection lllanual recognizes the importance of presuming inno
cence and then planning for investigations, ancl then closing cases according 
to the manual. 

So that, yes, I can go through it with you if yo,u want all of 
those points. In other wOl'ds, do I think my concluslOns, onc, two, 
thrce are SUppol'tE'd 'within the statement ~ 

Mr. SLOAN. Destroyed agent morale ~ 
i\fr. BARTJ~LH. Yes, sir. If you talk to any of those agents who 

subsequently found out that they have bpen unde1' tt cloud that 
there were allegat.ions made in lOGS illYoh·ing alleged improprieties 
in 11)56, you can imagine 'what that cloes to their morale. 

I spoke to a regional director earlier this week who said his kids 
came hl and said the neighbol's had heen asking 'whether his daddy 
owns one of the corrnpt ones, That; dl'Rtl'OyS momle. Yes, sir, when 
these charges of endemic COl'l'uption that get printed in the paper, 
yes. 

1\1(1'. SWAN. The WOl'd "endemic" waR llsed the othC'l' day. This 
subcommittee has made no chal'gC's of endemic corruption. 

l\fl'. BAH'l'Er,s. 'Widespread by :Mr. Tartaglino. It has been in the 
paJ?C'r. Sometimes they gC't misprinted, but that is the point I was 
tl'ymg to make, that rathel' than have the pub1ic (,OllCC'pt of what 
this agcncy is about, go off Oil the basis of Mr. Promnto's, solely 
on the hasiR of :Mr. Pl'onmto's j)C'I'SOlUll life or this so-called wid(;
spread (!ol'1'nption, I 'was shockC'd bC'('UllflP. I thought, had it not been 
for. the Pl'omnj~o case, that debate wonld have gone off on the more 
rational issue of the naturc, how to ('onw up \yith an effective and 
yet fair inspcrtion pl'0p-Tam, wl)i('h I j'hillk is more important to 
thE' agency and to the public rOI1('<']lt of! that agtmcv. 

Smator N"CNN rpT'C'sicling]. :Mr. Hal'tC'ls, ex('use m'e JURt a minute 
on this point. I j'bink that· is the hral't of what we Itl'e 'talking about 
h<'l'e in thesl' whole heal'ings. l'ath('l' than just the Pl'omuto case. 
I think that ifl just 011(' matter. . 

'rhe underlying questions of this committee arc really the undt>l'
ly,illp; qnestion of tl18 F~c1('raJ Gm'el'nmeu{' ~s how do. we deve~op 
wlthm WlllttcWCL' agency 1S gOl1lg to he J1ftllcllmg llnrcot!cs, Imowll1O' 
nll 01<' dangers of hig money associated, knowing that thero js n~ 
vjt·tim, thl'l'CI arc victhml. but they arc not eomplailling; victims lls11al1y. 
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How do we get creative and e:ffectiw. mechanisms to deal with 
internal security and yet nt the same time respect the-of course 
civil liberties of the agents? 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, sir. I think that is ('xactly it. I don't think they 
are inconsistent. This agency is governed by Civil Service .. So. when 
you make charges you haye to make charges that [Lre wlthm the 
Civil Service system and aUoy!' prosecution in them. 

·When you allow these cases to lie dormant for mnny years, it 
yiolates the Civil Service. The Civil Seryice simply won't go after 
them. I think the system that has evolved as a result of the Moore 
study is far more pl'odl1ctiYe and does of reI' the American people 
some guarantee that corruption and integrity problems will be rc
vealed. 

Fol' example, a management systl"m has been c1Pyelopec1, a differ
ent type of invcstigatiye technique has been deyeloped. So we arc 
not solely hwestigating al1cgatiol1s of past corruption. Thc1'0 is 
]lOW a patrol system. That patrol system inrol res for the first time 
the use of computerized program which takes the chemical flllnl;ysis 
of buys, the purchases made, and compares them so that if it turns 
out that an agent has lJought narcotIcs and there is any pattern 
that can be developed where Cycl'yboc1y else pays $10 for a pure 
m.illigl'am and that agent is constantly paying $5'0, you see the pos
sibility of some money gOhlg away. 

There is now a single l1arcotic ill·formant system for the entil'e 
n,gency \yhich, again, is compntl'rized to show' that the infol'mants 
al'c working, not working one agent against anot11C'l' or: yieC' ym'sIl. 

Now thero is a managC'Dlent syst('m whirh I snbmitted to the 
committee, snhCOlnmittc(', which providt's hoth ·£01' c1H111ges in tlw 
basic cascmaking report as well as showing it in t11r inspection in
vestigations in order to show that thcl'c is a lllC'tllOdology that can 
deteet patterns of corruption. 

r think, in short, that the reeommrnclatiolls of that Moore stmlv 
followed by these Hi-some itrms which I }uwe pnt at the very 1.'11<-1 
of my testimony, Senator. It showed the defiricnck:-; in the earli(ll" 
inspection program and the continuation 01' the timetflble for their 
being remedied, set :forth fl program that I belien! is a responsible 
n,ncl if not n, perlert OM is much better than ·we hacl before. 

1\:[r. FI~LD::\rAx. Could I jnst int<~rl'npt? You made n statemeut 
that 1\:[1'. Tartaglillo had stated in this forum that thel'(, was wide
spread corruption \vit11in DEA. I \vould like you to cite the recol'c1 
reference to that. 

Mr. BAR'rELS. Let me take 0. look at it and get hack to you. 
Mr. FELmrAN. "\V c will contiuue on questioning. . 
Ml:. BAWl'ELS. If you. arc willing to state that you have no evic1C'lleC 

?:f: wldesp~'ead COl'I.'UptIOl:, as I guess w~ did before on Friday) that 
IS the lUn,lll purpose. It IS my recollectIon tllut Mr. Tartaglillo did 
state that. 

Mr. FEi~l)}rAN. You are chal'ftctel'izing someone else's testimony. 
I want to be fair to him. 

M1:'. BARTELS. 'l'hat is right. It is my recollection that he diet r 
may be wrong, but it is my recollection. Rathel.' than holcl it up, I 
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am concerned about the public image of this agency. It is more 
important than my recollection or Mr. Tartaglino's allegations. 

I think for the American people to have confidence in an agency, 
it ouo'ht to be bl'ou~ht out that there hasn't been any testimony of 
wide;pr~ad corruptIOn in DEA. 

Mr. FELDMAN. That is ,yhy we are trying to have the record be 
very clear on that. 

Mr. BARTELS. Great. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, usin,?' your own language on those three 

points, what policy direction ana accountability did you give during 
the 17 months that passed by--

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. I am glad you asked that. 
Mr. SLOAN. Let me finish so we have it on the record. The period 

I refer to is from July 1, 1973, when you became Administrator, 
until November 1974, when you concluded that the Office of Inspec
tion was deficient. 

Mr. BARTELS. What policy direction ~ 
Mr. SLOAN. I believe policy direction and accountability is the 

term you used. 
Mr. BARTELS. The first thing I did was get rid of that 13-man 

covert inspection program which allowed anonymous allegations 
to be acted upon without any confrontation. 

Mr. SLOAN. "'ho prepared that plan ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That was prepared in BNDD. 
Mr. SLOAN. Who was its authod 
Mr. BARTELS. I can tell you several. I can't tell you who the odg

inal was. It was done with Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Fuller and in 
fairness to them they didn't object to it being disbanded in JUly 
of 1973. 

It was started in April of 1971. It was done orally, so I don't 
lmow. I believe it was clone orally. I never saw any papers on It. 
I was informed about it. In fairness to them, they said this is not 
a good plan. It hasn't been working, and it does allow this sort of 
anonymous action and cause problems. 

There were rnmors out in the field that snch people existed and 
that caused all sorts of further morale problems. 

Mr. SLOAN. That was point number one. You eliminated that pro
gram. 

Mr. BARTEr,s. Second, I followed their monthly reports which 
stated what they thought the problems were. I incr~ased their man
power and I a110wec1 them to continue in an operational manner as 
they had in the past. 

Mr. SLOAN. Do you ~'ecal1 how much the manpower was increased ~ 
Mr. BARTET"S. Yes, SIr, I do. 
Mr. SLOAN. In July~ 
lI~r: ~A~TELS. In .ruly of 1973 there were 24 inspec~ors. 'fhere was 

an lll~tlal ~ncr~ase o~ 9, up to 33. W'e.opene.d a llew reglOnalmspection 
office III Mmml. ",Va mcreased the CIVIl sel'Vlce grade of the Office of In
spection from a 15 to an 18 to preserve Mr. Tal'taglino's grade. We 
increased the budget of the Office of Inspection from approximately 
an increment of u.lmost 100 persons duril1g that time pedod. . 

1Vhen Mr. rrartaglino in August of 1974 wrote me the memoran
dum, Mr. Sloan, that was the basis for the initiation of the Moore 
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study, I then increased the office another seven, the ceilulg of the 
office, another seven positions. 

So it went up before 'we started the Moore study. If you are say
UFT in the first year or so I diel not know of any of these problems 
within inspection or the nature of them or the widespread. source 
of them, that is right. 

Althouo-h Mr. Bros[tll did tell me about Mr. Durkin, that he may 
be mentigned in a trial and Mr. Jensen might he mentioned in a 
trial. 

After tllat, once the Moore study came out, and once Dr. Moore 
fOlmd that the manual was being violated, we did make substantial 
changes and I think they make sense. I haven't seen anybody change 
them. I think it is good both for the agency and for the public's 
confidence. 

Mr. SLOAN. Let me go to the next point. '\Yhat about large person
nel costs~ 

Mr. BARTELS. There were tremendous personnel costs because what 
happened was that the office was being run as-these cases were 
being held over people and it was being run in an inefficient manner. 
For example, the allegations that were made in the Civil Service 
cases that we mentioned on Friday involving allegations brought in 
of corruption before Civil Service that were thrown out because 
they were more than 3 years old, put that man in the posture of 
being totally-in other words, what happeneel was in 1972 a case 
is brought in Civil Service. 

It charges Mr. X with being corrupt. Civil Service then throws 
the case out and says, look, this case is 3 years old. In the meantime 
you have promoted him, you never elid anything about it ,,,hen you 
first heard about it. Therefore, we are going to throw the case out. 

vThat that does is it puts Mr. X in the position of being some
thing of a martyr. He is antimanagement because he has been 
dragged through this) it has failecl and it is very difficult to bring 
another integrity case agaulst him. 

Senator N UNN. May I ask a question here ~ I understand the FBI 
is not subject to Civi'l Service. 

Mr. BARTEr,S. Yes, sir; it is not; that is right. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhat is the distinction of the FBI and why are 

they not subject to the Civil Service, 01' is DEA ~ 
Mr. BARTl~LS. It is historical. I believe the FBI is the only agency 

that is not subject to the Civil Service. 
Senator NUNN. Do you recommend that for DEA? 
Mr. BARTBLS. I recommend it certainly for the upper echelons. 

Yes, sir. ,Vhen I came in, Senator, I had no choice in my manage
ment team. It was a merger of several agencies. Each officer in 
t~at agency, especi?-lly in the upper echelon, had a Oivil Senrice 
rlg~fi not only to Ius grfl;cle but to his job. 

f:?CI that ?ne couldn't p1C!;: or, ch~o~e. Yon had ~o bring an ad ,Terse 
nctwn ngamst n man, whIch IS cbflicult to sus tam on n mere man
agement situation, or you kept him even though you didn't like 
hIm.. 

I think it makes a lot of sense especially witH. the comparison 
jn ~alal'ies between a G8-15 and a GS-1S 'that the man, that the 
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next administrator, of this agency be allowed to pick his olvn 
management team. 

I would think on the upper echelons from GS-15 to GS-18, super
grades. it makes sense to do away with Civil Service. 

Senator NUNN. How about down at the investigative levE'H 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't think so. Our allegations at the investigator 

level, it is a young agency, those allegations are more susceptible 
to prove. 

I think there is all advantage, for Civil Seryice has all advantage 
there, that to do a"way with it would involve the possibility of a 
great deal of personnel actions being made on the basis of failure 
to go along with the superior's actions, failure to apple-polish a 
superior. 

Senator NUNN. Has that happened in the FBU 
Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. I don't think it has on a wholesale basis, 

but there have been-no, sir. It has not. I think the Civil Service 
svstem has some strengths and weaknesses and as a man moves up 
f'rom a G8-7 to a GS":"9 to GS-ll to GS-13, I think the Civil Serv
ice attracts people of competence to come into this very demanding 
job and allows, perhaps gives tlwm the independence. 

It is a judgment matter. I am not 100 percent sure I am right, 
but I WOl'ild 111akr, I suppose. the argument that it would be better 
to leave it at the lower levels because it Iyoulc1 attract a higher cali
ber of man, it wonld preycnt personnel actions being made in an 
arbitrary or discriminatory way, whereas perhaps tIle administra
tor of an agency should be Rllo,,'ed to pick his top level man e,'en 
if he is not technically right. , 

Srnator NUXN, How mRny people could you pICk~ Ho\v much 
flexibility did you have when you came in ~ 

:Mr. BARTELS. I couldn't piek anybody. I inherited evprv one 0'£ 
them. That is one of the reasons wlly I sought some outside counsrl 
periodically. 

Mr. SLOAN. To finish up on those conclnsions, 1\fr. Bartels, re
garding your conclusion number 3 on page 25, is it a function of the 
Office of Inspection either to remove agents from sensitive positions 
or clear them of allegations of misconduct ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. It is a function of the Office of Inspection to find 
the facts which would allow a personnel action to be made. 

Mr. SLOAN. vVho makes the decision to clear or to remove an 
employee? 

Mr. BARTELS. To remove, it is made by the Office of Personnel. 
The clen.ring may be done from the recommendation, I believe, of 
the Offil:e of the Chief Inspector. Bear with me, because I am read
ing the manual, but the adV/a).'sc. action has to be done by the Chief 
of Personnel. 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, in a related matter, we have received 
reports of individuals, not just from DEA, but in various Federal 
law enforcement agencies who have either resigned under pressure 
because they were being investigated, or it is a very difficult problem, 
or have been removed and then have gone on to gain employment 
in State investigation offices, in State police forces, and we know 
of specific cases. How does DEA handle that? 
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:NIl'. BARTELS. The way it handled it in. the past was that when 
allegations were lmresolved: the agency, if inquired, did not I be
lieve have sufficient limitations or restrictions on the access of pub
lic promulgation of those allegations even though they were unre
solved. 

In other words, as you said, a man resigns with unresolved alle
gations. But the Moore study said those allegations should stay in
house more, that the dissemination of those lluesolved allegations 
should only be given out to other law enforcement agencies when 
they are e~tremely serious. 

I think that is debatable. 
Mr. SLOAN. What allegations would be e~tremely serious ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is one of the things Dr. Moore s!),id we hoped 

we could discuss with Mr. Tartaglino and Mr. Brosan. I don~t know. 
It is a judgment issue, but I think one of the abuses, on the one 
hand you have the abuse that inspection comes in and starts in
vestigating Mr. Bartels for X, Y, and Z. Mr. Bartels resigns. There 
is no allegation that has been resolved. 

So that you have the pl'esllnption of innocence. On the other 
hand, when Mr. Bartels goes and applies as a patrolman in the 
Baltimore Police Department and they come and say what do 
you know about Bartels, what do you turn over ~ I think that is 
a close judgment question. 

The problem was that in previous times, everything was hll'llPd 
over incliscrimin at ely. If there was an allegation from a previously 
unreliable informant who would say anything, that would be turned 
over as though it were true. 

:M:r. SLOAX. Can't the other agency evaluate that as being an 
allegation ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. 1i"hat usually happens, it is a rare agency that will 
hire a man for a law enforcement position when there is any alle
gation against him because to do so invites subsequent criticism that 
you knew this thing was bad. 

What Dr. Moore suggested was, look, let's limit this. One of the 
things he suggested, for example, is let's limit access to the files. 
One of the personnel costs was that the files were open and there 
was no charge-out card. 

You never knew who had access, who had seen those files. There 
were rumors throughout that agency involving supposed investiga
tions into all sorts of personal allegations and sensitive and embar
r~ssing situations that people alleged they sawin the files of inspec
tlOn. 

There have been no limitations at all 011 seeing those files. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels, one final question before we finish on 

that point. You mentioned monthly reports, inspection reports that 
you reviewed. The subcommittee staff has seen some of these reports 
and I think it is important to make it clear on the record that 
these reports only list names and allegations. 

They really wouldn't enable you to make any sort of decision 
a.s to there being underlying problems within the Office of Inspec
tIon. 

57-281-7:1-1.4 
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Mr. BARTELS. Sure there would. The whole idea of the monthly 
report, that came not just from InsJ?e~tion, it cam!'l .f~om .Enforce
ment, Science and Technology, Traunng, every drnslOn m DEA, 
was obligated to submit to me a monthly report. 

'Vhat are your problems ~ What should I lrnow within your divi
sion ~ If one reads those monthly reports, one will see as well as the 
annual report what are you accomplishing, and it makes no men
tion of any of this. It makes no mention of the fact that we can't 
tell how many hours we put in on investigation. 

vVe can't tell or didn't have any system between setting a priority 
to investigating an allegation from a known and a totally discred
itable source, that ]'vIr. Bartels has some personal indiscretions, ver
sus allegations from a previously reliable source that Mr; Bartels 
is a crook and is stealing money and knocking in doors, Collinsville 
and all of this stuff. 

So all of these issues that were revealed in the Moore study are 
totally ignored in that series of reports. 

Mr. SLOAN. Thank you, Mr. Bartels. I think Mr. Fbldman will 
continue. 

Mr. FELD1lrAN. On page 25 of your statement, you say: "It is 
worth noting I was not unaware of the dangers of the Promuto 
investigation." . 

1\fr. BARTELS. I was not unaware. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Unaware. What were the dangers~ 
Mr. BAnTELs. The dangers of the Promuto investigation were 

that if you fired him or amputated him, as Mr. Brosan said on 
September 17--

Mr. FELmfAN. How can you fire someone under Civil Service? 
Mr. BARTELS. That is the point. How could you ~ You say you 

are fired. Get your desk cleared up and get out of this place and 
stop and he has to take legal action. 

1\fr. FELmrAN. You can't fire anyone. vVhen he said, you charac
terized his term as fired. I don't believe he used that. . 

MI'. RmTELs. I characterized it as amputated . 
. MI'. FELmrAN. That still has to go through Civil Service proceed
mgs. 

Mr. BAnTELs. No. Mr. Promuto, get your desk cleared up in 2 
hours a~cl be out on the street and I don't want to ever see your 
face agalll. 

MI'. FELDlIIAN. Was that what he was recommending? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes; he wanted him out. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Did he say fire or resign ~ 
MI'. BARTELS. He said amputate. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Continue. 
MI'. Rm'l'ELs. You rut off his pay and you te> n him you are out of 

here. He then has the protection of Oivil Service, but it is not 
something that happens automatically. There is no mao'ic that starts 
it and prevents you from doing it. b 

I~e has to say I object, you are not going to do this to me and 
I WIll fight you every step of the way. So I lrnew if we fired him 
immediat~ly, there were dangers to that, because he could fight it 
and questIonable whether we would win and if we took Civil Serv-
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ice action and lost~ that would blow up in our face and if we failed 
to do anything about it., that WO'lud blow up.' . 

So that I was in a situation which I think was a no-win manage
ment situation, especially as time progressed and the rumors about 
that investigation went, not only through~ut PEA, but throl:ghout 
a number of other law enforcement agenCIes 111 this commlIDlty. 

Mr. FELD»fAN. On page 25 you say: 
Tl1e 1\1oore study was an invitation to. such a progrn.TIl. It was not a dog

matic ultimatum, but an invitation to a dialogue. It was met by the charge of 
insensitivity. 

I waS and remain a strong advocate of integrity in law enforcement agencies. 
However, I also believe deeply in the concept of due process. I believe that it is 
possible to have aggressive but fail' prosecutions-not only in cases against 
accused private Citizens, but also in cases against accused enforcement officials. 

Mr. BARTELS. Is that where I said: 
As I will show in the next section, the condq.ct of the Promuto investigation 

was typical of the biased procedures and pre-ordained conclusions of the Office 
of Inspection under their stewardship. . 

Mr. FELDMAN. What I want to know is did the conclusions come 
in N ovembed . 

Mr. BARTELS. No. The Moore study didn't address itself to Pro
muto. What the Moore study addressed itself to was the method
ology and procedures that would insure fairness in the investigative 
mechanism. 

What I found, I didn't need the Moore study to tell me. 'When 
the chief inspector comes in, gives you the allegations, said don't 
investigate it, fire him first. I didn't need the Moore study to tell me. 

:Mr. FELDMAN. You said on page 25: 
I was and remain a strong advocate of integrity in law enforcement agencies. 

However, I also believe deeply in the COnCelJt of due process. I believe that it is 
possible to have aggressive but fair prosecutions-not only in cases against 
accusecl private citizens, but also in cases against accusecl enfOrcement officials. 

Is that the hub of your testimony in regard to the Promuto case ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is correct. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Is it correct for us to conclude that you believe 

private citizens under investigation should be confronted early in 
an investigation, as you say Promuto should have been ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Certainly before their adverse action is taken. Cer
tainly. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Do you believe t}lat private citizens under illvesti-. 
gation should be interrogated in the form of a written question
naire which they can take home with them,. fill out at their leisure 
and return the next day lillsworn ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Many times, they are. 
Mr. FELDlfAN. Private citizens ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. That is one way of doing it; it doesn't bother me. 
Mr. :H'ELm.rA~. Does that happen with drug pushers ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Historic facts, when there is nothing they can 

change; yes. 
Mr. FELD1\-rAN. Has it happened in your administration when 

someone is accused of trafficking. in narcotics-.-
MI'. BARTELS. Narcotics questions al;e normally prospective. It is 

very seldom that we go in to a reputed potential narcotics dealer 
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and say we would like you to fill out a questionnaire. ,Ve normally 
try to make an undercover approach and buy them. 

If you take a look into investigations, into historical iacts, into the 
past, you will find a number of agencies submit questions. This isn't a 
eram exam where you are trying to, remember historical, who was 
the King of England. 

This is the come back and tell me what the facts were. Tell me what 
you elid. Did you have a relationship with nfr. Corsi; did you have a 
relationship with 1f1'. McCaleb; did you have a relationship with these 
people? 

Mr. FELD1vIAN. You are talking about the Promuto case. Are there 
any instances in DEA in the Bartels administration where suspected 
drug violators were confronted before a case was completed and 
when that confrontation was in the form of written questions in 
order to give them due process~ 

Mr. BARTELS. No. I think if any enforcement officer had gone up 
to a suspected drug dealer and said, I waut you to submit a 'written, 
fill out a written questionnaire, we would have had him committed. 

The point is that the investigations thatDEA conducts are pro
spective;. that is, we are trying to go forward. Those agents in their 
enforcement activities are not investigating historical facts usually. 

The FBI has a victim, a complainant who comes in and says 
my car was stolen, I was hit OiTer the head and they are going back 
retrospectively. In those types of ilwestigatiolls which are similar 
to inspection inve8tigations~ the use of questions and written ques
tionnaires is common. I think one of the problrms was that Mr. Tul'
tag-lino relied solely on the type or prospective investigati,'e tech
nique that enforcement usC's; that is, we are pretargcting our man, 
I have been told Bartels is a clope dealer, now my problem is how 
do I prove it, and I try to get the informant. 

I try to usc surveillance, something to shoW', something happens 
in th~ future; 'whereas inspection investigations are frequently retro
spective. 

nfl'. FBw:i\r.\x .. So there is a difference in philosophy between JOU 
and Mr. Tartaglmo on how to approach an inspection case e 

111'. BARTELS. Not just philosophY. 
~{r. FEW:i\rAx. On page 27 of your statemcnt--
:.11r. BARTELS. That is discussed in the .:\1oo1'e study, too. 
:\11'. FELmrAN. We have that. On page 27 of your statement you 

assert that Mr. Promuto learned of the investigation not from 1'on 
but fron: his secre~al'Y, as,. a l'esult of im:estigative reports being 
left by lllspectors III the Xerox room dUl'lno- the precedinG' week. 
Would yon tell me the nature of the iuvestigatiye report you are 
talking about? 

Mr. BARTELS. I think it was into his deceased father's background. 
But I neyer saw it; I have been told. 

Mr. FELD)IAX. The report or one piece of paped 
Mr. BAllTELS. I don't know. I have been told it was a report on his 

dead father's background. 
Mr. FETJDlIIAN. Told by whom?-
:3'11'. BARTELS. Told by a number of people. I was told hy the 

secretary. I may have even beE'u told by George Brosan. 



Mr. FELD:dIAN. ,Vas there anything from the police surveillance 
reports thnt was left in that Xerox machine ~ , 

Mr. BAR'.rELS. I don't believe so. I believe it was just as to the 
finances of his father who had died in 1971 or 1970,' and his. father's 
backgrOlmd. 

Mr. FELmIAN. On l)age 27 yon refer to rumors of the Promuto 
investigation spread~ng throughout the agency. vYhen and how did 
you learn of the eA'lstence of these rumors ~ 

Mr. R\R'.rEYs. I learned be(\ause I received a can. Mr. Richardson 
told me about the rumors. I received a call from someone in New 
York who said he, in turn, had heard from the Dallas office that 
onCe the inspection, the field inspection,is canceled, it was because 
of the Promuto case. 

Then on the Saturday, I learned first from Mr. Brosan on Sep
teJnber 1'7 about this case. On Saturday, the 20th or 21st, whenever 
that was, I 'was over at the Internn.tiollul Associations of Chiefs of 
Police at the'Vashington Hilton and at their annualmeetil1g', and 
some time during that morning an officer ClUne up to me ancf.intro
<1ncpd him:;;df and took me n.side and said IIp hn.d been asked to 
check into Mr. Brosan's counections with organized, Mr. Promuto's 
connections with organized crime, and while he hadn't found out 
anything, he would keep looking and keep asking around~ It was 
that sort of rumors that were going around both on the telephone 
system 'within the agency and ontside the agency. 

Mr. FELn::IL\.N. On page 28 of YOllr test.imony, yon say that: 
It waR the initio, adviC'e of UC'RSl'S. Rirharill"on, TJunrl and Thomas Durkin 

that ?Ill'. Pl'OlllutO be assigned to New York and eventually resign.. 

,Vas there a clifi'erC'l1ce in Mr. Brosan's recommendation--
:1\11". BARTELS. That isn't what I said. I said it was the initial 

advice or those three that I talk to Pl'Ol11uto during the llext several 
days to sec if he would ]'C'tUl'H to N PW York and resign. 

Mr. FEr,nllfAN. Is thel'<' auy diffel'ence between their recommenda
tion ancl Mr. Brosan's. reconl111cnclation? . 

:!\II'. ItmTELs. Ycs, there was. Mr. Brosan saW firc him, amputatc 
him, and those three said, bJk to him and sec if: he wants to tal(e 
an intermediate transfer, resignation '\,,11en this goes on or jf. he 
is wi1lil1g' to resign. 

Mr. FELD:\IAN. Did Brosan use the word fire? 
Mr. RAn1'I~LS. He used amputate, is my recollcction. 
Mr. FELD:lIAN. ,Vhat docs that mean?, 
Mr. BAR'.rELs. I don't know; but I was shocked by it at the time. 
Mr. FELD::IIAN. If you don't know what. it means, 'ho\v CUll you be 

shocked by it ~ 
Mr. BAUTELS. I know what it mcans. It means cut him o.ff. It 

mC'nns fire him quickly to me. 
Mr. F]~LDlIIAN. Could it mean confront him and further possibil

ity--
]\:[1'. RAUTELS. Not in that context. It sure couldn't have; lean 

guarantee you it couldn't have meant conrront him. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. On page 27 of your statement; you note that YOll 

wuntecl--



Mr. BAR1'ELS. Mr. Richardson was there, too. He said one of the 
problems that Brosan had was he didn't want the man confronted, 
that there was no possible explanation. That is why I laughed. 
There was no possible explanation this man could give. I found 
that shocking at the time and I find it equally shocking now .. 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. Mr. Richardson endorsed Mr. Brosan's feelmgs ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. At first he did, then he changed. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. On page 27, you say tl:at :you wanted to mak~ sure 

that Mr. Promuto be afforded the basIc rIght to confront Ins ac
elISeI'. Is that correct ~ 

1£1'. BARTELS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Who were Mr. Promuto~s accusers? Are the in

spectors his accusers, Mr. Brosan, Mr. Tartaglino, the Metropolitan 
Police Department? 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. I think he oug11t to be given a chance to ex
plain. 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. Who are his accusers? I don't understand. 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't lmderstand, either. That was really one of 

the questions because this was not a criminal reference report that 
Mr. ShofHel' sent over. ·What it was, was the report of six incidents 
that they had observed or found about during another investiga
tion. which th~y said should be brought to the attention of the peo
ple m authonty. 

I knew one of the problems was I never knew what the charges 
were. What I meant by the word accusers, Inspection, Mr. Brosan, 
yes. Have Inspection confront him so that ,ye can find out if he 
has done auything wrong and what. 

Mr. FELmIAN. What other cases have there been, personal integ
rity investigations in which an individual has been afforded the 
basic right to confront his accusers, whoever they might be, in your 
tenure? 

Mr. BARTEr.s. I think the great majority, even under Mr. Brosan. 
The manual calls for it. Do you want me to list all the inspection 
cases? The manual says before an inspection case is closed--

Mr. FELDMAN. Before it is closed? 
Mr. BARTELS. That subject has to be confronted. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. I mean early in the investigation. 
Mr. BAm'ELs. It wa~n't early in the investigation. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. I tlunk that goes to April, yon say, or May, and 

that started in September. 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. I didn't order him confronted until after Mr. 

Richardson told me that he had been informed by Mr. Brosan that 
this case was basically completed. It tUl'l1ed out new allegations 
came up; it turned out it ke.pl:. going on. But back in the end of 
Sel~tember, Mr. Pl'omuto's case, according to Mr. Richardson, was 
h~slcany completed, that they planned to close the case and they 
dIdn't plan to confront him. 

Mr. FEW?tIAN. In Mr. Durkin's case, the handwriting exemplars 
in September? 

Mr. BARTET.S. No. 
Mr. ].f'EWl\fAN. They were examining that in August and Septem

ber of 1074~ 
Mr. BAR'l'ET.S. No. 
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Mr. FELmrAN. \Vhat were they doing? 
Mr. BARTELS. In :air. Durkin's case? 
Mr. FELD:r.rAN. Yes. 
Mr. BARTEr,s. The case was closed albeit counter to the manual in 

September of 1974; but ill November of 1973, Mr. Brosan spoke 
to me about it. He then did two things, I believe. He went and 
spoke to Mr. MacDonald who made the original complaint again 
and he submittecl the handwriting exemplars in December or J~n
uary, December of 1973 or January of 1974, to the FBI, comparmg 
Mr. Durkin's handwritlng in 1973 with the handwriting sample of 
1956 or 1961, or something like that. 

That came back from the FBI within a matter of weeks, saying 
that we can't make an opinion. After that, I belleve the case just 
laid there. 

Mr. FELDnIAN. Is that an extension of the investigation? Is it 
an unauthorized investigation? What is your problem with that? 

Mr. BARTELS. You mean ~'f0U don't have any problem with keeping 
an investigation open in 1974 as to events in 1956? 

Mr. FELDMAN. No, I don't, Mr. Bartels. Anything that goes to the 
integrity of a high DEA official that is not resolved one way or the 
other should be resolved before that person is promoted or beiore 
he stays in office. 

,Ve talked about statute of limitations. There is no statute of 
limitations on morality. ,Ye want to haye the most effective and 
competent and profess'jonal people in office. You also talked about 
the fact that these people could be blackmailed or that this could 
be used against them. So I would think that, yes, any allegations 
unresolved and inrompleted should be completcc1. 

Mr. BARTELS. First of aU, let's take a look at that specific allega
tion. 

Mr. FEWl\IAN. ,Ve lmve done that. lYe have gone through that 
over and over. 

Mr. BAR'rELs. I want to take a look at it to answer your question 
because I said I had all sorts of problems with it. You said you 
didn't. My problems with it are as follows: First, that allegation 
was raised by Mr. MacDonald in 19G8. Mr. MacDonald was never 
put under a 'polygraph test. Mr. l\:facDonalcrs allegations laid dor
lDant from ID6S to 11:>70. 

Mr. Tartaglino was the Chief Inspector in 10G8 when t'hose alle
gations were made. During that time, he promoted 1\:[1'. Durkin on 
t:yO occa.sions. It is my feeling that if he had believed those allega
bons gomg back to 195G were true, he would not haye promoted 
the man at that time. 

The allegations were in substance that they were hearsay, by the 
way. MI'. MacDonald said, look, :Ml'. lVmiani Durkin, bacle in '1956, 
some 1~ years ago, slept wi~h a Puerto Rican prostitute by tIl(' name 
of "Clucken." So that the ll1spectors ,vent out anel they fOllnd some 
woman by the llltlne of "Chicken" 'who was indeed an addict and 
who was shown pictures and did not identify MI'. Durkin. The 
allegation still ] aiel there. 

In 1970, Mr. Fuller wrote theJ'e is no Imther investigation which 
can be done in this case. Mr. Inget'soll closed the case. Mr. Mac
Donald who was a witness waS never put under a lie detector test. 
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Mr. FELDl\rAN. But he ,yas a participant in the crime, supposedly, 
wasn't he, of the $16,000 theft? 

Mr. BARTELS. Then he ,,,as never given a lie detector test. 
Mr. FELD::\IAN. Did he state he was a participant? 
Mr. B.mTELs. If he stated it, nobody believed him because nobody 

took any action against him. 
Mr. FELDUAN. You say no one believed him. The "r aiel'S case 

was tried earlier this year. Correct? 
Mr. RmTELs. January of lD7'5. It ended in an acquittal. Mr. Mac

Donald was caught selling narcotics in 1968 when he was a rela
threlv high official in the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. 
He ,,-as allowed to cooperate. He gave evidence ,,,hich led to two 
indictments. The investigation was conduded under the guidance 
of Mr. Tartaglino. Of those two indictments, there was one con
tender with a pI'earranged, agreed snspend('d st'ntence to be handecl 
out by both judges in the district court in Baltimore and the other 
case resulted in an acquittal. 

Mr. FELmrAN. :Mr. MacDonald was the chief Government witness 
in the. ,Yaf;ers case. Certainly, they were relying on his veracity in 
that sItuatlOn where they brought him up to New York and Mr. 
Curran personally tried 'that case. 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes, they 'were relying on his yeracity in that case. 
'Why didn't ~rr.Ta1'taglino rely on llis veracity in the allegations 
as to Mr. Durkin? ' 

IVI1'. FELDlIrAN. "Why didn't he? 
Mr. BARTELS, Yes. ',Yhy did he promote Mr. ,Villiam Durkin on 

two occasions after that--
1\11'. FELDlIr .. \N. vVasn't the DUl'kin case lying dormant pending 

the completion of the ,Vaters-- . . 
Mr. RmTEI"s. Mr. Feldman, there is a manual. 
Mr. FEWl\rAN. ,Ye are talking about--
Mr. RmTET,s. That mannal was in effect at that time. 'What hap

pened in the Durkin case was that in 1070, the then Chief Inspector 
wrote: 

The> investigation is closed in the Office of Inspection, Further Investigation 
Would Dot clarify the question of truth of the allegations. 

On .Tanuary 26, the Director closed that case. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. ,Vhat about the ,Vaters case ~ Did DEA bring a 

memorandum and compile evidence ::md information on Mr. Mac
Donald in order to discredit him as a witness? 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. 
Mr. FErmrAN. Testifyinp; in that. rase?: 
Mr. BART gr,s , That is' ahsolntC'lv :false. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. FillC'. That is an we W!t1lt, yes or no. 
j\tfr, BARTELS. You can cheek ,,,ith :Mr. Curran. 
Mr. FEf,D:\[AN. Did DEA do ('vel'ythinp; within its power to find 

the so-C'alled missing cOl'l'oboratinp;' witness ~ . 
1\.:[1'. BAR'fEI,S, Yes, sir. I am unhappy about that inference. AO'ain, 

you can check with Mr, Curran. h 

Ml'. FELDl\rAN. ,Ve will check with Mr. CUrl'fln. lYe are going to 
lUlYe that cnse later on. 

Mr. B. ... R'l·ELS. I hope you eall him. 
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Mr. FELmr~N. On pag~ 28, you refer to ,recei!"illg addce fro~n 
Thomas Durkm. 'Why dId you seek the ad:nce of Thoma~ DU1'l~lll 
and what expertise did he have concernmg personnel mtC'grlty 
matters~ 

Mr. BARTELS. It was the initial ach--ice of Richardson, Lund, and 
Durkin that I have this man confronted. 1 spoke to Durkin. Rich
ardson, and Lund because they, all three of th('m, hacl wOl'kc(l on 
inspection matters starting in the begiIming o:E .Tul~·. 

On this matter, once Mr. Brosan made his judgment not as a 
£actfillder, but as a personnel officer, as it ,Yere, that this man had 
to be fired, I allo'wed Mr. Brosan to go ahead ,'lith the hWGstigation, 
ordered him to go ahead with the investigation, and asked Richard
SOl1 and Lund, ,,,ith the assistance of Dmldn, to give me personnel 
advice as to what action could be taken based on their facts. 

lIfr. FELDlIfAN. You talked about discussions with Earl Silbcl't 
who is now acting U.S. attorne~'. On page 28, you stu,te that cl1ll'ing 
the week Thomas Durkin aclvised you to seek adnce from Earl 
Silbert. Is that correct? 

Mr. BARTELS. That is right. , 
Mr. FELDlI{AN. You .say Mr. Silbert told you to tell Mr. Promuto to 

stay away from Fran O'Brien's Restaurant. ,Vas that his only advice ~ 
Mr. B~\R'l'ELS. No. ,Ve discussed it. He said tell him, a(hnonish 

him to stay out of them and he also saicl-I asked Mr. Silbert if he 
would take a look to see whether or not a grand jury would be an 
appropriate vehicle to inyest~ate this thing. He had previously read 
the fil('s and talked to Mr. \..,~ampben and he subsequently told me 
through .Mr. Richardson that they didn't think it was appl'oprinte fol' 
a grand Jury. . 

Mr. FELDMAN. You have made the pomt here that all we ,vere 
talldng about is associations and not criminal allt'gatiolls. I think 
it is a valid point. ,Ve have tried to make it yery clear herr. 'Yhy 
would you even talk to Mr. Silbert about convening a grand jury 
about someone'.s associ!ttions ~ 

Mr. R\R'rl~I,s. I dic1n~t talk to him about conrening a grand jUl'y. 
I took a look at that report. That report. was sent h~· thr JHrh'o
politall Police Department, here in the Distri('t of Columbia, to the 
U.S. attorney in the Distl'ict of Columbia. ,\That I wantt'd to maIm 
sure wa.s that Earl Silbert haclno other information that ,yould in
clicate-one, I wanted to mn,lm sure he knew about it; two, to src 
whether or not he had any inrormation that woulct justify his tit1\:-
~.1;':' OVC1: and gOhlg' lUl'ther. ' 

]\fl'. FEw1\[c\,N. YonI' statement COWl'S n. time period from RE'ptmn
b('l' 17, 1074, when you learned of the Pl'Olnuto inquiry, through 
September 20, when you met with }'Ir. Silbert. TheIl ~·ou subse
quently talked about other ('vents. Let's go through tll(' chronoloj:!,'Y 
vcry fast bocause ,ye have had Mr. Brosan, :Mr. Tartag-lino, Mr. 
Rir.harc1so11, Mr. Durkin testity of that ('hl'onologv. 

Let me just put you throuih it very TaRt so we cun }lav(' a (,01n
plete l'('cOl'd. Yon first lC'al'llcc1 o:f the infol'mation all Pl'omnto on 
S!mtembol' 17, 1P7"J? 

Mr. BARTl!;r,S. Yrs. 
Mr. Fm,D1\[AN. Your reaction ,yas one of displeastll'e w11r11 131'08an 

sfJ.id, "V{e should amputate him imll1ecliately"~ , 
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Mr. BARTELS. Not that it was displeasure, but I disagreed with 
it. He said you have three choices. He ~'ecommen~led immediate 
amputatiOl:. ",Yhen I asked what other c~Olces, he s~ld we could do 
the investIgatIon or you could do nothmg. I don t know that I 
expressed displeasure. 

Mr. FELD1rIAN. Did the name Diane De Vito come up at this 
meeting~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. W]lO ~ 
lVIr. FELDl\fAN. Diane De Vito? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. Did Mr. Brosan then present the three options 

which were get Mr. Promuto to resign or make a full investigation 
or discontinue him ~ You characterize resign as amputate. Is that 
correct? 

lVIr. BARTELS. I didn't. He did. 
1'1r. FELDl\fAN. Your response was what~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't remember whether I ordered the investiga

tion-my responsibility was I didn't think we could amputate him 
at that 6me, that we' weren't going to fire him. I think I left it 
open and either later that afternoon 01' the next clay, I ordered the 
investigation. 

Mr. FELmrAN. Did you make a copy of Mr. Brosan's four- or 
five-page briefing paper that he gave to you ~ 

Mr. BARTET"S. Yes. 
:Mr. FELDlIrAN. What did you do with that copy~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't remember, I think r filed it. 
lVII'. FELDlIIAX. Did yon ever give it to Thomas Durkin? 
M:r:. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. FELD:UAX. "Were you aware that when MI'. Brosan recom

mended that Promuto be made to resign immediately tllat the same 
recommendation was agreed to by Mr. Richardson, Mr. Bruce Jen
sen, 1'11' .. William Durkin, Mr .. Tartaglino, and possibly others ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't care who agreed to it. The concept of firing 
somebody--

Mr. FELDl\!AX. I just asked you if you were aware~ 
1'1r. BARTELS. No, I am not; but I was aware thal~ Bob Richard

son initially said I think you should fire him immediately and then 
changed his mind. 

Mr .. FELD1.IAX. After Brosan left the meeting, did you have 
another meeting"' with l\{r. Richardson later that day to further 
discuss this matter? ' 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr .. FELDlIfAN. What was discussed and what directions were 

given to 1\1:1'. Richardson? 
. Mr .. BARTELS. In general, we discussed the firing of him, the firing 

slhmtlOn. 
Mr. FFLDlIIAN. Did you tflll him to meet Tom Durkin? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes, and Mr. Lmld. I asked that he, Mr. Lund, give 

me that personnel advice, oversee this so that as soon as there is 
information 01' facts that we could take some action, that we do so. 

Mr. FmmrAN. Did you call Thomas Durkin on the 17th of Sep
tember and ask him to come to Washington? 

Mr. BAR'l'EJ"s. Yes. 



!'tir. FELDMAN. Did you brief him on the ProlIluto investigatio:.l ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. This was the 17th, in the evening~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I think it was late afternoon. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. By phone ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELD1tIAN. Did you tell Mr. Brosan that you were going to 

bring Thomas Dmkin down? 
Mr. BARTELS. Either I did, or !'tir. Richardson did. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. "When, that day or lated 
Mr. BARTELS. I clon't recall. I think it was that d~ty. 
Mr. FELDJlIAN. When did you first discuss this investigation-
Mr. BARTELS. I wasn't going to bring Mr. Durkin down. Mr. 

Durkin said he was going to be in "\¥ ashington the next day on 
other business and would talk to us then. . 

Mr. FELDMAN. "\Vhen did you first discuss the investigation with 
Mr. Promuto~ That, day, the 17th? 

Mr. BARTELS. No. I think it was the next day. Mr. Promuto came 
in to me first. Mr. Brosman came in and said that Mr. Promuto had 
found the Xerox and knew he was under investigation. "\Then 
George was in my office, I got a call saying Promuto was storming 
arOlmd outside waiting to see me. I told hi111 at that time to coop
erate fully. 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. After the meeting with Mr. Richardson, did you 
insert Mr. Richardson in this case betw~en you and Brosan or have 
him monitor the case in any way? . 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't know how to answer "insert." But I asked 
him to give me advice along with Mr. Lund as to what to do with 
Mr. Promuto. 

Mr. FELDMAN. Did Mr. Thomas Durkin come to Washington? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. When did he come? 
Mr. BARTELS. The next day. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Did you discuss the matter in detail with him? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. Did you either show him or give him a copy of 

the preliminary report that Brosan had submitted? 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't think so. I had lunch with him and we 

discussed it. 
Mr. FET . .DlIIAN. How long did that ltmcheon meeting last? 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't remember. A normal luncheon hoUl' would 

be my guess. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. Did you instruct Lund and Richardson to meet 

with Thomas Durkin later that day on September 18? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. Did you instruct them to tell Mr. Brosan and Mr. 

Tartaglino about the 'meeting? 
Mr. BAR~l'ELS. Did I instrllct Lund and Richardson? 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. Right. He was the Chief Inspector. 
Mr. BARTEl,S. I don't know if I instructed him before the meet-

ing, but I know he told him about the meeting. . 
Mr. FELDMAN. Did you haye them invite Brosan to the meeting? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
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Mr. FELDlIAN. Did you give Thomas Durkin any instructions 
during your meeting with him on September 18 or your conversa
tion on September 1'7 as to how to l'esolve the problem ~ 

Mr. BAR'l'ELS. No. You mean specific instructions? 
Mr. FELD~IAN. Yes. 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. No. 
Mr. FELD~IAN .• Tust told him to find out what there was, come 

back and make recommendations to you? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDl.IIAN. 'What did Thomas Durkin advise you to do regard

ing the Promuto case before he met with Lund and Richardson on 
September 17 and 18? .. . 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't think he met wit.h Lund and Richardson on 
September 17. I think h~ only met with them on September 18. 

Mr. FELD~:rAN. On September 18, correct? 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't; thiI'lk he advised me anything. I think he 

sat there and listened to the qu('stions. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. Did the name Diane De Vito come up in any of 

those discussions? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. I first leal'l1ed about De Vito being illyolved 

in this case sometime the end of October or early Noyc111ber. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. You didn't give him a copy of' the memo? 
Mr. BARTELS. Give Durkin a copy? 
:M:r. FELD)UN . Yes. . 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. FELD:lIAX. He met with Lund and Richardson on September 

18. Correct? 
Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. 'Were you giyen the results of that meeting? 
Mr. BARTEr.,s. I don't think there were any results. Yes, \n~ dis

cussed it at sometime; but shortly aiter that, we discussed it and 
they gave me advice. Yes. . 

Mr. FELmIAx. "Vhat was the ad"ice? 
Mr. BARTBLs.The advice was to take it to Silherman and at some

time to see 'whether or not, \YCl shouldn't for the intC'l'mediate time, 
iybile this investigation was going Oll, reassign MI'. Promuto. 

Mr. FBLD:lIAN. Did von direct Thomas Durkin to meet 'with Pro
muto sometime betwee'n September 23 and 25? 

Mr. B,\R'l'ELs. Yes. I don't know ,,,hethel' it was September 215, 
hut. sometirne the cndof Octobel'. 

Mr. Fm,mIAN'. Did you inform ]\11'. Brosan that he was going to 
do that? ' ,-

Mr. BAIl'l'gLs. Mr. Richardson di(t I bclleVC'. 
Mr. FEW~rAN'. lYhen, nitC'l' tIl(' interview 01' bt'fol'c ~ 
Mr. BARTEr,s. AftN' the interYiew, I think. 
Mr. Fm.,DlIfAN. After the intclTiew? 
Mr. BART.ELA. YeR. 
Mr. Fm,mrAN. lVhy wasn't h" invit"n\l to (-]1(' intC'l'yiew? 
j\fr. B.mrm,s. Because he didn't think there· was any possihlC' 

explanation the man couM 9:iY(J anyway. 
!\fl'. Fm,DlIrAx. He was still acting as Chief Inspector at this timo? 
nfl.'. BAR'l'Er,A. Yes. 
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Mr. FEI,Dl\IAN. Did Thomas Durkin given YOlI the results of that 
intcrview~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. that Promuto said he hadn't done auything 
wrono- and he. wasn't about to take a temporary assignment while 
this i~yestigation went on, no matter what the publicity ,vas. 

Mr. Fm:,D::.\IAN. "When did he give you the results ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't remember what the day of the inter dew 

was; l'ight shortly after the interview, either the next day or that 
clay. 

1\11'. FELD::\L\.N. Did YOU turn that over to Mr. Brosan ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. Turn ;vhat. oyed 
Mr. FELDliAN. The information that Mr. Durkin had given you 

on the interview ~ . . 
1\11'. BARTELS. I told Mr. RichardsOll, that he had denied he hacl 

ever been with this woman. 
Mr. FELD)fAN. Mr. Richardson wasn't acting Chief Inspector. Was 

Mr. Richardson in charge of the invl'stigatiol1? . 
Mr. BARTELS. No, but I told 1\lL'. Richal'~lson-you asked me ,vho; 

I told. Mr. Richardson told Mr. Brosnn. . 
:Mr. FELDlIUN. 'fhe next dav~ 
1\£1'. BAUTELS. "Whenever it happened; the same day or the next 

day. Yes. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. V\That were Thomas. Durkin's recommendations 

after that meeting ~ 
Mr. BAUTELS. Mr. Durkin's recommendations came after that 

meeting in the form of a memorandum as to the nature of the in
spection process which was critical of it and the fact that outside 
agencies were being contacted while nobody was contacting whether 
or not Pl'Ollluto knew the six people. . 

By that time, it was the Friday and the Satnrday of September 
27 and September 28, and my recommendations to Ml\ Richardson 
were to have Promuto confronted and have these other people 
confronted. 

Mr. FELmrxN. Did you have nny dir('ct commm'lication ,,,ith :LVII'. 
Brosan regarding' the Promuto investigation between September 
18 and September 26? . ' 

Mr. BAIrrELS. Y('s, sir. 
:Mr. FELDMAN. 'What dates and whnt had you talked about? 
Mr. B.\R'l'ELS. I spoke to him actually on 'September 17; I spoke 

to him on September 18: I spoke. to him s{weral time.s during the fi'l'st 
week and on one occasion during the second week. . 

Mr. FELD::'IfAN. Did you meet with Richardson, L1Uld, and Brosan 
on Thursday, September 26, to further discuss the Prnllluto il1Vl'sti
gation? . . 

Mr. BARTELS. :( don't think so, but I may haye; I don't believe 
I did. " 

1\fr. Fm,D::'I!AN. We have had testimony that ·you m(>t with ]\fl'. 
Richardson and Tom Durkin at around 'G o'clocir ll'riday, Septem~ 
b('!' 27, on the Pl'omuto matter ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe I did. . 
Mi .. FEWl\fA:r:r. Mr. Riphardso~l testiped, ,and I ci~e page 855 of 

the stenographIc tranSCl'lpt, that he met· WIth DurInil and Bartels 
Friday night at 6 o'clock. This might refresh your recollection. 
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Bartels related a conversation that Durkin had with Promuto 
in which Promuto said Richardson (1jdn~t care for Promuto or 
Bartels, all he cared about was saving his law license. 

Mr. BARTELS. The conversation along that line took place. I don't 
believe it was Friday night. I may be wrong. I don't believe it was. 
I think that was earlier. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. Late that night, on Friday night, did you not call 
:Mr. Richardson twice on the Promuto matter? 

Mr. BARTELS. Yes. 
Mr. FELmfAN. vVhat was the purpose of this call or these cans? 
Mr. BAR'l'ELS. The purpose of these calls, was one, find out the 

status of the investigation; two, his opinion as to whether or not 
Promuto should be confronted, where it was going; three, what we 
should do in the meantime, this investigation now being 17 days 
old and being a cause celebre. 

What do we do with the Chief of Public Affairs who is rumored 
throughout the Agency to be under investigetion for very severe 
problems? 

What do we do with them? We agreed to meet-that may be an 
improper characterization. I asked Mr. Richardson to come in and 
meet me that Saturday morning. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN. Mr. Richardson testified that you were in a highly 
agitated state. Is that a proper characterization? 

Mr. BARTELS. I ,vas madder than hell. 
Mr. FELDl'tfAN. That is a better characterization. Did the name 

Diane De Vito come up in those conversations? 
MI'. BARTELS. I have aIr'eady answered that. The answer is no, 

the name De Vito didn't come up. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. Did you lrnow the girl at the airport that had 

been identified or misidentified at this time was Diane De Vito? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. I lrnew that inspection had originally come up 

and was prepared to put in an affidavit saying Mr. Promuto had 
been at Dulles Airport in July 1974 with a woman named Cruse, 
who was allegedly a narcotics trafficker and that Promuto denied 
that, and denied it vehemently. That was something that had to be 
resolved quickly. 

}Ur. FELmfAN. IVho attended the meeting on Saturday, September 
2S? 

MI'. 13AR'rELs. Durkin, Thomas Durkin, myself, and Bob Richard
son. The point of that meeting was that Durkin had told Richard
son, look, this Oruse matter, he denies. He says he doesn't know 
Cruse. They at some time, they being Inspection, had intelTiewecl 
Scruggs and said she doesn't; she never went to the airport, and 
the question was, was there a misidentification or was Promuto 
lying? 

Mr. FELDMAN. The record will show we h[LYe had testimony from 
Richardson and Durkin that Diane De Vito had been identified 
already, that the misidentification had been corrected. 

Mr. BAItTELS. She had been identified by somebody else. 
Mr. FELD1\IAN. They had knowledge, RIchardson and Durkin-
Mr. BARTELS. I don't believe Durkin had knovdedge. I will chal-

lenge your-I don't see how he could have. 
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Richardson may have gone back and found out, I read that testi
mony Richardson said some time he went back and found out that 
Cruse' was De Vito. 

Mr. FELDUAN. "Ve will let the testimony speak for itself. You 
say there was still a question of the identification of 1\fiss Cruse or 
the woman identified as Miss Cruse. 

l'Ir. BARTELS. It was an allegation by one of the inspectors that a 
person by the name of Cruse had been seen with Promuto out at 
Dulles Airport and that this Cruse was a bad person. 

Mr. FELmrAN. ,;Vhy? Was she cited in any BNDD report? 
M\'. BARTELS. Yes; she was in a report. 
Mr. FELmf.AN. Wasn't Diane De Vito in the same report ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I llever saw the report. I gathered she was. At that 

time I never heard of De Vito. 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. At that meeting, did you tell Mr. Richn,rdson, ten 

Brosan to do the following things in the Promuto investigation? 
Prepare a list, written questions, to be submitted to Mr. Promuto 
by Monday? 

Mr. BARTELS. I asked that he be confronted as soon as possible. 
Mr. Richardson said he and LlUld had discussed written questions. 
I don't remember ordering written questions. 

I ordered a confrontatIon. The point was still that Richardson 
said the case was essentially closed. Mr. Brosan had it wound up, 
that it was going to take a period of time for the report to be 
written and they didn't intend to confront Pl'omuto. 

Mr. FELmfAN. I have one last question, Mr. Chairman, then I 
would like to put some exhibits in the record. 

Mr. Brosan says that he met with you on November 13, 1974, to 
discuss the Promuto case. Is that correct? 

Mr. BARTELS. Not the Promuto case, to discuss a number of things. 
Mr. FELmrAN. At the meeting, .did you make the following state

ments, yes or no: that you consIdered the Promuto case resolved 
on the basis of the last report, particularly because of the Civil 
Service Commission's informal opinion? 

Mr. BARTELS. I think I did say the substance of it. 
1\£r. FELDlIfAN. 'l'hat you had admonished Promuto for his asso

ciations? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. I had 'admonished him to stay out of O'Brien's 

on September 20. 
Mr. FELmrAN. That Brosan should not have commenced the inves

tigation prior to you~ returning from Europe ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No, SIr. 
Mr. FELDUAN. That Richardson was the worst possible choice to 

bring along to disclose to him the Promuto information? 
Mr. BARTELS. Richardson was what? 
Mr. FELmrAN. That Richardson was the worst possible choice as 

an individual to bring along to disclose to him-that means to you
the Promuto information? 

Mr. BARTELS. No, sir. r have a lot of respect for Mr. Richal.'Clson. 
MI'. FEWlIfAN. 'We are just going through these because he has 

made the point. Did you tell Brosan that Bl'osall should not men
tion Richardson's name to you again. 
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~Ir. BARTELS. That he should never mention the name-
:lVIr. FELDlIIAN. :lVIention his name to you again ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. FELDl'IIAN. That the synopsis .of the Promuto case was poorly 

written and made Promuto look gmlty. 
Mr. BARTELS. No.· I said the synopsis in the Pl'omuto case w~s 

poorly written, inaccurate and diehl'/; reflect accm:ately the fact 111 

the file. 
Mr. FELmIAN. You were a frequent companion of Promuto's and 

had dinner with him three times a 'Neek ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I notice Mr. Manuel grimaced when you made the 

las!; statement. I think it is only fair to say the synopsis written or 
the Promuto case was, one, unsigned and you couldn~t tell who 
wrote it. 

Second, what it said in October 'was that six charges had been 
made and that they couldn't prove one charge. However, probable 
cause was found as to the other charges; that is nonsense. 

Inspection doesn't find probable cause and they should know 
that. We discussed that. ,Vhat was fOlmd in that file was that you 
could not corroborate what Promuto's associations with those six 
people ,yere and the reason you couldn't, 111'. Feldman, is they had 
never been interviewed, although it was now October 20 and, in
stead, they put out a report that said probably cause was fOlUlel as 
to the other conclusions. 

That is just totally inaccurate and false and not professional. 
1\1r. FELDlIL\N. You were a frequent companion of 'Promuto's and 

had dinner with him as orten as three nights a week? 
Mr. BARTELS. I didn't tell him that. 
1\fr. FELDl\U.N. Did you tell Mr. Brosan that you gave Promuto 

permission to take the girl to the airport on one occasion and that 
he Imew that Brosan had the ,yrong name for the girl from the 
beginning? 

Mr. B.mTELs. No. I can tell vou what the facts are. I don't recall 
what I sai.d in that situation, 'but I know that Promnto did check 
with me abont taking leave on that day to go to the airport. I didn't 
know who he was taking. 

1\11'. Fm,D1\fAN. Did you ten Mr. Brosan that you were present 
when some of the alleged meetings between Mr. Promuto alid those 
mentioned in the report took place? 

Mr. BARTELS. No. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. That this investigation could hurt Promuto and 

some clay preclude him from getting a job, snch as U.S. attorney? 
Mr. BARTELS. No. ,Vhat I said in that connection w'as that that 

form of a synopsis was very unfair because it 'would be read as 
though it were the fartual finding and, y€'t there had never been 
any investigation, would lie in his 'reco1'c1 within the Department of 
.Tustiee, evC'n though they had never interviewed either :McCaleb, 
T.I.eCompte, any of those six people, and that it would go against 
Ins record. 

Mr. FEl .. D:\fAN, That when Brosan told you that the girl Promuto 
associated with used drugs according to a policewomall, YOll asked 
"What kincH" But before Brosan cou1cl answer, you said, ·"So what' 
I drink alcohol; that is a drug." ' 
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Mr. BARTELS. In other words, lle ,vould have, I believe-
:Mr. FELDl\IAN. Yes or 110. 
Mr. BARTELS. I am not going to answer it yes or no. I haven't had 

the chance. 
Mr. FELD1IAN. IVe talked about this. I am trying to make the 

record. 
:M:r. BARTELS. W aita second. That memorandum was never se.nt 

to me. He went out of that room on November 13 or 14, typed up 
a memo and put it in his own file. That was after he had already 
decided to go to the Department and make charges. That memo is 
a self-serving statement of his and misstatcments. I deny it. 

Mi'. FELDl\IAN. That in the future all high ranking officials charged 
with integrity matters would be called in and faced with such mat-
ters before an investigation is made ~. . 

Mr. BARTELS. In other words, come 11l and tell hun before you 
investigate ~ 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. That is right. Yes or no? 
Mr. BARTELS. Absolutely false. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. That is false; that the differing viewpoints would 

jndicate Brosan's removal from the Office of Inspection was appro
priate ~ 

Mr. BARTELS. Give it to me again. 
Mr. FELDl\:J:AN. That the c1iffering viewpoints would indicate 

Brosan's removal from the Office of Inspection was appropriate ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I have no recollection whether I told him it was 

appropriate, but it was appropriate. 
Senator NUNN. ,,"'bat exhibit is that? 
Mr. BARTELS. By the way, those charges WQre made to 1\'11'. Sil

berman subsequently. 
Mr. FELD1tIAN. I want to put this exhibit in, }\fl'. Chairman. 
Do the names Nick Gianaris, Minor IC. Hossfeldt, Richard Mc

Caleb, and Buster Riggin mean anything to you ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I have never heard of Buster Riggin and/or Hoss

feldt, but I have heard of Gianaris andl\fcCaleb, because they were 
in the original; the others don't refresh my recollection. 

Mr. FELD:\IAN. I-lave they all been convicted of felonies ~ 
Mr. BARTELS. I don't know; not having heard of the two, it is 

very difficult to answer the question. 
:Mr. F]~LDl\IAN. For the record, each has been convicted of a felony. 

Do you deny that Mr. Promuto had any associations with them? 
MI'. BARTELS. Mr. Feldman, I don't know. How do I know whether 

he had associations with them ~ My qucstion to you would be the 
sal11.e to Mr. Brosan. Ask him. 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. Mr. Chai.rman, I woulcllike to put in the sealed 
record at this time a photograph. 

Senator NUNN. Without objection. 
[The document referred to was mal'ked "Exhibit No. 57" for 

reference and will be retained in the confidential files of the sub
committee. J 

Senator NUNN. 'We are going to have to conclude. lYe have a Jive 
quorum. vVe have an order not to have hearings after the live 
quorum. 

G7-2S1-7o--10 
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MI. FELDMAN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bartels will be recalled at a 
later date to talk about some of the other issues that we have dis
cussed and tomorrow we meet at 9 :30 with Ambassador Silberman 
in this hearing room. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you, :Mr. Bartels. 
[Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reCOll

vene at 9 :30 a.m., Tuesday, July 15, 1975, in room 3302.] 
[Members present at time of recess: Senator Nunn.] 
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U.S. SENaTE, 
PERMANENT SUBCOMll-II'rTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS OF THE 

COM:r.nTrEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 12 :10 p.m., in room 3302, Dirksen Sen
ate Office Building, under authority of Senate Resolution 111, agl'eecl 
to March 17, 1975, as amended, Senator Jacob K. Javits presiding. 

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Sam NUllll, Demo
crat, Georgia; Senator Jacob K .• Tavits, Republican, New York; and 
Senator BIll Brock, Republican, Tennessee. 

Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
Chief Counsel; Dana Martin, Assistant COlU1sel; Philip R. Manuel, 
Investigator; Frederick Asselin, Investigator; Stuart l\£. Statler, 
Chief Counsel to the Minority; Robert Sloan, Special Counsel to 
the Minority; ·and Ruth Y. Watt, Chief Clerk. 

Senator .IA VITS [presiding]. The subcommittee hearings will come 
to order. 

[Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 
Senator ,Tavits.] 

['.Dhe letter of n.uthority follows:] 
U.S. SENATE, 

COl\11IfITTEE ON GOVERNl\1ENT OPERATIONS, 
SENATE PERMANENT SunCOM:r.fI~"l'EE ON INVESTIGA'rIONS, 

Washin{}t01h, D.O. 
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub

committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, per
mission is hearby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Committee 
as designated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public session, without 
a quorum of two members for administration of oaths and taldng of testimony 
in connection with Drug Enforcement administration on Tuesday, July 15, 1975. 

HENRY M. JAOKSON, 
Oha·irmun. 

CHARLES H. PEROY, 
Ran1dng lYIinorUll Mem'ber. 

Senator J AVITS. The subcommittee has called as its first· witness 
the Ambassador to Yugoslavia, Mr. Silberman. 

Mr. Ambassador, are you willing to be sworn in this hearing? 
Ambassador SILBER~IAN. But, of course. 
Senator JA VITS. Would you raise your right hand ~ 
po you sw~ar tha.t the testimony you are about to give pefore 

tIns subcommIttee wlll be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, so help you God? 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I.do. 
(703) 
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TESTIMONY OF HON. LAURENCE H. SILBERMAN, U.S. AlVIBASSADOR 
TO YUGOSLAVIA 

Senator ,JAYITS. JUl'. Ambassador, the committee has prepared a 
series o~ ques~ions which you a~'e called upon to answeF wit~l respect 
to certam actlOlls, occurrences III your role as an offiCIal o·r the De
partment of Ju~tipe wl~ich relat~ to the operation~ <;>f. the Drug En
forcement Adml111stratlon; partIcularly to the actl vIhes of the ~~ad 
of that office, Mr. .T olm R. Bartels, III respect to matters al'lsmg 
toward the end of 1974 and before 107·1rC.'lating to activities of the 
Drug Enforcement Administrati.on's Office of Inspection. 

I shall begin the questioning which will be taken over by another 
Senator as soon as he arrives. 

Mr. Ambassador, what was the period of time when you were 
Deputy Attorney General ~ 

.A.mbassador SILmm:1lJ:AN". I believe I "ms sworn in on February 
28, 1974, and I served until April 7, 1975. If you forgive me, Sena
tor, for the purpose of whoever is here for UPl, that is April 7, 
1975, because therC.' has been some misstatements from UPl on that. 

Senator .TAvrl's. v,7}mt had been your service in the Federal Gov
ernment prior to that incumbency? 

Ambassador SILBElU\IAN. Prior to that period from-to 1070, to 
.Tune 1070, or actually September ",hen I was confirmed, September 
1070 to January 20, 1073, I ,,,as the Under Secretary of Labor. 

From :March 1069 to ,June ",hen I became ActiI~g Under Ser,re
tary, 01' September wIlen I was confirmed, I was the Solicitor Gen
eral Counsel of the Labor Department. 

Prior to that :hnc I ,,'as Appella(-e Attorney of the National 
I,abor Relations Board. Prior to that time I was in private practice, 
a partner in a law firm in Honolulu for some 8 years and in bC.'tween 
the time I resigned as Under Secretary of Labor anCl the time I 
became Deputy Attol'l1ey General I was a partner in the ,Yashing
ton law firm of Steptoe & ,Johnson. 

Senator .TAVl'fS. How long ,)'ere you with the NLRB? 
Ambassador SILBERHA:N. About a year. 
Senator .JAVITS. Did you begin havinp; c1isrussions with .Tohn R. 

Bartels, .Jr., the AdmInistrator of the Drug Enforcement Aclminis
tration, in September of 1074 in connection with the operations of 
the Office of Ins]1ection at that agency, DEA ~ 

Ambr.cisaclor SILIlER:i\UN. Yes .• Tohn Bartels ancl his aicle, Mark 
:Moore, ancl sometimes some of 'his other people, l1secl to meet with 
me bhveekly as diel all of the heads of the operating units of the 
.Tustice Department where we woulcl go over whatever management 
or policy issues ollght to be brought to my attention anel that I 
ought to bring to the atten:tion of Attorney General Saxbe. 

My recollection is sometime in the summer or en,rly fall of 1074, 
Bartels and :Mark Moore indirated to me that they were concernecl 
about the Inspection Division of DEA jmd they \\~nntecl to conduct 
a stucly. 

l\fark Moore was going to conduct. with others a study of the 
Inspection, Division. I heal:ti1y approved. Mark :Moore was "an enor
mOllsly able Ph. D. from Harvarel, one of .Tames Q" ,Vilson's pro-
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teO'es and one of the ablest young men in the Department, and with 
a ~ery keen analytical and .man~gement mind .. 

Senator JAVITS. At that tlllle, ill the late sprlllg~ 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. No. Summer or fall, August-September. 
Senator JAVITS. In September, were there any problems mised 

by Mr. Bartels or Mr. Moore respecting that office as the reason for 
seeking the study ~. . 

Ambassador SILBEmrAN. FIrst of all, they were dOlllg a study of 
all of the offices in DEA and Moore had done others of those, but 
I do recall either one of the others indicated that they thought that 
the Inspection operation was not well run. 

Senator JAVITS. No names were namecl as to individual officials 
or any thin 0' else ~ 

Ambassador SILBERilIAN. I don't recall that. They may have men
tioned the names of the individuals involved. But I don't recall 
that. I think they were just concerned at that point about the 
operation of the Inspection office. 

Senator JAVITS. ",Vas any question mised as to how the operations 
might be improved and did you give them any advice on the 
subject~ 

Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. Not until the study was complete. I 
wanted to see the study before there would be views, I would give 
views as to what ought to be done. 

Senator JAVITS. So the other only thing you did then ,vas concur 
in the fact that a study should be made ~ 

Ambassador SILBERilIAN. Yes. Not only concur, but encourage. 
Senator JAVITS. By whom was the study to bemade~ 
Ambassador SILBER~fAN. My recollection is Moore was to playa 

major role in it and others were to be involved. But I don't recall 
who else was involved. 

Senator JAVITS. Was it an in-house study that was being discussed? 
Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. Yes. 
Senator JAVl'rs. 'Were any individuals in either the Drug Enforce

ment Administration or more specifically, the Office of Inspection, 
discussed with reference to the performance of their duties? 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I don't recall. All I recall is that Bartels 
and Moore were dissatisfied with the operation of the Inspection 
Office. 

[At this point Senator Brock entered the hearing room.] 
Senator .TAVITS. When, if you recall, was that study complete? 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I recall that at least a preliminary draft 

of that study was completed in November of 1974. The reason I 
recall that is because I got that with my FBI report which I 
directed. 

Senator JAVI'l'S. Your FBI report, how does that tie into this 
situation ~ 
Am~assador SILB~R:r.rAN. I think you will get to that as you go 

along m your questlOns. 
Senator JAVlTS. You tell us. It is the first time you have men

tioned the FBI report. You said you called for a study. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. No. Subsequently in December, there 

was an FBI report that I asked for concerning allegations a Mr. 
Tartaglino raised against Mr. Bartels. 
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When the FBI report came to me it included the Moore study 
"\',.hich was completed in November. I do not recall whether Moore 
continued with other aspects of that study through March. That I 
am a little hazy on. But I do remember, if not a final study, a pre
liminary draft that I saw in November. 

Senator JAVITS. In that succession of events, when did you first 
learn of Tartaglino's charges? 

Ambassador SILBER:l\rAN. Glen Pommerening, who was the As
sistant Attorney General for Administration, in November; and 
although I reviewed the testimony, Senator Javits, I cannot recall, 
although I can see the dates that were testified to, I do not have an 
independent recollection of the dates. 

But sometime, as I recall, in the middle of November Glen Pom
merening came to me and said we have got a probbm in DEA and 
Tal'taglino, who was the acting deputy, formerly Ohief Inspector, 
wanted to get out, he wanted to be transferred. 

I remember either at that time or shortly before that, Glen told 
me Tartaglino wanted to have the job of Ohief Inspector for the 
Department of ,Justice, Inspector General, which was the concept 
that I was developing in the fall of 1974 and which we put out in 
an order in early 1975. 

Tal.'taglino wanted that job. As a matter of fact, I had an ex
partner of mine in town called and told me that Tartaglino wanted 
the job. 

So I am not absolutely sure whether Glen mentioned it at that 
time or if he mentioned it earlier. But in any event, he came to me 
and said ",Ve have a problem in DBA. Tartaglino is very upset 
with what is going on in there and he has a number of complaints 
about nartels and he has come to me, Glen Pommerening, to get 
me to do something. I don't think I ought to do something. I think 
this is something that ought to come to you," and I agreed. 

I said, "Glen, go back and have him put that in writing." And he 
did. Then Glen came upa da,y 01' so later with a letter or a mem
randum which Tartaglino had written to Pommerening, the Assis
tant Attorney General for Administration, outlining his complaints 
against Bartels. 

Senator JAVI'l'S. As far as you can recall, though, that memoran
dum is obviously the best evidence; did that memorandum-or did 
you have other knowledge outside the memorandum that these 
charges involved one Vincent L. Promuto, the Director of Public 
Affairs of DEA ~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I think that was the first time I saw 
anything about Promuto. 

Senator JAVI'l'S. It WD,S the first time in the memorandum ~ 
Ambassador Sn,13ERJ')IAN. Yes; I think so. I think so. It may be 

Pommerelling mentioned ProI!luto to me as part of the problems 
in DBA. But I cannot recall tha.t independently. . 

Senator JAVITS. Would you like to look at a 'memoranclum dated 
November 14, 1974, which is already in evidence, Oommittee Ex
hibit No. 20, to identify as the meniorandum to which you refer ~ 

Amba.ssador Srr,BEm.rAN. I may have a copy of it myseif. 
Yes. It says at the bottom attachments. Are the attachments in 

evidence ~ 
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Senator JAVITS. We do not have attachments. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Whatever happened to them ~ 
Mr. FELDMAN. They weren't delivered to us by the Department 

of Justice. 
Senator JAVITS. Do you lmow the nature of those attachments~ 
Ambassador SILBERiUAN. No, I don't recall, but I see at the bottom 

attachments. 
Senator JAVITS. "We will find out, but is that the memorandum 

other than the attachments ~ 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Yes, it is. 
Senator JAVITS. Thank you. Oould you keep it before you. Is that 

the first time that you learned that Vincent L. Promuto had been 
seen allegedly in the company of felons and other persons of crimi
nal reputation by the Washington Metropolitan Police Force Or
ganized Orime and Rackets Section ~ 

Ambassador SILBER:r.f:AN. Yes, as far as I know. I never heard of 
that before as far as I can recall. 

Senator JAVITS. That was the first time that you had read this 
memorandum which is before you ~ 

Ambassador SILBERUAN. The day that Glen. Pommerening brought 
it to me on November 14 or November 15, but the day he brought 
it to me was the day I read it. 

Senator JAVITS. Did you say YOll had only 5 minutes, Mr. Ambas
sador~ 

Senator BROOK. Do you have more time~ 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Absolutely. I should like to get through 

today so I can get back to Belgrade, but I have all day. 
Senator JAVITS. I yield to Senator Brock. 
Ambassador SILBERl\UN. I hate to see you leave, Senator. I always 

thought you were the best lawyer in the Senate. 
Senator J A VITS. You are very kind. I will come back. 
Ambassador SUJBEmIAN. No invidious comparison suggested, but 

I recall Senator Brock was not a lawyer. 
Senator BROOK. I agree only because I am not a lawyer. 
[At this point Senator Javits withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senator BROOK [presiding]. I will just pursue this line of ques-

tioning. I don't Imow if you have lui-d a copy of these before 01' 
not, but in sefluence, did you discuss the Tartaglino memorandum 
with anyone, and, if so, whom ~ 

A1l'!-bassador SILBERl\fAN. I didn't understand the first part of your 
questIOn. , 

Senator BROOK. Did you discuss the memorandum you have in 
front of you--

Ambassador SILBEmrAN. Before that you said you c1icln't know 
I had a copy of it. . 

Senator BROOK. Of the questions. 
Ambassador Su,m:ml\fAN. No, I don't have a copy of your ques

tions. No. Did I discuss the Tartaglino momorandum ,yiill anyone ~ 
The answer is "yes." .Shortly aft.er I read the Tartaglino memoran
chun-I am not cel'tam about tllls-I may well have showed it and 
discussed it with M~ke Spector, A Deputy Associate Attol'lley Gen
eral, one of my asslstants, and we may have discussed what to do 



about it. It is more likely than not that I would haye done that, 
since it was his responsibility inter alia to deal with DEA. 

r decided to call Henry Petersen, who was the head of the C~imi
nul Division, Assistant Attorney General, up to my office. I dut I 
call1ot recall the exact date, but it was shortly after I read, thought 
about the memo, probably discussed it with Spector. 

Henry Petersen came to my office. I showed him the memo and 
either he read it then or not. I cannot recall, or we summarized it. 
In any event, I asked Henry if he would conduct an investigatioll 
of the allegations in this memo. 

Senator BROCK. The next day you had a meeting with Mr. Bartels 
iniour office ~ 

mbassador SLLBERUAN. The next day between what and what? 
Senator BROCK. You received this memorandum on November 14. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I am not sure of that. It is dated N 0-

vember 14. I could have gotten it November 14 01' 15. I don't know 
which date I received it. 

Senator BROCK. ·What I am really reaching for, I wondered if 
you had discussed this particular memorandum with Mr. Bartels 
or what was the purpose of the meeting? 

Ambassador SU~BEm.rAN. I can't tell you. I know I did not discuss 
the substance of the memorandum with ~fr. Bartels at that stage 
or, indeed, did I ever discuss the substance of the memorandum 
until he was in my office in January, I think, when I questioned 
him ahout it. 

But Bartels, as I said, ,-ras often in my office on internal matters 
biweekly.,r cannot tell you ''lhy he was there then. Did you ask him 
the questIOll? 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. Yes. That was put to him; his discussions with 
you? 

Amhassador SILBERlIIAN. ·Whether on NoYt"!mber 15 or 16 he had 
discussed this memorandum? 

Senator BRoeK. On Friday, I asked him if he had discussed the 
Pl'omuto matter which is in his memorandum with you. He said, 
I think, that he had not discussed that until December. 

Ambassador SILBERHAN. December or .T anual'y. 
Senator BROGIe But he was talking to you during this time about 

the Moore study. 
Ambassador SU,BERIIIAX. Before that, that goes back into Septem

ber is my recollection. 
Senator BROCK. That is correct. That was an ongoing matter 

during this time. 
Mr. SLOAN. :&fr. Chairman, if I coulcl cleaT up olle previous 

9,uestion, what was Mr. Petersen's answer to your request that inves
tlgation be conducted ~ 

Ambassador SILlmRl~IAN. You mean my request that he conduct an 
investigation ~ 

Mr. SLOAN. That is dght. 
Ambassador SU,BERlIIAN. He s!Licl he would. 
Mr. SWAN. He said he would ~ 
Ambassador Sn,BEm.IAN. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. Did he~ 



Ambassador SIJJBJiJR~IAN. No, he did not. A week later, Henry 
Petersen, Jack Keeney, and Phil 'Yl1ite, who was a. senior !ankinI51aw
yer in Henry's shop, and I beheve acted as Ins specIal assIstant, 
came to me. 

I mean when I say a week, it was approximately a week during 
which period I thought an investigation was ongoing. Henry, Jack, 
and Phil came to me and sat down and Henry said to me that he 
did not want to conduct this investigation. He explained himself, 
I recall it viviclly, on two grounds, the first of which was John 
Bartels had come out of the Criminal Division, the Organized 
Orime Section of the Criminal Division, which was in many re
spects the Oriminal Division's pride and joy, and that he had an 
excellent record in the Criminal Division, and that Henry thought 
very highly of him. 

Ire felt, under the circumstances, he thought he might be subse-
quently accused of. being biased in fa','"or of Bartels. . 

Thmi he also saId to me, "and beSIdes, Larry, I have reSIgned; 
I am leaving at the end of the year," or "I have announced my res
ignation. I am leaving at the end of the year and, frankly, this is a 
mess and I don't want to get into another one," and lI~e",,, he 
meant Henry's troubles with matters that Congress is quite familial' 
with. 

I, incidentally, have the highest regarcl for Henry Petersen and 
thought in many 1'espects had taken unfair criticism. In any event, 
I understood full ,vell what he meant. Then I tmlled and said, "OK, 
Jack, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Jack Keeney, you conduct." 

Jack said, ",VeIl, I have tIl(' same problems. Bartels has come out 
of the Criminal Division and I really don't want to take this on 
here." 

Mr. SLOAN. To interject a second, were these gentlemen personal 
friends, or was it just that they had worked together closely~ 

Ambassador SILBElt:l\.I;AN. I don't know whether they were per
sonal friends of Bartels. I think it was jusF that they 'had worked 
togetller. In any event, they made the pomt Bartels was one or 
their most prized products out of the Organized Crime Spction o~e 
the Criminal Division, with an enormollslyimpressive record as head 
?f the Strike ~orce up in New Jersey, w'hich was one or their most 
Important Stl'lke Forces. 

,V11en Elliot Richardson hacl piclcecl him to be Aclmhlistrator of 
DEA, the Oriminal Division had recommended him highly. 

J3ut I also got to the point that the Criminal Division had been 
ch'agged through the mud in the Oongress and they didn't want to 
take this on becl1use it looked like a mess. 

Senator BnoOJr. "\Vhat do you mean mess? 
Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. You had. charg('s 1lying between the t,,·o 

long-time career employees of the Justice'Department, John Bartels 
and lds Acting Deputy, Tartaglino; hack, back and forth. They 
may have said, at least I came out with the recollection there was 
no win proposition, no matter what kind or investigntidn was con
ducted, somebody would be criticized. 

:V'~h.en .Tack cljsq~u.t1ified himself~ I said, "who in the Criminal 
DlVlSlon?" They salCl, "well, we thmk we ought to recnse the entire 
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Criminal Division." So I said, "what do I do~" Henry said, "Jook, 
this is a responsibility you have as Deputy Attorney General." 

"This is," I think he may have said, "this is an administrative 
inquiry, the kind of thing normally done by the DeJmty Attorney 
General. It is your responsibility. Larry, you are gomg to have to 
make the judgment on this one." 

I recall responding, "Henry, I am not in the leash afraid of mak
ing a judgment, but I am not a trained investigator. I have made 
the judgment on many criminal cases that have come up to me, but 
I am not a trained investigator. I need somebody to do the investi
gation on this one." 

His response was "Jack Keeney, just get some top people in the 
FBI attached directlv to you and have them conduct the investiga
tion." It seemed like a good solution to me for a nnmber of reasons, 
which I will describe if you ask me. So I subsequently 'went along 
on that line. 

MJ.'. SLOAN. Ambassador Silberman, did you feel that there were 
possible criminal charges and that is why you originally discussed 
it with Mr. Petersen ~ 

Ambassador SILBEIu.IAN. That is a fair question. Let me just 
answer that one. Yes, I have read the transcript of this. There is some 
confusion on this. The charges were not made in a criminal way. I 
think this is a point the committee should understand. . 

Tartap:lino, who was a long-time criminal investigator, did not 
charge obstruction of justice. 'If you look at his memo, he charged 
a number of management matters, which he disagreed with Bartels 
on, and then he claimed, with respect to the Promuto matter, that 
Bartels had impeded the investigation. 

It is quite common in the Justice Department to get allegations 
which, on its face, suggested impropriety, but which may subse
quently develop into a criminal case. In fact, it is so common that 
the Department has E'stablished a procedure to deal with it; that is, 
to conduct administrative inquiries or you might say administrative 
investigations, which are designed to look into these charges and 
if at some point the charges suggest criminal conduct, then you shift 
into a criminal investigation. 

The reaSOll I went to Henry was-of course, I recognized that 
impeding" an illvestigation could under certain circumstances develop 
into a charge of obstruction of justice. But that wasn't tlw charge. 

Now, the reason I went to Henry Petersen is that the Criminal 
Division normally supervises in a sense, I say in a sense because 
they don't have direct line supervision, but they supervise in terms 
of investigation of cases, both the FBI and DEA, which are two 
criminal investigating arms, and it seemed to me were the ones to 
l1a,~e the bt'st ,Possible expertise in eva]uat~ng the kind of charges 
wInch Tartaglmo made agamst Bartels, whlCh ran the gamut; from 
manag<.>ment disputes to the allegations that with l'<.>spect to Pro
muto there was an impeding of the internal investigation of 
Promuto. 

Mp. SJ.~.-UT .. Yon would flay with the a}legatJ0I]. of i~pe1ing of 
the mv<.>st.1gatlOll that that was the potentIal crIIDlllal VIOlatIOn? 

.Ambassador Srr,BER:r.fAN. I.lct me give yon an example. 
Mr. SLOAN. Is that a :fair interpretation? 
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Ambassador SILBERMAN. It is possible it could develop. It wasn't 
on its face. Let me give. you an example. I don't mean to be face
tious about this. It is an excellent example. 

On J1me 23 of this year, at the time the committee, and particu
larly the chairman of the commit.tee, Senator J acks~m, was threat
ening to call. me before the commlttee a~d al~o ~alang some state
ments refiectmg unfavorably upon my lllvest~gatl9n, he sent me .a 
letter which I received, Senator Jackson, asking for funds for his 
Presidential campaign. . 

On its face, that could be one of three thmgs. It could be extor
tion, depending on what his motive wu;s. It could be ju.st an impro
priety for a Senator to ask for campalgn funds at a tlme when he 
was having disputes with somebody that he wanted to call before 
as a witness, before his committee, or it could be a mistake. 

I must say I was puzzled since I never contributed to a Democrat 
in mv life and I couldn't imagine what list I could be on that 
would suggest to the Senator that he should send me a requpst for 
funds. 

Mr. FELD~rAN. Perhaps National Geographic or something like 
that, Mr. Ambassador ~ 

Senator BROOK. I got one, too. 
Ambassador SILBER:u.rAN. You got one, too ~ 
Senator BROOK. I think he got an equal response from both of us. 
Mr. FELDMAN. I think you answered the question for Senator 

Jackson, Senator. Thank you very much. 
Ambassador SILBER~rAN. I haven't gotten a chance to respond to 

it. I thought I would have a chance here. I guess to the Senator's 
staff, I would say I am very sorry, but I do not feel obliged nor 
inclined to contribute to his Presidential campaign. 

In any event, the point I make on this is that allegations can 
come in which can develop into criminal cases, but the normal pro
cedure in the ,Justice Department is to conduct an administrative 
inquiry. 

Then, if at some point it comes to the decisionmaker with a rec
ommendation, this matter looks criminal to us, that is to say, it could 
turn into a criminal mutter, then you switch it into a crin1inal 
investigation. 

Mr. SWAN. On the question of potential criminality, I think it is 
pertinput to point out hpre that Mr. Bartels has teRtified that shortly 
after the l'1th of Noyember 19N, he was told by Michael Spector, 
who was then Associnte Deputv Attol'ney Genel.'al, that Mr. Tar
taglino had accused him of frluid. 

At that time, did Mr, Spector' ndvise Mr. Bartels of his Miranda 
rights¥ 

Ambassador SILBEro.rAN. That is right. Any administrative in
quiry that can develop into a criminal investigation, it is standard 
to give people Miranda warnings. There is no question that I l'ec~ 
ognized that Mike Spector recognized the charge of impeding an 
investigation could develop into an obRtruction of justice. 

Yon would, under 1505 of 18 United States Code, have to develop 
something along the Jines of a corrupt motiv(>' on the part of Bar
tels, some p(lc~mjary interest in. the matter or some si~nificant benefit 
he could got, It IS sort of questlOnable under 1505. It ]S very unusual 
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to have an obstruction of justice charge, based on an underlying 
investigation, which is not cdminal. 

I wIll remind you, gentlemen, that the investigation of .Promuto 
was not a criminal investigation, although one of the thmgs that 
troubled me, and I will get to this, that it was treated in some 
respects as a criminal investigation; that is to say: the charge 
against Promuto was that he was associating with known gamblers. 

That resolved itself, as I understood it from the FBI report in 
the proposition that he spent a lot of time in Fran O'Brien's, and 
the question was did he spend a lot of time wi~h gal!-1blers. . 

The other charge was he may have been sleepmg WIth prostItutes 
which is, you lmow, the kind of thing that is sort of a marginal 
issue as to the propriety of the Justice Department employee; that 
is to say, it is not the kind of t1ling we want or would like. 

But it is not a criminal charge and, indeed, as Bartels has testified 
before this committee, and I think wise1y, there is a question of how 
the Civil Service treats these kinds of things these days. 

In other words, what you have got here is something 'which this 
committee is familial' with. Senator Jackson mentioned it the other 
day. You have got a charge of an associational impropriety. In 
some respects, it is similar 'to the charges that used to occupy the 
Congress back in the fifties of association with fe110w travelers and 
known Communists, e.t cetera. 

You have to be very careful with these associational charges 
because people can be defamed unfairly if in fact the association 
is rasual and does not aired their job. 

On the other hanel, you have to he worried about the appearance 
of the impropriety. It is a tricky kind of area. 

Mr. FELmr.1.N. :ilfl'. Ambassador, 'what if the associate is in turn 
an associate of an identified narcotics violator ~ 

Ambassador SILnEmrAN. I think yon are talking about a prosti
tnte in that situation. Let me tell you my judgment, and I hMe 
some experience in this because during this same pC'riod of time in 
.Tanuary of lD'75, I personally was doing the hwestigation of those 
FBI files 011 Congrei'smen and Senators. And most prostitutes by 
definition are engaged in il]C'gal activity and it is not unlikely at 
aU that a prostitute will have an aRsochtion with other people ,vho 
are engaged in illegaI activity. 

So I am cautious about that bC'caui'e the mere fact tl1at a ma.n in 
Government in any level, ,yhether he 1")e in the Cong'J'?ss, jn the Sen
ate or in the executiye brauch, sleeps with a prostitute who in turn 
sleeps with others who are illegal or engaged in hard, illeo-al con
duct, does not by itself constitute matters that would ne;essarily 
tronbIe me. . 

I would want to know what the relation is beyond that, is there 
a direct l-to-l relationship of some significance between the execu
tive branch employee and, as you put it, the class I violatod 

Mr. FEWMAN. 'Would yon consider it up a step if that prostitute 
was a drug user ~ 

Ambassadol' SILBERMAN. I think most prostitutes are drug users; 
no. 

Mr. FJo~r,Dl\rAN. You woulc1n't~ 
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Ambassador SILBEmrAw. I think most prostitutes are drug users. 
If everybody who sleeps with prostitutes is disqualified as a Federal 
employee, we will have to empty out Washington. 

Senator BnooK. That might be a pretty good objective. 
Ambassador SILBEmLAw. I haven't done so, incidentally, if the 

question is raised. 
Mr. FELD:M:AW. I want to clarify a question. It doesn't disturb you, 

I am sure it disturbs you. But it doesn't raise a red flag if an official 
is consorting with a prostitute who is a drug user, an official of DEA, 
the drug enforcement agency ~ 

Ambassador SILBEmrAw. It is interesting you would use the 
expression "reel flag," Mr. Feldman. 

I am concerned what else it implies. The mere fact that an official 
sleev.s with a prostitute who engages in other illegal activity is not 
by Itself a disqualification. Indeed, during the period of time I was 
Deputy Attorney General, the new Attorney General, Ed Levi, had 
an agonizing problem with respect to an appointment of a U.S. at
torney. It is public because the U.S. attorney made it public, who 
was charged by some as being disqualified to be a U.S. attorney 
because he had over a number of years slept with prostitutes at a 
particular house of ill repute and the madam of that house was 
heavily involved separately with organized crime people. 

[At this point Senator .Javits entered the hearing room.] 
Ambassador SILBEmrAN. My Teeollection is the U.S. attornev or 

the reputed U.S. attol'lley made that all public. He was appoiilted 
by the ac1ministration and he was confirmed by the Senate. That is 
really a direct analogy. That was only a couple of months ago, sir. 

Senator BROCK. Let me ask you, you said that you went the route 
of an administrative investigation. What does that mean ~ 'What 
did you do ~ How many people did you get involved? Who 'were 
they~ 

Ambassador SILBERJlt:AW. A fair question. I hadn't gotten to that. 
I ,vill follow you up on it. What I did was call Nick Callahan, 
Deputy Director of the FBI, having been out of town. I said, 
"Nick, I have this kind of charge at DEA." I think I summarized 
the charges in some way and "I want the very best men you have 
in internal inspection, the kind of guys you would use for your 
own internal investigations of improprieties of FBI agents ai1d I 
want them to work directly for me to conduct this investigation." 

Nick sa~d.' "OK, they will be there." And within a very short time, 
a Mr. vVIlhams, SpeCIal Agent of the FBI, plus Mr. Bassett, who 
was, as I recan, the Director, an Assistant Director of the Bureau 
in charge of the Inspection Division, came to my office. . 

I told them, "Gentlemen, I want you to conduct an investigation 
into the allegations of inquiry." I don't recall which aTe the two 
words I used; I think it is more likely I said iIwestigation, "into 
the allegations Mr. Tartaglino made against Mr. Bartels." I want 
you to understand that I thought these allegations Tartaglino made 
against Barte1s were serious. . 

I was trouble~ about them and I .told ~hem particularly to focus 
O~l those allegatIOlls, to go. out ap-d J?vestIgate It, to come back and 
gIve me the results of the lllvesbgatIOn. They did. 
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I saw where Mr. W"illiams and Mr. Hegarty in their testimony 
indicated that others in the Bureau were not involved. 

I frankly for the life of me, can't understand that. I talked with 
Hai Bassett' yester:day and he. was in the reg~onal meeting a;nd he 
was in the conclusIOnary meetIng. Connally, hIS deputy, was In the 
meeting in January. . .. . 
. The. quest~on hll;s b~en r3;Iseq by thIS cOmmIttee, why dId I not 
Just owe thIS entIre InVestIgatIon to Clarence Kelley, because al
thou:h the entire Inspection Division was involved, one can argue 
that it was somewhat Ullusual because it didn't go from the Assist
ant Director or to Nick Callahan to Clarence Kelley. 

I shall give you my reasons, the first of which is-it was origi
nally put in my head by either Petersen or Keeney, but I thought 
they were right-the reason for that is I didn't think it was appro
priate or simply for the entire FBI to be investigating the entire 
DEA. They were sister investigating agencies. The supervisor of 
both was the Deputy Attorney General and the Attorney General. 

I didn't want to pass the buck to Clarence or to the FBI in any 
way. I remember feeling keenly when Henry said tt;> me this is one 
you have got to decide. So although I wanted thelr resources for 
investigation, I wanted to be the one to make the decision. I, of 
cour;;:e, told Attorney General Saxbe about this, reported this to him 
and he agreed to the procedure. 

So that is why I went to the Inspection Division or to Bassett, 
Williams, Hegarty, and Connally, who were all involved. 

Second: I had in mind a new procedure which I wanted to develop 
for the Justice Department and which I put in an order which was 
issued under Bill Saxbe in .Tanuary of 1075. 

This was in a sense the first step to that procedtll'c. I wanted 
to set up an Inspector General for the Department. You see, the 
order sets up a special review staff. becauf;e I felt We needed one 
central organ in the Department that would do all the internal 
investigations of an administrative inquiry type. 

My reason for that grew out of my expedence with Operation 
Clean Sweep where the FBI hac 1 been investigating matters, but 
they naturally focused on criminal issues and certain management. 
questions about INS had fallen through the crack in my jud,g:ment. 

So I wanted to centralize the internal investigation with an In
spector Genern,l which I called dir('ctor of special review sm-ff. 

I also wanted to have that director of special review stu'ff to be 
able to lend, to assign inspectors from the Burean, :Erom DEA, from 
INS and from the Criminal Division, investigators, all in u OTonp 
depending on what allegations came to it. ' b 

I thought that was very importa:r:t for, the J?epart~ent. I say 
tlmt because part of my problems durmg tIllS perIOd of tIme were
I don't mean to be misunderstood-were the FBI itself. That was 
the time I was finding out about the files on the Congressmen and 
the OC files in the FBI. 
, I was a l?t more upset about that than UlWthing else I had seen 
1Il the .,TustIge Department. ~ other words, the Bureau itself had 
to be lIlvestlgated from outSIde, 01.' I thought a structure should 
be set up so the Bureau itself could be investigated from outside. 
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TIlls Inspector General idea was the appropriate way to go. The 
Inspector General would be reporting to the Deputy Attorney Gen
eral and the Attorney General. That is why I,?-sed this pro~edure. 
I was moving toward that new structure whICh you put ill the 
Attorney General's orc~er iJ?- Ja?-uary. . 

Senator BROCK. I think It mIght be well-I ~p?loglZe for al! .of 
us, Mr. Silberman. We have a number of confhctmg opportullltles 
going on. Senator Javits and I both have to leave. Senator Nunn 
IS supposed to be on his way. 

Mr. FELDMAN. He is on his way over. We could recess for a 
couple of minutes. Then we could resume. 

Senator JAVlTS. I would suggest that the Chair take an affirmative 
recess so the witness can have a few minutes. Why not recess and 
reassemble at 1 :10 ~ 

Ambassador SILBEIThIAN. Thank you. 
l\Ir. FELD:i\rAN. Mr. Ambassador, if Senator NUIDl is coming over 

and he is going to be here in a couple of minutes, would you prefer 
to go on ~ I know you want to get this over with. 

Ambassador SILBEIThIAN. Yes. As I indicated to you, I am per
fect}y willing to come back if I 'was assured I woulcl be able to 
testlfy today. 

Mr. FELDJIIAN. Why don't we just take a relaxed recess in place. 
Senator JAVITS. Recess until 1 :10 ~ 
[Brief recess.] 
(A brief recess was taken with the following members present: 

Senators J a vits and Brock. ] 
[Membel's present at time of reconvening: Senator NmID.] 
Senator NUNN [presiding]. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Mr. Ambassador, I apologize for all of these interruptions and 

delays. We had votes all morning. We have the New Hampshire 
matter going on. It is unpredictable when we can meet. 

I will proceed with these questions as long as I can. I have two 
other meetings beginlllng in a few minutes. I hope I will be able to 
stay long enough to at least get to the point where we can conclude. 
If not, I hope somebody will relieve me. But we will go as far as 
we can. 

Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. I appreciate it, Senator. 
Senator NUNN. In the tl'ansmittal of the Tartaglino memo to the 

Criminal Division, did you 01' one of your aides attach to it a memo
randum or any other wTitten communications in which opinions, 
observations 01' instructions pertaining to the Tartaglino memo were 
made~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I will be darned if I know. Maybe Mr. 
Spector added something, but if he did, he did it on his own. I don't 
recall. 

Is there such a document? I think I remember just handing that 
document to Henry Petersen and saying investigate it. I think there 
is a misstatement in the way. You say transmitted to the Criminal 
Division. You recall I was asking Henry to make an inquiry. 

But this was not a matter which formally was submitted to the 
Criminal Division as a criminal investigation at that stage. Ob
viously, as I have explained earlier, if a criminal charge developed 
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out of it it would be handled in the normal manner in which crimi
nal charges are handled. But I handed it to He~lI'y PeteJ.'~eD: to pe~
sonally investigate it, with whatever resources 11l the Cnmmal DI
vision he had as an administrative inquiry. 

Senator NUNN. Is it your normal practice to refer any matter 
of this nature to the Criminal Division, whether OJ.' not at this stage 
you refer that you have personally concluded it as a criminal 
charge ~ In other words, are the matters of this nature ahvays re
ferred to the Criminal Division or any other branch of Justice that 
could properly handle such a matter ~ 

Ambassador SU"BERJ'.IAN. I don't recall a matter of this nature 
coming up when I was Deputy Attorney General, so I suppose ill 
some respects, it appeared unique to me. Let me think about that. 
There was one other matter that came up which was, in a sense, 
similar. 

There was an allegation raised against the U.S. attorney that he 
had engaged in improper conduct with respect to the investigation 
of a criminal matter that he had indeed-I don't want to mention 
his name, but that he had indeed in that case diverted the investiga
tion away from people who were family members. 

My recollection is that, how I handled that was to have both the 
Criminal Division and the FBI involved in it. The FBI did the 
investigation and the Criminal Division was evaluating and, indeed, 
part of the investigating team. I must have had four or five people 
in it. 

Then at the conclusion, there was an impropriety and I asked the 
U.S. attorney to resign. But although there was impropriety, it was 
not criminal conduct. It didn't rise to an obstruction of justice case. 

Senator NUNN. Did Henry Petersen tell you that he-that is, 
Petersen-discussed the Tartaglino memo with John R. Bartels, Jr. ? 

Ambassador SU"BERj\IAN. I don't recall that. 
Senator NUNN. Do you consider it proper for Mr. Petersen to 

make a judgment on whether or not the Criminal Division should 
investigate the Tartaglino memorandum, based on the consideration 
of friendship between Mr. Petersen and Mr. Bartels? 

Ambassador SILBER1I.\N. Yes. You are again talking about the 
Criminal Divisiqn; but you are right in a way because Henry not 
only disqualified himself, but then disqualified the whole division. 
They saw this, they were concerned that their investigation-I 
don't think it was that they felt John was guilty. 

I think they were concerned that if they cleared J olm, it wouldn't 
be believed becaus~ he had come out of the Criminal Division and 
that he had been one of their fair-haired boys, one of the best of 
the strike force attorneys. I understood this and it was also the 
other aspect of the Crhninal Division had been torn about a little 
bit during that last conp Ie of years. 

I, of course, think, although it was not c1iscussed-I don't recall 
whether it was discussec1-hnpJicit in t})(' Whole conversation is if 
anybody developed a criminal case, then it would have to (fO back 
clown to the Criminal Division. T~ie Criminal Division coulcl11't dis
qualify itself. Nobody else can handle criminal cases. 

I . 
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Senator NUNN. Under those circumstances, couldn't :Mr. Petersen 
simJ?ly refer the whole matter to another person in the Oriminal 
DiVIsion and disqualify himself, rather than the entire division ~ 

Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. You weren't here, Senator Nunn, when 
I think I answered that question earlier, because what happened 
was after Henry disqualified himself and I tUl'lled to Jack Keeney 
and Jack said he disqualified himself for the same reasons generally. 
Then I said who else ~ 'l'hey said we don't think it ought to be done 
in the Oriminal Division. ,Ve think the Oriminal Division ought 
to be recused. . 

I understood it. I lUlderstood it. Henry said, look, yon are Deputy 
Attorney General. You ought to make this decision. That is when 
I said, I will repeat my testimony earlier for your benefit. I saiel I 
am perfectly preparecl to make the judgment, the decision. I just 
need, because I am not a trained investigator, I need investigators 
to do the investigation for me. That is when they suggested that I 
get FBI agents directly reporting to me to do the investigation. 

Senator NUNN. Did the Oriminal Division return the Tartaglino 
memorandum to you on 01' about December 2, lD74:~ 

Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. It might have been earlier. But look, 
Senator, I am not going to recall the exact dates. I have read through 
the transcript of this and I can use elates because other people 11ave 
useel dates. I cannot recan exact dates and I have no independent 
recollection. Either they l'eturned it to me or they returned it to 
Mike Spector. In any event, I had it when I gave it to \VillilUns 
and Bassett. 

Senator NUNN. ,Vas any kind of letter transmittal attached to 
the memorandum ~ 

Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. Not that I recall. I have a feeling that 
the Oriminal Division felt somebody wants to use the expression 
that this particular investigation lookecllike a dra,ver fnn of cancer 
and I think that was not hlappropriate in this case. They didn't 
want any part of it. I don't mean to say that there wasn't a criminal 
charge, they would have had to be a part of it, because they ,,,ould 
have. 

Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Petersen or ~fr. KeeneI' or any other 
person in the Oriminal Division recommend that the FBI be called 
in to conduct an administrative l'eview of the allegations contained 
in the Tal'taglino memorandum ~ 

Ambassador SILBElll\[AN. I think I testified on that, too, Senator, 
I just testified that they specifically recornmended that I get FBI 
agents assigned to me to conduct the administrative inquiry. In t.he 
I?epartme~lt. of J.usti~e, ,,:e use t!lat t~rm administrative investiga
tion, aclImmstratlVe mqUlry a httle mterchangeably. The formal 
term is administrative inqllil'Y. 

In that respect, if I may divert for a second, I was mystified as 
to why the two FBI agents who appeared before you told you they 
never heard of l1;n administrative inves~igation. I fried to track tluit 
clown yesterday m the FBI because I SIgned, Gocllmows, how many 
or tl~cm, directions for administrative inquiries, in which the FB'I 
was lllYolvecl. 

57-281-75--16 
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It was explained to me yesterday by the FBI people that nor
mally the admin~strative inquiry went t<;> a different gr:oup than the 
Internal InspectIon of the FBI. In thIS case, I speCIfically asked 
for the very best men they had in Internal Inspection because these 
charges related to DEA's Internal Inspection and I wanted some
body who could compare the FBI's technique of internal inspection 
with DEA's. 

Senator NUNN. Did the FBI, when they got in the case, assign 
agents to report directly to you ~ 

Ambassador SILBERl'rrAN. Yes. I called Nick Callahan and told 
him I wanted agents reporting directly: tome and as I previously 
testified, there were four involved in the discussions, Hal Bassett, 
Assistant Director of the FBI, Connally, his deputy, and Williams 
and Hegarty. Williams and Hegarty actually did, as I can recall, 
the actual interviewing. 

Senator NUNN. You met with these agents. What general instruc
tions did you give them? ViThich ones diel you instruct ~ 

Ambassador SILBERlIti'l.N. I didn't hear YOU, Senator. 
Senator NUNN. You met with these agents. Which ones of them 

did you instruct, and what were your general instructions ~ 
.i.\illbassador SILBERl'rrAN. Bassett, Assistant Director, and Williams. 

My general instructions were, as they have testified in their initial 
questioning and answers before this committee, to focus on the alle
gations of the Tartaglino memorandum and investigate them. 

I may say in this respect, although, as you know, I can't go into 
the internal report of the FBI for all sorts of reasons which the 
Justice Department has given you in the past, I think I can give 
you this which will help. This is the first paragraph of their re
sponse to me when they gave it to me in their report: 

On December 2, 1974, Deputy Attorney General Silberman requested that the 
Inspection Division, Federal Bureau of Investigation, conduct an administrative 
inquiry at the Drug Enforcement Administration. Mr. Silberman instructed 
that the inquiry focus on the allegations contained in a memorandum from 
Andrew C. Tartaglino, Acting Deputy Administrator of DEA, to Assistant 
Attorney Genernl Glen E. Pommerening, dated November 14, 1974. 

The nllegations along with the attachment No. i-which is the Tartaglino
the allegations along with the results of. the inVestigation conducted into each 
allegation are summarized as follows. 

That is what I received. I think that makes very clear what I 
told them. I told them also thl1,t I rrgardeel the allegations of im
peding the Promuto investigation as the most serious, that I wanted 
that looked into as thoroughly as they could. 

At some point in the conversation, I indicated it was not their 
responsibility to take over the ongoing DEA investigation of Pro
muto and there has been an awful lot of discussion, but it frankly 
mystifies me because that was nn ongoing investigation at that point, 
conducted by Tartaglino and Brosan, and after they were removed 
by Phil Smith and others. 

But. I certainly meant the FBI, and they understood it, they 
,!,erc to go a~ far as t~ey, it was necessary to deal with the allega
bons Tal'taglmo made against Bartels, but for them to take over a 
2- or . ~-month ir:vestigation of :Mr. Promuto was not necessary. In 
fact, If I had dlrededthem to do that, what I really would have 
been doing is accepting the Tartaglino alleglttions as true. 
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Senator NUNN. Were these FBI u.gents on. loan to you or were 
they still jurisdictionally under the FBI, or both ~ 

Ambassador SILBERM:AN. Both. You are exactly right, both. They 
did discuss the case and what they were going to do with Bassett, 
and probably Connally, and I surely didn't want them to cut off 
any discussion they had in the Bureau about it. But I wanted DEA 
to understand, and I told th~m when they interview witnesses, they 
were to say they were workmg. for the Deputy Attorney General. 

I explained that earlier. I didn't want it to be appearance of FBI 
investiO'ating DEA, but rather the Deputy Attorney General who 
was th~ supervisor of both, using F~I resources investigating DEA. 
A number of charges made went mto management and that was 
cJearly only my responsibility. 

n:Ir. FELD1IrAN. Just a followup question, was this an investigation 
of the Inspection Division of FBI or of two agents assigned to it ~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. They certainly regardec1 it as the Inspec
tion Division. I think I started out with a request for agents and 
they came in with their Assistant Director of the Inspection Divi
sion, the guy in charge of the Inspection Division, as well as Wil
liams, and when they came back and reported, Bassett was there. 

I don't think Bassett supervised line-by-line the actions of the 
I1gents during the investigation, but I certainly had every reason 
to believe he was providing them with whatever guidance was nec
essary and did as he indicated to me yesterday, provide certain 
guidance. 

But these were trained investigators. TheRe were the best men 
the FBI had in this area and they didn't need, in my judgment, an 
awful lot of direction. 

Senator NUNN. Were they supposed to Teport to you and no one 
else or were they supposed to report back up the line to the FBI 
an(l you ~ What was the chau1. of command ~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. Obviotlsly, they were keeping their di
rector involved, but it was not necessary for them to go to Nick 
Oallahan and Olarence Kelley. I wanted the responsibility on this 
one. It was clear it was going to be my responsibility. I wanted 
them to have all of the resources, but it ivas my decision, not 
Olarence's, not anybody else's; my judgment. . 

Senator Nmm. Do you Imow of any other examples of this kind 
of assignment of FBI agents to you during your period of tenure 
to the Justice Department ~ 

Ambassador SILImRMAN. No; but as I explained earlier before 
you came in, I was moving towards a structure whicl1 I published 
in an order in January, to de:re1?:p this kind of concept. You sec, 
the Deputy Attorney GeneralIS III effect today the Inspector Gen
eral of the Department. It is impossible for him to do that job and 
also r~ operationally the De,partment. 

My VIew was we ought to have another man, the Director of the 
Special Review Staff, or Inspector General, who would coordinate 
the inspecti?ll operations of the various units of the Department 
and also brmg together people to work under him to invC'stiO'ate 
Vn,riO~lS units .. 1 will confess to you, the F~I ",.as not happy about 
tha~ Idea partIcularly ~ecause what I had III mmd 'Was the. investi
gahon of the Bureau Itself when there was an allegation. 
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As I indicated earlier, in January of that year that was by ~ar 
my most serio'J.s job. That is to say, the files of Congressmen wInch 
I had to go and read all myself because there 'was no Inspector 
General. It took an a wfullong time. 

Senator NUNN. Big files? 
,AJ.ubassadol' SILBERMAN. No, lots of Congressmen. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhich of your associates ,vas maintaining liaison 

with the FBI, DEA, and others concerning the Tartaglino aHega
tions? 

Ambassador SILBERUIAN. There ,vas a gap there. :Mike Spector 
started out; Mike Spector was Associate Deputy Attorney General. 
He left the Department against my wishes. I tried to hold him on. 
He was a fine guy. But he left around the middle of December. His 
last day was January 1; but he had a little leave time. 

Jim Hutchinson 'was coming in from myoId law fiFm ?f SteP.toe 
and Johnson formally on J annary 1, but he 'was phaslllg lll, gettmg 
briefed bv :Mike in late December. So the baton was passed between 
Spector and Hutchinson. 

Senator N17NN. During the course of the FBI agents' administra
tive review-have "e E'stablished it was an administrative review 
at this point? 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I read they calleel it an admini~ ;'ative 
inquiry, if you want the exact technical term which is traditional 
in the .Tustice Dc~al'tmE'nt. 

Senator NUNN. ,Vhen does it c9nvert to a criminal ilwestigation 
and how do you go about separatlllg those bvo? 

Ambassador SILBEmrAN. W11en you bc>lieve that you have a crimi
nal case. 

Senator NUNN. TVho makes that decision ~ 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Normally, it would he the Deputy Attor-

ney General. 
Sc>nator NUNN. ,Vho would in this case? 
Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. I beg your pardon? 
Senator NUNN. 'Would you have been the one to ll:lake the decision 

turning it from an admiilistrativ(>' review to a cl'imhlal reyjew? 
Ambassador SILBElDIAN. Yes; if I had bc>licved that we had a 

criminal case against J olm Bartels 01' even close to a criminal case 
against John Bartels after they reported to me, I would have seut 
it down to the Criminal Division, even though they excused them-
scI ves originally. ' 

Senator NUNN. If you have ever been convinced during the course 
of this investigation that indeed it became a criminal investigation 
or should have become a criminal investigation, then yon would 
have abolished the procedure of the FBI agents being assigned to 
you and immediately referred it to Petersen in the Criminal 
Division ~ 

Ambassador SILBEKUAN. Absolutely. 
Senator N UNN. Yon never elid do that ~ 
Ambassador SIT,BERMAN. Because I never made that judgment. 

In fact, I made a contrary judgment based on the views of t11e FBI 
agents who reported to me plus my own independent inquiry. 

Scnator NUNN. 1'his was always in the nature of an administrative 
type review and never was a criminal review as far us you wel'e 
concerned ~ 
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Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. Never became a cl'iminal investigation. 
Senator NUNN. Criminal investigation. During the course of ~he 

FBI ao-ents' administrative review, did you discuss the Tartaghno 
alleaatlons against Mr. Bartels with Henry Petersen ~ I will ask 
you °separately did you discuss them with Henry Petersen ~ 

.Ambassador'SIr..BERl\IAN. I think I have already testified that I 
discussed the aflegatio:ls with. him when. he fi~'St. can~e up to my 
office and I aSSIgned hIm the J<;>b of makmg tIns lllqmr;y. Th~n he 
came back a week later and saId he wanted to recuse lnmself. 

Senator NUNN . .Any other time, did you discuss it with him? 
Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. Not that I recall. 
Senator NUNN. How about Mr. Jack Keeney~ 
Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. Not that I recall. 
Senator NUNN . .Anyone else in the Criminal Division ~ 
.Anlbassador SILBERl\IAN. No. You remember, the Criminal Divi-

sion recused itself as the Division. 
Senator NUNN. I don't remember that. I wondered if you did 

discuss it with him during the course of the investigation, or were 
they completely removed from it ~ 

.Anlbassador SILBERl\IAN. They were completely removed from it; 
although as I recan from the testimony, Bartels talked to Earl 
Silbert, the U.S. attorney here. I recall that from the FBI review, 
too, Bartels talkecl to Earl Silbert, U.S. attorney here. 

Senator NUNN. DiclMr. Petersen or anyone else in the Criminal 
Division advise you in any way to limit the scope of the FBI agents' 
inquiry~ 

Ambassador SU,BERl\IAN. Limit it in what way~ 
Senator NUNN. In any way. 
Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. I don't bt'lieve it was limited. 
Senator Nmm. I am asking you, did they advise you to limit it ~ 
Ambassador SILlmRl\IAN. No. 
Senator NUNN. You don't beHeve it was limited in any way~ 
Ambassador SII~BERl\rAN. No. There is a confusion that came out 

of the testimony of the FBI agents here because it is a question of 
semantics. They were told and they testified initially before they 
wer~, I must say, if you will forgive me, bullied, but they initially 
testlfied tllut they were open to investigate anything that related 
to that Tartaglino memo. . 

Then the question 'was wasn't it limited because you didn't go 
into the underlying investigation of Promuto ~ ,Yell, if that is your 
definition of limited, they agreed. But it wasn't necessary for them 
to go into the underlYing Promuto investigation. They didn't think 
it was necessary and >1 didn't think it was necessary. 

As I said ea~rliel', if what I had assigned that to them, I wonld 
in effect have been concluding' that the allegations that Tartaglino 
made were correct, without investigating because that was being 
invest~gated simulta~leously by. the pEA' Inspection Service. 

I mIght say on tIns to make lt qUIte clear, after the FBI reported 
to me and after I took the action with Bartels of removing Tal'
taglino and Brosan, I will testify to that later, I told Jim Hutchin
SOll, my Associate Deputy, to pay very careful attention and watch 
the conthming investigation of Promuto by Phil Smith in the DEA 
Inspection operation, So I had a strike on' that. 
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Senator NUNN. Let me ask you a question hypothetically, not 
related to this case, but a curious legal point. You will probably 
be able to answer it. Is it possible to be guilty of obstructing justice 
in investigation of a crime, a so-called crime, if there were, in fact, 
no crime~ 

Ambassador Su,nER~fAN. That is very interesting. I am impressed 
that you asked it bC'cn.nse it really is. 

Senator NIDl"N. It is to me, too. I have wondered about this 
throughout this whole proceeding. 

Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. I am surprised nobody had asked it be
fore, because it was a question that occurred to me at the time this 
whole thing was going on. I did look at the statute and reviewed it. 

There is a section of the statute, 1505, which talks about obstruc
tion of justice of an administrative proceeding, but it is not clear 
under that situation whether internal investigation of the Promuto 
tYl)e could ever rise to a crime. It is not absolutely clear. 

M v r('asoning on that process was, for instance, if Bartels had 
been- bribed by Promuto to stop the investigation of Promuto, then 
I think you might have an obstruction of justice besides bribery. 
But it is not abf'olutely clear. It is very, vC'ry rare that you would 
ever get an ohstruction of justice of an underlying noncriminal 
investigation. I nevrr heard of it befoI'e. -

MI'. FELmrAN. Is it possible ~ 
Ambassador Su,nBmfAN. I think possibly it is possible. I will 

confess to you I did not research the matter. I recognize that it 
was a very marginal question. If the report that the FBI had 
brought to mC' had suggested that Bartels had in fact improperly 
impeded that investigation. then I would have had it researched. 

Senator NUNN. If the FBI, hypothetically again, if the FBI re
port to you in investigating the Tartaglino allegations had indicated 
to you, No.1, that Mr. Bartels did impede the investigation, No. 
2-

Ambassador SU,BERMAN. Improperly impede. 
Senator NUNN [continuing]. No.2, hypothetically agn.in, that 

they had 14011(> into th(' ('haI'ge's against PI:omuto and 'in effect there 
were no criminal ncts by Promuto. If vou had had those two as
sumptionR, th('n you are 'saying you wOlild hn.ve gone to the books~ 
YOll don't kuO\y the anRWel' ~ 

AmhnsRndor Srr,mmMAN. I don't know the answer. It is a ton,gh 
question. I knew it was a tough qu('stion then, I know it now. The 
only thin~' yon go under is S(>CtiOll 1505, as I recall, of 18 United 
Star('s Code. 

S~nntoI' .Nu1'!'N. Yon are saying with your hribe example, hypo
thet,wally It~ nl1l!ht go to the motive of l\fI'. Bartels ~ 

Ambassador SU,mml\tAN. Yes. Und(lr 1501>. you have obstl'uetion 
of jusHcC', yon have to have a corrupt motive as I recall, on the 
part of the indiviaua! allegedly impeding the investigation. 

Senator NTTNN. So It Mr. Bartels had in fact felt that Mr. Pl'O
muto was guilty whcn }1C was not guilty of any crime and if under 
thoRe ('onclitions 1\11'. Barj'C'hl had impeded the investigation, you 
would fpe1 t.hat, wnB prC'tty clrurlv It criminal ncH 

Amhni=lsac1or fhumRlIfAN. No. I donht whot11('1' yon wonld O'pt n. 
convi('tion on thAt case. :-. 
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Senator NUNN. Even though he was mistaken in his belief? 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I doubt whether you would get a con-

viction. I would like to be de:rense lawyer in that case. 
Senator NUNN. I would, too, if we had a jury. 
Ambassador SILBERnIAN. But in any event, the point was-
Senator NUNN. If we could go back 5 years 01' go forward 5 years, 

I might want to be the lawyer. I don't know whether I would today 
or not. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. You are right. It is an int~resting ~li
mate to try to defend anybody these days, But your pomt, I think 
you have gone to what was one of the interesting legal questions in 
this thing from the very beginning and I don't think the committee, 
all of the committee has fully understood the underlying investiga
tion of Pl'omuto was not a criminal investigation at that stage. 

It hadn't developed to be a criminal investigation. Indeed in some 
l'espects, it was diaphanous. It was this business of his associating 
with lmown felons. I have associated with known felons, too. I have 
prosecuted them. vVl1at does that mean ~ 

Senator NUNN. mat you are saying is that you felt that the only 
thing you needed to discover was really the question, question No.1, 
whethe.r there had been in fact an impeding of the Tartaglino 
allegatIOns ~ 

Ambassador SILm~RnIAN. No, impeding of the Promuto investiga
tion. 

Senator NUNN. Right. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. This gets confusing because at this point, 

we have a Senate investigation of my investi~ation of the Bartels 
investigation of the Promuto investigation, and we sort of pyramid 
the thing. 

Senlttor NUNN. 'Was question No.1 in the questions von really 
directed to the FBI agents whether there had been any' action oil 
the part of Mr. Bartels to impede the Promuto investigation? 

Ambassador SIWERnfAN. No. I said go into aU the allegations of 
the Tal'taglino memo. I have for this committee, and I would like 
to read it to you, something that will help because although I can't 
make the Justice Depa1tment, properly can't make the FBI report 
avai~able to this committee, and I think that is something that the 
,TustIce Department has stood on ever since, I gather, you were a 
U.S. attorney or assistant U,S. attorney, Senator; I understood you 
were. 

Senator NUNN. That is a false allegation. I have always been a 
defense attorney. . 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I thought you were. Maybe it was I 
thought your questions we!e good. In any event, let mc read through. 
As the FBI report was gwen to me, I can't give you the results. I 
can show you how they broke down the allegations in the Tal'taglino 
letter. I thoup:ht they did a goocl job. 

One, thero have been org::uiizatiollal and personnel changes which 
DBA Administrator .T ohn Bartels wished to institute even when 
these required personal sacrifice and diminishment; in status ttnd level 
or responsibility of Tn.rta,Q;lino and othel' Government careel'ists. 

I must say, if I may divert r01' a moment, that I thought it was 
sort or interesting thttt when Tartaglino was coming hi, blowing 
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the whistle on aU of this terrible thing, the first allegation he made 
is he wasn't promoted or he didn't have a high enough job. If you 
mean to suggest, if I mean to suggest, that that tended to impugn 
his motives, I agree. 

Mr. FELD~rAN. I don't remember that in the record, Mr. Ambassa
dor. We will check it. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. Look at the Tartaglino memo. He says 
there had been organizational and personnel changes which DEA 
Administrator John Bartels wished to institute even when these 
required personal sacrifice and diminishment of status and level of 
responsibility of Tartaglino and other Government careerists. It is 
in his letter. 

Mr. FELD1fAN. Is he talkillg about himself~ 
Ambassador SrLBER1fAN. He says Tartaglino. 
Senator NUNN. To which memorandum are you referring? 
Ambassador SILBER1fAN. The Tartaglino memo, to Pommerening. 
Senator NUNN. ,:Ve have a memorandum here. 
Ambassador SILBER1fAN. Let me read it to you. This is in evidence. 
Senator NUNN. ,Ve have a memo here to Mr. Bill D. Williams 

and ~Ir. Edward Hegarty, from Mr. Tartaglino. Which memoran
dum~ 

Ambassador Srr.BERlIfAN. Let me try to clarify that confusion, too. 
This committee for its last few sessions has been focusing on the 
December 11 memo which Tartaglino gave ,:Villiams and Hegarty 
at the end of their investigation, as if that was the allegations that 
were brought to me. 

They were brought to me at the end of the investigation. The 
allegations which Tal'taglino made against Bartels, which I directed 
the FBI to investigate, were in his November 14 memo, of 19''74, and 
they were the following allegations. 

Senator NUNN. You are saying that the allegations in the memo
randum dated December 11, 1974, to the FBI agents, were not the 
init.ial snhject of your investigation because you didn't have those? 

Ambassador SrwERMAN. I didn't have them when I started the 
investigation. In fact, what they are is an elaboration of the Jast 
allegations Tartaglino made in his November 14 document which 
was that Bartels impeded the investigation of Promuto. 

At the end of the FBI inquiry, he threw in a memo which divided 
that allegation into six parts. I can't understand. The questioning 
of witnesses of this committee: they have been referring to the 
December 11 memo as if it was the November 1.4 memo. I think 
there has been a great deal of confusion on that. 

Renator NUNN. ,\Thy don't you detail for us what the allegations 
were in the November 14 memo? _ 

Ambassador SILnER:HAN. Certainly. I wi.1l debtil them as the FBI 
hroke them down because I think 'that doesn't bridge any interest 
in the .Tustice Department. 

The first one, as I just said, was there ho,d been orO'anizlttional 
and personnel changes which DEA Administrator .Jghn Bartels 
wished to institute even when these required personal sacrifice and 
dimillh;hment of status ancl level of responsibility of myself, Tar~ 
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taalino, and other Government careerists. That was No.1, Tartaglino 
w:'sn't treated right. . " . 

Senator NUNN. He dldn-t say that m the form of an allegabon, 
as I read it. 

Ambassador SILllER1\IAN. Sure. 
Senator NUNN. He also strove to separate the organizational and 

personnel changes which he wished to institute even when these re
quired "personal sacrifices and diminishment of stat~ls anc~ level of 
responsibility of myself and other Government careerlsts WIth whom 
I have worked." 

Ambassador Srr~llEmL\.N. I don't want to go into the details of the 
FBI thing. 

Senator N UNN. They felt that this was an allegation ~ 
Ambassador SILnER}IAN. Yes, properly so because this is where 

he aot into the Civil Service business. He thought he had been 
imp~operly dealt with. He should have ended up in a higher spot. 

Senator NUNN. Allegation No. 1? 
Ambassador SILnER1\IAN. Right. 
Mr. FELD1\IAN. You arc a lawyer. This is Mr. Tartaglino's OWll 

memorandum to 1\fr. Pommerening that Senator Xunn has read 
from. These are his own ,Yords, tlle best eyidence. Correct ~ 

AmbassadOl: Srr..llEmIAN. Yes. 
Mr. FELD:lIIAN. You are reading from the FBI summary of the 

allegations ~ 
Ambassador SILllEmIAN. No, no. ,Yhat I am trying to show 

you--
Mr. FELD)IAN. I want to know what you are reading from. 
Ambassador SILnER1\IAN. As the FBI report came in to me-let me 

explain. Give me a chance to explain, l\Jr. Feldman. As the FBI 
report came in, they broke clown each al1egation Tartaglino made. 
In order to do that, they had to go through his letter and try to 
figure out what were aliegatiolls. They broke each Olle down and 
investigated them separately and sent their results forward to me 
in their l'eport. 

I wanted to show you what the FBI regarded and indeed I re
garded as the allegations he made. I just waItt to read them through. 

Mr. FELD:ilu\N. I understand. I just ,yanted to state for the record 
that Mr. Tarta.glino has characterized in his own words what he 
feels about the allep;ations in this memorandum anel that is his own 
words :fOlmd in tIllS memorandum and that is the FBI character
ization--

Ambassador SIWERlIIAN. No, these aren't characterizations. These 
are exact quotes. I am just showing you how they broke them down. 

1\11'. FELD:ilIAN. Those arc exact quotes? 
Ambassaelor Srr~llERlIIAN. Exact quotes. 
:Mr. FELD:ilIAN. Were they taken under oath? 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. No. Mr. Feldman, Tartaglino writes a 

letter, which is sort of in a sense a confusing letter because it in
volves uJlegations of mismanagement, insufficient concern with in
tegrity problems. the Jensen issue, other issues, the Promuto issue. 
I am trying to show you that the FBI did a good job because they 
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took that letter which was sort of confusing and broke it down into 
individual allegations and they quoted directly from the letter. 

I am just showing you how they broke it down. The second was 
the Administrator had failed to consuJt with the Office of Inspec
tion in advance of sensitive, high-level appointments-incidentally, 
of course, these are the allegations I responded to in my press re
lease which you all have inquired into so heavily, of January 16. 

An individual was recently nominated for the position of Deputy 
Administrator. This individual is the subject of serious allegations 
documented in DEA files, which allegations have never been re
solved. As vou can see, they just took parts of the letter. 

Four, Thomas Peters who Bartels previously nominated for the 
position of Deputy Administrator was disqualified because the FBI 
lllvestigation disclosed misuse of Government travel vouchers. Bar
tels wished to appoint this individual as a consultant to DEA. 

Five, Tartaglino has repeatedly urged the need for increased man
power within the Office of Inspection. Bartels' reluctance to provide 
these additional resources evidence a lesser commitment to the im
portance of maintaining the agency's integrity; and Tartaglino has 
proposed, six, Bartels' actions have been such as to impede the 
Vincent Promuto investigation. Hie; actions have tended to retard 
the investigation, intimidate the Chief Inspector and destroy the 
morale within the Office of Inspection. 

Bartels insisted both improperly and prematurely that written 
interrogatories be submitted to Promuto. Bartels has instructed the 
Chief Inspector not to commence an investigation of any major 
DEA official in his, Bartels, absence and that no ranking agency 
officer would be investigated until he has first been confronted with 
these allegations. 

In other words. that shows yon the six allegations which the FBI 
broke out of the November memo to Pommerening which was given 
to me, which I directed them to investigate and which I responded 
to in my January In press 1·elease. 

Senator NUNN. \Vhen did they start this investigation based on 
the November 14 allegations: not the precise date ~ 

Ambassador SU,BERMAN. I have no jndependent recollection. I see 
there has been testimony, it was December 1 or 2. I can't remember 
when I met with them. I th~nk it .was probably late November or 
December ~, but my recollectIOn, I lmpressed upon them the impor
tance of tIns. 

I pa~ticul!l;rly impressed upon them the importance of the Pro
muto, Impechng Promnto matter, as a matter of fact, gentlemen, 
I tell yon quite honestly, when I got this letter I thought Bartels' 
goose was cooked, becanse when I fC'ad it, I rea]}v felt anYbody who 
had made tbese allegations with as much experil'uce as 'Tartaglino 
probahly had to have something and Bal'tl'1s was going to have to 
be asked to resign if I concluded that he 0ngap.'('d in improper con
duct and if he engaged in criminal conduct, he was going to be 
prosecuted. 

In any event, I impl'(>ssed upon them how grave these were and 
sent them out to investigators. . 

Srnatol' NUNN. Of course he has been asked to resign. 
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Ambassador SILBllRl\IAN. Yes. Let me explain something about 
that. I am O'lad you raised that point because I read in the press 
that the Deputy Attorney General who succee:ded me said, in asking 
him to resign, there was no reflection on his honesty or decency, 
but rather on his management qualities. . 

Quite candidly, gentlemen, after I went through tlu~ an~ other 
matters with J ohil, I knew that there were weaknesses III his man
agement and I recommended to the new Attorney General, or. I ex
plained to him that J olm was weak in management, but I dId not 
think that he was dishonest. 

Senator N UNN. I want to get to that point on your, I believe, 
January 16 press release in a few minutes. 

Ambassador SILBEIUIAN. Let me say in all fairness to Jolm, he 
had a hell of a tough time. He had no Deputy for that whole year. 
He was dealing with a Committee of Congress on much of that time. 

I am not sure he dealt with them in the best way. I am not sure 
I would have dealt with them the same way. He was a first-class 
prosecutor, come up through tIle Justice Depar.tment but he was 
for the first time in charge of a large operation. 

Many lawyers do not end up to be good managers. As a matter 
of fact, I happen to believe that most lawyers make lousy managers. 
Therefore. I had reached the conclusion, which I gave to the new 
Attorney General when he came in, that probably because John was 
~o busy fighting this committee and was, did have some weaknesses 
III management, he ought to be replaced. 

I did not think he was dishonest, and do not think he is dishonest. 
Incidentally, he had first-class conceptua.1 ability. 

Senator NUNN. I didn't hear that ~ 
Ambassador SILBER1'IIAN. He had first-class conceptual ability. 
Senator NUNN. This memorandum of December 11, 1974, to Mr. 

Bill Williams and Mr. Edward R. Hegarty from Mr. Andrew Tar
taglino, per your request, December 6, 1974, that is what it says 
here, per your request, here, December 6, 1974--integrity issues
did anyone ever go into these a1Jegations? 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I am glad you asked that question, too, 
because they were, aU of those allegations were really made by 
Tartaglino when the FBI first talked to them without running the 
risk of getting into the FBI report. 

So they were part and parcel of item No.6, Bartels action had 
been such as to impede tIle Vincent Pl'omuto investigation. His 
actions have tended to retard an investigation and intimidate the 
Chief Inspector, destroy the morale in the Office of Inspection, et 
cetera. 

In other words, the, original statement was a summary of what 
came out on the 6th. The only thing that I remember offhand that 
came out that we never really fully ran down was the question of 
Durkin not having a security clearance . 

. I cnn tell you why that wasn't run down. BecfLuse Tal'taglino in 
Ius letter of December 11, I hope this is public, because the letter 
is public, I hope the committee has made it public, specifically said 
Durkin is a man of the highest integrity. 
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'Whether he had it. security clearance, just didn't rise to the kind 
of issue that I got into. Obviously, he should have a security clear
ance, but I didn't know whether he did or not. Is this a part of the 
record~ 

1\fr. FELDMAN. Mr. Chairman, these letters, November 14, Decem
ber 11, have been sealed. They haven't been made a part of the 
public record. 

Ambassador SILBER~rAN. You mean you did not make public the 
fact that Tartaglino had specifically said Durkin was a man of the 
highest integrity? 

Mr. FELDMAN. We have gone through the question and answer. 
We will release these. I see no reason not to. 

Senator NUNN. I am glad you asked that question. 
Mr. FELD~rAN. Shall we release all three? 
Senator NUNN. It is fine with me. 
[Exhibit Nos. 34, 21 and 20 were released from the sealed file and 

may be fOlUld in the files of the subcommittee.] 
Mr. SLOAN. Ambassador, you stated earlier Mr. Tartaglino was 

unhappy with the Civil Service system? 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. To him. 
Mr. SLOAN. That is the question ~ Did he state that? 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. Let me finish the question. 
Ambassador SILBEmIAN. Yes, he diel. Look, I don't like to get into 

the FBI investigation. But with Tartaglino, it is not-after all, he 
testified before everybody by now; he did complain about his own 
treatment, felt it was improper. He should have got a higher job. 

Mr. SLOAN. You have ansv,rered part of that. 
Ambassador SILBEmIAN. I think he mentioned one other person, 

a 1\11'. Pappas and the FBI investigated that. 
Mr. SLOAN. Only those two cases? 
Ambassador SILBER~rAN. That is all I saw in the FBI investiga

tion; and Tartaglino's interview with the FBI. 
Senator NUNN. Let me clarify tllis. You are saying both of these 

memoranda were investigated, the earlier memorand"um of Novem
ber 14, from Mr. Tartaglino had specific allegations; the later 
memorandum of December 11 had other specific--

Ambassador SILBEmrAN. Let me try again. 
Senator NUNN. I know they are all related--
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Let me try again. Item 6, which I have 

described, which we describe as Item 6, or the FBI described as 
Item 6, in the Tartaglino November 14 letter to Pommerening, was 
as follows: 

Bartels' actions have been such as to impede the Vincent Promuto 
investigation. His actions have tended to retard the investigation, 
intimidate the Chief Inspector, destroy the morale within the Office 
of Inspection, so on and so forth. 

In other words, he made a general allegation in his November 1.4 
letter. The December 11 letter just breaks down that general alle
gation into specifics. 

S~na~Ol' NUNN .. So you were. saying that .the FBI frolIl; the very 
begummg then, Slllce he had gwen them tIllS orally, I beheve when 
they first stated they had looked really at the total--
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Ambassador SILBERlIfAN. The first thing the FBI did was go to 
talk to Tartaglino and get his story. 

Senator NUNN. They really looked at the substance of all of these 
allegations ~ 

Ambassador SILBERlIfAN. My recollection is yes, it was all part of 
one overall allegati<?n.. .., 

Mr. FELmIAN. TIlls was III a 10-day lllvestlgailon, Mr. ~bassad?d 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I understand through careful reckolllng 

the committee has determined there were only 10 working days. I 
will confess to you, Mr. Chairman, I never, since I work on Satur
day and Sunday, never did carefullJ.' figllre out how: many working 
days they had. But ~hey ~id, ac~ordlllg to your findlllgs--

Mr. FELDlIfAN. It IS theIr testImony. 
Ambassador SILBERlIfAN. What happened is Senator Jackson said, 

isn't it a fact it is only 10 working days, because you didn't work 
on Saturday and Sunday ~ They said yes; that is right. 

Mr. FELD:\fAN. In any event, they said they stopped on December 
12, whether they worked weekends or not. 

Ambassador SILBERlIfAN. Right. Let me respond because I haven't 
had a chance to respond to all of these allegations I have been 
reading in the paper over in Yugoslavia--

Mr. 'FELmfAN. Big story in Yugoslavia, too? 
Ambassador SILBERt-fAN. Yes; Yugoslavs don't like Senator Jack-

son. 
Where was I at that point? 
Mr. FELDlIfAN. I didn't know they had an emigration problem. 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. I beg your pardon? 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. I didn't know they had an emigration problem. 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. No, they think he is irresponsible in for-

eign policy issues. It is not emigration. I don't think we ought to 
get into that. \V11ere was I, pJease, Mr. Chairman? 

Senator NUNN. You were talking about Senator Jackson in Yugo
slavia. 

Ambassador SILBERlIfAN. No; before that. 
Mr. FELD1IUN. You were talking about the length of the FBI in

vestigation and you worked on Saturdays and Sundays und you 
didn't count the days and the 10 days of investigation. That is 
where yon were. 

Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. I guess I have forgotten. I will get to it 
somewhere along the line. 

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you a general question. 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. There is one thing I wanted to say. The 

AP report I saw had. in it that I hal ted the investigation. I think 
that is a question that you should ask me. Did I halt the investiga
tion? 

Senator NUNN. Did you halt the investigation? 
. Am~ass~clor SU"BERlIfAN. Thank you, Senator. I did not halt the 
InvestIgatIon. They came and l'eported to me the results of their 
investigation. They thought they had decided the issue. I thoucrht 
they had decided the issue. There was no need to go any furtl~er. 

They ga;ve 1l1~ an. oral conclusion ~hat Bal:te]s dic~ not impede the 
Pl'omuto lllvesbgatlOn. The word Impede IS a trlcky word. You 
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lmow, in a sense, every administrator impedes the investigation 
when he directs people what to do. 

I am sure Senator Jackson gives Counsel Feldman certain direc
tions as to how the investigation goes. That is not an impedance. 
There was no improper-there is no indication in their view that 
Bartels, or that is too strong a statement--there was not substan
tive, probative evidence that Bartels had impeded improperly the 
investigation. 

They' were sure clear that Bartels rapidly lost confidence in Tar
taglino and Brosan. Frankly, I don't blame him one bit for that because 
my judgment was, as well as the FBI's judgment, was that that 
investigation conducted by Brosan and Tartag1ino was improper. 

They went aiter Promuto in an allegation of association with 
lmown felons as if there was a charge of a serious crime. They 
spread it to 19 different investigating agencies and blackened his 
reputation from now to doomsday; without the slightest concern 
for the man's civil rights, Brosan came in and said he ought to be 
fired and there was no way the Civil Service would have substan
tiated that. 

It repelled me as an attorney that he would take that position. 
So John Bartels lost confidence in Tartaglino and Brosan. It was 

perfectly clear to me that he had. That is why he was using all of 
these other people like Durkin and Richardson and Lund. 

T think he made a mistake. But it was not a mistake of culpa
bility. If I had been John, I would have taken Tartaglino and 
Brosan and got them off that case right away, because I thought 
they mishandled themselves. 

I will say there is another point that came up before this com
mittee. Tartaglino testified in my interview with him that I thought 
it was improper for him to have conducted that investigation with
out clearing it with Bartels. That was the important thing. 

I went into this with Tal'taglino at some length because I wanted 
some feel of the man myself. Both Bartels and Tal'taglino, I didn't 
know either of them that well. 

I thought it was in a sense unconscionable and improper, cer
tainly unwise, perhaps even vicious for Tal'taglino to have started 
that invE" ~igation of Promuto without telling Bartels, his boss. 

I dicw~{j say he had to clear it with him. As a matter of fact. I 
asked him, did you have any feeling that if you went to John 
Bartels he would tell you not to investigate Promuto ~ 

He said no, I had no such feeling. I said why didn't you wait 
2 days until he came back from Europe ~ He said, well, I didn't 
think it was necessary. I thought that reflected enormously bad 
judgment; lefc Tartaglino open to the charge that he was using 
this investigation for his own internal purposes. 

I don't know whether he was or was not, but there was no ques
tion that Tartaglino and Brosan on the one hand, and Bartels on 
the other, were in a personality conflict before this Promuto matter 
came up. 

For him to have treated this matter that W9.y, struck me as 
enormously bad judgment. 
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Senator NUNN. You are saying he should not have started all~
investigation whatsoever on any internal security matters whats<!l
ever while Mr. Bartels was out of town? 

Ambassador SILBERMAl'T. Did I say that? 
Senator NUNN. No; that is the logical conclusion? 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I don't believe it. 
Senator NUNN. Why should he wait until Mr. Bartels gets back 

from Europe on this case and not on any other internal security 
case? 

Ambassador SILBER~rAN. Because Promuto was one of the senior 
officials in the operation. I thought to myself, would I have con
ducted an internal investigation of Assistant Attorney General in 
the Justice Department without telling the Attorney General? The 
allswer is no. 

Senator NUNN. Even when another agency like the D.C. Metro
politan Police had written memoranda? All of this didn't originate 
from Mr. Tartaglino. . 

Ambassador SILBER?tfAN. That is right. There were written memo
randa, but the memoranda were association with known gamblers, 
which is not exactly, not an allegation of crime. It is not the kind 
of thing that couldn't wait 2 days until Bartels came. back from 
Europe. 

Tartaglino knew that Bartels was a friend of Promuto, was all 
the more reason to go to Bartels first, to warn him that there was 
an investigation of Promuto because Bartels could have been com
promised. 

Promuto could have come to Bartels without Bartels knowing 
about it. So it struck me as enormously bad judgment. Surely Tar
taO'lino should not have--
~enator NUNN. Wait a minute. How would Mr. Bartels be com

promised? 
Ambassador SILBERl\rA~. Suppose Promuto found out there was 

an investigation. Bartels doesn't know there is an investigation and 
he comes to Bartels and says something to him; says, John, do yon 
think there is anything wrong with my going to 'Fran O'Brien's?: 
John says, no; I don't think there is anything wrong with your 
going to O'Brien's. 

Then he reasons out Promuto, lmowing he is being investigated, 
Bartels not knowing it, makes a statement saying the administration 
has approved what r am doing. You see what I am driving at? 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Pl.'omuto was in Europe, too. How was he 
going to find out? 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. That is a good. point. Brosan testifi.ed 
that he couldn't call Bartels and tell him about it because he was 
afraid Promm'!J would be hanging on his shoulder. 

It seems to me that is on its face absurd. All he had to do was 
call Bartels and leave a message, I want to talk to you alone without 
Prom.uto around. 

Senator NUNN. What if Promuto had-- . 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. You put "eyes only" on it. It is done aU 

the time in Government. . 
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Senator NUNN. That is what usually gets in the paper. 
Ambassadr)r SILBERJlfAN. That is true. Seriously, I have had mes

sacres come 'to me when I was in the Justice Department, as ambas
sador, where an "eyes only" message comes to me, that it is not to 
go to my deputy or anybody. els.e. . . 

They didn't have to call hIm III Europe. All he had to do IS walt 
2 days until he came back. 

1'11'. FELDJlfAN. I think we should make clear for the record your 
exhibiting of venom. for Mr. Tartaglino and that is your judgment. 

Ambassador SILBERJlfAN. Venom? I don't exhibit any venom. 
Mr. FELD1IfAN. But you have made the statement . 
. Ambassador SILBERJlfAN. My judgment as to who was right and 

who was wrong. 
Mr. FELDJlfAN. Let.'s go to the facts. You say Mr. Tartaglino in

stitut('d this investigation. According to our record, it was Mr. 
Brosun who received these allegations. You considered the two 
working together? 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. Absolutely; don't you? 
Mr. FELDJlrAN. No; it was Mr. Brosan who got-it was Mr. Durkin 

who got the allegations transmitted to Mr. Brosan. 
Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. ,:vIlo went to Tal'taglino to get approval. 

The record makes very clear that Tartaglino and Brosan were work
ing au courant that Tartaglino was dropped back as chief inspector 
and Brosan was to be his deputy. 

I don't have any venom for Tartaglino. As a matter of fact, I 
think this thing is a tragedy. You have two men with long service 
in the Government who got into this battle and as a result of which 
both are seriously harmed. 

,Vhat I am saying to you, it is an important aspect of my evaluation 
of this thing and it should be of yours. John made some mistakes 
in his investigation. He cut off Tartaglino and Brosan. . 

1 don't think that was a mistake. I would have cut them off 
completely. I would have moved them out because it seems to me 
he could legitimately draw the conclusion that Brosan and Tar
taglino were out to get Promuto, could legitimately draw that con
clusion by th~ way in which they ha~l conducted their investigation 
because you Just don't take those kmc1s of charges and go to 19 
different inveRtigative agencies and blacken Promuto for aU time. 

Yon try to do it v;rith a scalpel. You try to conduct an investigation 
so you pl'eserYe the civil rights of somebody particularly when thel'e 
is not even a criminal charge. 

The fact that ,T ohn didn't trust, lost confidence in Brosan and 
'TartagJino, explains the peculiar way he conducted that investiga
tion. Bringing in Durkin, and bringing in other people. There was 
no question that you wouldn't normally do that if you had an 
inspector and deputy you trusted. 

:My point is he had l'eaSOll, it seemed to me, objectively not to 
trust them because they used bad judgment. Brosan. came in after 
the first go-round on the investigation and said fire him. That was 
lncredible. 

Senator NUNN. I think the word was amputate. 
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:i\Ir. FELDJI:J:AN. So diet Mr. Bartels closest associate, Mr. Richard
son, and we have some evidence that Mr. Durkin did, too) although 
he denies it. 

Ambassador SU_BERl\fAN. You know, I think Bartels should be 
oiven credit for that. The fact that he was wQL'ded about the r,ivil 
~i(Vhts of Promuto is to his creclit unless there is any evidence that 
h: has some corrupt motive, I haven't Been it .. 

Senator NuxN. Let me pursue these questIons so 'Ie can get 
through. I am going to have to go to two other hearings starting at 
2 o'clock, or close to it. 

I want to ask you one question in general abont your .Tanuary 16 
press release. One thing 'worries me. It seems to me you hacl charges 
of two different natm'es here, if you consider both memommh, both 
the N ovembel' memorandum and the Decembel: memorandum, some 
of them were administrative kind of charges that no one on the 
face of them ';vould in any way interpret as being criminal at all. 

Ambassador SrUmRl\IAN. That is true. 
Senator NUNN. The one that you think quite correctly pointed 

out as being most serious was the allegation abont obstructing jus
tice or impeding the Promnto investigation. 

Ambassador SILBElUIAN. There was no allegation of obstructing 
justice. Tartaglino was a long-time criminal inyestigator In the Fed
eral Government. If he "mnted to make an allegation of obstt'Uction 
of justice, which triggers a criminal inYC'stigation, he knew hoW' to 
\vl'lte it. He didn't. 

Senator NUNN. Impedinp: the inquiry. 
Ambassador Su,nmnIAN. Impeding tIle investigation, 
Senator NUNN. As the matter evoh'o(l on .TaHuary 16, vou C011-

cluded, I assumed-why don't you give ns your eoildusion, Then 
,ye will go to your press l'e lease. 

Ambassador' f)n,mm)r.\N. l'Ify conclusion was that there was not 
substantial foundation for the allegations. 

Senator NUNN, The ,yay I would read this press release that 
men.ns there was no substantial foundation :1'01' any 0'[ the allegations. 
You used plural. 

Ambassador StLmml\fAN. I used them altogether, Let me put it 
this way: You had 11, mixed gl'onp of allegations in thc November 
memo. I would be perfectly prepared to admit that John did not 
handle that in vestlgation til" way I won 1d. Bnt the thl'llst 0:[ the 
allegntioll was that. he had acted C'Ol'l'llptlv OJ' in some improper 
:fnshion goiup: beyond the question of bad management to ft qnestion 
of bad motive Hllcl improper conduct. 

I did not think there was suhfitantiul foundation of that, Some 
OT the allegations I thought were l'irlieulotls. pnl'tieularly smne of: 
which I had personal knowledge of. The aUegn.tion about PCltel's. 
I knew the facts on that. and Tal'taglino '\"tl8 lYltV off bast' on that. 
IT yon want the :facts, I will ,r.ri ve> them to you,' lmt ht any eYNlt, 
1 am just giving you the SUl11Hl!try. 

I thought the alleg;atioll on .Tensen was })('culial', Tartaglino had 
told tl1C FBI, the oth{'t, FBI gl'onp which was investigating Jensen 
for pl'('sid('ntil\l appointm(,lIt, thut he> kll(,W nothing uu:favornhle 

57-281--75----17 
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about Jensen. Then he makes a claim to me and investigated hy this 
FBI group--

Senator NUNN. You are referring to docmnents we don't have. 
That is all ri!!ht. You obviously had access to a lot more dOCml1Cllts 
in making tllis judgment than' we had a~cess to. ". . 

"Ambassador SILBERl\[AN. Of course I (bd. I had tll(' Ii HI lllvestl
gation of ,Tensen. There was confusion on that, too, hecause the 
conunittee asked '"\V"illimns and Hegarty whether there \va;; any 
other FBI investigation. 

They ans\vered it both \vays. They said no at fi.rst, although at 
the end of thcir testimony there "'as the "White House investigation 
for Jensen. Actually, that was dirccted by me. 

Senator NLiNN. '"\Yhy don't you for the record llame the nU'iolis 
written documents thnt you cxamined in making your final judg
ment prior to issuing this press release to the best of yOUl' rccoUpp
tion? 

Ambassador Sn,BElGIAN. It is both written and oml. I will tell 
you an the things 11'e1ied on, the FBI "written report, the FBI oml 
report gin'll to me on two difIerent occasions-one in Decembcr and 
one in .January. I would like to go into that, that oral r0p(nt, 
because that is' a vcry important point. 

Senator NrNN. Let's ('ol11e hack to that. L0fs lHllne thesc llnd 
get tlwm ill Ol'dl'l'. 

~\..mbassaclol' BU.BEH:.\UN. Thp FBI innstigatioll of .Jt'llSt'Il, which 
was a R0paratC' investigation. n01'll1ttlly con(tucted~ for a. man to he 
appoint0d a high len]. a confirmable spot; my intpl'yipw with Tar
taglino; my intcr\"iC'y<; with Bal't0ls lwrsonall/ sCYl'ml timps. 

I remember once asking him wll('thC'J' he hn.d in :fart slept with 
Diane De Vito. 

Senator :N"C'NN. You asked him that? 
Ambassador SU.BERi\rAX. Yes, I die1. 
Senator N"C'NN. 'Wrhat was the answcr? 
Ambassador SILBEHlIfAN. The ans\\'Pl' was no, and I belie\red him. 
S0nator NUNN. Ld';; go ahead. I want to go down thE' list herc. 
~\..Illlmsfmdol' Bn.m:IDL\N. lIl' hacl (linlll']' with hel' OllC't). L(,t lilt) S(l('. 

IYhat else? The :M:oore study which was pm·t of tho FBI inv0stiga
tiol1. I guess that covel's it as best 1 ('an l'pcall. 

S0lHltOl' XrNN, Then what were yom' ('onclusiol1s~ \Yhy don't YOll 
gin> us vour conclusions (' . 
, Ambassador Sn,BEnlIL\N. Let Ill(> tl'll you about what tIl(' FBI told 
me. They Ctunc~ in and gaY(' 111C u Writtl'll report. 

SPllator XrNN. The oral 1'0POl't ( 
Ambassaclol'Su.lmrur.\N. Yps. '1'11(')' ahlO gaye me It wl'it!"pn l'eport". 

Bas:3ett and IVil1inms W(,I'(1 thel'e. Tlwv saId you ha \'(' (Tot tt bad 
sittmtion. Tllt'y said we don't think it' is an j'lll]Jl'0PCl' i~lpcd!tlH'0. 

Hl'lUttOJ' NUNN. IVhnt i::; tIl('. date of this wl·jtten l't>pOl't~ 
Ambassndol' Slf,m:IU.fAN. D(~('(mll)('t' B. You ha Vl' got that elate. 
SenatOJ: Nr:NN. I want to be sure "'P arp talking nbout the same 

ono: Dl'Cl'mU01' 1~ t 
Amlms:mdol' SII,m~lll\L\'x. ·'ft's. T110V ('anI(' in with it. I am not abso

lutely cCl'tn.in of the dat0. I would' bc 10ss than honest if I told I 
was certain. IYhell the,\' CHllll' ill with tlw Wl'ittcll l'l'POl't, they iirst 
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came in to giye me an oral report even before they gM'e me the 
writtell report. . . 

In the oral report they gaye me. a general descrlphOl~ of what 
they found. They relied yery heavIly, I may say, on RIchardson, 
who did not like Bartels on a personal matter, but whose statements 
to them indicated there was not impedan('c and Bartels l'eally 
wanted to run that Pl'omuto thing clown, hut he was distmbecl about 
violation vI PrOl11uto's civil rights. 

They told me you .hav~ got a problem; you e~n't continue t~ have 
Bartels and Ta.rtagh!lO III that agency. You "\, 111 l'ecal~ that III ,the 
N ovemhel' memo, wlnch I am sure you have made pubbc now, 'I a.r
taglino asked to be transferred. He really wanted to be Inspecto).' 
General, but he wa.llted to be transferred. TllP FBI said you have 
got to move Tartaglino. 

I sn,id where am ~I going to put him '? They said why don't you 
make him a regional director of DEA t The:v didn't indicate to me 
they had a particularly high regard fol' thl.' InspE'ction Dh-isioll of 
DEA. 

In otber words, they though~ wh~te\'el' reHponsihility Tartaglino 
had oYer that he had not exerclsl.'cl 111 ,,,hat tlH'Y ,,-on1cl regard as n, 
professional FBI standard way. 

I said how am I going to pnt this guy in charge of it l'Pgional la\Y 
enforcement. l'Pgion if yon haw this "iew? They said, wel1. the.v arc 
Civil 8<'l'vice. You can't 1'I.'al1y p:<'t rid of hi.m. 1 said wait a minute. 
",Vonle! ~'on lrt this man bp It l'egiollal cliJ'('ctol' of an FBI oflke? 

The l'E'sponsp ,yas something to th<' effect. God, no. I said that i!'i 
it. I will transfpl' him somewhere. I will try to Stn'e his face, but 
I will not put him in ehal'ge of a law pnfol'('ement ol11ce. 

That is what I did. Brosan. if anything, I feU, ('\'Pn 1css eonfident 
about. . , 

L<'t's go to my prpss l'nleasp llP('allse thp committee has spt'ut a 
gl'<'at deal of time all the pl't'ss releai'e. I will admit, as the commit
t('C' not('d, ther(' is an ambiguit.y in the press l'Piease. You said in 
your initial Htatt'l1Wur. 01' SenatOl' ,Jackson said there is an implica
tion, as I )'e('all the third paragraph of the Pl'PSS )'('}('asl.', that the 
FBI hWt'stigation took 2 months. . . 

'Ypll. aH I look back on that. tIlHt \Yas not intt'l1clp(l. 'What I I1Wan 
was nw l'C'vipw took 2 months. YOll S(,(" I tn1k ahout the FBI in\'es
tigatioil in tl1r seeond parngmph. 

Tlw third pamgl'aph. I talk about following a thorough review 
::mc1 I did make a thorongh l'C'd~\y lW<'llnsE' r l'pad that bloody FBI 
investigativE' report which was that tbirk. ' 

I gave it to ,Tim Hutchinson to read. Wr talkC'd ahont it. I thovght 
about it. I had tlwm in, in hyo sC'ssiol1i'. to c1isC'llSS it. I had 11 feC'li11O' 
that I nndt'l'stood it. Then I rdso tnllwd to Bnrtpls nm1 I also talked 
to 'l'al'tap:lillo to g('t some {(It'ling fen' cl'edihi litv lJt'CllUse this was 
just paper.' , . 

That was Uw l'eyjC'w that I trtlkecl--I'f'fC'I'I,t'<1 to as 2 months. I 
grant you it is possible to ]'(>11(1 that third lJltl'ugraph as J'r:fC'l'1'ing 
t,o the second pn,ragraJ?h rather than-,it is possible to l'ear1 t1{e 
fourth pal'agraph tlS l'C':I:CIl'l'mg j'O the secollcl p:tl'llgraph. l'athrl' than 
the t1111'<1, but I meant it to l'C'fel' to the thinl. ' 
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My whole review took 2 months. I call tell YOll how tlHlt Imppenecl. 
Bob Havel, .Tim Hutchinson, find I were in tIl('. office and Bob had 
come down saying there> arc a number of press inquiries as to Wl111t 
the results of this invrstigation m.'('. \\'To got to put out some kind 
of statement. 

So I can:t recall whether Bob wrote the statement 01' I 'wrotc it, 
but I put in HlC phras(' "without substantial fot\1ldation," That wal'\ 
my phrase, 

'Bob said how long did this take? I snH 2 months, So that is 
how it got intu the last paragraph that way. 

N:0w, 'gentlemen, I will tell you ,that I ,,:il1 take m~' press release 
agamst the press stat('ments of thIS ('Ollllluttee any tUll!'. If I may 
s110w you som('thing--

Senator Nr:-m. How do wp get that rritpriu imposed on 11S? That 
is not 'wbat we arc investigating. 

Ambassador SIH3EmuN: I think it it1 unfair to put so ml1ch em
phasis on this 1)l'PSS sta.tement. I look('d ut YOur opening stah'lYl.ent, 
Senator. I know how careful YOll 31'(' in }'our questioning. I saw 
your opening statement on .TulY 8.' , 
, L('t mc Rhow yon Romething, No, L it js the staff's preliminary 
fincling that this alleg('d putt('1'J\ of indUrt'l'cnC'1' to personal int('grity 
investigations Im\'c resulted in IpRs efreetin' e-llfol'crll1ent procedures, 
how do yon hu.y(' a preliminary finding of a l1('gecl allegations ~ 

Senator Nt:NN, r think it has been pre-tty e1PUl' 11('1.'(' whetlwl' you 
are a ,Tolm Bartels man 01' an Andrew Tal'tagHno man or a Geol'ge 
Brosan man, thnt the whole DEi\. inspection, Iute>rnal Insp(\ction, 
was a pretty had mess, 

Amhassador Su,mm)r.\N, Let me tcn )'OU jn that respect. 
R(,l1atOl' NUNN, I think we ran Jump tbem an togeUu'r and put 

thrm in 0110 hu:::;ke-t, ns somebody llsrd to sny. and shake them up; 
something was badly "Tong in DEA, . 

Al1lhassllclol' Sn,mm)rAN. In Insprction Division; you are dracl 
l'ight. about. that. I would bay(' fis:C:;Qeiat('d mvselfwith those l'l'marks; 
r don't llwan to put mYRelf as either n, Harte'ls man or 1'artaglino 
man. 

Senator Nnxx, I don'!, ('ithPl'. I don'(" 1wlil'Yr that iH thc Pl1l'POS() 
of our eommitte(' . 

• \.mhassadol' SU,TlI':R;\L\X, I was shoekt'd tlll' eOlllmittee did not 
intcrvl(,w Bal:t('ls b(''fol'l' it can1(' nut with tll(' preliminary fbHU11g. 
r don't think that is fail', 'I'hrv lH'V(,l' intel'vi('wrd me eitlier, nnC!. 1 
was h('1'!' 'fot' I) months. ' 

On page 2 o'r, tl1at si"!ttrmenf:, 01' page :3, :von say Agent 'Williams 
and H('garl:)' sa.Id }.{l', Silhl:'l'mall (lid 110t allow them

S(lnatol' Nl}NN, L('t's get hrwk to YOIII'S, 
AmhassadOl' Sn.rllmM,\N. \\!t"lit a miullt'(l, This is a ffl.ll' poi.nt. 
Senator Nt'NN, I ]u\,\'(> It vO('c on right 110\", ,Ve [U'r trying to 

rOl1lple>te l"hil'l, T ,win h(' glnd to (liRrUSS it' :"i("11 :von at. lC'ng{·11. . 
Amhm;sndol' 8u,m:mL\x. \V~ll11d yon th~nk ~'()lll' PI'PSS si:atrll1C'nt· 

of tht:' 8th eould stfl.lHl the> kll1rl of sel'uhnv von gavc-
Sl'natol' NrNN. r..!'/; me tak0 It look at {'hat' pi'ess stl1tcment~ 
Ambassador Su;m~m.r'\N. I certainly will. 
S(>l1ntOl: NrNN, T.J(>V~ go ~hrad Oil th(l~(\ qUl'Ht-ions. I l'C'lll1y lHLl'c 

t.o vot('. 1 WIll hl' glad to (bSt'nBs tlmt wlth yon at 1(,llg0) at. ROUle 
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point. I want to ask you one other question about this press 
statement. 

It seems to me that the major fault I luwc with it if' not the 
question of .severa;l n~onths. That doesn't h?tllC.'r llle, tp.e length of 
time of the mvesbgatIOn. ViThat bothers me IS that I tlunk you have 
imposed here a mirrow, criminal standard, although you were con
clucting an administrative investigation. , . 

Ambassador SILBEmrAN. What IS the Cl'ImIlHtl standarcl? 
Senator NUNN. r think the criminal standard, according to Mr. 

Hutchinson in his testimony, indicated that the major question 
there was c~ntered on the impeding of the inquiry. It seems to me 
you have taken all of these matters and just swept them in together 
when you, yourself, have concluded that there v;as an awful lot 
wrong with the administrative setup, 

Anyone reading this press release 'would say there is nothing 
wrong in DEA, period. I think that is very misleading. That is my 
fault with it. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I saw you state that in .Jim I-Iutchinson's
r think it is a fair qnestion. I.Jet me respond. The phrase "without 
substantial f01mdation" is not a criminal pIn·asp. I picked it care
:fully. 'What it means was there is some stuff to 'what Tartaglino and 
Brosan say. It 'was without substantial foundation. 

r did n,ot exonerate Bartels as this committee sldd; indeed, as you 
said in vour statement. 

Senator NrTN.N. I think any 1l0''mn.l pe1'ROll rea.ding it would come 
to that conclUSIOn. 

Ambassador Su"mm:aIAN. I don't know a,bont that becanse some
body on this committee very astutely. I think it might han~ been 
1\,11'. SIOttll 01' somebody, said with l:eSpl'ct to a witness, is there n, 
significance in the statement which Bllrtl'ls put ont and the statl'\
J11l'ut whinh Afl'. SilbC'1'l11an put out heeu1l.se Ba.J'tl'ls did say some-
thing to the eft'cct that I 0xoneratecl him. ' 

I didn't exonerate him. I said the clml'ges TtLrtaglino raised were 
withont snbstantial Joulldatioll. Some of my problems were with 
BaJ,'tels' :n.mnagement amI had nothing to (10 WIth what Tal'tuglino 
wus allegmg. 

As a matter of fact, my view was tlmt Tllrtaglino was Plut of 
his problem and one of the r('aS0118 I thought he was a bad manager 
is he shonld not Imve had Tartaglino th01'e for a Yeal'. ' 

Let me make one more point b'eforc yon Jean'. I' rlidnot refer to 
the Promul'o matter as the only mn.ttel'. That was the most signifi
cant, but the .TcnsC'l1 issue bothc.recl ml' terrillly. I sent the FBI. the 
ol'hel' FBI people, back seveI'lll times to try' to dnl'ify that issue, 
that. the other alle~ations he mfule tl'ouhlrd ·mp. . 

r just, didn't think all of: those n.lJegntiollH put; to~ethel' hud 
substantial foundation. 

I thcm saW something which. if finvthillg, I shol1ld lw cl'iticized 
for. I srtic1 Tartaglino and Bl'oslIn acted in good faitb. I wasn't so 
sme Ot that. I s.aid it to try t~ covel' tlwm because they were bdng 
transferred. I chdn'l; want thell' eal'ecl'S destroyed. But I 1mcl some 
doubts as to wh('thel' they acted hl good faith. I wn$n~t able to 
resolve it but I had l'eal rl'oubts. . 
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I made that statement so I could preserve what they could of 
their reputation. But I knew they had to be transferred. 

Senator NUXN. :.\:[1'. Bartels testified that he asked your permission 
to O'ive these files, the Pl'omuto files, to .T aek Anderson. Is that 

h 

correct?: 
Ambassador SIU3EIDU .. N. I don't recall ,yhC'tht'1' he ask('d my per

mission to Q'ive the files. I renwmbel' he asked me whether he should 
talk-I do~·t think it was .Tack Andersoll, it was one of Jack 
Anderson's people. 

Senator NUNN. IVhnt was your reply ~ 
Ambassador SrmERl\L\N, I think a fellow by the name of Owens. 

I told him to talk to Owens. My best recollection is I told him !lot 
to look at the files, but to giye l1im as much iJlfol'lJ1at~on-the prob
lem was this: .Tohn called me and said OW(,l1S has tIm; whole story 
or almost all of it. But he has got-he is missing pn,rt of it. They 
want to talk to 111C'. Can I talk to him? 

I said yes. I have len,rned in gOYC'l'ument a:fh'l' long experience, 
although I don't agl'C'p \yith .TaC'!\: .\nderflon most or the time. that 
his capacity to dig' ont htfol'matiol1 IS unoelievabJC'. So w11('n Owens 
told Btu·tel;' that lw ha(l most of the infol·matio!l. I was inclined to be
lieve hi1~. I thought Bal'tC'ls should try to talk to him and put it, in 
perspectIve. 

Senator NtlXN. 1fl'. Bal'tC'ls tpstifit'd he gai'e thesC' files to .Tack 
Anderson in mid-.Taunary of l!)'ifl. This snbrommith?p requpstecl 
thC'se same Hlt's in .Tannary Hl75 hnt WC'I'(, l'ef,uwd. 

Ambassador flrLmm~r,\N·. J[p ga '"C' tlWlll tllC' aetna I Hll's 01' talkC'd to 
him abont the inn.'stig-atioll? ' 

nIl'. FJ~Lmf;\N. He said I lC't tl1C'))l l'C'\'iew the filt'::. 
SC'uator NL'XN. HC' Jet thrm I'pyit',," thC' fill'S. Do yon think it is 

proper to :flll'ni::h this matC'l'ial to t1w Pl'C'SS and 110t to the snh-
committre? . 

Ambassador flILBERnf,\N. No. Thflt "'ould b'onbl" mr. But I 11111St, 
say I thought it was improper :for tIl(' rommittee not to proclucr t,hC' 
matC'l'ial to tIl(' .TustiC'r D(lpal'tment whirh 1'011 c1aimpcl von had and 
which I kept 0]' m,Y pC'opJe krpt. asking fOI\ Hud yon ,,~oulc1n~t giyc 
us. As a mnttC'l' of faC't. 011(' of tIl(' l'C'asons whv--

Srnator NtTNN. 'What iR that mntl'l'ial to? T 11m not familial' to 
that at all. 

}fr. FELD:lIAX. I think thel'p is a uistin<'t cliffrl'cnc(l ht'1't'. IVt' n,re 
investigating DEA and tIl(' ,Tnstiee DepartmC'llt is not in vpstigating 
us. l\{l'. A~nbHs~m,dor. yon know there arC' rl'itC'ria at .TustiC'e on open 
nnd rlosed casC's. lYe had acrnmllJatC'd raw dnta whi('h yon had 
clflssifipcl as a so-callrd 0})(I11 ('fiSt' whirh wp rould not 1"1\1'n over 
until we put om' wihlPSS(>S unclE'1' onth. 

Ambassador SU,m;mL\N. I Jle\'p[' hPlll'c1 of nnything 1ikl' that. r 
have had 1'llW material trallsmittl)cl :from t'ongl'Pssional ('ol1unittees 
aU the til11C' to the ,TnstirC' Department. I think if· iR all 0hIigntion 
of a ('ongl'essional committe>e 10 tl'al1smil' lll!lt()l'1al to the .justice 
Depfil.'tnwllt if they think therC' is C'vell a hint oj~ cI'ill1inal cOl1durt. 

Mr. Fm,mrAN. IVe did meet with Y011r pC'ople mally times. 
Ambassador SILnmniC\N. You won ldn't give them the material. 
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Senator NUNN. I have to conclude 011 this point. You can carry 
011 without me as far as the private discussion. ·We will go of!' the 
record now. The subcommittee ·will adjourll. I assume you have a 
plane to catch. 

Ambassador SILBER:lIAN. I haven't answered all of my questions. 
Senator NUNN. I know it. ,Vhat is your time situation ~ 
Ambassador SILBERlVL-\.N. I can stav hcre for a while. 
Senator N1.TNN. How much ~ • 
Ambassador SILBEIUIAN. A couple of hours. 
Senator NUNN. I ·will sec i:f I can't get somebody on the subcom

mittee to come back. 
Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. I would appreciate it, Senator. There is 

also the whole subject of the new investigation of the DEA which 
started. There has been some implication in the press, again in UPI, 
and I guess the committee that that started [titer I left as Deputy 
Attorney General, which is not true. 

Senator NUNN. I agree that you ought to haye eomplete time. lYe 
ought to give you that courtesy, to give you complete time to ans\vcl' 
nnything that has been said. I could not agrce with you mOl'e. This 
is not my subcommittee. I am not chairmun of it. I am a member 
o:r it. 

I have got to go to a conference betwe<.'ll the House and Senate 
on the .\.rmed Services. I am going to do my best to tell the chair
man the situation and gin~ him your C011C<.'1'11S that you want to 
compl<.'te your testimony. 

I certainly think that is of interest to tIl(' subcommittee and to you. 
So I will do the best I can. lYe will recess nntil some other Senator 
gets here. 

[Whereupon, at 2 :15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recOllvene 
at 3 p.m.) the same day.] 

[Members present at time of recess: Senator :Nunn.] 

Al!"l'ERNOOX SESSION 

[,Yhereupon at 3 :20 p.m., the subeonmlittpe reconYCIl<.'d, Hon. Bill 
Brock presiding.] 

Senator ~RO(,K. I'llI'. Silberman, we will bring the cOll1mittt'e to 
ol'(~er and glye you another apology. . 

[Ml\mbel'S of the subcommittee pr('spnt at time of reconvening: 
Senator Brock.] 

Senator Bnoc~c. Again I apologize lor stretching' your day. 
!\.mbassadol' Sn,mmllrAx. I ulldel'shmd, Senator. I appreciate your 

bcmg here. 
Senator BUOCK. lYe will Jet counsel proct'ec1 for just n :few minutes. 

Then we will wrap it up. 
Mr. FELD:HAN. :Ml'. Ambassador, I would like to ma ke a full record 

-Irom the time of the press l'el<.'!lse (rr this yenl' o'oiJlcr hack to th(~ 
timc yon cngltgNl the FBI agents. Thon wc ,,,ill g~ into 80mp of the 
gcneral questions.· , 

During the comse of the FBI administrative review did you 
discuss the Tal'tag1ino alkgations with Mr. Bartels? ' 
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TESTIMONY OF HON. LAURENCE H; SILBERMAN-Resumed 

Ambassador SILBERhIAN. I don't think I discussed it with him 
until after their revie'''' was completed. I remember ca1ling John 
before they started to tell them that I was instructing the FBI to 
conduct the investigation and that he would be expected to coop
erate with them. He was obviously anguished about the situation, 
but indicated he would cooperate. 

Mr. FELDJ.L1X. Did you discuss this matter with Thomas E. Durkin, 
Jr. ~ 

Ambassador SILBlm:r.rAN. ,,\1110 is Thomas E. Durkin? 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. The consultant. 
.A.mbassador SILBEm.fAN. I am confused. There are two Durkins, 

aren't there? 
Mr. FEJ.D1>fAX. "William E. Durkin was the DEA C'mployC'e und 

Thomas Durkin was the gentleman 'we were talking about during 
the recess. 

Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. I have npver met Tom Durkin and 1 
don't think I have ever met ,Villiam Durkin. 

Mr. FELDl\fAN. Did you rereive interim or preliminary reports 
from the FBI agents as they conducted their administrative review 
01' just the final report? 

Ambassador SILBER:r.rAN. Just the final report. They came in and 
made it orally sometime in the middle of December and I asked 
them to put it in writing. 

At that point they asked me whether ther~ ,vas anythi.ng else I 
wanted to do. I asked tllC'm ,,'as there anythmg else they thought 
they should do. Both of us thought no. They did point out to me 
the memorandum which Tartag1ino had given them the day before 
they came in. 

They werl' of the 'dew that they had rovl'l'ed all of the matrrial 
t.hat was in that HH.'lllO, in th"i.r inHial hwpstigation; thE'V clidn't 
believe it was lJec('ssary to go back and do any 1110],l'. I agreed with 
them. But I made the c1l'eisioll: It was my responsibility. . 

MI'. FJ~LmrAN.Thl' next pomt we lJad was ,Tanuary 9. You met 'wjth 
Mr. Tartaglino and I believe this meC'ting' was also attel\ded by yonI' 
associate, ,Tim Hutchinson. 'What was the purpose of this meet'illg~ 
Could you describe this? 

Ambassador SILRERU;\N. Tartaglino had asked to Sl'C ml'. I tllOup;ht 
he ought to have an opportunit\, to sec me as I vms in the pl'oeess 
of digesting' all of this materia1. 

Besides, I wanted to see hIm. I wanted to talk to him about certain 
matters. 

My recollection is he testlfi.t,c1 thttt at that lnenting I was not really 
famil~ar with t~H~ un~l~l'lying subst~ncc of tl~e investigatio~. I guess 
that IS a ques.tlOll o~ Judgment. ,Tlm Hutchlllson has testified that 
I was. I eertumly thmk I was. I had gOlle through all of that rna. 
terial which the 'FBI had giv('n me. .. 

Mr. FET ... mvrAN. Had yon rE'acl the FBI l'epOl·t? 
AmbassadOl' SILmm1\rA::-T. I most certainly had, and attachments. 

I remembered he also testified that I seeJm~cl to haYH too much em
phasis 011 the underlying Pl'Oll1uto illYestigatioll. I think I got the 
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nnpression Tartaglinoin his discussion with me at that point didn't 
really think very much of the Promuto investigation and wanted to 
steer clear of that and wanted to emphasize the impedance which he 
alleged.· . 
. He also' didn't want to talk about anything else but Promuto . ..All 
of the other allegations he had made, he sort of wanted to stay away 
from those because I brought them up. I brought up the Jensen 
matter; I brought up the Petersen matter. 

It was I who knew the information whioh personally made his 
allegation false or unfounded. He didn't want to discuss that. He 
just wanted to discuss Promuto. I had the impression that he had 
decided somewhere along the line to boil down his position to just 
Promuto and jettison the other claims that he had made. 

I had heard he had gotten counsel somewhere along that line, 
somebody, I think a Mr. Sachs. . 

Senator BROCK. Did you read his December 11 memo ~ 
Ambassador SILBERJ\'IAN. Yes. I said, the December 11 memo };:1ade 

six subsidary points which were really part of the last allegation 
he made in the odginal letter. It all fit within his general concept 
that the Promuto investigation had been impeded. 

I want to bring tllls point to the committee because when Senator 
~Taclrson was questioninO' the FBI agents he maue a point; he seemed 
to be of the view that the fact that they were directed to investigate 
the allegations Tartaglino made against Bartels, but not necessarily 
to go into the underlying investigation of DEA of Promuto, meant 
that somehow their investigation was crippled. 

The interesting thing about that is Tartaglino himself, in his 
statement before this committee, emphasized that he wasn't so much 
interested with the underlying Promuto investigation, but rather 
the alleged impedance and in that meeting he accuses me in his testi
mony of being too interested in the underlying Promuto investiga
tion. 

In a sense I was interested in the underlying Promuto investiga
tion because the nature of the allegations against Promuto had some 
bearing, in my mind, as to the propriety of the kind of investigation 
Tartaglino and Brosan had conducted into Promuto's actions and, 
therefore, had some bearing on the actions Bartels had taken which 
were designed to moot what he thought was the extremism of 'Tar
taglino and Brosan. So in that sense they were connected. 

But I think, frankly, there is no merit to the proposition that it 
was necessary to give the FBI the underlying Promuto investigation 
in order for them to determine whether Bartels had impeded them. 
I think Tartaglino thought so. 

Mr. FEWl\fAN. On the December 11 memo that Mr. Tartaglino did 
write to the inspectors, he sets forth the detail of the efforts of 
Mr. Bartels, to frustrate, impede or obstruct the Promuto investiga
tion. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. True. That was the first time he used 
~he .word "obstruct", but he didn't make the chal'ge obstruction of 
JUStlCO. 
. Int~rest.ingly' enough, h~ comes .uP w~th ~hat. 10 days after the 
lllvesbgatlOn, Just at the tIme the lllvestIgatlon IS about to be com-
pleted. .. 

57-281--75----18 
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As I saId somewhere along the line he got a lawyer in this thing. 
l\fr.FELD;fAN. He was interviewed by the FBI December 6th, my 

staff tells me. . . . . 
Ambassador SILBERlfAN. That is right. The point is the original 

memo he sent to me was back in the middle of November or actually 
Ire didn't send it to me. He sent it to· Pommerening. 

Mr. FELmiUN. But that memorandum was the basis, they went 
down that memorandum one point after another. 

Ambassador SILBERlfAN. ,Vhich memo? 
Mr. FELDJlfAN. The November 14 memo. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Yes. 
Mr. FELDJlIAN. Berore the investigation. 
Ambassador SILBERlIAN. Yes. The last point in the November 14 

memo incorporated really all of the points in the December 11 memo 
because what happened is when the FBI went to talk to Tartaglino, 
they asked him fot his side, they interviewed: him, as I recall; for 
some X number of hours. I can't recall exactly the number . 

. They asked him to put anything else he haclin writinf{. He subse
quently gave them that thing on December 11. When they came to 
me, tliey were of the view they had thoroughly investigated the 
charges, the subcharges in the Decembe1; 11 lli.emo in their initinJ 
investigation because it was all part of his claim that Promuto im
peded, I mean that Bartels impeded. 

Mr. FELDl'>IAN. :Mr. Ambassador--
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Forgive' me sometimes from trying to 

keep the various investigations straight. As I told you earlier we 
have got four investigations on top of another here. . 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. On top of that we have the Department of Justice 
investigation we will get back into in a h1inute. But to button this 
up--

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I don't know why you say Department 
of Justice. I was part of the Department of Justice. I hope you are 
not distinguishing me from the Department of ;J ustice. 

Mr. FELDJlIAN. No. I sn,id the Depn,rtment of Justice investigation 
that is now going on. The Department of .Justice task force that 
was appointed by the Attorney General. 

Ambassador SILBERII-fAN. Right. I will be glad to .deal with that. 
You said Department of Justice investigation as if I wasn't part of 
the Department of Justice. . 

:Mr. FELD:r.IAN. No. 'We talked about one investigation on top of 
another. You mentioned all of them except this last one which is 
the current Department of Justice investigation. . 

Ambassador SIWERl!AN. I don't Imow if it is current. 
Mr. FELDJlfAN. ,Ve will talk about that. 
But what did you do with the FBI report once you got it and 

before you met Mr. 'l'~Lrtaglino? You didn't refer to the Oriminal 
Division for their interpretation or examination ror any criminal 
violations. Did you review it in-house in the Deputy Attorney Gen
eral's office ~ 
. Ambassadyr ~ILBERUAN. !es. I r~viewed it, gave i~ to Jim Hutch
]]1son to reVIew It and we dIscussed It. Of course, I dIScussed it twice 
with the FBI people themselves, including the Assistant Director of 
the FBI in charge of the Inspection Division. 
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Mr. FELDlIIAN. Did you discuss the issuance of your press release 
at all with Mr:' Petersen before it was released ~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. No. Why~ 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. I am just asking the question. 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. Incidentally, as I thought I made, I 

don't know if I made clear, but there has been some question as to 
whether that press release was designed to affect this committee's: 
work. I didn't even know anything about the committee's investiga
tion at that time. 

Mr. FELDlIIAN. At the time the press release was issued on the 16th? 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. Yes. I didn't know anything about that. 

If I did, it didn't connect. What I was concerned about was the 
press :reports and the press inquiries that Bob Havel was getting 
on that day. 

Mr. FELDMAN. On the date of your l11mouncement, the Star-News 
carried an article in which some unnameel sources at the Department 
of Justice was reporteel to have said that a power struggle had been 
resolved, just been resolved at DEA, ancl :M:r. Tartaglino and Mr. 
Brosan had in effect lost that struggle, that they had been bounced 
from the jobs. 

I am .not saying you were the unnamed source. I am just using 
that--

Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. Why don't you ask me~ 
Mr. FELDlIIAN. Were you the Ulmamed source~ 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. No. I was not the unnamed source. 
Mr. FELD1.UN. Was it the view that the Department of Jilstice 

that this was in fact a power struggle ~ That is what we are talking 
about here~ 

,Ambassador SILBERMAN. It is more complicated than that. I am 
not sure in my own mind of Tartaglino and Brosan's motivation. I 
can't help but feel part of it stemmed from their feelings of inse
curity which arose from Bartels directing Mark Moore, who was 
quite a formidable, intelligent guy, to look into their Inspection shop. 

Tttrtaglino also wanted to be Inspector General. How that this 
whole thing-I don't know. I have a feeling, instinct, a judgment 
more than an instinct, I got a judgment that they had a 'Vested inter
est in almost getting Promuto. I have in some respects been' critical 
of Bartels. The way I would have handled it is to fake both of them 
entirely off the case and bring in somebody new with an ac
knowledged repu.tation to conduct that investigation because it is 
clear John lost cQnfidence in them. I think he was justified 10sinO' 
confidence in them. . b 

But he tried to sort of do it both ways. I think that was probably 
awkwD,rd. By. both ways, making sure other people gave him advice 
and then he prevented .the investig.atio11; from unduly injuring Pro
muto, but at the same tnne not gettmg rId of TartagHno and Brosan. 

If I fault him in that area, that is where I would fault him, a 
manager sometimes has to make a sharp, tough decision, and one 
of my decisions, had I been him, would get TartagJino and Brosan 
off that case. 

Mr. FELDlIfAN'. Why was the Attorney General's task force estab
lished ~ What are their guidelines ~ 'What is their charge ~ . 
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Ambassador SILBER?tIAN. You would have to-I can tell you what 
I lmow about that. You recall. I kept a string on this thing with 
Jim Hutchinson watching the ~ ~~rnal DBA investigation. I kept a 
string on this thing with Jim Hutchinson continuing to watch the 
internal DBA investigation. 

I emphasized to both Jim and Bartels that I wanted this Promuto 
investiO'ation followed through vigorously, but prudently. 

Jim ~ame to reJ?ort to me 3 number of times, I think in J anuary
various complicatIOns of conrsa, at this point. The Attorney General 
Saxbe had resigned. I was trying to get Attorney General Levi con
firmed through the 8enate. I was investigating the FBI at that 
point myself, and the OIA at that exact time. 

So I didn't have time to follow this internal DBA business which 
compared to the other two matters was not as important. I don't 
mean to say it was unim:portant, just compared to the other matters, 
and Jim was following It. 

Jim came to me a couple of times expressing some concerns about 
the DBA matter; that is to say, the Promuto investigation, there 
were some other new things coming up which had not been part of 
the original Tartaglino charge, had not been part of the initial FBI 
report, and which bore on some other aspects of it. 

Beyond that they were in consultation with you at that time or 
your committee; that is to say, Jim Hutchinson and Mark Wolf of 
my office, who is now in the Attorney General's office, and your com
Imttee was telling the Department that there were some real horrors 
here that we hadn:t discovered, and there was some real bad stuff 
that we hadn't discovered. 

As I recall, I may well have directed Jim Hutchinson and/or 
Mark Wolf to go back to you and give us that material so that we 
could evaluate it, treat it if there was any potential criminal stuff. 
And as I indicated in my testimony this morning, the committee 
refused, which I think was a mistake. But everybody makes their 
own judgment. 

There was this apprehension, this concern that you must have 
something because you wouldn't have told us that otherwise and 
that all led to the view that maybe we had better conduct some 
further investigations and Hutchinson was of an idea that we 
should start another group involved and came to me and he brought 
up some other matters which I do not want to go into because some 
of them are live, some of them don't involve any of the individuals 
that have even been mentioned, some of them do involve perhaps 
aU of the individuals who have been mentioned, perhaps not Bartels. 
I don't Imow that. 

And I agreed we will set something up to go after it. Then he 
hl;lked witl~ the Attorney General and the Attorney General and 
Jlm Hutclllnson agreed that they would set up another group with 
llfY approval, agreement, to go after these new matters, and par
tIcularly any matters that the commiti;Pe had come up with which 
they were claiminO' we hadn't discovered. 

Mr. FELDMAN. You are not saying the task force was set up 
because of the apprehension that we might have somethinO'~ 

Ambassador SILBER:r.IAN. The apprehension that we had missed 
something. 
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Mr. FELDMAN. Isn't it a facfr.--
Ambassador SILBERIIIAN. Not apprehension t!la~ you would hav:e 

something. It was set up because you were claImmg there was eVI
dence that was probative that we didn't have. 

Mr. FELmIAN. The task force, as I understand it, has taken hun
dreds of hours of sworn testimony on a variety of subjects. I am 
sure they wouldn't go into that depth based on mere apprehension 
at this particular point. 

Ambassador SILBERIIIAN. This mere apprehension is a phrase. The 
committee was telling us, my people, that there was material we had 
missed which was of awesome significance and the apprehension was 
that we may have missed something. 

Mr. FELD1tIAN. Were we right or wrong~ 
Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. You will have to ask the Department. 

I haven't seen the report. 
Mr. SLOAN. If I could interject one question here, Mr. Ohairman, 

you mentioned before that if you could fault Mr. Bartels at all it 
would be on his judgment in not removing Messrs. Tartaglino and 
Brosan. 

Ambassador SILBERlIIAN. Once he lost confidence in Tartaglino 
and Brosan, he should have removed them. 

Mr. SLOAN. A problem that has come up over and over in the 
hearings is the issue of tbe propriety of using written questions. I 
would like to get your thoughts on that-whether using written 
questions as well as unsworn replies was a serious mistake. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I don't think that was a serious mistake. 
There are all sorts of teclmiques used in investigation. Keep in mind 
this committee has always gone through this thing as if the under
lying allegations against Promuto were criminal, but they weren't. 
Not only were they not criminal, but they were in some respects 
the most dangerous kind of allegations that can be brought against 
any Government employee, dangerous in the sense that they are 
hard to get hold of and even if you get hold of them, you are not 
sure what you can do with them. 

Let me go on. So I V?aS not troubled at all at J aIm ordering writ
ten or what he did, I think he ordered a confrontation. There is 
some confusion as to whether it was Richardson or Lund who sug
gested written interrogatories or whether it was him. 

In any event, it is not an unknown concept particularly for facts 
which are set. 

The point was that John wanted a confrontation. And it seemed 
to me quite legitimate. Brosan had come to him 'and said Promuto 
should benmputated. There is nothing he can say that justifies what 
he mel . 

Mr. SLOAN. In fairness, Ambassador, I think Mr. Brosan offered 
three possibilities. He favored one as was pointed out this moming 
as did Mr. Richardson and Mr. Durkin. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. The amputation? 
Mr. SLOAN. Yes. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. He didn't like that at all. 
Mr. SLOA1'f. That is not my point here. I am just saying
Ambassador SILBER1\IAN. But that was his recommendation. But 

he did say it is my recollection and either fJ.'om the testimony or 
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'somewhere that there was nothing he. could do to defend himself. He 
was dead. All they had was that he had frequented this :Fran 
O'Brien's bar and that he mayor may not have slept with a prosti
tute who mayor may not have had contacts with others. That was 
not the kind of thing that it seemed to me a sensitive, intelligent, 
good investigator would run off with. 

So the point is, John's actions, this is the point that I raised, and 
seems to me I would submit to the committee, his actions have to be 
judged in terms of what he perceived to be extremism on the part 
of Tartaglillo and Promuto-Tartaglino and Brosan. 

He tried to develop an antidote to that. Promuto was blackened 
all over the community. People were coming up to Bartels saying 
we hear that Promuto is really in trouble, they subpenaed his r~c
ords under an authority that can only be used in a narcotics con
spiracy, and although Richardson thought that was legal, I am very 
dubious. I don't thi]lk it is i nor did Bartels, and I think he is right. 

So that they had behaved, in my judgment, badly, unwisely. So 
J olm was tryiilg to redress the balance, give Promuto a fair chance. 

He \vanted a confrontation. I don't think that is wrong. 
Mr. SLOAN. I don't think anyone argues with that. But that wasn:t 

t.he question. The question was, should it have been a written con
frontation. I would also add another factor that when the questions 
were submitted, not all were answered. 

Ambassador SILBER:r.rAN. That is right. My recollection is they 
were followed up by Tartaglino and Brosan in oral questioning. 

In some respects written questions to a witness can be quite a 
difficult thing to deal with for the witness. In some respects they 
are more difficult than the oral questions. 

lIfr. SLOAN. Even when they can be retul'lled the next day? 
Ambassador SILBEmrAN. Yes. I heard somethi.ng about the take

home exam bUSIness. That is ridiculous. In fact, when you give a 
witness-remember, this is not a man charged with a criminu,l of
fensC'; you give hi.m an opportunity to come up with a written an
swer i he ean't claim subsequently he misunderstood. He has got that 
written qu('stion before him and he has got to put it all down. Be
'sides, this is not an uncommon thing to do for any employee of any 
'organization, charged with improper conduct, give me u, written 
Teport. 

Mr. SLOAN. ,Vouldn't tIle answers to a questionnaire ordinarily be 
sworn to under those circumstances, however? 

Ambassador SILBER:r.rAN. For instance, when the President asked 
(Colby for a written report on the allegations in the CIA, he didn't 
'ask him to swear to it. He subsequently set up a hearing in which 
there WitS sworn testimony. But jt isn't necessary to ask for sworn 
,testimony. 

But in any event, Tartaglino and Bl'Qf'm,n interviewed him after
ward and songht sworn testimony, and Bartels, to my recollection, 
didn't object to that. . 

Mr. SWAN. Are vou awltre of the fact that there are material dif
ferences hetwC'en some responses that 1\:[1'. Promuto gave in his sworn 
:stat'ement and his written unsworn answers to .the written questions ~ 

Ambassador Srr,mmllt:AN. How do you know that? 
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Mr. SLOAN. Because I have seen both responses as has the staff 
and members of the subcommittee. They have been submitted by 
your office, or Mr. Hutchinson's ofiice, to the subcommittee. 

Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. I don't know. I am not aware of that. 
I am not aware of material. They were not reflected in the FBI 
report. That goes to Promuto anyway. Th[)~. doesn't go to. Ba;rtels. 

I am not here to defend Promuto. I am here to defend Ius rIghts, 
but Bartels never indicated to be anything, but he wanted DEA to 
get to the bottom of the Promuto investigation. 

But the fact that he ordered a confrontation, with or without 
,vritten questions, is not, in my judgment, improper. Indeed, if as a 
result of those written responses, plus oral interviews, Promuto was 
tripped up, that would show the value of that process. 

Mr. SLOAN. I don't want to belabor the point, but wouldn't it be 
more likely you would trip somebody up by following up with 
questions as you might in a trial ~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. Not necessarily. You can do both. I think 
the committee has made much too much of this, in an investigation 
of an hnpropriety and, indeed, an impropriety that is hard to get 
hold of, but one that worries us all; I do not Tegard it as serious. 

In any event, I understand what motivated Bartels. You have to 
keep the whole thing in perspective; there is no question, I am sure 
this committee would agree, that Brosan and Tartaglino's investi
gation ,vas excessive and there is nothing 1110re dangerous in law 
enforcement than an excessive investigation. 

I think we all saw that in the last 2 years when we saw the prob
lems with enemy lists and so forth. "When a law enforcement inves
tigator goes after a target with excessive means, that is the worse 
thing in our society, the very worse. 

Mr. FELDllIAN. Do you think Mr. Bartels should have removed 
himself from the Promuto investigation in the same manner and for 
the same reasons that Mr. Petersen removed himself in the Bartels 
investigation ~ 'Would that have solved <lUI' problem ~ 

Ambassador SILBEmIAN. "\Vell, I have two responses. That is 
always a tough question. MI'. Feldman, you and I have discussed 
that this mOl'lling. 

Mr. FELD:r.IAN. I understand. I am not trying to bring that out, 
although we can. It diel go to this question. 

Ambassador SILBEmIAN. Let me explain it because I will bring 
it out and then come out on yOUI' side. I mentioned to you this 
morning that I was astonished that you-I had only found out 
yesterday-that you were married to a 'woman who has attacked me 
pnb~icly and privately for the last 6 years, and who has a personal ani
mOSIty toward me. "\Vhen I found that out yesterday, I thought 
you should disqualify yourself in an investigation in which I "'as 
involved. 

Let me go back. After talking to you this morning I have con
cluded that you weren't biasecl, although one suggestion has the 
appearance of bias. It is a tough question. 

The problem with Bartels, and you had the same problem Bartels 
had: If he had disqualified himself in the Promuto investigation, 
who was he going to put in if he didn't have confidence in Tartaglino 
and Brosan ~ I think he was in an awkward position. 
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I happen to be a stickler on that business. If I were either you or 
Mr. Bartels in that situation, I would have disqualified myself as 
I disqualified myself on the matter related to Colson when I was 
in the .r ustice Department, since it was well known that I had a 
personal animosity and it was reciprocated. 

Mr. FELDMAN. i would like to put this on the record, Mr. Chair
man, and I say this after having discussed it with the Ambassador 
prior to the hearinp:; my wife has been on the other side of litiga
tion involvinp: Mr. Silberman; she has testified against various posi
tions he has been nominated for. 

Ambassador SILBERM:AN. My confirmation. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. It has been a long and tough battle stemming out 

of various cases which I don't think we have to go into. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. And personal conflicts that go back to 

1967. 
Mr. FELmfAN. They worked together at NLRB. It is a long and 

interesting story, none of which has motivated, I would like to state 
for the record, my feelings in this case, as I explained to 1\11'. Silber
man when he broup:ht up the question of my disqualifyinp: myself. 

I asked him in what context should I disqualify myself. From the 
hearing~ From today's session ~ From the investigation ~ In its en
tirety ~ Or shall I just not ask him questions ~ I gave him the option. 
Didn't I give you the option of--

Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. I decided. 
Mr. FELDMAN. We decided--
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I decided after talking to Mr. Feldman 

that he was not personally biased. 
Mr. FELDl\fAN. So he doesn't put me in the same camp as my wife. 
Ambassador SImEmfAN. That is right. 
Senator BROCK. Same camp, but maybe not the same troops. 
Mr. FELmfAN. In fact, he did invite me to Yugoslavia-without 

my wife. 
Ambassador SILBEmfAN. 'i'hat is true. But in any event, these are 

always tough questions. 
Mr. FELDMAN. I understand. 
But going back to the question, do you think or don't you want 

to comment on that~ He would have disqualified himself~ 
Ambassador SILBERl\IAN. I would have disqualified myself in both 

cases, with respect to you and with respect to Bartels, if I were either 
one of you. 

111'. SLOAN. Let me ask one more question on the written as 
opposed to oral questions. 

You have stated you have not seen the February 28 sworn state-
ment of Mr. Promuto; is that correct? 

Ambassador SILBER1IIAN. That is correct. It is still correct. 
Mr. SLOAN. Did anyone in your office review that? 
Ambassador SILBER~rAN. Probably. Let me explain. I have turned 

over most of the operational operations to Hutchinson and I think 
Wolf was workinp: with him, too, because I was just too busy with 
the FBI investigation, that is to say, my investigation of the FBI's 
00 files, an4 then by Febr.uary 28, I may well llave been in the 
process of gomg to another Job. . 
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. So at that point I was virtually out. I was also involved with 
other matters which are not relevant. 

Mr. SLOAN. So if anyone was aware, it would have been Mr. 
Hutchinson. 'The reason I am concerned about this is that we under
stand that Mr. Promuto was permitted to change some answers in 
that statement. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I don't have any idea. 
Mr. SLOAN. You don't have any knowledge on that subject~ 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. After the middle of J al1Uary, I was not 

operationally in the thing except insoiar as Jim came to me with 
certain recommendations. He thought there were new matters com
in~ up which deserved another investigation. But I never-I put 
thIS forth in a self-serving way-but I didn't mind that there were 
further investigations. 

If, indeed, it was ever determined that Promuto was guilty of a 
crime, I wanted to see the Department go after him with everything 
they could, but I just wanted it to be fail'. 

Mr. SLOAN. For OUr records, since June 9, 1975, have you been 
in contact with the Department of Justice in connection with this 
subcommittee's investigation ~ 

Ambassador SILBERl'rIAN. Hell, yes. I will tell you when I saw the 
newspaper article after some of the statements Senator Jackson 
made when they arrived in Belgrade, I hit the ceiling because I 
thoughtr--

Mr. SLOAN. vVhich statements ~ 
Ambassador SILBEmIAN. Let me tell you. The staff drafted a 

statement, I am sure, for Senator Nunn, one for Senator Jackson, 
and said agents Williams and Hegarty said Mr. Silberman did not 
allow them to conduct the kind of comprehensive investigation they 
would have conducted had they been performing investigations un
cler established procedures followed by the FBI. That statement is 
false. They didn't testify to that. 

'What they did testify to was the routine FBI investigation and 
what they clearly meant, given the context, if they had been an in
ternal inspection where Pl'omuto was one of theirs, obviously they 
would have been going after the Promuto matter as well as the 
impedance. 

But you read that transcript of that FBI investigation and I 
submit to you the committee confused the devil out of those FBI 
aJ~ents bec!!,u~e the~ st~rted out clearly. saying there was no limita
tIOn on their lllvestIgatIOll of the allegatIons Tal'tag1ino made against 
Bartels. 

Then through the dialog, the question is, well, you didn't go into 
the underlying Promuto investigation? No. Isn't that improped 
·Well, 110. But, well, then it wasn't a complete investigation ~ Well, 
in that sense it wasn't complete. 

So you go through that kind of dialog and I think this staff has 
mischaracterized their testimony. I did in fact, yesterday, meet with 
Bassett, who was the Director of the FBI, and he is perfectly will
ing with those two agents to come back up here and straighten out 
that record so that these statements won't stand. 
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I asked the committee to call them back to confirm what I have 
testified to. Let me go on. They said their actual investigation
these are statements by the committee-lasted less than 10 days and 
that information which could have shed light on the integrity issue 
was never sought from persons who had first-hand knowledge that 

, might have enabled them to more accurately evaluate the allegations 
being made by Tartaglino and Brosan. 

That statement is false. They nev.er 80 testified. If anybody can 
find that in the record, I will give them a dollar. 

Then they went on, you wenf on to say, that the FBI inquiry of 
several months, that my statement indicated that the FBI conducted 
an inquiry of se.-eral r.aonths. I dealt with that this morning with 
Senator Nu • .1. 

He agreed that I didn't say that. There was a possible implication 
which the committee drew, but I didn't say it. 

So my point is, that is why I got angry. I ca1l0d the Department 
und said, "Look, these statements are coming out phony and I want 
the Department to do what it can to try to straighten it out." The 
general disposition is the only way it can be straightened out was 
by my coming back to testif~T. So, lmfortunately. the taxpayers--

Mr. FELDlIfAN. That is why you were requested and I think '\Ye 
ar('. straightening ont the record herr. 

Ambassador SILBER~rAN. I think there were mischaracterizatiol1s 
of the FBI testimony which compared to my press statement are 
dre a cUn 1. 

Mr. FELDlIf.AN. There were a couple of points you wantrd to hit, 
Mr. Ambassador, one of which was the removal of Tartaglino and 
Brosan from their duties, I believe. 

Ambassador SU~BER1\L\N. Yes. I think w'e testified to that this morn
ing. The reason I did it, was two reasons. three reasons: One. it 
was clear that Tn,rtaglino and Brosan had lost Bartels' confidrllce 
and as the FBI agents put it to me, there was just no way they 
could exist together. Second, I had lost confidence in Tartaglino and 
Brosan. I thonght they were extremists, Brosan less competent, 1'ar
taglino more of an extremist. That is to say, he was overly zealous 
hl investigations and you can be overly zealous. You can he overly 
zealous to the point where you jeopardIze civil rights of individuals. 

In thn.t respect I noted you were asked about .r ack Anderson 
earlier, I recall the .Tack Anclerson column of March 14, 1975, which 
talked about Tartag1ino, I didn't Imow this at the time, but it con
firms my appraisal of the man, was involved in the suicide which he 
C'ngineered or at least induced--

Mr. FELDM:AN. Again, that is your charactel'ization. 'Ve have had 
testimony by him and examination by Senator .Tavits on that. 

Ambassador Srr~BER:r.rAN. I haven't seen it. Did he admit it ~ 
Mr. FELD1\IAN. Of course he didn't admit it. I mean it is yOUI' 

characterization that he enpineered a suicide. 
Ambassn.dor SIJ~BER1\{AN. No. No. I said "induced." 
Mr. FELDM:AN. I will make the transcript available to you. 
Ambnssador SILBERMAN. I certainly will. 
Mr. Fm~DM:AN. I don't like to characterize what he said under oath. 

. Amba~sador Srr,BER1IfAN. I am just asking whether he did induce 
It or not ~ 
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Mr. FELDl\IAN. I am not going to say "induce." You are talking 
about words here. . 

Ambassador SILBElThIAN. I am sorry. I got the impression he had 
admitted it before the committee. 

Mr. FELD1>IAN. I will make the transcript available to you. 
. Ambassador SILBERMAN. In any event, I got the impression he 
was an extremist. There is this other matter that I have in my pos
session which the Department may have in its possession which 
may well confirm that even more. . 

So the point is I did not want him involved in the law enforce
ment, direct law enforcement investigations. 

Mr. SWAN. Ambassador Silberman, you have discussed this in 
part, but could you relate the reconunendations you have made to 
the new Attorney General, Edward Levi, when he took over the 
Department of Justice ~ 

Ambassador SIJ"BERl\IAN. Yes. I went down to :l?ersonnel. I said 
John is a weak manager ancl you ought to replace him for manage
ment grounds. I did not think he was cor:t'upt. For John's benefit
first of all, the Attorney General wanted to broaden this investiga
tion which Jim had suggested, to go into broad management bases 
so that he would have, besides my recommendation, more grounds 
to make his judgment on Bartels. 

I certainly couldn't fault him. I thought he was within not only 
his rights, but it ,vas a sound and intelligent thing to do, which is 
one of the reasons that investigation became so broad. 

But my judgment was Bartels was a weak manager. 
Mr. SWAN. Ambassador Silberman, are yon familiar with the 

second memorandum dated DecC'mber 11, 1974? 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I think I already testified about it. 
Mr. SLOAN. That is right. I would like to clear up a few points. 

I am going to ask a few questions about it. It refers to alleged violn.
tions of the civil service system, informant homicides, and other 
matters. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. What was the second one? Homicides? 
Mr. SWAN. Informant homicides. 
Ambassador Sn,BERl\f:AN. I don't have it in front of me. 
Mr. FELDl\IAN. Here it is. 
Mr. SWAN. The question I wanted to ask. is whether you can tell 

the subcommittee what action you took or directed to be taken with 
regard to those allegations? 

Ambassador SILBER1>IAN. My recollection is the civil service one 
was the one I testified about this morning. "Which one is it ~ Would 
you point to the page? 

Mr. FELDl\IAN. The civil service is on page 4. 
Ambassador SILBERUAN. Yes. As I told you earlier today, the 

FBI had interviewed Tartaglino about this and he had referred 
to one individual which we did run down, and then his own case 
which he felt had been in violation, his treatment had been in vio
lation of Civil Sel'vice. That was a long time ago. 

Frankly, I didn't think the fact that he even mised that issue at 
that stage in the context of worrying about the Promuto investiO'a
tion would damage his credit. He accE'pted the downgrade, althou"'gh 
he claimed it \yas in violation of the Civil Service. -
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That suggested to me a personal motive against Bartels which in 
my judgment colored much of what he said. 

Mr. SLOAN. With regard to another allegation, and I just want 
to aet this clear since we have been discussing the memorandum, the 
all~~ation having to do with Thomas Durkin, you were not aware 
at that time that he did not have a security clearance ~ 

Ambassador SILBERl'.r.AN. No. 
Mr. SLOAN. Did you take any action ~ 
A.mbassador SILBERMAN. No. A.s I told you this morning, I re

member going through the FBI-in this letter he talks about Dur
:Kin being a man of great-is this the letter ~-of great integrity; 
Tartaglino himself did. So far as I know, he is of high integrity 
and strongly motivated to advise assistant counsel and p.xecutives 
of DEA, but he does not have a security clearance. 

Mr. SLOAN. If I can read just a few of the next sentences: 
But he does not have a security clearance and I find it uncomfortable and 

improper discussing official matters with him. Theoretically, I am in charge 
of security and have no written evidence of suitable efforts to conduct such 
inquiry. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. I remember now. I think maybe some
body looked into that, maybe the FBI, and he had received the bene
fit of the names check, but he hadn't formally gotten security clear
ance. It was not of earth-shaking importance, it seemed to me at 
that time. 

Tartaglino didn't make any allegation against his integrity. I 
didn't even know what kind of security clearance they were talking 
about, to tell the truth. 

Mr. SLOAN. He did have access to--
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Wait a minute. I am not sure what they 

are talking about when they are talking about security clearance. 
Do you know what they are talking about ~ 

Mr. SLOAN. No, not the precise form. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. If you don't know what they are talking 

about, why are you worried about it ~ 
Mr. SLOAN. I presume anybody who works in DEA and has access 

to investigative files and inspection files with informants' names in 
them has to have some sort of clearance. 'Vould you assume that~ 

. Ambassador SIIJBERl'.!AN. I am now the beneficiary of so many 
dIfferent forms of clearances I must say I get a little confused as 
to what we are talking about. 

Mr. SWAN. You would assume some form of clearance is neces
sary~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. Every employee of the Justice Depart
ment has some kind of clearance. 

Mr. SLOAN. He was an unpaid consultant, special adviser, and he 
did not have any sort of clearance. 'Vas he an exception to the 
general rule you just stated~ 

Ambassador Sm3ERl'.!AN. There was an allegation that he didn't, 
but I didn't take it seriously because Tartaglino claiqled he was a 
man of the highest integrity. Somebody may have fOllowed up on 
that. I was trying to determine whetlier a presidential appointee 
was corrupt and whether Durkin had a security clearance, if he was 
a man of the highest integrity did not rise to an issue that bore on 
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that down the line. 

Mr. SLOAN. Did you !mow that Mr. Thomas Durkin at that time 
and earlier had been performing legal services at no cost ,for Mr. 
Bartels and other senior DEA executIves ~ 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. No, nor do I understand the relevance. 
Mr. SLOAN. I am just asking you the question. He had access to 

all sorts of files and he was also performing--
Ambassador SILBERl\fAN. What files did he have access to ~ 
Mr. SLOAN. He had access to the Promuto file, for example. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. My understanding is John used him as 

a management adviser. I will confess when I was Deputy Attorney 
General, on occasion I would call in people outside the Government 
to advise me on sensitive issues. 

One person I particularly used to call on was an old employee of 
the Justice Department, under Attorney General Kennedy, and an 
ex-partner of mine. Whether he had a security clearance at that 
point that was still live, I don't lmow. 

But the point is, when he is called on on management matters, I 
don't think that is terribly important. In all truth, this is stuff that 
I have seen in the record but it was not in the FBI file. I don't even 
recall whether it was a serious matter Tartaglino raised. It was in 
the December 11 memo. But it looked to me'like pretty small pota
toes because he said he was a man of the highest integrity. 
If Tartaglino had said Durkin is corrupt and he is in there advis

ing Bartels, then I would have been worried. But he said he is the 
man of the highest integrity. 

Mr. SLOAN. Just to finish up on this matter, the issue really here 
~s the. role he had in this investigation, not whether he had high 
mtegl'lty. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. I can assume you have high integrity but---
Ambassador SILBERMAN. Thank you. Given some of the statements 

this committee has made, I am amazed. Your point is he shouldn't 
have been involved in the investigation because he didn't have a 
security clearance. 

Mr. SLOAN. Not just this investigation, any number of investiga
tions about which he has testified. 

Ambassador SILBERMAN. You Imow, the funny thing about that 
is I saw Bartels' testimony that he inherited Durkin from the old 
BNDD. Nobody ever raised this issue over all of this period of time. 

I don't !mow why Tartaglino didn't raise it before he raised it to 
me or raised it to the FBI. Look, this was a make-wave. 

Mr. SLOAN. The issue was raised with Mr. Ingersoll. He will be 
a witness . 
. Ambassador SILBERMAN. I am glad you are really pursuing major 
Issue~. 

MI'. SLOAN. I am glad you are glad. 
Arnbassad?r .SILBERl\IAN. I~ does not seem to me of significance 

unless Durkm m some way IS a man that we ought to be worried 
about. But I understand there was a name check run on him. 

What else they have to do to give him what level clearance, I 
don't !mow. 
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Mr. SLOAN. I should say, Ambassador Silberman, many files have 
been denied to this subcommittee on the grounds that informants 
names are in them and I think justifiably so,. . . . 

Ambassador SILBER1IfAN. Do you have any mdlcatlOn that Durkm 
bad access to informants names ~ 

Mr. SLOAN. He saw inspection files--
Ambassador SILBER:;\fAN. Do you have any indication that he had 

access to informants names ~ 
Mr. SLOAN. Yes. 
Ambassador SILBERMAN. I thought Bartels denied that. 
Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Bartels' testimony is inconclusive on that. He saw 

Mr. Bartels often and testified that when he got involved in the 
case he was given permission to see any materials that were necessary. 

Ambassador SILBEru.fAN. There were other matters, though, in 
that-I thought you were going to go into some other things that 
were raised, the six issues that Tartaglino had raised. I lmow, the 
Civil Service business. That is something I ought to respond to. 
I thought that was an intelljgent action on the part of DEA. 

I remember Tartaglino and Brosan thought it was premature and 
somehow wrong to go to the Civil Service with a hypothetical case 
to see whether the Civil Service would regard this as disciplinary 
activity or actions which would support discipline. 

That seemed to be no more than a lawyer starting out an investi
gation or in the process of an investigation, stopping !tnd asking 
himself, is the material we are developing probative to any sub
stantive standard ~ 

So they took it over to Civil Service and found out that even if 
they proved X, Y, and Z, they couldn't fire him anyway. 

That didn't mean that they stopped their investigation, but it 
gave guidance to what they ought to be investigating. So I didn't 
think there was anything improper about that at all. 

Senator BROCK. Mr. Silberman, I hate to interrupt. -'"Ve have a 
vote going. I have to leave as soon as the next round rings or shortly 
before. 

In trying to wrap up and let you go back to your principal occu
pation, I hope, I will give you just a couple of opportunities. 

If you have any other particular comment you would like to make 
with regard to any charges or implications or anything that you 
would like to respond to, you may do so at this point. . 

Ambassador SILBER:r.rAN. Thank you so much. So far I would say 
unequivocally I never stopped, halted or limited the investigation 
that the FBI made, limited in the sense of any way constraining 
what the FBI wanted to go into. They are professional investigators. 
I gave them carte blanche. I did not give them the responsibility 
of going after the underlying Promuto investigation, but if they 
had come to me and said there is any aspect of the underlyino- Pro
muto investigation which bore on their investigation, I am su~ they 
knew, and indeed, I think the implication of their testimony is, and 
I hope when you bring the others up that I would. have authol'ized 
that. 

They had finished in their view. r agreed with them. It was my 
responsibility. 
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I did not, although it has been suggested by Senator Percy,'that 
I abused the FBI, I find that offensive and I find it wholly and totally 
without foundation. . 

The only aspect of that that mak~s, that I can even comprehend 
what he means, is that that investigation did not go through Nick 
Callahan and Clarence Kelley, but went from Bassett to me. 

I have explained why I wanted this investigation to be cloaked 
with the authority of the Deputy Attorney General rather than the 
FBI, because of the competing and indeed, in some respects, rivalries 
between the FBI and DEA, and because I was the supervisor of both. 

Finally, that I wanted to move towards a situation where the 
Department of Justice had an Inspector General who could investi
gate anybody in the Department and who would bring agents from 
any place. 

So I was moving towards a new system, a system which, incidentally, 
I regard as essential. 

I guess I would hope the committee would check up on some of 
the matters. The committee should know by now that the adminis
trative inquiry is a standard tool in the Department. I was somehow 
amazed that the implication was that that was somehow, that it was 
unusual. The committee has enough access to Justice Department 
people to bring down 100 witnesses to tell you that that is standard. 

Finally, let me tell you what I think this committee, if I may be 
so bold as to suggest ~omething that would be enormously helpful. 
I think the opening day Senator Ribicoff said the DEA ought to be 
put into the FBI. I think that would be a mistake. 

The FBI is already too big for the rest of the Justice Department, 
the single biggest management problem in the Department, as I 
think any long-time student of the Department will recognize, is for 
them to make sure the Justice Department has appropriate manage
ment policy control, policy control, over the FBI. To make them 
even bigger would hurt. 

Second, DEA engages in a dirty, miserable business. There will 
always be allegations of corruption against DEA officials because of 
the nature of their business. They are often in the situation where 
they are right in the middle where crime is being committed. That 
is how they get their evidence. That is inconsistent with the way the 
FBI no!m~lly operates when they go post hoc to investigate an 
allegedmcldent. 

po I tJlink th~t wOl~ld. be a ~istake t? put t~em tog~th.er. But I 
thmk thIS commIttee, If It has, If you WIll forgIve me, If It has the 
courage, because it will take courage, could do something that would 
be of. enormous h~lp ~or DEA and. f~n' the ;Justice Department, and 
that IS to pass legIslatIon to take CIVIl SerVIce away from DEA and 
give them the same personnel status as the FBI. . 
If you do that, yeu will end up with a much better DEA, which 

will be much less susceptible to corruption. 
As you dug into this investigation, I think this committee has 

become aware that the protections which Civil Service r-ives em
plo~ees,. while very :alu~ble, are probably inappropriate 'in an 01'

gamzatlOn engaged 111 du'ect law enforcement. You need a hiO'he1' 
degree of discipline and you need a higher degree of flexibility of 
managment. 
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The Bureau has been virtually incorruptible. I don't mean to sug
gest that there hasn't been corruption cases. I investigated some of 
them my~elf: Nobody is perfect. But one of the strengths of the 
Bureau since J. Edgar Hoover took control back in the twenties is 
that there has been a relative absence of corruption. That is true 
only because of its unique personnel status, not only leadership, plus 
'the personnel status. 

If this committee were to recommend Congress legislate to get it 
passed, which would put DEA under the same personnel status, I 
think you would do a great service to the cOlmtry. 

Senator BROCK. I thank you very much. I just must go. Let me 
suggest to you that if you have additional comments or responses 
that you would like to submit for the record, without objection they 
will be received and made a part of the permanent record of the 
committee. You have that right. 

We will keep the record open for a period of time for you to do so. 
Any other comments you want to make in any sense of the word, 

I would welcome the!ll' There may be a minority report before this 
is over, but I apprecIate your openness and frankness and I appre
ciate your trouble in comIng to respond to something that was very 
burdensome for you. 

Ambassador SILBElUtIAN. Let me tell you how much I appreciate 
the fact you were here, JYIr. Chairman, and how much in a sense 
resent the fact that the people who were attacking me were not here. 

Senator BROCK. The committee will stand in adjournment. Thank 
you. 

[Whereupon, at 4 :15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 
subject to the caill of the Chair.] 

[Members present at time of recess: Senator Brock.] 
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NEW YORK, N.Y., Septembm' 3, 19"1fj. 
PHILIP R. llUNUEL, Esq., 
SlYnate Permanent S'lbbcomrnittee O<I. Investiga.tions, V.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR MR. MANUEL:' Per your request of July 16, I enclose an affidavit relating 
to the Archer case and the work of Andrew Tartaglino. You have my permission 
to insert the' affidavitin the ·record of the proceedings. 

Sincerely yours, 
WHITNEY NORTH SEYMOun, Jr. 

Enclosure. 

AFFIDAVIT OF WHITNEY. ~ORTH SEYMOUR, In. 

STATE OF NEW YORK, . 
Oownt1J ofNewYol'7c, S8. -'. 

Whitney North Seymour, Jr., being duly' sworn, deposes and says: . 
1. FrOm January 16, 1970, untU June 1, 197.3, I ,was United States Attorney 

for the Southern District, .Qf NewYor!t. I make this affidavit in response. to a 
letter request from Philip It. ~anuel, an.investigato):' with the Senate Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on Government Operations. . 

2. My attention has been directed to testimony of John R. Bartels, Jr., former 
Director of the Drug Enforcement Administration, given before the Subcom
mittee on July 1, 1975. In that testimony, at page.1166, Mr. J3artels stated that 
Andrew Tartaglino, an aide to Mr. Bartels in DEJA, had "ordered" a DEA agent 
to give perjurious testimony before a state grand jury in the course of an under
cover investigation which later resulted in a prosecution entitled United Stutes 
V . .Arohm·, et aX., in the Southern District of New York. I have been asked to state 
my knowledge of this case and .of the incident to which Mr. Bartels refers, and to 
give my evaluation of the professional conrluct of Mr. Tartaglino in investigations 
which toolt pla,ce in the Southern District of New York while I was United States 
Attorney. 

3. Mr. Tartaglino conducted himself in a highly professional manner through
out the many investigative matters on which his office and ours were associated 
during the period I served as United States Attorney. Mr. Tartaglino brought 
energy, enthusiasm. and imagination to tllese law enforcement matters. He had 
unique talents and rare dedication. The support and assistance of DEA, r.esult
ing largely from Mr. Tartaglino's own personal efforts, were of great value in 
contributing to the success of a major series of investigations into corruption in 
the criminal justice system in New York, particularly in the area of narcotics 
enforcement, which were conducted in my office from 1971 to 1973. 

4. Specifically with reference to the .Al·oher case, Mr .. TartagUno provided ex
traordinary investigative assistance in an undercover investigation which dis
closecl serious corruption on the part of the Assistant District Attorney in charge 
of the Indictment Bureau of the Queens County District Attorney's office in New 
York City. Mr. TartagIino was in no way responsible, however, for the decision 
to permit a DEA Agent to testify in his tmdercover capacity before a state grand 
jury in the .Archer investigation. The facts concerning Mr. Tartuglino's involve
ment in investigations conducted by my office and, in particular, in the .Aroher 
case, are as follows. 
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5. In l\Iay, 1970, New York Oity Mayor .Tohn V. Lindsay issued an executive 
order establishing a commission, chaired by '\vhitman Knapp, to investigate tlle 
extent and nature of pOlice corruption in New Yorl;: Oity to make recommenda
tions for reforms. 

6. In February, 1971, New York City Detective Robert Leuci Imc1 a series of 
meetings with Nicllolas Scoppetta, a lawyer for the Knapp Oommission. Leuci, 
who had at one time been a member of the Special Investigations Unit ("SIU") 
of the New York Oity Police Department, a suit charged witll the responsibility 
for major narcotics investigations, disclosed to Scoppetta tllat he had direct and 
hearsay knowledge of widespread corruption in the enforcement of tbe narcotics 
laws, involving organized crime figures, policemen, lawyers, Assistant District 
Attorneys and Judges. Leuci's information anO contacts with the world of cor
ruption were considered too important by the Oommission's Chairman, its Ohief 
Oounsel and Scoppetta to be utilized solely as a means of publicizing the problem, 
as was done through public hearings in the case of other forms of corruption. 
Therefore, after verification of some of Leuci's information from tape recorded 
conversations between Leuci ancl certain corrupt pOlice officers, Leuci was asked 
to act as an undercover investigator so that those involved in corrupting the ad
mInistration of criminal justice in New York Oity could be conclusively identi
fied, removed and prosecuted. 

7. The Knapp Oommission, whose mandate included a study of the existing 
local machinery for combatting corruption, concluded that the Leuci investiga
tion simply could not be handled by any existing local law enforcement agency. 
Any such investigation conducted on a local level would inevitably have had to 
be done in part by the New York Oity Police Department and local prosecutors' 
offices, employees of which were to be the subject of the investigation. The Oom
mission doubted seriously whether police officers, and perhaps some of tIle local 
prosecutors' offices, would pursue the investigation to the fullest extent and was 
also concerned that word of I"euci's undercover role would ineVitably spread 
among those to be investigated. In fact, Leuci himself refused to participate in 
the investigation unless it was conducted by the Federal Government. 

8. Thus, the Oommission decided to seek the assistance of the Department of 
Jmitice. On March 10, 1971, at a meeting whirh I attendt'c1 in New York City with 
the Assistant Attorney General of the United States in charge of the Criminal 
Division, my office agreed to a 8pC'cific request by representatives of the Knapp 
Commission to conduct the investigation. On April 2, 1971, the OhiC'f Oounsel of 
the Knapp Oommission and I met wi.th tlle New Yorl;: City Police Oommissioner, 
then Pfltrick nlurphy, ancI adviRecI the CommisRioner and his First Deputy of the 
IJC'tlC'i investigation flnrl itll pnrpOfws. Thp Police Commissioner thorOughly en
c10I'RPc1not only thp invelltigation hut also the furt thut it was being conducted by 
the Fec1C'ral Government, ancl RtatecI his opinion tha.t tIle Federal Government was 
I'he only govprnment body capable of effectively pursning the investigation. The 
Commissioner offered the full support of the Police Department ancl, to facilitate 
the invPRtigation. transferred Lcuri hark to SUI on Apl'il14. 197J. 

9. The invC'stigation commenced. A few montJlS later,. on .July 1, 1971, Knapp 
~omllliRllion ARsilltnnt: ConnRP} NirholfUl Sroppettn. was Rworn in as a Special 
ASRi8tant Unitpel StateR Atf'orl1PY. From that time on, Scoppetta ancl I"euci 
worked on n dnily basis with Executive AS8istant United StateR Attorney Edward 
?II. Shaw, who waR at f'llaf' time Chi('f of the offiC'C"s Official (Jorl'llption Unit. 

10. At my reqllest, Mr. ',r,'t1'i'aglino arranged fo~' investigative ::;upporr for this 
invPRtigation to be providNl by DEA. Mr. Tal'tagHno's own personal effortR re
Rultpc1 in the supplying by DEA of a team of investigators. :mcl from time to time, 
financial Ml~iRtanc('. without hoth of which the invpstigation could not havf! snc
cppclpd. Mr. Tartll!dino's l'Pfllir.ation that C'ombatting 10C'nl C'Ol'l'IlPtion in narcotics 
enforcempnt sl1ou1cl be an essentinl part of federalliarcotics enforcement showed, 
in m3' j11dgmrnt. C'xtl'(lol'clinary fnl'sight:edneRs. 

11. Dnring' the en8uing months DetnC'l'ive TJPlwi pngagpc1 in an nndpl'covpr 
invpRtirmtioll. f'llp l'rfmlts of WlJirh 'Yf'l'e all that hall 11(>on ('xportrcl.·IIp nncm'e1'prl 
p"iclpnro. in tlln form of nnnlprom; tape rf!r.orcletl convel'llnti()llS witlJ lllany nolirc 
officPl's, flttorllPyR nncl others. of fixp!'! of many narcotiC's cltses ppnding in the 
ronl'ts of thi!': City. Thp investigation 11111'1 rpll11lt'ed in, in thC' yeol's sinrr. ill mony 
fpelernl amI Rtnte cOllvic/'ions of corrupt police officerR aneI officPl's involvec1 in 
the corruption of nal'CoticR enforcement. 

12. RiX' monthll )lpfol'P Dpf'rr~iyr IJC'uri'fl llndpl'C'oYC'J' role wal'l pnhliri?;pc1 in the 
New York Times, Nicholas DiSAefano, a corrupt priynte investigntor who was the 
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subject of a number of investigations, including Leuci's, discovered that Leuci was 
in fact an undercover agent. The private investigator, who by this time had com
mitted several provable federal crimes, was immediately confronted with the 
1Iroof against him. During a number of meetings with Special ASi'istant U.S. 
Attorney Scoppetta, the private investigator agreed not to disclose Leuci's under
cover assignments and also IJrovided some limited information on corruption. In 
particular, he indicated that many felony cases were being fixed on a regular 
basis in Queens County and that some of these "fixes" involved participation by 
Supreme Court and Criminal Court Judges sitting in Queens County. He identi
fied a bondsman named 'Yasserberger as a man who habitually fixed cases by 
paying bribes to policemen, prosecutors and judges in Queens.l Prior investiga
tion had established that in the field of corrpution this particular private in
vestigator qualifiecl as an expert. After many conversations, the private investi
gator agreecl to make an introduction to vVasserberger in orcler to provicle proof 
that Wasserberger was corrupt ancl that public officials in Queens County were 
involved in fixing cases. 

13. After this commitment by the private investigator hacl been made, the 
Government formulated the plan of having an undercover agent arrested in 
Queens County and having the private investigator introduce the agent to 
Wasser berger. vVhile Leuci hacl obtained direct evidence of corrupt dispositions 
of real cases by lawyers, private investigators, members of organized crime ancl 
police officers simply by posing as a corrupt policeman and engaging them in 
conversation on tape, he was obviously not able to uncover similar evidence of 
corrupt dispositions by Judges or Assistant District Attorneys. At tbe same time,. 
there was considerable information gleaned from these conversations that judges 
and prosecutors were involved in fixing cases, including cases involving out-of
state and organized crime-related defendants. It was decidecl that the only 
technique likely to uncover conclusive evidence was the creation of an under
cover defendant. Obviously any agent selected for this role would have to have 
an ·out-of-state "cover" to reduce the risk that these very sophisticatecl defendants 
with connections in t.he New York underworld could through any inquiries dis
cover the agent was l10t what he claimed to be. 

1'!. Before this was done, however, two steps were taken. First, the Police 
Commissioner and other top ofiicials of the New York City Police Departmpnt 
were informed of the plan. The Commissioner not only continued to support the 
investigation fully, but, in spite of his concern that the Queens District Attorney 
would retaliate agaInst anyone assigned to this project, also provided the patrol
man who would mal,e the arrest. In addition, I disclosed the plan to a senior 
member of t'..te state judiciary with administrative rosponsibility over the state 
court system in Queens. 

lii. Special Agent Sante Bario of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics :mc1 Dan
gerous Drugs was then arrested on a gun eharge in Queens under the name of 
Salvatore Barone. Successful efforts were made to make him appear to be a 
member of organized crime." After Bario's arrest, DiStefano said that Wasser
berger was out of town and could not be contacted. After some delay-during 
which Bario had to waive preliminary hearing-DiStefano introducecl Bario to 
the defendant Leon vVasserberger, also a bondsman, who was the nep1lew of 
the 'Wasserhergel' about whom DiStefano hlld originally spoken. DiStefano incli
catecl thllt the nephew was as well eonnected as the unele, and, as it turned out, he 
waR. 

16. Wasserberger intl'oducetl Bario to lawyer Klein, ancI Klein i11dicated that 
it would cost $lu,OOO to fix the case (Tr. 176-170; GX 20)." During the course 
of this and other cOllversations the clefendants reyealel1 a staggering history o.f 
corruption in Queens County involving both prm;ecutors and jul1ges'< On APliil 27, 
1072, Klein told Bario that the only way he coulcl fix tho case was for Bario to 

1 In ndeUtlon to tbe llrlYntr InypstigntOl"s Informntlon, I,oncl hnd mnny tnlle recorded 
conyprSlltions with jlol1cc omccr~ In which those ()f/lCI'I'S eXllllcltly rcfpI'rNl to n st'nlor 
ofTlclnlln the Queens County District Attorney':; O/licc who fixed ca~cs Illwlvlng mcmhl'rs 
of orgtLnlzed crime. 

n ~'JI() Rl1bRe~lIent tnpo recorderl conversntlons with Klein rcvenl thnt Klein bcllpl'e(1 
nnrono to he a mob "lIlt" mnn who was In New York b~Cn\lRe oj' the gnng warfnro between 
tllc ColumhoB nnd tile Gnllos which wna then vel'Y much In the nows. 

"ncfl'rl'ncos nre to the trlnl trnnscrlpt Ilncl exhibits . 
• Klein Idcntlllccl onl' TmrticnJar Ne'w 1'orJ, Supreme Court Justice whom Klpln clnlmec1 

to have nRslRtcrl In olJtninlng his Judgeship, ane1 encouraged Darlo to rcfer to Klein ony 
of his confedol'ntps who W(ire ttl'L'cstcd on nnrcntica chnrges so that r';;lell1 could bM'1) this 
Judge fix the cnse (Tr. -122; GX 32, liP. 30-32). 
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testify in the Grand Jury and give a fictitious explanation for Bario's possession 
of the gun. Klein said he had discussed this with his friend in the Queens County 
District Attorney's Office, who had told him that he and Bario must "come up 
with some kind of story to justify the possession of the two guns." Bario, seeking 
to avoid u Grand Jury appearance, told Klein that such testimony would be 
false. Klein said that he knew that, but that the friend had planned it that way 
and would know just the right questions to ask. He also assured Bario that he 
had fixed other cases with this friend before and that he could be "trusted" 
(Tr. 210-211; GX 23). 

17. Agent Bario sought instructions from the Assistant United States Attorneys 
who were conducting the investigation, and they in turn discussed the matter 
with me. We were confronted with a clear choice: either the investigation was 
to be aborted and the corrupt Assistant District Attorney would remain in office, 
or Bario would have to permit Ilimself to be suborned. At that point, there was, to 
say the least, substantial reason to believe that the Assistant District Attorney 
11tHI agreed to receive a bribe antI that he had done so before and would do so 
again in the future. On the state of the evidence then eXisting, neither the Federal 
Government nor the State could have commenced a successful prosecution, and 
almost certainly this public official could not have been removed from his highly 
sensitive position. Given the Government's evidence in this case and its other 
reliable information concerning corruption ill the Queens County District Attor
ney's Office, it was concluded that there was no chOice, consistent with our 
obligation to the public, but to pursue the investigation. 

18. While very conscious of the sanctity of the Grand Jury, I concluded that 
Bario's following the defendants' plans and testifying in the Grand Jury would 
be legally justifiable and would not constitute a crime or a violation of anyone's 
constitutional rights, and that any speculative or theoretical injury caused to the 
court system would be miniscule in comparison with the injury caused in future 
cases by the corrupt Assistant District Attorney should he remain unexposed and 
continne to fix actual criminal cases presented to future Queens Grand Juries. 
Accordingly, the decision was made that Bario should continue to participate in 
the perjUriOUS plan which had been hatched by Klein and Al nero As a direct 
result, Archer was revealed as a criminal, removed from his position of public 
trmlt, prosecuted and convicted. 

19. That conviction was reversed by the Court of Appeals on the ground of 
inadequate federal jurisdiction for the prosecution. While the Court of Appeals 
was originally critical of the decision to permit Bario to testify in his undercover 
capacity before the Queens County Grand Jury, the Court, in a subsequent opin
ion, rendered after the facts set forth above were for the first time presented to 
it, made clear that its earlier remarks had been dicta. It might be noted that at 
the time of the petition for rehearing, amictts c-uriae briefs supporting the Govern
ment's uudercover investigative technique were filed by Jj'rank S. Hogan, District 
Attorney of New York Connty; Maurice Nadjari, Special Prosecutor; and 
Michael Armstrong, then District Attorney of Queens County, which office had 
been the subject of the investigation. 

20. While resIlectful of the Court's opinion, I remain satiSfied that the Archer 
investigation was, in the highly unusual circumstances presented, conducted in 
an entirely appropriate manner. For the purposes of this affidavit, however, it 
is necessary only to state the fact that the investigative plan for the Archer case 
was conceived hy AssiRtant United States Attorneys in my office, and not by Mr. 
Tartaglino, and that the {lecision to permit Agent Bario to testify before the 
Queens Grand Jury was made by me in consultation with ASSistants in my office, 
and was not made by Mr. TartagUno. Mr. To.rtaglino's sole role in this case was 
to supply Agent Bario and backup investigative personnel for DEA, and to con
sult with Ar~flistaJlts in my office as tIle investigation progreRsed. 

21. In summary, specifically referring to the areas on which I have been asked 
to comment, (1) Mr. Tartaglino's performance in law enforcemcnt matters of 
whi('h I have direct knowledge has consistently becn of the highest quality and 
in the public interest; (2) Mr. TartagUno cUd not, in the Arohm' case, either 
make the decision as to the circumstances and nature of the arrest of Agent 
Bario, or the decision to permit him to testify before the Queens County Grand 
.lury in accordance with the instructions of the corrupt attorney and Assistant 
District Attorney in that case. 

WHITNEY NORTH SEYl\fOUR, .lr. 
Sworn to before me this 2nd day of September, 1075: 

r.JaIS DAVERSA, 
Notarv Publia State of New YorTc. 
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Mr. PIln.IP MANUEL, 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, 
DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION, 
New York, N.Y., September 19,19"15. 

InvestigatOl', Senate Permanent S1tbcommittee on Investigation, R1tSSen Senate 
Office Bttilcling, Washington, D.O. 

DEAR ltIR. MANUEL: This is in response to your request of this date for my 
consent that the affidavit I executed on May 13, 1975 entitled 

"in the Matter of the investigation leading to the Indictment and Conviction 
of Detective Louis D'A.mbrosio on May 15, 1973 before Judge Sylvester J. Ryan. 
73 cr. 456" 
be made part of the record of the Senate Permanent Sub-Committee on Investiga
tions' inquiry into the operation of the Drug Enforcement Administration. By 
this letter, please be advised that the Sub-Committee has my consent to make 
this affidavit, a copy of which is attached to this letter, part of the record in 
your investigation of the Drug Enforcement Administration. . 

Please let me know if I may be of further assistance to the Sub-Committee. 
Sincerely yours, 

Encl.: Affidavit. 

NIOIlOLAS SaoPPETTA, 
Oommissioner. 

AFFIDAVIT OF NICIlOLAS SaOPl')!:TTA 

IN TIlE nllTTER OF TIlE INVESTIGATION LEADING TO TIlE INDICTMENT AND CONVIC
TION OF DETECTIVE Lours D'AMBROSIO ON llfAy 15, 1973 BEFORE JUDGE J. RYAN. 
73 CR. 456 

STATE OF NEW YORK, 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK, 88. 

Nicholas Scoppetta, Commissioner of Investigation of the City of New York, 
being duly sworn deposes and says: 

From July 1, 1971 to December 1, 1972, I was a Special Assistant United 
States Attorney for the Southern District of New York and as sucll was fully 
familiar with the facts and circumstances concerning an investigation of alleged 
bribery and unlawful Wiretapping committed by two former New York City 
police officers, Joseph N. Nunziata and Detective Louis D'Ambrosio. 

1. On or about February 1, 1972, Detectives Nunziata and D'Ambrosio together 
with other pOlice officers and federal agents, arrested one Oarlo Dandalo on 
charges that he was in possession of % ounce of heroin. 

2. On or about February 2, 1972, Dandalo waived arraignment in the United 
States District Court and was released in the custody of Detectives Nunziata 
and D'Ambrosio. 

3. I was informed by members of the Drug Enforcement Administration (then 
the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs), that for many years 
prior to February 1, 1972, Dandalo had been a special civilian employee for 
the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and had been a highly productive 
and important undercover operative for the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs. 

4. On February 1, 1972, at the time of his arrest, Dandulo was working in his 
undercover capaCity for the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs in con
nection with an investigation then being conducted by the United States Attorney 
for the Southern District of New York into allegations of corruption in the 
criminal justice system. These allegations concerned themselves with corruption 
among police officers, bondsmen, lawyers, Assistant District Attorneys and 
judges. 

5. On or about February 2, 1972, I was informed that Dandalo while in the 
capacity of undercover agent had given Detective D'Ambrosio a one hundred 
dollar bill to pay for lunch for the two of them. Dandalo reported that D'Ambro
sio lrept the change from the one hundred dollar bill. I was also informed that 
other officers and agents who were with Damlalo on February 1, and February 2, 
1972, also received money from Dandalo to pay small amounts of money ~or 
various items and that they llad kept the change from these payments WhlCh 
amounted to $50.00 to $100.00. 

(I. On or about February 14, 1972, nfter a number of meeting'" between Dnndalo 
and Detectives Nunziata and D'Ambl'osio, Dnl1dalo cllscussed with the officers 



the pogsibility of his being able to recover his passport which bad been tal,en 
from him at tlle time of bis arrest. Dandalo reported that Nunziata and D'Am
brosio decided on a "story" to tell the United States Attorney's Office to obtain 
the releuf'l' of Dandulo's passport in return for which tlley wunted Dandalo to 
puv them "$4,00001' $[i,000." 

7. On 01' about Februury 17, 1072, ufter ~unziatu and D'Ambrosio failed to 
obtain the release of Dundalo's passport, Nunzilltn ancI D'Amurosio received 
$4,000 in cash from DancIalo, during a conversation which was recorded, to allow 
him to attempt to leave the country on his own. Nunziata and D'Ambrosio told 
Dflndalo they would "covel''' for him while he was gone by failing to report his 
absence and by claiming they were baYing daily contnct with him ill their efforts 
to obtain cooperation from bim in narcotics investigations. I have been informcd 
that Nunziata and D'Ambrosio flled false reports alleging daily contact with 
their "informant" Dandalo, during this time. 

S. Subsequent to Fcbruar~717, 1072, Carlo Dandalo did in fact leave the Unitf'd 
Statf'f; and went to Italy. Detective D'Ambrosio had Bcyeral phone contacts with 
Dandalo while he was out of the countr~~. During one of these phone conversa
tions, D'Ambrosio told Dnndalo to return to thiR country after an Assistant 
Unitf'd States Attorney insisted tIlat Danc1alo be produced for questioning. 

O. On or about March 13, 1072, I was informed by Drug Enforcement Admin
istration agents and New York City police officers assigned to tbe Firf;t Deputy 
Commissioner's Special Force who were assigned to this inycstigation tbat an 
unlawful wiretap had hpen found on a telephone in an apartmcnt ill whi(!h Carlo 
Dandalo llUd bf'en '; dig while in New York. New York City police officers und 
federal agents "stnlwd out" the basement of tIll? buHdinp; in \v11ic11 tIle unlawful 
wiretap had bef'n found and during the evening hours of MarCh 13, 1972, Detcr
tives Nunziata und D'Ambrosio were apprehended while attempting to retrieve 
the tape on the wiretap. 

10. !<'ollowing their apprehension during the evening of :March 13, 1002, Detcc
tiveli Nunziata and D'Ambrosio were brought to the United States Attorney's 
Office for tllC Southern District of New York, where I questioned them in the 
preH('nec of federal agents Taylor and Carros from the Drug Enforcement 
Admini:';tration. 

11. DUl'ing tIlis questioning ilnd after Ileing warned of their com;titutional 
rights, both Nunziata ancI D'Ambrosio admitted baYing received $4,000 from 
DandaJo for allowing him to leave the country. Detective Nunziata stated tbat 
on March 10, 1072 he had installed an illegal wiretap on the pl10ne liRtf'd to the 
apartment which waR occunied by Dandalo. Nunziata statec1 that he had learnerl 
where Danclalo was Hving by following him after !1lf'etings that they had held 
with Dantlalo prior to 1I!arch 10, 1972. D'Ambro~io stated that he was aware of 
the fact that Nunziatn had installed an illegal wirf'tnp on March 10, hut that lle 
IHHI not !lepn IH'f'Rent at the infltoallation. Both oillf'f'rs had ac1mitted that they had 
gone tt) the Jmsf'ml'nt of the building on lIIareh J3, 1072, in order to r('cover what
ever tape record('d COllVE'rsations they had receivecl over the unlawful wiretap 
anc1 to "service" the plant. 

12. Both Nunziata and D'Ambrosio agJ'f'ed to cooperat-e in an investigation of 
corruption in narcotics relatetl cases anci fUl'thpr agreed to attend a meeting 011 
:'IaJ'ch Hi, 1972 to c1iRCllSS the spccifics of t11f'ir cooprrntioll. 

13. On or about March 15, 1972, together with Drug Enforcement Administrll
tion agpnts Taylor, Carros and the then Director of OperationR for the Drng 
JiJ/lforCl'll1ent Administration, Andrew ~'artaglino, I met with Detectives ~unzi
ata and D'Ambrosio. 

14. At this mN!ting, Mr. Tartnglino d(>Reribrc1 tl1f" l1fltUl'(' of t1lf' inYefltigation 
which was being conducterl and both offieel's were told that this inv-estigation con
cerned itself with corruption in narcoticR ('a~ef( involving a broad flP('('tru111 of 
the criminal justice Iwstem. Detf'ctive Nunziata was specifirf].lly tolc1 by lIIr. 
Tal'tng1ino that a good df'al of informntion exir;tecl ('onceming corrupt activity 
011 his pnrt ontl on the part of other pOlice officers in tllC Special Investigations 
Unit of the Nal'coticR DiviSion of the Ncw Yor), City Pollee Department. Mr. 
Tartag-lino told NUllziatn tlmt WI' VCl'y much wnntp(1 hlR cooperation in thiR in
Y(lsfoigntion. Mr. 'l'artaglino onninecl the ReriollRness of the two ('llUrg'pR 1:hf'l1 
ppndfng ngainst Nunziata; Bribery and Violation of Federal and Statf' WiretaP 
LawR. !n tho eOURe of. thifl (URCURSiol1, :'Ill'. Tarcng1ino snggestec1 to Dt>f;(lcUvC 
Nlln1.iata that 1](' wl.'lllmf'w what options were availnhle to him in this sitmit.ioTl, 
heCanRf' aA n. police officcr investigating narcoticfl invps(:igations he had Illnde 
frequent lISt! of informers who had tlJemsel\'f'R hecn iuYolYf'rI In misconduct. It 



was suggested to D~tective NUllziata that he had undoubtedly, in the past, had 
occasion to discuss ·options available to defendunts from whom cooperation was 
sought. Nunziata agreed that he· was aware of the,possible courses of c'}nduct 
ayailable . to him:. 1\11'., Tartaglino then reviewed with Nunziata the choices 
that were available to him. Mr. Tartaglino suggested to the 110lice officers that 
if they chose to litigate the charges against them, they would, in l1is opinion, 
be' convicted and.. they "",ol1ld .face the possibility of a lengthy jail term. He 
urged both police officers tocooparate and, thereby, attempt to obtain for them
selves a inore lenient disposition of the charges and a more lenient treatment, if 
and when they should face sentencing in court. They were told that the considera
tion the;}' would receiVe on the disposition of their cases WOUld, of course, be 
related to the nature of'the .cooperation they gave. At one pOint in the conversa
tion Mr. Tartaglin(l tole} botl). l1Plice officers that it dic1not seem to him that they 
ha<l.any ollier course to follow otller than to cooperate. In this connection, he added. 
that they could either fight tlle indictment or cooperate witll tlle government and 
stated that there seemed 'nothing else that they could do unless they wanted 
"to kill themselves." lVIr. 'rartaglino made tllis passing reference to sllicic1e in 
awaa' tllfit llladeit <llear it wM an Ull~'ealistic alternative to the real alternatives 
n,Yailable.Both poliCe officers, sflidthat th~y intended to cooperate and that they 
would attend further meetings on the subject. Following this meeting, I met 
with Detective D'Ambrosio' in the' presence of his lawyer at the United States 
Attorlley's Office, SOl~thern District Of New York, and he discussed specific items 
of cooperation which he felt he 'could offer. At all times in these con versa tions it 
was stressed to both pOlice officers thtlt the only course of conduct which seemed 
rational for them under the circumstances was for them to cooperate in the 
investigation. 

15. On March ~7, 1072, I was to meet 'with Detective Nunziata to discuss the 
speCifics of llis cooperation. He failed to keep that appointment. I was informed 
that day tllat Detectiye Nunziata uad shot and l,illed himself while seated in an 
a\ltomobile in Kings County. . 

i6. On Muy 15, 1073,. Df\tective D'Ambrosio pleaded guilty in United States 
District Court for the Southern Di8trict of New York, to an information chUl'ging 
him with receiving half of a $4,000 payment from Carlo Dandalo. During the 
course of this plea, Detective D'.A.mbrosio stated that $4,000 was received from 
Dandalo by his then partner, Detective Nunziata and that he, D'Ambrosio, had 
accepted $2,000 of that money. Detective D'Ambrosio stateel the money was 
accepted for allowing an informer (CarlQ Dandalo) who had been under his 
control, to leave the United States. (Page .6, Transcript of minutes of May 15, 
1975.73 cr. 4ti6,Judge SylvesteJ: .T. Hyan.) 

This affidavit is lmsed on personal knowledge and information supplied to me 
by federal agents of the Drug Enforcement Administration formerly known as the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs ancl members of the New 
York City Police Department. 

NIOHOT,AS SCOPPE'fTA. 
Sworn to before me this 13th day of May 1075 : 

JOSEPH T. MCGOUGH, Jr., 
Notm'V PUbliC, Statc of New yO)" •• 

All'FIIlAVlT OF ANDllEW C. ~'AR'l.·AGUNO 

In accordance with the Subcommittee's requeRt I have preparecl an uffidavit 
for inclusion in the record which relates to some of the testimony given by 
Ambassado~' Laurence H. Silberman and former Administrator John R. BartelH, 
Jr. I find it essential to place in perspective and proper context portions of their 
testimony that are inaccurate and/or misleading. My comments do not address 
any new areas and I submit this with the sole purpose of clarifying the record. 

A great deal of discussion tool, place regarding a study of the inspection service 
by Dr. !\fark !\foore. The record will disclose I was Chief Inspector of the Bureau 
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs until May 31, 1geO and had no direct responsi
hilif;y for the function of that office after May 31, 1069 at whicH time I was 
promoted to Assistant Director of EnfOrcement by the then Director of the 
Bureau of Narcotics of Dallgerous Drugs. 

At the time 1 had responsibility, the Department's priority was to eliminate 
corrupt elements or resolve existing allegations of criminal misconduct. No 
manual was in existence rtt the time I served ill inspection. BNDD was COIll
l1araHvely new and I had the mandate to locate und build all eITectiYe inspection 
service. At the' time I relinquished responSibility, there were nine inspectors 



assigned full time. Consequently, I was directed to devote all resources to corrup
tion as a top priority. I have already testified that during my tenure, eighty-three 
investigations were initiated. When I departed sixty-two had been closed, and 
twenty-one still remained opened. An Exhibit submitted to this Subcommittee 
will show that I recommended courses of action for each of the twenty-one opell 
investigations in June 1969. 

There is not an item of criticism in Dr. Moore's study that reflects adversely 
on the work of inspection while I had responsibility. The individuals who assumed 
responsibility after my departure are available and due to appear before this 
Subcommittee ancl will most certainly talk to their own programs. 

The only portion of the study in which I actively participated with Dr. Moore 
was the sampling of unresolved cases in which it was disclosed that 25 percent 
of the cases marked closed had not been closed in It completely professional 
manner, and that more work needed to be done because they were incomplete. 

I don't mention this as adverse criticism but urge that in the interests of 
fairness, that those responsible be p!lrmitted to respond. 

I did not receive a. copy of the Moore Study until December 30, 1974 when 
ll. draft copy was given to me by Executive Officer Oasey. I have reviewed my copy' 
and cannot locate the areas of so-called mismanagement mentioned by Mr. 
Bartels in his testimony. In fact, the study points up the deficiencies that led me 
to request more resources from Mr. Bartels on August 26, 1974. 

Dr. Moore can characterize his study regarding intent and interpretation rather 
than have individuals interpret his preliminary findings. In fact, it is more of a 
discussion paper than a study and I do not find any evidence of its formal 
adoption by DEA. 

My calendar discloses four meetings with Dr. Moore between September 10, 
1974 and November 7, 1974 which all related to the need for more resources to 
alleviate the inspection situation . 

.As I mentioned earlier, the Inspection Manual was drafted and formalized 
in the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs after I departed on May 31, 
1969. Therefore, there was no set policy in effect to formally close integrity 
investigations. 

Former Administrator Bartels refers to an inspection program that trained 
seventeen agents in O.I.A. for undercover inspection work. I had no knowledge of 
that program until the DEA merger on or about July 1, 1973, when I was advispd 
of its existence and purpose by Mr. Fuller. Mr. Ingersoll and Mr. Fuller will 
attest to that, however, and again I urge that the program in question be eval
uated on its merits. I trust this Oommittee and others will reserve judgment 
until those familiar with its intent and purpose have an opportunity to explain 
it. I did, however, recommend to Mr. Bartels that it be terminated because all 
seventeen agents had come from BNDD. It lacked balance and representation 
from the other agencies merged on .Tuly 1, 1973. 

Mr. Bartels states he started to lose confidence in inspection at a time when 
matters were put in writing calling his attention to the areas of mismanagement, 
a backlog of integrity violations, and many cases involving violations of the Oivil 
Service system. 

Mr. Bartels states the Dr. Moore Study is critical of inspection because: 
(1) It lacked policy direction. 
(2) Violated the civil liberties of agents and inflicted larger personnel 

costs. 
(3) Destroyed agent morale. 

These conclusions are not in the Moore Study in any form. When asked if these 
conclusions lire contained in the Moore Study, Mr. Bartels states: 

"No, well, yes. Not verbatim, that is not a quote, but yes. It is in there". 
The following exchange of cOllversation quoted from the record is relevant: 
"Mr. SLOAN • .Again, the word endemic was used the other day. This Subcom

mittee hasn't charged endemiC corruption. 
"Mr. B.AR·1'ELs. WideSI)1'eacl \)y Mr. 'l'artaglino. 
":afr. FELDMAN. Could I just intexl'upt? You made a statement that Mr. Tllrta

glino has stated in this forum that there was widespread corruption within DE.A. 
I would IiI{e you to cite the record reference to that. 

"Mr. BAUTELS. J~et me take a 1001, nt it and get back to you." 
lIIr. Bartels never gets baclc to that because it 1s not in the record. Nor did I 

malte any such statements in EXeC\ltive Session. The fact is there was no evi
dence of wide!lprearl corJ:uption in DEA, however, there were a number of inves
tigations that haeI to be resolved one way or the other. The overwhelming pel'-
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• centage of DE.!. agents and other IJersonnel are dedicated and have a high degree 
of integrity. 

Mr,. Bartels states I IJromoted Mr. William Durkin (from GS-15 to GS-16 and 
from GS-16 to GS-17). 

I had nothing to do with any promotion or demotion given to Mr. William Dur
kin, either in BNDD and DEA. 

Ambassador Silberman testified he gave copies of my letter dated November 
14, 19174 to the Criminal Division. 

Let me read from the record: 
"Mr. SLOAN. Ambassador Silberman, just to clear this up for the record, did 

you feel there were possible criminal charges and that is why you originally 
discussed it with Mr. Petersen. 

"Mr. SILBERMAN. That is a fail' question. Tartaglino, who was a long time Crim
inal Investigator, did not charge obstruction of justice. If you, look at his memo, 
he charged a number of management matters, which he disagreed with Bartels 
on, and then he claimed, with respect to the Promuto matter, that Bartels had 
impeded the investigation." 

My memorandum dated November 14, 1974 states, Himpede at every step". 
Inspectors Williams and Hegarty interviewed me on December 5, 1974 and I 

outlined Mr. Bartels efforts to "impede, frustrate or obstruct". This is included 
in my memorandum dated December 13, 1974 to Inspectors Hegerty and Wil
liams. I was not going to presume the guilt or innocence of Mr. Bartels and that 
is ,precisely why I categorized the allegation in the manner I did. I felt it was up 
to the Department of Justice to resolve this matter. 

Mr. Bartels testified that Associate Deputy Attorney General Michael Spector 
warned him (Bartels) of his rights and the charges made against him when 
Bartels returned from Jamaica on November 21,1974. 

Mr. Silberman mentions my motivation in his testimony before this 
Subcommittee. 

The Department of Justice and senior officials of DEA are aware of the fact 
that I have no interest in a non-career job. I was promoted to GS-IS in May 1969 
and have been at the top of the career service since that date. 

In fact, I was actively engaged in trying to assist Mr. Bartels in locating a per
son to take the job of Deputy Administrator which is not in the career service. 

On February 27, 1974, I accompanied Mr. Bartels to the White House and met 
with officials there in an effort to fill the vacancy of Deputy Administrator. Mr. 
Bartels wanted me there as a senior career Official who could assure the White 
House that his candidate was professionally competent and would be well ac
cepted by the professionals. However, the Department of Justice subsequently 
found Mr. Bartel's candidate unacceptable. 

On March 5, 197'1, I conducted a preliminary interview of a 'White House can
didate for Mr. Bartels. This person had excellent credentials but was not accept
able to Mr. Bartels. There was a seconel White House candidate who was also un
acceptable to Mr. Bartels. I spent many long meetings trying to get all these cau
didates on board. 

Mr. Bartels was Simultaneously trying to get one of several State Law Enfor.ce
ment Officials to take the position. Most of these canmelates were fully qualified 
and I tried to help Mr. Bartels get them on board. 

There were at least three FBI executives under consideration who were either 
not interested or not acceptable. 

Mr. Thomas Durkin, the Special Advisor or Consultant will tell you he had a 
mandate to find someone for the job. 

I had suggest eel to nIl', Bartels that he create a panel with the express pur
pose of locating a Deputy Administrator. 

Departmental and DE.!. officials will substantiate the fact I devoted a great 
deal of energy to locate a Deputy Administrator and categorically stated then as 
I do now I was not interested in any non-c/lreer position. 

With regard to the position of Inspector General or Director of Office of Spe
cial Review in the Department of Office of Special Review in the Department. It 
is true that I became interested in that pOSition, if establisherd, provided it was in 
the career service and with the same Civil Service status and grade I enjoyed in 
DEA. It was to be created at GS-1S, the same grade I now hold and would not 
have been any advancement in grade. 

In fact, Mr. Bartels wa~ supporting me for that position. Entering a conflict sit
uation as I did certainly diel not enhance my chances of being considered for an
other position which W/lS a lateral position. 
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.Mr. Silberman raises motivation in .July 1975. He did not discuss it in our meet
ing of January 9, 1975 or at any other time. 

His press release, wllich he has tall,ed to befol'e this Committee states, "Fol
lowing a thorougll review, I concluded that 1\11'. Tartaglino's concerns, although 
:raised in good faith. were without substantial foundation". In January, Mr. Silber
man states the matters I raised were in "good faith". 

Ambassador Silberman started to detail my allegations on a number of occa
sions. He focused on my motivation and never did address the charges. Let me 
outline the charges in my memorandum of November 14, 1974. It is verbatim in 
my testimony: 

(1) Increased manpower: I don't even draw a conclusion but I attempt to 
show an attitude of indifference by Mr. Bartels. 

(2) Failure to consult with. inspection in advance of sensitive high level 
appointments. 

(3) Withholcling information from the FBI regan ling the l!'BI investiga
tion of our Deputy Administrator. 

(4) Mr. Bartels wanting to appoint as a cO!lsultant an individual who may 
have submitted fraudulent travel vouchers. 

(5) The Promuto matter. 
Ambassador Silberman never addresses the conclusions in talking of my alle

gations. He refers to oral conversations with the FBI inspectors and stops when 
asl,ed to cite conclusions. 

Ambassador Silberman states the issue with Advisor Thomas Durkin was a 
"make waves". Conforming to Departmental regulations is not "making waves". 
'We have a requirement that everyone including the Attorney General must have 
a background investigation. Mr. Thomas Durkin did not have the required back
ground investigation and all I suggested is that we follow prescribed procedurc. 

I hope this statement will clarify some of the issues raised before this Sub
committee. 

ANDREW C. TARTAGLINO. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26 day of September, 1975: 

Hon. ROBERT E. HA;\fPTON, 

NIN A L. CONNER, 
Nota,I'Y Pt~blic in and tOl' the Dlstl'ict of Oolumbia. 

U.S. SENATE, 
CO].G\UTTEE ON GOVERN],U1NT OP)l:RATIONS, 

Wash'ington, D.O., lune 24, 19'15. 

f!lwinnan, Oidl,'iJe'/"vice Oommission, 
Wa .. ~71inuton, D,C'. 

DF.AR :MR. HA1>fPTO:N: 'l'his letter is in connection with this Subcommittee's in
yC':<tigation of Ferlel'al drug cnforcement operations. 

'I'lle Subcommittee is examining the activitics of a pcrson carried on the rolls 
of DEA. as a "Special Adviscr" from November 29, 1973, until an undctermined 
elate between Muy 3D, 1975, ana June 20, 1975. The person's name is Thomas E. 
Durkin, Jr., a Newark, New Jersey, lawycr. 

On .Tune 2, 1075, the Subcommittee asked Attorney Gcneral Edward H. T"evi 
for information concerning Mr. Durkin's status anrl activities at DEA. A copy 
of the letter waR made an cxhibit at our hearings and is enclosed. 

On .Tune 17, 1975. lVIr. Togo West, .Jr., Associate Deputy Attorney General, re
Illiccl to my ,Tune 2, 1975, letter and transmittml a document entitled, "Memo
rnndnm" prepared by an unnamed person at DEl... Both Mr. 'Wcst's lettcr ana 
the "i\Iemoranc1um" wcre made exhihits anrlare enclosed. 

On .TI111f' 20. l!l7ii. the date of Mr. Durkin'R appearancr bcforr the Suhcommittre, 
I notrd, in openinl! thr hearings, that I (lirl not feel f'he ,Tune 17 letter of. Mr. 
W<,st or the undated DIilA "Memorandum" were Ratisfaetory r(,RPOnRf'R to IllY 
,Junr 2 If'ttf>r to the Attorney Gcneral. A copy of my l'f'marl(f; af; the h('arings is 
E'nrlORi'rl. 

On J1lll(\ 2:1. 1!l7ii. 1 !'lE'nr a letter to AttOJ'nf>Y Genf>l'al Lf>vi eXprE'RRinll' my 
yj(,W tllU t neither Mr. W('st'R l('ttE'l' of tran~mittaI nor the DBA "Mcmorandum" 
waR a Ratiqfn<'tory l'ef;llonRe to my original lE'ttl'r of Jnne 2. I propos('(l that. 
It nrw J'f>nly J)f> w1'ltt(1l1. l1lHleJ' the supervision of the Aftorney Genf'rnl: that 
certain dO('lln](,lltatlon hi' iJlC'orporuted into the rf'ply; amI that Justice Depart-
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ment personnel, knowledgeable in personnel and administration matters, be 
assigned to work with Subcommittee staff to arrive at a more comprehensive 
description of 1\11'. Durkin's duties at DEA while a "Special Adviser." ,A copy 
of my June 23, 1975, letter is enclosed . 

.As this Subcommittee seeks to more clearly lmderstand the manner of services 
1\11'. Durkin provided DEA in his "SpeCial Adviser" capacity, the Civil Service 
CommisSion can be of assistance to us. 

The Subcommittee woulll be most appreciative if you would provide for us 
information and analysis, supported whenever possible by documentation, re
lating to the overall Federal regulations pertaining to "Special Adviser" posi
tions in the Executive Branch. 

In this matter, we would appreciate answers to the following questions: 
(1) Does a "Special Adviser" have the authority to carry credentials identi

fying him as a representative of the Federal agency for which he is being 
retained? 

(2) Does a "Special Adviser" llUve to be paid a salary or fee of some kind 
in order to qualify as a representative of the Federal government? 

(3) In order for a l!'ederal agency to give a person credentials identifying 
him as a "Special Adviser," must that agency follow the same steps of certifica
tion required in the certification of a consultant and a fuU-time employee? 

(4) Does there exist within Federal management, personnel and administra
tion regulations a stipulation enabling certain representatives of an Executive 
Branch agenc~T to be employed or otherwise engaged without having to be sub
jected to the required security clearance provisions in use at the given Execu
tive Branch agency'! In other words, is it lawful for a "Special Adviser," under 
certain circumstances, to be retained by an agency of the Executive Branch 
anci then be given access to documents and information which other persons 
affiliated or employed by that same agency could not have access to without 
tile speCified security clearances required by that agency? 

(5) In order to qualify as a "Special Adviser" in the Executive Branch, 
is it required that the "Special Adviser" demonstrate that he is knowledgeable 
in the field 01' fields within which he is retained 01' otherwise engaged to give 
advice? ~Ioreover, is it correct to assume that the role of "Special Adviser" in 
the Executive Branch is inherently a role in which the "SpeCial Adviser" gives 
advice in areas in which he has some expertise? 

(6) ~Ir. Durkin, the DE,\, "Special Adviser" in this instance, received reim
bursement for certain travel expenses and for certain long distance phone calls. 
It is the Subcommittee's wish to have the Commission's judgment as to the pro
ceclures which must l)e odherec1 to in the reimbursing of a "Special Adviser" 
for travel and phone expenses while, at the same time, not paying him a fee or 
I)er cliem or actual expenses. 

(7) Sworn testimony b<:>fore the Subcommittee and ind<:>pendent inquiry hy 
the Subcommittee staff inclicat<:> that ~Ir. Durkin, as an unpaid "Special Adviser," 
eIid on several occasions give directions, 01' seek to give directions, to full-time, 
career Civil Service employe<:> of DEA. Would it be the judgment of the Civil 
Service CommiSSion tllUt full-time career Civil Service employees of DEA shoulcl 
be giYen directions by persons fitting the description of "Special Advisers" at 
DEA? 

The Subcommittee will be the most appreciative of information you can pro
vide in r£'sponse to these questions. 

Sincerely yours, 

Hon. HENRyllI. .rAOKSO~, 

HENRY l\I. JAOKSON, 
Ohai1'man. 

U.S, CIVIJ, SERVICN C01l[1I[ISSION, 
Wash-inuton, D.O., .t11tgllSt 18, 1975. 

Ohail''lnall, Bella:to PC1'111anent Bllbco1nmUlee on. InvMtiuaUotl8, OO1nllJ;ittoo on 
Govcrnmcnt OpC1·ation.~, F.B. Benate, Wa8hington, D.O. 

DgAR l\In. CITAIltMAN: r.rhls is ill further response to your letter of June 2-:1, 
1070, r<:>garding your Subcommittee's investigation of Federal drug enforc£'mcnt 
operations. I l'cgrl't thc delay in r£'sponding. As we cAlllainecl to Mr. Phil 1\fanuel 
of your SubcoIlllllittee staf!', the qUE'stions you raised reg-al'lling l'IIl'. Durkin's 



status are complex and do not lend themselves to easy answers-in fact they 
raised other questions which we have been trying to resolve. 

~'he key to Mr. Durkin's status as we see it, is determining whether or not he 
was, in fact, a Federal employee. It should be noted that the term "Special 
Adviser" is not recognized in the personnel laws or in the Commission's regula
tions or instructions. Since it has no definitive meaning, the status that such a 
person might hold is not discernible from the title. 

Under 5 U.S.C. 2105, a person is an employee when he is: 
(1) appointed in the Civil service by a duly authorized official acting in an 

official capacity, 
(2) engaged in the performance of a Federal function, and 
(3) subject to the supervision of a ]j'ederal official. 

It is not clear from the Drug Enforcement Administration memorandum en
closed with your letter and other sources we checked whether Mr. Durkin met 
all three of these tests. 

In an attempt to determine Mr. Durkin's status we checked with the Federal 
Records Center in St. Louis and also contacted DEA. The Federal Records Center 
has no record of his employment and DEA informed us it has no personnel file on 
him. DEA also stated that Mr. Durkin was paid as a consultant for 6 days at 
the rate of $150 per day (which included transportation and per diem). He ap
parently was not paid a fee for whatever other services he may have performed. 

Service without. compensation may be accepted by a Federal agency only as 
allowed in chapter 811, subchapter 1-4 of the Federal Personnel Manual. Among 
other things, this chapter discusses "gratuitous service" which is defined as 
tollows: 

d. Gratuitous service. Gratuitous 'service is service offered and accepted 
without pay which: 

Is rendered to the Government in an official capacity under regular 
apPOintment to perform duties the pay for which is not fixed by statute; 
01' 

Is advisory service rendered by individuals under circumstancE's not 
involving an employer-employee relationship. When an employer-employ
ee relationship exists, gratuitous services may be accepted from experts 
and consultants appointed in conformity with 5 U.S.C. 3109 and from any 
employee appOinted to a position the pay for which is not fixed under 
the classification law ... or another statute. 

It is possible that Mr. Durkin may have been performing "gratuitous service" 
as defined above, although here, too, the evidence is not clear. It does not appeal', 
for example, that he performed "in an ollicial capacity under regular appoint
ment." It his service wa\.) strictly advisory and did not involve an employer
employee relationship, DElA. would have had to obtain a signed waiver of 11UY 
for him, as required by 27 CG 194. We understand the agency did not obtain 
such a waiver. 

With regard to your question about whether an adviser 01' consultant can su
pervise or direct the activities of regular Government employees, our instructions 
clearly provide that this would be inappropriate. Specifically, the pertinent 
portion of our instructions to agencIes reads as follows: 

(1) Consultant means a person who serves as an adviser to an officer 01' 
instrumentality of the Government, as distinguished from an otIicer or em
ployee who carries out the agency's duties and responsibilities. He gives his 
views or opinions on problems 01' questions nor supervises performance 
of operating functions. OrdinarilY, he is expert in the field in which he 
advises, but he need not be a specialist. His expertness may consist of a 
high order 0.1: broad administrative, professional, or technical experience 
indicating that his ability and knowledge make his advice distinctively valu
able to the agency. (ll'PM chapter 3041-2) 

With regard to your questions on the credentials a "Special Adviser" may 
carry and the security clearance such a person must have, these are matters that 
are under the jurisdiction of the head of the agency-not the Civil Service 
Commissiou. 

Because this case raises serious questions which we have not yet been able 
to fully resolve we are initiating an immediate review to determine if and to 
what e~tent th~re may have beeu a violation of Oommission regulations and 
instructions. Should om iuvestigll.tion disclose any significant additional facts 
we will let you know. 
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I appreciate your bringing this matter to my attention. If we can help in any 
other way, please let us know. 

Sincerely yours, 
ROBERT E. HAMPTON, 

Ohairman. 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERN1{ENT OPERATIONS, 

Wa8hington, D.O., September 10, 19"15. 
Hon. ROBERT E. HAMPTON, 
Ohairman, OivU Servioe ,Oommi88ion, 
Wa8hington,D.O. 

DEAR l\fR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your August 18, 1975, letter and your 
research concerning the association of Thomas E. Durkin, Jr., with the Drug 
Enforcement Administration. As Chairman of the Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations, I know I speak for other Senators on the Subcommittee when 1 
say how much we appreciate your assistance in this inquiry. 

Moreover, we are particularly interested in the review which you have initiated 
in connection with the role Mr. Durkin played at DEA. In that regard, please 
be advised of our interest in the results of that review. 

In that the Commission has already been in contact with Philip R. Manuel, 
Subcommittee Investigator, you may wish to continue to advise Mr. Manuel of 
developments in your review whenever appropriate. 

Thank you again for your help. 
Sincerely, 

o 
HENRY M. JACKSON, 

Ohairman. 
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FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCE~IENT 

TUESDAY, JULY 27, 1976 

U.S. SE:NATE, 
PERJl1A:NE:NT SunCOJlUnTTEE O:N INVESTIGATIO:NS 

OF TIIE COl\IJInTTEE O:N GOVER:NME:NT OPERATIO:NS, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., in room 3302, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, under authority of section 5, Senate Resolution 363, 
agreed to March 1, 1976, Hon. Sam N unn presiding. 

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Lawton M. 
Ohiles, Jr., Democrat, Florida; Senator Sam NUlUl, Democrat, 
Georgia; Senator Charles H. Percy, Republican, Illinois; {Lnd Senator 
,Tacob Ie. J avits, Republican, New York. 

Member'S of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief counsel; F. Keith Adkinson, assistant counsel; William B. 
Gallinaro, investigator; Stuarb M. Statler, chief cOlUlsel to the 
minority; Robert Sloan, special counsel to the minority ; and Ruth 
Y. Watt, chief clerk. 

Senator NUN:N [presiding]. The committee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senator Nunn.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U.S. SENATE, 
C01lUrITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

SENATE PERMANENT SunC01I1IrITTE1D ON INVESTIGATIONS, 
Washington, D.O. 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub
committee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, per
mission is hereby granted for the Chairman, or any member of the Subcommittee 
as designated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public session, without a 
quorum 'of two members for administration of oaths and taking of testimony in 
cOllneetion with Drug EIJforcement Administration on Tuesday, July 27, 1D76. 

SAM NUNN, 
;lot·ing OlLah'man. 

CHARLES H. PEROY, 
Ranking lIIinmity MemlJOr. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SAM NUNN 

Senator NU:N:N. Today we will b~gin our examination of how the 
Drug Enforcement Administration was created and whether the ob
jectives established for our lead drug agency have been fulfilled. These 
hearings will pro viele a platform for a debate and evaluation of our 
Jj'ederal drug enfo;rcemel!t efforts. Subseql~ently, during a second 
phflse, the subcommIttee WIll call present offiCIals from DEA, the Cus-

(771) 
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toms Service, the Justice Department, State Department and the 
,Vhite House to discuss the current Federal drug law enforcement 
effort. 

I can think of no more pressing problem facing our country today 
than the drug problem that we are talking about this morning and 
will be in subsequent hearings. 

As Robert L. DuPont, Director of the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse, has said; "The trend is now for a worsening situation in 
11e1'oin abuse ... The epidemic is continuing. It has never ended." 

The munber of drug addicts continues to increase at a rapid rate, 
brown heroin from Mexico continues to come into this country in 
massive amounts and drug abuse continues to spread into rural and 
suburban areas. ,Ve have passed the point where drug abuse is a 
problem peculiar to certain areas or particular groups of people. 

It is a national problem and a national tragedy. 
The central issue which Congress must examine is the effectiveness 

0'£ Federal efforts in fighting this drug epidemic. These efforts must 
include rehabilitation of drug addicts, international cooperation for 
the suppression of crops from which drugs are derived, drug educa
tion programs, especially for our youth, and Federal narcotics law 
~nforcement. 

Each of these activities plays an essential role in the fight against 
drug abuse. 

The subcommittee has chosen initially to place its primary emphasis 
on Federal narcotics law enforcement, not because we think it is the 
whole pl'Oblem, because it is not, but because we have to have a logical 
point of beginning. 

Is .0Ul' enforcement system working~ Is the methodology used in 
fightll1g offenders of drug laws helping to stem the flow of drugs ~ 
How can we improve the Federal enforcement effort and have it truly 
complement the activities of State and local authorities~ 

Today's witnesses are important in helping us understand the 
motivation behind the formation of DEA as well as its goals and 
objectives. 

,J olm Ehrlichman, as Counsel to President Nixon and Executive 
DiI'ectrr of the Domestic Counsel, spent a good deal of his time 
mediating disputes between the competing Federal agencies and 
recommended to tIle President that all Federal drug enforcement be 
pluced in one Federal department. 

Egil Krogh, Jr" who served as Assistant to President Nixon, was 
actively involved in the development and structuring of both the 
Office or Drug Abuse Law Enforcement and DEA. 

Last year the subcommittee held extensive hearings focusing on 
integrity pl'oblems in Federal narcotics enforcement. I am pleased 
to say that as a result of those hearings, DEA has strengthened and ex
pandec1 its internal integrity unit. 

I am also pleased to say that the subcommittee has forwarded in
formation in recent months anc1l'ecent weeks to DEA on specific cor
ruption cases and that DEA has taken quick and decisive action on 
these matters. 

The now Administrator) Peter Bensinger, has also embarked upon 
othl'l' llew programs which will help alleviate some of the deficiencies 
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we have pointed out over the course of our investigation. He will 
undoubtedly report these to us in the course of our hearings. 

Finally, a new spirit of cooperati<:m has beeD; develope~ between 
the Justice Department, DEA and tIns subcommIttee. In tIns regard, 
I would like to thank the Attorney General, Edward H. Levi, and 
Mr. Peter Bensinger. I would also like to thank my colleague, Senator 
Charles H. Percy, the subcommittee's ranking minority Member, for 
his support and cooperation in this investigation, aneI for his vital 
leadership in this overall area. 

lYe all view the dru~ )?roblem as one of the most critical issues fac
ing the country; one Winch goes to the fabric of our society and espe
cially affects our young people. The druO' abuse epidemic is still con
tinuing. Congress must assert its responsibilities over a problem which 
so adversely ~affects the health, welfare, and security of the Nation. 

Our first witness is going to be here in about 2 minutes. 
I am going to go ahead and proceed. Is Mr. Krogh here ~ 
Mr. KROGII. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Krogh, why don't you come up, if you woulrl ~ 

\IT e will proceed with you because we are on a tight time limitation. Vy e 
have special permission to be meeting. "Te have two witnesses. We will 
proceed with our second witness while we are waiting on our first one. 

Mr. Egil "Bud" Krogh served in the White House from 1969 
through 1972 as an assistant to President Nixon. In this capacity, he 
was assigned a number of areas to coordinate, including narcotics con
trol, ia w enforcement matters, and others. 

Mr. Krogh reported to John Ehrlichman while in the 1V"hite House. 
In December 1972, he was nominated to the post of Under Secretary 
of the Department of Trans)?or~ation.. , 

Mr. Krogh was very actIve III the narcotIcs enforcement efforts of 
the \lThite House and has continued his interest in this area. 

Mr. Krogh, the staff has informed me of the rather detailed intel'
"dews with you. They found you not only to be very lmowledgeable but 
vcry cooperative and very sincerely interested in not just the past, 
but the future of this drug effort. ""Ve appreciate your being here this 
morning. I will administer the oath. 

Mr. Krogh, please raise your right hand. 
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give 

before this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and noth
ing but the truth, so h~lp you God ~ 

Mr. KROGH. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF EGIL KROGH, JR., FORMER DEPUTY ASSISTANT 
TO THE PRESIJ)ENT FOR DOMESTIC AFFAIRS AND FORMER 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE DOMESTIC COUNCIL 

Senator NUNN. Have a seat. I know you have a statement. If you 
will. pl'oceecl with that statement, then we will have several questions 
for you. 

Ur. KROGH. Mr. Chairman, would it be permissible for me to tape 
the hearing ~ 

Senator NUNN. That would be fine. ""Ve have no objection. 
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Mr. KROGH. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appeal' 
before this committ.ee. I have enjoyed the opportunity also to speak 
with various members of the staff of the Government Operations 
Subcommittee. 

I am especially appreciative of being able to appear this morning 
to discuss a problem which has plagued America for many years, the 
problem of controlling narcotics and drug abuse, smuggling, and un
lawful domestic distribution. 

Through the years, the Federal Government has attempted various 
means and methodologies, created special task forces, and organized 
new agencies to help combat narcotics. Still the problem prevails. It is 
difficult, I feel, to know when the Government has done all that it can 
if a problem still persists. And I feel that no matter what is done on 
the Federal level, there will continue to be a drug problem. Heroin will 
be smuggled in. It will be distributed. The challenge is to do the best 
that can be done, within the limits of available resources, manpower, 
and wisdom. 

I. BACKGROUND 

From 1969 through 1972, I served as an assistant to the President 
in the White House. I came to this position from the law practice in 
Seattle, Wash., and was assigned a number of areas to coordinate: law 
enforcement matters, transportation issues, District of Columbia 
affairs, and narcotics control. 

I reported to Mr. J oIm Ehrlichman, who was the President's Assist
ant on Domestic Affairs. vVe used option papers for the presentation 
of policy and program questions to the President which, unfortu
nately, I cannot submit to the committee, as they are unavailable to me 
at the present. 

II. HOW THE DRUG PROBLEJ\'I WAS VIEWED IN THE WroTE HOUSE 

Within the White House staff, the drug issue was viewed in a com
prehensive manner. Mr. Chairman, I am speaking about the period 
exclusively from 1969 to 1972 when I was present and working on the 
problem. 

All aspects of the drug programs conducted by the Federal Gov
el'11ment but within the ambit of responsibility foi· the Domestic staff . 
• 4J.l of these aspects were divided into two maIn conceptual categories: 
supply and demand. 

On the supply side, we grouped such issues as intel'11ational pro
duction, including the growing of the poppy and its conversion into 
morphine base and heroin; cooperation with foreign govel'11ments; 
smuggling in its broadest sense; interdiction at QUI' borders; and 
domestic law enforcement. 

,V-ithin the demand category, we grouped drug treatment and 
rehabilitation, education progi'ams, including both general public 
education and programs for schools, and research. 

Those on my staff at the White Honse f('lt that our responsibility 
entailed policy analysis of existing programs and recommending new 
on('s if the circumstances warranted; coordination of the various Fed
eral programs within the Govel'11ment: organization of the. Federal 
effort in drug abuse; anc1l'ccommendation of legislation and budgets 
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to achieve the President's goal of a substantial reduction in crnne and 
drug abuse . 

. As you will remember the campaign in 1968, from Mr. Nixon's 
VIew, focused on the need for much more effective law enforcement. 
The problem of drugs, and particularly heronl, was seen as a main 
contributor to the crime problem. . 
. In 1969, we received .some fair~y clear eviden~e of this li~age be
tween the use of herom and crllle. The PresIdent had vIO'orously 
campaigned on the specific need to reduce the high level ~f street 
crillle in the District of Columbia. 

,Ve needed to determine where the Government's resources could 
be applied most effectively. A substantial increase in the number of 
police seemed justified and this program was implemented. A new 
court system, expanded street Jighting, and programs for increased 
job opporhmities were also initiated in an effort to cut crime in the 
District of Columbia. 

Of special significance to the eventual Federal effort in narcotics 
Jaw enforcement was a study carried out in the District of Columbia 
jail. This study, conducted, as I recall, in the middle of 1969 indicated 
that of those inmates who had been al'l'ested for certain sh?eet crimes 
in the District of Columbia jail, approximately 50 percent of them had 
traces of opiatus in their system when arrested. This study, too, was 
conducted only '\vith volunteers in the jail who agreed to take a 
urnlalysis test. 

In lute 1969, when the crime rate in the District of Cohunbia was 
not abating, the President ordered the comprehensive effort to drop 
this rate which had reached a peak in November 1969 of approxi
mately 202 FBI index crimes per day. It ,vas at this point that a 
rerommendation came from the Distriet of Cohunbia government to 
hnplement a multimoc1ality drug treatment program. Those of us in 
the "Yfhite House responsible for carrying out the President's order 
secured a transfer of funds from the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration and the X ational Institute of Mental Health to ex
pand the treatment capacity in the District. 

I mention this backgronnd in the District of Columbia because it 
provided firsthand evicleu('e of the link between drugs and crime and, 
accordingly, it is easier to understand why such emphasis was placecl 
on the neecl to curb the smuggliw~ and illicit distribution of narcotics. 

It is accurate, I fee1, to say that those on the "V"hite House staff 
tasked with responsibilities in law enforcement and drug control 
felt that it was our responsibility to do aU we coulcl within the 4 years 
of ~fr. Nixon's first administration to present a record of accomplish
ment: to reduce drug dependence if possible; to curb the level of 
smuggling; to ct~t down on foreign production of opiat~s by coopera
tion where pOSSIble or by pressure; to cut street C1'1me wherever 
possible. 

A strong presidential intere~t a~d involvement in the effort to 
solV(~ the drug problem was n~amtalJ:led throughout the first 4 years. 
I should say, ~oo\ ~hat Mr. NIXO~ y!-ewc(l the drug law enforcem~nt 
proO'J'am as prmUll'lJy the responslblhtv of the Department of .JustIce. 

In the 1!l68 campaIgn. Mr. Nixon luicl suggestecl that the incumbent 
Attorney Gt'ncraJ, Mr. Ramsey Clark, would in all probability not 
1'('main as the Attorney Gcmcral if he were electecl. 
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While there may have been some clifferences between ·the two in 
various matters, they were agreed on the wisdom of vesting the Jaw 
enforcement responsibilities in the drug area in the Department of 
Justice. 

Mr. Clark had testified jn support of Reorganization Plan No. 1 
of 1968, which created the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
in Justice out of prior organizations, the Bureau of Drug Abuse 
Control in the Department of Health, Education, and ,Velfare and 
the Bureau of Narcotics in Treasury. 

Mr. Nixon endorsed the policy of the Department of Justice main
taining dominant responsibility in law enforcement matters and 
placed great emphasis on his new Attorney General, Mr. J olm 
Mitchell, serving as his principal spokesman for law enforcement. 

On various occasions. Mr. ~Iitchell advised me of his commitment 
to the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and of his personal 
v,iew that ~Ir. John Ingersoll, as the Director, was providing excep
tIOnal serVIce. 

I would like to address the BXDD and Customs conflict. 

lIT. 'r~ BNDD-CUSTO:US CONFLICT 

The basic conflict bet'ween the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs and the Bureau of Customs apparently centered on 'which 
agency would have the primary responsibility abroad in our drug 
control effort. 

'While the committee's interim report suggests fairly comprehensive 
support for Reorganization Plan No. I of 1968, there were those 
w~thin Treasury in 1969, who argued quite strongly that it had been a 
mIstake to remove the Bureau of Narcotics from Treasury. 

Some of these spokesmen felt that Treasury had a proven record 
in law enforcement and that Customs should have a much expandecl 
role in the narcotics effort. The apparent issue involved foreign re
sponsibility, but I feel that the fundamental issue was whet.her 
Treasury should ever have lost the Bureau of Narcotics to the .Tnstice 
Department in the first place. 

Senator NUNN. On that point, let me say that I know what you say 
at the end of your statement. Your conclusion is we should not reor
ganize again. 

I think you make a very interesting point on that, but if you had 
hindsight now, placing yourself back where you were then, would you 
still conclude that the Department of Treasury should lose control 
over the narcotics enforcement effort ~ 

Mr. KROGH. My mind isn't really clear on that point, Mr. Chair
man. When we came in, in 1969, it had already been removed from 
Treasury and was currently in the Department of Justice. 

The performance of the Bureau of Customs, 1969 and 1970, with 
increased manpower and increased resources, where they multiplied 
the number of arrests and seizures at the border many times over sug
gested to me that perhaps the Bureau of Narcotics if lef.t in rrreasury 
with the Bureau of 'Customs there couldlluve been a maJor element Jll 
the narcotics effort! and perhaps could have been very effective, hac1 
it remained in Treasnry. 
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[At this point Senator Percy entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. KROGH. Your committee has explored in depth the Bureau of 

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs approach to enforcement inyolvin&, 
purchase of evidence, purchase of information. While BNDD lisen 
ever-increasing amounts of buy money, Oustoms opposed this practice. 

One Treasury official felt that Justice Department buy money was 
in some places a major factor in keeping the drug traffic going. 

I might note, }Vir. Chairman, that that point was also made in the 
committee's interim report that was published this last week. BNDD 
countered at the time by claiming that this method was necessary to 
work their way into the traffic and then up the ladder of distribution 
to major figures in the system. 

How did the 'White House attempt to resolve this impasse ~ An 
ea.rly effort was made to dra.ft memoranda of undel'standing which 
would specify jurisdiction for BNDD and the Bureau of Customs. 
Customs would retain their statutory jurisdiction over the border law 
enforcement, with little or no overseas intelligence capacity of their 
own, and BNDD wonlel have jurisdiction in fore,ign countries as well 
as domestic law enforcement within our borders. 

Compromises were reached so that Customs would be able to place 
an agent within the BNDD office abroad for the purpose of determin
ing, along with the BNDD regional official, which intelligence should 
be passed on to Oustoms, which to BNDD and which to both. 

In addressing this conflict, we affirmed the basic )J0licy that the 
Department of Justice was to remain the lead agency III narcotics law 
enforcement. Accordingly, BNDD was able to be the main law en-
forcement agency abroad. . 

But we also supported heavy increases in flmdmg for both BNDD 
and Customs as each agency had requested. So both a,genCIes in fact 
rec'cived increases in manpower, equipment, and other resources. 

It is worth noting', too, that in my direct expedence, there we~'e ex
amples of close cooperation between Customs and BNDD agents 111 the 
field. For example, in Bangkok, on one of ~~r visits I noted that, the 
BNDD official, Mr. 'Wanzeck, an<'l .Toe .Jenkms, the Customs regIonal 
dil'Pctor, cooperated closely in their activities. 

Throughout the period' from 1969 to 1972 comlwtiton of sorts did 
exist between BNDD and Customs. It is n, question in my mind today 
whether this competition may not have, acted as a stimulant in the drug 
enforcement effort. . 

I can well understancl the fruRtrations ",\Thite House. staff people felt 
regarding this conflict and the desire to eliminate it by organizing the 
Drug Enforcement Administration. And I feel that the values in hav~ 
ing a coordinated drng enforcemen t effort, such as DEA, probably out
weIgh the value 0:[ incessant competition between warring agencies, 
but r am not altogether sure today. 

Suffice it to say, I'm confident that representatives of BNDD, and 
the Bureau of Customs, .Just.ice, Treasur.v felt then that the ,Vllite 
House in this 1969-72 period diel not provi<'le an adequately clear'pl'ef
el'en~e for one or the other, that we were, in effect, straddli~g the fC!lce. 

Gwen the pressure for l'esnlts, the powerful competmg Cabmet 
heads and their snbordinah~s, and the jnrisc1ictional difference of 
opinion in the Congress, r did not feel that we could do more than 
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-continue the policy begun in 1968 and provide additional resources to 
both Departments. 

lV. OTHER SPECIFIC RESPONSl~S TO TIm DRGG PROBLEM 

The committee has already summarized in its interim report the 
numerous pl'ogmms undertaken from 1969 to 1973. Opemtion Inter~ 
.cept, which became Operation Cooperation with the Mexican Govel'll
ment, was the initial offensive abroad in the narcotics effort. 

During one of the joint Mexican-U.S. discussions on the drug issue 
in Mexico City, I was asked to assist the State Deparbnent repre.'3enta
tive in the drafting of the joint communique to be allllounced by the 
two countries because neither the Justice nor Treasury officials felt 
that the other could provide an unbiased hand in this effort. 

Our main policy was to secure maximum Mexican cooperation in 
the drug effort, and as I understand the problem today, our relation
ship with Mexico is a vital factor in the success I,' failure of the drug 
effort. 

In addition to the activities with Mexico. discussions were proceed
ing with the French Government. BNDD had cited Turkey as a pri
mary source for opium and morphine base, which was subsequently 
smuggled into France for con versio11. into heroin. 

Our policy in France was to gain support for a greatly expanded 
detection and enforcement effort in the Marseille area where intelli
gence und history indicated the laboratories were located. 

A major action in this early period was law enforcement support to 
'l'urkey whereby we tried to provide them help in their effort to curb 
the flow of morphine base Into the illicit traffic. 

,Ve also began negotiations with the Turkish Government to per
suade them to cease the production of the opium poppy aitogether. 
These negotiations, directed by the U.S. Ambassador to 'rurkey, ,Vil
liam Handley, achieved success approximately 2 years later. 

This effort was part of administration policy to combat the drug 
problem wherever it would affect the United States. In the beginning 
of the administration, our focus was Mexico, France, and 'rurkey. 
Later, with the growing abuse of drugs in Vietnam, our activities 
spanned 50 countries. 

Prior to this worldwide program, the President 113.d elevateclnar
cotics control to the levell of a major foreign policy objective, and 
placed responsibility in our Ambassadors for carrying out the drul! 
control program. 

V. ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSES 
A. Dmnand 

I would like to turn to organizational responses, as I know that if; 
one of the issues before the committee, and talk first about the demand 
side of the narcotics equation. 

·While the major concern of the committee is the law enforcement 
side of narcotics control, I think it may be he'lpful to sketch briefly 
the approach taken on the demand side. I have already mentioned 
the multimodality treatment program which was begun in the District 
of Columbia. 
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The first 2 years: 1969 and 1971-it is an error; it should be 197a 
and not 1971-were years of learning what to do with the drug 
problem. 

Senator NUNN. You are saying it was 1969-70 and 1971 ~ 
Mr. KROGH. Yes, the first 2 years: 1969 and by 1970. By 1971, we 

were prepareel to recommend specific organizational responses. Those 
first 2 years were years of learning what to do with the drug problem. 

New ideas and methodologies were developed and tested. Of grow
ing concern to the "Yhite House staff in this period ,yas what would 
happen if we were successful in our efforts to stem the supply of 
heroin . 

.A. basic question was asked whether this would not lead to a short
age, increase the price, and thus compel addicts to commit more crimes 
to feed their habits. 

The response from those in the treatment area was that we could 
provide various modes of treatment to these addicts, offering an ex
panded methadone maintenance modality, as the alternative to the 
commission of more crime. The evidence we were able to observe in the 
District of Columbia suggested that this is, in fact, ·what happened. 

As the suppiy of heroin diminished and its availability and pUl'ity 
were reduced, more addicts entered treatment programs. There was 
satisfactory data which indicated that a consequent drop in the crime 
rate in the District of Columbia took place as well. 

The initial months in working with the demand side of the drug 
equation were somewhat frustrating. :;)fany agencies and bureaus were 
involved. Differ:ng points of view about the effects of certain sub
stances were forLhcoming from various agencies. 

Duplication of efforts, overlap, confusion-the entire litany of evils 
which are supposedly corrected by reorganization-aftiicteel the de
mand side. So it was determined that a reorganization was essential. 

Utilizing the device of a study group within the Government and 
a study group outsiele the Government with no predominant interest 
in maintaining the statuR quo, we researched the question of how to 
organize the Fedeml treatment, rehabilitation, edllcation, and research 
~fforts. 

The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention came from 
the outside study group, and this unit was establishe(l first by Execu
tive order in 1971 and later by statute in 1972. I would like to say that 
there would have been little success with this proposal without the 
full support of the Senate and House, and particularly the support 
of Senator Percy and the committee members ancl staff who worked 
so closely with us, in the development of the Special Action Office. 

The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention was to have 
overall responsibility for formulating a national strategy on the de
mand sid.e, to initiate research into the effects of drugs and programs 
to help g!l.'lvanize the Federal agencies into a strong force, to set 
budget levels, and in general to be the principal unit directing Fed
eral treatment, rehabilitation, education, and research. 

The creation of SAOD.A.P, in effect, elevated the health Side of the 
narcotics issue to equivalence with the supply side-at least in terms 
of organizationwl focus ancl budget. 

Dr. J erome Jaffee, the first Director, brought to his position exten
sive experience in treatment and rehabilitation. His probing, question-
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ing mind and executive energy led to numerous breakthroughs in 
Federal cooperation with States and local communities. 

He mobilized a major e:ffort to terminate the waitulg lists for those 
desiring treatment in New York City and other major metropolitan 
areas which were, I feel, quite successful. With the assistance of a 
panel of experts, the Special Action Office prepared a strategy docu
ment each year of its existence to indicate the directions it would be 
following. 

Not wishing to create just another Federal agency, the legislation 
creating the Office mandatecl its dissolution after 3 years with Its func
tions devolving on other Federal agencies. 

The reason for the institution of the Special Action Office was to 
get what the name clearly states: special action. On:ly with direct, nn
mecliate 'White House support of the Office's Director, and by this I 
mean Presidential support, could its major task of setting a strategy 
and organizing the Federal activities into a cohesive force be 
accomplished. 

The second Director of the Special Action Office, Dr. Robert DuPont, 
continued the excellent work of Dr. J a:ffee. Dr. DuPont had been a 
maj or contributor in developin~ the health side of the Federal drug 
program, and he drew extensively on his experience as the first Direc
tor of the District of Columbia's Narcotic Treatment Administration. 
B. Supply 

1Vhile I have spent some time discussing the demand side, I felt 
that it was important to explain the totality of \Vhite House concern 
during these years. I would now like to turn specifically to the orga
nizational issues on the supply side. 

The BNDD-Customs conflict has already been discussed. I would 
like now to address three other units that came about in 1971: the 
Cabinet Committee of International Narcotics Control, the Office of 
Dru~ Abuse Law Enforcement, and the Office of National Narcotics 
Intelligence. 

CCINC: In the summer of 1971, it became apparent that our inter
national e:ffOl:ts would be protracted and extensive. We felt the need 
of a policy coordinating body, a unit which could set out our objectives 
and marshaU all the members of a country team to achieve them. 

This led to the recommendation that the Secretary of State chair 
thi~ committee with sta:ff support from my office in the White House. 
r should say, too, that the National Security Council sta:ff providecl 
direct assistance in our policy analyses in the Middle East and South
east Asia. 

Other Cabinet members whose agencies were involved with the 
international program such as Justice, Treasury and Agriculture 
were on the committee as well . 
. The Cabinet COIlll?-ittee grappled with the issues of foreign ?oopera

bon and how to get It, U.S. manpower levels abroad, cooperatlOn with 
the United Nations, and how to inspire high priority e:fforts within 
the cOlmtry teams. 

ODALE. In late 1971, after SAODAP and CCINC had been cre
ated, it was suggested that the Federal Government could initiate a 
highly e:ffective combined drug enforcement program in 34 cities 
around the country. 
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The theory behind this program was that use of Federal officials, 
rather than local officials, would in these cities encourage greater local 
citizen cooperation with these grand juries . 

.. An assumption-untested so far as I know-was that in many cities, 
minority groups had little trust in or respect for local police and 
investigatory officials, but that they would be more likely to support 
a Federal unit. 

Senator NUNN. This is still a problem of carryover, although we 
don't have OD..ALE anymore. \if e still have a major effort, I think, 
going on at the street level by Federal agents, maybe to a lessening 
degree in the last 6 or 8 months, but nevertheless there. 

Wi,here did this suggestion come from originally as to going into a 
major Federal effort on the street ~ 

Mr. KROGH. The initial idea was presented by Mr. Ambrose, who 
was then the Director of the Bureau of Customs feeling that from 
his experience if we had Federal officials present on the local level, 
particularly using the grand jury device that we would be able to 
solicit more cooperation than some of the local grand jury and local 
police agencies had been able to secure. 

I accepted that assumption when it was presented at the time. We 
discussed it at some length. But as I mention in my statement, Mr. 
Ohairman, I don't recall having it tested. By that I mean going out 
and actually talking to citizens to determine whether they would be 
more willing to cooperate with a Federal force rather than a State or 
a local force. 

In addition, it was thought. that by gathering intelligence at the 
local level, it might be possible to work up the distribution system 
to more highly placed individuals. The OD..ALE was established 
within the Department of Justice because of the policy o~ emphasiz
inO' Justice in all of these matters. 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Krogh, may I interrupt you ~ As I lU1derstand 
your statement, ODALEdealt with street level trafficking as recom
mended by the Commissioner of Customs ~ 

Mr. KnOGFI. No, sir. 
Senator PERCY. I am sorry. I misunderstood you because on the bot

tom of 5, I thought I had remembered you saying that while BNDD 
used ever-increasing amounts of buy money, Customs opposed this 
practice. 

Mr. KROGH. That is correct. Senator Percy. As a matter of fact, 
Mr. Ambrose was the one who felt that there was too much buy money 
out from BNDD at the time. 

Senator PERCY. I misunderstood you. Thank you. 
Mr. KnoGH. Severe criticism has been leveled at the Office of Drug 

Abuse Law Enforcement on two counts: First, that its agents partici
pated in unlawful break-ins and violations of the fourth amendment; 
second, that its creation was politically motivated, an effort to stress 
Federal involvement in the drug war on the local level going into an 
election year. 

On the first charge, I simply have no information regarding it. I 
have read in newspapers that all the charges have been dismissed. I 
am not sure on that point. On the second charge, it was felt that the 
value in political terms of a Federal frl'ce directly engaged with 
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investigating and prosecuting drug violations was important, but that 
this was not the primary reason for the implementation of ODALE. 

In any event, it is difficult for me to quantify the relative weights 
given to substantive or political considerations if they can be sepa
rated. There is little doubt that I felt that successful indictments, 
prosecutions, and convictions of drug offenders would be good policy 
and good politics. 

Whether the policy choice of bringing concentration to the local 
level rather than remaining primarily focused on the high level, class I 
and class II violators Was correct is a question which has been 
answered by both this committee and current activities of DEA. 

The focus today, as I lmderstand it, is overwhelmingly on the higher 
class I and II offenders. That is my understanding and from what 
you suggested, Mr. Chairman, apparently there is still a strong 
emphasis on the local level. -

Senator NUNN. 1Ye hope that becomes the focus but most of that 
focus has changed in the last 12 months. So a lot of history you are 
giving us today is still part of the current status quo. The question 
is how much and to what degree ~ That is the qnestion we are trying 
to resolve now. 

:Ml'. KnoGH:. A.t the time, Mr. Chairman, I felt that the proposed 
ODALE mission was an impOl.'tant one, would serve the overall ch'ug 
effort well, and thus recommended its adoption. 

ONNI, the Office of National Narcotics Intelligence was formed 
for the purpose of enabling intelligence analysts to coordinate the 
seemingly haphazard narcotics hltelligence effort. 

It was to serve as a clearinghouse and evaluator of intelligence, not 
as a collector. By that, I mean a collector in the prinlary sense. There 
is not much that I can add on the ONNI. I understand that its func
tions have also been absorbed within the DBA.. 

In retrospect, I am persuaded that the major factor in whatever 
successes were acllieved stemmed from direct presidential interest and 
concern. 

lVIr. Nixon spent quite a lot of time,relatively speaking, in persuad
ing his Federal team to greater and greater effort in their drug control 
work. "With strong, direct presidentIal involvement, a great deal can 
be accomplished without the best organizational framework. 

'Without this support, the best conceived and structured unit will 
have difficulty. 

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you tlus because I believe it is a very 
important point here. What you are basically saying is, based on your 
experience, unless the President himself and the White House staff 
is vitally involved in tlUs area, the bureaucracy simply does not focus 
in a coordinated way. Is that a fair statement ~ 

:Ufr. KROGH:. I think that it is a fine distinction. I would say coordi
nate and wode with special focus, and s:pecial action. I think you are 
required, must have a President's direct mtercst and support, in order 
to (tet .the maximum ~nergy from the departments. and agenc~es .. 

fthmk you can deSIgn a program where there wIll be coorclmahon. 
But I just feel in retrospect, Mr. Chairman, that without the Presi
dent inspiring Ius team directly, wlUch Mr. Nixon did during this 
period on a repeated basis, that the output level is not going to be as 
high. 
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Senator NUNN. Is that unique to drug enforcement, because we all 
Imow the limitations on Presidential time ~ He has foreiQU policy 
decisions. He has tremendous domestic considerations and I know this 
is one of the most important domestic areas. But are you describing 
something that is unique to drug enforcement, or is the President to 
exercise this kind of close supervision in all the important domestic 
al'eas~ 

Mr. KROGH. I don't think that he has the time to do it in all domestic 
areas. I do know that he had singled out narcotics control and drugs 
as one of his major domestic issues, which was also an international 
issue. 

It was a combination of the two. ,Vhen I put the point in, relatively 
speaking, I am tal1..ing about the time he spent focused on tIllS issue, 
let's say, in comparison with others, whether they were housing issues, 
transportation issues, or what have you. 

He had meetings on those other subjects, but with the drug program 
he wanted to have an agency that was specifically responsive to him, 
that he could talk to directly, that he could energize on a case-by-case 
basis, which he diel. 

Senator NUNN. You are saying that President Nixon made this 
one of his top domestic priorities ~ 

Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. You agreed with that decision at that time? 
Mr. KROGH. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Do you still think that is the best course of action 

if we are going to energize .the bureaucracy to an all-out effort~ 
Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir. 
In looking at the time period involved with the Drug Enforcement 

Administration, 1973-1976, we see a period of deteriorating ability 
to govern by Mr. Nixon and a new President's efforts to salvage what 
was left. 

It is hard to a,ssess the value of energy infused into a program by 
a President, but it is my view that only with a strongly reinvigorated 
Presidential involvement in ·all aspects of the drug program will tlwre 
be a chance of major success in the future. 

Senator NUNN. You are basically saying there has not been the 
focus from 1973 to 1976 that there was prior to that, back in the early 
seventies~ 

Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir. I am not speaking as a direct participant in 
the drug pro~am during those years, merely as an indirect observer 
and in discusslons with people who are still involved. 

I feel, Mr. Chairman, that the Drug Enforcement Administration 
should remain. I think another reorganization would cripple what is 
left. 

This committee can do much to recommend improved management 
procedures, assisting the DEA in its selection of priorities. And I feel 
that the DEA should welcome this assistance. 

Between 1969 and 1972, the administration enjoyed strong congres
sional suppor-t. I don't mean to imply this support was free of criti
cism-far from it. But we were able to join the issue with many con
gressional committees and members and together forged a major 
effort. . 

I would be happy to respond to any questions you may have. 

76-317-70-2 
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~el1ator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Krogh. I do have a good deal of 
questions. I know Senator Percy does. At this time, I would like Sen
ator Percy to be given an opportunity to make an opening statement 
.since he wasn't here when we started. 

Senator PEROY. I certainly welcome the appearance of our two ex
pert witnesses today because they were greatly responsible in work
ing with this committee in trying to develop the best organizational 
structure for Federal drug enforcement. I think it is wise that this 
committee now look back and reconstruct what happened at the time 
of Reorganization Plan No.2 and then try to assess what is happening 
today and why DEA has not achieved the degree of success we had 
hoped for. 

',l.'hat is the purpose of these 3 days of oversight hearings on 
the formation and the performance of the Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 

"When DEA was established in mid-1973, hopes were high in the 
Congress and around the country that an effective organizational 
structure had finally been created at the Federal level to stem the 
trafficking in illicit narcotics. In retrospect, hopes were unrealistically 
high. For the Nation's drug abuse J?roblem is more serious today than 
it was in 1973 in terms of the availability and purity of many illicit 
drugs as well as the deaths, injuries, and high crime rate attributable 
to drug abuse. 

In the broadest J;>oflsible sense, the subcommittee hopes to take some 
steps toward meetmg what President Ford has recently called "the 
challenge posed by the worsening drug situation." 

Over the next 3 days, witnesses should give the subcommittee a 
clear idea as to why the Federal narcotics enforcement program was 
reorganized under DEA and what this new agency was expected to 
accomplish. In addition, witnesses should provide us with a means of 
evaluating current DEA procedures and teclmiques, a topic we will 
pursue further in hearings after the August recess. 

Reorganization Plan No.2 went into effect on July 1, 1973. The 
plan was designed to consolidate Federal drug law enforcement pro
grams in a single "lead" agency, located within the Department of 
Justice. DEA absorbed the functions and most of the staff of the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs-BNDD-the Office of 
National Narcotics Intelligence-ONNI-and most of the intelligence 
capability of the U.S. Customs Service. 

Aclmiriistration spokesmen. testified before the Subcommittee on 
Reorganization, citing expected benefits to be gained from the plan, 
namely: 

1. .A. centralized development and coordination of the Federal drug 
la w enforcement strategy and program; 

2. An easing of the interagency rivalries between the various Gov
ermnent departments involved in drug control; 

3. An increased effort in arresting and prosecuting high-level drug 
traffickers' and 

4. A cl~se working relationship between DEA and the FBI, and 
DEA and Customs. 

Earlier inquiry by this subcommittee into Federal antidrug pro
O'rams has indicated that progress has been made toward these ends, 
~ostly due to the dedication and commitment to excellence of Attol'-
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lley General Levi" Deputy Attol'l1ey General Tyler, DEA Adminis
trator Peter Bensmger, former DEA Administrator Henry Do!rin. 
and Customs Commissioner Vel'l1on Acree. But there have been s~m~ 
disconcerting developments. 

At this time, I would wish to make it very clear that the recently 
released report by this subcommittee on the investigations that we 
made of DEA 13 months ago does not and should not reflect upon 
the efforts that have been made in the :L'ecent months to improve some 
of these problems that I will now proceed to discuss. 

Although DEA, ane1 BNDD before it, has always had the stated 
purpose of immobilizing major drug traffickers, this policy has not 
consistently been followed. Until recently, too much of DEA's man
power has been concentrated on the arrest and prosecution of low
level street drug dealers rather than on major narcotics distribution 
lines. Intelligence gathering and dissemination have been underuti
lized or misdirected. Neither the Customs Service nor the FBI have 
been fully integrated into the Federal drug effort. Military resources 
have been largely untapped. 

Today's witnesses should be particularly helpful to us in our inquiry . 
• J ohn Ehrlichman, former Director of the Domestic Council and Egil 
Krogh, President Nixon's closest adviser on narcotics problems, can 
explain the rationale for the 1973 reorganization and what it was 
expected to accomplish. 

I think, Mr. Krogh, that your testimony this morning rrreatly 
refreshed my mind with regard to some of the arguments for the 
creation of the reorganization that was recommended by the 
administration. 

Lat~r, the subcommittee will hear from those now responsible for 
Federal drug law enforcement programs to determine the extent to 
which those expectations have been fulfilled. 
If reorganization plan No. 2 was not fashioned so as to maximize 

the Federal antidrug effort, we should lmow that. If there are actions 
that the Congress can take to improve the operation of DEA, Cus
toms, and other agencies involved in combating drug abuse, We should 
also know that. Mld if there are ways in which DEA has lived up to 
the hopes of its crea.tors and its congressional sponsors and propo~ 
nents, we and the Nation would want to knQw that, too. 

But this we do lmow: More must be done. We cannot expect dedi~ 
eated agents in DEA and Customs to fight a so-called "War on drugs" 
with only halfhearted backing by their Government and by the inter
national community of nations. 

More and better resources, techniques, and teclmology are called 
101' ane1 new strategies must be devised ane1 implemented. 

Balanced oversight hearings, analyzing the complex nature of this 
country's drug abuse problems and probi~g the strengths. an~ weak
nesses of Federal drug agencies, are certaInly needed at thIS tIme and 
should provide the impetus for a renewal national commitment to 
more effective drug law enforcement. 

MI'. Chairman, at the outset of the hearing'S, I shotlldlike to cohl
ment on the fact that we are in the unusual position of having the 
Senate in session now. I have been representing the Government Op
erations Committee in a House-Senate conierence on the Federal En
ergy Administration which expired this week. Forty-two hundred 
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people wiJ..l be !Lffected .unless we reach .an agreement. in that confer
enCe that IS gomg on sIlDultaneously WIth these hea,rings. So I trust 
both Mr. Krogh and Mr. Ehrlichman will lUlderstand if I have to 
slip in and out of the hearing. Your testimony is very much valuecl 
and we are grateful for it. 

Senator N"UNN. Thank you very much, Senator Percy. 
r At this point, Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Krogh, one of the things that tlus subcommittee 

has been very interested in goes back to the reorganization plan No.2 
when Conf;rress was informed that one of the motives of reorganiza
tion plan No.2 was to get the FBI more vitally involved. 

Would you give us your view on that and what you envision might 
flow out of the reorganization plan in 1972 and 1973. regarding the 
FBI ~ What did you think they would do ~ "W1.1at would their role be 
and what did you hope for in terms of their participation in this 
effort ~ 

Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir. I believe it was in 1972. Mr. Hoover passed 
away and Mr. Gray was the Acting Director of the FBI. 

We saw that event as an opportunity to perhaps persuade the 
Federal Bureau to get directly involved in the narcotics program. 
We hoped to be able to make use of their vast system of informants. 
We felt that t11ey had responsibility for investigating organized 
crime. 

The narcotics problem was an organized criminal activity and 
that we would be able to add a tremendous anl0lmt of law enforce
ment effort by using those informants and using the resources of the 
Bureau. Mr. Gray was approached with this suggestion which was 
made to him by myself and by others in the White House and he 
agreed to get an opinion on that point, whether the FBI should be 
involved from his inspectors around the cOlUltry. 

I don't have access to the report that was submitted to him, but 
Mr. Gray received a report from all of his inspectors and I think 
out of 50-plus, there were only two or three that showed any willing
ness whatsoever to get involved in the narcotics problem. 

Senator NUNN. That was a written report ~ 
Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir; that was a written report. 
Senator NUNN. It should be in the possession of the FBI. Is that 

right~ 
:Mr. E:nOGH. Yes, sir. It should be. 
It was quite clear that it was not the kind of move-in other words, 

to vest them with some jurisdiction of law enforcement that would 
come just by asking them to do it. There would be quite a bit of 
negative response to that. We didn't feel Mr. Gray was in the position 
at that point to force his agency to take on these responsibilities or to 
expand the work of the Bureatl of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. 

In fact, I am confident, even though I can't, tell yon exartly who 
was working this when they were developing DEA, but the fact that 
the FBI hac1 rejected it at that point, I think, was a factor of trying 
to incorpo:l'ate that into DEA, by reorganization plan and almost 
insisting by congressiona,l agreement that the FBI should be involved. 
th(1,t it wOlllcl in fact get involved. 

Today, I don't think it will ever aet, involved nntil there is statutory 
authority thn,t vests that responsibility in the FBI. . 
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Senator NUNN. But you did envision the FBI would become more 
vitally involved as a result of the reorganization plan? 

Mr. KROGH. Yes; I need to point out as well that I was not in 
the Government at the time that these representations were made to 
the committee, but I do know those of my staff who continued the 
work with the DEA. did feel that was one of the benefits that would 
flow, and a necessary one as well. 

Senator NmfN. Do you think the only way we are going to get the 
FBI vitally involved in this is to make it part of their statutory 
duty? 

Mr. KROGH. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Even then, do you believe we would have substan

tial resistance based on your past experience? 
Mr. KROGH. I think there will be resistance. I think there was a 

history of resistance to the narcotics law enforcement problem within 
the FBI. I can't give you specific comments that were made. 

Senator NUNN. What was your impression about the reasons for 
the resistance, without trying to quote anybody directly? I know it 
has been a long time. You don't have access to that report now. But 
what was the general thrust of the remarks opposing FBI involve
ment made by the FBI themselves? 

Mr. KROGH. I think they range in two or three areas: One, that the 
FBI was already burdened with more responsibilities and priorities 
than they could currently handle; that the agency man-hours that 
were spent currently on their list of statutory crimes was tremendous 
and that they could not add any more to it; but second, I think 
maybe more importantly, narcotics law enforcement is dirty law 
enforcement. 

It is tough. It is the kind of law enforcement that has a high 
pot~ntiaI for corruption. There is a lot of money that changes hands. 
'While I can't say specifically that one inspector or some other inspec
tor felt that way, I feel that the FBI simply did not want to get 
involved in that' kind of narcotics enforcement. 

Senator NUNN. In other words, the FBI was really reluctant to 
get involved in an area that they knew lent itself to a great deal of 
cOl'ruption because of the tremendous amount of money involved? 

Mr. KROGI:I. That was an impression I had. I would he hard put 
to te1l von sperificallv who said that to me at the time, ,iVe had had 
corruption problems 'that were brought to our attention in BNDD
in New York City, for example, in 1968-ancl that the corruption 
level was always a prefactor in that kind of law enforcement. 

rAt this point Senator Chiles entered the hearing room.] 
Senator NUNN, Based on your background and experience and what 

YOU have learned since you have left Government, do you think at 
thiR timo it wOllld b(' imilortant to get the FBI involved in narcotics 
enforcement? First of all, is it desirable ~ Secondly, is it possible ~ 

Mr. KROGH. I am reluctant at this point to suggest anything that 
would almost tamper with the Drug Enforceme'nt, Adlninist.raJion 
as it. enrl'ently stands. I say that becnuse I know the committee has 
RtreRsecl the need for more professionalism, for prof~ssionalism, stabil
ity, exper6se i;l the narcotics In.w enforcement effort. I think it is 
harcl to build that kind of professionalism when there are constant 
changes in the organizational structure. In the last 7,8 years, We have 
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come from the BUTeau of Narcotics, the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs, the Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement, the 
Office of National Narcotics Intelligence, the Cabinet Committee for 
International Narcotic Control to the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration. There has almost been one per year. 

Senator NUNN. There has been tUTmoil in the drug effort for at least 
the last 10 years ~ 

Mr. KROGH. Yes; there nas. There, was tUTmoil at the time I was 
involved, as well. I suppose my answer is somewhat circuitous, but I 
feel going with the Drug Enforcement Administration, as it currently 
exists, supporting it, improving its management practices and forging 
a close relat.ionship between the committee and that Administration 
would help it substantially. Whether the FBI can add to what DEA 
is doing today, I frankly don't have enough information to offer. 

Senator NUNN. Did you ever consider recommending to the Presi
dent that he directly order the FBI to become involved in the nar-
cotics effort? . 

Mr. KROGII. No, sir, I never recommended that he order Mr. Hooyer 
to do anything. 

Senator NUNN. How about1Ir. Gray? 
Mr. KROGH. Yes; in fart, that was the reason behind asking :Mr. 

Gray at that, point to conduct a study of his agency, to determine the 
receptiveness t.here to going into the narcotics law enforcement 
program. 

Senator NUNN. But the result of that was essentially negative and 
you decided not to do it. However, you decided to try to get the FBI 
involved, sort of by the back door, through DEA. Is that right? 

Mr. KROGH. We' felt perhaps that was the front door. I think the 
idea was that we had to do this directly and come to the Congress 
with a proposal that would lay the framework for FBI involvement 
directly. Yes. 

Senator NUNN. But, up to this point, Reorganization Plan No.2 has 
not resulted in getting the FBI involved even though that was your 
intention? Would you agree with that? . 

Mr. KROGH. I can only go by the committee's report, Mr. Chair
man, that suggests that the FBI has not had a direct involvement in 
narcotics enforcement. 

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you about the Internal Revenue Service 
and their role in this. I have read reports for the period perhaps hl 
the time frame of J.970~ 1971,1972 that the IRS was vitally involved 
in the area of prosecuting narcotics violators on income tax evasion. 
Is that correct? 

Mr. KROGII. Yes, sir. It is my understanding that that program was 
initiated by Mr. Rossides, in Treasury, diel attempt to use the IRS 
criminal jUTisdiction for 'attacking narcotics figures, 

Senator NUNN. What was your experience with that particular tac
tic ~ Did that result in placing major violators behind bars ~ 

Mr. KROGII. To be quite honest, Mr. Chairman, I don't have a recol
l~ction spe.cifically of per!ormance in that program. I know Mr. Ros
SIdes felt It was proceedmg successfully, but I just don't have data. 
that I could offer the committee on that. . 

Senator NUNN. vVe have some information. We will have a state
ment later on this week that that was a very successful tactic. The' 
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point I want to make really, is not so mU9h a jl~dgm~nt o?- the succei?s 
or failure; but whether there was any conSlderatIon gIven III Reorgalll
zation Plan No.2 to getting the IRS more involvled ~ ,Vas that part of 
theplaninanyway~ 

1\1:1'. KROGH. Not to my recollection. 
Senator NUNN. "While you were in office, was there any effort to get 

IRS out of the prosecution of narcotics dealers on tax evasion 
charges? 

Mr. }{nOGH. No, sir. As a matter of fact, when it was submitted as 
an idea to the "White House for consideration, there was support for 
it. I don't recall anybody opposing it from within the administration. 

I might say that the basic policy, however, was to retain major re
sponsibility in the De:partment of Justice. That was primarily attribu
table to the personalities involved, as well as Mr. Nixon's personal 
feeling that the Department of Justice should be the central law en
forcement agency; but that did not necessarily lead to a downplaying 
of the Department of Treasury. The Bureau of Customs, at the same 
time, did receive increases in manpower, resources, equipment, what
ever they requested. 

Senator NUNN. I have the distinct impression that somewhere along 
the line, between 1972 and the present time, IRS was discouraged; 
they in some way lessened their efforts in this area. That is what I 
really want to pin down. W11Y was that decision made, if it in fact 
was made, and what is the current status ~ 

vVe will be getting to this point with other witnesses, but as far as 
you know, there was no effort to discourage the IRS from participa
tion in this tax evasion aspect of narcotics? 

Mr. KROGH. Not that I recall. 
Senator Nmm. One other question along that line with other agen

cies. "What did you see as the Central Intelligence Agency's role in 
narcotics intelligence and enforcement? 

Mr. KnOGJI. 1971, as 1 mention in my statement, we felt that the 
international program in narcotics was going to have to cover many 
nations. We started out with the unilateral or bilateral discussions with 
Mexico, with France, and Turkey. 

But it was the kind of problem that when you would squeeze in 
Turkey, it would pop out somewhere else on the globe. If it came from 
Turkey, it would pop out in Southeast Asia, so that you were dealing 
with a commodity, heroin I am talking about specifically, that be
cause of its high potential for profit, it \vould be manuIactul'ecl in 
various places around the world which necessitated our being able to· 
be responsive to that problem in various parts of the wor1c1. 

I think a number of us viewed the CIA as haying special expert.ise 
in Southeast Asia, particularly in understanding how those nations 
would operate. By that I mean specifically in Laos, Thailand, and hl 
Burma, we could use CIA assets for intelligence purposes and to secure 
greater cooperation with those foreign goVel'lID1ents. 

The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs officials for the most 
part were law enforcement people that were not accustomed to COU11-
tries in which they were operating. As a matter of fact, it was the Ih'st 
time they had gone abroad in any substantial number. It began in 
1969-70. 
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The OIA had a structure abroad in Southeast Asia that we felt 
should be utilized to enhance our intelligence collection capacity and, 
in fact, that is exactly what happened. 1\1:1'. Nixon did ask 1\1:1'. Helms 
to have the agency directly involved. . 

I would say, too, that I think the support that was receIved from the 
OIA. was substantial and quite effective, particularly in the area of the 
Golden Triangle in the southeastern part of Burma. 

Senator NUNN. You didn't run into any bureaucratic battles there. 
The OIA was willing to be of assistance when you asked for it. Is that 
correct? 

1\1:1'. KROGH. It took some time, but it wasn't, not 'a bureaucratic 
battle, no. I think they accepted the responsibility. I think the next 
step was to determine whether or not that acceptance of responsibility 
actually was relected in narcotics intelligence being placed at a high 
priority level within the station chief's level of responsibility in each 
country. 

By that I mean to see whether or not anything had been lost in the 
translation from the Director to the station chief, which is what we 
felt in the 'White House had to be done, make sure nothing was lost. 

In fact, in Laos, there was and ill Bmma there was a very effective 
contribution made by the OIA station chief working with his counter
parts in the Burmese Government, providing intelligence in other 
areas that resulted in his receiving narcotics intelligence. That, I think, 
led to some of the destruction of heroin laboratories in that area. 

Senator N mTN. Senator Ohiles, do you have questions at this point? 
Senator CHILES. No, 1\1:1'. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Do you believe that the OIA still has an involve

ment? Do you have allY indication that they are not being involved 
now to the extent that they were in intelligence? 

1\11'. KROGH. I don't know what their current status is, 1\1:1'. Ohairman. 
I feel that if the other agencies, the Drug Enforcement Administration 
particularly has developed its agents into being effective men abroad, 
being able to speak the language, being sensitive to the cultures of 
these countries, and able to operate effectively without stumbling or 
making mistakes, then perhaps the OIA's involvement is no longer 
necessary. 

But at the time in 1971, Mr. Nixon had really declared an aU-out 
war on narcotics and we felt that we hacl to niake use of whatever 
agencies could contribute and that the OIA did have a role to play at 
that time. I simply can't answer the question for today. 

Senator NUNN. Is it fail' to say that, based on your experience, intel
ligence is one of the essential keys to effective apprehension and prose
cution of major violators? 

1\11'. KROGH. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. But intelligence by some body? 
1\11'. KROGH. Yes; but that does create a problem. 
Senator N UNN. I am speaking of foreign intelligence. 
Mr. KROGH. I know sir. Like last yeM', I know there was a hearing 

in the House regarding intelligence collected by the OIA regarding 
[t drug violator, that when it was collected, it was not with the under
standing that it wouLd be uscd in the prosecution. 

The OIA felt that its nssets could be jeopardized, its informants, if 
in fact that intelligcnce were used in tlle prosecution, There are some 
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very tough issues with respect to the prosecutorial interests and the 
intelligence and the secrecy interest of the OIA. 

Yet, I think that the help of the OIA in understanding the flow of 
traffic, tb.~ patterns of traffic, using their own informants that provide 
them intelligence in other areas is useful. It gets difficult when you 
get into the prosecutorial mode. 

Senator NUNN. One other general question along the lines of the 
various agencies: Based on your experience, how much difference do 
personalitIes make, say, who is the Secretary of Treasury and who is 
the Attorney General ~ Are we going to see tIus kind of sway in one 
direction every time we have a strong man in the Treasury Depart
ment, and sway in the other every tinle we have a strong man as the 
Attorney General ~ . . 

You look at the hIstory over the last 5 or 6 years. It seems to me tlllS 
is something we have to guard against. 

:Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir. I don't know how it can be guarded against. I 
tIunk just stating the fact ,that it has been the case might help; but 
I do know that in 1969 :Mr. :Mitchell was clearly the principal spokes
man for the administration on law enforcement matters. Secretary 
Kennedy was a backer, Secretary of the Treasury at the time, and I 
think :Mr. Nixon just felt that he should vest that responsibility in 
Justice. . 

'With the advent of Secretary Oonnally, Secretary of Treasury, there 
was a decisive shlft in the emphasis placed on Oustoms. We had triecl 
to, let us say, minimize the problems of conflict between the two agen
cies abroad. :Mr. Oonnally was successful in persuading the President 
that at the outset, 25 customs agent should go abroad. In fact, they 
were sent abroad. He was a very effective and dominant spokesman 
within the administration. 

How to prevent against that in the future, I don't know. 
Senator NUNN. One thing is a little frustrating, looking back and 

reviewing this history, although I wasn't here the several years that 
this was going on. It seems, if you look back at the very peak of our 
law enforcement efforts in terms of major violator prosecutions, we 
went into Reorganization Plan No.2-of course, that is the benefit of 
looking f:l.'om 1976 back and not from 1972. You never know you are 
at the peak until you get to the valley. 

But looking at it now, do you wonder why we really did reorganize 
back in 1972 or whether or not we might 11ave disrupted a more effec
tive apparatus than what we have now ~ 

:Mr. ICRoGH. I think the logic of the reorganization in 1972-73 was 
sound; just as I look back on it, I know that there was conflict, there 
was competition, there was disagreement. I think that the witnesses 
that will come before the committee this week will probably not agree 
with each other on every point as to where individual agencies stood or 
individuals. 

But I think the feeling, very strongly, in 1972 was that we would 
do a better job, we could bring under one house all of the law enforce
ment programs very much like we tried to do with the Special Action 
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention on the demand side. I think the 
theory behind it was sound. 

I ~hink th~ ch!1l1enge today is how you can galvanize that adminis
tratlOn, prOVIde It more support, backing, making sure that the priori-
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ties the committee establishes are in fact the priorities which that 
administration understands. That is the kind of support that I think 
will lead to a greater effort again. 

Hopefully, whoever is President this coming election, after the elec
tion, will provide the kind of leadership and support that I think is 
necessary. _ 

Senator NUNN. Still, even with Reorganization Plan No.2, it is still 
essential that Oustoms and DEAhave maximum cooperation, is it not ~ 

Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir. I think it has to be. 
Senator NUNN. Oustoms still has a vital role to play at the borded 
Mr. KROGH. I think they do. I think in a sense the Drug Enforce-

ment Administration can work more closely with Oustoms and perhaps 
providing them more intelligence than they have. 

I am only going, again, by what I read in the published report of 
the committee, that I think you could have a very effective law en
forcement program once again. I don't mean to suggest it is not effec
tiYe today. The last 12 months is something that I cannot speak to. 

Senator NUNN. I was interested in your theory and your apprehen
sion, back before plan No.2, that if you actually restricted the supply 
of heroin t.o a great degree, you might drive up the prices and thereby 
increase the crime problem because the addicts would then have to 
secure more money. You also made clear that that fear was later some
what lessened and allayed. 

,Vas that problem a real problem and, if so, what is solved by 
treatment ~ 

Mr. KROGH. vVe felt it was a real problem. The only way we could 
-determine what was happening was to go on the street, find out about 
the availability of heroin, which in 1972 was going down. Its avail
ability was going down, its purity had dropped from 7.8 percent to 
below 5 percent, its price had gone up. 

,Ye felt that that would, as a theoretical matter, lead to more crime. 
"~e had been developing treatment at the same time, simultaneously 
WIth our supply effort. The theory from the outset was the two had to 
work together, that we couldn't just do an effective job in law enforce
llwnt and let treatment go by the boards. 

I think the evidence in the District or Oolumbia suggested that in 
fact we were able to gain a great number of people into treatment that 
otherwise would have been committing crimes for the higher priced 
heroin. It simply was their only option. 

That was the point we tried to stress at the time we came up with 
l'equests for the Special Action Office, Dcng Abuse Prevention, to buy 
111) the waiting list, get as many addicts as we could in the treatment. 
I think We, went from a fignre of 150 in the District of Oolmnbia in 
1069 to over 3,000 in about 18 months to 2 years. 

Senator NUNN. So yon £01:nd when you dried up the su;pply you had 
an effect on treatment j you ll1cl'ensecl the number of addIcts who went 
to treatment ~ 

Mr. KROGH. Yes, sir. 
Renator NUNN. Senator Ohiles~ 
Mr. Krogh, we could spenc1 a long time. I have a lot more questions, 

bllt we do have a time restriction here. ,;Ye are very grateful t.o you not 
only £01' yonI' te~timony this mornin~, providing us insight i'nto the 
prohlems that eXIstec1 when yon were III office, but also for your exten-
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sive interviews with the staff and, most of all, for your genuine interest 
in seeing that this problem is dealt with effectively in the future. 

Mr. KROGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity. 
Senator NUNN. Our next witness is Mr. John Ehrlichman, who 

served as cOlmsel to President Nixon in 1969. Mr. Ehrlichman, would 
you come up, please, sir ~ Mr. Ehrlichman was assistant to President 
Nixon from 1969 to 1973 and executive director of the domestic C01Ul
eil staff from 1970 to 19'73. 

~fr. Ehrlichman, waul cl yo II holel up your right hand? Do you swear 
the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing hut the truth, so help you God? 

1\11'. EHRLICHTIIAN. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN D. EHRLICHl\fAN, FORMER ASSISTANT TO 
PRESIDENT NIXON, AND MEMBER OF THE DOMESTIC COUNCIL 
STAFF 

Senator NUNN. Also, I want to thank you for your very frank dis
~ussions with our staff. I have read their rather lengthy report on the 
interviews. Yon provided, in the staff interview, some very interesting 
insights ~nto ~he formation of the present drug effort. You played a 
key role m thIS. 1Ve have already heard from :Mr. Krogh. I believe you 
.aloo have a statement this morning. 

If you do, we would like for you to proceed. Then we will have some 
questions. 

Mr. EHRLICHTIIAN. Mr. Chairman, as you know, far too much of the 
resources of the "White House staff have been spent in adjudicating 
jurisdictional disputes between the departments and agencies of the 
executive branch. One of my first assignments in 1969, as counsel to 
the President, was to convene a meetinO" between Secretary of the 
'freasury David Kennedy and Attorney General J aIm :Mitchell to try 
to obtain their agreement on how their Departments would divide their 
overlapping responsibility for narcotics law enforcement in the new 
administration. 

The narcotics bureaucracies of Customs and BNDD thoroughly 
prepare their l'espective champions to justify larger responsibilities, 
1110re personnel, and bigger budgets, each to the disadvantaze of his 
-competitor. For example, I recall that, on that particular ~aturday 
morning, jurisdiction over overseas intelligence activities was vig
'Orously contested by Secretary Kennedy and Attorney General 
Mitchell. 

I was unable to get their joint agreement on anything that day. A 
few days later, therefore, I had to ask the President to consider and 
decide the jurisdictional dispute on the basis of written summaries 
of the arguments of both Departments. As I recall, the Justice De
partment prevailed on virtually every issue. 

BNDD and Justice were continually preferred over Customs in 
Treasnry later as new disputes arose, until John B. 'Connally was ap
pointed Secretary of the Treasury. Then the pendulum began to 
swing back in Treasury's direction. 

In the 4:1./2 years that I was given some responsibility £01' mediating 
'Organizational ~verlaps in th~ executive branch., the narcotics law en
forcement conflIct between '1reasury and JustIce was the most per-
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sistent. It soaked up hours and hours of valuable staff time in the 
,Vbite House, and the Departments created expense and inefficiencies 
and caused serious friction among the enforcement people themselves. 

In some specific cases, genuine cooperation among departments and 
agencies in the suppression of narcotics smuggling was achieved. When 
the President and his staff were directly involved, the customary 
competition was usually abated. The Departments of State, Defense, 
Justice, Treasury and the OIA cooperated well in the effort to solve 
the problem of heroin addiction among U.S. troops in Vietnam, but 
the lead in that case was taken by a White House staff man, who acted 
under the President's delegation. 

The problem, of course, is how to organize the executive branch so 
that coordination naturally takes place, outsido the oval office, prefer
ably at the operational levels within the departments nnd agencies. 

Senator NUNN. That is the exact question I had for Mr. Krogh. I 
know the President oithe United States has got to indicate to all the 
people in tIllS country and in government that he is making drug en
forcement a national priority, one of his top priorities. I also realize 
he has got to spend some time on it. But it just seems to me, with the 
degree of importance of the American people attached to this, that 
there ought to be a way we can structure this so that it is not de
pendent on a day-by-day involvement by the President of the United 
States as a referee. 

Mr. EHRLIOHUAN. Yes, sir. I think there is an important distinction 
bet.ween his spending his time refereeing jurisdictional disputes and 
spending his time in a leadership role. I think, Mr. Krogh is correct 
and the chairman is correct in the statement that the President has to 
be a leader in this. , 

. Bu~ there is no re.ason why he has to spend his time in a lot of 
mgghng boundary dIsputes. 

Senator NUNN. He could spend profitably almost full time just try
~ng to work with foreign nations in stemming the tide of drugs flmdng 
III those countries, could he not ~ 

Mr. EIIRLIOHUAN. Sure. Yes, sir. 
fAt this point Senator Javits entered the hea):ing room.] 
Senator NUNN. Excuse me for interrupting. 
Senator Javits has come in. I would like to say to Senator Javits 

and Senator Ohiles, too, since we just have three here this morning, if 
we get to a point where you want to ask a question, we will handle it 
very informally and feel free to interrupt. MI'. Krogh already testi
fied this morning. ,Ve had to reverse onr witnesses. But feel free to 
interrupt. 

Sen!l!tor J AVITS. Thank you. 
Mr. EIIRLIOIDI;[A.N. There is one fact of life exception to this or

ganizational principle which applies to narcotics law enforcement and 
must be noted for the record-it is obviously wen known to the mem
bers of the committee-narcotics suppression is a very Se:A-y political 
issue. Xt usually has high media visibility. Parents who are voters are 
worried about narcotics. They listen to a politician when he talks 
about drug suppression just as they seem to tune him out when he 
makes speeches !l!bout the energy problem. 

There,fore, the "'\Vhite House oiten wants to be involved in narcotics 
p]'oblerns~ even when it doesn't need to be. The politics of narcotics 
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may also account for some of the organizational competition between 
the departments and the anomalies we find in the Federal effort. 

For example, the Feels went into street enforcement partly in re
sponse to the obvious political mileage to be gained. 

Parents all over the country were complaining bitterly of the failure 
of State, cOlmty, and city 110lice to clear pushers from their urban 
neighborhoods. 

Senator Nmm. Are you saying ODALE was formed primarily for 
political purposes ~ . . . 

nil'. EJ-.IRLICIIlIIAN. At least partly for poht1cal purposes, Mr. Oha1r
man. I don't say that in any sort of a critical sense because I think 
politics obviously involves responding to a political vacuum, to a flllc
tional vacuum in government. There was a vacuum. There was a need 
out there. It was 'not being met. There was obviously mileage to be 
gajned. There was credit to be shared. There was a job to oe done. 
There were results to be gotten for moving in on it. 

That is w hat I mean by politics. 
Mr. Krogh said ,that the concept came from Mr. Ambrose. I am 

inclined to think that before Mr. Ambrose was consulted on the ques
tion that there was, showing up in the polls around the country, and 
there was showing up in a lot of the grassroots, contacts that the 
White House had, a strong feeling that the job was not being done at 
the street level. 

I can recall vividly a meeting that I had with some leaders of the 
black community wliere they complained bitterly about the fact that 
you could go out on the street corners and count 6, 8, 10, 12 pushers, 
and nobody was doing anything about it and that that was what the 
people in their community really cared ·about. 

So that is the sense in which I use the term "politics." 
Senator NUNN. Was there any consideration given to helping the 

local and State authorities beef up their own street efforts, rather 
than having the Federal Government go into the street activity ~ 

Mr. EURLICIU,!AN. Yes; there was. I think this obviously was one of 
the range of options that was considered at the time. 

Senator NUNN. How thoroughly was that considered and why was 
it rejected ~ 

Mi .. EURLICIIlIIAN. I don't know, Mr. Ohainnan. I can't tell you that. 
Senator N UNN. ·Who would know that ~ 
Mr. EIIRLIOIIJlrAN. I think the decision was made by the President 

and I think ultimately it would come down to the question of Iris 
judgment. as to whetlier or not the Federal Gover~lent should get 
involved 111 one way as opposed to another and deCIded he wanted 
direct Federal involvement. 

Having dealt with the problem only IDltil 1973-and incidentallY, 
it was before Reorganization Plan No.2 went into effect-I am not 
CUl'1'ent on the problem. But, in general, it would be my guess that 
things have not improved much, orga.nizationally, in the' last 3 years. 
I know D~A and Oustoms have signed a treaty with a White House 
gun at the1r heads, but the structural separation between them con
tlnues. The treaty-the need for such an agreement-is a symptom of 
the problem, not evidence that it has been solved. I agree with the 
GAO report in that respect. 

I would recommend that every narcoticseniol'cement activity be 
placed all in Ol1e place-I really don't think it ma.tters much whel'B-
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from an operational standpoint. Either all ill Justice or all in Treas
ury, they will be able to get things coordinated eventually. Probably 
on balance, it makes better sense to put it all at Justice since it is law 
enforcement we are talking about. 

In actuality, Customs could do its basic work about as well there as 
in Treasury, perhaps better. You might even consider moving all the 
Jaw enforcement nmctions which Treasury has-just take that one 
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Law Enforcement and all his 
peopJe und put them over in Justice, with the other Federal police. 

You will bear in mind, I am sure the enormous outcry which will 
come from those Members of the flonse and Senate who enjoy the 
status, comforts, and enjoyments which accrue from having Treasury 
law enforcement functions within the purview of their committees or 
subcommittees. They may be expected to oppose any transfer to a 
subcommittee of the Judiciary Committees which might result from 
such a consolidation of Jaw enforcement in the executive branch. 

Congress is a big part of this problem you al'e examining. But 
perhaps the courage and good motives of this committee can preyail 
Over ~,uch traditiona.1 congi'essional impediments. 

For reasons which I cannot ic1entify-I don't want to stress this 
point too heavily because I am reaJly an outsider in this-but for 
reasons that I cannot identify, it was apparent to me that a significant 
nnmber of the personnel attracted to the administration of Federal 
narcotics enforcement programs were not of the same quality as the 
people who were or could be r(lcruited to activities of ('qual importance 
in other domestic subject areas. Perhaps some of your later witnesses 
from the departments will be able to address the accuracy of my im-
pression and. if correct, the reasons for it. . 

f;enator l~m'N. Thank you yery much. On that latter point, do you 
think that the fact that there have been fl'eC{uent l'eorganizations in 
the overall narcotics area could be a ractor in the quality of people 
a ttracted to it? 

Mr. ETIRLIc!ThrA~. I don't Imow, 1\11'. Chairman. I am sure it is not 
very pleasant to work in a situation where you n,re competing all the 
time, fi~hting for your turf and fighting for jurisdiction and having 
to justify it and being shuffled around all the time. There are lot 
better ways to spend your time, I am sure, . 

Senator NU~N. I want to ask you the same questIon I asked MI'. 
Krogh about the FBI and theil' involvement, or lack thereof, and 
what you envisioned about the propel' role of the FBI in this area. 

Mr. EHRLICHMAN. The FBI, really during my experience, breaks 
down into two eras. One was the J. Edgar Hoover era and the other 
was sort of the post-Hoover era. I don't, think there was ever any 
serious question of getting the FBI to do anything that Mr. Hoover 
didn't want them to do during the time that he was Director. 

'1'he politics, the congressional alinements, all of the realities of 
that situation just prechidecl the President 01' the vVhitc House giving 
him any kind of direct orders to get involved in things he didn't want 
to get involved in. 

In the post-Hoover era, there was a lot of confusion, a lot of thrash
ing around, there was the problem of getting Mr. Gray confirmed and 
a lot of lost time and lost motion. So I don't think it was terribly 
realistic during the post-Hoover era, up to the time that I left, at 
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least~ for anybody to be talking about trying to wheel the bureaucracy 
over ther~ and get t~e~ to do sometJ:ing they didn't. want to clo. 

So I. think th~ realitIes wer~ the prmClpal explanatIOn for why the 
FBI didn't get Involved. I thmk eventually you come to the question 
of whether the FBI would have done the job or not. I think that 
raises the whole question of whether the FBI is any good at this 
kind of thing or would be any good at it. I think there is a funda
mental questIon. 17\Te have the sort of Efram Zimbalist, Jr., imao'e of 
the FBI, kind of a stainless steel, inexorable law enforcement opera
tion that is really good. 

I think before you take any action to recommend that the FBI be 
mandated to get into this, you have to get to the fundamental ques
tion 9f whether they ivould be any good at it. That raises the whole 
questIon of whether they are any good at anything. 

I think there is real serious room for examination on the question 
of how good they really are. 

Senator N UNN. Do you want to gi VB us your opinion on that? 
Mr. EIIlUJIOffirAN. I don't think they are yery good, obviously. I 

have seen an awful lot of FBI work product 1ll the time I was in the 
lVhite House. It is greatly overrated on the outside. 

Senator NUNN. So you don't think we make any quantmn jumps 
ill getting the FBI vitally involved in the narcotics area ~ 

Mr. EIIRLIOII1\fAN. Not as you find it today. I think the FBI has 
the capacity to be very good, but I don't think it has done work to 
its capacity for many, many years, if it ever did. 

Senator NUNN. Wllat about the CIA and their involvement in 
this overall area ~ In your experience, did the CIA contribute to the 
jntelligence necessary for effective drug enforcement, particularly 
with respect to major violators? . 

Mr. EIIRLICIIl\IAN. r have to rely on Mr. Krogh Tor that almost en
tirely because he worked directly with them. The impression he gave 
me was the same impression he gave the committee this mOl'1lil1g. 
They were pretty good. . 

Senator NUNN. Did you and ~Ir. Krogh have any majol' differences 
in this area or did you sec things along the same lines? . 

Mr. EIIRLICIIl\IAN. I relied very heavily on him and I think basically 
it WitS the same. 

Senator NUNN. One of the thhgs that is apparent in :your testimony 
is the fact that you actually hac1 to almost referee a dIspute between 
the Attorney General and the Secretary of the 'rreasury as one of 
your fu'st duties. You also say the President of the United States had 
to spend a lot of his time in refereeing this kind of dispute. How did 
that kind of impasse arise ~ 

Mr. EIIRLIOIIl\IAN. That arises Trom the fact that a man becomes a 
Cabinet officer and ha gets pretty much programed by his bureaucracy 
and it is not just in the area of narcotics, Mr. Chairman. I would say 
probably 20 percent of my time in the ·White House was spent in 
mediating jurisdictional disputes betw(,(,Jl Cabinet officers or agency 
heads across the board. 

It is [L very badly organized executive branch, as you know. It was 
orO'anized back in 'Ooolidge's time or someplace back in there and it 
w~ organized along the lines of constituency. You had the Depal't-
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ment of Labor, you had the Department of Commerce for business 
and so on. That is not the way the problems come at you anymore. 

It is a very complex society. The problems come at you in very 
complex forms. So the fact that you have health scattered in 11 or 12 
principal places around in your Government means that the White 
House inevitably gets involved in refereeing jlU'isdictional disputes 
over health all the time. 

Senator NUNN. So you are saying that the internal need in disputes 
you found in the narcotics area appeared in every field. 

Mr. ElIRLIOHMAN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Would you say it is most severe in the narcotics area 

or about the same as in the rest of government ~ 
Mr. EHRLIOHl\IAN. I think it reached heights of virulence in nar

cotics that ]?erhaps it never reached in other areas. :M~aybe that is be
cause the dIsputants were in law enforcement pursuits. I 'am not sure. 
Maybe it is just because it is a highly vulnerable and visible subject 
matter. 

But it was somehow or another more aggravated in this area than it 
seemed to be in others. 

Senator NUNN. On the dispute you referred between the Treasury 
Department 'and the Attorney General, do you feel it was really a sub
stantive dispute or do you think it was more of a blU'eaucratic kind of 
petty jealousy; a riv'ah'y kind of thing among bureaucl'ats ~ 

Mr. EHRLIOHl\IAN. Men of very good will and high intelligence very 
williI!gly lent themselves to the dIspute. I think, for instance, a man 
like Secretary Shultz would not involve himself on behalf of his 
bureaucracy if he didn't really feel there was some substance to his 
argument. So I had to take them at very good faith. It becomes a 
judgmental thing as to who can better operate, for instance, the intelli
gence activity abroad and there is room for bona fide differences of 
opinion on this. 

The only thing I am saying here is we ought to eliminate the occa
sion for the confEct which I think can be done organizationally. 

Senator NUNN. Do you think putting narcotics enforcement in one 
Department under one Cabinet official would cause that Cabinet of
ficial to be the only referee rather than escalating the dispute to the 
Cabinet 'and Presidential level ~ 

Mr. EIIRLIOHl\fAN. As a matter of fact, he may be able to delegate 
it down further so somebody at the lower level could adjudicate the 
dispute so he wouldn't have to do it. 

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman~ would you yield~ 
Senator NUNN. I would be glau to. 
Senator JAVI'rs. I just want to question Mr. Ehrlichman. Under 

your jurisdiction, I believe while you were in the White House, an 
effort was made to combine treatment and enforcement in Dr. Jaffee's 
office, which was the "\Vhite House Office. Could you tell us how that 
worked out, in your opinion? 

Mr. EHRTJIOHl\rAN. I think actually Dr. Jaffee's office primarily con
cerned itself with the treatment end. I think they made some reai 
strides. Certainly the state of the science was not very advanced when 
he came in. I think by the time he left, it had been considerably 
advanced. 'We knew a great deal more a:bout the dimension of the 
problem, if not what the solution was. 
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But I think there was a fairly clear demarcation between Dr. Jaffee's 
efforts on the one side and the law enforcement efforts on the other. 

Senator JAVITS. Do you think that is the optiulltm way to proceed'? 
~h. EIIRLIOIIMAN. I suspect that it is. 
Senator J A VITS. Not to combine the two ~ 
~Ir. EIIRLldIIMAN. Yes. 
Senator JAVITS. But you, however, have one coordinating person, 

let us say, in the ,VInte House, to do the two or is it going to be a 
White House office ~ 

Mr. ERLIOII:aIAN. I am a great believer in putting the coordina
tion out of the ·White House if at all possible. There is enough to do 
there without having to perform the coordination function. It seems 
to me the ideal government organization involves as much cool'cli
nation in the department and agencies themselves as possible. 

Senator JAVITS. ·Would you put enforcement and treatment in the 
same agency ~ 

Mr. EIIRLIOII:aIAN. Yes. It should be possible. Maybe there is some 
logical inconsistency in that of which I am not aware. 

Senator JAVl'I'S. I think there is because it involves so heavily the 
research and demonstration treatment. That is why Jaffe was 
successful. 

Mr. EIIRLIOII1\IAN. I understand, Senator. I always regretted the 
fact that that Special Action Office had to be an adjunct of the lV"hite 
House. It seemed to me that it could have found its place in HEW 
or even in Justice lmder the aegis of the Cabinet officer. 

Senator JAVITS. But to sum up, you think law enforcement, drugs 
and treatment should be combined. 

Mr. EnRLICIIMAN. I think so, yes, functionally so. 
[At this point Senators Javits and Chiles withdrew from the hear

ing room.] 
Senator NUNN. What about the question of the Customs intelligence 

capabilities? Did this become a major dispute about the capability 
of Customs to have its own intelli'gence force ~ 

Mr. EIIRIJIOIIl'rIAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Give us the nature of that. 
Mr. EIIRLIOIIl'rIAN. TIllS was the primary point of irritation, early 

in the game, the maintenance of the Oustoms intelligence capability 
overseas in conflict with, or at least allegedly in conflict with, the 
intelligence activities of BNDD. 

Senator NUNN. There is a considerable cliJierence of opinion as to 
whether Oustoms ever l'eally had an effective intelligence capability. 
It is amazing how that opInion still is current, even though it was 
a qu('stion hack 4 or V years ago. Did they have an effective intelligence 
capability ~ 

Mr. E:imLlcII1:(AN. I don't know, Mr. Ohairman. One of the really 
hard problems in the lV"hite Honse is to get facts, as YOIl know. This 
is one of the subjects on which it is really hard to get facts. Certainly, 
\rarious successive Secretaries of the Treasury contended that thel'e 
waR in fact an intelligence capacity in the Cilstoms group. 

Senator NUNN. Some people in BNDD disputed that~ 
. Mr. EIIRLTCIIlfAN. Yes, or disputed whether there should he, if 
there was. 

76-317-76-~3 
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Senator NUNN. Did you recommend against the additional slots 
that'were assigned to Customs intelligence, or do you remember that '? 

:Mr. EHRLIOHMAN. I don't recall. 
Senato):' NUNN. Did you form any opinion as to which agency really 

was more effective, BNDD or Custom::;'~ 
:Mr. EmtLIOHMAN. No. I just knew it was a plague on everybody'S 

house that they couldn't get together. 
Senator NUNN. You say the Congress is as much to blame in this 

area as the executive branch. I don't disagree with that. I don't have 
the background that you do on it, but was this dispute carried to 
Capitol Hill ~ 

:Mr. EHRLIOHMfu"'-. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Between Customs and BNDD~ 
:Mr. EHRLIOIIl\fAN. No. The general subject of reorganization was. 

That was the thing I would rather, in that context, respond to, rather 
than to focus on narcotics. ' 

We had more than a year of very intensive study on the reOl'gani
zation of the executive branch to try to consolidate a number of these 
areas of conflict and to avoid the conflicts. ,Ve sent four omnibus 
pieces of legislation to the Congress. I think it was in 1971 or early 
in 19'72. 

,Ve couldn't even get a hearing in the Congress on any except one 
of them. It was probably the more innocuous of the four. They con
stituted blueprints for the complete reorganization of the executive 
branch, from one end to the other. They were radical, sure. Any 
reorganization is. 

The thing we encountered was a total reticence on the part of 
influential Oongressmen to entertain the idea of reorganization of the 
executive branch because it would have destroyed the traditional 
alinements in the Congress, the subcommittees and the committees 
themselves. 

Congressional liaison people from the 'White House came to the 
Hill to talk about this reorganization concept with influential mem
bers and came back and just said, "Forget it, these fellows are not 
going anywhere." , 
If you tell a subcommittee chairman that he is going to lose his 

inspection trips because you are gOhlg to consolidate his responsibil
ities with somebody else'S, he is not about to vote for that kind of 
thing. 

Senator NUNN. Do you think this transcends party lines ~ 
:Mr. EIIRLIOHMAN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. You thillk it is not a Republican-Democratic thing? 
Mr. EIIRLIOH:&fAN. It is not a 'partisan matter. It is a matter of the 

enlightened self-interest of the mdividual Congressmen. That exists, 
I am sure, on both sides of the aisle to a degree that probably dooms 
any hope of fundamental reorganization in the executive branch for 
the foreseeable future. 

Senator NUNN. You arc saying if we have a Democratic acbnil1is
tration and the>, President sets upon reorganization, he will face the 
same problems ~ 

Mr. EHRLIOHlfAN. Yes, and without the capacity to ste~ out and 
face his partisan brothers in the Congress in tIle way that a President 
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of the opposite party might be able to do. 'l~e only hope that I see for 
this is somehow or another for the people to get sufficiently upset .about 
it that they get commitments from their congressional candidates, 
senatorial canaidates, at the time they run for office. It doesn't do 
much good to consider it in the Presidential context. 

Senator NUNN. Getting away from narcotics just a minute anel 
going on to this broader subj ect, is the problem reorganization itself 
or is It program consolidation ~ Which is it ~ 

Mr. EHRLIOH~:rAN. It is both, Mr. Ohairman. Oertainly, we need 
both in this cOlmtry; but it seems to me that they are apples and 
oranges, two different things. "Ve haye an executive branch admini'S
taring programs and it is very, very anciently organized in terms of 
the problems that the Federal Government faces. That is on purely 
the executive end. 

Up here, in the programs, we have all kinds of programs, and the 
overlapping of the programs and the duplication of the programs ancl 
the surpluses of the programs are wasteful, No.1-No.2, they are re
flected then in some of the organization that you find in the depart
ments and agencies which have to be set up to carry out the programs. 

So it is not one or the other, 
Senator NUNN. It is both? 
Mr. EnRLIOH~IAN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. I just wonder if you can really have an effective, 

efficient Federal Government with a number of programs and all 
the responsibilities centered in Wasl1ington now. 

Mr. EIlRLtcHM:AN. You are entitled to a healthy skepticism on that, 
but at the same time, it is no excuse not to tJ·y reorganization or the 
e:x:ecutive branch. 

Senator NUNN. You say it can be made better? 
Mr. EnRLICHMAN. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Shortly before Mr. Ambrose recommended the 

creation of ODALE, he, as Oommissioner of Oustoms, 'was putting out 
a good many press releases that were praising the success of the Fed
eral Government in making large seizures. If there was that much 
success going on at this time, what was the necessity in the underlying 
compulsion to reorganize at that time ~ . 

Mr. EnRLICHMAN. You mean reorganization No.2? 
Senator NUNN. That is right. 
Mr. EnRLICHM:AN. I think, at least as I saw it-I must say tllat I 

wasn't paying terrifically close attention to the problems except at 
the intra-cabInet level, during that era. I looked kindly 011 the pl'Os~ 
pect of Reorganization Plan No. 2 as a future step,certainly not a 
complete answer; but some step in the direction of solving this con~ 
tinuing conflict between Treasurf, and Justice. 

The idev, of the "lead agency' was at least a partial step in the 
direction and solution of that problem, certainly by no means an ideal 
solution. I personally would have preferred and still prefer the idea 
o~ pu~ting it all under one tent, but at least it was a step in the right 
ehrect~on. 

Senator NUNN. You are saying things weren't so glowing ancl1'osy 
then; that there was a tremendous amount or infightll1(J'~ 

Mr. EURLlOH1rfAN. StIll have. I can wen remember 'George Shultz 
when he was at the White House, struggling with these problems and 
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then when it got to Treasury, all of a sudden becoming an advocate 
of the Treasury position. I made a mental note of the fact that it 
isn't very 10nO' before these fellows marry the natives, once they go 
out into the d~artments. 

Senator NUNN. :Mr. Ehrliahman, you say in your statement, and I 
quote, "The Feds went in the street enforcement partly in response to 
the obvious political mileage to be gained." 

vVe have already explored that to some degree, but we still have an 
awful lot of DEA. manpower and money spent in the street. Do you 
think that looking back on it, that politics was working in the interest 
of good government or do you think the two were divorced? In other 
words, were we pursuing political objectives that were not necessarily 
in the best interest of the law enforcement? 

:Mr. EI-IRLICHlIfAN. I don't know. I think they were probably going 
in the same direction in a sense. I don't know how good this Federal 
effort has been at the street. Apparently, not very good from just what 
I read; but neither has the State and local effort been very good at 
that level. It is kind of like spooning out the ocean, I guess. I am not 
sure anybody can make a success of it at that level. 

Senator NUNN. ",Vas any fear expressed at that time that we might 
be going into a so-called national police force when we got the Federal 
Government involved at the street level? 

:Mr. EHRLICHMAN. Not that I recall. 
Senator NUNN. You didn't have any particular fear along that line? 
:Mr. EHRLIOHlIIAN. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. John Ingersoll, head of BNDD when ODALE was 

created, has told the staff he was not consulted on the creation. Do you 
want to comment on that? 

:Mr. EHRLIOHlIIAN. I don't recall whether he was or not. t would 
not be surprised if he had not been. He didn't enjoy the President's 
confidence, particularly in the latter stages of his tenure. 

Senator NUNN. Whose tenure, :Mr. Ingersoll's? 
Mr. ElmrJICIUrAN. Sir? 
Senator NUNN. :Mr. Ingersoll's tenurc ~ 
MI'. EHRLICHMAN. Yes, sir. 
Scnator NUNN. What about :Mr. Acree, who was the Director of 

Customs, do you recall whether he was consulted? 
:Mr. EHRLICHMAN. No. I don't know. Ordinarily the guestion of 

who would be consulted would have been Mr. Krogh's deCIsion in the 
White House. 

Senator NUNN. Perhaps :Mr. Krogh would respond to that par
ticular question. 

Mr. KROGH. They werB not consulted. ·W ould yon like me to sit at 
the table? 

Senator NUNN. If you would, on this particular question. 
l\f~. KR~GII. In 197~, 'yhen OD/iliE was recommended, ~ had a 

meetlllg WIth l\fr. Klemchenst. TIns was before I had met WIth Mr. 
Ingersoll about it; explained what he tried to ao 01' what he wanted 
to do with the Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforeement given the time. 

He. :felt there was some reservations about it. ",Ve felt that the analy
sis that had been done by Mr. A.mbI'os~ at the time, which I had 
alluded to in my testimony, justified its creation and we went fonvard 
with it at that time. . 
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I think that the feelings had been very strong, personal feelings at 
least as I was privy to them between :Mr. Ambrose and :Mr. Ingersoll 
and that we did not feei that consulting :Mr. Ingersoll at this point 
would have been useful. 

It was my decision at that time not to consult him beforehand in 
the creation of the Office of Drug Abuse and Law Enforcement and 
did not do so. 

Senator N UNN. Thank YOll. 
J\lIr. Ehrlichman, on page 4 of your statement, you made the dis

turbing observation that: 
It is apparent to me that the personnel attracted to the administration of 

Federal narcotics enforcement programs were not of the same quality as the 
people who were or could be recruited to activities of equal importance in other 
domestic subject areas, 

It has always seemed to me that Federal drug enforcement pro
grams have had some serious drawbacks, but that many of the incli
viduals serving in DEA, BNDD, or the Customs Service have had 
lllluslHLlly high quality and dedication. 

Upon what facts do you base this observation? 
:Mr. EIIRLrcH~L\N. :Mr. Chairman, it is just an impression. I cer

tainly wouldn't want to specify individuals or cite examples that 
would lead to the designation of individuals, but I felt that you ought 
to have just my sort of basic subjective impression; that we are not 
attracting the highest quality of people to this effort that the Federal 
Government is entitled to attract. r At this point, Senator Percy entered the hearing roolll.] . 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Krogh, that is all I had on that. I lllIght want 
to call you back. 

Senator Percy? 
Senator PERCY. :Mr. Ehrlichman, I certainly welcome you today. 
I am sure that you have been asked many detailed questions. If 

this question has been put to you, I will read the record on it. 
~\l'Cc we working on an impossible situation in the drug treatment 

and enforcement field? Is it true that no matter how effective these 
programs are, the problems and individual frustrations in our society 
are' at such a high level that people feel a need for some relief or 
eSC[Lpe ~ I>erhaps we have to go back to solve some of the cOlllltry's 
social problems. 

Drug abuse seems to be most prevalent among the young and the 
olel. The old are seemingly left out of society and put on a shelf. They 
Jive much longer but they are retiring earlier and they have a sense of 
frustration at having nothing to do. Young people also have [L great 
sense of frustration. Certainly a high level of nnemployment, like the. 
40-percent rate in E!1st At. Louis, among young blacks. causes idlcmess 
and idleness creates problems. It leads to crime and also drug abuse. 
One feeds on the other in a sense. 

'Would you conclude that maybe tllis issue is bigger than just treat
ment and law enforcement, and that we also have to look at the entire 
problem, including its causes, in order to effectively grapple with it ~ 

:Mr. EHIUJICII~fAN'. Senator. I would ag1'ee in part WIth what ~ron 
said. In the years since I have been out of Govel'nment, having- in mind 
all the conversations that I heard in Government, I watched w.ith in
terest what is really going on out there in tIle country. 
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"Believe me, the Federal Government is behind the power curve on 
:'this subject by miles and miles. It is not a simple matter of interdict
ing at the borders, it is not the simple matter of knocking over the 
.big dealers, and that kind of thing. 

There is a magnetic field that exists. There is an enormous demand 
out there for narcotics. People are using it. They are getting it, and 
they are going to get it. I don't care if we get the very best people in 
the Nation in the narcotics effort, I just have a hunch we are never 
goin 0' to catch up. 

Ithas just gotten way beyond the capacity of the Federal Govern
ment to deal with. The stuff is out there; people are using it; they 
-are enjoying it. It isn't good fo1' them. They lmow that, but they 
want it and they are going to have it. It is a question of supply and 
demand. 

As long as we have open borders in this country, which essentially 
we do, the stuff is going to come in and the people are going to use it. 

'Why is :vet another subject; one that I am c<.>rtainly not equipped 
to advise this committee on, but I think it is a healthy thing for the 
committpc not to kid itself 011 this subject. . 

,Ve can consolidate, we can reorg-anize, we· can budget and you can 
put np a lot of money. You can hh'e a lot more agents and put them 
ont there. It is going to be marginal. You arc g-oing to affect maybe 25 
pel'cpnt. something of that kind, I would guess, and the other 75 per
cent is j Ufit going to go along. 

I think tht'l'e is a genuine question of hypocrisy in all of this, as to 
wheth<.>r the Federal Government. the l)('ople 11l the Federal Goyern
mpnt arp]l't just kidding themsehres and kidding the people when 
they say ,y(> ha\'e mounted a massive war on narcotics ,,,hen they I010w 
clal'l1t'c1 well that the massive war that they luwe mounted on narcotics 
is only going to be effective at the margins. 

H thry don't know it, they ought to know it. Maybe we can use the 
1ll0ll(lV bt'ttrr some other way. 

8£'liator Xrxx. Yon are 110t snp:gesting' we drop the efforts against 
(hugs, h.nt yon are ~aying :"e 011p:ht to !laVe more realistic goals and 
eXJ)reta tJOI1!'l ancl bp rl'nnk w1th thp AmerIcan pt'ople ~ 

:Ml'. EHRLIC'InrAX. Yes; I think there is a lot of self-delusion to the 
F('<1(,l'al anproach to narcoti('s~ Maybe it is a repr(>sentative delusion 
that 1S refl('('tivp of the sort of d<.>lusion among people generally in this 
country 01' maybt' it is just that. I hayc 8\'(>n an nspect of what'is going 
011 ont in th(> {'onntl'Y that is distortt'd :in some way, 

I am 110t prt'pal'ed to say, l)l~t I do knoy. nUtt thpre is a wide gap 
h(>twern what I thought was g0111g on wh<.>n I waS 11er(>' in goVeTIlmellt 
111lrl what I 1'e(> going on ont th<.>re in the real country. That is not lim
it(>cl to nareotics, I might say. 

8t'11n.tOl' PERCY. Nmy tluit you arC' out or govel'l1m(>nt, YOl} say you 
ha\'r b(lrll h(>al'in!.!,' diff<'>],C'llt CO])C('l'l1S than what YOU 'heard b('for('. 
TOlll'111ft fwhools for the Bic(mtenn:ial, I have, talkecl to around 35,000 
hir.rh school stlld('nts in the last. couple of months. 

A "ftrr I mn.ke a conple of c0111ments, I moY(', to a haH hour or 45 
minnteR of <]nt'Rtions. . . . 

;\ t ('ach 8('1\001 eitbrr tl1(~ first or second <}u(>stion is about dt'cl'im
l11nlizing marihuana. In the point or 'dew of. these stuclqnts, society 
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is hypocritical in condemning the use of marihlmna while pe:r:mitting 
the virtually unrestricted use of n,lcoholic beveraO'e8 and cigarettes. 
All scientific studies have shown that cigarette smo~ing is highly dan
gerous and that alcohol is responsible for widespread misery alld suf-
fering as well as thousands of traffic deaths annually. . 

At. the same time, it is very difficult for us to prove the effects of 
marihuana use. Possibly we haven't had a long enough experience with 
it. And, yet) the possession or use of marilulU.na constitllte violation of 
Fecleral law. A significant portion of the Federal law enrorcement 
('ffort involves chasing young people for alleged marihuana law 
violations. 

1Yhat would your advice be now that you have been out of govern
ment for a while; what should the Federal effort be; should we lessen 
onr effort in the marihuana area, and what should be our approach to 
legislation in this area ~ 

Mr. EHRLICIll\fAN. On marihuana, Senator, I would be for local 
option. I think that it is the most difficult thing to legislate nationally 
and probably the easiest thing to handle on a local option basis . 

• Tust like prohibition has been handled in a way. I don't see any 
l'('ason why it can~t be broken down State by State or county by cOlmty. 

I think if you try to put some kind of national Federal policy on 
marihuana, you. are going to end up with some of the regions that are 
highly localized situations in strong disagreement with whatever you 
do: ~':ou have a highly disparate public opinion on this. 

Spl1ator PERCY. Certainly the amount of man-hours and law en
fOl'ceme,nt going into marihuana law enforcement is tremendous. It in-
1"01\,(,5 1111l1drpds of thonsalHls of arrests at all1evels of government. 

Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we could recall Mr. Krogh and ask if 
he. could give us his judgment on the question of marihuana and any 
ad \ri('e he might ha VB for the Congress in this regard ~ 

Spnat.or NUNN. :Mr. Krogh 1 
1'[1'. KUOGII. Senator Pei·c,Y. I know that in 1970, ,,,hen we submitted 

tIl('. Controll£'d Dang£'l'ons Su\)stancps Act, one of our first acts was to 
1'Nlure the criminality attaching to possession of marihuana from a 
felonv to a misdemeanor. 

I think there was a moy(' at that time, a feeling that it was not the 
kind of offense that should 1'ecei\'o the same kind of focus that) let's 
:::n.v, PO~s('ssion of heroin, traffic in heroin should receive. 

r think, cOnSe(lUent1.v~ following that decision there was relatively 
l(lSi> time spent by the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drug'S ana 
tlw Bureau of Customs on marihuana offenses than on herom and 
('Maine. 

That. was a sppcific policy directive I kno'i\T that did flow from the 
White House during that 2-ypar period. In terms of what should be 
c10l1(l. today, I would support decdminalization in a number of the 
~tates~thp'y have in California, and other places-not necessm:ily 
lpga1ization at this point. The two are distinct because they are not at 
nil certain--

Senator PERCY. Your preition is that you favor decriminalization 
Imt still want possession to be a noncriminal offense ~ 

Ml'.l{ROGH. Yes, sir. 
Senator PERCY. Not legalize it ~ 
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Mr. KROGH. Not legalize it. 
Senator PERCY. Something like a stiff traffic ticket? 
Mr. KROGH. No more than that. 
Senator PERCY. So you say that we should not put the stamp of ap

proval of society on marihuana use but that we should lessen the severe' 
penalty sometimes attached to its possession or use. It certainly is 
very hard to justify labeling individuals as criminals for that Id.nd 
()f activity. 

Of course, I wouldn:t encourage marihuana use for any~ne. I cer
tainly wouldn't want to. On the other hand, to stand there wlth a mar
tini ill one hand, a cigarette in the other, and mora1ize about marihuana 
seems to me the height of hypocrisv. 

Senator NUNN. It must be an··interesting speech you are making 
before the high schools. 

Senator PERCY. Yes. As a matter of fact, I did use that once. I have 
one last question I would like to ask. 

Senator NUNN. Let me ask this on this point on tIl(> decriminalization 
that Mr. Krog-h offers and the local options ::'Ifr. Ehrlichman offers. 
There is nothing incompatible with them, is there ~ 

Mr. KROGH. No. 
Senator NUNN. You could decriminalize. theoretically, at the .Fed· 

erallevel but leave it up to the local level if they wanted to make it a 
criminal or civil offense; you could leave it up to the local option. You 
are not talking about mutually exclusive ideas, are yon ~ 

Mr. EHRLICII1tr.AN. I wonder whether the Federal Government be
longs in this subject at aU 1 It certain.1y soaks up a tremendous amount 
of the law enforcement resource. I tlunk vou might want to take a look 
at the question of whether it can be left to 'the States. 

I am sure in Georgia there would be one point of view, and there 
might be quite another in Illinois. I know that when the Commission 
came in with its report, Ray Shafer and that Marihuana Commission 
came in with its report, I saw for the first time how difficult it is for 
a Federal officeholder to deal with that problem. 

It bC'came a sort of lowest common denominator kind of problem 
for a Federal decisionmaker and he tends to-whatever result you 
come to-tends to be distorted by tll<:' fact that you are looking at the 
most difficult arras of the country from a political standpoint, and 
you tend to go along with them, even though it works a terriffic hard
ship in the other parts of the country and the people in that part of the 
country really don't want it. 

I wonder whether it is really a Federal problem or whether it is not 
1110re le.dtimately and correctly le.ft for local decision. 

Mr. KROGH. I would support that. In the State of Oalifornia, a bill 
was enacted last ,June which did decriminalize possession of mari
huana following the State of Oregon and Michigan. 

I think incarcerating voung people for marihuana offenses in waxi
mum security facilitie's 'by itself is a criminal offense. I think: it is 
wrong. 

Senator. PERCY. I think that statement is very helpful. The last 
question I have relates to your opinion of the management of the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Dru~s and the Custom~ Bureau 
during your tenure as assistant to the PreSi{lent. 
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Can you give us a management evaluation of those agencies ~ , , 
Mr, EnnLIclDIAX, I am incompetent to respond to that, I tlunk, 111 

any sort of current terms, Anything that I might say would attach 
to people who are long gone. ", 

It doesn't seem to me that that would be partIcularly rau'. I cant say 
how they are beinO' managed now. I think you will want to pay close 
attention to your General Accounting Ofti.ce report, which I think is 
the best information that I have seen on the subject as to the current 
situation. 

Sena.tor PERCY. Thank you very much. "'\Ye appreciate both Mr. 
Krogh's and your testimollV tIlls morning. 

Seilator N;JNN. I don't have any other questions. Do you have any 
other thoughts you want to share with us this morning on the subjects 
that have been raised ~ I don't want to cut you off. 

Mr, EIIRLICII:M:.AN. No. 
Senator NUNN. M~ .. Krogh ~ 
If you have any additional comments as we proceed through the.se 

hearings, I want you to- know tll(~ record will be open and we WIll 
welcome those comments. 

Tomorrow morning, we will have Mr. Roy Ash, former Chairman, 
President Nixon's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, and 
former Director of the Office of OMB. 

\Ve will also have a witness offering a different perspective alto
gether on this problem-Mr. Eugene Rossidcs, former Assistant Secre
tary of the Treasury for Enforcement, at 9 :30 in this room. 

Mr. FELD:HAN. Mr. Chairman, just one housekeeping detail. I would 
like to offer as an exhibit to our April 5 executive session on guaranteed 
student loan an hwestigative folcler and have that entered as exhibit 
If o. 36 to that hearing. 

Senator NU~N. Is there objection ~ 
"'\Vithout objection, it will be entered in the record. 
[The document referred to was markecl "Exhibit No. 36" for ref

erence and is retained in the confidential files oJ the subcommittee.] 
[Whereupon, at 11 :30 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reCOllYene 

at H :30 a.m., \Vednesday, July 28,1976.] 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: SClUttors 

NUllll and Percy.] 
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1976 

U.S. SENATE, 
PERl\IA~"""ENT SunCOl\fl\IlTl'EE ON INVES1."IGA'.rIONS 

OF 'l'HE COl\fl\UTTEE ON GOYERNMEN'l' OPERA1."IONS, 
Wa8hington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., in 1'00111 3302, Dirksen Senate 
Office Building, uncleI' authority of section 5, Senate Resolution 363, 
agreed to March 1, 19'76, Hon. Sam Nunn presiding. 

Members of the subcommittee present: Senator Sam Nmm, Demo
crat, Georgia. 

:Members of the professional staff present: Howard J. Feldman, 
chief cOlllsel; F. Keith Adkinson, assistant counsel; William B. Gal
linaro, investigator; Stuart :M. Statler, chief counsel to the minority; 
Robert Sloan, special counsel to the minority; and Ruth Y. ·Watt, 
chief clerk. 

Senator NUN:Y [prcsiding]. The committee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of reconvening: 

Senator Nunn.] 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U,S. SENA'l'E, 
C01>n.nTTEE ON GOVERN1>IENT OPERATIONS, 

SENATE PF.JurANENT SUBOOM1>UTTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 
lVash-innton, D.O. 

PurRuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Sub· 
<'olllmittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations, per· 
mission is hereby granted for the Chairman, 01' any member of the Subcommittee 
Uf; designated by the Chairman, to conduct hearings in public session, without 
a quorum of two members for administration of oaths and taking of testimony 
in connection with Drug Enforcement Administration on Wednesday, July 28, 
1976. 

SAM NUNN, 
Acting Ohairman. 

CHART,ES H. PERCY, 
Ranle'inn Minority Membcl·. 

Senator NUNN. Our first witness this morning, as we continue the 
subcommittee's hearing and investigation into the background of the 
present DEA and how it was brought about, is a man who did head 
up one of the most important agenCIes in the Federal Government, the 
Office of Management and Budget. 

From 1969 to 19'71, Roy L. Ash was Chairman of President Nixon's 
Advisory Council on Executive Organization, which became known 
as the Ash Council. Prior to holding that position, Roy Ash was prcsi
dent of Litton Industries, of which he was cofounder. 

In 19'72, Ash was appointed Director of the Office of Management 
3,n(l BUdget. In this capacity, he became actively involved in the de-

(809) 
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velopment and implementation of the concept of a unified drug en
forcement agency-the DEA. 

Roy Ash had a lot to do with Reorganization Plan No.2, and he 
will teU us this morning about how that plan came about and why 
some of the problems that were supposedly going to be solved by that 
plan perhaps ha;ve not bean solved to this date. 

Mr. Ash, we will be delighted to hear from you. Then we will have 
questions for you. 

'Ve have been swearing in all the witnesses. We do that, as a matter 
of custom. 

Please stand and raise your right hand. Do you swear that the testi
mony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth, so help you God ~ 

Mr. ASH. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF ROY L. ASH, FORI VIER CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT 
NIXON'S ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EXECUTIVE ORGA1UZATION, 
AND FOR]IER DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF MAUAGEME11T AND 
BUDGET 

Mr. ASH. Thank you very much, :i\fr. Chairman. Since my com
ments might vary in some small degree from my previously written 
statement, I would prefer to make the statement as I have here pre
pared it. It 'Irill be about 8 minutes, if that is OK. 

Renator NmTN. That will be fine. 
Mr. ASH. Uutil this country can demonstrate substantial progress in 

rcducing drug abuse, governmental activities designed to do so de
selTe .colltinued high level attention, such as being given by this 
commIttee. 

I first became involved in Federal efforts to deal with drug abuse as 
a member of the President's Advisory COlIDCil on Executive .Organiza
tion. That six-member Council from outside of Government was 
established by the President in 1069 to evaluate and make recom
menclations to improve the organizational structure and functioning 
of the executive branch. 

Dnl'ing the courSe of its work, and while working on a study of how 
the Government should be organized to deal with organized crime, 
the Council was asked by the President's office to look into a then 
c1cy(~loping dispute between the Treasury and .Tustice Departments 
rOllrernin!.!; the oyerseas intelligence gathering functions related to 
ell'l1 g traffic. 

The first reaction of the Council, as stated publicly at the time bv 
Andrew Rouse, its deputy executive director, was that the COllncil 
'Iwonldn't have in lmi.llion years put it (the interagency dispute) on 
its list of priorities. * ~~ * This overseas probl('m in the narcotics area 
is a problem which has occupied snrcessive Attorneys G(',neral and 
Recl'('taries of Treasmy, successiye chiefs of the Bureau of Na'rcotic~ 
nnc'- Bureau of: Customs, God knows how many untold man-years of 
hm'e!1w'l'ftcy time in waging a jurisdictional battle," But it was a 
current problem, and It growing one, so the Council stepped in. 

'W (' met with top executives and staff members of the Departments; 
its own staff (',oncludecl extensive interviews in the United States and 
abroad. The Council deliberated the matter at length. 
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It concluded that the Justice Department, through the BNDD, 
should have the sale responsibility for overseas intelligence gathering 
regarding drug traffic and recommended that to the President. The 
President agreed and so directed the agencies. 

·V\Thile considering the :narrower issue of overseas drug intelligence, 
the Council concluded that it would be even more productive to look 
into the broader ramifications of the executive branch organization 
to deal with drug abuse problems. 

It initiated that broader study, engaged in extensive interviews amI 
deliberation, and made its recommendations to the President in mid-
197'0. 

The Council's conclusions and recommendations were: 
1. Enforcement programs designed to reduce drug supply requ~re 

a different kind of "mentality," and thus management leaderslllp, 
than do research, education, and treatment progra}ns ~esigned to re
duce demand. Thus the two should be looked at qUIte dIfferently. 

2. ,Ve l'ecommendeci that the enforcement functions shouici be con
sidered further by the Office of Management and Budget, giving spe
cial attention to the long-l'ange irnplicn.tions of co locating investign.
tive and prosecutol'Y functions in the .Tustice Depn.rtment, abont which 
the Council had some reservations. 

3. The governmental responsibilities for drug research, education, 
and treatment should be consolidated in a new administration within 
BEvY and as a part of the Public Health Service. The Special .. A.ction 
Office for Drng Abuse Prevention, and later the present National In
stitute on Drug Abuse ensued. 

Then, in 1973, while Director of OMB, I again became involved in 
the Government problems of dealing with drug abuse. By then, not 
only had the interdepartmental dispute over foreign drug int.elligence 
become revived, but further and more significant disputes arose be
tween Justice and Treasury regarcling drug interdiction and enforce
ment in general. 

The President designateci 111e Chairman of an interdepartmental 
group, including the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney Gen
eral, and I, and my staff, again stepped in to resolve the issues. A 
major factfinc1ing and analysis effort was undertaken. All interested 
parties were interviewed and carefully listened to; I pn.rticipated in a 
number of these discussions personally and especially ,vas involved in 
C'onsidering the alternate solutions possible and the one finally reC0111-
mended to the President. 

I observed strong personal feelings of the disputants and had some 
difficulty in developing objective facts and engaging in objective 
l't1asoning with thOSl~ involved. That was also true in discussing the 
matter with interested congressional personnel. 

Tho, basic pl'ol?lem wac; that the growing jurisdictional disputes 
l'l'gardl11g Opl'i'ntmg' lllatt('l'S were thl'eat('nino' the effectiveness of 
drug abuse enfOl'('eli1(~nt. Under the then ol'!rtm~atjonal al'ranO'cmcllt 
l ' Il 1 l/;'· t", ( Isputes COll ( on Y JO resolyccl at the PresIdentml level· that if; the 

( "'1 t 't" 1 " r~llS oms pOSllon W!lS genera ly SUppol't('d by the Secretary of the 
Il'MSnry and t~le BN DJ;) one by the Attorney Gene~·fl;1. 
. ThuR only the Pr(,sl~lent could. resolve the d~ffel'ence.s, yet they 

"('re .oft~n nt the detmlNl operatll1g level. ObvlOusly, that is bad 
Ol'gu,lllzatlOn. 
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I still believe Reorganization Plan No.2 was the best possible solu
tion to the organizational problems, yet I understand there are still 
deficiencies in dealing with drug abuse enforcement. 

That was a response to those problems as the best possible solution, 
yet I understand there are still some criticisms of drug abuse enforce
lUC'nt as it is carried out today. 

",VhHe I do not have current knowledge concerning these criticisms 
or any deficieI~cies, my own observations regarding earlier deficiencies 
in DEA performance may be relevant. Basically, they were ones of 
management, not organization. Pl'opel' organizational structures don't 
assure good management, but they are essential in making effective 
management possible. 

In i973 and into 1974, DEA needed a more completely thought 
through strategy for enforcement, as I saw it then. The questions that 
were then being posed to the DE-A.. were: How is the intelligence 
function to be coupled to the interdiction one ~ vVhat enforcement 
techniques payoff the best; the systems approach, street trafficking 
control, or othed Overseas, at the border or inland ~ Are resources
they are always limited-deployed to fit stratcgies~ 

",Vhat are the best arrangements for relating to local law enforce
ment agencies ~ ",Yhat are the operationnl agreements by which DEA 
can effectively work with INS, the FBI, Customs, and other govern
mental offices"having related functions~ 

In fact, what constitutes success for the total effort, and how can it 
best be measured ~ By that time we were concerned that the measure
ment solely by seizures and arrests was far from the best possible way 
to measure and determine success. 

From a management point of view, DEA, in its early years, had 
substantial room to improve its information gathering and flow, the 
development of strategies, the responses to the questions such as the 
'ones I have jnst indicated, the evaluation of programs and feedback 
{!ontrol so as to manage toward stated goals and objectives. 

I understand there have been substantia'! improvements since I last 
knew of the problems. To the extent DEA still faNs short of achieving 
the goa]::: set forth, my own view wonld be to work further on manage
ment factors. 

The organizational arrangements are the right and workable ones, 
I bC'lieve. In fact, so long as the reorganization plan is stiH considered 
an open matter, the longer uncertainty and potential for conflict in
terfere with drug abuse enforcement. 

X ow is tIm time, once and for all, to state unequivocally that the 
organizational [ll'mngement is decided; let's get on wjth management 
im provement. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The Htatement ()f Mark klger follows:] 

ST.A!l'EMEN'l' OF MAliK ALOlm 

nACJ(lllloUND OF IlEOIIGANIZA'l'ION PLAN 2, 1073 

During the early 1070's, two agenCies were each independently responsible for 
interdicting the narcotics traffic which had become a major problem to the 
United States by that time. The Burean of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
(BNDD) in Justice, created in 1008 by a merger of staff and functions of the 
Federal Burean of Narcotics (FBN) (1'reasury) and the Bureau of DangC'l'ous 
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Drugs was responsible for enforcement of narcotics and dangerous drug laws at 
whatever point in the narcotics traffic it was possible to make a case. Oustoms 
in Treasury had the responsibility of precluding the smuggling into the United 
States of contra!Jand and so was also legitimately concerned with seeking out 
and invc:;tigating the drug traffic. 

As the :t1ow of ])eroin and cocaine increased, so did the attention of the admin
istration. A Cabinet Committee on International Narcotics Oontrol was created 
in recognition of the foreign origin of hard narcotics and was designed to 
coordinate policies for action by U.S. agencies to stop the flow of narcotics into 
this country. The Committee was chaired by the Secretary of State ancl his 
Special Assistant on International Narcotics matters spearheaded the formula
tion of narcotics action plans !Jy embassies in both producing and transiting 
countries. An important fearureof these plans was enlistment of the coopera
tion of the enforcement resources of the host country and the augmentation, 
where feasible, of those resources through the provision of training and equip
ment. The intensified overseas involvement recognized that it was easier to in
ter'dict the flow of narcotics if action was taken as close as possible to the 
Iloint of origin. The further from the country of origin action is taken, the 
greater is the choice of routes and means of concealment available to the trnf
ticker and hence the more difficult is the investigative problem. To carry out the 
intensified efforts against the narcotics traffic, budget requests by both BNDD 
a1ld Customs were sharply escalated and the Oongress provided increas('(l 
approll.riations. After the first year or two of major increases, it became uppar
ent to the eXllmining staff in the Office of Management and Budget (Ol\1B) 
that the tripling and quadrupling of resources of both BNDD and Oustoms was 
resulting in increasi1lg marginal performance, diffiCUlties in training and absorb
ing new manpower, and, more'significantly, it greater conflict Jetween the two 
agencie>l. 

1'he narcotics effort is essentially conducted by undercover operations. Con
tacts and inforIllers are cal'efully guarded by agents and communication with 
respect to operations are held to a minimUlll to avoicl compromising the case and 
to minimize the risk to the agents' life. It was 110t surprising that with addi
tional resources in the fleld, witll BNDD ancl Customs euch operating on the 
same turf, that conflicts would ariSe. This was particularly so as Customs sought 
to e~'Pand its operations beyond the border and behind the !JordeI' to gain intel
ligeIlC'e on route!;, lll('UnS of concealment and timing of shipments in oreler to 
be more effective in discovering smuggle(l narcotics, BNDD's reSources enablecl 
it to follow more amI more cuses from points abroad, across the border am} to 
major domestic distributors. 

(;ompetition for recognition of effectiveness in "making cases," attenc1(lnt lU('
ella coverage, anc1 favor with the administration and the Congress llad become 
perva!:live and counter proc1uctive. Reports were rife of compromiseel evlc1ence, 
kitlllallping of stJ!:IpectH, shoot-outs between agents, anel a cowplete lack of co
ordination in spite of the existence on the books of a Presic1ential directive 
iclentifylng the Attorney General as the coordinator and c1irectol' of what was 
to bave been a unified "war on narcotics." In part, the conf1ict was lUerely the 
intensification of a long-existing problem which had been present between the 
old FBN when it was in 1'reasury and Customs in which the same prolJlem of 
different methodologies escalated differences to the Secretary j now they were 
e~c[tlated to the WItite I-lOUse. 

Cm;tollls shures with the Immigl'ation and Naturalization Service (IXS) 1'('
sponsibility 'for the integrity of our borders. While Customs operates to levy 
import duties and insure that only properly taxed and admissible goods enter 
the United State!;', INS is concerned with the legal admission 'of l)eople to the 
'C.S., and the exclusion of those whose admission is illegal. People carry nar
cotics, and llEmce, tIle resources of INS were nlso enlisted in tile narcotics battle. 
Of pl'in1!ll'iIy concern to INS was tIle l\I('xican border where INS's border jlutl'ol 
Imll lell It long anll historic mission of regulation. In the curly 1970's the border 
had not aSRum('d the signifieance to the llard nal'cotlcs trafIlc it later was to 
become, but it did represent aU attractive avenue for the trunsit of goods by 
Will' of South AmerIca and Mexico. While I~'S's authority with respect to nar
cotics was inferior to Customs, the personnel represented a valuable asset to the 
~ontrol efforts, In fact, in lUallY !JordeI' stations, INS inspectors and Cm;jtoms 
lllspectOl's were IlPrforwing N1('11 otherI'! jobs from time to time ullder a cross 
clepntlzll tion arrangement. The sel'\'ice, itke BXDD, is 1\ part of the Justice 
DepnrtJl)(,llt. 
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A fourth· element entered the picture early in 1972 with the creation of the 
Office fol' Drug Ab'use,Law Enforcement (ODALE), which provided, high visi
bility to the enforcemellt effort iuan 'el~tion year, but which also was designed 
to serve a'real purpose in mobilizing 'On a cooperative basis other Federul re
sources in the attaclt on narcotics trafficking together with those. local jurisdic
tions whose enforcement personnel were above suspicion. The entire task force 
concept, headed frequently by an investigating prosecutor, working up the nar
cotics distribution chain from the street pusher to the networlt head with the 
aid of a grand jury, immunity to smull time operators and the use of income tax 
returns, with inputs from the FBI, Postal Service, and others, was an interest
ing and sometimes effective way of handling cases. 

During the late winter or early spring 'Of 1972 after a meeting of the Oabinet 
Oommittee on International Narcotics Oontrol, the President agreed to the 
Secretary of the Treasury's urgent pleading for permission to locate 25 Oustoms 
agents abroad for the purpose of gathering information undercover and in co
operation with foreign pOlice and customs services. The reason offered by the 
Secretary was to enhance Customs ability to deal with smuggled narcotics. 
Similar budget requests for up to 75 or so agents had been rejected on at least 
two previous occasions because the function would completely duplicate the 
information gathering mission already being performed by BNDD, but, according 
to Treasury, with no feedback to Customs. 

The intelligence problem had been ~earlier recognizeel as being a weakness 
in efforts to control the narcotics trafficking. The intelligence efforts of BNDD 
were largely directed to individual cases abroad, agents were relatively few, 
and the resources oj~ foreign countries either of origin or transit were meager. 
There were no trained intelligence agents per se in BNDD and little, if allY, as
sessment and collation 'Of material reported back to headquarters. To fill this 
void and to utilize a service in being, the Cabinet Committee requested the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency to expand its miss~on to include narcotics intelligence, 
an assignment the Agency reluctantly accepted. 

In light of the prospect of another Federal enforcement agency operating 
abroad in both narcotics investigations and intelligence, the Central Intelli
gence Agency's recent entrance into narcotics intelligence, and the reports being 
rcceived on the difficulties of developing an alternative to the Turkish opium 
crop (a commitment made when the U.S. persuaded Turkey to agree to abandon 
poppy cultivation), the Executive Secretary of the Oabinet Oommittee urged 
that a team from the Executive Office visit some of the countries involved in 
the then drug problem and come back with an assessment. 

In June of 1972, a team consisting of a member of Mr. Krogh's staff, the 
Chief of the General Government Division of OMB and the Assistant Chief 
(Intelligence Community) of the International Division visited France, Germany, 
Turltey and Italy. Am'bassadors to France and Italy and the Acting Chief 
of Mission in Turlrey were interviewed. Theil' narcotics control plans were gone 
over with the narcotics control officer. Problems were discussed with CIA and 
BNDD perSonnel at allstatiolls. The l!'rench control effort was discusseel with 
the head of the French narcotics squad and his efforts, together with f:ll'Ose of 
French Oustoms, against the laboratories of Marseilles were reviewed. The 
team tall;:eel with U.S. Customs personnel in Pluis a1lCl Munich. The head of the 
Army's narcotics effort in :Munich was consulted as well as the science attache 
in Paris who had been involved in assisting the French ill their laboratory 
investigations. 

The Ohiefs of ~Iissron were unanimous in OPPOsing the presence of another 
U.S. agency in the intelligence and investigatoy area. They cited the allditionnl 
problems of coorllination of the narcotics efforts which was already most time 
consmning. Increased dillicultles with host countries were also raised. The 
Clliefs of l\Iission also said that what was really needed was a more rati'ol1al 
structuring of the nation's narcotics efforts, and an effective narcotics intelli
gence system. They viewed tbe OIA involvement (as dill CIA) to be tt·ansitory. 

As an immedillte outgrowth of the trill, the Oilice of National Narcotics IntellI
gence was established, llesil:,'11ed to receive intelligence reports from all sources 
abroad. It wns to analyze them and distribute pertinent information to en
forcement agencies in this cOllntry. 'l'he function was to be analysis anel c1iH
semination, not operations. Working' with the State Dellartment, an agreement 
was reached concerning the role to be lJerformed by the Customs llersonnel 
postell abroad. The agreement incorporltte<1 an understanding-of their relntionll 
with Ambassadors as wcll as their l'elatiolls with the rest of the narcotics team. 
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It was recognized, however, that the basic problem with Which the executive 
brunch was faced was that the narcoUcs effort of the country was badly frac
tionated; that two principal agencies, Oustoms and BNDD, had essentially the 
saJl1,e mission; that variOus administrative devices to coordinate their efforts 
were crutches at best; that ODALE was beginning to lose the support of it::; 
"cooperating" memuers j and that the fir::;t few months of ONNI were not too 
pl'omising. 

Early in 1973, the President, disturbed uy continued reports of confusiou. an(l 
cOllilict in tll(' narcotics effort, appointed a committee of his advisers to review 
the situation and to recommend how the effort might better be organized. The 
President designated the Director of OME as Chairman. Other members were 
the Attorney General, the Secretary of the Treusury, the Director of the Do
mestic Council and ::'III'. Ehrlichmun. The members agreed to appoint a worlting 
gronp to xeview and l1resent alternatives to the principals. The Ollief of the 
General Goyernment Division of O:l\IB was clesignated bY the Director of Ol\IB all 
his representative and as Chairman of the ';\'orldng group. Other members were 
Ed Morgan, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Enforcement; Donald 
Santarelli, Justice Department; and Geoffrey Sheppard, DOlllPStic Oouncil staff. 

The working group considered several alternatives, the principal ones being: 
Do nothing; transfer all respOnsibility for drug enforcement and investigatio)l 
to the It'BI; transfer the over:was functions of BNDD to Customs and restrict 
BNDD to domestic operations ufter narcotics had entered the country; and COll
solidate all drug investigation and enforcemcnt in a new agency in Justice, 
while increasing Oustoms' capability at ports of entry uy transferring INS in
spectors to Customs. 

'l'he first alternative was not deemed practical nor responsive to the situation. 
The second alterlllltive, while presented to the princiDals, found little favor ill 
view of the objections by the FBI. ~'hese objections were that the FBI already 
had a very large llumlJer of laws to enforce und that the invm,tigative tellcniques 
necessary to narcotics operations were not compatible with those used by the 
BUl·cau. 

The third alternative recognized the eflsentiality of providing intelligence Oil 
overspas activities to CUfltoms so that Customs could he more effective in seizing 
contraband at tlle border. It would also have providcd for a certain amount of 
domestic operations by Cm;toms within the continental U.S. as it convoyed Re
lpcted shipments to the primary importer. At that time, or shOrtly thereafter, 
the ca!"e would be turnHl over to BNDD. This generally was favored by the 
1'rl'asury representative and the Secretary~ 

The fourth alternative, which was finally adopted by the President and 
formulated as Reorganization Plan 2, was considered to have as its primary 
adyantagps: 

A mnjor oV(,rseaS effort to interdict shipments lJefore they reache(l U.S. shores 
by working with the police of countries Of origin or transit. It was recognized 
tlJflt. the flll'ther the f'hipment was from its origin, the more difficult it was to 
interdict. Moreover, after entering COI1l111PrCe in the U.H., the task beeame eyen 
more difficult. 

'l'he plan contemplated an unbro]{en agency r('Rpollsillility for inveRtigatloll of 
11 llrvg caRe from point of origin to point of distribution in the U.S. At ports 
of entry, a drug flg'ent would take over the inn~;,tig'ativc reSlJonsiuililies then 
('arrlM out by Custonlf; agents. The Customs inspector, acting on information 
from the drug agency or through his own inl'll(letioll, would continue to p"rforlll 
the sear('h and Reizure fUlH'tioIl. IIowevl'l', dpeisiom; Oil com'oy al'l'Psts and 
subsequent follow-through would be a drug-agellcy decision. 

'l'he consolidation in OURtoms of the Immigration function at ports of entrY 
was dNllgiH'cl to stl'engtlwn tllp OURtOIl1~ inSllPction aetivHy Uwrphy malring IlO:-l
silJle a more intensive set'eening of p('rsons ana contraband ('nt"l:'ring' tIle r.·H. 
It would also <'liminate. the dual system tlutt l)laces the admission of lwrSons into 
the F.S. un<1t'r divided autIlOrit~·. 

By making a Rin~le agen('y l'e!olllOnsible for ('ontro1 of all aspects of narcotics 
and aangl'l'OllH drugs, H(lxibility would h(~ gllinca allowIng 1m ('ufol'ccnlent COIl
tinuity but\Yeell l1e:coin, cocuine and other nat11l'al lllU'('OtiCH, w11i0h nrc illlIlort!4, 
und clomcstically Ilrorluc-ed dangerous <lrugs. We <'ould expect !-hat both of theHe 
kinas of drugs would b(~ handleLl by the same criminul elC'ment, d<'.lll'nding oil 
market d("mant1 anel what might eyolye as a drug of choice. 

]1'1:01ll an organizational point of vipw the plan placetl ill the Justice Dppurt
mcnt u major law enforcement function compatiule with tIle Derlartment's 
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mission, whereas the proposal to maIm Treasury and Customs the prillury 
locus for enforcement of llurcotics luws was ut yuriunce , .... ith the primury 
function of Customs us the ussessor und collector of import duties. Furthermore, 
'l'reasury, the parent ugency, is concerned with financiul matters-banking, 
t'urrency, mODey, supply, tux collection, debt finuncing, etc. Many of these 
functions prop!:.rly iilyolye criminal illvestigations, but they are pursuunt to 
the major tax or revenue mission of the department. There are now two minor 
exceptions to this Ilrinciple of organization-firearms control and the protection 
of the President and certain other persons. 

It was further contemp1atell by the Attorney Generul that he would establish 
a litigative division to supervise the prosecution of drug cuses und thut the 
President would appoint an Assistant Attorney Generul in charge of sueh 
dh'ision. . 

As the record shows, opposition by the INS inspectors union and its parent 
organization cuused thut portion of the plan strengthening Customs by Transfer 
of the INS group to be dropped. Moreover, the drug litigatiye division wus neYer 
creuted in Justice. 

In reviewing the above recollections of the genesis of the plan, the situation 
it was designed to correct, and the results that could logically have been ex
pected, I still belieye that the plan as presented to the Congress was sound und 
the most optimum of the organic structures thut could have been ndopted to 
lIeal with this complex .enforcement problem. If results have not lived up to 
expectations, I do not believe it is because the plan is faulty or that some 
other organizationul arrangement is culled for. Problems of management, tech
niques of operations ancl targets of enforcement are 'all fuctors involved. 

Nor should a drug 'Strategy rely entirely on enforcement to solve the problem. 
Enforcement can only deal with supply. The demand side of the equation is of 
equal importance and the development of an overall plan relating the nation's 
efforts on both the supply and demund s~des of the problem is essential to an 
intelligent allocation of resources and an effective attack 011 the drug problem. 

l\IAUK ALGEU-BAOKGROUND INFORMATION 

:Murk .Alger retired in June 1972 ufter 30 years us a career civil servant in the 
Bureau of We Budget and OMB. This period of service wus interrupted by 16 
months duty as a Supply Corps officer in the Navy during World War II. He 
wus appointed Chief of the General Government Division in the Bureau in 
August 1970 with responsibility for supervising the examining staff concerned 
with buc1get and progmm for, among other agencies, the 'l'reasury and Justice 
Departments. Prior to his assignment to the General Government DiYiSion, he 
was Deputy Chief of tile Humun Resources Division Illl(l had dealt with those 
111'ogrllll1S since 1950. Other positions in the Bureau of the Budget involved GOI'
el'llltlent organization lind the legislative clearance process. He was graduato(l 
from tlll' Ulltversity of MicIligan In 1934 and was on the staff of the l\:Hchlgan 
Municipal Leagne fro111 that time until he CUl1le to the Bureuu of the Budget 
in 1043. 

Since retirement, ~Ir. Alger has joined a consulting firm in Arlington, Yir
giniu, us /1. principal ussoclate. 

'l'he stateillent submittecl llertuining to Reorganization Plan 2 hus been pre
pared without reference to notes or flIes us no papers pertuining to the develop
ment of the VI an were tukcn upon retirement. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Ash. Taking up with that last 
statement where you say so long as Oustoms is encoumged to hold 
on another day, the longer we will see inadequacy in drug abuse 
enforcement. Are you saymg Oustoms has been encomaged to agitate 
for their presence in na1.·cotic enforcement in spite of what Reorgani
zation Plan No.2 says ~ 

Mr. ASH. The observations I have made over the years, I referred 
to them in my prepared statement, were that not each and every 
department approached the problem with objectivity. '1'here were, 
and I suppose not unexpectedly, subjective interests of all the depart
ments involved. I hudlny own observations, found them also to come 
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(lut of the customs department, the Bureau of Customs, but again, 
this was a number of years ago. 

The usual succession of events was that the problem. was resolved, 
resolved tentatively, and then something out of left field, O'enerally 
seemin~ly initiated by Customs, would reopen it again. But:r under
stand that last December an agreement was reached, very detailed, 
and I think a very effective agreement, between DBA and Customs 
that specifies to the satisfaction of both the functions that each will 
have in this very complicated matter of drug enforcement. I would 
hope that that agreement might itself be the answer to the matters 
that I raise. letting liS put to rest. the continuing dispute. 

r didn't lmow when I prepared my statement there even had been 
that agreement. Xow that I have read it and have seen how extensively 
it deals with the kinds of problems I faced earlier, I think I should 
say, let us rest on that agreement and see if we haven't largely, and 
maybe totany, solved the problem. 

Senator NUNX. Is that agreement bet-ween the Attorney General 
and the Secretary of the Treasury ~ 

~Il'. ASH. It 1S signed by DBA and the Bureau of Customs, but 
I wonld presnme that it effectively l'epl'esenb; the views and the posi
tions of the Attorney General and the Secretary of the Treasury and, 
therefore, bin(h; them. It may hu'n out that we can all stand here and 
~ay the low point is now behind us following the signing of that 
agrcement, 

Senator Xt:"NX. I lmow that you are looked on by many, and your 
background reflccts the tremendous capacity you have for manage
lllent decisions, organizational structure, and so forth. 

Assuming that the top people in DEA and the top people in 
Cnstoms, the. Attorney General and the Secretary of the Treasury 
HI'O sinc(,l'e, how (10 yon lwye that kind of agreement implemented 
down at the field ]ev('1 ~ How is it implemented at the working level, the 
horuer, in the intelligence apparatus with thousands and thousands 
of agentH that have had a degree of competition and in some cases 
animosities ~ 

How do YO!l translate that high-level management decision down 
to the operahollal level ~ 

~IL" ~·um. Obviously, agl'e('ments don't enrorce themselves or cause 
their provisions to be followed just because they have been written. 
I think that the wily to cause any agreement reached at a high level 
to be reflected in the actual conduct at a lower level is to build personal 
pmaltv and reward systems around such agr(>('ments. 

In fact, in the agreement, there is the explicit statement that as 
fit'ld personnel carry ont their daily work they will he judged and 
rewarc1('d consist(,llt with their ability to reflect the spirit und the letter 
of the agreement. 

The p('naltY and reward systems in any ol'gani7.ation have to be 
the mcchanislll rOl' gaining i;('sponse, gaining conrormity to stated 
policv. I ·worry sometimes that undue attention to seizul'e-nncl-arrest 
statisti<'s may'-provide the wrong penalty-reward system because it 
bfts enC'Ol11'at!cc1 some Or the very kind or competition that we have 
8('en. 
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If the heads of both agencies-and for that matter, those above 
them who at every opportunity should support that agreement
deal with their own personnel, rewarding those who conform well 
to the spirit and illtent of that agreement, penalizing by one means 
or other those. who don't, that is the only way I know to ejfect response 
in 'a Widespread organization such as both of these are. 

Senator NUNN. Backing up to the so-called Ash Oouncil, I believe 
that you said that you chose to approach the consumer side of the 
problem rather than waging a jurisdictional dispute between BNDD 
and Customs. You tried to avoid that if possible. Would you give us a 
little bit of the background there and tell us when you decided and 
why you decided you had to face that inevitable jurisdictional 
bureaucratic problem ~ 

M:r. ASH. When the President formed his Advisory Council for 
the :m~ecutive Organization, the six members of the council met and 
laid out its modus operandi. Basically, we observed we had a limited 
amount of time. In fact, we wanted to limit our time, yet we wanted 
to be effective. So we began by identifying and concentrating on those 
issues where:in limited tIme and with limitedl'esources we could trnly 
make a difference. 

We analyzed a number of possible areas to employ our energies. We 
listecl those where we thought we could truly make a difference in 
the time and with the resources that we had. The list did not include 
the matter of drug enforcement. Among other reasons, we soon saw 
that it was a hornet's nest, that we could expend all of our energies 
and come out with not only nothing very useful, but would in turn 
take our resources away from other matters that we thought were 
even more important. ' 

And there were and are still other matters even more important 
than that. 

So that is why we put it aside. 'We did work, though, on the matter 
of organized crime. It was a very big issue at that time, not only a 
national policy one, but an issue of organization. 

As we got fUl'tlwl' and further into the organizpc1 crime problem, 
'\ve had a reqnest to d('al with drug enforcement. Then, as we began 
to examin(', the drng pro1Jlr1l1, we sa,,, that proper definition of the 
problem mirrht help c1et(,l'mine the proper solution. 
, 'iVe obsel:vec1 that maybe the problem hadn't been defined correctly, 
that some w(lre defining it larg('ly in terms of enforcement when in . 
fact we should have 1)()cn definin~ it more broadly. There ,vere dis
cnssions of puttin,<r everything con(,(,l'l1ing drugs in th~ Department 
of .Tustir(' because jt is fnnclamrntally an enfoJ'('eme.n~ Issue. But, as 
we say,' it, it wasn't fundamentally an enforcement Issue, although 
PUTol'C'C'mellt ,yas important. 

Resrarrh lcading to better nnckrstanding of the causrs 0'[ drug 
I1hu<'!\ and education of the popnlation of tho rountry, and treatment, 
wero equally impOl-tant and maybr in some ways more important. 

Ro as we ]lCgan to see hO'\r<' we coulcllwst apply onr efforts we decided 
that wc\ eoulcllIlali:e a sip:nificnnt contribution in the area of research, 
eduration, ancl treatment. 'V c ir1(,htified enforrement as important, but a subject that we 
should defer as it would use up the council's efforts, and suggested 
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that OMB take up that one. I didn't know at the time I would be 
back later at OMB to deal with it. But as our Advisory Council dealt 
with it, ,ve recommended that OMB take up the matter of enforce
ment. The council wonW make its contribution to the other side of the 
problem feeling that it hadn't received all of the attention it min-ht 
because enforcement had loomed as the key issue in dru 0' abuse.

b 

Sena~or NUNN. Are you insinuating that, if you had lrnowll you 
"'ere gmg to later on have to deal with that problem with OMB, 
that that fact might have affected your recommendations in the Ash 
Council? 

Mr. ASH. It might haro. I am not sure in what direction, but on the 
other hand, it wasn't a sllrprise to find it still there when I got to 
OMB. 
~enator NUNN. At one tinw, did vou not cOllsider-I don't know 

whether this was when yon were head of the Ash Councilor lateT 
wh~n you headed 01\IB-did you not consider p:iving all narcotics 
enforcement to Customs ~ ,Vas that one of your optlOns? 

~Ir. ASH. Yes, sir. lYe considered a number of options. I would 
liler to think that we did a Yery objective analytical job, not biased 
toward anyone of the departments, biased instead to,yard an dfee6ve 
solution of the problem. ,Ye considered en~ry option that was identi
fied by the proponents of the different departmental interests. 

lYe t1idn't have our minds made up to favor this or that solution. 
,Ye considered every solution offered. One of those was that the 
fUllction of enforcement might be consolidated within the Bmean 
of CUi'toms. ,Ve thought that was not the way to go. ViTe veiwed the 
(lC'finition 0:£ the problem as much more than seizure and arrest, much 
more than merely the interdiction of drug~ at the border or inland. 
Drug traffic was a major criminal activity in the country with many 
ties to other crUne. Means for dealing with it required more than thC' 
Olles of the Bureau of Customs. 'V c 10okrc1 on c.ustoms as primarily a 
reY(ll111<'-l'ai::;ing function, althongh in the process of rf1,ising revenue, 
it ('ertninly has the job of enfo],cing megal transportation into this 
('ollnlrv of vurious pl:oduC'ts. including ch·ngs. 

'Y(l '<lC'finpcl the chug eniorcement problem as broader than int(lr
diction, broader than seizure, broach'r than arrest. These were merely 
pkmenfs of a vcr)' 00111p1p;.;:' kind of crimp. lVe felt that it woule1 
hrttrl' fit the statutory mission and the capabilities of the ,Justice 
!)('partm(lnt. 

Sl'nator XFNN. Did )'Oll (,Ol1cerl1 YOHl'f;elf 'with Ow argument against 
tllr Hlrr!rel' that tJlOsP 'who prosecute f'honl(lnot also investigate ~ 

~rl". Af4H. 11'(' cliel. As ~'on may l'e])1('mh0r, Mr. 0hnirman~ in my 
purlirr comments, wlwn 0111' Advh.;01'Y Con~lY1ittee on "Execlltiv(> Orp:a
nizntion first came 'facc to Iacr with this lsr-me. we obs!'l'ved that the 
l1lattC'I' you mention was worthy of Y(\r~' careful. ('onsideration. One 
of om incmbel's in pal'tjcnlar. WllO In.tC','l>f.'(·ume. thp Sccrrtal'y of tlw 
Treusnry, .Tohn Conllnl1~'. wus very mrrl'cstec1 ]Jl that usprct of the 
prohlpm.. ., . 

;\.nd whrn ,ye (hel ]'(lPOl't to the PrNlH1r11L Ive dId so 111 a way that 
wouJd fta~ hifl nHpl1tion to that issne. lVr dirln't propose a sollltion. 
,Vr TllPrelv wnnt('c1 to icl(ml'i'rv that as a pl'oblrm ancl to make S1ll'(, 

'hilt th()"~ in (}On'J'IlIll(>n(- w0111clno1: inneln~t't(lntl:v oV(,1'look thp kind 
of qllrstiol1:;; that shonlc1 ],r ask(>(l aR thr~' mig'ht c1pal w'ith ,Tufll'iee 
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Department organization matters-not that those function~s 
shouldn't be.in the saIne department, but that if they were, we should 
be very mindful of the implications of doing so. . 

Senator NUN~. There are a good many people in Customs that, 
in the past, and even today feel that Customs had a yery good intelli
gence capability overseas prior to Reorganization Plan No. 2 and 
that they had lost that capability under Reol'l!anization Plan No.2 
to DEA. They feel that that has greatly impeaed Cnstom~' n~rcotics 
enforcement at the borders because of the lack of coordmatlOn. 

The first question that I would have on that is do you believe, anel 
did you believe at the time you made this examination, that Customs 
did possess a capable overseas intelligence apparatus? 

Mr. ASH. 1Ve looked into that extensively. Members of my own 
staff and others actually went to some of those overseas locations to 
learn at firsthand the activities of both the Customs and Justice 
Department in intelligence. Our conclusions were that Customs had 
a v'ery good foreign intelligence activity, but one largely applied to 
the non drug activities. 

They did have a small drug intelligence activity abroad. My recol
lection of the numbers of people were something between 12 and 20~ 
quite separate from their other Customs activities. Customs drug 
intelligence activities were not ineffective, but were small and discon
nected from the rest of Customs. They were operating so separately 
that they needn't be in Customs to be effective. They were a group of 
very few people that were effective in their own right, not particularly 
because they were a part of the Customs Bureau. 

On the other hand, Justice had its own foreign intelligence activi
ties with greater number of people and also effective, but the two 
separate activities were crisscrossmg each other's trail. 

One classical story, I am not sure whether it was literal or figum
tive, was that when the last bar in Marseilles closed early one mOl'llingr 
there were only two people remaining on the barstools, one from Cus
toms and one from the Justice Department. 

There was not criticism of their effectiveness. It was merely that on 
the one hand, the Customs people were few in number and not related 
particularly strongly to the rest of Customs and therefore didn't need 
that connection to be successful. On the other hand BNDD of Justice 
also had a reasonably effective foreign intelligence operation. But with 
two competing organizations and particularly if those two would be 
growing as was intended and as later took plaee, considerable effective
ness would be lost. 

We also talked to foreign government personnel. An argument hac! 
been raised by Oustoms that the intergovernmental connections wl1ich 
Cust.oms people had were such that they couldn't be equalled by 
JustICe Department personnel. 

I understood their argument, and we had our OWll discussions with 
foreign government personnel, we did not conclude that that was a 
very strong argument, certainly not one to weigh heavily, but recog
nized it, weighed it to the extent that it was a valid argument. 

I think I can say that as we looked into the whole matter we hacT 
no predispositions' ourselves. We considered those kinds of issues as 
objectively as we and our staff could and did acknowledge some of the 
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various points that Customs Illade. But the existence of the point 
doesn't ~lecessarily .give it sufficient weight to lead to the conclusions 
an ae;ency might desire, in this case that Customs have the sole respon
sibilIty for overseas intelligence. 

,senator NUNN. You would. agree with the statement that it is 
absolutely necessarv for Customs people on the border to have p:ood 
intelligence if they are going to adequately deal with the drug 
situation~ 
,'Mr. ASH. Absolutely; TJIBY needed good intelligence. My under

standing was t.hat aiter Reorganization Plan No. ~, there were some 
management failures in DEA. Customs ,yas not providec1. the kind 
Q£ intelligence that it should have, that the country should have, but 
that consIderable progress has been made since to the point that the 
level of intelligence provided Customs peop Ie at the border today 
through DEA exceeds that which they got from their own foreign 
int.elligence operation earlier. 

I am sure there is more to be done. I think one should also take into 
account that while that intelligence information is very valuable~ stilI 
a substantial portion. maybe 95 percent or so of Customs seizures are 
still cold; that is, without any intelligence information. 

Senator NUNN. Does that mean that they are not getting that in
formation, the kind of information they should be getting ~ 

1\{r. ASH. That particular statistic does not mean that they are not 
getting the informatioll they should~ but it doesn't mean that they 
are. It still means they should get all that js possible. There should be 
n, very good SystBlll fo'r doing so, It is my understanding there are now 
Cnstoms people in the DEA intelligence operation to help make sure 
right from the inside that Customs agents have available to them all 
of the intelligence information it is possible to get. 

, Senator NUNN. Is that a recent development? Has that taken place 
Slllce the agreement? 

Mr. ASH. That is what I have been told has taken place since r lust 
lmew at firsthand what was going on. My guess is that there is always 
work to be done in this area, but that at least all parties involved arc 
working hard, have been making substantial improyement and that it 
certainly is far better than it was either at the beginning of DEA or 
for that matter, even before DEA had these res1?onsibilities at all. 

Senator NUNN. So we can get this time frame 111 the proper perspec
tive, when was the Ash council formed? 

Mr. ASH. It was formed in 1969, took up this subject and made its 
recommendations probably in early 1971. 

Senator NUNN. When were you Director of OMB? 
:Mr. ASH. 1973. 
Senator NUNN. 1Vn.en did you leave that position? 
Mr. ASH. 1975. 
Senator NUNN. Approximately what time during 1975? 
1\£1'. ASH. February, in each case. 
Senator NUNN. February of 1975. So yon have been absent from 

OMJ3 about 1% years ?' 
Mr. ASH. One-and-a-'hal£ years. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Now yon are in private industry? 
Mr. ASH. That is correct. 
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~enator NUNN. 1Vhat is your present l?o~itio~~. . . 
~Ir. A~I;. I ~ess I should say I an: ~ot ill prIvate mdustry. I am m 

prIvate hfe havmg no corporate posltlOn except a member of anum-
bel' of corporate boards of directors. . 

Senator NUNN. No formal connection with Government one way or 
the other~ 

Mr. Asu. No formal connection with Goverhlnent at all. 
Senator NUNN. Back when Reorganization Plan No.2 was origin

ally designed, it called for Immigration and Naturalization agents, 
kl~ow~ as INS, to be transferred to Customs as, I suppose, a way of 
offsettmg the loss of agents. Of course, there was a tremendous amount 
of political activity on that, a lot of intense lobbying by INS em
ployees. That never came about. 

Do you believe if that had come about, it would have affected in any 
way, positively or negatively, the relationship bebveen DEA and 
Customs~ 

}Ir. AslI. I am not sure it would have affected the relationship one 
way or the other, but I still think it would have made more effective 
the operations of these two agencies at the border. It is true there was 
a lot of political activity and as a result, as you lmow, Reorganization 
Plan X o. 2 was in effect modified so as not to move approximately 900 
people from .Justice to Treasury. 

I still think it was a good idea to have done so; certainly it was not 
the main thrust of our recommendations, but I can't really speculate 
how it would haye affected the relationships. I am not sure that was 
tho mnin problem or would have been the main problem any .. vay. Ef
fceti \'('ness is what we worried about. vVe macle our recommendations 
so as to have a more effective operation at the border, rather than just 
to compensate one department for a loss of personnel, although that 
was brought up in discussions at the time of that political debate. 

Senator NUNN. TillY is it we have, on the one hand a rather inten
:lin' and continuous battle between DEA-ancl its predecessor, 
HXDD-ancl Customs on the O~le hand~ to keep drug enforcement jobs, 
and on the other hand, we have the FBI who doesn't want to touch it 
with a lO-foot pole ~. . 

,Yhlll is tll(', reason thel'e is such a tremendous·amount of in-fighting 
to hol<1 on to drug enforcement jobs between certain agencies and then, 
on the other hand, the FBI doesn't want a,ny part of it? 

~[r. ASH. I wonld generally join with what I am sure has been pub
licly sn.id over and 0"('.1' again about the FBI's reluctance to take up 
the·suhject. In eal'liel' years had the FBI considered its mission to 
deal with chug abuse we might not be arguing about the subject to
clav. But as oui' investigations determine, and I thUlk it is pretty gen
crn.llv puhlicly known, the FBI was reluctant to get into an area where 
COl'rl1ption was maybe a little more a temptation than it wn.s in their 
other activities and 'where they might harm the r~putation. of the 
FBI. As I understand it, the FBI decided not to be lllvQlved 111 drug 
prohlems, leaving it to some.body else. That left a vacuum in whieh 
Customs began to enter. 

Cnc;toms shoul<1 be applauded for having stepped into all !1I'e!l. that 
the FBI ehose not to get 1uto eNen though it may not h[\,ve been the 
most l'utional plare to do the work. 
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From the points or v'iew of the two departments, BNDD and now 
DEA, and Customs, I guess it is easy to see how tlus dispute first arose 
and still carl1.E's 011 to some degree. Drugs are an important matter. 
Government organizations like to work on matters that are important 
and receive public attention, "vhich provide .opportunities fOl' growth 
and promotions and interesting and exciting work. 

I can think of a lot of activities of Government that are less exciting 
and would be less susceptible to this kind of jurisdictional problem. 

So it is merely the human propensity of people to want to work 
where the action is, where the public attention is. Thus they respond 
as humans would and end up with the kind of problems that we have. 

Senator NUN~. vVhat about the Internal Revenue Service's role in 
this? At one time, they were rather active in prosecuting cases on tax 
evaders involved in narcotics, where there wasn't sufficient evidence 
to prosecute them on narcotics charges. Do you know of any effort by 
01'ID or anyone in the Administration to in any way deter or prevent 
IRS from continuing that kind of activity? 

I have the. impression, even though Vi'e haven't gotten any detailed 
testimony on this subject, that there was fl, rather vigorous effort at 
one point, and then that (':fIort by IRS was almost terminated. Do you 
know anytlung about that ~ 

Mr. ASH. I don't Imow of any current effort one way or the other. 
I Imow that when our Advisory Council, in 1969, identified the area, 
of organized crime as one needing improved Government processes 
we observed that there could be great value in bringing together the 
various governmental agencies that had to do with such crime. We 
recommended, and there came about, fl, strong interplay between IRS 
and the other efforts of Government dealing 'with org!lluzed crime. 

I am sure it was very helpful. Clearly those engaged in drug traffic 
are fl, type of criminal which generally doesn't cross the border carry
ing illicit drugs. They stay way behind the scenes. 

They are best reached through various conspiracy-type approaches 
and sometimes those conspiracies involve the evasion of tax liability. 
I would think that there can be a role for INS to play. We really want 
to get to the central core of drug- traffic criminals. 

Senator NUN~. You don't know of any, let us say, post-vVatergate 
order by the President-either President Nixon or President Ford, or 
by OMB-'-to limit IRS in its tax evasion prosecution in the narcotic 
area~ 

Mr. ASH. I know of none. So long as I was in OMB, there was 110 
such directive. I don't know of any since. I don't Imow what the cur
rent status is. 

Senator NUN~. You don't know of any reason why IRS should not 
pursue this area vigorously, do you ~ 

Mr. ASH. I don't 10l0W' of any reason. I think it could make a con
tribntion. I realize ther.e are always complications when you try to 
interconnect IRS and its revenue raising, bnt at the same time, 'law 
enforcement function with others. But I would think in good hands 
substantial benefits can be gained and the potential problems avoided. 

Senator NU~N. Do you believe, at tills time, there should be any 
effort to get t,he FBI more involved in narcotics enforcement' 
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Mr. ASH. I think there is a role for the FBI. At one time, one of the 
ol?tions that we considered was whether the drug enforcement activ
itIes should in fact be placed in FBI, whether they wanted to under
take them or not. 

I feel that they should not be a prime responsibility of the FBI for 
a number of reasons. There are different techniques employed, differ
,ent kinds of personnel. I am personally against moving toward a 
national police force type of operation. But while not pltLcing the 
pl'imary responsibility in the FBI, I 'would nevertheless think that 
having it in DEA alongside the FBI within the Justice Department 
'should allow for better interconnection between the two, .especiaJly 
as they deal with crime at its highest and most organized level which 
·crisscrosses so many of our activities of Government. 

Senator NUNN. The staff informs me that, in their discussions with 
you, you had some very interesting thoughts about the problems in 
the Department of Justice in .g;eneral. COllld you share those with us ~ 

:Hr. ASH. 'When I had occaSlOll to consider issues of management in 
<Government, one conclusion I drew was that the Department of Jus
tice nad not adopted as good managerial techniques as had some other 
,departments of the government. 

I suppose I may be drawing generalizations when they are not fully 
justified, but one is that the kinds of activities in which lawyers engage 
-generally are not ones requiring manageulcnt, that the organizational 
culture that surrounds the lawyer in his work generally doesn't fit a 
management approach to accomplishing any task. 

Lawyers and broad scale management don't always go hand in hand. 
Srnator NUNN. You are saying, in general, lawyers are not neces-

sal'ily always the best managers, to put it mildly ~ 
Mr. Asu. That is generally what I am saying. 
Senator NUNN. You don't say they are usually the worst managers? 
Mr. ASH. Lawyers go about their work in a different way. That is 

my virw. They go about their work building case upon case, and fact 
upon fact, and gradually adduce a body of policy out of an accumula
tion of cascs of like kineI. To exaggregaJr, managers-which I a1l111ot 
saying is better-stand up and declares policy and then measure per
'formance agrLinst that policy. 

La"yers like to caref1llly develop their policies by working up from 
the facts and manage):s enunciate policy and then operate 
prnaltY-l'eward systrllls that bring people jnto conformity with that 
polic:v. So I guess I am saying there are two approaches to doing the 
"'or1d's \vork. 

The lawyer's approach is no less effecth-c for what he is trying to do, 
but is l~Ot necrssarily the same, as a manager's approach and there is 
f1 roll, for each; but ",11r11 YOU try to bring them together as in the 
DE'pal'tment of .Justicp, it is' a rare lawyer that is at the same time an 
'Hille manager and probably it is a rare rilanager that is at the same time 
'nn able lawyer. 

Renator NUNN. ,Vhnt can be done about that problem iil the Justice 
Department ~ '. ,. 

Mr. ASII. Finding those rat'e lawyers who are at the same time ex-
c('llent.mnnagers. . . . I' 

Senator NUNN. ,Vould JOu care to comment whether we have one 
now~ 
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Mr. ASH. I don't really know. I have had no occasion to know any-
thing that is going- on in the Justice Department. . 

Senator NUNN. Do you have any names to suggest ~ 
Mr. ASH. I think tlie President is a lawyer and an increasingly good 

manager.-So there is one llame that I can put before you. 
Spnator NU~N. By increasing good, do you mean he wasn't very 

good to start with ~ 
, nIl'. ASII. He had to learn and he learned. He has done a good job 
-01 learning. He knew he hacl to learn. I am not here to make political 
l'peeches at this particular time iil the year; But I have seen a lot of 
managers that wouldn't make goocl lawyel's. That might be me, 
.nC'tnally. . 

Senator KexN. I assume you are not a lawyer. 
l\Ir. ASH. I am not a lawyer. 
St'nator NUNN. If you'were the. head of the DEA, getting back to 

the particular problem of narcotIcs, what steps, what; management 
steps would you take? I think you made it very plai.n that you think 
·ont' of the main problems in DEA is and has been the lack of good man
ng'l.'ment. v\~at managpment step ,vould you take ~ 

Mr. ASH. I think I attempted to make it clear that when I last Slnv 
DEA close up, I saw it as having some management problems. 

SplUttor ~UNN. There is a gap 11ere. 
111'. ASH. My understandiJlg is that much has been done to deal with 

thoRe problems and that whi'ch has been clone is what I would have 
<lone had I been there. Setting goals, developing strategies to meet 
tho~(' gO\lls, applying l'NiOUI'C(,S to carry out those strategies is what I 
~aw lackmg and what I think they have since concentrated on. 

A white papPI' on drug U1HHl(" ilOW 10 mont.hs old, was very revealing 
to me. I hacll1~t read it until jUqt this week, even though it has been 
ant almost 10 months. It clN,cl'ibes ,,,hat I think are some very good 
{wtions takC'n within DEA to overcome the kinds of pI'oblems that I 
OhfielTr<l when I was Jooking at it. 

Renator N-C'NN. Senator Percy has another meeting he is attending 
Ihis morning. I am going to pPl'init his counsel to ask~a couple of ques~ 
tiollR for Senator Petcy. 

Mr. SLOAN. IIfl'. Ash, in yonI' pl'eparC'cl statement, you indicated that 
the Ash council had some rpservations about putting certain inves
tigatiyc and prosecntol'ial drug law enforcement functions in one 
.ag('uey. Could you elaborate on that? ,Vhy ~ 

lIIt,. ASH. ,Ve obselTec1 that problem at its more genel'l111evel, rather 
than just about drugs. ,VI.' observed that one should be very cautious 
",11(,11 those two activities are brought undet' the same head'because it 
conl<llNtd to an unclue pl'essurr, unjustifiably to engage in prosecution 
mel'ply to jn~tify the investigative functions that tlie same department 
may have undertaken. 

,VI:' may, if wo bring those together, create unjustified prosecution 
and that woulc1not be consistent with the democl'litic principles of this 
country. It is true that those types of functions do go on side by side in 
tho .Tm;tice Department. I would hope thltt We continue to give atten-
tion to the potential problem. . . ; 

I know of no specific problem. I just see the potential for a problem 
and would hope that within the .TusticeDepartment, any place where 
thCHt'> two kinds of activities go 011, they are separated to the degree that 
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investigationitsel£ doesn't gencrate prosecution. Investio-ation gener
ates information. It may generate a basis for pros(lcution, but shouldn't 
of itself generate prosecution just be-cause an ilwestigation has been 
undertaken; 

So I don't know of any specific problem, but I just see it as a matter 
of principle. It is one that those in Government should always give 
attention to because it has the seeds of problems and, therefore, is 
worthy of watching. . 

Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Ash, what role did OMB and dId you personally 
play in the development and structuring of ODALE ~ 

Mr. ASH. Zero, at least to the extent that I had anything to do with 
creating ODALE. It was done when I was not at OMB, therefore, I 
can't comment on what OMB did. I had no role in creating it, didn~t 
('ven Imow it was created until sometime after it happened. 

111'. SLOAN. Do you have any opinion as to its effectiveness ~ ... 
:Mr. ASH. We concluded that ODALE among other actnrlhes, 

should be brought together into the DEA and had no reason to stand 
alone; but that is the extent of the opinion that I personally have of 
ODALE. 

~fr. SLOAN. I would like to follow up on a few points that Senator 
Percy ac;ked about yesterday. At the hearing that was held yesterday, 
:Uessrs. Krogh and Ehrlichman expressecl concern about the tendency. 
of Federalch'ug law enforcement programs to require direct presi
dential involvement if they were to be effective. 

,Vas Reorganization Plan X o. 2 designed solely to end the need for 
that involvement ~ 

Mr. ASH. Let me answer it in two ·ways. First, so long; as drug almse 
is as big a problem as it is, I think the President should. be interested, 
concerned, and should participate in all policy actions taken to deal 
with it. So I wouldn't want to suggest that an objective would be to 
l'01ieve the President of such invohrement and concern. It is important 
enough nationally that he should be involved. 

Yet, at the saJ.ne time, when t-..vo dependents have conflicting 1.'('

Rponsibilities 01' in some way,get into conflict at a detailedlcvel that 
can only be resolved by thl' President, because he is the lowest com
mon Jenominator organizationally to thoBe two departments, it can 
umluly burden the Pl:esident's sclledule with minor operating details. 
He instead should COJl('ern himself about policy. 

So a part of Reorganization Plan No. 2's objectives were to place 
the operating problems that should be resolved ont of the President's 
office into an agency where they can be resolved. He would be assured 
of their attention, while continuing his concern for policy . 

. As a matter of geneml organizational principle, it can always be 
said that any function brought into the President's office and using 
the President's time probably would be improved. But the President 
has to deal with so many functions that good organizational principle 
is to place responsibilities for every iSf:iue as fnl' down in the organiza
tion as it can be. 

Then he can reach into anyone issue as he sees the need and usc his 
time on that, rather than 11'ave his time preempted when some low-
1e,vel part of the ol'ganizatioll doesn't seem to be able to resolv(} a 
problem with some other low-leyel part of the organization. 
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:Mr. SLOAX. I haye one final question that relates to some. of the. 
testimony given yesterduy and also the testimony of former Assistant 
Secretary 6f the Treasury Rossides which will be given later today. 

In his prepared testimony, Mr. Rossides argues that, "OMB's re
organization plan was simplistic" in that it "shut Customs out of 
all antidrug smuggling, investigative, and intelligence gathering 
functions." , 

In your statement, you argue that it is now time to state unequico
cally that the organizational arrangement. is decided n.nd that we 
should get on with managing DEA effectively. 

Are you confident that Reorganization Plan No.2, even though it 
mlS never fully implemented, established the optimal organizational 
strncture ro]' ensming truly effective Federal drug law enforcement~ 

Mr. Asu. Yes. 
Mr. SLOAN. Thank you. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Feldman has a couple of things to put in the 

record. 
Mr. FELD~[AN. :Mr. Chairman, I 'would like to place in the record a 

statement of Mark Alger who retired from the B1U'C'an of the Budget 
and the. Office of ilIanagement and Budget. He ,yorked under Mr. Ash, 
and gives some supporting data for his testimony. I think Mr. Asll 
has h'ad a chance to re"iew it. If not, you can review it in detail. If 
you want to comment further on this, we will keep the record open; 
but I think it is valuable. 

Mr. Asu. I have had a chance to read it this morning and I find it 
a ,·cry useful document to be put in the record. 

1\~i·. Fm.JlilIAN. :May ,,-e. have that printed right after Mr. A.sh's 
tcstlmony~ 

fienator NUNN. lrithout objection. 
[Mark Alger's statement appcars on p. 812.] 
~rr. FELDlIfAN. Sccond: I would like to place in the record, as an 

exhibit, the white paper of the Domestic Council that Mr. Ash has 
l'C'tPl'l'cd to. If that is yonI' only copy, I have a copy back in the office. 

Let's make it an exhibit. The title is "W11ite Paper on Drug Abuse." 
It is by the Domestic Council, Drug Abnse Tusk Force, and has some 
,'el'Y important inrol'matjon. 

flenator N"UNN. lVithont objection, we will put a copy of that ill the 
record. If you haYe on<.>, I think Mr. Ash would probably like to keep 
his. • 

[The docnmcnt referred to was market "IiJxhibit No. 58" for l'o£er
(I1l(,e and may be fonnel in the files of the subcommittee.] 

Mr. FEu))(AN. This 'was initiated aftcr we commenced our investi
gation in this area. I think it lends support to many of the issues we 
ha YO raised. 

Third; in our interim report, which yon released 2 weeks ago, we 
rCIC'l' to the General Acconnting Office report of December 18, 1075, 
whit'll r wonld like to place in the record as exhibit No.2 and make 
that report public. It has b('en excerpted in our report, Mr. Chairman. 

Senator NUNN. 'Without objection. 
[The docnment referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 59" for refer

ence a.nd will be found in the. n,ppendix;] 
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Mr. FELDMAN. Finally, Mr. Ash, I would like to explore the matter 
of the national police force, which you raised and which other wit
nesses have raised. "Ve often hear the phrase "national police force'''' 

"'\i\T as one concern in discussing the reorganization the fact that the 
FBI gets into crimes which are of a national nature. In fact we have 
seen in recent cases where they drop in and out of cases, failing to get 
that Federal handle-whereas DEA can go across State lines and 
actually work on a local level with local officials. DEA can haye a 
purely intra-state crime to examine. If the FBI had this kind of au
thority, and taking the assumption that many other crimes are drug
related, would we be truly creating a national police force? Is that the 
argument? 

Mr. ASH. Our concern at that time wasn't as specific as you haye· 
defined it; but what you have described is consistent with what our 
concerns 'were. 

Our concerns were that if we were to adopt as a matter of general 
policy that over the years we should gradually pull every law enforce
ment activity out of every department and place it in the Justice De
partment, we would be on a policy course that would get us to an 
undesirable end; and if we were to do that with anyone department 
now, we would be contributin&, to a trend that we thought was bact. 

"Ve did not think in terms or the specifics you have brought out, of' 
intra-versus interstate activities, but merely the general idea that we 
should avoid adopting as organizational policy a goal of bringing' 
into one location, from all of Government, all of Federal Government" 
each and every enforcement function. 

Such a centralized police function wouldn't be consistent with how 
this country should be run; but the point you bring up is certainly 
not inconsistent with that more general view. . 

1\1:1.'. FELDl\IAN. The thing that leaped out at me, as I have studied 
this, is the fact that so many crimes are drug-related. This could give 
a jurisdictional handle to any force which is given the responsibllity 
in this area. 

Mr. ASH. It certainly could. For that matter, the fact that so much 
of crime, and particularly important crime, is drug-related suggested 
to us that a location within the .rustice Department rather than Cus
toms, even though not a part of FBI, is almost essential because the 
J tlStice Department has a mission primarily of dealing with crime,. 
whereas Customs deals with it as an ancillary function to its basic 
revenue raising function. 

Mr. FELDMAN. My last question is: Did you examine some of the 
potential problems in the use of Justice Department personnel in 
overseas intelligence gathering? As I understand iL, there has always 
been a restriction on the use of FBI agents overseas, although I know 
they are attached to our embassies. Was this a question that was ex
amined and how did your recommendation flow in light of the restric
tion on the use of FBI a~ents in embassies ~ 

Mr. Asrr. In our exammation, we had members of our own staff talk 
to U.S. GovernJ?ent 1?ers~mnel abroad, and talk .t? foreign government 
persOlmel to gam thel! VIews as to the acceptabllIty of personnel from. 
different departments getting intelligence in foreign countries. 
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That matter was ra~sed, raised by Customs especially, as one of the 
ractors that they felt justified continuation of the Customs intelligence 
activities. We saw it, took note of it, measured it, and found that it 
didn't measure anywhere nearly as heavy a problem as Customs 
presented it. 

Sure, Customs did have and probably does have a lot of good rela
tionships in foreign countries; but we didn't find that that was be
caUSe those countries necessarily resented or consciously wouldn't 
work with representatives of the other departments and particularly 
of the BNDD, now DEA. 

So we saw no fundamental limitations on effective DEA foreign 
intelligence gathering activities; certainly, nowhere near the prob
lems that Customs hoped we would have seen when we talked to for
eign goveroment personnel. 

Mr. FELDMAN. One last point, Mr. Chairman. 
The FBI has never had to fight for budget 01' personnel. They have 

been given what they wanted, perhaps because of J. Edgar Hoover, 
perhaps because of the status or image of the FBI. Customs and DEA 
on the other hand, have always tried to fight for more spots and morc 
money. Is DEA's and Customs' enthusiasm for that which the FBI 
abhors a money kind of problem or a personnel or budget or slot 
problem~ 

Mr. ASH. I don.'t think it is that much of a problem. Certainly, had 
the FBI wanted to go into the drug business, they would have had 
no trouble getting whatever budget that they wanted. For the very 
reasons that you just described, they could get whatever they wanted. 

On the other hand, DEA and Customs have not done badly in get
ting resources for drug enforcement either, because it has been a 
major problem, and I think I could say resources have not been the 
linliting factor to carrying out their work 

There was a time in the early stages of DEA when they did want 
more money than they got. Our answer limiting their· reSOurces was 
not that they didn~t deserve those resources, but backt(l the point I 
mentioned earlier, they were not managing the ones they had wen 
enough. 1Ve told them, let's concentrate on that first, then we will talk 
about additional resources. 

Se)lator NUNN. Ml'. Ash, thank you, very much, for appearing. "We 
appreciate your cooperation with the staff prior to your appearance, 
the interview and the time you have taken to be with us here this 
morning. You have been very helpful. 

Mr. Asu. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
Senator NUNN. Our next witness:is Mr. Eugene Rossides. 
Mr. Rossides served as Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for En

forcement, rrariff and T:l'ade Affairs, and Operations from 1969 to 
1973. 

1Vhile at Treasury, Mr. Rossides' responsibilities included the di
rect supervision of Customs, the Secret Service, and Alcohol, Tobacco, 
ancl Firearms, among others. 

Mr. Rossides also served as the U.S. Representative to Interpol 
from 1060 to 1973. 

Prior to becoming Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Rossides 
hacl served as assistant attorney general for the State of New York 
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assigned to prosecute stock frauds-1956-58-and as assistant to 
Treasury Under Secretary :Ifrecl C. Scd,bner, Jr. T' 

Mr. Rossides, we have as a matter of course, an oath to take. VV III 
you please raise your right hand. 

Do you swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, 
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ~ 

Mr. ROSSIDES. I do, Mr. Chairman. 

TESTIriroUY OF EUGENE T, ROSSIDES, FORMER ASSISTANT SECRE· 
TARY OF THE TREASURY FOR ENFORCEMENT, TARIFF AND 
TRADE AFFAIRS, AND OPERATIONS 

Senator NUNN. I have been through your well documented and well 
prep::red sta.tement. I underst,and you ::re going ,to summu;rize it ,for 
us this mornmg so we can get mto questIons. It wIll be admItted wIth
out objection as written as part of our overall record. 

[The statement follows:J 

STA'l'EMENT OF EUGENE T. RossIDES 

l'tIr. Chairman and lIembers of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the opportun
ity to be here und respond to the Subcommittee's request for my views on Re
organization Plan No, 2 of 1973, which created the Drug Enforcement Admin
istration (DEA), and on how l!'ederal law enforccmentagatnst the illicit drug 
traffic should be organized for maximum results and the most efficient use of 
o lll' resources and tax dollars, 

'I'he ~ubcommittee issued an interim report on Sunday, July 18, 1976, which 
1 t'llthusiastically commend. It provides indispensable bacl;:ground information 
on JJ'ederal law enforcement efforts pertaining to drugs, gives the history of 
l!'ederal organizational efforts, and summarizes previous reports of commissions 
and studies, as well as the 1075 hearings of this Subcommittee. It is essential 
reading for an understanding of where we fire in our efforts to control illicit 
drugs and the alternatives facing us now. 

~'he CUrrent l!'ederal enforcement efforts regarding dl'Ugs are the outgrowth 
of several reorganizations over the past half century. Until 1065 virtually all 
Federal drug law enforcement programs were administered by the Department 
of the Treasury. 

Treasurys' l'ole in drug law enforcement started ill the early duys of the 
Hepublic through the role of Treasury's collectors of customs in protecting' the 
Cnited States borders against the smuggling nnd illegal importation of all con
tra\.Hmd, including opium and its derivatives. The Coast Guard, all outgrowth 
of the original customs reSll')ilsibillties of '.l'reasury, assisted the Customs Sen'
ict' in its efforts. 

In the 1020's, after the creation of the Internal Revenue Service in the 
Treasury Department, uduitional (·ontrol and regulation of the drug traflic was 
exerciseu through l!'edcral tax laws. By an act of Congress of June 14, 1930, 
the Bureau of Narcotics wat> created within the Treasury Department and began 
operations on July 1, 1930, It took over most of the narcotic enforcement duties 
of the Bureau of Internal Herenne, Its basic charter was grounded in the excise 
tax laws. The responsibility for controlUllg the smuggling and illegal importa
tion of urugs remained with the Bureau of Customs. 

l!'l'om 17KU to 1073 Uustoms was responsible fOr the pl'eY('ntlon of smuggling 
of drug'S into the Bnited States, and from 1030 to :l!JGri l!'ederallaw enforcement 
agnlnst urugs was c("ntel'ed ill two 1'reasury ngcllciell-the Bureau of Customs 
!lnd the Bureau of ;'{arC'otics, with a third agency, the Coast Guard, Which at 
that time was a llUrt of '.rr('aSllry, provi(Ung assistauce, 

With the explollion of synthetic drugs in the :lO(JOs-deIlrC!,s!luts, stimulants, 
und hallUCinogenic llrugll-the Oongress enncted the Drug Abuse Control Amend
ments of 1005 (Public JJaw 80-74). and created It new Federal enforcement 
ngency, the Burenu of Drug Abuse Control (BDAC), within the ]'ood & Drug 
Adminir;trutiol1 of the DeDnrtment of Health, lDducation, and Welfare. 
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In 1968, Reorganization Plan No .. 1 created the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) in the Justice Department by transferring the re
sponsibilities, manpower, and assets of Treasury's Bureau of Narcotics and 
HEW's BDAC to Justice and amalgamating them into BNDD. Customs' smug
gling responSibilities relating to drugs were not changed, although BNDD was 
asserting primacy in all dl'ug smuggling illvestigations by Customs. 

In 1970, the basis of Federal drug enforcement laws was changed from the 
taxing power to the commerce power. Again BNDD asserted primacy over 
Customs smuggling investigations relating to drugs. 

Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 created DEA by merging BNDD, Office of 
D~'ug Abuse Law Enforcement (ODALE), and Office of National Narcotics In
telligence (ONNI) into it and by taking Treasury's Customs Bureau responsibil
ities for intelligence-gathering and investigation of drug-related smuggling. All 
other smuggling investigatory and intelligence-gathering activities of Cu:;;toms 
remained ill Treasury. 

REOHGANIZATION PLAN No.2 OF 1973, WIIIOII CREATED THE DEA, WAS A TRAGIO 
l\IISTAKE. FEDERAL Dlmo ENFOROEMENT AUTHORITY SHOULD BE RESTRICTED TO 
MAJOR INTEHNAL DRUG TRAFFIOKER CASES AND TIL~T AUTIIOHITY SIIOULD BE 
PUT IN THE FBI OR SOME 01'IIER AGENOY 

Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973, which created the DEA, was a tragic 
mistake and has led directly to failure of Federal drug enforcement. Reorganiza
tion Plan No.2 of 1973 stemmed from basic misconceptions of law enforcement 
in the drug area and also probably from a desire to put a~l law enforcement 
investigatory functions in the Department of Justice. The result has been to 
w('al,en the whole drug enforcement effort. 

DIGA should be abolished. Federal drug enforcement authority should be re
stricted to major internal drug trafficker cases and that authority should be 
transferred to the FBI or some other agency. 

In 1073 I opposed Reorganization PIau No.2 and worked with Congressman 
Tom Steed and others to defeat it. I opposed it because: 

1. It woulcl weal;:en drug enforcement by erroneous pOlicies regarding drug 
enforcement and other activities abroad. 

2. It would weaken drug enforcement by badly misconceiving the domestic 
Federal, state, and local drug enforcement roles and would be inconsistent with 
conc('pts of Federalism and revenue sharing. 

3. It violated the fundamental American criminal justice concept of separation 
of the investigating function anci the prosecuting function . 

• .1:. It would raise the spectre of a national police force by adding yet another 
llwestlgative arm to the Department of Justice, the law department of the 
Gnited States, and by the continuation in DEA of the ODALE street-level drug 
operations. 

5. It would remove an important barl'ler against corruption by eliminating 
Customs' anti-drug smuggling investigatory and intelligence-gathering activities. 

6. DEA. would waste the taxpayers' money (now at an nnnual rate of well 
over $125 million) for weaker drug enforcement. 

7. It would not, and cannot, as it purports to do, centralize all drug enforce
ment in one agency. Nor would such centralization be more efficient. 

The DEA record of the past three years, and the increasing heroin and drug 
abuse throughout the nation, confirm anci strengthen my conviction tllat Re
organization Plan No.2 of 1973 and the creation of DEA was a tragic mistal;:e 
and mtlst be reversed. 

Before setting forth my proposal in full as to how the Federal Government 
illlouid be organizecl for tl1e most effective effort against illicit drugs and at the 
least possible cost, I believe it might be helpful to the Subcommittee to analyze 
ench of the reasons why I believe Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 was a tragic 
mistake. My proposals are based on this analysis . .Activities relating to illicit 
drugs can be convenIently bro]{en down into two general geographic areas: oyer
seils and domestic. 
1. Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1978 ana its creation of DEA has wea1clmea drug 

enforoement bV erroneo-It8 policie8 regarding drug enforcemC'llt and other act'tv
iH08 abroad 
Uuited States interests outside our borders relating to drugs should be 

three·fo1cl : 

70-317-76--5 
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a. a priority diplomatic effort on a continuing basis to have other govern
ments: (1) meet their international responsibilities, and (2) commit their own 
resources to carry them out. 

b. a priority effort by the U.S. Customs Service to gather intelligence relating 
to drug smuggling into the United States. 

c. cooperation with foreign enforcement agencies in a mutual exchange of in
formation and in training. 

United States interests overseas are not served by U.S. agents working cases 
overseas. 

a. Diplomatic Efj01'fs 

(1) Drug enforcement by foreign governments to meet their international re
sponsibilities has become, and rightly so, a foreign policy interest of the Uniteel 
States (and most nations of the world). To be effective, this means making 
drug enforcement a foreign policy issue of the highest priority and placing on 
our ambassadors the responsibility to do everything possible to convince those 
nations from whiCh illicit drugs emanate to meet their international responsibil
ities. '1'00 often instructions to our embassies are relegated to DEA. officials who 
are aSSigned overseas for their police expertise. They are not qualified to carry 
out diplomatic assignments. 

The objective is to have those nations control drug production and trafficking 
within their own borders, not to have them host teams of DEA. agents who en
deavor to clean up those countries by partiCipating in local investigations, 
seizures, and arrests, and thus A.mericanize the total world drug abuse problem. 
(For DEA. to use statistics on foreign seizures which may never have been 
destined for the U.S. as evidence of accomplishment is obviously deceptive.) 

By strenuous diplomatic efforts we should on a priority basis express ourselves 
as to the importance of foreign governments making drug enforcement a priority 
item; and, wherever possible, making cultivation of narcotics and other drugs 
illegal. 

(2) The diplomatic effort must encompass the basic policy position that each 
nation must commit its own resources in carrying out its national and inter
national responsibilities. We are looked upon as a soft touch when we con
tinually try to buy cooperation. We are wasting millions of dollars a year in 
handouts to countries relating to drug enforcement with little or no henefit. 

I understand that the A.ID budget for this area is about $35 million in this 
fiscal year. It should be largely eliminated. We should only consider a contribu
tion to t.he UN Fund for Drug Abuse Control for monitoring country adherence 
to international treaty obligations and research efforts-not to be passed on 
by the UN to member nations to pay for operating responsibilities or equipment 
of those member nations. And our contribution should be tied to an equitable 
formula. 

71. Intelligenoe-gathering Rela,ting to D1'ug Snwgglinu Into the U.S. 
The priority effort overseas must be the gathering of tactical intelligence 

relating to smuggling of drugs into the U.S. (The CIA. can easily handle strategic 
intelligence-gathering relating to drugs.) No one is better equipped to do the job 
of tactical intelligence gathering than Customs, which has had as its main 
enforcement responsibility since 1780 the prevention of smuggling of goods 
ancI merchandise into the U.S. (including drugs, until Reorganization Plan No. 
2 of 197B stripped Oustoms of drug smuggling responsibilities). 

Customs has the expertise and contact with the shipping and transportation 
industries and exporters to the U.S. It is not possIble for DEA. or anyone else 
to develop the contacts Customs has and to obtain the cooperation of these 
groups as Customs can because of Oust oms day-to-day business dealings with 
them. Neither DEA nor the Justice Department has any leverage with foreign 
governments whereas Treasury and Oustoms have a host of commercial, trade, 
and monetary dealings with fOl'eign nations every clay. 

In ad(Ution and of prime importance, 'only Oustoms can get the full coopera
tion of its sister Customs organizations throughout the worlel. 

W~lile I was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, I initiatecl a program of 
customs-to-customs cooperation regnreling anti-drug smuggling efforts. Our first 
effort was with Mexico. The Mexican Government agreed fully with the idea 
ancl a fine program was started. We were then successful in having the Customs 
Oooperation Council (CCO), headquartered in Brussels, pass 11 resolution officially 
calling for a priority effort including automatic exchange of narcotic intelligence 
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among its approximately 70 members to suppress drug smuggling. Cust?ms 
has a unique fraternal and working relationship with other Customs serVices 
of the world which it can use to combat the drug traffic, but which no other 
agency can exploit. Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 has seriously slowed this 
program because 'Of DEA pushing the concept of a central police authority in 
foreign countries at the e:l.'1lense of local customs authorities who must protect 
borders. 

UNITED STATES INTERESTS OVERSEAS ARE NOT SERVED BY 11.S. AOENTS WORKINO 
OASES OVERSEAS 

Further and specifically, no U.S. agents should be allowed to conduct case 
operations abroad either unilaterally or in conjuncti'On with foreign enforcement 
officials. Enforcement operations abroad 'are the job of foreign law enforcement 
offiCials. 

We 1'emove fun respo1!IJibiZity ana accoztntabiUty from foreign enforcement 
agencie8 when we "Americanize" worla arug enforcement ope-rat-ion8. And we 
create the conditions for potentially serious incidents adverse to U.S. interests. 
Just look at the fiasco of DEA efforts in Mexico which have been reported in 
recent newspaper articles. 

Let me further state that the value of U.S. agents working actual caseS 
abroad is highly questionable. I remember asking in Paris a high-level career 
enforcement official about the value of U.S. agents Working cases in France. 
Ris reply wes that you could put 1,000 U.S. agents in Marseilles and it would 
not make any difference. 

Frankly, the whole concept of U.S. agents working cases abroad is nonsensical. 
We certainly would not tolerate foreIgn agents wor1.i.ng cases in the United 
States. 

Fortunately, the Congress under the leadership of the Majority Leader, Senator 
Mike Mansfield, with the strong suppo):t of Senator Charles Percy and with the 
work of this ComIllittee, has ):ecently taken a step toward eliminating the work
ing of cases abroad by DEA agents. The fOllowing amendment to the Interna
tional Security Assistance and Arms Export Control Act of 1976, introduced by 
Senator Mansfield, was accepted by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
and the full Senate earlier this year: "Notwithstanding any ollier provision of 
law, no officer or employee of the United States may engage in any police action 
in any foreign country with respect to narcotics control efforts." 

It was specifically devel'Oped in a colloquy on February 5, 1976, on the Senate 
Floor, between Senator Mansfield and Senator Percy that the amendment did 
not pertain to or prohibit intelligence-gathering activities not involving the use 
of force, 

The amendment was subsequently softened and rends as follows as passed 
and signed into law on .Tune 30, 1976: "Notwithstancling any other provisions 
of law, no officer or employee of the United States may engage or participate in 
any direct police arrest action in any foreign country with respect to narcotics 
control efforts." 

From an enforcement point of view', our primary concern is with drugs tllfit 
are actually aimerl at being smuggled into the U.S. and not with all drugs 
grown or produced in the world. 

c.' aoope-ration WUh Foreign lllnforcement AgenOies in a M1ttua~ E;ochan{Je of 
Information ana i1~ Tmining 

Technical aid missions and training project. are a useful part of the overseas 
enforcement effort. Customs-to-customs training is especiaHy well receiVe(l be
cause it produces improved revenue collection fOl! the foreign host country as 
well as drug enforcement. 

Exchange of informat!'on on a mutual basis is ollviously part of our dealings 
with foreign enfOrcement agencies, It may require the placing of It few personnel 
abroad. There are several traditional methods of exclumge, inclucling Interpol, 
another activity built to operating efficiency by Treasury which .Tustice has 
recently dllcided to tal;:e away. 
2. Reorganization PIMt No. :2 011913 and its oreation Of DIM has wea7cenc(~ at'1tg 

enforcement by badly misc01welv-ing the dome8tio FederaZ, 8ta.te, and loca~ 
untO cnforcement role8 atH~ it i8 inC01t8'i8tl3nt 10it11 concept8 01 FMe1·aU811j. 
ana revcntte 8haring 
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Domestic enforcement regarding drugs must deal with; (a) '1'he smuggling 
of drugs (narcotics, cocaine, marijuana and pills) into the U.S.; (b) The dis
tribution of illicit drugs after they bave been sucessfully smuggled into the 
U.S.; (c) The illegal domestic manufacture and/or diversion of pills; and (a) 
Removing tbe capital and profits from the drug trafficking business by utilizing 
the criminal and civil provisions of the Federal tax laws. 

The most effective Federal weapons to attack the domestic traffic are the tax 
and smuggling laws of the U.S. Please note that both of these sets of laws are 
not drug laws. 

a-. The Smuggling of Dru{/s into the U.S. 

It is at the point of passage into the United States that we have our greatest 
opportunity through our enforcement effort to impact upon the drug traffic. ]first, 
since all bard narcotics are produced abroad, the traffic must pass through our 
borders. Second, since large quantities of the drugs can be grown on a few 
acres of land in any number of parts of the world, it is impossible to eliminate 
the cultivation of the l'll.W material. Third, at the time of passage through the 
U.S. border the narcotics is generally in bullt quantities of the highly pure drug. 
Once it passes into the country, it is divided and cut (diluted), so that seizure 
at such time is of much less significance. Fourth, narcotics smuggling is carried 
on by a relatively sniallnumber of closely knit units, org:: :tizations or networks 
as comvared to the domestic distribution system. If -a case can be made against 
one such organization, it can have a substantial impact upon the traffic. This is 
as opposed to the effect of making a case against a domestic trafficker. There 
seems always to besomeone able to step in and take oyer tbe business. '.rhe Sub
committee's hearings and interim report discuss fully this area. 

Thus, a priority mission of Federal drug enforcement must be to prevent the 
smuggling of drugs into the United States. 

In 1069, we initiated at the Treasury a priority program aimed at the illicit 
drug traffic. Although anti-drug smuggling efforts had previously been down
graded and Customs enforcement role neglected, we determined that the smug
gling laws of the U;S. were a primary weapon to be used against the illicit drug 
traffic. 

Despite many obstacles, we persisted and were successful in obtaining -addi
tional appropriations in the summer of 1969 for a major anti-drug smuggling 
effort and for another customs program, the interdiction 'Of illicit drugs -at U.S. 
borders and. ports of entry. These two interrelated programs reinforce each 
other. Tied to both was a third Customs program described above, namely, CUS
toms-to-customs cooperation. 

1'he Customs Service demonstrated during the years 1969 to 1973 that, eY(>n 
though denied virtually all access to overseas smuggling intelligence, it could 
employ its historic expertise effectively to interdict drug smuggling and to seize 
bulk quantities of uncut, high-purity, hard narcotics destined for the U.S. market. 
A scrutiny of the record of the period will reveal that almost without exception 
the major' caseB against 7eell figwres were dr-ug smugglinu conspiracll cases initi
(~ted an(1 developea 011 Oust oms. 

A major reason for the downturn in heroin supplies in the U.S. in late 1971-
1972 and into 1973 was the sucess of the anti-drug smuggling and interdiction 
efforts of Treasury's Customs Service. 

On IIfarch 28. 1973, three days before reorganization authority lapsed, OMB, 
over the Treasury Department's objections, produced its simplistic Reorganiza
tion Plan to shut Oustoms out of all anti-clrug smuggllng investigative and 
intelligence-gathering functions. 

In one stroke, the most effective instrument for accomplishing the anti-drug 
smuggling mission was wiped out. DIM_ ha·1J not ana cannot 1'eplace this oustoma 
Service capability. 

It was illogical and counterprocluctive to take away responsibility for enforcing 
our smuggling laws regarding drugs from the Oustoms ,Service with its proven 
expertise, experience, and contacts, and place that responsibility in DEA. 

To separate the anti-drug smuggling investigaUve and intelligence-gathering 
-respousibilities from Customs horder inspection 'ancI interdiction responsibilities 
nnd Customs geueral smuggling responsibilities and its close working relation
ships with the Customs organizations throughout the world, wastes this key re
SOlU'ce and is nonsensical. There is no way in theory or practice that DElA or any 
other agency call substitute effectively for Customs agents in de'aling with other 
·CnstOllls personnel and Customs organizations thronghout the world. 
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The crime of smuggling is not tl drug crime-it is a smuggling crime and pre
sents distinct and separate types of enforcement problems from those dealing with 
illicit drugs after they have been smuggled into tbe U.S., from those dealing with 
the illegal domestic manufacture and/or diversion of pills, and from those 
dealing with the removal of the capital and pro tits from the drug trafficking 
business. 

The only persons profiting fl'om the IJresent st~tutory and organizational fmille
work are the drug traffickers. '.rIley could not have devised a better setnp for 
themsel"es. 

b. The Distribution of Illic-it DI"1tg8 Aftcr They HOt'e Been Slteee,~sflllly Smuggled 
Into the U.S. 

Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 misconcei"l'ed the enforcement problem re
garding the distribution of illiCit drugs after they lJave been successfully SlllUg
gled into the U.S. 

~'he over 400,000 state and local law enforcement officials are the first line of 
derem;e against internal drug trafficlung. The Federal effort should induce and 
assist their discharge of this responsibilitr and not seek to override, control or 
supplant them. Yet, the Reorganization Plan tends to dominate and displace 
the local effort. It runs directly counter to our Fcderal system under the Consti
tution and to the bipartisan revenue sharing and LEA ... <\. programs designed to 
strengthen the capabilities of state and local authorities in these areus. 

~'he primary domestic enforcement role against the illicit drug traffic lies with 
tile '[00,000 state and local police, not the 110W bloated DBA personnel roster of 
4,200 personnel, including over 2,500 agents. Federal ('nforcement should be re· 
quired to concentrate on ma.ior interstate conspiracy cases and the furnishing 
of assistance and coordination for state aucllo<,al poUce. It must not be in\,01vet1 
in street-len!l drug work, maldng bUYl:i from, or arrests of, small-time and medium
level dealers. ~'his is not and should not be a Federal enforcement funr.tioll. 

Continuation of DBA's efforts in primarily state and local drug enforcement 
matters weakeJt8 the responsibility and aecountabilitv of the 400,000 stllte and 
lo('a~ officials for «l'lIY cnfOl"CCn1{'lrt. 

I have stressed thil:i point flince 1009. It is a funuamE'ntul of our Federal systl'lll. 
It was ohl'ious that Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 misunderstood and mis

conceived, deliberately or otherwise, the proper Federal role regarding internal 
drug trafficking. But I did not realize that it was even more serious and appalling 
than I thought until I reC'ently read the hearings of 1975 and the iuterim report 
of .July lB, 10iO of thifl Suhcommittee, which setfl forth the facts that demon
strate that most of DENs efforts are street-level enforcement work. 

~'he ODALE program, aimec1 at street-level drug worI" was ill-conceil'pd, coun
terlH'ouuctive, and alienlltE'tI 10<'111 enforcement offi('ials. Its incorporation into 
DEA and increased statutor~' authority is horrendous in practice and in its 1Ul
plic'ations. Surgery mnst he applied as SOOIl as possible. 

We now have the spectacle of DEA openly encroaehing on state anc110cal en
forcement. With drug abuse again on tbe climb, I can hear the next stE'p-DE.\' 
('lIlling for more mOIlE'r, more manpower antI more authority. Will we l1el'er 
learn? 

Use of the FBI for tht> don1l'>ltic Federal fnnc·tion of investigating major intr1'
state drng traffickers will E'nsure use of FBI capabilities, economy of ('ffort h~' 
combining it witll the FBI's program against organizE'd crime, and a Ilroller 
n voidance of entanglement In purely state ancl local case;;. 'l'hel'e i8 lJimpZv nl) nec(Z 
tor (1. separate FecZ<"raZ <l1'Uf/ C'uforcc1/tC'nt agcnC'lI. 

I might also add that state and local officials are as fully competE'nt in po1ic'e 
work generally, including drng enforC'em('nt, as arE' DEA personnel, if not more flO. 
1'hey are clmler to the scene 'Und with far more avenues to obtain information 
thlln DBA, '.L'lley are also fullr capahle of dcveloping mnjor trafficker CasE'S 
whid1 Reorgltlliz!LlioIl Plnn ~o. 2 of 1973 tloes not fleC'Ul to or want to ul1tlE'r>ltantl. 
Anll ofter rending" the lJenrings and intE'rilll rl'Ilort of this Rubcolllmittee, it folN'111S 
to 1lJ(> thnt DEJA is the ngen("y that l1f'eds training rather than the agency to g"iyt' 
tmining. 

c. The Illic:it DotnC'siic Manufacture an<1/ol' DIl'cl"sion of Synthetia Dru(Js 

Tnt(>t'Ilol enforcement DlU>lr nlso df'al with the i1J('g"ollllllnufactnre ond diwl'siolJ 
gf pms. ',rhl' 11'00(1 & Drug Adlnini~tratlon (Il'DA) rC'gnlah'fl the drug ill(l\lstr~'. 
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'While I have not been as close to this area of drug enforcement as other areas, 
and have not analyzed it as much, it can be argued that enforcement generally is 
more efficient when under the same authority as the regulators. The separation 
of this authority from the regulators in the 1968 reorganization probably set back 
effective Federal enforcement regarding pills. 

This control program has not received the attention it deserves. The internal 
enforcement problem regarding pills is different from internal heroin and cocaine 
enforcement. Determination of dangerous drugs manufactured in the U.S., and 
the control of pill and other drug production, including criminal enforcement 
probably should be the responsibillty of HE"\Y's Food & Drug Administration. 

It may be that solely criminal enforcement authority regarding pillS could be 
in the FBI or, when the case warranted it, be referred to the FBI by the ]'DA. 

d. Removing the Oapital an'a the Profit From the Drng 'l.'mfficking Business by 
Utilizing the Ji'cilcral 'l'am Lare8 . 

It seemed clear to me in 1969 that from an enforcement point of view the 
At'ltilled beel of the illicit drug trafficking business was its finanCing and its illegal 
hut ta.xable income or profits, 

Obtaining evidence against major drug dealers on drug charges is one of the 
most difficult law enforcement jobs. ~rhey can easily inSUlate themseh'es from the 
Htreet-lpYE'l pusher and minor dealerR. It is a rarity to catch them in possession 
of drugs. The crime is victimless in the enfol'cempnt sen~e in that the 'aCIdich; and 
lU;('l'S nre Hot interestp<I or willing to give evidence. They don't consider it [), 
('rime, 'I'hey want the drugs. They want to protect their source of supply, not 
turn him in. 

This is the key reason why I felt it was a necessity to develop a tax enforce
lllPnt program against the illicit clrug traffickers. 

I tried unsuccessfully in mid·10B9 to get the Organized Crime Strike Forces to 
accept illiC'it drug trnffieking flS a priority item, if not the priority item. I then 
l'Pcommencled that Treasury initiate ibl own f'pecial Narcotics ~'rafficker Tax Pro
gram for two reasons: (1) jnrisdiction over the tax laTI's was in Treasury, 'llDCl 
(2) from the time of Al Capone, the ta.x la \VS ha ye proven to be an effective tool 
to put major crime fignres ont of business. 

In the short period the ~'reasury/IRS Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program 1 was 
active-from July 1, 107l to early 1974, it proved to be one of the most successful 
t'llforcement efforts in Fec1eral history. (I happen to believe it is the finest from 
the IJoint of view of results, pr,ofession1lism, and costs.) 

The NTTP was desigl1pd to take the illegal profit out of drug trafficking and 
IRS initiated full tax audit investigations of over 1800 upppr and middle levp] 
drug trnffickers and dealers; founel tax c1eficieneiE's totaling $200 million; it paid 
f'ot' it;-elf or prnC'tically paicl for itself in taxes and penalties collected; and its 
impact put drug clealers out of the illicit drug bm;inpss. 

The essence of tile N~'TP was (1) the careful splection of targets utilizing the 
talents alHI information of ]'ederal, state and local enforcement agencies, and (2) 
the use of both the criminal and ciYil seC'tiollR of the IRS Code against major drug 
(li:;trihntors amI ilnllnC'irrs who are often immlated from the traffic and, there-
1'01'(', in pffert, immune from prosecution under the drug laws. 

'rhe 'l'rpuSllry Department developpd through the target selection flY stem of 
tIll' i'\,]"l'P a comllrehen8i \'e nationwide Jist of over 1800 major drng tJ'llffickers 
lind finflll"i('rs who wpre 1mt under full tax audit investigations; gathering in
formation from the tlH'11 BNDD, Customs, IRR, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & 
]'irearms. and of substnntin I importance, from state amI local poHre. 

'I'he importonce of this suhRtuntia) list of major drug dealprs rannot be ov('r
(,lllnhasi7.prl. While DEA amI its prE'clecE'sRors tried, with little success, to bring 
arng caRC<; against major drug clralprs Uhpre were not more than a handful 
of succl'f;sful cases), thp NT'J'P, within its fir:;t tlyplve months, identified anrl put 
l11l(lE'r tough tax investigation 703 major targets in 53 metropolitan areas in 40 
states! 

Rtah' and local pOlice agel1cips and personnel welcomed the NTTP because it 
Ile1ped tbpm get immediate, short-term, uncI long term results, tbe;v could see and 
1'("("1 the nlmost immediate effect of their activities, and of great significance, the 
N~rTP did not encroach on their jurisdictions. 

1 The abbreviation most often used Is NTP. 1: prefer NTTP because it empbaslzes tbat 
It IS a tnx program. 
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The NTTP was downg~aded by IRS Commissioner Donald Alexander shortly 
after he aSSumed his dl.ties ill mid-1973 and by 1974 it was gutted, despite the 
clear Congressional and Executive POlicy, and speciftc earmarked appropriatif'. 
Although Commissioner Alexander bas unjustifiably criticized the N'.rTP, \'._l! 
fact remains it was a most succes;;ful tam progrum which had an extraordinary 
impact on the illicit drug traffic. Fortullately, the NTTP has now been revived 
by Presidential directive. 

The importance of NTTP to om: nation's efforts to reduce the illicit drug traffic 
and IJring it within manageable In'oportions is overriding and requires a deb.Ueel 
analysis of the program. 

I state to this Subcommittee and to the Congress that without an Idfer:tive 
Treasury IIRS Karcotics Trafficker Tax Prog~'am we will fail in our efforts to 
reducE:' the illicit drug traffic. In view of the overriding importance of this pro
gram, I would liln~ to describe in some detail its theory ancl practice. 

1'he N'lvl'P was initiated as part of the overall effort to crack clown on the 
illegal trafIic in narcotics. Uecognizing that the huge vroftts of the drug traffick
ing business o:re largely unreporteci and therefore untaxed, in late 1969 I rec
ol11mendC!d to the Secretary of the Treasury, Daviel l\I. Kennedy, and to Under 
Secretary Charles E. Walker, who had the responsibility for direct supervision of 
IRS, that the Treasnry develOp a tax program aimed at the drug trafficking 
busillesl;;. 

Preliminary flurveys in 1970 showed that among a group of suspected narcotics 
traffickers several patterns could be observed. First, there was a high incidence 
of non-filing of income tax returns. Second, a large number appeared to 111.1. ve 
life styles which wuuld require income far in excess of that on ,"hich taxes were 
being paid. 

As a result of these findings and our general studies and l'evlew, in the late 
spring of lU71, Secretary John B. Connally obtained White House and Congres
&ional approvai for the program and $7~ million in appropriations for the first 
yeal' of olleration. 

Thus, this program had the full backing of the Congress and the Executive. 
:Monies were appropriated specifically for the NTTP-moLlies and manpower 
which would not have been authorized or appropriltted lJut for this program anci 
were not authorized and appropriated .for any other IUS activity, 

'l'be Narcotics 'l'rafficker '.rax Program is an income tall! program. '.rhe goal of 
the NTTP is to faa! the illegal p1'ofits of the d1'1tg trafl/,clcing b1t8ine88, a major 
area 01 taJ) nOttcomlil'iance. The program was carefu1y developed over a two
year period und the results during the short time it was active-from Jnl~' 1, 
1071, to some time in 1074, ine1ucUng substantial sturt-up ancl training tlme
demoustrate that it was extrPlllE:'ly successful, 

It is impnrtallt and central to the N'fTP program to understand that the in
come from the illpgal narcotics traffic business is taxable. And it is the responsi
hilIty of the ~:reasury DE'partmenc to go after this taxable income. Drug 
trafficking is a 'bu8iness. It is not some isolated activity. 

It is damaging to tile "voluntary compliance" concept of tax admillistmtion 
to suggest that income from i1le{/al activit1J shou1e1 be given a lOUler priority than 
income from lawf'lI~ activit'll. The narcotics trafficking bUSiness is a highly orga
nized c!'iminal activity which requires a sophisticatecl ancl comprehensive pro
gram to idel1rify the inclivlc1uals involved amI to detvrmine the income which is 
taxable. Are We to encourage unlawful activity of the most serious ldl1cl by our 
failnre to enforce the tax laws against the narcotics traffickers? 

The enormous profits of t:l1e narcotics trnfficldng bUSiness constitute taxable 
income to trn.filck(lrs. To clevellJp a program to identify major narcotics traf
flckers and tax tllem is part of admInistering the tax laws. There is no meaning
ful distinction between this type of activity anci the ordiual'Y IUS methods of 
i{lentifying what is refeneel to as "pockets of noncomplian('e." 

There is 110 cUfferE:'Il('e in conrept In clecieling to splect suspected mltjor cll'ug 
tl'uffick(>l's fOJ' tax audit and in deciding to select waitresses and ta:xirub driyers 
regarding gra.tuities income, corporate executiv('s, individuals re~al'dil1A' inter
est ancl divic1encls payments or tax reSister groups, and other classifications of 
tnxpnYrl·s. Ind(led, the incic1ence of tax noncompliance by drug traffickers is, I 
Submit, higher than other noncompliance groups. 

'rho signifiCflIlt point with respect to the N~P was that under su('l1 It tax 
pl'ogl'flm we wel.'c n!Jle for the first time on an orgnnhrecl anci compl'phensive 
hm;is to get major drug tl'nfllckers, rwrsons who use intermediaries to insulu.te 
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themselves from the day-to-day operations of the drug traffic. III til is way, they 
achieye virtual immunity from prosecution under the substantive nurcotics laws. 
The Narcotics Tnlfiicker Tax Program was able to get at many of the ldngpins 
of the traffic. 

In developing the original program and thereafter while I served at the Treas
ury, the program had the full bipartisan support of the Congress j the full sup
port cf three Secretaries of the Treasury, David 1\I. Kennedy, John B. Connallr, 
and George P. Shultz j the excellent cooperation and leadership of two Commis
sioners of IRS, Rundolph Thrower and Johnnie 1\1:. Walters; and the full sup
IJort of the Tax and Criminal DiYisions of the Department of Justice and the 
yurious U.S. Attorneys. 

Important amI central to the NTTP was the policy decision to stress civil as 
well as criminal enforcement. This policy decision was a significant improve
ment on previous uses of tax administration to go after profits from criminal 
activity. It was our pOSition that the illegal profits must be taxed and shoulll 
be attacl;:ed either' by civil enforcement or criminal enforcement. If a criminal 
ease could be made, fine. If not, then the decision should be made as soon aR 
Vossible and appropriate civil action pursued vigorously. It can lJe argued that 
iu. muny cases the greater punishment and deterrent is taking the illegal profits 
from the illicit drug trafficker . 

.<:\. critical innovation in federal law enforcement, and essential to the ~uccess 
of N'rTP, was the development of the major drug traffickers target Helection 
procedure-a coordinated and cooperative selection of persons to be audited. 

As of ,Tuly 1, 1971, the paucity of information identifying known major drug 
traffickers was appalling. 

';"e developed !l program for selection of targf'ts, which once self'cted would 
be tlll'ned over to the IRS for andit. We organized field target selection COlll
mittees throughout the country and developed guidelines for target selection. 
~'he persOns seleeted had to be considered major traffickers am1 there had t·o lJe 
an imlicatioll of al:lsets to warrant a full andit. 

The field target selection committees ,yere comI)osed of proi'!,lIsional Carel'i' 
lJersonnel from federal, state and local agencies. On the fpderal level, the COlll
mittees included persounel from IRS, the then BNDD, and Customs. 011 the 
state amI local leyels, it included r(:'lwesentatives from the local aud state llo1ice. 
The committees would meet periodically and pool their knowledge. 

Targets selected would then be sent to 'Yashington, D.C. for reYi(;'w and final 
f'election by an inter-agency target selection (!ommittee cOlllpoi>ed of personnel 
from IRS, BNDD and Customs nnd chaired U)T the Deputy ASsista.nt Sceretary 
for Enforcement. This '.rreasur~' cOlUmittee would meet p(;'rioclieally to reyiew 
the field l'Pcommendations and det'ic1e to accellt, reject, or hold for further COll
si(]!.'ration eaC'll fielllrecomll1endution. 

Ouee a person was accepted the file wonl<l be sent to IRS and from that IJoint 
on in the investigative process, it wus an IRS tax case and IUlndlecl in uecorcl

. Ul]Ce with IRS operating" procedures. After investigation if the decillion was 
that the evidence justified a criminal prosecution it wns referred to the appro
IJl'iate IT.S. attorney's office. Otherwise it WUS J)Ul'sued civilly by IRS. 

Iml10rtnnt b~Tproducts of mUlti-agency analyses anel review of potential tar
g{'ts, supervised by tlle Office of the Secretal'y and not at IRS or other ag(;'n('y 
leyel, are that it insures selection of high-level targets, increases cooperation 
and effici(;'ncy, and l'(;'duces the posslbiliti(;'s of corruption in the selection proc('ss 
to a minimum. I want to stress my belief thnt this intc'l'llepartmental und inter
agency activity must be supervised by the Office of the Secretary of the 'rrearmry 
find not at un agency level. 

,y(\ alRO d!.'vplopec1 a minor drug trafficker tax Drogram deSigned to go nft('r 
thc profits of the 11Iinor deal!.'r a11(l pusher. 'rhe individuals involved were pri
lIlaril~' lower-Iev(;'l drug traffickers-dealers nnd Dushers-who w(;'re u1'1'csieil 
by state, local and federal ofIicials on suhstantive drug chargeR and where tll(;'rp 
was caAll found. We decided against a full audit of thef;c indivlduals hut insten(l 
we tool, tnx action; we strcsfled 11 tax check t;\,pe Of Invesl'igution-ditl tliPJ' me 
n l'(;'turn-and the 11S(, of tux year termination and jeopardy as:'lesslll('ut pro(>(>
(llll'eFl on th(;,fle individuuls to reach their large, conspicuous assets. Snch tax 
a('f"ion was tal~en on over 3,300 minaI' dealers und pushers. 

This pl1rt of the program achiev('u outstanding success ill t.a::dng and )'(;'clncing 
the worl,lng ('apital and street-IeY(;'1 prOfits and, thQreb~1, in disrupting the dis1"l'i
bution system. 
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A monthly report system was developed to monitor tlle progress of this tax 
program. That report system enabled the Secretary and me to follow the progress 
of each element of the program. The monthly report listed the numbers of cases 
by states and metropolitan areas and the status of the cases. 

Within the first twelve months of the NTTP, 793 major targets in 53 metro
politan areas in 40 states were selected for intensive tax investigation and 565 
minor traffickers were put under tax action. Within seventeen months 1,175 
major targets were selected for intensive tax investigation and 1,239 minor 
trafficl;:ers were put under tax action.· Attached to this statement are excerpts 
from reports I made after 12 and 17 months of the program and statistical tables 
which tell the unique story of this tax program. (See Exhibit A.) 

The extraordhiary success of the program stems from three groups of dedi
cated personnel: (1) the target selection efforts of Federal, state and local 
officfals i (2) the several hundred men and women in IRS-taw specialists 
performing a taw function-who took this program to heart and dedicated them
selves to it; and (3) the attorneys in the Department of Justice and the U.S. 
attorneys' office throughout the country, 

I strongly recommend that the N'l.'TP be reactivated quickly and given the 
highest priority possible under the overall supervision of the Assistant Secre
tary of the Treasury for Enforcement, Operations and Tariff Affairs. 

'l.'his highly successful program was unique in the spirit of cooperation it 
engendered among state, local and Federal officials and among Federalagencies, 
No jealousies and no infringement of jurisdiction existed among the various 
agencies cooperating in the NTTP. I submit that it ranks as one of the finest, 
if not the finest, cooperative law enforcement programs in our history from 
the point of view of results, professional performance, anli costs. It can be put 
back in operation and effective within months with strong supervision from the 
Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
3, R.coroa1ti~ation Plan No.2 of 19"13 and. its crcat'io'lI, of DEA. violate<L the funda

mental American criminal jU8Uce conoept of 8eparation of the investigating 
function and the p1'08ecuting fmwtion 

A baSic tenet of our criminal justice system is the separation of the investigat
ing function and the prosecuting function. Consolidating these vast powers 
destroys traditional checks and balances, Prosecutors develop propl'ietary 
interests in particular cases or targets and tend to exercise undue control over 
activities of the investigators. There is a great danger that, as prosecutors 
become involved in the investigative stages, they will lose the objectivity so 
essential to their review responsibility, 

When the prosecutor assumes the investigative function, the end result is to 
relluce the profeSSionalism of the enforcement agents, making them mere aides 
or clerks to the prosecuting attorney. 

This is comparable to a State Attorney General's having direct control of 
the state police department or a District Attorney's having control of the local 
police department. It has ominous implications for the future of law t'nforce
ment in the United States and subverts the role of the Department of .Tustice, 

This issue has received too little attention in recent years as we have seen 
prosecutors more and more involving themselves in all stages of investigations 
and assuming control of investigations. Oooperation between prosecutor and 
investigator is necessary, but the power inherent in the office of the prosecutor 
is sufficient to insure this. 
4. Reorganization Plan No.2 of 19"13 and its creation ot DEA. 1'a;18€8 tlte s1>ect1'e 

ot a national police tCJree by addinu yet another invest·iuative arm, to the 
Department Of JU8tice, the law department ot the UniterZ States, ana by 
the 11813 ot DEA pC1'80nneZ in street-leveZ druu operations 

'l'he Department of Justice is the law department for the Federal branch of 
government. All criminal prosecutions are handled by the Justice Department, 
':I'lle Department of Justice also carries the largest investigative role through 
the FBI, the Immigration aJl(i Naturalization Service (INS) 1 and the DEA, 
It ulso has the U.S. Marshal'S Service. 

Because of. our constitutional system of Federalism, we do not have a national 
police f.orce. The general police power is reserved to the states, Federal enforce
ment, is a combination of decentralization in speCialized agencies thl'ow~hont 
the Executive Brunch, Ilna the FBI in the Department of JustiCE', having' a 
multiplicity of. investigatory responsibilities and no regulatory duties. 
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I oppose the centralization of enforcement authority in ahy one department 
and particitUarly in the Department vf Justice which has the Federal prosecuting 
function. '. 

In addition to the increased il1vestigative authority and manpower in Justice, 
I was appalled to read in the Subcommittee's hearings and interim report the 
extent to which DEA is doing state' and local enforcement work. DEA's encroach
ment on fitate and local enforcement must be stopped. 

Further; to argue as they do that they have to worlc the street-level drug 
scene to get leads and information to reach the major dealers is an admission 
that they have no special expertise in investigating major interst.'lte cases. After 
reading the hearings. and the interim report, I doubt that they have any special 
expertise except to make "buys" of drugs, which practice is considered by many 
to be counterproductive. 
5. Reoruanization Plan No. 2 oj 19"18 1'emovecl a barrier auainst c01'ruption by 

elimin,at~nu Ottst011tS anti-drttg smuguling investigat01'y ancl intelligeltce-
gathering activities . 

Drug enforcement is fraught with greater potential fOl: corruption than any 
other police activity. When there are two or more agencies which interface and 
must coordinate their investigative activities, any agent or other enforcement 
officer inclined to collaborate with a trafficker faces a greater risk of discovery 
than if there is only one agency. This check against collusiOn h.as now been 
removed. 
6. DEJA. is wasting the taxpayers' money at an annual mte of 'wen ovcr $125 

million for wea7cer dl'Ug enforcement 
The growth of BNDD/DEA funding has been astronomical: 

1968 

Posi· 
tions Amount 

Bureau of Narcotics 

IDoliar amounts in millions; fiscal yearsl 

1974 1975 

Posi· Posi· 
tions Amount tions Amount 

Transi-
tion 1977 requested 

----- quarter -----
Posi- estim~te, Posi· 

1976 

tions Amount amount tions Amount 

and Dangerous Drugs ••••• _ ... _._ 948 $14 ___ • __ ........ __ • _____________ ...... __________ .... ____ .. __ .. ___________ _ 
Drug Enforcement 

Administration •• _ ... ____ .... ______ 3,978 $112 4,186 $141 4,263 $153 $43 4,365 $159 

For FY 1977, DEA is requesting $159 million and 4,365 positions. This is at 
least 3,500 more DEA personnel than necessary. And if my contentions, analysis 
and proposal' are accepted, practically all 4,365 positions are unnecessary. 
"I. Reorganization Plan No.2 of 19"18 cloes not ancl cannot, as it purports to do, 

centralize all clrug enforcement in one agency. Nor 1Voulcl such ccntraliz(l.tion 
be more efficient 

Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973 was the product of a management philosophy 
that all functions relating to narcotics should be administerecl by one agency. 
When applied to a multidimensional problem that cuts across functional and 
jurisdictional lines, it was an erroneous philosophy at best. The hearings and 
interim report of this Subcommittee clearly set forth the weaknesses of the 
reol'ganization plan and the failures of DEA. 

Of necessity, many agencies contribute to the drug enforcement mission, IRS 
must still investigate tax violations by trafficlmrs. Customs still has the re
sponsibility for the interdiction of narcotics at our ports of entry and along 
our land and sea borders. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms must 
still investigate gun violations by traffickers. State and local enforcement officials 
must still malte the majority of domestic seizures and arrests. Our ambassadors 
m\lst still consider drugs a foreign policy issue. 

So Reorganization Plan No. 2 merely shifted the points of interface and 
further obscured the lines of coordination needed to connect activities of the 
various agencies amI departments. Actually, the points of interface should be 
chosen based on the function which each agency or level of government is best 
able to perform. This, not centralization, will achieve maximum efficiency an(] 
effectiveness. 
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PROPOSAL FOR REVISED FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATION AND POLICY 

l\Iy proposal is' based on the following fundamentals and on the belief that 
drug enforcement is a multidimensional problem and requires a multidimensional 
response. , 

1. The domestic drug traffic (other than tax and smuggling investigations) 
is the primary responsibility of the 400,000 state and local police. 

2; The Federal role in the domestic drug traffic (other than tax and smuggling 
investigations) must be confined to major interstate drug traffickers. Major 
intl'astate drug trafficking is a state and local responsibility. 

8. Recognition that the Single most important program is the Treasm:y IIRS 
Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program and its two parts: (1) target selection proc
ess, and (2) IRS tax investigations and tax aetion. The target selection part 
of the NTTP must be a combined multi-agency lJ'ederal, state and local effort. 
It must be under the overall control and supervision of the Office of the Secretary 
of the Treasury and not under the control of IRS or any other agency. Regard
ing the IRS part of the NTTP, there must be full use of both the criminal aml 
civil sections of the Internal Revenue Code. 

4. The anti-drug smuggling effort is a Federal law enforcement responsibility. 
Smuggling is a distinct crime, separate from internal drug trafficking crimes 
and involves generally diffarent enforcement methods and techniques. 'l'11<! 
Treasury Department's Customs Service is clearly and obviously the agency 
with the greatest anti-smuggling experience, competence, and contacts, ancI 
which has the drug interdiction responsibility at our borders and ports· of entry. 
No agency can duplicate 01; substitute for Customs. 

5. Diplomacy must stress each nation meeting its international responsibilities 
and each country providing its own resources. , 

6. Our, agent work OV(lrseas should be strictly intelligence-gathering regarding 
suspected drug smuggling attempts into the U.S. and the normal mutual ex
change of information and in cooperative training exercises. The responsibility 
for uperation of cases overseas is strictly that of the foreign enforcement officials. 

With this background and the comments and analysiS throughout this state
ment, I respectfully make the following overall proposal in order to achieve 
maximum results, and l\.t the least cost. 

1. Abolish DEA. There is no need for a sepal'ate drug enforcement agency. 
2. Reactivate Oll a priority basis the Treasury IIUS Narcotics Trafficker Tax 

Program under the direct supervision of the ASSistant Secretary of the Treasury 
for Enforcement, Operations, and Tadff Affairs. 

The manpower required would be less than 750, composed of about GOO 
Treasury Agents and about 125 support personnel. As the program developed 
earh year the number of personnel would not increase because the information 
would be put on computers and it would be much easier in succe.eding years 
to check on previous targets. The point is that there is a finite number of 
major dealers and as each was identified and put in the system, subsequent 
examinations would be less difficult and time consuming. 

No additional legislation is needed, only oversight by the Congress similar 
to the oversight of the Office of the Secretary of (1) the target selection process, 
ancl (2) IRS operations once the targets selected were transmitted to the IRS. 

3. Return to '.rreasury the full responsibility for drug smuggling investigations 
and intelligence-gathering. Customs does not need any additional manpower fol' 
this function. Legislation would be needed to accomplish this. 

4. Restrict Federal domestic enforcement of tlle SUbstantive drug laWfl to 
majm' interstate drug traffickers und transfer that responsibility to the FBI or 
another agency. Because of the minimal Federlll role only limited manpower 
would be required. 

5. Hetul'll aU re,P,'lllntory responsibilities regarding synthetic drugs to HEW's 
Food & Drug Administration. Enforcement of criminal cases can be referred to 
the FBI. The Food & Drug Administration muy lleed some udclitional manpower 
fOl' this r(lsponslbility which could come from DEA. I note in DENs fiscal year 
'77 budget request approximately $12.5 milliOll for compliance and regulation. 
T"ecislatiOll would be needecl for this proposal. 

lVfr. Ohairman and members of the Subcommittee, I respectfully submit that 
these proposuls will return us to the path of stronger enforcement against the 
illidt drug traffic and will save the U.S. taxpayer over $125 million m1llUall y. 

Thanl!: YO\l, 1\11'. Chairman. 
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EXHIBIT .A 

12-l\IoNTH REPORT OF THEl TREASURy/IRS NA.RCO'fICS TRAFFICKER TAX PROGRA~I 

During the first year of operation-July 1, 1971, to .Tune 30, 1072-the 
~'I'easury/In::; Narcotics Trafficker Program has accomplished the following: 

1. 793 major targets in 40 states, 53 metropolitan areas and the District of 
Columbia were selected by Treasury's Target Selection Committee and referred 
to the IRS for intensive tax investigation (see attaclJed Table I). Under the 
direetion of IRS Commissioner Johnnie JI.I. Walters, 410 Treasury Agents and 
1.12 sUl1port personnel are presently conducting the intensive tax investigations. 
In addition, 565 minor traffickers are under tax action. 

2. $54.2 million in taxes and penalties have been assessed under the program, 
oJ; which more than $8.5 million has already been collected in the form of cash 
01' va)llPc. property. This is $1 million more than the $7.;) million apprOlH'iated 
for the program by Congr{'ss. We a.re now using the drllg tratficl.cl's' illegal ZJl'ofits 
to 1111 t tilmn out of bllS·ilW88 (see attached Table II). 

3. Six men have been cOllvicted on criminal tax charges i 15 other criminal 
tax cases are 'Pending in Federal District Courts in New York, l\Iiami, Detroit, 
Los Angeles, San Irrancisco, Indianapolis, Baltimore, and 'Washington, D.C. i 
and another 35 investigations have been completed with prosecution recom
mendntions. Inyestigations were completeu in an additional 78 cases with ciyil 
aSRess.nents and penulties determined in 64 cases. 

'We belieYe this represents a substantial achieyement. By focusing attention on 
the persons res110nsilJIe for the narcotics distribution, this program is muking u 
Illajor additional contribution to the President's offensive against drug abuse. 

'1'lIe word for the drug traffickers is to get out of the illegul drug traffic or 
face up to intensive tux inYestigation. This word should be spreud in eyery 
('it;\- and town in the United States. We have institutionali7..ed this program. 
l<Jn'ryon{' in this illegul business should realize that they will be subjected to 
tongh tax scrutiny. 

The program's objecti-res-to take the 'Profit out of the illegal traffic in nar
cotics and thereby further disrupt the traffic-are accomplishecl ill two ways: 

1. JIajor targets: by conducting systematic tax im-estigations of middle and 
uvper echelon narcotit's trafficl~ers, smugglers, and financiers. '.rhese are the 
people who frequently are insulated from the duily ol1erations of the drug 
trnffic through intermediaries. 

2. Minor targct.~: by the syRtematic driYe underway to seize--to be applied 
to taxes and penalties owing-the substantial amounts of cash that are fre
(juentl~' found in the hands of minor narcotics traffickers-those below the mid
dle aud upper echelon leyel. 

COlllputers are now being used in this program to facilitate the year in, year 
out serutiny of the finances of these nurcotics traffickers. By computerizing our 
information, we will be uble to examine systematically and quickly each mujor 
and minor trafficlmr targetcd under this 'Program. 

Although all of the penalties and taxes thut huYe been assessed may not be 
collected, the impact of this program on the narcotics traffic is already sub
Rtantial and increasing ('uch month. 

State and Metropolitan areas 

Alabama: Mobile __________________ _ 
Alaska: Anchorage ___ .. _______ . _"-
Arizona: Phoenix, Tuscon, and Yuma .. 
Arkansas: Little Rock ______________ _ 
California: 

Los Angeles and San Diego _____ _ 
San Francisco and Oaltland ____ ._ 

Colorado: Denver _____________ ... __ _ 
Connecticut: Hartford ______________ _ 
Oelaware: Wilmlngton. ______ h ___ • _. 

District of Columbia: Washington .. __ _ 
Florida: Miami __ • __ •• _ •• __ ....... .. 
Hawaii: HOllolulu ___ •• _. ___ • _._ ... .. 
Georgia: Atlanta ________ ._. ________ _ 

TABLE 1.-12-MONTH REPORT 

Completed 
Investi-

Targets gallons State and Metropolitan areas 

2. _________ _ 
illinois: 1 _________ _ 

35 4 2 _________ _ 

CII Icago ______________ •• _____ ._ 
5 pringfield ____________________ _ 

Indiana: I ndianapolis ______________ _ 
LOUISiana: Now Orloans ____________ _ 

39 10 
33 3 

Maine: Bangor ~ __ ------------------Maryland: Ballimore _______________ _ 
Massachusetts: Boston _____________ _ 8 _________ _ 

12 3 1 ____ •• ___ _ 

17 4 
64 17 
10 2 
19 6 

Michigan: Oetroll.. •• ______ •• , __ .. __ 
Minnesota: st. Paul and Minneapolis._ 
Mississippi: Gulfport... ______ • _____ _ 
Missoun: St. Louis and Kansas City •• _ Nevada: Las Vegas ________ .. ____ .. _ 
New Hampshire: Portsmouth _______ _ 
New Jersey: Newark-Camden _______ _ 
New Mexico: Albuquerque._. _______ _ 

Completed 
Investi-

Targets gations 

40 
4 
8 2 

12 4 1 _________ _ 
6 1 

12 1 
53 6 2. _______ •• _ 1 _________ _ 

10 2 
3 ••••• __ ••. 
2 1 

52 6 
9 2 
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TABLE I.-12-MONTH REPORT-Continued 

state and Metropolitan areas 

New York: 

~~J~~::::::::::::::::::::::=: 
New York City and Suburbs ____ _ 

North Carolina: Greensboro-Charlotte_ 
Ohio: Cincinnati-Day ton _____________ _ 

Cleveland. ____ • ____ ••• ____ ••• _ 
Oregon: PQ.rtJand_ •• ____ ._ •• _______ _ 
Pennsylvania: Philadelphia. ________________ ._ 

Pittsbu rgh ____________________ _ 
Rhode Island: Providence _________ ._ 
South Carolina: Columbia __________ _ 

Completed 
Invesll-

Completed 
Invesli-

Targets gations State and Metropolitan areas Targets gations 

4 ______ ••• _ 
9 130 ------3ii 

Tennessee: Nashville and Memphis __ _ 
Texas: Austin, Houston, and EI Paso __ Dallas _______ • ________________ _ 

5 _________ _ 

41 It 
3 1 

16 1 
9 ________ ._ 

utah: Salt Lake City _______________ _ 
Virginia: 

Richmond and Norfolk__________ 24 _________ _ 

2 _________ _ 

7 _________ _ 

11 1 

40 1 

Arlington and Alexandria _________________________ _ 
Washington: Seattle_ _______________ 11 2 
West Virginia: Parkersburg__________ 1 _________ _ 
Wisconsin: Milwaukee______________ 1 _________ _ 

15 5 1 _________ _ TotaL_______________________ 793 134 
5 1 

TABLE 11.-12 MONTH REPORT 

Number Amount 

Major Target assessments: 

f:~~~~~:~~;~~T~~~Sts-c:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l~ f~: m: m 
Tax year termination assessments 2___________________________________________ 23 7,974,616 

------------------TotaL _____________________ • _____ ._______________________________________ 70 31,112,023 

====== 
Minor target assessments:' Jeopardy assessments_ . _______________________________ • ______________ •• ___ ._ 36 863,712 

Tax year termination assessments _____ • ____ • _________ ._. _______ .______________ 529 22,256,438 

------------------TotaL ______________ • _____ ... __ .. _ .. __ .... __ .... ___ • ________ .. _. ___ .. ___ ===~5"'65==2='3,='!=20;", =150 

Total assessments Involving narcotic trarfickers _______ .... __ .. __________ .. __ ~.______________ 54,232, 173 

SEIZURES INVOLVING NARCOTIC TRAFFICKERS 

Major targets Minor targets 

Currency_________________________________________________________ $1,763,213 $5,449,923 
Property _______________________________________ ._ ......... _._____ 86,738 1,249,828 

Total dollars seized._ •• ___ ....... ___ .... __ .... _____ • ______________ .. ___ .. __ ... _______ •• _ 

Cases recommended for prosecution ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Criminal tax cases in U.S, courts awaiting triaL _________________________________________________ _ 
Criminal tax convictions _____________________________ .. ______ .... _ .. _____ • ___________ .. __ .. ___ _ 

Amount 

$7,213,136 
1 336,566 

8,549,702 

35 
15 

S. 

I Jeopardy assessments are assessments of taxes made where a relurn has been filed or should have been riled, but where
circumstances exist under which delay might jeopardize the collection of the revenue. 

2 Termination of tax yoar Is a computation of the tax due and assessment made where the time for filing the return has 
not become due where circumstances exist under which delay might jeopardize collection of the revenue. 

3 These are assessments made as a result of seizures by other law enforcement agencies of cash or other assets against 
current income of narcotic traffickers where delay might jeopardize cotlection of the revenue. 

17-:\IONTII REPOR'!' Ol~ TIIJ~ TREASt;RY/IRS NARCOTICS TRAFFICKER TAX PROGRAM: 

During November, '1'reasury Agents and support personnel of the Internal 
Revenue Service seized and collected $2.4 million from narcotics tratficl{ers and 
Illade assessments of $5.4 million. In addition, 68 new major targets were selected 
and 157 minor targets were placed under tax action. 

In the Courts, 2 tramcl;:ers were convicted, and 4 indictments were returned. 
'1'ho Treasury has recommended an additional 11 cases for prosecution. 

'1'110 additional targets expanded the program into one new state, South 
Dakota, and eight metropolitan areas-Aberdeen, South Dakota; Augusta,. 
Geor~rfa; Peoria, Illinois; Annapolis, :lUaryland; Reno, Nevada i Chattanoogu, 
TeunesHee; Forth 'Vorth, Texas, und Bridgeport, Connecticut. 
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'1'he 1 T month<l result of this program are as follows: 

1,17G Major 'l'l.lrgets and 1,23D Other Trafficli:ers 

In 46 states, 82 metropolitan areas and the District of Columbia, 1,175 targets 
Imn' been selected by '1'reasnry's 'l'arget Selection Committee and referred to the 
IRH for intem;ive tax investigation (see attached Table I). Under the clirection 
of IRS Commissioner Johnnie ~I. Walters, 550 Treasury Agents and 112 support 
:versonnel are presently ("onducting these investigations. 

'1'he Congress has passed It supplemental appropriation of $4.5 million which 
will increase the number of 'l'reasury Agents to 648. 

In addition, 1,239 minor targets traffickers are under til..,\: action. 

$82.G Million Assessed-$15.6 Million Collected 

$R2.G million in taxes and jlenalties have been assessed under the program, 
of which more than $15.6 million have already been collected. The drug traffickers 
illegal profits are being used to put them out of business (see attached Tables 
II and III). 

:!O Convictions +44 Indictments +61 Prosecution Recommendations =125 

Twenty men have been conyicted on criminal tax charges; 44 other criminal 
tax cases are pending in Federnl District Courts in Atlanta, Miami, Detroit, 
I,os Angeles, San ]'rancisco, Seattle, Boston, Indianapolis, Baltimore, and Wash· 
ington, D.C., and in other areas; and another 61 investigations have been com· 
pleted with prosecution recolllmendations (see attached Tables II and III). 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

TABLE 1.-17-MONTH REPORT, TREASURYjl NTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE NARCOTICS TRAFFICKER PROGRAM; 
RESULTS AS OF DEC. 1, 1972 

Siale and metropolitan areas 

Alabama: Mobile .••••••••••••• __ ••• 
Alaska: Anchorage •••••••••• _ •• _ •••• 
Arizona: Phoenix Tucson, and Yuma •• 
Arkansas: Little Rock •• _ •••••••••••• 
California: 

Los Angeles, San Diego •••• _._ ••• 
San Francisco, and Oakland •••••• 

Colorado: Denver ••••••• _ ••• _ •• _ ••.• 
Connecticut: Hartford, Bridgeport ••• _. 
Delaware: Wilmin~ton ••••••••••••••• 
Dlstriclof Columbia: Washinglon ••••• 
Florida: Miami, Jacksonville, Tampa, 

and Orlando •••• _ •••••••• _ •••••••• 
. Hawali: Honolulu •• __ ••.••••••••••.• 
Geor~ia: Atlanla, and Augusta_ •••• _._ 
illinOIS.: Chicago, Springfieid, and 

Peorla •• _ .•••••••.•••• __ ._ ••••••• 
1ndlana: Indianapolis and G-ary ••••••• 
Iowa: Des Moines ••••••••••••••• _ ••• 
l<ansas: Lawrence ••••••••••••••••• _ 
Kentucky: Louisville, Covington, and 

Newport._ •••• _ •••••••••••••••••• 
Louisiana: New Orleans ••••••••••••• 
Maine: Bangor ••• __ •••• __ •••••••••• 
Ma;yland: Baltimore and Annapolis ••• 
'Massachusetts: Boston •••••••••••••• 
Michigan: DelroIL ••• _ ••• __ •••••••• 
Minnesola: St. Paul and Minneapolis •• 
Mississippi: Gulf~ort •••••••••••••••• 
Missouri: st. Louis and Kansas Cily ••• 
Nebraska: Omaha ••••••••• _ •••••••• 
Nevada: Las Vegas and Reno •••••••• 
New Hampshire: Porlsmouth._._ •••• 

Compleled 
Investi· 

Targels gations State and metropolilan areas 

13 2 
1 ••••••••• _ 

61 9 
3 •••••••• _. 

45 22 
42 7 
12 2 
16 2 
1 •••••••••• 

New Jersey: Newark, Camden and 
Trenlon. 

New Mexico: Albuquerque ••••••••••• 
New York: 

Albany •••••• __ ._ •••••••• _ ••••• 
Buffalo and Rochester •••..•••••• 
New York Clty •••••••••••••••• _. 

Norlh Carolina: Greensboro and 
Charlotte. 

Ohio: 
22 5 Clnclnnali, Dayton and Columbus. 

Cleveland and Toledo ••••••• __ •• 
27 Oklahoma: Oklahoma Cily ••• _ •• _ •••• 
1 Oregon: Portland •••••••••••••••.••• 

~5 
10 
31 12 Pennsylvania: 

Philadelphia. __ •••••••••••.•••• 
61 7 Plttsburgh ••••••••••• _ ••••••••• 
12 3 Rhode Island: Providence •• _ ••••••.• 
4 •••••••• _. South Carolina: Columbia ••••• _ ••••• 
1 ••••• _ •• _. Soulh Dakola: Aberdeen ••• _ •••• __ •• 

6 •••••••••• 
16 2 
1 •••••••••• 

14 3 
24 3 
71 13 
5 ••••• ___ •• 
3 •••• _._ ••• 

21 8 

Tennossee: Nashville, Memphis and 
Chattanooga. 

Texas: 
AUstin, Houston and EI Paso ••••• 
Dalias and Fort Worth ••••••••••• 

Ulah: Salt Lake City. __ ._ ••..•••••••• 
Virginia: Richmond and NorfOlk, 

Arlinglon and Alexandria. 
Washington: Seattle •••••••••••• _ ••• 
Wesl Virginia: Parkersburg •••••• _ ••• 
Wisconsin: Milwaukeo ••• _ •• _ ••••••• 

Completed 
Investi· 

Targets galions 

67 7 

11 5 

14 1 
20 3 

157 55 
17 1 

17 •••••••••• 
24 ••••• _ •.•• 
3 _ •••• _ •••• 

18 4 

42 3 
39 6 
6 •••••••.•• 
5 2 
1 ••••• _ •••• 
8 •••••••••• 

51 11 
8 2 
6 •••••••••. 

28 2 

24 5 
1 •.•••••••• 
5 1 3 _ ••••••••• 

5 •••• __ •••• -----
4 2 Tolal.._ •••• _ ••••••••• _...... 1,175 239 
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TABLE 1I.-17-MONTH REPORT 

Number Amount 

Major target assessments; Regular assessments __________________________________________________ "._____ 189 $11,052,523 

?~~:~~~ ta;(~~~~ron~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ l§; m; 1~~ 
-------Total___________________________________________________________________ 283 39,675,136 
========== Minor target assessments; a 

?~~:~~r ~sr~r~~ron~=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 1~~ 3§: ~~~: ~~5 -------TotaL___________________________________________________________________ 1,239 42,859,959 
Total assessments involving narcotic traffickers_____________________________________________ 82,535,095 

COLLECTIONS AND SEIZURES INVOLVING NARCOTIC TRAFFICKERS 

Major 
targets 

Currency_________________________________________________________ $3,163,904 PropertY _ __ __ __ ____ ______ ____ ____ ________ ______ __ ______ ________ __ 141, 463 

Minor 
targets Amount 

$10,237,426 _____________ _ 
2,082,999 _____________ _ 

-------------------------Total dollars seized and collected ________________________________________________________ _ 
Cases recommended for p rosecutlon ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Criminal tax cases in U.S. courts awaiting triaL _________________________________________________ _ 
Criminal tax conviction _______________________________________________________________________ _ 

Total criminal cases _________________________________________________________________ .--

$15, 625, 792 

61 
44 
20 

125 

I Jeopardy assessments are assessments of taxes made where a return has been filed or should have been filed, but 
where circumstances exist under which delay might Jeopardize the collection of the revenue. 

2 Termination of tax year is a computation of the tax due and assessment made where the time for filing the return has 
not become due where circumstances er.ist under which delay might Jeopardize the revenue. " 

'These are assessments made as a result of seizures by other law enforcement agencies of cash or other assets against 
current income of narcotic traffickers where delay might Jeopardize collection of the revenue. 



TABLE 1I1.-17-MONTH REPORT 

Major target program 

Cases recom
mended for 

Metropolitan areas Number Assessments Dollars seized prosecution 

Alla~takGa------------------------------ 14 $415,977 $28,511 
Aus!ln- oustoll-EI P,!so, Tex______________ 15 1,576,515 54,220 
Baltimore, Md.-Washington, D.C___________ 11 1,362,882 _____________ _ 
Boston, Mass__________ __________________ 5 5,561,815 22,183 

gfe~~l~'n~:"f,hio~~:=::::::.:=::::::=:=::::------------~---_____ ~~~:~:_::=:-:=:::::= 
Chicago·Springfield, IIL___________________ 10 311,713 16,850 
Detroit, Mlch__________________________ 17 1,252,166 13,555 
C~arl~tte-Green~boro, N.C_________________ 3 163, 933 IS, 240 
Mlaml-Jacksonvllle:Tampa •. Fla_____________ 32 10, 183,653 1,300 
Los Angeles·San Diego, CaliL_____________ 25 915,441 59,238 
Newark-Camden-Trenton, N.J______________ 14 3,721,619 1,656 
New York City___________________________ 53 7,503,738 1,621,027 
Philad~lphia, Pa __ ,____________________ 5 206,195 16,000 
Phoemx-Tucson, Anz______________________ 10 280,422 5,620 
Pittsburg~, Pa __________ ~---------------- 4 36,689 2,843 
San Franclsco·Oakland, CaliL______________ 12 760, 888 79,684 
Seattle-Tacoma, Wash______________________ 5 137,838 35,000 
S!. Louis, Mo _______ ,__________________ 9 1,019,793 5,573 
Rlchmond-Norfolk-Arlington, Va____________ 3 146,734 11,274 
other________________________________ 33 4, iOO, 742 274,114 

5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
0 
3 
4 
2 
2 
4 
0 

10 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
9 

TotaL ____________________________ _ 
283 3?, b/~, IJo l,lb3,888 61 

Note -Dollars seiled includes both property and currency. 

Criminal 
cases in u.s. 
courts await

ing trial 

4 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
3 
0 

11 
1 
2 
3 
0 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
0 
5 

44 

Criminal 
convictions 

0 
0 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
4 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 

20 

Minor target program 

Number Assessments Dollars seized Collections 

37 $476,433 $136,797 $67,877 
91 1,629,038 817,487 
2 238,834 44,879 92,636 

67 2,132,887 542,582 
19 149,326 82,122 
12 690,646 113,375 
78 2,264,421 178,008 00 69 1,310,544 367,806 692,000 II'>-34 320,680 53,989 10,052 0:. 49 762,032 593,594 142,877 

177 10,291,836 1,325,802 
27 1,502,991 869,319 

108 7,794,275 3,766,264 
41 714,073 320,447 
58 1,416,699 337,765 
11 451,202 120,752 8,144 
61 2,582,650 531,163 
13 224,932 122,204 
8 247,712 27,071 
7 264,880 15,836 26,895 

270 7,393,868 1,953,073 

1,239 42,859,959 12,320,425 1,041,481 
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Senator NUNN. If you would, proceed to summarize it in your best 
fashion. 

Mr. R?ssJ?Es. I appreciate being here, Mr. Chair-man. I do intend to 
summal'lze It. 

The issue before us is the value of the creation of the Drug Enforce
ment Administration created by Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973, 
and generally the committee has asked my views on how the Federal 
enforcement role against the illicit drug traffic should be organized. 

I might say to begin with, Mr. Chairman, that the hearin~s of this 
committee and the interim report released on July 18 are absolutely 
essential for anybody who wants to have any understanding of that 
area. I commend the committee for that effort. 

The history of Federal enforcement is generaUy that up until 1965 
both the two bureaus primarily concerned, the old Bureau of Narcotics 
and the Bureau of Customs were in the Treasury Department. The 
reorganization plan of 1968, removed the Bureau of Narcotics from 
Treasury and combined it with a new bureau that had been created, as 
you know, in 1965, the Bureau.of Drug Abuse Control in HEW. That 
bureau had be0n created because of the explosion of synthetic drugs 
in the sixties. 

Then came, after I left the Treasury in January of 1973, the deci
sion to create DBA by combining BNDD, ODALE or the Office of 
Drug Abuse Law Enforcement, and an office called the Office of Na
tional Narcotics Intelligence and the Treasury's drug smuggling re
sponsibilities, not the other smuggling responsibilies. 

Mr. Chairman, I say very bluntly, as I have in the past, I opposed 
that reorganization plan. I think it was a tragic mistake. Federal drug 
enforcement should be restricted to major inrerstate crimes ancl that 
authority should be put in the FBI or some other agency. 

In the early part of my statement, I set out ReYen reasons why I 
said at that time that it ,vould weaken drug enforcement. It just mis
understands what our role is overseas, it misconceives the policies do
mesticaUy; it violates our criminal justice system of separation of the 
investigating and prosecuting functions; it raises the specter of na
tional police force; it removes an important barrier against corrup
tion, and it wastes the taxpayers' money now estimated well over $125 
million anlluaUy, Mr. Chai.rman. 

It cannot, it would not centralize aU drug enforcement, nor would 
sneh centralization be efficient. 

I will summarize my proposals which are based on fundainentals. 
First, the fundamental responsibility for the domestic drup: traffic 

internally in the United States, other than tax and smuggling investi
p:ations, is clearly in the State and local poHce: 400,000 of them. It 
should remain there. If that is accepted, so much flows from that. 

Second is that the FeclP"'alrole is the major interstate trafficking, 
not intrastate, and shall be limiter! to major interstate drug traffick
inrr cases. 

Third, a recognition thti. has not really come out in so many studies 
in this area, that tIc.; single most important program, if we want to 
do anything about the illIcit drug traffic in this country, is the Treas
ury IRS narcotics trafficker tax program and the two parts of it, the 
target selection process which is not an IRS function, and the actual 
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illvestiO'atioll of the tax cases using both the criminal and civil sec
tions of the Internal Revenue Code, which is the IRS function. 

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you a question on that point. I think 
that is a very important point. When you were at the Treasury 
Department, did you in fact carry out a vigorous IRS attack on nar
cotics traffickers ~ 

Mr. RossIDEs. vVe did-and I plan to go into that quite fully-as 
probably the most extraordinary enforcement program we have had 
against t~e illi.cit drug traffic. You will be surprise.d as to its imp~ct 
as we go mto It. Just take the first year, Mr. Chall'man: 793 maJor 
dealers put under tax investigation ar.d we are here talking about 
DEA, whether they should be in local stuff or the major traffickers. 
They can't even make a handful of cases. 

I am not blaming them. It is very difficult to make major drug cases. 
But in 1 year, and a very simple, commonsense program, with mar
velous eooperation with the Department of Justice, we put under 
tough tax investigation 793 major dealers. 

Senator NUNN. This was what yead 
Mr. RossIDEs. July 1, 1971, to June 30, 1972. 
Senator NUNN. Out of that 793, let us carry that down from the 

investigation, to prosecution. Can you furnish us that ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. At the end of the first year, yes, the chart is in the 

appendix. If you turn to my exhibit A there are two reports, the 
12-month report and then the 17-month r"rnrt of the program, 17 
months because it was my last month. 

Table 2 of the 12-month report shows that within 1 year-again, 
you have to remember the i:trst two, July and August, were organiza
tional months-we had 35 cases recommended for prosecution; crimi
nal cases in U.S. courts awaiting trial, 15; criminal tax convictions, 6; 
and we seized and obtained more money in taxes and penalties than 
we spent the first year. We used their illegal profits to put them out of 
business. 

I say to this committee and to the Congress as I have in my prepared 
statement, that unless there is an active, effective narcotics tax pro
gram supervised at the Office of the Secretary level and the two parts 
effected, the target selection system which is lIDique and then the use 
of the criminal and civil sections of the tax code and the followup by 
the Department of Justice, lIDless we have that, you can forget this 
whole thing about doing anything of value regarding illicit drugs to 
really get it down to manageable proportions. Otherwise, we are just 
kidding ourselves and we have been for a long time. 

Senator NUNN. I don't disagree with you on that at all. I think 
that is a very valid point. 

Did this effort stop, if SOi when ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. Mr. ChaIrman, as I point out in my statement it 

stopped when the new Commissioner or Customs Mr. Donald AI~x
ander, came on board in 1973. 

Senat.or NUNN. Commissioner of Customs ~ , 
Mr. ROSSIDES. I am sorry. Commissioner of Internal Revenue Serv

ice, Donald Alexander, in'1973. He downgraded the program in 1973 
and by 1974. it was gutted. He has criticized the proO'ram in his 
speeches ancl in testimony.· t:> 
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I think there is no merit to his criticism. I have testified on this 
before the Senate Finance Committee, as well as the House Govern-
ment Operations Committee. . . 

He alleO'ed some abuses. In the 18 months that I supervIsed tIns 
program ~nCl in which we had all of this activity, including the mi,nor 
traffic program, not one single abuse was brought to .my attentIon. 
\Yhcn he testified in 1974 or H)75, I unde~'stand there mIght have beep 
8 cases aT uJleged abuse out of 21000 IDmor trafficker cases. That IS 
the program using tax action, Mr. Chairman, when a drug deale~ is 
arrested. The case I used as an example, someone fmmcl some cocallle, 
in an apartment in New York and there ,vas $4:,000 found also. 

The police arrested the suspect. Under this program, we can termi
nate the tax year, assess what the taxes are an(l take that $4,000. 

At the Federal level the minor trafficker program does more to 
attack the street level dealers and pushers than all of this ni::Jnsense of 
DEA getting involved in street level stuff. When we have the impact 
of a tax investigation at the audit level and then at the street level, 
you go in and you tie up that money with tax action, you do major 
damage to the illicit drug traffic. ' 

You hurt people in two ways,Mr. Chairman, in the criminal en
forcement area. 

One is by jail. Fral11dy, a lot of them don't worry about that. They 
are in and out. The other is taking away their profits. The drug deal
ers don't end up with drugs. That is what hits been the misconception 
of drug enforcement. The major or minor dru~ dealer is looking for 
money. He ends up with cash. It is taxable. Tne gutting of his pro
gram is an abuse of a clear congressional policy and executive policy. 
Now we have fortunately stemming from the white paper that was 
introduced in evidence by Mr. Feldman, the Presidential directive to 
revive it. 

Unless it is revived, we will not succeed in significantly reducing 
the illicit drug traffic. The role of Congress is so crucial in this regard. 
Let me state another theory of mine, Mr. Chairman. The Executive 
cannot supervise fully and' adequately the bureaus unless there is a 
full, tough, oversight by th~ Congress. 

Frankly, the two commIttees that should become the new stars in 
Congress are the Government Operations Committees of the Senate 
and House. They have got to exercise the oversight role and move in 
to help the appOInted officials. 

You have got the bureaucracy and as much as we try and there 
should be tough supervision enforcement at the Assistant Secretary 
level, it shouldn't have to be the \iVhite House involved as much, 00-
yiously, but only with a full role of this committee and the Congress 
('1111 tJw propel' job be done. 

S~mlltOl' NUNN. Thank you, sir. I will come back to tluit. That is a 
Y(~l'y interesting point. I will let you go ahead. . 

1\:[1'. RO.sSIOES. TIle fourth fundamental relates to smuggling. It is 
rleal'ly 0. Fecleral enforcement function. 'fhe question is who can best 
do it ~ Do you have the first team in, or the substitutes itt ~ Do you 
have the second-rate team in ~ Smuggling is a distinct crime. It IS a 
separate Grime from internal drug trafficking crimes and different 
techniques are involved. NObody can reach the compete~i.ce and ex-

, '. ~ .. ' 
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pertise of Oustoms. By definition, no one can reach their expertise 
and contacts and no one can duplicate or substitute forOustoms. 

T make the point no matter how well run DEA is, you can have the 
b~s.G .management in .the. world, ~hey ~annot simply reach the capa
bllItIes ?f. 9l~stoms wlth ltS exverlence ll.l anti-~ll1uggling and i.t~ total 
responsIbilItIes on how matel'lals come mto tlus cOlmtry and ItS con
tacts around the world. For cxample, we had a major case because 
the import specialist didn't like the way the invoice read on a shipment 
of art work from India. I forget whether it was the weight of the 
frame. They broke open the frame and found 600 pounds of illicit 
drugs. I forget which drug it was at the time. This is what happens 
when you have total effort. The idea that Customs interdiction is 
going to work as well without having the inn~stigators is not so. 
C Fifth: Diplomacy overseas, :Mr. Ohairman. It has got to be other 
nations mceting their responsibilities and 'with their own resonrces. 
1Ve have raised this to a foreign policy issue, but other nations must 
use their own resources. '17e shouldn't be financing the drug enfo1'('e
ment around the world. 

Sixth: Our agents overseas should gather intelligence regarding 
suspected drug smuggling attempts into the United Stutes and tIle 
nOJ'mal exchange of information and cooperative training exel'C'lses. 

Clearly they should not be l'unning cases and fortunately this Con
g'l'ess, through Mr. lI:I~nsfield-and S~natol' Pcrcy has put a large 
dent in the DEA's havmg agents runmug cases overseas. U.S. aaellts 
running cases overseas is~ so nonsensica( I clon't understand it: Y Oll 

talk about the Marseilles, the story that Roy Ash mentioned. I also 
talli:~cl to someone in foreign enforccment, a high-ranking official in 
ParIs. 

I asked him, "1Vhat is the story~ I haye these problcms between 
nXDD and Customs. Is thcre any va,lue having our agents running 
cases ovel'scas~" "Yon ronld put 1.000 U.S. agents in Marseilles. ancI 
it wouldn't ma.ke any diifel'encr," h(>. said. It is just nonsensical anel 
fortunately the Oon,gresR has moved .. But they ~oftenec1 the proYlR~on 
in the colloquy on the floor. Thel'e IS it yel'y sImple way of gettmg 
them out of running rases, jnRt no appropriations, remove all 180 
01' 200 DEA agents OYCl'Rras. 

Sruator NUNN. You are not saying we don't need intelligence 
overseas. You are saying we ShOll 1 c1n't run caRes ~ 

MI'. Rossm:Jo]s. Absolutely, Hot run casps. That is offirial U.S. policy 
signed by the President. 'Vhat are we going to do ~ Are we going to 
have our men running rasrs with guns oycl'seas~ Inte1li.genre gather
ing, yes, and specilicall~T in the collo.guy on the R~nate floo~, they 
pointed out that mtelhgence gatherlllg was not lI1clnded 111 any 
prohibition. 

Renator NUNN. Do yon sC'e thc OIA playing a role ill this intelli-
aence gathering ~ 
. ~[l'. R08SInICS. Ycs, on thC' stl'lltcgir intelligencc. In other words, 
(:nstoms, and Roy Ash is right, that thcre was only a small number, 
12 to 20 Oustoms overseas on the tactical. But the strategic is OIA, 
not the tn.ctical. But let me tell you, because Roy .Ash wasn't in it as' 
much as I ,vas berore he came Oll, the 12 or 20 were not put in there 
until late 1971 or 1972. In fact, it was :Marc11 or 1972. We were kept 
out of the foreign intelligencc before that. r had to agrce t.hat I would 
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take out 9f th<: budget proposal in June of 1D69, 20 to 30 slots for 
o\'erseas mtelhgence gathering before the Department of Justice 
wO~lld clear our supp~emental budget request as part of the President's 
maJor drug package III JUly of 1969. 

It was more important to get the $7 million in that package than 
to worry about an extra 12, 15, 20 men overseas. 1Ve never O'ot over
seas until 1972 in Oustoms. The fact that they were not r~lated to 
other Oustoms personnel overseas is not the point. The point is COll
ceptually by fUllction, they can do more. 

The proposal itself would actually abolish DEA. There is no need 
for a separate enforcement agency. I can qualify that because when 
I go to No.4 about putting it in the FBI or sOlile other aO'ency, the 
mall; t~ing is you restrict F~deral enforcement to major °interstate 
tr~fficklllg .. Tha~ can go FB.I, It can go. to anothe: agency. If the com
Huttoe so feels It can stay III DEA WIth a maXImum of a couple of 
hundred people like the old Bureau of Narcotics, which was no more 
than a couple of hundred agents. I believe it is preferable to abolish 
DBA. 

Second, you reactivate on a priority basis the tax program. I point 
out how much manpower Sou need. Only 750, only 600 agents, 125 
support personnel. Keep in mind, Mr .. Ohairnlan, that is a finite 
number of major dealers. So once you get them into the system, the 
next Yl'ar is less and less work to keep on top of them. You get the 
word out. vVe used to get the word out on the street, fellows. get out 
of this business. If you are in the drug business, you are going to get 
nudited. Get into some other business if you want. I didn't quite put 
H t~lat way in the Government. . 

Scnator NUNN. Legally, I hope. 
Mr. ROSSIDES. I was saying informally, for the major dealers, that 

is a byplay. The police know who the key people are out on the street. 
They know who the key crime figures are. vVord can get through 
fl'ori1 the local police foi'ces. Get out of the drug business or else. 

That is what I was trying to get across. If they wanted to keep in 
gambling, devote that extra time to gambling fine, we will play the 
llsunl cat and mouse game, police work fine. But that word can help. 
You are in psychological warfare. Also, drug enforcement involves 
working in your own community. I know in my own community in 
New York, working in Bedford-Stuyvesant, St. Albans, you work in 
the community, you work with the ministel:s, you work with the profes
sional women's group and they start gettmg the word out that drug 
abuse is looked down on. 

This is all part of. the enforcement problem. Smuggling, clearly 
should be giYen back to 'Oustoms and Oustoms doesn't need one single 
(>xtra person. Roy Ash was right, we have all the budget we need, we 
havo too many. 1'hfl combined hlCl'eaSCS in 196D and 1971 gave them 
too many. They don't need one single extra person to start jn the finti
(lrng smllp;r.:1ing effort tomorrow. 

f\(,nutor'Nuim. What is it. you are saymg Ou~toms would be doing 
llnclcl' your new suggestion that they are not domg now~ 

Mr. ·ROSSIDES. Namely, that they would have the responsibility to 
actually investigate drug smuggling cases and gathering intelligence 
related to it. 

Senator NUNN. Overseas and internally~ 
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Mr. ROSSIDES. Right. 
Senator NUNN. So t.hey would expand in both directions from the 

border, internally and externally~. ' 
Mr. ROSSIDES. Jurisdiction, not manpower. 
Senator. NUNN. You are saying they have enough manpower 1l0W~ 
~Ir. RossIDEs. llbsolutely. 
Senator NUNN. What are the people doing now who would all of a 

sudden be available to do this ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. I would say two things. One, part of them are just 

sitting around. 
Second, they are involved in minor civil fmud and penalty cases, 

pertaining to legal importations, someone might have forgotten to put 
down that there were 100 packages in the goods instead of 90. 

You just have too much manpower. In 1971, the llssistant Commis
sioner for Investigations came to H1.e and said, "Mr. Secretary, I hare 
got enough agents, maybe you ought to build up that patrol force." 

When the llssistant Commissioner for Operations came to me and 
said, I think we have enough inspectors, but the patrol force needs 
more manpower, I knew that we had ~iven them too much before. 

DEk took away 500 or more people. But Customs still does not 
need another person. I have become very, very skeptical about any 
Government agency ash-1ng for thore manpower. But clearly, they 
don't need more. But what would happen is this, Mr. Chairman. It 
relates to a very important point, when they talk about all of these 
studies. Most of the major cases in this period, 1969 to 19'73-during 
my time at the Treasury-most of the major drug cases were drug 
smuggling conspiracy cases initiated by Customs. It was just utterly 
incredible. 

Th'3y had been downgraded before. We finally revived their con
cept i111969 that smuggling was an important crime, to go after the 
drug dealer. 

One former assistant U.S. attorney who did the drug prosecutionR, 
said you can't stop smuggling. But as this committee pointed out, and 
in your reports, it is high purity, uncut bulk items at the border. 

That convinced me when I had to face this dispute as to who should 
have authority. 

Senator NUNN. llt the border f pound is worth many many pounds 
in the street. . 

Mr. ROSSIDES. Incredible. That is why I came to the conclusion, 
when I talked about drug smuggling responsibility in Customs. You 
cannot stop all smuggling. That is not the point. 

Senator NUNN. You have got to catch enough to make it 1:is1.7'. 
Mr. ROSSIDER. Right, to create the high risk. ,iVe didn't want every

thing back. Initiallv, I said maybe the Bureau of NarcotiC's should be 
hack. ThEIn I modified, just the smuggling, just give us the responsi
bilitv on smuggling and hn,ve BNDD c10 the internal and BNDD can 
do the ~xternal dealings with .the local police as lon.e:; as we have the 
smng-glm!{ ones that are startm!2; toward the United States. 

I c1idn't like that. I nreferred them ont of overseas. But they had 
this conrC'pt.Rig, beauHful ernnire building around the world, becanse 
th(w g-et. to n, foreign country, Mr. Chairman, they say, make sure you 
cC'ntralizG all drng el1forc(,ll1cnt in one central agency. and we hn,ve 
this intC'mnt.ional statute which su';d, we shoulcl have it in one agency. 
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Then we start dealing with each other. Relationships build up. YO~l 
now have 4,300 people in DEA ~ Most of them have to do street work 
because there is nothing else to do. 

There is just simply not that much work for. them to talk about 
major cases. When they talk about buys und gomg on up, everyone 
knows that. There is no special expertise there. The point was you are 
supposed to go over to the major drug dealers, not just by the buy 
system goino. on, the police can do that and then there is another myth 
that there is"'sotnething great about the Federal agents. . 

They can do the job and the State and local cmmot. That IS non
sense. The State and local can do it, by putting 4,300 men in the DEA 
the Oongress and executive weakened the accountability of the State 
and local because they can just do what the foreign lSovernments do. 

Oh, well, we have your DEA people. They ~'.re helpmg lis. By work
ing every case overseas you reduce the accountability of the foreign 
government to its responsibility. 

By a bloated DEA internally you reduce the accountability of the 
New York Police, the Los Angeles Police and everybody else who 
should be doing the job. I might say this is how Japan did it; 

Japan went after tough enforcement after ",Vorld War II. They 
trained everyone of their police in drug work. It was tough drug 
wmk '. 

Senator NUNN. 1-That did they do that we are not c1oing~ They 
trained their local and State police ~ . 

Mr. ROSSIDES. Yes; they put the responsibility in the street level. 
They really worked it at that level. 

Senator NUNN. Not international ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. I don't know their full setup. I remember the Tokyo 

Police, all 35 or 40,000 had special courses in drugs. 
,Ve have a constitutional system; we have om Feeleral system. The 

other objection, let's get into it; prosecuting, investigating functions. 
It was bad enough then. 

But the idea, and I just object strenously that the Department of 
.Tustice has these combinations. The }j'BI is tbere historically. Maybe 
it should stay there. But adding more ~ I am glael at least that the 
Ash council thought of it. But they didn't do anything concrete 
about it; 

As I gather from the testimony yesterday, the concept was yes, all 
law enforcement in the Dep!l,rtment of Justice. When we had the Ash 
council hearings, the comment was made in behalf of .Tustice, they felt 
that all law enforcement should be in 'l'reasury, IRS enfol'ceinent, 
Coast Guard; every thin 0'. 

I stooel there in disbclief. But what has happened now~ You have 
a more dangerous problem. From your hearings and your interim re
pOl't, I was o.ppalled to see the amount of street work being done. 

The next step is going to be this. Oh, the drug problem is inereasing, 
we need more manpower. Isn't this a Feclern.l function beco.use, o.iter 
0.11, chugs hop between States ~ 

Let's now take over the whole drug thing as a Federal matter. 
Then 4,300 in a couple of years ~ ,Ve had 200 narcotics agents in 

Treasury in the 1050's. 1-Ye have a different problem today, primarily 
the synthetic, which has not been given enough work. 
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But I am trying to say that that issue is a vcry serious one, the 
spectre of a National Police Force; as weU as the combining of the 
proseeuting and investigating functions. . 

1\fl'. Ash pointed out yery clearly, what we have now IS we have the 
pl'oseentors getting into CftSeS at the earliest stage. The investigators 
are a hunch of clerks so often. I am very, very concerned about this 
amalgamation of authority in the Department of Justice. 

For a few minutes, Mr. Chairman, on the taxpayer program, be
cause that is so crucial, it has not been aired enough and understood 
I.'nongh in the sense of being exposed to it enough by the Congress-

'spnator N UNN. I ha VI.' a phone call. There is no other Senator here. 
'Yonld you give us about a 2-minute recess ~ 

rBrief recess.] 
'sC'nator NUNN. Excuse me, Mr. Rossides. Go ahead. 
1\[1'. RossIDEs. If I may spend a few moments on the Treasury /IRS/ 

Narcotics Traffic for tax pt'ogram and how it developed and why I say 
it is the most important program from the point of view of reducing 
illicit drug traffic in this country. 

HC'l1ator NUNN. I think you make a very strong point. Let me ask 
~'ou one question as a lead-in. Then you can go ahead with the point 
YOll want to make. 
. A~Huming DEA remains in existence and assuming DEA's func
tions remain relatiYely the same jnst for the purpose of this question. 
What would prohibit IRS from continuing this tax effort against drug 
tl'aifiekers, major and minor level, even if drug enforcement is vested 
in tlIP .Tustice Department under DEA~ 

Mr. RossIDEs. Nothing whatsoever, Mr. Chairman. In other words, 
that program was developed by my office, and its implementation was 
with the eooperation of BNDD, othel: Federal agencies such as Cus
toms, INS, ATF, and the State and local police. It doesn't require the 
snhstan6ve drug enrol'c!.'ment laws. 

That can be done without the other .• Tust. as you can return smug
gling responsibility to Treasury, with a simple amendment and still 
retain DEA. 

'senator NUNN. It is pretty apparent the more you get into this that 
the problem is not necessarily identifying the major drug traffickers. 
It. iR g<'tting a case to prosecute them for a narcotics violation which 
is nhont 100 times more cliflicult than making a tax case against them. 

lUI'. RossIDEs. Corr!.'ct. 
'spnator NUNN. DEA bas them identified now, a lot of them. 
]\fl'. RossIDEs. Let me go back to that again. 
'senator NUNN. I don't mean all of them. 
:Mr. ROSSIDES. In .Tnly or 1971, when we started this program, I said 

WC' arr going to scour ('Yerybody. 'Ve are going to get rrom DEA who 
tll!.'· major dealers arC', from Customs, rrom IRS, from State and local 
poliC'r. 

Thn (flHl.lity that wr got back TI'Om BNDD in .Tnlv of 1071 was 
t1iR!tppointin lQ:. Some hacl died and many were minor fig-nrC's. :Mayhc 
1'11r)' wel'pn't tryin(~ to rooperatu at first, but Own we had full coopera
tiOll :fl'om them. Bnt von mUHt not. lea"e the identification of who the 
majo]' clrn]C'l's are to DEA or IRS bC';eanse thrll you are going to have 
tIl(' lh1Wll gnme of thp agrnC'ies pnttmg on the sho,y for Congress. 
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But what you have is a multi-agenc:y target selection procedure so 
that if you are sitting there, 1\11'. Chairman, and you have a man from 
DEA. you have a man from IRS, but yon have a man from Customs, 
thcn ~rou ha \'c a local policy intelligence official. One is checking the 
other: That is how we got this incredible list-. of major dealers. Many 
of them came from the State and local police. They loved this pro
gram. It did not interfere with their jurisdiction. They could see the 
results, the person is picked up, they could see the money taken. A 
major dealer in the Los Angeles area, we IUl(~ about 20 police officers 
assigned, we had about 10 or more people from BNDD and other 
agencies developing that tax case. 

They all were so delighted because he was one of the major dealers 
that no one could get to. So the target selection process was crucial. 
I had tried to get the 'whole Organized Crime Strike Force to go into 
drugs as a priority-it was unsuccessful-in 1969. I then recommended 
to the Secretary we initiate our own because of two things: 

One: the Treasury had the tax responsibility and authurity; 
Two: in proven history, in the Al Capone proven concept, you can 

put major dealers out of business just as Roy Ash mentioned. 
Senator NUNN. Did anybody ever prepare any statistics on traffickers 

you deterred and got out of business by sllccessful tax prosecutions-? 
You had some 700 investigations. I don't have the exact figure, but 
whatever the number of successful prosecutions that flowed out of that 
700 some odd im'estigations, can you make any comment about what 
happened to those who were investigated and perhaps not prosecuted 
from that? Is there any deterrence here, other people who arl'n't SHC
cessfully prosecuted ~ 

Mr. RossIDEs. I think very much so. I think it hits the newspapers 
more frequently when you are going after a criminal prosecution: but 
when that minor dealer has tax action takt'n against him, that spreads 
throughout the community like wild fire. :My own feeling is that you 
probably get even more deterreme ont of these kinds of cases not j llSt 
from persons who are prone to engage in criminal activity, but fi-om 
the general public, bnt I don't lmow if therc arc any statistics. 

IRS may have it. But I don't think so. All I know is that when we 
had the unique effort against these major dealers, Mr. Chairman, sud
denly the major dealers are saying let us cool it. Let us wait until this 
investigation is over. "We will see what happens. The impact, is grt'at 
on disruption of the traffic and taking away their capital. "\V11en the 
pusher is arrl'si:ed now with $5,000 before he goes out on bail, he is 
given a slip. It is a TS slip, an IRS receipt. He doesn't have the capital 
now to buy the stuff. So it is an enormous disruption. So I say most 
of the reason, the major cause, for the drug downturn in late 1971-73, 
was the Nl'l'P. You normally say the drug enforcement agency, we 
looked ~o them, they must have done a good job. They may have'. But 
the maJor reason. was the tax program, secondly, smnggling. 

For example, III Atlanta, they prosecuted several of the key drug 
figmes they never could get before. Similar stories were tolcl to me 

"' during fieW trips I made to Chicago, Los Angeles. Detroit, New York, 
and Miami. By this target selection, multiagellcy'effort, you get 11igh
level targets, minimum possibility of cOl'rl1ptioll and you get a C0111-
radeship developing. . 
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I can only say that the other aspect of the tax program was the use 
of the civil penalty. 'When they went after Capone, it was all criminal, 
criminal, criminal, but by using the civil code and deciding at an 
early stage whether you have a criminal case or not, you move ahead. 
You can tie up that money. That was the very important aspect of this. 
Then the minor target program which I think I have explained is tax 
action. "Ve don't have the manpower to be sending agents on a full 
audit of a minor dealer or pusher. 

But tax action, did he file a tax return ~ v"Ve found through studies 
that many of them didn't file returns. They are using tax-year termina
tion, jeopardy assessments, this is how we had the impact. 

Senator NUNN. vVhy don't you take some time and tell us about the 
major. tax program and how you go about it procedurally; also about 
the mIllor tax progr~m and how you go about it procedurally ~ Let us 
stay on those two POIlltS. 'Walk us through both of them from the time 
somebody selects a target outo the prosecution. 

Mr. ROSSIDES. First of all, let us go to the selection of the tar,get. 
You have a committee meeting'. I remember telling yon about one in 
Chicago, a target selection committee. I was out there for a meeting. 
They asked me to join this meeting. Ten ppople around the table, 
approximately 10. The Federal agencies I mentioned, Illinois Investi
gating Commission, Chicago police. 

They select target, Mr. Smith. That jacket. first of all, as I men
tioned, the protections and the C'ooperatlon and the comradeship that 
develops from that type of agrncy work. 

Senator NUNN. This is a majordealed 
Mr. ROSSIDES. Major dealer. They discuss him. Is he a major dealed 

,Ve have issued guidelines that he has to be considered a major dealer 
and there has to be some assets that can be attached. Maybe his life
style is such, where is the money coming from ~ There are guidelines in 
the selection because one of the problems is not to have an abuse of 
who was seJectpd. I felt very great concern. Let me put it a different 
'my. I always like a check and balances system. That recommendation 
along with say 10 others goes to ,Vashington and at 'Washington, we 
had. another interagency selection committee chaired by the Deputy 
ASSIstant Secretary for Enforcement and all the members of the com
mittee, by the way, Mr. Chairman, in the field are carrel' officials. 

AU mrmhers of the committee at the Washington level, we had on 
that committee at that time IRS, Customs and BNDD; ehaired by my 
dppnty who mayor may not attend the meetings. He didn't do it too 
often. But they would review the jackets coming in from around the 
('onntry. 

Thpy reviewed Mr. Smith's jacket to SBe if he met the guidelines, was 
hI' snffir.ieni:1y high up in the traffic ~ What was his lifestyle, what were 
his aSRPts ~ They would say. Mr. Smith OW'ns a building on 1.25th Street 
anel AmRt~(lrc1am Av('nne. "That does he do~ ,Ve don't know what he 
dol'S. 

He c1orsn't do any known work that we see him eloing'. So maybe, 
where diel J1(> ~et it ~ This is an (lxact situation in the Los Angeles area, <? 

srvrral anartm('llt builc1in.crs by one of the key dealers. 
Then they say, accept. I had 11? greater pleasure ~hen once a month 

l'Nl,c1ing those rpportB. accept, reJect or hold. By thIS level, most were 
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accept. It would just give a line or two, major dealer in St. Albans, 
N,Y., New York City Police recommendation. 

Then that case, once selected, and the selection process is a separate, 
distinct function from IRS tax investigation functions, would go to 
IRS and now it was an IRS tax case. But an investigation case, a full 
audit. 

That would go to the group and would end up with an intelligence 
agent and an audit agent or an intelligence agent until he decided it 
"'ould be a civil case. Usually, it was a team. Commissioner, John 
",Valters, when we started this program in the summer of 1971, we had 
appropriations for 400 agents, but he put 100 experienced inteUigence 
agents ancllOO experienced audit agents at our disposal: in the program 
and ne,w people coming in behind. 

n the agents have sufficient evidence for a criminal prosecution 
rccommcnclation, fine, they recommend it, right to the U.S. attorney. 
Tlll'n if he deddes to accept then it goes on for trial. If the agents say 
we don't haye enough for criminal, instead of trying to stretch a weak 
case~ they immediately move ahead on the civil side. 

That is the major case system. A very simple report system that 
this ('ommittl'e couM insist 011 from the Office of tIle Secretary could 
ke('p you posted monthly 01' quarterly. 

S('uatol' NU};,N. The Secretary of the Treasury? 
Mr. ROSSIDES, The Secretary of the Treasury. Yes; the simple re

POl't. system set forth bv State and metropolitan area, the number of 
t.al'g('ts, completed investigations, the assessments, cases recommended 
fOl' pros('cution, and so forth in the program. 

Coordination in the Federal Government is very simple in this tax 
program. I just call over to the Department of Justice to get the full 
cooperation of the tax division attorneys. They just loyed it; as simple 
as that. 'Ye found out from the report that in one particular city, 
th('l'c was only 011e target. 'Vo would then ask why? If the report 
JiHtecl only 1 completed invC'stigation out of 20 in a. pnrticular area, 
we would can over to the IRS and ask why. 
If the report showed only two targets in a major city then you 

would go to the target selection process and say find out what is 
happening in that city. It is a very simple monthly report to keep up. 

Xow the minor trafficker program. This is the area that has been 
criticized, llot the major traiIicker program. The criticism is unfair 
anel "'ithout mel'it. They try to smeal' the entire program as if it is 
not a tax J2l'ogram, but it IS a tax program. 

It is a ImsineF1s. The minor tax one, the wny ·we developed it, vms 
that after th~ State and local police arrested a person on a drug charge, 
yon are tallong about the lower level dealer, the pusher, not the ael
diet, you are talking about someone who is arrested on a r.riminal 
~harge aI!-d if he has ap.y assets, immediately, IRS under the statutes, 
]S allthOI'lZed to come m and close the tax year and assert a jeopardy 
assessment because of jeopardy to the revenue. 

He has money. Where did he get the money? IVhat business ~ Then 
yon can build your quick tax mise, first you have to have tax check, 
did he file a return ~ That \"as very Eimple, very easy . You didn't hll:ve 
('xtra manpower. That is the collection division. They have a beauti
flll coordinated eft'ort with the police department, any time of day or 
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night. The people h1IHS, the enthusiasm they put behind this pro
gram was wonderful. You would have collection peol)le that wouldn~t 
bother normally after hours, but on this program they would make 
sure they had a system, 24: hours a day, they could be called to come 
up and give the tax: receipt on a drug arrest. 

Then to have the local police see a person arrested and if out on 
bail not using the money for more drugs to buy and sell, but to see 
this effective coordinated action, it was quite something. 

Se~lator NUNN. Do you know why the program was stopped, ~fr. 
Rossldes? 

~Ml'. ROSSIDES. I cannot answer that. 
Senator NUNN. It was stopped, ,vas it not ? 
:Mr. RossIDEs. It was downgraded in 1973, and I think stopped is 

an accurate description. I said gutted. I think whether or not they 
could argue that they still have a case or two that was going, it was 
effectively stopped. 

Senator NUNN. You don't know 'why? You don't have any specula
tion on why 1 

Mr. ROSSIDES. No. I would rather not speculate, :Mr. Ohairman. I 
don~t know the gentleman. I don:t know all of the ins and outs of what 
is happening. I have been away from the day-to-day details although 
I follow the matter with intense interest. 

Senntor NUNN. 'Within what time frame do you think it was gutted 
or stopped? 

~{r. Ross: DES. I left in January of 1973, the new commissioner came 
011 in mid-1973. By the fall of 1973, I understand that it was being 
downgraded. 

Senator 1TUNN. You heard Mr. Ash testify that he didn't know of 
any order fr(lm OEM or from the President? 

Mr. RosSID~~S. No. This was strictly agency level. This was strictly 
agency IQvp~. 

Senator NUNN. You have no information that it came from any 
higher authority? 

:Mr. ROSSIDES. It absolutely did not come from higher authority. In 
Tact, I have the opposite information, the dismay at higher levels that 
the program was literally effectively curtailed. 

Senator NmiN. "V110 was Director of IRS when vou were there? 
:\fr. ROSSTDEs. Two wonderful gentlemen who gave us tremendous co

operation, Mr. Randolph Thrower of Georgia and Johnny ,ValterR, 
very distinguished lawyers. were the commissioners at that time. 

,Ve had conCC1:'n, and IRS always has concern, but this is typical of 
any agency, of supervision from the Office of the Secretary on that. 
That is normal. Frankly, it is my own feeling that there has to be much 
more supervision of these agencies. 

But we had only one dispute, Mr. Ohairman, as t.o procedure, with 
Commissioner Thrower and Oommissioner 'Valters. That was whether 
or not the national office on this program, on the tax audits, the investi
gation, not the routine tax action, whether the national office woulcl 
hflYC direc.t line control of IRS, not by my office, but IRS national 
oillc(>. the Assistflnt Oommissioner of Oompliance, with his audit and 
inte>11jgenre uuits would have direct line control to the agent in At
lnni"a, to the agrut in Denver, or whether they would have to go 
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through as they do in the regular cases to the District Director who 
then would go to the agent in tllC Intelligence Division in Atlanta. 

I didn't feel as strongly about that as my staff. I said all right, and 
I ar011ecl it out and then we had the discussion regareling that with 
Ulld~l' Secretary ""Valker. He decided to do it direct line. I felt you can 
do it either way; go through the district director, but have the .QU

thoT'itv of the national office to can directly to the agent. That 1S a 
techni'cal point; but that seemed to have upset some of IRS's 
personnel. 

Once the decision was made, we got marvelous cooperation, ancI 
without IRS individuals, without IRS cooperation, it will not work. 
There are some IRS people who disagree, but they disagree because 
they don't want to have anyone supervising them. That is a basic, 
fundamental rule of life in the bureaucracy. 

Senator NU~N. Let me turn to one other point. I think we have 
developed this one rather thoroughly and I think you have made an 
excellent case on it. 

I am particularly interested in our situation in Mexico since it is a 
country of origin.' I am also interested in intelligence the staff has 
gathered regarding weapons being smuggled into Mexico and traded 
for narcotics that are smuggled into the United States. Are you aware 
and familiar with that problem ~ 

Mr. RossIDEs. Yes; it couldn't have been a more acute question 
because it raises another point about the importance regarding over
seas. "When we had our first meeting with the Mexican officials in .Jnne 
of 1969, the United States-Mexican Joint Drug Commission, and that 
is when I tried to work to initiate the customs concept working with 
our sister agency-in other words, have everybody and his mlC]e get 
into the act; have disruption by national poiice of a foreign countrv 
certainly, but have disruption at the border. We were able to wori\: 
out customs to customs agreement. 

But do you know, Mr. Chairman, the only thing that they were 
aiter me for as the Assistant Secretary of Treasury, because Treasury 
had the responsibilities for glill enforcement, they were more inter
ested in getting our cooperation to prevent smuggling of guns into 
Mexico. That was a Treasury function and Treasury leverage. 

Senator Nu~~. These guns were going to revolutionary groups ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. That is what they were very concerned about and 

still are from what I lmder9tand, and only recently someone men
tioned that to me. It is most important because the question, yon talk 
about leverage overseas, Senator. The Justice Department has not one 
iota of leveraO'e. 

Roy Ash ta'ks about )?enalties and the a wards. There is no penalty 
or awarel that the Justice Department can give any foreign govern
ment. The Treasury Department, State Department, the Defense 
Department., Commerce, Agriculture, AgriCUlture more than Com
merce, all have daily dealll1gs with these departments, with their 
foreign counterparts. 

Do yon realize that a comment from the Secretary of the Treaflury 
to his counterpart in Mexico has far more significance than the Attor
ney General of the United States talking to his counterpart ~ 

Senator Nu~~. To oversimplify it, you are saying if the Mexican 
authorities were perceived to be very lax in their COllcern about nar-
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cotics flowing :from Mexico into the United States, then that could be 
their perceptIOn of our agents' concern about the guns flowing from 
the United States to Mexico ~ Is that what you are saying~ 

:Mr. ROSSIDES. That is what I am saying. I would like to put it more 
firmly. I happen to believe from the discussions I had there that tht'y 
are concerned about the dru~ abuse problem because it is hitting their 
youth; but keep in mind tnat no one worries that much about the 
American youth from foreign governments. They think we are the 
rich cOlmtry, let us worry about it. But they are worried about it. 

But yes, in effect, they say to thernRelves, if you help us, we "will 
help you more. It is not quite so quid pro quo, but in effect, in diplo
macy, it is; you can find out very quickly if they are making the 
effort. 

I was very annoyed at our own Custom Service. The attitude that 
they would take when I came on, as if, oh, well, you are dealing with 
corruption, so on and so forth, and I tried to stop that nonsense and 
tried to develop a working relationship between the United States and 
Mexican Customs and get Spanish-speaking Customs officers in our 
Service, which we have now done, and we never had before, and we 
never had the signs up in Spanish. It was incredible. So again, we 
had a lot of things that we had to do. 

But yes, Senator, it is leverage. It is not just on the very unique 
leverage with Mexico of real effort on gun smuggling into Mexico 
because the United States can-fine, they have to enforce the laws; 
but there are priorities. If the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fire
arms, which I supervised in the department, if they put some real 
effort on guns, the Mexican Government would appreciate that a 
great deal. 

Senator NUNN. You said that Customs' successes prior to Reor
ganization Plan No.2 were rather large. You also, I believe, said that 
they accounted for some of the heroin shortage that took place in the 
early seventies. 

,\Vhat part did the Turkish opium ban play in this shortage ~ 
Mr. RossIDEs. It played a significant part, but I would say wen 

down the line, compared to the tax program; and then you have the 
Customs and, third, the Turkish one because the ban was put in as of 
late June 1D'71, effective a year later, because they have a law that 
they wou1d announce it a year hence, Mr. Chairman. 

So there was planting and cultivation and growing and producing 
and diversion of the opium poppy an through 19'71 up until June 30, 
1972. 

That impacted primarily from ,rune 30 of 1972 on and th!' downturn 
was continuing, but the p'oint, the importance regarding the Turkish 
ban which was unilaterally breacl1ed by Turkey in .June of lD14, was 
not so much that you can eradicate, because frankly, eradication 
should not be a priority of our foreign enforcement. But by making 
it illegal yon strengthen greatly your enforcement. Turkey at that 
time was the main supplier. Again, you disrupt, you make them re~ 
group, get new lines of communication. 

CIl'arly, this is very important, Mr. Chairman-there is so much 
actual cultivation in the world, you are never going to eradicate. For 
years, we had the old Bureau of Narcotics and the others in BNDD 
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and DEA, talk of eradication. Eradication, nonsense, you can't eradi
cate this stuff around the world because, only a few miles can produce 
enough for the entire U.S. addict population. That is why you use 
diplomacy, you use it to have that country meet its internatlonal obli
gations at its own expense and you concentrate far more on tough 
enforcement here. 

But by making it illegal, NIl'. Chairman, by making it illegal, the 
whole point is by making it illegal you increase your ability for the 
legal enforcement. You increase your enforcement capability, but if 
you are allowed to grow thousands of acres, then it is much easier t~ 
have the illegal diversion. 

But I would say No.3, maybe No.2 as to impact of the Turkish 
ban. But there is a major difference between the impact of the tax 
program and then the next level, whether it is Customs or the Turkish 
ban. , 

Senator NUNN. In your opinion, based on your knowledge today, 
do you think that the customs agents are getting the cooperation from 
DEA on foreign intelligence ~ 

Mr. ROSSIDES. The comment made to me, Mr. Chairman is that flfl 
percent of the cases made right now are cold turkey cases, nothing 
from foreign intelligence. So all this talk about signing an agree
ment, some agreement of last December, fine. Maybe there is, but I 
don't think there is any intelligence. That is fairly clear. 

I think anyone at Treasury and Gl~stoms will probably testify to 
that, but the fact that they are workmg better together, I am sure 
that may be so. But when they talk about the fundamental functions, 
and the management, about the FBI and the budgets and all, the reft
son Customs will always fight, no matter who is there on this issue, is 
because smuggling is their responsibility. They now have part of that 
taken away. 

They don't: want-I wanted to clear up any impression that ,the 
idea that Treasury wilt seek to have it all ill Customs. Thu,t was an 
option that may have been mentioned. But the only part .that should 
go back to Treasury js the smuggling function. iIere is an agency, 
nearly 200 years old and its work is antismuggling, so part of that is 
taken away. 

Senator NUNN. Part of it has been taken away except for the 
Foreign IntelIigence ~ 
Mr~ ROSSIDBS. Drugs. They are not allowed to do any investigation 

of the drug cases. The way that works is tIns. 
Senator N UNN. You mean the investigative end of it ~ IE they find 

drugs at the border--
Mr. Rossnms. Absolutely. 
Senator NnNN. You mean their functions right. now. As you in

terpret it! they ha Va had their arms ancllegs cut off i they are strictly 
at the border j it is cold turkey. If they get it, fUle. IE not, fine. They 
can't pursue it in the country. . 

Mr. Rossnms. Exactly. One of the things we beefed up in the budget 
was the interdiction program and the concept of radar. Here is what 
happens. 

'With or without intelligence, you get someone on a plane and you 
find a pounel or a kilo of heroin. Customs would get his cooperation 
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and say, we don't need anything else. "Ve don't need warrants; we 
don't need searches. You now face 10, 20.years. 'Will you cooperate ~ 
Fine, he ,vill cooperate. 

So what they do is take some of the heroin, substitute a different 
package. They let him go .to his contact, whether it is a hotel in the 
city, an<1 that is when they can nab the person. Or they may have time 
to set up a proper, authorized wiretap of the meeting before the nm11 
gets into the city, some fine police work is done in .this way. 

The more intelligence they get as to who may be coming, it makes 
it easier. But now they see a fleck of narcotics. They stop someone with 
narcotics, immediately their jurisdiction stops. They have to call DEA. 
You come over and take the case. 

Beforehand when this happened, BNDD agents would be notified, 
they participated in the case, but Customs ran that case and that is 
the point of interface. 

So that you remoye a barrier of collusion as well. But that is a 
typical convoy case what we can it. But don't overestimate the amount 
of intelligence that can be gathered. 

The point is that Customs can gather it more easily and fully than 
anyone else. 

Senator NUXN. Are you saying that, before Reorganization Plan 
No.2, we had a smoothly working organization and a cooperative 
attitude between BNDD ailCl Oustoms ~ 

Mr. ROSSIDEs. No. The whole thing started to break down with 
ODALE, I guess, I don't think they ever had it except in Treasury. 
It was toJerated then, but again Treasury didn't supervise it properly. 

There was cOl'rnption in the Bureau of N arcotics und~r Treasury 
snpervision. The Treasury hadn't analyzed it enough and pushed on 
som6 of it. I don't think there has ever been, and there will never 
be as long .as DEA has smuggling responsibility which i~ not basical~y 
a drug crnne. Everything related to ch'ugs we are gOlllg to put III 
DEA ~ It just doesn't make sense, Mr. Ohairman. 

Senator Nul'l"l'l". Let's go back. In closing out here this morning, let's 
go back and have you again summarize the sort of organizational 
structure that you would impose if you were President of the United 
States of if you were in Oongress writing the law. 

,Vl1at kind of organization is it that you arc recommending now ~ 
Who would do what ~ Let's stay away Trom the numbers of agents, 
and so forth. That is a management kind of thing. Let's get into the 
structure. 

Mr. RossIDEs. First: I would make a finding by the Oongress or the 
necessity to have the tax investigations of the drug traffickers as the 
priority program: Treasury selection process and an IRS tax investi
gation of the major dealers, and tax action against the minor trafficker. 

Second: all smuggling cases would be the responsibility of the De
lXt!iment of the Treasury. That would include the authority to gather 
inte~ligence overseas, dealing with foreign law enforcement and custom 
offiCIals. 

Third: I would make a finding, and I would revoke the finding that 
is in the current Dangerous Substances Oontrol Act, I would make a 
finding that the Federal role is major interstate cases and I would 
revoke the finding that it is intrastate. 
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. By statute, restrict the Federal Government to major interstate 
cases. 

That function could remain in DEA, could go to the lfBI, or could 
go to another agency. . 

Senator NUNN. What functions ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. The major interl:ltate, internal function. 
Senator NUNN. But keep the Federal Government out of intrJ],state 

activities, regardless of the agency ~ 
Mr. ROSSrDES. Yes. No Federal agenc:y shoqld be in ip.trastate cases. 

I would have the further finding: (1) The importance of the tax 
program; (2) Major jnterstate cases; (3) 'That the primary responsi
bility for the domestic trafficker, State and local police. 

I 'Would make a specific finding, no intrastate cases. 
Senator NUNN. vVould you have a training program for the State 

ancllocal police at the Fec1erallevel ? . 
Mr .. ROSSIDES. Yesanc1 no, Mr. Chairman. There is an aWIn1 lot 

of talk about the training. I think that there has been a grefLt deal 
of improvement. I only hesitate there in this sense.: vVhere do we get 
off sayin!!; as if the Federal Government know:s it all? I don't bny it. 

T think maybe some of the State and local police could tram §jQme 
of the Federal agents. So from that point of view, is the only 'reaSOn 
I hesitated. I think there should be exchange of training techniqugs 
and information, but not some large scale Federal training program. 

The other part is on the HEW; I am not Sure on the sy:o.thetk 
drugs; I am not sure how I would go. I recommended here clearly 
that the regulatory function should all be in the F.ood and Drug Ad
ministration, HEW. 

Criminal enforcement could stay with the agency tlH\.t does the 
maior interstate cases. But maybe it could all go to HE\iV. 

Senator NUNN. Any other particular points that you think we hwv..e 
failed to~Ov.el· of sign.iflcance ~ I know we didn't go through your whole 
statement. I have read it. I fonnd it very interesting. I think YO\l haye 
made a very valuable contribution. 

Mr. Rossrm:s. I woule1 only say, sir. on the foreign, that we are giving 
away on the AID budget, just unnecessary amounts and I would re
emphasize no operationo£cases overseas which the. Congress has aJ
ready moved in it. 

t aPPJ.'eciate-yes, one other function. One minute on the role of 
Congress which I mentioned here. 

r am absolutely convinced in my 4 years of service, Mr. Chairman, 
the I'Ixecutive cannot ]?ropedy supervise the ageneiesalone. It is a 
mytl101op;y. I believe we are best governed whenthe;Congress is exert-
ing strong leadership in the three areas. . . 

It is the Congress that writes the statutes, not the .executive. 
Second, Congress appro]?riates ,the money, and third, the oversight. 

,Ve need a strong oversight; function. I cannot emphasize that enough. 
I mean a procedure-not just at the agency level, but putting the pres
sure on that Cabinet officer, Slib-CQ,binet level; are they doing their job 
in.8upervisingthe agencies'~ 

It is ndt the function of a lmr~.au-level chief ,to tell the Congress 
whether they are going to take over or not take over certain 
responsibilities. 

76-31,/,-10-7 
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. Senator NUNN. ",Ve think our subcommittee has had some effect ill! 
this drug area in the last 12 months. ",Ve suspect some things have been: 

,done that might not otherwise have been done. 
Mr. ROSSIDEs. I congratulate the committee. 
Senator N UNN. Although I don't think we would get agreement from 

the executive branch on that, if we wait for that, we will be waiting for 
, . ,a long time, I suppose. 

We have been very pleased to have you this morning. You have been 
extremely helpful. I hope you will consider the record open as far as 
additional comments that you might want to make; if you want to add 
anything else at any time, just let us know. 1Ve appreciate it. 

Thank you very much. 
:Mr. RossIDEs. I will, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate it. I am available to 

the subcommittee at any time. 
Senator NUNN. One other question from the minority counsel. 
Mr. STATJ.JER. I would like to correct the record on a couple of points. 

Customs Commissioner Acree informed the staff within the last couple 
of days that the "cold"seizures made by 'Customs are--

:Mr. RossIDEs. Right, without advance intelligence. 
:Mr. STATJ.JER [continuing]. Are now at about 94 to 95 percent, not 

99 percent. Before Reorganization Plan No. 2 took effect, the figure 
was 89 percent. ' 

So there hasn't been a major change along those lilles, reO'ardless 
of whether Customs has an overseas intelligence capability. Commis
sioner Acree made the point that it is likely that most of the seizures 
are going to be cold anyway. 

Second, he also informed us that within the past several weeks, 
a new agreement has been worked out with the DEA Administrator. 
Whereas DEA has always been called in to survey intelligence once 
Customs 1lll1kes a seizure, :whel'e DEA is now declining to pursue fol
lowup intelligence, custOlns agents will be permitted, at least in a 
limited way, to carry throngh with an intelligence funct~on. 

I-~e seemed to be pl<.'asec1 that these kinds of cooperatIve agreements 
were now being worked ont. . 
. Senator NUNN. ",Ve will be heilring from Director of the Bureau of 
Customs in later hearings, as well as feom DEA .. 

I appreciate your making that a part of the record. ' -,' 
:Mr. STATLER. I just have one quick question. 
I don't quite unc1erstand-I ful1y understand your view that DEA 

should go after njajor 'narcotics' cases, 'and that is ,vhat this subcom-
mittee has recommended." . 
, I don't understand your' distinction of "interstate" versus "intra

state." I don't l;:now of any cases in thjs area that could conceivably be 
intrastate .. In othC"r words, heroin coming: into Chicago or Atlanta is 
not being proc1uceU ii). Illinois or iIi Georgia. 

It is cominp.· from foreign countries. So thel'e is an interstate aspect 
to all drug traffickin,~, . 
, 'Mr. ROSf'lITms. It doesn't follow. The stuff can come into Ohica~o by 
plane and three-quarters of it stay in IlliI10is or Chicago. That is mtra
state. That is local enforcement once it isin, in other words, once it is 
in, you now have the internal distribution system. . .' 
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'When it goes into New York, it goes from New York probably to 
all over the country, half may stay in New York if it comes in by 

ship. . 1 . I' tl" . b ilt b DEA But III t 1e congresslOna testImony, us IS agalll u up y 1 , 

that you can't distinguish between the drug. Nowadays you can. In 
other words, you have State lines. 

Mr. STN.rLER. You are not saying, simply because a plane lands in a 
southern area, and then the illicit narcotics are shipped to Illinois and 
it happens to stay in Illinois, that therefore we have an intrastate 
operation, or are you ~ . 

Mr. ROSSIDES. That is an mtrastate case. 
Ur. STATLER. That the DEA agent should not followup on some

thing like that if it is a maj or case ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. Now you say it is a major. The question is, "Is it a 

majod" If it is a major case they think it is going to go in interstate, 
that is only what they should followup. The actual smuggling into 
Ohicago, Oust oms, Federal function. 

Ur. STATLER. 1Vhat I am saying is that regardless whether it is 
interstate or intrastate, if it is major, DEA should go after it~ 

Mr. ROSSIDES. No; the intrastate stays out of it. 
Mr. STATLER. Even if it is major ~ 
Mr. ROSSIDES. Even if it is a major case, the point is the State and 

local police are fully competent if not more competent than DEA 
agents to run cases in their own jurisdiction. That is the point. By run
ning DEA into them, you remove the incentive and the responsibility 
and accountability of State and local police; 400,000 of them. 

Senator NUNN. You are saying DEA shouldllotify them when they 
find out it is going in ~ 

Ur. ROSSIDES. Absolutely. Both should notify each other; absolutely. 
If they notify going in, that is a Federal thing, the actual transporta
tion in is Federal. But once it gets in, it is already in-in other words, 
if they knew it was coming in, they would stop it. That is a Federal 
function. That is the smuggling function. 

But now the pass has been made, at the hotel, or whatever. It is in, 
undetected. Now we get a lead that there is some distribution going on 
in Illinois. That is a local function is what I am trying to say. 

To the extent you allow DEA to get into that stuff, you are remov
ing the accOlUltability of State and local, and that is one of the most 
dangerous things, the llew aspect I have seen in the 3 years, primarily 
from your hearings, are the extent to which they are doing street work. 
If they go from less than 1,000 people to 4,200 in about 3 years, 

where do we go next ~ 
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. 
,Ve will l~ave !tllother hearil1g on this subject tomorrow morning 

at $) :30 a.m., 1D. tlus room. 
[Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, the subcommittee recessed, to 

reconvene at 9 :30 a.m., Thursday, July 29, 1976.] 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time of recess: Sellfltor 

Nunn.] 
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Th~ subcommittee. met. at 9 :30 a.m." in. rOQm Q302~ Dirksen SElnate 
Office Building, unde.r 'authority: of. section 5, SElnate Resolution 363, 
agreed to Mu.rch 1, 1976, Eon. Saw N unn presiding • 

.. Members of the. sllbcomnrittee presElnt~. Senators Sam N unn, Dem.o
crat,. Georgia.; Charles. H. Petey, Eepub!i<\an, TIliu.ots; and Will~a:m 
E. BtockIU, Republican, Tennessee. 

Me11lbersof the professional staff present: Roward J, Feldman) 
chief. counsel; 11. K:elth .A.dkinsOl,1, assistant cQunsel; WilHam B. Galli
naro, investigator; Eobert, Sloan, special counsel to the m,inority; 
Stuart Statler, chief COlllSel to the minority; and Ruth Young Watt,. 
chief clerk. . 

Senator NUNN. The subcol1l:111ittee will come to order. 
[Members of the subcommittee present at time, of re.con vening : 

Senator Nunn.] 
[The lettel' of authority follows:} 

u.s. SENATFJ, 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT Ol'Jl!BATIONS, 

SENATE PERMANENT St]BCOM:MITTEE; ollT INVESTI.GA'rIONS, 
Washington, D,O. 

Pl1r~l1nnt to Ru~~ 5 of the Rqles of Procedure of the 'Senate Permanent Sub. 
CQ!llIllittee on Il,wE:stlgatlOn& of tlf~ CQlllmltte~ on GOyeJ:nlllent Ope~ations, per
mIssIon is pereby granted ;for the Chairman, 'Or anY member 01: the Subcolllmittee 
as designated by the Ohairman, to conduct hearings in public session, without a 
qUQJ;um Qf two weAtbers for allmintstrntion of oathsan.d talting of testimony In, 
connection with Drug Enforcement AdministratIon on Thurl'!Qay, July 29, 1976. 

SAM NUNN" 
4,otino. Ql£airma.n. 

OH~r;I H. PEROY, 
!lan7cing Minorit'/! Member. 

Senator NUNN. Our first witness this morning is Uyles J. Amprose, 
who was Commissioner of Customs from 1969 to 1972. Prior to that;, 
he had been Director of the Office for Drug Abuse Law Enforcement 
(ODALE). 

ODALE has been the subject of part of our inquiry. There has been 
so.much QriHcism of the QveJ:all program that, we w~nt to hear hi$ views 
this morning. 

Ml'; Amb~'ose told the st£l,ft in a. prehearing interview tha.t ODALE: 
WaS created based upon his rer;onlmendatjQns to the White House. WE:\ 
want to go into that at lengt11. 

(867) 
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Also, as we have already documented, there has been interagency 
'fighting since the old Bureau of Narcotics was moved out of the Treas
ury Department into the Department of Justice. A good many wit
nesses have testified on that. 

I think Mr. Ambrose will be in a unique position to give us his insight 
into that particulararea.. . 
If you will come forward, we are delighted to have you this morning. 
'Ve swear in all of our witnesses as a; routine matter. Do you swear 

the testimony you me. about to.~ive will be the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth, so help you' God ~ 

.Mr. A.lIBROSE. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF MYLES J. AMBROSE, FORMER COMMISSIOl'-TER OF 
CUSTOMS 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Ambrose, you have a statement which yon can 
lead off with. 'Ve then have some questions for you. 

Mr . .fu.\IBROSE. Mr. Chairman, in conjunction with your recent re
quest that I appear unc1 testify before this committee-:-which I run 
pleased to do-your staff requestec1 that r p1'epare a written statement 
containing my background which I huye submitted to the committee; 
some discussion of interagency problems as they rdate to narcotics 
enforcement; and some iIlformation relative to the Federnlresponse 
to narcotics enforcement problems during the period I served as Com
missioner of Customs, Special Assistant Attorney General, and con
sultant to the Presic1ent. This was from August i969 to July 1973. 
, In addition, they requested that I give yon information on the Office 

for Drug Abuse Law Enforcement program and the creation of the 
Drug Enforcement Ac1ministration. 

I have attempted to meet this request by this statement which also 
contains my own personal views gainee1 as a result of over 23 years 
of association with law enforcement-particularly narcotics law 
enforcement. 

Due to the prefisures of time, this statement is necessarily incomplete 
anc1 sketchv. I will be prepared to ans'wer any questions you may have 
caildiclly with the caveat that my knowledge of conditions tha't exist 
in DEA and of the narcotics situation si11:ce July 1973 when I left 
Government is largely derivec1 from hearsay . 

• Just after completing this stat('ment, I received Trom yonr staff a 
copy of your interim. 'report and I won1r1 like the oPIiol'tunity to 
extend my remarks to cover a few points made therein. 

I should like to point out that it was only in the past few months 
that I wus contacted by ally staff member of this committee concern
ing :lny of these matters. 

IN'rnRAGENCY l'nonI.1~l\rs 

As you know, prior to 1068, Customs and the Federal Bureau of 
~ arcotics were both in the ':('l'easury Department, and both responsible 
to the same Assistant Secretary. There was an assistant to the Secre
tary who servec1 as Chief Coordinator of 'rreasury enforcement agen
cies which then included: The Customs Agel~cy Service of the Bureau 
of Customs; the Fec1eral Burean of Nal'eohcs; U.S. Secl'l't Service; 
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tIle U.S". Coast Guard Intelligence; the 'A.lcohol, Tobacco and Tax, 
Intelli o-ence, and Inspection Divisions of the Internal Revenue Serv
ice.I held that position from Al1guSt 1957' to January 1960. 

DurlllO' that period of time there were disagreements between the 
Bureau gf Customs and the Bureau of NarcotIcs, principally in two 
areas. The fii'St was Ollstoms' desire to engage in "convoy cases"~, 
that is, permitting couriers carryi?-g drugs to enter the l!nited St~tes 
under surveillance and make a delIvery to the purchaser m tIle Umted 

,States principally from the Mexican border area. 
Thi; was an investigative procedure generally oppos~d by the Bu

reau of Narcotics, but reI uct::mtly consented to with Cel-tam safeguards 
[mel only with my prior consent. 

The second was the utilization of Oustoms agents overseas in de
yelopino- intelligence for seizures at ports of entry. Oustoms, long be
fore vV~rld 1Var II, had agents overseas who, among other things, 
were charged with this responsibility. 

After Worlc1 'War II, the Bureau of Narcotics filled a vacuum left 
by the Oust oms Service, which had withdrawn most of its agents 
from Europe. 

The Federal Bureau of Narcotics then sent agents to work over
seas, particularly in France and Italy. For the most part, these agents 
engaged in operational activities overseas as opposed to more intelli
gence gathering. 

Senator NUNN. You are saYlllg the Bureau of Narcotics people 
engaged in operations, but that Oustoms, as you said preyiously, 
engaged strictly in intelligence ~ 

Mr. Al\IBROSE. Strictly in intelligence. That is my understanding. 
The Federal Bureau of Narcotics subsequently set up a full dis

trict for its operation overseas. They were quite successful in making 
cases and developing the patterns of Mafia involvement in the heroin 
traffic. Basically they worked on the theory that stopping drug trans
actions overseas ,,'as important to our domestic enforcement 
programs. 

T11e disputes which occurred between the two agencies were usually 
resolved at the agency level and if there was a failure of agreement, 
at the Ohief Ooordinator's leye1. Rarely, if ever, did it go beyond 
this. 

After the reorganization plan of 19G8, the Bureau of Narcotics was 
removec1 from Treasury anc1 p1aced in the Justice Department. In
('reasing c1ifficulties occurred between the two agencies when the new 
:ru~'en~l .of Narcotics and Dangerous :prugs gained virtually full 
JUrISdIctIon overseas, anc1 Oustoms contmueel to have Jegal responsi
bility for the enforcement of smuggling and the interdiction of nar
('oties. The question of overseas illtelligcnce efforts and fol1owup of 
lJorder arrests causecl severe problems. 

rAt this point Senator Percy en te red the hearing room.] 
:Mr. Al\rnROS}~. Narcotics enforcement, i.ndeed, law enforcement in 

general, was the subject of a great deal of c1ebnte durino' the 1968 
('ampaign, and President Nixon, npon taking office, gave spcfcific direc
tiO~lS to both the Secretary of the Tr?asury ancl the Attorney General 
to lllCl'eaSe the enforcement efforts chrecterl toward reclucinO' narcotic 
trafficking Ilnd relatec1 criminal activity. None of llS were then aware 
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of how much the probleln had mushrobmed during the sixties. The 
available resoutces had not been iilCreased to match this growth. 
Immensely eXpanded resbu.l.'ceS were almost immediately furnished to 
th~ various agencies involved. . 

As this effort progressed, further agitation developed between the 
Cus~oms a;nd Narcotics a~entsj both of which 'Were desi~ous of con
ductmg what they perceIved to be the most productIve type of 
investigation. 

There has been, is, and always will be some philosophical difference 
ovel' what constitutes the appropriate or best enforcement techniques 
to utilize in narcotic caseS. I am convinced that a properly balanced 
approach should be taken, utilizing all available legal enforcement 
techniques on a programed basis. I am not an ardent advocate of the 
so-called buy-bust technique. I have long recognized both the problems 
associated with its use and the necessity for its utilization under care
fully controlled conditions. 
A~ c<?nfl.ic~s incteased, v.a~il?'l~s at.tempts to reconqHe and to sJ?eIl out 

the JurIsdictional responsIblhhes of the two agenCIes became mcreas
ingly difficult. Ultimately the White House staff, through a hig:h level 
nongovernment commission headed by Rby Ash which inducted the 
chaIrman of A.T. & T. and John COlmally, former Governor of Texas, 
am~ng others, formulated some guidelines in a report to the President. 

These guidelines were insufficient, and caused even further disagree
J4en,t an,d deb~te within and among the various individuals in the 
WhIte House, the Justice Department, 'and the Treasury Department 
who had a role in our national efforts. 

The disputes which were heretofore setbled within the Department 
of Treasury had now reached the point where, when they were not 
resolva~le by, 'the Bureau hMds, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury 
dealt WIth the Deputy Attorney General. 

Failing agreement at this hIgh level, ultimately tIle Attol'lley Gen
eral and the Secretary or the Treasury became dil'ectly mvol ved with 
the assistant to "he President and the President himself in attempting 
to resolve these conflicts through the estab1ishment of some workable 
formula. I might add that we were aU under terrific pressures to get 
these programs moving. I for 'one believed quite firmly that the threat 
to our country from increased heroin addiction ana the consequent so
cia~ costs was by far the most pressing internal problem facing our 
SOCIety. , 

It is this type of backwound which ultimately resulted in the de
cision 't<? incorporate al~ tlle intellige~ce ;ancl enforcement agencies in
volved m the suppreSSIOn of narcobcs mto one agenGY. 

For a variety or reaSOns I think the Treasury may have been ft. better 
home 'fot th~ combined a~ency, h~lt 3;s a practical matter, thi~clidnot 
appear £~aslble and prObably strU Isn't because of the umque ,role 
which the Department of Justice and the Attorney General play in 
our system. 

Senator PER¢..Y. Mr.. Ambrose, since I have to leave at 10 minutes: 
aitet the hour, with the p~llll'1ission of the Chair I would like to ask 
you a rew ql'l:estibns as 'You go along with your prepared testimony ~ 

Could you expand 011 Jrour conclusion that tIle Treasury Depart
me1it may l1ave been a beticr horne for the,Cb'mbined,narcotics en£orce-
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ment agency~ Additionally, if TreasuJ.'Y would h~ve. been, a better 
home, why then was the DE:Al. ultimately placed wl:~hin the Depart
ment of Justice ~ 

Mr. AlItBRO$E. I think it would have been. a better home. It seems to 
me> Senator,. since we alle on tliis subj'ect, that tlie iu.itiQ.l mistake here 
wa.s made in 1968 when a decision was made to tn.lm the Bureau of 
Narcotics out of the Treasury Department in the first place. For the 
very simple reasons I just tried to enunciate,. that the disputes between 
the two· IlIgeneies, the fact that there is an. overlapping aJ.'en of leg~ 
jurisdiction between the Customs Service um.d th.e Bureau o£ N 311;
cotics--a:fter all, most of'the narcotics that we a,re concerneel about are 
smu~gle(l into the Wniteel States its obviously~those problems were 
muc!'!. more easily resolvable at the departmental level. 

I think I was a grade 1S in those days. "Ve l'esolveel them pretty 
much at that level at the time. When you· put them Ul two separate 
agencies, obviously that is where everything escalated to the point 
where we hael the President of the Uniteel States having to club people 
QVl'l' the head. 

The reason for the Treasury Department, on the other hanel, is, and 
this goes to t11e wholl:} heart' of th~ Federal law en.forcement ju my 
jucTgmenu, which properly should: be a judg'rnent of this committee, 
not. a segment of it, but the question is Sh0111(1" the prosectttors a')ld m~ 
vestigatorsbe in the same department? 

That is one aspect which has been raised a number of times. Should 
there be a. sepamtion? Should the entire Fecleml Enforcement struc
ture be reorganized ~ ,Vhy put all of these thiugs in one elepaJ:tment 
sneh as the Department of .rustice? 

I might acId, incidentally, at the time this thing came about, I was 
concerned about it" going into the Department of Justice because we 
11sec1 to have an expres::;ion in the Treasur~r Department that Ul the 
Dc?])ul'tment of ,rustice the tail waggec1: the dog; that is, that the FBI 
told the Attorney General pretty much what to do. Of couJ:se, that has 
historically been the pattel'll when MI:. Hoovcl'wQS alive. 

So that moving DEA. or moving BNDD or whatever you were going 
to call the agency, into the Department 0'£ Justice at the time struck 
me as t1 mistruke because you would subordinate the ()Tl,forcemeut effort 
to the controloHhe Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

'Fhose of us. who have had experience in both of these areas, par
ticularly in narcotic en:liol'cement, ba,ve alWaYs been much more im
pl'essecl with the; ability of TreasU1'y" agents to'cOlnbat Ol;gn.nized crime 
than we· ever were with the FBI. 

For tImt reason I thought it would be bettel' i£ we kept it in the 
Treasury Departm.ent. In addition to· which the manl.],gement respon
sibility h1: the Treasul'Y Dcpartlllent was mllch loosl1J:. Tha,t is probably 
not a good thing in some Jlespects, but as far as the operating agency 
is concerned, it was a substantial improycment over what happened 
lab?}.' on. 

Senator NUNN, 'Will the Senator yield £01' one follow up question on 
that point ~ 

You say Treasury has been more effective than the FBI in combating 
-organized crime ~ 
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1\fr. AiIBRO$E. Absolutely, without ahy caveat whatsoever. . ' 
Senator NUNN. Is that based on their tax: powers, the power to brlllg 

tax evasion charges~ 
Mr. AlIIBROSE. That is one of the tools that the Treasury used, ob~ 

viously. But if you look over the history of organized crime in the 
Unitecl States, you will see, the prosecution under the .Federal effort, 
that I wou1d take a guess off the top of my head, untIl" say, 1979 or 
1965; somewhsre in there, that 75 percent of the maJor orgamzed 
crime figures that ever went to jail went to jail as a result of Treasury 
enforcement investigations. . 

I jol~ingly ~aid, and I frankly am not so ,sure it is.a joke, that t1~e 
FBI dIdn't chscover that there "as a Mafia mthe Umted States until 
arter studying the results of the Apalachin meeting for a year and 
a half. 

I think that probably is true to some extent. It was the Bureau of 
Narcotics that was in the Treasury that really did the job on this and 
originally even the Secret Service. Of course it was the Internal 
Revenue Service Intelligence Division which did successfully investi~ 
gate a good number of the major violators. 

Senator PERCY. I look upon what you have just said as one of the 
more provocative statements that I have heard this year. I know that 
heretofore no one ever dared criticize the FBI. 

I admire you for laying it on the line ancl telling it the way you 
saw it. 

What exactly was the rationale for the Reorganization Plan No.2 
of 1973 and the creation of DEA ~ 

Was the reorganizatiop. designed simply to end the jurisdictional 
squabbles that you mentIoned hetween Customs Service and BNDD, 
or was it also designed to produce other benefits in the narcotics law 
enforcement field ~ 

Mr. Al.mRosE. Senator, it seemed to me that we were faced with a 
problem that was t.otally unresolvable when YOU had these two 
ag('ncies and two different departments under those circumstances. 

Having contributed a great deal to the exacerbation of t.he problems 
between the two agencies, when I was the Commissioner of Customs. 
I was well aware of the fact that whoever sat in that chair was going 
to hnve that problem. So I think that the basic reason for it was that 
we should have these agencies together to try to put this total effort 
together in one area. one place. It is as simple as that. 

I also added my idea as part of the situation with reference to 
Customs was to remove a barrier to a single border inspection system. 
This wouIa eliminate the silly system we have of three sets of in~ 
spertors-CustOtns, Immigration, and Agriculture. 

We n('('d a single line borcler j!lspe~tion agency. Frankly, it would 
han>. b('('n smart to put the Imlmgrahon inspectors into the Customs 
Service, in my juc1gment. . 

,Ve w('re overruled on that by the efforts or the AFL-CIO and a 
!rw other peop]('. But be that as it may, I still think it was l1 good 
ldea. 

May I continue witli my statement 01' do you have any more 
qu('stions~ 

Senator PERCY. Having looked aht''Url in vom testimony. th('l'p. is one 
'area, in particular, that intrigues me. On page 7 yon say the Oustoms 
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Service and the Bureau of ~arcotics and Dangerous Drugs were mak
ing some significant narcotic cases in 1971 and 1972. 

If this was the case, could you eA-plain to the subcommittee why then 
it was necessary for the Federal effort to be shifted somewhat to the 
street level through the ODALE program? 

)11'. ~IBnosE. I can go into that in great detail later on in my state
ment, Senator. I am delighted to have the opportunity to comment on 
this subject. 

I believed then and I believe now tllat it is silly for us to engage in 
law enforcement efforts, diplomatic efforts, border control efforts or 
anything else, to stop the growth of heroin 'addiction in the United 
States if we allow addiction itself to proliferate. 

And if t1le addict population continues to expand, obviously the 
supply to meet that must continue to expand. Something like the 
chicken and the egg. ,Vhich causes which has always been the subject 
of some concern. 

It was then the popular belief of tre'atment, and I think based ona 
good deal of study done here in the District of Columbia-and I still 
think it is true-that a person becomes 1[1 heroin 'addict because he 
meets another heroin 'addict and as a result of tllis attempt to experi
ment and this inducement to experiment he becomes 'a user himself. 

He then has to have an available supply of heroin to work with, to 
use, to experiment with, to become 'addicted to. 

If we are going to concentrate all of our efforts on the upper levels, 
whatever those upper levels happen to be-I haven't quite understood 
all of that. but be that 'as it may-what is happening at the lower level 
whrrc addiction is proliferating? 

"What is hapn('ning in areas where there is virtually no local la.w 
enforcement? Thirty to fl:ft:v percent of the problem that we had In 
th(' United States, was in the city of New York. The city of New York 
had severe police corruption problems at the time. There was no ques
tion about it. A great deal of the heroin addiction took place in the 
black ghettos. 

I met over the period of time with 1[1 great number of people in 
ghetto areas 'all oyer the country, who had absolutely no confidence in 
local police enforcement. One result was heroin 'addiction was con
tinuing to proliferate in those areas without police interference. 

S0l11('thing l1Ud to be clone to stimulate local enforcement efforts. 
The Federal presence, which is kind of a nice way of putting it, but 
our efforts were basically designecl to stimulate work with, ·and de
'Velop local law enforcement assistance anc110cal Jaw enforcement pro
grams, and to monitor to some extent the effectiveness and the influ
enr.e of this. 

I think we were (fl'iite successful, Senator. ' 
Senator PERCY. )fl'. Ehrlichman, in his testimony before this com

mittee, implied that tl1c war on ell'ngs was a "hot it<~m." 
Clearly, the drug probJem wasglamorol1S in that it was a lead news 

item. lI~r. Ehrlic11man in}plied that .this was one. of the reasons why 
the Wlute. Honse )umpedmto the anb-drug effort. ' 

Mr. AJ\rnnoSE. I don't think there is any question about it DOl' do I 
s~e an.ything wrong with the ·White House responding to this kind of 
SItuatIon. . 

Senator PERCY. Mr. Ambrose, how much of a factor is politics in 
decisions made within the executive branch ~ I am particularly in~ 
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terested in whethel' political concerns were the motivating force behincl 
the jurisdictional disputes between the val'ious c1e~arttnents inV'?l\Tec1 
in narcotics enIorcement . .For example, Mr. Ehrhchman mentIOned 
oil Tuesday that he had held. meetings whe~e the. Secretar,Yof t~e 
Treasury and Attorney General fought to retam theIr respectlve terrl
tories in the drug enforcement field. As a fOl'mer govetnment insider, 
could you e:lqland on Mr. Ehrlichman's observations ~ 

Mr. A:r.IBRosE. I would be delighted to. I c1on'tknow of a sino-1e pro
gram that has been enunciated by the executive branch of the Govern
IIlent or, indeed, by the legislative branch of the Government that did 
not have some political significance or consic1etations. 

I don't think there is anything wrong with that, Senator. I have 
never thought that politics was a dirty business. I happen to think that 
it can be a very clean business. It is the way our system works. 

Of ?onrse, there w3;s interest in this from the political st~ndpoint 
of seemg that somethmg could be done. I know that Mr. NIxon has 
been kicked and thete ai'e all kinds of things that have come about as 
a reslllt of Watergate and everything else about which I knew nothing, 
btlt I can tell you that in my j lldgment, in my meetings with tlie 
Presiden.t, he was personally vety interested in this problem. Obviously 
this was an important element to him telative to his presidency and 
to our society. 

The political ramifications, ,of course, did not escape him, having 
spent most of his life in politics. I would be surprised if it did. So I 
think that politics of course played an issue in it. I am not in any way 
apologizing for it. 

I might also. add that ehe political glamour-I think Mr. Ehrlich
man t'ised the phrase "the sexy appeal of narcotics enforcement" which 
is kind of an 11l1usual term for it, but at any rate, I think that is the 
tel'm he used, c1idnot escape me. The 'White House was interested in 
this and any program that we would put forward which would have 
some political appMI would be helpful. 

The agencies would not l1ave gotten the resources without this kind 
of poEtical impetus and without the kind of pressllre that we got 
froni the press, fl'om the people themselves. People were sick and tired 
Xlf bein~ ripped off by drug 'addicts. There is no question about it. 

Pebple 'are still sick and tired of it. It is one of the 'gre!at threats to 
the very existence of our urban society. So that is politics. If that is 
politics in the broad sense, yes, sir; I think it played a very important 
:factor. 

As far as the interage1lCY difficulties ate concel'ned, I don't know 
'Of any politics that were paiticularly invohred there in the sense of 
Republican-Democmticpolitics. There is, of 'Course, a constitutiOlral 
built-in mechanism in any bureaucrat that hIS agency oUJ:!:ht to do 
e"'erything and the other agencies ought to do nothing. That is a 
standard situatibn.That is the way the system wotks. 

It usually operatl:)s 'as n c'heckand balance. 
I had the occasion of t'eadlng my IOl'mer a'ssociate and long-time 

:frienel, Mr. Rossides' testimony YS9terday, who views the entire Gov
'ernmentas if it wonld be operated better from the Treasury Depart
ment. He has always felt thnt way. That is 'his feeling- about the 
matter. 
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I d.on't. pn.,rticulp,r1y care what party yoq are involved in. I am 
nond,(}partmental in the governmental. Sense. . . . 

SeJ].ator P.F;Rqy. Mr. Ohairman, I wIll be leavl.ng 111 a couple of mm~ 
utes to meet with the Prime Minister of A.ustralia. If his schedule per~ 
mits, I will come b~ck when :Mr. Ingersoll is here. 

Be£or~ 1 go, I would np]?reciate it very ~nuch if I could 'ask another 
ql.lestioll or two. . 
, ¥J,·.1\.n;lbrose, as you know, I have b.een very muc1). interested m tFY

in,g to cletern:ctn~ why the Federal Governme~lt seemed to be s~enchllg 
so much time on street crime instead of leaving that to local law en
fOJ,'ccUlent offici~ls and conce:p.trating OAl those- thin,D's like interna
tionalnetworks, :and so forth, that only the ]'ccleral Govern~ncnt can 
effectively deal with. 

Obviously, the Federal Government has to doa c,ertain amount or 
local work in order to be well informed. But it shouldn't be preoccl;L
pied with it. 

Yesterd>ay 'at the subcormnittee hea;ring$, former A.ssistant SeCl;e
tllJry of the Treasu,ry, Eugene Rossides, stated that in many case,s local 
law enforcement officials were better equipped to handle narcotics 
problem,S tha,n -the Federal agents. Do you, lJ,gree with that statement 1 
If so, wouldn't it be better to permit local law enforcement officials to 
handle most of the enforcement burdens 'against most users 'and small 
time ,dealers ~ 

Mr, AMBROSE. What you, are doing is giving the manager the option 
which is of cOl;Lrse what you have to do. I don't havo any iden. how 
much Federal involvemmit thCl,'e should be. In some cases 'there prob
~bly should be very little Federq,l involvement where the local opex
'ation is efficient or where there isn't 'any significant interstate traffick
ing of any kind. But there has to be some Federal invo.lvement 

A.lso, I didn't note it in the report, there seems to be some feeling 
among the committee staff that these low-level cases do not deveJop 
into big cases. That proposition always has been interestin~ to ~e. 
The co.ncepts that people have about how you just start off at the top 
by arresting the big cl'im,inn.~s. The biggest Mafioso thllit was put in 
jail that I know of WQ,S a result of trafficking in heroin. He was a 
fellow named Vito Genovese, who w!),s the Don of all Dons, the boss 
of all bosses, aU the words that go with that. 

The Genovese c~se started o~ a one-eight? of an ounce .buy by all 
undercover agent 111 a bar on EIghth Street 111 lower eo,.st SIde ofN ew 
York, which I tried as an assistal1t U.S. attorp.ey. That was in 1955. 
That case formed the basis for sl,lbseql1e1).t investigations which ulti
mately le.d to the conspirac:y indictment a~d conviction, of among 
othel:s, VItO. Genovese .. How 111 God's name IS somebody going to ~et 
at VIto Genovese unless there is some kind of substantive violatIOn 
somewhere along the line ~ I just don't know. 

Senator NUNN. Was he put in prison on the narcotics charge~ 
Mr. AjjrBROSE. He sure was; absolutely. 
Senator NUNN. Very rew of the top figures, the so-'called boss of 

bosses, have been put away on narcotics charges. Most of them have 
been put away on tax evasion. Isn't that true ~ 

Mr. A1t:r~Ros~. Senato~', that i~ not true. I am sorry to disagree with 
you. Ca1'mIlle Tl'umentJ, I can-t remember all the names, I noticed 
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former Commissioner Giordano is here this morning. I am sure hc:s 
could cite a million of them. But some of the major Mafioso figures 
in the United States were put in jail on narcotics charges during the 
late fifties and early sixties.' • 

Senator NUNN. jIow about since the early 1060's? 
Mr. AJlIBROSE. I left the Government, Senator, in January of 1060 

to go back to N ew York and I worked in the government t11e1:e. I know 
of the association basically lmtil1065 or so, and from 1965 to 1069 my 
knowledge is mostly of newspapers and bitching that I heard from 
agents about what was going on. 

Sena;to,r ~UNN. Thkis very interesting. ",Ye can get the statistics. 
But tIllS IS ~lrectl:y contrary to the testimony Mr. Rossides gave yester
.day. There IS nothrng wrong with that. 
· 1\£1': ~IBROSE. I don't want to get involved in tl~e comment on per

·sonalitIes. Gene and I have had some disaO'reeinents on this subject . 
. We worked together in the Treasury in the fifties. . 
· Gene, a~ I said, has a ",ery defiuite view that the world would be 

better off If the Secretary oJ the Treasurv were the President of the' 
United States, and. frankly, that is his view. I have no objection to it. 

Senator PERCY. I would suggest that we join togethei· in making 
'90 reque~t that the record be kept open so that we can put the actual 
;figures rn. 

Senator NUNN. I think this is somethinp- the staff really ought to 
c1arify-it is a matter of fact. It shouldn't be just a matter of opinion. 
W:e ought to be able to get the record of convictions on narcotics 
charges. From what date would you suggest 'Ii e get this information? 
· Mr. AlImRosE. I would suggest, Senator, that we talk about the 
period from, say, 1955, 1952; somewhere in there, lmtil say about H)63-
64-65, in that vicinity. 

Senator NUNN. Of course we want it updated. 
Senator PERCY. I think we ought to update it. 
Senator N UNlIT. You are saying we ought to go back to 1955 in order 

to' get a complete perspective ~ 
· ~ ]\fr. A:r.IBRosE. I think there is no way of studying this problem, and 
dne of the thino's the committee clicl which I think was quite appro-
priate, was revi~w the history of narcotics enforcement. . 

I .don't think you can separate the two, unfortunately. I mIght add 
there have been a great number of cases made in recent years. I per
flOnallv dou't know offhand-I conld be wrong on this because X 
liaven't followed upon it closely-I don't know of any :rp.ajor traffickers 
recently who have gone to jail solely on the basis of an income tax 
investigation. I am not aware of it. 

Senator NUNN. Not in the last 2 or 3 years because it has almost 
been virtually stopped. 

Mr. AlIEnasE. I don'f', l.'ecall any during the perio~l when we set up 
the so-called Treasury 'rax program. It is a ~Ter~ effective program, a 
fool which should be used. But what I am saymglS when we talk about 
the involvement of a major criminal operator, the Mafia, so-called 
Mafia gronps. that wus in that earlier period. . 
. I might udd, Senators, that we always behe-yecl tho.t one of the 
J'ra~0l1S for the Apa1uchin mef'ting was to get the Mafia out of the 
j~mk business. I think that has been the fairly well-known situation. 
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· You may not be getting those kinds of convictions because they are 
notfuit anymore. I don'tlmow. . ". 
, Senator PEROY. Mr. Ambrose, I 'will have .to leave now. I am leaving 

additional questions with the Ohairman, OJ;le of WhiClh~concerns Cus
toms, which I would particularly appreciate having asked. Then the 
others, if we don't have time, could be given to you to be answered for 
the record. We would appreciate it very much indeed. . 
· . Mr. AMBROSE. I would be delighted. . 
· Senator PEROY. I am very grateful to you for being with us today. 

Mr.Ohairman, I will try very hard to get back for Mr. Ingersoll. 
Senator NUNN. Why don't you go ahen-d, Mr. Ambrose ~ 

. Thank you, Senator Percy. 
I believe you were at the bottom, of page 6. That is my recollection. 
Mr . .A1.rnRosE. That is right, sir. 

· :Where the agency is located, however, is far less important than that 
our narcotic investigative and intelligence forces be integrated into one 
agency., . . 
· [At this· point Senator Percy withdrew from the hearing room.] 

:Mr. ~rnRosE. Background on the creation of the Office for Drug 
Abuse IJaw Enforceme:nt. 

During the early part of lD71, whi1e serving as Oommissioner of 
Customs, I received a memoranc111m from the then Under Secretary of 
the TreasUl'Y, Oha.des E. 'Walker, informing me t1mt high-ranking 
officials of the Government 'were being asked to fUl'llish new ideas for 
governmental progmms. I sent !L memorane111m to Mr. ,Valker sug
gesting lhe creation of a joint task fOl'ce which would bring all the 
resources of the Federal Government directly to bear on the narcotics 
problem. Having ,become thoroughly familiar with the bureaucratic 
problems in the narcotics area, I suggested that the Presic1ent might 
1.mnt to appoint an official with plenary powers who wonld be able to 
pass over aU bureaucratic obstacles so that we coulcl get on with the 
job. It was clear to me at that point that onr efforts were fragmented 
and incomplete. Policy directions of our programs were in the hands 
of well meaning but inexperienced individuals in the White House, 
the Treasury, and the Justice Department. 

There was some progress. The Customs Service was beginning to 
make spectacular seizures. The Bureau of Narcotics ancl Dangerous 
Drugs was mah-ing some interesting cuses and increasing its overseas 
effolts, but they had made a determination to work only on so-ca1leel 
high level cases ::md leave smalJer trafficking cases to local police 
establishments. 

It was increasingly apparent in major urban arC'as of the United 
States t11at there were increased patterns anel incidences of serious 
police corruption, a good deal of which was narcotic related. 
· [At this point Senator Brock entered the hearing room.] 

)11' . .A.l\mnosE. In most urban ghettos, narcotic addiction had become 
a major social disaster. Evic1ence was abundant that resiclents of these 
areas were distrustful of the police and indeed there were lllunerous 
reports of local vigilante actioll being taken against heroin peddlers. 
It appeared in 11lany respects, despite all our efforts to reduce the sup
ply of heroin, that we 'were not cloiug so with' enough speed to stop 
addiction from proliferating-not only in the inner city, but in the 
,affluent suburbs. ' 
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'It IwM Tlt1'th~r cl~l1i' ·that '.the tr.em~ndously incl'easecltFedel1al. effort 
was not p~blicly r~co~ized-a fact whioh,contri?uted·to ,the citizen's 
loss df 'confidence in !Ill's :Go'velJIDmmt .. 1 &elt as elld maJ1Y others .that 
we were sitting on a powdel' keg. 

·Theevidenceavat[lalJle·at the time mdicated,:and:I: stilhhink it is 
trIte, 'that addiction ·is spi!ettd 'by addicts ~ho !int.rodu,ce·neqpl~ytes .in~o 
the world of eh'ugs. 'ifheldt~lel.'·n:ecesgar:r. mgrechent lsan.ea~ly .avall
able supply,of drugs to whICh tp.e.e~:pe])1menter'can:h~vequlCk access. 

¥l e therefore,lhad to :deal wlthtb:e 'Pl'oblemof trymg to stop new 
adc1ias from being c1'efrt~aatthe .s0-cUllled'street ll:;vel. Ho:pefuUy,this 
would help reduce the ·demancl. .i\.lt,tlresame ,time, 'l)e JIad to ,reduce 
thesup,ply of heroin available and the ease '0'£ access to ,that sqpply 
by lLddit!ts"und,those" they ",'ould 'tE!h1 ptJto' experli?ent., . , 

All our efforts to stop the Turks frdm :growmg 'QPlUm-lncreasmO' 
dtii'arrestsof major traffic1(ers·ancl'ourlliorder mterdictione'iforts, 'and 
so 'fol'th, woUld be mel1ningless 1£ we allowed this easy development of 
a contmually larger addict population to grow unabated. 

AttemptinO'to reduce thesup-ply 'o'fdl'ugs withoutredtiCing the 
demand for drags 'Was like attempting to stop the flood by putting a 
finger in the dike. ",Ve believed the socml consequences of Iailure to be 
enormous. 

Under our legal system we have no '\-vary to isolate addicts although 
many have advocated such a procedure in one form or 'another. We 
COU1d, however, through the utilization of close law enforcement at 
the lower levels of the distribution system, legally coerce addicts into 
treatmentprogra'rhs. Yon must recall that about two-thirch30f the 
Tunds appropl'ul.tec1 went into treatment related activities. 

By doing this we could also make it difficult for people to obtain 
heroin. I believed then, 'and I believe now, that such a program is 
necessary. I might add that it was no secret in the minds of a good 
many of us that the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs was 
not making enough significant cases to have. a substantial impact on 
the traffic and that its leadership was less than 'Satisfactory. 

Its inability to cnpitaHze on alTcsts in'the lower levels or traffic, 
whether by its own Dr local police actions, frustrated efforts to get 
at "\"holE'sale distribution systems. 

ODALE vms created to fill this vacuum. The real purpose for pres
snre at the lower levels of the distribution system was not the mere 
collection of statistics 01' the accumulation of an arrest record, but to 
stop the proliferating- addict population and ultimately to reduce it to 
manageable proportions. Such a program as this cml only be useful 
and successful if ~lone in ~onjunction with.a majo~ e:fl'~rt overseas, at 
thE' borders, andm arrestmg and prosecutlllg maJor vlOlators. 

I purposely designeel the ODALE program to be experimental and 
of shortduration-18 months-to see if we C0111c1 put together all our 
~'E's?llrces to attack t~e prC?blE'm at the low~r levels to utilize grand 
Junes, lawyers, tax ll1vesilgators, local pohce, prosecutors, Federal 
agents-the whole panoply of resources available to attack this one 
area. 

)Ve would have to use undercover purchases as one method of oper
a~lOn, ,but under the control of experienced agents and attorneys. In
~ldentally, we jntenc1ed to havf' far more local police office'l'S inv6l'ved 
III our progl'am than Federal. This, we did. 
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'One-ofllie impo'Lfta;nt objectives ,of ODA;L~ was to se~ if. we could 
effectively develop other m.eans of accomphslupg our obJectIves ,other 
tha;IJ. through th~so"called.buy and busttechnIq1J.e. ;[ an:- .not an aavo
cate er'the practlce of puttmg large amol:l;nts ofano?-ey lllto~lle .hands 
of .the unClerwbr:Id ;EoI' ithe :purchase of·eVl«ilence or mformatIOll. 

For your info~matio:q, w ~lile I was Com,missioner of ,customs, ;r was 
theoIie 'who iXl1lsed obJections to -the i13NDD pr:ocedures relatlve to 
laa;ge amountsoi money :going -out for pUl1chases .of illfo,rmQ,tion and 
c-vldence. 

As a matter of fact, I talked to Mr. Krogh rtilleother night before he 
t~stified and in 'llis testimilllY he made reference to the fact that a Treas
ur1' crlIicial had ·obj eet~d to lthat ,ulld that Qfficial ;was me, aacorc1i;n,g to 
his·statement to me.ont:he:ph,one. . 

IODAiLE ,personnel. were instructed to '~ry every other l~gal means 
devisable. Natura;lly, \l:t waS .one tool·and It would and should be used 
where other tools are unusable. 

I 'am ;still convince<;l tha;t :by 10very objective <test .available we suc
ceeded ill :slowing down, if not arresting, the .continuingentrance of 
lrurge nutrJ;bersofnew ,addicts into the drug culture. We had more than 
8;000 arrests among the 9,568 suspects identified. 

We removed trom the traffic 230 pounds.o£ lleroin of varying purity. 
When we concluded the program, 20 .percent of :QUI' cases had already 
been ,tried reSl;llting in a 90 percent _conviction rllite. I have no reason 
to believe ,that the ultimate conviction rate was any lower. 

As .parto£ our experil1lental approach we attemEte,d to measure the 
effect of enforcenlent ,efforts through analysis.of ihe-roin p.urity and 
st;veet price of the prodnct. This was very ·care;fully and selectively 
done under a staff headed by our Ohief Investigator, Jack .cusack, of 
theBNDD. 

Some of the l!esnlts: In New York Oity, the street Price of heroin 
quadrupled betw,een Aprll1972 ,anel1\![ay 1973, while ;purity dropped 
trom 8 ,percent to less than 3 .percent. In Washingtoll, D..o., the price 
tripled and the purity droppeel from 12 percent to 2.9 percentiduring 
thllit same period. 

'We felt ,th.at this clearlJ indicated tl1e success of our narcotic pro
gra.:ms-:and I underline 'prqgrams"-and ,tJlatit laad a ,substantial 
impact on reducing the number of new addicts entering the market . 

.In .~ddition, it w.as during ,this pe;riod that heroin and drug .related 
deaths decreased marlreclly and the number 0f acldicts entering treat
meJ;ltprograms incl'eased.treme.ndously. 

,Senator NUNN. Unde;l.'scoringthe IN;rc1 ".programs," I think we have 
lW,Q se;vera~ different views of. this decrease in aclc1icts in that ~pallticu-
13;r :perioel of ~ime. ~Vhat otl}er ;P:l.'qgr.ams would you attr,ibute-ob
VlOUS]y you thmk ODALE was one 0:£ them-what other pl'ogNlll1S 
wonla: yonattrilDute JPart of this success to ~ 

Mr. A1'r:l;B;ROsm. I tlllllk:a number or things; ,the fact that the T~lrkish 
GOYIWBment, of comse, hacl reduced .or stopped growing during that 
period of time, the fact there was a po:rt strike in New York lUlcloubt
eel1y had an effect 011 it for some period of. time, the breakup of the 
Latin~Atne:r:ican connection which. was a very substanti[).l orgalli~ation 
en.t~ring drugs into .Hle United States, tJie tremendOl.lS number of 
se~z~res that 01~stoms 'Yas making botl~ III N"ew.Yol'kl!'ncl pl'hlCipally, 
I tlnnk, III Florltla dUl'lng t11at era, wlnch stymIed maJor groups from 

7 (J-(J17-7(\-S 
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deliverin<T dru<Ts to the United States. I think all of those had an 
• t:> t:> 
lmpact. ' ' , 

ODALE investiO'ations led to the identification and breakup of a 
number of large-s~ale major distribution systems in New York, Los 
Angeles, Miami, and other cities. Many of these groups were pre
viously unlmown to the authorities. 

The intelligence gathered by those offices is still useful. Our com
munity action programs did much to restore confidence in enforce
ment operations and convince a portion of our population that the1;e 
was someone trying to help them. 

,Ve had no integrity problems because of undercover operations, 
largely, I think, as a result of the close control exercised by our at
torneys in conjunction with our chief investigators. We did have a 
few, very few, 'incidents resulting from overzealousness-Collinsville, 
for example. Such unrortunateacts tended to obscure the program's 
accomplishments. 

ODALE was intended to be a model for testing unified law enforce
ment concepts and to prove the effectiveness of good coordination anel 
the development of close relationship between Federal and State Gov
ernments. There are, and have been, many police and prosecutorial 
officials throughout the country who worked closely with us and will 
attest to the success of these efforts. For example, about a year ago the 
New York City Police Department did a study of the effecti¥eness 
of various narcotic enforcement progranls which they operated either 
individually or participated in over a period of the last few years. 
The report rated the ODALE program as the most effective. 

:JIanagerial problems. Your staff has asked me to comment on nar
cotic program management problems. 

Consideration of these problems must proceed from a sympathetic 
nnderstanding of the difficu1ty any administrator has when 11e is faced 
with dealing with an enormously complicated situation which grew 
aU out of proportion to expectations-where for years support for 
Federal programs was minimal. . 

Remember, the Bureau of Narcotics had less than 400 agents in the 
early sixties, and Customs had about 300 agents when I became Com
missioner in 1969. The application of a large quantity of resources 
brought about many difficulties. . 

Narcotics enforc0ment budgets didn't just increase, they multipliec1 
about 11 times-$65 million ~n fiscal year 1969, $719 million in fiscal 
year 1974. There were few trallled management personnel. It was truly 
similar to raising an army overnight. People may disagree with wluit 
we did from the enormous vantaae point of hindsight, but unbiased 
judges will examine the results with some consideration of the com
plexity of the problem. 

N al:cotics enforcement people are an unusnal breed. They also re
quire a cC'rtain amount 0'£ understanding. It iR a difficult, dIrty busi
ncss, subject to unusual temptations and, unfortunately, cOllditiol1s 
and human nature. being what they are, one is always goinO' to have 
S0111e difficulties. c, b 

~ arcotic agents fi;l'C not !ll1d cannot be m:;e F~I agcnts, putting on 
them' fecloras, carI'ymg theIr notebooks, and sallym 0' forth to do battle 
with violators of the Peanut Statistics Act or pCl1>etrators of bank
l'uptcy fraud. 
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A.ttempts to make narc?tic a~ents like that will onlY'result in l~ss 
-effective enforcement. It IS a dIfferent trade and we must recogmze 
it as such. In stating this, I am ~lot attempting to be critical of t~le 
FBI or in any way to condone Illegal or unusual acts by narcotIcs 
agE'nts. .,. 

It is just what we must recogmze that some umque problems eXIst 
and will. ,Ve have to minimize them and try to deal with them in the 
best way possible without frustrating our enforcement objectives. 

One of the great problems I hac1 as Commissioner of Customs, 
Ingersoll had as Director of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Dru (l'S, and Bartels had as head of the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion~is the inability to pick your own people to run the show. 

There is also a huge amount of backbiting and personal dissension 
in enforcement bureaucracies as I suppose there is in others . 
. Senat'or NUNx. Senator Percy has introduced a bill to remove 

GS-15 and over personnel in DEA from the civil service regulations; 
making it more nearly like .the FBI, at least at the top levels, so that 
the' Administrator can have more management fiE'xibility and can get 
more done in terms of management changes. 

Do you agree with that based on this testimony ~ 
, )11'. hrunosE. I would go down to grade 13 or 14, to the supervisory 

1 ('vel. But always leaving the civil service rights of the individual 
intact. . 

In other words, as a matter of fact, this is nothing new. This was 
a recommendation that the Chairman of the Civil Service Commis
sion 11ad in a bill which ims an administration bill sent up to this Con
gress in lDG9 in which all senior personnel of the Government would 
work, once they got to supervisory or supergrade levels, would work 
on so-called 5-year term arrangements with the managers. 

That is just the same in other bureaucracies as it is in enforcement, 
no question about it. The man who is the manager needs some people 
who he can pick and who are responsible to him but they should still 
retain civil service statns. I am not under any circumstances, advocat
ing', nev(\r have, never will, that Treasury, or any agents be removed 
from civil service snch as they were in the FBI. 

One of the problems of the FBI in nw jud~ment is that the agents 
were not civil servjce and they were sllbject to the whim of any 
supervisor and dismissal for violation of illlything, almost. 

I think that giyen the circumstances surrounding the creation of 
DEA-the time it was clone, during the dtweloping 'Watergate inycsti
gntion-we are Incky it slU'viv(lCl' at all, You shou1(1 remember that 
DEA was ('rented during the Kleindienst tenure as Attorney Gene,raI, 
passed through Cong'l'ess under Richardson. started really function
jng' .. undcr Baxbe, ane} is now operating undey Levi ~ all in 2'sl10rt years 
dmmp:. wh~ch lUl~'cohcs use was nppn.reutlv mCl'eaSll1g and the Agency 
was bem,g' ll1vest,lgated by Cong:l'ess :md j'he press flnd wlmt have you . 

• rohn Bartels IS an honorable and decent man, He ,yas all excellent 
Pl'osc0utOl' with n, disthlg'uishedllational reputation, the recipient of 
tl~e 111ghes~ awards from the Department of .rustice and the accolades 
of the natlOnal Pl',ess. He was an effectiye ac1ministrntodll ODALE. 

He had to surVlve 2 years under four Attorney Genern,ls and two 
Presidents, working with a White House staff ,vhich dealt with the 
outside as if they were in a "bunker," to use one of their own terms. 
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I might alsoA-dd that John hn,d to bce hostility from certain ele
ments within DEA who were not happy over his appointment and 
who appar~ntly did everything they could to undercut him, and from 
some employeel;! of the Bureau of Oustoms who spent a good portion 
of their time up here on the Hill revving up opposition to DEA and 
the concept of a unified enforcement effort. I am sure this was done 
without the support of their sllperiors. 

As a former Commissioner of Customs who devoted a goocl portion 
of time to n!J,rcotics enforcement in that agency, I am confident that 
the creation of DEA was not only the logicaol but the correct step. 

I am also confident that if allowed to go forward and do its job, it 
. will do a reasonably good job. It ca;nnot if its very existence is con
stantly being questIoned-if it must spend its time fending off critics, 
figl~ting jurisdictional brush fires, OJ;' constantly being threatened with 
extmctlOn. 

It seems to me that tIllS committee ought to condemn whateve~ 
abuses it finds, commend the concept of a unified, unfragmented ap
proach to the solution of this awful problem, and let the professiona~s 
get on with their tasks, 

To say that the Federal effort has been a failllre is like sayin~ that 
our system of government-our legislative, our executive, and our 
judicial systems-have failed because there is still crime, corruption, 
and poverty abroad in the land, 

We know that is not true. We also should realize that the narcotic 
situation would be a lot worse than it is if it were llot for the efforts 
of the men and women of the Drug EnforcemeJ).t Administration and 
their cohorts in Customs and elsewhere. This effort is not a failure
there is jllst a lot Plore to be done and I am sure with your help, it 
will be. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you, vel'y much, Mr. Ambrose. 
I think these hearings are pointing out very vividly the tremendous 

difficulties involving this overall area. I think your testimony has 
added a contribution to this. For one thing, every witness has almost. 
a different view. I have never seen any subject where there is less con
sensus; everybody has taken credit for the clecrease in drugs from 
1971 to 1973. 

I am sure there is some degree of truth in everybody's testimony 
because, as you point out, there were many different things going on. 
at that time. 

Mr. Al'ImnosE. J think they all contribntec1. I think there is no ques
tion about it. :'l)!'.t is the very Nason, Senator, why I object to so-called 
simplistic solutions which have been proffered for solving this prob
lem. It is a very, very complicated. problem. For that Teason, I would 
like to make a couple of comments on the report, if you don't mind. 

Senn,tor NUNN. I don't mind at all. I would be glad to have your' 
comments, critical or otherwise. Let me ask you this question before 
you go to that. 

It seems to me that one of the prime thjngn we have got to have is 
at least somo n-greement of what success anclfailure is. ",Ve have got to, 
have some reasonable gOl).ls and objectives. In terms of the administra
tion that you served in and since then, and in terms of Congress, I see
no goals and objectives. I see no criteria by which we measure success .. 
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How do we expect the press, the media, and the Ame~ican public to 
conclude in a rational, reasonable way, that we have ~Ither been .suc
cessful or lUlsuccessful ~ How can we expect a congressIOnal ~o~nlltt~e 
to evaluate success if thete are no goals, if there are no obJectIVes) If 
there is no criteria to measure success other than in terms of domg 
away with narcotics anel drll.gs. 

,Ve both know we are always going to have a problem to so~e 
degree. It is l1 question of to what degree and it is a question of inlll

imizing it. 
"\Y ould you fincl fault with both Congress ancl the executive branch, 

without ta,lkino. about parties and people, for not setting up detailed 
criteria and go~ls and objectives ~ 

Mr. AlIIBROSE. I think there are some goals and objectives now, 
Senator. I am not quite sure how you really completely establish them 
all. I think the problem that we face and which is the realistic issue at 
hand is that this problem of addiction proliferated during the sixties 
unabated, yirtually unabated; that when we had an estimated-I say 
estimated, l.Ulderlined-50,000 haroin addicts in the United States in 
1960 and possibly half a million or three-quarters of a million or 
maybe even a million in 1970, I think this growth is the problem. 

I think this is the propel' area, the aP1?ropriation area for measure
ment because it is the social costs of adchction that concerned us most. 
Most of us, most individuals, realistically don't care if somebody wants 
to be a jtUlkie or if somebody wants to be a drunk. If that is their choice 
in life, that is their choice in life. 

We do care when they are being a clrtUlk or a jnnkie affecting us, 
whether they have to ripoff our television set or commit crimes or 
whutever it has to be done to feed the undel'lvorld. So it seems to me 
that our direct thrust here should be at the addict population. That 
is the program. That is the goal. ",Ve should bring it down to whatever 
the manageable proportion is. 

I am not prepared to give you any figure, per se, on tIl at ; but tbat 
is What we should be going with. 

Senator NUNN. I don't disagree with that. I think that could be oM 
goal. There might be other ways of measuring, t.oo, but under the gouls 
.of the last 2 01' 3 yem's, I would say thut we have been going in the 
wrong direction. 

Mr. A:rrmnosE. That coulc1 well be. It could well be that the results 
llave not been productive. Again, I would like to emphasize that with
{Jut this direction, it may have been two or three times worse. I don't 
think that conclusion necessarily follows, Senator, with all due 
·deference. 

Senator ~UNN. ",Vith ali\. c1~le deference, too, it you use your logic, 
then there IS no way of findl11g ont what the success reaily is. You 
could just establish that it has tripled in the last 2 years. It has gone 
up. It is getting worse in the cities and suburbs and in the country, 
but my gosh, it would have been a lot worse if we hadn't been there. 
Under that rationale, thercis no way of measuring SUccess. 

Mr. AMBUOSE. I think measurement only goes so far anyhow. I don't 
thin!' that the success. or failure o}: any ~overn1nenta~ Pl.·?g~·am is .sus
ce.Rtlble to mnthemn.tlCfll c!Llculatloh. I J.ust don't thu;lk It IS pOSSIble. 

Senator NUNN. I don't eIther, but I tlunk the A.1nel'lCan peol)le have 
a right to look at tl1eir Government-not Oustoms, not 'ODALE, not 
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BNDD, DEA, not the Attorney General, not the Dt'partment of Trefts
ury, not the Senate Permanelit Subcoll1mittee on Investigations-but 
their Federal Govermnent, and say yon are onr Goyernment. 

vVe don't care about all of these disputC's and compliC'ations. vVe 
care about our children. I think they havC' a right to look at that. ,Ve 
are all looking at it with tunnel vision. ,Ye arc looking at who is at 
fault and so forth. 

Our subcommittee has made some of thOl':e Rall1C' mistakes. no doubt 
about that. But the American people have a right to look at their Fed
eral Government and say we expect you to set up some reasonable goals 
and criteria. We expect to be able to measure yon and your GO"ern
ment on an accountability basis in this area that affects so vitally our 
whole social fabric. 

They am llot able to do that now. Thev haven't beC'n able to do it 
for the last 8 or 10 years. I don't h·no,v of anything right now that 
is improving the situation. 

Mr . .A:r.mRosE. Senator, it is very difficult for me to argue with you 
011 that subject. As far as the bureaucratic turf, jurisdictional prob
lems, again I call to your attention, sir, that I ,,,as the Commissioner of 
Customs. r mn the one \vll0 recommendC'd the DEA go to the Depart
ment of Justice. not the Treasury DC'partn1t'nt at that point. So it was 
not a question of any bUl'eancratic decision. 

In my judgment, it was based on what I perceived to be the best,. 
most available, most effective way of meeting the problem at that time. 
I could be wrong in that judgment, but. I think the American people 
got what thr,y paid for during the period of time that we were rUllnin~ 
tIllS. ,Ve clid our level best. I'amnot apologizing one whit for what we 
did during that period of time. 

Senator NUNN. I am not seeking an apology. 
~fr. Al\IBROSE. Thank you. 
Senator NUNN. You wanted to critique the committee report. ,Vhy 

don't you go ahead ~ 
Mr. Al\InnosE. I have already made some reference to the fact that 

~m ;page 55, in my statement which I discovered after, your r('port 
mdlCates that I was a strong advocate of undercover operations. This 
is in the testimony of the emp10yt'e of the committee. 

First of all. as I have stated, that was not tntC'. Second, no employee 
of the committe(\ evr,r talked to me at that timC'. So I find it v(\ry 
difficult to conceive how they could echo my views without having 
talked to me about it; but be that as it mal', I think the record is fairly 
clear at this point. • 

The committee also makes some conclusiOloS that I would like to 
comment 011. They state in conclusion that there should be severe re
strictions on the 'use of Federal agents in the street, and that that 
should be the primary responsibility of the loral and State police. But 
thcn they go from there to the conclnsion that neyer again should 
Federal dl'lw~ law enforcement become highly visible. That is an open 
invitation. Senator-- • 

Senator NUXN. Why don't yon complete that, at the 10cl\.11eyel. 
Ml'. AMBROSE. At the local level, that is what I am saying. That is an 

open invitation it seems to me, to invite chug dealers to a safe haven 
where there. is little or 110 effective local law enfOl'cement, a prohl('m 
which existed in this country and may exist today. I don't know. Fed-
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eral law enforcement prooTams "ill fail if there is no effective en
. foreement at the street level. 

Senator NUNN. ,Ve have the same thing. "Ve have a lot of murders 
going on in places wh~re no~ody is be~ng arrested and p~~secuted. 1\: e 
have :1 lot of buro'lanes O'omrr on. If \ve use "('our ratIOnale. people 

b b ~ J '1' don't WOrl'y about whether there are addicts aU over the street. I ( 1S-

agree ytith that. ., 
I thmk they worry about people as human belilgs, whether th('ll' TV 

sets are being stolen 01' not. I do think the crime element cloes cause 
additional worry. Under that rationale you 1,1sed, we ought to be COll

cerned about burglaries from the Federal level, if local law enforce
ment :is not-

Mr. ~rnROSE. We are concerned about burglaries in the Federal level 
if they are organized, part of a chain of criminal activity. In other 
words, narcotics sales, isolated criminal acts, narcotic trafficking is not 
an isolated criminal act. It is one link in part of a broad chain which 
starts in Turkey, Mexico, and winds up in Harlem 01' wherever it hap
pens to be. 

So it is a chain, sir, that is the difference between an isolated mur
der and certainly the Federal GoV'ernment should be interested if 
there is an interstate murder ring. The Federal Government should 
be involved in the local level. If there is an interstate burglary ring 
or kidnapping, the Federal Government should get involved in the 
10calleV'el, WhICh they do. 

Senator NUNN. I think the essential question you have to ask, first 
of all, is whether you have confidence in local and State people. People 
at the local and State level are just as concerned about narcotics ad
diction as we are here in 'Vashington. I think it is a mistake, one of 
the real mistakes made here hl 'Vashington. 1\T e make that mistake in a 
lot of different fields almost every day. I participate on occasion. I 
guard against it on other occasions. 

But we make the mistake of thinking the only people concernecl 
about drugs are sitting in the Bureau of Oustoms, or in BNDD or in 
the ,Vhite House. That is simply not true. If local people get concernecl 
enough, they are going to insure that they have a degree of competency 
in their law enforcement. 

There is another point that I disagrce on fundamentally. ForgE'tting 
philoshophy, forgetting what level of government should be doing it, 
I ,don't think the Federal Government is capable of doino' everything 
in the narcotics field. To the extent you devote a tremendous amount 
of your Federal resources to local street enforcement is the extent to 
which you also neglect other areas. I think that is happening. 

Mr. AlIffiROSE. Senator, I am not adV'ocating massive involvement of 
the Federal Government in the State. Never, at any time 11ave I advo
cated that. I am saying there has to be some participation, some bal
ance and participation and, of course, where local law cnforcement is' 
effective-and more often than not, it is-they should be left to .do the 

. job. There is no question about that. 
I am saying where you have this vacuum, where you have the ab

sence of it. I am also saying there has to be a certain ainount of partici
pation because the FederarGovernmenthas no way of identi:£ying who 
the important people are without lmowing who the little people are. 
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SenatoI.'" NUNN. Of course, it is< a mruttero£ semantics. But you are 
disagreeing, which is your privilege, with the snbc.ommittee finding. 
I think I will read the' whole thing so it can be put ill the proper con
text. It says: 

Never again sbouldFederal drug law enforcement become highly visible nJ 
the local level in pursuit of lOW-level dealers and addicts. It is unnecessary al,ld 
inappropriate for Federal agents to concentrate on low-level dealers. Federal 
personnel should be attacking the drug problem at a much higher level, they 
should not encroach upon. the States' responsibilities to conduct their own police 
functions. 

That is an entirely different thing than you have interpreted it to 
be. You set up the strawman and knocked it down. Your interpreta
tion is that we ara saying the Federal Government should not do any
thing at all at the local level with local and State offici(1,ls. That is not 
what the subcommittee is saying. 

Mr. ):\MBROSE. That is the way I read it. If l read it wrong, I am 
delighted to be corrected; but to me that is the way it, reads. 

Senator NUNN. That is fine; but I think any normal person rending 
this with a rational approach, without having; alrea. ely mad.e up his 
mind; would conclude that we are saying the Local and State people 
have the primary authority at the local level. The Federal Govern
ment should help coordinate and cooperate, but, at the same time, 
concentrate in other areas. That is what we have had one witness 
after another testify to. 

Mr . ..thIBROSE. That is exactly what I have. maintained all along. 
I sald, though-and I repeat again-there has to be SOme Federa,l 
involvement at the local level, the e::s:tent of which is dependent on the 
circumstances, the local situation, the amount of trafficldng in thQ.t 
al'C'a. and so forth. That is proper. 

That is my statement. I am not saying the Federal Government, 
by any stretch ?~ the imagination, should usurp the function of the 
States andlocahbes. 

Senator N UNN • We are not that far a pa.rt. 
Mr. A1\IBRosE. In the ODALE program, I would want to point 01lt 

again that the vast percentage of people that we utilized in that wer.e 
loral Jaw enforcement officers, not Federal agents. 

I also have to comment on the conclusion and n.gree with the con
clusion that undercover buys should not be used indiscrhninately and 
that the teclmique should not become entrenched within an ag'cmcy. I 
cert.ajnly thing those are truisms, bnt on the other hand, I don't think 
they out to be put in the context of interpreting or being allowed to 
be susceptible to the interpretation that this committee is taking the 
posit.ion that undercover buys shouldn't be used and it is just an im
proper situation. 

I don't think it is improper. I think it is a legal thing. I think one 
fraught with a great deal of danger. Absolutely no qnestion in my 
mind about it; but it has to be used, unfortunately. 

Senator NUNN. I don't c1isagree with that at all. It is a question of 
which sentence yOt]. put first: 

This committee believes that undercover work coupled with bU;V-~JUst tech
niques should not be ruled out nltogetller as investigative tools, but should never 
be used in nn indiscriminate munner ancI should most definitely not become 
entrenched within the Federal agency charged with drug enforcement. 
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Mr . .A:r..rnROSE. We agree. The fact of the. matter is it has to be used. 
It is a question of how you read it. The other thing: I had some question 
about and I would like to, comment on is on conclusion two. 

I see. no reason why agents in. tlie Drug Enforcement .A.dministra,.. 
tian, manyoi'whomare Customs· agents to start off with, cannot, with 
the cooperation of'the Customs agency service, not witli the non
law-enforcement people, work out a satisfactory method whereby the 
lcind of intelligence Customs needs could be. furnished. 

I hope- the members of this committee ar.e not. being misTed into the 
belief that there is some magic intelligence gathering capability that 
can be brought to bear only if one c3Irries 'a Customs badge. It just 
isnrt so. If we have'to return to Oustoms-Narcotics jurisdictional rival
ries, we will haV'e no effective law enforcement at 1[\,1I 

Parenthetically, I might add that the maj,or, most of the major rec
ognized superior narcotlcs officers of the Customs Agency Service, of 
the old Bureau· of Customs, now hold the principal fieJa positions in 
the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Senator NUNN. On that point, I don't want touct like I {lm dis
agreeing with· what you just said. We,have made no conclusions,about 
tile organization. 

Mr. AMBROSE. I appreciate that. 
Senator NUNN. We are trying to explore all of tIus 'and raise 

questions. 
Mr. AMBRO.SE. My l?oint is that the kind of intelligen~e needed by 

Customs for mterclichon efforts- can be developed very slffiply by the 
Drug Enforcement Administration 1£ programed to' do so. 

Senator NUNN. Again not disagreeing with you at all, I think that 
we have to raise these questions. We don't have to make any speedy 
conclusions. I think one of the big problems is, as :>,"OU have pointed 
out, so much reorganization, so much turmoil. I don't know if anybody 
could draw up a management function that could have done a first
class job during the last 4: years. I don't Imow that that has been 
possible. 

I think it is one of the fallouts of 'Watergate, one of the lmfortunate 
fallouts of the Watergate affair. Nevertheless, on the business of Cus
toms now being: a part of DEA, we 'are getting 'a good many contacts 
>andlettells from Customs officials who are part of DBA. 'They say 
thel'e is a two-track system ,and that they are being weeded: out und 
fired as they go along. 

Mr. AMBROSE. It is terrible, if that is the case. 
Senator NUNN'. That is something we cannot correct by throwing it 

at a different chart here in Washington. 
~!r. A:r.rnRosE. One other point I would like to make reference to 

and I would like to snbmit an -addendum to the record when I have 'a, 
chance to prepare it, if it is agreeable with the chairman. 

Senator NUNN. Without objection. 
lVIr. A:r.rnRosE. There is some reference in your report to the Collins

ville situation. I lmow of Senator Percy's continuing interest in this. 
I would like to point out fou the rpcord that the Collinsville incident
where some 'agents of all ODALE unit went into 'a wrong premise
was tile subiect of a grent spate of publicity at the time, public hearings 
and everything else. Where the people who were-particularly the 



Giglotto family-the first to raise the issue, their statements ,vere 
echoed all over the pn.Js. 

As a matter of fact, Giglotto appeared on Dick Cavett's program. 
Those of us in the Department of Justice, of course, were prohibited 
from commenting on the {!aseat the time; but the fact of the matter is 
everybody was quick to believe what Giglotto said and ignored what 
the agents said. 

We conducted an immediate investigation that showed they did 
make a mistake, but that they did not abuse these inelividuals. We then 
llacl the U.S. attorney conduct an investigation. It was ultimately 
lifted from the U.S. atto1'lley by so-called civil rights division and 
they indicted these agents for violation of civil rights. The agents 
were all acquitted. 

These agents were indicted on the complaint and testimony of 1\:[1'. 
Herbert Giglotto and his wife, the Government failed to pnt thC'm on 
the stand in the prosecution. I have never heard of a situation where 
the complaining witness was not brought forth by the Goyernment in 
the prosecution. These people were acquitted. 

Maybe the reason that they didn't put :Mr. and :Mrs. Gip:lotto on the 
stand, particularly :Mr. Giglotto, is he has a lengthy criminal rC'cord; 
but his word was immediately believeel rather than the agents'. In one 
of the other cases, in the Minor' case, the agents subsequently have won 
libel actions against the individual that does not appear in your rec
ords. sir. 

Senator NUXN. You said involved. They brought libel action ~ 
~1r. Al\ffinosE. Against the so-called victim, :Mr. Minor, who is re

ferred to in your report and each of the. agents have been awarded 
$15/){10 for libel and under the Sullivan v. fIT f'W Y orlc Times theory, 
they had to show malice in the case. They won $15,000 each. 

Senator NUNN. That has been tried ~ 
::\11'. Al\ffinosE. That has been tried. I think the appeal has already 

been taken care of. 
Senator NUNN. I am glad to know that. We will ask the staff to 

look into it. ",7' e will add that to the record. 
::\11'. AlIffinosE, I might also add with reference to the Herbert Askew, 

the thircl party jnvolyed, who was also involved in this situation, he 
claims that he never made the statements that the press attributed to 
him that he was abused. There is no question that the agents went to 
tIl(> wrong place. 

I might also add that the agents were acting with warrants, not with 
any no-knock 'warrant situation, and as a result of this, there is n. great 
deal of testimony up here on the Hill about the use of no-lmock war
rants. I think they have been finally abolished for some reason, but 
there is reference to this case because there were warrants. 

All of the subjects of those warrants were subsequently arrested, 
aU of the people were subsequently tried, convicted, their appeals were 
held and thC'y were sentenced to jail, those that were involved in 
this initial investigation. Some of theagellts were suspended 
without pay for a period of 3 to 4 years during this period of time. 
It rost them legal fees. They.hn.ye now been restored to duty, as I 
understand it. There is further action pending trying to make them 
financially whole. ' 
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I would l~ke to just c?lIlrtlent ~n that because th~ r~ord WOlIld seem 
to me to be lllcomplete If we Jet It stand that CollmsVlllewas the way 
·it was portrayed to be in the late spring of 1973. , . 

Senator NUNN. I am delighted to have that as part of the record.!f 
you want to add anything subsequently, we would be glad to hear It. 
-The unfortunate thing, it seems to :rne, is that the people who know 
these thinrrs, at the time are not permittecl to discuss it publicly, while 

b • 

the other side IS. 
How do we guard against this same'thing happening in the future, 

if all of your facts are correct ~ 
Mr ... A.J\illROSE. I think what needs to be done is what 'we have to do 

III most situations that is ~ry not to rusl~ to judgment. ~ think in ~his 
,case with the press. PartIcularly, certam newspapers m the Umted 
States whichmacle great play out of this, front page coverage for a 
period of weeks. 

I remember when one case was dismissed, one of the pap~rs that I 
]mppened to read frequently, had the clismissal on page 27, the bottom,' 
left-hand. How do these poor fellows who make a simple mistake get 
back their good name and everything else ~ I don't know. I just don't 
know. -

Senator NUNX. I think minority cOIIDseL would like to ask a 
question. ' 

:Mr. STATLER. No. I would just like to make sure that the record is 
complete on this question. I therefore ask the Chairman's consent to 
place in the record Mr. Ambrose's own statements made shortly after 
Collinsville took place, in whiC'h he made various charges relating to 
what happened and he reprimanded some of the individuals involved. 
I will produce that doclUnent and ask that it be admitted into the 
record. 

I would also ask that the record be kept open to receive a letter that 
was received by Senator Percy from J olm Bartels, Administrator of 
then DEA, the letter indicated that, notwithstanding the acquittals 
of the various agents, the Department of Justice itself took adminis
trative action against various agents that were involved in the Collins
vme incident. I might also note that many of those administrative 
actions based upon the evidence were sustained by the Civil Service 
Commission. ' " 

Mr. AJ\illnosE. Senator, with aU due deference--
Senator NUNN. 'Without objection, we will leave the record open. 
~~r. Ai\illnosE. I think the Senator ought to ascertain the facts. I am 

adVIsed by the counsel for the Drug Enforcement Administration 
that no administrative action has been taken aO'ainst the agents and 
that no reprimands have been issued. b 

Senator NUNN. I would ask cOlllsel to devote some time to this 
subject so that we can get the record straight. I would ask that we 
form a leHer to Attorney General Levi to brinO' us up to date as far 
as the .Tustice Department is concerned, ~'eo'arding wh~t has 
Jmppened. Also, we should ask DEA to give us ~ rundown on what 
has hapDened.in t}le libel artions. We would then have ,a complete 
record. The mlllorlty counsel's rcqJ.lest fpr permission to enter docu
ments in the record is, without objection, granted. Moreover, Mr. Am-
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bros8 shall be given an opportunity to respond to any of these points 
so we will have & complete record. 

Mr. AMBROSE. I would appreciate that in view of the fact. that I am 
surel some of'the statements would be. third-party hearsay statements 
allegedly made. to. reporters. I would like an opportunity to correct 
that. 

SEmatdr NUNN'. You will certainly be given that opportunity. 
Mr. STATLER. The only two documents I have asked to be admitted 

are Mr. Ambrose's own statement and the letter from DEA. There 
will be no third-party hearsay involved in that., 

Senator N UNN. We will be glad to have those admitted. We will then 
give Mr. Ambrose a chance to rebut that; and we will ~ve minority a 
chance to rebut his, rebuttal, and we, will give Mr . .A.n:ibrose a chance 
to rebut that. 'Xhe record will be kept open until everybody is satisfied 
that every document they want included is included in this record. 

Mr. AMnRoSE. I think maybe I will have an OPportlWity to go back 
and practice law. 

{The documents referred to were marked "Exhibit No. 60" for 
reference, and follow: 1 

EXHIBIT No. 60 

STATEMENT By ]'InES J . .iUrnRosE, SPECIAL ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
OFFICE FOR DRUG AnusE LAW ENFORCEMENT 

You were invited today to hear the facts as we know them to date with respect 
to two raids conducted on April 23, 19q,3, in Collinsville, TIlinois, by a force of 
agents assigned to the Office for Drug, AbUSe Law Enforcement (DALE) in 
St. Louis, 

I stress that these are preliminary findings, and that a most thorough investiga-
tion' continues. ' 

The incidents in Collinsville grew out: of an, investigation that was begun by 
DALE in the St. Louis area last September and which is continuing as of this 
date. 

liere are the l)J:eliminary findings of the Collinsville incidents: 
1. On Monda:y, April 28; the agents involved in the investigation prepared com

plaints for the arrest of four suspects who remained at large in the case. 
Previously, arrest had been made of' five other defendants on April 19 and 20. 
The. agents discussed the matter with Mr, Frederick Dana, a DALE Attorney 
who was in charge of the. St. Louis DALE office in the absence of the Special 
Attorney in Charge, Mr. J'erry J. Murphy. ],fro Murphy was in Washington that' 
week on other DALE business. 

Mr. Dana telephoned the U.S. Magistrate in Alton, Illinois, to discuss' obtaining 
arrest warrants. The Magistrate. advised Mir. Dana that he would be unable to 
issue warrants on that date because he was conducting a trial in Edwardsville, 
Illinois. Mr. Dana so advised the agents and plans were made to attempt to 
secure the arrest wanants on Tuesday, April 24, 1973, from the Magistrate· in 
jEJdwnrdsville. One of the agents requested permission from Mr. Dana to arrest 
tue suspects that same'day, April 23, if the defendants were seen by the agents, 
and this permission was granted. This was basecl on. the belief" borne out by the 
investigation, that probable cause e~isted for the arrests. However" no authoriza
tion was given to the agents to forcibly enter any premises to effect an arrest. 

No wal1rants weJ;'e issuect on Monday; Apri123~ 
2. On the evening of Allril 23~ several teams. of agents; conElisting of BNDD 

agents and local pOlice, proceeded to CollinsviHe. Acting on in1;Ql,'mation which 
they obtained from as' yet unidentified sources, one team went to tb,e premises at 
lQoae. Arrowhead D.rive. At about 8 :30 p.m., this group of tlle agents entered by 
force,. the apartment of Mr. and: Mrs. Herbert Giglotto' at 1003 Arrowhearu Drive. 

We lenow there wa~ some damage connected with the forced entry., The extent 
of the damage and exactly, what trltllspired w:Qile the agentEl wer& inside the 
apartment remain to be determined. 
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The agent-s :had previously been instructed Ithat in the course of executing 
arrests or searches, it was the policy ·of DALE to ·ha'Ve its team of agents take 
with them a camera to record any personal injury or property damage. No pic
tures were taken. 

3. Immediately after leaving the Giglotto residence, another group of agents
including some tlf those who went to tbe Arrowhead Drivellpartment-and with
out contacting any of their superiors or DALE attorneys, proceeded to the 
residence of 313 West Washington Street in Collinsville to apprehend one of 
the suspects. Again, the agents were acting on information which they obtained 
from as yet nnidentified and uncorroborated sources. 

An occupant of Number 313 directed the agents to a house directly behind her 
residence at 312 Garnet Avenue. This was the residence of a llIr. and Mrs. Donald 
Askew, who were not connected with the investigation or the suspects. The agents 
Wrongfully entered this residence by force and learned of the mistake after 
interrogating the Askews. What transpired after they entered this home also 
remains nnder investigation. 

4. Mr. Dana, the DALE attorney referred to earlier, learned of both incidents 
at approximately 2 D.m. the following day, Tuesday, April 24. Mr. Dana said that 
one of the agents involved came to his office and told him of the forced entries, at 
which time he directed them to furnish specific written reports of the incident. 

5. Mr. Dana reported the matter to Mr. Murphy, his superior, who had been 
in Washington since Monday morning and Mr. Murphy instructed Mr. Dana to 
assemble a report and forward it as soon as possible to Washington. 

6. This report was received in WaShington 'On the .marning of Wednesday, 
April 25, On the basis of that report, llIyles J. Ambrose, Special Assistant Attorney 
General and Director of DALE, ordered an investigation be made by the Office 
of Inspection of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. 

7. The preliminary report of that investigation was submitted to 1Ilr . .Ambrose 
ou ~Ionday, April 30. 

S. Also on lIfonday, April 3D, Mr. Ambrose dispatched two Department of 
Justiee attorneys, i'llI'. Thomas J. O'Malley and James J. l\IcOonnell, to proceed 
immediately to St. Louis and obtain additional facts nbout the matter. 

9. The attorneys began collecting additional facts in the afternoon .and 
ewning of April 30 and are continuing as we meet here. 

10. On the basis of our findings to date in this investigation, I :have been 
authorized by the Deputy Attorney General to request the United States Attorney 
in Springfield, Illinois, to conduct a grand jury investigation of the entire 
·Collinsville matter. 

11. Our investigation is continuing and all relevant facts will be turned over to 
the Uo'S. Attorney. 

12. The BNDD ngents nssigned to DALE involved in the incidents have .been 
suspended from further assignments until this case is concluded. In addition, 
the loeal authorities have been as1r~d to withdraw their personnel:fromthe DALE 
office who participated in these raids, pending outcome of .the investigation. 

l\fE1>!ORANDU]'( 
DEPART1>IENT OE' JUSTICE, 

Mf11J 9, 1979. 
To: Regional Pirectors, Ohief Investigators, AttOl'neys in Oharge, All Personnel. 
From! 1\lyles .T. Ambrose, Special Assistant Attorney G.eneral, Office for Drug 

Abuse Law Enforcement. 
You are all aware oUhe allegations concerning the recent events which occurred 

in Collinsville, Illinois. Without in any way making a final judgment on those 
events, it is clear beyond cavil that our O'fficers forcibly entered the 110mes of 
people who were not subjects of any investigation. 

One of the treasured rights handed down to us through the common law and 
guaranteed by our constitution is the right of citizens to be secure in their homes. 
The usurpation of this right by law enforcement officers 1s odious .nnd repre
hensible. It cannot aml'will not be tolerated. In addition to the infringement of 
the subjects' constitutional rights, such action destroys the public's basic con
fidence 'in law enforcement. It destroys the credibility of each one of you. 

I exhort YOll to exercise great care and judgment in f!very way possible in 
the preparation of search and arrest wnrrllnts and complaints. and in the execn-
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tion of these processes. I need not add that intemperate language is unnecessary 
and unprofessional and that use of force should be kept to that minimum which is 
necessary to effect an arrest and for the protection of the officers. . 

We are fortunate that the overwhelming majority of officers exercise appro
priate care.and adhere to the standards of CQnduct. It is imperative that they 
exert a claiming and restraining influence on those few who do not, lest the 
actions of the few destroy the efforts of us all. 

Hon. CIIARLES PERCY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Wdshington, D.O. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTWE, 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT AD1IINISTRATION, 

Febnwry 128, 1975. 

DEAR SENATOR PERCY: You requested to be advised of the status of the former 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (now Drug Enforcement Administra
tion) Agents who were involved in the raids at Collinsville, Illinois in April, 
1973. They are Special Agents Leon Phillips, Dennis R. :Moriarty, l\iichnel W. 
Hillenbrand, Dennis W. Hurker, Kenneth R. Bloemker, amI William C. Dwyer. 

On August 24, 1973 a seventeen count inclictment was filed ill the United 
States District Court for the Southern District of Illinois. charging local polic~· 
officers and BNDD Agents Harl,er, Dwyer, Hillenbrand, l\Ioriarty, Phillips and 
Bloemker with conspiracy to search without a warrant (18 U.S.C. 371), violation 
of a citizen's civil rights (18 U.S.C. 242), anci searching without a warrant (18· 
U.S.O. 2236). In addition, BNDD Agents Bloemlmr, Harl,er anci Phillips were 
also charged with conspiracy to obstruct an investigation (18 U.S.C. 1510). 
BNDD Agents Hillenbrand and Dwyer were also charged with perjury (18 
U.S.C. 1621). On August 27, 1973 all of tile Agents were suspencIecl indefinitely. 

On March 12, 1974 a trial began before U.S. District Judge Omer Poos with 
a jury. At that time, the obstruction of investigation and perjury counts were
severed. On April 2, 1974 all of the defendants were acquittecl. On April 15, 197'1 
at the request of the Government, the Court dismissed the obstruction of investi
gation and perjury counts in the indictment. Agents Harl,er, Bloemker, Phillips, 
Dwyer, ancI Hillenbrunci were reinstated on April 1Ci, 1074. Agent Moriarty was 
reinstated on April 3, 1974. 

In addition to being indefinitely suspended while criminal charges were pend-
ing, the following action was tal,en on July 0, J973: 

Agent Bloemker was suspended for thirty (30) days for the unauthorized 
search of the Giglotto residence. This action was upheld upon appeal. 

Agent Phillips was suspended for thirty (30) days for the unauthorized search 
of the Juengal residence. He appealed, and upon the recommendation of. a 
Grievance Examiner, his suspension was Cllncelled. He receivecl a letter of 
reprimand. Agent Harker was suspended for thirty (30) days for failing to 
perform specific duties (impropertly booldng and detaining one John Meiners). 
He appealed and his suspension order was cancelled on the recommendation of 
the Grievance Examiner. Agent Hillenbrancl was suspelldecl for thirty (30) days 
(unauthorized search of the Juengal home, failure to perf.orm specific duties 
relating to the John Meiner's detention, and making false reports). Agent Hillen
brand did not contest this order. Agents Dwyer and Moriarty were both sus
pended for thirty (30) days for 'the unauthorized search of the Giglotto resi:
dence. Neither agent contested this action. 

All of the agents involved have been transferred away from the area of-
southern Illinois and Missouri. They are now assigned as follows: 

William Dwyer-New York City. 
DenniS W. Harker-Dallas, Tex. 
T.Jeoll PhillipS-McAllen, '1'ex. 
Kenneth R. Bloem1rer--El PaRo, Tex. 
Michael ·W. HiUenbrancl-Eagle Pass, Tex. 

After the conclusion of the trial, the Civil Rights Division of the Depnrtment 
of .TuHtice mltde available to DEA a transcript of the trial testimony and a por
tion of tl1e Granel Jury minutes. A review of this material clisclosed DenniS 
Moriarty, the IlNDD Supervisory Agent during the rltllls, to be the prime mover 
llnd ulleloubtedly the most culpable of all the Agents involved. He resigned: irOlll 
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DEA 011 August 6, 1974. UPOIl the conclusion of the pending civillitigatiol1, DE.\" 
will determine whether any additional administrative action is warranteel 
against the remaining Jive Agents. 

. Sincerely, 
JOlIN R. BARTELS, Jr., 

AcZmin'ist1·ator. 

Senator BnoCK. A.s usual in the case, we will not resolve a thing. 
I would like to go back a little bit to the point relatin~ to the Ous

toms Department and your administration currently • .l might say 
parenthetically that I found some areas in the committee's report, 
print, that I personally could not agree with. 

I am still concerned about the continuing assault on John Bartels. I 
:found little to justify the intensity or the type of assault.made on him. 
I appreciate your statement in his regard and in his behalf. It is one 
that just from what I know, I share. I thank you £01' saying so. 

:Mr. bmnosE. I am sure he will too. 
Senator BnocK. He ImowG how I feel. I think we were very quick to 

criticize on the basis of superficial evidence. It bothers me greatly 
about it, and tlie Congress' opportunity to abuse an individual without 
his having the right to respond. This also happened to Lawrence 
Silberman and we were able to gain from him a chance to respond. I 
think he did so magnificently and I appreciated the integrity of his 
own posture. ' 

That has nothing to do with my question. I just wanted it to be on 
the record and I wanted you to l.!lOW where I stood on it. 

With regard to Oustoms, we have had some pretty strong expres
sions from the officials at Oustoms that their efforts to combat the 
smuggling of narcotics had been severely hampered and their efforts 
were very badly crin1ped by Reorganizati,n Plan No.2 because they 
no longer had the intelligence gatliering and dissemination authority 
in foreign countries with respect to narcotics. 

Let me just track for you'what happens in a hypothetical case. Let's 
say that DEA has, with its agents overseas, a bit of intelligence. If 
DEA. officials wantC'rl the individual to bring a supply of heroin into 
the country, to go through the Oustoms and on into the mainstream 
where they can track down the higher officials that are involved, 
should they not inform Oustoms that they are coming if for no other 
reason than to protect themselves ~ 

:Mr. Al\mnosE. Absolutely. To do otherwise would be a violation of 
law. 

Senator BnocK. Should they not also have the authority to tell 
Oustoms don't stop him ~ . 

:Mr. A.lIIBnosE. Senator, of course. Exactly what I am saying' is, first 
or all, there shonld be a combined intelligence unit so that this kind 
of information is available and can be readily transmitted to the 
felIow in the uniform along the line. 

The people who are overseas gathering the inte1ligence, for the most 
part for the DEA, are the same fellows that were down at Oustom::;. 
So they Imow the kind of information. It is really a question of pro
gram management, making sure that everybody gets together and 
some heads are possibly whn;cked t?gether on occasion. 

Senator BnoOK. Now lookmg at It from Oustoms,' perspective, don't 
they get a black e)'0 W~1Cll major shipments get into the country and 
all ofa sudden a bust IS made and 30 days down the line? 
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Mr. AMBROSE. Senator, :yon llavetrn;veled all 'Over the world, as 
have I. I don't think there IS a country III the world that ·has a c!-0se1' 
inspection of arriving citizens than we (10 and .we p'llobably sel~e a 
small percentage 'of th~ amolUlt of herom commg mto t~e Umted 
States. We could conceIvably get a lot more. So automatlCally you 
have·that b1ack.ieye concept there. 

I don't'tliink ',that is 'really 'a problem. £It 'slwuld lbe 'conjunctive. It 
should be a situa:tron 'Where 'iI'they aTe working together on 'Occasion, 
DE-A ~ves all the credit in -the wor1d in ICustoms ·because they-pel'. 
form ~ very useful, very 'Va1uab1e fU'llction. There is 'l1oque~ion 
'abeut it. 

They have -to ~ontinue ~o de -so. I .d'ori't phirik it >is a'questiono'f ~'tTf. 
It shou1dn1t be the questIon 'O~ tul'i that It does-get to be on 'occaSIOn. 

Senator 'BROOK. ;r 'am 'not -arguing indo :ram gTop'ing 'for -ube best 
way to utilize our various agencies 'and tnlen:ils we have to -effectively 
deal -withth'e pTdb1em. ''['he -question 1[ 'hMre !for you then ·isshould 
Customs have a supplementary ~nteUigence capabiilityoverseas that 
would ,be coordiurnted withDEA ~ 

Mr . .AnmRosE. Senator, [ think that -the kind ,o!f! intelligence ilhe 
Customs 'SerYiceneeds, far its border interdiction efforts 'can ;bebasi· 
cally a Imd.file'Situation, plus some lhrurcl. inteUigence on occasion. !But 
mostly, it is the mode of entry. methods of introduction,'and sO~OJ!t11, 
that they rul'e interested in; the 'types of C0111'iers, where they come 
from, et cetera. . 

'['hat in'fol'llulltiollcan be ,developed 'by DEA 'cn 'a .pro,gl'l:trnecl 
basis. It flhanlcl ;be ;then J!ea in:t0 some kind·of conibi'l1e8" coordinated, 
intelligence :opern:rion ·so ~t as propeI'ly funneled to the on';Hllc offices. 

I see no need for the intelligence 'OffrCffi'S 01:-0nstoms 'to becverseas 
,side by side with his·confedel:n:te in DEA. wllD 'Was a former'Ous1:oms 
~nte1]jgence officer overseas a'uyho'W. I 'thin1{ Ifhat is a ,useless dl,plica
tion and would not tend to l'eso}\"c any,difficu1ties. 

Ent you see, DEA's Mth"ities overseas nre :hoiih in'tel1rgence 'gather
ingancl 'oparn:tiona1. Thev work cases with foreign l)olice agencies. 
That is another difficult til'ea. 'There are 0ccasions when you bave to 
balance whether you are going to stay in a country or how yon will 
work with that ,given police agency. ' 

"\Ve are guests of those countries. 'So it is veryharc1. As 'an example 
of one of 'the difficu:lties you run into, 'if the French ever heard that we 
were allowing a courier to leave France with heroin for interdiction 
at the Port of New York, they would go ballamts unless they were told 
in advance and they cleared it. 

They would ratller seize it in France and talm tl1e credit for it. I 
don't thirik I would bln.me them, beca11se certainly we wouldn'.t want 
to permit a situat.ionlikethat. 

Senator BnocK, Sort of a followu]) question that ties to that: Is 
there some method by which wecolila improve the State Depm·tment's 
support or ,our drug prool'aln ~ 

~Ir. AlIBROSE. Again, ~ir, I 'am not cnrrent on thn.t, The State De
partment with llHd'llec1eference, I think, performed magnifi,cently 
when goaded by Presic1t>ltt Nixon, Bill Rogel'S was the Secretary of 
State, ·they de:entizeCl a high l'ltlllcing embassy official in every source 
country or trafficking country to assist in 'Stimulating the host COillltry 
to take action. 
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I think thev did a mag'nificent job. I c'ou1c1 not fault the State De
partment one' whit, particularly, -ivhen it ran into problems with the 
host cOlmtries that they were in, You can imagine the ki~d of situat~on 
that the Ambassador to Turkey had when we are standing up sayll1g 
those dirty Tnrks are sending opium to our kids and t1le Ambassador 
is trying to handle the problem with NATO, and everything else. ,;Vc 
.also haYe tllat kind of situation, 

I may disagree with the State Department on some issues. That is 
beside the point. 

Senator BROCK. There llave been some contrary feelings-l don't 
think it is rail' to ask you to comment now-in recent years. 

:Mr. A:arBnOsI'. I tend to keep in touch with n, variety of people with 
varying persuasions alld philosophical views on drug enforcement. 
None of them vet have convinced me in any way, shape, form, that tIre 
action we took'in .July 1973 was wrong. I think i.t was right. 

I think the agency can go o~ and do it.s job if everybody. will try ~nd 
do it. But I agree strongly w1th one of the recommendatIons, I tlllnk 
it was the GAO report, I am not sure it was in yours, that there be an 
official in the ,V11ite Honse at sufficiently high leveL who will guaran
tpe that this jurisdictional problem does not el'Upt beyond the very 
minimallevel. 

I think it is an ahsolnte necessity that there be at least some official 
in the Government, whether it is the Attorney General or whoever it 
happens to be to do this. 

Se>nator BROCK. ,Vith tIle. exception of that, do you feel that our 
current stll1ctnre, if properly supported and managed and financed 
is n.c1('qnate to the neeel ~ 

Mr. A1IllROSE. Yes, sir. 
Senator BROCIL One final question. "Vonld YO'll briefly comment on 

the continuing plea of the Assistant Secretary Rossides, previous Sec
retnl'Y, for narcotics traffic tax program ~ 

Mr. A:lIIllnosE. I completely agree with Gene on having a tax pro
gram. I think that the action of the Internal Revenue Scrvic(' Com
missioner, whom I have never met, I don't know him and for whom I 
have no personal animosity, was a tragicmistt1.ke. . 

I think the Internal Revenue Service should always have a percen
tage .of its prog;rams ele>signeel toward n:n.jor c'.l.'imina1 violators a;nd 
cl'rtamly mtrcobcs tmffickmg problem vlOlatol's constItute a portlOn 
of that. 
It had apparently gotten a little out of hand, like everything else, 

when some agents are overzealous, the first rNtction is to withdraw 
from the program. I think that is a mistake. 

Senator NUNN. I think that is one thing 'We are coming to a con
clusion on. ,Ve have one bright spot that everybody is agreeing on. 
This business of cutting out IRS from playing their active role was a 
tragic mi.stake. 

1Ifl.. A:l\IDROSJ~. Absolutely. 
Senator NUNN. They have no.doub~ an unquantifiable but neverthe

less a maj 01' impact on the drug tro.:fftc in this country. 
Mr. A1\m,nosE. Tl~e best weapOll tl:at was llsed, and we used it very 

frequently m the ODALE, was not Just the tax progl'n,ffi way of mak· 
ing cases but the utilization of the immediate seizure procedure. The 
closing of a tax year which agents can do. If you seize a violator with 

70-317--70-0 
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$25,000 in his possession, the agent, a Revenue Agent, is authorized 
to make a demand for the closing of the taxable year, seize the money, 
base the tax on the year to that date. That is a very valuable weapon, 
sir. 

Senator NUNN. I have had instances pointed out to me, not in for
mal hearings, but that I can document, by agents who found as much 
as $1 million buried in a backyard of some of these people. People 
on whom there was very scanty evidence of narcotics violations. 

Mr. ~IBROSE. I think it was Mr. Ingm'soll's case, the famous bagel 
maker in Long Island or Staten Island, who bad $1 million or $2 mil
lion. It is a very lucrative business. There is no question about that. 

Senator NUNN. ,Ve do intend to call-this subcommittee intends to 
call both Don Alexander OT the illS, and also Secretary of the Treas
ury Simon. We intend to go into this matter in detail in the near fu
ture-particularly as to the intentions of IRS now. I understand now 
that there is a revival of that program underway or beginning. 

Mr. AlI-IBROSE. I am glad to hear that as a citizen. 
Mr. FELDMAN. Senator, we have been told just 2 days ago the IRS 

and DEA signed an agreement to have DEA target some of the major 
traffickers. The question is whether there is going to be an enthusiastic 
approach by IRS or not. 

Benator BROCK. I might point out that one of the problems might 
have been exacerbated by an action of the Senate on yesterday, or 
maybe it was the day before, when an amendment was offered on the 
Sellate floor to requii'e notification 20 days in advance of any such tax 
investigation. 

Senator NUNN. I agree with you completely on that, Senator Brock, 
and was very much opposrd to that amendment. I was under the im
pression it failed. Did it not ~ 

Senator BROCK. I think we had better check because if it did pass, 
I think maybe we ought to have some reconsideration. 

Senator NUNN. I think that would be the most devastating thing 
we .could do. You would be just telli!lg evel:Y person that deals in 11a1'
cotlCR and every member of orgamzecl Cl'lme that comes under the 
scrutiny of IRS, you would be giving them advance notice of every
thing that is being done. You woulclbe gidng more protection to' a 
tax return than you do to a person's home because the law as envisioned 
by the Finance' Committee already provides that, to get a tax return, 
yon have to have a court oreler. 

That is a new innovation. If you go beyond that, requiring notice, 
then you could logically extend that same principle to a person's home. 
Then, if there is a search warrant issued to a police officer, before the 
officer could execute the warrant he would have to give a prior 20 days 
notice. That is the same kind of principle. 

Mr. AlIrBROS"FJ. May I comment for a second heeause I think this is 
part of the problem ~ As I mentiOJH'cl earlier in my testimony, I was 
the. coordinator of the Treasury Enforcement Agencies dui'jng the 
fiftH'S. 

One of the greatest problems you always had was that the agents in 
the Intelligence Diyision, the Tax Fraucl Unit of the IRS, who were 
gung ho for making criminal cases we're never particularly appreciated 
by the management structure in the Internal Reyenue Service. 
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So that you have a very serious problem. careerwise for the~e f~110ws', 
if they are the gung ho type agents. That IS one of the reasons, SIr, why 
at some stage of the game I would hope that this cOlmnittee or some 
other comllllttee would examine the total enforcement responsibilities 
of the various departments and agencies. 

For example It would be very helpful i£ all financial investigations 
were centered ~ the Treasury Dep?-rtmellt in 011.13 ag~ncy, rather tha;n 
just in the Internal Revenue ServICe or somethrng hke that. That IS 
an area that the Senate ought to certainly consider doing something 
about some day. . 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Ambrose, thank you very much for appearmg. 
We appreciate your testimony. ·We appreciate your comments. ,Ve wel~ 
come your critique of the subcommittee report. 

,Ve don't take the position that this is a final say. We are willing 
ancl ready to change any of our opinions. ,Ve have an open mind on 
this subject. ""What we are trying to do is provide a constructive over
sight to a very important Federal effort. 

Mr . ..cUfBROSE. No more than that can we ask. I appreciate it very' 
much. 

Senator NUNN. We think you contributed. We appreciate it very 
much. 

Mr. STATLER. Mr. Chairman, before ~fr. Ambrose leaves, I would 
like to make two other comments. Mr. Ambrose mentioned the jJf eine1'8 
case, where the ODALE agents succeeded in getting a counterclaim 
judgment against John Meiners, arising out of the so-called Collins
ville situation. I would JUre to have entHed into the record a series 
of correspondence that Senator Percy has had with the Attorney 
General and Assistant Attorney General Rex Lee, which discusses the 
propriety of the Department of Justice assisting in the defense or the 
agents in these actions under circumstances where the agents sought 
a counterclaim of sizable proportion. The correspondence addressed 
the appropriateness of the actions that the Department of Justice 
took with respect to the substantive claim, as to which the agents were 
defendants, since the actions of the Department may have had a very 
definitive effect on the success of the counterclaim. 

Senator NUNN. Without objection, it will he admitted. 
fThe documents referred to were marked "Exhibit No. Gl" for 

reference and follow:] 

Hon. EOWAHn H. LEn, 

ExrrmI'l' No. 61 
U.S. SE;'IfA'l'E, 

COMMI'l'TEE ON Gm'ERX~[EN'r OPI':RATIONS, 
lVashill{ltoll) D.O., ]larch 1, 1915. 

Attorney Geneml, U.S. Department Of Justice, 
Washinolon, D.O. 

DI~All :arR. A'rTORXEY GENER!.L: A matter hilS corne to my nttention wbich both 
Snrpl'iR(lS and disturbs me. It involveR a determination by the D!'partment of 
.Tu~ti('e to afford legal representation to the Fedprnl drug agents nssoclat(ld Wit11 
a ~eriN; of raids oceurring in aud around COlliIlSYill!', IHinol.H in mi(l-Al)rll of 
3.m:l. I am not questioning the authority of the Depllrtment to prOvide such rep
r!'~(>lltati()J1-tllPre is ample Iluthority uucler 2R U.S.C. 518 (b 1. But r do ques
tion tlle wisdom and fairn(lss of that determination J)ased on the cirCUlllstances 
at: bUud. 

'1'he baC'kgronll(l of these incidents, and the involvement of botb m:rself and t1le 
n('Ilflrtment of .TUfltire, is referencrd in the Department's file. 1'r1y 'Present Con-
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'cern relates to matters discussed in the attached report fl'olI) the Department's 
·Civil Division in lesponse to issues raised after my receipt, recently, of a letter 
from the attorney for severnl of the victims of the Collinsville raids. 

l'nfortunately, I do not feel that the report of the Civil Division is either 
adequate 01' responsive to the issues that were raised. 

First, as to the matter of possible conflict of interest, I have a difficult time 
understanding how the Department of Justice can effectively represent the 
Uniteu States government against these agents in a suit filed by them arising 
out of the Collinsville ill('ldents while nt the same time defending the agents in 
a civil suit arising out of the same set of circumstances. If a privute attorney 
or law firm were E'ngaged in such a potential conflict the attorney or the firm 
might well be in violation of the American Bar Association's Canon's of Ethics 
and thercby risk ('cnsure or other e1isciplinary action. I fail to see why the same 
stall{lards of professional responsibility should not apply to the Department 
of Justice. The fact that the suit by the agents may be for recovery of attorneys 
fees only, as ulluded to in 1\11'. Anderson's report, does not, in my mind, eliminate 
the Ilotential conflict, although, admittedly, the contlict would appear to be less 
blatant. :\10reover, I am at R loss to understand why, when a report from the 
Department was sought on February 21 and the response back from the Civil 
Division is dated I"ebruary 20, it was not llossible during that interim for 
someone in the Division to place a o-minute phone call .to ascertain the nature 
of the pleadings in that snit agaillst tIle United States government instead of 
.~peclliating as to the nature of the Ruit. To this day, that information has not 
tJeen transmitteel to me. 

flpconcl, a question was raiseel concerning what would SeE'm to be an inherent 
unfairness in assisting the agents in their defense, when, at the time, such 
assistance will likely have an important bearing on what I unc1erstand to be a 
$1 million counterclaim brought by these same agents in that suit. The response 
;from the Civil Division states that: 

:'.If there is any as!:!istance at all they are receiving in connection with those 
counterclaims it is only that which indirectly arises out of our representation 
of the ngentll as defendants. Such assistance, if it call IJe called that, is inherent 
in the situation and wonld exist even if the agents were maintaining a separate 
suit insteael of countercluims." 

The aSsiHtance rendered by the Department to the agents in connection with 
their counterclaim, however inddental to the main suit, ill not a matter of 
speculatioll: it is significant and real. To imply that there is no assistance, or 
littlp assistaure, is mi!;leadillg. 

It won!el seE>m to me that where a major counterclaim of this nature is 
involved, or even where there is a separate suit involvee1 alleging damages, 
su('h factors should enter into the Dellartment's determination as to whetll(~r to 
assi~t in the defense of the original SlUt. :lIy own belief is that it is highly 
que;o;tionahlp for the Department of Ju;o;tlce to undertakp assistance in the 
tl('f('n~l' of thi~ suit in the firf;t place in light of whut I unc1erstand to be unre
i'utell eviden"e of agent miscondurt assoriatec1 with the Collinsville raids. But 
in Yiew of till' counterclaim, in vi('w of what rnay prove to be uneqnal access 
to I"BI investigative reports as"emIJlec1 in connection ,vith the investigation and 
illdietment of theRe agents, and in vIew of the adverse administrative actions 
wlli('11 have been recortle(l by the Civil Service Commission against these agents 
for matters arising out of their conduct in the Collinsville incielpnts-it wonld 
allpellr that the Department's intercession under these circumstances is both 
unfair and nnwi~e at this time, 

The inhpl'E'ut unfairllefls, simply stated, is this: we have here innocent citizens 
who had their homes brolwn into (and, In the case of one, was incarceraterl for 
'3 days without charges being bronght); who tE>stified tlllc1er oath before a 
Committee of the United States HNJUte; who testified before 'a Federal grand 
jury: and, finally, who testified again, at the requcst of the Department. of 
,TuAti('(~ and 011 hE>l1alf of the United States g'OYcl'1lment, in a criminal proceedmg 
agllill:-;t the agents in question. And now, in attempting to recover for th.e harm 
done to th('lll, tlleY incur the heavy hanel of the very government they fmthfully 
spr\'ed, now asslAting-howeyer directly or indirectly-in an effort to punish 
thNll for their nctions to the amount of $1 million. 

~l'hil'd looking also to the interests amI rights of the ngents, DElA Adminis
tratoI' JOllJ1 Rartels has informed me (letl'er attached) of his belief that it woulel 
be inappropriate to undertake any further adverse action proceeding befol'e 
the Ciyil Seryice Commission while a ciyil suit is pending, out of concern for 
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possibly influencing the civil suit. Mr. Bartels' letter states: "Upon conclusion 
of the pending civil action, DEA will determine whether any additional'adminis
trative·actiou is warranted against the remaining agents." 

To me, this would appeal' to be the most bizarre aspect of this entire matter., 
It defies logic-where an agency believes that its Own personnel have acted in 
violation of agency rules or regulations, or in violation of the law, or have 
otllerwise acted in a manner that warrants the commencement of an adverse 
action proceeding-that the agency wouW defer bringing such action, and Con
tinue instead to eml)loy such individuals in active status throughout tlle pendency 
of a civil suit. As you wen know, it is not unusual for a civil suit which goes 
to full trial to consume up to 3 to 7 years before final determination. Does that 
mean that the Drug Enforcement Administration, or for that matter any agency 
of government, is prepared to retain personnel in highly-sensitive positions for 
long periods of time under circumstances where the agency believes that the 
men may be unworthy of maintaining snch positions? In my mind, administrative 
actions-if they are deemed further warl'llnted, as I understand they are
should have commenCl'{l immediately upon the availability of evidence of mis
conduct; and, in any civil action a~'ising from the same set of facts, the determi
nation of the Civil Service Commission probably should be some evidence, though 
llOt conclusive evidence, of the propriety of the acts alleged to haye been 
committed. 

From the standpoint of the agents, it is grossly unfair to lea.ve unresolved 
charges hanging oyer their heads pending the outcome of the priYate damage' 
suit against them. Either DEA lias evidence against them warranting further 
disciplinary action or it does not. If it has such evidence, DEl... should commence 
such proceedings immediately, haying already delayed the matter for almost two 
years. If it l1as no such evidence, then DEJA should inform the agents accordingly 
so that they can perform their functions more effectively, relieved at least of the 
anxieties attendant to unresolved charges. 

In sum, COllinsville, and the lack of concern for citizens' rights which Collins
ville curne to symbolizp, caused considerable disturbance and personal anxiety 
througllout the nation. The Collinsville raids energized the Congress to eliminate 
the climate of lawlessness that helped nuture Collinsville, through repeal of the 
Federal and District of Columbia no-lrnoek laws. Also, in response to COllinsville,. 
Oongress acted to amend the ]j~ec1el'lll Tort Claims Act to malte the Federal' 
government, for the first time, civilly liable for the intentional misconduct of 
Federal law enforcement officials. Though a proud sponsor of both of these 
changes in the law, I recognize the tragic irony that neithl'r mensure provides 
as~ist:nnce to the victims of Collinsville itself. But clearly, Congress did not 
intend that those victims 11e furtlll'r harassed by the strong arm of government 
effectively tl1warting whatever legal remedies they might pursue for the losses 
and harlU they snfferec1. 

It is for these rea,;on8, and in this context, that I ask YOlI to direct rour' 
persoll'll attl'lltion to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Attachments. 

Hon. CHARLES H. PmRCY, 
U.S. Scnate, 
Wa8hington, D.O. 

CHAlILli:S H. PERCY, 
U.S. Senato?'. 

OFFICE OF THE ATT01lNEY GENERAl., 
Washington"V.a., March 19,1975. 

DF'.AR SENA'l'OIt PERCY: TIli,; is in response to your letter of Mm'eh 7, 1075, in. 
whieh you Indieate your l'(lasons for believing that this Depll1·tment shoul<l not' 
11l'ovide legal represt'ntation to the federal agents sued civilly as It result of the 
so-ealled Collinsville drug raids. 

AS yon 110te in your letl'cr, the statutory authority is clear for tllP Department 
of Justice to afford legal represt'l1tation to officers and emploYl'es (or former 
officers und t'mployee,;)' of the United States Government who are sued iu their, 
indiVidunl cnpacities for conduct arising out of the performance of their official 
dnti(>s {28 U.s.O. §§ 501-519.) This representation has consistently been affordecl 
j;l) offieerS and employees amI f01'mt'r o'fficers und employt'es who otherwise might 
bo reluctant to perform fheir duties if they had to fear the l'e~l1lt~ of damage 
suits brought against them, and the costs anel burdens Of defending themselves.' 
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TEe cases of As7cew v. Bloemker', United States District Court for the Southern 
Dilitrict of Illinois, Civil Action No. S-C1\'"-73-70 and Meiners v. Mor-iartv, 
United States District Court for the Southern Dilitrict of Illinois, Civil Action 
No. S-C1V-73-139, were instituted pl'ior to the August, 1973, criminal indictments 
of some of the agents named as defendants in those civil suits. When those agents 
were subject to criminal prosecution by the Civil Rights Division of the Justice 
Department, it was apparent that representation could not be afforded them 
lll'cause of the existence of a conflict of interest. In May, 1974, however, after 
tlie agents were acquitted by a jury of all the criminal charges on which they 
were tried, and the remaining charges against them were dismissed, the conflict 
no longer existed and the Department offereu to represent them. At that time 
tlie Civil Division of this Department conducteu an iilvestigation into the conuuct 
of those agents and concluded that they were being sued for concluct which was 
within the scope of their employment and which they had performed in good faith. 

Certain of these federal agents recently filed an action against the Unitecl 
States for damages resulting from having been subjected to criminal prosecution. 
I con('lnded that the existence of this suit against the United States, ('oupled 
with this Department's defense of the federal agents in the Askew anel :i\Ieiners 
:H'tions, gave ri:;;e to the appearance of a ('onfli('t of interest. I therefore directecl 
the Ciyil Divil'lion to apply to the United States District Court for the Southern 
Difltril't of Illinois for leave to withdraw as ('ounsel for the agents in the A>:l,ew 
and :i\Ieiners cases on the grouncl that the recently filed suit by the agents against 
tlie United States createc1 the appearance of a confiiet. 

B'efore our deciRion to withdraw had been ('ommunicated to the Court and 
coullfleI. on March 14, lO7i'i, the federal agents who were suing the United States 
for damages filed a motion under Rule 41, F.R.C.P., to di~mis:;; their snit. That 
motion was granted without prejudice by the Federal DistIirt Court on l\Ionday, 
~rar('h 17, 1()75. Although the Court ordered dhnnissal \vithout prejndi('e, the 
statute of limitations for any tortious artion by the agents agaim;t the United 
States ariSing out of the Collin:;;ville raids has run. Therefore, any future actions 
by these agents against the United States are barred. Given this removal of 
conflict, we shall continue to represent the federal agents in A87cew and lIJC"iners. 

WI' are also repref;enting the agent::; in the ('ase of B('n v. Unit('rZ Statc8, 
U.S.D.C., E.D. Mo., No. S-CIV-73-142. In that case the plaintiff rlaimpd that the 
agents had beaten him. The plnintiff originally joined the United Rtates as 
a d('fendant. Subsequently the United States was dropped as a defendant, 
hut the name of the case 11lls not been ehangecl. The federal inc1ietment of 
the a,gents did not have anything to do with the allegec1 beating that fOl'm~ 
the basis of tIle complaint in the B('n ease anrl nC'l'orrlilH!lv. thf' agenh;' :omit 
again'!t the Uuited States made no reference to the events alleged in Ben. None 
of tlw conflict of intere:;;!: is~nes raised in other enses are therefore pertinent to 
the Bell ('ase and we will ('ontinue to reprel'lent the ngrnts in Bell. 

'I'he 01vl1 Division advises me that it is not providing any a:;;siRtance to the 
fu~ents in the pro:;;ecution of tbeir counterclaims. The Civil Division has been 
defending the agents ngainst the allegations of the complaints made agaiust them. 
It has not bpen a:;;l'listing privute ('onn:::el who lIas bern retained by the al!'entfl 
for the purposf' of prrsenting the counter('laims. The statement you refer to from 
1\[1'. AnderRon's letter of February 2fl, 197!l to Mr. Statlel' waA an effort to he 
e,l'eer1imdy precise. To the extent that our defense of the agentl'l e:;tahljf:ltcrl 
that they were a('ting in good faith in the pel'fm'numer of thei)' official dutieR. 
a rlrfrnse iuc1epemlent of the exi'!trnce or nonexiRtence of a (,Olmte1'elnim. 011e 
of thf' predlcnteR for tbe maintrnnn('e of a ('ot1l1tel'ehim wonld have in('idental1y 
}leen eRtnhlished. But l'bi:;; is rlifferent from providing private counRel with 
nl"l"i'!tance in his proRe('utlon of the 1'0l11ltfll'claims. 

I do not hrlirve thel'p is inherflnt ullfnirneR'! ol'ca:;;ionE'rl hy the fnl'r that tbf' 
~trellt'l have filerl ('011l1tcl'('laims. These ronnter('lnimR wrre ftlerl with the 1l111l1'0vnl 
()f the Court. I1ml 011' a!!ent:;; hnve a right to n~flel't th.:ir <'laim:; agaim~t the 
JllnlntiffR-as the plaintiffs hnve Ilright to flllf' tIle Il!!rnts. 

"'ith regn1'rl to the (Jlle~t'lon or f111'Ihe1' a(lministl'ilf'ive Il('tlon agllim~t the Ill!f'nts 
involverl in the Collinsville raW:;;. I hone the following will I'lllrify 0111' nor;itlon. 

TIaflrcl llnon finrlings mnrle hv the Inspcci'ion Rtllfl' of. the Burpl1n of Nnrroti(':;; 
:m<l Dnngrrolls Drllgs (TINDD) after th(\i1' inveRtiP:lltlon of the Collinsville 
1'1l!(l'!. nU of the ngents involved were :;uRppnderl for thirty claYR. Upon apneal t(} 
n Gl'icvnn('e Bxnmincr, two oj' tlw agent''! wet·f' Rllc('esRfnl in having tlleil' "'l1Rnen
Rim)'! rnnl'f'ler1 nnr1 onl' wnR l'epl'iml1nrlrtl following <,nnrclln.tion. Tn nrlrlUinn, 
the f:lleclal Agent in Charge of the St. J,ouis District Office of BNDD was 
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suspended for thirty da~'s, removed from supervisory duties and transferred. 
He was later reduced in gracle. 

In May, 1973, the Collinsville investigation was referred to 'the FBI. A Grand 
Jury later heard evidence presented by attorneys of the Civil nights Division 
of the Department and returned an indictment in August, 1973. All of the 
agents involved were again suspended indefinitely. The indefinite suspensions 
were lifted in April, 1974, when the agents were acquitted 'after a trail. The 
agents were all then transferred to new duty stations far removed from the 
St. Louis, Missouri, area. 

In July, 1974, the trial transcript, Grand Jury minutes 'and FBI reports were 
made available to the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) by the Civil 
Hights Division of the Department of Justice. This voluminous material por
tI'ayed in detail the actions of the agents involved, principally those of Special 
Agent Denuis ~loriarty, the BNDD supervisor in charge. (August, 1974, Agent 
Moriarty resigned from DEA.) I wholeheartedly agree that the pendency of 
civil Utigation cannot be a reason for not taking administrative action. How
eyer, DEA has determinec1 that administrative action in addition to the suspen
I:;ions, transfers and indictment already meted out would not be uphelc1 by the 
Civil Service Commission. SulJsrantial impediments to bringing additional 
administrative charges exist in view of the acqnittals and dismissals of the 
remaining counts in the indictment!>. It is for this reason that ad<litional charges 
huYe not been brought. 

I realize that there are a number of issues which have had to be thought 
tllrol1gh with respect to the Department's position on aU of these matters. We 
have tried to do this with great care. CI.'here is a public interest in providing legal 
representation for employees who are sued for acts in the performance of their 
official duties. We recognizecl a limitation on this pubUc policy or a probable 
conflict when these agt'nts were under indictment. But they are not now under 
indictment. Ido not believe it would be proper to further limit the application 
oJ: the public policy lwcause counterclaims have been filed. But we are not of 
counsel in connection with the counterclaims. I regard the matter of administra
tive action discussed above as a separate issue which has been pursued. 

I certainly hope that this information will clarify ,the Department's position 
on the issues you have raised. I woulel be more than ready to discuss these 
matters with you further, if you wish. 

Sincerely, 

Hon. REX E. Lm~, 

EDWARD H. LEVI, 
Attomev General. 

APRIL 26, 1976. 

Assistant Attornev General, Department Of Justice 
DEA.R Mn. LEE: Please allpri!le me in detail of any and all assistance which 

was rendered by the Civil DiviSion, or any other part of the Justice Department, 
with respect to the civil suit in Alton, Illinois filed by John Meiners against 
nine arug agents 1nv01vec1 in a raW on tIle Edwllrdsville home of nIl'. Meiners 
in April 1973. I woulcl also lihe to have copies of any docnments that may have 
been prepared by the Department ill conne('tion with the suit. I note from a 
neWRpapel' account last week that a six-member federal jury upheld the agents' 
cnunterclahn .in that c'ase and ordered l\Ir. Meiners to pay $15,000 to each of 
eight of the raiding officers who allegee1 that nfl'. Meiners libeled them. 

Sincerely, 

HOll. CrrARLES II. Plmey, 
('omm-lttce on Government 01lCrati01i8, 
Wa.~h!nuton, D.O, 

CUARLES H. PERCY, 
U.S. Senator. 

DEPARTlIfENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, D.O., Jmw 1,1976. 

DEAR SENATOR PERCY: This is to respond to your letter to me dated April 26, 
1976 regarding the caile of Meiner8 v. lIto/-tarty, (S.D. Ill., No. S-CIY-73-139). 

On CI.'hUl'RduJ', April 29, 1970, Mr. Raymond D. Battocchi of my staff vi~ited 
with Mr. Stuart M. Stutler, Minority Counsel, Senote Permunent Subcommittee 
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on Investigations, to discuss the subject matter of the letter. In view of that 
meeting, l\Ir. Statler advised that you were not interested in obtaining docu
mentary materials at this time. As the .Attorney General explained to you in hiS' 
letter of March 19, 1975, after the federal agents were acquittec1 of criminal 
charges, the Civil Division of the DelJartment of Justice has represented the' 
agents ill their defense of the suit brought against them by 1\11'. Meiners. Our 
Civil Division lawyers did not handle the counterclaim against nil'. MeinerS. 
For purposes of the counterclaim, the agents at all times have been represented 
by private counsel employed by them. Tlle counterclaim raised by the defendants 
,vas a compulsory e(}uuterclaill1 tll1der Rule 13 (n) of the 1!'ederal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, since it arose out of the same occurrence that was the subject of 
l\Ir. Meiners suit, but the involvement of our lawyers reached only the defense 
of the claim against the agents. 

If we ean supply any further details or ansvrcr any further questions, please 
advise. 

Sincerely, 

Hon. REX E. LEE, 

REX E. LEE. 

U.S. SENATE, 
Cmn.IlTTEE ON GOVEItNMENT OPERATIONS, 

Washington, D.O., July 1, 1976, 

AS8istant Attorney Geneml, OivH Division, U.S. Depal·tment of J1lstice, Trash
ington, D.O. 

DE.AlI l\In. LEE: I have your letter of Jtme 1, 1976 in which you suggest that I 
advise you if I have further questions in the Meiners v. Moriarty case. I do, 
as I do not find your letter fully responsive to my earlier inquiry. 

The underlying reason for my letter of March 19, 1975, was to ascertain the 
extent to which the Civil Division's involvement in the defense of those agents 
sued by Mr. Meiners may have contributed to the award of a substantial coulltE'r
claim against i.\lr. Meiners arising out of that sallie suit. 

This ,pOint was clearly related to Mr. Battocchi of your staff by Stuart Statler, 
Chief Counsel to the Minority of the Permanent SubcolUmittee on !11yestigations. 
Instead of addressing the matter, your reply restates that the counterclaim raised 
IJy the defendants was a compulsory counterclaim arising under Rule 13A of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Pl'oceclure, and that the agents had employed private 
counsel in this regard. I am and was fully aware of those facts. 

But the clear im!)ort of my earlier letteJ:, elaborated upon in the cliseussion 
between Mr. Battocchi and Mr. Statler, and which I now reiterate, is my desire 
to have from you a candicl aRsessment of the actual relationship, in terms of 
presentation and im!)act of evidence, of Justiee Department involvement in a 
claim-counterclaim situation. I would like you to discuss that relationship in 
terms of the speCifics of the case of lIIcinc1's v. JlIo<l'ial'ty, and generally with 
respect to like circumstances. 

In that same rcgard, I would like your assessment of any peculiar advantage 
the Department may have in these circumstances by way of access to personnel, 
resources, anel clocuments, including those documents contained in the investiga
tive files of the Department of .Tustice (for example, in this instance, within the 
FBI, the Civil Rights Division, and the U.S. Atto1'lley's office). 

Finally, I would !ilce to have your candid assessment of the. impact on a 
jury, particularly in circulUstances such as this where a counterclaim is involved, 
of having the Government of the United States so clearly identified with one party 
to the so-ca11ec1 "priYate" litigation. 

In addition to your own views, pll?ase provide me with copies of any memorancla 
or other writings preparE'd IJy the Civil Division 01' elsewhere within the Depart
ment which address the issue!=! I have raised. 

I am concerned that the rights of private parties in such civil litigation may 
ile unduly sl(Cwecl when the entire reSOUl'ces of the federal government are brought 
to bcar in representing one of two sides to a civil suit of this naturl? 

I loole forward to receiving your prompt reply, 
Sincerely, 

CIIARLES H. PEIlCY, 
U.,g. Senat01', 
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Hon. CHARLES H. PERCY, 
Committee on Government OperaUons, 

JULY 28, 1B76. 

Washington, D.O. 
DE.lI.R SENATOR PERCY: This replies to your letter to me dated July 1, 1976, 

regarding the Meiners v. Moria1·ty (S.D. Ill., No. S-CIY-73-139) case. 
You inquire as to the extent to which the Civil Division's defense of the federal 

agents may have contributed to their recovery on counterclaims. In his complaint 
1\11'. ~Ieiners alleged that the agents stole his property, ransacked his home aml 
committed other improprieties. Mr. Meiners made similar accusations of im
propriety out of court which were publicized by the media. The basic defellse to 
Mr. Meiners' lawsuit, handled by the Civil Division, was that the allegations of 
impropriety were not true, and that the agents acted within the scope of their 
official duties and in good faith. To prevail on their counterclaims for defama
tion, the agents had to proye that Mr. Meiner's public accusations of wrong
doing were not only false but made maliciously. 

As part of the defense to this suit, we presented eyidence that Mr. Mei llers' 
allegations of misconduct, and his earlier sworn testimony, were untrue. As 
part of our defense showing good faith on the part of the agents and that they 
were acting within the scope of their duties evidence also was presented showing 
that the agents had probable cause to believe that 1\11'. Meiners was inyolved in 
a narcotics conspiracy. By proYing in defense of the agents that :Mr. Meiners' 
allc'gations of wrongdoing were nnfolmded, the Ciyil DiYision necessarily "as
sisted" the agents on their counterclaims. After we forced Mr. l\Ieiners to admit, 
on crosH-examination at trial, that he gave false testimony before the Grand 
.Jury which indicted the agents, and that several of his other allegations of mis
conduct were untrue, the element of falsity essential both to our defense and to 
the counterclaims had been established. '.rhe agents then could preyail on thf,ir 
counterclaims by establishing the additional element of malice. Howeyer, the 
Ciyil Di1'il:lion's defense of tl1is suit was sevarate from the counterclaims, and 
the same eyidence would ha ye been offered by the defense to disprove. 1\11'. 
Meiners' allegations eyen if no counterclaims has been filed. 

The inyestigatory resources of the United States are made available to federal 
employees sued for on the job conduct b£'cause it is in the interest of the United 
States to do so. The interests of the United States are best served when its 
officers and cmvloyees discharge their official duties and responsibilities without 
fear that they will be burdened with the cost and expense of defending them
s('lves against groundless suits based on allegedlllisconduct. In this case, howe1'er, 
uo sellarate in1'estigation wus mIllIe to aHsist us in our defense. The FBI had 
utilized its resources to conduct an ('xtensiYe in1'estigation for use in the criminal 
prosecution against these agents. Since an investigation of the incident had been 
completed, it was unneceHsary for any federal agency to conduct any new or 
additional in1'estigation for the lJUrllose of defending the M Cine1'8 suit against the 
federal agents, and none did so. Pursuant to court order, portions of the FBI 
investigation r£'lating to the .Moinor8 incident were proyided to Mr, Meiners' 
counsel, obviating the need for him to hire his o\vn investigator for this purpose. 
~'l1us in the CirCll!llstances of this case, the investigatory resources of the federal 
government were marle available for utilization against employees who were 
SUN1. 

You inquire regarding the impact upon a jury, particularly in cases involving 
counterclaims, of baving tlle Department of .Justice identifiec1 with one side to 
the "priyate" litigation. We c10 not regard suits against Government employees 
IlS purely pri1'ate litigation. The interests of the United States are also directly 
involved and are the bases for our representation, However, I know of no relia
able way, short of questioning jurol'S after they have deliverecl a verdict, of 
assessing the imvact, if any, that Department of .Justice representation may have 
upon tile outcome of any case. In tillS case it is possible that Department of 
Justlce representation worked to the disadvantage oj: the feeleral employeeR. 
For example, if the jury l1('l'e had speculated about non-evidentiary matters, it 
<,onW lIa ve inferred that the Dellal'tment's failure to represent these agents on 
thpir counterclaims resulted from a Departmental view that they were not 
well-founded. 

One of the main r£'asons we represent members of the exeenti1'e, legislative and 
jlldieial branches sUNl personally for damages is because it is in the interest 
of the United Stntes to av01c1 the adverse consequences whiCh would flow from 
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requiring these employees to pay for the cost of defending themselves. In such 
circumstances there is no way to avoid having the Department of Justice identi
fied with one' side to the litigation, nor should there be. However, judges and 
juries are charged with the duty to render decisions and verdicts based upon 
the evidence presented in court, not the identity of counsel. In the Meiners case, 
the jury's verdicts were amply supported by the evidence. 

I understand and share your concern that the legal rights of parties not be 
unduly skewed. 1\[1'. Meiners 11Ud the right to recover mOlley damages from these 
agents if he could prove his allegations by evidence preflented in a court of law. 
But I cannot subscribe to the view that federal employees who are represented 
by the Department of Justice on the suits against them should be precluded 
from litigating counterclaims through private counsel. ]j~ederal employees have 
the same rights as other persons to seek legul redress for their grievunces. The 
agents involved in the Meiners incident have maintained that they were sub
jected to a criminal prosecution and otherwise injured because :Mr. l'IIeiners 
made accnsations and gave testimony which was knowingly untrue. Like 1\11'. 
Meiners, those employees had the legal right to sustain their position by evic1ence 
presentec1 in a court of law. By proving, through dear and convincing evidence, 
that Mr. Meiners' public allegations against them were false anc1 maliciOUS, they 
earned the legal entitlement to be compensatec1 for dE'famation to their character. 
The jury's verdict demonstrates that the agents, not 1\11'. l\Ieiners, are the ones 
who have suffered legally cognizable injury. 

I have given careful consideration to the matters raisec1 in your letter and 
have attempted to be responsive. IJeaving asic1e the jury's verdicts, it is my view 
that the conduct of the Department of Justice in this litigation has been apvro
priate anc1 proper. I woul(l be pleased to discuss these matters further with you 
personally, if you wish. 

Sincerely, 
REXE. LEE, 

.a88i8tant Attorney General. 

Mr. STATLER. Finally, :Mr. Ambrose referred to the fact that the 
so-called Federal no-lmock statute was repealed as a result of the 
Collinsville incident. That move was led here in the Senate by Senator 
Ervin, who was the chairman of the Government Operations Com
mittee at the time; Senator Nelson, and Senator Percy. 

But I think the record should be clear that in the course of the 
debates on the Senate :floor, which did indeed take place after Collins
ville, the point was made time and again that Collinsville itself was 
not the typical no-knock situation as there was not a no-knock warrant 
involved in that situation. 

However, the point was further made that CoJlinsville symbolized 
a lack of concern for due process and for the fundamental safeguards 
of the Constitution. In sum, the Senators regarded certain fast and 
loose tactics which were uBed in Collinsvj}]e as the kinds of things that 
the no-lmock statute symbolized. It was for that reason that no-knock 
was repealed. 

Senator NUNN. I think we have a rebuttal coming. 
Mr. AJI.:ffiROSE. I think more t.han rebllttal. I think the facts will 

speak for themselves. I am glad that Collinsville will no longer sym
bolize the action of these agents because Collinsville is pretty cleail at 
this point. 

Mr. STATI4ER. I think the facts will speak for themselves. 
Senator NUNN. We will have the facts. 
Mr. Am brose, thank you for appearing. 
Onr next witness is Mr. John Ingersoll. 
Mr. Ingeriloll was the Director of the BnrE'au of N areoties and 

Dangerons Drugs from 1968 to 1973. Between 1969 -and 1973 he also 
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served as the U.S. Representative to the United Nations Commission 
-on Narcotic Drugs, of which he was President in 1973. 

Prior to 1973, Mr. Ingersoll served 'as chief of police, Charlotte, N.C. 
Mr. Ingersoll, while head of BNDD, made an effort to correct in

ternal integrity matters. In 'a prehearing interview, lvIr. Ingersoll 
stated that the difficulties BNDD had with Customs were prim:arily a. 
result of the personalities involved. He also stated conditions im
E~:oved dramatically when the current Commissioner of Customs, 
Vernon Acree, took over from Myles Ambrose. 

[At this point Senator Brock withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senator NUNN.lvIr. Ingersoll, we are pleased to have you today. )Va 

will proceed with your statement. First of 'all, let me swear you in, if 
you will stand. 

Do you swear that the testimony you are 'about to give will be the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

Ur. INGERSOLL. I do. 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN E. INGERSOLL, FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE 
BUREAU OF NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS 

:Mr. FELDlIrAN. I would like to say :Mr. Ingersoll is living in France. 
He made a great effort to come here. He interrupted his vacation to be 
with us. We, the staff, greatly 'appreciate his cooperation in helping 
us tell this important part of the story before us today. 

Senator NUNN. I join in those sentiments. Thank you, very ml~ch 
for being here. I hope ;fou are vacationing in this country. 

1I:[r. INGERSOLTJ. Yes, S11'. 
Mr. FELDlI1AN. He is now. 
lvIr. INGERSOLTJ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank yon, ~fr. Feld

man, for that good start. 
Mr. Chairman, I have a statement which I wonldlike to submit. In 

the interest of time, with your agreement, I will summarize, or at least 
go t.hrough just certain parts of it orally. 

Senator NUNN. We will submit the whole statement for the record. 
[The statement. follows:] 

STATElIIENT OF JOIIN ;m. INGERSOLL 

:Mr. Chairman, U11d members of the Subcommittee, my name is John E. Inger
soll. I am here today at your requpst to discuss a few issues of interest in fedpral 
drug law enforcement. I should lil\:e to note that I am representing only myself 
in this respect. For the purpose of your biographical needs, I was born, rearecl 
amI educated in California. I am a graduate of the University of California, 
Berkeley, wllere I also dill my graduate studies and Ipcturpd in Criminology 
cOUl'llell, Except for the past three years I have sp<:>nt my adult life in law enforcp
mpnt work, serving on the Oakland, California, Police Department, as Director 
of FieW Op{'rations for the Illternational Association of Chiefs of Police, as 
Chipf of Police in Charlotte, North Carolina !lnd!ls Dir('ctor of the U.S. BUl'pau of 
Narcotirs and Dangerous Drugs betwePll 1908 and 1973. Between 1909 and 1973 
I had the secondary responsibility of being the U.S. Representative to the United 
Natiom; Commission on Narcotic Drugs, of which I was President in 1073. Pres
pntly, r live ill Paris, Fran('e, where I am Director of Security for IBM in 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 

'My pl'PYious public sel'Vice has bepn rp('ognized by num<:>l'OllS commendations 
smc1 awards, including the Silver Mf'c1alllon from the National Conferellce of 
Christi!lllfl anel Jews, awarded in 1968 for efforts in human relations as Char~ 
lotte's Chief of Police. 
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You will please understand that my presentation here today will necessarily 
.be historical because I have had no direct contact with federal drug enforce
ment for three years. Thus, I have no special experiences or insights concerning 
the Drug Enforcement Administration since it came into being. J,t is my under
standing that the Subcommittee's main purpose in. this inquiry Is to assess ,how 
well DNA. has performed llince it was established. 

With your agreement, my statement will cover the following matters as they 
relate to federul drug enforcement: (1) Integrity, (2) interagency cooperation 

, (especi.ally with Oustoms), (3) focus of effort-objectives and goals, and ,(4) 
policymuking. 

Tlie Interim Report of the Sellute Oommittee on Government Operations re
,leused July 18, 1\)76, discusses these issues and the historical background of 
, federal activity in the field. My purpose today is to try to provide a perspeutive 
, bused on my own expetience as BNDD Director. 

BNDD was established by Reorganization Plan No.1 in 1968. As you know, 
previously BNDD's functions were ~liyided between two agencies: the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics (FBN), a part of the Treasury Department i and the Bureau 
of Drug Abuse Control (BD} .. C) of the ]'ood and Drug Administration. ]'BN's 
juriscliction wus over the opi.ates, cocaine and marijuana. BDAC enforced the 
amendments to the FOOd, Drug and Cosmetic Act l passed in 1966, which covered 
other dangerous drugs, barbiturates, amphetamines, hallucinogens, tl·unquilizers, 
etc:. The former directors of the two predecessor agenCies liad already been 
deHignated .t\.ssociute Directors of BNDD when I was appointed director of 
BXDD in August, 1968. 

One of l!'B;.\T's most pernicious problems duri,ng its four-llecade liistory was 
Tepeated inCidents of corruption. Much of it was petty, but some of it was highly 
organized and pervasive. At the time that BXDD was started, a severe COrrl1V
tion problem was under illyestigations by the Treasury Department in cooperation 
v;ith the Criminal Division of the Department of .Justice. Andrew Tartaglino 
testified in lletail about this situation before the Subcommittee on June 10, 1975. 
As far as I can recall, the facts, premises and concillsions he related to you are 
entirely accurate anel correctly retlf'ct our concerns ill 1968 anci after. I feel that 
corruption in FBX haci reachecl SOllle high levels, especially in the New Yorlt 
Office. Unfortunately, with the transfer of certain personnel, the corruvtion 
spread to some other offices and DDAC as well. It was a problcm that at times 
overshadowed all others. 

'While corl'Uvtion is a dunger in any law enforcenH'nt agency and will flourish 
wlwre management is unable 01' unwilling to control it, the expo'lUl'es in narcotics 
enforcement are llarticulal'ly rrreat. I thinlr tIle following were the most im
VOl-tant factors we founll: 

1. An inability or unwlllingness to recognize and react to warning signals. 
Cases were compromised. Key informants were IdlJerl. Other law enforcement 
organizntions did not trust FBN. Someone was selling out. 

2. Arbitrary discivline. Rank and file agents were rewardeci 01' not clevenrIing 
on the numbC'rs of arrest they roade-numbers without regard to quality. Agents 
were afraid to re!)ort sus!)icions of corruption because of the real possibility of 
retribution. 

3. An inability or unwillingness to install controls that woulcl reveal and 
diminish if not totally prevent corruption. Because of arrest quotas and poor 
controls over the use of informants, informants llad too much freeciom and too 
much influence in determining who would be arrested and when. In some cases 
one could and cUd wonder who was in charge of the investigation, agents or 
informants. Informants were not screened by supervisors, there was no provi
SiOll for supervisors or management to debrief them and evaluate their con
tinuing value to the organization. On the other hanel, ironically, there was no 
particular security over the files that revealecl the identities of informants. 
l\Ioney to pay informants was very scarce. Often as a consequence, an agent 
paid out of Ilis own poe:ket. Some resorted to bartering, an exchunge of nar
cotics for the in'formation. 

'.I,. Evic1ell('e controlfJ were loose, at leust until the physical evidence was 
clelivered to a laboratory or office safe. There is no way to prove if any was 
divested, but information obtained during the corruption investigations illCli
ented that this had happened-often. 

At this point, Mr. Chairman, before I am misllnderstood, I would like to 
malte two observations: 

The fil·st is that laymen often mlsunclerstand the neecl to use informants in 
criminal investigations. AU investigations depend in Whole or in part upon the 
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Willingness of people to tell what they know of a subject matter. This is as 
true' of this Subcommittee's investigatioll as it is of a police' investigation. 
Every witness who has appeared before yO\l 01' tulkecl with YOul' staff' is au: 
informant. In narcotic cases, however, as in other vice cases; the informant 
must be recruited frpm the millieu in ,yhich the crime is committed. He ex~ 
pects to be paid f01' his worlr. He reports on incidents which occur in secret;, All 
parties concerned Ilre willing participants in the offense. There is not the usual 
offender-yictim relationship. He may be- involved in crimiilal activities himself; 
He is well aware of the personal hazards attached to his occupation. There
fore, careful controls must be established by the agency ,vorking with him to' 
aSSUre due process, to protect the public, and to protect the informant himself. 

Second, corruption in police work is u· constant threat. According to the press, ' 
the Police Fouudation issued a stul1y stating that "corruption is endemic to 
policing." I think it Simply means that the very natlire of police service is 
bound to sub'ject officers to temptation. My own experience confirms that. Corrup
tion was an important factor in the problems of many' of the scores of pOlice 
departments I surveyed when I was with the IACP. I had to deal with it, or at 
least gross misbehavior, as a Chief of .Police and most certainly as Directol' of 
BNDD. It does not excuse transgressions when I say that I fully expect to fil1Cl 
corruption in law enforcement. Our police are given great trust and subjected 
to more temptation in a year t1utn most people experience in a lifetime. But 
the head of a law enforcement agency must worl{ to reveal its presence, dis
pose of it and establish controls that will deter all but the most foolhardy to 
succumb to it. The manager who fails to do that is planting the seedbed where 
it will flourish. My quarrel with the previOUS leadership of FBN was nOt so 
much that corruption existed, but they failed to at least try to eliminnte it. 
Finally, the Treasury Department had to step<in, and later the Departmertt of' 
Justice. 

As mentioned, my wol'1;; before coming to BNDD had brought me iuto contact 
with corruption problems in many police agencies~ I had long since learned that· 
an effecti've, vigorous and objective internal inyestigations unit was essential 
to controlling the problem. A good one not only detects integrity problems and 
operational errors, it prevents them by its mere {I)!eaence. People who otherwise 
might not be able to resist pressures to cut corners or ellgage in unethical con
duct can at least use the fear of inspection as a crutCh. A< properly working one 
gives management timely information enabling problems to be solved before they 
become crises. . 

I appointeel Mr. TartaglinoChief Inspector and. in simple language, told him 
to clean house. He was free to select his staff (wHhin<reason) and could draft 
additional people from the field for special assignments. Employees at all levels 
were informed of the corruption that was eX1JOsed. Specific, formal controls 
werc installed over the llse o.f informants a11{I tight accountubility was required 
OVl'r aU agent actIvitics. '.rhe quota RYStem for arrests had ncYer been formally 
stated by FEN but we eml1llUSized in writing to eliminate any misunderstand
ing that quotas were not my policy. I wanted quality arrests am1 lUnde it very 
clear tlIat, if that meant fewer arreHts, I was perfectly willing to explain that to 
Congress ana others and take whatever consequellC(,S might folloW. I diel, illcleed, 
have some interesting sessions before apIlrOllriations committees on that issue. 
Evidence accountability WfiS enf.orced. The rules, poliCies ancI procedures of 
the agency were overhauled. In short, I believe we corl'ected the problems that 
lIad fostered corruption. 

As a result of tile investiga1ions, some people, including agellts, were con
Yictecl of crimes. Others were fired: 01: asl{ed to resign. Still othel's were cleared. 
Unfortunately, some eases were never satisfactorily resolver!. 

As evidence that OUl' efforts were paying' all', I point to the following indicators: 
1. No homicides 01' mysterious dlsal1PC'arallces of inforlliants ocC'urre(I for 

seyeritl years. 
2. While there were still instances of misconduct, tl!e~T al1D<'ared to bc isoluted, 

ex{'cpt fot' one rather systematic patterll we detected Inter in CaIifol'l1in. 
3. Ag<'nts showecl a greater willingness to come forward to report suspieions 

interlllllmisconduct (this is Dal'l'iculal'l;v cUffieult because of tlle pr('sslll'CS in itny 
law el1forcement ol'gitnizatioll on honcilt menlbers to remain silent.) Ag(>nts 
begall reporting ell'orts to brlbe them. ~rlte U,S. Attorneys prosecuted the persolls 
l'cflprJllsibl(l. Our intC'rnal system of watching for symptoms of something gOing' 
wrong enll bled us to act swiftly. 

4. ~'he distrust of other enfOrcement agencl(ls was l'f'plnC'(ld wHh illcl'enf{ing 
trust and assistance. 
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5. Inspections of field offices showed a greater improved degree of compliance 
with controls. Informant feedback on agent misconduct was unexceptional. 

6. Morale improved 'and 'Operations against major drug traffickers became 
increasingly successful. That was the bottom line. 

I do not intend to leave you with the impression that I thought everything 
was perfect. As I said earlier, I expect there is going to be misconduct and 
insubordination in any law enforcement agency. My purpose was t'O keep it from 
;;etting out of hund. This is a major reuson why I later appointed Mr. Tar
t.aglinoas Assistant Director, in charge of our enforcement divisions, and later 
Deputy Director for Operations. His successor as Chief Inspector, until DElA 
came into existence, was Patrick Fuller, a man of equal integrity and dedication 
to our cause. 

The Chief Inspector's office consisted of two groups: a permanent cadre of 
assigned agents and another group of agents who served a two or three year 
tour in preparation for increasingly 1esponsible line management positions. 
They were carefully selected. They were assigned both for the conill:ibutions 
they could make and for their own career development. Working as an inspector 
gives a future manager a great opportunity t'O learn about problems he will 
face later and how to deal with them successively. 'Ve were trying to sensitize 
the future leaders of the organization by exposing them to integrity problems, 
which, while unpleasant, cannot be swept uuder the rug. That is why Mr. Ge'Orge 
Brosan found what h(\ referred to in his statement before the Subcommittee as 
"inspector trainees." They were not trainees. They were journeymen investiga
tors and were destined for increased responsibilities. In fact, I purposely avoided 
staffing the inspection service only with those who "desired" the assignment. I 
felt this was important because, where there are careers and reputations at 
stake, there must exist checks and balances t'O prevent overzealousness on the 
part of those whose views may become jaundiced from the pressures of long
term investigations of the colleagues. 

I would like to turn now to the questions of interagency cooperation. A lot 
of attention has been given to the so-called friction between BNDD and Customs. 
I think it would be best to avoid trying to discuss their complexities and con
centrate on conclusions. I will be 'happy to try to answer any questions you 
may have requesting additional details. 

Bri(lfly then, 
1. There was a problem. It was most serious in New York and along the 

Mexican border. The problem had existed for over 20 yeaTS before I came to 
BNDD. It existed even while FBN was in the same department as the Customs 
Service. Additionally, if I were to guess, I would say that, if BDAC had con
tinued as a separate operation, serious friction would have evolved between 
itanclFBN. 

2. The problem basically can be attributecl to an absence of a clear definition 
of jurisdiction in the law. Narcotics enforcement agencies and Customs laid 
claim to identical juriSclictions. Attempts to remedy this dispute between FBN 
and Customs were made by Treasury. Later, the President tried to solve this 
dispute between BNDD and Customs. At the same time, the heads of tile agencies 
concerned tried to solve it with guidelines, memoranda 'of understancling and a 
gentlemen's agreement. They were aU foredoomed to failure. For example, in a 
memorandum sent to the Attorney General on February 5, 1970, the President 
statecl that he had approved the Advisory Council on Elxecutive Organization's 
recommendations as follows: 

a. Representative of BNDD should continue to be accredited to represent the 
United States Government in dealing with foreign law enforcement officials 
on narcotics questions. Customs should not represent the United States in this 
area, except when authorized by BNDD. 

b. B~DD should be designated as tlle agency to control the narcotics area. 
Customs should support BNDD's efforts to l'educe and eliminate the flow of nar
cotiC's into the United States and its intelligence networI{ should be used to 
0$Si9t in the overall effort. 

c. Consistent with the recommendations made In this paper, the Attorney 
Gl'llcl'Ill shoulcl be designated to pass on disagreements that cannot be resolved 
by the bureaus concerned. 

The Attorney General was requested to preparc "guidelines to Implement these 
recommendations" omI submit them to the President for approval by Fpbrllal'Y 
15, 1070. What fo11ow(>(l was a period of vf.'ry tough negoi"iations, .in"olyln,~ lnl'et
Ings in the White House, and an exchange of letters between t1le Secretary of 
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Treasury and the Attorney General. I thought the President's language was clear, 
but I apparently was wrong, in view of the debate. 

The "guidelines" that did appear were the result of compromise, because we 
were beginning to look ridiculous in the eyes of the Congress and the public. 
''lorse still, they did not provide a lasting solution. They were interpreted by 
various members of the Administration in many ways. Moreover, the establish
ment of the Cabinet Committee on International Narcotics Control (CCINC) 
IJrovided all opportunity for '.rreasury execntives unilaterally to say tlIat the 
Attorney General's authority to reSolve differences had transferred to the com
mittee. IncreaSingly the White House staff, through the committee, involved 
themselves and made ad hoc changes which I thought were at variance with the 
President's expressed poUcy. In my judgment, a clear statement of policy, fol
lowed by implementing guidelines approved by the President had ueen unilater
ally changed by hIs own staff. I suumit, theretore, that nothing short of lpgisla
tion passed by the Congress will pro\'ide a permanent solution to jurIsdIctional 
dispute!. of this kind. 

3. The friction between the various groups did contribute to failures in some 
cases. I do not think howeyer, they overshadowed the accomplishments of the 
two agenices. Several previous witnesses have noted that significant inroads were 
made against the narcotics (particularly heroin) problem during the period 
In71-Ill73. ~'his simply would not have bee11 possible had BNDD anll Customs 
been totally incapable of cooperation. Still, there was much room for improve
JIlent and I uelieye cooperation between the two agencies improved greatly aiter 
Yernon Acree became the Commissioner of Customs. He and I had a mutual 
r('spect for each othpr's professional abilities. ·We each pledged that our agencies 
were going to cooperatp either with the help of, or in spite of, members of our 
rt'slJective staffs who might feel to the contrary. In early Ill73 we showl:d tangi
ble flnccess. 

Overseas Customs and BXDD agents were sharing the same office space, infor
mation and resources. Both agencies focusell their expertise on a COlllmon goal 
in It heretofore unparnlleled munner. ·Working together along the ]\Iexican border 
amI in Arizona In cooperation with the Mexican federal and state police, the two 
agencies disrupted a significant trafficking organization then plaguing certain 
uorder commnnities. 

We also joined efforts in studying the inflnence of Turkish immigrant work
er!; in Germany on morphine base smuggling. Infol'mation was exchanged be
tween tlte two ngell('ip~ like It nprer had been b('fore. If our field staffs could not 
work out a problpm, COlllllliHSKiOlll'r Acree and I did j on some occasions iHr. Acrre 
would yield a position, Oil otl!l'rs I would yield. If one agency overstepped its 
hl'l1nds, or failed to ('ommlmicate with the other apologies were quickly offered 
and accepted, witllOnt rane'or. 'I'll ere wal'! no compl'tition lJetween this Commis
Ricllll'r of Customs and the Director of BXDD. We wpre determlnpd to work to
gl'ther and 0111' suborelillllt<'s were well advised of this by wOl'c1 and by deN!. I 
hl'lieve that this situation would have continued so long as tlle personalities wpre 
]lI'Nl('llt. It might even have surviycd long enough to supplant the previous long-
1-1tnllcling spirit of comvetitioll with a llew spirit of complete cooperation. But, 
while we were able to discipline 0111' suuordlnates along t11('se lines, we did not 
IHl\'C the same success withour snppriors, I am speaking again of the White 
lIollse stall', who diel not iwlievp or did not want to believe that the two agcncies 
really were cooperating. or could do so on a permanent baSis. 

Reorganization PIau Xo. 2, 1ll73, was, in part, their solution to what was be
cOllling n non-problpIO. 

npfore that haPlwned, however, the Whitc House staff clearly expressed 
its dissatisfaction with my enfor('ement poliCies by creating the Office of Drug 
Ahnse Law Enforcememt (ODALE) program in early 1072 under Myles Ambrosf.', 
the former CommisRiont'r of Customs, who WUR tranRferl'ecl to the .rustice De
llUrtml'ut as a Spec'lal .A~slstant Attorney General, and Consultant to the Pres 1-
dpnt on drug matters. The unlJollJlced intentlOu of this program was to uring a 
('ollsplcuous fec1eral prl'RenCe to bear on the street-l<,yel traHlc. It was felt by 
tlll' Administration that the avprage citizen dId not appreciate the existing 
fpMral ('Il'ort berause it wns ral'l'led on at levels that were out of hIs immelliate 
vjew, '1'11(' ODATJE program, about which l11\lC'h hilS already bepn saW, was devel-
011('d. as r understllnc1 it, mllinly by the White House staff, with the assistance 
of :\Iyles Ambrose.> while he WIlR Mill Commi~Rionpr of CURtoms. I wus first 
a!lyis('d ot it after it lIad !JecolllP a fnit accompli anel opposed it strongly within 
tIl(' Jnstiec DCllartment. XOIwtheless, it IJecaltlc un entity under Executive Order 
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and aU agencies, including BNDD, were directed to contribute manpower and 
other resources to it. 

I objected to the program because I thought federal efforts aimed at street
level trafficking did not make the best uses of federal resources and jurisdiction. 
We had been worldng since 1068 to assist state and local police departments 
by providing training and some operational assistance, but I objected to taldng 
a lead supervisory role in wbat was essentially a state and local problem. This 
was not only philosophically alien to me, but I felt that our limited resources. 
should.. be applied to that area where no other but the federal government hall 
jurisdiction; namely inte;rstate and international trafficking. Since we were
building 'our resources carefully, any diverSion of them from our main goal~ 
would adversely affect their achievement. 

I also had misgivings about the use of local police officers under the federal 
authority ontside of their primary jurisdiction, as called for in the plan. My
experience in municipal and fedl'ral law enforcement led me to believe that a 
policeman's feeling of responsibility is paramonnt in his own jurisdiction and 
it diminishes elsewhere. 

A third objection that could be raised was that there were too many in
experienced attorneys working very closely with agents and policemen and it 
could be difficult for them to retain the objectivity a prosecutor nef.'ds to decide 
if evidence on which to base charg(ls is adequat!;' and prop!;'rly gathererl. '1,'he 
massive use of investigative grand juries to examine thousands of suspects was: 
a threat fa individual rights. 

Hindsight tells me at any rate that this program together with W; much 
heralded Heroin Hot line' dl(l not ('ontrihute to the Admini8trators' declar(l(l 
"war" agaim;t drugs. I will not go into detail. The data and history are avail
able from others, particularly the pro!,'1.'am's designet·s and managf.'rs. 

Six months later the Administration create(l another oflir-e \)y Executive Ordel', 
the Office of National Narcotics Intelligence (ONNI). 

Finally Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1073 was promulgate(l It was prf.'cedpd 
by a "''"hite House Task Force study. This time I was inYitf.'d to IJresent my 
vieWR on one occasion about bow to strengthen the federal drug enforcement 
effort. 

One of the stated purposes of the Reorganization Plan No.2 was to consoli
date the federal drug enforcement, parts of which were then to he found ill 
numerous agencies. I would like to pOint out that in 1968, there were only tW(} 
agenCies primarily involved in drug traffic enfor('elllPnt, BNDD and Customs. 
~'he ol'hers were subsf.'quently produced by the same Administration that in 1073, 
was arguing for conSOlidation. 

Another purpose was to eliminate the competItion between BNDD and Cmltoms. 
I have already noterl that tlint pl'Ohlf.'m waR well on the way toward reRolution. 
Whether It would have been a permanent solution is arguable. Legislation was 
ne('essary. 

While I supported the conc(>pt of assignIng primary authority amI responsi
bility for drug {'ontrol in onf.' agpncy, I had some privnte reservations about 
ReorgauIzntion Plan No.2. It did not seem the rIght time for 8t1<'h a draRtlC' 
reOl·gllnizatlon. We wrre achieving f.!ignificant Ru('('esseR, eyen though tberp wpre 
problems. BNDD and Customs had accepted their responsihlllties and tried to
fnlfill them. But: the constant changing of policy signals and tinlrering' with om" 
activities made us less effe('tivp than we eould have bf.'Pll, 

Finally, I strongly objectf.'d to the manner in whieh it was done anel the obviouS' 
poutical ('onsidf.'rntlons involved. 

I wl11 now arlelress the goals and objectivrs to which Federal Drug control 
effortf.! should be directerl. 

In BNDD, we hael. as a formnlly statM goul. the immobilization of the S011l'C'e. 
and distribution of illicit drugs of nbusp, Our 1'1'ln('ipal f.'mpltasls was 011 stoppIng
the fiow of elrllgS at their foreign sourcrs und dillrupting the illirit dOmf.'Rtl(! 
commerce in them at the llighest and most orgonized le\'p}s. Our good rellltlOl1~ 
with forpign pollee agendes, pins tll!;' ahility to provlrlp them with various formll 
of assistance, eVf.'lltllally rf.'suUe(l in slgnil1rant Slw('ellf'f.'S. 

This policy ull(Ierlined om feeling that the aIlPrrh~nRion of signil1rnnt violators 
was far more important thnn tllp numbers of nrrpsts, We felt that a lasting
<1lsrlllltion of major lines of 1Jlidt comnJercp was far more important than the 
qUllutity of drugs Wl1\(,}} might havpbf.'f.'n seized as a by-prodnct of an enforcr. 
mel1t operation. Unlf.'ss IWY pf.'ople Ilrc immobilizl'Cl. llrt'f.'sts and seizurf.'s mllY , 
merely l'el)l'(!s(!Ut a single event in a long stream of lIIIcit traffic which will COI1~ 
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tinue to :flow. Thus it is important not to settle for' high "body counts," if those
"body counts" are of violators whose positions can be readily and easily tilleci 
with newcomers. Thus, our overruling objective .was. to bring about an overall 
reduction in the amount of available drugs. 

This emphasis on high level violators included Our recognition that we slioulci 
not permit any area of sanctuary to develop in whlcha violator would feel that 
he might safely operate. Federal programs should not be conducted in such It 
manner.as to give defactor freedom for criminals to oper.nte nt middle or lower 
levels. Flexibility was a principal of the strategy and we recognized the iDlPor
tllnce of local actions. Our thinking, however, was not to prei:lent a greater' 
F.ederal presence on the streets. It seemed more appropriate to assist local -aJl(i 
state .agencies in improving their capability to deal at these levels. 'I'he litan~' 
of cooperatiYe training and assistance programs is very long. 

In our efforts to (lisrupt traffic at the highest organized levels we first devel
oped 'a program directed at identifying the participants in various orgllnizl'u 
drug trafficking activities. We tllen cOllcentrated on disrupting the organizations. 
Although this effort had some very significant successes, it was also found to 
lack needed :flexibility. So, in 19i2, we embarlred upon a system of enforcement 
management which rated violators according to their capabilities in drug trnffir. 
Those who were financlers, or who could deal in very large quantities of drllgll. 
or who were leaders in organizations, were given lligher investigative priority 
and ·attention than those who were at the low end of the scale. During the first 
six months oi this program, 31 of 163 preselected targets of the llighest category 
were successfully arrested. An additional 33 in this category were later arrested. 
In OIas!'! 2, 33 of the initially identified 163 were immedIately arrestec1. SOl)n fol
lowed by the arrest of an additional 118. In other categories, 1,492 Class 3 yio
lators and 943 of the lowest Class 4 violators were arrested. 

This indicated that, if diligently applied, the management system we APt up 
could work. I might add that these successes were achieY<~d during It period ·of 
time when about 20'70 of our agent force had been sidetracked into the Admin
istration's ODALE program. 

At the same time the -White House mae'hinations were going on, RNDD was
assuming a mtlch more active role in attempting to steln the tide of (!OntrollNl 
substances. And we were successful. Within one year after the Controlled Sub
stances Act{)f 1070 became effective in the Spring of 1071, we were ahle to effet't 
a 90% reduction in the domestic manufacture of amphetamines. This led to IL 
sharp Teductlon in the ayailability of this drug in the illicit market. 

SU~!J\!ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I WOuld like to make five points, Mr. Chairman, to sUlllDlarize and conclude
this statement: 

1. Individual profeflsionnl contluct in any law enfo\'cement ngenc~', especinlly 
one handling -n problem like the drug traffic, has to be car(lfully monitoretl, in
spected nnd regulated to maintain integrity. Positive policies should be Dromul
gated. The exanlple set by top leadership is all important. 

2. Where overlapping jUl'lsrJic·tions crente conflict betwN'll two agcn('ies, 1(>gis
Iatiyo or judiciall'eview should be sought to clarify the issue. At the S:lIUe time. 
n certain amount Of compl'titioll may, in fuet, IncreUf;e effectiveness aue1 some 
duplication in 'a democratic form of government lllay he desirablo to prer']nde 
abuses of power. C'ommltatioJl j,,;!twcen variOllS agencie~ at ull levelR of govern
ment can be constructive, espe-ciany alllong law enfor(,(1ment agencies wllel'e a 
spirit of kinship ns weB IlS competitiV{'llCRS exist$, In the ll'edl'l'lll arena, Con
gress could help by frequent consultations with enforcement 'agencies Such as 
this Sllbcommittee's inquiry. 

3. Federal drug enforcell1ent efforts shonld concentrate 011 redurillg' interstate 
,ancl intel'llatlolllll tr~mc. Federal agenC!ies should nssist In lH1pel'vislng ,~tate- I1nll 
local efforts to control traffie at those h~\'els. Such a.<;sistllllee cnn be l'ender(!(l in 
many forms. Providing infol'u)!ltiCllj ahout UJegal nctivitles In tile other jurisdic
tions is one snch form, but it seemfl to.me that the best way is to incren$e state 
amI locnl cupabillti('s in their own right. In time, tlJi$ nIll1l'ollrh wlU mal'e them 
less dependent on I!'ec1el'nl assistance. '1.'l1ls obse~'Ylltion bus hecu Jllude 8') mllllY 
times by so mllny people thnt it seems l'e{lundunt to l'epl.'ut It again. But, it is it 
difficult pollcy to implement in the absence of a clear-cut mundate and commit· 
ment to it bynll who are involved. 

4. We should not expect that enforcement alone Is going to s01Ye the drug 
problem. HowCver, if it is to achieve any success at all, the responsible agency 
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should be given an opportunity to put programs in effect, test them and evaluate 
the results. Constant. tinkering with details of policy implementatioIl can only 
detract from effectiveness. There should be, however, a concise an«;l clearly stated 
strategy. Agencies should be measured ,against how well they carry out the 
strategy. Objectives and goals should be required. 

5. Between 19G5 and 197:3 many positive steps were taken vis-a-vis our drug 
problem and they produced a clear, understandable program. I think that the 
efforts to persuade other governments to improve their own controls were notalJle. 
This is difficult in the lJl'st of circumstances, but particularly with governments 
that are not concerIled about drugs either in their own countries or ours. The 
effort required the cooperation of many U.S. agl'ncies. 

None of these Weas is new or particularly innoYative. They have lJeen (l."\':pressed 
many times before to the point where tlley m'e almost axioms. I believe that the 
u('st service this Subcommittee could perform is to fillc1 a way to formalize them 
as part of the U.S. policy on drug abmie. 

r.rhank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to appear before you. I will try to 
answer any questions the Subcommittee may have. 

Senator NUNN. If you want to summarize, we will certainly agree to 
that. Also, though, if you want to give a more complete statement, we 
will be perfectly willing to hear it. 

11£1'. INGERSOLL. Thank you, :Mr. Chairman. 
Because this statement was prepared under some unusual circum

stances ,yith which your sta-if is familiar, I would appreciate it if you 
would also allow m(' to clarify one or two points which may not be 
clear as stated and add a coup1e of thoughts that occurred to me after 
its preparation. 

Senator NUNN. That will be fine. 
Mr. INGERSOLL. Thank you. 
As you know, I am here at your r('quest to discuss a few issues of 

interest in the Federal drug law enforcement. I would like to note that 
I am r('presenting only myself in this respect. The rest of that page, 
Mr. Ohairma~, has to do with my background, some of which you have 
already mentIOned. 

I wonld1ike to skip to page 2 and note also that my presentation 
n('(\essarily has to be historical because I have had no direct contact 
with :p'edel'al <1l'UH enforcemeI~t for 3 Y(,[l,rs. Thus, I have no special 
expel'lenc('s or imnghts COnCer1ll11g the Dl'Ug Enforcement Administra
tion since it came into being. 

·Vfith your agreement, my statement win cover my views of the fol
l?wmg l?latter~ as they rela~e to F(';c1eral drug enforcement: The ques
tIon of mtegl'Ity; the questlOll of mteragency cooperation, especially 
,vith the Customs Service; what the focus of effort should be; objec
ti ves and goals; and the question of policymaking. 

The interim report of the Sellate Committee on Government Opera
tiolls released July 18, 107?, .dis~usF'es these issues and the historical 
background of Federal actlvIty lJl the field. My purpose toc1ay is to 
try to provide a perspective based on my own experiences as BNDD 
Director. The rest of that page and down to the seconcl paragraph of 
the next page, is Jal'geJy l1istol'ical. I wiN skip over that. 

I wonldlike to note 'that at the time BNDD was started, a severe 
corruption probl~m w~s under i~lv~st;ip:at~o~ .by th~ Treasury Depart
llwnt lJl coOpel'atlOn WIth the Cl'lmllHtl DlvlslOn of the Department. of 
.rustiee. Andrew Tartaglino has testified in detail about this situation 
hefore the subcommittee, on J"tme 10, 1975. As far llS I can recall, the 
ffl,rts, pr('mis(\s and conclusions he reJated to you are entirely accurate 
and correctly reflect onr eoncel'llS in 10G8 ancl a:ftel'. 
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I feel that corruption. in FEN had reached some high levels, specifi.
.cally ill the New York office. UnfortlUlately, with the transfer of cer
taili personnel, the corruption spread to other offices ancl to one of the 
-other predecessor agencies of BNDD, the Bureau of Drug Abuse Con-
-trol as well. 

1 think the following were the most iml)ortant factors we fou~d: 
(1) An inability or ullwillingness to recognize and react to warmng 

:siO'nals' (2) arbitrary discipline; (3) an inability or unwillingness 
tobinst~ll controls that would reveal ancl diminish if not totally pre
vent corruption; (4) we found that evidence controls, that is the c.on
troIs O\-e1' physical eyic1ence, were loose at least lUltil the phYSIcal 
'-evid(lnce was delivN'cc1 to a laboratorv or office safe. 

Senator NL'NN. If you clon~t mincl, ·let's go back and get these four 
l)oints in the record completely. I think they are important. I want 
1:0 have, starting on page 3. 

Mr. INGERSOLL. In the case of point No.1, an inability or umvilling-
1lrss to recognize or react to warning signals, we found that cases had 
b<'>('n compromised, key informants had been kil1ed, other law enforce
ment agrncies dic1noftrust the FBN, and we felt that it was apparent 
-that somrone was sellmp: out. 

Arbitrary disciplin<.>, rank and file agents were rewarded or not, de
l)('nc1ing npon the number of arrests they made. These were numbers 
without regal'(i. to quality. Agents "erc afraid to report suspicions of 
'corruption because of the possibi'lity of retribution. 

Third, an inability 01' unwillingness to install controls that would 
l'eYeltl and diminish if not totally prevent corruption. Because of the 
~ll'l'est qnotas and poor controls o,'cr the nse of informants, informants 
lUld too much freedom anCl too much influence in determining who 
would be arrestcd and when. 

In some cases, one conld and did wonder who was in charge of the 
investigation, agents or informants. Informants were not screened 
l)y Rupervisol's, there was no provision for supervisors or manage
:mrnt .to ~lebricf tlH'm and evaluate their continuing value to the 
>orgamzatJon. 

On the other hand, il'onica,lly, therr was no pm-ticnlar Rccurity over 
!he fill'S that revealeCl the iclCllti,tics of the informants. Money i;o p~y 
mfol'mants was ,'el'Y scarce. Often, as a conseqnence, an agent palcl 
"Ollt of his own pocket. Some resorted to bartering, an exchangc of 
Jlal'('otlC'S for the illfol'lllUtion. 

Fonrth, eYi~lence controls were loose, at least until the physical evi
dence ;",as clelm:~l'N1 to 11 ]abOl'a~ory 01' of.fice safe.: There i,s no way to 
l)1'OVC If any was chYel'b?d, but ll1fol'mabon obtamed dm'lllO' the cor
l'upfion investigationH illdica(:cc1 that this had happened a~ld often. 

Senator NUNN. ,Vhat frame of time are you talking about in these 
prohlems? 

Mr. INOE~SOLTJ' The inve~tign.tions WCl'e going on in 1068 and prob
.nhly 1967, If my melllOry IS correct. 'rIley covered a period of time 
going hack to the mic1-.fift'ies, as I rccl1.1·1 it. . 

At this point, 1\Il'. Chairman, before I am misundcrstood I wOllld 
'like to maJm two obs('l'vtl,tions concerning investigative wO~'k in law 
ot<'ll,fOl'Cemcnt ol'ganizatiollR. The Jil'st iR that laymen often misundel'
stl1nd tbc ltel:d tOllse informants in criminal investigations. 
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.All investigations, criminal or otherwise, depend in whole or in part 
upon the willingness of people to tell what they know of the subject 
matter. This is as true of this subcommittee's investigation as it is of 
a police investigation. Every witness who has appeared before you Ol' 
talked with your staff is an informant. 

In narcotics cases, however, as in other vice cases,. the informant; 
must be recruited from the milieu in which the crime is committed. He 
expects to be paid for his work. 

He reports on incidents which occur in secret. All parties concernecl 
qre willing participants in the offense. There is not the usual offellder
victim. relationship. Therefore, we cannot expect a victim to repOlt the 
crime . 
. ' He, the informant., may be involved in criminal activities himseJ:f. 

He is well aware of the personal hazardsathtched to ius occupation. 
Therefore, careful controls must be established by the agency work
ing with him to assure due process; to protect the public, and to pro
tect the informant himself. 

Second; conuption in police work is a constant threat. According
to the press, the Police Foundation issued a study sometime last year 
stating that, "Corruption is endemic to policing." I think that simply 
means that the very nature of police service is bound to subject offi
cers to temptation. 

:My own experience confirms that. Corruption was an important 
fact'>r in the problems of many of the scorl's of police departments I 
assisted wIlen I was with the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police. I had to deal with it, or at least gross misbehavior as a chief of 
police and most certainly 'as Director of BNDD. 

It dol's not excuse trailsgressions when I say that I fully expect to 
find corl'uptjon in law enforcement. Our police 'are given 'great tl'UfOt 
and subjected to more temptation in a year than most people experi
ence in a lifetime; but the head of a law enforcement 'agency mustwol'k 
to reveal its presence, dispose of it and establish controls that will 
dl'ter an but the most foolhardy to succumb to it. 

T ",111 skip down 'a litt.Je bit. I had long since learned before coming· 
to BNDD that. an effcC'tivc, vigorons, ancl'obiective internal investiga
tions unit W".IS pSRcntial to contro11ing the proh]cm. A good one, not 
Oll]y Gl'tccts integrity problems and opemtional errors, it prevents 
them by its mpl'e presence. 

Ao I anpointed ::\f1'. Tartag-lino chief inspl'ctor •. al1cl in simple lan
guage told him to clean hOllR(>. He was free. to sel(>ct his st-aff within 
reason and could draft additional people from the field for sppriaI 
flRsignmellts. Emp10yees at all levels were informed of the corruption 
that wns exposecl. 

Rpecific, :formal controls were instn.1led over the nse of informn.nts 
-anel tight 'acc,ol1I1tability was required over -a11 n.gent activities. The 
qnota system for anests had never been formally stated by FBN. but 
we emp1)asized in writing, to eliminate any misunderstai1Cling, that 
quotas wem not my policy. 

I wanted quality arrests and made it very clear that if that meant 
:fewer arrests j I was perfectly willing to explain that to Congress and 
others and take whatever consequences might follow. I did indeed· 
have. some interesting sessions before appropriations committees on 
that lS!me. 
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Evidence accountability was enforced. The rules, policies, and pro~ 
~edures of the agency were over11auled. In short, I believe we corrected 
the problems that had fostered corruption. As a result of the investi~ 
.gations, some people, including agents, were convicted of crimes. 
Others were fired or asked to resign. Still others were cleared. Un~ 
fortunately, some cuses ,yeTe never satisfactorily resolved. 

As evidence that our efforts were pari!lg off, I point to the following 
factOTS: No homicides 01' mysterious disappearances of informants 
,occurred for several years. While there were still instances of mis~ 
conduct, they appeared to be isolated, except for one rather systematic 
pattern detectecllater in California. 

Aeents showed a greater willingness to come forward to report 
.suspIcions of wternal misconduct and this is particularly difficult be~ 
cause of the pressmes in any law enforcement organization on honest 
members to remain silent. Agents began reporting efforts to bribe 
them. The U.S. attorneys prosecuted the persons responsible. 

Our internal system of watching 101' symptoms of something going 
wrong enabled l.lS to act swiftly. The distrust of other enforcement 
agencies was replaced with increasing trust and assistance. In?pec
tions of field offices showed a greater 1mproved degree of comphance 
with controls. Finally, morale improved and operations against major 
drug traffickers became increasingly successful. That was the bottom 
line: 

)11'. Chairman. I would like to skip oyer to page 9 and t.Ut'll to the 
bottom of page 0 to the qnestion of interagency cooperation. A lot 
of attcntion has he en given to the so-called friction or some called it 
a feud beb'l"een B~DD and Cnstoms. I think it would be best to avoid 
trying to discuss the complexities and concentrate on some conclusions. 
I will he happy to try to answer any questions you may have, request~ 
ing additional'details. 

Briefly then, there was a problem. It was most serious in New York 
1\n<1 a10ng the Mexican border. The problem had existed for over 20 
years before I came to BNDD. It existed even while FEN was in the 
'sarne department as the Customs Service. 

Reconrl, the pl'obl<>m basically can be attributed to an absence of 
a clear definition of jUl'isdiction in the law. Narcotics enforcement 
agencies and Customs laid claim to identical j urisdictiolls. Attempts 
to remedy this c1ispuh>, between FEN and Customs were made by the 
Treasury. Later, the Pl'esidC'nt tried to solve this dispute between 
BNDD and Customs. 

At the same time, the heads 01 the agencies concerned tried to solve 
it with guidelines, memoranda of understanding, ane1 a gentlenH'n's 
agreement. They were all fOl'C:'doomec1 to faill1l'P, For C:'xample, in a 
mem?randum sent to the At.torney GPllC:'l'a1 on F('brnary 15, 1070, the 
PreSIdent stated t.hat he had aPP1'oved the Advisory Council on Exe(!~ 
'UtiYe Organization's recommendations as follows: 

A. RC:'pl'Cflelltative of BNDD should continue to be accreditec1 to rep~ 
restmt the U.S. Government in dealing with foreign law enforcemC:'ut 
officials on narcot.ics questions. Customs should not l'epl't>sent the 
United Rtates in this area~ except when authorized by BNDD. 

~. BNDD should be designated as the agency to control the nar • 
.cotlCS area. Customs shoulcl support BNDD's efforts to reduce and 
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eliminate the flow of narcotics in the United States and its intelligence· 
network should be used to assist in the overall effort. 

C. Consistent with the recommendations made in this paper, the
Attorney General should be designated to pass on disagreements that 
call1lot be resolved by the bureaus concerned. 

The Attorney General then was requested to prepare guidelines to
implement these recommendations and to submit them to the President 
for approval by February 15,1970. 'What followed as a period of very' 
tough negotIations involving meetings in the 'White House, and an 
exchange of letters between the Secretarv of Treasury and the Attor
ney General. I thought the President.'s'language was clear, but ap
parently I was wrong in view of the debate. 

The guidelines that did appear were the result of compromise be
cause we were beginning to look ridiculous in the eyes of the Congress 
and the public. Worst still, they did not provide a lasting' solution. They' 
were interpreted by various members of the administration in many 
ways. 

Moreover, the establishment of the Cabinet Committee on Interna
tional Narcotics Control provided an opportunity for Treasury execu
tives unilaterally to say that the Attorney General 's authOl:it~o to re
solve differences had transferred to the committee. Increasmgly, the' 
1Vhite House staff, through the committee, iuvohred themselres anel' 
made ad hoc changes which I thought were at yariance with the Presi
dent's expressed policy. 

In my judgment, a clear statement of policv, followed bv imple
menting guidelines approved by the Presirlent'hacl been unilaterally 
changed by his own staff. I submit, therefore, that nothing short, of' 
legislation passed by the Congress will provide a permanent solution 
to jurisdictional disputes of this kind. 

Third, the friction between the varions groups did contribute to' 
failures in some cases. I do not think, howeyer, they overshadowed the 
accomplishments of the two agencies. Several previous witnesses hale 
noted that 8ignificant inroads were made Ilgaillst narcotics, particn
larly the heroin problem, during the period Hl71-73 , This simply 
would not have been possible had BNDD and Customs been totally in
capable of cooperation. 

SUll, there was much room for impro,-emC'nt and I believe coop
eration between the. tw.o .agencie8 impro,oed greatly after Yernon 
Acree herame the OommIssIoner of Customs. In early 1973, we showed' 
some tangible succC'sses. 

I will skip the historica,l account that fo 110ws of some of the achieye
ments, MI'. Chairman, and go down to about two-thirds of the wav 
on that page, The Commissioner of Customs and the Director of 
BNDD weJ'C determined to work together and our subordinates were
wen advi8cd of thi8 by word and by deed. 

I believe that this situat-ion ,,;onlcl have continued as long as the
personalit.ies were present. It might even have slU:yived 101l§.t enough 
to SUP1~l~nt the previous long-s~anding spirit of competition with- a 
new SpIrIt of complete cooperatIOn. However, while we were able to, 
discipline our snbordinates rulong these lines, we did not have the same 
SUCress with 0111' snperiors. I am speaking again of the 'White House 
staff who did not believe or did not want to believe that the two. 
agencies were really cooperating or could do so on a permanent basis. 
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Reorganization Plan No.2, 1973, was in part their solution to what 
was becoming a nonproblem. Before that happened, however, the 
,Yhite House staff clearly expressed its dissatisfaction with my en
forcement policies by creating the Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforce
ment, the ODALE program, in eal-ly 1972 lUlder JYlyles Ambrose, 
former Oommissioner of Dustoms, who 'just testified. 

I was first advised of this program after it had become a fait 
accompli and I initially opposed It strongly within the .Tustice De
partment. I objected to the program because I thought Federal efforts 
aimed at street-Ieyel trafficking did not make the best uses of Federal 
resources and jurisdiction. We had been working since 1968 to assist 
State and local police departments by proyicling training and some 
operational assistance. 

Mr. Ohairman, I would like to interrupt at this point by suggesting 
that the conmlittee might find the record interesting if it would review 
some of the joint operations between BNDD and State and1local police 
departments in late 1971, particularly one called Operation Seaboard, 
which joined together the efforts of a great munbel' of State and local 
agencies with BNDD and other Federal agencies in what was a tre
mendously successful cleaning up of narcotic trafficking, not only at 
the high ievel of activity, but also at the street level, addict level as 
well. 

Senator NUNN. This is prior to the formation of ODALE? 
Mr. INGERSOLL. That is correct, sir, just prior. 
I objected to taking' a lead supervisory role in what was essentially 

a State and local problem. This was not only philosophically alien to 
me, but I felt that our limited resources should be applied to that 
area where no other but the Federal GoYel'1lment had jnrisdktion; 

Since we were building our resources carefully, any diversion of 
them from our main goals would adversely affect their achievement. I 
also had misgivings about the use of local police officers under the 
color of Federal authority outside of their primary jurisdictions. My 
previous experience in niunicipal and Federal law enforcement, lett 
me to believe that the policeman's feeling of responsibility is para
mount in his own jurisdiction and it diminishes elsewhere. 

A third objection that could be mised was that there were too many 
inexperienced attorneys working closely with agents and policemen 
and it could be difficult for them to retain the objectivity a prosecutor 
needs to decide if evidence on which to base charges is adequate and 
properly gathered. 

There have been other objections, sneh as massive use of investiga
tive grand juries to examine thousands of suspects and the heroin hot
lin~ and so on, which I won't go into detail abollt at this time. 

SIX months later, after the creation of ODALE, the administra
tion created another office by Executive order in the Justice Depart
ment, the Office of National N !trcotics Intelligence. 

Finally, Reorganization Plan No.2, of 1973, was promulgated. It 
~a~ preceded by a Wh~te Honse task IC!rce stlldy. This time I was 
ll1Vltecl to In-csent my '\'lews on one occaSlOn about how to strengthen 
the Federal drug enforcement effort. 

<}ne of the stated pmposes of Reo).'ganization Plan No.2 was to con
sohdate the .Federal drug enforcement effort, parts of which were then 
to he found 111 numerous agencies. 
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SenatorNUNN. Let me back up on page 14. YO'll make it clear," but 
I want to also emphasize a point for the record. ODALE was formed 
when you were head of BNDD without anybody talh.Thg to you aouuc 
it whatsoever until after it was a fact. Is that correct ~ 

'Mr. INGERSOLL. That is cOITed. I was told about it before.the Execu
tive order was signed, but after it become approved down ,the line 

;and the Executive order in effect had been drafted. 
Going back to page 16, Mr. Chairman, one of the stated purposes of 

the Reorganization Plan No. 2 was to consolidate the Federal drug 
enforcement. 

I would like to point out that in 1968 there were only two agencies 
primarily involved ill drug traffic enforcement, BNDD and Customs. 
The others were subsequently produced by the same administration 
that in 1973 was arguing for consolidation. 

While I snpported the concept of assigning primary authority and 
responsibility for drug control in one agency, I had some private 
reservations about Reor~anization Plan No.2. It did not seem the 
right time for such a drastic reorganization. vVe were achieving sig
nificant successes, even though there were some problems. BNDD and 
Customs accepted their responsibilities and tried to fulfill them. But 
the constant changing of policy signals and tinkering with our activi
ties made us less effective than we could have been. 

The statemC'nt now next addresses, Mr. Chairman, the /!oaJs 'and ob
j('ctives to which Fed('ral drug control sllonld be directed. They are 
similar to the recommendations maJe in the subcommittee's interim 
report and so I win not read them again unr1 go on. I might point out 
howE've~' that tl;<'y w~re implemented in BNDD and I ,thought they 
WE're bemg contmued 111 DEA. 

But now I will go on to page 19 with your permission. 
Be:l'ore going to the conclusion, I would like to add to the discussion 

o:l'onr goals and objectives and the level ·0:1' traffic that we" were aim
ing at, that in the early seventies and I believe maybe 1969, we did 
start emphasizing conspiracy investigations which is another recom
mrndution contained in tIle subcommittee's interim report. 

A large nnmber of 0111' agents were trained in the conspiracy in
YE'Rtip;ations teclmiques and a number 0:1' such investig'ations were em
harked npon. As iar as I know, at least through 1973 and possible 
mid-19N, there waR still an -active conspiracy program going on in 
DEA. I can't sp('ak heyond those clat('s. 

In :::llmmary and conclusion, :Mr. Chairman, I woulc1like to make 
five points. 

First of all, individual professional conduct in any law enforcement 
ag'f.'ncy. especi'ally one handling a problem like the ,(lrug traffic, has to 
hr, cal:ernl1Y.ll:011it"ored. inspected and reg1l1ated to maintain integrity. 
PositIVe POllCl(,S sholl1c1 be promulgated. The example set by top leac1-
er:::l1ip is all important. 

Becond, w}lC'l'(,. overlanping iurisdictions crrai"e conflict betw(,E'll two: 
'a,g(mcjps, lrg'is]ati"e or judicial review shonld he songbt to clari:fy the 
i:::-:ur. At the !"al11l' timr', a crrtain l3.mount 0:1' competition may in fact 
increase effectiveness and some duplicat-ion in -a democratic :l'orm of 
~()W'rntnC'nt may 1)(', desirable to preclude ahnses 0:1' power. 

CnllslIHation bl'tw(,C'l1 variollR ag<.>nci('s at all levels of government 
('ould be constrnctiyl', especially among law en:l'orcement agencies 
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where 'a, spirit of kinship as well as competitiveness exists. In the Fed
era,l arena, Oongress could help by frequent consultations with en
forcementagencies such as tIlls subcommittee's inquiry. 

Third, Federal drug enforcement efforts should concentrate on re
ducing interstate 'and international traffic. Federal agencies shoulcl 
assist· in supervising State 'ancl local efforts to control traffic at those 
levels. 

I agree completely that there should be no de facto area of free
dom for criminals to opemte because of Federal policy. The Federal 
Government should be actively involved in assisting State and local 
'agencies in controlling the traffic at those levels. 

Senator NUNN. Let usassmne the local government doesn't have any 
effective drug enforcement, if you were head of DEA now m~d you 
knew that would you feel the Federal Government should get III and 
fill the vacumn with st·reet agents ~ . 

Mr. INGEE.SOLL. We had that problem when I was head of BNDD. 
We worked with the police agencies concel'11ed in an effort to try to 
build up their own resources. I am satisfied that that is the best way 
to do it. In time, by increasing State and local capabilities, there will 
be less dependence upon the Federal GoYel'nment. ,Ve have sef'n ex
amples of this occur in State and local enforcement time and time 
again. When a new problem arose, such as the clistmbances and riots 
in the 19~O's~ initially State and local police agencies were lmprepared 
to cope wlth It adequately, 

As time went on with the assistance of the Federal Government, 
with, training, ancl with additional resources: these local and State 
agencies built up expertise, to the point :where they could handle the 
dlsturbances not only effectrvely, but eqUItably and humanely. 

Senator NUNN. It appears to me that you and ~fr. Ambrose haye 
almost a totally different opinion on this particular point. Is that a 
fail' assessment ~ 

Mr.lNGERSOIJL, Judging from his testimony ,today, that may be true; 
yes. I thinl{ we both have the same goals in mind. I think our methods. 
may di:fl'er. I woulc1 prefer to work through the State and local agencies 
rather than directing them or supervising their efforts. 

Such assistance can be rendered in many f01'ms. Provicling informa
tion about illegal activities in their jnrisdict.ions is onE' such form, but 
it seems to me that the best way is to increase State and -local capabili
ties in their own right. 

In time, this approach will make local enforcement less dependent 
on Federal assistance. This observation has been made so many times 
by so many people that it seems redundant to repeat it here again. But 
it is a difficult policy to implement in the absence of a clear-cut man
date and commitment to it by all who are involved. 

We should not expect that enfol'cement alone is going to solve the 
drug problem, However, if it is to achieve any success 'at all, the re
sponsible agency should be given an opportunity to put l?rogrmns in 
eifect, test them and evaluate the results. Oonstant tinkering with de
tails of policy implementation can only cletrnct from eff~ctiveness. 
There should 'be required, however, a concise and clearly stated strat
egy. Agencies should be measurecl against how well they carry out the 
stl:ntegy. Objectives and goals should be required. ' 

Fiftli, between 19()S and 1973, many positive steps were taken vis-a
vis our drug problem. And they pl'Oc1i..lCec1 a clear, understandable pl'O- . 
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gram. I think, for examp1c, that our efforts, the U.S. efforts to per
suade other governments to improve their own controls "'ere notable. 
This would be difficult in the best of circumstances, but particularly 
with xenophobic governments that are not concerned about drugs 
either in their own countries or ours. The effort required the coopera
tion of many U.S. agencies. 

None of these ideas is new or particularly innovative. They have 
been expressed many times before to the point where they are almost 
axioms. I believe that the best service this subcommittee could perform 
is to find a way to formalize them as part of the U.S. policy on drug 
abuse. 

Thank you, ~r[r. Chairman, and the subcommittee for inviting rna 
to appear before you. I will try to answer any questions the subcom
mittee may have. 

Senator NUNN. Thank vou very much, Mr. Ingersoll. 
In your statement, you l:efer to a severe corruption problem which 

you inherited when you became Director of BNDD. You also stated 
you appointed Anc1rf'w Tartaglino as Chief Inspector to "clean house." 
"'V ere yon able to make strides in improving tIllS corruption situation ~ 

Mr. INGERSOT.,L. Yrs. I think my statement indicates some of the 
things that happened, not complete success, but I don't think one ever 
obtains the complete elimination of corruption in police organizations. 

Senator NUNN. Who succeeded you as head of BNDD? ",Vas there 
a. gap between your tenure at BNDD and DEA or did you go out 
rIght aft~r that? 

Mr. INGERSOLT,. No. I was the first and only Director of BNDD, 
Reorganization Plan No.2 abolished that position. I served as Director 
through June 30, 1973. The reorganization plan took effect the next 
day. John Bartels was appointed Acting Administrator, was later 
confirmed by the Sf'l1ate. 

Renator NUNN. Did you have many integrity problems at the time 
DEA was formed ~ 

Mr. INGERSOLL. Certainly we didn't have the organized kind of 
rorruption problem that existed in 1968 with one possible exception. 
That exception ,vas a situation in California that was very, very diffi
cult for me to get a hold on in terms of understanding what it really 
was because it appeared to me not only to have elements of corruption, 
but there were also severe disputes and rivalries and reucling going 
on between different ractions in that office. It was hard to separate 
the :fending' from Sl1 bRtantive integrity problems. 

Senator NTTNN. Dicl yon take any steps, when DEA was formed, 
to commlt with IVIr. Bartels aml to inform him about what. you were 
doinp: in personnel integrity cases? Did you have any coordination 
brtveen the transition? 

?it', INGERSOT,L. I asked the then Chief Inspector, Patrick Fnller, 
to take on that l'E'sponsibility during the transition period and after
wnrd, as long as :Mr. Bartels 'mnted him to do it. 

,c:l(mator NUNN. ",V1wl'e wap Andrew TartagIino at that time? 
. Mr. INGERso!.,TJ. At. thnt time" he was mv Denuty Director "for Opera

bonR. He was 111 ('11nr9.'(' of all thE', operational asnects of RNDD.· 
RenaJol' NTTNN. Did h(' clo. as far as yon know, a O'ooel Job while he 

was 0]1;ef InspC'ctor? " . '"', 
Mr. INGlmsoT,T,. I think he did an outstanding job. 
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Senator NuN1'/'. You didn't hav'j any personal conversations with 
Mr. Bartels about the personnel integrity matters? 

Mr. INGERSOLT,. I don't recall whether I did or not. I rather think I 
dId not. I am not certain. I know I did not have any conversations after 
July 1, 19'73. 

Senator NUNN. :Mr. Ingersoll, Myles Ambrose said this morning 
that ODALE was created to fill the vacuum resulting from BNDD's 
shortcomings and poor leadership. ·W ould you want to comment on 
that? 

~rr. INGERSOLL. I don't lmow what he is referring to about poor 
leadership. I think many people in the ·White House thought I was 
not their kind of leader at that time. I don't agree that there was a 
vacuum. I made reference parenthetically a little while ago to some 
of the activities that were going on in conjunction with State and 
local police organizations who ,,-ere aimhlg their efforts at the street 
level 01' addict, pusher problC'm. I could recite some others, the so
caned metropolitan enforcement program. There was another one tllat 
combined State and local police agencies in 11 given area, combined 
-their resources. ,Va assisted through training and the provision of in
formation ancl operational assi;.:tance as well as some other resources. 

In the area of controlling the dangerous substances which are 
legitimately prodnc(ld in this conntry, we also joined £ore(ls with State 
organizations in order to police the' manufacture and distribution of 
tho;.:e Rubstances more careiu]]v. 

Sl'nn.tQJ.' NUNN. Mr. Ing(lrsoll. w11l'n Attornev G(IJl(:ral :Mitchrll was 
in office, while he was Attorney General, you sei'ved as head of BXDD. 
Is that correct? 

)£1'. IXGERSOLT.J. That is correct. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vas he the only Attorney General that you served 

unrler~ 
Mr. I).TGERSOT.JT,. No. I was appointed by :Mr. Ramsey Clarke. I served 

nnc1('r )fl'. :Mitchell. ~rr. Klpindienst and :Mr. Richarc1Ron. 
Senator Numr. 1\11'. ~Iit('hell was in office longer than any of the 

others while yoP were there ~ . 
)"fr. Ixm':Rsor,L. ,·Yhile I was there; ves. 
Srnator NUNN. Did he support YOtlr n.ppl'oach to narcotics enforce

'ment~ 
)fr. IXGERSOLT.J. I think he c1idl00 percent. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Did AttOl'llry Grnern.l Mitchell play any role that 

yon know of in the creation of ODALE ~ 
~fr. Txmmf;OT,TJ' I think I may have been the one who informed him 

()f it. I think he was as :mrprisrcl as I waR. 
Spnator NUNN. Yon dOll't. think the Attorney General was notified 

either until it was completed ~ 
~rr. IXGERSOLL. Yon would have to ask him, 1\fr. Ohairman. Bllt- the 

impresc;ion I had at the time, my memory tells me that he did not 
know about it at the time. . . 

Sc>natol' NUNN. Don't yon think it is highly unusual. to creatc> a ma
jor new drug effort with no consultation at all. with the exception of 
1\fr. Ambrose. with th(l people who are conducting- the present effort ~ 

Mr. INGERSOLL. I would say it was highly unmmal. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. ,Vhy do you think that was done ~ 
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Mr INGERSOLT~. I can only think what I was told, I suppose. As I 
hayE'- ~aid in my Rtatement, :t think it was an expression of dissatisfac
tion with my policies. I think also it was an effort to gain more atten
tion to Federal effort..s in the ch'ug enforcement area. As I recall, I was 
tolc1 that a poll had been taken' and the aveTage citizen didn't even 
know that the Federal Government had a drug enforcement effort. 
I have never seen that poU, incidentally. I think it was a private onE'. 

So the real issue in the minds of the White House staff was not 
whether ,ve were after some high-level international trafficker, but 
what was happening to kids on playgrounds. I quite agree that that 
was also a valid iS8nf'. The question was whetl1('r or not it was a va1icl 
issne for the Federal Government to go on those playgroIDlc1s anel 
enforce the law or whether that was the responsibility under our sys
tem of govE'rnment, the responsibility of that locality. 

Senator NUNN. You haven't changed your view on that~ 
Mr. INGERSOLI,. N(), sir, not a bit. 
Senator NUNN. Did the President's attitude toward BNDD change 

after the Attorney Generallefi; ~ 
Mr. INGERSOLL. I don't think I had as much support aiter he left.. 
SE',nator NUNN. When diel he leave ~ When waS that date ~ 
Mr. INGlmSOI,L. I believe it was in eal'ly 1972. But somewhere around 

March or April, as I recall. ' 
Senator NUNN. How long were you there aft.er that ~ You were 

there about 15 months after that ~ 
1\fr. INGERSOLL. Approximately, y('s. 
Senn.tor NUNN. Mr. Richardson was Attorney General then ~ 
1\£1'. INGERROLL. He was Attorney General for maybe 2 months before 

I left. sllcc('ec1ing Mr. Kleindienst. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Kleindienst was before Richardson, then Mr. 

Saxhe? 
MI'. INGERSOLT1. I wasn't there when 1\fr. Saxbe came in. 
SE'natol' NUNN. You served under Ramsey Clark, Attorney General 

Mitch<.' 11 and under Kleindienst and Richardson ~ 
Mr. INCUmSO!JT1' Yes, sir. 
Senator Nu:r-<N. Mr. Ingersoll, you made it clear in your statement 

tluLt you disagreed with ODAT.JE's approach with mircotics law en
forceme~lt. ,Ye have alrcady gone into that to some degree, but what 
do you think was the primary factor on 1,,11ich ODALE was 
pE'rfol'med ~ 

Mr. INGlmSoLL. The primary factor ~ 
Senator NUNN. What was the cause of ODAI.JE being formed? Yon 

w('ren'~ con~ultec1? Do you have any opinion as to the causes of th<: 
formatIon of ODALE ~ -

Mr. INGERSm,T~. I think the times were significant. It was early 1972, 
which was the last time we el<.'cted a President. . 

Thcre was intense campaigning going on. I amllot a politician, so 
I am only voicing a layman's view on this, Senator. 

Thel'e.was an intens<.'.('am~aign ~oing on not only to win an. cl('ction, 
but ~o wm a vas!- 'Ia!lC1shde .. So! thmk that (W61:y.effol't was be11lg made 
~o plCtu.re the achmmstrahon 111 as good a posltIOn as possible on any 
Issue. L1ke Mr. Ambrose, I see nothmg wrong with that from a politi
cal viewpoint. I think if you have good programs, you ought 'to go-
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out and sell those progmms or aclvise the people of those gooel 
programs. 

But I saw no reason to disrupt what I thought was a pretty solid 
Republican view about the relationships between Federal and local, 
the Federal Government and the State governments for the purpose 
of controlling narcotics. 

Narcotics as serious a problem 'as it may be anclas deadly 'as it may 
be, is just one symptom or one facet of the many problems that the 
Federal Government could step in a~ld take over from State and local 
units of government. 

The main point I believe was political, the main factor. 
Senator NUNN. In your professional opinion, how effective was 

ODALE~ 
Mr. INGERSOLL. I don't think it was too effective. It produced large 

numbers of arrests but I think that could have been 'Clone anyhow. I 
am not sure. It is hard to judge, Mr. OhaiTman, becl1l1se it is quite true, 
in the 197'2-7'3 period, we elid finally start to change the trends a little 
bit. lYe started to see a decrease in the avaHability of heroin 'at an 
levels of the traffic. ,Ye saw more addicts in the treatment centers. ,Ve 
thought the ac1c1ict population might finally be going down. 

Senator NUNN. That was at what st'aO"c ~ 
Mr. INGERSOLL. This was in the 197~3 time period. ODAIJE may 

have contributed to that. I frankly don't ,think that It did. That is a 
matter of my own personal opinion because I think many of the things 
t11at cOlltrilmtecl to that change in 19'71 or 1972-73 time period, I think 
the grounclwork for those changes was laid in the 1969-70-71 time 
frame. 

Senator NUNN. ,Vould it be fair to -say that Reorganization Plan 
No.2 really grew out of the mistake, if there was a mistake, in creat
ing ODALE ~ I,Jet us say this: If ODALE had not been created, do 
yon think there wou1c1 have been the 11ecessity for creating the Re
orO"anizatioll Plan No.2 ?-

lvIr. TNGERSOJ,L. That is a very ~Fflicnlt thing for me to speculate on 
becnuse I lmow only what diel happen. 

Senutor NUNN. LC't me ask it another way. 'Why do you think Re
organization Plan No.2 was })l'oposecl ~ 

Mr. INGERSOLl,. I think in that case, ther(l was a concern ltbout the 
fragmentation that had developed in the Fecleral drug enforcement 
effort, and I think thel'(I was continning concern over ,vbethel' or not 
the improving relations between Oustoms and BNDD wou1tl become a 
1?('l'man(lnt thing. 

Thel'e are also some other parts of Reorganization Plan No.2, snell 
as thos(' comnlC'ntecl on this morning, presenting one line at the border 
l'uthpr than having sevel'alagencies involved ill border inspections . 

• Smr..tor NUNN. That was dropped. 
:\,[1'. INmmsoL},. That was eventnally clroppecl because of the great 

v.ll1ount of political pressnre from 'a very interested party. 
Renator NUNN. Do you think that the creation of DEA was tIle 

right stC'p at thai; time ~ 
1'11'. J NClERAOLT,. No, Ail'. I do not. 
Aenatol' NUNN. What do you think S1lou1d have been done in lieu 

. of iU . 
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Mr. INGERSOLL. I thought then, and I think now, that if an expanded 
e~ort were going to ~e made, ~hat ~t should ~lave been BNDD'~, b~en 
gIven to BNDD. I thlllk that IS qmte, very sImply what my thlllkmg: 
]ias always been. 

Senator NUNN. You mean continuing with the same jurisdiction. 
Customs had prior to the formation of DEA ~ 

Mr. INGERSQI,TJ. That is another part of the question because for the· 
5 years t11at I was in vVr.::.hington, I argued for resolving that issue. 
I arO'ued for resolving it in the direction of giving BNDD the lead' 
resp~nsibility for narcoti.cs enforcement~ oversea::; or narcotics, enfor~e-, 
ment as it affected the lllterstate n,nd lllternatlOnal tl'afficklllg wIth, 
support from Customs. 

Senator NUNN. Isn't that what Reorganization Plan No.2 actually' 
did? 

Mr. INGERSOLL. That is right. That is correct. That was consistent' 
with by argnment of the 5-year period. 

SE'nator NUNN. On what grounds do you disagree with the creation, 
ofDEA~ 

Mr. INGERSOLL. I thought that the reorganization plan itself was 
very drastic. It added a number of elE'ment::-1. It placed great emphasis 
on snch things as developed a large intelligcc'llce organization which 
I had serions reservaHons about, It brought the Office of Science and 
TC'clmologv. part of the Office of SCiC'llc("and Teclmology staff which 
had been clisbanded in the vVhite Honse in to develop all kinds of' 
new, so-ral1ed l'esC'arch and scientific techniques in order to control the 
traffic. Three years later, I still am not aware as a citizen of any great 
inroads that have beE'n made in the area of science and teclmolol!.V on-
drng enforcement trafficking. . 

SC.'1lator NUNN. Any other objections to DEA? 
~fr. IXGlmHuT,T,. I thou![ht it was t1le 'wrong time. 
Senator Nuxx, You felt functionally what was done vis-a-vis Cus

to,ms and BRDD should have bcen done ~ That part of it you agree
WIth? 

1\'[1'. INGlm::-1or,r,. In concC'pt, YC's, sir. But I also thought nt the time
BNDD m:d Oust.oms were making l'C'al progl'eS::-1 in cooperation. Y{e 
were sharmg office Hpace overseas. for example. liVe worked together 
as part. o~ my statement which I didn't rC'acl says, we worked together 
011 studVlllg t.he consequences of morphine base smuggled into Ger
many. ,Ve eu!):o.ged in a very, very sncces::-1ful joint operation with the
l\fexlran, Federal, and State police on the Arizona-Mexico border. 
lYe di;srnptrcl a very large trufficking orgauizntion that hac 1 been 
harassmg those border comm11l1itiC's for srvern.] years. 

Ao we showed that we coulc1 work together. As I said in my state
l1wut, given enough time, perhaps that would have become institn
tionalized cooperation insteacl of competition. Bnt it jilSt seemed to 
111C' that. ('oTly 1073, when a lot or progress or nt least si![J1s of progress 
were lWlll![. ma,cle, that to di::-1l'upt that l)l'~p:I:eRs by C1'0!1tillg an entirely 
new ol'gamzatlOn w~s a matter of pOOl' tllnIng, poor Jhclgment. 

I want. to mnke It VCl'V dral" a.lso, }\fT'. 0hal'l'man, thnt I am not. 
fll'.<!ning that DEA now should be clishalldrc1. I feel that this orO'o.nizH.
tion haH hrrn tinkC'l'C'.(l :vit.h enong'h. It. hfLS ('ompei'ent, cledirat;d, sin
('<'1'<', hmws{: pC'ople wlth1l11tS l'ankH at all levels. It lias some otliers, too;. 
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But it has people who have devoted lifetimes to trying to rid this coun~ 
try of the menace of drug trafficking. Yet, in the last 10 yel1rs, they 
have been reorganized at least three times, major reorganizations, if 
you include the establishment of the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control; 
then Bl\TDD ; then DEA. 

To go through that process again, Mr. Chairman, I submit is going 
to be I1bsolute folly, worse than 1973. 

Senator NUNN. I don't lmow of anybody that is proposing that at 
this time. We are trying to look at the background and so forth. I 
don't know of I1ny proposals to completely l'evamp it at this stage. 

vVl.1at, in your experience, was the role of the FBI when you were 
head of BNDD and what should be the role of the FBI in narcotics 
enforcement ~ 

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think I1lmost everybody knows that Mr. Hoover 
wanted to hl1ve nothing to do with drug enforcement, narcotics en~ 
forcement for ml1ny of the reasons that Mr. Ambrose stated today. It 
is a dirty business: It can get you in trouble. Yon are looking at one 
who has had a lot of trouble as a result of h<.>ading that organization. 
It isn't something that you are going to build a reputation on. 

In my judgment, it is a dead end for somebody in law enforcement. 
It is certainly no stepping stone to higher office. At least it hasn't been 
in my case. 

If anybody has those ambitions, I would advise them to stay out. of 
that job. So MI'. Hoover was very, very smart. I don't think anybody 
has ever questioned that as far as this decision was concerned. 

So during my tenure, at the outset there was very little cooperation 
because the FBI distrusted 11S, almost every place. In those cases 
where I had a personal relationship with I1n SAC-specil1l I1gent in 
charge of the FBI 01' assistant director or somebody of that llature~ 
there was cooperation. But it was always done vel:Y carefully. Aftl'l' 
Mr. Hoover died and he was succeeded by Mr. Grajr and MI'. nuckel
shans, the cooperation improved greatly. 

;WIr. Kelly and I have be~n frien,ds for many, many years, perso!lal 
frIends as well as profeSSlOnl11 frlt'nds and the cooperation I tlunk 
when ho came into ofiice, although it was just a month before I left, 
then wonld have devC'loped, very, very w~ll. I th~llk that theTe would 
have been or should have been a lot of mtel'flctlOn and a lot of ex
change of information between the two ol'ganir.ations. 

Senator N UNN. vYhat kind of role do you think the Internal Revenue 
Service should play~ You have heard the discussion here this morn
inp:. Do yon differ with any of the views expl'eRsed, Mr, Ingersoll ~ 

Mr. INGERSOLL. No, sir, r'believe that the tax investigations are very 
useful. 

Senator NUNN. You believe--
Mr. INGERSOLL. I believe that the investigations, that the program 

you were speaking' of was very useful,at least had it useful potential. 
Again, I am not aware of 'any specific results, I can't remember any, 
if allY occurred while I was there. I am not a ware of any that may ha ,-e 
occurred since, 

But it seems :to me that in principle, it isa good program. I belieye 
,that every legal route 'aV'l1ilable to the Government should be used to 
get at narcotics traffickers as well as other oriminals of that type. . ' 
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Senator NUNN. \\11at advice can you give now as to what ought to 
be done in the narcotics effort, both to the Oongress and to the execu
tive branch, that is not being done or you think that is being done that 
should not be clone ~ 

}fr. INGERSoLL.l\fr. Chairman, if I answered that question, it would 
be an academic answer because I just absolutely have not been in touch 
with the substance of what has been going on in the last 3 years. I have 
been out of the country living ,abroad for the past 16 months. The 
newspapers that are available to me there do not discuss this problem 
verv often. 

Senator NUNN. You did say you did not tllink there ought to be an
otl}('r reorganization ~ 

Mr. INGERSOLL. That is correct. But that 'Ugain is an 'abstract sug
gestion. It is made without detailed knowledge of any of the prob
lems that vou are conce1'lled with. 

Senntor'N"uNN. You would emphasize, I suppose, if there are prob
lems, management within the present structure ~ 

)[1'. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir. 
1\Jr. SLOAN. Mr. Ingersoll, I just have 'a couple of questions. 'What 

role do you feel agents of DEA should be playing abroad ~ 
1\11'. INGERSOLL. I think their role is autcnnatically limited by the 

fact that the U.S. Government has no jurisdiction abroad in opera
tions, at least to carryon unilateral operations. So I think their role 
should hasically be one of advising, assisting other governments, pro
viding those that have compett'nt or capahle nar(;0tics control machin
ery, providing those countries With intelligence and information 'and 
the otJ1('l' less well equipped countries training, counseling, and help in 
organizing narcotics units and so forth. 

Mr. RWA)l'. Should DEA agrnts abroad be involved in enforcement ~ 
Mr. INGERSOLL. I think to some degree they are going to be, yes, hut 

only in a f'econclary roll', assisting the Government of another country 
bl'cum:e, again, thr United States has no jurisdiction in these conn
tries. Any agents who are there are there at the invitation of the other 
Govrrnmrnt. 

If thry are thl're at the invitation of the Government and that Gov
el'l1mrnt' wishes their assistml(~e in a specific case, then I see nothing 
wron£{ with pl'ovicling it on occasion. 

1\[1'. Br.oAN. But. only if the foreign government specifically invites 
thrm to t'ngage in the activity. . 

)'f1'. INGERSQI,TJ' Of eonrse, absolutelv. 
1\11'. SW;\N. I would like to ask you Olle question about the civil 

sr.,.rvice syste~ .. L('gislation has been introdncecl1?y Senators Percy, 
JS U1111, and RlblCO:/T to take the very top level positlOns at DEA ont of 
the rivil s('rvic(' flystem in order to give greater management flexi
bilitv to tht', Admh1istrator. Do you 'favor such legisl!Ltion ~ 

1\:11'. INGERAOL!,. I am gomg to. Itnswer that qnes.tion very obliquely. I 
am sorry and It may sound hke a bureaucratlC answer, and I am 
~ol'ry that I sound that way. So I apologize for it at first. I think it 
IS a two-edged sword. 

Mr. 8LOAN. I will liflten before I accept the apology. 
1\.[1'. I~GERSOLL. I think it is a two-edged sword. As a manaO'er I 

favor bemg able to move people in and out and around and if ~ec~s-
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sary, move them out easily,. ~s a map~ger i~ pr1v~te industry, I ~lso 
recoO'nize that even though It IS not CIVIl serVIce, It IS not an easy thmg 
to d~because o£ the human factors invol ved. 

On the other hand I wonder what would have happened to people 
like Mr. Tartaglino,' Mr. Brosan, Donald Miller, and so on in 1973 
had this possibility existed. . . 

At the close of my directorshIp of BNDD, there was an mt~nse 
power struggle going on. Those people who supported Ingersoll mlgl;t 
have been out in the woods and might have lost a great deal of theIr 
careers as a result of it. I can only speculate that that might have 
happened. 

I know my chief counsel, for example, was sent over to the State 
Department to work over there and an assist· ant chief counsel came in 
from the outside to replace him. Now Mr. Miller is back in DEA as 
Ohief Oounsel. 

Senator NUNN. Even without this flexibility, that actually 
happened--

Mr. INGERSOLL. That is correct, but he did not lose his grade. That 
is the part of it that bothers me. Obviously, I believe I am the best 
manager in the world and everything I would do would be done 
equitably and so on. I would like to have that authority. 

When I was in Oharlotte, in effect, I did have that authority. I 
could suspend, demote, or fire people, and all I had to do was notify 
the Oivil Service Oommission and they had to do nothing unless there 
was an appeal. 

Senator NUNN. What would you think of a 5-year term £01' the top 
people~ 

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think that provides some of the safeguards that I 
don't see in the other approach. 

Did you accept my apology ? 
Mr. SLOAN. I accept your apology. 
Mr. Ingerson, while you have not been involved in Federal drug 

law enforcement for several years now, do you feel that a major prob
lem in this field has been a'Jack of strong management rather than 
organizational or structural deficiencies? 

In short, are there any changes that need to be made in the Federal 
drug enforcement programs that can't be made under the present 
orlranizational strncture? 
. Mr. INGERSOLL, I think you have ask~d me two queAtions. I wonld 

hke to respond to the first one, first, I tlllnk strong management is ab
solutely essential bpcause as other people have said, nal:cotics agents 
are different kinds of people. 

I used to try to use the analogy of a racehorse. A racehorse does re
marlmble and wonderful things as long as it is kept nncler control. 
But if the reins are not under control, then it can run wild. It serves no 
purpose. So stronp: management is an absolute must. If it is not pres
ent, then the organization is going to run away. 

As far as any major changes, any major organizational chan.cres at 
this point, again, I think that the present management of DEA-I 
don't. 1m ow Ml'. Bensin~e1', 11 (W(>1' mpt him-I think he ought to be given 
an opportunity to work unfettered for a period of time nnd see what 
he cn,n, do with it instead of somebody constantly looking over that 
Adlllllllstrator's shoulder and second:.guessing him later on. 
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Let me remind you that for 5 years there was only one director of 
BNDD. Of course, he had career service status. There have been three 
administrators of DEA, one acting. You had a similar problem in 
LEAA during its earlier years when there was a constant turnover of 
administrators in LEAA. 

I really think that those people have to be given some time to get 
settled and get themselves organized. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Ingersoll, we appreciate it very much, your 
being here. I know you made considerable sacrifice to be here. ,Ve 
think your testimony is very valuable. We are very indebted to you 
for it. ,Ve hope you will feel free to add to the record, if you see fit 
to later on, if you have any additional thoughts or comments. 

Today we conclude the' first phase of our hearings examining the 
Federal narcotics enforcement effort. This week we have received 
testimony from those individuals who were involved in the creation 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

lVe have heard, in detail, of the dialog and debate which preceded 
Reorganization Plan No.2. Our reconstruction of this dialog and 
debate, of the ongoing jurisdictional disputes and of the motivations 
of the plan's architects, is of critical importance in helping ns to un
derstand whether the goals and objectives of the reorganization plan 
have been fulfilled, and what should be done now, if anything. 

The second phase of our hearings-an analysis of the present Fed
eralnarcotics effort-will include testimony from officials of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration, Customs Service, FBI, Treasury De
partment, Justice Department, State Department, the lVhite House, 
and others. Subcommittee staff is already involved in the preparation 
of those hearings. . 

We fire determined, therefore, to put together as complete a record as 
possible on Federal narcotics enforcement. lVe are compiling this rec
ord, I believe, in an impartial and judicious manner and hear from 
varying points, of view, and will continue to do so. 

From this record, we will gain a unique perspective which will al
low us to make an informed judgment of whether legislative and/or 
administrative recommendations are in order. 

We will announce further hearings in the next few days. These 
hearll1gs, in my view, will not take place until after the next recess 
because they will involve a tremendous amount of preparation. We 
will make an announcement probably within the next week. 

At this point, do either majority or minority counsel have anything 
additional to add to the record ~ 

[Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene 
subiect to the call of the Chair.] 

[Members present at the time of recess: Senator Nunn.] 
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EXHIBIT No. 59 

REPORT OF THE 
COMPTROLLER GENERAL 
OF THE UNITED STATES 

Federal Drug Enforcement: 
Strong Guidance Needed 

Departments of Justice 

and the ireasury 

Federal drug law enforcement efforts have for 
years suffered from problems of fragmented 
organization and resulting interagency con
flicts. Efforts to resolve the problem have not 
been successfu I. 

This report addresses this problem and sev~ral 
other issues related to Federal drug lawen
forcement. 

GAO made recommendations to the Attorney 
General concerning: 

.. Cooperation and coordination between 
Drug Enforcement Administration and 
Customs Service on intelligence • 

.. The role of the FBI in Federal drug law 
enforcement. 

--Funds for purchase of evidence and in
formation. 
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COMPTROLLER GENE~1AL OF THE UNITED STATES 
W~HII'fGTCN. O,C. 20'-<'" 

The Honorable Henry M. Jackson 
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee 

on Investigations 
Committee on Government Operations 
United States Senate 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This report on Federal drug law enforcement was made 
in accordance with your March 6 and May 1, 1975, requests. 

As requested by the Subcommittee staff, we did not 
submit the report to the Federal agencies involved for 
their official comments. However, we did discuss our 
findings with officials of the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tra'tion, the U.S. Customs Service, and the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation and their comments were considered in 
preparing this report. 

We invite your attention to the fact that this report 
contains recommendations to the Attorney General which are 
set forth on pages 42 and 56. As you know, section 236 
of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 requires 
the head of a Federal agency to submit a written state
ment on actions taken on our recommendations to the House 
and Senate Committees on Government Operations not later 
than 60 days after the date of the report and to the 
House and Senate Committees on Appropriations with the 
agency's first request for appropriations made more than 
60 days after the date of the report. 

We will be in touch with your office in the near 
future to arrange for release of the report so that the 
requirements of section 236 can be set in motion. 

~lY yours/! L 
l.~..c-. /f, /I 

Comctroller General 
of the United States 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT 
TO THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE 
ON INVESTIGATIONS, SENATE 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT 
OPERATIONS 

DIG EST 

FEDERAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT: 
STRONG GUIDANCE NEEDED 
Department of Justice 
Department of the Treasury 

For years Federal drug law enforcement in the 
United states has not been as effective as it 
could have been if the agencies responsible 
had worked together to enforce the drug laws. 

The price paid in this country for the lack 
of a concerted effort in attempting to con
trol illicit drug activities cannot be 
measured. 

The Federal agencies concerned--primarily 
the Drug Enforcement Administration and the 
U.s. Customs Service--have statistics on 
drug arrests, convictions, and seizures. 
However impressive these appear, they are 
not necessarily accurate indicators of how 
effective drug enforcement is. 

True, statistics show increased arrests, 
convictions, and seizures. Law enforcement 
has not necessarily improved. Drug abuse is 
considered one of the most serious and most 
tragic problems in this country. 

In his Reorganization Plan No.2, of 1973, the 
president intended the Drug Enforcement Admin
istration, the U.S. Customs Service, and the FBI 
to cooperate and coordinate their forces into 
a cohesive and powerful instrument for drug en
forcement. They did not do so. 

The Drug Enforcement Administration must 
obtain more valuable and reliable 
intelligence to assist the U.S. Customs 
Service in catching smugglers at border 
inspection posts. (See pp. 23 to 28.) 

Since the 1973 reorganization, the Drug 
Enforcement Administration and the FBI 
have interpreted the FBI role in a narrow 
sense and have not materially changed their 
working relationship. 

Tear She.!lJ. Upon removal, the report 
cover date should be noted hereon. 

i 
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The Drug Enforcement Administration head
quarters has not provided the FBI with names 
and information about drug traffickers. If 
the FBI was supposed to play a larger role in 
drug enforcement, it seems logical that the 
Drug Enforcement Administration would have 
provided the FBI with names and information 
about certain major traffickers. (See pp. 
34 to 41.) 

A recommendation that problems be solved 
by action at the highest level was made by 
the Domestic Council Drug Abuse Task Force 
in September 1975. Its chief recommenda
tion said; 

"The task force recommends that the 
president direct the Attorney General 
and the Secretary of the Treasury 
to settle jurisdictional disputes 
between DEA and Customs by December 31, 
1975, or to report their recommenda~ 
tions for resolution of the matter 
to the President on that date." 

GAO endorses this recommendation. History 
shows, however, that establishing inter
agency agreements alone usually will not 
solve problems. 

It is questionable whether. such agreements 
ever will work without a clear directive 
on the part of someone acting on the 
President's behalf to compel agencies to 
comply. 

The Drug Enforcement Administr.ation con
siders the purchase of evidence and in
formation as one of the most effective 
tools available in narcotics investiga
tions. 

The use of funds for purchase of evidence 
and information has been controversial. 
The effectiveness of the use of these funds 
is difficult to assess. GAO recommends 
that the Attorney General develop better 
policy and criteria governing their use. 
(See pp. 43 to 57.) 

ii 
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GAO did not obtain written comments from 
either the Department of Justice or the 
Treasury; however, the Drug Enforcement 
Administration, FBI, and U.S. Customs Serv
ice reviewed the report and their comments 
and suggestions were considered. 

iii 
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CHAPTER 1 ----.--
INTRODUCTION ------.--

The Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the 
Senate Committee on Government Operations began hearings 
in June 1975 on the effectiveness of the Druq Enforcement 
Administration (DEA). The goal was a thorough analysis of 
DEA's ability to effectively deal with the ever-increasing 
narcotics and dangerous drugs problem. By letters of 
March 6 and May 1, 1975, the Chairman requested that we 
review certain areas which are of major concern to the 
Subcommittee. (See app. I.) 

Specifically, the Subcommittee wanted us to provide: 

1. "An analysis of purchase of evidence/purchase 
of information (PE/PI) funds used by DEA as an 
approach to drug law enforcement focusing on the 
number of convictions and significance of viola
tors convicted, including (a) a study of the 
amounts of Federal dollars allocated to PE/PI 
over the last five years and to whom these dol
lar.s flow, and (b) an accounting of all such 
money so used since the creation of DEA." 

2. "An analysis of the results of the BNDD[ll/DEA, U.S. 
Customs Service, and the former Office for Drug 
Abuse Law Enforcement efforts in druq enforce
ment, from fiscal year 1970 to present, focusing 
on the number of convictions, nature of the case, 
significance of violators convicted, and the 
nature, auantity, quality and/or street value of 
illicit drugs seized as well as an analysis of 
the law enforcement methodology utilized by each 
agency ... 

3. "An analysis of DEA enforcement and intelligence 
manpower allocations to various activities and 
functions in the agency." 

4. "An analysis of the exchange of information between 
Customs and DEA, including the frequency and nature 
of requests for information or assistance by one 
agency or the other and the disposition of such 
request. ,. 

l/Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 

1 
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5. "An analysis of che controls exercised by DEA over 
narcotics seized, including any information avail
able on the nature, quantity, quality and/or street 
value of any narcotics unaccounted for after origi
nal seizures." 

6. "An analysis and accounting of any "confidential 
fund" maintained by DEA, including the purposes 
for which the funds were expended." 

7. "An analysis of the program of cr"oss designat.ion 
of DEA agents to allow them t.he same search and 
seizure authority as U.S. Customs agents, to in
clude the number of DEA agents so designated and 
the number and quality of arrests made and con
victions obtained by them in this capacity." 

8. "An analysis of the quantity and quality of intel
ligence information exchanged between DEA and the 
u.s. Customs Service since July 1, 1973, which 
would enable both agencies to function in the man
ner intended by Reorganization Plan No.2." 

9. "A study and analysis of the type and quality of 
cooperation that exists between the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation and the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration since Reorganization Plan No. 2 was imple
mented on July 1, 1973." 

10. "A study and analysis of how Federal money from 
LEAA [1] is allocated, by DEA, to the various nar
cotics Task Forces currently in operation in the 
country." 

11. "A study and analysis of the Unified Intelligence 
Center, a federally funded narcotics related oper
ation in the New York City area." 

The Chairman also request.ed our views on the result.s of DEA 
compliance programs. . 

On June 9, 1975, our representatives testified before 
the Subcommittee on work in progress on this request and 
other work done in recent years to develop several reports 
to the Congress. This report presents the final results 
of our work pursuant to the Subcommittee's request.. 

l/La\~ Enforcement Assistance .lI.dminist.ration 

2 
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As part of our testimony at the June hearings, we 
provided copies of the digests of our prior reports on drug 
enforcement. Since then, we have issued another report which 
gives oUr most recent views on DEA'S compliance program: 
"Improvements Needed In Regulating And Monitoring The Man
ufacture And Distribution Of Licit Narcotics" (GGD-75-102, 
Aug. 28, 1975). 

We were denied access to DEA's "confidential fund" by 
the Department of Justice. Certain funds appropriated to 
Department of Justice agencies are outside the scope of 
our audit authority. DEA's annual appr09riation acts 
authorize DEA the use of i.ot more than $70,000 to meet 
unforeseen emergencies of a confidential nature. According 
to the act, these confidential funds are to be expended 
under the direction of the Attorney General and accounted 
for solely on his certificate. We were told by the Depart
ment that it had internal auditing procedures to insure the 
propriety of expenditures from these funds. 

Federal drug law enforcement from fiscal year 1970 to 
the present has been shared by several agencies. 

Before July I, 1973, Federal effort in drug law enforce
ment was characterized as "fragmented" and having "serious 
operational shortcomings." The criminal investigative and 
intelligence functions were shared by (1) SNDD and the Office 
for Drug Abuse Law Enforcement (ODALE) in the Department 
of Justice and (2) the U.S. Customs Service, as part of its 
antismuggling functions, in the Department of the Treasury. 
The Office of National Narcotics Intelligence (ONNI), also 
in the Department of Justice. was responsible for developing 
and maintaining a national narcotics intelligence system 
and for serving as a clearinghouse for Federal, State, 
and local agencies needing access to such intelligence. 

This fragmentation of effort was one of the princi-
pal reasons leading to Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973 
(effective July 1, 1973), which created a single compre
hensive Federal agency. the Drug Enforcement Administration, 
within the Department of Justice and abolished SNOD. OOALE, 
and ONNI. The functions and resources of these agencies 
together with the investigative and intelligence-gathering 
functions and resources of the Customs Service relating to 
drug law enforcement were transferred to the new DEA. The 
Customs Service's antidrug role was limited to interdiction 
of illicit drugs at U.S. borders and ports of entry. Re
organization Plan No. 2 of 1973 also intended a more 

3 
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significant role for the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) in drug enforcement. 

DEA's State and local task for.ce.program is partially 
funded through grants by the Department of Justice's LCAA. 

4 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESULTS AND METHODOLOGIES OF FEDERAL 

DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT 

In the March 6, 1975, letter, the Subcommittee Chairman 
asked us to perform: 

"An analysis of the results of the BNDD/DEA, U.S. 
customs Service, and the former Office for Drug 
Abuse Law Enforcement efforts in drug enforcement, 
from fiscal year 1970 to present, focusing on the 
number of convictions, nature of the case, signifi
cance of violators convicted, and the nature, 
quantity, quality and/or street value of illicit 
drugs seized as well as an analysis of the law 
enforcement methodology utilized by each agency." 

We found that each agency had made numerous arrests, con
victions, and seizures, but the statistics are difficult to 
interpret and are not necessarily true measures of enforce
ment effectiveness. Increased arrests, convictions, and sei
ZJres could be due to increases in trafficking and amounts of 
illicit drugs available rather than more effective law enforce
ment. Heroin seizures by Customs and DEA declined during 
fiscal year 1974, the first year following the reorganization. 
DEA stated that the decline was due to the combined effects 
of the Turkish opium ban and the intensified enforcement in 
France. CJstoms said its drop in heroin seizures was due, 
in part, to a decline in the overall smuggling of the drug 
and to diminished intelligence available. 

DEA, Customs, BNDD, and ODALE used various enforcement 
methodologies to carry out their respective missions. BNDD 
and Customs, when each performed drug intelligence and in
vestigative functions, had different approaches. Customs 
focused on the borders and port& and used resultant seizures 
as springboards for investigations. BNDD and ODALE used 
extensive undercover activities, relying heavily on the 
purchas~ of evidence and information. It should be pointed 
out that BNDD and Customs worked together on many cases. 

DEA has adopted and used methodologies of BNDD, ODALE, 
and Customs. The U.S. attorneys and assistant U.S. attor
neys we talked to in New York, California, and Washington 
support the intent of Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973. 

5 
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RESULTS DIFFICULT TO INTERPRET 

In transmitting the Domestic Council Drug Abuse Task 
Force report on drug abuse to the President in September 1975, 
the Vice President stated that drug abuse is one of the most 
serious and most tragic problems this country faces. 

Federal agencies responsible for drug law enforcement 
have looked at arrests, convictions, and seizures as indi
cators of progress and results. These statistics, however, 
can be deceptive and are not necessarily true measures of 
enforcement effectiveness. Increases in arrests, convictions, 
and seizures may have little impact on drug availability if 
the arrests and convictions are for easily replaceable traf
fickers and if seizures, regardless of quantity or purity, 
do not result in disruption of the traffic. Changes in drug 
trafficking patterns are viewed as indicating the impact of 
enforcement efforts. 

Furthermore, although law enforcement has a major re
sponsibility for reducing the availability of illicit drugs, 
it cannot be held solely accountable. In addition tc law 
enforcement, other elements of the criminal justice system, 
such as prosecution, the Courts, and treatment programs for 
drug abusers, together with U.S. diplomatic actions abroad, 
all affect the overall U.S. effort to reduce illicit drug 
availability. 

DEA, Customs, BNDD, and ODALE routinely reported sta
tistics on arrests, convictions, and seizures; however, the 
reporting systems did not relate these statistics to partic
ular enforcement methods and jurisdictions. These systems 
did not and do not routinely provide, for example, statistics 
on the number of arrests and convictions from conspiracies, . 
undercover penetrations, or convoy operations. DEA main
tains statistics, as did BNDD during its last year of exist
ence, on the significance of violators arrested. Customs, 
however, is the only agency that routinely reports on the 
average purity of its seizures. This reporting precludes 
misrepresentation, and Customs believes it should become 
an integral part of reporting all drug seizures. 

Since the agencies operated under different legal 
authorizations and had different roles and responsibilities, 
the results are not comparable. For example, it would be 
difficult to compare ODALE's efforts, which were geared to 
reducing availability at the street level, with BNDD's ef
forts, which were geared toward reducing availability at 
the highest levels in drug trafficking networks. 

BNDD/DEA arrests, convictions 
and drug removals 

Since DEA adopted the BNDD enforcement program (about 
75 percent of DEA's enforcement personnel were former BNDD 
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agents) and continued BNDD's reporting system for arrests, 
convictions, and seizures, we will discuss BNDD and DEA 
efforts together. 

Arrests and convictions 

Arrest statistics are of limited vaue if the signifi
cance and importance of the arrestees are not included. 
Total arrests reported by BNDD and DEA from fiscal year 1970 
to 1975 are shown in appendix II. As shown, arrests have 
increased over the years. DEA's Geographic Drug Enforce
ment Program (G-DEP), which ranks violators into four classes, 
has the added dimension of providing arrest statistics by 
significance of violator. Upper level traffickers are iden
tified as class I and class II violators, while middle and 
lower level trafficKers are identified as classes III and 
IV. The number of upper level traffickers (classes I and 
II) arrested has increased. The number arr~sted domesti
cally increased from 459 in fiscal year 1973 by BNDD to 
832 and 1,328 in fiscal years 1974 and 1975 by DEA. Like
wise, the number of classes I and II traffickers arrested 
by foreign law enforcement agencies with BNDD/DEA assist-
ance increased from 106 in fiscal year 1973 to 221 and 239 
for fiscal years 1974 and 1975, respectively. 

If there are arrests without convictions, little has 
been gained. DEA' s effectiveness in immobilizing drug 
traffickers depends not only nn the speed and quality of 
arrests but also on the conviLtion and incarceration of the 
violators. Although factors other than the sufficiency of 
DEA evidence may influence the outcome of a case, its re
sponsibility does not end at the time an arrest is made. 
DEA has a responsibility to present high-quality cases for 
prosecution. As pointed out in our report "Difficulties 
In Immobilizing Major Narcotic Traffickers" (8-175425, Dec. 21, 
1973), DEA should evaluate cases after court proceedings to 
see where improvements in enforcement could be made. 

BNDD/DEA's convictions in Federal and State courts for 
fiscal years 1970 through 1975 are shown in appendix II. 
Convictions, like arrests, have increased over the years. 

Our analysis of the 6,126 defendants arrested by DEA, 
including task force arrests, whose court cases were con
cluded in fiscal year 1975, showed that 

--80.6 percent were convicted, 

--15.9 per "ant were dismissed, y and 

l/Includar dismissals due to defendants' cooperation with 
- the pr0secutors. 
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--3.5 percent were acquitted. 

Drug removals 

DEA maintains information on the purity of every drug 
seizure and purchase that the agency makes and seizures 
turned over to DEA by other agencies. DEA uses this infor
mation for intelligence but does not report purity in rou
tine statistics made available to the Congress, other 
Government agencies, and the public. We believe that in
formation on the average purity of illicit drugs, such as 
heroin and cocaine, would be beneficial and should be in
cluded in DEA external statistical reports. 

DEA believes that removal statistics can be deceptive 
in evaluating effectiveness. For example, a considerable 
amount of time may be spent in arresting and convicting a 
major trafficker on a conspiracy case based on a small 
seizure. The seizure in itself is not significant; but 
the fact that a major trafficker capable of supplying large 
quantities of drugs is no longer opGrating is important. 

Drug r'emovals reported by BNDD/DEA for fiscal years 
1970 through 1975 are shown in appendix II. According to 
DEA, its removals of heroin from the domestic market were 
down in its first year of existence because of the Turkish 
opium ban and the intensified Lnforcement in France. At 
the same time, however, supplies of heroin from Mexico 
started to increase substantidily. 

customs' arrests, convictions, and drug removals 

The Customs drug enforcement and control efforts for 
fiscal year 1970-75 can be conveniently separated into 
two basic periods--before and after Reorganization Plan 
No. 2 of 1973. Before the reorganization, Customs, in 
carrying out its antismuggling responsibilities, used all 
phases of enforcement, including interdiction, inspection, 
intelligence, and investigation. CUstoms strategy was to 
interdict illicit drugs at the border before the drugs 
entered the United States. Border seizures were the focal 
point for its drug investigations. 

Following the reorganization, Customs antidrug smug
gling activites were curtailed to include only inspection 
and interdiction. Its drug intelligence collection and 
investigation capabilities were transferred to the newly 
formed DEA. The reorganization plan reaffirmed Customs' 
traditional role of interdicting contraband, including 
illicit drugs, at ports of entry and along the land and 
sea borders of the United States. 
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statistics on Customs seizures, arrests, and convictions 
for fiscal years 1970-75 are shown in appendix III. 

Drug removals 

More than to anything else, Customs looks to seizures 
as indicators of its progress and success. As shown in ap
pendix III, from fiscal year 1970 to 1973, customs seized 
large quantities of illicit drugs. Cocaine seizures steadily 
increased year by year, while heroin seizures peaked in 
1971 and declined in fiscal years 1972 and 1973. 

After the July 1973 reorganization, customs heroin 
seizures dropped from 389 pounds in fiscal year 1973 to 97 
pounds in fiscal year 1974. Customs believes that the drop 
in heroin seizures was partly due to a decline in the over
all smuggling of the drug but also to diminished intelli
gence available to Customs. The problem of intelligence to 
support interdiction functions is discussed in ~etail in 
chapter 3. 

Arrests and convictions 

Customs arrests steadily increased over the years from 
5,872 in fiscal year 1970 to 10,825 in fiscal year 1973. 
Following the reorganization, customs arrests dropped to 
8,208 in fiscal year 1974 but were at a high of 16,214 for 
fiscal year 1975. 

Customs pointed out that, when it had drug smuggling 
investigation and intelligence responsibilities, it arrested 
at least 299 major traffickers and disrupted many drug smug
gling conspiracies. Customs did not have a classification 
system to readily show the significance of violators arrested. 

Before the reorganization, Customs was responsible for 
preparing its drug arrest cases for court action. Its con
victions on arrests for all violations, including drugs, 
increased from 2,006 in fiscal year 1970 to 4,334 in fiscal 
year 1973. Our analysis of the defendants arrested by Cus
toms for all violations, the majority of which were drug 
violations, whose court cases were concluded in fiscal years 
1972 and 1973, showed 

--76.5 percent were convicted, 

--17.8 percent were dismissed, 1/ and 

--5.7 percent were acquitted. 

l/Includes dismissals due to defendants' cooperation with 
- the prosecutors. 
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ODALE arrests, convictions, and drug removals 

The Office for Drug Abuse Law Enforcement in the De
partment of Justice was esta0lished by Executive Order 11641, 
January 28, 1972, and was abolished 17 months later by Exe
cutive Order 11727, July 6, 1973. Its functions were trans
ferred to the new DEA. As discussed in chapter 6, DEA 
continued the ODALE concept through its State and local task 
force program. 

ODALE's primary mission was to attack the low and middle 
levels of the domestic heroin nistribution systems to reduce 
its availability on the street. An underlying objective was 
to bring a Federal presence to the street level. To carry 
out its mission, ODALE established task forces made up of 
Federal, State, and local enforcement personnel in selected 
target cities. 

On July 5, 1973, the Director of ODALE highlighted the 
agency's results. He stated that, during its relatively 
short eXlstence, ODALE made more than 8,000 narcotics ar
rests, removed 230 pounds of heroin from the illicit traffic, 
and had a conviction rate of more than 90 percent. Appendix 
IV shows the available statistics on ODALE arrests, convic
tions, and seizures during its 17-month existence. 

METHODOLOGIES 

The U.S. approach toward reducing drug abuse and the 
many related problems comprises a variety of domestic and 
international efforts to curb the supply and reduce the 
demand for illicit drugs. As stated in the Federal Strategy 
for Drug Abuse and Drug Traffic Prevention 1973: 1/ 

"A major strategic issue is whether we 
should attempt to affect the entire chain of 
production and distribution or focus exclusively 
on what are postulated to be the more vulnerable 
links in the chain. After considering a wide 
range of options from exclusive focus on border 
inspections and domestic control, to increased 
penalties on simple possession, to eradication 
of opium productions, we have concluded that we 
must attempt to break the chain of supply in as 
many places as possible." 

l/Prepared for the President by The Strategy Council on 
- Drug Abuse pursuant to The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment 

Act of 1972. 
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The success of investigation and intelligence techniques 
in reducing the availability of drugs are, to a considerable 
extent, dependent upon and affect the drug traffickers' 
methods, routes, and organizations. The difficulty and chang
ing nature of the problem is illustrated in the following 
statement from the 1975 Federal strategy. 

"Although important reductions in the supply of 
narcotics and dangerous drugs have been achieved 
there is widespread recognition that more exten
sive, sophisticated, and coordinated efforts are 
needed if the availability of abuse-prone drugs 
is to be sufficiently restricted. The sharp 
reductions in east coast heroin traffic and illi
cit diversion of dangerous drugs, for example, 
have been countered by drug traffickers' pro
ducing new routes and new organizations. The 
decentralization, smaller-sized amounts, and 
multi~le sources of supply that replace the 
relatively centralized, wholesale European 
connection for heroin have made detection and 
seizures more difficult. The achievements in 
reducing licit dangerous drug availability have 
similarly been countered by traffickers in 
those drugs." (Underscoring provided.' 

Overall, DEA, Customs, and the former BNDD and ODALE 
used a wide variety of tactics and methods in enforcing the 
drug laws. Many similarities in methods and tools did exist 
among these agencies, but there were some significant dif
ferences. 

Customs drug law enforcement was predicated on the pre
mise that hard drugs, such as heroin and cocaine, being con
traband, had to be smuggled into the United states. There
fore, over the yeats, Customs developed methods for enforcing 
antismuggling laws. 

On the other hand, BNDD, like its principal predecessor, 
the Federal B'lreau of Narcotics, believed the enforcement 
of U.s. criminal drug laws required enforcement action simi
lar to that for vice-type crime, such as gambling and pros
titution, which is characterized princi~ally by the lack 
of a complainant. This often necessitates the participatory 
involvement of enforcement personnel. 

DEA, being an amalgamation of BNDD, ODALE, and the drug 
investigative and intelligence activities of Customs, would 
be expected to adopt some of their various methods. 
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The ODALE approach 

ODALE'S primary mission was to attack the low and middle 
levels of the domestic heroin distribution systems to reduce 
availability on the street. ODALE's task force approach, 
using the enforcement expertise of personnel detailed from 
various law enforcement agencies, along with the legal ex
pertise of assigned attorneys, was somewhat unique for drug 
law enforcement. Because of its street enforcement objec
tive, ODALE relied heavily on purchases of drug evidence 
and payments to informants. One method used extensively by 
ODALE was the investigative grand jury. The participation 
of attorneys made available many avenues of investigation 
which the working agent would not ordinarily have. 

The BNDD approach 

As discussed in our report on "Difficulties In Immobil
izing Major Narcotics Traffickers" (see p. 7), BNDD's pri
mary ubjective was to reduce drug availability in the united 
states. Through an enforcement program called the "systems 
approach," BNDD attempted to identify illicit drug distribu
tion systems and immobilize domestic and international drug 
traffickers operating within the systems. BNDD had some 
success with the systems approach in disrupting the activi
ties of several major systems; however, several BNDD regions 
continued to pursue targets of opportunity--mostly low-level 
traffickers. By 1972, BNDD realized that the systems ap
proach was not producing the desired results and in July 
modified that approach into G-DEP. 

The DEA aperoach 

DEA continued wi~h BNDD's G-DEP and other progr~ms of 
the former SNDD and COALE. Unlike BNDD, which shared drug 
investigative responsibilities with Customs, DEA was char.ged 
as the single Federal agency with this responsibility. Its 
main objective is to reduce drug abuse in the United states 
by controlling the availability of illicit drugs. DEA, be
cause of its broad mandate from Reorganization Plan No.2 of 
1973, has been building up drug intelligence operations (see 
ch. 5) and has continued the ODALE task force program with 
certain mOdiEications (see ch. 6). 

DEA's operational strategy is to collect, analyze, 
and disseminate information identifying major drug trar
fickers and their organizations and to initiate and develop 
investigations toward the apprehension and prosecution oE 
major traffickers. In carrying out its broad enforcement 
mandate, DEA employs a variety of enforcement methodologies-
from simple purchases of drug evidence to complex conspiracy 
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investigations with primary emphasis on eliminating the 
sources of illicit drugs and disrupting the highest levels 
of trafficking. DEA relies heavily on purchases of evi
dence and information and tries to "buy" in at middle 
and lower levels and work up to upper level traffickers. 
(See ch. 4.) Also, DEA, in its overseas program in some 
countries, has assumed a broad operational posture, includ
ing international casemaking, strengthening local capabil
ities, intelligence gathering, and, in some countries, 
undercover work. 

The Customs approach 

customs has long had responsibility for interdicting 
all types of contraband and preventing the smuggling of 
contraband into thp. United States. Although drug investiga
tion and intelligence functions of Customs were transferred 
to DEA by Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973, the plan re
affirmed Customs' responsibilities for interdicting all 
contraband, including illicit drugs, through inspection and 
enforcement activities at ports of entry and along the land 
and sea borders. Before the reorganization, when it had 
drug smuggling investigation and intelligence functions, 
Customs used a variety of enforcement methodologies--inter
diction, investigation, and intelligence--which it considered 
to be fully integrated. Customs stressed the importance of 
stopping illicit drugs at the border when the drugs were of 
high purity and using border seizures as a focal point for 
drug smuggling investigations. Customs maintained that drug 
interdiction and investigative functions should be linked 
and were mutually supportive. 

After the reorganization, customs' methodologies 
were limited to a border interdiction program, and customs 
was dependent on DEA for the investigation and intelligence 
required. Both before and after the reorganization, the 
Customs Service focused on port and border interdiction. 

Numerous methodologies used 

The following table displays the methodologies most 
frequently used in narcotics enforcement by the four agencies 
discussed. They fall into two categories--investigative/ 
intelligence, which pertains to the drug enforcement func
tions that DEA has assumed sole responsibility for as a result 
of the reorganization, and interdiction, which pertains to 
the drug enforcement fUnction carried out primarily by 
Customs prior to the reorganization and which continues to 
be a responsibility of Customs today. 
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Narcotics Enforcement_Methodologies 

Investigative/Intelligence 

Purchase of evidence--Funds used 
to buy drug evidence. 
(See ch. 4.) 

Purchase of information--Funds 
paid to cooperating individuals 
for information, expenses, and 
rewards. (See ch. 4.) 

Conspiracy--Indepth investiga
tions attempting to surface 
all links between two or more 
persons who have agreed to 
commit an offense in violation 
of drug laws. 

Convoy--Monitored passage of 
drugs to point of delivery. 

• Undercover activity--Agents dis
guised as drug traffickers in 
order to penetrate drug 
organizations. 

Surveillance--Keeping a close 
watch on targeted drug 
traffickers. 

Title III electronic interception-
Court ordered wiretaps against 
suspected drug violators. 

Intelligence/information systems-
Organized programs for collect
ing and disseminating data re
lated to drug law enforcement. 

State and local cooperative 
programs--Organized joint 
operations with State and 
local law enforcement agencies. 

Overseas cooperative programs-
Cooperative assistance with 
foreign law enforcement 
agencies. 

Financial investigations--Tracking 
large international transfers of 
currency as they relate to drug 
smuggling. 

Flash rolls--Large sums of money 
shown to drug traffickers as 
proof that the undercover agent 
can make a substantial purchase 
of illicit drugs. 
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Narcotics Enforcement Methodologies 

Prior to reorganization 
ODALE Customs BNDD DEA 

Investigative/Intelligence 
(continued) 

Investigative grand jury--Used 
to conduct long-term inquiries 
through avenues which are un
available to the working agent, 
such as grand jury subpoenas, 
immunity, sworn testimony, and 
the handling of reluctant wit
nesses. 

Interdiction 

Controlled mail delivery--Delivery 
of foreign mail found to contain 
drugs in order to identify and 
arrest the recipient. 

x x x x 

x x 
Border surveillance--The use of 

patrol forces, airplanes, boats, 
or sensors to detect drug smug
gling. x x X 

Border inspection and search--The 
unique authority vested with 
Customs that allows warrantless 
search and seizure at u.s. 
borders. (See ch. 3.) 

Detector dog program--The use of 
dogs trained to sniff out con
cealed drugs. 

PaIse documentation detection-
Linking persons with false 
identification to drug traf
ficking groups. 

DEA's attempts to use 
the various methodologies 

X Limited 

X 

X X X 

Whether the Customs approach to drug law enforcement 
was superior to that of BNDD or vice versa, we cannot say. 
Both approaches have merit and have had some successes. An 
important issue is whether DEA, as the primary drug law 
enforcement agency, has adopted the various methodologies 
and capitalized on the successful approaches of Customs and 
the former BNDD and ODALE. OEA has continued BNOD domestic 
methodologies and relies heavily on the undercover approach 
and purchase of evidence and payments to informants. ODALE-
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type task forces have been continued with certain modifica
tions. The extent to which DEA uses ports and borders as a 
focal point for a drug investigation, as Customs formerly did, 
cannot be precisely determined, although we did find that 
it had been used in some cases. 

The following case illustrates how DEA Used a "cold" 1/ 
seizure to develop a major case just as Customs would have
done if it still had drug smuggling investigative authority. 
It also shows the use of numerous enforcement methodologies. 

Following the cold seizure of approximately 
one kilo of heroin, one-half kilo of cocaine, and 
25,000 units of dangerous drugs by Customs from a 
lower level trafficker, DEA initiated an intensive 
investigation, using the resources of and in coop
eration with the Los Angeles Police Department 
(LAPD) and Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office. 
The initial defendant in this case had been placed 
in the Treasury Enforcement Communications System 
(TECS) as a trafficker and was the subject of a 
LAPD narcotic investigation .• The coordinated 
action on the part of the three agencies, at the 
time of our review, had resulted in about 30 ar-
rests (10 in Mexico and 20 in the United States), in
cluding the head of a major heroin trafficking or
ganization in Mexico, and additional seizures of 4 
pounds of heroin, 3 pounds of cocaine, and 100,000 dos
age units of dangerous drugs. Included in the 30 
arrests were 17 upper-level violators (class I or 
II). This organization was estimated to be supplying 
about 25 percent of the heroin used in the Los Angeles 
area as well as a major portion of heroin and cocaine 
in other large U.S. cities. 

Various techniques were employed during the 
investigation besides the normal undercover pene
trations, including a ~240,000 flash roll. Several 
of the defendants were arrested on conspiracy charges. 
Telephone toll analysis and a joint prosecution agree
ment with Mexico, in which evidence was exchanged for 
prosecution of defendants in their respective countries, 
were also used. 

This case also illustrates the coverage DEA obtained--from 
a lower level trafficker to the major supplier abroad-
when a variety of techniques were used in working with 
domestic and foreign counterparts. 

l/A seizure made without any advance information. 
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In its overseas program, DEA haa continued BNDD's broad 
operational and intelligence-gathering activities. Although 
the operational posture continued by DEA, which has included 
casemaking and undercover work in some countries, has its 
risks and is subject to controversy, it has had some success 
in increasing foreign drug arrests and seizures, developing 
domestic conspiracy cases, and improving the capabilities 
of foreign government enforcement personnel. 

Also, it should be noted that there is within DEA, at 
the very least, a potential for using those more successful 
customs techniques for developing border-type drug investi
gations. Significant operational authority is vested in 
DEA regional directors. Of the 13 domestic regional offices, 
5 include most of the high-activity ports of entry and border 
areas. These are the Dallas, Miami, Seattle, Los Angeles, 
and New York regional offices. These offices, together with 
the Mexico City, Manila, and Caracas regional offices, are 
all headed by former senior Customs agents. These regional 
directors could be expected to be well versed in Customs' 
drug law enforcement techniques and methods. 

U.S. attorneys' views 

The assistant U.S. attorney and chief of the criminal 
division in the eastern district of New York, advised us 
that the quality of cases presented to him for prosecution 
by DEA and Customs was excellent. Also, cases presently 
being submitted by DEA, both sUbstantive and conspiracy, 
are good; he stated that he had had a high rate of 
success with these cases. 

This official further stated that he had no prob-
lems with the cases submitted to him either before or after 
the reorganization. Both BNDD and Customs used the con
spiracy approach successfully. He also stated that prior 
to the reorganization, international conspiracy cases were 
easier to prosecute than domestic conspiracy cases because 
of the documentary evidence, such as passports and tickets, 
associated with the international travel. He did note that 
it is easier now because only one agency, DEA, investigates 
and prepares cases for prosecution; thus, he does not have 
the problem of having to handle a case with both agencies 
or becoming involved in the interagency friction which 
existed. 

Other U.S. attorneys and assistant U.S. attorneys 
that we talked to in California and Washington support the 
intent of Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973. 
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One u.s. attorney said that the Attorney General's 
Advisory Committee, consisting of 15 U.S. attorneys, had 
unanimously recommended in June or July of 1975 that drug 
enforcement should continue under the direction of DEA. It 
was the Committee's belief that any major reorganization 
would seriously disrupt the drug enforcement effort. 

CONCLUSIONS 

DBA and Customs and the former BNDD and ODALE had 
impressive statistics on drug arrests, convictions, and 
seizures. These statistics, however, can be deceptive 
and are not necessarily accurate measures of enforcement 
effectiveness. Increases in arrests, convictions, and 
seizures can occur with little impact on reducing drug 
availability if the arrests, convictions, and incarcera
tions are for easily replaceable traffickers and if seizures, 
regardless of quantity or purity, do not result in the dis
ruption of the traffic. 

DEA, and BNDD during the last year of its operations, 
provided an added dimension by routinely reporting on the 
significance of violators arrested and convicted. 

BNDD and Customs, when it had drug investigative re
sponsibilities, adopted enforcement approaches and drug 
investigative methodologies that fit their respective 
authorities. Customs capitalized on its port and border 
authorities, including warrantless border search and seizure 
authority, and used the border as the focal point for its 
drug smuggling investigations. The former BNDD, which had 
authority to enforce Federal laws dealing with interstate 
trafficking and limited authority at ports and borders, con
centrated its efforts overseas and in the interior of the 
United States to immobilize international and interstate 
drug trafficking networks. BNDD relied heavily on purchase 
of evidence and information and undercover penetrations. 
Customs purchased information and Useu other methodologies 
but was generally opposed to purchases of drug evidence as 
a means of apprehending drug traffickers. 

Whether the BNDD approach was superior to the Customs 
approach or vice versa is difficult to determine. Both 
approaches have merit and have had some proven success. 
DEA has adopted the BNDD and ODALE approaches and on some 
cases that we reviewed, has used Customs' approach. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MORE INTERAGENCY COOPERATION NEEDED 

IN FEDERAL DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT 

The Subcommittee expressed concern that Federal 
agencies' cooperation and coordination on drug-related 
intelligence and enforcement might not. be adequate. 
Specifically, the Chairman's letters requested: 

--"An analysis of the quantity and quality of intel
ligence information exchanged between DEA and the 
U.S. Customs Service since July I, 1973, which 
would enable both agencies to function in the man
ner intended by Reorganization Plan No.2." 

--"An analysis of the exchange of information between 
Customs and DEA, including the frequency and nature 
of requests for information or assistance by one 
agency or the other and the disposition of such 
request. " 

--"An analysis of the program of cross designation of 
DEA agents to allow them the same search and seizure 
authority as U.S. Customs agents, including the 
number of DEA agents so designated and the number 
and quality of arrests made and convictions ob
tained by them in this capacity." 

--"A study and analysis of the type and quality of 
cooperation that exists between the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation and the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration since Reorganization Plan No.2 was imple
mented on July 1, 1973." 

Responsibility for enforcing Federal drug abuse laws 
has long been shared. The Customs Service has traditionally 
been responsible for the control of smuggling. Other agen
ies have, at one time or another, been responsible for 
controlling narcotics, marihuana, and dangerous drugs. 
The intersection of these responsibil ities--smuggled 
narcotics, marihuana and, to a lesser degree, dangerous 
drugs--has been the primary source of conflict. The execu
tive branch, many years ago, recognized the operational and 
organizational shortcomings that resulted from this basic 
conflict. Various reorganizations and presidential direc
tives have attempted to resolve problems stemming from this 
conflict. The problem, however, continues to exist due, in 
part, to the lack of a focal point with sufficient authority 
and information to resolve agency conflicts. Clearly one 
cabinet officer does not have authority to dictate the solu
tion to a conflict with a fellow cabinet officer. 
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The impact of these problems on the eff~ctiveness of 
drug control activities cannot be measured. Our analyses 
show that much more needs to be done to achieve the coordin
ation among law enforcement agencies that was intended by 
Reorganization pJan No.2. 

DEA needs to place greater emphasis. on obtaining intel
ligence data to assist the Customs Service in its interdiction 
function, and both agencies should cooperate on enforcement 
activities along the border. About 2 years have passed without 
these two agencies' reaching operational agreements at either 
the national, regional, or district level regarding the ex
change of data and cooperation in enforcement activities. Since 
June 1975, both agencies have taken steps to strengthen coopera
tion. 

Customs was originally opposed to designating DEA agents 
the search and seizure authority of Customs agents. Customs 
believes the designation to be illegal since DEA agents 
would be using it to perform DEA fUnctions rather ~han Cus
toms functions. Eventually, a limited number of DEA agents 
were granted the designation. To date, DEA has made little 
use of this authority. 

The FBI's role in drug law enforcement needs to be 
clarified. Both agencies have interpreted the FBI's role 
to mean routine exchange of information and intelligence 
at the operating level and have not materially changed their 
working relationship since the reorganization. 

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE 

Since 1968 numerous actions have been taken to 
strengthen Federal drug law enforcement, including: 

--Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1968, creating BNDD. 

--presidential directive of February 1970, requiring 
guidelines to settle jurisdictional disputes 
between BNDD and Customs. 

--The Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act of 1970, consolidating fragmented Federal laws 
governing narcotics and dangerous drugs. 

--The creation of ODALE and the Office of Nation~l 
Narcotics Intelligence (ONNI). 
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--Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1973, which transferred 
the fUnctions and resources of BNDD, ODALE, ONNI, 
together with the investigative and intelligence
gathering functions and resources of the Customs 
Service relating to drug law enforcement, to the 
new DEA. 

--Domestic Council report on drug abuse of September 
1975, containing recommendations for improving 
Federal drug abuse programs. 

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) proposed a solution 
to the problems of cooperation among Federal law enforcement 
agencies along u.S. borders. However, OMB's proposal was 
rejected by the Congress. 

Reorganization Plan No. 1 created BNDD within the De
partment of Justice. This agency consolidated the resources 
and functions formerly directed by the Secretary of the Trea
sury, through the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, and the Secretary 
of Health, EducatIon and Welfare, through the Bureau of Drug 
Abuse Control. One purpose of this plan was to unite pre
viously fragmented investigative and enforcement fUnctions 
of Federal narcotics and drug laws and to locate this new 
organization in the Department of Justice. 

After this plan was implemented, jurisdictional prob
lems arose between BNDD and Customs. Customs was charged 
with the control of smuggling; BNDD was charged with the 
control of narcotics. The interface of the two elements-
smuggled narcotics--was a source of conflict between the 
two agencies. The jurisdictional problem became serious 
enough to require Presidential action. 

In February 1970, the president directed the Attorney 
General to prepare guidelines to settle the jurisdictional 
dispute between BNDD and Customs. The President approved 
the guidelines in June 1970; and in July the Director of 
BNDD and the Commissioner of Customs entered into an imple
menting agreement. In our report on "Heroin Being Smuggled 
Into New york City Successfully" (B-164031(2), Dec. 7, 1972), 
we reported that at the operating level cooperation and 
coordination called for in the guidelines had not been fully 
realized. 

Jurisdictional problems were further aggravated by the 
establishment of two additional agencies--ODALE and ONNI-
in 1972. These agencies were established by Executive order 
on the basis of an urgent need for strong antidrug measures. 
The order creating ODALE provided that it should be headed 
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by a director, having the title of Special Assistant Attorney 
General. The director also served as Special Consultant 
to the President for Drug Abuse Law Enforcement to advise 
the Presldent on all matters relating to more effective 
enforcement by all Federal agencies. 

In 1973 it was again recognized that the Federal drug 
control effort was fragmented with no overall direction, and 
Reorganization Plan No.2 was enacted. The president en
visioned a more effective involvement of the FBI in Federal 
drug law enforcement, particularly in attacking the rela
tionship between drug trafficking and organized crime. 

The President also envisioned the Attorney General 
having authority and responsibility for coordinating the 
collection of drug trafficking intelligence from all Federal 
departments and agencies. Specific language for accomplish
ing this was not spelled out in the plan. Executive Order 
11727, July 6, 1973, did authorize the Attorney General "to 
the extent permitted by law" to coordinate all activities 
of executive agencies related to drug law enforcement. How
ever, the Senate Government Operations Committee's report on 
the reorganization plan said that the Attorney General had 

,no statutory authority to direct other Cabinet officers even 
when so authorized by Executive order of the President; only 
the President himself has such authority. 

The reorganization plan also reaffirmed the role of the 
Department of the Treasury in the total Federal drug law 
enforcement program. 

In June 1974, the Director of OMB informed the Attorney 
General and the Secretary of the Treasury of the conclusions 
reached in its analysis of Federal law enforcement along 
the southwest U.S. border. This analysis pointed out con
tinuing competition, conflicts and overlaps in functions, 
and duplicative expenses in multiagency operations. 

OMB directed that Customs be the lead agency for air 
interdiction and routine air enforcement; that Customs 
assume single-agency management at U.S.-Mexican border 
ports on a test basis; and that the Immigration and Natural
ization Service (INS) be the single agency for land patrols 
between ports of entry. Subsequent congressional action 
has precluded implementation of OMB's recommendations. 

In September 1975 the Domestic Council presented a 
white paper on drug abuse control to the President. This 
white paper contained many recommendations, including, in 
particular, a recommendation that the president direct the 
Attorney General and the Secretary of the Treasury 
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"* * * to settle jurisdictional disputes between 
DEA and Customs by December 31, 1975, or to report 
their recommendations for resolution of the matter 
to the President on that date." 

IMPROVED COOPERATION NEEDED 
BETWEEN DBA AND CUSTOMS 

The conflicts between DEA and Customs have affected 
the exchange of intelligence and other information and the 
coordination and cooperation of enforcement activities. 

Intelligence is used for strategic, operational, and 
tactical purposes. Strategic intelligence provides a situa
tional overview on the magnitude of the problems, for use 
in formulating broad policy and strategy. Operational in
telligence provides an overview and insight on the modes 
of operation, traffic patterns, and principal personalities 
involved in the illegal operations. It is used in allocating 
law enforcement resources. Tactical intelligence identifies 
specific tr3ffickers and their methods of operation. This 
data is used to plan and conduct specific and imminent 
law enforcement. 

Intelligence information may also be referred to as 
"finished" or "raw." Finished intelligence represents reports, 
publications, 01 stu8ies. Raw intelligence represents undevel
oped information that has not been analyzed. 

Exchange of intelligence 
and other lnformatlon 

We were unable to obtain accurate statistics on the 
extent to which data and intelligence information have been 
exchanged between DEA and Customs. Neither agency systemat
ically and routinely maintains such statistics at the national, 
regional, or local level. Their records provide only limited 
assurance that supplied input is attributed to the other 
agency. 

DEA has provided Customs with intelligence and other 
information in a variety of forms, depending on the nature 
and urgency of the information. While the data Customs has 
attributed to DEA is less than the amount ~laimed by DEA, DEA 
has demonstrated a willingness to share data with Customs. 

About 2 years have passed since the reorganization 
without Customs and DEA reaching a formal agreement on 
exchanging information and intelligence. Since the reorgan
ization, these agencies have held meetings to discuss the 
matter. Proposed agreements were exchanged in 1974; however, 
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the problem was not resolved. In June 1975 Customs proposed 
language for a circular to be issued by DEA defining Customs' 
continuing role in the narcotics effort and directing DBA 
agents to collect and forward interdiction~related narcotics 
information. Shortly thereafter, in response to Customs' 
proposal, DEA stressed the need to develop such data to its 
agents in the field, issued instructions for relaying intel~ 
ligence on drug trafficking to Customs, and established a 
special liaison unit with Customs in its Office of Intelligence. 

Intelligence information systems 

The Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Information System 
(NADDIS) was designed by DEA to further investig~~ions on 
drug violators. It provides agents with biographtcal infor~ 
mation on known violators and references to case files. The 
data includes 

~-the trafficker's residence, phone number, and such 
identifying characteristics, as height, weight, and 
age; 

-~the drug involved and the level of the case; 

~~the trafficker's passport data, vehicles, boat, and 
aircraft numbers; and 

~~the trafficker's associates. 

The El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) is a prototype 
for a national narcotics intelligence system intended to 
serve Federal, State, and local law enforcement agen~ies 
with data from various sources. Its purpose is to provide 
a complete and accurate picture of drug trafficking, immi~ 
gration violations, and smuggling-~by land, sea, or air~~ 
between Mexico and the United States. Raw data is acquired 
and analyzed, and the resulting intelligence is disseminated 
to agencies with border enforcement responsibilities. 

The Treasury Enforcement Communication System (TECS), 
operated by the Customs Service, makes enforcemp.nt~related 
data available instantly at border crossing points, air~ 
ports, and seaports throughout the country. This capa
bility has been used successfully to intercept known or 
suspected traffickers and associates and cargoes of firms 
engaged in smuggling. The types of information on indi~ 
viduals which can be entered into the system are 
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--name, race, sex, height, weight; 

--date and place of birth; 

--address information; and 

--such identifying numbers as social security, 
driver's license, passport, National Crime Infor
mation Center, license plate(s), and aircraft. 

Narcotics case records in TECS are increasing. One month 
after the reorganization, TECS contained 149,547 narcotics 
case records and, as of June 5, 1975, contained 152,730, an 
increase of 3,183. 

The TECS system is accessible to DEA and the NADDIS 
system is available to Customs by computer terminals in
stalled in each agency. One NADDIS terminal is located 
at Customs headquarters, and one TECS terminal is located 
at EPIC. 

In the early stages of EPIC, DEA anticipated a joint 
effort by DEA, INS, and Customs, with DEA maintaining over
all responsibility. It further anticipated that including 
Customs' personnel would be a sUbstantial contribution toward 
accomplishment of EPIC's mission and prove mutually bene
ficial to all concerned. However, Customs did not feel its 
participation during the early stages of EPIC would be 
mutually beneficial. In July 1975 Customs agreed to send 
an observer to EPIC for 6 months to determine if participa
tion with DEA and INS would now be beneficial for Customs. 
At the time DEA and Customs were negotiating to assign the 
observer to EPIC, Customs was placed on the distribution 
list to receive EPIC's weekly briefing report. With the 
exception of these reports and 156 pieces of drug infor
mation placed in TECS, EPIC has furnished intelligence 
information to Customs only on specific requests. Customs, 
as of June 30, 1975, had requested drug intelligence infor
mation from EPIC 47 times. 

Finished intelligence 

At the headquarters level, finished intelligence, such 
as the periodic intelligence bulletin, are disseminated on 
a relatively wide basis. DEA's Office of Intelligence 
reported forwarding 53 finished intelligence items to 
Customs since the reorganization. These items included 
operational data on traffickers, trafficking trends and 
routes, smuggling methods relating to concealment of nar
cotics, and drug prices and availability. 
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A review of available files by Customs headquarters 
identified 12 finished intelligence reports received from 
DEA over a 22-month period. Customs characterized some of 
these products as helpful and informative while additional 
information was required on others. 

According to Customs, formal DBA requests for infor
mation are received on the average of two per month, while 
informal working level requests vary in freque~cy, depending 
on ongoing projects. 

Raw intelligence 

Raw intelligence information is disseminated between 
DEA and Customs both in the field and at the headquarters 
in Washington. According to field personnel interviewed, 
most intelligence sharing is the result of interpersonal 
relationships rather than formal exchange agreements or 
mechanisms. The exchanges are seldom documented by either 
agency or formally attributed to the providing agency by 
the other. 

Customs' review of products, reports, cables, and 
letters available in headquarters files identified 83 items 
of raw intelligence received from DEA headquarters during a 
22-month period. Of these, 60 were TECS entries. Customs' 
officials said that time constraints precluded their 
acquiring a meaningful assessment of DEA products available 
at Customs field offices. It was their belief that the 
exchange of intelligence information between Customs field 
offices and DEA was minimal and had been informal and 
uncoordinated. 

DEA has committed its resources almost entirely to 
identifying major traffickers and eliminating sources of 
supply. Intelligence efforts are geared toward these goals 
rather than the gathering of intelligence information to 
interdict drugs at ports of entry and along the U.S. border. 
Information developed to assist domestic enforcement to in
terdict drugs is a byproduct of investigation. For instance, 
the DEA Mexico City regional office in June 1975 had no pro
grams designed for developing information to assist in inter
cepting drugs at the borders. Except for several instances, 
such as developing data on aircraft and pilots landing at 
an airport in Southern Mexico or responding to a request 
from EPIC regarding aircraft registered in Mexico, no such 
data had been compiled. 
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According to DEA officials, DEA headquarters had 
provided many items of specific tactical intelligence, both 
formally and informally, to Customs headquarters. They 
pointed out that DEA's International Intelligence Division 
from January through June 30, 1975, referred 13 items to 
Customs involving 350 individuals and 20 different methods 
of smuggling. In addition, DEA headquarters has on five 
occasions turned over NADDIS tapes to Customs. These tapes 
contained approximately 123,000 records relating to more 
than 200,000 individuals. Initially, in mid-1974, DEA pro
vided tapes to Customs containing approximately 110,000 
records, which, after screening by Customs for adequacy and 
duplication, added about 40,500 records to TECS. In July 
1975, Customs obtained about 13,700 additional records from 
NAPDIS. How much of that information had previously been 
transmitted by letter, telephone, or teletype to Customs 
from PEA headquarters was not known. 

DEA reported that, from the implementation of the re
organization through May 1975, its domestic regional offices 
transmitted about 3,700 referrals of specific tactical 
intelligence to their local Customs counterparts. These 
referrals ranged from a high of 1,195 for the New York 
region to a low of 40 for the New Orleans region. According 
to DEA, a sUbstantial number of additional referrals to 
Customs offices were not documented. 

Along the borders of the United States and at the 
ports of entry, the exchange of raw intelligence usually is 
an informal referral from a DEA agent to a Customs inspec
tor or officer for entering a lookout into TECS. A look
out usually consists of a name, an automobile registration 
or license plate number, an aircraft number, or a boat 
number to help Customs inspectors intercept known or sus
pected criminal violators and the vehicles they use. 

Customs told us that since July 1, 1973, it had turned 
over to PEA confiscated drugs--with collateral information-
from 35,000 seizures having a total street value in excess 
of $600 million but had received virtually no feedback. In
formation from the locations visited in our review generally 
supported this claim. 

Some Customs investigators in the field routinely sent 
specific pieces of narcotics intelligence to DEA. Although 
field offices maintain some liaison with each other, they 
do not automaticallY make available to each other their files, 
intelligence, and other information. Such information was 
exchanged, for the most part, on a specific request or on 
the basis of need rather than by routine sharing or pooling 
of such data. 
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Customs' reports on DEA-provided TECS entries are 
understated. Customs automatically codes TECS input by the 
terminal from which the data was received rather than by 
the agency providing the data. DEA has only one TECS term
inal for entering data. Since many DEA lookouts are trans
mitted at Customs terminals convenient to the source of 
the information in the field, they are permanently coded 
as Customs' input. This tends to overstate Customs' TECs 
input and understate DEA's input. For example, from July 
1973 through March 30, 1975, Customs requested the input of 
260 lookouts on the TECS terminal at San Pedro, California, 
while DEA requested that about 390 lookouts be inserted. 
All 650 lookouts were counted as Customs' inputs. 

Customs headquarters reviews daily the TECS entries 
from the field, by reading each entry to determine whether 
it meets TECS requirements. As a byproduct they identified 
approximately 5,000 DEA entries from field offices for the 
period February 17, 1974, through July 13, 1975. This figure 
appears to be understated because Customs procedures, according 
to a regional,official, automatically purge such entries 
every 30 days unless otherwise requested; a Customs-provided 
printout of June 23, 1975, showed about 4,600 entries which 
were referred from DEA. 

Seizures based on prior information 

On ~Iarch 28, 1974, in testimony before a House Appro
priations Subcommittee on Customs' budget for fiscal year 
1975, the Commissioner of Customs said that before reorgan
ization, less than 90 percent of their drug seizures were 
cold seizures. He stated that, after the reorganization 
and the creation of DEA, the cold seizures rose to over 95 
percent because the volume of information Customs obtained 
from DEA to enter into the Customs' intelligence network 
was low. We found that the 90-percent figure cited was a 
rough estimate. A recent Customs survey of 11 major dis
tricts or ports, re~resenting close to half of Customs 
seizures for fiscal year 1973, indicated the ~ercentage of 
cold seizures before the reorganization was about the same 
as Customs' current estimate--about 95 ~ercent. In com
menting on this re~ort, Customs officials stated that Cus
toms was not receiving as much seizure ~roducing informa
tion from DEA as that previously produced by its own agents 
and was becoming increasingly dependent on narcot~cs in
formation from sources other than DEA. 

Coordination and cooperation 
or-entorcement activittes -------------------------

DEA and Customs are not fully coordinating their efforts 
along the U.S.-Mexican border. Since the reorganization, 
there have been dis~utes about officers of the two agencies 
going beyond their jurisdictional boundaries and instances 
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of each agency's thwarting the other's law enforcement 
efforts. At some ports sharp rivalries and infighting still 
occur between DBA and Customs. 

Acceptable agreements regarding coordination have not 
been worked out. Bach agency headquarters published its own 
instructions on this subject without agreement from the other. 
At some ports of entry, informal understandings between DBA 
and Customs have improved the daily working relationship. 
Some of the problems experienced between DBA and Customs 
are described below. 

Methods of operation 
hlnder cooperatlon 

Customs procedures provide that all drug seizures must 
be weighed and marked for identification before being 
delivered to DBA. Customs officials at two ports of entry 
in Texas commented that, when drugs were located and seized, 
the Customs inspectors would photograph the seizures in 
unusual places of concealment, would remove the seizure 
from the vehicle or persons and weigh it, and would arrest 
and obtain certain information from the suspect before DBA 
arrived. DBA officials at these locations believe this prac
tice destroys the force of DBA's standard investigation 
techniques, such as locating fingerprints on drugs, taking 
picture of drugs while still in place, and having the ad
vantage of surprise in interrogating the suspects. This 
practice also hinders or may preclude the opportunity to 
convoy 1/ a load of drugs to the intended receivers in the 
United states. At a major port of entry in California, 
officials of both agencies acknowledged such problems existed 
but stated that some had been solved through interagency 
meetings. 

The frequency of convoys was significantly reduced 
after reorganization. Initially, Customs instructed its 
officers not to participate in convoys due to lack of per
sonnel. With the reappearance of the Customs Patrol, con
voying is being used again at some locations along the border. 
For instance, from October 1973 through May 1975, 34 convoys 
were conducted from the California border. DBA initiated 
26 and Customs 8. Some convoys were successful, resulting 
in arrests on both sides of the border and in seizures of 
large quantities of narcotics. 

lIMonitored passage of narcotics to a point of delivery. 
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DEA officials cited a case where a convoy of 55 pounds 
of marihuana resulted in closing down a close-knit family 
smuggling operation that had been operating for several 
years. Nine violators were arrested in California and six 
in Mexico. A total of 65 kilos of marihuana, 10 ounces of 
heroin, $14,200 in cash, and numerous items of stolen prop
erty were seized in California. In Mexico, 109 kilos of 
marihuana were seized. In contrast to this, at certain 
locations along the Texas border, a mood of distrust 
continues to limit the use of convoys. At some locations 
Customs officers' actions have been so restrictive that con
voying does not occur. 

Both DEA and Customs agents said that analyses of seized 
drugs were duplicated in some cases because the respective 
regulations required it. This could raise prosecution prob
lems when analyses differ. Also, examples were cited by DEA 
where Customs had refused DEA's request to release vehicles 
found with illicit drugs, and Mexican authorities would not 
investigate or prosecute in such cases since they require 
the vehicle as evidence. 

Jurisdictional dispute~ 

Disputes regarding investigation versus interdiction 
have occurred. DEA agents work the border to interdict 
drugs without Customs assistance, and the Customs Patrol 
works away from the border on surveillance and investi
gation without DEA assistance. 

DEA officials commented that they work on an interdic
tion case when it is based solely on specific intelligence 
developed by DEA and pertains to moving narcotics acrous 
the border. Customs Patrol officials acknowledge that they 
have worked other than interdiction cases. When DEA refuses 
to respond to calls from the ports of entry pertaining to 
drug suspects, the Customs Patrol provides surveillance 
from the ports. This sometimes requires surveillance of 
motels for several hours and leads to seizures several 
miles from the port. Customs officials consider it within 
its jurisdiction to conduct surveillance of suspects from 
the ports of entry. 

One Customs port director commented that DEA was no 
longer called for surveillance of suspects from the port of 
entry because DEA had not responded to previous calls and 
Customs assumed that DEA was not interested. In responding 
to the port director's comment, DEA personnel said that, 
when called on by Customs inspectors to follow a suspected 
drug smuggler, they were not provided with all the impor
tant facts. Consequently, DEA did not consider some of the 
suspects worthy of surveillance. 
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For example, DEA received a call from a port of entry 
on a narcotic suspect carrying about $4,800 in cash. The 
agent did not respond because the amount of cash did not 
appear excessive since Customs allows an individual to pass 
through the port with as much as $5,000". What DBA had not 
been told, which would have changed the decision, was that 
the suspect was a drug user as shown by the needle marks 
on his arm. The Customs Patrol followed the suspect and 
seized about 4 ounces of heroifi. 

Cooperative efforts have 
been successfur---------

Cases were noted where cooperative efforts between DEA 
and Customs were successful. The following examples illus
trate what can be done. 

Between January 1974 and June 1975, DEA agents and 
Customs Patrol officers cooperated in three narcotic cases 
in the McAllen, Texas, area which resulted in 13 arrests 
and seized about 2,000 pounds of marihuana. In another 
instance, the Customs Patrol in El Paso was alerted to 
an air shipment of possible narcotics and requested DEA's 
participation. A Customs dog gave a positive alert on 
the shipment, and arrangements were made to let the ship
ment go through. Because of this effort, DEA agents at the 
shipment's destination seized about 300 pounds of marihuana 
and arrested one suspect. 

Lookouts placed by DEA agents at the Hidalgo, Texas, 
port of entry helped Customs inspectors make seven narcotic 
seizures consisting of about 817 pounds of marihuana; 114 
grams of heroin; and 1 gram of cocaine. Nine defendants 
were arrested. 

When Reorganization Plan No.2 became effective, DEA 
requested the Commissioner of Customs to designate all DEA 
agents with U.S. Customs search and seizure authority. The 
designation of other Federal agency personnel as Customs 
officers is authoiized by law, and employees of several 
agencies, including INS, the Department of Agriculture, and 
the Department of Defense, hold Customs officer designations. 
The Customs Service maintains, however, that this authority 
is given only when necessary to perform the duties of a Customs 
Officer in discharging Customs responsibilities. 
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The Justice Department claimed that the use of Customs 
authority for search without warrant by DEA was necessary 
in making border-related narcotics investigations, particu
larly when convoy techniques were used to follow drug ship
ments away from border areas. Justice maintained that this 
technique was used successfully by the Customs Service in 
narcotics investigations before the reorganization and 
that DEA did not intend to use this authority at ports of 
entry in competition with ongoing Customs activity. 

The Treasury Department's position was that use of this 
authority by DEA agents would be illegal since the authority 
was not going to be used to assist in carrying out Customs 
responsibilities and since narcotics investigation searches 
away from the border in convoy situations were legally sup
portable on grounds of probable cause and not dependent on 
Customs authority. The request was therefore denied. 

DEA .insisted, however, that this designation was essen
tial to its mission and proposed a compromise that only former 
Customs agents with training and experience in the use of 
this authority and now assigned to DEA because of the reor
ganization be granted this designation. -Customs and DEA 
signed an agreement to this effect on January II, 1974. 

Approximately 350 DEA agents wer.e so designated, and 
DBA issued policy and procedure guidance in a March 1974 
notice. The procedures outlined the agreed-upon terms gov
erning the use of the authority and instructed DEA agents 
to formally notify local Customs regions of their assignment 
to an area, give advance notice when possible and/or immedi
ate followup notice for each use of the authority, submit 
written reports on the results of the search, and exchange 
information obtained. The designation, however, was to be 
used only when Customs officers were not immediately avail
able; when requested by Customs; or when the search, seizure, 
or arrest could not be justified except by using the author
ity. Infrequent use was anticipated. Only about 250 agents 
holding this designation remain with DEA. 

According to Customs headquarters, the use 6f this 
designation has been reported on only three occasions, al
though requested and refused on two additional occasions 
because Customs officials were available. Customs main
tains that DEA does not need this authority as evidenced 
from the lack of Use. 

DEA, on the other hand, has documented 19 instances 
in which this designation has been used. Although we were 
unable to determine if all these instances had been properly 
reported to Customs, we did find that sometimes notification 
was given at the local level and not passed along to Customs 
headquarters. 
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DEA Use of Customs Search Author~ 
as 0I~5t 1975------

Number of 
times used Arrests --------- Seizures ------

New York 7 5 Cocaine (1.1 

Ph ilade lph ia 

Baltimore 

Miami 

lbs. ) 

VI. Detroit 3 9 Hashish (unspecified) 
Cocaine (38 grams) 
Marihuana (27.5 grams) 

VII. Chicago 1 

VIII. New Orleans 

IX. Kansas 

X. Dallas 4 5 Marihuana (166 lbs. ) 
Hashish oil (4 oz.) 
Cocaine ( 4 

XI. Denver 

XII. Seattle 4 

XIII. Los Angeles 

As illustrated above, DEA has made little. use of this 
designation during the past 2 years. Officials believe the 
desjanation has been of little value because of Customs' 
admi'listrative restrictions. 

In Texas, New York, and California, we found DEA offi
cials and field agents who believe DEA's enforcement would 
not be hampered in the absence of the Customs authority. 

oz. ) 

DEA had relied on Customs agents to assist and make searches 
when necessary and was satisfied with Customs' ability to 
respond. In addition, DEA field agents usually had suffi
cient probable cause to obtain a warrant and conduct a 
search on their own authority. 
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DEA headquarters officials, on the other hand, do not 
want DEA agents denied this enforcement tool. They would 
like to have all DEA agents given this designation and ob
tain a relaxation of the administrative restrictions im
posed upon its use by Customs. 

We believe that DEA, as the focal point for Federal 
drug law enforcement, should have at its disposal any appro
priate enforcement tools that are legally justified and 
properly used. Customs' search and seizure authority is 
one of these tools. We believe that only DEA agents work
ing in a border situation should have the designation, and 
it should be used only in the event Customs assistance is 
not readily available. It is recognized, however, that 
Customs needs to protect and control this authority to 
insure prudent utilization. 

The role of the FBI in drug law enforcement as intended 
by Reorganization Plan No.2 needs to be clarified. The 
Presidential message transmitting the plan and several 
statements by officials of the executive branch since 
enactment of the reorganization indicate that the FBI 
resources and methods would be used to assist DEA in its 
drug law enforcement responsibilities. Both agencies have 
interpreted the expansion role to mean exchange of informa
tion and intelligence at the operating level and have not 
materially changed their working relationship since the 
reorganization. The FBI is assisting DEA under the same 
guidelines used to assist State and local law enforce-
ment agencies working on illicit narcotics traffic. 

The Subcommittee on Reorganization, Research, and 
International Organizations of the Senate Government Oper
ations Committee, in its report on the reorganization plan, 
recommended that the Attorney General prepare, and update 
at least annually, a formal plan covering the day-to-day 
coordination and cooperation between DEA and the FBI. No 
formal plan nor general memorandum of understanding between 
the two agencies has been developed. 

Expanded FBI role needs clarification 

The FBI's role in Federal drug law enforcement should 
be clarified if more is expected than the routine exchange 
of information and intelligence with DEA at the operating 
level. 
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At the time of hearings on Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973, 
various statements were made about FBI involvement in drug law 
enforcement. The plan itself is not specific and merely re
quires the Attorney Generai to provide for maximum cooper~tion 
between the FBI and DEA on drug law enforcement and related 
matters. The Presidential message transmitting the plan con
tains statements about committin~ FBI resources to assist in 
drug law enforcement but is not specific as to what the com
mitment should be. The message calls for "a more effective 
antidrug role for the FBI, especially in dealing with the 
relationship between drug trafficking and organized crime. n 

It further states that the President intended "to see that 
the resources of the FBI are fully committed to assist in sup
porting the new Drug Enforcement Administration." 

The Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Government 
Operations, in its report on the reorganization plan was more 
specific in its comments on an expanded FBI role. The Sub
committee recommended that the Attorney General prepare, and 
update at least annually, a formal plan covering the day-to
day coordination and cooperation between DEA and FBI. Fur
ther, the Subcommittee recommended that this plan should re
quire: 

--A close working relationship on the use of informants. 

--Daily headquarters liaison at high levels. 

--Access to each other's intelligence memorandums re
lating to crime arEas of mutual interest. 

--Sharing of laboratory, identification, and training 
facilities and selected case records. 

Since the reorganization plan went into eff~ct, various 
statements have been made re-emphasizing that the FBI will 
play a greater role in drug law enforcement. The Federal 
budget for fiscal year 1975 stated that the FBI will place 
increased emphasis on drug intelligence collection to support 
in tens ified d rug enforcement. The S tr a tegy Counc 11 on Drug 
Abuse, consisting of several cabinet members and agency heads, 
stated in its Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse and DrUq Traffic 
Prevention 1974, that the FBI "will begin systematic collec
tion of domestic drug intelligence for the first time." 

Although an expanded FBI role was expected, the nature, 
extent, and details have been left to the FBI and DEA to 
define. The FBI has taken steps to increase and formalize 
the dissemination of drug-related information and intelligence 
obtained from informants, but little is being done beyond this-
such as having DBA provide the FBI with the names of and de
scriptive data on selected drug traffickers. 
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As previously mentioned, DEA and FBI have not developed a 
formal operating plan covering day-to-day cooperation as 
recommended by the Subcommittee. 

DEA recognizes that there may be a need to clarify 
the FBI's role. 

DEA headquarters' officials reported that the FBI's rela
tionship with DEA (and BNDD before it) had been character
ized by the mutual exchange of information and assistance 
which, over the years, helped both agencies function more 
effectively. They stated that excellent cooperation was 
received from the FBI and that the two agencies enjoyed a 
relationship of mutual respect. Furthermore, they stated 
that exactly what the Congress expected from the FBI's playing 
a more significant role was unclear to DEA. It was their 
feeling that, although the two agencies can and must assist 
and complement each other, their responsibilities differ 
and neither can perform the other's functions. 

Sharing of information and 
related arrests and recoveries 

The FBI for many years has shared information which 
could be helpful to other Federal, State, and local law 
eniorcement agencies. 

Our work in FBI and DEA field offices shows FBI cooper
ation and assistance has consisted, for the most part, of 
the exchange of intelligence information obtained by FBI 
agents in debriefing informants on drug matters. The excep
tions to this have been (1) an occasional joint enforcement 
effort when violations under the jurisdiction of each agency 
have occurred and (2) DEA agents speaking to FBI training 
classes. 

In August 1972, 10 months before the reorganization, 
pursuant to agreements between the f-irector of BNDD and the 
acting Director of the PBI, steps were taken by the FBI to 
provide more effective and expanded cooperation with other 
law enforcement agencies in the drug abuse field. Specific
ally, FBI headquarters instructed its field offices to: 

--Step up liaison with other law enforcement agencies 
to speerl and facilitate the exchange of data rela
ting to illicit narcotics traffic. 

--Designate a special agent in each field office as 
narcotics coordinator. All narcotics intelligence 
information was to be channeled through this agent. 
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--Debrief informants on at least a monthly basis re
garding drug matters and pass such information 
through the narcotics coordinator to BNDD and local 
law enforcement agencies. 

After enactment of the plan, the FBI sent other messages 
to its field offices reiterating the importance of fully 
cooperating with and assisting DEA. In addition to disseminat
ing information as required by the August 1972 instructions, 
subsequent instructions (1) required periodic meetings with 
their DEA counterparts by the special agents in charge of 
16 FBI field offices located in cities with Organized Crime 
Strike Forces and (2) informed all FBI field offices that 
progress in cooperating in the drug enforcement area would 
be monitored. We were informed that, since 1973, the FBI's 
Inspection Division has been instructed to monitor the effec
tiveness of drug intelligence work in its annual inspection 
of field offices. Also, several meetings at the headquarters 
level have been held between DEA and FBI to determine ways 
to achieve maximum cooperation without infringing on the 
jurisdiction of the other agency. 

In the exchange of ~emorandums in 1973 between these 
agency heads regarding ways of increasing their impact upon 
the drug problem, the BNDD Director proposed to provide FBI 
field offices with lists and descriptive data concerning 
major narcotics violators so that information could be 
exchanged on these sUbjects. While the acting Director of 
the FBI expressed the opinion that this appeared worthwhile, 
such exchangn has not occurred either at the headquarters 
level or in the Los Angeles area; it did occur to a limited 
extent in New York. As mentioned in our report on "Diffi
culties In Immobilizing MaJor Narcotics Traffickers,· (see 
p. 7) BNDD took various actions to coordinate its enforcement 
activities with those of other law enforcement agencies. 
These actions included supplying the names of selected upper 
level traffickers (classes I and II) to the Internal Revenue 
Service. In our opinion, information on selected upper level 
traffickers should also be sent to the FBI. 

DEA and FBI officials agreed and stated that DEA 
should provide the FBI with the names of selected high 
level subjects who may, because of their methods of opera
tion come, within the jurisdiction of the statutes enforced 
by the FBI. 

FBI statistics --------------
DEA does not tabulate the number of referrals of in

formation and intelligence given to or received from the 
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FBI. The FBI tabulates the total number of drug-related 
items disseminated to all other agencies but does not 
identify those provided specifically to DEA. 

National11, according to statistics developed by the 
59 FBI field offices, the following accomplishments were 
made in fiscal years 1973 and 1974 by other agencies, 
both Federal and local, on the basis of narcotics data dis
seminated hy the FBI. 

1973 
1974 

215 
255 

816 
989 

Recoveries 
(note a) 

[e_d~.E.~---~~~f. 

(millions) 

$ 5.3 
26.2 

$9.8 
3.4 

ItemS 
disseminated 

(~~t:.L!?) 

19,273 
19,897 

a/Includes narcotics, aut.omobiles, and weapons seized at 
- street values. 

~/Not broken down between Federal and local. 

Lo!!...~ng§.les 

The statistics pertainlng to the FBI's Los Angeles 
District Office showed the following accomplishments, in
cluding the results of information disseminated. 

Arrests 
Fiscal ---O£her------------- Recoveries Items disseminated 
:L~~~ FB!~ede~~ ~££.~~ !<?.t:.~~ (r.!.£t:.~~) Fede~1-~oc~f.-f~.~~f 

(millions) 

.~/1973 12 6 38 56 $ 3.3 568 673 1,241 
1974 11 25 54 90 14.3 1,694 1,888 3,582 
1975 16 -~ 50 ~~ -.'!.:.-~ l,Z61 ~.2.~I .?1.71 !! 

Total 39 c/33 142 214 $~!. :.8, 6,023 §.,5l.? !..~!_ 54!. 
~ - .- =-=== ~ 

a/Represents street value 
- enforcement agencies. 

of narcotics seized by Federal and local 

£/Represents the 10-month period which began September 1972. 

£/Twenty-three of the arrests were attributed to DEA. 
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The "items disseminated~ figures could be misleading. In 
the absence of guidelines from FBI headquarters, the Narcot
ics Coordinator in the Los Angeles District has developed 
his own criteria for re~orting accomplishments or quantifying 
information disseminated. In quantifying the items dissemi
nated, the Narcotics Coordinator counts a name and ohysical 
descri~tion; a specific location, such as the city where 
a drug is distributed; a type of drug; a mode of shipment; 
and so forth, as separate items. Identical items disseminated 
to nlore than one agency are counted separately. For exam1?le, 
if data in a letter to DEA containing four items is also 
sent to the Internal Revenue Service, the Los Angeles Police 
Department, and Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office, it would 
represent 16 items disseminated--8 Federal and 8 local. 

In fiscal year 1974, the reported accomplishments for 
the Los Angel~s District represented a large portion of 
those reported nationally. Specifically, this office 
reported 19 percent of the items disseminated, 48 percent 
of the recoveries, and 7 percent of the arrests. A major 
portion of the arrests and recoveries were the result of 
only three cases made by DEA. These three cases involved 
17 arrests and recoveries of about $11.5 million. 

DEA said that in many instances the information received 
from the FBI had been vague or sketchy but that the quality 
was constantly improving. This improvement is attributable, 
in part, to the training sessions by the DEA's Los Angeles 
Regional Training Coordinator during 1974 and 1975. Ac
cording to both DEA and FBI officials, the training was 
well received by the FBI agents. Approximately 90 percent 
of the FBI staff attended at least one of the sessions in 
1974, and approximately 60 percent in 1975. One of the 
sessions covered the debriefing of informants on narcotic 
matters and the type of information that was needed. 

Informal understandings exist regarding the exchange 
of information or intelligence that falls within the other's 
jurisdictional area. The agencies hold periodic meetings 
to discuss problems and any special information that one 
would like the other to obtain. Initially, the meetings 
were held monthly. At the time of our review, these regu
larly scheduled meetings were no longer considered necessary 
by officials of either agency because of frequent contact 
by telephone. They are held on an as-needed basis. 

Ne~~~.L~i~l 

The FSI's New xork field office sends drug related 
information to DEA by letter and telephone. FBI officials 
estimate that DEA is sent 25 pieces of information monthly. 
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We checked this estimate with DEA and their files generally 
supported the FBI statement. DEA said FBI information was 
generally good and had resulted in cases being developed. 

While DEA has not provided the FBI with a large number 
of intelligence items, since 1974 it has made 17 major 
reports dealing with narcotics trafficking. At least one 
of these reports included the names of leaders and emerging 
leaders in narcotics trafficking. It supplied the FBI with 
the names of black narcotic violators (classes I, II and 

. III) in New YorK City. DEA also supplies fingerprint cards 
to the FrlI when it makes an arrest. 

l2.al ~§. L. El ~~~L._§"I!~ _~CAll~1"! 

The officer in DEA's Dallas regional office respons
ible for liaison with the FBI told us that the exchange of 
information with the FBI had been limited and of little 
investigative or intelligence value. Further, there had 
been no periodic meetings between the agencies and DEA 
agents did not have access to FBI files. 

According to the agent in charge in El Paso, DEA had 
very little contact or exchange of information with the FBI. 
He could recall only one undocumented referral from the FBI 
since the reorganization. In contrast to this, the intelli
gence officer at the McAllen district office said that there 
had been a free exchange of information and that DEA agents 
had been allowed to look at FBI files regarding information 
furnished. 

Use of informants -.-- -~ - ---.---~- - -- ---

FBI policy is to fully protect the informant's true 
identity and personal safety. No informant is turned over 
to another agency unless the informant is willing. Neither 
DBA nor the FBI maintain statistics on using FBI informants. 
DBA stated it had used FSI informants with increased frequency 
in the past 2 years, and on many occasions, both before and 
after the reorganization, FBI informants had been given 
assignments by DEA. 

An FBI informant, used by BNDD in 1972, led to the 
seizure of nearly 174 kilograms of heroin (ranging from 84 
to 100 percent in purity) in Miami, immobilizing a number 
of foreign and high-level U.S. drug traffickers. This 
seizure, according to the officials, was the largest ever 
recorded by a law enforcement agency in the United States. 

Our work in Los Angeles, New York, and Texas indicates 
that only on infrequent occasions has an FBI informant been 
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made available to DEA. For the most part, the use of 
informants has been limited to their debriefing bY FBI agents, 
who then provide the information to DEA. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Federal agencies' cooperation and coordination on intelli
gence and drug enforcement activities has not materialized 
to the extent intended by the reorganization plan. 

Improved cooperation is needed in enforcement activities 
along the border so that manpower and other resources can be 
more effectively deployed. DEA's intelligence gathering has 
been geared almost entirely to identifying major traffickers 
and eliminating sources of supply; little effort has been 
devoted to gathering intelligence to interdict drugs at 
U.S. borders and ports of entry. DEA and Customs have yet 
to agree on the routine sharing of drug intelligence and 
information; however, since June 1975 both agencies have 
taken steps to increase the flow of information. 

Customs gave certain ex-Customs agents, transferred to 
DEA by the reorganization, its search and seizure authority. 
DEA has made little use of this authority due, in part, to 
restrictions placed on DEA field agents that are greater 
than those placed on agents of other Federel agencies pos
sessing such autoority. As the agency responsible for in
vestigating suspects connected with illegal drugs enter-
ing the United States, DEA should have at its disposal any 
appropriate enforcement tools that are legally justified 
and properly used. The use of Customs' search and seizure 
authority in border situations is one of these tools and 
should not be denied to DEA. It is recognized that appro
priate training may have to be provided by Customs. 

The FBI role in drug law enforcement needs to be clari
fied if more is expected than the exchange of information 
and intelligence at the operating level. DEA and the FBI 
have interpreted the FBI role in a narrow sense and have 
not materially changed their working relationship since the 
reorganization. DEA headquarters has not provided the FBI 
with the names of and descriptive data on major traffickers. 
Such an exchange would seem to be a basic requisite to the 
FBI's playing a significant role in assisting Federal drug 
law enforcement and in exploiting the relationship between 
dr.ug traffickers and organized crime. 

we endorse the recommendation in the Domestic Council's 
September 1975 report calling for a settlement of the jur.is
dictional disputes between DEA and Customs. We believe, 
however, especially in light of the failure of a prior 
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agreement brought about by a Presidential directive, that 
establishing such agreements will not solve the problem. 
It is questionable whether such agreements will ever work 
without a clear delegation of authority to someone acting 
on behalf of the President to monitor adherence to guidelines 
and tell agencies what is ex.pected of them. We discussed 
this with officials of OMB and they agr.eed. 

RBCOl<li'1BNDATIONS ._------
We recommend that the Attorney Gener.al: 

--Require the Director of the FBI and the Administrator 
of DBA to (1) reach a formal understanding as to the 
tole of the FBI in helping DBA to carry out its drug 
enforcement responsibilities, (2) develop operational 
guidelines to insure that agents at the working level 
are cooperating and exchanging the kind of information 
that will be useful to each agency, and (3) exchange 
names of and descriptive data on selected major traf
Uckers. 

--Require DBA to place increased emphasis on the 
gathering of intelligence information to interdict 
illicit drugs at U.S. ports and borders and make 
every effort to increase the flow of intelligence 
to Customs to that end. 

Although we did not request written comments from the 
agencies involved, our findings were discussed with them; 
and DBA and FBI generally agr.eed with the recommendations. 
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~!i~!:!!,:!g_i 

~~~~~~~f_f~~Q~_fQg_PURCHA§!,:!_Qr 

EVIDENCE AND INFORMATION --------_ ..... -----------

One method for controlling drug traffic of particular 
interest to the Subcommittee is DEA's purchase of evidence 
and information. We were asked to make: 

--"An analysis of purchase of evidence/purchase of 
information (PE/PI) funds used by DEA as an 
approach to drug law enforcement focusing on 
the number of convictions and significance of 
violators convicted, including (a) a study of 
the amounts of Federal dollars allocated to 
PE/PI'over the last five years and to whom 
these dollars flow, and (b) an accounting of 
all such money so used since the creation of 
DEA. " 

DEA, and BNDD before it, has long considered purchase 
of evidence and information as one of the most effective 
tools available to narcotics investigators. Although DEA 
could not tell us the number and significance of arrests 
and convictions that have resulted from PE/PI, it has been 
used successfully in numerous cases. Critics of PE, how
ever, question the rationale for a practice which they claim 
stimulates the market for illicit drugs by adding to its 
monetary rewards. They claim that purchase money is being 
targeted at the street violator and not at identifying and 
arresting upper level traffickers. 

To determine whether PE/PI spent on middle and lower 
level cases was leading to upper level traffickers, we 
rev~wed case files in DEA's New York and Los Angeles 
regions. Our review showed: 

--Although amounts allocated to PE/PI over the 
years have increased--to over $9 million for 
fiscal year 1976--DEA has never evaluated its 
effectiveness to determine how it could be used 
more judiciously. 

--In fiscal year 1975, DEA spent about 70 percent 
of its domestic PE/PI budget on middle and lower 
level traffickers with the primary objective of 
identifying and arresting upper level traffickers. 
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--In the New York and Los Angeles regions, PE/PI spent 
on middle and lower level traffickers was, to some 
extent, successful in identifying upper level 
traffickers. About 11 and 16 percent, respectively. 
of the middle and lower level cases led to upper 
level traffickers. Some were very successful 
in identifying numerous upper level traffickers. 

--DEA's success with PE/PI is difficult to assess be
cause DEA has no policy indicating what expected 
results should be. 

DEA spends money to purchase evidence from suspected 
traffickers and information from informants, to pay rewards, 
and to use as "fla~h rolls"; that is, large sums of money 
shown to drug traffickers as proof that DEA agents can 
purchase substantial quantities of illicit drugs. 

The budget for purchasing evidence and informatio, has 
increased from $775,000 in fiscal year 1969 for BNDD tb 
$9 million in fiscal year 1976 for DEA. This increase is 
consistent with overall budget growth for BN~D and DEA. In 
addition, beginning in fiscal year 1975, DEA's Office of 
Intelligence was authorized $400,000 for special intelligence 
programs, and of this amount $213,000 was obligated for the 
purchase of information. The following table does not in
clude the Office of Intelligence funds but only presents 
BNDD's and DEA's enforcement program figures. 
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BNDD/DEA BNDD/DEA 
Planned budget __ Actual obligation~ __ 

Fiscal PE 
year PE PI Total (!!ot~_~) PI Total 

(000 omitted) ------------_.-

1969 $ 615 $ 160 $ 775 $ 607 $ 150 $ 757 

1970 1,476 375 1,851 1,449 265 1,714 

1971 1,836 939 2,775 1,780 825 2,605 

1972 3,090 1,250 4,340 2,914 1,710 4,624 

1973 3,400 1,844 5,244 3,228 2,018 5,246 

1974 3,600 2,800 6,400 3,975 2,512 6,487 

1975 3,700 3,121 6,821 3,958 3,075 7,033 

1976 5,024 4,004 9,028 

~/PE obligations do not include recovered money spent on 
PE during the year. This amount has ranged from $31,000 
in FY 1972 to $122,000 in FY 1975. 

One of the reasons for needing the 32-percent increase in 
purchase funds in fiscal year 1976 is the increased cost 
of heroin and dangerous drugs in the illicit market. Accord
ing to DEA, the standard one-eighth-kilogram sample purchase 
now costs $5,000 to $6,000 compared to $2,000 to $3,000 a 
year ago. 

In addition to DEA-appropriated funds shown above, LEAA 
grants are also used for PE/PI by various DEA state and 
local task forces. The amount budgeted in LEAA grants was 
$2.4 million II for fiscal year 1975. 

Expenditures for PE/PI have not varied significantly 
from planned estimates. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
BNDD spent considerably more on PE than on PI; however,in 

liThe $2.4 million is composed of $1,919,920 for the DEA 
- state and local task force program (former ODALE program); 

$300,000 for the Hew York City Joint Task Force; and 
$150,000 for the Unified Intelligence Division located in 
New York City. 
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recent years increased emphasis has been placed on purchasing 
of information, but most of the PE/PI budget still goes for 
purchase of evidence. 

PE expenditures are 
generally unrecoverable 

Little of the money spent on purchases of evidence by 
DEA is recovered because of DEA strategy to buy and pene
trate. Relatively small amounts, generally less than 5 
percent, of PE money is recovered because DEA may make sev
eral buys on the same case in order to penetrate to higher 
level traffickers. Any money ~pent on earlier buys before 
an arrest is generally unrecoverable. Also, DEA spends some 
unrecoverable PE money to make sample buys to learn what 
the drug situation in a given area is. In addition to drug 
intelligence, these buys are used to make arrests and 
cultivate informants. BNDD's and DEA's PE obligations and 
the amounts recovered for fiscal years 1971 through 1975 
were: 

Fiscal Amounts Amounts Percent 
years obli~ated recovered recovered 

1971 $1,780,000 $174,869 9.8 
1972 2,914,000 103,713 3.6 
1973 3,228,000 148,290 4.6 
1974 3,975,000 160,200 4.0 
1975 3,958,000 182,335 4.6 

Although most PE money is not recovered, DEA believes 
that the results achieved far outweigh the expenditures, 
and DEA identified cases where PE contributed to the arrast 
of major traffickers. Furthermore, DEA seizes cash, vehicles, 
boats, and planes as part of its investigations, the value 
of which offsets unrecovered PE expenditures. For example, 
although DEA spent about $4.0 million in unrecovered PE money 
in fiscal year 1975, it seized $3.1 million in cash and $5.5 
million in vehicles, boats, and planes. 

EVIDENCE PURCHASE IS CONTROVERSIAL 

PI is generally recognized as a widely used technique 
of law enforcement agencies. However, PE has been more 
controversial. Critics cite the uniquely corruptive environ
ment of undercover work in the narcotics area and claim 
that purchase money stimUlates the narcotics economy. They 
claim that most purchase money is targeted at the street 
level violator and that it duplicates State and local enforce
ment efforts and does not lead to major violators. 
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DBA considers the purchase of evidence and information 
as one of the most effective investigative tools available. 
Some of the advantages cited by DEA to justify PE follow. 

--Since many drug investigations are conducted while 
the crime is being committed, the undercover agent 
can negotiate, gather intelligence information, 
identify and implicate a source of supply, and 
better develop a solid case for prosecution. 

--Undercover purchases provide strong evidence that 
can be prosecuted with greater success and can 
serve to induce defendant cooperation. 

--Evidence purchases insure a maximum of investiqa
tive return and, if not available, cases would re
quire more resources over a longer period with 
lower probability of conviction. 

According to DEA, the objective of purchase funds is 
to serve as an enforcement tool, not just to remove drugs 
from the street. They are not used simply to make an 
arrest and seizure. DEA cites the effectiveness of this 
buy and penetrate approach with examples where lower level 
traffickers have led to the identification and apprehension 
of major violators. 

DEA has given several reasons why multiple purchases 
are necessary in developing a case. Such purchases tend 
to weaken charges of entrapment by defense attorneys, are 
used to identify and implicate the source of supply and 
associates and to gain fUrther intelligence, and tend to 
establish an agent's credibility. Also, they are more 
economical than attempting a large, single transaction at 
a higher level. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF PE/PI COULD BE IMPROVED 

During the Subcommittee hearings in June 1975, it was 
pointed out that one CE~ regional office, Los An;eles, had 
made a study of its purchase funds and concluded th'~ they 
were not leading to the identification and apprehension 
of higher leval traffickers. No overall DEA study of 
purchase f~Ld effectiveness has been made. 

As part of our audit, we reviewed a sample of cases 
where PE/P! funds were expended in DEA's New York and Los 
Angeles re9ional offices. We found that PE/PI expenditures 
on lower level cases were successful, to some extent, in 
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leading to the identification of upper level traffickers. 
DEA, however, has no standard to siy whether the success 
achieved was worth the investment. 

We also reviewed DBA purchase fund records for all 
regions for fiscal year 1975. Overall, DEA spent 56 percent 
for the purchase of evidence and 44 percent for the purchase 
of information. DEA spent 30 percent of PE/PI on upoer 
level traffickers and 70 percent on middle and lower level 
traffickers within its domestic regions. Some regions spent 
a substantial share of their PE/PI on middle and lower level 
traffickers. For example, in fiscal year 1975, the New York 
and the Boston regions spent 80 and 92 percent, respectively, 
of PE/PI funds on middle and lower level traffickers. 

New York 

To determine whether DEA's New York regional office 
was successfully using PE/PI funds to identify uoper level 
traffickers, we reviewed some cases from the first auarter 
of fiscal year 1975 in which PE/PI was expended. Of 46 
middle and lower level cases, 5 cases were successful in 
identifying 8 upper level violators. 

As of June 30, 1974, a total of 916 cases were open in 
this region's files. During the first quarter of ~iscal 
year 1975, an additional 178 cases were opened. Therefore, 
the total number of active cases being worked was 1,094. 

Class I 112 
Class II 100 
Class III 670 
Class IV 212 

Total 1,094 

This total includes some cases which are "administra
tively" open because a case cannot be officially closed 
until all evidence is disposed of even thouqh the defendants 
have been prosecuted. DEA officials estimated that approx
imately 3 percent or 33 cases were administratively open 
during the period, reducing active cases to 1,061. 

During the first quarter of fiscal year 1975, PE/PI 
funds were used in 127 cases. 

Class I 
Class II 
Class III 
Class IV 

Total 

48 

23 
30 
71 

3 

127 
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It is important to note that PE/pI funds may have been used 
in all 1,094 cases at one time or another. 

Of the expenditures for the 127 cases during the first 
quarter of fiscal year 1975, 33.5 percen~ were on classes I 
and II traffickers while 66.5 percent were on classes III 
and IV. 

PE PI Total Percent 

Class I $ 1,000.00 $19,801. 60 $20,801.60 20.3 
Class II 3,900.00 9,650.00 13,550.00 13.2 
Class III 59,855.00 7,695.00 67,550.00 65.7 
Class IV 525.00 290.00 815.00 .8 

Total $65,280.00 $37,436.60 $102,716.60 100.0 

63.6% 36.4% 

Of the 74 class III or IV cases, 46 were beinq 
investigated by the New York City and Newark district of
fices. We reviewed these 46 cases and found that: 

--5 cases (about 11 percent) resulted in the identifi
cation of 8 class II violators. 

--12 cases resulted in the identification of 20 
additional class III violators. 

--20 cases resulted in the arrest of the targeted 
violators and 9 have been convicted. 

--61 purchases of information were made, costing 
$5,600. 

--25 purchases of evidence were made, costing 
$45,755. 

At the time we completed our review, 33 of the 46 cases were 
still open and could lead to the identification of additional 
upper level traffickers. 

In the 20 caseS where targeted class III or IV viola
tors were arrested, we asked the agents involved to explain 
why they arrested the targets in lieu of cUltivating them in 
an attempt to build the case to a higher level. We were told 
the decision in 15 cases was based on the opinion that the 
supply of information from the target was exhausted and that 
arrest was a final effort to elicit more information about 
the target's source of supply. The other five arrests were 
made for various reasons. 
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~?s Angeles 

DEA's Los Angeles regional office conducted a study of 
PE/PI and concluded that PE/PI spent on lower level traffic
kers seldom led to upper level traffickers. After this 
study, the region made two limited followup surveys. 

The initial study covering July 1, 1973, through 
March 31, 1974, concluded that (1) about 74 percent of PE/PI 
funds was being spent at the class III and IV levels and 
(2) class III and IV investigations rarely resulted in iden
tification or apprehension of upper level traffickers. This 
was based on the fact that only 32 of 238 (13.5 percent) 
class III cases reviewed led to the identification of class 
I and II violators. As a result, the regional director, 
in October 1974, issued a regional policy that expenditures 
of PE/PI at the class III and IV level must be more selec
tive. We could not validate the findings of the study 
because the DEA Los Angeles region could not provide all 
the backup data, and it would be difficult to reconstruct. 

In Apr:l 1975 a followup survey, covering December 
1974 and January and February 1975, for three of the region's 
offices stated no conclusions. The study looked at expend
itures for the three locations to see if the trend in expend
itures had changed. This guick analysis showed that PE/PI 
expenditures were being spent 

--44 percent on level III and IV cases and 

--56 percent on level I and II cases. 

In May 1975, a subsequent fol1owup covering PE/PI ex
penditures for the whole region for the 6 months of November 
1974 through April 1975 was made. The fo11owup was to 
determine if the directive issued by the regional director 
in late 1974 had been implemented. The survey showed that 
PE/PI expenditures were being spent about 

--40 ~ercent on classes III and IV cases and 

--60 percent on classes I and II cases. 

This was almost a complete reversal of trends found during 
the initial study. 

In the followup surveys, however, no analysis was 
performed on the level III and IV violators to determine if 
cases/violators were being upgraded. Analysis of arrest 
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statistics showed that the region was redirecting its 
efforts towrd major violators. The conclusions of the 
initial study, compared to this effort, were that: 

--The regional director's directive was being 
compl ied wi th . 

--Most PE/PI expenditures were in the classes rand 
II areas. 

--The arrest of classes I and II violators almost 
doubled, while the arrest of classes III and IV 
decreased. 

We analyzed PE/PI expenditures in the Los Angeles region 
to verify the results of the DEA study. 

Specifically, we wanted to determine (1) if most PE/PI 
money was being directed at upper level violators and (2) 
if the money expended on middle and lower level violators 
aided in the identification of upper level violators. 

We reviewed PE/PI expenditures for the third auarter 
of fiscal year 1975 and also made a detailed case analysis 
on 37 classes III and IV cases investigated at the Los Angeles 
and San Diego offices. One or more PE or PI payments were 
made during January through March 1975 on each case reviewed. 
We discussed each case analyzed with special agents and group 
supervisors. 

During the third quarter of fiscal year 1975, PE/PI 
funds were expended on 161 cases. 

Class 

I 
II 
III 
IV 

Total 

Number of 
cases 

63 
29 
58 

.J:.! 
161 

We did not obtain the total number of active cases being 
worked during this period because it was not readily avail
able. 
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Of PE/PI dollar expenditures for these 161 cases, upper 
level cases accounted for $129,395 or about 70 percent of 
the total, while middle and lower level cases accounted for 
$55,116, or about 30 percent of the total. 

Class PE PI ~ Percentage 

I $25,105 $ 77 , 142 $102,247 55.4 
II 14,650 12,498 27,148 14.7 
III 32,595 16,851 49,446 26.8 
IV 4,775 895 5,670 3.1 

$77 ,125 $107,386 $184,511 100.0 

41. 8% 58.2% 

We made a detailed analysis of 37 of the 69 classes III 
and IV cases. Twenty-five of the cases- were investigated 
by the San Diego office, and 12 were investigated at the 
Los Angeles office. The case analysis showed 

--6 cases (about 16 percent) led to the identification 
of one or more upper level violators, 

--33 cases resulted in the arrest of the original 
targeted class III or IV violators, and 21 of these 
have been convicted, 

--109 purchases of information totaled $27,478, and 

--13 purchases of evidence totaled $9/160. 

Information from the investigation of these 37 cases led to 
the identification of 40 class I violators, 19 class II vio
lators, 85 class III violators, and 15 class IV violators. 
It should be pointed out that some of the cases were still 
open at the time we completed our review and could lead to 
the identification of additional upper level traffickers. 

The number of cases that led to upper level traffickers 
compared to those that did not should not be viewed as an 
absolute indication of success or failure of PE/PI. The num
ber of upper level traffickers identified regardless of the 
comparative number of successful cases is also important. 
One case may lead to the identification of a major drug 
trafficking network. For example, one of the 37 cases was 
very productive in identifying a large number of domestic 
and foreign upper level traffickers. This case, investi
gated in San Diego, involved 53 purchases of information 
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from nine informants totali~g $12,668 in PI expenditures 
and resulted in the identification of 39 class I violators, 
15 class II violators, and 9 class III violators. t'11hile con
sidered to be far from typical, this illustrates how the ini
tial use of PI at a lower level led to a major international 
trafficking organization wherein many domestic and foreign 
upper level narcoties traffickers were identified. 

DEA's Los Angeles region has been redirecting most 
PE/PI expenditures to upper level investigations. About 
three out of every four purchase dollars are now directed 
toward investigations involving major traffickers, and there 
has been some success in upgrading investigations to a higher 
level. Numerous upper level traffickers have been identified 
and one case in particular was well worth the investment. 
While PE/PI resources have been redirected, our analysis of 
PE/PI resources still being devoted to middle and lower level 
cases shows that the success rate for upgrading or ooening 
new cases where upper level traffickers are targeted was 
about 16 percent--slightly more than shown by the original 
Los Angeles study. 

Need for more evaluation 

Except for the recent study and followup surveys by 
the DEA Los Angeles region, DEA hus not evaluated PL/PI to 
determine its effectiveness and how it could be ~sed more 
judiciously. 

The Office of Planning and evaluation in DEA recogPlzes 
the need to analyze specific resources, such as PE/PI funds, 
informants, agent time, and intelligence analysis to produce 
high-impact cases. The Office of Planning and Evaluation 
states that little is known about the "technology" of case 
production. DBA does not know how the pattern of enforcement 
activity is changed by increases or decreases in PE/PI money, 
the number of informants, the number of aqents, or the amount 
of intelligence analy~is. DBA has proposed tha~ the Office 
of Planning and EvaluatiJn make a case producticn study to 
determine where DEA should spend additional resourc~s. We 
believe that such a study is needed and should be d '.le on 
a priority hasis because of the congressional interest in 
this area. Furthermore, an evaluation of l'E/PI would be 
nelpful to DEA in establishing a more definitive Folicy on 
the use of PE/PI. 
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In a memorandum on "DEA Priorities and Objectives for 
FY 75 and FY 76," January 17, 1975, the Administrator of 
DEA stated that one of the agency's priority objectives 
was to improve the quality of cases. One way to achieve 
this quality is through "an increase in the amount of PE/PI 
coupled with improved management of these funds at the 
Supervisor/ARD [Assistant Regional Director] level of the 
organization." Along with improved management at the o~er
ating level, we,believe that DEA headquarters need8 to develop 
a definitive policy on PE/PI. 

Other than procedural controls, DEA has no definitive 
policy on using PE/PI to guide its regional offices. DEA 
regions are authorized to spend allocated PE/PI as they 
deem appropriate, consistent with DEA's overall mission 
and enforcement objectives. There is no policy on what 
percentages of PE/PI should be spent on upper level classes 
I and II traffickers, nor is there any policy on the ratio 
of PE to PI or whether one should be emphasized more than 
the other. 

DEA maintains statistics on where PE and PI are being 
spent (classes I, II, III, and IV cases); but without a policy 
on which to evaluate the statistics, they are of limited 
value. What percentage of PE and PI should be spent on upper 
level classes I and II traffickers? 

DEA has a general policy that 70 percent of its enforce
ment resources should be devoted to the apprehension of 
classes I, II, and III violators. It is not clear whether 
this policy can be applied specifically to PE/PI, but if so, 
it is questionable because it would not provide for a minimum 
commitment of PE/PI to class I and II cases. 

The need for some specific policy on what portion of 
PE/PI should be spent on classes I and II cases can be seen 
in the DEA Los Angeles study and followup surveys. When 
only 25 percent of PE/PI was spent on classes I and II cases, 
there was concern by the regional manaqement; however, when 
the percentage subsequently increased to 60 percent on classes 
I and II cases, it was considered acceotable. ~le realize 
that requirements on the use of PE and PI may vary between 
regions and may differ between PE and PI; however, we believe 
that DEA should develop an overall definitive policy. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

DEA has had some success in identifying u~per level 
traffickers based, at least in part, on PE/PI funds spent 
on middle and lower level cases. It has had some success 
in penetrating at low levels and \~orking un to higher level 
traffickers. This success, however, is difficult to assess. 
In terms of the numbers of middle and lower level cases that 
have developed into upper level cases, the SucceSs rate has 
been about 11 to 16 percent in the blo largest DEA reg ions. 
One case in particular, however, was very successful in 
identifying large numbers of upper level domestic and fOreiqn 
traffickers. 

The DEA Los Angeles PE/PI study concluded that ourchase 
money spent on middle and lower level cases rarely led to 
identifying upper level traffickers. This conclusion was 
based on the finding that only about 13 percent of the cases 
led to higher level traffickers. The l3-percent payoff was 
apparently considered to be low, as indicated by the strong 
conclusion and subsequent recommendations for iworoved allo
cation of resources. Our analysis at the DCA Los Anqeles 
region verified that the region "las, in fact, redirecting 
most of its PE/PI expenditures to upper level cases. The 
percentage of successful middle and lower level cases that 
led to higher level cases was about 16 percent. 

In the DEA New York region, our analysis showed that, 
during the first quarter of fiscal year 1975, the region 
~Ias spending most of its PE/PI on middle and lO~ler level 
cases and that about 11 percent of these cases led to the 
identification of upper level traffickers. The percentaqe 
payoff for both the Los Angeles and the New York regions 
could increase because some of the cases are still open. 

Was the percentage of successful cases that targeted 
upper level traffickers acceptable? It is very 
difficult to penetrate the upper echelons of drug traffic
king networks. Upper level traffickers are skillful and 
insulate themselves by dealing with trusted friends they 
have known for years. rear of swift reprisal is also a 
factor deterring middle and lower level traffickers from 
identifying upper level traffickers. 

Although the use of purchase money has been suCcessful 
in certain cases, we believe that improvements can be made. 
DEA should direct its regions not to spend a disoroportionate 
share of its PE/PI on classes III and IV cases if sufficient 
classes I and II cases are available for enforcement action. 
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The DEA Los Angeles region concluded that spending 75 percent 
of its purchase money on classes III and IV cases was un
acceptable considering the results. Other DEA regions also 
spend a substantial share of their PE/PI money on middle 
and lower level cases. In fiscal year 1975, the New York 
region spent about 80 percent of its PE/PI on classes III 
and IV cases, and the Boston region spent about 92 percent 
on classes III and IV cases. We believe that DEA should de
velop a policy on PE/PI, giving its regions some guidance 
on what portion should be spent on classes I and II cases, 
'compared to classes III and IV cases, and what is expected 
in terms of a payoff. 

Although the amounts allocated to PE/PI have grown 
substantially over the years to about $9.0 million for 
fiscal year 1976, DEA has not, except for the Los Anqeles 
studies, made an evaluation of PE/PI and its effectiveness. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Attorney General instruct DEA to: 

--Proceed on a priority basis with its pro
posed case prodUction study to analyze the 
importance of specific resources, such as 
PE/PI. 

--Develop an overall policy on PE/PI covering 
its intent and expected payoff. 

--Develop criteria to assist operating mana
gers to better screen requests for expen
ditures of PE/PI and minimize any indiscrim
inate buying at the lower levels of drug 
trafficking. 

We did not request written comments from the Department 
of Justice on these recommendations; however, we discussed 
them with DEA officials. They agreed that the recommendations 
were valid, but believed that the basic methodology used by 
GAO and DEA's Los Angeles region in attempting to evaluate the 
effectiveness of purchase of evidence expenditures was insuffi
cient to adequately portray the benefits derived from PE uti
lization. They pointed out that: 

--It failed to reflect that PE, in addition to its 
use Ln furthering the identification of high level 
traffickers, serves other important purposes. 
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--It relied upon a data base which \~as not suffi
ciently sensitive, in and of itself, ~o measure 
PE eff~ctiveness. 

--It used relatively newly closed cases (as well as 
some open cases), which biased the results of the 
analysis. 

For further DEA explanation, see appendix IX. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DEA ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLIGENCE 

1·1ANPONER ALLOCATIONS 

The Subcommittee requested that we make: 

--"An analysis of DEA enforcement and intelligence 
manpower allocations to various activities and 
fUnctions in the agency." 

At the time of the reorganization, DBA was qiven the 
responsibility for developing and maintaining a national 
narcotics intelligence system. ·This responsibility encom
passes the acquisition and analysis of information on the 
legal and illegal traffic in narcotics and dangerous drugs 
and the dissemination of such information to DEA agents 
and appropriate agencies. 

Intelligence collection and analysis are only two of 
the various DEA responsibilities requiring manpower. Others 
include enforcement of Federal criminal laws, regulation of 
the legal trade in narcotics and dangerous drugs, cQordi- . 
nation of drug enforcement among Federal, State, and local 
agencies, and implementation of research programs to improve 
accomplishment of its mission. 

DEA resources have been allocated and programs formal
ized to cover these responsibilities, but these programs 
are not always clearly categorized and responsibilities can 
overlap. They interrelate and complement one another. To 
illustrate, it is a basic part of the job of every field 
agent to collect intelligence even though he is not assigned 
directly to intelligence functions. 

MANPOWER ASSIGNMENTS 

DBA assigns both agents and professional/technical 
staff members (intelligence specialists) on a full-time 
basis to the intelligence function. The schedule below 
shows the allocations among intelligence, enforcement, and 
other functions. 
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FY FY FY 
1973 1974 1975 

Headquarters: 
DEA agents 3 17 27 
Intelligence specialists 4 48 66 

Intelligence function 
total 7 65 a/9~ 

= -
Enforcement and other 

functions (note b) 116 133 181 

Regions: 
DEA agents 80 86 127 
Intelligence specialists 5 5 21 

Intelligence functions 
total (Qote c) 85 91 148 -

Enforcement and other 
functions (note b) 1,223 1,778 1,712 

a/Includes 5 agents and 12 intelligence specialists assigned 
- to El Paso Intelligence Center. 

b/Does not include personnel assigned to school--FY 1974, 
- 55; FY 1975, 12. 

c/Includes agents and professional/technical specialists 
- assigned to foreign regions--FY 1973, 13; FY 1974, 13; 

FY 1975, 11. 

At the end of fiscal year 1975, 154 agents and 87 
intelligence specialists were in intelligence positions. 

Within the United States, DEA cites two major chanqes 
in the allocation of manpower resources. From the end of 
fiscal year 1973 through 1975, the number of aqents in 
offices along the southwest border increased 284 percent, 
while overall agent strength domestically increased only 
44 percent. This increase along the border was due to two 
factors: the large number of Customs agents transferred to 
DEA in the border area at the time of reorganization and 
the transfer of additional DEA agents to cope with the in
creased flow of Mexican heroin entering the United States. 
Another major shift domestically was an increase of 50 agents 
(69 percent) assigned to regional intelligence units. 
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In foreign countries, DEA increased its agent strength 
from 113 to 171 (51 percent) from the end of fiscal year 1973 
through 1975. DEA said this increase was in keepinq with 
its philosophy that greater supply reductions are effected 
per agent by suppression activities in those countries that 
are the source or transshipment points for much of the druas 
abused in this country, The increases \'Iould have been even 
greater had it not been for such limiting factors as the 
political sensitivity of U.S. presence and the time lag which 
is required for language training for agents. 

INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

Shortly after the reorganization, DEA established an 
Office of Intelligence at headquarters and placed it 
organizationally on the same level as the Office of Enforce
ment. Intelligence units were also set up in each regional 
office. 

The intelligence system in DEA has been expanding for 
the past 2 years and, while some progress has been made, 
it is far from complete. DEA feels an additional 3 years 
will be needed to develop a satisfactory system. The addi
tional time is required for acquiring information for the 
intelligence data base and for recruiting and traininq 
intelligence s~ecialists. 

Regional intelligence unit (RIU) 

We observed at three DEA regions that authorized posi
tions in RIU's were not filled, and in some instances agents 
assigned to RIU's were not working full time on intelligence 
functions. Instead of an RIU, the New York reqional office 
of DEA joined forces with the New York City Poi ice and the 
New York State Police and formed the Unified Intelligence 
Division (UID). This unit is funded by the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration and is discussed in chapter 6. 

Mexico 

The Nexico City RIU is not at authorized strength. As 
of July 1975, only 4 of the 11 authorized positions were 
filled. Although formally established in late 1973, it did 
not have a supervisor until mid-1975. At the time of our 
review, DEA was not able to increase the staffing because 
of the reluctance of the Government of Mexico to admit 
additional DEA personnel. Subsequently, DEA advised us tha~ 
as of early November 1975, the Mexico city RIU had ei. ht 
people. 
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RIU's past efforts consisted of developing country 
analysis reports for Central America; ~erforming special 
analyses, such as profiles of major traffickers; and makinq 
periodic administrative reports. RIU officials review each 
piece of intelligence developed by agents and file the data 
by subject. However, due to limited personnel, little anal
ysis was made of this data to identify drug traffickinq trends, 
distribution routes, and methods of narcotic concealment. 
'rhus, this unit is not systematically analyzinq information 
which could assist Customs and other agencies in intercepting 
drugs along the U.S.-Mexican border. 

DEA maintains that this is not the function of the RIU. 
Further, they claim that any information accumulated v/hich 
will enhance Customs' interdiction capabilities would be 
forwarded to DEA headquarters where s- specially designated 
unit in tho Office of Intelligence would provide it to 
Customs. 

California 

He visited the Los Angeles regional office and its San 
Diego district. We learned that before 1975 agents assigned 
to the intelligence function often performed noninte11igence 
duties. Although less frequently, RIU personnel continue 
to be diverted to noninte11igence taSKS. About 19 people 
are assigned to the Los Angeles RIU, and they spend about 
half of their time on intelligence-related functions. 

Texas 

We visited the Dallas regional office and two of its 
district offices. A regional official said that the office 
had 1 intelligence officer for every 12 enforcement agents. 
Personnel assigned to the RIU occasionally were used in an 
enforcement role when the need arose. A district official 
stated that one of his two intelligence officers was being 
reassigned to enforcement due to a shortage of agents. 
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CHAP'TER 6 

THE DEA STATE AND LOCAL 

TASK FORCE PROGRAN ------------------
DEA is involved in narcotics law enforcement at the local 

level through participation in joint missions with State and 
local personnel. The SUbcommittee expressed interest in DEA's 
role at this level and asked us to provide: 

--"A study and analysis of how Federal money from LEAA 
is allocated, by DEA, to the various narcotics Task 
Forces currently in operation in the country * * * 
[and the criteria] used by DEA for determining how much 
money is allocated to each task force; how that money 
is used; and what results have been achieved in rela
tion to the stated ~ission or objectives of these task 
forces." 

--"A study and analysis of the Unified Intelligence 
Center, a federally funded narcotics related operation 
in the New York City area." 

DEA TASK FORCES 

In July 1973, as a result of Reorganization Plan No. 2 
of 1973, DBA assumed responsibility for ODALE task forces. 
'l'he objective of the task forces was to interdict heroin on 
the street through the arrest of middle and lower level traf
fickers by teams of Federal, State, and local agents. 

Each ODALE task force was directed by a Department of 
Justice attorney with Federal enforcement personnel borrowed 
from other agencies, such as BNDD, Customs, and the Internal 
Revenue Service. Salaries of State and local agents and the 
equipment and operating costs of the task forces were generally 
funded through LEAA grants, as were costs relevant to admin
istering the grants. The grants were made by LEAA's National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice under part 
D, Title I, the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 
1968, as amended, which allows LEAA to make grants for im
proving and developing ne~1 methods of law enforcement. Since 
the reorganization, LEAA has continued to provide state and 
local support costs while DEA has funded salaries and opera
tional support costs for all DEA special agents assigned to 
the task forces and has furnished equipment in support of 
their needs. 

In April 1974, a memoranduQ of agreement between DEA 
and LEAA outlined a comprehensive strategy for joint efforts 
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in the fleld of drug control and the reduction of drug abuse. 
It was agreed that LEAA would continue to provide funding and 
that DEA would have primary responsibility for directing and 
evaluating the task force program. LEAA would have primary 
responsibility for fiscal monitoring and audits. 

Criteria used by DEA for 
allocating LEAA funds 

Essentially, DBA considers four factors in determining 
the amount of LEAA funds to be allocated to each task force. 

1. Prior effectiveness. 

2. The number of State and local participants. 

3. Geographical location as it affects cost or resources. 

4. Level of investigative activity. 

The amount of LE&~ funds available for the DEA task force 
program for a fiscal year is set by LEAA after a series of 
coordinating meetings between the two agencies. After the 
total funding level is set, nBA notifies each of its regional 
directors of the funding each task force within nis region 
will receive. The regional director then has the task force 
grantee submit a grant application to LBM for tt>e appropriate 
level of funding and LEAA awards the individual grants. 

DEA began ann~al evaluations of task force effectiv~ness 
in November 1974. These evaluations resulted in closing 
seven task forces in early 1975 and taking steps to correct 
deficiencies in others. 

Allocation of LEAA 
funds and theIr-u5e 

In fiscal year 1974, there were about 40 task forces. 
Additional task forces Here created during fiscal year 1975, 
and at one puint 43 ta~~ force programs were operati~g and 
were receiving DBA and LEi,.!>, support. During fiscal 'fear 
1975, about 600 State and local law enforcement off.~ers and 
about 180 DBl\ agents ./ere assigned to the various task forces. 
",or fiscal Y' ar 1976, ~hp- program has been reducF.:::l to 22 11 
task forces. 

-----------------
liAs of September 30, 1975, the Detroit task force was 
- closed, reducing the number to 21. 
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The following taole shows LEAA funding and an estimate 
of DEA support for task force operations during fiscal years 
1974 and 1975 and that projected for 1976. 

Fiscal zear DEA ~ Total 

(millions) 

1974 $4.4 $7.1 $1l.5 
1975 5.1 9.1 14 .2 
1976 2.8 6.8 9.6 

The estimated fiscal year 1975 funding by cost categories is 
shown below. 

DBA LEAA Total 

Salar ies and benefits $4,666,000 $4,050,000 $ 8,716,000 
Operating expenses 

and equipment 362,000 3,130,000 3,492,000 
PE/PI ----112,000 1,920,000 2,032,000 

Total $5,140,000 $9,100,000 $14,240,000 

In some cases, either a portion or all of the salary expense 
for State and local personnel is being paid by their agehcies 
and does not appear in these charts. In addition, DEA equip
ment in support of DEA agents is not included. This equipment 
is officially assigned to the regional offices. 

Information showing the LEAA and DEA funding for each of 
the 43 task forces in operation during fiscal year 1975 is . 
included as appendix V. We requested DEA to conduct a physi
cal inventory of the DEA equipment being provided at five 
selected task forces. (See app. Vr.) 

During fiscal years 1974 and 1975, a State planning 
agency normally was the grantee for a task force or. several 
task forces in an area. For those years, LEAA grants funded 
100 percent of State and local participation. LEAA is al
lowed to make such grants for developing new and innovative 
methods of law enforcement. LEAA, however, questioned the 
continued use of this type of grant since the task force con
cept has evolved beyond the developmental stage. 

Because of this concern, it was agreed that for fiscal 
year 1976 all task force projects will be funded through 
LEAA discretionary grant funds, which require State and 
local participants to provide 10 percent of the total grant 
amount. The 10 percent to be provided by State and local 
agencies can be met in either of two ways: (1) they can 
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contribute cash or (2) they can meet the requirements by 
hiring new employees to "backfill" the positions of per
sonnel assigned to task forces. 

For fiscal year 1976, the program has been reduced to 
22 task forces because of a reduction in LEAA funds. On 
the basis of DEA's evaluation of each task force and the 
probability of state and local agencies meeting the 10-
percent matching requirement of discretionary funding, a 
decision was made as to which task forces would be closed 
and which would continue. A listing of the 22 task forces 
to be funded in fiscal year 1976; the level of LEAA grant 
support; and an estimate of DEA support, based on a projec
tion of the number of agents to be assigned in fiscal year 
1976, are included in appendix VII. 

While no decisions have been made for fi~cal year 1977, 
DEA ai1d LEAA have ag reed tha t the fund ing mechanism fo r DEA 
task forces needs to be changed since LEAA has, in effect, 
relinquished all control other than funding. If the Depart
ment of Justice and OMB approve, DEA will seek additional 
budget authority for fiscal year. 1977 and incorporate the 
funding of task force operations directly. 

Results achieved in relation 
to stated m1SS10n or obJectives 

The task force's mission is to control the illicit drug 
traffic in its geographic area through (1) upgrading the level 
of drug enforcement of local and State enforcement agencies, 
(2) targeting its efforts at a higher level--to include pri
marily street and middle level violators--but not restricting 
investigations leading to upper level violators, (3) direct
ing its activities to communities where adequate resources 
are not available, (4) emphasizing investigations of heroin, 
cocaine, such dangerous drugs as amphetamine and barbituates, 
and cannabis (investigative effort is not to be expended in 
petty marihuana cases), and (5) coordinating its drug en
forcement activities with the appropriate DBA regional or 
district office. 

We are presenting arrest and conviction data to indi
cate results achieved by task forces. As discussed in 
chapter 2, however, statistical results are only one measur.e 

'of enforcement and do not form the sole basis for determin
ing success. 

Organizationally, DEA regional directors are responsible 
to the DEA Administrator for task forces in their regions. 
They serve as project directors of the task forces, but the 
degree of control that a regional director may exert over 
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task force operations is dependent ona memorandum of under
standing between DEA and State and local law enforcement 
participants. Additionally, some task forces may have a board 
of directors to serve various administrative functions. In 
fiscal year 1975, for example, the pittsburgh Task Force Board 
of Directors was responsible for evaluating the unit's perfor
mance, recommending manpower allocations, approving budgetary 
expenses, and screening prospective personnel. 

Each task force is headed by a DEA special agent. The 
ODALE practice of using Department of Justice attorneys has 
been eliminated, and staff from other Federal agencies are used 
on an as-needed basis rather than as a permanent assignment. 

DEA headquarters personnel make an annual evaluation of 
task force progress in relation to its mission. As a result 
of this evaluation, the task force may be terminated, con
tinued, or expanded, or certain corrective action may be rec
ommended to increase effectiveness. 

It is recognized that DEA's policy on implementing the 
mission or objective of task forces is general. This was 
thought appropriate because drug problems differ among 
geographic areas. No attempt was made to define the local 
operational policies of a task force with the intent that 
this could best be determined by local DEA officials and the 
State and local authorities. 

Results of the task forces in terms of arrests and con
victions as reported by DEA by fiscal year are shown below. 

FY 1974 
FY 1975 

Arrests 

4,000 
5,205 

Convictions 

1,934 
2,039 

Appendix VIII shows the results of the 43 DEA task forces 
receiving LEAA grant funds in fiscal year 1975. 

UNIFIED INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
IN NEW YORK CI'l'Y 

During the early 1970s, New York City, in addition to 
harboring a substantial portion of the nation's drug addicts, 
also served as a major narcotics distribution center for the 
country. Since the wider the range of drug-related informa
tion available to narcotics officers, the greater the likeli
hood that those officers will be successful in their investi
gations, many experts felt that an integrated drug intelli
gence system was needed in New York to help combat the problem. 
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To this end, representatives of the Department of Justice and 
New York city met to discuss a system which would develop and 
disseminate a wide range of information to those law enforce
ment people who need it. It was under this concept that UID 
was conceived. 

Approved by the Attorney General of the United states, 
the Administrator of DEA, the Mayor of New-York City, the 
Police Commissioner of New York City, the Governor of the 
State of New York, and the Superintendent of New York State 
Police; UID began operation on October 15, 1973. 

Basically, UID is a task force composed of DEA agents 
and officers ~f the New York State Police and New York City 
Police Department. They are supported by civilian intelli
gence analysts and statisticians, who collect, collate, and 
analyze information concerning drug traffickers and patterns 
and changes in the drug traffic itself. UID's goals and 
objectives can be summarized, as follows: 

1. Establish the nature and magnitude of the drug 
problem in New York. 

2. Identify current leaders, emerging leaders, and 
associates in the drug trade. 

3. Establish a program to stimulate the flow of 
information. 

4. Establish a liaison unit to insure cooperation 
with other enforcement agencies. 

5. Initiate indepth investigations of persons, 
networks, places, etc. 

6. Refer information coming to the attention of 
members concerning integrity within the criminal 
justice system. 

7. Prevent duplication of effort. 

UID, funded by LEAA, was awarded an initial grant of 
$644,251 in July 1974. The funds have been used for salaries 
of support personnel, operating expenses, and equipment for 
State and local personnel; $150,000 was allocated for PE/PI. 

It should be noted that DEA agents working in UID 
are paid by DEA, and State and local police officers are 
paid by their respective police departments. Vehicles and 
support for DEA agents are provided by DEA. 
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urD is presently operating with the funds from the 
initial grant, and no further money is expected from LEAA. 
Beginning in fiscal year 1977, it is expected that urD 
will require approximately $400,000 each year which is 
tentatively planned to be incorporated into DEA's budget. 

Basically, the information gathered by urD can be 
categorized into four areas, according to DEA. 

1. Basic law enforcement intelligence is gathered for 
urD through established investigative procedures. rt may 
be obtained directly by urD personnel or, more often, through 
Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies and pri
vate citizens. 

Procedures used to obtain this data vary but include 
undercover penetration of criminal organizations, surveil
lance (to uncover new organized crime figures and new 
meeting places), and interviews with complainants and pro
spective informants. 

Once ootained, the basic law enforcement information 
is translated into intelligence, defining criminal methods, 
routes, and organizations and showing the interrelationship 
among narcotic networks. 

2. rnformation extracted from any source relating to 
the drug abuse problem is a catch-all category of infor
mation used by UrD. rt differs from raw intelligence not 
so much in nature but in source, focus, and sometimes util
ization. As an example, the trends in heroin price and 
purity inspired UlD to make an exhaustive survey to 
establish statistical information regarding drug price 
and purity on the street, thefts of drugs from pharmacies 
and manUfacturers, methadone admissions, the rate of 
recidivism, arrests, and so forth. 

Gathering this information required questioning of 
police officers, medical examiners, defendants, drug users, 
individuals involved with drug rehabilitation, and chemists 
analyzing drugs. rt also involved, at a later date, under
cover purchases of drugs at the street level by uro personnel 
to determine availability, purity, and perhaps country of 
oogin. 

A liaison unit was created to afford urD personnel 
access to sources beyond those immediately involved with 
UrD, such as the FBr. 

3. published information, such as intelligence bulle
tins; united Nations' reports; and information on newspaper 
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articles and different projects and profiles, is periodically 
forwarded by UID to the th,ree participating agencies. 

4. Information concerning the integrity of any seg
ment of the criminal justice system which comes to the 
attention of a member of UID is reported for investigation. 
A DEA official told us that 151 integrity allegations had 
been received by UID concerning personnel throughout the 
criminal justice system as of October 6, 1975. Of these, 
120 were sent to the New York Police Department, 30 were 
sent to DEA's Office of Internal Security, and 1 to the Ne~l 
York State Police. 

UID is a repository for DEA informant files in the New 
York region. Three types of informant files are maintained. 

--Class I, participating informants, who usually 
have a criminal record. 

--Class II, nonparticipating informants, usually 
a business proprietor who will notify DEA of 
suspicious buyers of drug ingredients. 

--Class III, exempt informants, usually person~ 
whose identity is extremely sensitive and 
whose files are maintained by the regional 
director. 

These sensitive files, maintained by the regional 
director and DEA's Planning and Evaluation Group, are 
subjected to rigid security procedures. Access to the 
room containing the informant files is controlled by a 
card-activated electric door strike, which is part of a 
computer controlled access system. Access to this room is 
limited to 17 persons. They are the regional director, 
three associate regional directors, the deputy regional 
director, seven agents and three secretaries from the 
Planning and Evaluation Group, the deputy chief ot UID 
and an LEAA secretary. 

The files themselves are maintained in combinat ion 
safes and combinations are known only by nine DEA p" t
sons assigned to the group and the chief of field support. 
Should a DEA special agent, New York city Police Depart
ment officer, or New York State Police officer assigned 
to UIO c~oose to review the files of one of his own in
formants, he must complete a special form in duplicate 
which must be approved by his supervisor. Should one 
UIO agent or officer cnoose to review the informant files 
of another, he must complete the same form, which must be 
approved by both employees' supervisors. 
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In either case; the supervisor of the Planning and 
Evaluation Group must then initial the form before the 
file can be reviewed. Only in rare instances, and with 
special approval, can any other party revie~1 any in
formant files. In all cases, after the file is reviewed, 
one copy of the request form is filed in the informant 
file; the other copy is retained in a chronological file 
for these forms. 

~he only persons allowed to review the informant 
files without such records being made are personnel of 
the DEA Inspection Service. Should inspection personnel 
wish to remove an informant file from the area, they must 
execute a receipt to be kept by the supervisor of the Plan
ning and Evaluation Group; the DEA regional director; asso
ciate regional director; or chief of field support, DID. 

Another function of DID is to prevent a duplication 
among the enforcement agencies. This function is so vital 
that UID has formalized it into a system called the Drug 
Enforcement Coordinating System (DEC5). The idea of DECS 
is simply this: Prior to investigation, officers enter the 
names of the suspects into DECS. If any name has been pre
viously registered, a "hit" is made. When an ongoing invest
igation is found, the agency working the case and the agency 
seeKing clearance to initiate a case are notified. The 
agencies involved confer and agree on action. This action 
may take the form of a joint operation, or the agencies may 
choose to submit the information to the one agency which 
can best conduct the investigation. 

Since OlD's inception, approximately 11,400 submissions 
to, and approximately 4,200 inquiries of, DECS have been 
made, with 474 "hits" registered, avoiding as many as 474 
duplicate investigations which might have otherwise occurred. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DEA CONTR0LS OVER SEIZED DRUGS 

The Subcommittee expressed interest in controls over 
seized drugs and asked for: 

--"An analysis of the controls exercised by DEA over 
narcotics seized, including any information avail
able on the nature, quantity, quality and/or street 
value of any narcotics unaccounted for after 
original seizures." 

DEA, through purchase, seizure, and surrender, acquires 
large amounts of narcotics and dangerous drugs in its criminal 
law enforcement duties. Narcotics are an extremely high 
profit commodity in the illicit market, requiring stringent 
security measures to safeguard the narcotics seized. 

Du:ing the 2-year period ended July 31, 1975, DEA ob
tained almost 37,000 drug exhibits. Appendix II shows the 
amount of drugs removed in the United States by DEA. Many 
of these exhibits are still being held as evidence. DEA 
identified 17 incidents of drug losses, nationwide, which 
will be discussed later. 

Our review indicates that DEA has established written 
procedures for internal controls over seized drugs which 
appear to provide adequate safeguards if properly followed. 
However, in our visit to the DEA regional office in Los 
Angeles, we observed that some prescribed procedures were 
not being followed. DEA officials in Los Angeles informed 
us in November 1975 that steps were being taken to insure 
that these procedures will be adhered to in the future. 

INTERNAL CONTROLS 

Most seized sUbstances must be retained as evidence. 
Seized drug evidence must be properly identified (through 
laboratory analysis), sealed, assigned exhibit numbers, 
stored, used as evidence, and finally destroyed after 
court proceedings. DEA has established procedures to be 
followed by agents and laboratory personnel in handling 
seized controlled substances, from their initial seizure to 
final disposition. These procedures are designed to elim
inate loss or diversion of evidence and to locate any 
particular item of evidence in the shortest time possible. 
The procedures include 

--security standards for evidence storage areas, 
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--the documented transfer of evidence from one 
party to another to maintain an accountable 
chain of custody, 

--periodic accountability inventories of drugs 
oeing stored, and 

--the maintenance of a drug evidence inventory 
file for e.:!ctl regional and district office, 
documenting tne total drug evidence respon
sibility for that office. 

CONTROLS WeRe NOT STRICTLY ADHERED TO 

Although none of the previously mentioned 17 drug 
evidence losses occurred at the Los Angeles regional office, 
we noted during our review there several instances where 
controls had not been adhered to and where the possibility 
of undetected thefts and losses existed. If an item was lost 
or stolen it would not be detected until the item was requested 
because the region'S periodic inventory would not disclose 
if there were miSSing drugs. Also, the accountability records 
were not always complete, the vault was cro~lded, and evidence 
was often held for years awaiting disposition. 

DEA procedUral controls over seized drugs require 
periodic accountability inventories and inventory records 
to be Kept for every item of evidence stored. The Los 
Angeles region was taking the required periodic physical 
inventory but was not verifying the results with inventory 
recocdn. As a result, the region identified only what drugs 
were present and would not know if drugs were missing. A 
regional office order Has issued in May 1975 which required 
inventories to be reconciled to inventory records twice a 
year. Two district offices have responded to that order, 
and Los Angeles re.,;ional officials stated that they will 
conduct an inventory in December 1975. 

Our analysis of what was stored in the DEA Los Angeles 
regional vault compared to what was shown on inventory 
records showed that the records were, in some cases, incom
plete. A check of evidence in the vault revealed 33 evi
dence packages that did not have a corresponding card in 
the inventory file. In one case we noted th~t 95 grams of 
heroin were in the Vault, althougn listed in the case 
file as being destroyed. Los Angeles officials told us that 
they are revising their record keeping system to strengthen 
controls over seized drugs. 

DBA procedures also require minimum physical security 
standards for evidence storage areas. In JUly 1974 the DEA 
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Los Angeles regional office pointed out that a large quantity 
of marihuana was being stored in a ground floor interroga
tion room that had window entrances. This room did not meet 
minimum security requirements. As a result of our inquiry, 
the marihuana was moved from the room for destruction. DEA 
regional officials stated that they were moving into new 
facilities in December 1975, which will alleviate the storage 
problem. 

We also found that evidence was not always promptly 
destroyed. The case agent is supposed to prepare documents 
authorizing the disposal of evidence, but the agent is not 
always aware of the current status of the court case. 
Documents authorizing destruction of drug evidence were 
found in closed-case files, and the evidence custodian was 
still holding the drugs. 

Further, the evidence custodian duties are shared by 
four DEA employees on a part-time basis. Security and 
accountability would be improved if one person was given 
the duties and responsibilities on a full-time basis. The 
conditions described produce a potential for theft or loss 
of evidence that should not exist. Los Angeles officials 
stated that they will request a full-time custodian and 
take the necessary steps to insure that drug evidence is 
destroyed promptly when no longer needed. 

INCIDENTS OF UNACCOUNTED-FOR 
LOSS OF EVIDENCE 

All incidents of lost or stolen drug evidence are in
vestigated by DEA's Office of Inspections and Internal Se
curity. The following chart summarizes the incidents of 
DEA drug evidence unaccounted for, after original seizure 
or purchase, from July 1973 through July 1975. 

Lost 
As a re 
suIt of 

As a As a factors Stolen 
Total result result of outside by indivi- Lost Under 
inci- of cor- procedural DEA duals out- and re- investi-
dents ruption failures co!lEE.9.l side DEA covered gation ---- -----

17 2 5 4 2 ~/6 1 

~/Three of these incidents involved drugs which were partially 
recovered. One is also included under "stolen by individuals 
outside DEA" and the other two under "lost as a result of 
procedural failures." 
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These 17 incidents involved at least 33 separate drug 
evidence exhibits. No data WaS available on the street 
value of the lost exhibits. 

One of the incidents of lost evidence due to corrupt 
DEA personnel resulted in the loss of 800 pounds of mari
huana. The 800 pounds of marihuana was stolen for resale 
over a period of time by a DEA special agent from a DEA 
district office storage facility. The agent was appre
hended, discharged, prosecuted, and sentenced to 5 years 
in prison. The other incident of unaccounted-for seized 
drug evidence involving the corruption of DBA personnel 
was a case of evidence tampering. In this case, the agent's 
buy money was stolen and he attempted to sUbstitute other 
drugs for those he was supposed to have purchased. The 
agent resigned following the incident. 

The five incidents of lost evidence because of DEA 
procedure failures resulted in the loss of 

--16.233 grams of heroin (0.03 percent purity). 

--7.3 lbs. of marihuana. 

--0.69 grams of heroin. 

In the four incidents outside DEA's control, the fol
lowing evidence was lost. 

--17 grams of amphetamine. 

--7.61 grams of cocaine. 

--21 kilograms of marihuana inadvertently destroyed 
by state authorities. 

In all these incidents, state or court officials had taken 
custody of the evidence. 

The two incidents of evidence stolen by non-DEA per
sonnel included 104.6 grams of suspected cocaine stolen 
from a DEA laboratory and 748 grams of cocaine stolen by 
airport ground service employees while the evidence was 
being shipped to an assistant U.s. attorney. The suspected 
cocaine was not recovered. About 677 grams of the shipped 
cocaine were recovered, leaving 71 grams lost. 

CONCLUSION 

Internal controls over seized narcotics and dangerous 
drugs require adequate safeguards to protect drug evidence 
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while in DEA's custody. DEA's Los Angeles regional office 
was not fully adhering to established safeguard requirements. 
Similar conditions could exist at other DEA field offices. 
Therefore, undetected theft or loss of seized drug evidence 
is possible. DEA needs to more carefully monitor the com
pliance of its personnel with established drug evidence 
controls. 
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CHAP'rER 8 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Our review was primarily directed toward an analysis 
of DEA and its predecessor agencies, BNDD and ODALE. We 
also reviewed the involvement of the U.S. Customs Service, 
the FBI, and LEAA in drug law enforcement and the degree 
of cooperation that exists between those agencies and DEA. 

We reviewed policies and procedures, correspondence, 
and documentation relating to each agency's approach to 
drug law enforcement and the exchange of intelligence in
formation by the FBI and Customs with DEA. Additionally, 
we examined and analyzed selected DEA investigative case 
files. Statistical data was compiled and analyzed regarding 
drug seizures, arrests, and convictions. DEA, Customs, FBI, 
and LEAA officials in Washington, D.C., were interviewed 
as were those of the former BNDD and ODALE. 

We visited the New York, Dallas, Los Angeles, and 
Mexico City regional offices of DEA and the New York, Houston, 
and Los Angeles regional headquarters of Customs. Other 
selected review areas were: 

--DEA district offices in Newark, San Diego, El Paso, 
McAllen, and the El Paso Intelligence Center. 

--Customs district offices at Kennedy Airport, Laredo, 
El Paso, San Diego, and the TECS Data Center in 
San Diego. 

--FBI field divisions in Los Angeles and New York City. 

--U.S. attorneys' offices in Seattle, Los Angeles, 
San Diego, and New York City. 
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CHICf c,:,o..... TO l1iC Mll'!OI'IITY 

8-183363 
COMMiTTeE ON 

GOVERNME.NT OPErMTI("NS 

SENA.TE PERMANENT' SUDCOMMI'iTEE 
ON INVESTIGATIONS 

(PUftIUAHr TO ItCo t ••• "n. lH, '10 COHa.I\t.ss) 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2.0510 

My dear Mr. Staats: March 6, 1975 

The Permanent Subc:armittee on Investigations has reen e.-:gag(.d in 
an ongoing inquiry into the Drug Enforcement Administration. The SCOI,.'e of 
this inquiry includes allegations concerning the effectivene.ss and the in
tegrity of the DEA as well as its entire approach to Federal narcotics 1aly 
enforcerrcnt. OUr goal, as ~le go forward \'lith our investigation, is a thorough 
analysis of the ability of the agency to effectively deal '"ith the ever
increasing narcotics prob1e>m. 

It is my relief that the General Accounting Office can be of in
valuable assistance to our effort. Accordingly, I am requesting that the 
General Accounting Office ex'll11:i.ne the follCIIling areas which arc of IMjor 
concern to the Subcarrnittee: 

1. An analysis of purchase of evidence/purchas.-= of 
infornation (PE/PI) funds used by DEA as an approach 
to drug law enforcerrent focusing on the number of convictions 
and significance of violators convicted, including (a) a 
study of the arrounts of Federal dollars allcx::ated to 
PE/pI over the last five years and to whem these dollars 
f1CM, and (b) an accounting of all such rroney so used 
since the creation of DEA. 

2. lin analysis of the results of the BNDD/DEA, U.S. CUstcms 
Service, and the former Office for Drug Abuse Law Enforcc;nent 
efforts in drug enforcement, frem fiscal year 19 :; to present, 
focusing on the number of convictions, nature of the case, 
significance of violators convicted, and the nature, qumtity, 
quality and/or street value of illicit drugs seized as \'Iell 
as an analysis of the law enforcerrent methodology utilized 
by each agency. 

3. An analysis of DEA enforcerent and :intelligence manp::1tler 
al1cx::ations to various activities and functions in the 
agency. 
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4. lin analysis of the exchange of information betweEn 
Custans and DEA, including the frequency and nature of 
requests for information or assistance by one agency or 
the other and the disposition of such request. 

5. lin analysis of the controls exercised by DBA av .. .r 
narcotics seized, including any informat.ion available 
on the nature, quantity, quality and/or street value of any 
narcotics unaccounted for after original seizures. 

6. lin analysis and accounting of any "confidential fund" 
rraintained by DEA, including the purposes for which the 
funds were expended. 

7. lin analysis of the program of cross designation of DEA 
agents to allO\~ them the sarre se<U"ch and seizure authority 
as U. s. CUstans agents, to include the number of DEA agents 
so designated and the number and quality of arrests rrade 
and convictions obtained by them in this capacity. 

B. An analysis of the quantity and quality of intelligence 
jnformation exchanged betvleen DEl\ and the U.s. Custans 
Service since July I, 1973 which would enable both agencies 
to function in the rranner intended by reorganization plan #2. 

We also understand that your staff has done considerable ~,Qrk on 
the DEl\ cc.rnpliance programs and we ~uld like their views on the results ot: 
these programs. 

Since time is of the essence with regard to certain of the above 
itans, it v.'Quld be appreciated if your representative contacted HOllard Feldrran, 
Chief Counsel to the Subccmnittee, to discuss our priorities and the t.iIn:; 
required for your sbYlies. 

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. 

The Honorable El.rrer B. Staats 
The Ccxnptroller General 

of the United States 
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8-183363 

O!;U' c:oo..'NSC!. "11(1 ITM''' "'"tC'T~/t 

COMMITTEE ON 
GOVEr"N'.!F'''~T OprrtA.TIONS 

SENATE: Pf:RMANt:"4T SI)O-:O""MlrrE~ 
ON II-lV£STIGATIONS 

(nIl'I'U~T 10 10 lies. III, UTI' CCHClJltS!) 

W"SHINGTON.D.C, 20510 

May 1, 1975 

My dear 11r. carptroller General: 

Pursuant to our continuing investigation of the Drug Enforcement 
lIdm:i.nistration, I request that the General Accounting Office conduct an in
quiJ:y of the following Fertinent subjects in addition to tl10se identified in 
~ lGtter to you of March 6, 1975: 

1. A study a"ld analysis of the type and quality of c:>::qeration 
that exists between the Federal Burrou of Investigation and the Drug Enforce
Ire!lt Mninistration since Reorganization Plan #2 ",as .implemented on Jul¥ 1, 
1973. As you are aware, testim:my by Administration officials l::efore tlJe 
'Congress when Reorganization Plan #2 was being considered, imlicated that 
the creation of DEA would enable the FBI, for the first ti=, to beo;::Im 
actively involved in drug enforcement. 

~\strat£on witnesses testified that the FBI I-.Ould participate 
with the DEA in narcotics cases by providing l:oth inforrration ara informmts, 
espacially in those cases dealing with organized crime f;igures and interstate 
and international conspiracies. 

It is appropriate, therefore, as a part of our current investigation, 
that y= agency determine how and under what circumstan~s the FBI has coof"'rated 
with DEA in the developnent of major narcotics cases and whether that cooperat10n 
has resulted in significant disruption of narcotics traffic. 

2. A stuaj' and analysis of how federal rroney fran LEM is allocated, 
by DFA, to the various narcotics Task Forces currently in oI;eration in the 
country. 

We are espacially interested in knc:Ming ,,'hat criteria is used by 
DEA for detennining ha .... much rroney is allocate:'! to roch task force; ha .... 
that rroney is used; and ",nat results have been achieved in relation to the 
stated mission or objectives of these task forces. 

3. A study and analysis of the unified Intelligence Center, a 
federally funded narcotics related operation in the New York City area. 
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With regard to this center I ~'.'(! L:l:C i:lt.crt~r.lcd in d~tc~riniI1g ~i'3 
nature nnd 5~q;e of its o?3ration, the v.I>JU:1t of fccernl rronies involv,::-rl r 

the identity of participants in the S'ls\:c;;:n, Lb typ8 o[ il1fornYltion utilized 
hy the p?rt~cip=mts and a,y pc:st inf.:t~'Xn of rr.io..loo of ~us infc.:'''l~ .. tio.:1. 

'fue results of your inquirj on the []Utters I ha.ve requested .... ill re 
mOOe pnrt of the record of Sub::omnitte.., hearings rn the o?3rations of the 
Drug Enforcereat l,dministratioa. 

~lay I take this opp::>rtunity to express my appreciation for your 
~ation in this investigation. 

The Honorable Elr."cr B. S\:r,ats 
'fue ec:vvtrollcr G::neral 

of the United States 
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BVREAU OF NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS/DRUG ENFORCEHE~'T ADHINISTRATION 

AKRESI, (0'.\ l(nO~~D_.!1.Rn; REl'IO\"AI. STATISTICS IN TH": rSllF.O q~~ 

nUREAl' OF NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRl'GS 
FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972 FY 1973 

ARRESTS: 
8!>DDIDEA Federal 
B~DD/DEA ini tia ted 

Sta te and 10(:a 1 
('.:>s\.. forces) 

Total 

CO);HCTIONS: 
B);DD/DEA Federa 1 
B:-<DD IDEA ini tia ted 

S!:a te and loea! 
(task forces) 

Total 
(note a) 

DRUG RENOVALS Ie seized and de. tve eo j : 

B~DDIDEA including SNUP/DEA State 
and local removals (task force~) 

Cpium (lbs.) 
Heroin (lbs.) 
Cocaine (lb •• ) 
Narihuana (lbs.) 
Hashish {lbs.} 
Hashish Oil (lbs.) 
Hashis~ Oil (qts.) (note b) 
H3.! luclnog{'ns (d.u.) 
Hallucinogens (gross lbs.) 
ue~ressants (d.u.) (note cj 
Stlnulants {d.u.) 
Stimulants {gross lbs.} 
Ncthador. .. (d.u.) 

J ,060 

l,ooG 

1,67H 

1,678 

!! 
427 
197 

17 ,401 

7,127,742 

2,339,590 
7,1%,481 

2,212 

2,212 

1,231 

1,231 

9 
226 
427 

12,723 
1,054 

3,697,737 

319,006 
10,319,923 

36,~6S 

4,579 

4,579 

2,239 

2,239 

16 
995 
443 

47,700 
127 

157,697,643 

bR8,810 
4t', 707 ,942 

155,290 

,2,/DEA prtJ\."tded statistics indicate that bet~een fiscal yea!'!' :Q-:'1-75, 
--e-: "·°11:; h'J BNOD/DEA ~hr'~ h.,'·C 'P:~!"3~cd 57 perceul puritv for iteroin 
:r~d .:." peTcen1 pH_ ...... r~ .... coc,~. Thl]os!! ,;t::'lt~:;" ',c<: e"ccll'dc BNDD/DEA 
·'I"":"'::,ted St.1!:C a::d ;ocal taSK force removals .'15 'Well tiS coopel"";)tive cases with 

~JD.l'. - C~s~.::(; r~::t. 
!...'n.c. - changed from Smg. to lOm5. as of July 1, 1971 

S,SQ2 

2.:...!..?! 
12,768 

3,155 

3,155 

7 
515 
391 

44,391 
1,193 

17,146,806 
12 

933,199 
4, 7l0, 767 

6 
203,651 

Customs. 

DRUG ENFORCEHL\! 
AD:-tI~ISTRAnO)( 

FY [974 FY 197', 

0, J(,~ 

~ 
10,540 

3,243 

2,018 
5,261 

11.5 
380 
537 

122,511 
535 

3,313,245 

653,060 
13,133,477 

0,658 

7, J 55 

S,!!ld 
13,01" 

2,74:' 

2,192 
4,936 

8.5 
596 
700 

140,660 
1,318 

71 
5 

2,595,720 

855,641 
16,008,362 

5,390 

:l" 
"d 
"d 
t'l 
Z 
tl 
H 
:>< 

H 
H 

:l" 
"d 
'tJ 
t'l 
Z 
tl 
H 
:>< 

H 
H 

~ 
o 
~ 
--l 



u.s. CUSTOMS SERVICE :l" 
'0 
'0 

DRUG ARRESTS, CONVICTIONS, AND SEIZURES 
t'l 
z 
0 
H 

FY70 FY71 FY72 FY73 FY74 FY75 X 

H 

ARRESTS 5,872 6,248 7,860 10,825 8,208 16,214 H 
H 

CONVICTIONS 1,604 1,820 2,202 3,846 1,774 (a) 

SEIZURES 
(note b): 

Heroin/opium 
(lbs.) 67 975 686 389 97 127 

Cocaine (lbs.) 108 360 379 734 706 717 
Harijuana/ 

hashish f-' 
0 

ct> (lbs. ) 67,800 113,100 190,400 321,100 459,100 418,959 f-' 

N Dangerous 00 

drugs (5-
grain dos-
age units-
millions) 12.3 6.3 16.2 15.8 23.5 19.3 

~/Not available. 

b/Customs reported that its heroin and cocaine seizures average 60 
- percent purity. 

:l" 
'0 
'0 
t'l 
Z 
0 
H 
X 

H 
H 
H 
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OFFICE FOR DRUG ABUSE LAW ENFORCEMENT 

ARREST, CONVICTION, AND DRUG RE~IOVAL STATISTICS 

January 1972 through June 1973 

ARRESTS: 
Narcotics 
Other 

Total 

CONVIC'rIONS 
(note a): 

Narcotics 
Other 

Total 

DRUG REMOVALS (note b) 
(seized and delivered): 

Heroin (kilos) 
Opium (grams) 
Cocaine (kilos) 
Marihuana (kilos) 
Hashish (kilos) 
LSD (kilos) 
LSD (d.u.) 
Methadone (kilos) 
Methadone (d.u.) 

7,308 
769 

1,582 
~ 

1,699 

105.2 
230.73 
71.5 

8,559.2 
20.6 
5.6 

54,312.5 
3.5 

19.201 

a/OOALE arrests resulted in convictions subsequent to 
- June 1973; however, these statistics were not available. 

b/No information is available on the purity of ODALE drug 
- removals. 
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1 -d"", 'apoll's 
111 Vcr"O!l 
'>(>w Orh'3.ns 
O\:fSt1!" 
~311:1!'i ·'t W.)Ttt-
HUllS10'1 

E1 Paso 
Vih"o:k 
Sa,l A.ntoniO 
KAnsas C'lt 
SL J.o':15 
'hnnE'apolis 
DC'"lV(>f 

P:;o('nix 
Al··f~q.lt·rqnt' 

S"C3. tt I£' 
Spokane 
Portla!;d 
L-,s, An:-;('les Ol"an~e Couat3 
San Dieg-o 
San J.l'anrisro 
Renn 
liollululu 

Salaries nnd 
h(>nt:'flts 

~---~ 
$ 9,670 

47.070 
131,403 
173 .. 700 
225.70J 

25.21)0 
223,ROO 
19~. 762 
230.254 

R3.711 
92.169 

lOO~fi94 
46,635 
75.75' 

129,622 
43,115 

19S,513 
21,3)01 
22,439 
41,523 9, .H79 
23.007 
51.297 

102,384 
3,.5,3 
19,053 
25,821 

2~1.292 
130.482 

62.460 
232.832 

H7.32·) 
17.750 

109,100 
46.660 
77,135 
67.528 

157.310 
137,300 
Ill. 150 
95.260 

$170,618 
47.935 

294.801 
71.903 
15.979 
79,R91 

ll9,R3R 
223.347 

13,9Rl 
202,997 
269,169 

83.SQ5 
57,971 

2.1R.967 
9R.177 
57,971 

312.·177 
31,956 
19,973 
17.976 
R9.490 

107.355 
220,502 
152.361 
43.141 
'18.771 
82,203 

124,632 
70.305 
59.319 

10R.303 
67.5SS 
77,757 

10).664 
7.988 

93.474 
426.622 

214,259 
161.681 

(dr6 

Total S~':.::':.651 $~666.243 

a' - 'Sravel 1nC"luded in Chic3}:O i'udJ:C't 
!!.'InC'luded ; n DenvE'r budget 
.£,.'Inc-ludE'd 1" SE'attlf> hudr:~t 

npN·a.1 i"~'" (>xp(>n~(>s 
:\!ld eqll' p'ft(>nt 

.!c~ __ ~ 

$ 19.1l3') 
14.430 

117.600 
57.300 
3-).500 
95.100 

105.200 
22tl.OOG 
152.275 
37,696 

149,670 
113,349 
126.183 
120.450 
73.517 
53.525 

175.439 
a t33.H7:> 
.41,559 
a"'17.600 
- 71.65Q 

4S,R43 
113.001 
112.455 
61.353 
41.795 
52,367 

llR.946 
41.681 
18,639 
9~.895 
57.955 
30 t 570 
40.155 
25.410 
50,540 

107.7RO 

98.42(\ 
58,265 
46.005 
74.590 

$ 3,463 
1.034 

23.5R3 
5,752 
1, }63 
5,R17 
9,5RS 

12,l'lQ 
760 

A.ol00 
26,351 

9.131 
5.218 

21,ol3~ 

9.396 
5,166 

19,710 
2,056 
1.2RS 
1,149 
6,375 
4.932 

10,802 
5.615 
1.703 
1.892 
3.056 

11.435 
5.R93 
4.972 
7.R9R 
4,623 
5.779 

12,3KQ 
90Q 

11.504 
48.348 

23,903 
16,742 

907 
(d) 

Pllrrl'::tS(' 
funds 

LEA~ __ ~ 

$ 30,000 

12.000 
12,000 
79,000 
79.00) 

155,2n 
H7.471 
39.0Q7 

130.150 
124.150 
75.000 

138.520 
96,000 
25,000 

155,240 
19.000 
17.000 
15,000 
22.500 
11,880 
27,000 
21.600 
23.760 
l1,R80 
11,8RO 
47,000 
3n.OOO 
21.000 
65,560 
(~\ 
(h) 

3S.000 
kl 
(,) 

83.335 

66.670 
1l3.335 
33,335 
33,335 

S 19,440 
5,003 

42,37u 

35.510 
1.104 

4.350 

30n 
35 

3.R75 

Tntn'r 
Lf:,\A ______ !1.!!~ 

$ 59.500 
61 ~ 500 

2~9.000 
243,000 
274.200 
199,300 
40",000 
574.000 
503,000 
]60.500 
371. 9R9 
31~.193 
2t7."lR 
334,721 
299.139 
121.640 
529,192 

74.1R7 
80,998 
74,123 

192.037 
RO,730 

194.30] 
236.439 
123,696 

72.729 
90.05R 

447.23. 
202.]63 
10'.G99 
'17,287 
145,275 
4R,320 

lA4.255 
72,070 

127,675 
25R.643 

322,400 
278,900 

97,490 
203,lR5 

5174,0"4 
,",969 

318,344 
77,655 
17,142 
R5.70R 

129.423 
254.927 

]9.741 
211.397 
337.R90 

93,016 
63,lR9 

230.405 
107.573 
63,137 

367,697 
35.116 
21.25Q 
23.475 
95,865 
112.2~7 
231.304 
157.976 
44.844 
50.663 
85.S19 

136.367 
76.233 
6Q.16G 

116.201 
72,181 
83.536 

113.0S2 
8,R96 

104.978 
474.970 

2:ia,162 
178,423 

10.893 
Cd) 

S3,130.429 $::62.275 51.919.920 5!.!.l ~981 $:':?Q.O,OOO 55.]40.502 

.!!.~nonolulu was opE'rational onl~ 2 to 4 weeks4 No DE\. agents Wfirp permanently assigned and LE.-\A ~rant funds 
wt;'r{> re-prog:rammed to other task forces. 
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APPENDIX VI APPENDIX VI 

INVENTORY OF DEA EQUIPHENT AT 

FIVE SELECTED TASK FORCES 

AS OF AUGUST 1975 

Task force Quantity Type of item Value ----
Pittsburgh 11 Desks $ 2,257 

2 Clothing lockers 88 
2 File cabinets 740 
4 Chairs 216 
1 Safe 354 
3 Automobiles 14,865 
3 Radios (leased) 65 (monthly) 

Denver 2 Desks $ 270 
4 Automobiles 13,416 
2 Radios 1,000 
3 Radios (leased) 58 (monthly) 

Orlando 1 Typewriter $ 625 
1 File cabinet 565 
3 Desks 958 
1 Chair 240 
2 Credenzas 234 
2 Automobiles 6,379 
2 Radios (leased) 48 (monthly) 
2 Recorders 430 
2 Automobile sirens 360 
1 Intelligence Kel-Kit 3,000 
1 Truck 1,700 

Atlanta 4 Automobiles $14,810 

El Paso 3 Desks $ 540 
5 File cabinets 1,368 
3 Chairs 300 
1 Credenza 258 
1 Paper shrecder 500 
7 Radios ( le/.lsed) 280 (monthly) 
3 Automobiles 11,829 
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APPENDIX VII APPENDIX VII 

DEA TASK FORCE FUNDING 

FISCAL YEAR 1976 PROJECTIONS 

Task force ,F.tEAA sUl?port DEA sUEPort ~J,. 

New York $ 249,446 $ 312,861 $ 562,307 
Long Island 3:31,697 130,359 462,056 
Rochester 274,000 26,072 300,072 
Newark 457,546 156,430 613,976 
Ph ilade1phia 550,861 199,093 749,954 
Pittsburgh 554,566 81,661 636,227 
Atlanta 418,517 106,395 524,912 
Orlando 258,069 53,197 311,266 
Detroit (note a) 365,290 239,294 604,584 
Chicago 646,763 244,248 891,011 
Hammond 97,945 103,808 201,753 
Ht. Vernon 111,816 81,730 193,546 
Kansas City 407,000 310,257 717,257 
Minneapolis 113,000 (b) 113,000 
Austin 166,194 99,624 265,818 
El Paso 160,447 99,624 260,071 
Lubbock 79,000 49,812 128,812 
Denver: 457,648 105,054 562,702 
Phoenix 300,000 52,527 352,527 
Los Angeles 254,669 79,135 333,804 
San Diego 381,045 263,083 644,128 
Reno 114,465 52,757 167,222 

Total $6,749,984 $2,847,021 $9,597,005 

~AS of September 30, 1975, the Detroit task force was closed. 

E/Included in Kansas City budget. 
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APPENDIX VIII APPENDIX VIII 

ARREST AND CONVICTION STATISTICS 

Task force city 

Boston 
Hartford 
New Yo.rk 
Buffalo 
Rochester 
Long Island 
Newark 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Baltirr;ore 
Miami 
Atlanta 
Orlando 
Detroit 
Cleveland 
Columbus 
Chicago 
Hammond 
Indianapolis 
Mt. Vernon 
New Orleans 
Austin 
Dallas/Ft. Worth 
Houston 
El Paso 
Lubbock 
San Antonio 
Kansas City 
st. Louis 
Minneapolis 
Denver 
Phoenix 
Albuquerque 
Sea t:tle 
Spokane 
Portland 

tEAA FUNDED DEA TASK FORCES 

FISCAL YEAR 1975 

Arrests 

81 
7 
5 

43 
79 

147 
74 

299 
174 
259 

83 
214 

65 
162 

94 
29 

140 
94 
21 
12 
89 
92 

309 
114 
229 
123 
117 
126 

60 
105 
220 
269 

46 
135 

Los Angeles/Orange Count:y 
San Diego 

87 
115 
124 
625 
110 San Francisco 

Reno 
Honolulu 

87 

21 
5 

Convictions 

56 
37 
28 
27 

8 
7 

36 
146 

24 
119 

42 
45 

1 
77 
20 
19 
13 
35 
21 

2 
71 
31 
83 
15 
35 
14 
68 
79 
24 
32 
67 

106 
18 
43 
28 
44 
70 

398 
42 
o 
3 
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APPENDIX IX APPENDIX IX 

DEA COt1HENTS ON m:THODOLOGY USED 

TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS 

OF PURCHASE OF EVIDENCE 

The basic methodology used by GAO to evaluate the 
effectiveness of purchase of evidence expenditures was 
based upon an ad hoc survey employed by the DEA Los Angeles 
Region to evaluate a related, but entirely different matter-
relative allocation of PE/PI expenditures with respect to 
classes of defendants. While DEA is in no position to 
refute the results of the recommendations covering PE/PI 
policy, we do feel strongly that the methodology GAO utilized 
is insufficient and does not portray an adequate picture 
of the derived benefits of PE utilization. Very basically, 
it is not correct to aSsume that PE is expended solely 
to identify higher level violators. PE does serve other 
purposes and an evaluation of its effectiveness must also 
take into consideration how well these other purposes are 
served by its use. For example, just a few other reasons 
for expending PE funds are: 

--To obtain strategic, operational and tactical 
intelligence not related to the instant inves
tigation. 

--To locate and seize a significant cache of drugs. 

--To obtain the most unimpeachable and cost effi-
cient evidence in a particular investigation. 

--To corroborate information and statements made by 
a potential witness to enhance his future credi
bility in a court of law. 

--To protect the identity of an informant. 

Even if vie did asSUme that the only reason for expend
ing PE is to identify higher level violators, then the GAO 
methodology would have to be expanded to include, among 
other things, the impact of purchases of evidence on long
range conspiracy caseSi the extent to Which evidence pur
chased in past (closed) cases has been beneficially used 
in open or more current cases; and the expanded use of 
evidence and defendants to develop prosecutable cases by 
other DEA regions than the one in which the original 
evidence was obtained. One other very important point 
that must be considered is the fact that G-DEP, the data 
base on which the DEA Los Angeles and GAO studies were 
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APPENDIX IX APPENDIX IX 

based, is not, in and of itself, a sufficiently sensitive 
indicator measurement of PE effectiveness. G-DEP is a 
system designed to classify violators according to their 
trafficking capabilities. It does not reflect how a 
trafficker's removal would impact on the traffic. 
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APPENDIX X APPENDIX X 

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINI§.TERING 

ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

DEPARTNENT OF JUSTICE 

AT'fORNE\{ GENERAL OF THE UNPI'ED STATES: 
Edward H. Levi 
William B. Saxbe 
Robert H. Bork, Jr. (acting) 
Elliot L. Richardson 
Richard G. Kleindienst 
Richard G. Kleindienst (acting) 
John N. Mitchell 

ADMINISTRATOR, DRUG Et~FORCEMENT 
ADMINISTRATION: 

Henry. S. Dogin (acting) 
John R. Bartels, Jr. 
John R. Bartels, Jr. (acting) 

DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF NARCOTICS AND 
DANGEROUS DRUGS (note a): 

John E. Ingersoll 

SPECI.~ ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
OFFICE FOR DRUG ABUSE LAW 
ENFORCEMENT (note a): 

Myles J. Ambrose 

ADMINISTRATOR, LAW ENFORCEMEN'l' 
ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION: 

Richard W. Velde 
Donald E. Santarelli 
Jerris Leonard 
Vacant 
Charles H. Rogovin 

DIREC'fOR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INVESTIGATION: 

Clarence M. Kelley 
William D. Rucke1shaus (acting) 
L. Patrick Gray III (acting) 
J. Edgar Hoover 

Tenure of office 
From To 

Feb. 
Jan. 
Oct. 
Hay 
June 
Feb. 
Jan. 

1975 
1974 
1973 
1973 
1972 
1972 
1969 

June 1975 
Oct. 1973 
July 1973 

Aug. 1968 

Feb. 1972 

Sep. 1974 
Apr. 1973 
May 1971 
June 1970 
Mar. 1969 

July 1973 
Apr. 1973 
May 1972 
May 1924 

Present 
Feb. 1975 
Jan. 1974 
Oct. 1973 
Apr. 1973 
June 1972 
Feb. 1972 

Present 
May 1975 
Oct. 1973 

July 1973 

July 1973 

Present 
Aug. 1974 
Mar. 1973 
May 1971 
June 1970 

Present 
July 1973 
Apr. 1973 
May 1972 

a/Effective July 1, 1973, BNDD and ODALE were merged in the 
- new DEA. All BNDD and ODALE functions were transferred to 

DEA. 
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APPENDIX X APPENDIX X 

Tenuee of office 
~!!! To 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY: 
William E. Simon 
GeoegeP . Shultz 
John B. Connally, Je. 
David M. Kennedy 

comIISSIONER, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE: 
Veenon D. Aceee 
Edwin F. Rains (acting) 
Myles J. Ambeose 

o 
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Hay 
June 
Feb. 
Jan. 

May 
Feb. 
Aug. 

1974 Pee sent 
1972 l1ay 1974 
1971 June 1972 
1969 Feb. 1971 

1972 Peesent 
1972 l1ay 1972 
1969 Feb. 1972 




